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KIRK DOUGLAS

LAURENCE OLIVIER

JEAN SIMMONS
CHARLES LAUGHTON
PETER USTINOV

JOHN GAVIN

and TONY CURTIS as Antoninus

GREGORY PECK

ROBERT MITCHUM
POLLY BERGEN
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CARY GRANT

DORIS DAY

in

co-starring

in

Screenplay by Dalton Trumbo
Directed by Stanley Kubrick
Produced by Edward Lewis

A Bryna Production in

Technicolor®

A ROSS HUNTER

PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION

WITH JOSEPH FIELDS

RODGERS AND HAMMERSTEIN'S

In Color and Pa

NANCY KWAN
JAMES SHIGETA an

MIYOSHI UMEKI

Screenplay by Joseph Fields

Music by Richard Rodgers
Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 2d

Directed by Henry Koster

Produced by Ross Hunter

ROCK HUDSON
DORIS DAY

TONY RANDALL m

In Eastman Color • co-sta

EDIE ADAMS and

JACK OAKIE
Written by Stanley Shapiro and
Paul Henning
Directed by Delbert Mann
Produced by Stanley Shapiro and
Martin Melcher
Executive Producer Robert Arthur
A 7 Pictures Corporation-
Nob Hill Productions, Inc.—
Arwin Productions, Inc. Picture

in

n Color • co-starring

GIG YOUNG

Written by Stanley Shapiro and
Nate Monaster
Directed by Delbert Mann
Produced by Stanley Shapiro and
Martin Melcher
Executive Producer Robert Arthur

A Granley Company—
Arwin Productions, Inc.—
Nob Hill Productions, Inc. Production

ROCK HUDSON
BURL IVES n

* *
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V

Produced and Directed by Val Guest
A Val Guest Production

TONY CURTIS

co-starring

JAMES FRANCISCUS
Screenplay by Stewart Stern
Directed by Delbert Mann
Produced by Sy Bartlett

KIRK DOUGLAS n

co-starring

GENA ROWLANDS
WALTER MATTHAU

MICHAEL KANE

Screenplay by Dalton Trumbo
Directed by David Miller

Produced by Edward Lewis
A Joel Production

in Color • co-starring

GENA ROWLANDS
Screenplay by John Lee Mahin and
Neil Paterson
Directed by Robert Mulligan
Produced by Robert Arthur

in Color • starring

HERBERT LOM
and

HEATHER SEARS

Directed by Terence Fisher
Produced by Anthony Hinds
A Hammer Films Production

MONTGOMERY CLIFT

SUSANNAH YORK
LARRY PARKS

SUSAN KOHNER n

Produced and Directed by
John Huston

A JOHN HUSTON PRODUCTION
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W iJasonl

obards,Jr.

Joan

Qjontaine

F. SCOTT
FITZGERALD'S

CO-STARRING PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY

CESARE DANOVA • JILL ST. JOHN • PAUL LUKAS • HENRY T. WEINSTEIN • HENRY KING • IVAN MOFFAT
COLOR by DE LUXE CINEMASCOPE

A Distinguished Motion Picture in the Box Office

Tradition of "The Hustler", "The Comancheros",

and "The innocents"!



Whtt Ihetj'm hiking About

In the Movie Business

ROADSHOW PLAYOFF. A wide divergence of

opinion exists in exhibitor circles on the play-off of

roadshow attractions. Is it too fast or too slow?

On one side, many subsequent-run operators

feel the lapse between the close of roadshow
engagements and the general release is much too

long, resulting in dissipation of the promotional

impact originally created and loss of the valuable

word-of-mouth response. Their argument is that

when they finally get the picture it is a stale

item with greatly diminshed want-to-see among
ticket-buyers. On the other side of the argument
one hears complaints about distribution's failure

to wait a sufficient time between the reserved

seat run and the general release. This school

contends that too rapid a playoff, with its

accompanying sharp drop in ticket prices, will kill

off the roadshow idea before long, since the public

will learn to wait a short time for the

neighborhood showings.

0

U-MCA TALKS CONTINUE. Discussions

looking to the establishment of a production-

distribution alliance between Universal and MCA
are continuing. The talks are being conducted on
a most confidential basis between Milton Rackmil
and Lew Wasserman, presidents of the respective

firms, with hardly anyone else privy to the details.

o

SEADLER'S JINGLE. Si Seadler, always
mindful of the boxoffice value inherent in a terse,

but catchy, tagline ("Gable's Back and Garbo's
Got Him" heads a long, distinguished line of

Seadlerisms that paid off), apparently has another
winner in his institutional radio jingle. Three of

the nation's largest circuits—Loew's, RKO and
Stanley Warner—aren't even waiting for the
MPAA's national handling of the ten-second "Go
Out to the Movies Tonight" commercial; they've
already ordered them direct from M-G-M
Records. In fact, the feeling in some quarters is

that the jingle disc, promoted astutely by

theatremen, could prove to be the best business-

building idea to come down the pike in quite

some time.

0

EXHIBITOR'S REACTION. Leonard Coulter's

piece, "The Movie Image Needs Repair" (Dec. 11

issue), suggesting reasons for the poor state of

movie industry-press relations, has drawn
considerable reaction from within and without the

trade. One interesting response was the following

from Savannah, Georgia, theatreman Earle M.
Holden:

"I read with great interest Mr. Leonard Coulter's

article MOVIE IMAGE NEEDS REPAIR which
appeared in the December 11th issue of Film
Bulletin. I was especially interested in his

comments regarding the present policy of some
newspapers to edit theatre advertising, and in

some cases without notifying the advertiser. I

have had that happen to me. I contacted an editor

who had been somewhat rough with our business.

While he more or less used Hollywood for a
target, and referred to the folks out there as

being shack-up tramps, his general words were
directed to all of us in the business. He was talking

to an editors' convention about a variety of

subjects, and his movie topic was, "Movies Are
Dirtier Than Ever". I took the liberty to write

this editor a rather long letter defending the
exhibitors' side of the picture at least, and he was
courteous enough to reply to my letter. In his

reply he stated he had not attended many movies
in the last couple of years. Yet only recently he
stood before a group of editors and brow-beat our
business, although he was not a regular moviegoer.
I was interested in Mr. Coulter's statement that
economic conditions today made a newspaper not
so dependent on the business movie advertising

formerly gave it. However, only recently I came
across some figures compiled by Advertising Age
showing that the top 100 national advertisers

spent $906,467,950 in television advertising in

1960, as compared to an amount of $316,793,130 in

newspapers. As a matter of fact, newspapers
came in third place on the expenditures of the
top 100 for advertising with general magazines in

second place. Interesting was the fact that the
television figure represented an increase of

$56,106,669 in 1960 over 1959. Certainly the
nation's press must have been the losers

somewhere down the line in this fifty-six million

dollar increase in television advertising. So it

would seem to me that motion picture advertising
still is rather important, whether the editors

realize it or not, and few editors bother too much
about that sort of thing."
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In the light of recent history, it may seem to

some an anachronism that Spyros P. Skouras has

been chosen from among filmdom's might as the

Movie Man of the Year.

Most of 1961, like the two years preceding, was
crowded more with disappointment than success

for the dynamic president of 20th Century-Fox

Film Corporation. Things had not gone well at

the studio and one production venture after

another turned financially sour. Just as filming

started on the costliest picture in the company's
history, into which the indefatigible Skouras had
poured so much planning and effort and hope,

catastrophe struck. Millions already had been ex-

pended on "Cleopatra"—a movie "natural" if

ever there was one—when Elizabeth Taylor fell

critically ill and for weeks lingered at death's door.

Although fully aware of his personal stake in get-

ting this enormously valuable project "on the

road"—the pressure from Wall Street interests

was mounting—and despite the urging of associ-

ates to replace Liz, Skouras made the decision to

put "Cleopatra" on the shelf for more than a year

while the star recuperated. How could a showman
with the acumen of a Skouras consider anyone else

for that Taylor-made role!

Without a "Cleopatra" to wipe the red ink

from the company's ledger, the situation at 20th-

Fox was dim through much of 1961. But sud-

denly, late in the year, things started to brighten;

20th was on the way back. And its dynamic leader

Of the {fear

began to reemerge to reclaim his role as one of

the real titans of the industry, a man of vast cour-

age, great talent and irrepressible enthusiasm for

the business he loves so dearly.

To everyone in the business and countless peo-

ple outside who know him, Spyros Skouras evokes

the image of a dynamo wrapped in a winning

smile. His comeback required more than just

forcefulness of personality; it was comprised of

equal parts of wisdom, a keen instinct for the

making and merchandising of motion pictures,

and an uncanny ability to translate this talent into

the tangibles of success. Most eloquent testimonial

to his generalship is inscribed in the cold, hard

boxoffice performance of his current production

program: at year end, the pictures he backed fully

with his reputation as a cinema genius were gross-

ing handsomely, and 20th's 1962 release schedule

glittered with many offerings of potential wide-

spread public appeal.

What makes this state of events a turnabout

worthy of future consideration by movie his-

torians is the fact that only a few short months

before, Skouras was fighting for his executive life.

Badgered by new Wall Street representatives on

the board, who were bent on "kicking him up-

stairs" to the chairmanship, the 20th-Fox presi-

dent found himself forced to defend production

plans and policies he once put into motion with

merely a flourish of the pen. Even his staunchest

supporters in all branches of the business began

to wonder if this seemingly indestructible man
could survive the pressures being brought to bear

on his sturdy shoulders.

Fortunately, not only for the firm, but for the

whole industry, this robust Greek immigrant is

made of stern stuff to match his ebullience and

bright countenance. He determined to keep his

president's chair, encouraged by some of his clos-

est associates and by friends throughout the indus-

try. He decided that if changes were to be made
they would be his changes. One astute move was
to call in Peter G. Levathes to run the studio. Well-

schooled in all phases of film-making, he proved

perfectly suited for the job, satisfying not only his

(Continued on Page 23 )
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Proftigartj in i*rodaction
Everybody talks about waste in dis-

tribution. Well, not everybody, but

almost—in the production end of the

business, that is.

We hear calls for fewer branches,

fewer salesmen, reductions in advertis-

ing. Otto Preminger suggests that one

central sales depot in New York would

be sufficient to handle all film sales and

to service the buying needs of theatre-

men throughout the nation.

While extreme, the Preminger pro-

posal exemplifies the line of thinking

about distribution presently followed

by most independent producers. Their

myopic view is conditioned by the fact

that they turn out one or possibly

two features per year. And they are

joined in the familiar "cut distribution

costs" cry by many in that whole coterie

of capital gains stars and directors who
regard most expenditures in any phase of

movie business outside the creative end

as excessive and non-productive. The
sum of their attitude seems to be that

all costs beyond the making of the

film merely cut into their "take." The
inbred vanity of the creative element

beckons them to believe that their par-

ticipation or presence in a film is

enough inducement to bring theatremen

from near and far, and to bid maximum
terms for the exhibition rights. And
their conceit convinces them that the

public waits avidly for the opportunity

to queue up to see their latest attraction.

Why, then, maintain widespread dis-

tribution facilities to serve exhibition,

and why spend large sums to promote
films? This one-sided appraisal of the

relative "unimportance" of distribution

and merchandising in the overall movie

industry scheme, strangely enough, has

gained adherents among top film execu-

tives in some home offices. Nudged by

the independents whose films they re-

lease, some companies are occupied with

drafting blueprints for elimination of

branches, reductions in the sales forces,

tightening of advertising budgets. They

aim to give more money to the produc-

tion branch.

Is the distribution system wasteful,

or is it production that is profligate?

We suggest that the imbalance in total

industry expenditure weighs much more

heavily on the side of production. The

film makers, and the talent clique, too,

seem to function on the theory that

exhibition is a bottomless well from

which can be drawn ever higher rev-

enues. Either they are oblivious or cal-

lous to the fact that very many theatre

outlets teeter on the brink of financial

disaster, and that some units of the

distribution branch have been able to

survive only by dint of diversified

operations or liquidation of assets.

We suggest that really substantial

savings for the industry should be ef-

fected on the production end. Intelli-

gent pre-production planning substitu-

tion of imagination for extravagance;

establishment of truly creative, low-cost

production units at every major studio

to develop a new fund of talent that

would broaden the limited creative mar-

ket—we suggest that these factors should

occupy the industry's attention much

more than the constriction of distribu-

tion.

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
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Yonntjstvin Has
A Blueprint
The association of Max E. Young-

stein with Cinerama provides that vola-

tile cinema explorer with a fertile field

for his dynamic showmanship talents

and proven capabilities as a production

packager.

Cinerama, under the expert guidance

of Nicolas Reisini, of late has given

unmistakable indication that its star is

on the rise. Present and future plans

for production—both by the parent

firm and its newly-formed subsidiary,

Cinemiracle International Pictures —
promise the kind of bold, ingenious

enterprise sorely needed in the industry.

With the Cinemiracle reins in Mr.

Youngstein's hands, it could be no

other way.

As usual, the refreshingly outspoken

film executive summed it up best in this

capsule comment on his new associates:

"They are imaginative, have guts. They

have a blueprint for tomorrow." So,

he might well have added, has Max
Youngstein.

Clayton on
Classification

Jack Clayton, creator of "Room at

the Top" and the current "The Inno-

cents" recently had these pertinent com-

ments to make on the hot topic of

classification:

"I believe it (the British method) is

a very good system. It works well and

does what it is supposed to do. Classi-

fication allows for very grown-up pic-

tures, perhaps very necessary for adults

to see. Some method is necessary to

protect those under sixteen from seeing

things on the screen that could be

harmful to them but not at all to adults

. . . There should be no censorship for

adults at all."
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Pledges for '62

So here we are in a brand new year with lots of the same

old problems. Maybe it's time we made up our minds to live

with them. Since it would be unfair of me, as an outsider, to

ask the motion picture industry to live with its problems unless

I were prepared to do the same, I herewith turn over my own
new leaves, as follows and to wit:

I will refrain from complaining about the lack of manners

of the younger generation of moviegoers. Let them kick to their

hearts' content on the back of the chair I might be sitting in.

Let them crackle their popcorn and pass their rustling candy

packages back and forth. Let them sniffle; let them giggle

whenever the fancy strikes them. Only let me stay home while

they do it.

I will bite my tongue every time I am tempted to tell my
daughter how much more rugged and masculine the screen

heroes of my childhood were than the heart-throbs of today. I

will avoid any invidious comparison, for my son's benefit, of

today's love goddesses with the celluloid sirens of my halcyon

youth. I reserve the right to keep my own opinion, but I will

try desperately to keep it to myself.

I promise myself faithfully not to expect my children to be

convulsed by the antics of silent screen comedies. I promise

with equal fervor not to be surprised when my children are

convulsed by the serious silent screen drama they happen occa-

sionally to witness.

0

As an individual who is no longer connected with the motion

picture industry, I will do my best to bury my life-long habit

of clocking the traffic and counting the house whenever I go

to the theatre. I will even extend this noble resolution to in-

clude houses of worship, PTA gatherings and alumni reunions,

as well as movies.

I will never cease to wonder at the elasticity of the word
"star'' and the number of "stars" who appear more at super-

market openings in Hollywood than on motion picture screens.

I will also never cease to wonder at the willingness of news-

papermen and broadcaster-interviewers to describe people with

one or two picture credits as stars.

I will continue to believe that there is no reason on earth

why a Hollywood romantic actor can't get a haircut like the

rest of us.

I will continue to believe that the most aptly named function

of its kind is the Cannes Film Festival.

I will continue to be skeptical about the claims for new film

processes that provide "3-D without glasses." (In my case it's

4-F without glasses, but that's another matter.) Yet, even

while I am skeptical, I will keep hoping, because something

like 3-D without glasses can breath new life into the motion

picture industry.

0

And while in this industry-minded vein, let me talk a little

trade talk:

I will not worry this column unduly about the product
shortage. The shortage is no longer a temporary phase or a

passing condition. It becomes more and more of a way of life

for the motion picture industry. If substantially more American
motion picture production is going to be seen, it will be seen

on home screens and other non-theatrical markets. The theatre

owner finds himself confronted with two sides of the same
coin. He either has to go out and find new sources of product

—

which means booking more imported features—or he has

to develop new kinds of audience attractions that don't leave

him at the mercy of film availabilities. He can get more mileage

out of reissues in many instances, but he's probably better off

developing box office lures such as fairs, cooking schools,

auctions and what have yous.

I will therefore continue to proclaim in this column that the

exhibitor is not merely a pawn of the big distributors. I will

insist that forming a big exhibitor combine to raise money to

finance production is not the way out. It is my contention that

the best thing a major exhibitor combine could accomplish

would be to figure out ways that exhibitors would no longer

have to depend on films six or seven days of every week. Let

them find and develop new paying uses for theatres, at least

part time.

I will continue, in another area of industry apprehension,

to ask for facts—and cite them when I have them—about how
feevee is working. We are approaching the two-year mark with

the Etobicoke experiment in Canada, and we still have not

had the reports which were promised at the outset. We have

had little or no spotlight on developments—or the lack of them
—in Hartford.

I will continue to sound off about the injustices to which

motion pictures and the entertainment world in general are

heir—injustices ranging from tax discrimination to smears to

legal harassment.

0

I will, in the main, find myself calm if not complacent about

the shifting tides of motion picture censorship. On the whole,

I think there is less censorship than ever, and at the same time

plenty of questionable taste. I do believe that some motion

picture advertising is properly described as suggestive. I do not

believe that citing book advertising, girdle ads or perfume

promotion is an adequate answer. There is a thin line between

frankness and bawdiness, between a sexy ad and a suggestive

one. And anytime there is a thin line, a few people aren't going

to be able to toe it too well.

I will hope that the recent partnerships of theatre and hotel

interests will operate to revive an institution of the past, the

beer garden type of music hall. I am convinced that live enter-

tainment can help sell screen entertainment—first by building

new personalities for the screen, second by getting people into

the habit of going out occasionally for a pleasant evening.

The drive-ins have shown that a theatre restaurant can be a

potent attraction.

I will continue to wonder why there have to be so many
different organizations of exhibitors, all supposedly dedicated

to the same causes and objectives.

I will continue to wonder at the energy, zeal and devotion

of the exhibitors who give so much of their valuable time and

effort to maintaining this plethora of organizations.

I will continue to believe that organized motion picture labor

has been less than reasonable in its requirements regarding

minimum crews etc. and that there has been an unfortunate

confusion between Easy Street and Featherbed Lane.

And, of course, I will continue to sound off in a column to

which the publisher of this periodical has given complete

freedom. Thanks and bless you all.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

lYoungstein Plans Standard

Gauge Films for Cinemiracle

The announcement of Max E. Yoimgstein's association with

1 Cinerama as executive vice president, and as president of the

1 newly-formed subsidiary, Cinemiracle International Pictures,

line, failed to confirm one phase of the organization's future

plans reported in the Dec. 25 issue of Film BULLETIN. This

1 concerns the likelihood that Youngstein's long-range program

H includes moving Cinemiracle into the production of standard

I gauge features.

Whatever the reason for the omission of this information

I at the Dec. 28 press conference, informed sources still regard

I it as certain that the dynamic former United Artists executive

I intends to capitalize his broad film packaging experience by

I establishing Cinemiracle as a production unit to deliver eight

I to ten features annually.

More immediately, however, Youngstein's sphere of opera-

1 tions, as revealed to the press, will encompass a wide range of

1 activities on behalf of Cinerama and the subsidiary, including

I production, promotion, research and development. There will

be involved the liquidation of Cinemiracle's lone production,

"Windjammer", and concentration on the promotion and dis-

tribution of the two nearly-completed M-G-M-Cinerama fea-

tures, "How The West Was won" and "The Wonderful World
of the Brothers Grimm". Youngstein's new association (on a

five-year contract) was enthusiastically hailed by Cinerama

president and board chairman Nicolas Reisini, who lauded

Youngstein as an "invaluable" addition to his company. The
latter put it thusly: "Cinerama promises the greatest growth

for me as an individual, and greater than any of some 20-odd

companies whose offers I've looked into. We think alike. They
are imaginative, have guts. They have a blueprint for tomorrow.

Unlike most of the motion picture companies that are con-

centrating on what happened yesterday, this company is antici-

pating what will happen tomorrow and the day after, so it is

prepared to carry out new plans."

Some of these plans were announced by Reisini. The com-

pany, he said, will continue to expand in 1962 in the fields of

theatres, pictures and research. By the time "West" is ready

to premiere domestically in July, declared that 60 Cinerama

houses will be open in the U.S. (there are 29 now), with the

foreign total rising from the present 23 to 40 by October.

As for picture-making, the topper noted that "we want not

only to develop this system, Cinerama, to acheive certain results

technically, but also to make pictures of importance, pictures

that are different." And Youngstein added this footnote: "Pic-

tures made with a purpose, with a quality, have been able to

gross more than ever possible before. There's a question of

dynamics in this business. It has been reduced to a state of

inertia, or if not inertia a state of imitating itself. The business

has changed, and is changing every day. Unless a company
looks to tomorrow, it will get nowhere."

Cinerama is looking to that tomorrow, too, in the field of

research. Reisini revealed development of a new Cinerama
panoramic still camera for the consumer market; development
of a single-lens system, and work in "space films" for the

government. He also disclosed negotiations for construction of

several new "Super-Cinerama" theatres, in which the screen

forms the fourth wall and "envelops the audiences in the show."

Movie Stocks Follow Bearish Trend

Movie stocks were no exception as the overall market per-

formed rather bearishly, flying in the face of New Year tradi-

tion, despite upbeat business predictions. Twelve of the 18

cinema issues covered were down, with five advancing over

the past fortnight. The losses, while not heavy, far outweighed

the gains.

Once again, Loew's Theatres (the only heavily traded stock,

on a turnover of 72,200 shares) made the big news, this time

suffering a surprising 31/2-point drop, to reverse a sharp upward

swing, in spite of an excellent first-quarter profit announce-

ment. Warner Bros, and Stanley Warner each dropped 2, and

Columbia continued its slide, losing ll/
2 points. M-G-M and

Screen Gems likewise declined ll/
2 .

On the upbeat side, United Artists made the lone appreciable

advance, jumping 1%.

Wellington Ups AB-PT Holdings

The Wellington Fund, largest investment company in the

world, appears to have hit upon a "blue-chip" issue in the

movie field: American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. In an-

nouncing its investment changes in the six months ended Nov.

30, the Fund listed among its principal increases 72,500 shares

of AB-PT, whose star has been steadily on the rise in recent

months.

NT Operations Back in Black

National Theatres' main order of business—operation of the

second largest theatre circuit in the country—is back in the

black. Although establishment of a $7,700,000 reserve for

possible loss on its investment in National Telefilm Associates

brought NT's loss for fiscal 1961 to $6,900,000, operational

net was $1.7 million higher than the year before.

And, according to president Eugene V. Klein: "The motion

picture industry has been showing enhusiasm unequalled for

(Coninued on Page 17)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Film Companies
Close Close

12/20/61 1/4/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 5% 53/8 -
!
/4

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 13 3
/4 131/2 - %

CINERAMA 191/g 18% %
COLUMBIA 29i/

2 28 -1%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 78i/

4 78% + K
DECCA 40 40% + 7

/s

DISNEY 37% 373/4 %
M-G-M 503/4

49i/
4 -1%

PARAMOUNT 57 571/4 + %
SCREEN GEMS 233/8 21% ^1%
20TH-FOX 363/4 363/4

UNITED ARTISTS 303/4 32% 1 13/8

WARNER BROS 82 80 -2

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all otbers on New York Stock Exchange.)

sk ak afc

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 45% 44% -1
LOEW'S 453/8 41

7
/8 3%

NATIONAL THEATRES 6% 61/4 - tt

STANEY WARNER 41% 39% 2

TRANS-LUX 16 16% + %
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Coming your way from Pathe-America-twm

RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH AND BRYAN FORBES' PRODUCTION

wmvm INE
tflMnw

From an original novel by Mary Hayley Bell • Screenplay by Keith Waterhouse

and Willis Hall • Produced by Richard Attenborough and Directed by Bryan Forbes

PATHE-AMERICA DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. • NEW YORK 20, N.Y., 1270 Avenue of the Americas, Phone: Circle 7-3945
j

St., N.W., Phone: 783-4040 • CLEVLAND 14, Ohio, Suite 536, Film Exchange Bldg., 2108 Payne Ave., Phone: 241-0850 • C



D
ding successes for February release!

AMERICAN PREMIERE-FORUM THEATRE, NEW YORK-FEBRUARY!

A scorching drama of the most un-talked-about subject of our time!

ALSO STARRING DENNIS PRICE / A MICHAEL RELPH AND BASIL DEARDEN PRODUCTION

ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY BY JANET GREEN AND JOHN McCORMICK / PRODUCED BY MICHAEL

RELPH /DIRECTED BY BASIL DEARDEN / RELEASED BY PATHE-AMERICA DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.

0, Pa., Suite 399-E Sheraton Penn Hotel, Phone: COurt 1-1257 WASHINGTON 4, D.C., Suite 655, Warner Bldg., 501-13th

125 So. Wabash Ave., Phone: 922-6331 • HOLLYWOOD 38, Calif, 1107 No. Highland Ave, Phone: Hollywood 9-2220



The Case Against Pay-TV

In Little Rock

On the basic legal issue of jurisdiction and the

broad question of public interest, counsel for Ar-

kansas theatremen seek to thwart the introduction

of pay-TV in Little Rock. These principal points

are raised in a brief filed December 29 asking the

Pulaski County Circuit Court to void the ruling by

the Arkansas Public Service Commission requiring

the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company to fur-

nish equipment and service to Midwest Video

Corp. for establishment of a wired Telemeter

toll-TV system. Attorneys Howard Cockrill and

Leon Catlett, representing Rowley United Thea-

tres, Independent Theatre Owners of Arkansas,

Inc. and United Theatres Corp., submitted to the

Court their contention that jurisdiction over all

forms of television belongs to the FCC, and, fur-

ther, that "pay TV would be a bad thing for the

country." Highlights of their brief appear below.

Aside from the jurisdictional points, appel-

iants directed their testimony toward the two
issues of self-interest and public interest. Ap-
pellants make no apology for their desire to

protect their own interests, as they have a sub-

stantial investment to protect in their business

of motion picture exhibitors and desire to stay

in business. It is practically conceded that if the

proposed Pay-TV project should succeed, most

of the theatres in the affected areas must nec-

essarily close and go out of business. By the

same token, if the experiment should last as

long as two or three years before the failure,

the same result will be achieved and hundreds

of thousands of dollars of worthwhile invest-

ments of appellants will be irretrievably lost.

It is appellant's belief, supported by the evidence

of past performances, that the experiment will

be a failure and they justifiably feel that it will

be their loss as well as the loss of the com-

munity to permit this experiment to go forward.

The record reflects that over the past ten years

similar experiments have been conducted in

New York, Chicago, Palms Springs, California,

Bartlesville, Oklahoma, and Toronto, Canada,

all with the same result. No estimate has been

made of a total expenditure by the sponsors of

Pay-TV in their effort to get the public into

the habit of paying for what they now see free,

but one of appellees' witnesses candidly ad-

mitted that International Telemeter Corporation

and Paramount Pictures, Inc. had already ex-

pended in excess of ten million dollars to date.

The present experiment in Toronto, Canada, by

these same appellees, has been a failure after

two years of operation. The only argument is

the extent of the failure. Some dissatisfied stock-

holders in Toronto contend that the project

is losing SI 1,000. a week and the president

of Paramount, Mr. Barney Balaban, contends

that there is only a weekly loss of between

$3,000 and $4,000. The experiment proposed in

Little Rock is molded on exactly the same lines

as the one in Toronto, Canada. While appellants

have no interest in how much money Para-

mount is losing, they do have a distinct self-

interest in protecting their own investment, and

it is in the interest of the public that Paramount

abandon these worthless experiments.

The public of Arkansas has a definite interest

in whether free TV, as it is known today, shall

continue. From the beginning American radio

and television have been free to the public by

virtue of advertising sponsors. This is at no cost

to the public and should such sponsorship cease,

the commercial funds thus allocated would auto-

matically be ihanneled into other forms of

advertising with no reduction in the price of the

product. In addition, the programing of our

present radio and television is supervised and

censored by the Federal Communications Com-
mission, enabling the public to hear and view

educational programs and programs in the

public interest, which Pay-TV admittedly can-

not afford. There will be no censorship of Pay-

TV, as here proposed. The protection of free

TV is definitely in the public interest. By virtue

of a greater financial reward and unlimited re-

sources, Pay-TV will immediately siphon from

free TV the better programs and program talent.

The two systems cannot co-exist, according to

appellants' experts, and if free TV is able to

exist at all, only a diluted second-rate product

will be left to the viewers. Eventually Pay-TV
will begin advertising, advertisers will leave

free TV, and the end result will be that the

public will pay to see exactly what it now sees

free.

The proposed project involves a non-utility

service; and in any event it is not telephone

service and is not within the limited jurisdiction

of the Public Service Commission under the

Arkansas Statutes.

There can be no doubt that even under a

liberal interpretation of the Arkansas statute,

of the phraseology of "transmitting messages or

communications" is not broad enough to include

television. And certainly, the law makers could

not have intended to include it in 1935 when

the Act was passed, as television was not in-

vented then.

The proposed project will engage in interstate

commerce. Congress has preempted the field

oj television and related facilities, and the

federal Communications Commission has ex-

clusive jurisdiction of both wired and broadcast

Pay-TV.

The Appellee Midwest Video argues that its

activities will be purely intrastate for the rea-

son that the signals it sends over the cables

originate in its own transmitting station and

end in the subscribers television set, all in the

City of Little Rock, Arkansas. The same thing

may be said of our local radio and television

stations, licensed by the Federal Communica-

tions Commission. Three basic facts refute

Midwest's contentions: (1) The film and tape to

be used will be made in Hollywood and other

places outside Arkansas and shipped to Little

Rock in interstate commerce, (2) All live en-

tertainment will originate principally outside

Arkansas on television coaxial cables, and (3)

The transmitting station will be connected

directly to the facilities of the telephone com-

pany which are interstate in character and lic-

ensed by the Federal Communications Com-
mission.

It has been held uniformly that television

falls within the Communications Act of 1934

because of the broad language used by Congress

"The court is of the opinion that Congress

under the Federal Communications Act of 1934,

completely occupied and preempted the field of

interstate communications in radio and televi

sion . .
." Lamb v. Sutton (U.S.D.C. Tenn,

1958).

In a recent case, the Court of Appeals for the

Third Circuit had occasion to consider the in-

terstate character of films and tapes shown by

television stations, and held that since they

originated outside the state and were imported

into the state, they were interstate. The question

in that case was whether the Pennsylvania Board

of Censors could impose restrictions on the

local TV station. Chief Judge Biggs said:

"There is no doubt but that television broad-

casting is in interstate commerce. This is inherent

in its very nature."

There is no factual differences in the manner

in which a local TV station uses a film for

broadcasting and the method proposed in the

instant case. Both signals originate and termin-

ate within the State, but are interstate because

of the product used. For the same reason, the

films exhibited in the local theatres are not

subjcet to Arkansas taxation.

In the hearing of the case, Midwest freely

admitted that it intended to use live entertain-

ment on occasions in the form of Broadway

Shows, sporting events and the like. These

showings will have to come through the tele-

phone company's nation-wide coaxial cables.

The fact that the signals will be handled through

local wires when received in Little Rock, in-

stead of being broadcast over the air, does not

lessen the interstate character of the operation.

CONCLUSION
The court need not concern itself with the

controversy between free TV and Pay-TV, for

the reason that the law is so clear on the ques-

tions of jurisdiction. There is no doubt but that

Pay-TV would be a bad thing for the country,

in any form. That is a matter to be decided by

the Federal Communications Commission, how-

ever, which is the proper forum for Midwest's

Petition.
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(Continued from Page 13)

more than a decade . . . Revenue from theatre attendance is

continuing to hold its own. On that basis, and in view of the

sounder position of your company, I am fully confident of

successful results in 1962."

Profit from operations in '61 totaled $837,431 (30c per

share) on total revenues of $43,849,109. This is a far cry from

$46,543,910. Overall, in '60, after unusual gains from propertv

the operational loss of $888,263 in I960, when revenues were

dispositions and earnings of broadcasting stations subsequently

disposed of amounting to $1,860,000; a previous writedown

for possible loss in National Telefilm, and other special items,

net loss was $3,088,693.

In explaining the firm's interest in National Telefilm, which

has been reduced to 37%, Klein said: "Three years ago an

investment was made in National Telefilm that led to a heaw
drain on the earnings of National Theatres & Television, Inc.

Consistent with conservative accounting practice, this year's

provision scales down the investment on our books to an inde-

terminable value, stated at one dollar. This is the end of such

drains, and substantial recoveries are possible."

The president noted that NT has been restored to a posi-

tion that promises both internal growth and growth through

suitable acquisitions. "In September," he added, "we com-

pleted the blueprint of a three-year program that will improve

and expand our theatre circuit. After a decade of maximum
competition from television, our theatres have proved that thev

can overcome this competition and earn a net profit . . .

In I960 the company reduced the number of its operating thea-

tres from 251 to 220. In this past year, we dropped 11 non-

profitable or marginal operations and added four theatres,

bringing our year-end total to 213." These figures, concluded

Klein, indicate that "this necessary change in the circuit has

reached a leveling off phase."

Dividends Down in November
November cash dividends paid by movie companies amounted

to $1,539,000, a decline from the $1,704,000 of November,
I960. $1,353,000 was paid in October. The difference in the

November payments was attributed to the omission of a divi-

dend by Desilu Productions. Eleven-month total for '61 was

$21,649,000, slightly less than the $22,049,000 in the similar

'60 span.

Deny America-Republic Injunction

America Corp. and Republic Corp. are free to continue plans

for a merger. The Department of Justice was denied a request

for a preliminary injunction against the deal by Federal Judge
William M. Byrne.

Look for Wometco Rise

Look for a rise in Wometco Enterprises, Inc. (OTC) earn-

ings to $1.30 per share for the past year and $1.50 in 1962.

That was the optimistic message delivered by president Mitchell

Wolfson to the New York Society of Security Analysts. Net
for I960 totaled $1,013,429 ($1.01).

Wometco, which operates a chain of theatres in Miami,

declared a 10%, stock dividend payable Jan. 15. Wolfson said

the company's major expansion will be in the vending machine

field, and that it has a "long-range plan and hope" to be listed

on the New York Stock Exchange.

Columbia Into Home Projector Field

President A. Schneider's statement to the annual stockholders

meeting that Columbia management was constantly considering

diversification in allied fields was borne out quickly in con-

crete terms. The film company and Mansfield Industries, Inc.

last week announced plans to market an 8mm sound projector

for home movies retailing for under $100. Under the deal, a

special sound adaptor developed by Columbia will be built into

a Mansfield projector and marketed by the latter firm.

Loew's First Quarter Up
Loew s Theatres first quarter performance proved even more

impressive than the 20% upswing predicted recently by chair-

man of the board Laurence A. Tisch. Net income for the first

period ended Nov. 30, totaled $528 400 (20c per share), a

handsome hike over the $403,800 (15c) netted in the similar

span last year. Gross revenues were up from $9,890,000 to

$10,350,000.

New Distrib. Methods Save AIP Coin
New distribution techniques designed to effect savings and

streamline procedures have been developed by American-Inter-

national Pictures, according to president James H. Nicholson

and executive v.p. Samuel Z. Arkoff.

The company claims that "practical application of electronic

computor techniques combined with top secret procedural form-

ulas" will lead to savings and improvements in these phases of

AIP operations: (1) better print distribution through central-

ized print control and a new type of inventory system; (2) a

complete, printed, verified and audited financial statement for

every production, available within hours; (3) instantaneous

auditing and checking of all boxoffice statements; (4) a method

of pinpointing in a matter of hours exactly where product has

played and not played, and of analyzing the extent of all un-

played and unsaturated markets for the product, and (5) cen-

tralized home office electronic reporting and computing of all

exchange reports, thereby freeing the branches from book-

keeping.

AIP controller John A. Byers evolved the new system and

will supervise its application.

Disney Given Buy-in Privilege

A new seven-year contract between Walt Disney Prods, and

Walt Disney as executive producer and production manager
allows the executive to buy as much as a 25 percent interest

in pictures produced by the firm, with the exceptions of car-

toons and certain series. He can exercise the right bv providing,

personally or through a loan, a share of the financing equal

to the interest in the film he chooses to purchase. Other pro-

visions of the pact, recently filed with the SEC, including a

salary increase to $3,500 per week and $1,666.66 weekly in

deferred payments, were revealed last year, prior to approval

by stockholders.

496 of the foremost

financial houses in the U.S.

read BULLETIN
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"No Love for Johnnie"

Rating is for art houses. Finely acted, directed British

drama of ambitious political figure. Will appeal to class

audiences in general market.

From England comes this cynical study of a ruthless, power-

hungry member of Parliament who selfishly uses people as

rungs on his ladder towards success. Unfolded in an adult and

hard-hitting manner, endowed with frank and intelligent dia-

logue and some poetically realistic love scenes, and boasting a

standout performance by Peter Finch, this Embassy release will

roll up some good returns along the art house circuit, while

discriminating viewers in class situations also should find it

engrossing entertainment. In Finch's astute hands, Johnnie

Byrne emerges a memorable character. Unhappily married,

passed over for a government post when his Labor party comes

into power, willing to give up his ambitious pursuits for the

love of a model twenty years his junior, Finch brings to the

role a collection of acting levels audiences will not soon forget.

Layer by layer, director Ralph Thomas delves into the past and

present of Finch. By film's end audiences will have a deep

understanding of a complex character—a man who has clawed

his way out of a grim industrial town into the House of Com-
mons; a selfish man who takes without giving, but who also

still possesses moments of emotional sensitivity: a man who
finally realizes that in this world he has carved for himself

there is no love for Johnnie. The support is outstanding: Rosa-

lie Crutchley, his frigid, red-leaning wife who leaves him to

fulfill her own political activities; Billie Whitelaw, the upstairs

neighbor who loves him; Mary Peach, the beautiful young
model who wants him but leaves him when she realizes she

can never fit into his life; Stanley Holloway, Hugh Burden,

Geoffrey Keen and Donald Pleasence, as members of Parlia-

ment. Depressed by party rejection and Miss Crutchley 's de-

parture, Finch finds himself on political probation after failing

to go along with a rebel group within his party. His world

collapses when Miss Peach leaves him. Miss Crutchley returns

and suggests they start over. Finch is about to agree when he

learns that he wasn't offered a government post sooner because

of Miss Crutchley's Communist connections. Finch rejects the

reconciliation and becomes Assistant Postmaster General.

Embassy. 110 minutes. Peter Finch, Stanley Holloway, Mary Peach. Produced by
Betty E. Box. Directed by Ralph Thomas.

"The Colossus of Rhodes"

SuaIkcm 7£ati*t$ O O Plus

Big, colorful historical spectacle should please devotees

of such fare. In Eastman Color. Overlong, but crowded
with action, plenty of excitement.

This M-G-M import (Italian) is another of those dubbed

ancient history super spectaculars in color (Eastman) that have

found some success in the action market for the past few sea-

sons. This time the focus is on 3rd Century B.C. Rhodes when
a group of villainous Phoenicians attempt to take over the

island kingdom and menace the trade routes of the Mediter-

ranean. It shapes up as satisfying entertainment for young and

old patrons who thrive on action, romance, massive sets and

casts of thousands, although some editing of its 129 minutes

would have been effective. There's plenty of blood and gore,

battles galore and the climactic toppling of a 100 foot high

statue (part of a fortress) by a spectacular earthquake and

tidal wave. Rory Calhoun provides an American name for the

marquee, portraying a dashing Greek captain, while Lea Mas-

sari is the traitorous beauty he's in love with, and Georges

Marchal is the leader of the Greek rebels. Director Sergio

Leone, aware that the visual aspects of the film supersede other
elements, keeps everything moving with plenty of sound and
colorful fury. The story finds King of Rhodes' (Roberto Cam-
ardiel) in danger of his life (two assassination attempts have
failed) on the day that the huge colossus is unveiled. Calhoun
attempts to find out why, and soon finds himself confined to

the island by Conrado Sanmartin, the Prime Minister who is

plotting with the Phoenicians for Camardiel's overthrow. When
Marchal attempts to help Calhoun escape, both are captured
and tortured. They eventually escape and learn that the Phoe-
nicians have smuggled soldiers onto the island. During the

climactic battle, an earthquake and tidal wave help destroy the

invaders. Miss Massari dies, the colossus crashes into the sea,

and Calhoun and the rebels look forward to better days.

M-G-M. 129 minutes. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari. Georges Marchal. Produced by
Michele Scaglione. Directed by Sergio Leone.

"Something Wild"

Drama probes girl's strange psychological reaction to

being raped. Carroll Baker stars. Requires specialized
selling.

Here is a grim and off-beat drama about rape and its trau-

matic after-effects on the victim's life. Best returns figure to

come from special situations where adult patrons will readily

accept the subject matter and the psychological approach.

Grosses in the general market will depend upon the drawing
power of star Carroll Baker and the type of promotion with

which it is backed. It's a depressing journey from start to

finish — a happy college girl finds life totally meaningless

after being raped, rebels from even the most innocent touch of

another person, moves out of her home into a seedy lower

east side apartment and takes a part time job in a 5 and 10.

Despite the effective rape opening (late at night in a deserted

park), some graphic and exciting New York lensing and a

moody Aaron Copland score, the characters remain rather dim
and the story never really comes off. The screenplay, co-scripted

by director Jack Garfein and Alex Karmel from the latter's

novel "Mary Ann", allows neither the "in shock" Miss Baker,

nor Ralph Meeker, the lonely and desperate garage mechanic

who saves her from suicide and then keeps her a prisoner in

his basement apartment, to emerge as anything more than

symbols. Admittedly, they are troubled individuals, but, as

presented here, they are cold and superficial. Although their

performances are fascinating to watch, audiences are going to

find it difficult to sympathize with them. If Garfein had given

us deeper insight and tightened up the 112-minutes running

time, this could have been a more meaningful film. Fine sup-

port is provided briefly by Mildred Dunnock, Miss Baker's

high-strung mother, and Jean Stapleton, a loose-living member
of the rooming house world. Unable to stand the constant

torment of having been raped, Miss Baker attempts suicide

and is saved by Meeker. Now she finds herself a prisoner in

his apartment (she represents his "last chance"). His drinking

and proposals of marriage lead to bitter arguments. When
Meeker accidentally leaves the door unlockd Miss Baker flees.

But she eventually returns (apparently cured after sleeping

in the park) and marries him.

United Artists. 112 minutes. Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker, Mildred Dunnock. Pro-
duced by George Justin. Directed by Jack Garfein.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ _ Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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light in the Piazza"

GcuiKCM 'Rati*? OOO
iUnusual, engrossing drama of mentally retarded girl's

i search for normal love life. Fine cast, handsome pro-

duction. Strongest appeal to discriminating audiences.

An unusual and haunting romantic drama has been fashioned

\m lout of Elizabeth Spencer's widely-acclaimed novella about a

mother's attempt to protect her mentally retarded daughter

from the hurts of the outside world. If M-G-M and exhibitors

back their release with aggressive showmanship, returns could

v.
(prove above-average in all situations. Olivia de Havilland,

Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux, George Hamilton and Barry

— Sullivan provide wide marquee appeal; Julius J.
Epstein's

screenplay abounds in sensitive and intelligent dialogue and

character development; Guy ("The Mark") Green's astute

direction propels the drama with warmth, humor and sus-

pense; and the magnificent Metrocolor—CinemaScope on-loca-

tion (Florence, Italy) filming gives this Arthur Freed produc-

tion a handsome mounting. Compelling entertainment for

i; discriminating viewers, it should also be well received in the

nt general market. While vacationing in Florence, Miss de Hav-

illand finds herself unable to break up the growing romance

between her daughter. Miss Mimieux, and handsome young

I Italian Hamilton. Although 26-year-old Miss Mimieux appears

:
I healthy and happy, albeit a bit too innocent, she has the

;
I mentality of a 10-year-old (the result of having been kicked

I in the head by a pony when she was a child). In the past,

I Miss de Havilland has always prevented any romantic attach-

I ments. This time, she finds herself unable to act. Miss de

^
I Havilland finds herself in a quandry: Should she allow her

I daughter to marry and not tell Hamilton about her illness,

thereby releasing herself from the position of warden, at the

,

same time granting Miss Mimieux a life of happiness? The

i

performances are first-rate. Miss de Havilland is convincingly

confused in her role of mother, wife, woman; Brazzi is suave

and charming as Hamilton's father; Miss Mimieux, believably

shifts from moments of carefree innocence to periods of

hysterical tantrums; Hamilton effectively carries off the young

Italian who sees nothing wrong in Miss Mimieux's child-like

ways and loves her because of them (it's the best performance

i

of his career); Sullivan is strong as Miss de Havilland's hus-

]

band who believes, for their own peace of mind, that his

daughter should be placed in a "home". Miss de Havilland

finally agrees to the marriage, but Brazzi calls it off when he

learns Miss Mimieux is several years older than Hamilton.

Miss de Havilland desperately patches things up without hav-

ing to reveal the complete truth about Miss Mimieux. Miss

Mimieux provides a moment of fright after the ceremony

when she starts eating a rose petal, but Hamilton happily

follows her example. The end has Miss de Havilland exclaim-

ing, "I did the right thing."

M-G-M. 101 minutes. Olivia de Havilland, Rosanno Braizi, Yvette Mimieux, George
Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Produced by Arthur Freed. Directed by Guy Green.

"Les Liaisons Dangereuses"

Suduteu 'RatiK? OOO
Boldest film ever to get general release in U.S. Tells

sensual, albeit humorous, tale of calculated infidelity.

For adults only.

This Astor import, originally barred from showing outside

of France, has landed on these shores accompanied by the

kind of controversial word-of-mouth guaranteed to roll up
outstanding boxoffice wherever it is shown. Centering around

a happily married diplomat and his beautiful, conscienceless

wife who encourage each other in extra-marital pursuits, it is

perhaps the boldest film ever to receive a general relase in this

country. "Les Liaisons Dangereuses" figures to do smash busi-

ness along the art house circuit. Exhibitors, elsewhere, will have

to use extreme discretion in booking it, but where audiences

are willing to accept such outspoken sensual subject matter,

profits should be high. Unquestionably, it must be advertised

as strictly for adults only. Despite its overall amoral approach,

and a number of frank and graphic seduction scenes, "Les

Liaisons" comes off as a wry and moralistic treatment of a very

immoral theme. Some will consider it pornographic, but this

was not director-co-scripter Roger Vadim's intent. It is his

most interesting film to date. The late Gerard Philipe as the

cynical woman-charmer makes his unsavory character appealing

and just a little bit tragic. Beautiful Jeanne Moreau conveys a

marvelous sense of icy detachment mixed with scheming ven-

geance. Together they provide a fascinatingly chilling couple.

Sex is a game to them. As long as each follows the rules set

down by the other, their life is fine. But when Philipe breaks

one of the rules, death and tragedy follow. By using this

approach (obey the rules regardless of moral concept or else

you will be punished) the film ends on a definitely moralistic

note. Good support is provided by Annette Vadim, a happily

married woman who falls prey to Philipe, and Jeanne Valerie,

his virginal cousin whom he seduces on a whim of Miss

Moreau's. Enhancing the film's mood is the low-keyed jazz score

of Thelonious Monk. Philipe follows Mile Valerie to a skiing

lodge and eventually sedues her. Meanwhile, he finds himself

falling in love with Mile Vadim. Mile Moreau implores him

to seduce Mile Vadim quickly and then abandon her (as has

been his habit). In Paris, Philipe accomplishes the seduction,

then goes off with Mile Vadim. An angry Mile Moreau ends

the affair and tells Mile Valerie's boyfriend (Jean-Louis Trinti-

gant) that Philipe has been Mile Valerie's lover (the latter is

now pregnant). Trintigant accidentally kills Philipe, and Mile

Moreau is disfigured while burning incriminating letters of her

life with Philipe.

Astor. 104 minutes. Gerard Philipe, Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie Annette
Vadim. Producd by Les Films Marceau-Cocinor. Directed by Roger Vadim.

"Twist Around the Clock"

SutiKeu &*tut$ O O Plus

Lively, jumpin' entry in Twist sweepstakes. Features

Chubby Checker and other favorites. For teen-agers.

Columbia has jumped on the bandwagon to capitalize on

the Twist craze currently sweeping the nation with this low-

budget Sam Katzman production. It figures to draw a goodly

share of teenagers, who will overlook the wafer-thin plot to

see and hear the lively collection of popular singing personali-

ties, headed by Chubby ("Mr. Twist") Checker, in a dozen-

plus production numbers that should keep feet tapping and

heads bobbing. Handsome John Cronin plays an out-of-work

band manager who discovers the Twist in a small mountain

town and eventually brings it to New York. Mary Mitchell

is the Twister he falls in love with, and Clay Cole is the leader

of the band. The "heavies" include Tol Avery, head of the

big New York talent agency, and Maura McGiveney, his spoiled

daughter who has her sights set on Cronin. The nightclub

personalities include Checker, Dion, Vicki Spencer and the

Marcels. James B. Gordon's script finds Avery forced to sign

Miss Mitchell to a three year contract. But Miss McGiveney

adds a catch: Miss Mitchell cannot get married for three years

after signing the contract. Miss Mitchell, surprisingly, agrees,

and the youngsters shoot to fame on a coast-to-coast TV
hookup. Now Miss Mitchell drops the bomb: she and Cronin

married before the contract was signed.

Columbia 82 minutes. Chubby Checker, Dion Vicki Spencer, The Marcels, Clay
Cole, John Cronin, Mary Mitchell. Produced by Sam Katiman. Directed by
Oscar Rudo ph.
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"Sail a Crooked Ship"

Moderately amusing comedy with nicely balanced cast.

Should get fair response in general market.

This wacky, seagoing comedy about a band of zany thieves

who steal an old Liberty Ship and set off for Boston to rob a

bank nearly bursts its gunwales striving for laughs, but suc-

ceeds only moderately. On board are Ernie Kovacs and rising

talent Frank ("Where the Boys Are") Gorshin (the comic
crooks), Robert Wagner and Dolores Hart (the young inno-

cent and his girl), Carolyn Jones (Kovacs' moll) and popular
crooner Frankie Avalon. With some strong promotional back-

ing, the Columbia release should do fairly well in the general
market. Kovacs, as the gang leader who decides the perfect get-

away is via the seas and not by land, and Gorshin, one of his

bungling crew members, prove once again that they are two
of the funnier personalities around. Wagner is pleasant enough
as the young man who refuses to scrap his boss's mothball fleet,

and Miss Hart makes an attractive "boss' daughter." Miss Jones
comes off well as the sexy moll with the proverbial heart of
gold, while Avalon provides a vocal ditty (he's Kovacs' nephew
who knows nothing of the gang's plans) and Harvey Lembeck
injects a few hysterical moments as another member of the

gang. Wagner decides to make one of the ships fit for service

again and ends up with safe-cracker Kovacs as the captain.

Kovacs and crew shanghai Wagner and Miss Hart and soon
all are Boston-bound. After almost running down the Staten

Island ferry and riding out a hurricane with a seasick crew of

crooks, the gang is forced to rob the bank in Pilgrims' costumes

(it's Founder's Day). Gorshin tries to steal the ship from
Kovacs, but Wagner, using Miss Hart's brassiere as a slingsot,

attracts the attention of the coast guard. All ends happily.

Columbia. 88 minutes. Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn
Jones, Frankie Avalon. Produced by Philip Barry, Jr. Directed by Irving Brecher.

"Throne of Blood"

Sudinedd ^atuty Q Q Plus

Exciting, stylized Japanese version of "Macbeth"

.

Japanese director Akira Kurosawa ("Rashomon," "The
Seven Sumuri ") has taken William Shakespeare's "Macbeth,"

set it during the period of the Japanese civil wars and unfolded

it in the tradition of the stylistic Noh Theatre. The end result

is a compelling and visually startling drama certain to excite

and fascinate art house patrons and the Bard's devotees. In

utilizing stark, symbolic black-and-white photography, classi-

cal theatrical sets, masks, and a haunting musical score,

Kurosawa has turned this familiar story of greed, murder and
superstition into moody and brutal cinematic poetry. It also

reaffirms his position as one of the most creative film craftsmen.

There are images here destined to linger long in the minds of

viewers: the meeting in the forest with the prophetic Weird
Woman; Lady Macbeth's cold-blooded scheme to murder the

War Lord and her eventual mad scene where she tries to w ash

her hands clean of blood); Macbeth, tortured by his conscience

during a banquet; his death, with his body, filled with arrows,

resembling a living pin cushion). The performances are fasci-

nating examples of theatrical projection: Toshiro Mifune, the

brave warrior (Macbeth); Suzu Yamada, his power-mad wife;

Minoru Chiaki, his close warrior friend; and Chieko Nanima,
the Weird Woman. Mifune learns that he will eventually be-

come War Lord, but that Chiaki's son (Akira Kubo) will some
day replace him. Urged by Miss Yamada, Mifune kills the

War Lord and Chiaki, but Kubo escapes and begins mustering

an army. Mifune grows defiant when he learns that he will

never lose a single battle until the very forest begins to move.
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Miss Yamada goes mad, Kubo and his men attack the castle

camouflaged by branches (the moving forest), Mifune dies.

Brandon Films. 105 minutes. Toshiro Mifune, Isuzu Yamada. Directed by Akira
Kurosawa.

"Two Little Bears"

Kids should get plenty of laughs out of yarn about two
boys who turn into bears. Best for hinterland markets.

"Strictly for the kids" is the obvious label on this bit of

fantasy from 20th Century-Fox. And the youngsters are going

to have a ball watching two normal American boys actually

turn themselves into real live bears. Exploitation possibilities

abound. Besides the antics of the cut-up cubs, teen-age vocalist

Brenda Lee is on hand in her screen debut, alongside of youth-

ful crooner Jimmy Boyd. TV personality Soupy Sales makes

several humorous appearances as the local law enforcer, and

the parents are played by Eddie Albert and Jane Wyatt. Best

suited for the hinterland markets, "Two Little Bears" can be

a useful dualler for family houses in the big towns, as well.

Director Randall F. Hood stretches as much mileage as possi-

ble out of producer George W. George's screenplay, and he's

wisely placed the accent on antics the young ones will appre-

ciate best. Albert comes off well as the sedate grammar school

principal father of Donnie Carter and Butch Patrick, the highly

imaginative youngsters. But the two trained bruins walk off

with all the laurels. At first, Carter and Patrick only believe

they can turn themselves into bears, then sister Brenda Lee's

boyfriend, Boyd, comes along with a home-made lotion and,

presto, the transformation actually occurs. Pandemonium breaks

loose in the tow n as the two cubs go scooting about, and Albert

(1) ends up on a psychiatrist's couch swearing the bears are his

boys, (2) almost loses his job. Then Carter and Patrick prove

to the townspeople that they can really turn into bears.

20th Century-Fox. 81 minutes. Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Brenda Lee. Produced
by George W. George. Directed by Randall F. Hoed.

"Desert Patrol"

S«4ueed6 TZattHq. O Plus

Well-made British war film OK as action dualler.

Desert warfare during World War II takes the spotlight

again in this British-made combat drama being released by

Universal-International. Although the subject matter will be

old hat to devotees of such fare, the production is distinguished

by excellent performances on the part of Richard Attenborough,

John Gregson and Michael Craig, and further enhanced by

Guy Green's crisp and suspenseful direction. It should serve

adequately as a supporting dualler in action and ballyhoo

houses. Robert Westerby's screenplay follows the ill-fated mis-

sion of a group of unorthodox British desert fighters during

their sabotage mission behind German lines. Accidents, run

dow n equipment and the scorching desert itself take their toll

before the handful of survivors return to headquarters. Atten-

borough portrays a quick-witted enlisted man who spurns

military discipline but proves himself in battle; Gregson, a

discipline-minded mine expert; Craig, the scruffy, daring patrol

leader. Just before the Battle of Alamein, Craig and fourteen

others set out to destroy one of Rommel's biggest petrol dumps.

The mission is accomplished at the loss of most of the men
and all but one of the trucks. Forty miles from base the petrol

and water reserve runs out. Percy Herbert is left behind with

a machine-gun to delay the Germans, and Gregson gives up

his life so that Craig and the few survivors can make it.

Universal-International. 78 minutes. Richard Attenborough, John Gregson, Michael
Craig. Produced by Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman. Directed by Guy Green.
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niversal 'Drum'- Beating with

Mammoth Press-Promotion Manual
Periodically ready with a lavishly endowed

campaign manual for its top product, Universal

has outdone itself with the mammoth book now
in the field for "Flower Drum Song." From

artist Dong Kingman's brilliantly hued cover

depicting San Francisco's Chinatown to the last,

striking illustrations of the national magazine

ads, it's a first-class compilation of promotion

ideas worth a close look-see from all exhibitors.

The press and promotional manual (which

has been prepared in addition to the regular

pressbook) is a fitting way to help celebrate one

of U's biggest Golden Anniversary releases.

From a practical theatreman's standpoint, too,

it emerges an idea-packed guide to better

grosses. Whatever the brand of showmanship

—

be it newspaper ads and plants or theatre front

and lobby displays, teaser trailers and radio

spots or local merchant tie-ins—you'll find it in

the "Flower Drum Song" promotional package.

As Universale Eastern advertising-publicity chief

Philip Gerard put it: "From the feel and the

content of this kit, you can see that just as our
producers did, we in Universal promotion are

giving this picture everything."

The U manual is rich in samples of lobby

and theatre display material. The offset illustra-

tions are excellent, capturing the charm and

allure of the picture and indicating the drawing

power inherent in the special 8 x 10 still photo-

graphs available free to all exhibitors. Neither

will theatremen want for newspaper planting

material. There are ample offset illustrations of

photo layouts (with mat or set of stills avail-

able free) that editors should consider attractive

reader bait.

Music being one of the chief attractions of

the picture, there is an abundance of promo-

tional ammunition aimed at the tuneful-minded

fans. Among the many suggestions are a con-

certed campaign to be waged in harmony with

sheet music publisher Williamson Music Co.

Dealer displays of the song sheet covers, radio

and TV contests, night club orchestras featuring

the "Drum" tunes in a medley—all these, con-

tends U, w ill help the local engagement. Accord-

ing to the "Drum"-beating book, the Decca

sound-track album will "provide you with an

open sesame to cooperation from disc jockeys,

music stores and the music departments of

department stores." This built-in asset is getting

the real hard-sell from the record firm, via a

powerful campaign embracing national publica-

tions, newspapers, radio and TV and store dis-

plays. Such exhibitor aids as promotional letters

to deejays, double-truck billboards, local co-op

ad funds, a complete album sales kit and a

lavish, colorful set of displays are listed as

ready to boost b.o. business everywhere.

"Flower Drum Song," with its "Hundred
Million Miracles" of song, offers almost as

many tie-in opportunities. Or, at least, it seems

so after a glance at the U manual. Following

are some of the more interesting and potenti-

ally effective plans:

(1) A promotion tie-in has been set with the

La Choy Chinese Food Products Co. Encompass-

ing the entire country, with special emphasis

on the metropolitan cities, it promises to create

a "Drum" festival in super-market chains. The
La Choy drive includes 300-line tie-in ads in

leading metropolitan papers, multi-colored

streamers, 24 x 36 color posters and balloons,

coolie hats and lanterns.

(2) The title of the film lends itself perfectly

to a raft of ideas centering around flowers. A
typical angle is a "Flower Drum" bouquet ar-

ranged by a prominent local florist in exchange

for a credit poster in the lobby.

(3) The Bolex Camera .Co. has a complete

campaign, with prominent film credits, based

on producer Ross Hunter showing home movie

enthusiasts how to take pictures. A special

record, an elaborate brochure and direct mail-

ing pieces will help put this one over and plug

the picture.

(4) The Chinese background of "Drum"

lends itself to jewelry store window displays

keyed to the use of jade. Exhibitors are urged

to tie-in with a leading merchant via such a

window display featuring stills from the picture.

(5) The titles of hit R and H songs from the

film offer a variety of co-op ad angles, such

as: "I Enjoy Being a Girl" (women's shops)

and "The Other Generation" (clothes for old-

sters and youngsters).

Other important items covered in the "Drum"
book include: Dell paperback and Grosset &
Dunlap hard cover movie editions of "Flower

Drum Song;" a book mark mat for libraries and

book stores; "Your Favorite Miracle" contest;

a movie crossword puzzle; colorful street bally-

hoo and parade suggestions; rickshaw activity

around town. Also receiving prominent men-

tion are the national magazine ad schedule,

breaks in the national publications, a free teaser

trailer in color, free TV spots and radio spot

transcriptions gratis.

Rare should be the theatreman who doesn't

find something he can put to good advantage in

the "Flower Drum Song" showmanship manual.

The chances are most will find they can't do

without it when it comes time to promote their

local engagements.

CHINA DOLLS

mmmm
>Mi'4H *t Nancy K««n,

>»U Mill aid ftatke Saf*.
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This offset illustration of the Oriental-American beau-

ties in the film, which appears in the manual, is avail-

able in an 8 x 10 still photo layout for the lobby.
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'MAJORITY' BOW. Above, crowd at world premiere of

"A Majority of One," in Hollywood. Below, producer-

director Mervyn LeRoy, I., and WB president Jack L.

Warner in lobby of Village Theatre, Westwood.

LEV1NE 'WONDERS'. Abo;e, former boxing champ

Rocky Graz^ano, I., and grid star Frank Gifford greet

kids at N. Y.'s Forum for Joseph E. Levine's special

children's bow of "Wonders of Aladdin." Below,

Levine's daughter Patricia is interviewed on TV by

Sonny Fox, while her brother Richard, parents watch.

Fox 'Warns' Public via All Media:

The Innocents' Is a Real Shocker

A STRANGE NEW

EXPERIENCE

FROM

JACK CLAYTON
The Director of

' Room at the Top

"

BE FOREWARNED
k In your own interests, see this

picture from the beginning.

BECAUSE
This picture creates a tension and

an atmosphere never

experienced in a motion picture.

BECAUSE
You must savor every spine-chilling

moment without interruption.

BECAUSE
The only way to fully enjoy this

masterpiece of macabre love

is to see it from the very beginning

to the mind-stunning end.

,?g DEBORAH KERR

CINemaScOPE

Brimming over with shock and suspense,

Jack Clayton's "The Innocents" required an

especially hard-hitting promotion campaign to

translate its shadow), supernatural aspects into

public want-to-see and boxoffice dollars. Work-
ing on that premise, the resourceful 2'tth-Fox

advertising staff, under the guidance of vice

president Charles Einfeld, developed an all-

encompassing drive designed to excite audience

interest in this unusual film.

The results already have been recorded in

smash grosses at the Criterion and the 72nd

Street Playhouse, as well as a record-breaking,

Academy Award-consideration bow at the F.l

Ray in Los Angeles.

A bold ad saturation concentrated within a

24-hour span on all media helped spark the

New York dates the day before the Christmas

debut. Typical of the original approach was the

two-column teaser ad (at left) employed in ad-

vance of the opening. Pegging copy to the clever

"Be Forewarned" line, which breathed show-

manship life into the oft-used "see it from the

beginning," the 20th admen stirred in a wide-

eyed shot of Deboiah Kerr to come up with

an advertisement every bit as shocking as the

picture it plugged.

Overall, the "Innocents" push utilized two

television stations on a near 'round-the-clock

schedule that made an estimated 10 million

home impressions; three radio stations that pro-

vided exposure to almost every type listener

t^two FM stations also were included to lift the

audio audience to some 40 million), and large

display ads in all Gotham newspapers.

Dallas Theatre Hard-Sells

Return 'Cinerama' Engagement
Determined to make the return engagement

of "This Is Cinerama" every bit as successful as

the original opening, Gene Welch, manager of

the Capri Theatre, Dallas, tied his promotional

wagon to the hard-sell and put it across the

finish line with boxoffice colors flying.

Playing up the angle, "first time at new low

prices," and emphasizing the thrill aspects of

the show, the Trans-Texas theatreman stirred

up a storm of newspaper publicity, radio pro-

motion, exploitation and cross plugs.

Newspaper activity included: (1) a tie-up

with the circulation department of the Dallas

Times Herald, inviting carriers of the paper to a

special preview of the film (not only did the

boys tell their customers about it, but the paper

ran a 70-inch ad, gratis, for the picture and

devoted 33 inches of invaluable editorial and

photo space to the showing in the Sunday edi-

tions); (2) a promotion planted in Don Safran's

popular "Show Biz" column in the Herald, fea-

turing questions, with the right answers earning

invitations to a special advance preview.

Radio promotion embraced a giant contest

and plugs from deejays, while 40 x 60's, window
cards, 24-sheets and a stunt photo of a local

comic added up to a raft of exploitation.

Fans Camp Out in Shrewd

Stunt To Plug 'One, Two, Three'

The staunch World Series fans who never fail

to make the papers by camping out overnight

don't have a thing on the hardies (see below)

who spent the night in Times Square in front

of the Victoria to see "One, Two, Three." So

pleased with the devoted Billy Wilder fans,

United Artists went all out to let New York

know about them, via: (1) an ad in the city's

dailies advising against this practice as a viola-

tion of the Gotham Penal Code; (2) clever

radio and TV spots plugging the stunt.
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(Continued from Page 6)

boss, but the tough financial interests.

Shining a fresh, new perspective on a king-

size problem, Levathes had a large hand

in swinging top-level thinking away from a

grind-em-out program to one hinged on

fewer, but more important productions.

William C. Michel, a 32-year veteran of

the Fox organization, was named chair-

man of an executive committee, to "share

corporate decisions" with Skouras, thus

lifting some of the home office burdens

from the peripatetic chief executive.

Skouras ducked no responsibility for the

company's poor showing as far as the rank-

and-file stockholders were concerned. Be-

fore those people, in whose eyes he can do

no wrong, he laid his cards on the table,

took all the blame for the years of red ink.

But, he assured them, better times were

just around the corner. And they cheered

his every word. The Wall Streeters, of

course, were harder to convince. To pla-

cate them, in fact, little short of actual

boxoffice figures on Skouras' highly re-

garded pictures would do. With assists

from an astute distribution setup and the

imaginative promotion department, some
bright figures started to pour in late in '61.

And they surprised even the firmest Skou-

ras followers: "The Hustler" became a

surprise hit; "The Comancheros" rang the

boxoffice bell. "The Innocents", given an

adroit campaign, shows promise of making
it a thriving threesome. While these rela-

tively modestly-budgeted entries are filling

the coffers, 20th can point to such promis-

ing upcoming films as "Tender Is the

Night," "State Fair," "Satan Never Sleeps"

and "Adventures of a Young Man"—and,

looming gigantically over the cinema hori-

zon are those two future giants, "Cleo-

patra" and "The Longest Day."

The company is launching an inter-

corporate world-wide celebration in honor
of Spyros Skouras' 20th anniversary as

president. In view of the events of the past

year, this tribute must be very satisfying to

him. But perhaps the sweetest music of all

to the ears of the head man at Fox are

these words uttered recently by one of the

Wall Streeters who was calling for his scalp

only a few months back: "Any projection

of 20th Century's future must be within

the framework of Spyros Skouras at the

helm."

Newsmakers

Switch M-G-M
Studio Boss

Metro-Goldw yn-Mayer studio rule

changed hands late last week. In a

matter of one day, Robert M. Weit-

man was named by president Joseph

R. Vogel to the post of vice president

and studio administrator, succeeding

Sol C. Siegel (left), who resigned to

return to independent production.

Siegel will stay on at Metro to

work on pictures now in stages of

completion.

Weitman stepped up from his duties

as vice president in charge of tele-

vision operations, a position he had

held since I960. In making the an-

nouncement, Vogel noted that the

new studio boss "in the past two

years has made an important contribution to M-G-M in the field of television produc-

tion. With a consistent background of achievement as a creative production executive,

his combination of showmanship and business ability will mean much to M-G-M's
future." Previously Weitman had served as v. p. of Paramount in charge of all of its

deluxe theatres, and as managing director of New York's Paramount Theatre.

Vogel who always has had a large hand in production activities, plans to work in

close association with Weitman at the studio.

Fine Acquires 7 3
National Allied president Mar-

shall Fine (above) acquired the

Shor interests in the S and S cir-

cuit, comprising 13 theatres in the

Cincinnati area. Fine is a partner

w ith Meyer S. Fine and Leroy Ken-

dis in Associated Theatres, which

now controls 35 houses.

AlP's Biggest Slate

American - International announced

its most ambitious production sched-

ule to date for 1962— 13 big pictures

with combined budgets of over $11

million. President James H. Nichol-

son (above) and vice president Sam-

uel Z. Arkoff said: "We expect that

these quality motion pictures will

guarantee that 1962 will be AIP's

most successful year."

Stembler Sees Upbeat 1962
"There is reason for cautious hope for still further

improvements" in the theatreman's lot in 1962, Theatre

Owners of America president John II. Stembler (left)

predicted in a statement for the new \e.ir. Reasons listed

by Stembler included: (1) there may be .1 gain in Holly-

wood production figures; (2) ACE could get underway;

(3) TOA will push for major releases in non-holida)

periods; (4) pay-TV is not in operation.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

April

TIME BOMS Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot, Alain
Saury, Paul Mercey. Plot to sink ship for insurance
money goes awry 92 min.

Mav

ANGEL BABY George Hamilton, Mercedes McCam-
bridge, Joan Blondell, Salome Jens. Drama in thfe
deep south. I 38 min.

DAVID AND GOLIATH CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Orson Welles, Ivo Payer, Massimo Serato, Edward
Hilton, Pierre Cressoy. Action spectacle based on the
Bible's great story. 91 min. 5/29/41.

June

BRAINWASHED Curt Jurgens, Claire Bloom, Jorg
Felmy. Inner workings of a totalitarian regime. 102
min.

KING OF THE ROARING 20" s—THE STORY OF AR.
NOLO ROTHSTEIN David Janssen, Mickey Rooney,
Jack Carson, Keenan Wynn. Producers Samuel Bischoff]
David Diamond. Fabulous life story of the king of the
gamblers. 106 min.

August

TWENTY PLUS TWO David Janssen, Jeanne Crain Dina
Me rrill, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Frank Gruber.
Director Joseph M. Newman. Story of events in life of
woman missing 22 years. 102 min. 11/27/61.

November
BRIDGE, THE Fritz Vepper. Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

December
EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Frazer, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Serato, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of Ei
Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/11/61.

January

GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols.
Producer Ben Schwalb.

Coming

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski.

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producers A. Ronald Lobin, Mil-
lard Kaufman. Picturization of Herman Melville's sea
classic.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID. THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Lind Ho. Producer-director Albert Zugsmith.

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Science-fiction thriller.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow. Producer
E. Charles Straus. The life and loves of the infamous
ruler of the Third Reich.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-

cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

August
PIT AND THE PENDULUM, THE Color, Panavision.
Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele, Luana
Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan
Poe's classic. 85 min. 8/7/61.

November
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color, CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini. Sea adventure. 81
min.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. War drama. 83 min.

December
JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar,
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 min.

January
PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. 80 min.

February

PREMATURE BURIAL Color, Panavision. Ray Milland,
Heather Angel, Hazel Court. Producer-Director Roger
Corman. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's story.

March
BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Pankyn.

April

BLACK DOOR Herb Evers, Virginia Leith. Horror film.

65 min.

STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie Ray. Science-fic-

tion film. 65 min.

May
Cinema

:tion filr

June

WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani. War action film.

END OF THE WORLD

Julr

TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price.

Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paqet. Based on
Edgar Allan Poe trilogy. 120 min.

June

PARENT TRAP. THE Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara,
Brian Keith, Hayley Mills. Producer Walt Disney. Di-

rector David Swift. Comedy-drama about the efforts

of identical twin sisters to bring their long-separated
parents together again. 129 min. 5/15/61.

July

NIKKI, WILD DOG OF THE NORTH Technicolor. Jean
Coutu, Emile Genest. Producer Winston Hibler. Direc-

tors Jack Couffer, Don Haldane. Adventure drama
based on James Oliver Curwood's "Nomads of the
North." 73 min. 6/12/61.

October

GREYFRIARS BOBBY Technicolor. Donald Crisp, Lau-

rence Naismith, Alex Machenzie. Producer Walt Dis-

ney. Director Don Chaffey True story of a dog that

won the hearts of a town. 91 min. 9/4/61.

December
BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the
Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/61.

April

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian,

Dany Saval. Wacky farce from Disney sighted on the

space age. 98 min.

Coming
BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.

A warm and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy
and a champion Irish setter photographed in the Ca-
nadian Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of an
American family's misadventures during a European
holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills.

George Sanders. Based on the Jules Verne story,

"Captain Grant's Children."

BEXEEUE
June

FIVE GOLDEN HOURS Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse,
George Sanders. Producer-Director Mario Zampi.
Comedy about con man who lives off wealthy widows.
90 min. 6/26/61.

HOMICIDAL Glenn Corbett, Patricia Breslin. Producer-
Director William Castle. Gimmick-filled shocker. 87
min. 7/10/61.

MOST DANGEROUS MAN ALIVE, THE Ron Randell,
Debra Paget. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Gangster
plot concerning the atom bomb. 82 min.

July

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. James
Darren Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direc-

tor Paul Wendkos. Sequel to "Gidget." 102 minutes.

6/26/61.

GUNS OF NAVARCNE, THE CinemaScope, Color.

Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Producer

Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson. World War
II drama set in Greece. 157 min. 5/29/61.

TWO RODE TOGETHER James Stewart, Richard Wid-
mark Shirley Jones. Producer Stan Shpetner. Director

John Ford. Western drama. 109 min. 7/10/61.

September

SCREAM OF FEAR Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis, Ann

Todd. Producer Jimmy Sangster. Director Seth Holt. 81

min. 8/21/61.

October

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Color. Spencer Tracy, Frank

Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews, Jean Pierre Aumont, Barbara

Luna. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn LeRoy.

126 min. 10/2/61.

LOSS OF INNOCENCE Color. Kenneth More, Danielle

Darrieux, Susannah York. Producer Victor Saville. Direc-

tor Lewis Gilbert. 99 min. 8/21/61.

MR. SARDONICUS Oscar Homolka, Ronald Lewis,

Audrey Dalton, Guy Rolfe. Producer-director William

Castle. Suspense thriller. 89 min. 10/16/61.

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett,

Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

VALLEY OF THE DRAGONS Cesare Danova. Joan
Staley, Sean McClory. Producer Byron Roberts. Direc-

tor Edward Bernds. Jules Verne tale. 79 min. 11/27/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. Mi-

chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Gary
Merrill Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolores

Hart, Ernie Kovacs. Romantic comedy. 88 min.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay
Cole, Chubby Checker. Producer Sam Katzman. Direc-

tor Oscar Rudolph.

February

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julie

Adams.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter.
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June
HEATERS, THE Pascale Petit, Jacques Charrier. Pro-

ucer Robert Dorfman. Director Marcel Carne. A
artling drama that exposes the disillusioned youth ot

'aris. 1 16 min.

July

ITTLE GIANTS, THE Angel Macias, Cesar Faz. Pro-

ucer George P. Werker. Director Hugo Moio. Story

f Monterrey Little League Baseball Champions. 88

iin.

August

ONG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL, THE Laurence
tarvey, Richard Todd. Producer Michael Balcon. Direc-
or Leslie Norman. Film version of the prize-winning
tage play. 102 min.

September

4AN WHO WAGGED HIS TAIL. THE Peter Ustinov,
'ablito Calvo. Producer Charmartin-Falco. Director
adislao Vajda. A honey of a "shaggy dog" story
luaranteed for howls. 94 min.

URE HELL OF ST. TRINIAN's, THE Cecil Parker,
Jeorge Cole, Joyce Grenfell. Producers Sidney Gilliat,

rank Launder. Director Launder. The merry maids of
t. Trinian's all grown up. 94 min.

October

:ALL ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
anders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert
)ay. A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

ROM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel, Lea Massari.
eanne Vaierie. Producer Paul Graelz. Director Mauro
olognini. A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
4 min. 10/30/61.

HANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
'roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
rtond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
nan twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

vlARK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.
'roducer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
rama concerning a most controversial subject. 121
nin. 11/27/61.

November

NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
jnderworld of crime.

RIFIFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller. Producer Jacques
Mage. Director Alex Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller.

97 min.

December

-HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

Coming

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapelton, Carol Lawrence. Producer Paul Graetz. Di-
rector Sidney Lumet. Film version of Arthur Miller's
hit play. I 1 5 min.

TASTE OF HONEY. A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Film version of the Broadway stage play.

LA BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset.
Producer Diamant-Berger. Director Robert Dhery.
French comedy.

Current Releases
AFTER MEIN KAMPF IBrenner) Producer Joseph Bren-
ner. Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/21/61.

ANNA'S SIN I Atlantis Firms, Inc.) Anna Vita, Ben E.

Johnsen. Director Camillo Mastrocinque. Import about
inter-racial love. 86 min. 5/1/61.

BALLAD OF A SOLDIER IKingsley International) Vladi-
mir Ivashov, Shanna Prokhorenko. Director Grigori
Chukhrai. 89 min. 1/9/61.

BALLAD OF NARAYAMA. THE I Films Around the
World, Inc. I Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.
Japanese art import. 98 min. 8/7/61.

|l BREATHLESS (Films Around the World, Inc.) Jean
Seberg, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Producer Georges de
Beauregarde. Director Jean-Luc Godard. French study
of amoral man. 89 min. 2/20/61.

CHASERS, THE (Gaston Hakiml Jacques Charrier,
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French import about youthful
women-chasers. 75 min.

CROWNING EXPERIENCE. THE (Moral Re-Armamentl
Muriel Smith, Louis Byles. Director Marion Clayton
Anderson. Strong plea for world understanding. 102
min. 1/23/61.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET. THE |C. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

I
DEADLY COMPANIONS. THE I Pathe-America) Color,
Panavision. Maureen O'Hara, Brian Keith. Producer
Charles B. FftzSimons. Director Sam Peckinpah.

DEVIL'S EYE, THE IJanus Films) Jarl Kulle, Blbi An-
derson, Axel Duberg, Nils Poppe. Director Ingmar
Bergman. 90 min. 9/4/61.

FEAR NO MORE I Scaramouche ) Jacques Bergerac,
Mala Powers. 78 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson.

FOLLOW A STAR (Zenith International) Norman
Wisdom.

FORCE OF IMPULSE IGayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)

Tony Anthony, J. Carrol Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff

Donnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.

Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

HIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR (Zenith International!
Emmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain

Resnals. Lovt story set against background of war.
88 min. 7/25/60.

LA DOLCE VITA [Astorl Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico FellSni. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LOVE AND THE FRENCHWOMAN IKingsley Inter-

national) Dany Robin, Francois Perier, Jean-Paul Bel-

mondo. Director Henri Decoin. Seven vignettes staged
by seven well-known directors. 143 min. 3/20/61.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NEVER ON SUNDAY (Lopert Films, Inc.) Melina Mer-
couri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.
10/17/60.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE ( Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SANTA CLAUS IK. Gordon Murray Productions) Joseph
Elias Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cardone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/60.

SHADOWS (Lion International) Lelia Goldoni, Ben
Carruthers. Producer Maurioe McEndree. Director John
Cassavetes. Offbeat story of Negro family. 87 min.
4/3/61.

SPESSART INN, THE ICasino Films, Inc.] Lilo Pulver.
Director Kurt Hoffman. Spoof on German robber
bands. 99 min. 2/20/61.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I Kingsley-lnternational

)

Borya Barkhatov. Sergei Bondarchuk Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International I Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanel, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TUNES OF GLORY (Lopert Films, Inc.) Color. Alec
Guinness, John Mills. Producer Colin Leslie. Director
Ronald Neame. Comedy-drama of postwar British Army.
106 min. 12/26/60.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

WATCH YOUR STERN I Magna Pictures) Kenneth Con-
nor, Eric Barker. Producer Peter Rogers. Director
Gerald Thomas. Comedy about British navy. 88 min.
5/1/61.

YOUNG ONE. THE I Valiant) Zachary Scott, Bernie
Hamilton. Producer George P. Werker. Director Luis
Bunuel. Negro, falsely accused of raping white woman,
fights for survival on isolated southern island. 96 min.
1/23/61.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO -GOLDWYN-MAYER

July

ADA CinemaScope, MetroColor. Susan Hayward, Dean
Martin, Ralph Meeker. Producer Lawrence Wein-
garten. Director Daniel Mann. Story of a beautiful
woman's drive for success and power and the men
involved in her life, set against today's politicaf
scene. 108 min. 8/7/61.

MORGAN THE PIRATE CinemaScope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Valerie Lagrange. Director Andre Toth. Color-
ful action-drama of the swashbuckling adventures of
Henry Morgan. 95 min. 6/12/61.

August

HONEYMOON MACHINE. THE Steve McQueen, Paula
Prentiss, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten.
Director Richard Thorpe. Based on the Broadway stage
hit. "The Golden Fleecing". 87 min. 7/10/61.

JANUARY SUMMARY
January now stands as a solid

month, the release total having been

fattened to a hefty 17. Paramount tops

the list with four pictures, while United

Artists and Columbia follow closely on

the strength of three films each. 20th-

Fox has two at the ready, and five

companies—M-G-M, Universal, Warner

Bros., Allied Artists and American-

International—have slated one release.

Buena Vista and Continental have yet

to announce any product for this month.

THIEF OF BAGHDAD, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.

Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll. Producers Joseph E.

Levine, G. Lombardo. Director Arthur Lubin. Action

spectacle recreating famous thief and his adventure.

90 min. 7/10/61.

September

THUNDER OF DRUMS, A CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Richard Boone, George Hamilton, Luana Patten, Arthur
O'Connell. Producer Robert J. Enders. Director Joseph
Newman. Drama of U.S. Cavalry in the I870's, 97

min. 9/4/61.

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,

James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Ertienne

Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. I 13 min. 8/21/61.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,

Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a

bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre-

datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE SupertotalScope, East-

man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari. Director
Sergio Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle be-
tween the people of ancient Rhodes and invading
Phoenicians. 129 min.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN. THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica, Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min.

February

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint. Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy.

March

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an
American military clean-up operation on a Pacific

island.

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess.

.4 pril

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastroianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

October

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-

ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler B'b
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical
hit.
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BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night
out"—with hilarious results.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-
nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,
Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieu*. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vineente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blatco-lbanez.

GUNS IN THE AFTERNOON CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-
rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the I870's.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Epic drama based on life of Christ. 161 min.
10/16/41.

LADY L CinemaScope, MetroColor. Tony Curtis, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director
George Cukor. Based on novel by Romain Gary.

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy Producer George Brown. Director George Pollock.
Murder mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-
selling novel. 87 min.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of an ingenuous postman's adventures when he is

transferred to a London Post Office.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart. Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producer J. G. Maesso. Director Michael
Carreras. An Action western.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Leslie Nor-
man. Adventure drama set against background of
Renaissance Italy.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Epic
of barbaric Tartars who swept out of Asia intent on
the destruction of Western civilization.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vineente Minnelli!. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

WORLD IN MY POCKET. THE Rod Steiger, Nadia
Tiller. Producer Alexander Gruter. Director Alvin
Rakoff. Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl
who plot a million-dollar robbery.

June

LADIES' MAN. THE Technicolor. Jerry Lewis, Helen
Traubel. Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of the
only male employee in a boarding house for women.
106 min. 6/12/61.

LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL Panavision, Technicolor.
Tommy Sands, Fabian, Jan Sterling. Producers Martin
Jurow, Richard Shepherd. Director Jack Sher. Two
teen-agers spend a holiday vacation in a deserted
beach house. 88 min. 8/7/61.

July

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel
Shavelson Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-
nage plot. 92 min. 5/27/61.

August

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY. THE Technicolor. Fred
Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter. Producers Wil-
liam Perlberg, George Seaton. Director George Seaton.
Romantic comedy of a playboy who spirits his daughter
from an imminent wedding. 114 min. 6/12/61.

September

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Raymond
Eger. Director Roger Vadim. 74 min. 9/18/61.

MAN-TRAP Panavision. Jeffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens.
Producers Edmond O'Brien, Stanley Frazen. Director
Edmond O'Brien. Story of a multi-million dollar rob-
bery and its repercussions. 93 min. 9/18/61.

October

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney.
Producers Martin Jurow, Richhrd Shepherd. Director
Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller by
Truman Capote. 115 min. 10/16/61.

November

BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Romantic comedy with music.

January

ERRAND BOY. THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy. Pro-
ducer Ernest D. Glucksman. Director Jerry Lewis.
Messenger upsets movie studio with his frantic antics.

HEY. LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Garri-
son. Story of The Twist, at N. Y.'s Peppermint Lounge.

SIEGE
Brazzi.

OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern iazz world.

February

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenvilfe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March

BRUSH FIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneiber, Karl Bohm. Gus-
tav Knuth.

Coming

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo. Producer-Director Ronald Neame. Sus-
pense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the Middle
East.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO. A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who capture wild animals for zoos.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE Technicolor.
John Wayne. James Stewart. Producer-Director John
Ford. Western drama based on a short story by
Dorothy M. Johnson.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann.
A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure her
husband of his horse-playing habits.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

July

MISTY CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. David Ladd,
Arthur O'Connell. Producer Robert Radnitz. Director
James Clark. Famous children's tale of the smatl
ponies of Chincoteague Island and two kids who want
one of them. 92 min. 6/26/61.

VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA CinemaScope,
Color. Walter Pidgeon, Joan Fontaine, Barbara Eden,
Peter Lone, Robert Sterling, Frankie Avalon. Producer-
Director Irwin Allen. Science fiction story of the
future. 105 min. 6/26/61.

August

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer. 100
min. 8/21/61.

MARINES LET'S GO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom
Tryon, David Hedison, Linda Hutchins. Producer-Direc-
for Raoul Walsh. An action-romance look at the present
day Marines in Japan and Korea. 104 min. 8/21/61.

September

FRANCIS OF ASSISSI CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Bradford Dillman, Dolores Hart, Stuart Whitman. Pro-

ducer Plato Skouras. Director Michael Curtiz. Depiction
of the life and death of the famed patron Saint. 1 1

1

min. 7/24/61.

October »

HUSTLER. THE CinemaScope. Paul Newman, Jackie
Gleason, Peter Laurie, George C. Scott Myron Mc-
Cormick. Producer-Director Robert Rossen A segment
of the life and loves of a bigtime pool hustler 135
mm. 10/2/61.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA CinemaScope, Color Ken
Scott, Leticia Roman, Dave King. Producer S Katz
man. Director R. Webb. 97 min. 10/16/61.

SEVEN WOMEN FROM HELL CinemaScope. Patricia
iOwens, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, John Kerr Pro-

Tn/i
e
n/

t

1?
rry S Paldni(3- Director Robert Webb. 88 mil).]!

'

November
COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

| i,

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet
Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-
rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS. THE CinemaScope, Color. Brenda
Lee, Eddie Albert. Producer G. Wood. Director R
Wood.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. I 1/27/61.

MADiSON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-
nor Parker. Producer-Director Bruce Humberstone.

February

SWINGING ALONG CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom-
my Noonan, Peter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Director
Charles Barton.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine. Pro-
ducer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King. Based on
F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel.

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael
Redgrave Martin Stephens, Pamela Franklin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based on Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Stevan Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maurice Dexter.

April

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer.

INSPECTOR, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Stephen
Boyd, Dolores Hart, Hugh Griffith. Producer Mark
Robson. Director Philip Dunne.

BROKEN LAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Jody Mc-
Crea.

May
SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer-Director Leo McCarey.

June

ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN CinemaScope, De-
Luxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard Beymer, Susan
Strasberg, Eli Wallach. Producer Jerry Wald. Director
Martin Ritt.

Coming

SILENT CALL. THE CinemaScope. Gail Russell, David
McLean, Roger Mobley. Producer Leonard A. Schwartz.
Director John Bushelman. 11/31/61.

UNITED ARTISTS

July

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director John Sturges. Picturiza-

tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

NAKED EDGE. THE Gary Cooper, Deborah Kerr. Pro-

ducers Walter Seltzer, George Glass. Director Michael
Anderson. Suspense mystery about businessman sus-

pected by his wife of murder. 99 min. 7/24/61.

WHEN THE CLOCK STRIKES James Brown, Merry
Anders. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L.

Cahn. Murder mystery. 72 min. 6/26/61.

YOU HAVE TO RUN FAST Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards
Grant Richards. Producer E. Kent. Director Edward
L. Cahn. 71 min. 8/21/61.

August

COLD WIND IN AUGUST, A Lola Albright, Scott Mar-
lowe, Joe Disantis, Herschel Bernardi. Producer Philip

Hazelton. Director Alexander Singer. 80 min. 8/2.1/61.
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OODBYE AGAIN Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand,

/thony Perkins. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

Imiiation of Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Aimez-

>js Brahams?" 120 min. 7/10/61.

HENAG E MILLIONAIRE Rocky Graiiano. Jimmy Clan-

1i, Zasu Pitts. Producer Howard B. Kreitsek. Director

liwrence F. Doheny. Teenage musical comedy. 84

rn. 9/4/61.

September

IGHT THAT DISAPPEARED, THE Craig Hill. Paula

ymond, Dayton Lummis. Producer Robert E. Kent.

:j. Ifector Reginald LeBorg. 72 min. 10/2/61.

ASON OF PASSION Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter,

hn Mills, Angela Lansbury. Producer-Director Leslie

jrman. Film version of play by Ray Lawlor. 92 min.

/30/6I.

>UNG DOCTORS, THE Fredric March, Ben Gazzara.
ck Clark, Ina Balin, Eddie Albert. Producers Stuart

liar, Lawrence Turman. Director Phil Karlson. Hos-
tal drama based on Arthur Hailey's "The Final Diag-

sis." 100 min. 9/4/61.

October

iRIS BLUES Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Sid-

•y Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.

ory of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.

iCRET OF DEEP HARBOR. THE Ron Foster, Merry
nders, Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

r Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's

>vel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

'EST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
iss Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-

ition of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
e problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.

November

(PLOSIVE GENERATION. THE William Shatner. Patty

IcCormack. Lee Kinsolving, Billy Gray. Producer Stan-

y Colbert. Director Buzz Kulik. 89 min. 10/16/61.

3WN WITHOUT PITY Kirk Douglas, E. G. Marshall,

hristine Kaufmann. Producer-Director Gottfried Rein-

ardt. Based on Manfred Gregor's novel about four
- merican G.l.'s stationed in Europe who are accused

;f raping a young German girl. 105 min. 10/16/61.

'•15 Panavision, Technicolor. David McLean, Charles
ronson, Brad Dexter, James Gregory. Producers Henry
anicola, Tony Lazzarino. Director Richard Donner.
lory of record-breaking rocket ship. I06'/j min.
1/27/61.

December

UDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
aster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian
chell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff Producer-
irector Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

January

Ik IAPPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison. Sus-
::. !>ense-comedy.

>NE. TWO. THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
'amela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

Vlider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a
jroup of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

'OCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor.
=lenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
;er, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
:rank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success,
'Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

February

iERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Javis, Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer Sinatra. Director
lohn Sturges. Civil War western.

March
CHILDREN'S HOUR. THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play.

Coming
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

BOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Don
Beddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Di-
rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-teller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano.
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
I

lion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
' Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director Jean
Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife of Pont

]
Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

' SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Pro-
p ducer George Justin. Director Jack Garfein. Drama of

I violence and romance in New York City. 112 min.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Based on the Broadway stage
success.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INT.' L

June

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF. THE Eastman Color. Clif-

ford Evans. Yvonne Romain, Oliver Reed. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terrence Fisher. Horror classic.

91 min. 5/15/61.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Technicolor. Peter Ustinov,
Sandra Dee, John Gavin. Producer-Director Peter
Ustinov. A satirical comedy-romance between U. S.

ambassador's daughter and Russian ambassador's son.

I 12 min. 5/15/61.

SHADOW OF THE CAT Andre Morell, Barbara Shelley,

Freda Jackson, Conrad Philips. Producer Jon Penning-
ton. Director John Gilling. A story about the murder
of a rich woman and her vengeful cat. 79 min.
5/15/61.

July

LAST SUNSET, THE Eastman Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk
Douglas, Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton, Carol Lyn-
ley. Producers Eugene Frenke Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich. 112 min. 5/29/61.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY CinemaScope. Michael Craig,
Peter Cushing, Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George
Sanders Andre Morell. Producer Aubrey Baring. Di-
rector Charles Frend. 76 min. 6/26/61.

August

BLAST OF SILENCE Allen Baron, Molly McCarthy.
Producer Merrill S. Brody. Director Baron. Portrait of a
professional killer out on a job. 77 min. 4/17/61.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Eastman Color. Sandra Dee,
Jchn Gavin. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Harry
Keller. Seguel to "Tammy." 97 min. 7/10/61.

September

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.
Romantic comedy set against Italian Riviera back-
ground. 112 min. 7/10/61.

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY, THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March

DESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig.
Producers Monte Berman, Robert S. Baker. Director
Guy Green. 78 min.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

Coming

CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producei Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.

CAPTAIN CLEGG Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevans. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn, Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant, Doris

Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin
Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

September
CLAUDELLE INGLISH Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins. Constance Ford. Producer Leonard
Freeman. Director Gordon Douglas. Based on Erskine

Caldwell's best-seller about a promiscuous young girl.

99 min. 9/4/61.

WORLD BY NIGHT Technicolor, Technirama. Producer
Julia Film. Director Luigi Vanzi. A tour of the night clubs
of the world. 103 min. 8/21/61.

October

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood,
Warren Beatty. Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie, Barbara
Loden. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original screen
drama by William Inge. 124 min. 9/4/61.

November
MASK, THE Paul Stevens, Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with seguences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens, Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan, Brain Aherne.
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Based on Doris Hume's
novel of young love. 116 min. 10/2/61.

December
ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE. THE Technicolor.
Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer
Louis de Rochemont, Director Jose Ouintero. From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-

color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker.

February
MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,

Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 153 min. 11/13/61.

March
COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Producer-
Director Owen Crump. Thriller.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-

dek. Romantic adventure drama.

Coming

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimballst, Jr., Claire Bloom. Producer Richard
Zanuck. Director George Cukor. Based on Irving Wal-
lace's best-seller of a sex survey in a mythical suburb.

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison.

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

LOVERS MUST LEARN Technicolor. Troy Donahue,
Suzanne Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi.

Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of a

young American in Italy.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Wilson's Broad-
way musical hit.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C.i DUpont 7-7200
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Filmed in Florence,

the city of love.
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Every mother

wants in some
way a little

girl who never

grows up,

Out of her

mother's sight

...right into

the arms of

a man!

'I too have been

very carefully

brought up. There

are moments
when I also have

regrets."

OLIVIA ROSSANO
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What They're hiking About

In the Movie Business

LITTLE ROCK RULING. The adverse ruling

in the Little Rock case is regarded by pay-TV

opponents as only a temporary setback. They are

confident that the ruling of Pulaski County

Circuit Judge Guy Amsler, sustaining the

Arkansas Public Service Commission in granting

Midwest Video the right to set up a cable TV
system, will be upset on appeal. Somewhere along

the line, they contend, pay-TV must become

interstate commerce, thereby falling within the

purview of the Federal Government. Beyond that

factor, the feeling is as strong as ever among
anti-feevee elements that the public will not "buy"

the pay system in competition to free TV.

o

TEST 'NUREMBERG' POLICY. United Artists

will try out "Judgment at Nuremberg" on a

modified roadshow policy in Washington, D. C,
and, perhaps, in other situations. The idea calls for

two continuous matinee performances and one

evening show daily, sans reserved seats and on an

intermediate price scale. UA officials want to weigh

this plan against the straight hard-ticket policy

being employed in other major cities where

the Stanley Kramer film has been set.

o

UN-PLUGGING A FILM. It is suggested that

movie starlets be rehearsed before they are sent

out to plug a film, lest they do more harm than

good. Witness the item in last week's New Yorker

magazine, plucked from Philadelphia Bulletin

columnist Frank Brookhouser's interview with

starlet Barbara Luna, who had been despatched by
Columbia to publicize "The Devil at 4 O'clock".

Miss Luna is quoted thusly: "Of course I'm

terrible in 'Devil', too. I don't like it. Oh, there

are moments when I seem all right. But you have
to look fast. I loved working with Spencer Tracy
and Frankie. But the picture . .

." Brookhouser

continued: "All this was stated without flinching

by the brown-eyed, black-haired Miss Luna during

a visit the other day to our town, one of

numerous stops she is making on a national tour

in behalf of the picture." The New Yorker's

punch-line: "And a bang-up job she's doing, too!"

o

CINERAMA INTO CAPITOL. Announcement

will be made soon that Loew's New York flagship,

The Capitol, will become a Cinerama showplace.

First of the MGM-Cinerama features, "How th

West Was Won", is slated to premiere at the big

Broadway house next July 4th.

o

MORE PRIME-TIME MOVIES. The America

Broadcasting Company's announcement of

plans to drop fifteen post- '48 United Artists

features into the 9-11 Sunday evening spot this

summer would have given exhibitors the shakes

few months ago, but it caused hardly a ripple.

Reason is the failure of NBC's Saturday Night

at the Movies to materialize as a serious threat

to theatre attendance. After a fast start, rating

for the Saturday TV films tailed off sharply,

and it is now considered unlikely that feature films

will be used by any of the networks in prime

time next season. Apparently, the viewing public

finds that the small TV screen greatly diminishes

the impact of films made for theatres.

o

THE CORMAN SWITCH. It's a long haul

from such catchpenny items as "A Bucket
of Blood" and "Secret of the Purple Reef" to a

serious social problem film, but the brothers

Corman, Roger and Gene, have made it in one

giant step. Combining their talents, and
experience gained in turning out exploitable,

if spurious, quickies for the teenage market, the

Cormans have just completed "The Intruder",

dealing with the events that occur when an

agitator arrives in a Southern town to stir up the

residents against integration. Advance reports

have it another exploitation winner for them,

albeit on an entirely different plane from their

previous offerings. Pathe-America will distribute

and promises to back it with a "full

treatment" campaign.
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Eviv •Johnston — industry fender
As the motion picture has progressed

from that seemingly ancient era of serv-

ing as pap for the 12-year-old mind to

its present status as a mature, bold, fre-

quently provocative art medium, no

small measure of credit for the transi-

tion is due Eric Johnston. A man of less

foresight, less flexibility, less intellec-

tual integrity might have been a mill-

stone around the industry's neck as it

developed in the past decade.

Mr. Johnston undoubtedly had to

contend with some nervous members of

the Motion Picture Association, who

might have preferred staying with "play-

safe" production policies, rather than

opening new vistas of film content and

treatment. He might have gone along

with those who trembled for fear of

offending the bluenose elements, but he

did not. He has been a leader of the

industry. He has dared to allow, nay to

encourage, film makers to meet the chal-

lenges of the new, post-war era for more

adult, more enlightened motion pic-

tures. And he has taken to the public

rostrum at every opportunity to put the

industry's case before the people.

We do not agree with every posture

he assumes on industry matters—we
disagree, for instance, with his position

on classification—but in the main he

has been a constructive force for the

advancement of the cinema, and an elo-

quent spokesman for the medium's right

to free expression and artistic liberty.

Mr. Johnston never was more articu-

late in his espousal of the industry's

causes than in his latest address, "Movies

. . . Ideas . . . and Courage," in which he

posed these two questions:

(1) "How can we in the motion pic-

ture industry better discharge our re-

sponsibility to the public and to the

medium we seek to serve?"

(2) "What responsibility or obliga-

ton does the public bear to the motion

picture?"

The highlights of his answers follow:

"Many charges are levelled against

the movie industry from time to time.

So many, in fact, that I sometimes feel

we're not an industry, we're a target.

Now, obviously, some of the charges

are true. We have our irresponsible mo-

ments. We are guilty at times. But, like

all reasonable men, we try to rectify our

mistakes when they come to light. Why,
then, do the charges recur? Why, des-

pite our unceasing efforts, do we still

fail at times to have public confidence?

"I want to suggest a possible reason:

perhaps, without knowing it, we have

become an industry of apologists. Too
often instead of analyzing and answer-

ing the charges, we rush to apologize.

Perhaps, if we let a little more courage

break out once in a while, it would go

a long way toward inspiring public con-

fidence—toward discouraging unwar-

ranted attacks. Now, if this sounds like

self-criticism, I intend it as such. No
industry is perfect—and if we would

remedy our weaknesses, we must face

up to them.

"Let's look for a moment at a few of

the things we apologize for in motion

pictures.

"We apologize for making mature

movies. And yet the one bright hope of

the motion picture as an art rests in its

development of more meaningful, more
profound themes—yes, more contro-
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versial themes.

"We apologize for amending our

Production Code. And yet, what indus-

try, what art form has not had to keep

up with the times to reflect contempo-

rary society?

"We apologize for our popularity

overseas, because we are told that some

of our pictures damage the American

image abroad. And yet don't our pic-

tures taken as a whole reflect the broad

range, diversity, and sweep of America?

And, too, can it be contended that for-

eign movie audiences are so naive they

must be given only out-and-out propa-

ganda films? Wouldn't this be the real

distortion of America?

"We apologize for the diversity of

our films, when we let our critics

blanket all Hollywood films as either

'too adult' or 'too juvenile' or 'too vio-

lent' or 'too anything-else.'

"We apologize for our own unique

brand of Hollywood film-making as

contrasted with European films, when,

in reality, we have attained qualities

that Europe has yet to develop . . .

"I think it's time we stopped apol-

ogizing . . . Maybe—just maybe—it's

time to exercise more courage and more

conviction . . .

"The public has as much of an obli-

gation to the motion picture as the pro-

ducer has. And I feel the public is not ful-

filling its obligation in its use and treat-

ment of the motion picture medium . . .

Certainly, parental responsibility is one

obligation the American public owes to

its children and to a free screen. A
placid public that turns to classification

and censorship is doing a disservice to

both. There is, however, another form

of responsibility . . .

"It strikes me as strange that the

'thinking American' is usually in the

forefront of the battle for freedom of

expression, but has taken little part in

(Continued on Pttgi' 20)
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The Juve Audience

This was going to be one of those easy columns to write. I

had it all figured out. I was going to sit down with the portable

on my lap and the children gathered round, and ask the young-

sters some questions about the movies. It wouldn't have been

exactly a Gallop Poll, but it would have represented the movie

comments of one man's family. The trouble is that I never got

past the first question. I told the kids I was going to let them

write the column. All they had to do was to tell me what they

thought of the movies, whether they wanted to go more often

and so forth. One of the boys answered. He said, "I'd rather

play football or baseball or something." The distaff side, being

older, didn't bother to answer at all.

Now it is highly probable that the prospect of helping the

old man turn out his bi-weekly prose was less than thrilling to

my various issue. Therefore I cannot lay the blame for this

extreme example of young disinterest in the movies exclusively

at the door of the motion picture industry. But I did find their

attitude significant.

A kid approaching teen age, or a young teen-ager, should

be avidly interested in the movies. Certainly we turn out pic-

tures for this kind of public. We turn out pictures for intellec-

tuals, which have high ticket prices and can make money even

without attracting the mass audience. We also make pictures

designed for the early teens. These are cheaper pictures, and

they usually need a mass audience in order to show a profit.

It seems to me that this audience is perhaps the most disen-

chanted of all. It has been months since our children suggested

going to the movies—even though there have been good pic-

tures occasionally to see. Our young teen-ager has gone by

herself once or twice. She picked pictures which we thought

were too sophisticated for her—not dangerously so, or we
would not have permitted her to attend, but still rather frank.

She went, said they were "okay" when we asked her about

them, and hasn't said a word about movies since. She and her

contemporaries represent the movie audience of tomorrow. She

and her contemporaries make me wonder how much of a movie

audience there will be tomorrow.

When I say this I am not attempting to pass judgment on
the subject matter of motion pictures. I don't think subject

matter is the prime consideration at this point. The basic prob-

lem is to attract the kids' attention. These kids of mine just

don't think of going to the movies. It is a leisure time activity

that occurs to them only if a) they are near a drive-in where

they can gorge themselves at the refreshment counters under

the guise of going to the movies; b) the gang has absolutely

nothing else to do and somebody recommends a picture, or c)

their parents have had them in the house long enough and take

them to the local theatre out of sheer desperation. These are

hardly the motivations of the captured customer.

0

My observations as a father—for whatever they are worth

—

are these. If you are aiming at the around-thirteen-year-old age

group, particularly the girls, don't bother to advertise in the

newspaper. The kids will never see the ad. Radio is something

else again. If you buy advertising time with the right disc
|

jockey you have a clear road to the heart of the early teens. I

(All one man's family observations, remember now.) If you I

could advertise your movies in the funny papers—and youl

often can—you have another avenue of approach to the bud-
t

ding adolescent. I notice that the rest of the paper goes un-

touched, but the comics are read from first panel to last.

Television advertising, with reservations which must be

noted, is the most effective of all. The reservations stem from

the fact that the television audience is so huge. Unless you have

a saturation booking of a film throughout a given area, you

are going to be advertising a picture that only a small fraction

of your viewers will be able to catch the next day. I have

noticed that ads for movies on television, particularly when

scenes of the movie are shown always create considerable ex-

citement and what Sindlinger calls want-to-see in our house. As

a matter of fact, this very enthusiastic reaction has posed prob-

lems for us more than once, when the picture being advertised

was booked at a circuit of houses none of which was within con-

venient distance of our home. As a result of the number of

times this difficulty has arisen, I would imagine that our chil-

dren are paying less attention to the movie ads. Lately, I haven't

noticed as many such ads, except for the first-runs.

You can argue that the line outside the Radio City Music

Hall proves how wrong I am about the kids' interest in the

movies. I think the line outside the Music Hall proves that the

parents are interested in interesting the kids in the movies—or

maybe just in the Music Hall itself.

I suspect also that a few of the old fashioned promotional

gimmicks need to be put back to use to get the young teen-

agers excited about motion picture theatre attractions. For ex-

ample, I would think that snipes and bally sheets outside the

neighborhood schools would be effective. I think that G.O.

discount books are helpful. Giveaway cards and prize contests

announced on posters at the local teen-age hangouts also help.

0

My teen-aged adviser advises me that one of her sources of

want-to-see about the movies is Life magazine; the same goes

for Look. But here, as with the other media which serve a

large geographical area, the problem is to create a lasting

enough interest among the volatile teen-age public so that they

will remember five weeks from now—when the picture finally

hits their local theatre—that this was a film they wanted to see.

At any rate, as a moviegoer from way back and a man who
still has a few roots in the industry, I would like to see some-

thing in any medium and any shape, size or format, recapture

the excitement teen-agers once expressed about the movies. Is

this aura of excitement gone forever? Are the movies to become
mainly a sophisticated or pseudo-sophisticated adult medium?

Are the movies, to put the matter most bluntly, content to

continue as a minority entertainment? If so, then they can

forget about the in-between-agers, and wait for them to grow
up and separate into the drama-lovers and those who do other

things. We don't have many movie musicals, but we have

plenty of adult problem movies. Even when we have a fairly

simple picture, we are apt to promote it like an adult problem

epic. Certainly, we don't promote many films for the high

school freshman.

It is my belief that there are many pictures which the high

school freshman would enjoy, if only he or she could be in-

terested in buying a ticket. How do you interest them?

This isn't just a problem in the movie business. Book pub-

lishers, in the midst of a big boom, tennis court operators,

even church youth group directors, say that the early teen-agers

are more of a problem than ever, as far as attracting and hold-

ing their interest is concerned. The only consolation is that the

kids have a condition which time will heal.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Movie Stocks 'Precarious' Now,

Bright for Long Haul—Value Line

In its current analysis of the motion picture industry, Value

Line Investment Survey, published by Arnold Bernhard & Co.,

deals at length with the seemingly "way-out", non-fiscal factor

of censorship. Claiming that the controversy over regulations

governing the contents of movies will have an effect on the

investment merits of film stocks, Value Line reaches this inter-

esting conclusion: Earnings growth and censorship are mu-

tually exclusive."

Concerning matters financial—and more conclusively ger-

mane to the average investor—the Survey paints a rather iffy

portrait of 1962 prospects. Despite the fact that higher quality

films should result in a "modest, industry-wide earnings ad-

vance," Value Line see movie issues as "precarious holdings

at this juncture of the market." The multiples assigned by

investors to projected profits "are out of line not only with

this group's own historic norms, but frequently cannot be justi-

fied even in terms of today's market-wide overvaluation."

Two exceptions to this theory, according to VL, are Walt

Disney Productions and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, "both on the

verge of relegating record smashing 1961 earnings to second-

best." Twentieth Century-Fox, too, comes in for some hosannas,

as a stock to watch.

With regard to long-haul prospects, the Survey has this to

say about trends in the industry: "The trend toward more
major productions and fewer 'B' pictures (in accordance with

the public's demand) and sweeping cost-cutting stratagems (in

accordance with stockholders' demands) promise a material

widening of profit margins. Moreover, the impressive (and fre-

quently idle) underlying assets of many producers are likely to

be put to work in the years ahead. All things considered, we

look for the motion picture stocks to outperform the market

over the next 3 to 5 years."

Returning to censorship, VL says it "is not only a moral

problem. For the mass entertainment industry, it is a financial

one. Hollywood can prosper only if i can draw paying cus-

tomers. And today, it cannot lure people out of their homes

with the conventional 'hayburner'." Far from routine fare,

Hollywood is moving into previously taboo areas for its sub-

ject matter, and the bluenoses are responding with renewed

vigor. Movieland is fighting back, and Value Line believes

"the course of battle through the years will have an important

bearing on motion picture profitability."

The Survey sees prospects as "not entirely black." Pointing

out that the state courts may interpret local censor legislation

according to their own best judgment, it states that "here is

where the industry must—and does—defend itself. No other

solution seems feasible. The alternatives: (1) more rigid self-

regulation, or (2) censorship."

Censorship is, of course, undesirable, but VL also dismisses

additional self-policing as an "unhealthy compromise" in terms

of profits. What the Bernhard firm calls for is a reaffirmation

of the Production Code in tones sufficiently loud for the public

to hear and understand: "The Association's (MPAA) ultimate

weapon, as we see it, is a concerted publicity campaign calling

the industry's plight to the attention of the country—parti-

cularly shareholders who stand to see their capital evaporate1—
and pointing out the dangers represented by those who would

refuse the American people the right to choose their own enter-

tainment. We think the battle can be won. If it is lost, the

motion picture industry as we know it today will cease to exist."

A brief summary of Value Line's analyses of the various

film companies follows:

Columbia Pictures—"Success fashioned in the September

quarter is here to stay (but) the current price reflects fully the

earnings advance expected for the coming year . . . Operating

earnings in the neighborhood of $2.75 a share can reasonably

(Continued on Page 12)

II Vff Ltwtr's Rise9 Paramount Plunge
Marked ~GI Trading in Cinema Shares

What happened to movie stocks in 1961? How are they

faring in the first few weeks of the new year?

Although some of the glamour attached to cinema issues

through a good part of 1961 faded as the year wore on, a

number of leading film and theatre companies closed out
'61 substantially above their low-water marks, although

most ended up well under their highs.

The broadest gain for the year was registered by War-
ner Bros., which soared a whopping 30 points above its

low of 52%, largely on the basis of the announcement of

its forthcoming 4-for-l split. Paramount, on the other

hand, skidded off 30 points from a '61 peak of 85%, as

unfavorable news from its pay-TV trial in Etobicoke and

a dearth of topflight product cooled investor enthusiasm.

In the theatre division the most notable activity was in

Loew s, which ranged from a low of 15% to a high of

461/2, and retained most of that huge gain at year's end.

Thus far in 1962 film and theatre shares show no posi-

tive trend, the ups and downs from the close of '61 being

about equally divided in the first three trading weeks of

this year. As of January 18, Paramount was the only film

issue selling under its 1961 low. 20th Century-Fox was

continuing to show a healthy upward move in the new
year, as were United Artists and Columbia.

The chart below reveals how film and theatre company
shares ranged throughout 1961:

RANGE OF CINEMA STOCKS THROUGH 1961

Year's High Low

Film Companies
ALLIED ARTISTS 8i/

8 4%.
CINERAMA 221/2 4%.
COLUMBIA 353/s 21%
DECCA (UNIV'L) 47

V

2 32 .

DISNEY 46V2 26%
M-G-M 70% 41%.
PARAMOUNT 85 3^ 53 3

g

20TH-FOX 551/4 29%
UNITED ARTISTS 4Q3/4 29V2

Close

• 5%
.19%

28V2
40%
37

.50%
553/4

35%
31%

WARNER BROS 94% 523/4 82%

Theatre Companies

AM. BRD-PAR 61% 4P/4 45%
LOEWS 461/z 15% 423/4

NATIONAL T & T 9% 5% 6%
STANLEY WARNER 42% 26y4 40V4
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(Continued from Page 11)

be expected for 1962." Decca Records (Universal)—A strong

product line-up and probable early sale of post-1948's to TV
"suggest that even the spectacular i960 profits will be sur-

passed in 1962. On this basis, a modest dividend increase later

this year would seem to be justified.'' Pending the outcome of

Decca-MCA talks, "the effects of the proposed merger on
Decca's profits cannot be measured." Walt Disney Prod.—Re-

flecting probable continuation of the uptrend, these shares

rank favorably for capital performance in the coming year as

well as over the 3-to-5-year pull . . . Chances are that Disney

will report record earnings for '61
. . . share profits will reach

$2.80 this year." Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—It can "reasonably be

expected to outperform the market in the 12 months immedi-

ately ahead . . . spectacular earnings chalked up in the past

fiscal year can be exceeded in 1962." Look for share earings of

$5.50. Paramount—Its "lackluster behavior in the generally

rising market of the past 3 months has justified our contention

that this issue remains generously priced. To be sure, Para-

mount's decision to accrue capital gains annually (as installment

payments are received) will enhance the company's already

impressive record of earnings stability. But this attribute sug-

gests defensive strength rather than growth potential." Another

unfavorable implication is the Etobicoke pay-TV controversy.

Twentieth Century-Fox—The "dramatic earnings recovery which

we estimate for 1962 is expected to intensify in the years

ahead, as the quality of Fox's motion pictures improves. . . .

Only profits loom on the horizon." Look for per-share earnings

of at least $4.50. Warner Bros.—The current price is "danger-

ously high," but watch for last year's record earnings "soon to be

relegated to second-best." A share earnings figure of $6.50 is

likely.

The theatre firms:

American Broadcasting-Paramount—It "remains precariously

priced relative to year-ahead earnings and dividend prospects."

'62 earnings should hit $3 per share. Loew's Theatres—At "32

times estimated year-ahead profits and almost 15 times en-

visioned 1964-66 net, Loew's now looks dangerously over-

priced." Earnings should increase 20 per cent over last year's

$1 per share. Look for initial dividends in fiscal '63. National

Theatres & TV—"Estimated year-ahead earnings are generously

reflected in the current price . . . Over the 3-to-5-year pull,

however, profits are expected to increase by 50% over estimated

1962 results." Profits from operations of some 60c a share can

be expected this year. Stanley Warner—"Though up 20% (7

points) since our October review, Stanley Warner still offers

good value in terms of probable market performance in the next

12 months ..." A hike in the dividend rate to 35c a share is

possible during the comming year.

Bearish Market Depresses Movies
Movie issues slumped in sympathy with the overall market,

as the Dow-Jones industrial average closed at deadline at its

lowest point since Sept. 26. Eight cinema stocks advanced, and

the same number declined over the past fortnight, but the

losses far outweighed the gains.

Paramount proved the saddest performer of all, dropping

414 points, while hitting a new low for 1961-62. Warner Bros,

likewise declined 4 points, as it continued to level off, its up-

coming 4-for-l split apparently fully discounted. Both M-G-M
(down iy2 ) and Stanley Warner (down 3%) dropped despite

upbeat first-quarter profit reports, as they felt the pressure of

the bearish general market. Cinerama continued to be actively

traded, leading the picture parade on 109,700 shares, but, sur-

prisingly, in view of ambitious company plans, it also failed

to reverse a downward slide, losing 2 points.

Columbia snapped out of its slump, gaining 2 l/s , while 20th

Century-Fox, with current product grossing handsomely at the

boxoffice, and enthusiasm being whipped up via a sales-drive

tribute to president Spyros Skouras, advanced iy8 . United

Artists and Trans-Lux, the latter stirring some trade talk with

an announcement of important upcoming plans, both jumped

Ws-

M-G-M Off to Flying Start;

Current First Q. Matches Last Year's

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is off to a start just about as auspic-

ious as the one that launched fiscal 1961, when the firm

established an all-time profit mark (since divorcement from the

theatre circuit) of $12.6 million. Consolidated net income for

the first quarter of the current fiscal year, ended Nov. 23, 1961,

was $2,173,000 (85c per share), almost identical to the $2,177,-

000 (87c) for the similar span last year. Net from film pro-

duction and distribution, announced president Joseph R. Vogel,

totaled $1,928,000, compared to $2,306,000 the year before.

"The company is continuing to expand and diversify its

interests in the whole field of entertainment throughout the

world," Vogel said. In pointing to Metro's impressive inventory

of pictures, he also made mention of "King of Kings" ("a

leading current attraction that will be a profitable picture")

and "Ben-Hur" ("has earned film rentals of approximately

$48,000,000 and is still bringing important revenue to the

company every week").

Film Stocks Poised for Rise—
Hayden, Stone
With "one of the strongest lineups of feature films in many

years" on tap, income pouring in from sale of the post- 1948

film libraries to TV, gains in overseas grosses and substantial

profits from straight video production, some movie stocks

seem poised for a sharp ride upward. That is the roseate por-

(Continued on Page 16)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 1/4/62 1/18/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS .... 53/8 5% + V*

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ....131/2 12% -1%
CINERAMA ....18% 16% -2
COLUMBIA 28 30% -2%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) ....78% 78i/

2

DECCA 40% 411/2 + %
DISNEY ....373/4 371/4 - %
M-G-M ....491/4 473/4 -1%
PARAMOUNT ....571/4 53 -41/4

SCREEN GEMS ....21% 21%
20TH-FOX ...,363/4 383^ + 1%
UNITED ARTISTS ....32% 331/4 + 1%
WARNER BROS 80 76 -4

(Allied Artists. Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New Y or

* * *

k Stock Exchange.)

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 44% 44% - %
LOEW'S ....41% 42 + %
NATIONAL THEATRES .... 6i/

4 63/4 + %
STANLEY WARNER ...391/2 35% -3%
TRANS-LUX ....16% 17% +1%
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(Continued from Page 12)

trait painted by Kenneth Ward of Hayden, Stone & Co., in its

latest quarterly industry review.

According to Ward, "Many stocks in the motion picture

group are selling well below their highs of 1961 . . . (but it)

seems to possess several attractive candidates for capital gain

in 1962." Among Hayden, Stone's choices are the following:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—Selling some 20 points under its

year's high, it is a candidate for recover)' in '62. "The 1962

outlook is bright, and at 10 times 1961 earnings the stock

appears undervalued."

Twentieth Century-Fox—"Management is making strong at-

tempts to change the company's production policies. This year

could see a dramatic turn-around for Fox, and the stock

appears to be an especially attractive recovery candidate."

Decca Records (Universal)—It should report great earnings

improvement in '62 over the $2.90-3.00 estimated for this year.

If talks with MCA regarding possible merger of production-

distribution operations materialize, "Decca's position in the

motion picture industry could be greatly strengthened."

Disney Riding Up Elevator
Walt Disney Products, only a year ago wading through a

thick morass of operational losses, currently is riding the up
elevator. Largely on the boxoffice results of a solid line-up

of strong-grossing product, the firm recently revealed a net

profit, after taxes, for the fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1961, of

$4,465,486 ($2.75 per share)—a tremendous increase over the

net loss of $1,342,037 ( 83c per share) suffered in I960. And,

predicted president Roy O. Disney, the first quarter of the

new year "will show larger earnings than in any similar period

in the company's history."

He was equally upbeat for all of 1962, noting that "Babes

in Toyland," now in general release, "is doing excellent busi-

ness," and that the remainder of the year's schedule
—"Moon

Pilot," "Bon Voyage," "The Legend of Lobo" and "The Cast-

aways"—will continue the profit trend upward.

According to president Disney, gross income for '61 totaled

$70,247,772, a hike of $19,316,788 over the $50,930,984 a

year earlier. Film rentals were $41,159,729, an increase of

$18,229,980. "As a result of the fine grossing performances

of our top attractions
—

'Swiss Family Robinson,' '101 Dalma-

tians,' 'The Absent-Minded Professor' and 'The Parent Trap'

—

and other favorable factors," said Disney, "current and long-

term debi was reduced from $32,105,406 to $15,000,000, a

reduction of $17,105,406."

Fabian Sees Upbeat B.O. Trend
"I am reasonably confident that boxoffice receipts during

the coming months will be at a higher level." This upbeat out-

look on the theatre branch of his firm's operations was pre-

sented by Stanley Warner president S. H. Fabian immediately

following disclosure that net profit for the first fiscal quarter

was the second highest in company history.

Net for the quarter ended Nov. 25, 1961, totaled $1,312,700

(65c per share), a drop from the $1,470,600 (73c) of the

similar span last year, but an increase over the 60c per share

recorded two years ago. Theatre admissions, merchandise sales

and other income for S-W and its subsidiaries amounted to

$35,283,400, compared to $33,351,000 the year before.

Fabian said that "El Cid," "West Side Story" and "Judg-

ment at Nuremberg" are performing handsomely in his com-

pany's theatres, adding that "large boxoffice returns are ex-

pected" from the upcoming "Mutiny on the Bounty," "Cleo-

patra" and "Lawrence of Arabia." As for theatre plans, he

declared: "We are continuing our program of weeding out

our marginal theatres, refurbishing our key properties and
adding new theatres in centers for which we believe there is

a real future."

WB Extends Top-Level Pacts
The Warner Bros, proxy statement recently sent to stock-

holders revealed one-year extensions of contracts with top-level

executives of the firm. President Jack L. Warner's pact, calling

for $156,000 annually, was renewed as was that of executive

vice president Benjamin Kalmenson, for $132,500 per year.

Production head William Orr's salary also was listed at

$156,000.

The statement also disclosed that Warner owns 281,965

shares, or 23.35 per cent of the total, while his wife holds

47,193 shares. As previously announced, shareholders will be

asked at the annual meeting, Feb. 7, to approve a 4-for-l stock

split and reduction of the corporation's capital by retirement

of common stock.

Republic-America Injunction

Republic Corp. may be moving ahead in its plans to take

over control of America Corp., but there will be certain restric-

tions standing in the way of the deal. Federal Judge William

Byrnes saw to that when he granted a three-part injunction

sought by the Department of Justice.

The injunction, clarifying a recent order leaving both firms

free to exchange their stock, prohibits the following: (1)

Pathe Laboratories, an American subsidiary, and Consolidated

Film Industries, a Republic arm, closing any of their film pro-

cessing labs; (2) America and Republic co-mingling their assets,

and (3) Republic disposing of any America stock acquired by

exchanging its stock. An antitrust action filed by the D of J

is to be tried on a date to be set by the Federal District Court

in Los Angeles.

Screen Gems Acquires Cellomatic
Screen Gems continues to diversify according to a blueprint

for expansion in related fields. Its latest acquisition, according

to an announcement by president A. Schneider and vice presi-

dent and general manager Jerome Hyams, is Cellomatic Corp.,

audio-visual production and equipment firm.

Screen Gems has had its corporate eye focused on Cellomatic

ever since the former's first annual stockholders meeting last

November, when, said Hyams, "Cellomatic's equipment, tech-

niques and production know-how combined to make an ex-

tremely successful audio-visual presentation." Hyams predicted

"a substantial expansion of the division during the next twelve

months."

496 of the foremost

financial houses in the U.S.

read BULLETIN
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Newsmakers

Robbins Pioneer
Head
National Screen Service chair-

man Herman Robbins (above)

was elected president of the

Motion Picture Pioneers.

'Jason' Talent

At film premiere in Rome, [. to r.:

producer of "Jason and the Golden
Fleece" Charles H. Schneer and his

wife; Count Franco Mancenelli-Scotti;

star Nancy Kovack, and Mr. and Mrs.

Gary Raymond (also in "Jason").

Vogel Upbeat on Production
In addition to revealing some handsome first-quarter

profit figures (see Financial Report, elsewhere in this

issue), Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer president Joseph R. Vogel,

(left) had production news to please the stockholders.

Among the more important items: (1) Photography is

completed on "Mutiny on the Bounty"; (2) "How the

West Was Won" will be ready for opening engagements

this summer, and (3) "The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm" now is nearing a finish. The latter two

will be "exceptional revenue producers on their initial

release and they will become valuable properties for

years to come," said Vogel.

ACE Reelects

Frisch

The American Congress

of Exhibitors' executive

committee reelected Eman-

uel Frisch (right ) to serve

as ACE chairman through

1962. As for the much-

discussed ACE Films, Inc.,

S. H. Fabian, chairman of the committee to increase

production, had this brief comment: "We're making

progress." The executive arm also hailed 20th-Fox

president Spyros P. Skouras as "a world leader, a man
of imagination, prophetic vision and rare business

courage," and voted unanimously to urge theatremen

throughout the country to show their appreciation of

Skouras' devotion to the business by playing Fox films

wherever possible. In other developments: Harry

Mandel said that work was progressing on four short

subjects with public relations value for the entire in-

dustry, and William Forman noted that an industry-

wide p.r. campaign will be assigned to COMPO.

Cid' Sword
Goldman Theatres head William Goldman,

1., presents to Philadelphia Mayor Richardson

Dilworth, on behalf of "El Cid" producer Sam-

uel Bronston, an exact replica of the famed

sword of the legendary 11th Century hero of

Spain. Film now roadshowing in Philly.

Lewis-Longer Plan 5
A fresh, new combine, boasting pro-

duction experience and showmanship
know-how was formed recently when
Roger H. Lewis (above) and Philip

Langner announced plans to co-produce

a program of five films. First will be

based on Edward Willant's book. "The
Pawnbroker."

The pair revealed they are negoti-

ating with Dan Petrie to direct the

picture, slated for filming this summer.
According to Lewis, former L'nited

Artists national promotion chief, and

his partner, associate producer of

"Judgment at Nuremberg," all the

pictures will be turned out "for a

price that will allow our distributors

and financial backers, as well as our-

selves, to make a profit."

Regarding "The Pawnbroker," they

noted that "the production of pictures

that require faith in the producer's

judgment appears to be the realm of

the independent producer. It is in that

area that we plan our entire program."

Connie's Contract

Singing star Connie Francis signs a

new five-year exclusive recording pact

with M-G-M Records and for three

starring pictures for the parent firm.

Seen with her are Metro exec, v.p,

Robert H. O'Brien, r., and Arnold

Maxin, head of the record company.
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viewpoints
(Continued from Page 5)

our fight ... I do not ask that the mo-

tion picture be coddled; I ask that it be

encouraged. I do not ask that it be

granted special favors; I ask that it re-

ceive equal treatment with the other

arts and the other communications me-

dia. I do not ask for license; I ask for

liberty—the fredom to realize the mo-

tion picture's promise and its potential.

"As I see it, the man who can guar-

antee all this for the motion picture

—

the man who bears this responsibility

—

is the 'thinking American'. I've seen him

in action in the past—and he can do

the job."

^1 Httppy

Newest addition to the burgeoning

field of independent producers is the

team of Roger H. Lewis and Philip

Langner, who have announced plans for

a program of five features. They plan

films with challenging ideas, a fresh

approach, and with merchandiseable

qualities—made "for a price that will

allow our distributors and financial

backers, as well as ourselves, to make a

profit."

Most promising aspect in this associa-

tion is the blending of broad experience

in the motion picture and legitimate

theatre areas of show business. Mr.

Lewis' proficiency in every phase of

showmanship and merchandising, which

he turned to such excellent advantage

while serving as vice president of

United Artists, is an invaluable asset in

a venture such as this, where selling of

the product is a vital facet of the under-

taking. Mr. Langner, for his part, brings

to the partnership a widely recognized

set of artistic credentials. His latest

credit was assistant producer of "Judg-

ment at Nuremberg," and he currently

is functioning in the same capacity for

Stanley Kramer's "A Child Is Waiting."

In addition, his position with the Thea-

tre Guild of New York undoubtedly

gives him important contacts with tal-

ent and the sources of story properties.

The Lewis-Langner team shapes up
as a happy and fruitful marriage of

production and promotion. We wish

them a long life in filmdom.

outmen u* • •

SAMUEL BRONSTON: "We're

in show business. And that's inter-

national. For example, 'El Cid'

will bring $30-35,000,000 from

abroad to this country. So why
should we worry about 'runaway'?

We're not running away. The for-

eign market is responsible for 60

per cent of our grosses, so we're

bringing in something. Receipts

from abroad benefit the American

industry in general ... As far as

using the Hollywood studios,

that's just real estate. I couldn't

make 'El Cid' anywhere but in

Spain. It's all a matter of eco-

nomics. I can get certain merchan-

dise and credits in Spain to make

my pictures that I can't get else-

where."
$ 4 $

NATIONAL ALLIED: "Con-

struction of conventional type the-

atres in suburban areas and in

connection with shopping centers

will spurt in 1962. Information

coming into the Allied office indi-

cates that this year will see a

diminishing of drive-in construc-

tion and the beginning of an era

of conventional theatre construc-

tion. Some of the factors involved

are: (1) The post-war population

shift to the suburbs is beginning

to stabilize. (2) Zoning restric-

tions against drive-in theatres (un-

known a decade ago) are now
prevalent. (3) The rapid rise in

land prices is bringing the cost of

drive-in construction closer to that

of conventional theatres. (4) Den-

sity of population in the suburbs

is increasing to the point which

will support conventional theatres

in many areas. (5) Many modern,

well-managed suburban theatres

have successfully moved up their

runs and are reporting large grosses

and an improved profit potential."

t t t

JAMES H. NICHOLSON: "We
(American-International) are no

longer the patsies of the industry.

We must convince the exhibitor

that we are grown-up boys now
and we would like to be treated

as such."
# * *

J.
ALPHONSE OUIMET (presi-

dent of the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corp.): "The claims of pro-

moters that pay-TV will raise the

standards of television program-

ming are rather hard to believe.

Pay-TV, like commercial TV, is a

business enterprise . . . Programs

that pay-TV offers will be largely

those which guarantee the largest

possible audience and profits."

* * *

PRODUCER ROSS HUNTER:
"I like realism on the screen—as

long as it involves real jewels,

really elegant settings and a real

good reason to pour on glamor in

generous servings. I'm not op-

posed to the weedy side of the

fence of life. Obviously, there is

a place on the screen for stories

that expose misery, explain emo-

tional imbalance and rattle the

garbage cans in the unkempt cor-

ridors of a cold-water flat. But let

other producers wave these ban-

ners of realism. They aren't for

me. I'm sold on the glamor

approach."
$

THE NEW YORK STATE
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
(PROTESTANT): "We regret

the too frequent infringement of

the people's right to know. We
support legislation to preserve

and promote the free flow of in-

formation and ideas. We are con-

cerned with the influence of mass

media where it is used to excite

prurient interest, to offend de-

cency, and is obscene or portrays

brutality and crime as desirable

or acceptable. We are also con-

cerned with an over-emphasis up-

on the use of mass media to enter-

tain rather than to enhance knowl-

edge and understanding of signi-

ficant public issues and problems

. . . We believe that legislation to

control mass media, though well

intentioned, may violate or impair

civil rights; may inhibit or re-

strict the free flow of ideas; or

may tend to superimpose the

values of a particular segment of

the community upon the entire

community, including its judg-

ments concerning the proper test

governing that to which the pub-

lic shall have free access. Conse-

quently, we oppose legislation

which tends toward indiscriminate

censorship."
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"Tender Is the Night"

SnUte** "RcUck? ©GO
Handsome production elements give lift to murky ver-

sion of famed Fitzgerald story. Good fern appeal.

F. Scott Fitzgerald's haunting tragedy about an ill-fated love,

enacted against the roaring atmosohere of the Riviera during

the 1920s, reaches the screen in this opulent, although murky,
version. Its boxoffice success will depend strongly upon (1)
the drawing power of Jennifer Jones and Jason Robards, Jr.,

(2) fame of the author, (3) the promotional campaign with

which it is supported. Women in the general market should

respond favorably because visually, it's a joy to behold (excit-

ing sequences capturing the wild parties atmosphere of the 20's;

a magnificent DeLuxe Color-CinemaSeope Riviera-Switzerland

mounting; a collection of breathtaking Balmain outfits). Dis-

criminating patrons and Fitzgerald devotees will be disap-

pointed since the production values tend to overshadow the

story's rather vague dramatic development. The premise is

fascinating: a brilliant young psychiatrist marries his wealthy

and beautiful patient (she's been violated by her father), gives

up his practice to cater to her need for parties and wildness,

becomes a captive of the "very rich", turns to alcohol, and

finally, drained of his strength, loses her to another man. Al-

though there are moments of engrossing drama scattered

throughout, the 146-minutes running time, the lethargic direc-

tion of Henry King and some superfluous Ivan Moffat dialogue

reduce to slickness and superficiality what should have been a

drama rich in pathos and tragedy. Both Miss Jones as the

mentally disturbed Nicole and Robards as the weak Dick Diver

offer their best performances during the early part of the film

—those sequences devoted to her cure and their early years of

marital bliss. They seem less sure of their delineations as the

marriage collapses and both begin traveling separate paths.

Excellent support comes from Joan Fontaine, Miss Jones' arro-

gant sister Baby, and Tom Ewell, as the always drunk ex-com-

poser Abe North. Cesare Danova is appropriately suave as the

soldier-of-fortune who loves Miss Jones. Jill St. John is vapid

as Rosemary, the young movie star who becomes infatuated

with Robards. The plot finds Robards drinking more and more
and Miss Jones beginning to feel he is a man like other men
(she thought of him as a "god"). Robards makes one last effort

to return to medicine, but it's too late. Even Miss St. John
turns him down. Broken in spirit, he returns alone to America,

while a now healthy Miss Jones plans to marry Danova.

20th Century-Fox. 146 minutes. Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine,
Tom Ewell. Produced by Henry T. Weinstein. Directed by Henry King.

"Murder She Said"

Su4Ue44 IQatit? O O Plus

Lively, engrossing murder mystery from England should
intrigue class and art audiences, hold others glued to

seats. OK dualler for general market.

Take one pear-shaped spinster with a yearn for playing Sher-

lock Holmes, have her portrayed by the versatile Margaret

Rutherford, pepper the plot with one red-herring after another

straight from the pen of Agatha Christie, and you end up with

this delightful British import being released by M-G-M. Since

there hasn't been a good old-fashioned who-done-it in some
time, this one stands a good chance of piling up above-average

grosses, especially in the class market. Art house patrons will

love it, while general market patrons will find it a dualler cer-

tain to keep them glued to their seats. Miss Rutherford por-

trays mystery book devotee Miss Marple with plenty of dra-

matic abandon and understated sarcasm. Unable to convince

the police that she's seen a girl murdered on a passing train,

she sets about solving the case herself inside a gloomy old man-

sion complete with creaking doors and sinister servants. Her
support is splendid: James Robertson Justice, the crotchety,

crippled estate owner; Muriel Pavlow, his only daughter heir;

Arthur Kennedy, the local doctor who wants to marry Miss

Pavlow. Director George Pollock speeds everything along with

generous dashes of humorous suspense to the accompaniment
of Ron Goodwin's whimsical background score. The David Pur-

sall-Jack Seddon screenplay, based on the novel, "4:50 From
Paddington," has Miss Rutherford deciding that the murdered

girl's body was tossed from the train near Justice's estate. She

hires herself out as a maid and eventually comes across the

body. She realizes that the victim is the wife of one of Justice's

dead sons, and that the murderer is probably one of the re-

maining sons anxious for a lion's share of the estate. Two
more offspring are done in and Miss Rutherford places herself

in danger before Kennedy is exposed as the killer.

M-G-M. 87 minutes. Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Kennedy, Muriel Pavlow, James
Robertson Justice. Produced by George N. Brown. Directed by George Pollock.

"Tog Late Blues"

Cassavetes creates imaginative film study of jazz mu-
sician. Better prospects for art houses than general
market. Bobby Darin lends marquee value.

John Cassavetes, the talented young producer-director of

"Shadows," has turned out an interesting and oftimes imagina-

tive study of an idealistic jazz musician and the world he lives

in. A sense of freshness and stylistic originality prevails

throughout this Paramount release, and although a number of

important character motivations never really come through,

there is no doubt that Cassavetes has real creative ability as a

moviemaker. While the boxoffice potential of "Too Late

Blues" appears limited, it should attract good critical notices

and better than average response in the art houses. The pres-

ence of Bobby Darin in a straight dramatic role, and publicized

Stella Stevens, plus the realistic lingo and some excellent jazz,

give it a fair chance as a dualler in the general market. Darin

has his moments of credibility as the bandleader who lives in

a dream world, eventually sells himself to commercialism, then

struggles to find his way back to self respect and creativeness.

Miss Stevens is more effective as the loose-living vocalist who
finds momentary happiness with him, only to be tossed aside

after his manhood is challenged in a fight. All of the support

is excellent, especially Everett Chambers, a shoddy-minded

agent who capitalizes on Darin's weakness, and Vincent Ed-

wards (TV's "Ben Casey"), a brutish musician-hater. But the

most fascinating aspects of this little film stem from the air

of authenticity and spontaneity Cassavetes creates in many of

the sequences — a frantic cocktail party; Darin and Miss

Stevens in a neighborhood bar; a chilling pool room brawl;

and the outer fringes of the successful jazz world where Darin

and his band are forced to exist. The Cassavetes-Richard Carr

script finds Darin convincing his boys that some day they will

make it big. He meets and falls in love with Miss Stevens, but

he walks out on her and his band after Edwards humiliates

him in a drunken fight. He goes through various stages of

spiritual degradation before coming across Miss Stevens, now

a drifter and a prostitute. The ending finds Miss Stevens and

the band reluctantly giving Darin another chance.

Paramount. 100 minutes. Bobby Darin, Stel a Stevens. Produced and Directed by

John Cassavetes.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ Tops $$$ — Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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James Garner questions young Karen Balkin, while Shirley

MacLaine and Audrey Hepburn listen in the background.

The Children's Hour" Gripping Adult Drama

Satinet*, fcdtcMf O O O Plus

Superbly directed, acted and frankly stated version of

Lillian Hellman's stage success. Plot suggests lesbianism,

but handles subject delicately, inoffensively. Strong

adult attraction. Needs aggressive promotion.

Producer-director William Wyler, whose last cinematic feat

was the award-winning "Ben-Hur," returns to the spotlight

this season with what is certain to become one of the most

talked-about films in many years. A courageous, intelligent and

powerful treatment of Lillian Hellman's controversial 1934

play hinting at lesbianism and dealing with the disastrous

effects of malicious gossip. Tastefully executed and superbly

performed by Audrey Hepburn and Shirley MacLaine, "The

Children's Hour" is a tribute to unpleasant subject matter being

handled in a frank, yet non-sensational, manner. From its ironi-

cal title to its tragic conclusion the film is fascinating to behold.

What are its boxoffice chances? Excellent if it is backed with

a hard-hitting and informative promotional campaign, and
United Artists' showmen can be counted on to give it such

support. Controversy will play a major ticket-selling role, and
returns figure to run high in metropolitan situations. The
drawing power of Hepburn and MacLaine, the appeal of James
("Maverick") Garner, plus the sensitive handling of the theme

should turn it into a popular attraction for adult audiences in

the general marketing.

Under Wyler's perceptive direction the drama skillfully

builds towards its shocking climax. At first, the atmosphere is

happy and normal. Miss Hepburn, engaged to Garner, and
Miss MacLaine are making a success of their small private

school for girls. Naturally, there are a few problem children,

especially 12-year-old Karen Balkin, a bully and a compulsive
liar. The mood slowly changes. The youngster, angered over

being punished, runs away from school and spitefully tells her

influential grandmother a shocking lie—Hepburn and MacLaine
are lovers. From this point on the drama moves with frighten-

ing intensity and gripping suspense. The two women lose the

school. They become freaks. And then, the final tragedy. Bed-

ded deep in this vicious lie is one ounce of truth, and in the

startling climax Miss MacLaine admits to the unsuspecting Miss

Hepburn that she has unnaturally loved her for years.

Let it be made clear that there is nothing smutty or offensive

in the presentation. The word lesbianism is never used, al-

though there is no doubt as to what is happening. This is a

mature study of evil, and the way good people can become the

unwitting instruments of evil (through gossip). And Wyler has
created scenes that will linger long in the minds of viewers,

especially the sequence showing young Balkin, almost faltering

under the examination of her grandmother and the accused,

yet exercising her hold over a fellow classmate by forcing the

latter to back up the lie, and the one in which Miss MacLaine
hysterically admits the truth to a shocked Hepburn.

Throughout the story the suggestion of an unnatural relation-

ship (on the part of MacLaine) is handled in the most subtle

manner, but it is spelled out in no uncertain terms in the

climactic confession, when she blurts out, "Maybe I do love

you the way they said', and "I never loved a man".

The performances are outstanding. Miss Hepburn, changing
slowly from a carefree, about-to-be-married young lady into a
bitter victim of slander, displays previously untapped depths of

dramatic projection. Shirley MacLaine gives the finest perform-

ance of her career. Cold, tough and confused, we watch her

unsuccessfully fight against the moment when she must reveal

her horrendous secret. It's a portrayal audiences will not soon

forget. Garner displays ease and naturalness as the doctor who
loves Miss Hepburn, who stands alone with both women, but

finally gives in to his own biting doubt. It is this reviewer's

opinion that the role of the little girl is one of the most difficult

and complex of any child's role to date. Young Miss Balkin

brings it off in a way that will make your flesh grow cold.

Buried beneath her healthy freckled face is a sinister and vicious

mind, and she projects this evil with chilling credibility.

The support is equally effective. Miriam Hopkins is superb

as the ex-actress who plays at being a teacher at school, and

whose own thwarted ambitions in life add fuel to the lie. Fay

Bainter makes a full-length character of Miss Balkin's domi-

neering grandmother whose world collapses when she learns the

horrible truth about the crime she's been guilty of perpetrating.

Veronica Cartwright is fine as the classmate Miss Balkin

terrorizes.

The entire production has been blessed with an air of under-

statement, especially Alex North's music, and Franz Olaner's
withdraw their children. Misses Hepburn and MacLaine bring

John Michael Hayes' literate script has Miss Bainter taking

Miss Balkin out of school and influencing other parents to

withdrawn their children. Misses Hepburn and MacLaine bring

suit for slander against Miss Bainter, lose a much-publicized
court action, and become hermits in their desolate, deserted
school. Miss Hepburn, realizing the lie has also touched Garner,
sends the latter away. Miss Bainter accidentally learns the truth

and comes to the school begging forgiveness. It's too late. Miss
MacLaine confesses to Miss Hepburn and then kills herself.

Miss Hepburn leaves the town, possibly to start life anew some-
where else.

United Artists. 107 minutes. Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLaine James Garner
Produced and Directed bv William Wyler.
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"The Day the Earth Caught Fire"

Sutut&te 1£<ztut? O O O
Intensely exciting, engrossing version of world knocked
out of kilter by nuclear explosions. If strongly exploited,

could become year's boxoffice "sleeper" .

In this startling British-made thriller, Universal has come up

with what may turn out to be the boxomce "sleeper" of the

year. Produced and directed by Val Guest, who also co-scripted

(with Wolf Mankowitz), "The Day the Earth Caught Fire"

emerges a hair-raising story of a situation no longer far-

fetched—annihilation of the earth as a result of nuclear ex-

plosions. Sensibly conceived and intelligently executed, this is

far more than just another piece of science-fiction entertain-

ment; it is an important motion picture about the frightening

fate awaiting mankind today. If it is backed by an extensive

and aggressive promotional campaign, grosses should run far

above average in the general market, and the film's literate

approach should also attract discriminating patrons in droves.

Word-of-mouth figures to boost returns in all situations. The
alarming theme depicts what happens after the Americans at

the South Pole and the Russians at the North Pole set off

simultaneous record-breaking nuclear tests. The earth's orbit

shifts and freak climatic upheavals begin: New York becomes

paralyzed by polar ice and blizzards; the Sahara floods; Russia

is devastated by tornadoes; Britian and Northern Europe wilt

under unprecedented tropical temperatures. The entire produc-

tion has been blessed with that often absent approach of credi-

bility. On one level, the film is a most authentic study of the

inner workings of a London newspaper. Here the dialogue

crackles with lightning-like intensity. On another, it's a grip-

ping science-fiction adventure complete with inventive usage

of special effects, trick photography and newsreel clips. The
end result is a picture so real, so topical, that it will send

shivers down the spines of all who see it. And Guest has

paced everything to the tempo of a time bomb about to go off.

Drought, water rationing and panic become the order of the

day, and one of the most chilling sequences occurs when a

group of beatniks embark upon an evening of mass destruction

to celebrate the end of the world. Chaos mounts in London
as the temperature climbs to 140. From all over the world

come cries for action. Scientists propose a possible solution:

four super-bombs exploded simultaneously might halt the

catastrophic progress. On Detonation Day, the world goes

underground. The bombs are exploded. The film ends in the

newspaper's pressroom where sweating men stare at the proofs

of two front pages: WORLD DOOMED; WORLD SAVED.
The performances are splendid. Janet Munro and Edward Judd
are the switchboard girl at the Meteorological Office and a

once-great-now-alcoholic newsman who fall in love during

earth's last weeks; Leo McKern is the cynical science reporter

who figures out the horrible fact that the earth is now racing

towards the sun.

Universal-International. 90 minutes. Janet Munro, Leo McKern, Edward Judd.
Produced and Directed by Val Guest.

"Moon Pilot"

Su4i*tC4& ^<xti*ty O Q O
Fast-moving and funny new Disney live-action comedy.
Should click with all audiences. In Technicolor.

Walt Disney's contribution to the cinema's space age is a

wacky topical comedy about a reluctant astronaut about to

be orbited around the moon and an outer space beauty who
falls in love with him. Gayly mounted in Technicolor, loaded

with plenty of good belly laughs (including the antics of a

space chimp), engagingly performed by Tom Tryon, Brian

Keith, Edmond O'Brien and pixy-faced Dany Saval, and bear-

ing the seat-selling Disney hallmark, "Moon Pilot" promises to

become a solid moneymaker in the general markets. Maurice

Tombragel's zany script tells what happens to our first would-

be moon pilot during three-days leave, primarily his encounter

with the lovely from another planet and the efforts of federal

agents to keep him under surveillance. Director James Neilson

keeps the earth and outer space complications moving at a free-

flowing and laughter-oriented pace. And his entire cast comes

through with flying colors: Tryon, as the spaceman with a poor

stomach for flying; Keith, the bellowing general in charge

of the moon orbit; O'Brien, the ever-frustrated federal security

agent whose job it is to protect Tryon without being told why.

French comedienne Miss Saval, with her elfin visage and devil-

ish mannerisms, makes a memorable debut as the mysterious

Tryon-chasing space girl. The plot finds Mile. Saval following

Tryon throughout his leave, the latter thinking her a spy, and

Keith ordering Tryon back to the base. O'Brien is assigned to

guard Tryon, but the girl Saval coaxes him away, momentarily

conjures up the son they'll have someday, and warns him about

changes to be made on the rocket before the moon shot. A
police dragnet finds Tryon, and the latter sets out for the

moon after Keith makes the rocket modifications. Miss Saval

suddenly appears and invites Tryon to her planet for their

honeymoon. Tryon agrees, leaving Keith shouting himself

hoarse on the space radio.

Buena Vista. Walt Disney. 98 minutes. Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brien,
Dany Saval. Co-produced by Bill Anderson. Directed by James Neilson.

"The Happy Thieves"

ScuUeu &*ti«$ O © Plus

Light and airy exercise in grand larceny, abetted by
adroit Rex Harrison performance and Rita Hayworth's
presence. OK grosser.

Rita Hayworth and Rex Harrison lend good marquee strength

to "The Happy Thieves ', a tongue-in-cheek approach to grand

larceny that shows better comic intentions than results. The
result of their mission—to steal a Goya painting from the

famed Prado museum in Madrid—is a sporadically amusing

and suspenseful slice of entertainment geared to the taste of

those who enjoy their crime films on a not-so-serious level.

This United Artists release should be a fair-plus grosser gen-

erally, perhaps better in the class market on the Harrison name.

Harrison emerges a truly likeable and charming rogue who
believes that all people are dishonest in one way or another.

As he goes about organizing and executing the impossible coup,

one honestly hopes that he gets away with it. Miss Hayworth

adds a light note of moral preachment as his devoted, though

reluctant, confederate-wife, while Joseph Wiseman skillfully

portrays the forger who takes more than the normal amount of

pride in his work. Alida Valli and Gregoire Asian are the

not-so-nice "baddies ", and Virgilio Texera is a famed matador

who unknowingly becomes part of the theft scheme. George

Marshall has guided the light tale at a happy-go-lucky pace,

and Mario Nascimbene's catchy background score is a whistler's

delight. John Gay's screenplay, based on a Richard Condon
novel, finds Asian threatening to expose Harrison unless the

latter agrees to steal the Goya for him. Harrison's plan depends

upon the pandemonium which will break out when Texera

does not appear in the bull ring (the guards will leave their

posts). Complications arise when Texera does show up, but

Asian kills him and Harrison and Wiseman successfully pull

off the theft. Unfortunately, both are arrested when Asian is

found murdered (Miss Valli, Texera's fiancee, is the killer). All

ends well with Harrison agreeing to serve time for the theft

and Wiseman going free. Harrison promises Miss Hayworth a

new life when he gets out.

United Artists. 88 minutes. Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Joseph Wiseman. A
Hillworth Production. Directed by George Marshall.
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flOITATlON DIMI1UENI

Advertising campaign that will launch the American bow of "Victim" is charted by

Pathe-America head Budd Rogers, I., and Charles Moss, head of B. S. Moss Enter-

prises, operators of the N. Y. Forum, where the film opens.

Pathe-America Mounts

Big Campaigns for

Pair of Imports

Showmanship—In€lepen€lent Style
Major film company executives, who

are sometimes inclined to send less-

than-blockbuster films into release with

a mere minimum of promotional push,

might profitably heed the kind of reso-

lution and eagerness an independent

like Budd Rogers pours into the distri-

bution of his Pathe-America product.

Determined to realize Rogers' ambi-

tiously stated goal of becoming,
"through two provocative attractions, a

major source of top quality product,"

Pathe-America is prepared to expend

all the necessary promotional effort to

bring this about. Well aware of the

importance of showmanship to the box-

office success of his firm's product, the

P-A president, in revealing acquisition

of "Whistle Down the Wind" and

"Victim," promised that "we will back

these pictures with real aggressive pro-

motional advertising campaigns in the

lay and trade press, also through TV
and radio."

The movie maxim that distribution

and promotion must work hand-in-

glove to achieve maximum grosses

rarely holds true more certainly than

when the films involved lack block-

buster calibre. When they are imports,

the problem is compounded somewhat.
Fortunately, in the case of P-A's pair,

both have provocative, controversial

storylines, and one boasts a "hot" young
star. Parlaying these assets, Rogers fully

expects to develop two strong boxoffice

attractions in the U. S.

Pathe-America is lavishing really

comprehensive campaigns on both

"Whistle Down the Wind" (drama of

an escaped murderer mistaken for Christ

returned) and "Victim" (blackmailing

of homosexuals). It engaged the serv-

ices of a seasoned promotion force to

spread the word throughout the indus-

try and beyond. Handling the publicity

is Blank-Rand Associates; art consul-

tant and director is Marty Stevens, and

Mayfair Graphics' William B. Schul-

man serves the all-important function

of supervisor of press books and co-

ordinator of advertising. Slated for

February release, "Wind" and "Victim"

are enjoying plenty of vital exposure in

the trade press, while the advertising

and display material shape up as a

smart combination of art and copy that

stresses the unusual qualities of both

attractions. In the vital areas of mer-

chandising and opinion-shaping, too,

Pathe-America is beating the drum long

and loud for its newly-acquired product.

Stark boldness and originality have

been blended and distilled down to a

most compelling set of posters for

"Whistle Down the Wind." A perfect

example of the thoroughness of the

campaign can be gleaned from the full

choice of lithographs available to ex-

hibitors. Both the one and three-sheets

offer an attractive choice of two differ-

ent and exciting visual approaches, an

unusual and excitingly original depar-

(Coutinued on Page 27)
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All Eyes J±re On Texas!
TENTH ANNUAL DRIVE-IN CONVENTION

of the

TEXAS DRIVE-IN

THEATRE OWNERS ASSOCIATION
Statler Hilton Hotel • February 13, 14, 15

Dallas, Texas

NOTABLE GUESTS • LATEST TRADE EXHIBITS • NEW IDEAS

FUN • EXCITEMENT • EVERYTHING TEXAS SIZE!

At our last convention exhibitors registered from 17 States and
Canada. Registration Fee $25, spouse $15. Hotel reservations

available at the Statler Hilton Hotel by naming this convention.

YOU ALL COME!
For further information:

Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners Ass'n

2013% Young Street, Dallas 1, Texas



Universal Eastern ad-pub I

boss Philip Gerard, 2nd

from rt., at "Lover Come
Back" meet in Miami,

presents VIP symbol to

Harry Botwick, Florida

States southeastern re-

gional director as FS

southeastern ad-pub chief

Howard Pettingill, r., and

his assistant Ralph Puck-

haber watch.

* Radio City Rockettes

strike Oriental note as

they tour midtown Man-

hattan for Music Hall en-

gagement of Warner Bros.

"A Majority of One."

INDEPENDENT STYLE

(Continued from Page 25)

ture from the norm, in a time when
many film companies fail to provide

even one style of three-sheet. One, cen-

tering around a grim, full-face shot of

star Hayley Mills ("Pollyanna", "Parent

Trap") bordered by heavy black and
white title and credits, seems aimed at

the more discriminating, art-house mar-

ket. The other, featuring a novel mon-
tage that includes the escaped murderer

brandishing a broken bottle and a hand
leaching out for the frightened Miss

Mills, might prove more appealing to

the general patronage. Both include

this brief, but effective, single line of

copy: "Today's hottest young star in her

newest . . . and by far her greatest."

A man's face twisted and distorted by
a grimace, a youth fleeing into the

shadows the title of the film torn in

two, the eye-catching lines: "A scorch-

ing drama of the most «»-talked-about

subject of our time!" These elements,

enhanced by bold grays and blacks and
some effective shading, form the nu-

cleus of the poster art on "Victim."

/warawtar
1 V -

The 22 x 28 poster offers exciting scenes from

"Victim", alongside dramatic title, catchline.

The subject is, of course, homosexuals

and their relationship to society. Here,

too, the 22x28 employs four actionful

and moving scenes from the film, along-

side the basic piece of art and copy.

Special promotional kits have been

prepared for both pictures, offering an

opportunity for the enterprising thea-

treman to capitalize on some excellent

reviews and interestingly written back-

ground material. The "Wind" kit fea-

turing the Mills full-face shot as a

cover, is full of press accolades culled

from British Catholic and lay reviews.

Also recorded on newspaper-like sheets

are reproductions of an excellent photo

plant on Miss Mills and the picture in

Life and a feature story on "Wind" in

the Sunday New York Times. A pro-

duction information guide, with notes

on the producer, director and stars, as

well as a synopsis, rounds out the man-
ual. Star Dirk Bogarde's countenance,

grimly considering his blackmail prob-

lem dominates the cover of the "Vic-

tim" kit, which, like its "Wind" coun-

terpart, presents plenty of top-flight

reviews.

Pathe-America promotion is moving
in high gear on other fronts, too. The
firm is initiating a series of invitational

theatre previews of "Wind" and "Vic-

tim" in selected key cities, according to

president Rogers. Those invited will

include exhibitors, press representatives,

and civic, religious, women's and other

community organization heads. Special

information guides will be distributed

at the showings, with an eye toward
launching programs of local promotion.

Also working in advance for "Wind"
is a widespread music drive, being

waged in conjunction with London
Records, which is releasing the theme
from the film. More than 2,000 radio sta-

tions are being serviced with 45 r.p.m.

recordings of the theme performed

by the Wayfarers, and extensive plans

are underway for on-the-air promotions.

Disc jockeys, record librarians and

other music trend-makers are being in-

vited to screenings in New York and

other key cities. London distributors

are being urged to co-operate with ex-

hibitors in waging campaigns keyed to

playdates of the picture.

All in all, neither "Wind" nor "Vic-

tim" should want for the proper pro-

motional showcasing. If Pathe-America

and its tireless showmen have their way
—and they appear determined to—the

controversial themes will be household

words by the time the pictures reach

the nation's theatres.
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. DENNIS PRICE A MICHAEL RELPH ANI -JOUCTION

ORIGINAL SCREE NPL4Y BY JANET GREEN MiO JOHN MiCORMICK ( PRODUCED BY MICHAEL

REIPH / DIRECTED BY BASH OEAROEN RELEASED BY PATHE-AMERCA DtSIRIBjTINO CO. INC

"Victim's" torture is mirrored faithfully in this

starkly etched one-sheet for the film.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

April

TIME BOMB Curt Jurgens, Mylene Demongeot, Alain
Saury, Paul Mercey. Plot to sink ship for insurance
money goes awry. 92 min.

May
ANGEL BABY George Hamilton, Mercedes McCam-
bridge, Joan Blondell, Salome Jens. Drama in the
deep south. 138 min.

DAVID AND GOLIATH CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Orson Welles, Ivo Payer, Massimo Serato, Edward
Hilton, Pierre Cressoy. Action spectacle based on the
Bible's great story. 91 min. 5/29/61.

June

BRAINWASHED Curt Jurgens, Claire Bloom, Jorg
Felmy. Inner workings of a totalitarian regime. 102
min.

KING OF THE ROARING 20 's—THE STORY OF AR-
NOLD ROTHSTEIN David Janssen, Mickey Rooney,
Jack Carson, Keenan Wynn. Producers Samuel Bischoff,
David Diamond. Fabulous life story of the king of the
gamblers. 106 min.

August
TWENTY PLUS TWO David Janssen, Jeanne Crain, Dina
Merrill, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Frank Gruber.
Director Joseph M. Newman. Story of events in life of
woman missing 22 years. 102 min. 11/27/61.

November
BRIDGE. THE Fritz Vepper. Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

December
EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Frazer, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Seraio, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of El

Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/11/61.

January
GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols.
Producer Ben Schwalb.

February
BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer. 83 min.

Coming
BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski.

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producers A. Ronald Lobin, Mil-
lard Kaufman. Picturization of Herman Melville's sea
classic.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID, THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Lind Ho. Producer-director Albert Zugsmith.

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Science-fiction thriller.

HITLER Richard Basehart. Cordula Trantow. Producer
E. Charles Straus. The life and loves of the infamous
ruler of the Third Reich.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price. Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

August

PIT AND THE PENDULUM, THE Color, Panavision.
Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele, Luana
Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan
Poe's classic. 85 min. 8/7/61.

November
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color, CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini. Sea adventure. 81
min.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. War drama. 83 min.

December

JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar,
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 min.

January

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. 80 min.

February

PREMATURE BURIAL Color, Panavision. Ray Milland,
Heather Angel, Hazel Court. Producer-Director Roger
Corman. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's story.

March

BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Pankyn.

April

BLACK DOOR Herb Evers, Virginia Leith. Horror film.

65 min.

STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie Ray. Science-fic-
tion film. 65 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani. War action film.

June

SURVIVAL Ray Milland, Frankie Avalon, Jean Hager.
Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Hough-
land.

July

TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,
Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Based on
Edgar Allan Poe trilogy. 120 min.

July

NIKKI, WILD DOG OF THE NORTH Technicolor. Jean
Coutu, Emile Genest. Producer Winston Hibler. Direc-
tors Jack Couffer, Don Haldane. Adventure drama
based on James Oliver Curwood's "Nomads of the
North." 73 min. 6/12/61.

October

GREYFRIARS BOBBY Technicolor. Donald Crisp. Lau-
rence Naismith, Alex Machenzie. Producer Walt Dis-

ney. Director Don Chaffey True story of a dog that
won the hearts of a town. 91 min. 9/4/61.

December

BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the
Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/61.

April

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian.
Dany Saval. Wacky farce from Disney sighted on the
space age. 98 min.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.
A warm and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy
and a champion Irish setter photographed in the Ca-
nadian Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of an
American family's misadventures during a European
holiday.

CASTAWAYS. THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

George Sanders. Based on the Jules Verne story,

"Captain Grant's Children."

June
HOMICIDAL Glenn Corbett, Patricia Breslin. Producer-
Director William Castle. Gimmick-filled shocker. 87
min. 7/10/61.

MOST DANGEROUS MAN ALIVE, THE Ron Randell,

Debra Paget. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Gangster
plot concerning the atom bomb. 82 min.

July

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. Jamei
Darren, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direc-

tor Paul Wendkos. Sequel to "Gidget." 102 minutes.

6/26/61.

GUNS OF NAVARONE. THE CinemaScope, Color.

Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Ouinn. Producer
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson. World War
II drama set in Greece. 157 min. 5/29/61.

TWO RODE TOGETHER James Stewart, Richard Wid-
mark, Shirley Jones. Producer Stan Shpetner. Director

John Ford. Western drama. 109 min. 7/10/61.

September
SCREAM OF FEAR Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis, Ann
Todd. Producer Jimmy Sangster. Director Seth Holt. 81

min. 8/21/61.

October

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Color. Spencer Tracy, Frank
Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews, Jean Pierre Aumont, Barbara
Luna. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn LeRoy.
126 min. 10/2/61.

LOSS OF INNOCENCE Color. Kenneth More, Danielle

Darrieux, Susannah York. Producer Victor Saville. Direc-

tor Lewis Gilbert. 99 min. 8/21/61.

MR. SARDONICUS Oscar Homolka, Ronald Lewis,

Audrey Dalton, Guy Rolfe. Producer-director William
Castle. Suspense thriller. 89 min. 10/16/61.

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett,
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

VALLEY OF THE DRAGONS Cesare Danova. Joan
Staley, Sean McClory. Producer Byron Roberts. Direc-

tor Edward Bernds. Jules Verne tale. 79 min. 11/27/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. Mi-
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Gary
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January
CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell. 84
min

.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner. Dolores
Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pro-

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roman-
tic comedy. 88 min. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay
Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronin,

Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Oscar
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February
THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Tricknett, Producer Norman Macrer.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julie

Adams.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 114 min.

July

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-
ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.
Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of
Washington, D.C. life.
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July

ITTLE GIANTS. THE Angel Macias, Cesar Faz. Pro-

ucer George P. Werker. Director Hugo Mozo. Story

f Monterrey Little League Baseball Champions. 88

in.

August

ONG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL. THE Laurence
larvey, Richard Todd. Producer Michael Balcon. Direc-

or Leslie Norman. Film version of the prize-winning

rage play. 102 min.

September
IAN WHO WAGGED HIS TAIL. THE Peter Ustinov,

ablito Calvo. Producer Charmartin-Falco. Director

adislao Vajda. A honey of a "shaggy dog" story

luaranteed for howls. 94 min.

URE HELL OF ST. TRINIAN's, THE Cecil Parker,

ieorge Cole, Joyce Grenfell. Producers Sidney Gilliat,

rank Launder. Director Launder. The merry maids of

t. Trinian's all grown up. 94 min.

October

:ALL ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
.anders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert
)ay. A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

ROM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel, Lea Massari.
eanne Valerie. Producer Paul Graelz. Director Mauro
lolognini. A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
14 min. 10/30/41.

HANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
'roducers Stevan Patios, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
nond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a

nan twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

VtARK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.

Producer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
Irama concerning a most controversial subiect. 121

nin. 11/27/61.

November
NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-

tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
underworld of crime.

RIFIFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller. Producer Jacques
Mage. Director Alex Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller.

j97 min.

December
HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

Coming
VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapelton, Carol Lawrence. Producer Paul Graetz. Di-

rector Sidney Lumet. Film version of Arthur Miller's
hit play. 1 1 5 min.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Film version of the Broadway stage play.

LA BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset.
Producer Diamant-Berger. Director Robert Dhery.
French comedy.

Current Releases

AFTER MEIN KAMPF [Brenner) Producer Joseph Bren-
ner. Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/21/61.

ANNA'S SIN I Atlantis Films, Inc.) Anna Vita, Ben E.

Johnsen. Director Camillo Mastrocinque. Import about
inter-racial love. 86 min. 5/1/61.

BALLAD OF A SOLDIER IKingsley International) Vladi-
mir Ivashov, Shanna Prokhorenko. Director Grigori
Chukhrai. 89 min. 1/9/61.

BALLAD OF NARAYAMA, THE I Films Around the
World, Inc.) Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.
Japanese art import. 98 min. 8/7/61.

BREATHLESS (Films Around the World, Inc.) Jean
Seberg, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Producer GeOFges de
Beauregarde. Director Jean-Luc Godard. French study
of amoral man. 89 min. 2/20/61.

CHASERS, THE IGaston Hakim) Jacques Charrier,
Charles Agnovour. Director Jean-Pierre Mocky. Cyni-
cal yet engrossing French import about youthful
women-chasers. 75 min.

CROWNING EXPERIENCE, THE I Moral Re-Armament)
Muriel Smith, Louis Byles. Director Marion Clayton
Anderson. Strong plea for world understanding. 102
min. 1/23/61.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET. THE IC. Santiago Film Orejini-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DEADLY COMPANIONS. THE ( Pathe-America) Color,
Pnnavision. Maureen O'Hara, Brian Keith. Producer
Charles B. FihSimons. Director Sam Peckinpah.

DEVIL'S EYE, THE (Janus Films) Jarl Kulle, Bibi An-
derson, Axel Duberg, Nils Poppe. Director Ingmar
Bergman. 90 min. 9/4/61

.

FE;V NO MORE I Scaramouche ) Jacques Bergerac,
Mala Powers. 78 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson.

FOLLOW A STAR (Zenith International) Norman
Wisdom.

FORCE OF IMPULSE IGayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)

Tony Anthony, J. Carrol Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff

Donnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau. Maurice Ronet.

Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

HIROSHIMA. MON AMOUR (Zenith International)

Emmanuelle Riva, Ejil Okada. Producer-Director Alain

Resnais. Love story set against background of war.
88 min. 7/25/60.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni. Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellini. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-

ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LOVE AND THE FRENCHWOMAN IKingsley Inter-

national) Dany Robin, Francois Perier, Jean-Paul Bel-

mondo. Director Henri Decoin. Seven vignettes staged
by seven well-known directors. 143 min. 3/20/61.

LUST TO KILL [Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NEVER ON SUNDAY ILopert Films, Inc.) Melina Mer-
couri, Jules Dassin. Director Jules Dassin. 91 min.
10/17/60.

NINTH CIRCLE. THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.

10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE lEmbassyl Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Asfor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city

life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SANTA CLAUS IK. Gordon Murray Productions! Joseph
Elias Moreno. Producer William Calderon. Director
Rene Cardone. Children's Christmas story. 94 min.
10/3/60.

SHADOWS (Lion International) Lelia Goldoni, Ben
Carruthers. Producer Maurioe McEndree. Director John
Cassavetes. Offbeat story of Negro family. 87 min.
4/3/61.

SPESSAKT INN, THE ICasino Films, Inc. I Lilo Pulver.
Director Kurt Hoffman. Spoof on German robber
bands. 99 min. 2/20/61.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I King si ey- Internationa 1

1

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

THRONE OF BLOOD [Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanel, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TUNES OF GLORY ILopert Films, Inc. I Color. Alec
Guinness, John Mills. Producer Colin Leslie. Director
Ronald Neame. Comedy-drama of postwar British Army.
106 min. 12/26/60.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

WATCH YOUR STERN I Magna Pictures) Kenneth Con-
nor, Eric Barker. Producer Peter Rogers. Director
Gerald Thomas. Comedy about British navy. 88 min.
5/1/61.

YOUNG ONE. THE (Valiant) Zachary Scott, Bernie
Hamilton. Producer George P. Werker. Director Luis
Bunuel. Negro, falsely accused of raping white woman,
fights for survival on isolated southern island. 96 min.
1/23/61.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprio!i. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GO LDWY N - M A,YE R

July

ADA CinemaScope, MetroColor. Susan Hayward, Dean
Martin, Ralph Meeker. Producer Lawrence Wein-
garten. Director Daniel Mann. Story of a beautiful
woma/>'s drive for success and power and the men
involved in her life, set against today's political
scene. 108 min. 8/7/61.

MORGAN THE PIRATE CinemaScope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Valerie Lagrange. Director Andre Toth. Color-
ful action-drama of the swashbuckling adventures of
Henry Morgan. 95 min. 6/12/61.

August

HONEYMOON MACHINE. THE Steve McQueen, Paula
Prentiss, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten.
Director Richard Thorpe. Based on the Broadway stage
hit. "The Golden Fleecing". 87 min. 7/10/61.

FEBRUARY SUMMARY
The early February release schedule

totals 13, with Columbia in the number

one spot on the strength of three pic-

tures. Following closely are 20th-Fox

and Paramount, each with two films on

tap. Six companies— M-G-M, United

Artists, Universal, Warner Bros., Allied

Artists and American-International —
have listed one release, while neither

Buena Vista nor Continental has an-

nounced any product for the coming

month.

THIEF OF BAGHDAD. THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steve Reeves, Georgia ~Moll, Producers Joseph E.

Levine, G. Lombardo.- Director Arthur Lubin. Action
spectacle recreating famous thief and his adventure.
90 min. 7/10/61.

September
THUNDER OF DRUMS. A CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Richard Boone, George Hamilton, Luana Patten, Arthur
O'Connell. Producer Robert J. Enders. Director Joseph
Newman. Drama of U.S. Cavalry in the I870's, 97
min. 9/4/61.

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne
Perier. Based on- ttre

- autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. I 13 min. 8/21/61.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-

ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min.

November
BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a

bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre^
datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December
COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE SupertotalScope, East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle between the
people of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians. 129
min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN. THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica. Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January
LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spenc.r. 105 min 1/8/62.

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy Producer George Brown. Director George Pollock.
Murder mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-
selling novel. 87 min.

February
ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy.

March
HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an
American military cleanup operation on a Pacific
island.

SWCET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-
cess.

April

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastroianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Hava Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zlmbalist. Director William Wyler Bfb
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical
hit.

Film BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



BOYS NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall Howard Duff
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff Joseph E.
Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night
out —with hilarious results.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett
Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-
nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin
Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb Yvette
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanei.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds. John Wayne, Gregory Peck HenryFonda Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens
bcreen version of the dramatic best-seller novel byAudrey Erskine Lindop.
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October

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney.
Producers Martin Jurow, Richhrd Shepherd. Director
Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller by
Truman Capote. 115 min. 10/16/61.

November
BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Romantic comedy with music.

January
ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy. Pro-
ducer Ernest D. Glucksman. Director Jerry Lewis-
Messenger upsets movie studio with his frantic antics.

HEY. LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Garri-
son. Story of The Twist, at N. Y.'s Peppermint Lounge.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world.

February
SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision. Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSH FIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneiber, Karl Bohm. Gus-
tav Knuth.

Coming

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo. Producer-Director Ronald Neame. Sus-
pense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the Middle
East.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who capture wild animals for zoos.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE Technicolor.
John Wayne. James Stewart. Producer-Director John
Ford. Western drama based on a short story by
Dorothy M. Johnson.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa
Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

V HO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann,

society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure her
jsband of his horse-playing habits.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA CinemaScope, Color. Ken
Scott, Leticia Roman, Dave King. Producer S. Katz-
man. Director R. Webb. 97 min. 10/16/61.

SEVEN WOMEN FROM HELL CinemaScope Patricia
Owens, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, John Kerr. Pro-

duce Harry Spaulding. Director Robert Webb. 88 min
10/30/61.

November

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor. Producer-Director M. Dexter.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope, Color. Brenda
Lee, Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W.
Gorge. Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Currmings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. 1 1/27/61

.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-

nor Parker. Producer-Director Bruce Humberstone.

February

SWINGING ALONG CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom-
my Noonan, Pter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine. Pro-

ducer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King. Based on

F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel.

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr. Michael

Redgrave Martin Stephens. Pamela Franklin. Pro-

ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based on Henry James'

"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer-Director Leo McCarey.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Stevan Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maurice Dexter.

April

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,

Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer

Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer.

INSPECTOR, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Stephen

Boyd, Dolores Hart, Hugh Griffith. Producer Mark

Robson. Director Philip Dunne.

June

ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN CinemaScope, De-

Luxe Color Paul Newman, Richard Beymer, Susan

Strasberg, Eli Wallach. Producer Jerry Wald. Director

Martin Ritt.

June
LADIES' MAN. THE Technicolor. Jerry Lewis H.U
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August

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE Technicolor. Fred
Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter. Producers Wil-
liam Perlberg, George Seaton. Director George Seaton
Romantic comedy of a playboy who spirits his daughter
from an imminent wedding. 114 min. 6/12/61.

September

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama. Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Raymond
Eger. Director Roger Vadim. 74 min. 9/18/61.

MAN-TRAP Panavision. Jeffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens.
Producers Edmond O'Brien, Stanley Frazen. Director
Edmond O'Brien. Story of a r-ulti-million dollar rob-
bery and its repercussions. 93 min. 9/18/61.

F i I r.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

July

MISTY CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. David Ladd,
Arthur O'Connell. Producer Robert Radnitz. Director
James Clark. Famous children's tale of the smatl
ponies of Chincoteague Island and two kids who want
one of them. 92 min. 6/26/61.

VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA CinemaScope,
Color. Walter Pidgeon, Joan Fontaine, Barbara Eden,
Peter Lone, Robert Sterling, Frankie Avalon. Producer-
Director Irwin Allen. Science fiction story of the
future. 105 min. 6/26/61.

August

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer. 100
min. 8/21/61.

MARINES LET'S GO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom
Tryon, David Hedison, Linda Hutchins. Producer-Direc-
for Raoul Walsh. An action-romance look at the present
day Marines in Japan and Korea. 104 min. 8/21/61.

September

FRANCIS OF ASSISSI CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Bradford Dillman, Dolores Hart, Stuart Whitman. Pro-

ducer Plato Skouras. Director Michael Curtiz. Depiction
of the life and death of the famed patron Saint. Ill

min. 7/24/61.

October

HUSTLER, THE CinemaScope. Paul Newman, Jackie
Gleason, Peter Laurie, George C. Scott, Myron Mc-
Cormick. Producer-Director Robert Rossen. A segment
of the life and loves of a bigtime pool hustler. 135
min. 10/2/61.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS

July

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director John Sturges. Picturiza-

tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning

novel.

NAKED EDGE, THE Gary Cooper, Deborah Kerr. Pro-

ducers Walter Seltzer, George Glass. Director Michael

Anderson. Suspense mystery about businessman sus-

pected by his wife of murder. 99 min. 7/24/61.

WHEN THE CLOCK STRIKES James Brown, Merry

Anders. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L.

Cahn. Murder mystery. 72 min. 6/26/61.

YOU HAVE TO RUN FAST Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards.

Grant Richards. Producer E. Kent. Director Edward

L. Cahn. 71 min. 8/21/61.

August

COLD WIND IN AUGUST, A Lola Albright, Scott Mar-

Towe, Joe Disantis, Herschel Bernard!. Producer Philip

Haze'lton. Director Alexander Singer. 80 min. 8/21/61.

GOODBYE AGAIN Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand,

Anthony Perkins. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

Filmization of Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Aimez-
vous Brahams?" 120 min. 7/10/61.

TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE Rocky Graziano, Jimmy Clan-

ton, Zasu Pitts. Producer Howard B. Kreitsek. Director

Lawrence F. Doheny. Teenage musical comedy. 84

min. 9/4/61.

September

FLIGHT THAT DISAPPEARED, THE Craig Hill. Paula

Raymond, Dayton Lummis. Producer Robert E. Kent.

Director Reginald LeBorg. 72 min. 10/2/61.



SEASON OF PASSION Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter,
(John Mills, Angela Lansbury. Producer-Director Leslie
Norman. Film version of play by Ray Lawlor. 92 min.
BO/30/6 I

.

fOUNG DOCTORS, THE Fredric March, Ben Gazzara.
pick Clark, Ina Balin, Eddie Albert. Producers Stuart

I

Millar, Lawrence Turman. Director Phil Karlson. Hos-
pital drama based on Arthur Hailey's "The Final Diag-
nosis." 100 min. 9/4/61.

October

JARIS BLUES Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Sid-
ney Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.
Story of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.

SECRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster, Merry
Anders, Barry Kelley. Prod ucer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's
novel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood.
Huts Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-
tation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
,lhe problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.

November
EXPLOSIVE GENERATION, THE William Shatner, Patty
McCormack. Lee Kinsolving, Billy Gray. Producer Stan-
ley Colbert. Director Bun Kulik. 89 min. 10/16/61.

TOWN WITHOUT PITY Kirk Douglas, E. G. Marshall,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer-Director Gottfried Rein-
hardt. Based on Manfred Gregor's novel about four
American G.l.'s stationed in Europe who are accused
of raping a young German girl. 105 min. 10/16/61.

K-15 Panavision, Technicolor. David McLean, Charles
Bronson, Brad Dexter, James Gregory. Producers Henry
'Sanicola, Tony Lazzarino. Director Richard Donner.
'Story of record-breaking rocket ship. 106'A min
1| 1/27/61.

December
JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Clift Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

January

HAPPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison. Sus-
pense-comedy.
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THREE Jame * Cagney, Horst Buchholz
Pamela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy
Whder. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a
group of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor
Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange. Arthur O'Con-
nor, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
Frank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success

i Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

February

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis Jr., Peter Lawford. Producer Sinatra. Director
John Sturges. Civil War western.

March
CHILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine James Garner. Producer-Director WilliamWyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play.

Coming
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster. ProducerHarold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.
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k? HuT A CROOK Wanda He"drix, DonBeddoe Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent Di-rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.
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HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director Jean
Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife of PontClery by Flora Sandstrom.
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t-olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-ney J. Fune. 83 mm. 10/2/61.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Based on the Broadway stage

WAY WEST THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas BurtLancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INTO.

June
CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF. THE Eastman Color. Clif-
ford Evans. Yvonne Romain, Oliver Reed. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terrence Fisher. Horror classic
91 min. 5/15/61.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Technicolor. Peter Ustinov,
Sandra Dee, John Gavin. Producer-Director Peter
Ustinov. A satirical comedy-romance between U S.
ambassador's daughter and Russian ambassador's son.
112 min. 5/15/61.

July

LAST SUNSET, THE Eastman Color. Ro;k Hudson Kirk
Douglas, Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton Carol' Lyn-
ley. Producers Eugene Frenke. Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich. 112 min. 5/29/61.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY CinemaScope. Michael Craig
Peter Cushing, Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal George
Sanders. Andre Morell. Producer Aubrey Baring Di-
rector Charles Frend. 76 min. 6/26/61

August
BLAST OF SILENCE Allen Baron, Molly McCarthy.
Producer Merrill S. Brody. Director Baron. Portrait of a
professional killer out on a iob. 77 min. 4/17/61.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Eastman Color. Sandra Dee
John Gavin. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Harry
Keller. Sequel to "Tammy." 97 min. 7/10/61.

September

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee Bobby Darin
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan
Romantic comedy set against Italian Riviera back-
ground. 112 min. 7/10/61.

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY. THE Martin West Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer '

Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January
FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall. Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February
SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis Charles'
Laughton Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S'
Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER. COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson Doris Day
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher'
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

Coming
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly
Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.

CAPTAIN CLEGG Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabrina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis
Director David Miller.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

THE DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE Janet Munro. Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guests
90 min.

UGLY AMERICAN. THE Color. Marlon Brando Eiji
Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando '

Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNE R B ROTHERS

September

CLAUDELLE INGLISH Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford. Producer Leonard
Freeman. Director Gordon Douglas. Based on Erskine
Caldwell's best-seller about a promiscuous young girl.

99 min. 9/4/61.

October
SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood,
Warren Beatty. Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie, Barbara
Loden. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original screen
drama by William Inge. 124 min. 9/4/61.

November

MASK, THE Paul Stevens, Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with sequences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens, Doroihy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan, Brain Aherns.
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Based on Doris Hume's
novel of young love. 116 min. 10/2/61.

December

ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE, THE Technicolor.
Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer
Loui< de Rochemont, Director Jose Ouintero. From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romentic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 153 min. 11/13/61.

March

COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Producer-
Director Owen Crump. Thriller.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama.

Coming

CHAPMAN REPORT. THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Claire Bloom. Producer Richard
Zanuck. Director George Cukor. Based on Irving Wal-
lace's best-seller of a sex survey in a mythical suburb.

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison.

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

LOVERS MUST LEARN Technicolor. Troy Donahue,
Suzanne Pleshette, Angie Dickinson. Rossano Brazzi.

Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of a

young American in Italy.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Wilson's Broad-
way musical hit.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines.
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What They'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

•OSENMAN AT FOX. Samuel I. Rosenman
as no intention of being a mere figurehead at

Oth Century-Fox. The prominent attorney and
)rmer New York State Supreme Court justice

lans to spend between 10 and 15 hours weekly
t the company's headquarters, and to exercise

11 the normal functions of a board chairman. He
ssumes the post on April 15, shortly after his

eturn from a vacation trip to the South Sea
slands.

0

UGH HOPES AT M-G-M. Executives at Metro
re bubbling with enthusiasm over upcoming
>roduct, described as the "best in the company's
listory". Their sanguine attitude stems from
reviewing final prints of "Sweet Bird of Youth",
The 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and the

irst Cinerama spectacle, "How The West Was
/Von". And behind this trio of blockbusters for

.962 release looms "Mutiny on the Bounty" and
he second from Cinerama, "Wonderful World
)f the Brothers Grimm". President Joseph R.
/ogel, executive v.p. Robert H. O'Brien and
)ther top echelon M-G-Mers believe this lineup

epresents the strongest array of product ever

leld by any film company within a one year

Deriod. It is a program generating enormous
grossing potential, ample to overcome any
production mishaps that might occur in between.

Further bolstering the company's position

throughout the year will be heavy returns on the

continued general release of "Ben Hur" and the

non-roadshow distribution of "King of Kings".

Latter is showing greater strength in such
engagements than in its hard-ticket showings.

o

THOROUGH SATURATION. Distribution

reformists in search of a streamlined method of

releasing films are intrigued by the new modus
operandi suggested by William Hunter, executive
vice president of the recently-launched Producers
International Pictures. His idea is designed to

help solve the print problem and create maximum
want-to-see impact by concentrating distribution

in one area ot a time. Hunter would divide the

U. S. into six zones, with all prints on a picture

and the full weight of the advertising campaign
poured into one zone. All theatres in that zone,

from first to last run, would have the opportunity

to play the picture within a limited time, then the

prints and promotion would be shifted to another

zone. This thorough saturation plan shapes up
like the soundest distribution idea to come
along in some time.

<>

NEXT STEP IN LITTLE ROCK. Reiterating

their contention that pay-TV is the province of

the Federal Communications Commission, counsel

for Arkansas theatre interests asked for a new
hearing in the Little Rock case. A request was
filed with Pulaski County Circuit Judge Guy
Amsler Friday (Feb. 2) by attorneys Leon
Catlett and Howard Cockrill to reconsider his

findings affirming the right of the Arkansas Public

Service Commission to order the Southwestern
Bell Telephone Co. to lay cable lines for a pay-TV
system in Little Rock. "The proposed project

is definitely an adjunct to television", the

plaintiffs told the Court, "and Congress has

preempted that field. When intrastate and
interstate activities are intermingled, the decisions

hold that the federal jurisdiction takes

precedence." The request for a re-hearing points

out numerous errors in the Court's findings, and
disputes the claim that pay-TV is in the public

interest. The basic attack on Judge Amsler's

judgment, however, concerns the question of

jurisdiction, and it is on this issue that the

ultimate appeal, if necessary, will be made to

the U. S. Supreme Court.

o

BEATING DECCA DRUMS. Look for a raft

of upbeat reports on Decca Records within the

next few months. Wall Street analysts are again

becoming enamoured of Decca's Universal

Pictures asset as a big profit producer in '62. They
recognize the current "Flower Drum Song" and
"Lover Come Back" as being destined to rank

with the strongest grossers in the first half of the

year, sure to provide plenty of coin to U's coffers,

already well filled by "Back Street' and
"Spartacus" (in general release). "Cape Fear",

"The Spiral Road" and "The Ugly American" are

due for later release, while some of the other

product (like "The Day the Earth Caught Fire")

is very promising. Some financial observers

anticipate that Universal this year might better

its record-breaking $6 million-plus income of 1960.
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Rosenman
—Asset to
The Mntlustry
Twentieth Century-Fox has made a

notable addition to its manpower in

acquiring the services of Samuel I.

Rosenman as chairman of the board.

The entire industry, let it be said,

should welcome to its ranks this dis-

tinguished former jurist and aide to

leaders of our country.

Whatever he may lack in practical

experience with the mechanics and flair

of show business, Judge Rosenman

more than compensates for by his wide

background in the law and the intricate

affairs of state. In his historic role as

trusted advisor to presidents Franklin

D. Roosevelt and Harry Truman dur-

ing their tenures in the White House,

he is credited with lending them inval-

uable aid. At 20th Century-Fox he is

joining forces with another outstanding

president, Spyros Skouras, one of the

most astute motion picture executives of

them all. The collaboration of presi-

dent Skouras and chairman Rosenman
provides 20th with a management force

as formidable as any.

Beyond his functions at 20th, we en-

vision Judge Rosenman as a potentially

valuable asset in the broad scheme of

industrywide affairs. We should be able

to count on his assistance in such areas

as our relations with government agen-

cies, the "runaway" production prob-

lem, censorship, management-labor con-

flicts, among others. He has indicated

that his extensive law practice allows

only a limited amount of time to his

new post, and true, 20th-Fox has first

call on his services, but it would be a

pity not to utilize the talents of a figure

of Judge Rosenman's stature to help us

solve some of our industry's deep-seated

problems. We hope he can find the

time to render this service once he has

familiarized himself with them.

What 9
s in

Our Heart
We wonder how many of our indus-

try's detractors realize that behind the

celluloid of the screen and the brick

and mortar of the theatre, there beats a

heart as big as the world itself—the

Heart of Show Business, opened wide

each year by the far-flung charitable

and humanitarian deeds of Variety

Clubs International, which traces its ori-

gin to the theatre branch of our business.

Each year, the 10,000 members of 46

Variety Clubs in the U. S., Mexico,

Canada, Ireland and England raise

more than $3,000,000 for various chari-

ties that provide health and welfare to

hundreds of thousands of needy chil-

dren.

Next week marks the 35th week-long

celebration known as Variety Week, the

35th anniversary of that most humble

beginning in Pittsburgh, where Variety

was founded by theatreman Johnny

Harris. It is doubtful if he realized at

the time that he was starting an organi-

zation that would, over the years, ex-

pend over $80,000,000 for the active

care of needy children.

Every Variety tent has—in addition

to its general charitable projects—one

major charity to which it pledges its

tireless efforts. From the Mother Tent

No. 1 in Pittsburgh, to Mexico City, to

San Francisco, to London, dedicated

members from every branch of the enter-
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tainment world can be found working.

What better way, then, to answer

those who find or fabricate fault with

one aspect or another of motion pic-

tures? Variety is show business at its

most generous, most warm-hearted, most

wholesome best. It has its roots in the

movie business, and from them has

sprung up a strong and beautiful living

thing. We should let the world know

what's in our heart.

All Kinds
Of M*arents

Judge Robert Gardner, of Orange

County (Calif.) Juvenile Court, re-

cently struck a telling blow for freedom

of the screen. "It is the responsibility

of parents," he stated before a PTA
audience, "to see that their children

don't go to objectionable movies, and

also to instill enough character in them

so that if they are exposed to anything

immoral they can roll with the punch."

These, to be sure, are welcome words.

But when Judge Gardner declared that

no one else but parents should select

the films children see, we believe he

overlooked the need in a great many

cases for some form of classification.

Unfortunately, many children of im-

pressionable age do not have parents

intelligent, selective or attentive enough

—as the case may be—to practice effec-

tively regulation from within the home.

We feel, as do an increasing number

of others, that in such cases classifica-

tion from the industry itself will prove

beneficial to the children, and, in the

long run, to the theatreman, who must

answer to the community for their wel-

fare while they are in his house.

Parental selection and control is fine,

when the parents are qualified to exer-

cise it. When they are not—and this

all too often is the case—it behooves

the industry to apprise them at least of

those pictures that are patently unsuit-

able for tender minds.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

M-G-M Standout in Mixed Market
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was the standout in a mixed movie

market that bucked the overall bullish trend, as stocks in

general began showing signs of breaking out of their temporary

slump. Nine cinema issues gained and five lost over the past

fortnight, the advances slightly outweighing the declines. But

few big moves were made in either direction.

With several strong releases in the offing, and on the strength

of an upbeat report by a prominent financial analyst (see sepa-

rate story), M-G-M marched upward 41^ points on a heavy

turnover of 101,000 shares. The only other appreciable gainer

was Warner Bros., up 2%.

Of the stocks that lost ground, a number did so despite

favorable factors. Columbia dropped 25/8 points in the face of

an excellent overseas business report, while 20th Century-Fox

lost the same amount even though its product continued to

perform well at the boxoffice. Trans-Lux slipped $1 despite

announcement of ambitious expansion plans.

National Theatres was the only other actively traded movie

issue (77,700 shares), also amid talk of widespread expansion

and diversification.

U '61 Net Drops, but Prospects Beam
Universale net profit for the fiscal year ended Oct. 28, 1961,

dipped to less than half of the previous year's record figure,

but still showed a healthy $3,005,367 ($3.22 per share). This

compares to $6,313,357 ($6.92) in I960.

Grosses on current pictures and an imposing array of up-

coming product promise to help U get a close shot at the

all-time mark in fiscal '62.

Rosenman Named 20th-Fox Chairman
New York attorney Samuel I. Rosenman, who served Presi-

dents Roosevelt and Truman as special counsel, will become

chairman of the board of 20th Century-Fox. He agreed to take

the post for at least one year, beginning April 15, according to

Spyros P. Skouras, who continues as president and chief execu-

tive officer. Previously, Skouras had doubled as chairman.

Senior partner of the New York law firm of Rosenman,

Colin, Kaye, Petschek & Freund, the new chairman formerly

was a justice of the New York State Supreme Court.

Milton S. Gould, 20th director representing banking interests,

opined that Judge Rosenman "will be a stabilizing influence,

and we expect great things from him." He was quoted further

as saying: "Mr. Rosenman is a fine man, and the company is

lucky to get him. We think he will be of great assistance in

helping revitalize the company."

Disney First Quarter Sets Record
Walt Disney Productions first-quarter earnings (ended Dec.

31, 1961) set an all-time company mark, and by the time

fiscal 1962 is in the books, last year's record net may well be

erased, too.

Treasurer Lawrence Tryon estimated that net for the first

period exceeded $1,250,000 (75c per share), thereby smashing

the mark of almost $1,000,000 set in 1955's first session. The

new figure also dwarfs the $115,589 made in last year's similar

quarter. Projecting this initial success, the treasurer told the

Wall Street Journal that sales and earnings in '62 "could equal

or better fiscal 1961," when net set a record of $4,465,000 on

revenues of $70,200,000.

The spectacular first-period improvement was attributable

largely to boxoffice returns from films released in the latter

part of fiscal 1961. Revenues were in excess of the $8,700,000

of a year earlier. Tryon said that '62 results will depend on the

b.o. reception of pictures like "Bon Voyage," "Moon Pilot,"

"The Legend of Lobo" and the re-issue of "Pinocchio."

'Bright Outlook' for AB-PT—S, H & Co.

The downhill slide of American Broadcasting-Paramount's

theatre division has ended, and it promises to be a stable, but

unspectacular, contributor to "the bright earnings outlook"

of the company. That realistically upbeat portrait of AB-PT was

painted recently in a Shearson, Hammill & Co. research bulletin.

Overall, the Wall Street firm sees a healthy earnings hike

in the current year, thanks mainly to the careful pruning of

unprofitable theatre properties, a "hard core of well main-

tained and strategically located theatres in the South and

Midwest" and a vastly stronger ABC-TV program line-up.

According to the report: "Operating profits last year are be-

lieved to have approximated the record $2.50 per share reported

for I960 ... A substantial improvement in net—perhaps to

around the $3.00 per share mark—is indicated for 1962. The

stock of this diversified entertainment company is selling well

below its high of the past year and at a reasonable earnings

mutiple, and it appears to offer attractive capital gains possibili-

ties in view of the prospective resumption of the company's

earnings growth trend."

One interesting aspect of the Shearson, Hammill bulletin

points up the complete change in the base of AB-PT business

over the past nine years. In 1953, when the company was

formed, theatres accounted for two-thirds of the firm's total

gross of $172 million, and ABC contributed less than one-third.

In I960, about two-thirds of the record $334 million gross

came from broadcasting, and only 26 percent from theatres.

The report closes on this sweet (to stockholders) note: "la

view of the bright earnings outlook and the company's strong

finances, it would seem reasonable to anticipate an eventual

increase in the $1 cash dividend or a larger payment in stock."

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Film Companies
Close Close

1/18/62 2/1/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS • 55/8 6 + %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 12% 13 + %
CINERAMA

. 16% 16%
COLUMBIA - 30% 273/4 -2%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 78% 78%
DECCA 41% 423/8 + Vi

DISNEY - 37% 38 + 3
/4

M-G-M . 373/4 52 +4%
PARAMOUNT 53 53

SCREEN GEMS . 21% 21 ' %
20TH-FOX 383/8 36 -2%
UNITED ARTISTS 33% 323/4 - %
WARNER BROS 76 783/4 + 23/4

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 44% 44%
LOEWS 42 . 43 + 1

NATIONAL THEATRES .
63/4 7% + %

STANLEY WARNER 35% 36% + %
TRANS-LUX 17% 16% -1
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IINANCIAL REPORT eluded were "Horror Hotel" (England), "La Morte de Belle"

(France) and "A Stranger Knocks" (Denmark).

rans-Lux Plans More Theatres

In line with a general flexing of the muscles among the

irge theatre circuits, Trans-Lux Corp. will spend $2,800,000

n major entertainment projects in 1962, and more than half

f it will go into the erection of a new movie house in New
ork. Over the next few years, T-L plans to double its theatre

oldings.

Announcement of the "Trans-Lux Power Plan for 1962" was

lade at a press conference by Richard Brandt, president of

-L's entertainment division. He noted that the expansion

rogram also embraces Trans-Lux's independent film distribu-

on, television and Television Affiliates Corp. branches. Said

randt: "In an industry that has been labeled depressed and

ck, and, at best in the last few years, static, an industry in

' hich the word is retrenchment, I think our plans should be of

abstantial interest."

The new Gotham theatre, to be completed by fall, will be

died the Trans-Lux East. Situated at 58th St. and Third Ave.,

will have 600 seats and cost more than $1,500,000. Following

trend toward construction in spots of concentrated popula-

on, the new building also will include residential apartments

nd commercial office space. It will be the first in a projected

jries of new houses and acquisitions of theatres and/or circuits,

'ice president Thomas E. Rodgers announced that "it is our

im in the very near future to acquire or build theatres so that

ire will at least double our holdings within the next few years,

'his year, $150,000 will be spent in our theatres to keep them
t the highest rate of efficiency."

Ed R. Svigals, Trans-Lux Distributing v.p., reported on his

ranch's program and announced its 1962 release card. In-

M-G-M Acquires Disc Rights

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has acquired American distribution

rights to classical records of Deutsche Grammophon Gesell-

schaft West German recording firm.

The deal was announced by Arnold Maxin, head of M-G-M
Records, who, jointly with Metro executive vice president

Robert H. O'Brien, completed negotiations in Germany. Dis-

tribution by M-G-M Records of the new Deutsche Grammophon
releases in the U.S., Canada, Newfoundland and the Philip-

pines will begin April 1. The entire classical catalogue will be

handled exclusively by the company beginning Jan. 1, 1963. An
extensive promotion campaign has been set for the classical

department.

Previously, Decca Records had handled classical distribution

here for the German firm, an arrangement that resulted in "less

than 3%" of Decca revenues, according to the latter company.

Decca retains American rights to Deutsche Grammophon's
popular music records.

Investors Bought Movies in 4th V4
Amusement stocks caught the fancy of investors in the last

quarter of 1961, a switch from the third session, when sales

outweighed purchases. Results of a study conducted by Weisen-

berger Investment Report revealed that 28 large investment

firms made purchases of $25 million in amusement issues,

against sales of $11.7 million.

Among the more notable movie transactions, Fidelity Capital

eliminated 18,000 shares of Paramount Pictures, while opinion

appeared to be divided on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Massa-

(Continued on Page 19)

Funds 9 HoMings Citetl by Anulyst
To Support Atlvice: mm

iiuij M-G-M
Evidence is accumulating that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is

poised on the brink ^of another big profits "push" over the

next two years—and increasing recognition is being ac-

corded the company's shares as a sound "buy" situation by

responsible investment advisory services.

Most recent of several upbeat appraisals of this company's
prospects—and the most unequivocally optimistic—is the

Jan. 26 report by analyst H. P. Schwarzmann, of Capital

Gains Research Bureau, which cites the extensive M-G-M
holdings of a number of prominent funds as evidence of the

faith professional investors have in Metro. The records,

Schwarzmann states, "of the 85 largest Funds in America
(those with assets of over $50,000,000 each) show eleven of

them holding a total of 346,500 shares of MGM, equal

to 13.7% of the entire issue of 2,526,000 shares. Biggest

holder in the group is the $582 million Massachusetts In-

vestors Growth Stock Fund with 80,000 shares—all acquired

in the fiscal year ended November 30, 1961."

The report pays full tribute to Metro management as one
of the chief reasons for a rosy future: "Financially strong,

with $92 million in working capital (equal to $36 a share),

and gross revenues last year of $140,500,000, M-G-M has

something else going for it that promises to pay off hand-
somely in the next few years ... a practically brand new
top-management team of young, hard-hitting men who

seem to know where they are going . . . not just in movie

production, but in television, records and music, and other

phases of the expanding entertainment and educational

fields."

Referring to the continued invasion of the TV field by

the major film companies, Schwarzmann stresses that "no

one can equal the know-how of the big pros like M-G-M
in turning out a finished entertainment medium, a fact that

—belatedly—is being realized more each day."

The Capital Gains researcher notes that the film com-

pany protects itself by having a half dozen or more block-

busters going simultaneously, and some big attractions

waiting in the wings. Ready to join "Ben-Hur" and "King

of Kings," now bringing in plenty of hefty grosses, are

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," "Mutiny on the

Bounty," "How the West Was Won" and "The Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm."

And, from the report, this highly upbeat conclusion on

M-G-M: "As we see it, the company will have a good year

. . . maybe even a little better than last year. But we
wouldn't fall off our chairs if earnings didn't quite match

196 l's $5.02 a share. However, the following year is the one

we are looking to for a preview of what this Company can

really earn, and we think that year will make current

earnings look like just a good beginning."
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Write Me A Hit!

When the Federal Communications Commission late in

January heard testimony from leading television network offi-

cials, one of the points which the Commissioners raised was
the problem of getting more good programs. The response by
a program executive bears repetition here. "How long should

it take to produce a great piece of art?" he asked. "How many
fine plays do you think a playwright should turn out in a given

period of months?" Obviously, these are not questions that

can be answered in terms of man hours of work.

One of the great problems of television is that many of the

same writers who say they cannot write any more for the

medium say that there is more money elsewhere. The effort that

goes into a fine television play can conceivably produce a fine

Broadway play, with far greater rewards financially and the

highly attractive prospect of movie sale later. So television

cannot find enough outstanding writers. And neither can the

stage or the screen. What it adds up to is a shortage of creative

talent.

This shortage is reflected on the screen as much as on the

Broadway boards or the home receiver. It does not mean that

we have less talent available than before. It means that we
are using more talent than ever, and there probably isn't

enough to go around.

0

Just making more pictures is not, despite the clamor of many
movie people, the solution to the product shortage. Essentially,

the shortage is a shortage of marketable product. Exhibiting

a succession of bad pictures is certainly bad business. Of course

there are many pictures which, while far from being artistic

gems, nevertheless can be shown profitably, because they lend

themselves to interesting exploitation and promotion ideas,

because they are timely, because they profit from the presence

of interesting personalities and so forth. This is a situation

which also applies in television, where there are many programs

which, while not memorable, are workmanlike and at least

moderately entertaining.

To point to studio space lying idle is hardly to prove that

more pictures can be made at a profit. The studio space is a

physical asset but hardly a creative one.

The twin burdens imposed by the essential shortage—not the

shortage of product but the shortage of creative and artistic

talent—are burdens for both exhibition and production-dis-

tribution. The first of these burdens is to find more talent.

This is, to say the least, a difficult task. It is not necessarily

an impossible one.

It is probably a task that requires mobilization of some kind

of industry-wide effort to provide means of entry for young

people into the creative phases of the motion picture business.

This may mean the establishment of industry-wide writing in-

ternships, for example. It may mean the creation of a whole

genre of experimental film forms, clearly labeled as such and

designed, at the audience level, to attract the interest of talented

young people rather than of the general public.

The other burden is the necessity for developing alternative

forms for the wares that are sold at the theatre boxoffice. In

television, as in radio before then, when the wells of drama

began to run slightly dry the audience participation programs

and game and quiz shows moved in. Some of these manage

to combine entertainment and service to the public interest.

The CBS Television Network's "Password" program or "G-E

College Bowl" are worthwhile offerings not only on the level

of amusement but also because they stimulate interest in knowl-

edge. "Password" has created new attention to the building

of vocabulary and knowledge of synonyms and antonyms.

"College Bowl" has materially advanced the status of collegiate

education. Perhaps these very programs contain within them

the germs of sound theatre attractions. As a once-a-month spe-

cial event, a high school history quiz or spelling bee competi-

tion could conceivably be boxoffice material.

0

But let us not get sidetracked into making it seem that

knowledge and public service shows are necessarily the answer

for the theatre man's product shortage. The essential point is

that he must offer a show to which people will buy tickets.

Whether that show is composed of the latest Paris fashions,

a do-it-yourself exposition, an amateur night or a bazaar, it has

to have the quality of attracting cash customers.

Creativity in this area is not necessarily the problem of the

exhibitor alone. Distributors who come up with touring attrac-

tions will be greeted with open arms. As a matter of fact,

this whole area of what Time magazine would probably call

the "non-film" can be a gold mine for distributors if they

approach it with showmanship, knowledge and the resources

they command in terms of dollars. The big distributor can take

a chance on five shows, knowing two of them may be losers,

much more easily than the independent exhibitor.

As far as I know, nobody in the movie business these days

is operating a talent scout service for the purpose of finding

showmen. Talent scouts look for performers, maybe for

occasional director. Story editors keep a weather eye peeled for

a promising writer. But who is looking for the show—live

show—packager or the gimmick man? Who is scouting around

in the prize and premium field for box office ideas?

0

There is no reason to go into a long history of the motion

picture industry in order to point out that this kind of show-

manhsip is exactly the way the business started in the first

place. Like many businesses, the movie business, as it grew

large and submitted to the vicissitudes of divorcement, anti-trust

decrees and corporate diversification, became a business of

specialists. This trend is being somewhat reversed today when

men like Joe Vogel and Sol Schwartz, who succeeded as ex-

hibitors (and let's not forget the recent appointment of theatre

alumnus Bob Weitman at MGM either), assume production

responsibilities. But for the most part today's exhibitor has

never produced a show and today's producer has rarely sold

tickets at a boxoffice.

General Leslie Groves has commented that one of the dif-

ficulties of running a vast scientific project like the atom bomb

effort was that the Ph.D.'s were not managers and the man-

agers were not Ph.D.'s. The parallel with show business is

clear. The managers of theatres must be—if not Ph.D.'s—at

least doctors of show business. They must know how to put on

a show when there isn't a can of Hollywood film in the house.

And the Hollywood people must find ways of developing

more types of product for their theatre customers while they

continue to make as many good pictures and lucrative tele-

vision programs as possible. Nobody these days can afford to

keep on working only one side of the street.
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The

Widening

World of

Cinerama
By LEONARD COULTER

Have you ever run across a gadget
called "The Plot Genie"?

It's quite a thing.

It is supposed to help budding au-

thors turn out screen plays, scenarios,

short stories and books which avoid the

commonplace.

For instance, you give a cardboard

wheel a few turns, take the number in-

dicated in the window, and then look

them up in a separate index which
lists all sorts of unrelated locales,

situations, personalities, complications,

crises and climaxes.

So, if you're working on a romantic

western, as an example, the "Plot Genie"
might provide the following unlikely

ingredients: Setting: A flower shop.

Hero: A calypso musician. Heroine: The
local banker's private secretary. Villain:

An immigrant snakecharmer, and so on.

By dint of some light mental gym-
nastics this hodge-podge of characters,

and the ensuing situations can be de-

veloped until you have a really imagin-

ative, off-beat yarn. Well, anyway, that's

the theory.

The only trouble with the "Genie" is

that truth is usually stranger than fic-

tion.

It could never yield anything as ex-

traordinary as the story of the man who
is probably destined to make motion

picture history in the next year or two.

Let us call him Nik, and trace his

career for a minute or two.

The locale is Greece. A wealthy ship-

owner and his wife, caught in a bloody

uprising in Asia Minor, are brutally

murdered.

SPACEARIUM
Illustration at top of page is artist's conception

of the "Spacearium", $1 million theatre built

by the U. S. for its Federal Pavilion at the

forthcoming Seattle World's Fair. The feature

exhibited in this semi-spherical theatre is a

new film technique developed by Cinerama,

and sponsored by Boeing Airplane Company,

projected from the center of the auditorium on

the 300-degree by 180-degree dome that make

up walls and ceiling. The motion picture fills

the dor e, above, behind, around the viewer.

Their orphan son, born just after the

turn of the century, inherits the family

fortune, including some property in the

Orient which once belonged to his

grandfather.

With the aid of relatives Nik gets a

first-rate education. He attends the Sor-

bonne, in Paris, and the universities in

Heidelberg and Danzig.

At the age of 28 he sets sail for the

Far East. There, among other inherited

properties, he owns a Chinese coal mine

sorely in need of development.

Coal-mining is a far cry from Nik's

favorite school subjects, literature and

philosophy, but after three years of

rough, tough work, the young Greek

has built the mine up into the second

biggest in China.

Then comes World War II. The
Japanese invasion starts. The mine is

lost, but Nik is lucky enough to escape.

In 1946 he reaches the United States.

By this time he is just 41 years of

age. Half the world lies in economic

ruin as a result of the ravages of war.

So Nik starts an import-export busi-

nc-Ys, begins dabbling in international

(Continued on Page 10)
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WIDENING WORLD DF CINERAMA

Reisini Puts Up Hulf-u-ilJillion (ash /o Swing

Nicolas Reisini, right,

receiving the Order

of Leopold from

Maurice Brasseur,

vice president of the

Belgium House of

Representatives, in

recognition of Cine-

rama's contributions

to better world-wide

relations.

(Continued from Page 9)

finance, and picks himself a bride.

She is a beautiful Hungarian girl.

They meet in New York, marry in

Mexico, and have the first two of their

three children in London.

Notable foreign accolades fall on

Nik. King Leopold gives him Belgium's

highest honor, making him an officer

of the Order of Leopold. The Univer-

sity of Paris bestows a Doctorate of

Engineering Science for his treatise on

electro-magnetic atmospheric disturb-

ances. He wins the highly-prized Belin

Medal of the International Associates

of Professional Engineers. He is elected

to the New York Academy of Science

and the Royal Society of Arts, London.

Comes June, 1954. Nik has a tele-

phone chat with a total stranger. They
meet at the St. Regis Hotel, New York,

for lunch. A month later Nik—on his

49th birthday—hands over a certified

check for half-a-million dollars. He has

suddenly— almost quixotically— gone

into the film business. A new fortune

is within his grasp.

Absurd? Highly-flavored? Exagger-

ated ?

Not a bit of it. In bare outline the

story is that of Nicolas Reisini, Presi-

dent of Cinerama, Inc.

And if you know anything about

Cinerama's plans, and about Max E.

Youngstein, the man chosen by Reisini

to develop them, you know—or ought

to—that this concern is what Wall
Street refers to as "Growth Situation"

par excellence.

MURKY BACKGROUND

The background of the original

Cinerama is murky, to say the least.

Even Reisini himself isn't too clear

about some of the details. It dates back

to 1946 when a company of that name
was first formed. In 1950 it was incor-

porated. The prime stockholders were

Hazard E. Reeves and Fred Waller.

These two men were the technical ex-

perts who put together a revolutionary

cinematic process of peripheral picture-

making using three linked cameras and

projectors and a highly convincing

dimensional sound system.

Somewhere along the line the late

Mike Todd had a hand in the venture;

so did newscaster-adventurer Lowell

Thomas. Si Fabian, of the Stanley War-
ner Corporation, was responsible for

production and distribution of the first

films made in Waller's process: This is

Cinerama (1952); Cinerama Holiday

(1955) ; Seven Wonders of the World

(1956) ; Search for Paradise (1957),

and South Seas Adventure (1958).

Cinerama, Inc., was the parent com-

pany. Vitarama Corporation owned the

patents and equipment. Cinerama Pro-

ductions had an exclusive production-

distribution contract. Stanley-Warner
owned approximately 35% of the capi-

tal, and the Prudential Insurance Com-
pany had advanced a chunk of loan

capital. Yet more and more was needed.

Such was the tangled skein of inter-

locking and associated companies and

groups in those days that no-one was

getting more than a tiny portion of the

pie. Despite the sensation caused among
moviegoers by Cinerama's stupendous

and extremely costly process the com-

pany's shares sank steadily on the

American Stock Exchange and at one

time could be bought for around 60

cents apiece.

Only a multi-millionaire gambler or

a far-seeing genius would in those cir-

cumstances have touched Cinerama with

a bargepole, but Nicolas Reisini was

mightily impressed with "This is Cin-

erama", which he had seen on Broad-

way.

50 the day after the screening—in

June, 1954—he telephoned Si Fabian

(whom he'd never met). Over lunch he

enthused about the process. He was

absolutely certain, he told Fabian, that

Cinerama could be fantastically success-

ful overseas.

51 Fabian had his doubts. For one

thing, he told Reisini, it would cost an

enormous sum to build special Cinerama

theatres in Europe, or to adapt existing

theatres. Then there would be difficulty

in buying the equipment from America

because of currency restrictions. And
even if these problems could be over-

come, and the venture made money, it

would be impossible to convert the

profits into dollars.

Nik Reisini, however, thought other-

wise. He'd spent a lifetime studying

international finance. It could be done,

and he'd like to do it, he said.

Fabain drove a hard bargain. "Okay",

he said, "we'll draft a contract. You
guarantee half-a-million dollars. If you

haven't opened three Cinerama theatres

abroad within six months of signing,

you forfeit the lot."

COMPLEX CONTRACT

The contract was drawn on 36 single-

spaced pages. It was one of the most

complex in the history of the motion

picture business. It was signed in Si

Fabian's office on July 20, 1954. Well

within the time-limit specified Reisini

had opened in London, Tokyo and

Osaka. Three other theatres followed.

They cost Reisini two million dollars,

which he financed through his person-

ally-owned finance company, Robin In-

ternational, Inc.

He was now up to his ears in

Cinerama and driving hard for control

of the entire operation. Si Fabian sold

his interest in the company in Septem-

ber, 1959, for three million dollars. He
had to—not because he wanted it, but

because the Department of Justice had

ruled that if Stanley Warner went into
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Younystvin Pretliets Revolution in Movie Business

Cinerama it would have to dispose of

its interest after a specified number of

years—and in any event by the end of

I960.

Next, in a series of complicated trans-

actions, Reisini bought for a million-

and-a-half dollars Hazard Reeves' min-

ority interest. He also purchased stock

in the open market. Two years ago he

was elected Chairman of Cinerama, Inc.,

and is now reputed to own $4,000,000

worth of the company's share capital.

Today the shares stand in the market at

around $18.

Where does Nicolas Reisini go from

here? And where does Cinerama itself

go?

The answer to these questions lies

not alone in the quiet, forceful energv

of Nik Reisini himself, but in the com-

bination of talents represented by him
and his new partner, Max E. Young-
stein who, after leaving United Artists,

moved in early this year as Executive

Vice-President of Cinerama, Inc., and
President of Cinemiracle International

(which came into the Cinerama fold

for $1,250,000 in December, 1961).

HAS STOCK INTEREST, TOO

Max has an ultra-modern eyrie on the

14th floor of Robin International's new
headquarters overlooking Park Avenue.

The whole floor is festooned with mod-
ernistic paintings, and a 25 ft. glass

mural of yellow people with purple

heads which would make Michelangelo

turn over in his grave.

His five-year deal with Cinerama,

however, is a partnership in the truest

sense of the word, for though Max
steadfastly refuses to disclose its terms,

he admits that, in addition to salary, it

gives him a share of the equity of the

business through a series of stock

options.

But what thrills him—and he is

bubbling with the enthusiasm of a man
of 25—is the fantastic flexibility of his

new operation and Reisini's eagerness

to smash the old, hide-bound traditions

which, for too long, have held the

motion picture business in fee.

The near-miracle that Max and his

associates accomplished with United
Artists, which they raised from almost
total bankruptcy to great prosperity in

less than three years, is usually a once-

in-a-lifetime accomplishment. But vast

as were the opportunities then, claims

Max Youngstein, those that now con-
front him are infinitely greater.

"This is a little company ", he says,

"that is going to revolutionize motion

pictures."

The anti-trust decrees forced on the

motion picture industry by exhibitors

have, he claims, kept it almost in the

dinosaur age. "It was the single most

damaging factor I can remember."

There hasn't been a major change in

methods of distributing since Holly-

wood was born. "Who needs 31 ex-

changes?"

Theatres, in general, are so antiquated

and out-of-tune with the modern, prog-

ressive mood of the great masses of the

people, that they cannot attract audi-

ences. They're mostly baroque museums
which should have been torn down
years ago.

Because there is no such thing as a

fully integrated industry ("and I doubt

if there ever was") there has been no

great advancement on the scientific front

such as have been made by other in-

dustries. "Look what TV has done in a

few years with its cameras, Zoomar
lenses and tape."

Bankers and accountants have been

coming into the film business until they

have practically stifled the type of crea-

tive thinking, initiative and speculation

that is its lifeblood. "If this process

continues it could spell the ruination of

the business. Of course you need these

people—but they shouldn't dominate."

Negative costs have become ridicu-

lous, with stars asking the earth and

MAX YOUNGSTEIN
Talks with Evangelistic Fervor

even writers wanting up to $150,000

for a screenplay. "Even the cost of ad-

vertising and publicity has doubled in

the last few years."

All these things, Youngstein declares,

will have to change if Hollywood is to

save itself, and he intends to do his

damndest to change them.

He talks with the fervor of an evan-

gelist, and really means it.

No Cinerama picture will ever, he

says, be played in a theatre that has not

been specifically built or re-built for the

purpose.

"We are convinced that in the new
concept of presentation that Nicolas

Reisini evolved we must provide the

ultimate in comfort to the patron with,

however, nothing which will intrude on

the conscious mind of the audience

beyond the picture it is watching."

Ask him about the rumors that, as

part of his new job, he also plans the

production of films in the conventional

35-mm process, and you get a "no com-

ment". But his response does not dis-

miss the impression an interviewer has

that this idea lurks in the background

of his thinking, perhaps as part of

Cinerama's later development.

ONE-OFFICE DISTRIBUTION

You ask how, when everyone else is

having to sink millions into new pic-

tures, paying big stars top money, he

can possibly change the system. "I'm

not going to pay these people the prices

they ask", he replies determinedly. "If

they want a share of the picture they

can have it, within reason. That's the

way we hope to operate. That's what

we did at UA, and it paid incredible

dividends."

How about building up new stars,

new faces?

"That's another thing. We won't

make a picture without co-starring or

featuring one or more of these younger,

promising people. How else are we go-

ing to get new stars when the present

crop has gone?"

What about distribution?

"We distribute Cinerama pictures

from this office. It's a perfectly satis-

factory operation. We'll go on doing

the same thing."

What is the arrangement between

Cinerama and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
for the production of "The Wonderful-

(Continued on Page I'))
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"Walk Dn the Wild Side"

GutUet* "Rati*? OOO
Lurid, but engrossing, tale about events in a New Orleans
brothel. Strong promotional angles for adult patronage.

Charles K. Feldman's production of Nelson Algren's off-beat

novel about the sordid world of a New Orleans brothel (called

the Doll House) show promise of piling up good boxoffice

returns in the general market. Much will depend on Colum-
bia's promotion campaign, and the word-of-mouth certain to be

stirred up by its release. Exhibitors would do well to classify it

"for adults only", despite the fact that Feldman's production

is tasteful throughout. The subject matter emerges controver-

sial melodrama (there's even an allusion to lesbianism), and its

been topped off with a diversified and popular marquee

—

Laurence Harvey, Capucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter and
Barbara Stanwyck. Discriminating audiences may find the film

too slick and superficial, as well as lurid. But the masses,

especially the fern trade, are likely to relish this peek into a

house of prostitution as an engrossing experience. Top acting

honors go to Jane Fonda, who raises her stardom status with

a meaty performance of a young tramp who ends up in the

Doll House, and Miss Baxter, a Mexican cafe owner. Capucine,

who improves with each film, has a number of dramatically

moving moments as the beautiful sculptress who cynically

resigns herself to the Doll House world. Miss Stanwyck is

quite cold-blooded as the Madam, whose attachment to Capu-

cine is more than friendship. Harvey, around whom much of

the story revolves, doesn't really ring true as a bitter young

Texan who comes to New Orleans in search of Capucine,

finds her, but doesn't realize what she's become. Solid support

comes from Richard Rust, the Doll Houses' vicious enforcer,

and Karl Swenson, Miss Stanwyck's legless, unwanted husband.

Edward Dymtrk has done a competent job of creating an air of

intense, dramatic moodiness. Additional plus factors are Elmer

Bernstein's effective score, Brook Benton's rendition of the

haunting title song, Joe MacDonald's atmospheric photography,

and Saul Bass' outstanding titles. The John Fante-Edmund

Morris screenplay finds Harvey hitch-hiking to New Orleans

in search of Capucine, a former summer love. He meets Miss

Fonda, rejects her passionate advances, goes to work for Miss

Baxter (who also falls in love with him) and finally locates

Capucine. He asks her to marry him unaware of her Doll

House life. After much hesitancy she agrees. Miss Stanwyck

finds out and has Harvey beaten unmercifully. Capucine runs

aways from the Doll House and joins Harvey. Miss Stanwyck

and Rust locate them and Rust, shooting at Harvey, accidentally

kills Capucine. Miss Fonda turns in the entire crowd.

Columbia. 114 minutes. Laurence Harvey, Capucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter,

Barbara Stanwyck. Produced by Charles K. Feldman. Dircted by Edward Dmytryk.

"A View From the Bridge"

Sudueedd Rating OOO
Powerful, realistic adaptation of Arthur Miller's play

about dock worker jealous of his own niece. Fine art

circuit entry and good attraction for class houses.

Arthur Miller's disturbing play about a Brooklyn longshore-

man's covetous, incestuous passion for his beautiful niece

reaches the screen as violent, compelling drama. Superbly acted

by an international cast (Raf Vallone, Maureen Stapleton,

Carol Lawrence), directed with moody intensity by Sidney

Lumet, and unfolded in terms of crisp, electrifying dialogue,

this Continental release emerges as first-rate adult entertain,

ment. Long healthy runs are in store for it along the art house

circuit, and it will find favorable response with discriminating

patrons in many metropolitan situations. Like a smoldering

flame about to explode into an uncontrollable conflagration,

Norman Rosten's screenplay traces the downfall of rugge. '

Italian-American Eddie Carbone after he tries to break up
love affair between his niece and his immigrant cousin vvh

has illegally entered this country. Lumet has taken his camera
to the Brooklyn waterfront, and developed his tension-mouni
ing drama against a realistic and shoddy working-and-living

conditions atmosphere. And he has gathered fascinating per
j

formances from his entire cast. Vallone (who played the rol

for two years in Paris) is outstanding as the tormented Eddie
a hard-working provider who has raised the niece and i

unaware of the jealousy that obsesses him. His most poten
moments occur when he beats up the young immigrant whilf i

"teaching" him how to box, drunkenly kisses his niece, tries tc
'

prove the young immigrant is effiminate by kissing him on the

lips. Miss Stapleton brings warmth and sensitivity to the role

of Vallone's neglected wife, while Miss Lawrence, registers

strongly in a straight dramatic role as the niece who unknow-
ingly sparks the final tragedy. Jean Sorel is impressive as the

life-loving immigrant she loves, Raymond Pellegrin is strong I

as Sorel s brother, also in the country without a visa, and Mor-
|

ris Carnovsky provides the voice of stability as the lawyer who >

cannot make Vallone listen to reason. Vallone finally turns in

Sorel and Pellegrin. Carnovsky gets them released, pending

their hearing. Sorel marries Miss Lawrence (he will be allowed I

to stay in the country). Vallone and Pellegrin (he's being sent I

back) engage in a savage street fight and Vallone, finally admit-
]

ting the truth about himself, plunges a baling hook into his ,

own chest.

Continental. 110 minutes. Raf Vallone, Maureen Stapleton, Carol Lawrence.
Produced by Paul Graeti. Directed by Sidney Lumet.

"The Singer Not the Song"

'Sudutedd 1£<zti«tq. O O
Interesting, but overlong, drama of conflict between
priest and bandit. Good art entry.

While it is much overlong, this imported drama of conflict

between a bandit and a Catholic priest is interestingly, color-

fully and ironically presented. It is being released by Warner '

Bros. Dirk Bogarde and John Mills provide a good marquee

for art houses, and their splendid performances, plus a hand-

some Technicolor-CinemaScope Spanish-location mounting, miti-

gate to some extent the unnecessary 129-minutes running time.

The action could make it an acceptable dualler for the general

market, but extensive scissoring will be necessary first. Mills is

fascinating as the man of faith who uses physical violence when

the moment demands, while Bogarde portrays the murdering

bully outlaw chief with a menacing coldness. Mylene Demon-

geot provides an off-beat sex angle as a landowner's daughter

who falls in love with Mills. Producer-director Roy Baker dis-

plays professional deftness in coupling visual excitement and

effective characterizations, but he allowed the script to run far

overboard. Nigel Erskine's screenplay, from Audrey Lindop's

novel finds Mills taking over the priesthood in a fear-gripped

Mexican village lorded over by Bogarde. He begins to bring

religion back to the village and survives two attempts on his

life. Bogarde begins to feel reluctant admiration for his adver-

sary and decides to find out whether it is the religion or the

priest who is good. Mills' life is saved by Bogarde, who kills

his henchman to do so and is banished from the town. When
Bogarde learns that Mile Demongeot loves Mills he kidnaps

her. Mills agrees to announce his failure as a priest from the

pulpit if Bogarde sets her free. Instead, he switches to a violent

denunciation of Bogarde, then realizes he has been forced to

trickery to defeat evil. Both men are killed in a climactic gun

battle. Bogarde dies murmuring "The singer (Mills) not the

song," and Mills mistakingly accepts this as an act of contrition.

Warner Bros. 129 minutes. Dirk Bogaide, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot. Produced

and Directed by Roy Baker.
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"Sergeants 3"

Su4ine44 IRatiHf O O O
Lively, actionful, tongue-in-cheek Americanized version

of "Gunga Din". The "Clan", headed by Sinatra, carry

it off in grand style.

"Sergeants 3" is a boisterous, brawling clanbake of fun.

This fast-moving, bullet-flying, tongue-in-cheek American cav-

alry updating of the "Gunga Din" classic, with Frank Sinatra,

Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford and Joey Bishop

taming the perilous West in their own inimitable fashion, looks

like a bright boxoffice hit for United Artists, and solid escapist

entertainment for those viewers who like their shoot-'em-ups

on the wild and wooly side. Plot and character development

take a back seat to the Technicolor-Panavision thrills and spills

expertly directed by John Sturges, who pulls all the stops out

and gives the "Clan" free range on the Dakotas of 1870.

Redskins bite the dust at a mile-a-minute pace, wise-cracks are

bandied about in between the endless Indian-white man encoun-

ters, a quick romance is tossed in for balance, and the whole

thing's been topped off with whirlwind battle where the Clan

destroy a band of Indians by tossing dynamite sticks at them.

It's a lot of fun, and what more can patrons ask for? Sinatra,

Martin and Lawford have a ball as the cigar-smoking, whiskey-

drinking, afraid-of-no-man trio, and from the look of W. R.

Burnett's screenplay, the dangerous West could have been

tamed in much shorter time if there had been more men like our

daredevil heroes. Davis is the trumpet-playing former slave

who wants to become a soldier and attaches himself to the trio.

Bishop is delightfully straight-faced as the stuffy Sergeant-

Major, the Crosby brothers (Phillip, Dennis and Lindsay) are

on hand as enlisted men, Henry Silva is the chief of the fanati-

cal Indian tribe the Ghost Dancers, and Ruta Lee is the beauti-

ful Easterner who wants to marry Lawford and take him home.

The plot has Davis learning the whereabouts of the Ghost

Dancer's secret hideout. He and Martin slip into the camp,

Martin is discovered and captured and Davis, disguised as an

Indian, slips away to get help. Against Miss Lee's wishes,

Lawford accompanies Sinatra and Davis back to the Indian

camp. Martin is freed, but the four learn that Silva plans to

ambush an approaching Army regiment. Davis' bugle saves

the day and the Indians are routed. Davis becomes a soldier

and Lawford is tricked into reenlisting.

I United Artists. 112 minutes. Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Peter
Lawford, Joey Bishop. Produced by Sinatra. Directed by John Sturges.

"Only Two Can Play"

SutiK&u 'Rati*? ©GO
Peter Sellers draws laughs a-plenty as librarian-turned-

philanderer. Strong art house attraction and good entry
for class spots.

Talented Peter Sellers is back with us again in a sly and
wry comedy about a not-so-bookish librarian who gets the

seven-year-itch, British style. Encompassing a complete range

of sexy comedy, from slapstick ot sparkling social satire, this

Kingsley International release figures to become a solid money-
maker for art houses. It will also prove a profitable dualler in

other situations where Sellers films have paid off before. Sellers

is a gem of versatility. He possesses a face capable of express-

ing more than any thousand words and the ability to under-

state and submerge himself in each and every situation. Here,

he is cast as a well-educated, clever charmer, unhappy with

his unimpressive librarian job and a squalid family life in a

three-room-share-bathroom flat. His greatest excitements are

his feud with his landlady, insulting his daughter's imaginary

playmate, his position as drama critic for the local newspaper

and his occasional brushes with the opposite sex (in buses,

between library stacks, etc.). Life suddenly changes when he
finds himself being considered for the job of sub-librarian and
the lover of the glamorous, high-living wife of the library

council head. While Sellers' wife is forced to sit at home, Sellers

is out dabbling in high society and trying to allow himself to

be seduced by the beautiful Mai Zetterling. Through no fault

of his own he never quite becomes disloyal, but his wander-

lust as sprightly directed by Leslie Gilliat, gives the film its

high degree of hilarity. Biss Zetterling is delightfully sexy,

Virginia Maskell, excellent as Sellers' understanding (up-to-a-

point) wife, Richard Attenborough is marvelously phony as a

bearded, literary wonder and ex-beau of Miss Maskell's, and

Kenneth Griffiths is the epitome of the sad-faced man trapped

by environment (he's also up for the position). Bryan Forbes'

screenplay, based on Kingsley Amis' novel, "That Uncertain

Feeling," has Sellers writing a review of Attenborough's new
play, a play he hasn't seen since he's been out with Miss

Zetterling. Unfortunately, the theatre burns down before the

performance begins, and married life grows more strained

between Sellers and Miss Maskell. Miss Zetterling gets Sellers

the job, but he decides the price is too high. He and Miss

Maskell try a new life with a traveling trailer library.

Kingsley International. 106 minutes. Peter Sellers, Mai Zetterling Virginia Maskell.
Produced and Directed by Leslie Gilliat.

"The George Raft Story"

gcaaeeu l^atci? O G Plus

Biog of Raft told superficially—but with plenty of action

and "inside" stuff to please mass audience. Best for

action market.

The rise to movie stardom of exhibition dancer, petty

mobster George Raft, and his decline after too many temper

explosions and too much fancy living has been dramatized in

this Ben Schwalb production for Allied Artists. Like so many
screen biographies, the film delves only superficially into the

complexities of its main character, but it's filled with enough

action and excitement to make it a good moneymaker for the

general market. Action houses should find it a strong grosser.

Gangland activities in New York, and Hollywood personali-

ties and parties will spark audience interest during the 105

minutes running time, and director Joseph M. Newman deftly

keeps everything moving at a lively and colorful pace. It has

plenty of exploitation possibiliteis. Ray ("Legs Diamond")
Danton portrays Raft, and despite strong physical differences,

he manages to provide an interesting delineation of the star

who came to detest playing gangster roles. The women in his

life are numerous and curvacious: singer Julie London, his

dancing partner during his New York mobster days; Margo
Moore, the nice cigarette girl who gets him in trouble with the

mob; Barrie Chase, his dancing partner in Hollywood; Jayne

Mansfield, the spoiled Hollywood star who loves him; Barbara

Nichols, the famed Texas Guinan who takes him to Hollywood

with her. The male personalities include Frank Gorshin, Dan-

ton's only close friend; Robert Strauss, a powerful racketeer;

Herschel Bernardi, Danton's cynical agent; and Neville Brand,

making a guest appearance as Al Capone who praises Danton
for his portrayal in "Scarface" (Raft's big screen break). Crane

Wilbur's script finds Danton quickly establishing himself as a

star, but his temper (he refuses to continue playing gangster

roles), his free spending and his association with underworld

characters soon cause his star to descend. In need of money,

Danton participates in a casino venture in Cuba, but Castro's

revolution sends him back to America. In hopes of a comeback,

he agrees to play another gangster role ("Some Like It Hot").

Allied Artists. 105 minutes. Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield. Julie London. Barrie
Chase, Frank Gorshin. Produced by Ben Schwalb. Directed by Joseph M. Newman.
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"Victim"

Sututew ^.ati*ty Q Q O
Gripping suspense-thriller from Britain. Seal denied be-
cause of homosexual angle. Big for art market. Might
be surprise grosser, if sold, in general situations.

From England comes this absorbing and gripping suspense-

thriller by the creators of the highly successful "Sapphire." It is

a story about blackmail, and has as its background the tragic prob-

lems of men who are considered abnormal—homosexuals.

Denied a Production Code Seal, this Pathe-America release will

find its strongest response among art house and discriminating

patrons. With the strong campaign P-A has promised it could

emerge a surprise grosser in the general market. The Seal denial

is a shame because "Victim" is an intelligent, hard-hitting, but

non-sensational indictment against the treating of homosexuals

as criminals. Around this theme has been woven a clever and

intriguing drama. Critical reception and word-of-mouth could

do much to attract audiences into houses they usually do not

frequent. The Janet Green-John McCormick screenplay pre-

sents the premise that 90% of blackmail cases in England have

a homosexual origin. From here they center on the plight of a

married and respected attorney who finds his repressed homo-
sexual tendencies coming to the front again. After becoming

the victim of an unknown blackmailer, he sets out to unmask
the sadistic culprit, and finds himself traveling through the

grey world of lonely and vulnerable men who are, unfortu-

nately, "different." Under Basil Dearden's taut and probing

direction the film builds to a level of almost unbearable sus-

pense, and the surprise ending will amaze even the most astute

of armchair detectives. The performances are superb. Dirk

Bogarde, brings masterful shadings to his role of the attorney,

a man who finds his secure world about to collapse in shocking

scandal. Sylvia Syms is confused and frightened as his wife who
suddenly realizes that Bogarde has not banished the shadow
that he told her about before their marriage. The many homo-
sexuals are played with subtlety and sensitivity: Dennis Price,

a famous actor; Peter McEnery, a timid boy, whose death trig-

gers off the blackmail hunt, and Donald Churchill, McEnery's

friend who helps Bogarde. The plot finds young McEnery
arrested for stealing money, then hanging himself so he will

not have to implicate Bogarde with whom he has become
unusually close (the blackmailer has a photograph of McEnery
and Bogarae sitting in Bogarde's car). Realizing that McEnery
was shielding him, Bogarde sets out to get the blackmailers.

After a number of blind-alley leads and another suicide, Bo-

garde finally unmasks the blackmailer. But he exposes himself

with the others. Miss Syms agrees to remain with him.

Pathe-America. 100 minutes. Dirk Bogarde,
Relph. Directed by Basil Dearden.

Sylvia Syms. Produced by Michael

"The Three Stooges Meet Hercules"

Rowdy fun for the kids.

If the current TV popularity of the Three Stooges is trans-

ferable to the screen, this Columbia release figures to get its

share of moppet trade. The youngsters should get a real bang

out of Moe, Larry and Curly Joe giving Hercules, Ulysses and

most of the population of 96l B.C. Greece a zany run for their

money. Noses are twisted, skulls are wacked with hammers,

Cretan Bulls and Nine-Headed Hydras are conquered in the

arena, and there's even a pie-throwing sequence during a cli-

mactic chariot race. Helping the boys re-write history are

Quinn Redeker, a meek young scientist who invents the time-

machine that carries our adventurers back to Ancient Greece;

pretty Vicki Trickett, the girl Redeker loves, and George Neise

who doubles as a lecherous modern-day store owner and the

wicked King of Ithaca. Samson Burke struts his mighty chest

around as the rowdy Hercules who meets his downfall Stooge-

style. Director Edward Bernds guides things along at madcap
pace. Elwood Ullman's silly screenplay finds the Stooges, Red-

eker and Miss Trickett landing in Greece and accidentally aid-

ing Neise gain the throne. Neise, infatuated with Miss Trickett,

sentences the Stooges and Redeker to work as galley slaves.

Redeker develops into a formidable strong man, the four escape,

and Redeker masquerades as the famed Hercules, while the

Stooges serve as his fight managers. They eventually prevent

Neise from marrying Miss Trickett, topple Neise from the

throne and force Hercules to reform his rowdy ways.

Columbia. 89 minutes. The Three Stooges, Vicki Trickett. Produced by Norman
Maurer. Directed by Edward Bernds.

"Saintly Sinners"

Third-rate dualler for sub-runs,

Here is another one of those cliche-loaded quickies from the

stable of producer Robert E. Kent. It might squeak by as a

supporting dualler in sub-runs. This time it's a feeble attempt

to imitate the world of Damon Runyon, but Kevin Barry's

pedestrian screenplay just doesn't make it. Ploddingly directed

by Jean Yarbrough, the plot traces the ordeals of a kindly

priest in charge of a run-down church, the colorful gangsters

(hard on the outside, soft on the inside) who use the church

for their nefarious plottings, and a nice young couple who
innocently become involved in a bank robbery. There are no

names for the marquee, although most of the "toughs" are

played by character actors who have been on the screen for

many years. Don Beddoe is the priest, Ellen Corby, his tough-

talking housekeeper, Stanley Clements and Paul Bryar, a pair

of sharpie bank robbers, and Ron Hagerthy, the young kid

who gets framed. The climax comes when the police complain

that Beddoe is coddling criminals in his parish. Monsignor

Addison Richards decides to transfer him to another church.

The criminals plead with Richards not to send Beddoe away

and Clements and Bryar confess to the robbery. Beddoe is

allowed to stay and Hagerthy is freed from jail.

United Artists. 78 minutes. Don Bogarde Ellen Corby, Stanley Clements. Produced
by Robert E. Kent. Directed by Jean Yarbrough.

"Deadly Duo"

Minor shoestring melodrama passable dualler.

Twin sisters, an attempted murder for half-a-million dollars

and the Mexican playground of Acapulco provide the ingre-

dients for this Robert E. Kent shoestringer. Strictly routine

in concept and presentation, director Reginald LeBorg manages

to churn up a fair amount of suspense. It will prove an OK
supporting dualler for action and ballyhoo houses. Craig Hill

is a struggling young lawyer hired by the head of a large indus-

trial corporation to "buy" her grandson from the boy's ex-night-

club dancer mother. Marcia Henderson portrays twin sisters:

Sabena, the boy's recently widowed brunette mother who wants

to forget her night club past, and Dara, the scheming blonde

who will do anything for money. Robert Lowery is Dara's

husband, a bankrupt nightclub owner. Owen Harris' screenplay

finds Sabena refusing to give up her son, and Dara and Lowery

plotting to kill Sabena and get the money for themselves. Pre-

tending she is Sabena, Dara signs the necessary papers giving

custody of the boy to his grandmother. Then they plot a car

"accident" to get rid of Sabena. Thinking her dead, Hill

exposes the plot to the police, then learns that Sabena wasn't

in the car when it was wrecked. Dara and Lowery are arrested

and Sabena and son are invited to live with the grandmother.

United Artists. 69 minutes. Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert Lowery. Pro-

duced by Robert E. Kent. Directed by Rginald LeBorg.
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Hyman Upbeat
On '62 Product

"At this point the prospects for 1962 look

excellent, and we are very hopeful that the

motion picture business this year will exceed

that of 1961."

That was the roseate portrait painted by

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres

vice president Edward L. Hyman (above),

and to accompany the good tidings, the

champion of orderly release revealed that

the '62 edition of AB-PT's annual Report

from Hollywood and release schedule "will

be more complete and more elaborate than

ever."

Hyman said that the new report will in-

clude full schedules of 11 distribution com-

panies (one new firm, Continental Distribu-

ting, has been added to the list). In addition,

there will be a new section covering releases

from Astor, Embassy and Show-corporation.

According to the vice president, the bro-

chure "will contain accounts of our visits to

the various studios and the stimulating

exchange of ideas which usually takes place

in our conferences with top studio person-

nel, in addition to the release schedules of

all of the distributors included from February

through the summer of 1962 and beyond as

far as this information is available."

Hyman declared that he had already in-

terviewed all of the distributors involved

and, in each case, had urged that quality

product be made available during May and

June. Upon his return from Hollywood early

in March, he will issue his report at a meet-

ing with the trade press and will distribute

3,000 copies in the U. S. and Canada.

No 'Runaway 1 Solution
The initial effort by representatives of

movie management and labor to find a solu-

tion to the "runaway" production problem

came to naught, it was admitted by spokes-

men of both factions following an all-day

meeting last Thursday (Feb. 1) at Associa-

tion of Motion Picture Producers headquar-

ters in Hollywood.

A statement issued by George Flaherty,

for the Hollywood AFL Film Council, and

Charles Boren, for the AMPP, said: "It was
unanimously agreed that a joint effort will

be made to find constructive means to en-

courage more feature production in the

United States," but no date was set for

another meeting.

Newsmakers

Paramount Appraises

Studio Situation

Paramount president Barney Balaban

(right) revealed that the company is

re-appraising its studio situation. Fol-

lowing executive meetings at the studio,

it was announced that a firm of in-

dustrial engineers has been making a

survey of the Paramount production

arm since last fall.

Purpose of the film-making survey,

according to the statement, is to "seek

methods whereby Paramount can effect

greater and more efficient use from its

existing personnel and facilities to

meet the peaks and valleys of pro-

duction."

WB
Meets

Distribution

plans for War-
ner Bros, entire

1962 product
line-up are be-

ing mapped at

a series of four

regional meet-

ings. First in

N. Y., was led

by general sales

manager Charles

Boasberg (left),

and distribution

v. p. Bernard R.

Goodman.

Koegel Honored
Otto E. Koegel, chief counsel for

20th-Fox, 1., is awarded the Citation

of Merit of the American Scenic and

Historic Society by its president Alex-

ander Hamilton. Koegel was honored

for his work in preserving national

historic landmarks.

,'LES DR
"'-"MIITON R. RAC

Rackmil in L. America
Universal Pictures president

Milton R. Rackmil addresses the

firm's Latin American sales con-

ference in Puerto Rico. Listening

are vice president and foreign

general manager Americo Adoaf,

left, and assistant foreign man-

ager Ben M. Cohn.

Deneau Reade V.P.

Sidney Deneau was named a vice

president of Walter Reade, Inc., to

serve in an executive capacity, and

supervise film booking and buying for

the circuit, including the first-run New
York deluxe houses. He also will serve

on the executive committee of the

parent firm. Deneau had been vice

president and assistant general sales

manager of Paramount, and prior to

that, general manager of the Schine

Theatre circuit.

Kingsley Dead at 48
Funeral services were held in New

York, Sunday, for Edward L. Kingsley,

president of Kingsley International

Films, who died suddenly in Los

Angeles last week. The 48-year-old

film importer founded his firm in

1953. Since 1956, he had been a con-

sultant on Columbia Pictures European

production. Among the pictures he

brought to the U.S. were Brigitte

Bardot's "And God Created Woman"
and Ingmar Bergman's "Torment."
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While you're trying to sweeten your Box Office receipts, don'i

forget the KIDDIES! They're starved for the kind of FUN you

can give them in a KIDDIE SHOW... and they'll lay their enthusiasm

on-the-line at your Box Office... if you'll SELL it to them! The

Showmanship tools to do the job are available at any N.S.S.

exchange. ..and TWO NEW, COLORFUL 40x60 DISPLAYS have

been prepared to charm your young prospects ! They're packed

with color ... loaded with FUN and jammed with SHOWMAN-
SHIP! There's room for "sniping" your attractions. . .and they'll

stand up for continued use... show after show! They'll set you

back a measly $3.50 each... at a cost-per-show of less than

the price of ONE ADMISSION! Why don't you order BOTH
styles and really go after that KID business like you mean it!

r\Lattortcil

Screen
^Service
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Joe Levine Lights Up Broadway
Joseph E. (for Energy and Enthusiasm) Levine

,olled up his sleeves and did a real selling job

n the most showmanship-conscious street of

hem all—Broadway. Having promoted, adver-

ised, exploited, publicized, hustled and hawked

is film wares from Boston to Los Angeles,

rom London to Rome and hundreds of points

ast and west all over the world, the president

if Embassy Pictures finally hit the Great White

Vay with an unprecedented bang.

. Beauteous star Sophia Loren at his side, the

howman extraordinaire did the impossible. He
nade Broadway go dark, and when the lights

ivent on again, the most spectacular of the gal-

'ixy was a three-story-high, animated display

I
ign for his upcoming "Boccaccio '70."

Never one to do things on a small scale,

-evine had all of Broadway's first-run theatres

working for him, too. At the moment the "Boc-

accio" sign was lighted, they all saluted the

;vent by blinking their marquee lights in unison,

is one grand announcement that the showiest

ihowman in cinemaland had brought his carni-

val to Broadway. With all due respect to

Sophia, one of the hottest marquee names in the

industry, the star of the show was the sign,

largest triangular display on the famed show
business street.

Vital statistics on the electrical extravaganza

cooked up by Levine and his skilled staff are

startling, a promotional story in itself. First of

its kind ever to be employed on behalf of a

motion picture, the "Boccaccio" display was
created by "The Sign King of Broadway," Doug-
las Leigh, head of the firm responsible for most
of the gigantic signs on Broadway—movie or

otherwise. It features revolving 21-foot-high

murals of scenes from the film, graphically illu-

strated on the sides of a triangular panel. Each
mural, presenting representations of the pic-

ture's three stars—Miss Loren, Anita Ekberg

and Romy Schneider (illustration top of page)

—rotates into viewing position at 20-second

intervals. Complementing the revolving murals

is a stationary rectangular panel fashioned out

of black metal and set at the base of Levine's

latest "spectacular." It is brightened by multi-

colored neon showing the title of the film and

its principal players. Total, eye-opening size:

54 feet high, 20 feet wide.

Located at the north-east corner of Broadway

and 46th Street, the sign is in full view of the

estimated 1,000,000 persons passing through

Times Square each day. Illuminated at least

2V2 months in advance of the "Boccaccio" open-

ing (the first three-act motion picture now is

Star Sophia Loren pulls switch illuminating "Boc-

caccio 70" sign, as husband Carlo Ponti, center, Em-

bassy president loseph E. Lewine watch.

in the editing stage), the display will remain

atop Broadway for six months.

Between Miss Loren and the sign, there was

little else for the huge Broadway crowd to talk

about, and talk—not to mention, push and shout

and clamor—they did, as the glamorous star

and Levine emerged from their limousine on

the Broadway side of Duffy Square, surrounded

by a special police detail that formed a protec-

tive blue ring around them. Also joining in the

ceremonies were Miss Loren's husband, pro-

ducer Carlo Ponti; Mrs. Joseph Levine, and

Embassy vice president Leonard Lightstone.

With spectators lining both the Broadway

and Seventh Ave. sides opposite the Square, the

pulsating climate resembled that of an important

film premiere. And, just as as all big bows, a

full complement of radio announcers and TV
and newsreel cameramen were on hand to re-

cord the festivities for a far-flung public. An
NBC crew which had been working with Sophia

for the last month on "The World of Sophia

Loren" (to be telecast Feb. 27), was busy

shooting the proceedings. Photographers repre-

senting all the New York newspapers and wire

services, who had been with her all day, coveting

her arrival from Paris and her acceptance of a

Best Actress award ("Two Women"), called

for the Italian beauty to turn this way and that.

To be sure, Joe Levine did not invent the

art of showmanship. The lavishly appointed

dinners he threw for the press at Hollywood

poolside and exotic New York restaurant were

not the first of their kind. The gigantic press

conferences he staged to introduce his various

pictures had their prototype. And, certainly, the

"Boccaccio '70" sign is not the only one on the

street. It is, however, one of the most exciting,

most imaginative signs seen on Broadway in

quite some time. And it's a good bet it will

keep millions of eyes staring upward over the

next six months.
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To Sell lover Come Back'

'NiGHT' PREMIERE. Top, Rudy Vallee and lovely model
recall F. Scott Fitzgerald era prior to "Tender Is the
Night" world premiere benefit performance at N. Y.'s

Paramount. Center, 20th-Fox vice president Charles
Einfeld and star Jennifer Jones chat in theatre lobby.
Bottom, I. to r., Mrs. Norris and general sales man-
ager Glenn Norris, Peter Levathes, executive vice
president in charge of production, and his wife.

20th Art Director

Harold Van Riel (left) was

appointed advertising art di-

rector of 20th-Fox, succeed-

ing to the position formerly

held by Victor Sedlow. Van

Riel, who has been an ad

designer for Fox for the past

20 years, plans to streamline

(he art division.
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Universal is putting every facet of promotion
to work to help sell "Lover Come Back."

Jn addition to a national magazine advertising
drive and heavy publicity and exploitation acti-
vity, the company has developed a combined
television, radio and newspaper teaser campaign
for key city openings, it was revealed by vice
president David A. Upton. The teaser video
spots feature Edie Adams, the VIP girl in the
picture. The radio spots highlight Tony Randall,
while the newspaper teaser ads play up Rock
Hudson, Doris Day and that mysterious product
VIP.

U also is employing two color, full-page ads
in both Life (Feb. 9) and Look (Feb. 27) to
help kick off the film. Other aspects of "Lover"
promotion include a national tie-up with Lever's
Imperial Margarine designed to reach 23,000,-
000 homes. Key city openings starting Feb. 15
follow Florida and New York premieres a
week earlier.

Friedman UA Pub. Chief
Samuel J. Friedman is United Artists' new

national publicity director, it was announced
by national promotion chief Fred Goldberg.
Friedman recently completed a special assign-
ment for UA on the screen version of "West
Side Story." His previous promotional credits
include: "The Ten Commandments" and "The
Bridge on the River Kwai."

NATHANSON JOINS EMBASSY

Mort Nathanson has joined Embassy
Pictures as director of publicity, presi-

dent Joseph E. Levine announced. Prior
to his appointment, he had served as

director of national publictiy for United
Artists, as well as other key posts.

'ONE, TWO, THREE.' Trio of Eskimos stage sitout 5

for Chicago (United Artists) opening of "One, 1

Three." Below, Coca Cola trucks herald bow of pid
at San Franscisco's Esquire Theatre.

Wheelright Bronston V.P.
Ralph Wheelright was named vice presid.

in charge of advertising and publicity for Sa .

uel Bronston Prods. First three films he y,

handle are "55 Days at Peking," "Fall of I

Roman Empire" and "The French Revolutioi
Said Wheelright: "As a picture is being pi

duced, we will produce a complete exploitati 1

campaign that will be delivered to distribute

along with the picture. It will not be supph
free, but as part and parcel of the negative."

•FREUD' PLANNING. Universal pr

motion executives discuss pre-relea

campaign for John Huston's "Freut

with co-star Larry Parks at hon

office. Left to right: Herman Kas

executive in charge of national e

ploitation; Paul Kamey, eastern pul

licity manager; Parks; easter

advertising-publicity director Phili

Gerard; eastern promotion managi

Jerome M. Evans.

'LIGHT' IN THE WINDOW. Part of a national tie-up

arranged with the Italian State Tourist Offices for

M-G-M's "Light in the Piazza" was this colorful window
display at Rockefeller Center, N. Y.



WIDENING WORLD DF CINERAMA

(Continued from Page 11)

World of the Brothers Grimm" and

"How the West Was Won?"

."We're full partners with MGM. The

contract provides for a certain number

of pictures over a given period, and we

have to meet certain conditions, such as

the number of Cinerama outlets we
shall make available. But in no sense is

MGM financing us. We put up half

the money, they provide the other half."

Won't you reach the stage where you

need production facilities of your own?

"I doubt it. There are plenty of

studio rentals available — including

space in Hollywood. Why be saddled

with a lot of real estate? United Artists

never got into that mess. Why should

we.'

Supposing Allied Artists—with whom
you were negotiating— were now to

change their minds and a takeover be-

came possible?

"We'd consider it."

Why did Cinerama take over Cine-

miracle? Isn't the process inferior to

yours ?

"Simple! 'Windjammer' has never

been played to capacity. And in any

case, Cinemiracle is compatible with

Cinerama."

How about the new still panoramic

camera for amateur use? Who's going

to make it?

"We're negotiating on that already.

Incidentally, don't write this off as just

another publicity gimmick. It's a terrific

product. I took one with me recently to

Germany. The results are tremendous."

Max opened the top drawer in his

desk and whisked out a number of

black-and-white prints, which he showed

me. They were most impressive, and

rumor in the photographic industry has

it that the new camera is probably the

most versatile ever launched.

Who will process the film?

"That's another thing we're negoti-

ating on. But don't be under any mis-

apprehension about this camera. It isn't

years away. It's only months away."

It's been rumored Cinerama has a new
contract with Boeing for production of

a "space camera" for use in rocketry

and astronautics, which is capable of

taking pictures and projecting them

with a single lens system creating a

viewing area of 360 degrees horizontally

and 160 degrees vertically. Surely, if

this is the case, it could be adapted to

motion picture projection as an altern-

ative to Cinerama which, with all its

advantages, still carries the match-lines?

"Wait until you see it at the World's

Fair in Seattle. It is the most fabulous

thing you ever saw. It has to be pro-

jected into a dome. Just imagine the

applications of such a camera for the

education of youngsters, who are fas-

cinated about everything concerning the

Space Age. Why, with this camera,

we can produce a Hayden Planetarium

in every city in the world, a dozen of

times over."

With that, our interview terminated,

and I left Robin International feeling

that Cinerama is undoubtedly the most

exciting motion picture venture of the

age and that, if things work out as they

should between Nicolas Reisini and

Max Youngstein, we are going to see,

before we are much older, a great many
exciting changes and adventures in mo-

tion picture production and presentation

and the application of a good many
film ideas to other branches of world

industry.

INANCIAL REPORT

{Continued from Page 7)

husetts Investors Growth Stock bought 20,000 shares of the

atter, but Fidelity Capital sold 39,000. Quite popular was

Lmerican Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, with six funds

uying and only one selling.

)ividends Down in '61

Cash dividend payments by movie companies in 1961 were

own almost $1.4 million from the I960 total, with a great

leal of the decrease attributable to dividend changes by 20th

]entury-Fox and Desilu. Total '61 payments amounted to

24,517,000, compared to $25,907,000 a year earlier. In Decem-

ier of last year, six industry corporations paid $2,868,000, while

ight firms accounted for $3,858,000 in the similar I960 period.

Higher Prices for 20th-Fox—A, P & R
Twentieth-Fox not only is on the mend, it may well prove

o be one of the most robust performers in fiscal 1962.

Thus are the firm's praises sung by Martin
J.

King, of Auchin-

:loss, Parker & Redpath, who first selected Fox as one of 23

ssues expected to behave handsomely in the year ahead, then

followed up with a technical report that hammers home the

film company's attractiveness via a chart pattern. Said King: "It

lis quite clear that the downtrend which began last April has

been decisively broken and a classic V pattern is in the making.

As long as this formation holds, higher prices are likely for TF.
Should the V fan out at these levels, better objectives over

the longer term can be anticipated."

And this closing note, which should bring a sigh of relief

from many survivors of the past few, dark years: "Unless the

most recent uptrend is broken a further testing of the low point

at 30 seems unlikely."

New Name for NT & T

After February 20, National Theatres & TV's ambitious

program of expansion and diversification, already well under

way, will become official in name as well as fact. On that date,

stockholders will be asked at their annual meeting to approve

a change in the name of the company to National General Corp.

According to the proxy statement: "In addition to a con-

tinuation of its theatre exhibition business, the company
proposes to enlarge and diversify its scope of activities. As the

company is no longer engaged directly or indirectly through

controlled subsidiaries in the ownership and operation of tele-

vision and radio stations, the board of directors considers it

advisable to change the name of the company to one w hich is

more appropriate to the general activities in which the company
is now engaged or may engage in the future."

National also is reducing the size of the board from 12 to

seven members, reflecting a series of retirements. In addition,

the proxy statement lists the following salaries for the firm's

top-level officers; president Fugene V. Klein, $33,900; B. Gerald
Cantor, former president and board chairman, $35,7 l6; Alan

May, vice president and treasurer, $46,800, and John B. Bertero,

executive consultant of the company, $32,019.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

June

BRAINWASHED Curt Jurgens, Claire Bloom. Jorg
Felmy. Inner workings of a totalitarian regime. 102
min.

August
TWENTY PLUS TWO David Janssen, Jeanne Crain, Dina
Merrill, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Frank Gruber.
Director Joseph M. Newman. Story of events in life of

woman missing 22 years. 102 min. 11/27/41.

December
EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Fraier, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Seraio, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of El

Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/1 1/41.

January
GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols.
Producer Ben Schwalb.

February
BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer. 83 min.

March

HITLER Richard Basehart. Cordula Trantow. Producer
E. Charles Straus. The life and loves of the infamous
ruler of the Third Reich.

April

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-

ducer-Director Tad Danielewski.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-

cent Price. Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,

Linda Ho. Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith.

June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer Ustinov. Picturization of

Herman Melville's sea classic.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.

Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Science-fiction thriller.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID. THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sir k . Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

August

PIT AND THE PENDULUM, THE Color, Panavision.
Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele, Luana
Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan
Poe's classic. 85 min. 8/7/41.

November

GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color, CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini. Sea adventure. 81
min.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. War drama. 83 min.

December

JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar.
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 min.

January
PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. 80 min.

February

PREMATURE BURIAL Color, Panavision. Ray Mllland.

Hazel Court, Richard Ney. Heather Angel. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's

story.

March
BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.

A pril

BLACK DOOR Herb Evers, Virginia Leith. Horror film.

45 min.

STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie Ray. Science-fic-

tion film. 45 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani. War action film.

June
SURVIVAL Ray Milland, Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon.
Director Ray Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff, Arnold
Houghland.

July

TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,

Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Based on
Edgar Allan Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

July

NIKKI, WILD DOG OF THE NORTH Technicolor. Jean
Coutu, Emile Genest. Producer Winston Hibler. Direc-
tors Jack Couffer, Don Haldane. Adventure drama
based on James Oliver Curwood's "Nomads of the
North." 73 min. 4/12/41.

October

GREYFRIARS BOBBY Technicolor. Donald Crisp Lau-
rence Naismith, Alex Machenzie. Producer Walt Dis-

ney. Director Don Chaffey True story of a dog that
won the hearts of a town. 91 min. 9/4/41.

December

BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the
Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/41.

April

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon. Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian.
Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce from Disney sighted
on the space age. 98 min. 1/22/42.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.
A warm and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy
and a champion Irish setter photographed in the Ca-
nadian Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of an
American family's misadventures during a European
holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier. Hayley Mil
George Sanders. Based on the Jules Verne stc
"Captain Grant's Children."

1

June

HOMICIDAL Glenn Corbett, Patricia Breslin. Produc
Director William Castle. Gimmick-filled shocker,
min. 7/10/41.

MOST DANGEROUS MAN ALIVE, THE Ron Randc
Debra Paget. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Gangsi
plot concerning the atom bomb. 82 min.

July

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope, Color. Jan
Darren. Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler. Dire
tor Paul Wendkos. Sequel to "Gidget." 102 minut*
4/24/41.

GUNS OF NAVARONE, THE CinemaScope, Cole
Gregory Peck, David Niven, Anthony Quinn. Produc
Carl Foreman. Director J. Lee Thompson. World W;
II drama set in Greece. 157 min. 5/29/41.

TWO RODE TOGETHER James Stewart, Richard Wi<
mark, Shirley Jones. Producer Stan Shpetner. Directc
John Ford. Western drama. 109 min. 7/10/41.

September

SCREAM OF FEAR Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis, An
Todd. Producer Jimmy Sangster. Director Seth Holt, t

min. 8/21/41.

October

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Color. Spencer Tracy, Fran
Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews, Jean Pierre Aumont, Barbar
Luna. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn LeRoy
124 min. 10/2/41.

LOSS OF INNOCENCE Color. Kenneth More, Daniell-

Darrieux, Susannah York. Producer Victor Saville. Direc

tor Lewis Gilbert. 99 min. 8/21/41.

MR. SARDONICUS Oscar Homolka, Ronald Lewis
Audrey Dalton, Guy Rolfe. Producer-director Willian
Castle. Suspense thriller. 89 min. 10/14/41.

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Dor

Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/41

VALLEY OF THE DRAGONS Cesare Danova. Joar
Staley, Sean McClory. Producer Byron Roberts. Direc

tor Edward Bernds. Jules Verne tale. 79 min. 11/27/41.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. Mi-

chael Craig. Joan Greenwood. Michael Callan, Gary
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/41.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell. 84'

min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolores

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pro-

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roman-
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/42.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay

Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronin,

Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Kafzman. Director Oscar
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/42.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Tricknett. Producer Norman Macrer. Director Edward
Bernds. 89 min.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julie

Adams.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 114 min.

July

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.
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July

TTLE GIANTS, THE Angel Macias, Cesar Fai. Pro-

icer George P. Werker. Director Hugo Mozo. Story

Monterrey Little League Baseball Champions. 88

August

5NG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL, THE Laurence

arvey, Richard Todd. Producer Michael Balcon. Direc-

r Leslie Norman. Film version of the prize-winning

age play. 102 min.

September

AN WHO WAGGED HIS TAIL, THE Peter Ustinov,

blito Calvo, Silvia Marco. Producer Charmartin-
Ico. Director Ladislao Vajda. A honey of a "shaggy
>g" story guaranteed for howls. 94 min.

JRE HELL OF ST. TRINIAN's, THE Cecil Parker,

eorge Cole, Joyce Grenfell. Producers Sidney Gilliat,

ank Launder. Director Launder. The merry maids of

. Trinian's all grown up. 94 min.

October

ALL ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
inders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert
ay. A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

iOM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel, Lea Massari.
janne Valerie. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Mauro
'ilognini. A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
. min. 10/30/61.

ANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
oducers Stevan Patios, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a

an twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

ARK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.

oducer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
;ama concerning a most controversial subject. 121

fin . 11/27/61.

November
EVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
fliers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
ir John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
iderworld of crime.

IFIFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller. Producer Jacques
age. Director Alex Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller.

J min.

December
AROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

Coming
IEW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
tapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-
rin. Film version of Arthur Miller's hit play. 110 min.

ASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
obert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson,
ilm version of the Broadway stage play.

A BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset.
•roducer Diamant-Berger. Director Robert Dhery.
rench comedy.

Current Releases
FTER MEIN KAMPF IBrennerl Producer Joseph Bren-
er. Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/21/61.

NNA'S SIN (Atlantis Films, Inc. I Anna Vita, Ben E.
ohnsen. Director Camillo Mastrocinque. Import about
iter-racial love. 86 min. 5/1/61.

ALLAD OF NARAYAMA, THE I Films Around the
Vorld, Inc. I Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.
apanese art import. 98 min. 8/7/61.

AY OF THE TRUMPET, THE tC. Sarrfiago Film Org*ni-
ition Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phipps.
roducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

EADtY COMPANIONS. THE ( Pathe-America) Color,
anavision. Maureen O'Hara, Brian Keith. Producer
:harles B. FitzSimons. Director Sam Peckinpah.

EVIL'S EYE. THE (Janus Films) Jarl Kulle, Bibi An-
erson, Axel Duberg, Nils Poppe. Director Ingmar
,ergman. 90 min. 9/4/61.

EAR NO MORE I Scaramouche I Jacques Bergerac,
Mala Powers. 78 min.

LIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
/!ala Powers, Marshall Thompson.

OLLOW A STAR IZenith International) Norman
iVisdom.

ORCE OF IMPULSE (Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)
ony Anthony, J. Carrol Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff
>onnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

RANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
roducer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Made. French
nurder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

A DOLCE VITA (Astorl Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
-ourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Jirector Federico FelUni. Story of corrupt Roman
oclety. 175 min. 5/1/61.

•ES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philipe,
leanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
pucer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
I'adim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LOVE AND THE FRENCHWOMAN (Kingsley Inter-
national) Dany Robin, Francois Perier, Jean-Paul Bel-
mondo. Director Henri Decoin. Seven vignettes staged
by seven well-known directors. 143 min. 3/20/61.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co. I

Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Luxl Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE ( Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-
rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon.
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SHADOWS (Lion International) Lelia Goldoni, Ben
Carruthers. Producer Maurice McEndree. Director John
Cassavetes. Offbeat story of Nearo family. 87 min.
4/3/61.

SPESSART INN. THE (Casino Films, Inc.) Lilo Pulver.
Director Kurt Hoffman. Spoof on German robber
bands. 99 min. 2/20/61.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I Kingsley- International I

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

TRUTH. THE (Kingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vaner, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN lEmbassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

WATCH YOUR STERN (Magna Pictures) Kenneth Con-
nor, Eric Barker. Producer Peter Rogers. Director
Gerald Thomas. Comedy about British navy. 88 min.
5/1/61.

YOUNG ONE, THE (Valiant) Zachary Scott, Bernie
Hamilton. Producer George P. Werker. Director Luis
Bunuel. Negro, falsely accused of raping white woman,
fights for survival on isolated southern island. 96 min.
1/23/61.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

July

ADA CinemaScope, MetroColor. Susan Hayward, Dean
Martin, Ralph Meeker. Producer Lawrence Wein-
garten. Director Daniel Mann. Story of a beautiful
woman's drive for success and power and the men
involved in her life, set against today's politicat
scene. 108 min. 8/7/61

.

MORGAN THE PIRATE CinemaScope, Color. Steve
Reeves, Valerie Lagrange. Director Andre Toth. Color-
ful action-drama of the swashbuckling adventures of
Henry Morgan. 95 min. 6/12/61.

August

HONEYMOON MACHINE, THE Steve McQueen, Paula

Prentiss, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten.
Director Richard Thorpe. Based on the Broadway stage
hit. "The Golden Fleecing". 87 min. 7/10/61.

THIEF OF BAGHDAD, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll. Producers Joseph E.

Levine, G. Lombardo. Director Arthur Lubin. Action
spectacle recreating famous thief and his adventure.
90 min. 7/10/61.

September

THUNDER OF DRUMS, A CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Richard Boone, George Hamilton, Luana Patten, Arthur
O'Connell. Producer Robert J. Enders. Director Joseph
Newman. Drama of U.S. Cavalry in the I870's, 97

min. 9/4/61.

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne
Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. 113 min. 8/21/61.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-
ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a

bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre-
datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

FEB!

The Fel

FEBRUARY SUMMARY
February release chart has been

fattened to a solid 19. Three companies

M-G-M, United Artists and Columbia

—

now share top honors with three pic-

tures each, while 20th-Fox, Warner

Bros, and Paramount follow with two

films. Universal, Allied Artists, Ameri-

can-International and Continental are

ready with one release, and Buena

Vista has not announced any product

for this month.

December
COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE SupertotalScope, East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle between the
people of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians. 129

min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN, THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica, Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-
ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-selling novel.

87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-

nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET, THE Rod Steiger. Nadja
Tiller. Producer Alexander Gruter. Director Alvin
Rakoff. Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl

who plot a million-dollar robbery.

March

AIL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy.

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman. Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess.

A pril

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.

Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an
American military clean-up operation on a Pacific

island

.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea. Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the I870's.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastroianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Ba-
ikal spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical
hit.

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak James Garner, Tony Randall. Howard Duff.

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night
out"—with hilarious results.
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HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama ot America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Pater Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of tha dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Epic drama based on life of Christ. 161 min.
10/16/61.

LADY L CinemaScope, MetroColor. Tony Curtis, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director
George Cukor. Based on novel by Romain Gary.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howa'd, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of an ingenuous postman's adventures when he is

transferred to a London Post Office.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producer J. G. Maesso. Director Michael
Carreras. An Action western.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Leslie Nor-
man. Adventure drama set against background of
Renaissance Italy.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Epic
of barbaric Tartars who swept out of Asia intent on
the destruction of Western civilization.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

June
LADIES' MAN, THE Technicolor. Jerry Lewis, Helen
Traubel. Producer-director Jerry Lewis. Story of the
only male employee in a boarding house for women.
106 min. 6/12/61.

LOVE IN A GOLDFISH BOWL Panavision, Technicolor.
Tommy Sands, Fabian, Jan Sterling. Producers Martin
Jurow, Richard Shepherd. Director Jack Sher. Two
teen-agers spend a holiday vacation in a deserted
beach house. 88 min. 8/7/61.

July

ON THE DOUBLE Panavision, Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Dana Wynter. Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel
Shavelson Gl entertainer drafted into Allied espio-
nage plot. 92 min. 5/29/61.

August

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE Technicolor. Fred
Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter. Producers Wil-
liam Perlberg, George Seaton. Director George Seaton.
Romantic comedy of a playboy who spirits his daughter
from an imminent wedding. 114 min. 6/12/61.

September

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Raymond
Eger. Director Roger Vadim. 74 min. 9/18/61.

MAN-TRAP Panavision. Jeffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens.
Producers Edmond O'Brien, Stanley Frazen. Director
Edmond O'Brien. Story of a multi-million dollar rob-
bery and its repercussions. 93 min. 9/18/61.

October

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney.
Producers Martin Jurow, Richhrd Shepherd. Director
Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller by
Truman Capote. 115 min. 10/16/61.

November
BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy. Pro-
ducer Ernest D. Glucksman. Director Jerry Lewis.
Messenger upsets movie studio with his frantic antics.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. Story of The Twist, at N. Y.'i
Peppermint Lounge. 80 min.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the mode rn jdzz world. 100 mm. 1/22/62.

February
SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSH FIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneiber, Karl Bohm. Gus-
tav Knuth.

Coming
COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo. Producer-Director Ronald Neame. Sus-
pense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the Middle
East.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who capture wild animals for zoos.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE. THE Technicolor.
John Wayne. James Stewart. Producer-Director John
Ford. Western drama based on a short story by
Dorothy M. Johnson.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME. THE Charlton Heston, Elsa
Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

V/HO;S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann.

society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure her
.usband of his horse-playing habits.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

December

SECOND TIME AROUND, THE CinemaScope. Colol
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith. Juli y
Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Du
rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS. THE CinemaScope, Color. Brend
Lee, Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George yjj
Gorge. Director Randall F. Hood 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesda
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thoma
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Con!
edy. 91 min. I 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews Els,

nor Parker. Producer-Director Bruce Humberstone.

February

SWINGING ALONG CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. ToiH
my Noonan, Pter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer j
Leewood. Director Charles Barton.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cojor
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Ton
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry Kin9
Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michae
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela Fiankiin. Pro
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based dn Henry James
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colon
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer-Director Leo McCarey.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck, Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maurice Dexter.

April

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,

Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer.

INSPECTOR, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Stephen
Boyd, Dolores Hart, Hugh Griffith. Producer Mark
Robson. Director Philip Dunne.

June

ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN CinemaScope, De-

Luxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard Beymer. Susan
Strasberg, Eli Wallach. Producer Jerry Wald. Director
Martin Ritt.

July

MISTY CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. David Ladd,
Arthur O'Connell. Producer Robert Radnitz. Director
James Clark. Famous children's tale of the smaM
ponies of Chincoteague Island and two kids who want
one of them. 92 min. 6/26/61.

VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA CinemaScope,
Color. Walter Pidgeon, Joan Fontaine, Barbara Eden,
Peter Lone, Robert Sterling, Frankie Avalon. Producer-
Director Irwin Allen. Science fiction story of the
future. 105 min. 6/26/61.

August

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer. 100
min. 8/21/61.

MARINES LET'S GO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom
Tryon, David Hedison, Linda Hutchins. Producer-Direc-
for Raoul Walsh. An action-romance look at the present
day Marines in Japan and Korea. 104 min. 8/21/61.

September

FRANCIS OF ASSISSI CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Bradford Diilman, Dolores Hart, Stuart Whitman. Pro-
ducer Plato Skouras. Director Michael Curtiz. Depiction
of the life and death of the famed patron Saint. 1 1

1

min. 7/24/61.

October

HUSTLER, THE CinemaScope. Paul Newman, Jackie
Gleason, Peter Laurie, George C. Scott, Myron Mc-
Cormick. Producer-Director Robert Rossen. A segment
of the life and loves of a bigtime pool hustler. 135
min. 10/2/61.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA CinemaScope, Color. Ken
Scott, Leticia Roman, Dave King. Producer S. Katz-
man. Director R. Webb. 97 min. 10/16/61.

SEVEN WOMEN FROM HELL CinemaScope. Patricia
Owens, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, John Kerr. Pro-
duce Harry Spaulding. Director Robert Webb. 88 min.
10/30/61.

November

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 mm.

UNITED ARTISTS

July

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director John Sturges. Picturiza-

tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning
novel.

NAKED EDGE. THE Gary Cooper, Deborah Kerr. Pro-

ducers Walter Seltzer, George Glass. Director Michael
Anderson. Suspense mystery about businessman sus-

pected by his wife of murder. 99 min. 7/24/61.

WHEN THE CLOCK STRIKES James Brown, Merry
Anders. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L.

Cahn. Murder mystery. 72 min. 6/26/61.

YOU HAVE TO RUN FAST Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards.
Grant Richards. Producer E. Kent. Director Edward
L. Cahn. 71 min. 8/21/61.

August

COLD WIND IN AUGUST, A Lola Albright, Scott Mar-
Towe, Joe Disantis, Herschel Bernardi. Producer Philip

Hazelton. Director Alexander Singer. 80 min. 8/21/61.

GOODBYE AGAIN Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand,
Anthony Perkins. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

Fllmization of Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Aimez-
vous Brahams?" 120 min. 7/10/61.

TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE Rocky Graziano, Jimmy Clan-
ton, Zasu Pitts. Producer Howard B. Kreitsek. Director
Lawrence F. Doheny. Teenage musical comedy. 84

min. 9/4/61.

September

FLIGHT THAT DISAPPEARED, THE Craig Hill. Paula
Raymond, Dayton Lummis. Producer Robert E. Kent.

Director Reginald LeBorg. 72 min. 10/2/61.

SEASON OF PASSION Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter,

John Mills, Angela Lansbury. Producer-Director Leslie

Norman. Film version of play by Ray Lawlor. 92 min.

10/30/61

.

YOUNG DOCTORS, THE Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,
Dick Clark, Ina Balin, Eddie Albert. Producers Stuart

Millar, Lawrence Turman. Director Phil Karlson. Hos-
pitaf drama based on Arthur Hailey's "The Final Diag-
nosis." 100 min. 9/4/61.

October

PARIS BLUES Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward, Sid-

ney Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.

Story of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.
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CRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster, Merry

iders Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

r Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's

vel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

EST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,

its Tamblyn. Producer-dlr«ctor Robert Wise, Filmi-

tion of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and

e problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.

November

(PLOSIVE GENERATION, THE William Shatner, Patty

cCormack Lee Kinsolving, Billy Gray. Producer Stan-

y Colbert. Director Bun Kulik. 89 mm. 10/16/61.

)WN WITHOUT PITY Kirk Douglas, E. G. Marshall,

iristine Kaufmann. Producer-Director Gottfried Rein-

,rdt. Based on Manfred Gregor's novel about four

nerican G.l.'s stationed in Europe who are accused

raping a young German girl. 105 min. 10/16/61.

15 Panavision, Technicolor. David McLean, Charles

onson, Brad Dexter, James Gregory. Producers Henry

nicola, Tony Lazzarino. Director Richard Donner.

ory of record-breaking rocket ship. IO6V2 min.

/27/6I.

December

JDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-

ster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian

hell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-

rector Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

January

UN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark,

oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 67

in.

APPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison. Sus-

;nse-comedy. Producer Joseph Wiseman. Director

eorge Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/62.

NE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,

amela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

'lider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a

roup of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

OCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor,
lenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
sf, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
rank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success,
Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

AINTLY SINNERS. Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby, Stanley
lements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-
or Jean Yarbrough. 78 min.

February
EADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
owery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
eBorg.

ROPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
lorma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

ERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
'avis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Jcey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
ucer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Civil War west-
rn. 112 min.

March

:HILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
/lacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
'Vyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 107
!nin. 1/22/62..

:LOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Jreevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
or Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

Coming
1IRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

IOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Don
ieddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Dir
ector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
(ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

&REAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
jAlberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
IMario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director Jean
Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife of Pont
Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. 1/8/62.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 03 min. 10/2/61.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Based on the Broadway stage
success.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

June

CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF, THE Eastman Color. Clif-
ford Evans. Yvonne Romain, Oliver Reed. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terrence Fisher. Horror classic.
91 min. 5/15/61.

ROMANOFF AND JULIET Technicolor. Peter Ustinov,
Sandra Dee, John Gavin. Producer-Director Peter
Ustinov. A satirical comedy-romance between U. S.
ambassador's daughter and Russian ambassador's son.
112 min. 5/15/61.

July

LAST SUNSET, THE Eastman Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk
Douglas, Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton, Carol Lyn-
ley. Producers Eugene Frenke Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich. 112 min. 5/29/61.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY CinemaScope. Michael Craig,
Peter Cushing, Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George
Sanders. Andre Morell'. Producer Aubrey Baring. Di-
rector Charles Frend. 76 min. 6/26/61.

August

BLAST OF SILENCE Allen Baron, Molly McCarthy.
Producer Merrill S. Brody. Director Baron. Portrait of a
professional killer out on a job. 77 min. 4/17/61.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Eastman Color. Sandra Dee,
John Gavin. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Harry
Keller. Seguel to "Tammy." 97 min. 7/10/61.

September

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrlgida , Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.
Romantic comedy set against Italian Riviera back-
ground. 112 min. 7/10/61.

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin. Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY, THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall. Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard Arte n borough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert $.
Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

Coming
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabrina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

THE DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD Gregory Perk,
hit. 149 min. 11/13/61.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

September

CLAUDELLE INGLISH Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford. Producer Leonard
Freeman. Director Gordon Douglas. Based on Erskin,e

Caldwell's best-seller about a promiscuous young girl.

99 min. 9/4/61.

October
SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood.
Warren Beatty. Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie, Barbara
Loden. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original screen
drama by William Inge. 124 min. 9/4/61.

November

MASK, THE Paul Stevens. Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with seguences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens, Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan, Brain Aherne.
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Based on Doris Hume's
novel of young love. 116 min. 10/2/61.

December

ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE. THE Technicolor.
Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer
Louis de Rochemont, Director Jose O uln fero - From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker.

February

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,

Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 min. 11/13/61.

March

COUCH. THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Producer-
Director Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 96 min.

Coming

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johni. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in a mythical suburb.

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison.

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Davis. Romantic story of a young
Amrican in Italy.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley
Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Wilson's
Broadway musical hit.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines. 89
min.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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'nternational Acclaim Follows Premiere in Paris!

A distinguished array of critics, invited from all corners of the world, attended the

dual premiere at the Ambassade and Richelieu Theatres of this dazzling Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer picture. The acclaim was unprecedented. Here are a few excerpts from the

remarkable reviews:

"An entirely new picture packed with

thrills and made, with Minnelli's usual

artistry." —Le Soir {Paris)

"This production has everything to fill

boxoffices all over the world."

— The Bildezeitung (Germany)

"Told with tremendous forthrightness . . .

sequence showing the Four Horsemen

riding through fiery clouds is haunting

. . . Glenn Ford is excellent, Yvette

Mimieux is delicious."—// Messaggero(Rome)

"This modern adaptation of the Four

Horsemen is a commendable achieve-

ment."—N. Y. Herald Tribune (Paris Edition)

"A picture which has a sure hold on

audiences . . . scenes of exquisite beauty

. . . Paris is evoked with a palette of

colors." —II Tempo (Rome)

"Vincente Minnelli who captured Colette's

Paris in 'Gigi' and George Gershwin's

Paris in 'An American In Paris' succeeds

again! The picture is of the utmost

reality " —Corriere Delia Sera (Milan)

JULIAN BLAUSTEIN Production directed by VINCENTE MINNELLI

PTHE!APOCALYPSE
starring

GLENN FORD INGRID THULIN • CHARLES BOYER
LEE J. COBB • PAUL HENREID • PAUL lukas • yvette mimieux

KARLBOEHM- ROBERT ARDREY.JOHN GAY-

»

byVICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ

in CINEMASCOPE and METROCOLOR MfjfS]

merican Premiere Hailed By Washington, D. C. Critics!

"Visually vivid and lustrously cast. An adaptation that keeps the faith with the fierce spirit of Ibanez!"

—jay carmody, Washington Evening Star

"Story, characters and settings grip the attention ! Vincente Minnelli's colorful direction is pictorial magic!"
—Richard L. coe, Washington Post

"Unforgettable photography . . . acting is fine . . . Vincente Minnelli's direction is splendid!"

—james o'neil, jr., Washington Daily News



WILLIAM

HOLDEN
LEO McCAREY'S

SATAN

NEVER

SLEEPS
The crowning

achievement

of the man

who gave you

"Going My Way"

and

"The Bells Of

St. Mary's"

PRODUCED i DIRECTED BY BASED ON « NOVEL BY CO-STARRING

FRAMELEO McCAREY • CLAUDE BINYON mi LEO McCAREY PEARL S. BUCK
CINEMASCOPE COLOR by DE LUXE

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS-AND WE DON'T EITHER . . . I

Here's 20th's wide-awake planning for you: I
NATIONAL MAGAZINE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN in such magazines as McCak

Life, Look -to saturate an audience of 25 millions! NATIONAL MAGAZINE PUBLICI1

CAMPAIGN- to saturate an audience of 50 millions! TIMI YURO RECORDING
title song - 48 million impressions via disc jockeys - Radio and TV! RECORDING ffl

TITLE SONG BY ENOCH LIGHT and his 60 piece orchestra- 38 million impresses

via Radio and TV! TV SPLIT-SCREEN INTERVIEW- FREE- France Nuyen on f\

answers questions for "live" local announcer! FRANCE NUYEN RADIO INTERVIEW
- FREE-"Open End" transcription for local interviewer! SPECIAL EFFECTS TV SPCf

-FREE- Semi-animated entertainment trailer! RADIO SPOT SATURATION CAM-

PAIGN- FREE- Musical spots for local

level hard sell!

BOOK ITNOWl One ofthe big reasons forjoining

SPYROS P. SKDUI
20u ANNIVERSARY CELEBRAT

JANUARY 1 TO MARCH 37



What Jhey'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

^CE PLANS. The naming of Sidney M. Markley

is president of A.C.E. Films, Inc. (revealed here

nany months ago) is the long-awaited step

hat will start the exhibitor-sponsored company
noving actively into the production field.

Vhile plans are not yet fully crystallized, it is

:nown that the new outfit does not intend to go

n for programmers, but will reach out for

op-drawer production talent to make its initial

ilms. Theatremen can expect about three features

n the $2 million class during the first year

>f A.C.E. operations.

I

VA DEAL IN A MONTH? The negotiations

thereby Claude Giroux and the group he heads

|
eek to acquire control of Allied Artists are

ii lot likely to be finalized before March 15,

If

It was learned at weekend. Following several days

I if discussions with AA president Steve Broidy,

I

'jiroux was due to take a vacation trip which

yould delay consummation of the deal for

ipproximately a month. Talks meanwhile were

ontinuing in New York between AA executive

ice president-treasurer George D. Burrows

nd other interested parties.

A o

« ^WITCH AT WARNERS. Jack L. Warner's
4

Uscontent with recent product was the governing

( actor, we hear, in his decision to re-assume

ull charge of the studio's theatrical output, and
o return Bill Orr exclusively to TV operations.

o

CINERAMA BOOM. Some keen Wall Streeters

f re keeping an eye peeled on Cinerama, which

>(
hey see as a booming investment prospect for the

nonths ahead. More immediate reason for the

>ptimism about this outfit is the fact that the

irst two Cinerama features for M-G-M release

llvill shortly be wound up, virtually back-to-back.

"How the West Was Won" will open in early

summer, with "The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm" slated for release later in the

year in certain cities that will have two Cinerama

theatres for the first time. Further inspiring

enthusiasm is the report that Cinerama has

developed something extraordinary in a 3-D

camera and projector, due to be ready for

marketing by the end of this year.

o

'EARTH' PLUG MUFFED. Universal was on the

verge of getting a big plug for its upcoming

release, "The Day the Earth Caught Fire", when
Jack Paar interviewed Arthur Christiansen,

former London Daily Express editor who plays

one of the leading roles in the film. But the

opportunity was muffed. Throughout some 15

minutes of talk on the nationwide TV hookup

last Wed. ( 14th), only one brief, slurred reference

to the film's title was made, and probably only

a small fraction of the vast audience caught it.

o

LIZ SCARES FOX. Officials of 20th Century-Fox

held their breath for a while last week when they

got word that Elizabeth Taylor had to be rushed

to a hospital in Rome, interrupting her work

on "Cleopatra" again. It turned out to be only

a case of food poisoning, and she is due back

on the set early this week. Recollections of

Miss Taylor's near-fatal illness last winter and

the heavy loss suffered by the company when the

initial production in London had to be scrapped

made Fox executives plenty jittery. "Cleopatra"

probably will be the costliest production of all time,

and 20th is hoping to get it into release by fall.

0

NEXT MOVE IN LITTLE ROCK. Unsuccessful

in efforts to have Pulaski County Circuit Judge

Guy Amsler reverse his initial decision allowing

establishment of pay-TV in Little Rock, counsel

for theatre interests will now take their case to the

Arkansas Supreme Court. The issue, they

contend, must be decided by the Federal

Communications Commission.

Film BULLETIN February I?, 1 962 Paqe 5
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Sharp Upswing in Film Shurvs Shows
Rvnewvtl investor Faith in industry

The passion of investors for movie stocks, which last year

blazed hotter than anything seen on the silver screen, once

again is the talk of Wall Street. Some of the ardor for

cinema issues waned late in '61, but activity since the first of

this year—much of it during the past week—points to a

definite re-kindling of the flame.

The sharp spurt in film shares, all the more notable in

view of the languid tone of the general market, prompted

one analyst, quoted in the New York Times, to comment:

"Investors seem to be having some trouble picking out new
groups to back. They have given up growth stocks, perhaps

prematurely. They have pushed up many of the cyclicals too

far for comfort. The only stocks that seem to have attraction

are the entertainment issues."

A look at the performance charts of 14 film and theatre

stocks between the end of '61 and our current closing date

(Feb. 15) indicates that ten have advanced in price, while

only three have declined.

Leading the parade forward is Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, up

a whopping 7% points. Recently recommended by numer-

ous brokerage houses and fortified by one of the strongest

product arsenals in recent years ("Sweet Bird of Youth,"

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," "Mutiny on the

Bounty," " How the West Was Won" and "The Wonderful

World of the Brothers Grimm," to name the most impor-

tant), Metro gives every sign of enjoying a banner year,

capped by a handsome profit statement.

Almost as frisky is Decca Records. Brimming over with

energy from its Universal Pictures arm, the stock has gained

4% in the past month-and-a-half. With "Flower Drum
Song" rolling up smart grosses everywhere, and "Lover
Come Back" breaking boxoffice records in its opening
engagements, U currently seems secure. If it can maintain

this production pace for the remainder of the year, 1962

could be one of the best in Universal history.

United Artists also is kicking up its heels, moving upward

3% points. The lone descenders are Cinerama ( — 3), which
should recover as soon as the first of its features is released

via M-G-M; Warner Bros. (—2%), reflecting the discount-

ing prior to the stock split, and Stanley Warner ( — 4).

Over the past fortnight, cinema issues gained a great deal

of the ground with the lion's portion concentrated in the

past week. Twelve movie stocks moved up, while only four

of the 18 covered regularly dropped—a showing far better

than the overall market.

Here, too, M-G-M was the standout, jumping 578 points

on a turnover of 119,800 shares. Decca also made its

strongest bid, climbing 3 amid its selection by an investment
house as one of the "Five Stocks To Buy for 1962," and an

upbeat billings report by Universal top brass. Decca trading

was heavy, 80,200 shares changing hands. Paramount also

advanced sharply (5y4 points).

20th-Fox Recommended as 'Stock

To Watch' in '62 by Robinson & Co.

Twentieth-Fox's switchover from quantity to quality as a

measuring rod for film production has been one of the primary

factors in its resurgence to one of the selected spots among
the minds of Wall Street. The monied interests are attracted

by the operations re-appraisal still going on at 20th and the

resultant stress being placed on bigger, more expensive pictures

that hold forth the promise of greater grosses.

In tabbing the film firm as "an interesting stock to watch in

1962, analyst E. Shelly, of Robinson & Co., Inc., of Philadelphia,

has this to say: " 'Cleopatra' and 'The Longest Day' will be

released later this year. Both have strong box office promise. The
company's cash position is extremely good, and non-picture

business continues strong. Earnings for 1961 should be reported

at a deficit of around $4.00. Though it is always hard to project

the success of unreleased pictures it has been predicted that Fox
can earn anywhere from $3-$5 for 1962, with longer term

prospects more favorable."

Following the line laid down by the Street, Shelly notes that

"in the past, Fox has stressed quantity instead of quality. During
the years 1959 and I960, Fox produced twice the number of

pictures of their major competitors. This put a strain on re-

sources and talents. A major overhaul is now underway by

management. The number of productions will be reduced and
quality upgraded. At least one major feature a month will be

released, starring 'big names.'

"More importantly, Fox has taken a big tax write-off in the

third quarter. Included were the starting costs of 'Cleopatra' as

well as the cost of three foreign pictures not yet released. Thus,

1962 begins with a clean slate."

Everything's Coming Up Grosses for U

So far, everything is coming up

big grosses for Universal in 1962.

Predictions of a record-breaking year

are taking on increasing credibility

and significance, as product continues

to perform handsomely and even

better returns loom on the horizon

once a powerful array of pictures is

placed in general release.

Rentals in the first five weeks oU

this year were 45 percent ahead of

billings recorded in the similar 1961

span in both the domestic and foreign

markets. President Milton R. Rackmil

reported the upswing in foreign take, while vice president

and gen. sales mgr. Henry H. Martin (above) capped revelation

of the domestic hike with these optimistic words: "We expect

the biggest year yet in Universal history." His chief reason,

and a good one: "a nucleus of at least nine or ten big pictures"

set for 1962. One major attraction a month will be the pattern,

thereby beefing up the two sales drives currently in full swing

—

(Continued on Page 16)1
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KnthusUtsm Starts tit Source
The discussion had covered a lot of

territory—the continuing product short-

age (thousands of theatres are scrap-

ing the bottom of the dwindling

backlogs barrel to fill out playing time);

classification (we should adopt it volun-

tarily because it s right, and before it's

forced on us); waste in production

(money is the substitute for creativity

in most U.S. film making).

The film man had taken the hard pro-

duction-distribution line on all issues

—"there's a product shortage because

we can make money only with block-

busters, and because exhibitors waste

product by double-featuring"; "classifi-

cation could only cost the industry

money"; "you talk about waste in pro-

duction, but we have to reach out for

top names in our pictures, or exhibitors

won't give us the playing time."

Then the talk got around to the sub-

ject of promotion. The distribution

executive was asked if the industry

—

and especially the film branch—was

doing everything possible to sell movie-

going to the public as its most preferred

form of entertainment and recreation.

Couldn't the slow but steady recovery

from the point of TV's hardest impact

be accelerated by intensification of

movie promotion?

"We're doing plenty to promote our

pictures," he answered, "and the whole

industry's recovery would be speeded

up if exhibition dropped its 'do-nothing'

habits and went to work. The theatre

branch looks to us for everything. They

expect us to call the signals, carry the

ball and block for them. Let's see some

enthusiasm out in the grassroots."

The film man's attitude (but not his

identity) was revealed to a well-estab-

lished and knowledgeable theatreman

of our acquaintance. What did he have

to say about it?

"Sure, the film companies are ex-

pected to carry the ball in showman-

ship. They have the professionals, while

the average exhibitor is an amateur in

that field. Only the big theatre opera-

tions can afford to have their own ad

men, and even they need the inspiration

that only the film branch can supply.

"Today, practically all the promotion

effort of the film companies is con-

centrated on the occasional blockbuster.

Very little, if any, ballyhoo is put be-

hind two-thirds of the pictures that

come to us. Exhibitors, even the least

accomplished showmen among them,

probably would do a much better job

of selling their wares if they were fired

up by a real show of enthusiasm by the

people who make and distribute the

pictures.

"We all need inspiration and enthu-

siasm in our business—but it has to

originate at the source of the product."

in Defense
Of the Cade

At a time when the vistas of the

silver screen are being opened wide to

embrace a broad range of mature, adult

themes, and Comstockians in towns and

hamlets across the country are answer-

ing this liberalization with a resounding

call to censorship, our industry must

justify its self-regulation policy, or lose

its fight for freedom of expression.

Perhaps no one is better versed in

the various aspects of movies and moral-

ity, as exemplified in the Production

Code, than the director of the Motion

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 123? Vine
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., LOcust 8-0950, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Berne
Schneyer, Publication Manager; Max Garelick,
Business Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 550 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 36, N. Y., Circle 5-0124;

Ernest Shapiro, N.Y. Editorial Represen-
tative. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR,
$3.00 in the U. S.; Canada, $4.00;
Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS, $5.00 in

the U. S.; Canada, Europe, $9.00.

Picture Production Code Administra-

tion, Geoffrey Shurlock. As part of an

extensive campaign to present our side

of the story to influential segments of

the public, Mr. Shurlock has been mak-

ing scheduled talks and interviews be-

fore opinion-making groups. His

remarks to the New York Chapter,

Order of Military Chaplains last week

amounted to an especially strong and

convincing defense of the Code.

He struck the key note of self-disci-

pline and its importance in a democracy

in these words:

"The innate Americanism of the

Code operation is underlined by the

fact that the industry adopted it quite

voluntarily, and out of its own innate

sense of responsibility. It was not im-

posed on it by any outside force or

agent. Like our Constitution, it exists

by the will of those governed.

"It is in fact as near to a purely

democratic system of industry control as

can be found operating anywhere to-

day. And unlike other forms of film

control, such as state censorship, it is

not likely to be declared unconstitu-

tional. For this reason alone, it may

outlast them all here in the U.S.A."

Turning, then, to a consideration of

morality and religion, the director ap-

pealed to the interests of his audience:

"The Code is a set of self-regulations

based on sound morals common to all

peoples and all religions. To put it

simply, it lays down the thesis that

the screen should never be used to make

what is basically wrong appear to be

right. It assumes that the Ten Com-

mandments are as applicable in the field

of the imagination as they are in real

life . .
."

In his speech to the Chaplains, Mr.

Shurlock made valid points, holding up

the Code as not only a practical and

effective way to insure morality in films,

but the only fair and democratic waj to

do so. He, and other prominent mem-

bers of the industry, should continue to

make this clear whenever and wherever

the public is available to listen.
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New Movie Frontiers

Every now and then I get to thinking about the technological

frontiers of the motion picture industry and when I do I can't

help getting excited. The frontiers are so vast that it's hard not

to be an optimist, even in a time of comparative travail. (And
if the industry can make money in a time of comparative travail,

what riches must be in store when the scientists and technicians

come up with the inevitable advances.)

For the sake of starting someplace, let's consider the theatre

screen. What is going to happen when three-dimensional pic-

tures without glasses are available? Don't scoff at this idea.

It is bound to come. The enterprising Cinerama outfit might

show it before 1962 ends.

Three dimensional pictures without glasses can be achieved

in a number of ways. One often mentioned is to have a series

of selectively transparent screens, using the dichroic principle

(that is, reflecting different things from different angles) and

multiple coupled projectors. Another possible method is

through the creation of gaseous screens—i.e. glass sandwiches

or envelopes containing chemical mists whose particles react

to different electronic beams. The chances are that the method

which finally proves practical will be one far different from

either of these; but I am sure that some form of 3-D will ulti-

mately bring new life to the motion picture theatre screen.

0

Since it is fashionable these days to talk about automation,

another one of my blue sky notions is the truly automated

theatre, operated completely by one man. One area which points

the way is the home movie projector. Technicolor is now
marketing the simplest home movie projector ever made, a cart-

ridge machine which requires no threading at all, merely the in-

sertion of the cartridge and the pushing of a button. It is not too

much to hope that this or a similar principle can some day be

extended to 35mm theatre projection.

This is only one area of automation for the theatre. Perhaps

an automatic ticket vending machine is beyond the realm of even

optimistic daydreaming, but certainly it is not too much to

hope that some day some degree of automation can be applied

to the ticket selling and ticket-taking-at-the-door process.

Let's not forget the exterior aspects of the motion picture

theatre in our anticipation of the new technological frontiers.

There hasn't been a really new kind of marquee in at least

two generations; I am inclined to think there is room for

progress here. In this area it is difficult to foretell what the

revolutionary ideas of tomorrow may be, or even how revolu-

tionary they will seem. It does seem fair to speculate, however,

that new ideas will sooner or later be presented for this point-

of-sale display. Obviously, the theatre will always have to tell

passersby the name of the picture currently being shown and

the identity of the stars. But just as today's animated Christmas

window at the department store is a far cry from the stiff

dummies of yesteryear, so the "show windows" of the theatre

are going to have to be revolutionized. Maybe the same three-
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dimensional principles utilized on the theatre screen can b

applied to the marquee.

The outstanding technological revolution of theatre motio
pictures in the modern era was one which changed the ver

nature of the theatre by creating the drive-in. Who is to predic

what tomorrow's theatres will offer in the way of equall

revolutionary designs and concepts. The theatre-restaurant
i

one possibility. The indoor drive-in is another.

0

So far we have talked only of new technology for th

theatre itself. But certainly production and distribution at

equally open to technological improvement and change. Con
sider, for example, what instantly developed film would do fo

production. The director could see instantly what each taki

looked like, and proceed accordingly without having to hole

the sets until he got the rushes back.

Consider also what might happen if the distributors wen
able to do what—to take a far-fetched parallel—the soft drinl

and beer industries have done and produce a non-returnabli

package of film. Suppose films were printed on disposabh

cellophane stock, which did not have to be returned to tht

exchange. (I realize that problems in preventing privat<

bookings would mount, but maybe these could be avoided bj

making prints that would only last for say ten showings; 01

maybe the exhibitor would have his own film, on which via

electronics an old picture would have to be erased before a

new one was recorded. We could speculate endlessly on this

point). If the processes of film distribution could be made

simpler and cheaper, it seems to me that the entire industry

would be bound to benefit.

I'm sure that every distributor, every producer and every

exhibitor has his own pet ideas about areas of the business where

technological advances could be beneficial. At the outset, it

might be a good idea if everybody who had any such ideas

could contribute them to a sort of public "brainstorming"

session, possibly through the pages of Film BULLETIN, to

start other people thinking.

Actually, many ideas are already available, if only more
|

people knew about them and helped push them to fruition.

Perhaps the best illustration is CinemaScope. I think it is fair to

say that Spyros Skouras' zeal for the big screen picture was

sparked by the success of Cinerama (an idea which had itself

been kicking around for some time before it was translated

into practical terms.) When Mr. Skouras asked for a process

which could provide a wide picture from standard film, Earl

Sponable and his associates did not invent the process; they

found its basis in the pages of an old, old issue of the Journal

of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (then

the Society of Motion Picture Engineers; television was not yet

on the scene when Professor Chretien's anamorphic lens was

first described for the engineers).

Sometimes, of course, it is very discouraging to come up

with a new idea. Certainly Professor Chretien toiled in obscurity

for years before the industrial statesmanship of one industry

leader gave his device its big chance. Presumably other scientists

toiling right now in at least equal obscurity have ideas which

will one day be translated into new health for the motion

picture industry. What is needed is a zeal for progress, a hunger

on the part of the industry for change, for doing the old things

better and for doing other things that are brand new.

What we do not need are the stand-patters, the people who
feel that since they are doing reasonably well at the moment

there is no need to go looking for changes or worrying about

tomorrow.

We also need a certain zeal for experiment. Every great

technological change has been accomplished with a certain

preliminary measure of trial and error, trial and failure. The

point is that we must keep trying.
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"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse''

Scituiete ^<zti*$ Q Q O
Lavish, ambitious re-make of famous Ibanez novel is

handsomely produced, but overlong and lacking in

strong lead performances. Needs powerful promotion
campaign. CinemaScope, color.

Julian Blaustein's ambitious updating of the Vicente Blasco

Ibanez classic seemingly has practically every asset to make it

a boxoffice success. The diversified talents of a fine cast, includ-

ing Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin (of Ingmar Bergman films),

Charles Boyer, Lee
J. Cobb, Paul Lukas, Yvette Mimieux and

Karl Boehm; a lavish CinemaScope-Metrocolor production

which includes location Parisian lensing and lavish sets and
clothes; the direction of Oscar winner Vincente Minnelli; and

a story of love and family conflict unfolded against the back-

grounds of Argentina and Nazi occupied Paris. But if "Horse-

men" is to realize the anticipated grosses, it will have to respond

to the big promotion campaign M-G-M is throwing behind it,

for the film does not live up to its promise. At fault is a ram-

bling and at times colorless Robert Ardrey-John Gay screenplay,

and the plotting is not helped by some surprisingly static direc-

tion on the part of the usually capable Minnelli. And the 153-

minutes running time could be reduced to good advantage.

Basically a passionate love story, "Four Horsemen" is also the

dramatic examination of a proud Argentine family divided by

national allegiances, and life in France during the German
occupation. At times the love affair between a pacifistic Argen-

tine playboy and the wife of a French patriot reach the level of

compelling emotional intensity, and some of the vignettes con-

cerning the personalities spawned by war are dramatically

gripping. But neither of these moods are consistently sustained.

Ford's portrayal of the playboy who rises to mature patriotism

as a Resistance fighter is tepid, at best, and beautiful Miss

Thulin lends very little sympathy to the role of the unhappily

married woman who becomes his war-time mistress. The other

performances are superior. Boyer, as Ford's French father, a

man ashamed of his son's casual approach to war; Miss

Mimieux, Ford's Resistance-fighter sister; Lukas, Ford's Ger-

man uncle who becomes the commanding general of occupied

Paris; Boehm, Lukas' son, the epitome of young Nazi fervor;

Henreid, Miss Thulin's husband who is eventually broken by

Nazi torture. Cobb is especially effective in a brief part as

Ford's 80-year-old life-loving grandfather who despises war.

The plot finds life in Paris becoming more severe as the war

drags on. Miss Thulin leaves Ford to rejoin the now broken

Henreid; Miss Mimieux is killed; and Lukas finds himself no

longer able to do favors for Boyer and his family. Ford joins

the Resistance and aids Allied planes sent to destroy a German
troop encampment commanded by Boehm. He and Boehm
are killed.

M-G-M. 153 minutes. Glenn Ford. Ingrid Thulin, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb,
Paul Henreid, Paul Lukas, Yvette Mimieux, Karl Boehm. Produced by Julian Blau-
stein. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

"Madison Avenue"'

Scuinete "Ratui^ Q Q Plus

Slick, romantic Madison Ave. drama about unscrupu-

lous "giant" builder Good for mass market.

Some shady, behind-the-scenes glimpses into the creation of

popular figures by Madison Avenue's "build-up boys" from

the basis of this slick romantic drama from 20th Century-Fox.

While it doesn't figure to walk off with any critical kudos, it

will provide rewarding entertainment for the masses. Dana
Andrews, Kleanor Parker, Jeanne Crain and Eddie Albert pro-

vide an attractive marquee, and Norman Corwin's expose-type

scripe offers enough plot twists, double-dealings and romantic

interests to keep most general market patrons engrossed. Pt<

ducer-director Bruce Humberstone keeps a number of inciden

moving at a steady, interest-building pace, shifting sympathy h
and against most of his characters as the story travels its varioi

courses. Andrews portrays an account executive who built

"midgets" into "giants" at the cost of friends and his ow
personal integrity. Miss Parker is one of his victims: th

frowsy owner of a dying ad agency who becomes glamoro
successful and finally ruthless under Andrew's guidance. Mil

Crain is a pretty young journalist who loves Andrews, but feai

his selfish drive for power. Albert is a not-too-bright mil

company head Andrews builds into a figure of national im

portance. Howard St. John supplies touches of cynical humo
as Andrews' boss who fires him when the latter grows tc

dangerous. Charles G. Clarke's sharp black-and-white lensinj

creates the right Washington, D.C.-Manhattan atmosphere

After being fired, Andrews goes to work for Miss Parker, build

her agency into a potent force, and helps Albert become presi

dent of a powerful milk combine. His double-dealings loss hi

Miss Crain's love, and, eventually, his job with Miss Parke

Realizing what a heel he has become, Andrews prevents Alb

from accepting an important government job, gets Miss Crai

to agree to marry him, and returns to St. John a less ambitious

man.

20th Century-Fox. 94 minutes. Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie
Albert. Produced and Directd by Bruce Humberstone.

"Gun Street"

SW*£4<* &atue# Q Plus

Talky Western. OK supporting dualler.

This is terribly talky Western about a killer who escapes from

prison and plans retribution against the townspeople who sent

him there. Produced by quickie film-maker Robert E. Kent

and being released by United Artists, it will prove an OK
supporting dualler for action and ballyhoo houses. Whatever

suspense and action director Edward L. Cahn tries to stir up is

negated by Sam C. Freedle's rambling script about responsibility

and people's not caring. Another minus factor is that audiences

get only one quick glimpse of the escaped killer. He's just

talked about the rest of the time. James Brown is the sheriff

tired of protecting uncaring people; Jean Willes is the saloon

owner he loves, and John Clarke is his energetic deputy. Poten-

tial victims include Peggy Stewart, the killer's wife who has re-

married, and Herb Armstrong, the man who sent the killer to

prison. The plot finds Brown unable to pick up the killer's trail,

even though he is hiding nearby. A posse is finally organized

after Armstrong is killed. After two days of searching they come

across the outlaw's dead body (he was wounded while escaping

from prison). Brown turns over his badge to Clarke and plans

a quite life with Miss Willes.

United Artists. 47 minutes. James Brown, Jean Willes, John Clarke. Produced by
Robert E. Kent. Directed by Edward L. Cahn.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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"Malaga"

Jobbery thriller with inter-racial love interest. Strong

yush will boost returns in action market.

From Warner Bros, comes this fairly good chase-thriller in-

olvins a London jewel robbery, a double-cross and an inter-

acial love interest. The first twenty minutes, detailing the

ngenious robbery, emerge a real attention-holder. The re-

nainder fluctuates between a number of suspenseful incidents

ind some rather strained dialogue aimed at character develop-

nent. Over all, backed by strong promotion, "Malaga" should

egister OK returns in action and ballyhoo situations. The
omance aspect between Trevor Howard ("Sons and Lovers")

ind Dorothy Dandridge ("Porgy and Bess") will limit playoffs

n the South. Howard gives a strong performance as a non-

riminal locksmith who participates in the robbery to amass

:nough money to escape into a world of his own making. Miss

Dandridge is only partially convincing as a loose woman who
inds herself falling in love with Howard as they search through

ipain for her double-crossing former lover. Edmund Purdom
s appropriately arrogant as the hardened criminal who skips

)ut on Miss Dandridge and Howard. Hungarian-born Laslo

3enedek directs with a knowing eye towards tautness and sus-

pense. Location Spanish lensing and an effective background

core provide additional pluses. Purdom flees to Spain, and
-Toward and Miss Dandridge give chase. They finally trap him
n Malaga, where he is waiting for a telephone call from
jibraltar telling him where to pick up the money for the

ewels. Purdom, believing Miss Dandridge will double-cross

toward, sends for the money. Then Purdom knocks out How-
ard and heads for Gibraltar himself. Howard, regretting his

part in the robbery, arrives in Gibraltar with the police. Miss

pandridge is saved from Purdom, the latter is arrested, and
toward looks forward eventually to a quiet life with Miss

Dandridge.

iVarner Bros. 97 minutes. Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund Purdom.
'roduced by Thomas Clyde. Directed by Laslo Benedek.

"Hey, Let's Twist"

Exploitation dualler filmed in Peppermint Lounge.

Filmed in the temple of twist worshipping (New York's

mow-famous Peppermint Lounge), spiced with some bouncy

numbers played by the Starlighters, and starring Joey Dee
(fast-rising twist name), this Paramount exploitation film will

prove a profitable dualler in its intended market. In certain

situations (where teen-agers abound) it can head a double bill.

What little plot there is centers around the Lounge's meteoric

rise to fame and the after-effects on the people who own it.

Greg Garrison has directed the hip-twirling gymnastics with

appropriate verve, and the location lensing adds a smoke-filled

air of authenticity. Dee and Teddy Randazzo portary brothers

who turn their father's Italian restaurant into a twist mecca.

Zohra Lampert is a society columnist who gets a yen for

|Randazzo and Jo Ann Campbell is the girl Dee loves. Dino
di Luca plays the boy's father. Hal Hackady's screenplay finds

di Luca suffering a stroke, and Dee and Randazzo taking over

jthe restaurant and turning it into a twist club. Miss Lampert

begins plugging the Lounge in her column and it skyrockets to

fame. Lampert suggests they turn it into a ritzy place. The twist

crowd stop coming in. Dee and Randazzo return it to its old

successful, non-expensive self, Miss Lampert drops Randazzo

and Dee decides to marry Miss Campbell.

Paramount. 80 minutes. Joey Dee, The Starlighters, Teddy Randaizo, Zohra''

Lampert. Produced by Harry Romm. Directed by Greg Garrison.

"Journey to the Seventh Planet"

ScuiHCM Ratutf O O Plus

Science-fiction thriller best for action audience. Strong
campaign will help b.o. Color.

A colorful and exciting journey to a bizarre, frozen world is

in store for youngsters and sci-fi buffs in this AIP release. Hand-
somely mounted in Color, and loaded with plenty of special-

effects goodies, "Journey" stands a good chance of rolling up
some nice boxoffice in the action and ballyhoo market. There
are no names for the marque, but a solid promotion campaign
on the company's part will counter-balance this. Plot and
performances run second to the visual gimmicks producer-

director-co-scripter Sidney Pink has whipped up, and there are

enough of the latter to keep devotees of such fare glued to

their seats: a land where the temperature is two hundred degrees

below zero; beautiful women; a collection of eerie monsters, and

a brain-like "being" who plans to take oven the Earth. John
Agar is one member of a five-man international expedition

investigating life on other planets, and Greta Thyssen resembles

a woman he knew on earth. There also are four other "familiar"

women for the remaining members of the crew. The Pink-lb

Melchior plot finds Agar and crew discovering that Uranus is

controlled by the "being," a monster capable of giving reality

to all the thoughts, fears and desires of the men. The Earthmen

are soon lulled into loving the illusions of Utopia conjured up

by the "being," and decide they must kill it or never return to

Earth. The mission is finally accomplished after a grueling

subterranean battle.

AIP. 80 minutes. John Agar, Greta Thyssen. Produced and Directed by Sidney
Pink.

"The Couch"

Sututeu 'Rati*? O O
Murder-suspense thriller by author of "Psycho." Sup-

porting feature for action houses. Needs promotion.

Robert Bloch, author of "Psycho," scripted this suspense-

chiller for Warner Bros, release. Although it boasts no names

of marquee strength, the "Psycho" identification, plus a colorful

promotion campaign could help the film to some pretty fair

grosses in action and ballyhoo houses. Generally, it will prove

a solid supporting feature. The plot, based on an original story

by Blake Edwards and producer-director Owen Crump, tells

about a mentally disturbed young man, who murders strangers

on the streets of Los Angeles, then hurries to his phychiatrist at

apparently the very time the murders are being committed. The

happenings are complicated, and at times far-fetched, but

Crump keeps interest sustained via several ice pick slayings and

a suspenseful ending in a hospital. Grant Williams is convincing

as the killer: a boy who is strongly attached to his sister, hates

his father, and has just been released from prison for rape. A
condition of his parole is that he take daily psychiatric treat-

ment, and the analyst's couch soon becomes the symbol of his

guilt. Shirley Knight is the psychiatrist's niece who becomes

attached to Williams, and Onslow Stevens portrays the doctor

who doesn't realize he's become the hated father symbol to

Williams. The ending finds Williams stabbing Stevens and

leaving him for dead. His attempt to seduce Miss Knight is

interrupted when she receives a phone call notifying her that

Stevens is alive but unconscious. Williams slips into the hospital

and disguises himself as a surgeon. The police arrive in time to

prevent him from finishing off the helpless Stevenv

Warner Bros. 100 minutes. Grant Williams. Shirley Knight, Onslow Stevens.

Produced and Directed by Owen Crump.
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THE VIEW IS SO GREAT IT'S MAKINl
HISTORY AT 2 NEW YORK THEATRES
ON THE EAST SIDE SUTTON

AVIEW FROMTHE BRIDGE

ON THE WEST SIDE DE MILLE
LIMITED ENGAGEMEh

opened at the East Side SUTTON THEATRE to 01

of the best opening days in the history of the house Because we felt that this unique til

has appeal beyond the so-called "art" audiences, and because of the tremendous overflo

crowds, we decided to play the picture concurrently on the West Side-at Broadway's DeMil

Theatre The rest is history in the making. The figures below prove the fantastic pull of

'

View From The Bridge"-a motion picture that promises to give the entire industry a red-hi

view of success!

mlH

saw*
m

Zstory of the theatre!)

"THIS IS A GREAT MOTION PICTURE!"

I

"COMPELLING... so absolute and

authentic that actuality seems
to pulsate on the screen."
—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"***
(Highest Rating)
—Dorothy Masters, Daily News

-Wmsten, N. Y. Post

A View From The Bridge' h

the first strong Americar

film of 1962 and ma;

well remain one o

the year's best.'

—Beckley, Herald Tnbunt

"EXTRAORDINARY!'
—Zunser, Cue Magazint

from CONTINENT/

STARRING AND INTRODUCING

RAF VALLONE MAUREEN STAPLETON CAROL LAWRENCE ^ZTJ^^au l
a
g raV?

Jr— A N I C/^nm MORRIS CARNOVSKY _ . . , oinkir^iTiurT A CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTING. INC. RELEA!LAN oCJKbiL Raymond pellegrin Directed by SIDNEY LUMET 4N .fruate OF r„ E waLt E » r E« e 6™



BRITISH THEATREMEN HIT PAY-TV AS SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC MENACE

The Dangers of

Cash-Register Television

Declaring that "its cause is identical with that of the

public and national interest", the Cinematograph Ex-

hibitors' Association of Great Britain and Ireland has
taken its fight against pay-TV into Parliament and the

House of Lords, and before the national press via a

pamphlet citing "The Dangers of Cash-Register Tele-

vision". Since U. S. theatremen, facing the same men-
ace here, ultimately will have to take their case before
the Congress, they are deeply interested in the CEA
pamphlet, the full text of which is reprinted below.

SELF-INTEREST

Although not united in this viewpoint—its major member,

:he Rank Organization for example, does not share it—the

Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association makes no apology for

its outright opposition, based on an acknowledged self-interest,

to the introduction of pay-as-you-view television. Some of its

'members who do not endorse this attitude already have appre-

ciable financial stakes in wire relay services and equipment

manufacture. But are the proponents of toll TV free from
commercial motive? Perhaps there are some who see in it an-

other potential "licence to print money"?

•PUBLIC INTEREST

Because it would further reduce attendances below economic

(levels pay television could well close cinemas in all but the

(very big cities. It could shut the few remaining provincial

theatres and kill the Repertory Stage. It would rob many more
Communities of their last remaining forms of entertainment

outside the home.

Absence of these amenities would create grave new social

(problems, especially in relation to juvenile delinquency, and
.intensify those already stemming from that deterioration in the

(national moral tone that appears to be coincidental with the

'spread of the television networks.

The use to which members of the public devote their leisure

time is of considerable social significance, particularly bearing

in mind the extent to which a large part of our social structure

today depends on the inclination of individuals to give their

time to voluntary and public service as well as to communal
activities and sports which, in turn, forms much of the basis

of community life.

Democracy itself might well be endangered as fewer and

fewer participated in the affairs and work of their political parties.

Toll TV would heighten cut-throat competition for the

already limited sources of popular programme material. The
incomes of a few top TV personalities would soar and so lead

to yet another distortion of social and intellectual values. Lured
by the prospect of big profits, great national sporting occasions

and other outstanding programmes hitherto available on "free"

television might well be channelled to pay-as-you-view, to the

loss of the viewing masses.

Pay TV is certainly not needed to provide the revenue to

buy programmes at present denied to the public on account

of their cost. The bulging coffers of the programme con-

tractors destroy that argument.

Unless, which appears unlikely, toll TV is permitted on a

broadcast over the air basis, coin-box programmes under private

auspices would be confined to well populated urban areas and
would create a new race of monopolists in the provision and
manufacture of "slave" receivers for all the channels. Those
living in country districts would be denied the cultural uplift

and other benefits which it is stated would be the raison d'etre

of the service.

Moreover, such a medium would not be viable as a means
of bringing motion pictures to areas now without cinemas. If

a community had been unable to keep a cinema going then it

certainly would not provide the revenues necessary to support

the much higher costs of a relay service.

MINORITY INTEREST

The case for toll TV is being baited with lofty talk of cater-

ing for minority tastes. But only rivalry for the mass audience

prevents the two existing networks from giving more peak time

(Continued on Page 19)
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4 tfeuMJ in One tfeat

New Theatre Boom Bursts on

Philly after Dormant Decade

That busy, rumbling noise you hear

down the block may well be a new
theatre going up. For whether you live

in New York or Los Angeles, Des
Moines or Keokuk, the population is

exploding, and enterprising exhibitors

are right there with the bricks and
mortar to meet the increased demands
of the public for leisure time enter-

tainment facilities.

Buoyed by a slight increase in at-

tendance and boxofhce receipts figures

for 1961, encouraged by widespread

predictions that moviedom's worst

years are behind it, and urged on by

their natural instincts as businessmen

to go "where the patrons are," theatre-

men large and small are constructing,

renovating and, in general, getting their

houses ship shape for the balance of

'62. The building move is largely to

shopping center locations, where masses

of suburbanites gather each day to shop

around for ways to spend their money,
but wherever a community shows prom-
ise of burgeoning into a population

center, there you will find an exhibitor,

sometimes a circuit chief, often only a

one-house operator, surveying the site

for a choice movie house location.

The incidence of new-theatre activity

sometimes occurs in sudden spurts, as

witness the Philadelphia area. For al-

most a decade without a new house,

the Quaker City has begun to blossom

as a really hot spot for new construc-

tion. Last fall a luxury house was
opened in Cheltenham, and in the past

few weeks four new, first-class theatres

were announced ready for building this

year. At the same time, numerous ex-

hibitors are redecorating and revamp-

ing to keep abreast of the growing and

shifting population.

Three of the big structures going up

(one is a twin-auditorium house) will

be smack in the heart of shopping cen-

ter sites. William Goldman Theatres,

Inc., one of the East's bigger circuits,

will build and operate the Orleans, a

1,500-seat showplace in a bustling

Northeast shopping center (served by

three major traffic arteries) that already

embraces a new Gimbels department

store as well as representative stores of

major national chains, and boasts all-

important parking facilities for over

7,000 automobiles. It is slated for open-

ing early this summer. In honor of

A. P. Orleans, executive head of the

Orcap Corp., developers of the giant

community business center.

The Orleans will seat 1,500 in wide,

deep-cushioned, push-back chairs, and

will be designed and equipped for ex-

hibition of Cinerama, Cinemiracle and
Todd-AO. Provisions also are being

made to accommodate other revolu-

tionary presentation techniques now in

the development stage. Year-'round air

conditioning and scientific "eye-ease"

lighting will be an integral part of the

streamlined structure.

"No effort or expense will be spared,"

declared Goldman, "in providing the

finest entertainment in the most com-

fortable surroundings with utmost con-

venience to our patrons. We are certain

that the combined efforts of Mr.

Orleans' organization and my own will

create a theatre of which Philadelphia

can be proud and which will delight

every moviegoer. There are wonderful

things coming in the motion picture

industry and the Orleans is being built

to contain and be ready for them."

A novel twin-auditorium theatre will

be built as part of a 13-acre community

center adjoining North East Shopping

Center, it was announced by Simon

Enterprises, of New York, owner of

the new center which also will include

20,000 square feet of stores.

William Goldman, right, Pennsylvania cir-

cuit operator, signs contract for Orleans

Theatre with A. P. Orleans, chairman of

Orcap Corp., developer of shopping center.

To be known as the Twin Cinema,

the house was leased through Edmund
G. Geatens for Simon Enterprises to

North East Cinema, Inc., a subsidiary

of General Drive-in Corp., of Boston.

It will have two identical 900-seat thea-

tres separated by a central lobby. The
plan, mapped by General Drive-In, is

aimed at providing a smooth flow of

audience traffic with a staggered time

schedule for showing of either the

same film or different ones. Projection

screens 54 feet wide will span the entire

end walls.

Just across the river from the down-

town Philadelphia area, in the fast-

growing Haddonfield-Cherry Hill sec-

tion of Camden County, N.
J.,

Walter

Reade, Inc., has announced plans to

build an intimate, de luxe theatre as

part of the firm's overall $5 million

expansion program. Designed to seat

some 660 people, the new house is ex-

pected to approximate in style and

comfort the other Reade luxury thea-

tres being built in the New York area.

Touching off the building boom in

Philadelphia was Stanley Warner, which

unveiled the streamlined Cheltenham

Theatre last fall. It features numerous

conveniences, such as staggered reclin-

ing seats and has been drawing robust

crowds since its opening.

Milgram Theatres, Inc., a fast-rising

local chain, has embarked upon an am-

bitious renovating-remodeling program

tailored to keep apace of the trend

toward modernization. Recently-re-

opened after 11 weeks of dedecorating

at a cost of SI 60,000, the Uptown now
boasts new seats (2,100 of them, mak-

ing it the third largest in Philly), new

marquee and new drapes. It will oper-

ate on a schedule of ten days per month

of top-name stage talent and the bal-

ance of outstanding motion pictures.

Likewise, Milgram plans to rebuild its

downtown giant, the Fox, for staging

ten-day shows featuring big-name draws

about six times a year. The rest of the

time will be devoted ot first-run films.

Exhibitors all across the country are

joining the building boom, and the

Quaker City is in the forefront of the

expansion march. No longer will those

tired jokes about quiet Philadelphia

apply—if theatremen have anything to

say about it.
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Lazarus-AA Talk

Columbia vice president

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. (above)

figured prominently in talk

of a take-over of Allied Ar-

tists by Claude Giroux,
holder of a large number of

AA shares and youthful head

of D. Kaltman & Co., a drug

firm. Vacationing in Europe

when rumors broke that he

was being sought as the new
president of AA under
Giroux, Lazarus confirmed

that he had been approached

by a stockholder group for

discussions of an exploratory

nature. He emphasized that

he was under contract to Co-

lumbia and had not sought

a release from management.

Meanwhile, Giroux and Al-

lied president Steve Broidy

continued talks concerning

operation of the company.

Rap Code on 'Victim'

Pathe-America president Budd Rog-

ers welcomes the press to a luncheon

honoring "Victim" producer Michael

Relph, r., while Pathe Labs. v. p. Paul

V. Connolly listens. Commenting on
the MPAA denial of a Production

Code seal to his picture, Relph cri-

ticized the self-regulation system for

operating on a "written code that can

be evaded." Concluded Relph: "I don't

advocate more leniency. I feel that

every film should be judged on its in-

dividual merits . .
."

U Off and Running in '62

Participating in the highly upbeat Universal progress report-press confab are, 1. to r., in center

of table: president Milton R. Rackmil, vice president and general sales manager Henry H. Martin
and Philip Gerard, Eastern ad-publicity director. At left is Charles Simonelli, assistant to the

president; at right, Paul Kamey, Eastern publicity chief.

To Speed Roadshows

—

Fine

Buoyed by the co-operation offered him in

his meeting with the sales chiefs of the

film companies, National Allied president

Marshall Fine announced that he received

assurances from them that distribution of

specially-handled pictures, such as roadshow

attractions, will be speeded up to theatres

all the way down the line. Fine was in New
York for three days of conferences with sales

heads of firms distributing pictures with

special treatment. Included were Allied Art-

ists, M-G-M, 20th-Fox, United Artists, Uni-

versal and Warner Bros. "We are pleased

with the results from Allied's point," he

noted. "Everybody we have talked with is

well aware of the problem." Allied mem-

bers have been complaining of the delayed

availability of many roadshow films to the

point where both the film company and the

little exhibitor are losing money. Fine said

he will report on results of the confabs by

mail to Allied directors and will amplify the

report at the mid-winter meeting of the

board in New Orleans next month. He was

accompanied on the Gotham trip by Wilbur

Snaper, chairman of Allied's committee on

industry relations.

'Fair' Deal
Jack L. War-

ner, head of

Warner Bros.,

I., and William

S. Paley, CBS
chairman of the

board, congratu-

late each other

on agreement
for WB to pro-

duce and distribute film version of "My Fair

Lady," the most sucessful stage musical of

all time, financed by the network. Highest

price in history—$5.5 million—for a stage

or literary property will be paid by the film

firm. Preparations will begin immediately,

said Warner, for the "most lavish musical

entertainment in the history of motion pic-

tures." Alan Jay Lerner, author of the book

and lyrics, has begun work on the screen-

play, and discussions about the directing

assignment now are in progress with several

of Hollywood's top talents. Warner said

that he personally will supervise the pro-

duction, adding that "we will use the finest

talents available for the most ambitious pro-

ject we have ever launched." In commenting

on the deal, Paley said: "It means that many
millions will soon have the opportunity to

enjoy this outstanding play in their home
towns throughout the world."

Levine
Named
Joseph E. Levine

( left)- president of

Embassy Pictures,

was named na-

tional chairman of

the Brotherhood
Campaign spon-

sored by the
Amusement I )i\ is

ion of the National

Conference of

Christians-Jew s.

A. Montague Dies

Funeral services were held at Temple

Emanu-El, New York, last week for A. Mon-

tague, executive vice president of Columbia

Pictures, who died suddenly while vacation-

ing in Florida. He was 69. Eric Johnston,

president of the MPAA, delivered the eulogy

for the veteran film man whose career

spanned more than 53 years. Montague «.is

named to his last post in March, 1958. In

addition, he had served as president of the

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and Re-

search Laboratories since 1951, and had

represented the MPAA on the governing

committee of COMPO since 1957.
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the year-long Golden Anniversary celebration and the 26-week

Presidential Sales Drive, ending in June.

"Flower Drum Song," which helped kick off the new year

with a bang, is running neck and neck with "Pillow Talk," a

$7,200,000 domestic performer to date, according to Martin.

Not included in the 45 percent increase were worldwide results

from "Spartacus." The roadshow spectacle will be placed in

general release, April-May, in all exchange areas. Rackmil

predicted that the film, which has grossed "just under"

$12,000,000 worldwide since October, I960, will recoup its

production-distribution, print and advertising costs by the end

of the year and eventually become "one of the three biggest

grossers of the film industry. We haven't even scratched the

surface of its possibilities yet," he added.

Big Rise in Disney 1 st Quarter
Walt Disney Prods, reported a consolidated net profit of

$1,669,213 ($1.00 per share) for the first quarter ended Dec. 30,

1961, compared to a net of $115,589 (7c per share) for the

corresponding period the year before. Gross revenues for the

quarter totaled $15,634,302, an increase of $6,662,143 over the

similar '60 span.

In making the announcement, president Roy O. Disney

attributed most of the increase to film revenues. The firm's

television activity, he said, is important chiefly for its publicizing

of Disney films in theatres. As for pay-TV, the President noted

that the company is watching its development closely. He
described it as the ultimate form of the medium, "but we think

it is a long way off."

NT First Period Improved
While National Theatres & TV is not yet out of the woods,

President Eugene V. Klein's optimistic predictions concerning

the company's performance in fiscal 1962 are beginning to bear

fruit.

Net income for the first quarter ended Dec. 26, 1961 was

$382,390 (14c per share), principally because of the $411,270

realized from sale of Cinemiracle and its picture, "Windjam-

mer." This compares with a loss of $114,574 (—4c) for the

similar period last year. Excluding special items, NT had a net

loss of $29,000 for the quarter, still a great improvement

—

$137,000—over the comparable '61 figure. Klein pointed

out that movie attendance is traditionally at a low ebb during

the first session, the pre-Christmas lull.

Increased theatre income and action taken to ease adminis-

trative expenses were major factors in the improved results,

according to the topper, and, with no non-recurring losses (like

those previously suffered through its NTA investment) likely

this year, NT "expects to do better" from operations than the

$837,431 (30c) recorded in fiscal 1961.

The NT president noted that his firm has no present plans

to pay either cash or stock dividends during fiscal '62. Future

dividends, he added, will depend largely on "how successful

we are in improving earnings through mergers and acquisitions."

In a separate development, National Theatres entered into

a joint agreement with Sunset International Petroleum Corp. to

buy a 2,000-acre ranch, about 25 miles north of San Francisco,

for over $3,000,000. Construction of some 4,000 homes and a

shopping center is planned.

Klein has said that his company plans to erect at least

ten new movie houses this year at a projected cost of between

$5,000,000 and $6,000,000.

Reade Plans 9 New Houses in '62

Acquisition or construction by Waltei

Reade, Inc. of a minimum of nine thea

tres before the year is out was revealet

by Walter Reade, Jr. (left), president ol

the firm. Total investment amounts to $;

million. The topper described the pro

ject as "the most ambitious theatre pro

gram ever undertaken in the fifty-fouil

year history of our company . . . (it)

firmly establishes our long range faith in

motion picture exhibition. I am hopeful

that additional theatre projects in other states presently on the

drawing boards will be realized before the end of the year."

In addition to the previously announced Baronet-Coronet

twin houses in Manhattan (a $1.5 million construction project

currently under way), Walter Reade has acquired ownership of

four theatres in New Jersey, and will build three, 600-seat,

specialized theatres in Manhatten, Forest Hills and the Haddon-

field-Cherry Hill section of New Jersey.

Decca One of 'Five Stocks To Buy'
Decca Records, mainly thanks to its 87% ownership of Uni-

versal Pictures, gets the glad hand from S. Logan Stirling, of the

investment research department of Eastman Dillon, Union

Securities & Co., who ranks the firm as one of the "Five Stocks

To Buy for 1962." According to the researcher, Decca was

chosen for the following reasons: (1) it is a recognized leader

in its field; (2) the growth factor is clearly evident; (3) A sub-

stantial gain in earnings over 1961 seems probable; (4) it has

paid regular dividends over a period of years; (5) it is selling at

only about ten times estimated '62 earnings, and (6) it is selling

well below its 1961 high.

U's Golden Anniversary year "will feature the strongest re-

leases in its history," predicts Eastman Dillon. Two, "Flower

Drum Song" and "Lover Come Back," already are doing excel-

(Continued on Page 19)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 2/1/62 2/15/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 6 5% - %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 13 12 -1
CINERAMA 16% 16% -
COLUMBIA 273/4 29% +1%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 78i/

2 78% - %
DECCA 423/8 453/8 +3
DISNEY 38 391/4 --I1/4

M-G-M

52

57% +5%
PARAMOUNT 53 58% + 5%
SCREEN GEMS 21 22% + 1%
20TH-FOX 36 37 +1
UNITED ARTISTS 323/4 35% +23/8
WARNER BROS 783/4 80 + 1%

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on Neiv York Stock Exchange.)

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 44% 46i/
2 +2

LOEWS 43 45 +2
NATIONAL THEATRES 7% 7% -
STANLEY WARNER 36% 36% - %
TRANS-LUX 16% 17% + 3

/4
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What t&e Stixwumm rfne ugwci!
MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPAR TMENT /

>0th-Fox Showmen Aim To Reach

L85 Million on 'Satan Never Sleeps'

Operating on the solid showmanship theory

lat the more people exposed to your campaign,

[e more potential customers your product will

ljoy, Twentieth-Fox is unleashing its mammoth

rive on "Satan Never Sleeps" in all directions,

otal promotion budget, according to vice

resident Charles Einfeld: $925,000. Total pub-

c impressions: 185,000,000.

Included in the Fox arsenal is a huge stock-

ile of advertising, publicity, exploitation and

lerchandising, all primed for detonation in

ine with national release of the picture in

larch. Also enhancing the strength of the

Satan" campaign, and building a solid base on

hich to construct the overall attack, was a

ift of pre-release publicity via the wire serv-

es during the overseas location shooting of

ie picture in England and Wales.

An audience of some 25,000,000 will be the

trget of full-page ads on the production in

Drthcoming issues of such large-circulation

lagazines as Life, McCall's and Look. The com-

bined circulation of these three publications

lone is nearly 21,000,000, with a readership

William holden I Clifton Webb
EO McCAREY'S

SATAN
4EVER
SLEEPS

LEO McCAREY
Sued o

PEARL S Bl

four times as great. A full-page ad recently

appeared in the February 16 issue of Life (see

illustration on this page), and similar ads have

been set for the March 27 issue of Look and

the April issue of McCall's. These either will

immediately precede or coincide with the major-

ity of key playdates for the film.

A grand total of 50,000,000 impressions is

expected from the intensive publicity push being

waged for the stars of "Satan"—William Hol-

den, Clifton Webb and France Nuyen—in the

national weekly and monthly magazines, includ-

ing the Sunday supplements. Feature stories

playing up various color angles are being

planted with the utmost care, with no energy

being spared, however, in the all-out effort to

reap a bumper harvest of reader interest.

Two recordings of the title tune, one vocal

the other instrumental, will achieve another

75,000,000 potential-customer impressions. The

vocal disc, by Timi Yuro on Liberty, currently

is in release, while "Satan Never Sleeps,"

played by Enoch Lightand's 60-piece orchestra

on Command, will be distributed shortly.

The paperback edition of the

book upon which the film is

based (a Pearl S. Buck novel),

has been published by Pocket-

books and already is slated for

a second printing. Two special

airwaves interviews are avail-

able, one for television and one

for radio, and both featuring

Miss Nuyen. The video special

takes the form of a split-screen

interview, with the local TV
personality supplied with pre-

pared questions. The radio in-

terview is an open-end trans-

si ription for use by local disc

jockeys and personalities, with

questions available. A set of

smart TV spots features a semi-

animation process, while the

radio spots employ the music

from the film as a springboard.

All the airwaves promotional

material described is available

free to exhibitors.

If, as the title indicates, "Satan

Never Sleeps," neither do the

2()th-Fox boxofficers. At least,

they're spending every waking

minute in pursuit of the widest

audience obtainable for the pic-

tby DELUXE lure.

NSS 'Preview Records' Sell

Films in Time 'Wasteland'

National Screen Service has come up with

one of those why-didn't-someone-think-of-that-

sooner type of showmanship innovations
—

"pre-

view records" to be played during intermission,

before the show or while patrons are leaving

the theatre. As one exhibitor enthused upon

hearing of the new advertising service: "It's a

terrific idea. Think of all that wasted time dur-

ing 'breaks' filled up with plain background

music. Now we can use it to sell our coming

attractions."

The new in-theatre device was announced re-

cently by Joseph Bellfort, sales manager for

National Screen. Designed to provide an audio

plug for a forthcoming film during blank-screen

times usually set aside for pleasant, but useless,

instrumentals, "preview records" contain music

from the motion picture being sold, voices of

one or more of the stars, an announcer making

a commercial pitch for the film and a smart

plug for the refreshment stand.

The discs are 7Vi-inch vinylite sides, recorded

at 33% RPM. One side has a five-minute an-

nouncement, the other a two-and-one-half-min-

ute play. The longer one can be employed for

the opening of an intermission, the shorter one

for the closing. Similarly, both sides offer varia-

tions for periods when the screen is blank, for

short "exciting" intermissions, etc.

Manufactured by "Preview Records," the sales

tools currently are available on United Artists'

"Sergeants Three," M-G-M's "Horizontal Lieu-

tenant," 20th-Fox's "Adventures of a Young
Man" and American-International's "Tales of

Terror."

The "Sergeants Three" record plugs the pic-

ture in the same jocular vein as the rest of the

fun-filled campaign. Following a pay-attention

theme and a mention of the refreshment stand,

the announcer introduces a "refreshing" new

movie personality, Ruta Lee, the only girl in a

cast full of men. Then the voices of Frank Sin-

atra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr., etc. Cute

lines abound. "It's the wildest, a real blast, in

color" is capped by Sinatra's "Ring-a-Ding Ding

Ding." A sample of the ballad by Billy May,

which is part of the soundtrack album, is

offered before full credits and a final plug for

"Sergeants Three."

A disc jockey who tries to interview Paula

Prentiss in her dressing room forms the basis

for the "Horizontal Lieutenant" record. The

jockey never does get to talk to the new, young

comedy star, but her "dreams" are presented

aloud for the audience. Eerie music and a really

effective, sinister-sounding pair of announcers

are teamed for "Tales of Terror."

National Screen, which is renting the records

at a flat weekly rate to all theatres, plans to

make "preview records" available on all big

forthcoming aitr.u nous.
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'MJ&at t&e S&amnm /tic *D<U*ty!

RING A-D;N3. A little New Yoker busses Frank Sinatra

at his Capitol showing of "Sergeants 3" for 2,500

handicapped children.

Oscar Kits Ready in March
The MPAA and TOA once again will team

up to prepare and distribute the Oscar promo-

tional kits aimed at helping theatres build inter-

est in the 34th annual Academy Awards show

(April 9). The kits will contain a 50-second

screen trailer, a 30 x 4() lobby set piece, an

8-page press book, ad mats and other material.

'HORSEMEN' BOW. Above, Edward R. Murrow, head oi

U. S. Information Agency, i., congratulates director Vin-

cente Minnelli, as Mrs. Murrow, Mrs. Eva Gray, head

of American Newspaper Women's Club, star Yvette

Mimieux watch at Washington D. C. bow of "Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse." Below, I. to r.: Miss

Mimieux, N. Y. Senator Kenneth Keating, star Glenn

Ford, Calif. Senator Clair Engle, Mrs. Minnelli, Min-

nelli, Perle Mesta gather on steps of the Capitol.

Stan Freberg TV Campaign Makes

'Sergeants 3' A Boxoffice Gassei
In case you're wondering what propelled the

recent openings of "Sergeants 3" to such eye-

opening grosses all across the country, take a

look at the cleverly original radio-television

campaign whipped up teamwork style by the

United Artists promotion department, under the

direction of promotion chief Fred Goldberg,

producer Frank Sinatra and his representatives

and talented humorist Stan Freberg. In the

words of the Leader, it was a real gasser.

In work while the film was shooting—to cap-

ture the flavor of the scenes and gain a valuable

pre-release promotional start — the drive was
staged on the theory that the quality of adver-

tising material is as important as the quantity

of time purchased. The results recorded at the

boxoffice for "Sergeants" are excellent testi-

monial to its success.

In its opening week across the country, the

film registered business on the level of such

all-time UA top money-makers as "The Apart-

ment" and "Some Like It Hot," according to

vice president in charge of domestic sales James

R. Velde. Despite extremely poor weather, these

first-week returns were reported: $83,000 at

the Loew's Capitol, New York; $53,250 at

Chicago's State-Lake; $25,800 at Loew's Or-

pheum, Boston, and $21,200 at Washington's

RKO Keith's. And, at the Warfield, in San

Francisco, $31,200, including its biggest open-

ing three-day business in 12 years.

Since the picture was cast in an unconven-

tional mold (Sinatra and his Clan set incon-

gruously in the roles of U. S. Army sergeants

just after the Civil War) and played strictly for

spoofing fun and roisterous laughs as a re-make

of "Gunga Din", Essex Productions and UA
decided to retain the services of Freberg, whose
talents as an advertising creator have been

employed to boost sales of numerous products

via a long line of delightfully offbeat commer-
cials. With the bespectacled humorist's series

of one-minute and 20-second spots as the fuel,

Goldberg and Howard W. Koch, vice president

and executive producer of Essex, launched the

largest video ad push in the history of the

film firm.

The Freberg announcements were developed

Levine Opens His Heart

In Big 'Boccaccio' Valentine

Joe Levine, that tireless showman, is in love

with his exhibitor customers all over the world,

and just to prove it, he sent massive valentines

to them, lavishly decorated down to the last

perfume-scented detail.

The 20 x 16-inch cards were, of course, dou-

ble duty missives, persuasively plugging Em-

bassy's forthcoming three-act "Boccaccio '70"

via a triple fold-out piece of art featuring a

provocative scene from each of the film's stories.

Bound in black velvet and trimmed in black

lace, Levine's valentine became a talking point

in theatre offices all over the globe.

in a tongue-in-cheek manner every bit as rilj

tickling as the picture itself. Also prepared ft

radio use, they quickly took their place besio

such previous Freberg classics as the Chun
King Chow Mein and TV Guide campaigns an

the funnyman's famous recording poking fun a

"Dragnet." In fact, "Sergeants 3" was sofi

sold right into one of the hottest grossin.

positions in the country.

A mere reading of the copy from the

spots is sufficient to break out the smiles, no

to mention stir up interest in the picture. Twi
of them follow:

(1) The camera opens on Dean Martin read

ing a newspaper. Seated next to him is anothe

man doing the same, but with his face ob

scured. Martin: "Are you ready? I see herf

where Sinatra re-made 'Gunga Din' as a West
ern." The other man puts his paper down sc

that we see it is Sinatra: "I can't accept that.'

Then we zoom in on new spaper ad for "Ser-

geants 3". Announcer: "Are you ready fot

Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy Davis, Jr.,

Peter Lawford and Joey Bishop in 'Sergeants 3'?

I wonder?"

(2) Open on clip from picture showing In-

dians riding, shooting arrows, falling off horses,

etc. with dramatic underscoring. Cut to two

Indians standing by rocks. Chief: "White man
kill many Indians. Who responsible for this

massacre?" Indian #2, pointing off: "It is the

thin one." Cut to clip of Sinatra clubbing In-

dians over head, then back to two Indians.

Chief: "He must be out of his mind. What he

think he doing? Indian #2: "He remake

'Gunga Din' as a Western." Chief, shaking

head slowly: "Me can't accept that." Cut to

Sam Jaffe, seated on elephant with bugle. Jafje,

in Gunga Din costume: "Neither can I." An-

nouncer, following his commercial pitch: "Don't

miss it." Cut back to two Indians. Chief: "Me

miss it, if me want to."

To paraphrase Freberg's key line, it looks as

if there are plenty of film fans accepting "Ser-

geants 3," and a great deal of the credit for

that must go to the UA showmen, Essex and

Stan Freberg—all of whom obviously know a

good punch line when they see one.

TOA Mapping Drives To Build

New Stars, Fill 'Dry' Periods

Theatre Owners of America has promotional

plans in the fire aimed at solving the "new

faces" and "drought periods" problems. Robert

Selig is in charge of both.

According to president John H. Stembler, a

series of nine three-minute trailers containing

scenes, furnished by each film company, from

forthcoming films and featuring a new star, will

be made in Hollywood starting next month.

NSS will distribute them at cost. Also, to

induce film firms to provide more product in

non-holiday spans, TOA is working on a "May-

time Is Movietime" program.
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IANGERS DF CASH-REGISTER TV

jj

(ontinued from Page 1 5 )

t cultural items. Money shortage is not the root of the prob-

lfi. It could be easily solved by the provision of another con-

vntional channel for the purpose.

Economic factors dictate that pay-as-you-view would be more

sjservient to the audience measurement factor than even com-

n;rcial television. Existing practical experience with the un-

pofitable pilot scheme at Etobicoke, Toronto, would seem to

cnfirm this. The high capital, distribution and collection costs

v>uld certainly not be met by the receipts of transmissions

f)m Covent Garden and the Old Vic.

The history of the arts is regrettably littered with the eco-

rmic skeletons of those who aimed to make culture commer-

c.l. The current public relations operation directed to obtaining

ry TV ostensibly for the purpose of serving the minority

vwer is fraught with danger. In our opinion, if brought in

c that basis it would not be long before pay TV was in grave

f,iancial difficulties and was pleading to be given more and

ore programme time for light entertainment.

ITIONAL INTEREST

The additional wholesale closure of cinemas that would ac-

cmpany the creeping progress of pay-as-you-view could bring

(.out the complete collapse of the British cinema film produc-

tm industry just ivhen it was becoming an appreciable earner

i badly needed foreign exchange. Revenues from the new
iedium could well be insufficient to keep in existence present

joduction capacity, and cramped films made for home, view-

ig might have little appeal on the big screens of the world

(jiema market.

If toll TV came, then inevitably the consequential scramble

Jr audiences and profits would loosen restraint and further
vdgarise programme content. It could become a "monster"

bringing with it directly and indirectly further debasement of

the national character and outlook.

The BBC would find itself at an even greater disadvantage

in its struggle to maintain standards. Indeed, the continued

existence of that institution might be seriously imperilled. Pro-

gramme costs would become so inflated as to push the viewers'

licence fee to levels no Government could levy.

Apart from the damage to the nation's moral fibre such a

frivolity tvould add to the inflationary pressures that are a

menace to our economic stability.

In addition to the diversion of resources renresen'ed b,r the

provision of the necessary facilities and the fitting of millions

of home installations (125 dollars each in the U.S.A.), pay TV
would add to the factors forcing up wages at a time when it is

imperative to avoid any increases in the production costs of

industry. Pay-as-you-view, generating as it would new pressures

for higher personal incomes, would be of little help to any

need there might be for wage restraint in the national interest.

WHOSE INTEREST?

Why Have Pay TV? Who Needs It?

Any new entertainment contribution that it might be able

to furnish could not be other than marginal, trivial, and super-

ficial in relation to the need to preserve something of the public

service conception of such media of mass communication.

A few worthy names embellishing the glossy pamphlets are

no guarantee that the dictates of the market place would not

prevail. It is the purveyors of pop-entertainment who would

seek to establish new frontiers for their fortunes.

The Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association does not deny

that some cinema proprietors have a vested interest in opposing

Pay TV. This, however, is small by comparison with the hoped-

for rewards of those who are expending substantial sums in

an effort to secure it. The Cinematograph Exhibitors' Associa-

tion has ventured to bring these matters to your notice because

of a sincere belief that its cause is identical with that of the

public and national interest.

INANCIAL REPORT

Continued from Page 16)

;nt business, while a strong line-up of upcoming product

igurs well for the immediate future. In addition, consumma-
on of a rumored deal with MCA for the latter's lease of

i niversal's powerful post-1948 film library "could add signifi-

mt additional earnings to Universal and hence, Decca."

Vomers' 1st }U Net Up; Split Approved
Warner Bros.' net income for the first quarter of the current

; Iscal year (ended Dec. 2, 1961) rose slightly over last year's

< prresponding figure, and based on the operations for December
;nd January, the company expects profit for the second session

lb be at least the same as its 1961 counterpart.

' Net for the first period totaled $1,939,000 ($1.60 per share),

t.ompared to $1,773,000 ($1.16) a year earlier. Film rentals, in-

cluding television, sales, etc., were $20,613,000, down slightly

ikom $22,261,000.

These figures were revealed at the firm's annual meeting

j

7eb. 7, at which, also, the 4-for-l stock split (effective Feb. 9),

j
iancellation and retirement of 630,783 shares of common and

}
[eduction of the capital and earned surplus were approved by

j
tockholders. The following day, a meeting of the Warners'
)oard approved a dividend of 12'/2c per share on the new stock.

Executives Trading Light

Relatively mild activity is found in the security transactions

by officers and directors of film and theatre companies, as

reported by the SEC for the period December 11, 1961 to

January 10, 1962.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer vice presidents Howard Strickling

and Robert M. Weitman exercised options to purchase 1,200

and 1,500 shares, respectively. Strickling now holds 2,625, while

Weitman's purchase represented his entire total . . . Columbia
vice president Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. sold 1,729, holds 3,867.

Allied Artists president Samuel Broidy disposed of 2,000

shares, retaining 74,506. Roger W. Hurlock, a director, con-

tinued to increase his holdings, adding 400 shares to raise his

total to 27,700. Vice president Edward Morey and assistant

treasurer Earl E. Revoir each sold 1,000 shares. Morey's trans-

action left him with 2,350, while Revoir retained none.

Eugene V. Klein, president of National Theatres & TV,
cemented his stock position by acquiring 6,700 shares; he now
holds 95,223. Officer and director Irving H. Levin picked up
500 shares through a partnership listed under his name. It now
boasts 27,938 . . . John F. Murphy, executive vice president of

Loew s Theatres, exercised an option to buy 6,000 shares to raise

his total to 6,400, while secretary Archie Weitman opted for

2,000 to bring his holdings to 2,100 . . . Vice president and
general manager of Screen Gems Jerome Hyams bought 200
shares, lifting his total to 4,239.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
TWENTY PLUS TWO David Janssen, Jeanne Crain, Dina
Merrill, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Frank Gruber.
Director Joseph M. Newman. Story of events in life of
woman missing 22 years. 102 min. I 1/27/61.

December
EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Frazer, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Seraio, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of El

Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/11/61.

January
GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February
BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March
HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow. Producer
E. Charles Straus. The life and loves of the infamous
ruler of the Third Reich.

A pril

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to d'e in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Ho. Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith.

•June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer Ustinov. Picturization of
Herman Melville's sea classic.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Science-fiction thriller.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID, THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

August

PIT AND THE PENDULUM. THE Color. Panavision.
Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele, Luana
Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan
Poe's classic. 85 min. 8/7/61.

November

GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color, CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini, Emma Danieli, Lirio

Lorenzon. Producer Fortunato Missiano. Director Do-
menico Paolella. Sea adventure. 81 min.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. War drama. 83 min.

December

JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar,
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 min.

January
PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color. CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic, Jany
Clair. Producer Francesko Thellung. Director Francesko
de Feo. 80 min.

February
PREMATURE BURIAL Color, Panavision. Ray Milland,
Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's
story.

March
BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses.

A pril

BLACK DOOR Herb Evers, Virginia Leith. Horror film.

65 min.

STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie Ray. Science-fic-
tion film. 65 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color. CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani. War action film.

June
SURVIVAL Cinemascope. Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon. Director Ray Milland. Producers Lou
Rusoff Arnold Houghland.

July

TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price.

Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan Poe
trilogy. 120 min.

Coming
HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price.

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

July

NIKKI, WILD DOG OF THE NORTH Technicolor. Jean
Coutu, Emile Genest. Producer Winston Hibler. Direc-

tors Jack Couffer, Don Haldane. Adventure drama
based on James Oliver Curwood's "Nomads of the
North." 73 min. 6/12/61.

October

GREYFRIARS BOBBY Technicolor. Donald Crisp. Lau-

rence Naismith, Alex Machenzie. Producer Walt Dis-

ney. Director Don Chaffey True story of a dog that

won the hearts of a town. 91 min. 9/4/61.

December

BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the

Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/61.

April

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian,

Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce from Disney sighted

on the space age. 98 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.

A warm and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy
and a champion Irish setter photographed in the Ca-
nadian Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Produc
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of ,

American family's misadventures during a Europe,
holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mill 1

George Sanders. Based on the Jules Verne stop
"Captain Grant's Children."

July

GIDGET GOES HAWAIIAN Cinemascope. Color. Jam
Darren, Michael Callan. Producer Jerry Bresler. Direc
tor Paul Wendkos. Sequel to "Gidget." 102 minutes
6/26/61.

September

SCREAM OF FEAR Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis, Am
Todd. Producer Jimmy Sangster. Director Seth Holt. 8

min. 8/21/61.

October

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK. THE Color. Spencer Tracy, Fran*

Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews, Jean Pierre Aumont, Barbara
Luna. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn LeRoy.
126 min. 10/2/61.

LOSS OF INNOCENCE Color. Kenneth More, Danielle
Darrieux, Susannah York. Producer Victor Saville. Direc-

tor Lewis Gilbert. 99 min. 8/21/61.

MR. SARDONICUS Oscar Homolka, Ronald Lewis,

Audrey Dalton, Guy Rolfe. Producer-director William
Castle. Suspense thriller. 89 min. 10/16/61.

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett,
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

VALLEY OF THE DRAGONS Cesare Danova. Joan
Staley, Sean McClory. Producer Byron Roberts. Direc-

tor Edward Bernds. Jules Verne tale. 79 min. 11/27/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. Mi-

chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Gary
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Rich-

ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Michael
Carreras. Director Quentin Lawrence. 84 min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolores

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pro-

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roman-
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay

Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronin,

Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Oscar
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julie

Adams, Roy Roberts, Carl Reid, Paul Dubor. Producer

Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDonald. 79 min.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.
Drama of New Orleans French Charter. 114 min. 2/5/62.

March

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Sordi. Producer Dino de Laurentiis. Director

Guy Hamilton.

April

FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins,
Maximilian Schell. Producer Frederick Brisson. Director

Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit.

July

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.
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August

ONG AND THE SHORT AND THE TALL, THE Laurence
larvey, Richard Todd. Producer Michael Balcon. Direc-

ar Leslie Norman. Film version of the priie-winning

rage play. 102 min.

September

IAN WHO WAGGED HIS TAIL, THE Peter Ustinov,

ablito Calvo, Silvia Marco. Producer Charmartin-
alco. Director Ladislao Vajda. A honey of a "shaggy
og" story guaranteed for howls. 94 min.

URE HELL OF ST. TRINIAN's, THE Cecil Parker.
• eorge Cole, Joyce Grenfell. Producers Sidney Gilliat.

rank Launder. Director Launder. The merry maids of

t. Trinian's all grown up. 94 min.

October

ALL ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
anders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert
ay. A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

ROM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel, Lea Massari.
eanne Valerie. Producer Paul Graerz. Director Mauro
slognini. A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
4 min. 10/30/61.

IANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a

.an twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

IARK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.
roducer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
rama concerning a most controversial subject. 121

in. 11/27/61.

November
EVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
ellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
>r John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
nderworld of crime.

IFIFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller. Producer Jacques
lage. Director Alex Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller.

7 min.

December
AROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

Coming
IEW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone. Maureen
tapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-
rin. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.
ilm version of Arthur Miller's hit play. 110 min.
/5/62.

ASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
;obert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson,
lifm version of the Broadway stage play.

A BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset,
Jfred Adam, Louis de Funes, Christian Marin, Cathe-
:ne Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director
lobert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min.

Current Releases
FTER MEIN KAMPF (Brenner) Producer Joseph Bren-
jr. Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/21/61.

NNA'S SIN (Atlantis Films, Inc.) Anna Vita, Ben E.
jhnsen. Director Camillo Mastrocinque. Import about
ter-racial love. 86 min. 5/1/61.

ALLAD OF NARAYAMA. THE (Films Around the
l'o,-ld, Inc.) Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.
apanese art import. 98 min. 8/7/61.

AY OF THE TRUMPET, THE |C. Santiago Rim Organi-
ition Prod.) John Agar, Richard Arlen, Bill Phtpps.
oducer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

EADLY COMPANIONS, THE ( Pathe-America) Color,
snavision. K^aureen O'Hara, Brian Keith. Producer
harles B. FitzSimons. Director Sam Peckinpah.

EVIL'S EYE, THE (Janus Films) Jarl Kulle, Bibi An-
srson, Axel Duberg, Nils Poppe. Director Ingmar
'?rgman. 90 min. 9/4/61.

EAR NO MCRE ( Scaramouche ) Jacques Bergerac,
la la Powe-s. 78 min.

LIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
' a la Powers, Marshall Thompson.

OLLOW A STAR (Zenith International) Norman
/isdom.

ORCE OF IMPULSE IGayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)
ony Anthony, J. Carro! Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff
onnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

rtANTIC (Times Filml Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
roducer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
urder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

A DOLCE VITA (Astor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
ourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
irector Federico Felllni. Story of corrupt Roman
Jciety. 175 min. 5/1/61.

ES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (Astor) Gerard Philipe,
eanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
wcer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
adim. 106 m,n. 1/8/62.

OVE AND THE FRENCHWOMAN IKingsley Inter-
ationall Dany Robin, Francois Perier, Jean-Paul Bel-
londo. Director Henri Decoin. Seven vignettes staged
y seven well-known directors. 143 min. 3/20/61.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassyl Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway. Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Masked Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Astor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SHADOWS (Lion International) Lelia Goldoni, Ben
Carruthers. Producer Maurioe McEndree. Director John
Cassavetes. Offbeat story of Nearo family. 87 min.
4/3/61.

SPESSART INN. THE (Casino Films, Inc.) Lilo Pulver.
Director Kurt Hoffman. Spoof on German robber
bands. 99 min. 2/20/61.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A ( Kingsley-lnternational

)

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardof,
Charles VaneT, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Sims. Producer Michael
Relph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

WATCH YOUR STERN (Magna Pictures) Kenneth Con-
nor, Eric Barker. Producer Peter Rogers. Director
Gerald Thomas. Comedy about British navy. 88 min.
5/1/61.

YOUNG ONE, THE (Valiant) Zachary Scott, Bernie
Hamilton. Producer George P. Werker. Director Luis
Bunuel. Negro, falsely accused of raping white woman,
fights for survival on isolated southern island. 96 min.
1/23/61.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot. Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

August

HONEYMOON MACHINE, THE Steve McOueen, Paula

Prentiss, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten.
Director Richard Thorpe. Based on the Broadway stage
hit. "The Golden Fleecing". 87 min. 7/10/61.

THIEF OF BAGHDAD, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll. Producers Joseph E.

Levine, G. Lombardo. Director Arthur Lubin. Action
spectacle recreating famous thief and his adventure.
90 min. 7/10/61.

September

THUNDER OF DRUMS, A CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Richard Boone, George Hamilton, Luana Patten, Arthur
O'Connell. Producer Robert J. Enders. Director Joseph
Newman. Drama of U.S. Cavalry in the I870's, 97
min. 9/4/61.

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,
J-ames Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne
Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. I 13 min. 8/21/61.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-
ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a

bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre-
datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE SupertotalScope, East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle between the
people of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians. 129
min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN, THE Eastman Color. Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica. Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beqqar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

MARCH SUMMARY
The advance March release chart

totals a solid 18, with the possibility

that more features will be forthcoming

in the next few weeks. 20th-Fox heads

the list on the strength of three pic-

tures, followed closely by almost the

entire pack. Seven companies—M-G-M,

United Artists, Universal, Warner Bros.,

Allied Artists, American-International

and Paramount—all have slated two

films. Columbia is ready with one re-

lease, while neither Buena Vista nor

Continental has announced any prod-

uct for the coming month.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-

nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-selling novel.

87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE. THE Ci-

nemaScope MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette

Mimieirx. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 142 min.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,

George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur

Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning

novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET, THE Rod Steiger. Nadia
Tiller. Producer Alexander Gruter. Director Alvin

Rakoff. Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl

who plot a million-dollar robbery.

March

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy.

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip

Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard

Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min.

A pril

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.

Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis

Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-

color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an

American military clean-up operation on a Pacific

island.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the I870's.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastriianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director

Lcuis Malle.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bfb-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-

tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical

hit.

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night

out"—with hilarious results.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-

tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-

ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Epic drama based on life of Christ. 161 min.

10/16/61.
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LADY L CinemaScope, MetroColor. Tony Curtis, Gina
Lollobrigida . Producer Julian Blaustein. Director
George Cukor. Based on novel by Romain Gary.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of an ingenuous postman's adventures when he is

transferred to a London Post Office.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producer J. G. Maesso. Director Michael
Carreras. An Action western.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Leslie Nor-
man. Adventure drama set against background of
Renaissance Italy.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Epic
of barbaric Tartars who swept out of Asia intent on
the destruction of Western civilization.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

August

PLEASURE OF HIS COMPANY, THE Technicolor. Fred
Astaire, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter. Producers Wil-
liam Perlberg, George Seaton. Director George Seaton.
Romantic comedy of a playboy who spirits his daughter
from an imminent wedding. 114 min. 6/12/61.

September

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Raymond
Eger. Director Roger Vadim. 74 min. 9/18/61.

MAN-TRAP Panavision. Jeffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens.
Producers Edmond O'Brien, Stanley Frazen. Director
Edmond O'Brien. Story of a multi-million dollar rob-
bery and its repercussions. 93 min. 9/18/61.

October

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn.George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney.
Producers Martin Jurow, Richhrd Shepherd. Director
Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller by
Truman Capote. 115 min. 10/16/61.

November
BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker,' Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. Messenger upsets movie studio
with his frantic antics. 92 min.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. Story of The Twist, at N. Y.'s
Peppermint Lounge. 80 min.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSH FIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon, Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneiber, Karl Bohm. Gus-
tav Knuth.

April

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE Technicolor.
John Wayne. James Stewart. Producer-Director John
Ford. Western drama based on a short story by
Dorothy M. Johnson.

Coming

ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo. Producer-Director Ronald Neame. Sus-
pense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the Middle
East.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who capture wild animals for zoos.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann.

society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure her
rusband of his horse-playing habits.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

August

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer. 100
min. 8/21/61.

MARINES LET'S GO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom
Tryon, David Hedison, Linda Hutchins. Producer-Direc-
tor Raoul Walsh. An action-romance look at the present
day Marines in Japan and Korea. 104 min. 8/21/61.

September

FRANCIS OF ASSISSI CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Bradford Dillman, Dolores Hart, Stuart Whitman. Pro-

ducer Plato Skouras. Director Michael Curtiz. Depiction
of the life and death of the famed patron Saint. 106
min. 7/24/61.

October

HUSTLER, THE CinemaScope. Paul Newman, Jackie
Gleason, Peter Laurie, George C. Scott, Myron Mc-
Cormick. Producer-Director Robert Rossen. A segment
of the life and loves of a bigtime pool hustler. 135
min. 10/2/61.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA CinemaScope, Color. Ken
Scott, Leticia Roman, Dave King. Producer S. Katz-
man. Director R. Webb. 97 min. 10/16/61.

SEVEN WOMEN FROM HELL CinemaScope. Patricia
Owens, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, John Kerr. Pro-

duce Harry Spaulding. Director Robert Webb. 88 min.
10/30/61.

November

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet
Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,
Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. I 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-
nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-
tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets
to the top. 94 min.

February

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Peter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Tom
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King.
Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62.

March
INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael
Redgrave, Martin Stephens, Pamela Fiankiin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based On Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-
ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two American
priests and a young Chinese girl.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonai
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic ma
shal terrorizes his town.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boon
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produc
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rogers and Han
merstein's famous musical with new songs by Rogers.

September

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joann
Dru, Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Dire<
tor Byron Haskin. A search for treasure near Majorci
89 min.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Michae
Craig. Anne Heywood, Mylene Demongeot. Produce
Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. The difficulties i

finding a suitable maid. 100 min.

Coming

CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glyni
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay
Remake of the famous classic.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason. Director Gene Kelly. Story o
a mute and a little girl he befriends.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope. John Agar, Raula Ray
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson, t

scientist turns into a monster.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAI
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richarc

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey
Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessie,

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Basec
on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Petei

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story of
i

"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupu
lous businessman.

INSPECTOR, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Stepher
Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mark Robson. Director

Philip Dunne. A concentration camp victim attempts tc

escape to Israel.

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope, De Luxe Color.
I

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard
Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, David
Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire army
of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pro-

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A family

attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens. A
tale of the tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

July

BY LOVE POSSESSED Director John Sturges. Picturiza-

tion of James Gould Cozzen's Pulitzer Prize winning

novel.

NAKED EDGE, THE Gary Cooper, Deborah Kerr. Pro-

ducers Walter Seltzer, George Glass. Director Michael

Anderson. Suspense mystery about businessman sus-

pected by his wife of murder. 99 min. 7/24/61.

WHEN THE CLOCK STRIKES James Brown, Merry

Anders. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L.

Cahn. Murder mystery. 72 min. 6/26/61.

YOU HAVE TO RUN FAST Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards,

Grant Richards. Producer E. Kent. Director Edward
L. Cahn. 71 min. 8/21/61.

August

COLD WIND IN AUGUST, A Lola Albright, Scott Mar-

Towe, Joe Disantis, Herschel Bernardi. Producer Philip

Hazelton. Director Alexander Singer. 80 min. 8/21/61.

GOODBYE AGAIN Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand,
Anthony Perkins. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

Filmization of Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Aimez-
vous Brahams?" 120 min. 7/10/61.

TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE Rocky Graziano, Jimmy Clan-

ton, Zasu Pitts. Producer Howard B. Kreitsek. Director

Lawrence F. Doheny. Teenage musical comedy. 84

min. 9/4/61.

September

FLIGHT THAT DISAPPEARED, THE Craig Hill. Paula

Raymond, Dayton Lummis. Producer Robert E. Kent.

Director Reginald LeBorg. 72 min. 10/2/61.

SEASON OF PASSION Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter,

John Mills, Angela Lansbury. Producer-Director Leslie

Norman. Film version of play by Ray Lawlor. 92 min.

10/30/61.

YOUNG DOCTORS, THE Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,
Dick Clark, Ina Balin, Eddie Albert. Producers Stuart

Millar, Lawrence Turman. Director Phil Karlson. Hos-

pitaf drama based on Arthur Hailey's "The Final Diag-

nosis." 100 min. 9/4/61.

Film BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



October

ARIS BLUES Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Sid-

ey Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.

tory of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.

ECRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster, Merry
.nders, Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

or Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's

ovel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

/EST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
uu Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-

stfon of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
le problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.

November

XPLOSIVE GENERATION. THE William Shatner, Patty
IcCormack Lee Kinsolving, Billy Gray. Producer Stan-

>y Colbert. Director Buzz Kulik. 89 min. 10/16/61.

OWN WITHOUT PITY Kirk Douglas, E. G. Marshall,
pristine Kaufmann. Producer-Director Gottfried Rein-

ardt. Based on Manfred Gregor's novel about four
,merican G.l.'s stationed in Europe who are accused
f raping a young German girl. 105 min. 10/16/61.

•15 Panavision, Technicolor. David McLean, Charles
'ronson, Brad Dexter, James Gregory. Producers Henry
anicola, Tony Lazzarino. Director Richard Donner.
tory of record-breaking rocket ship. IO6V2 min.
1/27/61.

December

UDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
aster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
chell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
irector Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

January

fUN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark,
roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 67
lin.

1APPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Alida
alii, Gregoire Asian. Suspense-comedy. Producer Joseph
Viseman. Director George Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/62.

)NE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
amela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

Vlider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a
iroup of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

OCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor,
jlenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
er, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director

;rank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success
'Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

iAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley
Elements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-
or Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

February
>EADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
.owery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
.eBorg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

'ROPER TIME. THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Motisour,
>lorma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

iERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
)avis. Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Civil War west-
srn. 112 min. 2/5/62.

March
:HILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
vtacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 107
min. 1/22/62..

SLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Sreevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Ed ward L. Cahn. 65 min.

Coming
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

SOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Don
Beddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Di-
rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.
DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

3LADI ATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUMFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

JESSfCA Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director Jean
Negulesco. Based on the novel "The Midwife of Pont
'Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. 1/8/62.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Based on the Broadway stage
success.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

July

LAST SUNSET, THE Eastman Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk
Douglas, Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton, Carol Lyn-
ley. Producers Eugene Frenke Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich. 112 min. 5/29/61.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY CinemaScope. Michael Craig,
Peter Gushing, Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George
Sanders, Andre MoreM'. Producer Aubrey Baring. Di-
rector Charles Frend. 76 min. 6/26/61.

August

BLAST OF SILENCE Allen Baron, Molly McCarthy.
Producer Merrill S. Brody. Director Baron. Portrait of a
professional killer out on a Job. 77 min. 4/17/61.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Eastman Color. Sandra Dee,
John Gavin. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Harry
Keller. Sequel to "Tammy." 97 min. 7/10/61.

September

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.
Romantic comedy set against Italian Riviera back-
ground. I 12 min. 7/10/61.

November

BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY. THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall. Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Chafes
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard Axtenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregsofi. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.
Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

Coming

CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE. THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabrina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-

tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD Gregory Peck.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt. George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROT HERS

October

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood,
Warren Beatty. Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie, Barbara
Loden. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original screen
drama by William Inge. 124 min. 9/4/61.

November
MASK, THE Paul Stevens. Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with sequences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Dojiahue, Connie
Stevens, Dorothy McGuire. Lloyd Nolan, Brain Aherne^
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Based on Doris Hume's
novel of young love. 116 min. 10/2/61.

December

ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE. THE Technicolor.
Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer
Louis de Rochemont, Director Jose O"' n *ero - From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker. 129 min. 2/5/62.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE. A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,

Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 min. I 1/13/61.

March

COUCH. THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Producer-
Director Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 96 min.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzl. Producer-
Director Delmer Davis. Romantic story of a young
Amrican in Italy.

Coming

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in a mythical suburb.

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison.

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's Broad-
Broadway musical hit.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery. Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines. 89
min.
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AMERICAN PREMIERE: FORUM 47™ ST. AND MURRAY HIL

CRITICS ACCLAIM! ^n/fflSH I
"An extraordinary film ... unprecedented and intelec- w 11^wfk^
tUalljf bold."- Crowther, N. Y. Times (fjOT A/JQ OPENING
"An exciting suspenseful mystery! An explosive theme!" OO,UDO WEEK

-Masters, Daily News HELD OVER BOTH THEATRES
"A searing drama, fascinating exercise in suspense."

— Newsweek

"A picture of fine quality, drawn with understanding and valid

emotion. Made in good taste with great intelligence and excep- A
tional artistry. The writers have repeated their close-woven sus-

7
pense success of 'Sapphire'."- wmsten, n y .Post

"Indisputably a film for the mature mind! There is no mincing of

words but the subject is handled with dignity and discretion." \Am
— Beckley, Herald-Tribune

"Exciting, suspenseful mystery ... an engrossing psychological

drama!"- Masters, Daily News

"Stirring, powerful provocative!"- Cue Magazine

"Completely absorbing! A devilishly interesting detective story."

— Gilbert, Daily Mirror

n
LSO STARW

OHNMcCOR'

Carnegie, Chicago
Shadyside, Pittsburgh
MacArthur, Washington, D.C.
Fine Arts, Dallas

MiiEO a»

fc/'MMCHAE

MICHAEL RE'

ALL READY BOOKED INTO
Loew's, Newark
Loew's, Jersey City

Plaza, Stamford
Capitol, Passaic

U. S. Theatre, Paterson

Guild, Portland, Ore.

Larkin, San Francisco

Beverly Canon, Los Angeles
Loew's State, Houston
Loew's Buffalo, Buffalo

Loew's State, Cleveland

Loew's Valentine, Toleck

5 West Theatre, Baltimo

Stanton, Philadelphia

Texas Theatre, Austin

BOOK VICTIM NOW! CONTACT YOUR NEAREST PATHE AMERICA DIVISION OFFIC
PATHE-AMERICA DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. • NEW YORK 20, N.Y., 1270 Ave. of the Americas, Phone: Circle 7-3945 • PITTSBURGH 30, Pa., Suite 399-E Sheraton Pf

Hotel, Phone: COurt 1-1257 • WASHINGTON 4, D.C, Suite 655, Warner Bldg, 50113th St., N.W., Phone: 783-4040 • CLEVELAND 14, Ohio, Suite 536, Film Exchange Bit

2108 Payne Ave, Phone: 241-0850 • CHICAGO 5, III., 1325 So. Wabash Ave, Phone: 922-6331 • HOLLYWOOD 38, Calif, 1107 No. Highland Ave, Phone: Hollywood 9-2
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WORLD IN MY POCKET
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LA NOTTE (THE NIGHT)

THE ERRAND BOY

BLUE HAWAII
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anley Kramer Production

IEST MOTION PICTURE

iEST ACTOR - Maximilian Schell

lEST ACTOR — Spencer Tracy

iEST DIRECTOR - Stanley Kramer

iEST SUPPORTING ACTOR - Montgomery Clift

IEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS - Judy Garland

IEST SCREENPLAY (from another medium) — Abby Mann

IEST ART DIRECTION (Black and White) -
Rudolph Sternad. Set: George Milo

IEST CINEMATOGRAPHY (Black and White) -
Ernest Laszlo

IEST COSTUME DESIGN (Black and White) - Jean Louis

EST FILM EDITING - Frederic Knudtson

EN'S HOUR
1 1 William Wyler Production.

I *resented by the Mirisch Company

WEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS - Fay Bainter

3EST ART DIRECTION (Black and White) —
Fernando Carrere. Set: Edward G. Boyle

JEST CINEMATOGRAPHY (Black and White) -
Franz F. Planer

] JEST SOUND - Samuel Goldwyn Studio Sound

Department. Gordon E. Sawyer, Sound Director

JEST COSTUME DESIGN (Black and White) -
Dorothy Jeakins

ONE, TWO, THRE
lly Wilder Production. Presented by the Mirisch

pany in Association with Pyramid Productions A.G.

ST CINEMATOGRAPHY (Black and White) -
Daniel L. Fapp

(irisch Company Presentation in Association with

Seven Arts Productions Inc. A Robert Wise Production

BEST MOTION PICTURE

BEST DIRECTOR - Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR - George Chakiris

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS - Rita Moreno

BEST SCREENPLAY (from another medium) -
Ernest Lehman

BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY (Color) - Daniel L. Fapp

BEST ART DIRECTION (Color) - Boris Leven

Set: Victor Gangelin

BEST SOUND - Todd-AO Sound Department,

Fred Hynes, Sound Director; and Samuel Goldwyn

Studio Sound Department, Gordon E. Sawyer,

Sound Director

BEST COSTUME DESIGN (Color) - Irene Sharaff

BEST FILM EDITING - Thomas Stanford

BEST SCORING OF A MUSICAL PICTURE -
Saul Chaplin, Johnny Green, Sid Ramin, Irwin Kostal

Produced by Frank Capra. A Franton Productu

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR - Peter Falk

BEST COSTUME DESIGN (Color) - Edith Head,

Walter Plunkett

BEST SONG - Music: Jimmy Van Heusen,

Lyrics: Sammy Cahn

PARIS BLUES
/ eduction

BEST SCORING OF A MUSICAL PICTURE
Duke Ellington

TOWN WITHOUT PITY
Presented by the Mirisch Company in Association

with Gloriafilm Munich

BEST SONG - Music: Dimitri Tiomkin,

Lyrics: Ned Washington

THRU
Again... the Record-Breakers are
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OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II SONYA LEVIEN / PAUL GREEN ALFRED NEW.1
'

CHARLES BRACKETT JOSE FERRER RICHARD BREEN

So fresh and wonderful with Richard Rodgers' NEWEST melodies and NEWEST iy
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What They'te Mini About

In the Movie Business

hlD' FIRMS AA POSITION. Principal factor

iehind the collapse of negotiations by various

froups to acquire control of Allied Artists is the

radually strengthening condition of the company.

\ Despite its present cash-short situation, AA figures

o reach its high-water mark by this time next

'ear when the impact of receipts from "El Cid"

vill be reflected in the financial statement. The
Samuel Bronston spectacle goes into general

elease this summer, and the first half of the next

tscal year, which starts July 1, might very well

pe the most successful in AA history. It is

conceivable that the company's gross revenues

\or that six months period will match any prior

i lull year. This promising status has vastly

tortified management's hand, of course, and

stockholders are inclined to retain their holdings

m anticipation of a rise in the market price.

President Steve Broidy admits that AA would

jlvelcome substantial investors to support the

company's program to upgrade the quality of its

product, but it's clear that control of Allied Artists

under present circumstances is not to be had for

the taking.

o

BRICKBATS FOR 'WILD SIDE'. Most of the

New York film critics panned Columbia's "Walk
(on the Wild Side", some agreeing that the

opening titles by Saul Bass (featuring a black cat

ion the prowl) are the picture's highlight. Crowther
(Times) said: "It's incredible that anything as

foolish would be made in this day and age."

Beckley (Herald Tribune) used such terms as

'"shabby material . . . insistence on vulgarity . . .

General excess of violence, pathos and
melodramatic cliches." Winsten (Post): "When
the cat's walk ends, the picture begins its long-

descent to overblown boredom."
o

PAY-TV PROGRAMMING. Search for the
answer to the question: What will TV viewers pay
to see at home? will be pursued by RKO General's

Phonevision in Hartford, Conn., when that

latest pay-TV experiment gets under way. This

was announced recently to stockholders of the

parent company, General Tire & Rubber Co.,

who were advised that the feevee broadcasts would

start in June—a date that may be quite a bit

premature in view of legal actions taken by
Hartford theatremen to stymie the introduction

of feevee there. Meanwhile, the word from

Etobicoke, Canada, where Paramount's Telemeter

operation is limping along, is that apathy is the

most noticeable reaction of the populace to the

"wonders" of feevee. Officials of Trans-Canada
Telemeter remain reluctant to make known any
facts about the Etobicoke operation, but reports

persist that a substantial number of the

subscribers are tuning in Telemeter only on rare

occasions. One source advises that at least 20

percent of the original subscribers no longer have

the pay equipment.
0

'MUSIC MAN' POLICY. While Warner Bros,

has indicated that no definite decision has been

made on the release policy for its big summer
attraction, "The Music Man", dismiss the

suggestion that it might go out on a roadshow

basis. Company officials look for this to be their

biggest grosser of the year, and they intend to

go with a general release to grab off as much of the

revenue as possible in the lush summer months.

o

'RUNAWAY' BOYCOTT. The move by the

Scenic Artists Local 816, IATSE, to raise a fund

to propel a nationwide boycott of all pictures

made outside the U.S. by American film-makers

is not worrying production executives. They are

willing to negotiate with the Hollywood labor

groups in an effort to solve the "runaway

production" problem, but insist that threats of

boycott are meaningless. One high-ranking

executive said, "The American people aren't in the

least interested where their movies are made, as

long as they're what they want to see. The unions

simply have to realize that they can keep some

—

not all—of the 'runaway' production on these

shores by making it worthwhile to stay here. At
present, some of the union policies are forcing

producers to go abroad."
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New Ideas in Theatres

The most exciting news of many years in the movie industry

is the burgeoning boom in big city theatre construction. The
re-awakening of interest in the metropolitan motion picture

house holds great promise for the future.

We must, of course, be realistic. Every new theatre that is

being built is not automatically improving the health of the

industry. In New York City, particularly, I am inclined to think

that the growth of theatre construction in fashionable neighbor-

hoods in Manhattan is ultimately going to spell the doom of

the more marginal Broadway first-runs—and make no mistake

about it, Broadway has its share of marginal situations. But in

the long run the replacement of outmoded theatres with spar-

kling new establishments is all to the good. The economic basis

of the new theatres is far healthier than that of the rococo hang-

overs of the gilded era, with their lavish waste of space and
their built-in maintenance difficulties.

Beyond this, the great advantage of the new theatre boom
is that it creates once again an aura of excitement, of curiosity

about showplaces. I hope it also creates a stimulus for bold

experimentation in theatre design, operation and management.

The resurgence of film exhibition, backed now by substantial

investment in physical plant, is not unnatural. In the history

of our nation, every new recreational activity has only momen-
tarily dented those which it seemed to be replacing. The Cas-

sandras who have said that television was "killing" the motion
picture theatre are the philosophical descendants of the prophets

who said that radio was killing the phonograph record business.

Phonograph record business is bigger than ever, radio is bigger

than ever, movies some day soon will be bigger than ever.

0

I can't even regard pay-television as a potential death warrant

for the theatre. (This doesn't mean I like the idea of feevee; I

don't. I merely think it's over-rated as a menace by exhibitors.)

Theatre people themselves are involved in a form of feevee—the

newly announced plan to present closed circuit performances

of Broadway plays, televised right from the Broadway stage

to theatres around the nation. Let's face it; exhibitors may not

want to call this pay-television, but that's what it is.

My main point, however, is not concerned with the question

of how good feevee will be in a theatre—or in a home. I would

rather suggest that the best way to meet any competition is to

put on a better show. And putting on a show involves not only

the content of the show but the atmosphere as well. That's why
a spanking new theatre, with spanking new architectural and

operational concepts, and a spanking new location oftentimes as

well, can do better business than a tired old house.
A

The way to lick the threat of feevee is to do what, for the

most part, the television people do in the face of very much
the same threat, and that is to try to give the public top enter-

tainment that can stand on its own in its medium. I doubt very

much that feevee can offer better shows week in and week out

than Garry Moore, for example, or than pictures like those

nominated for this year's Oscars. I doubt that the producers

and distributors of a "Guns of Navarone" are going to take an

attraction of that magnitude and put it on nationwide feevee—
if there ever should be nationwide feevee—as long as they can

get the kind of income they get from theatrical showing.

The best answer to pay-TV is to make sure that the competing

media consistently, vigorously and forehandedly maintain their

supply of top-notch entertainment. This means that the long-

term contract with talent should be employed wherever possible.

It means that property rights in shows must be carefully pre-

served. It means that exhibitors, like broadcaster, must stand for

something and not merely against something else.

One of the greatest testimonials to the health of the exhibition

business is the Radio City Music Hall, a showplace which has

soared to the heights of prosperity right smack in the middle

of the heyday of television. The same prosperity has been

enjoyed in a somewhat different bracket by such circuits as the

Rugoff and Becker chain in New York, operating high-class

small theatres in relatively high-class neighborhoods. In both

instances, the exhibitor has created a steady market and a per-

sonality for his operation.

0

The trend in this country is unmistakably toward a greater

amount of leisure time. The trend is also toward changing

hours of outside-the-home activity. Stores which once closed

every day at 5:30 or 6 now remain open till 9 or later several

nights a week. It is entirely possible that in many areas theatre

hours may also change. The American community is a dynamic

and changing thing, and its components change and grow

with it.

The big job of the men who are designing and building

theatres is to remain dynamic, to avoid casting all the new

theatres in a peas-in-a-pod mold. For generations, the hotel

business built hotels in exactly the same way; then they dis-

covered the value of new ideas. Now hotels seek to establish

operating personalities of their own, and their business booms.

The same thing has happened with what used to be the most

staid exhibition business—if you want to call it a business—in

the world, the museum. Now even the redoubtable Metropolitan

Museum of Art is not averse to publicizing its "star" attraction,

Rembrandt's "Aristotle Contemplating the Bust of Homer,"

with full details as to the cost of the painting, etc. The Gug-

genheim Museum, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, is probably

a greater attraction as an architectural work than any of the

paintings or collections of paintings it houses.

So let it be with the new theatres. Let there be one new idea

after another. Let the theatres themselves be attractions luring

the public. Let the excitement of experimentation leak out. Let

the publicity drums roll.

We've spoken in this column many times about the blue sky

possibilities for the theatre of tomorrow. We've talked of

leisure centers where the theatre is the heart of a full-time

recreational unit, a complex of sports, hobby and recreational

activities. Let's keep on aiming at the blue sky and not "freeze"

ourselves into a new era of carbon copy conformism. Excite-

ment is contagious. If theatre men get themselves hopped up

about their new theatres and their new ideas that excitement will

be communicated to the public.

And let's enlist the excitement of all the other industries

which have a stake in this theatre-building boom. Let's get

the chair people, for example, to come up with their own dream

chair ideas for us. Let's get the display people and the parking

and traffic experts and all the rest and have them spreading

the story of the vibrant new era of motion picture theatregoing.

It's been a long time since the exhibition end of the movie

industry could point to a period of growth. Now that the time

seems to be on hand, here's hoping the industry makes the

most of it.
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A professor of motion pictures at

NYU reveals that his poll of exhibitors

favors the screenplay by a large margin

as the most important part of a film.

A British producer-director-writer de-

clares the subject matter and the story-

line make the difference between a

good and a bad movie.

A star, naturally, maintains that the

actor wields the most influence on the

potential moviegoer.

And many students of the cinema

continue to maintain that it is, and al-

ways will be, a director's medium.

In actuality, each spokesman has a

sound basis for his contention. Cer-

tainly, the storyline is vital. Only the

brightest luminaries in the marquee con-

stellation have been able to shine

against the dreary backdrop of a poor

screenplay. On the other hand, from a

boxoffice standpoint, who will argue

that the big-name star is not the out-

standing element in attracting an audi-

ence? Potential moviegoers all across

the country—especially in mass situa-

tions—will put their money down at

the window to see "Rock Hudson's

new picture," or "Doris Day's," or

"Marilyn Monroe's." The association of

star with vehicle has reached the point

where, in the public mind, at least, the

former is seen as the overpowering

creative force behind the making of a

film. Overlooked by the public, but not

by the knowledgeable segment of the

industry, is the director. It is he who
guides and fuses the talents of the cast

into a complete cinema achievement.

The flow, the pace, the over-all "play-

ing" of the picture, for better or for

worse, are attributable to his talents.

The elements of movie-making—and

their importance to the finished product

—recently received a thorough airing

in various sections of the industry,

throwing light on the shifting changes

the motion picture is undergoing

throughout the world.

Robert Gessner, professor of motion

pictures, radio and TV at New York

University, attempted to identify and

evaluate the elements that go into a

successful film by making a survey of

theatremen from the U.S. and abroad.

Using "The Guns of Navarone"—

a

highly successful film that boasts not

only a thrilling storyline, but an out-

standing cast, and excellent direction

—

as the basis, the professor listed six

qualities which his respondents might

observe as influential to audience re-

action: star names, acting performances,

screenplay, production values, pace and

music. Seventy per cent of the exhibi-

tors selected the screenplay as the sin-

gle most important factor—represent-

ing more than twice the number of

first-place votes cast for star names.

According to Prof. Gessner: "The

strong choice of the script over mar-

quee names supports those who have

reported a trend in this direction. On
this motion picture, at least, the ap-

praisal of theatre managers in this

country and overseas bears out recent

statements to the effect that a new set

of values is replacing the primary em-

phasis on star appeal. These values

include greater popular appreciation of

plot, characterization and pace."

This view is supported also by Val

Guest, independent producer-director-
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writer from Great Britain. The star

system, he contended, "means nothing"

in England or Europe. "What means

something now are the subject matter

and the story." Guest viewed the trend

away from star value as having a salu-

brious effect on the British industry be-

cause producers there "were getting

lazy and letting the star carry the pic-

ture. Now the star no longer carries the

picture. Now people are shopping for

pictures."

In the U.S., at least, the star still is

the big draw. One of the top names,

Tony Curtis, last week declared: "No
matter what others in the industry may
say, it is the actor who stimulates peo-

ple to go to the theatre, not the pro-

ducer, the writer or the director . . .

It has been and always will be, by and

large, the case."

There is no question but that the

exhibitor wants big-name stars in his

pictures, because the public demands
them, but their cost to the overall wel-

fare of the business—not only from a

skyrocketing salary standpoint, but in

terms of perpetuating the medium as

an important art form—is becoming in-

creasingly prohibitive. And there is

ample proof that star names are not a

guarantee of boxoffice, let alone artistic,

success. Europeans are discovering that

on an artistic level stars are far less

consequential. They have found a grow -

ing audience for originality and in-

genuity in screenplays, and from this

stress on creativity has sprung up the

"new wave" of film-making.

It might be wise for us to follow

their lead and seek out, both behind

and before the cameras, the young,

fresh talent with new plans for "differ-

ent" films. Certainly, it would lead to

an increase in production and the intro-

duction of vitally needed new faces.

Perhaps it might even generate that

urgently needed renaissance of motion

pictures on these shores.
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Qjcat hetbif Rating*

'STORY' FAVORITE,

'HUSTLER' 12-T0-5,

'FANNY' OUTSIDER

The nominations for the 34th annual

Oscar Derby are in, and the field shapes

up as one of the best in a decade.

The list of contenders in the prin-

cipal categories all have their share of

supporters. A host of handicappers,

both amateur and professional, are bus-

ily speculating and making their selec-

tions, and public interest is bound to

be at fever pitch by the fateful night

of April 9 when the feature event of

the year will be run before an audience

of countless millions.

Students of cinema form charts con-

cede that this year's derby is one of the

most closely matched in a long time,

each one of the entries being of ac-

knowledged thoroughbred standard.

This is particularly true in the Best Pic-

ture line-up, since not one of the entries

can be classed as an also-ran. Unlike

1959 when "Ben Hur" literally ran

away with the race, the field this year

has no sure thing. "Judgment at Nur-

emberg" and "West Side Story", both

from the United Artists stable, have re-

ceived a raft of critical accolades, and

both are currently entered in the Road-

show Stakes. The Cinderella entry in

the Oscar Derby is 20th-Fox's "The
Hustler", definitely one to watch. Co-

lumbia, recalling that "The Bridge On
the River Kwai" carried off honors in

1959, is hopeful that lightning will

strike again for its big adventure hit,

(Continued on Page 10)

Five Best Picture candidates, from top:

"West Side Story" (United Artists). "The
Hustler" (20th Century-Fox), "Judgment at

Nuremberg" (UA), "Fanny" (Warner Bros.),

"The Guns of Navarone" (Columbia).



OSCAR DERBY RATINGS

(Continued from Page 9)

"The Guns of Navarone". And Warner
Bros, are counting on their light-

hearted filly, "Fanny", to bring home
the bacon.

A check of bookmakers in Holly-

wood, Las Vegas, Minneapolis, New
York and Blossburg, Alabama, reveals

this approximate line on the derby:

"West Side Story" is the choice at 7-to-

5; "Judgment at Nuremberg" is listed

at 9-to-5; "The Hustler", at 12-to-5, is

attracting plenty of "smart money";
"Fanny" and "Guns of Navarone" are

quoted at 4-to-l and 6-to-l, respec-

tively. The latter is getting a heavy

play for place and show.

United Artists walked off with the

lion's share of nominations in all cate-

gories—33 for seven films, far outdis-

tancing its nearest rival, Warners,
which garnered 13 honors for 8 pic-

tures. "West Side Story" and "Nurem-
berg" each took down 11 nominations

in the various categories, with "The
Hustler" in third place on 9 honors.

Nominated for the best performance

by an actor: Charles Boyer ("Fanny"),

Paul Newman ("The Hustler"), Maxi-
milian Schell ("Judgment at Nurem-
berg"), Spencer Tracy ("Judgment at

Nuremberg") and Stuart Whitman
("The Mark").

In the best actress division, the

choices were: Audrey Hepburn ("Break-

fast at Tiffany's"), Piper Laurie ("The
Hustler"), Sophia Loren ("Two
Women"), Geraldine Page ("Summer
and Smoke") and Natalie Wood
("Splendor in the Grass").

Selected for best director: Federico
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Fellini ("La Dolce Vita"), Stanley

Kramer ("Judgment at Nuremberg"),
Robert Rossen ("The Hustler"),

J.
Lee

Thompson ("The Guns of Navarone")
and Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins

("West Side Story").

For best supporting actor: George
Chakiris ("West Side Story"), Mont-
gomery Clift ("Judgment at Nurem-
berg"), Peter Falk ("Pocketful of Mir-

acles"), Jackie Gleason ("The Hustler")

and George C. Scott ("The Hustler").

For best supporting actress: Fay

Bainter ("The Children's Hour"), Judy
Garland ("Judgment at Nuremberg"),
Lotte Lenya ("The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone"), Una Merkel ("Summer
and Smoke") and Rita Moreno ("West
Side Story").

There are, to be sure, numerous other

categories of interest to many members
of the industry—best writing, original

and adaptation; best song; various tech-

nical aspects of film-making, and best

foreign language movie. But when the

radio microphones and TV cameras of

ABC close in on the Santa Monica Civic

Auditorium on the big night, the eyes

and ears of millions of Americans will

be riveted on the "big six" choices.

Undoubtedly, Oscar looms as the

largest single figure in the cinema

scheme. Its symbol of artistic achieve-

ment represents the ultimate attainment

to almost every industryite and fans

throughout the world. It is, of course,

this incomparable prestige that paints

the dollar sign so unmistakably in the

statuette's eyes. For to win an Oscar is

Below, nominees in the Best Actor and
Best Actress categories, left to right:

Sophia Loren ("Two Women"), Spencer
Tracy ("Judgment at Nuremberg"), Paul

Newman and Piper Laurie ("The Hustler"),

Audrey Hepburn ("Breakfast at Tiffany's"),

Stuart Whitman ("The Mark").

surely to enhance one's status both
within and outside the business. Al-

ready newspaper ads all across the

country are heralding local playdates of

Academy-nominated pictures as "must-

sees", "winner of 11 Oscar nomina-

tions," etc., etc. Once the prized awards

are handed out, the promotioneers

really will go to town to re-build the

winners into brand-new attractions with

championship stature. Even conserva-

tive estimates say that at least a half

million dollars, via increased bookings,

can be added to the regular boxoffice

take of a winner, while, as everyone

knows, the top performer, director,

writer or technician immediately takes

his position among moviedom's elite.

The heat of the race last year became

so intense, in fact, that electioneering

hit what was generally conceded to be

an all-time low in bad taste. This year,

urged by the Academy to refrain from

"outright, excessive and vulgar solicita-

tion of votes," through high-pressure

salesmanship, the nominees displayed

exemplary promotional ethics without

sacrificing energy and ingenuity in tell-

ing their story to the voters. To be

sure, no one will ever be able to extin-

guish the desire for Oscar that burns

in the heart of every industryite. He
is the reward that caps a career of hard

work and devotion to movies. And
even now, as ballots are ready to be

mailed to the Academy's 2,500 mem-
bers, the stage is set for the biggest race

of the year in show business.

Just as the Kentucky Derby is THE
biggest in the sport of kings each year,

the Oscar Derby is filmdom's big one.

The winners are the acknowledged

champions in their field—and the purse

at stake is a mighty big one, in dollars

and in prestige.

So, what's your choice?



FINANCIAL REPORT

.ong-Term Looks 'Rosy'— Vogel,

3ut M-G-M Won't Match '61 Record

The whopping, record net of $12.6

million rung up in 1961 by Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer is not likely to be matched

in the current fiscal year, which ends

Aug. 31. With that realistic prediction,

president Joseph R. Vogel shed some

light on the operations and aspirations

of the film company whose definite path

upward will be slowed down temporarily

—at least until the potentially powerful

line-up of pictures now being readied get

out into the market. The stock immedi-

VOGEL ately responded accordingly, dropping
3l/> points in two days (see separate trading story).

In answer to a stockholder's question, the Metro topper

assured the annual meeting that the long-term outlook is "very

rosy." He said, "Experience and every indication we have in

hand leads us to expect that over this longer range Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer will maintain an outstanding earnings record,

Some of the sharp decline incurred by M-G-M in

in the previous few days' trading was recovered

Friday (March 2) when the issue rose 2% on a

volume of over 15,000 shares.

will enjoy growth and add substantially to its basic asset value.''

But Metro will not be able to talk in terms of profit records

in '62 for a number of reasons;

(1) The primary factor is that the company will not enjoy

the benefit of the approximately $6 million in film rentals

chalked up last year by "Gone With the Wind" in its fifth

release.

(2) "King of Kings" has not lived up to boxoffice expecta-

tions. Although it was rated by Vogel as a "leading current

attraction here and abroad," the highly-touted biblical epic

has not approached really blockbuster proportions in its road-

show engagements.

(3) Production delays, such as experienced in the making
of "Mutiny on the Bounty," have slowed the release of several

important films, thereby pushing back revenues expected this

fiscal year until the next.

Overall, however, the product outlook at Metro is extremely
bright. "Mutiny," once it is released later in the year,

should be "one of the important milestones in the annals of

the film industry," according to Vogel. "Exceptional revenues"
also were forecast for both Cinerama co-productions, "How the

West Was Won" and "The Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm." In addition, company officials have high hopes for

"Sweet Bird of Youth" and "All Fall Down," two completed
attractions.

The M-G-M president revealed a number of other news-
worthy items covering phases of his firm's activities. Among
them were the fact that the "release of some of our post- 1948
feature films to television is beginning to provide additional
revenue for the company as part of a long-range operation . . .

A second group of 30 is set for this month (Feb.)." Another
profitable outlet for older product has been re-issues to theatres

of films not leased to video. Said Vogel, "The first combination
of releases has received a gratifying boxoffice response."

Possibility of new M-G-M debt financing to replace the exist-

ing debenture debt and provide money for some new projects
was held out at the meeting. Prospects are the purchase of the
Metro homeoffice building from Loew's Theatres, and invest-

ments in some "proposed income-producing properties" in
Culver City.

In response to a question from the floor, Vogel said he "per-
sonally" felt the dividend rate should not be increased further
(it was upped from 40c to 50c last November) until the firm
sees how some of its forthcoming pictures perform at the
boxoffice.

M-G-M will distribute the two Cinerama pictures in 70mm.,
35mm. and 16mm. after they have completed their showings in

the Cinerama process, but the firm will not commit itself to any
further co-productions beyond "West" and "Grimm" until the
b.o. results on the first one are in.

Film Stocks Sell Off Sharply
Led by M-G-M, Warner Bros., Paramount and 20th-Fox, all

of which registered sharp declines, movie stocks slumped in

tune with the overall market. Fourteen of the 18 cinema issues

covered were down in the past fortnight, while only three ad-
vanced slightly. Trading, again in line with the general trend,
was extremely light.

Immediately following president Joseph R. Vogel's announce-
ment to stockholders that Metro would not match last year's
record net in fiscal '62, the stock plummeted 8l/

2 points in
two days, finishing 8% behind on a huge turnover of 158,000
shares.

Warner Bros., beginning to approach a more realistic price
range following its stock split, dropped 514, while Paramount
lost plenty of ground, sliding 41/2 points. Twentieth-Fox, pos-
sibly affected by the brief illness and reported domestic troubles
of "Cleopatra" star Elizabeth Taylor in Rome, dipped 378 .

Other significant losers were Columbia (2%) and American
Broadcasting-Paramount and Stanley Warner, both down 2%.

(Continued on Page 12)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

. Close Close
Film Companies 2/15/62 3/1/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 5% 5% -
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ... 12 12% + %
CINERAMA 16% 17% + %
COLUMBIA 293/g 27 -2%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 78V4 77% - 3/4

DECCA 453/8 45 - %
DISNEY 391/4 383/8 - %
M-G-M 57% 49% -834
PARAMOUNT 58% 533/4 -4%
SCREEN GEMS 22% 21% -1
20TH-FOX 37 33% -3%
UNITED ARTISTS 35% 34% %
WARNER BROS 80 743/4 -51/4

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux. American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 46% 43% -2%
LOEW'S 45 44 -1
NATIONAL GENERAL 7% 73/8 U
STANLEY WARNER 36% 33% -2%
TRANS-LUX 171/4 163

4
- %
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FINANCIAL REPORT which the president said "must wait until we have more fully

regained our position."

(Continued from Page 1
1

)

Cinerama-Martin in 27-House Deal

With one eye peeled on what has been envisioned as "the

real future of the motion picture industry," Cinerama is moving

rapidly ahead to meet its goal of at least 60 theatres ready by

July of this year for the showing of its first feature film, "How
the West Was Won," co-produced with M-G-M. A major step

in that direction was taken recently through an agreement with

Martin Theatres of Georgia that provides for construction of

new Cinerama houses in six cities and extensive renovation of

a theatre in Atlanta. This pact raises the number of Cinerama

locations now set to 27.

The new houses will be built at a cost of about $1 million

apiece in Honolulu, St. Louis, San Antonio, Phoenix, Seattle

and New Orleans, according to the deal negotiated by B. G.

Kranze, Cinerama vice president, and E. D. Martin and Roy

Martin, Jr., of the exhibition firm, and aided by Sid Cooper,

domestic sales manager of Cinerama.

Kranze noted that the company's overseas theatrical expan-

sion also was progressing satisfactorily: "We fully expect to

have the same number of theatres showing Cinerama films

abroad in July as will have been set in this country and Can-

ada." Commented E. D. Martin: "The Cinerama presentation

of motion pictures—with its unique subject matter and equally

unique method of presentation—is the real future of the motion

picture industry."

National General To Up Theatres
Although diversification plans are afoot, National General

Corp. (nee National Theatre & TV) is still very much in the

business of exhibition, president Eugene V. Klein indicated at

the annual meeting. Klein said theatres are sustaining them-

selves against TV competition and announced that for its part

National General s circuit had completed arrangements to

increase the number of houses to 223, "a gain of ten since

the year-end, and a reversal of a ten-year downtrend."

Since the close of its fiscal term (Sept. 26, 1961), NG has

opened a newly-built drive-in near Phoenix, announced plans

to erect three more theatres in California and buy one. Latest

deal set the purchase of five houses in Montana. The president

explained his firm's thinking this way: "We recognized that

motion picture theatres had won their battle to survive along-

side the competition of television; we moved rapidly to put

National's house in order; we intensified promotional activities

that are fundamental to successful theatre operation; we had to

and did bring about economies in administration; we began
running our business as a business, and we developed a hard-

hitting management team.

"Operating profits were visible proof of the accomplishment."

According to Klein, the firm's theatres "provide the cash flow

strength by which we can diversify, and they will contribute

their share to future dividends. We are firmly committed to the

business and are aggressively exploring for new sites because we
knows new population centers need theatres. However, progress

through motion picture houses must still be slow. Under restric-

tions of the consent judgment of 1951, we cannot expect to

dramatically expand our theatre operation."

Looking at the overall movie scene for '62, he waxed opti-

mistic: "The major studios have scheduled an impressive array

of motion pictures for show ing throughout 1962, and the nation

has snapped out of its business recession. Good films and good
business reflect themselves in higher receipts at the boxoffices.

We are fully confident that our operating results will be
strengthened accordingly."

The National meeting also covered the subject of dividends.

4th Quarter Movie Profits Far Off
While profits of 530 U. S. corporations in the fourth quarter

of 1961 jumped over 22 per cent from a year earlier to a peace-

time record, film and theatre firms suffered a tremendous 89.1

per cent drop in earnings. Major contributing factors to the

decline (from $13.1 million to $1.4 million), indicated in the

Wall Street Journal's quarterly survey of earnings reports, were

the nosedives taken by 20th Century-Eox and Paramount. Fox

reported an $11.5 million loss for the fourth period of '6l,

compared to a $1.1 million profit a year earlier. Paramount was

down about $1.5 million from the $2.4 million net in the

I960 span.

SG First Half Zooms
Screen Gems, Inc. reported net income of $1,372,727 (54c

per share) for the first half ended Dec. 30, 1961, a substantial

increase over the $972,592 (38c) for the similar span a year

earlier, it was announced by president A. Schneider.

Admission Prices Jumped 7.8% in '61

Movie theatre admissions continue on the rise. Prices averaged

7.8 per cent higher last year than during I960, according to the

U. S. Labor Department. The '61 annual average was 156.7

per cent of the 1947-49 average, compared to the I960 mark

of 148.9 per cent.

January Dividends Up from '61

Motion picture companies issued cash dividends in January

totaling $1,594,000, compared to $1,353,000 in January, 1961.

The increase was attributed to normal dividend growth. Divi-

dends of $2,868,000 were paid in December, 1961, by movie

firms.

Executive Transactions
Two large deals by theatre firms—one a purchase, the other

a sale—highlighted security transactions by officers and directors

of film and theatre companies, as reported by the SEC for the

period January 11 to February 10, 1962. Eugene V. Klein,

president of National General (nee NT&T), acquired 27,400

shares to lift his total to 122,623, while Trans-Lux Corp. vice

president Harry Brandt sold 100,000 shares, leaving 90,264.

Briskin Pictures, Inc., a holding company through which

Samuel
J.

Briskin, Columbia vice president, has stock in the

film firm, disposed of 200 shares, leaving 408, while Fico Corp.

bought 2,000 shares of Columbia in Briskin's name, raising the

total shares thus held to 71,881. Bernard E. Zeeman, vice presi-

dent and treasurer of Columbia Pictures International, acquired

967 shares to bring his holdings to 1,794 . . . Milton R. Rackmil,

president of Decca Records (Universal parent), acting as co-

trustee, purchased 300 stares of Decca capital stock, lifting the

total held in this manner to 18,600.

Maurice Goldstein, vice president and general sales manager

of Allied Artists, sold 8,000 shares, leaving 5,100. Roger W.
Hurlock, a director, continued to buy into the firm, picking up

500 shares to raise his total to 28,200 . . . Allen & Co., headed

by Charles Allen, Jr., disposed of 5,000 shares of Warner Bros.,

leaving 35,000 . . . Loew 's Theatres vice president Ernest Emer-

ling exercised an option to buy 2,000 shares, bringing his total

to 2,100 shares . . . Paramount vice president Y. Frank Freeman

sold 100 shares to leave 200 . . . Screen Gems vice president

and general manager Jerome Hyams bought 500 shares to raise

his holdings to 4,739 . . . Jay Emanuel, a director of Trans-Lux,

picked up 305 shares; he now owns 15,000.
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(jrttoinq Topic Public foiJcuJJich

Torbidden' Films

A Family Dilemma

Reprinted by Permission, from LIFE

Magazine. Copr. 1962 Time, Inc.

by PETER BUNZEL

The child * * * is whisper-

ing a malicious lie about a relationship

which, until now, was unmentionable in

U.S. movies. The film is a new ver-

sion of Lillian Hellman's distinguished

drama, The Children's Hour. In it

Audrey Hepburn and Shirley MacLaine

play a pair of upstanding school-

teachers whom foul gossip brands as

lesbian lovers—and this is brought out

clearly in the film. Such startling frank-

ness is raising a clamor for more strin-

gent movie censorship, a clamor that

will be intensified by other films which

tackle bold, shocking themes.

A View from the Bridge deals with

incest. The Mark is about a disturbed

youth who is tempted to molest little

girls. Victim tells of hapless homo-
sexuals. These are not films made for

art theatre audiences. They are pro-

duced for the mass market and they will

be seen at neighborhood movie houses

where children usually go as a matter of

course.

None of these films, when viewed by

adult audiences is even faintly salacious.

They are done with good taste and are

absorbing entertainment. So are most of

the others in a wave of controversial

movies which will flood U.S. theatres.

Homosexuality, once a taboo subject, is

dealt with in four major films

—

Advise

and Consent, Taste of Honey, The
Devil's Advocate and The Best Man. In

Walk on the Wild Side, Barbara Stan-

wyck portrays a lesbian who runs a

bawdy house. All Fall Down casts War-
ren Beatty as a young misogynist who
expresses his hatered for women by

brutally attacking them. A crazed rapist

spreads terror in Cape Fear. In Lolita,

a middle-aged professor has a trans-

continental affair with a 12-year-old

bobby-soxer. The Chapman Report de-

picts the adventures of a nymphomaniac.
This trend toward outspoken films

has revived the accusation that movies

are more unpalatable than ever. The
Roman Catholic bishops of the U.S.

have protested sternly. Congressmen,

woman's clubs, clergymen all voice the

same fear: movies that deal candidly

with sex pose a moral threat to U.S.

youth.

The fact is that these movies are not

intended for children. They are, by and
large, thought films for grownups

—

all made with the box office in mind,

but rarely crassly commercial. Most are

adapted from distinguished books and
plays. They deal with major, serious

sociological problems. Yet children will

see some of them. They will hear dis-

cussions of them and read about them

—

as many are undoubtedly doing with

this Life story. The films present a

dilemma to be solved within the family

and unless the problems are openly

discussed at an adult level they cannot

be intelligently and honestly met.

These motion pictures reflect a pre-

occupation with sex—and particularly

its aberrations—that is unprecedented

in the U.S. Frankly sexual stories have

always been available in this country in

one form or another—the medieval au-

thors Chaucer and Boccaccio wrote

classics of ribaldry that are required

reading in colleges. But in general,

erotica has been kept behind closed

doors, barred from the mails and for-

bidden to the public. Bawdy novels like

Fanny Hill had to be smuggled in from

Europe.

Now far racier novels can be bought

anywhere. Henry Miller's Tropic of

Cancer, banned here for 27 years, was

published in the U.S. in 1961 and be-

came a runnaway best-seller. The un-

expurgated Lady Chatterley's Lover,

outlawed since 1928, was issued in 1959.

Today its gamiest passages seem tame

beside those in many new novels.

On Broadway the most successful

playwright is Tennessee Williams, whose

dramas are rooted in flamboyant sex

(and sometimes in sexual deviation).

There are large circulation magazines

whose chief stock in trade is nude

(Continued on Page 18)
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"Whistle Down the Wind"

Su4CH€JJ &<zu#? O O O
Fascinating British import about children mistaking
escaped killer for Christ. Haley Mills stars. May be
surprise hit.

From England comes this unusual and sensitive excursion
into the world of children. Primarily, what happens when three

farm children find an on-the-run murderer in their barn and
mistake him for Jesus returned. With popular young Haley
("The Parent Trap") Mills lending weight to the marquee,
and with Pathe-America aggressively promoting the release,

it might prove a surprising dualler for the general market. A
fascinating drama from beginning to end, it is likely to roll

up outstanding returns in both art houses and other situations

where British imports have proven profitable. The most en-

chanting aspect of the film is the skillful way director Bryan
Forbes unfolds his story through the eyes of children looking

out on an adult world. Adult problems, whom the murderer
killed, and why, are never fully developed. They assume only

the degree of importance a child would place upon them. Only
the children in the small village know that Jesus has returned.

They feed him, sit in awe at his feet and beg him to tell them
stories, and form a secret society against the grown-ups who,
if they knew, would do him harm again. Director Forbes at

all times avoids the maudlin and shows respect for his audi-

ence. Miss Mills is excellent as the eldest of the three children,

combining youthful fears and doubts with the burden of look-

ing after her brother and sister. But six-year-old Alan Barnes,

her outspoken brother, walks off with acting honors. He prom-

ises to stir up the greatest word-of-mouth about a child actor

since Miss Mills herself appeared on the scene. All of the sup-

port is first-rate: Bernard Lee, Miss Mills' hard-working father;

Alan Bates, the haggard and confused murderer; Norman Bird,

the farm hand against whom the children wage constant war-

fare; Diane Holgate,, Miss Mills' younger sister; and the score

of marvelous-looking children who people the plot. David
Harcourt's stark black-and-white photography and Malcolm
Arnold's imaginative music score add greatly to the story's

impact. The Keith Waterhouse-Willis Hall screenplay, from a

Mary Hayley Bell novel, has Miss Mills coming across Bates in

the barn and exclaiming: "Who are you?" Relieved at seeing

only a child, he exclaims: "Jesus Christ!" Soon all the children

are daily visitors to the barn. Young Barnes loses his faith

when he gives Bates a cat and later finds it dead. He gives

Bates away. The police arrive and Bates, aware that if he

shoots his way out he may wound a child, gives himself up.

Miss Mills watches Bates being led away, and knows he will

come again.

Pathe-America. 98 minutes. Hayley Mills, Alan Bates, Bernard Lee. Produced by
Richard Attenborough. Directed by Bryan Forbes.

"La Nolle" ("The Night")

IRatut? O O O
Outstanding Italian import tells of marital break-up by
unique technique. Will score heavily in art market.

Italian director Michelangelo Antonioni, who stirred up
world-wide controversy with "L'Avventura," is now represented

on these shores with this already prize-laden drama. Like his

previous film, this promises to stir up plenty of word-of-mouth,

and this, coupled with critical reception, will make it a solid

boxoffke attraction for art houses. An Antonioni film is not

escapist entertainment, in the familiar sense. He expects his

audiences to work with him. In "La Notte," the effort is worth

the work because by the time the 120-minute running time is

over, viewers will be aware of having traveled with a highly

original mind through a disturbing tapestry of human eifl

tions and conduct. Antonioni tells his stories via images
s J

sound effects, not plot. At times his images seem to have*
bearing on a central theme, but gradually one understand!!
great deal about the people (primarily, their reactions to w
they are seeing or doing). Like a jigsaw puzzle, Antoni.

',

moves his camera around and around his subjects. A hint ht
,

a hint there. Then slowly the pieces begin to emerge in a I

vealing pattern and the spectator has a sense of participatii

Antonioni is truly one of the original minds creating mov
j

today. In "La Notte," he deals with twenty-four hours in i

life of a married couple. The stars are Marcello Mastroiar
(of "La Dolce Vita") and Jeanne Moreau, but the Iocatii

lensing of Milan must share equal credit. At first, Mastroiani

a distinguished young writer, and Mile Moreau, his attracti

wife, appear to be the ideal couple. Slowly, we are shown he

bored with life and each other they actually are. While it

visits a dying writer friend in a hospital, she wanders throuj

the streets of Milan remembering earlier, happier days. A ra

visit to an "exotic" nightclub fails to break the desolation an'

futility of their lives together. Hoping to escape themselv

and each other, they attend a party at the lavish estate of

millionaire industrialist. During the wild and festive nigh

Mastroianni pursues his host's beautiful daughter (Monk
Vitti) only to discover she's as tired of life as he is. Mill 1

Moreau rebuffs the advances of an attractive playboy. Daw
finds Mile Moreau telling Mastroianni she no longer loves hin

Out of desperation he falls passionately upon her.

Lopert (U.S.) . United Artists I International ) . 120 minutes. Jeanne Moreau, Mai
cello Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Produced by Emanuele Cassuto. Directed b

Michelangelo Antonioni.

"Brushfire"

&«4t*ee44 'RctftHQ O Plus

Hackneyed melodrama OK as supporting dualler.

Southeast Asia today is the settng of this Paramount quickie

which concerns itself with an attempt to rescue an American

couple from the clutches of Red guerillas for a ransom of guns

and ammunition. Although talk overshadows action, there's

enough of the latter to make "Brushfire" an adequate support-

ing dualler for the general market. John Ireland portrays an

American living in Asia who is chosen to lead the jungle rescue

mission. Everett Sloane, an Austrialian ex-commando, accom-

panies him. Pretty Jo Morrow and Al Avalon are the kid-

napped couple, while former SS officer Carl Esmond and Rus-

sian revolutionary Howard Caine round out the cast as the

"heavies." Producer-director-co-scripter Jack Warner, Jr. (with

Irwin Blacker) manages to stretch as much mileage as possible

out of the rather far-fetched and hackneyed happenings. After

some persuasion Ireland and Sloane agree to undertake the

mission. While they are hacking their way through the jungle,

Esmond rapes Miss Morrow, while Avalon is forced to watch.

Ireland and Sloane finally reach the hideout, kill Caine and

free the two prisoners. Esmond catches up with them in the

jungle and another battle ensues. Esmond and Avalon are

killed, and Miss Morrow looks forward to a new life with Ireland.

Paramount. 80 minutes. John Ireland, Everett Sloane, Jo Morrow. Produced and
Directed by Jack Warner, Jr.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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Paul Newman and Geraldine Page

"Sweet Bird of Youth" Superb Version of Williams' Hit Play

Satinet* RcUitt? OOO Plus

Skillfully written, directed, acted. Emotionally compell-

ing experience for adult audiences. Paul Newman, Ger-

aldine Page reach new dramatic heights. Smash grosssr.

In bringing to the screen Tennessee Williams' stage hit about

a pair of tormented souls trapped in their own private hell of

self-deception and self-indulgence, director-scripter Richard

Brooks (of "Elmer Gantry" fame) has created one of the out-

standing motion pictures of recent years. In selecting Paul

Newman (current Oscar contender for "The Hustler") and

Geraldine Page (acclaimed for "Summer and Smoke") to

recreate their stage roles, producer Pandro S. Berman has pro-

vided moviegoers with two powerful performances certain to

be eagerly discussed for some time to come. And because many
of the ingredients essential to a boxoffice hit (controversy,

romance, action, suspense) have been skillfully and tastefully

combined in this handsome M-G-M CinemaScope-Metrocolor

production, exhibitors can count on "Sweet Bird of Youth" to

become one of the smash moneymakers of the year. Technically

superb and emotionally compelling, it will be a thrilling and

memorable experience for all adult audiences.

The star appeal, the Williams hallmark and solid promo-
tional backing by Metro will start it off with socko returns.

Critical reception and word-of-mouth will parlay grosses even

higher. Final figures should equal or surpass "Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof" and "Butterfield 8." It is the best adaptation of a

Tennessee Williams play since "A Streetcar Named Desire".

There cannot be praise enough for Brooks. In a literate,

sensitive and non-sensational way he has taken a number of sor-

did and unpleasant situations (a philandering ladies man living

off a fading actress, political tyranny, abortion) and portrayed

them with the utmost taste and intelligence. He has rearranged

some of the play's sequences to give them greater dramatic
impact, and has replaced stage dialogue with fluid and inven-

tive flashbacks. His script is often blunt and frank, but then the

people he is dealing with are cut from a non-conventional mold.
He is not trying to shock. He is giving adult insight into the

lives of two terribly disturbed individuals. Each aspect of the

story (tender and sex-motivated love, the greedy climb toward
success) has been developed according to its logical dramatic
importance, and then delicately woven into a complex and
gripping whole.

What makes "Sweet Bird" such an unusual film is that its

two main characters attract deep audience sympathy despite
their unworthy aspirations and dissolute conduct. Newman is

an an egotistical opportunist who feels his youth slipping away
and who will do anything to land the movie contract he so
fanatically desires. Miss Page is an aging acress who, believing
her screen career ended, resorts to sex, alcoholism and narcotics
to escape from reality. But thanks to the performances of the
two stars, these people emerge somewhat tragic and always
interesting. They will leave their mark on audiences of every
range from the metropolitan areas to the hinterlands.

Newman gives his finest portrayal to date as the success-
minded Chance Wayne. On one level he is a cynical taker who
unabashedly "hires" himself out as Miss Page's lover in return
for her promise to get him a screen test. On another, he is a
confused young man still deeply in love with his childhood
sweetheart. By effectively shuttling back and forth between the

shadings and emotional levels the role demands Newman proves

himself an actor of unquestionable merit. Miss Page is brilliant.

Her fading actress who grasps at Newman (for his looks and

youth) in the same frantic way he clings to her, and takes

pleasure in draining him of all his pride is as electrifying as

anything the screen has witnessed in a long time.

The other performances, though somew hat dwarfed, are gems

in themselves. Pretty young Shirley Knight, Newman's former

sweetheart who has undergone an abortion (Newman's child).

Ed Begley, her domineering political boss father who years ago

instilled Newman with the fire of success. Rip Torn, Begley's

sadistic son. Mildred Dunnock, Begley's frightened sister. Made-
line Sherwood, Begley's former mistress who brings about his

downfall.

Kudos also for Harold Gelman's effective music, Milton

Krasner's vivid photography, Henry Grace and Hugh Hunt's

masterful Southern Gulf town sets, and Lee LeBlanc's ingenious

special visual effects.

The plot finds New man and a drunken Miss Page arriving in

Newman's home town where he has stopped to see Miss Knight.

Unaware of Miss Knight's abortion, he is puzzled w hen all of

his friends advise him to leave immediately. He also finds it

difficult to cater to Miss Page's whims, and finally tells her that

the reason her comeback film was a failure at a sneak preview

is because she's too old. Miss Page, who fled Hollywood after

the preview, takes his insults because she wants his affection.

Finally, through Miss Dunnock, Newman manages a few min-

utes with Miss Knight, but she tells him she cannot see him
any more. During a political rally the truth about the abortion

(Begley ordered it) is revealed. At this point Miss Page receives

a phone call telling her her picture is a smash. She walks out

on Newman. He goes to Miss Knight's house and Torn and
some of his friends permanently disfigure his face. Miss Knight,

defying Begley, helps Newman to his feet and assures him they

can find happiness somewhere.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 120 minutes. Paul Newman, Geraldine Paqe. Shirley Knight,
Ed Begley, Rip Torn, Mildred Dunnock. Produced by Pandro Berman. Directed by
Richard Brooks.
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"Last Year at Marienbad"

Scttutew, 'Rati*? O O O
Rating is for art market. Off-beat presentation will stir

plenty talk among serious art film fans.

Alain Resnais, French director of the critically-acclaimed
"Hiroshima, Mon Amour," has come up with what might easily
become the most controversial motion picture to date (from a
presentation standpoint rather than subject matter). Some will
call this Gallic import pretentious, a fake, a non-film. Others
will hail it as a daring and original departure in moviemaking
(not unlike the cubistic period of painting). But the much-
heated talk that will certainly follow its release promises to

produce outstanding grosses along the art house circuit. Seri-

ous-minded devotees of the art cinema will find this Astor re-

lease a must. Resnais' film is not to be judged from story

content (the eternal triangle of two men and a beautiful

woman), but rather from the visual manner in which it is pre-

sented. The past, the present and the future have been bril-

liantly fused with scenes that are real and scenes that are

imaginary. Alain Robbe-Grillet's story takes place in a large,

baroque hotel—an icy, suffocating world peopled by anony-
mous, polite, idle and wealthy guests. Resnais, by utilizing the

hotel's properties (gilded mirrors, marble columns, stiff-backed

servants statues, a symmetrically patterned garden) then com-
bining them with an off-screen narration and on-screen con-

versation, ends up with a strange and haunting visual exercise

in stream-of-consciouness. He centers his point of view on
three unamed individuals Delphine Seyrig, a beautiful young
woman with apparently no past; Giorgio Albertazzi, who tells

her that they met a year ago, and loved one another; Sacha

Pitoeff, Mile Seyrig's distant protector, perhaps her husband.

Via a number of different events, some portrayed by the actors

as they happened, others as the characters would have liked

them to happen, an intricate emotional web begins to unfold.

Albertazzi wants to take Mile Seyrig away (as she promised a

year ago). She believes he is confusing her with someone else.

As his story becomes more and more real, Miss Seyrig grows

frightened—she doesn't want to leave this false world. She

tortures herself with phantoms of rape, murder, suicide. To
escape Albertazzi, Mile Seyrig gives Pitoeff one last chance to

win her back. When he doesn't, she leaves with Albertazzi and

an unknown future.

Astor. 93 minutes. Delphine Seyrig, Giorgio Albertazzi Sacha Pitoeff. Produced
by Pierre Courau and Raymond Froment. Directed by Alain Resnais.

"The Errand Boy"

Sututeu RoUt? O O Plus

Lewis spoof on Hollywood has good share of laughs.

This latest Jerry Lewis romp — a spoof on Hollywood —
contains some of his funniest work to date and some pretty

flat stuff. It's also filled, like most of his previous efforts, with

pathos-oriented moments that just don't come off. This is

Lewis' weakness, his urge to capture the Chaplin gift for cre-

ating humor through the pathetic, downtrodden man. Lewis

is always at his best when he plays his long suit—slapsitck.

As director and co-scripter (with Bill Richmond) he tells what

happens when movie studio paperhanger Lewis is hired to spy

on the efficiency of his co-workers. His misadventures come

fast and furious: he fouls up the shooting of a scene; gets

trapped in an elevator with a bubble gum-chewing beauty;

accidentally becomes the escort of a voluptuous siren at a

Beverly Hills shindig; drives a train of small cars onto a sound

stage; and accidentally drenches everyone on a set while open-

ing a gigantic bottle of champagne.

Paramount. 92 minutes. Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard McNear. Produced by

Ernest D. Glucksman. Directed by Lewis.

"World in My Packet"

'SciAiHCte Rati** O O
Fairly suspenseful crime-meller should satisfy in actior

market. OK dualler elsewhere.

Four men and a girl plan a daring million-dollar armored cai

robbery. For a while director Alvin Rakoff suspensefully leack

us to believe they will get away with it. Then the tautly-built

pieces begin crumbling and what evolves is only a mildly enter-

taining crime-thriller. This M-G-M programmer will perform

best in action houses, and will adequately fill the dualler slot

in the general market. Rod Steiger provides the only American

name for the marquee, and he's assisted by such international

names as attractive Nadja Tiller, Peter Van Eyck, Ian Bannen

and Jean Servais. The Frank Harvey screenplay, based on a

James Hadley Chase novel, starts out as a "Rififi"-type affair.

Five down-and-outers in Marseilles systematically prepare to

rob an ultra-modern and supposedly impregnable armored car.

Fate intervenes during the robbery and the eventual falling-out-

among thieves finally brings everything to naught. Steiger por-

trays the methodical leader; Miss Tiller, the bitter girl who
dreams up the heist; Van Eyck, a sinister ladies man; Bannen, a

nervous youngster who finds himself attracted to Miss Tiller;

Servais, an expert safe-cracker with a fear of snakes. Steiger is

wounded during the robbery, but the gang manages to hide

the armored car inside a moving van. Unfortunately, for them,

one of the guards inside the car is still alive. When the steel

shutters are opened the dying guard kills Bannen. Servais'

nerves begin to crack when he finds he cannot break the com-

bination. He goes into hiding in some fields, but a snake brings

him into the open and Van Eyck kills him. An inquisitive

Italian youth discovers the car inside the van and calls the

police. The remaining three gang members flee into the moun-
tains. When police kill Van Eyck, Steiger and Miss Tiller sur-

render.

M-G-M. 93 minutes. Rod Steiger, Nadia Tiller, Peter Van Eyck. Produced by
Alexander Grueter. Directed by Alvin Rakoff.

"Blue Hawaii"

g«4tH€44 /Rate*? O O
Elvis in a picture-pretty musical tour.

This latest Elvis Presley starrer for Paramount is a musical

travelogue of our fiftieth state. As pretty as a picture postcard

(location lensing in Technicolor and Panavision), as light-

weight as a balmy summer breeze, and loaded with plenty of

song and dance (14 musical numbers), "Blue Hawaii" is sure

to make Presley fans happy, but it's hardly the dish for dis-

criminating audiences. What little Hal Kanter plot there is

centers around poor little rich boy Elvis wanting to strike out

on his own rather than start at the top in his father's pineapple

factory. It's all good clean fun as Elvis sings, dances and guides

his way across the romantic isles, and director Norman Taurog

has placed the accent on blue water, luaus, multi-colored shirts

and a desire for patrons to catch the first plane to Oahu. The

acting is adequate (Angela Lansbury is a standout as Elvis' scat-

terbrained mother), the songs pleasant, the photography mag-

nificent. The plot finds Elvis guiding school teacher Nancy

Walters and five attractive teen-age students throughout the

islands. His girlfriend, Joan Blackman, grows jealous of Miss

Walters, and one of the teen-agers (Jenny Maxwell) makes an

unsuccessful play for him. After becoming involved in a brawl

(while trying to protect Miss Maxwell from a wolf), Elvis

loses his job. All ends well with Elvis and Miss Blackman set-

ting up their own travel agency.

Paramount. 101 minutes. Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman, Angela Lansbury. Produced

by Hal Wallis. Directed by Norman Taurog.
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Newsmakers

Tribute to Skouras
National Allied and Theatre Owners of

America will combine to pay an unprece-

dented exhibitor tribute to 20th-Fox president

Spyros P. Skouras on the 2()th anniversary of

his assumption of the presidency of the com-

pany. The two national theatre groups will

sponsor a testimonial reception and dinner

for the film executive, April 12, at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria, it was announced

jointly by Allied chief Marshall H. Fine and

TOA topper John H. Stembler. Meanwhile,

Skouras returned from a Hollywood trip,

accompanied by vice president and New York

studio representative Joseph H. Moskowitz,

to confirm studio boss Peter Levathes' an-

nouncement that Fox and its independent

producers will turn out 17 pictures in 1962.

Hyman Talks Product
AB-PT Theatres vice president Ed-

ward L. Hyman, c, shows 1962

report on Hollywood product to Uni-

versal v. p. David A. Lipton, 1., Edward

Muhl, U v.p. in charge of production.

New Columbia Pact

Pointing up Columbia's efforts

to expand its international pro-

duction program, M. J. Frank-

ovich (above), vice president in

charge of the firm's overseas

production activities, announced

that Columbia has signed a new
multiple-picture deal with Dino

De Laurentiis, who will make a

minimum of five films for the

company.

AA Buyout Off
Negotiations collapsed at the

week end for purchase of control

of Allied Artists by Claude A.

Giroux-Sheldon Smerling, who
were to name Paul N. Lazarus,

Jr. (above) president. Lazarus,

who recently announced his

resignation as vice president of

Columbia Pictures, reportedly is

entertaining several other propo-

sitions that have been presented

to him.

TOA Expands
Theatre Owners of America an-

nounced the affiliation of the Independ-

ent Exhibition, Inc., and Drive-In

Theatres Assn. of New England, which

had been unattached since its with-

drawal from National Allied in 1959.

Julian Rifkin, who succeeded Edward

W. Lider as president of the New
England unit, was elected national

delegate to the TOA board. In addi-

tion, formation and affiliation of Thea-

tre Owners of Pennsylvania with TOA
also was revealed. David E. Milgram,

head of Milgram Theatres of Philadel-

phia, was named president of the

group, which represents more than

200 Pennsylvania theatres.

Siegel—M-G-M Pact

Following termination of his present con-

tract with M-G-M, former studio chief Sol

C. Siegel (above) w ill enter into a new pro-

duction-distribution pact covering two inde-

pendent films and an optional two more for

Metro. LInder terms of the agreement, Siegel

is to make the first two within a two-year

period, the first script due by next Dec. 31-

He is granted the right to acquire properties

and to prepare scripts on his own account.

Levine Has 15 Ready
Embassy Pictures president Joseph E.

Levine delivered a double-barrelled announce-

ment recently: (1) he now has 15 unreleased

pictures finished and ready to go; (2)

"Boccaccio '70" will become one of the

great grossers of all time. He pointed to the

12 sizzling openings of "Boccaccio" in Italy

as proof of the picture's potential.

Royal Welcome
Arnold M. Picker, executive vice president

of United Artists, is congratulated by Queen

Elizabeth II following Royal Film Perform-

ance of "West Side Story" at Odeon Lei-

cester Square Theatre, London.
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FORBIDDEN' FILMS

(Continued from Page 13)

photos; the post office department, which

was once a morals watchdog, has been

forced by court order to permit them to

be mailed.

Dangers of tight censorship

Amid this unprecedented freedom,

movies present a special problem. Un-
like books and plays, they are available

to everyone, regardless of age. Many
adults fear that children may be jolted

by films which come to grips with stark

adult problems. But some experts be-

lieve the harmful effects of such motion

pictures are greatly exaggerated. Paul

W. Tappan, professor of sociology at

New York University: "There is no

evidence that children form basic atti-

tudes to authority or morality from

exposure to motion pictures. At least

as strong a case can be made that

maladjustments are intensified through

tight and prudish censorship."

Historically, movie censorship has

been both tight and prudish. For years

it kept Hollywood in a strait jacket,

woven by local vigilantes who believed

that movies were corrupting morals. In

the early days there may have been

some ground for this belief. There was
a time when the Hollywood product

abounded in half-clad dancers and bath-

tub scenes obviously thrown in for

shock value.

As early as 1913, Ohio enacted a

statewide law censoring movies. Nine
states quickly followed, and dozens of

cities passed their own ordinances. The
result was chaos— and absurdity. In

Manhattan, Mary Pickford, who was
still in her teens, was barred from see-

ing one of her own movies because no

adult accompanied her. Spokane's mayor

banned a two-reeler called Tango Danc-

ing Lesson on the ground that "I won't

let my daughter do those dances."

Hurt financially by these restrictions

on showing its films and worried by

scandals. Hollywood imposed a rigid

self-censorship. The industry in 1922

hired former Postmaster General Will

H. Hays as its morals czar. Hays had a

solicitude for children which he ex-

pressed in grandiloquent language:

"This industry must have, toward that

sacred thing, the mind of a child, to-

ward that clean virgin thing, that un-

marked slate, the same responsibility,

the same care about their impressions

made upon it, that the best clergyman or

the most inspired teacher would have."

This viewpoint was embodied in the

Motion Picture Code, drawn up in 1930

Maria Schell offers to help Stuart Whitman,
who suffers a compulsion to molest little

girls, in "The Mark", Continental release.

to provide guidelines for morally ac-

ceptable conduct in movies. The Code
demanded defeat for all transgressors.

It held that divorce was intolerable,

miscegenation abominable, swearing un-

pardonable. Love conquered all—yet

maried couples never shared a double

bed.

The Code did not stop at morality. It

also sought to prevent Hollywood from

angering pressure groups. In 1939 the

script for Hal Roach's comedy, The
Housekeeper's Daughter, had to be re-

vised because it showed a newspaper re-

porter cadging drinks from his cronies.

"Such characterization," went the sol-

emn, farfetched explanation, "might

give offense to newspaper publishers,

editors and writers."

Hard new look at the Code

The Code was Hollywood's Bible and

its precepts were commands. Only two
films were ever released without a seal

of approval. They were The Moon Is

Blue in 1953, which was rejected for

treating adultery lightly and The Man
with the Golden Arm in 1955, which

was the first U.S. movie about dope

addiction. But times were changing.

Both productions became such big com-

mercial hits that they induced the in-

dustry to re-examine its whole code.

It was clear that movies would no

longer make money by pandering to a

teen-age mentality. TV was doing that

sort of thing better and for free. Be-

tween 1948 and 1958 movie box-office

grosses fell by nearly 50%—but only

for theatres showing the Hollywood
product. Art theatres, showing European

films ranging from Brigitte Bardot sex

farces to Ingmar Bergman's medieval

morality plays, were thriving.

Hollywood took the cue and began

dramatizing themes which were too

outspoken for TV.

Two precedent-setting court decisions

gave them a go-ahead. The first in-

volved the Italian-made religious par-

able, The Miracle, which had been ban-

ned in New York State. In 1952 the

U.S. Supreme Court lifted the ban. "We
conclude," the Court unanimously ruled,

"that expression by means of motion

pictures is included within the free

speech guarantee of the First and

Fourth Amendments." The decision ex-

pressly precluded banning a movie on

grounds of "sacrilege." The U.S. film

industry had taken no part in the case

whatever but it was paying close atten-

tion. In 1958 the Court ruled further

that a film version of Lady Chatterley's

Lover could not be outlawed for being

"immoral." The two decisions leave

only one legal justification for censor-

ing a movie: gross obscenity.

The Hollywood Code was now re-

vised to permit portrayals of dope ad-

diction and badinage about adultery.

Last year came the most radical change

of all. Sex perversion, once forbidden,

was declared permissible if handled

"with care, discretion and restraint."

The Code remains a highly capricious

instrument. Two recent U.S. films about

perversion passed without difficulty, but

the Code Authority flunked the British

import, Victim. A single word made the

diberence. The Children's Hour and Ad-

vise and Consent use synonyms for sex-

ual deviates; Victim comes right out

with "homosexual."

Four states— New York, Virginia,

Maryland and Kansas—still force films

to obtain licenses before release. So

do more than a dozen cities. Scores of

others enforce censorship after movies

are publicly shown.

Few of the censors have any qualifi-

cations for the job. Chicago's censorship

board is dominated by policemen's

widows. In Boston the censor is the

mayor's press secretary. The chief censor

in Atlanta is a housewife, while in

Evanston, 111. a policewoman inspects

movies in her spare time for $180 a

year.

This year's big censorship wrangle is

brewing in New York. The state's

Board of Censors has banned the movie

version of the hit off-Broadway drama,

The Connection. Like the play, it por-

trays dope addiction. The dispute, how-

ever, is not over subject matter but

language, the like of which has never

been spoken on the screen. Attorney

Ephraim London is fighting the case,

as he did the Miracle and Chatterley

cases. "To prove obscenity," London
argues, "the state has to show that using

this language arouses lustful desire in

normal adults. That's absurd."
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'Informed Parents Make the Best Censors 9

Wherever censorship prevails, stand-

ards vary. Sophia Loren's Two Women
was deemed perfectly all right in Man-

hattan but was blackballed in Detroit.

In Austin, Texas, Brigitte Bardot's And
God Created Woman was approved for

a theater that catered to white audiences,

but Negroes were not allowed to see it.

Providence's three censors also banned

And God Created Woman. The ruling

was taken to court, and one of the

censors admitted that, before Woman,
he had attended only a single movie in

13 years—and then only because the

police commissioner told him to.

England, in regulating movies, comes

down stringently on violence. The U.S.

melodrama Homicidal, a blockbuster

here, was banned in Britian as too

brutal even for adults. Yet sex in

movies is accepted there casually and,

as in most of Europe, nudity is allowed.

In England, all movies are classified

by an industry-appointed Board of Cen-

sors whose members include experts in

child psychology. The board gives a

"U" certificate for movies that may be

attended by all. Children under 16 may
view "A" films only with adults. "X"
films are for adults only. Few films are

banned outright. Most communities

require theatre operators to enforce the

board's decisions.

Has Supporters in U.S.

The system has drawn many U.S.

supporters. However, legalized classifi-

cation has been ruled unlawful in the

U.S. by at least one state court. In

1959 Pennsylvania passed a classifica-

tion bill, but the state supreme court

held it unconstitutional under the

free speech provisions of the Miracle

decision.

The ebb of legalized censorship since

the Miracle decision has given a much
louder voice to private groups which

police the movies for their membership.

Foremost among these is the Roman
Catholic Legion of Decency. The Le-

gion's ratings, circulated among all U.S.

parishioners, are based on Church pre-

cepts. They specify the moral suitability

of films for children and adults. Occa-

sionally a movie is condemned for all.

Once a year Catholics are asked to

pledge to follow these directives, so few

producers dare risk condemnation by

the Legion.

The Legion has increasingly given a

"separate classification" to films which

it does not want to condemn outright

but which "require caution and some
analysis and explanation as a protection

to the uninformed against wrong in-

terpretations and false conclusions."

Among such films are Victim and Walk
on the Wild Side. La Dolce Vita re-

ceived the same rating but with an ad-

ditional stipulation which the Legion

apparently feels will restrict its au-

dience to more sophisticated groups: it

must never be viewed in a dubbed Eng-

lish version — only in the original

Italian.

Voluntary, as opposed to legalized,

classification has been pioneered by the

Legion of Decency. Frequently it has

approved films so long as the ads

specify they are for adults only. Now
many responsible producers impose

their own classification. Among them

are Elia Kazan, whose Splendor in the

Grass deals with premartial sex rela-

tions, and Richard Brooks, whose Elmer

Gantry is about a depraved preacher.

The ads for both movies stipulate that

patrons under 16 must have an adult

with them. William Wyler advocates

the same restrictions for his Children's

Hour.

"But," adds Wyler, "sex isn't the

only reason that I'm careful. I also

directed Ben-Hur. That was a deeply

religious film, but it had a lot of violence

which might upset kids. My son was 7

when the movie came out. I waited

two years before letting him see it."

There is a drawback to standardized

classification. As children grow up, they

differ enormously within each age

group. Some are emotionally and physi-

cally mature at 16, others still have a

"Victim" deals with blackmail directed

against homosexuals. Above, detectives

arrest a suspect in this off beat drama.

long way to go. Proscribing a film of all

16-year-olds tends to protect backward

.children by penalizing the mature. Clas-

sification works best when voluntarily

imposed within the family.

This principle was ringingly affirmed

by Superior Court Judge Luther Alver-

son of Georgia when he upset Atlanta's

ban on Never on Sunday. He wrote:

"The defendant's concern with the wel-

fare of our city and its children is

highly commendable. It is obvious, how-

ever, that parents are more competent to

rear children than the state, and this

responsibility should rest with them.

Censorship is not a desirable substitute

for responsible parents."

Parents can inform themselves about

current films from a variety of sources.

Movie ads often contain plenty of clues.

Some say specifically that a film is not

recommended for youngsters. Others

use words like "shocking" and "wild

orgies," which should give fair warn-

ing. In addition, newspapers and maga-

zines review new releases. So do film

bulletins issued by dozens of private

groups.

The Green Sheet

The most comprehensive of the pri-

vate bulletins is The Green Sheet. Pub-

lished by the Film Estate Board of Na-

tional Organizations, it commands a

monthly audience of nine million. The
Green Sheet reflects the composite judg-

ment of 10 member groups, including

the General Federation of Woman's
Clubs, the FTA, the American Jewish

Committee and the Protestant Motion

Picture Council. Its reviews summarize

the plots, evaluate artistry and specify

which films are suitable for children,

young people, mature young people or

adults.

Subscribers may enroll free of charge

by writing The Green Sheet, 522 Fifth

Avenue, New York 36, N.Y. The Green

Sheet is not infallible or comprehen-

sive, but it is a help.

Informed parents make the best cen-

sors. They alone are equipped to judge

a film's suitability for their children.

Often the loudest drumbeaters for out-

side censorship are parents who seek

to shirk this duty. They are like the

distraught mother who petitioned Abra-

ham Ribicoff, Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation and Welfare. Her son, she wrote,

wore a beard, called himself a beatnik

and treated her like dirt. "Mr. Secre-

tary," she demanded, "when are you

going to solve my problem?"
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

August
TWENTY PLUS TWO David Janssen, Jeanne Crain, Dina
Merrill, Agnes Moorehead. Producer Frank Gruber.
Director Joseph M. Newman. Story of events in life of
woman missing 22 years. 102 min. 11/27/41.

December
EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Frazer, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Serato, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of El
Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/11/61.

January
GEORGE RAFT STORY. THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March
HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist, through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. The life and loves of the
infamous ruler of the Third Reich. 107 min.

April

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danlelewski. 98 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gaziara. Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price. Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Ho. Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith.

June
BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer Ustinov. Picturization of
Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Science-fiction thriller. I 19 min.

Coming
CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID. THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

August

PIT AND THE PENDULUM. THE Color, Panavision.
Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele, Luana
Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman. Edgar Allan
Poe's classic. 85 min. 8/7/61.

November

GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color, CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini, Emma Danieli, Lirio

Lorenzon. Producer Fortunato Missiano. Director Do-
menico Paolella. Sea adventure. 81 min.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. War drama. 83 min.

December

JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar,
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 mni. 2/19/62.

January
PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic, Jany
Clair. Producer Francesko Thellung. Director Francesko
de Feo. 80 min.

February
PREMATURE BURIAL, THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-

land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney. Heather Angel. Pro-

ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan

Poe's story.

March
BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. 90 min.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. 87 min.

April

BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 65 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball. Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 65 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani, Gioranna Ralli. War action film.

June
MARCO POLO Rory Calhoun Yoko Tani.

SURVIVAL Ray Milland, Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon.
Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Hough-
land.

July

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming
HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price.

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

October

GREYFRIARS BOBBY Technicolor. Donald Crisp, Lau-
rence Naismith, Alex Machenzie. Producer Walt Dis-

ney. Director Don Chaffey True story of a dog that
won the hearts of a town. 91 min. 9/4/61.

December

BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the
Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/61.

A pril

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian,
Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce from Disney sighted
on the space age. 98 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.
A warm and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy
and a champion Irish setter photographed in the Ca-
nadian Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of an
American family's misadventures during a European
holiday.

CASTAWAYS. THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Milli,

George Sanders. Based on the Jules Verne story,

"Captain Grant's Children.''

September

SCREAM OF FEAR Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis. Ann
Todd. Producer Jimmy Sangster. Director Seth Holt. 81

min. 8/21/61.

October

DEVIL AT 4 O'CLOCK, THE Color. Spencer Tracy, Frank
Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews, Jean Pierre Aumont, Barbara
Luna. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Mervyn LeRoy.
126 min. 10/2/61.

LOSS OF INNOCENCE Color. Kenneth More, Danielle
Darrieux, Susannah York. Producer Victor Saville. Direc-

tor Lewis Gilbert. 99 min. 8/21/61.

MR. SARDONICUS Oscar Homolka, Ronald Lewis,

Audrey Dalton, Guy Rolfe. Producer-director William
Castle. Suspense thriller. 89 min. 10/16/61.

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney. Buddy Hackett,
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

VALLEY OF THE DRAGONS Cesare Danova. Joan
Staley, Sean McClory. Producer Byron Roberts. Direc-

tor Edward Bernds. Jules Verne tale. 79 min. 11/27/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. Mi-
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Gary
Merrill. Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Rich-

ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Michael

Carreras. Director Ouentin Lawrence. 84 min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolores

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pro-

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roman-
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay

Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronin,

Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Oscar

Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward

Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julie

Adams, Roy Roberts, Carl Reid, Paul Dubor. Producer

Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDonald. 79 min.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-

ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.

Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.

Drama of New Orleans French O uar fer - 2/5/62.

March

BEST OF ENEMIES THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Albert Sor'di, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino

de Laurentils. Director Guy Hamilton.

.4 pril

FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins

Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederick

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit.

July

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.

Coming
BARABBAS Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano, Jack

Palance, Ernest Borgnine.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford Lee Remick, Sid-

ney Miller, Rose Martin. Director Blake Edwards.

H.M.S. DEFIANT Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony

Ouayle.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim

Novak, Fred Astaire.
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October

CALL ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
Sanders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert

Day. A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

FROM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel, Lea Massari.

Jeanne Valerie. Producer Paul Graelz. Director Mauro
Bolognini A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
84 min. 10/30/61.

HANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.

Producers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-

mond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a

man twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

MARK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.

Producer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
drama concerning a most controversial subject. 121

min. 11/27/61.

November

NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers. Richard Todd, Elizabeth

Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-

tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious

underworld of crime.

RIFIFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller. Producer Jacques
Mage. Director Alex Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller.

97 min.

December
HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

March

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders.

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton.

Coming
VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-
grin. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.
Film version of Arthur Miller's hit play. 110 min.
2/5/42.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Film version of the Broadway stage play.

LA BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset,
Alfred Adam, Louis de Funes, Christian Marin, Cathe-
rine Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director
Robert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min.

Current Releases
I AFTER MEIN KAMPF IBrenner) Producer Joseph Bren-
i ner. Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/21/61.

ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Filmsl Lilo Pulver.
• O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
: H. R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min

.

BALLAD OF NARAYAMA, THE (Films Around the
World, Inc.) Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.

i Japanese art import. 98 min. 8/7/61.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Filmsl Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BLACK TIGHTS (Magna Picturesl Technicolor, Techni-
rama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Roland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
Simon Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. 116 min.

DAY OF THE TRUMPET, THE IC. Santiago Film Organi-
zation Prod.) John Agar, Ricnard Arlan, Bill Phipps.
Producer Harry Smith. Director Eddie Romero.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction!
80 min.

DEADLY COMPANIONS, THE I Pathe-America ) Color,
Panavnion. Maureen O'Hara, Brian Keith. Producer
Charles B. FihSimons. Director Sam Peckinpah.

DEVIL'S EYE, THE (Janus Films] Jarl Kulle, Bibi An-
derson, Axel Duberg, Nils Poppe. Director Ingmar
Bergman. 90 min. 9/4/61.

FEAR NO MORE I Scaramouche ) Jacques Bergerac,
Mala Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothersl
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson.

FOLLOW A STAR (Zenith International) Norman
Wisdom.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)
Tony Anthony, J. Carro! Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff
Donnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC ITimes Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR (Toho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi. 91 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fell? n i . Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philips

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE ( Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway. Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-
rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY (Kingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SHADOWS (Lion International) Lelia Goldoni, Ben
Carruthers. Producer Maurioe McEndree. Director John
Cassavetes. Offbeat story of Nearo family. 87 min.
4/3/61.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A ( Kingsley-lnternational

)

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
1 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 74 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN (Show Corporation) Charles
Aznavour, Nicole Courcel, Georges Riviere, Jean Mar-
chat, Lotte Ledl. Director Andre Cayatte. A drama of
men and women in war. 117 min.

TRUTH, THE (Kingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanef, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama o-f war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Sims, Dennis Price, An-
thony Nicholls, Peter Copley, Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Relph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

WATCH YOUR STERN (Magna Pictures) Kenneth Con-
nor, Eric Barker. Producer Peter Rogers. Director
Gerald Thomas. Comedy about British navy. 88 min.
5/1/61.

WILD FOR KICKS [Victoria Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith.

Producer George Willoughby. Director Edmond T. Gre-
ville. 92 min.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO -GOLDWYN-MAYER

September

THUNDER OF DRUMS, A CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Richard Boone, George Hamilton, Luana Patten, Arthur
O'Connell. Producer Robert J. Enders. Director Joseph
Newman. Drama of U.S. Cavalry in the I870's, 97
min. 9/4/61.

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etientie

Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. I 13 min. 8/21/61.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-
ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a
bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre-
datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE SupertotalScope, East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle between the
people of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians. 129
min. 1/8/62.

MARCH SUMMARY
The March release list has been fat-

tened to a hefty 20 pictures. 20th-Fox

retains its lead with three films, while

eight companies—M-G-M, United Art-

ists, Universal, Warner Bros., Allied

Artists, American-International, Contin-

ental and Paramount—follow closely,

each with two entries. Columbia has

slated one release, and Buena Vista is

the lone firm with no product set for

this month.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN, THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica, Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-selling novel.

87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-

nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET, THE Rod Steiger, Nadia
Tiller. Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin

Rakoff. Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl

who plot a million-dollar robbery. 93 min.

March

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint. Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy. 120 min.

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min.

A pril

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an
American military clean-up operation on a Pacific

island.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the 1 6 70 ' s

.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler. Bfb-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical
hit.

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night

out"—with hilarious results.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway. John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.
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I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-

ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.

Screen version of the dramatic best seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-

rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Epic drama based on life of Christ. 161 min.

10/14/61.

LADY L CinemaScope, MetroColor. Tony Curtis, Gina
LoMobrigida. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director
George Cukor. Based on novel by Romain Gary.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.

Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.

Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of an ingenuous postman's adventures when he is

transferred to a London Post Office.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producer J. G. Maesso. Director Michael
Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Rudy
Mate. Action-filled sea spectacle based on the life of

Sir Francis Drake.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Leslie Nor-
man. Adventure drama set against background of
Renaissance Italy.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Epic
of barbaric Tartars who swept out of Asia intent on
the destruction of Western civilization.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

September

BLOOD AND ROSES Technirama, Technicolor. Mel Fer-
rer, Annette Vadim, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Raymond
Eger. Director Roger Vadim. 74 min. 9/18/61.

MAN-TRAP Panavision. Jeffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens.
Producers Edmond O'Brien, Stanley Frazen. Director
Edmond O'Brien. Story of a multi-million dollar rob-
bery and its repercussions. 93 min. 9/18/61.

October

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney.
Producers Martin Jurow, Richhrd Shepherd. Director
Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller by
Truman Capote. 115 min. 10/16/61.

November
BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Taurog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy. Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker, Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. Messenger upsets movie studio
with his frantic antics. 92 min.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. Story of The Twist, at N. Y.'s
Pepermint Lounge. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March

BRUSH FIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon, Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneiber, Karl Bohm. Gus-
tav Knuth. 147 min.

April

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE Technicolor.
John Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin.
Producer-Director John Ford. Western drama based on
a short story by Dorothy M. Johnson.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-Director Ronald
Neame. Suspense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the
Middle East.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

HATARII Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Pro-
ducer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of adventurers
who capture wild animals for zoos.

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darrin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa
Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann.
A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure her
husband of his horse-playing habits.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

August

BIG GAMBLE, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco, David Wayne. Producer
Darryl F. Zanuck. Director Richard Fleischer. 100
min. 8/21/61.

MARINES LET'S GO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tom
Tryon, David Hedison, Linda Hutchins. Producer-Direc-
tor Raoul Walsh. An action-romance look at the present
day Marines in Japan and Korea. 104 min. 8/21/61.

September

FRANCIS OF ASSISSI CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Bradford Dillman, Dolores Hart, Stuart Whitm*n. Pro-
ducer Plato Skouras. Director Michael Curtiz. Depiction
of the life and death of the famed patron Saint. 106

min. 7/24/61.

SEPTEMBER STORM CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joanne
Dru, Mark Stevens. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Direc-

tor Byron Haskin. A search for treasure near Majorca.
89 min.

UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS DeLuxe Color. Michael
Craig Anne Heywood, Mylene Demongeot. Producer
Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. The difficulties in

finding a suitable maid. 100 min.

October

HUSTLER, THE CinemaScope. Paul Newman, Jackie
Gleason, Peter Laurie, George C. Scott, Myron Mc-
Cormick. Producer-Director Robert Rossen. A segment
of the life and loves of a bigtime pool hustler. 135

min. 10/2/61.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA CinemaScope, Color. Ken
Scott, Leticia Roman, Dave King. Producer S. Katz-

man. Director R. Webb. 97 min. 10/16/61.

SEVEN WOMEN FROM HELL CinemaScope. Patricia

Owens, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, John Kerr. Pro-

duce Harry Spaulding. Director Robert Webb. 88 min.

10/30/61.

November

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. I 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-

nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-

tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets

to ihe top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

February

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Peter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an

amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, fci
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry Kin
Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/6

March
INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr Micha
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F'anklin. pr
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based On Henry Jam*
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pr<
ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two America
priests and a young Chinese girl.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa U
Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Ken
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonarc
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar
shal terrorizes his town.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producei
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers ano
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs by
Rodgers.

Coming

CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glynis
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.
Remake of the famous classic.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Rex
Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowall, Hume
Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Josph Manckiwicz. Story of famous queen.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason. Director Gene Kelly. Story of

a mute and a little girl he befriends.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard
Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey,

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessica

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Based
on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Peter

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story of
"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupu-
lous businessman.

INSPECTOR, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Stephen
Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mark Robson. Director

Philip Dunne. A concentration camp victim attempts to

escape to Israel.

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard

Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, David
Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire army
of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LiON, THE William Holden, Trevor Howard, Capucine
Rafer' Johnson, Pamela Franklin. Producer Samuel
Engel. Director Jack Cardis. Based on best-seller.

LONGEST DAY, THE William Holden, Richard Todd,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray
Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken

Annakin.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pro-

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A family

attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens. A
tale of the tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

August

COLD WIND IN AUGUST, A Lola Albright, Scott Mar-

lowe, Joe Disantis, Herschel Bernardi. Producer Philip

Hazelton. Director Alexander Singer. 80 min. 8/21/61.

GOODBYE AGAIN Ingrid Bergman, Yves Montand,
Anthony Perkins. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

Filmization of Francois Sagan's romantic novel "Aimez-
vous Brahams?" 120 min. 7/10/61.

TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE Rocky Graziano. Jimmy Clan-

ton, Zasu Pitts. Producer Howard B. Kreitsek. Director

Lawrence F. Doheny. Teenage musical comedy. 84

min. 9/4/61.

September

FLIGHT THAT DISAPPEARED. THE Craig Hill. Paula

Raymond, Dayton Lummis. Producer Robert E. Kent.

Director Reginald LeBorg. 72 min. 10/2/61.

SEASON OF PASSION Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter,

John Mills, Angela Lansbury. Producer-Director Leslie

Norman. Film version of play by Ray Lawlor. 92 min.

10/30/61.
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YOUNG DOCTORS, THE Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,
! Dick Clark, Ina Balin, Eddie Albert. Producers Stuart

Millar, Lawrence Turman. Director Phil Karlson. Hos-

pital drama based on Arthur Hailey's "The Final Diag-

nosis." 100 min. 9/4/61.

October

BOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Don
Beddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Di-

rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

PARIS BLUES Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Sid-

ney Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.

Story of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.

SECRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster, Merry
Anders, Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

tor Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's

novel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Run Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Rlmi-
lation ef Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
the problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.

November

EXPLOSIVE GENERATION, THE William Shatner, Patty
McCormack. Lee Kinsolving, Billy Gray. Producer Stan-
ley Colbert. Director Buzz Kulik. 89 min. 10/16/61.

TOWN WITHOUT PITY Kirk Douglas, E. G. Marshall,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer-Director Gottfried Rein-
hardt. Based on Manfred Gregor's novel about four
American G.l.'s stationed in Europe who are accused
of raping a young German girl. 105 min. 10/16/61.

X-15 Panavision, Technicolor. David McLean. Charles
,Bronson, Brad Dexter, James Gregory. Producers Henry
,Sanicola, Tony Lazzarino. Director Richard Donner.
Story of record-breaking rocket ship. l06'/2 min.
11/27/61.

December

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Sc he If. Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

January

GUN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 67
,min. 2/19/62.

HAPPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Alida
fa\\i, Gregoire Asian. Suspense-comedy. Producer Joseph
Wiseman. Director George Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/62.

ONE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Pamela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy
Wlider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a
group of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor.
Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
ner, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
Frank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success
' Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby Stanley
Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent Direc-
tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

February

DEADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson Robert
Lowery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
LeBorg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

PROPER TIME. THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour
^Jorma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

iERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
3avis Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Civil War west-
;rn. 1 12 min. 2/5/62.

March
CHILDREN'S HOUR. THE Audrey Hepburn Shirley
vlacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play 107
nin. 1/22/62..

SLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton Mike Mc-
=>reevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
or Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

Coming
IIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
roducer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

)EAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
lainey Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
or Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

*,u
EA7 WAR THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano

Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
i vlario Momcelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

1AWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film vir-
ion of James Michener's epic novel.

NOTATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Cramer. Director Paul Stanley

lESSrCA Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director Jean
jfegulejco. Based on the novel "The Midwife of Pont
-lery by Flora Sandstrom.

jJARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court Jack
IWathng. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
luzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. 1/8/62.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

July

LAST SUNSET, THE Eastman Color. Rock Hudson, Kirk
Douglas, Dorothy Malone, Joseph Cotton, Carol Lyn-
ley. Producers Eugene Frenke, Edward Lewis. Director
Robert Aldrich. 112 min. 5/29/61.

TROUBLE IN THE SKY CinemaScope. Michael Craig,
Peter Gushing, Bernard Lee, Elizabeth Seal, George
Sanders. Andre Morell'. Producer Aubrey Baring. Di-
rector Charles Frend. 76 min. 6/26/61.

August

BLAST OF SILENCE Allen Baron, Molly McCarthy.
Producer Merrill S. Brody. Director Baron. Portrait of a
professional killer out on a [ob. 77 min. 4/17/61.

TAMMY TELL ME TRUE Eastman Color. Sandra Dee,
John Gavin. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Harry
Keller. Sequel to "Tammy." 97 min. 7/10/61.

September

COME SEPTEMBER Panavision, Technicolor. Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Mulligan.
Romantic comedy set against Italian Riviera back-
ground. 112 min. 7/10/61.

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY, THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall. Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard AHenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.
Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

Coming
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

FREUD Montgomery Clift. Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

IN A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.
Producer Ross Hunter.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sablna Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn, Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck. Producer
Alan Pakula. Director Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

October

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Technicolor. Natalie Wood,
Warren Beatty. Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie, Barbara
Loden. Producer-Director Elia Kazan. Original screen
drama by William Inge. 124 min. 9/4/61.

November

MASK, THE Paul Stevens. Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with sequences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Connie
Stevens, Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan, Brain Aherne.
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Based on Doris Hume's
novel of young love. 116 min. 10/2/61.

December

ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE, THE Technicolor.
Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer
Louis de Rochemont, Director Jose Ou'ntero. From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-

color. Dirk Bogarde
1

John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker. 129 min. 2/5/62.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,

Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 min. I 1/13/61.

March

COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min. 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Davis. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy.

Coming

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in a mythical suburb.

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison.

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Brack.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's Broad-
Broadway musical hit.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines. 89
min.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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The Public Will Decide

Ultimate Fate of Pay-TV

Skouras Warns, Advises

Exhibitors on Key Issues

Viewpoints

Film Companies 9 Earnings
Mfinge on Theatre Product

See FINANCIAL REPORT
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STATE FAIR

CAPE FEAR

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS

ROME ADVENTURE

PREMATURE BURIAL

GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH

HITLER

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY

BLACK TIGHTS

LA BELLE AMERICAINE

THE UNDERWATER CITY

THE PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK

LOST BATTALION

WOZZECK



Starring
i

BASIL RATHBONE ESTELLE WINWOOD GARY LOCKWOOD ANNE §



Territorial saturation booking

starts in Atlanta • Buffalo

Columbus, Ohio • Denver

Indianapolis • Kansas City, Mo.

Los Angeles • Memphis

New Orleans • Norfolk

Omaha • San Francisco

Portland, Oregon • St. Louis

Salt Lake City • Pittsburgh

AND IT'S BACKED BY AN

EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN

THAT SELLS ADVENTURE

AND EXCITEMENTNT! I

Produced and Directed by

ID SCHOENFELD BERT I. GORDON In EASTMAN COLOR
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do-it
yourself
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^/ very well

Miyoshi Umeki
SCREEN PLAY BY

imascope

10COLOR,

GEORGE WELLS
DIRECTED BY

RICHARD THORPE JOE PASTERNAK 1

BASED ON THE NOVEL

"The Bottletop Affair" by GORDON COTLER

PRODUCED BY lifll

YOUR "FUN-FOR-THE-FAMILY" EASTER BOX-OFFICEl



YOUR EASTER SHOW . . . PRE-SOLD BY THE BIGGES

AD BUDGET IN THE HISTORY OF 20th CENTURY-F01

PAT BOBBY PAMELA ANN- TOM

BOONE DARIN TIFFIN MARGRET EWELL myb
PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY J. ill lj

CHARLES BRACKETT JOSE FERRER RICHARD BREEN
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COLOR by DE LUf

as MELISSA

ADAPTATION BY

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II / SONYA LEVIEN / PAUL GREEN
MUSIC SUPERVISED ft CONDUCTED BY

ALFRED NEWMAN

BOOK ITNOW! One of the big reasons forjoining
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What They'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

' LEO'S' COME-ON. Whatever the ultimate

bxoffice fate of "Cleopatra"—and it promises to

b colossal—one thing is certain: no motion

icture in all the annals of filmdom has enjoyed

c pre-release build-up to match the 20th-Fox

lockbuster's. For months prior to the abortive

sart in London late in 1960 it had been the

s.bject of an intensive publicity campaign,

t en came Liz Taylor's front-paged illness,

ttr much-photographed recuperation, the fresh

sart in Rome, and most recently the headlined

iimors of a new romance in her life. If

Cleopatra", herself, returned to haunt the Nile

tday she could hardly attract more attention

lan has been accorded her cinema counterpart.

0

(OLDWYN REVIVALS. There's plenty of fire

bneath the smoking rumors that Sam Goldwyn
i considering theatrical re-release of his classic

(d films in preference to selling them off to

Mevision. We hear he has pretty well made up
t|s mind to re-issue six to ten of his top pictures

Mth brand-new, intensive promotion campaigns,
'he veteran producer has been entertaining

(fers from TV sources for several years, but none
hs come near the price he puts on his product,

[eanwhile, he has been mulling M-G-M's
hopping $6 million return on the fifth re-release

"Gone With the Wind" and Disney's success

^th periodic re-issues, as currently with
inocchio". Goldwyn's urge to go for theatre
aying time rather than TV was sparked by
ational Theatres president Eugene Klein, who
]binted out the great need for theatrical product
id the vast potential in the kind of first-class

ms Goldwyn owns. Among his properties are
ich top-drawer attractions as "Best Years of

ur Lives", "Guys and Dolls", "Hans
hristian Andersen".

0

'A LOSS. A loss of approximately $1 million
ill be reported by Allied Artists for the first

alf of the current fiscal year ended Dec. 30, it was
•arned at weekend. It is anticipated that
wenues from "El Cid" in the second six months
ill wipe off the red ink, and possibly show a

profit for the full year. Full impact of the

blockbuster's earning power, however, will not be

felt until the following six months beginning

July 1.

0

URGES 'PRIME' TV TIME. Add to the long

line of puzzlements in our business: in view of

Walt Disney's continued success with TV
promotion for his films, why haven't the other

companies followed suit in delivering a regular

pitch in prime time to that great mass audience?

In one theatreman's opinion, they could do
a lot worse than give it a thorough tryout.

Writing to this desk, Caesar Berutt, head of

Berutt & Wandel Theatres, Missouri, points out:

"No one has come forward with the suggestion

to use the TV prime time national network
to publicize our product on a regular basis.

Of course, Walt Disney uses that media—and
he proves, without a shadow of doubt, the

tremendous pull it gives his productions

boxofficewise. He creates the public desire to come
out and spend an evening at the motion picture

theatre. It is mainly through prime time TV
publicity that he creates this wonderful situation

at the boxoffice. My suggestion to this industry

is to jump on the bandwagon and buy one of

the prime time TV national network programs
and plug two or three motion pictures per

month—in the Disney fashion. The funds for this

project could come from all segments of the

industry. For instance, the exhibitors could be
billed through their billings from National Screen

Service or through their film rental billings.

The producers and distributors should be willing

to help foot this cost through matching funds.

No doubt, enough help could be had to put this

project on a national basis. I don't go along

with TV sectional publicity; it's fine for

promotion on a smaller scale, but the best

method, and Disney proves it, is on a national

basis and in prime time. TOA is planning to

institute a star-building campaign which includes

a two-reel subject to be rented to the theatres.

Why not add a nominal prime time TV fee to help

with the above-suggested project? The thought
is that this plan should be discussed and placed

at the head of the agenda at all forthcoming
sessions of all organizations in the industry."

Since TV sells everything better than
newspapers, magazines or any other medium,
why not movies?
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Feevee's Old Promises

Reading the reports of the U. S. Court of Appeals decision

in favor of the Hartford feevee test, I was struck by some
familiar phrases. In Broadcasting magazine, for example, I

noted the statement that "RKO General proposes to run mostly

first-run movies, with other pay hours filled with sports, Broad-

way theatrical productions, opera, ballet, concerts, art, educa-

tional features and children's programs."

So I went back into my files and looked at the statement

made on February 26, I960, at the opening of Telemeter's

wired feevee service in Etobicoke, Canada, by venerable Adolph
Zukor, Paramount's Board Chairman. In part, Mr. Zukor's

statement said, "The future now holds no bounds for enter-

tainment. It can be the Follies (sic) Bergere in Paris ... a

bull ring in Spain ... an opera in Milan . . . the ballet in

Moscow ... a theatre on Broadway or in Picadilly or a studio

in Hollywood." Please note the emphasis—always in advance

of actual operations—that the feevee advocates put on all the

finer things, the cultured arts that their coin box will present.

Now of course it would be unfair to suggest that RKO Gen-

eral is talking through its hat, any more than we could suggest

that Telemeter and its Paramount parent knew way back at the

beginning of I960 what they were going to be offering in 1962.

But obviously the sales pitch is based at least in part on the

idea that feevee is a cultural milestone. Some of the newspaper

fans of subscription TV—who look down their typographical

noses at free home television—hailed the Federal court deci-

son as a sort of Magna carter for "good television."

0
Meanwhile back at the Etobicoke ranch there still was offi-

cial silence. It is a matter of record that Telemeter hasn't quite

gotten around to the Spanish bull rings or the opera in Milan.

We know that most of the programming has been subsequent

—

or at least not premiere—run Hollywood movies and sports

events. What I find most interesting, however, is a report in

the press about the recent special Telemeter program.

The March 12th issue of Advertising Age, for instance, ran a

story about "a new show idea introduced by Telemeter." On
February 23rd, we were informed, Telemeter invited 100 of

its subscribers to a free, live show featuring Bill Dana and the

McGuire Sisters. The two-hour special was taped in a regular

Toronto television station whose studio was leased for the

occasion by Telemeter. "The guests," Advertising Age reported,

"were provided with transportation and refreshments. The
show was taped, and all last week it has been running on pay

tv at a cost of $1.50 per show. Telemeter will run a second

show March 9 when British stars Gracie Fields and Stanley

Holloway entertain another group of 100 subscribers. The show
also will be taped and run on the Telemeter system."

Given enough time, Telemeter obviously will be able to

provide a giveaway junket and floor show for all its 5000-odd

subscribers before too long. I would presume that this qualifies

as a loss leader premium or the pay TV equivalent of bingo or
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bank night. It is not, at least in my book, a sign of fabulous

audience enthusiasm for the basic product.

"Meanwhile," says Advertising Age later in its article, "the

price to the subscribers has gone up. The early birds were

charged only a $5 installation fee, but new subscribers are being

charged a $15 annual service fee."

And what have the subscribers been getting? Sports, with a

vengeance and a good degree of audience acceptance. Movies,

ditto. Culture? Occasionally, without enough success to make

it a notably marketable commodity.

I
As these lines are written the Federal Communications Com-

mission is preparing to hold hearings in Chicago for the

express purpose, as enunciated from time to time by Chairman t

Minow, of determining how well the television stations are

living up to their community responsibilities. When you use
|

the public air waves, rather than a privately operated wire cir-

cuit, you operate with very definite responsibilities to the public.

In Hartford, RKO General and their feeve partners, Zenith,

will have these responsibilities.

Chairman Minow has indicated more than once that the

clearest statement of these responsibilities is made by the licen-

sees themselves in their license applications. They indicate what

their general programming plans are—not by describing par-

ticular programs, but by giving some inkling of what can be

called the program "mix."

Please bear in mind that the feevee people, in their selling

enthusiasm, don't confine their promises of a golden age of

culture to that blue-sky day when feevee might become a

national operation. In getting their Hartford permit they made

promises about their Hartford programming. Those promises

should be kept constantly before the people of Hartford and

the nation—that's part of the test.

In case you need refreshment about those promises, here are

some quotations from the booklet, listing various items for

Hartford subscribers. The items are hedged, to the extent that

the Hartford Phonevision Company said these are what sub-

scription television "can provide" rather than will provide and

talks about producers "making plans to" bring Broadway shows

to the Hartford home screen. These are probably legalistic

hedges to prevent the promises from being regarded as binding.

Such a hedge is understandable, in view of the kind of enter-

tainment that is mentioned: "Premieres of Class A Hollywood

motion picture features now seen only in theatres . . . Become

a 'first-nighter' at new Broadway productions . . . Experience

the excitement of the opening performance of a grand opera

season . . . Subscription TV offerings for a typical month of

programming propose a varied panorama of entertainment, cul-

tural events, and educational features from the world's leading

motion picture studios, legitimate theatres, opera houses, con-

cert halls, stadiums, arenas, and classrooms."

The Hartford booklet devoted two lines to mentioning a

world championship heavyweight prizefight and a full para-

graph of seven lines to opera, ballet and symphony orchestras.

Let Hartford's audience bear that in mind too when they start

seeing how a free television channel is used for feevee.

Incidentally, the Hartford people might want to look into

those Etobicoke studio parties. This is an entrancing and

hitherto unpublicized aspect of feevee. The medium that prom-

ised the customers so much fun in their own homes is now

offering free transportation and drinks to get the folks out of

their homes. Maybe the next step will be to combine a sub-

scription to feevee with a guided in-person tour of the Metro-

politan Opera House ... or would it be Yankee Stadium?

There's no mention of that in the Phonevision booklet. We
won't expect them to provide junkets. But let's remember that

Hartford is a test not only of feevee's performance, but par-

ticularly of feevee's performance versus its promises.
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Spyros P. Skouras, the film executive

exhibitors look to for advice and en-

couragement, delivered large doses of

both recently in a speech to the United

Theatre Owners of the Heart of Amer-

ica convention, in Kansas City.

Touching on what he termed two

present dangers to the welfare of the

entire business, but especially the thea-

tre branch—TV, both free and pay, and

the Consent Decree — the sagacious

president of 20th Century-Fox not only

issued stern warnings to his customers,

but offered solutions to pressing prob-

lems wherever possible.

Said Mr. Skouras: "Unfortunately,

there are many people in the industry

—

particularly among the exhibitors—who
believe that toll television will not

affect theatre attendance. But I do not

share their optimism ... a license for

experimental purposes for toll televi-

sion was granted to Hartford, Connecti-

cut. I can assure you that if this ex-

periment should prove successful, the

FCC will grant licenses to many other

stations. Then, I am afraid that your

large theatre investments will be in

great jeopardy."

As for the competition of free TV,
he held out a possible remedy: "I have

been clamoring to seek legislation—if

possible—to establish a minimum pe-

riod of time before our feature pictures

are shown on television and after they

have been released to the theatres. I

proposed a clearance period of from

five to seven years after theatrical re-

leases. Two years after they are released

for toll television, which should be five

years after they are released to theatres

—a total of seven years. These pictures

could be available to free television

without harm to the theatres."

It was on the question of the Consent

Decree, however, that the Fox presi-

dent really waxed vigorously and at

some length. "It is responsible for the

extremely high salaries paid in Holly-

wood today, and the inconceivably high

cost in production. It was believed the

Consent Decree would create more free-

dom in producing and merchandising

motion pictures. But there have been

many abuses, which disorganized the

entire industry and created practices

which are worse than those existing

previously. Because of these conditions,

the film companies no longer guide

their own destiny, but are practically

the captive of others. They are obliged

to follow the demands and desires of

the artists and creative people, who in

their own right are fine persons, but

certainly are not business-minded. To-

day, these personalities not only dictate

the salaries they are to receive and

demand extraordinary privileges, but

state the number of pictures to be pro-

duced; where a film should be made;

the season of the year when it is to be

released; and the theatre where it may

be shown ... it is responsible also for

the present demands made by the dis-

tributor and the producer, upon you,

the exhibitor."

According to the industry leader:

"The Government should be persuaded

to relax some of the conditions existing

in the Consent Decree. We should be

permitted to produce pictures without

having to contend with the capricious

demands of people who do not under-

stand our business, or who wish to take

advantage of their situation. Also, pic-
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tures should be distributed directly to

the exhibitor without the necessity for

bidding. In this way, the exhibitor will

be able to depend upon a constant

supply of pictures, without having to

operate under an atmosphere of un-

certainty."

As usual, Mr. Skouras evinced a wis-

dom practical enough to make vital

industry problems seem soluble. His

enthusiasm was inspiring enough to

make them seem worth solving.

Public Holds
Pay-TV's Fate

While affirmation by the U. S. Court

of Appeals of the three-year test of

pay-TV in Hartford was a defeat for

those who are opposing the infliction of

feevee on the American public, it was

not unexpected, nor is it by any means

conclusive.

It may be impossible to halt pay-TV

by judicial means, for this phase of the

fight hinges solely on the authority of

the FCC to grant licenses for tests.

The ultimate fate of toll television

will be decided by the people, since,

after all, the public will have to turn

their living rooms into boxoffices for

the feevee promoters. And thus far,

from Chicago to Palm Springs, from

Bartlesville to Etobicoke, the experience

has been that the people are showing

little enthusiasm for this method of

spending their money.

There is a danger, however, in allow-

ing the pay system to be foisted on the

public, even if it does not become an

accepted medium. The high-powered

promotional push that is being put be-

hind the scheme can, meanwhile, have a

crippling effect on free TV and on

theatre business. It therefore is essential

to continue to fight it every step of the

way, in every court, in every legislative

body, in every public forum. The event-

ual aim must be to lay the public's case

(Continued on Page 20)
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A. Statement about Traile Advertising

Announcement of the largest allocation for trade paper

advertising ever made by a film import company was issued

last week by Meyer M. Hutner, Astor Pictures' vice president

and director of advertising, publicity and exploitation. The
budget, it was stated, is Astor's "reaffirmation of the impor-

tance of the trade journal in modern motion picture mer-
chandising." The statement continues, as follows:

Astor attributes a major measure of the suc-

cess of its box office blockbuster "La Dolce
Vita" to the extensive trade campaign which
was used to pre-sell the film to exhibitors.

Trade ads, Hutner stated, helped Astor get

key playing time throughout the country and
in many cases the film was booked before it

had been screened in America. Astor had many
bookings in the United States before the first

print was available here and these, Hutner
said, can be attributed to the influence of

trade ads.

"We feel that by pre-selling our product
through trade ads," he declared, "we are alert-

ing the smart exhibitor to set aside important
key playing time for us."

Hutner also reported that Ackerman, Fer-

man and Schlosser of the F and A Theatres
had booked "Last Year At Marienbad" on
the basis of a trade ad before Astor had a print

in America. Their judgment has been rewarded
with a picture that is shattering all box office

records at their Carnegie Hall Cinema in

New York.

Encouraged by these results, Astor is already
preparing a trade campaign for Federico Fel-

lini's newest work, which is now in production
but is still untitled.

Hutner also decried the recent decline in

trade paper advertising on the part of many
film companies.

"Somehow in recent years some of the film

companies have begun to take the trade papers

for granted and they tend to underestimate
the impact a good trade ad has on the exhibi-

tor," he said.

"We must not lose sight of the fact that

before we can sell a film to the public we must
first sell it to the exhibitor. If we fail in this

elementary step, all the consumer advertising

in the world is futile, because the public will

never see the film.

"At one time," he continued, "the companies
backed their product with pages and pages in

the trades, but when they underwent financial

setbacks they made the mistake of trying to

economize in this area.

"If you have a film you believe in, the best

way to communicate your enthusiasm and
confidence to the exhibitor is through the

trades. Preliminary reversals should not neces-

sarily mean it is time to abandon ship, scrap

your advertising and give up on a film," Hut-
ner asserted. "We believe it is just as wise to

spend money pumping life into a worthwhile
attraction that needs an assist as it is to sus-

tain a winner with advertising.

"In allocating our record budget for trade

advertising, we are taking a leaf from the com-
panies of the past and improving on them by
taking into consideration current conditions

and adding the latest in techniques. We be-

lieve," Hutner continued, "that Astor is accu-

rately judging the temper of the audience in

our rapidly changing motion picture market."

He added: "Astor also feels that a dangerous
void in publicity and advertising has been
allowed to develop between the end of produc-
tion and the beginning of distribution of many
films. I know of no other medium—for adver-

tising or publicity—more effective in overcom-
ing this void than the trade journals.

"We are gratified to report," said Hutner,

"that the Blaine Thompson Company, the ad-

vertising company which represents Astor,

headed by president Al Lesser and vice presi-

dent Phil Solomon, concur wholeheartedly

with our new trade program and are offering

the fullest cooperation and encouragement."
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=INANCIAL REPORT

Theatre Films Still

Financial Status
Despite the tendency in some financial circles to over-

emphasize diversified activities as a principal factor in the

fluctuations of film companies' earnings, the fact remains

that theatrical movies still are the foundation of financial

strength in the business. With a strong line-up of pictures,

a firm will show a healthy profit; without top boxoffice

grossers, diversification operations more often than not are

merely a minor offsetting factor.

Standard & Poor's current analysis of the amusements

industry takes cognizance of this fact of movie life. In con-

sidering 1961 performances, the survey declares: "Firms

that recorded higher earnings did so largely as a result of

improved theatrical film output . . . the production of a

greater number of quality films remains the most impor-

tant single factor in maintaining a consistent record of

profitable operations." And as for the significance of TV

Chief Favtar in

at 3€avie Companies
operations as compared to theatrical films, S & P says:

"Earnings performances (of film companies) in 1961 varied

widely, reflecting the disparity in the success of individual

releases, and despite a generally higher contribution from
television operations."

Likewise, analyst Robert P. Bingaman, Jr., of Hayden,

Stone & Co., dwells almost solely on the quality of upcom-
ing theatrical product as the underlying factor in a bright

motion picture industry outlook for 1962. He observes:

"A greater number of feature films will be available to

motion picture theatres this year, and if the quality of

these films continues to be upgraded, we can expect an

increase in ticket demand . . . With the trend toward

higher admission prices, quality film production and a con-

tinuing increase in weekly theatre attendance, boxoffice re-

(Continued on Page 18)

Declines Match Modest Rises

n Sluggish Movie Trading
Over-all the cinema market has been sluggish in the past

wo weeks, despite a generally bullish trend that lifted the

)ow Jones industrial average to its second highest closing level

n 1962. Eight movie issues were up, seven down, and the dif-

erence was barely noticeable.

Most notable activity in motion picture shares was in Decca

tecords, parent firm of Universal Pictures, which advanced

1/2 points on a turnover of 107,000 shares, also the only sig-

lificant trading development. In theatre stocks, Stanley Warner
Iropped steadily late in the fortnight to lose 2y8 , but with all

ts diversifications, it was difficult to pinpoint whether, or how
nuch, its theatre operations were responsible for the decline.

Decca jumped 3% in two days on the strength of a hand-

ome year-end profit announcement and projected estimates of

1.25 per-share earnings for the first quarter, then lost 11/2 the

ast two days of the session, probably on some profit-taking.

Tolumbia shot up as high as U/4 points in the wake of a sizable

tike in half-year net, but profit-taking apparently held it in

heck; it closed l/
2 ahead for the two-week period. On the

trength of the decision in favor of pay-TV in the Hartford
ase, Paramount moved up 11/2 points.

lackmil Sees 'Better7 62 for Decca
Decca Records, following its record-smashing profit per-

ormance of I960, reported the second highest earnings in its

listory, and all signs point to a renewed upsurge that could

ift the company to new heights. The fourth quarter of '61

vas ahead of the similar '60 session, and earnings for the first

[uarter of 1962 should hit $1.25 per share, compared to 75c

year ago.

Decca president Milton R. Rackmil announced earnings of

3,964,642 ($3.08), compared to the I960 record net of

15,524,757 ($4.29). In the fourth period, net was $1.62, up
jrom the $1.46 for the corresponding I960 span and continu-
ng that upward swing, Rackmil said that this year promises
0 be "even better" than '61.

The lion's share of the credit must go, of course, to Uni-

versal. Currently doing hot boxoffice business are "Flower

Drum Song" and "Lover Come Back," the latter looming as

one of the firm's all-time hits. According to Universal officials,

it now is running between "Pillow Talk" ($7 million-plus

domestic grosser) and "Operation Petticoat" ($9 million) on

a comparative basis.

'Guns' Rockets Columbia Earnings
Powered chiefly by the high-grossing "Guns of Navarone",

Columbia Pictures Corp. consolidated earnings for the six

months ended Dec. 30, 1961, jumped to $2,050,000 ($1.30 per

share) from $1,095,000 (66c) a year earlier, President A.

Schneider announced. Further enhancing the importance of the

increase is the fact that the I960 half-year net included $1,617,-

000 from sales of studio properties. Operating losses then

totaled $522,000, against a net profit this term of $1,637,000.

U.S. Film Exports Jump 24%
United States exports of feature films jumped a record 24

percent in 1961, Commerce Department film chief Nathan D.

Golden announced. $10,094,050 worth of 35mm. and over

positive features were sent out last year, compared to $8,085,455

a year earlier. Motion picture films and equipment exports

totaled $51,728,323, up about 6 percent from the I960 figure

of $48,739,343. Exports of motion picture and still picture

photographic products rose $14 million to $135 million in '61.

Paramount Net Estimated

'Approximately Same' as '60

Although indications had been that Paramount Pictures' earn-

ings for 1961 would be under those of the prior year, a com-

pany official informed Film BLILLETIN last week that the

1961 net will be "approximately the same as for I960." How-
ever, he qualified his prediction by saying that it was made
"in loose terms," in view of the fact that figures only now
are being audited and will not be ready until mid-April.

The I960 Paramount net was $7,026,000 (S4.20 per share).
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"State Fair"

Su&utew &oUm$ O Q O
Happy, bouncy re-make of the musical hit about small-

town Americana. Handsome Deluxe Color production.

Old and new tunes. Solid b.o.

It's "State Fair" time again, and this means a happy ringing

of exhibitors' cash registers. Producer Charles Brackett and 20th

Century-Fox decided to update this previously successful (1933,

1945) slice of Americana and serve it up under brand-new trap-

pings. The result is a gay, tune-filled hunk of entertainment rich

in the ingredients of popular appeal. It should prove a solid

favorite in the general market, especially with the neglected

family trade. And Fox's showmen can be counted on to squeeze

out maximum boxoffice returns with a really first-rate promotion
campaign. The marquee is diversified—popular crooners Pat

Boone and Bobby Darin, pretty Pamela Tiffin (of "One, Two,
Three"), exciting newcomer Ann-Margaret (a delightful sing-

ing-dancing talent), funnyman Tom Ewell, and Alice Faye

(returning after a long screen absence). These are the high-

lights: some of the '45 Rodgers-Hammerstein songs ("It Might
As Well Be Spring," "That's For Me," "Our State Fair") have

been delightfully mixed with several new Rodgers melodies;

Ann-Margret provides a show-stopper dance routine; Ewell

virtually steals the picture with a song to his favorite hog
("More Than Just A Friend"); a climactic sports car race. All

of this has been tied together against a dazzling Deluxe Color-

CinemaScope background of the Texas State Fair. Under Jose

Ferrer's direction, the trials and tribulations of a Texas farm
family at the fair are unfolded in a light, bouncy manner certain

to win nods of approval from the masses. Miss Faye and Ewell
are the parents; Boone, their race-car-builder son; Miss Tiffin,

their bored-with-life-on-the-farm daughter. Darin is a TV broad-
caster sharpie who falls for Miss Tiffin, while Ann-Margaret
portrays a girl from the hard-knocks school with whom Boone
becomes infatuated. Comic Wally Cox makes a brief appearance
as a mincemeat-tasting judge. Richard Breen's screenplay,

adapted by Hammerstein, Sonya Levien and Paul Green, from a

novel by Philip Stong, finds Miss Faye and Ewell winning first

prizes for their mincemeat and prize hog, respectively. Miss Tif-

fin shies away from Darin's advances, and Ann-Margaret warns
Boone she's only out for a good time. Boone loses the sports

car race (but manages to knock out his sadistic adversary) and
asks Ann-Margaret to marry him. Although she loves him, she

turns him down to avoid ruining his life. Darin decides to

forego his sharpie ways and settle down with Miss Tiffin.

20th Century-Fox. 118 minutes. Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-
Margret, Tom Ewell, Alice Faye. Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by Jose
Ferrer.

"Cape Fear"

Scuuteu 1£*tc*t$ Q O O
First-rate suspense melodrama will grip attention of all

audiences. Mitchum in powerful role. Peck, Polly Bergen
in fine cast,

A suspense-shocker of the first order, this Universal-Inter-

national release starring Gregory Peck and Robert Mitchum
promises to become a moneymaker of the first order. Under the

tension-filled direction of
J.

Lee Thompson ("Guns of Nava-

rone") the screen literally tingles with excitement as ex-convict

Mitchum, who has served time for a sadistic sex crime, begins

a battle of nerves with small town lawyer Peck who bore wit-

ness against him. Mitchum's insinuation: ravishment of Peck's

pretty wife and 12-year-old daughter. The dilemma: Mitchum,

by law, cannot be convicted of a crime of intent. Thanks to

excellent performances, superb camera work in picturesque

Savannah, Ga., and a continual building of emotion-charged

excitement, climaxed by an electrifying human guinea-pig traj

in a cypress-hanging lake region, "Cape Fear" unquestionabl

will keep audiences spellbound. Peck gives an appropriate!'

stoic performance as the respected lawyer who suddenly find

his comfortable world shattered with the appearance of Mit
chum. Pretty Polly Bergen comes off well as his wife, especial!'

during the final confrontation with Mitchum. Little Lori Martit

(of TV's "National Velvet") mixes restraint with terror as theii

daughter, and her big moment comes when she flees fron

Mitchum into a deserted school. But it's Mitchum's picture fron

beginning to end. He emerges the epitomy of the twisted sadisi

content to bide his time until the moment of revenge falls neatl)

into his lap; a performance that will chill the marrow of ever

the most hardened of viewers. Excellent support is rendered b)

Martin Balsam, the police chief; Jack Kruschen, Mitchum's con-

niving lawyer; and dancer Barrie Chase scores in a straight dra-

matic role as one of Mitchum's pick-ups. James R. Webb's

screenplay, based on John D. MacDonald's "The Executioners,"

finds Peck and Balsam unable to run Mitchum out of town. Even

after Mitchum savagely assaults Miss Chase, she refuses to file

charges for fear of retribution. Peck's nerves begin to crack,

and he finally decides to use his wife and daughter as bait for a

trap. The trap backfires and places the child in Mitchum's grip,

but Peck arrives in time, wounds Mitchum and brings him

to justice.

Universal-International. 105 minutes. Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly Bergen
Produced by Sy Bartlett. Directed by J. Lee Thompson.

"Rome Adventure"

'Rati*? O O O
Attractively filmed soap opera should appeal strongly

to fern trade. Troy Donahue, Angie Dickinson outplayed

by delightful newcomer Suzanne Pleshette.

Delmer Daves has come up with another of those superficial,

but successful, soap operas in the tradition of "A Summer Place"

and "Parrish." Warner Bros, and exhibitors should do well

enough with this latest one. Popular Troy Donahue and attrac-

tive Angie Dickinson share top billing with a handsome Techni-

color tour of Italy, but the real hit of "Rome Adventure" is

stage and TV actress Suzanne Pleshette. This talented young

lady, with pert face and husky voice, is going to prove to be the

hottest name to hit the screen in some time. She should reach

stardom status immediately. The fern trade in the general mar-

ket should make this a solid commercial attraction. Producer-

director-scripter Daves has made this a movie always lovely to

look at: the exteriors crisscross Italy from the magnificent Alps

to the ancient and modern glories of Rome, with stops in be-

tween at Pisa's Leaning Tower, Juliet's balcony and the post-

card city of Stresa on Lake Maggiore. And Max Steiner has

composed a theme song called "Al Di La" ("Beyond") which

is likely to land on the hit parade. The plot, based on Irving

Fineman's novel, "Lovers Must Learn," tells what happens when

Miss Pleshette quits her assistant librarian job to go to Italy

and learn about love. Donahue is the Rome-living American

student with whom she falls in love, Miss Dickinson, his

wealthy, selfish ex-girl friend, and Rossano Brazzi, a sophisti-

cated Italian who decides to teach Miss Pleshette what she wants

to know. The cast is rounded off by Constance Ford, a book-

store owner, Hampton Fancher, a student with a scene-stealing

dead-pan sense of humor, and Al Hirt, the bearded trumpet

player. Donahue and Miss Pleshette fall in love and spend the

August holidays touring Italy. Back in Rome Miss Dickinson

decides to reclaim Donahue. Miss Pleshette, realizing she still

doesn't know enough about love, unsuccessfully tries to get

Brazzi to seduce her. Unhappily, she returns to the U. S., where

she finds Donahue waiting for her.

Warner Bros. 120 minutes. Troy Donahue, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazii, SuzanM
Pleshette. Produced and Directed by Delmer Daves.
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"Satan Never Sleeps"

Sututeu ^atcKf O O ©
eo McCarey's ''schmaltzy" heart-tugger about two

riests and a pretty Chinese girl. Will click with mass

udiences. Holden, Webb, France Nuyen head cast.

eLuxe Color.

Producer-director Leo McCarey, who made "Going My Way",

as again taken up with the clergy in this slick yarn about the

light of two missionaries caught in China after the Red take-

ver. William Holden provides a strong marquee lure, in addi-

on to Clifton Webb and France Nuyen. Because the film has

een garnished with the kind of "schmaltzy", heart-tugging

ualities for which McCarey has become famous, and because

le production has been richly mounted in DeLuxe Color and

inemaScope, the mass audience should find this rewarding

ntertainment. Discriminating viewers, however, will find the

;ory too contrived and shallow. There's plenty of humor as

riest Holden's attempts to convince Miss Nuyen that he can-

ot return her love, Christian-pagan conflicts, a rape, torture

nd a climactic peasant revolt. Holden portrays an easy-going

riest sent to a tiny Southwest province to take over the Mission

rom Webb. Webb is an elderly, stern-visaged, fearless mission-

ry who disapproves of Holden's methods. Miss Nuyen is the

oung Chinese girl who fanatically follows Holden wherever

ie goes, offering herself to him, after he rescues her from a

jmmer flood. Weaver Lee is the confused Chinese who rejects

Webb's training to become a Colonel in the new Red army. The

ilaude Binyon-McCarey screenplay, from a Pearl Buck novel,

nds Lee and his soldiers taking over the Mission and destroy-

lg all symbols of Christianity. Lee rapes Miss Nuyen and she

l;abs him with a knife. The wound becomes infected, and Lee

jromises to release the ailing Webb if Holden gets him some

enicillin. Holden does, but Lee throws both priests into prison,

liss Nuyen givse birth to Lee's baby. A Russian colonel (Martin

itenson) arrives and relieves Lee from duty since he has failed

3 obtain "confessions" from Holden and Webb. Benson tor-

ures Webb and the latter agrees to "confess." Instead he gives

n inspired oration and the peasants revolt. Lee decides to help

lolden, Webb and Miss Nuyen escape to freedom after his

arents are murdered. Webb allows himself to be killed so the

thers can escape, and Miss Nuyen agrees to marry the con-

lerted Lee.

Dth Century-Fox. 126 minutes. William Holden Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-
uced and Directed by Leo McCarey.

"Black Tights"

Satinete O O Plus

lallet musical from France will delight art devotees,
landsomely produced in color, beautifully danced.

1

Ballet fans are in for two hours of first-rate musical entertain-

nent with this lavishly produced French import. Consisting of

our highly imaginative modern ballets magnificently photo-

;raphed in Technicolor and Technirama, starring Cyd Charisse,

tloira Shearer, Zizi Jeanmaire and dancer-choreographer Roland

Petit, and narrated by Maurice Chevalier, it should roll up some
rood returns in its intended market. Four approaches to love

ire dazzling told through dance and music, and the combined
alents of director Terence Young and Petit have helped move
'.verything in a colorful and visually exciting manner. "The Dia-

mond Cruncher" is a zesty tale about a gang of Parisian pick-

pockets and their female leader (Jeanmaire), who has a passion

ior eating diamonds! Dirk Sanders is the young man who first

becomes a victim of the gang, then persuades Jeanmaire that

pappiness is not to be found in diamonds—but in cabbages.

Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano de Bergerac" provides a dramatic

but, unfortunately, lethargic springboard for Miss Shearer

(Roxane), Petit (Cyrano) and George Reich (Christian). "A
Merry Mourning" is a sophisticated romp about a beautiful lady

(Miss Charisse) whose husband (Hans van Manen) refuses to

buy her an expensive black dress. She provokes a duel between

Petit and Manen. The latter is killed. Now a widow, Miss

Charisse buys the black dress, wears it to Maxim's, then casts

it aside and swings into a spirited can-can. The quartet is

rounded off by an explosive and arresting version of "Carmen"
(the best of the group). Jeanmaire is Carmen, Petit, Don Jose.

Magna. 120 minutes. Cyd Charisse, Moira Shearer, Zizi Jeanmaire, Roland Petit,

Maurice Chevalier. Produced by Joseph Kaufman and Simon Schiffrin. Directed by
Terence Young.

"Through a Glass Darkly"

SccUkcm Rati**} O O O
Another engrossing, if grim, Bergman work. Sure to

attract large art house audiences.

Ingmar Bergman fans and art house patrons will undoubt-

edly flock to see this latest work of the famed Swedish scripter-

director. Up for an Academy Award in the foreign film cate-

gory, this is another of Bergman's grim, introspective works,

and it looms a potent moneymaker in the art market. Graphi-

cally detailing the mental breakdown of a sensitive and incur-

able schizophrenic and the devastating effect of her illness on
her immediate family during twenty-four hours on an isolated

island in the Baltic, Bergman has constructed a haunting and
occasionally powerful drama. His stark images, long passages

dealing with lack of communication among people, limited use

of background music and absorbing handling of the girl's

seduction of her brother combine to make this a provocative

cinematic experience. It's not for the squeamish, or for those

seeking a "definite plot," rather, a mature study of madness
geared to the level of serious-minded students of the motion pic-

ture. As in previous Bergman films the performances are excel-

lent, especially Harriet Andersson as the heroine. Her moments
of madness are chillingly brilliant gems of dramatic projection.

Gunnar Bjornstrand is her novelist father, frightened by the

discovery that he is selfishly watching the progress of Miss
Andersson's disease with professional detachment; Max von
Sydow, her doctor husband, helpless to prevent his wife's relapse

into insanity; Lars Passgard, her brother, tormented by the pangs
of adolescence. After the seduction of Passgard, Miss Andersson
agrees to return to the institution from which she has recently

been released. The twenty-four hours have given the three males

a deeper understanding of themselves, and for the first time,

Bjornstrand and Passgard are able to communicate.

Janus. 91 minutes. Harriet Andersson, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Max von Sydow, Lars
Passgard. Directed by Ingmar Bergman.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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"La Belle Americaine"

Sdtitiete ^atutf O O Plus

Fun-packed French import is riotous slapstick. Beyond
art market, this Continental release should click in class

houses.

The wonderful world of slapstick is blessedly returned to the

screen in this hilarious French import being handled by Con-

tinental. Robert Dhery, who leaped to American fame with his

smash stage hit "La Plume De Ma Tante," is the director, co-

scripter and star of this romp about the misadventures that

befall a French worker when he finds himself the proud owner

of La Belle Americaine—a sleek, white Cadillac convertible. A
big money-maker for the art houses, it could also prove a good

entry in other class situations where foreign imports are accept-

able. For 100 minutes, Dhery, his talented wife Colette Brosset,

and the cream of Gallic comics provide us with some of the fun-

niest complications since the days of Chaplin and Sennett. The
humor is visual and it's unfolded via one set of gay and wacky

entanglements after another. The misadventures begin when

Dhery purchases the car for the unheard of price of $100. He
becomes the envy of his poor neighborhood, but his jealous

boss fires him. While driving down the street he accidentally

becomes part of a parade of cars that ends up at a big embassy

reception. Here he becomes friendly with the Minister of Com-

merce and helps the latter solve a number of tough Government

problems. He's hired as a chauffeur and ends up locked inside

the trunk. While waiting for gas he's misdirected into an auto-

matic car-wash, where he can't get the top up in time, giving

us one of the film's most uproarious sequences. Eventually, the

car is stolen, rolls onto a passing barge, and is rescued by the

Commerce Minister. When Mile. Brosset backs the car into her

brother's ice cream cart, Dhery decides to turn the Cadillac

into a racetrack ice cream stand.

Continental. 100 minutes. Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset, Alfred Adam Louis De
Funes, Catherine Sola, and Members of the Comedie Francaise. Produced by
Henri Diamant-Berger and Arthur Lesser. Directed by Dhery.

"The Underwater City"

Sci4ut€44, ^OtutQ O Plus

Exploitable programmer for kiddies and action fans.

If backed by a strong exploitation campaign, this Columbia

release should get fair grosses in action and ballyhoo houses,

especially from the kiddies. But it has some hurdles to over-

come: there are no names for the marquee, and the first part

of the film unfolds along documentary lines. However, the latter

half contains some good action and special effects (a battle

with a giant octopus, the collapse of the underwater city), and

this should appeal to the younger element. Owen Harris' screen-

play traces the construction of an underwater city (a world

salvation solution in the atomic era) and the personal conflicts

which arise once it is completed. William Lundigan plays a con-

struction engineer who refuses to believe in the feasibility of

the project, and Julie Adams supplies the love interest as the

niece of the doctor who dreams up the plan. Frank McDonald's
direction is rather static in the beginning, but things liven up
a bit once the group of underwater experts move into Amphibia
City. The plot finds the group becoming self-sustaining without

help from dry land. Miss Adams, investigating a sunken wreck,

becomes trapped when part of the ocean floor gives way. She's

rescued, while another group member loses his life. An investi-

gation reveals that the entire ocean floor is about to give way.

A Navy submarine rescues some of the group, and Lundigan,
impressed with the fact that one cell remains intact, decides to

help build a new and more durable city.

Columbia. 78 minutes. William Lundigan, Julie Adams. Produced by Alex Gordon.
Directed by Frank McDonald.

"Lost Battalion"

Stereotyped Filipino guerilla yarn for lower slot.

A routine World War II Filipino guerilla melodrama, thi

AIP release will get by only as a supporting dualler in mino

action situations. Stereotyped situations and characters are bal

anced against a fair amount of action and an inter-racial lovi

interest. Producer-director-co-scripter Eddie Romero has com
|

petently paced his cast through the various jungle warfare ma

neuverings. Leopold Salcedo is the fearless guerilla leader wit!

whom American refugee Diane Jergens falls in love, anc
I

Johnny Monteiro is the slippery bandit leader who offers to joir

forces with the guerillas to fight the Japanese. The Romero

Cesar Amigo screenplay has a group of American refugee:

(including Miss Jergens) and Salcedo's guerillas working theii

way to the coast where a submarine will carry the American:

to safety. Monteiro kidnaps Miss Jergens when Salcedo refuse:

the former's offer of aid. He's captured when he goes to rescue

her, but the pair soon manage to escape. A showdown fighi

between the two leaders results in Monteiro's death. Salcedo i:

fatally bitten by a cobra and left behind (on his orders), whiU

Miss Jergens and the others are taken to the sub.

AIP. 83 minutes. Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens. Produced and Directed by
Eddie Romero.

"Wozzeck"

Stylized German horror made years ago. Might get

some art attention.

The film version of the German classic "Wozzeck" (first a

play by Georg Buchner, then an opera by Alban Berg) finally

reaches these shores fifteen years after its creation. Taking into

consideration the stylized approach of director-scripter Georg

Klaren, in what was obviously one of the first German films of

the post-World War II years, this horror import might stir up

some curiosity among art house patrons. It should also do all

right in German-speaking areas. Through somber lighting,

expressive angles and flashbacks, Klaren unfolds the tragic tale

of a barber-soldier who claims supernatural forces ordered him

to murder his unfaithful mistress. Wozzeck is pictured as the

common man, cursed with a touch of poetry and madness, a

victim of Prussian militarism, blindly searching for a place for

himself in society. This is heavy entertainment, to say the least,

relieved now and then by several inventive and passion-charged

sequences. The performances are too mannered to be moving.

The plot finds impoverished Kurt Meisel's spirit completely

broken by his military masters, his mind obsessed by dark, ter-

rible nightmares, his body a guinea-pig for a quack doctor. His

only pleasure is Helga Zulch and their son, born out of wed-

lock. Everyone except Meisel knows that Miss Zulch is carrying

on with handsome Sergeant-Major Richard Haussler. Meisel

finds out and kills her. He's executed, and his body is turned

over to the quack doctor for scientific experimentation.

Brandon. 81 minutes. Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Richard Haussler. Produced by
Kurt Halme. Directed by Georg Klaren.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ —- Tops $$$ — Good
$$ -— Average $ — Poor
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"Premature Burial"

^cuiKet* 1£aU*$ Q Q Plus

mother weirdie by Roger Corman patterned after "Pit

nd the Pendulum" . Handsome color production. Good
rosser for general market.

In this American-International release, producer-director

xOger Corman follows up his successful "The Pit and the Pen-

ulum" by dipping again into Edgar Allan Poe's barrel of

lacabre tales. As before, he has placed the emphasis on eerie

;ts splendidly photographed in Eastman Color and Panavision,

izarre dream sequences, chilling special effects and the steady

uilding of suspense. It shapes up as an intelligently-made hor-

:>r film that should attract above-average grosses in the general

mrket, especially in action houses. This time the Charles Beau-

lont-Ray Russell screenplay concentrates on a medical student's

;ar of being buried alive (he believes his father was buried

live while in a state of catalepsy—the appearance of being

ead). Corman starts things off on a sinister pitch when medi-

al student Ray Milland witnesses the exhumation of a corpse

pparently buried alive (there are wild, bloody scrapings on the

nderside of the coffin lid). From this point on we watch the

lental breakdown of Milland, as he plans the building of a

:>mb within which every possible escape device will be inserted,

3 that the same fate will not befall him. Art director Daniel

laller's set is indeed a gem. Milland is excellent, and he receives

ffective support from Hazel Court, his beautiful wife; Richard

Jey, a medical student friend; and Heather Angel, Milland's

our sister. Ney finally convinces Milland to destroy the absurd

3mb and open his father's crypt. The corpse falls against Mil-

ind, and the latter goes into a coma. He's buried alive. The
rave is opened by two grave diggers (Milland's body is to be

sed for scientific advancement) and the now insane Milland

mbarks on a murder rampage. Convinced Miss Court has been

nfaithful, he buries her alive in his grave. Miss Angel kills

Milland and then proves to Ney that Miss Court had been
ulaying on Milland's fears to get his fortune.

IP. 82 minutes. Ray Milland, Hazel Court, Richard Ney. Produced and Directed
y Roger Corman.

I

"Guns of the Black Witch"

air pirates-on-the-high-seas adventure in handsome
o/or mounting. OK dualler in action market.

Devotees of sea-going adventure and pirate tales will find this

UP import moderately satisfying fare. An exploitable title,

>loody battles at sea, some scantily dressed beauties and an
Eastman Color mounting figure to make it an acceptable dualler,

specially for youngsters, in the action market. The Luciano
dartino-Ugo Guerra screenplay is set at the close of the 17th

Zentury when the lands of the Caribbean sea were ruled by the

yrannical Spanish. Director Domenico Paolella knows how to

nake the swords fly and the guns roar on the open sea, but he
>ecomes rather landlocked when his performers disembark
rom their pirate ship. The outstanding aspect of this release is

he truly beautiful color lensing of Carlo Bellero. Rugged Don
vlegowan portrays the pirate captain bent on revenging the

leath of his parents (they have been massacred by Spanish
:oIdiers). Bosomy Silvana Pampanini is the wild pirate girl he
.purns, while lovely Emma Danieli is the one he loves (al-

hough he doesn't know she's the Governor's daughter). Livio

Lorenzon carries off the "heavy" role as the ruthless Spanish
ruler. The plot finds Megowan planning a lone mission to the

povernor's palace. His brother Germano Longo, in love with
Miss Pampanini, also goes along. Megowan is wounded and
Longo is captured. Miss Danieli nurses Megowan back to health

without telling him who she really is. Lorenzon forces Longo
to set a trap for Megowan, but Miss Danieli warns him in time.

The ending finds Miss Pampanini and Longo dead and Me-
gowan tied to the bow of Lorenzon's ship. Megowan escapes,

kills Lorenzon in a knife duel, and plans a new life with

Miss Danieli.

AIP. Bl minutes. Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini, Emma Danieli. Produced by
Fortunato Misiano. Directed by Domenico Paolella.

"Hitler"

Superficial, sex-emphasized yarn purporting to trace

German leader's personal life. Needs exploitation.

The success or failure of this Allied Artists release will de-

pend on the moviegoing public's curiosity over the rise and

fall of Germany's megalomaniacal madman. Where supported by

a strong expolitation campaign, this sex-heavy treatment of

Hitler's life might bring in fair-plus grosses in the general mar-

ket. The masses will find some interest in the theory of impotent

(as a result of mother-love) homosexual complexes attributed

to the Fuehrer by scripter Sam Neuman. But discriminating

viewers will find it simply preposterous. Richard Basehart gives

a valiant try in the title role. The physical resemblance is accept-

able, but the character he is asked to portray is just too super-

ficial to merit serious attention. Better performances are pro-

vided by the two women in his life: Cordula Trantow, the niece

the impotent Hitler romances and grievingly has murdered;

Maria Emo as Eva Braun, who breaks through his mother-image

and becomes his wife shortly before Germany collapses. Barry

Kroeger has a few effective moments as the double-crossed

Brownshirt leader Ernst Roehm. Stereotyped images are pre-

sented by Martin Kosleck (Goebbels), Rick Trager (Himmler)
and John Mitchum (Goering). Director Stuart Heisler has in-

jected newsreel footage into his episodic unfolding of the

drama. The plot briefly traces Hitler rising as a political force

in Germany after World War I, becoming Chancellor, burning

the Reichstag, instituting a reign of terror, especially against the

Jews, starting World War II. He escapes a bomb plot, eventu-

ally takes to his underground bunker as the Allied armies close

in on Berlin. He and Eva marry, then commit suicide.

Allied Artists. 105 minutes. Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo. Pro-
duced by E. Charles Straus. Directed by Stuart Heisler.

"The Prisoner of the Iron Mask"

Su4i*e44 &oUk? O plus

Low-grade dubbed costumer for minor action spots.

Youngsters will prove the most receptive audience for this

muddled, third-rate dubbed Italian import being released by

American-International. The hackneyed tale of a treacherous

Prime Minister who poisons the King and imprisons the rightful

heir in an iron mask is given an attractive color mounting, and

spiced with a fair amount of duels and chases. It will serve only

as a supporting dualler for minor action houses or as a Saturday

matinee attraction. Director Francesco De Feo comes off better

during the fight sequences than during the thin romantic inter-

est and the political exposition. The plot finds Andrea Bosic,

the King's son, returning to Italy with proof that Prime Min-
ister Giovanni Materassi is plotting to take over the country.

Bosic is captured and imprisoned in an iron mask. His friend,

Michel Lemoine escapes wounded, is nursed back to health, and
rallies the people for a revolt against Materassi and Wandisa
Guida. Lemoine helps Bosic to escape, and Materassi is eventu-

ally overthrown and imprisoned in the same iron mask.

AIP 80 minutes. Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic. Produced by
Francesco Thellung Directed by Francesco De Feo.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Theatre Films Chief Factor

(Continued from Page 11)

ceipts this year should exceed the excellent results of 1961."

Pointing out that gross gate receipts of the industry in '61

were the highest since 1948 (2.17 billion in attendance for a

total take of $1.49 billion), the Standard & Poor's analysis

predicts that "further gains in both attendance and gross will

be recorded in 1962, aided by generally higher admission prices

and a larger number of releases available for showing, many
for extended runs . . . The over-all outlook for 1962 is favor-

able, with earnings improvement likely to be most impressive

for Decca Records, Universal Pictures, Columbia Pictures Corp.

and United Artists Corp. Results of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and

Walt Disney Productions should hold in the area of their

respective record 1961 levels."

The S & P breakdown of individual film company prospects

looks like this:

COLUMBIA—"Largely on the strong contribution of 'Guns

of Navarone,' earnings for the fiscal year to June 30, 1962,

could recover to around $1.50 a common share. Operations

were on a breakeven basis in fiscal 1961, with a $1.09 capital

gain offsetting a similar loss from operations." Resumption of

cash dividends, however, is not in the offing.

WALT DISNEY—"The success of several feature motion
pictures boosted net in the fiscal year ended September 30,

1961, to a record $2.75 a share, from a deficit of $.83 the year

before. Although the boxoffice popularity of future releases is

unpredictable, it is expected that earnings will hold in the same
general area in fiscal 1962 as in 1961."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER—Earnings in the current

fiscal year (ending Aug. 31, 1962) "may dip below the record

$5.02 a share of 1961," mainly because this year there will be

no "Gone With the Wind" re-release to boost grosses. "The
release schedule for the remainder of the current fiscal year

and into fiscal 1963 is strong, however," lending the stock a

nice speculative appeal.

PARAMOUNT—"Profits in 1961 probably slipped to around

$4.00 a share, from $4.20 in I960. Little change is likely in

1962.
"

20TH CENTURY-FOX—"Final earnings in 1961 probably

were around $5.50 a share (including an indicated $10.10 in

special income from sale of studio properties). This would
compare with $2.50 in I960 (adjusted for subsequent stock divi-

dend), which was after a $3.64 capital gain. A generally im-

proved release schedule suggests some improvement in 1962,

although much depends on the success of important films to be

released late in the year."

Recently instituted stock dividends are likely to continue.

The issue is termed "a speculation on a significant recovery

in theatrical film operations."

UNITED ARTISTS—"Profits in 1961 probably rose to

around $2.25 a share, from $2.10 (excluding special credit of

$.48) in I960. The company's release schedule continues to

include several of the best-regarded films in the industry, sug-

gesting some further earnings progress in 1962." Speculative

appeal attaches to the shares because of the firm's "good record

in the distribution of high-quality feature films."

WARNER BROS.—Profits in the fiscal year ending August

31, 1962, "may slip below the $1.49 a share (adjusted for the

recent 4-for-l split) reported for fiscal 1961, which excluded

special income of $.93 . . . The company's fairly consistent rec-

ord of successful productions and expected further growth for

the important TV subsidiary suggest retention of the shares.'

S & P sees theatre companies prospects thusly:

AMERICAN BROADCASTING-PARAMOUNT—Principa

contributor to earnings here is the firm's TV network anc

owned stations. It also operates the nation's largest theatn

chain. Net in 1 96 1 probably "held around the $2.41 (adjusted)

a common share of I960; capital gains were indicated at $1.4^

compared with $.31 in I960 . . . some improvement in earning'

is in prospect for 1962," and another stock extra dividend (2'

,

in '61) is seen for the end of this year.

LOEWS—Earnings for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, 1962.

"are expected to exceed the $1.02 a share of 1960-61."

NATIONAL GENERAL CORP. (formerly NT&T)—"Final

results should show a sharp year-to-year recovery. Dividends,

other than stock, are not in early prospect, however. The shares

are a speculation on the outcome of efforts to improve the

operating record," via write-off of NTA and improvements in

theatre operations.

The Hayden, Stone report also is upbeat, selecting a number

of film stocks for special mention. According to Bingaman:

"A number of motion picture companies appear headed toward

good 1962 profits, and we especially favor the stocks of Walt

Disney, Decca Records (Universal parent), Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer and Columbia Pictures for appreciation possibilities over

the near and intermediate term."

As for Disney, "The excellent reception of the company's

1961 films," says the report, "has carried over into the current

year. Fiscal first quarter earnings for Disney rose to $1.00 per

share, up from 7c for the like period of fiscal 1961. For the

full year ending September 30, 1962, we expect Disney to report

earnings of at least $3.25 per share." Bingaman notes that the

stock over the past few years has sold at a higher price-earnings

ratio than the industry group as a whole, suggesting as the

reason "investor recognition of Disney's ability to re-release

from time to time its past film successes." "At current levels,"

says the H-S analysis, "the stock of Disney appears particularly

(Continued on Page 20)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 3/1/62 3/15/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 5% 5 3
/8 - V*

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ...12i/
2 123/4 + V*

CINERAMA .17% 17%
COLUMBIA 27 271/2 + Vi

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) ...771/2 771/2

DECCA 45 471/2 +21/2

DISNEY ...38% 391/4 + Vi

M-G-M • 491/g 48i/
2

- %
PARAMOUNT ..533/4 551/4 +m
SCREEN GEMS ...211/2 203/4 - 3

/4

20TH-FOX ...331/g 321/s
-1

UNITED ARTISTS • 34% 351/8 + Va

WARNER BROS ...743/4 I8I/2

*Closing price on March
*

15 reflects 4-for-l stock s

* *
put.

Theatre Companies

AB-PT ...43% 433/4 - Vi

LOEWS 44 441/4 + %
NATIONAL GENERAL • • 73/8 73/4 + 3

/8

STANLEY WARNER ...33% 311/4 -23/
8

TRANS-LUX 1634 15 -13/4

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)
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^Qn vitation

to f~^ciif ^Jribute to

SPYROS P. SKOURAS
PRESIDENT, TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX FILMS

THE ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION

OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS

AND

THE THEATRE OWNERS OF AMERICA

REQUEST THE PLEASURE OF YOUR COMPANY AT A

TESTIMONIAL DINNER

TO CELEBRATE HIS 20th ANNIVERSARY AS PRESIDENT

THURSDAY EVENING
APRIL 12, 1962

GRAND BALLROOM, WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL
NEW YORK CITY

RECEPTION AT 6:30 P.M.

BLACK TIE

DINNER AT 7:30 P.M.

SUBSCRIPTIONS $25
PER PERSON

SPYROS SKOURAS TESTIMONIAL DINNER COMMITTEE

Allied States Association Theatre Owners of America
of Motion Picture Exhibitors 1501 Broadway
1008 Fox Building New York 36, N. Y.

Detroit 1, Mich.

Please make reservations at $25.00 per person for the dinner in

honor of Spyros P. Skouras at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City,

Thursday evening, April 12, 1962.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO "SPYROS SKOURAS TESTIMONIAL DINNER COMMITTEE"

TABLES WILL SEAT 10 PERSONS



ulewpotnts
(Continued from Page 9)

—and this is what the opposition to

feevee really represents— before the

U. S. Congress.

The public should be urged, via every

promotional device available, to let

Congress know its feelings—that no

one has the right to harness the free air-

waves with a private cash register.

#:V/ MMpjmun
Keeps Trying

The enthusiasm with which Edward

L. Hyman labors toward realization of

his orderly release goal is absolutely

essential to the completion of the ar-

duous task he has set for himself. Cer-

tainly, a man with less faith in the

business, less stick-to-it-ivity than the

vice president of American Broad-

casting-Paramount Theatres long ago

would have become discouraged in his

attempts to convince the film companies

to apportion distribution more evenly.

The fact that the major distributors

have not yet reached the point where

they provide quality product each

month is in no way the fault of Mr.
Hyman. He has cornered, conferred

with, convinced (or attempted to),

coaxed and, in some cases, even cajoled

the top executives of the various film

companies on his yearly visits to view

product at the Hollywood studios. But,

in all fairness, the blame cannot be

placed solely at distributions door.

That branch of the business has ex-

perienced sufficient of its own difficul-

ties in any of its attempts to establish

some sort of setup that would keep

theatres busy with top films all year

'round. For as the independent pro-

ducer makes his importance felt to the

constricted market, so he wields dicta-

torial powers that demand playdates for

his picture during so-called "prime

time"—either the holiday or Summer

period, when the boxoffice is hottest.

We are, in fact, not an industry any

longer, but a group of isolated islands

operating pretty much independently of

one other. And this is the situation Mr.

Hyman is attempting to correct.

In his Report from Hollywood and

Release Schedule for 1962, he is even

more optimistic than usual on the pros-

pects of the remaining "orphan" period

—May and June—when there is, he

feels, a need for quality product. "An
analysis of this release schedule," he

claims, "will quickly reveal that the

product listed for these months shows

great promise and potential."

At times, the struggle for orderly re-

lease may seem a fruitless one, but it

will be only through the continued

efforts of men like Ed Hyman that we

can ever hope to achieve an adequate

supply of quality pictures spaced evenly

throughout the year.

FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 18)

attractive as a candidate for further capital gains on prospects

of continued improvement in earnings."

A "resurgence of profits" is seen for Decca after disappoint-

ing 1961 results. "Last year, Decca's earnings were $3.08 per

share, down from $4.29 in I960. The main reason for this

earnings drop was in boxoffice receipts of Universal Pictures.

However, Universale lineup of films for 1962 appears espe-

cially bright, and we can foresee Decca's earnings recovering

Universal Pictures Co.'s consolidated net earn-

ings from operations for the 13 weeks ended Jan. 27,

1962, totaled $1,259,880 ($1.38 per share), com-
pared to $1,000,653 ($1.09) for the similar span a

year ago. Responding to advance word of the hike,

parent Decca Records' stock jumped 1% points on
Friday (March 16) on a turnover of 7,500 shares.

and advancing in 1962 to $4.50-$5.00 per share." Bingaman
believes that "at current levels, with a marked earnings increase

expected, coupled with a possible beneficial arrangement with

MCA, the stock of Decca offers excellent opportunity for inter-

mediate term capital gains."

The Hayden, Stone researcher has this to say about M-G-M:
"In the current fiscal year, earnings are expected to decline

somewhat from the 15-year high registered in fiscal 1961, per-

haps to $4.25-$4.50 per share." Reasons: no profit this session

from re-issue of "Gone With the Wind", and some new Metro
films will get a later release than originally planned, resulting in

a delay in income until fiscal '63. "We believe it important to

note here," comments Bingaman, "that such important films as

Mutiny on the Bounty,' and the two Cinerama-M-G-M films,

'The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm' and 'How the

West Was Won,' will give the company the potential of

achieving record earnings in fiscal 1963."

Columbia also gets support from the Hayden, Stone report,

with a "return to more profitable operations" predicted for the

film company. Figuring significantly will be income from

"Guns of Navarone," which the report estimates could gross

$20 million worldwide ($5 million production cost). Con-

tinues the analysis: "For the first fiscal quarter ended Septem-

ber 30, 1961, earnings were 80c per share. This compares with

the preceding year's fiscal first quarter results of 30c per share,

which came from the sale of studio properties, and not from

operations . . . Earnings for the full fiscal year ending June

30, 1962, could approach $2.00 per share, compared with an'

operating deficit last year." The report also mentions Colum-

bia's 89% equity in Screen Gems (worth $49 million) and its 1

valuable post-1948 film library (estimated at $30 million).

Famous Players Up in '61

According to unaudited figures, Famous Players Canadian

Corp., Ltd., had a net profit for the year ended Dec. 30, 1961,

of $2,423,922, compared to $1,857,251 a year earlier. In mak-

ing the announcement,
J. J. Fitzgibbons, president and manag-

ing director, revealed that more complete details of results and

a review of the year's operations will be included in the annual

report now being prepared.

Wometco Net Jumps 33%
Wometco Enterprises, Inc.'s (OTC) steady rise culminated

in a spectacular increase in 1961 earnings, which jumped 33.5

percent to the highest total in the 36-year history of the firm.

Gross for Wometco, which owns theatres in Miami, West Palm

Beach and Tampa, also was up sharply—26.2 percent over the

I960 total.

Net for '61, according to president Mitchell Wolfson,

amounted to $1,353,255 ($1.34 per share), compared to $1,013,-

429 ($1.01) a year earlier. Gross income was $15,999,469 in

1961, against $12,673,650.
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How to Strike Opening-Night Gold

At the Drive-In, Rain or Shine
With the coming of Spring, the drive-in sea-

si blossoms forth, and with it all the attendant

oerational and promotional problems. And

fv, claim ozone owners, are more vital to the

vlfare of their business than kicking off the

s.son in grand style. Insuring a merry boxofnce

rg at this time of year, with rain, snow or

HI an ever-present possibility, quite often

r ans leaving no showmanship stone unturned

i the search for a guaranteed full house that

Vll stir interest in the drive-in throughout the

Immunity via invaluable word-of-mouth. Mich-

a
1 E. Lynn, advertising publicity and exploita-

ttn director of the George M. Schwartz The-

s es (Dover, Del.) is one enterprising theatre-

nn who seems to have hit upon a surefire for-

rila designed to stimulate enthusiasm and, at

t; same time, avoid a washout of promotional

c'llars.

'"How many of you," Lynn asks fellow exhibi-

t's, "have ever crossed your fingers on drive-in

(ening night and prayed it didn't rain, snow

< freeze, so that you didn't want to open at all?

have, every year! After spending hundreds of

i liars, we used to sit back and wait for a

itastrophe. Invariably it happened yearly. How-

ler, this year we have devised a plan to

cunteract this, with a minimum of cash and a

nximum of effort." The Schwartz Theatres,

>erating in Delaware and Maryland, have

lipped a three-pronged campaign to insure a

ccessful opening.

First step is a drive-in benefit. Lynn contacted

e presidents of the Little (baseball) Leagues

each drive-in theatre area, explaining to

em how they could make up to $600 in one

ening without any guarantee or advance pay-

lent to the movie house. Each agreed to spon-

>r opening night at their respective drive-ins.

ihey will pre-sell tickets for $2 a carload, with

50 per cent split for the organization, both on

LL ABOARD. Warner Bros, national promotion chief

lichard Lederer, r., Radio City Music Hall boss Rus-

ell V. Downing at shipboard showing of "Rome
dventure."

Who Said Film Ads Deceive?
Relying on its huge all-star cast 2()th-Fox

ecently placed a full-page ad in The New York
Times for "The Longest Day." It read, in part:

,i motion picture has just been completed with

he following international cast . . . The name
>f this picture is 'The Longest Day'."

tickets pre-sold and those purchased at the

boxoffice. Lynn also suggested that they hold a

bake sale or a similar side activity.

Result: The theatre chain looks for more

publicity than it usually receives all season;

capacity houses; high concession sales, and the

good will of the community. At least a hundred

ticket sellers will be spreading the word around

each area where a drive-in is opening.

Secondly, tie-ins have been engineered be-

tween the local radio stations and the theatres.

On opening day, the stations will begin pro-

moting the drive-ins on every newscast and sta-

tion break, telling listeners that the houses are

open and inviting them to gala theatre parties

featuring the stations two week hence. Radio

announcers and staffs will be at the drive-ins on

the party night. Nightly announcements also are

made at the theatres for the two-week period.

The stations obtain merchandise from their ad-

vertisers for give-aways as door prizes.

Result: Complete radio saturation on a 5,000

mutual station for two weeks, with approxi-

mately 25 promotions daily, starting with the

all-important opening day.

Another tie-in is aimed at building interest

in the drive-in from opening through the first

month. 15,000 introductory re-opening coupons

are distributed to all super markets and smaller

food stores in the area the day after opening.

The coupons, saturating an area within a radius

of 15 miles, are good until about a month after

issue, admitting one person per car between

Mondays and Thursdays. Some food store man-

agers will put slugs in their ads for the theatre.

Backing up this special drive is the usual

advertising: cross-plug trailers in the circuit's

conventional houses, window cards, programs,

etc. Everything combined, the Schwartz Theatres

should be pretty busy come opening night

—

rain or shine.

Ad-Pub Kits, Contest

Build Interest in Oscar

Academy Awards night (April 9) is fast

approaching, and already over 1,000 theatres

throughout the country have ordered ad-pub-

Iicity-exploitation kits prepared by the MPAA
and TOA to help stimulate interest in Oscar.

The kits, which cost $3, feature a 50-foot

trailer, nine lobby posters, advertising mats and

a press book.

In addition, the ever-alert National Theatres

circuit has whipped up an Academy Awards

Sweepstakes contest, which, via local news-

paper co-operation, promises to stress the watch-

Oscar-night idea to millions of readers. The
institutional-promotional push, prepared by the

NT staff, headed by Robert W. Selig, executive

vice president, and assisted by Bill Sorenson

and Harold Wyatt, requires four major items:

a screen trailer, a 40 x 60 poster, a set of ad

mats and a set of biographies and stills of nomi-

nees. Prizes go to those who pick the Oscar

winners.

I

EMERLING

Loew's Steps-Up Promotion

By Swelling Homeoffice Staff

Stepped-up promotional activity. That's the

current byword at Loew's Theatres, where Ernie

Emerling, vice president in charge of advertis-

ing, is in the process of providing the maximum
in ad and exploitation tools to the circuit, and

swelling the size of his staff to see that the

job is done properly.

Emerling announced recently that he is in-

creasing the size of his staff and making new-

executive appointments in his department.

Among the top-level changes are: Donald Baker

has been named advertising director for Loew's;

Ted Arnow will become national publicity

director; Russ Grant will serve as editorial

director and will be responsible for creative

writing, in addition to editing Loew's Morn
Memo and The Loewdown, the circuit's house

organ. Also, Lou Brown, former advertising

director for Loew's Poli New England Theatres

and manager of Loew's Mid-City Theatre, St.

Louis, will step up to the home office, where

he will handle all co-operative advertising, local

and national, as well as ads for suburban news

papers in the metropolitan area.

Film Ad Appointments
Two appointments to film company adver-

tising staffs were recently announced: (1) Jack

Herschlag went to Buena Vista, under ad-pub

boss Charles Levy. (2) Ira Teller moved from

20th-Fox to the Embassy ad staff, where he is

editing pressbooks,
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MR. THEATRE OWNER-

PUT THE SPOTLIGHT

ON "OSCAR" NIGHT!
MONDAY EVE, APRIL 9, 1962

Our Industry's Biggest Public Relations Event Over ABC Television and Radio

(Also CBC in Canada)

ORDER A THEATRE KIT
CONTAINING

50-Foot Trailer

Ad Mats
Proclamations

Press Book

Scene Mats

Newspaper Contest

9 Posters

Press Releases

Exploitation Ideas

ENTIRE

KIT

ONLY
$3.00

Kits Prepared and Sponsored by

Motion Picture Association

of America
Theatre Owners
of America

Send

This

Order

to

THEATRE

OWNERS

of

AMERICA

INC.

1501

Broadway

New York

36,

N. Y.

COUNT ME IN!

PLEASE RUSH Academy Award Publicity and
( Quantity

)

Promotional kits described above.

I enclose my check payable to "OSCAR CAMPAIGN" for

$3.00 for each kit.

TO
(Please Print)



Newsmakers

Longest Day 1 Ready for

Roadshow in July—Zanuck

Darryl F. Zanuck's mammoth war film,

"The Longest Day," will be released ini-

tially as a roadshow attraction by 20th-Fox

late in June or July. This was announced

by the fiery producer (below) at a press

conference in the Fox home office. Follow-

ing nine months and 17 days of filming on

location in Europe, Zanuck planed to New
York to meet with top-echelon company

officials, and to disclose the following inter-

esting facts and fig-

ures on his current

production: it should

run between three and

three-and-a-half hours;

* it cost "a little more

/JBfc than S10 million—

a

V JBH real 'cheapie' in to-

JBB day's market;" 360,000

JEHfl feet of film were shot

^KW since last May, but

filming would have taken a year-and-a-half

jif two first units had not been working at

all times; Zanuck will return to France to

complete editing of 66 hours of exposed

film on the D-Day epic; the entire picture

was shot in two versions—one completely

in English and the other in the language

of the nationality of the people involved in

the action; he will use the latter version

with the aid of sub-titles for about 50 per

cent of the dialogue. In addition, Zanuck

revealed: the question of billing for the

nearly three dozen stars will be settled by

giving equal credit to all in alphabetical

order; there was no stock footage used

("Every battle scene was re-created in its

entirety from stem to stern"); the picture

"never could have been made without the

fullest co-operation of the governments (of

the four countries) involved." Also, the pro-

ducer noted that the more than 1,000 Amer-

ican troops who appeared in the film were

not paid, according to military law. As for

not shooting in color, "the sea was too blue,

the blood was too red and altogether would

have created an unrealistic quality for the

subject matter."

Hartford Pay-TV to Supreme Court

Attorneys for the Joint Committee Against Toll TV
will file a writ of certiorari with the U. S. Supreme

Court appealing a decision by the U. S. District

Court of Appeals in Washington which upheld FCC
authorization of a three-year feevee test in Hartford.

In making the announcement, Committee chairman

Philip F. Harling (right) said he was heartened by

the District Court's decision that Phonevision (the

pay-TV firm) will be held accountable to both the

Court and the FCC to provide the programming it

promised at Commission hearings in I960. "They

are committed by the Court decision," said Harling,

"to present 'legitimate plays, ballets, operas, concerts,

children's films, art films, educational features and

sports.' This is the type of programming which is now

available on free television, and which appeals to

such a small minority that the commercial success of

pay-TV must be jeopardized." One of the principal

points in the exhibitor writ, to be filed by attorney

Marcus Cohn, will be to determine whether or not

the FCC has authority to order the test.

N. Y. Warning
Step up the drive

against six censorship

bills now before the

legislature. That was

the warning delivered

to New York State

industryites by Charles

E. McCarthy (left), ex-

ecutive vice president

of COMPO, following

statements by propo-

nents of the bills that

proposed amendments

would exempt films

from classification. As presently written, he contended,

the bills would remove existing exemption of movies

from the Clean Books section of the State Penal Code

and "would sneak film classification into the statute

books through a side door, with heavy penalties added."

Zide AIP Rep.

Jack Zide (left) was

appointed American
International Pictures

franchise holder repre-

sentative for its Cin-

cinnati, O., and Indi-

anapolis, Ind., ex-

changes, it was an-

nounced by AIP top-

pers James H. Nichol-

son and Samuel Z.

Arkoff.

Two New Firms

Formation of two new companies were

announced recently: (1) Roth-Kershner

Prods., headed by Leon Roth, former v.p.

of the Mirisch Co., and director Irvin

Kershner, and (2) Trans Canada Distribu-

tion Enterprises, Ltd.

Rice Upped at T-L

Edison Rice, general manager of the

Trans-Lux Theatre division, was promoted

to the post of general manager of the Cor-

poration, it was announced by Percival

Furber, chairman of the board and presi-

dent. Bud Levy assumes the theatre post.

Univ. Confab
Universal Pictures' vice presi-

dent and general sales manager

Henry H. Martin, r., meets with

Edward Muhl, vice president in

charge of production, at the stu-

dio to discuss forthcoming pic-

tures of the Golden Anniversary-

year.

Hassanein Named
Salah M. Hassanein (above)

was elected executive vice presi-

dent of United Artists Theatre

Circuit, Inc. He had been serv-

ing .is vice president of the firm.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

December

EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Frazer, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Serafo, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of El

Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/11/41.

January

GEORGE RAFT STORY. THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March

HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalia. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min.

April

BIG WAVE. THE Sessue Hayakawa. Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 98 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo. Producer-Direcotr Albert Zug-
smith.

June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer Ustinov. Picturization of
Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID, THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

November

GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color, CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini, Emma Danieli, Lirio

Lorenzon. Producer Fortunato Missiano. Director Do-
menico Paolella. Sea adventure. 81 min.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. War drama. 83 min.

December

JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar,
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 mni. 2/19/62.

January

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic, Jany
Clair. Producer Francesko Thellung. Director Francesko
de Feo. 80 min.

March

BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Director Sidney
Hayers. 90 min.

PREMATURE BURIAL. THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-

land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe's story. 81 min.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. 87 min.

April

Vir-BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers,
ginia Leith. Horror film. 65 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball. Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 65 min.

May
WARRIORS 3 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani, Gioranna Ralli. Producer Fulvio Luci-

sano. Director Mario Silvestre. War action film.

June

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani,

SURVIVAL Ray Milland, Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon.
Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Hough-
land.

July

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming
HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price.

STRANGE WOMEN Pier Angeli, Edmond Purdom.

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

October

GREYFRIARS BOBBY Technicolor. Donald Crisp Lau-
rence Naismith, Alex Machenzie. Producer Walt Dis-

ney. Director Don Chaffey True story of a dog that
won the hearts of a town. 91 min. 9/4/61.

December

BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the
Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/61.

A pril

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian.
Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce from Disney sighted
on the space age. 98 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.
Producer Walt Disney. Director Norman Tokar. A warm
and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy and a

champion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian
Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of an
American family's misadventures during a European
holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

George Sanders. Producer Walt Disney. Director Robert
Stevenson. Based on the Jules Verne story, "Captain
Grant's Children."

November
EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackt
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director 0
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/,

VALLEY OF THE DRAGONS Cesare Danova Jo
Staley, Sean McClory. Producer Byron Roberts. Din
tor Edward Bernds. Jules Verne tale. 79 min. ll/27/i

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. I

chael Craig, Joan Greenwood. Michael Callan, G<
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schne
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Ric

'

ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Michc
Carreras. Director Quentin Lawrence. 84 min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolor
Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pi

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roma
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Cli,
Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Croni
Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Osc
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vic

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edwai
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Juli

Adams, Roy Roberts, Carl Reid. Paul Dubor. Produa
Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDonald. 79 min.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Caj
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwycl
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldmai
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 2/5/62.

March

BEST OF ENEMIES, THE Technicolor. Technirama. Davi

Niven, Albert Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Din

de Laurentils. Director Guy Hamilton.

April

FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins
Maximilian Schell. Richard Beymer. Producer Frederic

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit

May
DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang Jef

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer San

Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph.

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford. Lee Remick, Sid

ney Miller, Rose Martin. Director Blake Edwards.

July

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh

ton. Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama ol

Washington, D.C. life.

Coming
BARA3BAS Technicolor. Anthony Ouinn, Silvana Man-

gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean

Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis.

Director Richard Fleischer.

HELLIONS, THE Richard Todd. Anne Aubrey, James

Booth. Producer Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin.

87 min.

H.M.S. DEFIANT Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony

Quayle.

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan. Pro-

ducer David Susskind. Director David Swift.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-

strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole.

Producer Sam Spiegal. Director David Lean.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim

Novak, Fred Astaire.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.
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The early April tabulation shows 18

pictures set for release, with the strong

possibility of additional product beefing

up the schedule and removing the

stigma of "orphan period" from the

month. Seven companies— 20th-Fox,

M-G-M, Universal, Allied Artists, Ameri-

can-International, Continental and Par-

amount—are deadlocked for the top

spot on the strength of two films. Four

firms—United Artists, Columbia, War-

ner Bros, and Buena Vista — follow

closely with one apiece. Pathe-America

has yet to announce any releases for

the coming month.

October

C X ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
S.ders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert
D . A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

RIM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel. Lea Massari.

Jipne Valerie. Producer Paul Graelz. Director Mauro
Bcfgnini. A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
8'lnin. 10/30/61.

MRK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.

Piducer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
drna concerning a most controversial subject. 121

ml 11/27/61.

January

L BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset,

A ed Adam, Louis de Funes, Christian Marin, Cathe-
ri Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director
R ert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min.

February

VW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Soleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

gi. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.
FS version of Arthur Miller's hit play. II0 min.
2 /62.

March

ll'ERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
D;ctor Alfred Shaughnessy.

CiRATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders.

TiTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Riert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Ft version of the Broadway stage play.

VLTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Lghton. Director John Guillerimin.

April

t-ROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

R.IFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller. Producer Jacques
K/ge. Director Alex Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller.
9 min.

May
MrER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Slers. Producers Jul ian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
ts John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
ulerworld of crime.

June

FNDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Pducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
nnd T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
nn twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

Current Releases
/TER MEIN KAMPF (Brenner) Producer Joseph Bren-
n. Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/2I/6I.

*MS AMD THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver,
( W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendrlks. Producers
h R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
9 min.

ELLAD OF NARAYAMA. THE (Films Around the
Wld, Inc.) Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.
Jsanese art import. 98 min. 8/7/6I.

BINADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Idine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
c:er George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
S min.

B MONEY, THE (Lopert) Ian Carmichael, Belinda
li, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

UCK TIGHTS (Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
rna. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Hand Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
-non Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. II6 min.

IY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
:imid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Irio Mlchaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction]
f min.

IAR NO MORE (Scaramouche) Jacques Bergerac
ma Powers. 78 min.

UE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
berg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

hrt Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
ilippe de Broca. 86 min.

IGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothersl
ila Powers, Marshall Thompson.

•LLOW A STAR [Zenith International) Norman
isdom.

>RCE OF IMPULSE (Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)
my Anthony, J. Carro! Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff
mnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

FANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau Maurice Ronet
oducer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
iiirder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/6I.

BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
btsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
oducers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
atsubayashi. 91 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellini. Story of corrupt Roman
society. I7S min. 5/I/&I.

LA NOTTE BRAVA I Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brlaly, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD lAstor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre

Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.

93 min. 3/5/62

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (Astor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-

ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. I06 m/n. I/8/62.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/6 1.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastioianni, Monica Vetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto.
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. I20 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
1 0/2/6 I

.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph thomas. NO min. I/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY (Kingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. I06 min. 2/5/62.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Astor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city

life. 1 76 min. 7/24/6 1.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I Kings ley- Inter national I

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I I/27/6I.

THEN THERE WERE THREE 'Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 74 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Filmsl Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. I05 min.
I/8/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN (Show Corporation) Charles
Aznavour, Nicole Courcel, Georges Riviere, Jean Mar-
chat, Lotte Ledl. Director Andre Cayatte. A drama of
men and women in war. II7 min.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanef, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. I28 min. 8/7/6 1

.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

W!LD FOR KICKS (Victoria Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith.
Producer George Willoughby. Director Edmond T. Gre-
ville. 92 min.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadla Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl who plot
a million-dollar robbery. 93 min.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker. James Shigeta,
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Ertientie

Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. I 13 min. 8/21/61.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-
ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a
bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre-
datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE SupertotalScope, East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle between the
people of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians. 129
min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN, THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica. Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-selling novel.

87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE. THE Ci-

nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

March

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman. Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip

Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl who
plot a million-dollar robbery. 93 min 3/5/62.

April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy. 120 min.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an
American military clean-up operation on a Pacific

island.

May
DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

June
LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyons,
Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley Kubrick.
Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabakov's celebrated
novel

.

RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the 1 8 70 ' s

.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night
out"—with hilarious results.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Leslie Nor-
man. Adventure drama set against background of
Renaissance Italy.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler Bfb-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical
hit.
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HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,

Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry

Fonda Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-

tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.

Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-

ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.

Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by

Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-

rama Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan Mi.Kenna, Robert

Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas

Ray. Epic drama based on life of Christ. 161 mm.
10/16/61.

LADY L CinemaScope, MetroColor. Tony Curtis, Gina
Lollobrigida. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director

George Cukor. Based on novel by Romain Gary.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.

Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-

ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.

Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.

Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of an ingenuous postman's adventures when he is

transferred to a London Post Office.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,

Don Taylor. Producer J. G. Maesso. Director Michael
Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,

Irene Worth. Producer Attilio Riccio. Director Rudy
Mate. Action-filled sea spectacle based on the life of

Sir Francis Drake.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Epic
of barbaric Tartars who swept out of Asia intent on
the destruction of Western civilization.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastr -)ianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE Technicolor.
John Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin.
Producer-Director John Ford. Western drama based on
a short story by Dorothy M. Johnson.

October

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S Technicolor. Audrey Hep-
burn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Mickey Rooney.
Producers Martin Jurow, Richhrd Shepherd. Director
Blake Edwards. Adaptation of the best-seller by
Truman Capote. 115 min. 10/16/61.

November

BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Tourog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min. 3/5/62.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker, Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. Messenger upsets movie studio
with his frantic antics. 92 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. Story of The Twist, at N. Y.'s
Pepermint Lounge. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern iazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March

BRUSH FIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneiber, Karl Bohm. Gus-
tav Knuth. 147 min.

A pril

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner,
Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-Director Ronald
Neame. Suspense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the
Middle East.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

HATARi! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of

adventures who capture wild animals for zoos.

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darrin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson v Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Rose. Direc-

tor Daniel Mann. A society matron becomes a

"bookie" to cure her husband of his horse-playing

habits.

PATHE-AMERICA

March

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley. Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe CoJor
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr.. Joan Fontaine, forr
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry Kinq
Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. \/H/il,'

March
INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F'anklin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based <3n Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-
ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two American
priests and a young Chinese girl.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

QU ARE FELLOW, THE Patrick MacGoohan, Sylvia

Syms. Director Arthur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner. Producer-Director
Roger Corman. School integration drama. 85 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tom
Whalen, Jr. 86 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

October

HUSTLER, THE CinemaScope. Paul Newman, Jackie
Gleason, Peter Laurie, George C. Scott, Myron Mc-
Cormick. Producer-Director Robert Rossen. A segment
of the life and loves of a bigtime pool hustler. 135

min. 10/2/61.

PIRATES OF TORTUGA CinemaScope, Color. Ken
Scott, Leticia Roman, Dave King. Producer S. Katz-

man. Director R. Webb. 97 min. 10/16/61.

SEVEN WOMEN FROM HELL CinemaScope. Patricia

Owens, Denise Darcel, Cesar Romero, John Kerr. Pro-

duce Harry Spaulding. Director Robert Webb. 88 min.

10/30/61.

November

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. 1 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-

nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-

tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets

to ihe top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

February

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Peter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kent
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonard
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar-
shal terrorizes his town.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer
Charles Bracket'. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers and
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs by
Rodgers.

May

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard
Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey,

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessica
Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Based
on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pro-

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A family
attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

Coming

CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glynis
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.

Remake of the famous classic.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Rex
Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowall, Hume
Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger. Director

Josph Manckiwicz. Story of famous queen.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Gabrielle
Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene Kelly,

Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-

mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Peter

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story of
"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupu-

lous businessman.

INSPECTOR, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Stephen
Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mark Robson. Director

Philip Dunne. A concentration camp victim attempts to

escape to Israel.

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard

Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, David

Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire army
of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LiON, THE William Holden, Trevor Howard, Capucine
Rafer' Johnson, Pamela Franklin. Producer Samuel

Engel. Director Jack Cardis. Based on best-seller.

LONGEST DAY, THE William Holden, Richard Todd,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken

Annakin.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens. A
tale of the tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

October

BOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Don

Beddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Di-

rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

PARIS BLUES Paul Newman Joanne Woodward, Sid-

ney Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.

Story of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.

SECRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster, Merry
Anders, Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

tor Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's

novel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Rust Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi-

tation of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and

the problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.
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December

UDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-

aster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian

: hell. Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
irector Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/14/41.

January

UN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark,
roducer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 67
in. 2/19/62.

APPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Alida
illi, Gregoire Asian. Suspense-comedy. Producer Joseph
/iseman. Director George Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/42.

NE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
ameia Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

/lider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a

roup of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/41.

3CKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor,
lenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-

tr, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
ank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success,
Lady for a Day." 134 min. 11/13/41.

MNTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley
lements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-
r Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/42.

February

EADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
jwery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
Borg. 49 min. 2/5/62.

IOPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
:rma Ouine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

IRGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
avis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
jcer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Civil War west-
n. 112 min. 2/5/62.

March
HILDREN'S HOUR. THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
acLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director' William
'yler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 107
in. 1/22/62..

LOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
reevey, Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
r Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

April

AGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
.telle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
jcer-Director Bert I. Gordon.

May
3LLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
?ll, Joanna Moore.

ERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi.

ESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-
ucer-director Jean Negulcsco. Based on the novel
The Midwife of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

IIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
ictor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
enn.

Coming
IRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
roducer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

HILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland
tephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
irector John Cassavetes.

EAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
ainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
ts Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

'LADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

•"EAT WAR. THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
.Iberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
lario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

IAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
jon of James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
.ramer. Director Paul Stanley

IID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
'hilip Karlson.

.AND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx
Seville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
erector Leslie Stevens.

4ANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
>ilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Jirector Frankenheimer.

vlARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent. Hazel Court, Jack
Vatling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
luzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

'HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
-arfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
pty. 112 min. 1/8/62.

TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Prod ucer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

THIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren. Anthony Per-
kins, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer -Director
Anatole Litvak.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

UNIVERSAL INT' L

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY, THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert I!
Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

April

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

Coming
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

IN A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin.
Producer Ross Hunter.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sablna Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Gushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn, Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Philip Alford. Producer Alan Pakula. Director
Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN. THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

November
MASK, THE Paul Stevens, Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with sequences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

SUSAN SLADE Technicolor. Troy Dojiahue, Cotani*
Stevens, Dorothy McGuire. Lloyd Nolan, Brain Aherne.
Producer-Director Delmer Daves. Based on Doris Hume's
novel of young love. 116 min. 10/2/61.

December

ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE. THE Technicolor.
Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer
Louis de Rochemont, Director Jose puintero. From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG. THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker. 129 min. 2/5/62.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,

Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 min. 11/13/61.

March

COUCH. THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight, Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min. 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. 119 min

.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison. 85 min.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines. 89
min.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

98 min.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II. 93 min.

Coming
ACT OF MERCY Leslie Caron, David Niven. Producers
Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony Asquith.
Drama of romance and adventure in Latin America.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johni. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their
marriage.

MUbIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley
Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Wilson's Broad-
way musical hit. 151 min.

TERM OF TRIAL Lawrence Olivier, Simone Signoret.
Producer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville
A couple's term of trial in face of charges against
the husband.

To Better Serve You . . .

Office & Terminal Combined At
1018-26 Wood St. New Phones

(above Vine) Phila.: WAInut 5-3944-45
Philadelphia 7, Pa. N.J.: WOodlawn 4-7380

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carries

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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Here's a sensational, new exploitation item that will add to the pre-

selling of your Coming Attractions and increase "refreshments"

profits too!

National Screen's new PREVIEW RECORDS . . . 7 '/2 inch, 33 V3 R.P.M.

high quality recordings . . . that reproduce MUSIC from your Coming
Attraction ... a "plug" for the attraction by one of the film's STARS . .

.

a strong, commercial "pitch" by an ANNOUNCER . . . and a tasteful

reminder to visit your REFRESHMENT STAND!

There's a FIVE-MINUTE version on one side of the record ... to begin

your Intermission . . . and a TWO-AND-A-HALF-MINUTE version on
She other side ... to end your Intermission!

You can also use them BEFORE THE SHOW, while your screen is

blank . . . and at the end of your show when your patrons are EXITING!

Terrific for DRIVE-INS or HARD TOP THEATRES . . . and greaf for

LOBBY PROMOTIONS!

Available now ... on a LIMITED NUMBER of BIG HITS . . . with MORE
TO COME! ... on an unbelievably

LOW COST RENTAL PLAN...
Order from your NSS Salesman today!

L to your

7/043/
OFITS at your

The Message that's

HEARD...
When there's nothing to

SEE!

Already Available on:

United Artists

"SERGEANTS THREE"
•

M.G.M.'s

"HORIZONTAL
LIEUTENANT"

•

20th Century-Fox

'ADVENTURES OF A
YOUNG MAN"

•

A.I.P.'s

"TALES OF TERROR"

per week
per record

nnTionfli,ftv^ sehvicc



pinion of the Indtistry

"Actually, the over-all prospects

for pay video were far brighter

several years ago than they are today"

—Jack Gould

Feevee Gets Kiss-off

From Times' TV Critic

'Fast-Buck' Ventures Hinder

Cinema's Aim of Adulthood

MOVIES' GROWING PAINS



Male
enough

to attract
a dozen
women...
not man
enough to
be faithful
to one!

ij

WARREN BEATTY

Sift callsB him.
"THE MOST
EXCITING

AMERICAN
MALE IN
MOVIES

. . .and the biggest
new name in

entertainment."



PRESENTSMETRO - GOLOWYN - MAYER

EVA MARIE SAINT
WARREN BEATTY
KARL MALDEN

La
EXCITING
ADULT

ENTERTAINMENT!

CO-STARRING

ANGELA LANSBURY
BRANDON deWILDE

DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY MUSIC BY

JOHN PRANKENHEIMER • JOHN HOUSEMAN • ALEX NORTH Nothing

was secret

from Clinton

and nothing

sacred

except

his love

for

CONTACT YOUR M-G-M BRANCH NOW!



EVENT! NEWEST ENTERTAINMENT!

2a ********

CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES 7 COMPLETE SHOWS A DAY!

COME WHEN YOU WANT TQ-A SHOW TIME FOR EVERYBODY!

I AHHIN

PAT BOONE BOBBY DARIN PAMELA TIFFIN ANN-MARGRET
rw^y-yu«- l^fl T1~11' f PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY

10M LWhLL ALICE FAYE MEusSA
CHARLESBRACKETT Jose ferrer richard breen

ADAPTATION BY MUSIC SUPERVISED & CONDUCTED BY COLOR
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II / SONYA LEVIEN / PAUL GREEN ALFRED NEWMAN CinemaBcopE by de luxe

BROADWAY & 43rd ST.

PARAMOUNTDOORS OPEN 9:30 A.M.
Feature at; 10:00, 12:00,2:00,4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00 P.M.

Premiere Tuesday Night, April 10th,

Benefit of Medico, Inc



Whit They'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

uIZ ANTICS AND <CLEO'. Speculation is rife

hroughout the industry about the possible

effects of the Taylor-Fisher-Burton affair on the

boxoffice performance of "Cleopatra". No one

is more concerned, of course, than 20th Century-

j?ox officials, who for the past seven months

lave been sending a reported $650,000 weekly

to Rome to cover the costs of the blockbuster.

j'Cleopatra", they admit, needed no marital mixup

lo stir public interest; it unquestionably already

aad become the most ballyhooed movie in history

before Liz fell for her co-star. Spyros Skouras'

fecent trip to Rome was for the purpose of

)ersuading Miss Taylor to hold off any public

tnnouncement of a break with Fisher for at least

several months, but those close to the affair

loubted that the star would keep any promise

she made the Fox president. The general attitude

n the trade is that only a calamitous

development can prevent "Cleopatra" from
establishing a new high-water mark for a movie

ross. One top film official (not with 20th)

xpressed it this way: "Liz Taylor, more than

ny other personality, is a throw-back to

hose glamorous movie queens of the silent era,

ke Gloria Swanson and Jean Harlow. She can

et away with almost anything in her personal

ife. Regardless of what she does, the aura of

er fame grows rather than diminishes, and
he great mass of people become more anxious

x) see her. For every self-righteous moralist

•vho frowns on her conduct and might shun the

picture, there figure to be countless curious folks

who will clamor to see the real-life passion

oured into the love scenes between Cleopatra

nd Marc Antony. No sir, the newspaper

eadlines of recent weeks won't hurt 'Cleopatra'

ne bit. Quite the contrary."

0

IGHTING FEEVEE BRUSHFIRES. Look
or quick, highly organized exhibitor reaction

to the recently applied-for Teleglobe pay-TV
test in Denver. Theatre interests there have

been aware of the feeveers' plans for some time

and already have mapped a comprehensive

campaign to inform the public of the proposed

airwaves grab. Local merchant and widespread

business cooperation is expected to form an

integral part of the attack on the tollsters' invasion

of that city. Co-sponsors Teleglobe-Denver Corp.

and Gotham Broadcasting made it clear at a

New York press conference to introduce the

new pay system that their propaganda line is

anything but revolutionary. Such stock phrases

as "quality programming," "better TV shows

than are now available" and "educational

projects" were bandied about freely. Of course,

"first-run movies" were mentioned, too.

o

TV PRODUCTION UPHEAVAL. Executives

of film studios which are heavily involved in

production of series for TV are giving plenty of

thought to the possibility that FCC pressures

on video might result in cancellation of many
of the weekly action shows filmed on major lots.

Figuring to be heaviest hit by such a development

is Warner Bros., which has been turning out a

number of formerly top-rated filmed series

for the ABC network. The abrupt dismissal of

Oliver Treyz from the ABC presidency, it is

widely believed, presages a switch to different

types of programming by that network, as well as

the others, including a return to more "live"

television fare. Columbia's Screen Gems subsidiary

is another outfit that will be adversely affected

by this trend.
o

TAKE NO CHANCES. Industry wags are

making much of a recent announcement by

WHCT-TV, Hartford's pay-TV station, that it

already is toll testing in some 50 homes in

metropolitan Hartford—mostly owned by station

personnel. As one observer put it: "They had

better like all the shows."
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Movie Market Down Sharply

In Tune with Bearish Trend
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and American Broadcasting-Para-

mount fell the hardest, as the movie market slumped in tune

with the general bearish trend that dragged averages down in

the past fortnight. Thirteen cinema stocks plunged, while only

five were up.

Amid downbeat talk concerning the high costs of filming

"Mutiny on the Bounty," and disappontment over the process-

ing deal with Kalvar Corp., Metro fell 2% points to a new
1962 low, regained li/g a few days later, but lost on closing

day to finish 4% off on a huge turnover of 115,400 shares.

AB-PT, beset by network programming troubles that resulted

in replacement of top banana Oliver Treyz, fell steadily over

the two-week span, closing 6 l/4 points down.

Concurrent with continuing rumors of an impending merger
with MCA, and smart performances by Universal product, Decca
Records (U parent) advanced smartly in the last five days to

brighten a cloudy movie picture by gaining 2% on a turnover

of 82,700. After moving rather inconclusively for most of the

session, Cinerama jumped 2 points, then lost ll/
8 to record a

total rise of 1%. Trading was heavy here, too, 84,900 shares

changing hands, as interest mounted in the upcoming release of

the first Cinerama-M-G-M co-production. National General

attracted plenty of interest, moving up 11/4 on a tremendous

turnover of 194,000 shares. Loew's also advanced l'/g.

On the downside, Columbia declined steadily, save for a mild

late rally. It finished II/4 off, despite an increase in the six-

months' net, but possibly because of revelation of a new $20

million loan that listed certain restrictions on the firm's capital

and dividends. Stan ley-Warner was down 1%, as it announced

a sharp drop in first-half profit. Other losers: Disney (1%);
Paramount (l'/s); 20th-Fox (iy2 ), and United Artists (H/

2).

Hold Movie Stocks— Bache
The latest opinions on movie stocks in the Bache Selected

List indicate they should be held, for the most part, for long

and intermediate term appreciation. The chanciness inherent

in cinema issues, of course, moves the investment firm to label

all of them either of medium or speculative value.

United Artists is looked upon most favorably, the advice

reading thusly: hold for long and intermediate terms, buy for

income. The stock is rated of medium worth. On the other

hand, 20th-Fox's chart (a speculative rank) is hold for long

term, switch for intermediate. Advice on Loew's Theatres is

buy for long term, hold for intermediate; it, too, is rated a

speculative stock. Others, and their rankings: American Broad-

casting-Paramount (speculative)—hold for long and inter-

(Continued on Page 19)

M-G-3§9 !##>#•#•#! 1/osY Heavily Traded
Film Shares in First Quarter af 902

The most heavily traded movie stocks for the first three

months of this year have been Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and

Decca Records (Universal parent), with National Gen-
eral (formerly NT&T), Cinerama and Loew's Theatres

also showing big volumes, a tabulation of New York
and American Exchange figures reveals.

Fluctuating widely in recent weeks, and currently sell-

ing near its 1961-62 low because of some production dis-

appointments and downbeat reports about its deal with

Kalvar Corp., M-G-M has recorded a huge turnover of

639,900 shares since the first of the year, far outdistancing

its nearest rival for top honors. February was Metro's
most active month, but talk of "Mutiny on the Bounty"
budgetary woes spurred selling in the issue right up to

deadline (March 29).

Wall Street interest also has been centering around
Decca Records, Universal Pictures' representation on the

Big Board, and the bullish tone in this issue is accounted

for by several strong releases and reports of the soon-to-

be-announced merger between Decca and MCA. They say

negotiations are progressing rapidly, and this, coupled

with big grosses on "Lover Come Back" and "Flower
Drum Song'' is fanning investor enthusiasm. The stock

has traded 393,900 shares since January 2, almost half

the activity registered in the month of March. Decca's

price too, is just about at the 1961-62 peak.

National General currently is a "hot" item, apparently

following its name change and announcement of plans

to revitalize the organization. In the first three months
of '62, 467,900 shares have changed hands, with the bulk

of the volume (194,000 shares) coming during the past

fortnight. The stock now is trading a shade below its

1961-62 high.

Interest in Cinerama is perking again, as the issue

trades not far off its 1961-62 high. Starting off 1962 with

a spurt of activity, the stock sold at a less furious pace

until the past fortnight, when Wall Street apparently

began to look toward the impending release of the firm's

two feature story co-productions with M-G-M. Total

shares changing hands since January 2: 361,900.

Much the same situation prevails in the case of Loew's

Theatres, which is attracting Wall Street attention again,

thanks to some looked-for hotel income and plans for a

general firming up of the company's theatre activities.

Most heavily traded session thus far in '62 was the first

fortnight, but the past two weeks have seen a resurgence

of investor interest. Presently almost touching its '61-62

zenith, Loew's has traded 327,100 shares in the first

quarter of this year.

Amid a furore created by a change in its network presi-

dency, AB-PT traded heavily during the past two weeks,

but slumped to a '61-62 bottom. Since the beginning of

the year, the stock has traded 195,900 shares. United

Artists, rather lightly traded (141,400) and hovering a

shade under the midway point between its '61-62 high

and low, figures to take off in style after Academy
Awards night, when its raft of nominees cop some ex-

pected prizes. Interest also seems to be picking up in

Stanley Warner (125,100 shares). Other issues and num-

ber of shares traded since January 2: 20th-Fox (214,500);

Columbia (1 16,500) ;Walt Disney (96,700); Paramount

(94,700); Allied Artists (87,800), and Warner Bros.

(79,900 for both the old and the new, post-split stock).
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Gould Gives Pay-TV Kiss-off
Jack Gould, eminent television critic

of the New York Times, who has

ivritten favorably in the past of pay-

TV's potential, recently took another

hard look at feevee and came to some

fresh conclusions. The following is

from Mr. Gould's column in The Times

of Sunday, March 18:

The subject of toll TV made its semi-

annual reappearance in the news last

week after the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals ruled that the na-

tional well-being would not be jeopar-

dized by a trial effort to put the arm
on the viewer for whatever he sees.

Barring a further appeal to the Su-

preme Court, R. K. O.-General Phone-

vision is now authorized to proceed

with its experiment of persuading set-

owners in Hartford to acquire suitable

gadgetry that will enable them to pay

for special shows without commercials

and at the same time prevent non-con-

tributors from eavesdropping.

The R. K. O. test in which the Zenith

Radio Corporation is a participant, calls

for transmitting scrambled pictures and

sound through the air; the gadget in

the home restores the signals to their

original state.

This system has the dubious novelty

of trying to collect the box-office fee

after a customer has seen the show, a

procedure that strikes some veteran im-

presarios as an extraordinary example
of contemporary courage.

The other system of toll TV—that

of International Telemeter, a subsidi-

ary of Paramount Pictures—is still run-

ning in the Etobicoke section of To-
ronto. It transmits the pictures and
sounds over wires directly linking a

central studio to the individual home;
it uses a coin machine that collects the

fee before disclosure of the theatrical

contents.

Still a third system— Teleglobe— is

standing hopefully on the sidelines. It

would send the picture over the air and
transmit the sound over private wires.

On the theory that lip-readers are not

too numerous, it believes it can save

the expense of scrambling the picture.

But whatever system may be put

through its paces on an experimental

basis, it increasingly appears that pay-

as-you-see television for the home can

conquer almost any obstacle except the

green light to go ahead. The tactics of

delay by commercial broadcasters and

theatre-owners has paid off handsomely,

and in toll TV's hour of legal victory

there remains only an unrealizable

dream.

Preoccupation with the mechanics of

toll systems always did overshadow the

basic problem of programming. For one

thing, there never was any substantial

mass outcry for pay TV. But several

years ago there were assorted interests

willing to wait and see if toll TV
would get off the ground. It has not

as yet and promoters and producers

simply could not afford a further delay.

Today all college and professional

sports—with the one exception of box-

ing and in some cities hockey—have

cast their lot with the present form of

advertiser-supported video. The rev-

enue from sponsorship of games is an

integral part of the sports world's

budget. This income, which would have

to be cut off wherever a shift of toll

TV was tried, is simply too important

to be jeopardized in an experiment of

doubtful outcome.
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Similarly, motion pictures of com-

paratively recent vintage have steadily

become available and are being shown
in prime evening time on one network

and before long will be exhibited on

a second chain. The size of the stock-

pile of filmed fare that originally was

expected to sustain toll TV has steadily

decreased with the passage of time.

The inevitable sequel to these devel-

opments is that pay-as-you-see TV is

left with an especially agonizing ver-

sion of the age-old riddle of which

came first, the chicken or the egg. If it

is to persuade an audience to buy the

idea of paying for what it sees, it must

offer shows that free video is not pro-

viding. But if it is to pay for such

attractions, it must have a substantial

audience.

The cause of pay TV actually has

been greatly harmed by the exaggerated

publicity claims with which it has been

plagued. Certainly for some time it is

going to be idle to talk of presenting

an evening of the Metropolitan Opera

or a Broadway hit in the home. It's

simply not in the economic cards.

Conceivably, pay TV may have a role

as a sort of wired extension of the

neighborhood movie house, though the

continuing silence on the Etobicoke ex-

periment would not seem to justify rash

predictions even on that score.

Where pay-as-you-see TV could have

more immediate value is in the field of

adult educational video. It would re-

quire only a very small TV audience

paying modest fees to be a major finan-

cial aid to an educational institution.

But this presupposes the availability of

enough channels for such purposes, a

highly complex problem in itself.

Actually, the over-all prospects for

pay video were far brighter several

years ago than they are today with the

intensified entrenchment of video's ex-

isting form. And if the commercial

broadcasters are nudged into a higher

standard of performance and educa-

tional TV comes along, toll television

is going to have a much harder time

making a case for itself.
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16mm Competition

The April issue of Advertising ik Sales Promotion contains

an article which makes interesting reading for movie people.

Its subject is "Hollywood Films as a Sales Promotion Tool,"

and the subject matter is drawn very largely from information

supplied by the 16mm division of Disney Productions. "Some
motion picture production studios in and around Hollywood,"
the article reports, "have begun an active campaign of selling

l6mm prints of some of their leading films to advertising and
promotion people."

Advertising & Sales Promotion is careful to point out that

Disney and other 16mm entrepreneurs "design their releases so

they don't compete with normal motion picture theater opera-

tions." A Disney spokesman is quoted as saying, "In fact, if

anything, this type of program would tend to encourage more
attendance at motion picture theatres rather than compete for

their audiences." That's what he thinks. I think otherwise.

There is no doubt that it is a fine thing for the company
ledgers to sell 16mm prints of theatrical attractions to indus-

trial companies to be shown by them as part of their public

relations pitch; but unless they are hiring theaters for this

type of exhibition, they aren't doing exhibitors any good and
may even be doing harm. My purpose in bringing up the

subject, however, is not to throw rocks at Disney or any other

producer-distributor, but rather to point a moral for exhibitors.

If Hollywood can get into the industrial show business, why
can't theaters do likewise? If Hollywood can sell old films to

industrial companies, why can't exhibitors sell showings of old

films to industrial companies? And why can't exhibitors sell

their own services and facilities to these same companies? If the

glamor of the entertainment movie packs a special wallop as a

sales lure, what about the glamor of the movie theater?

O
At this point I can see some of our exhibitor colleagues

raising a cynical eyebrow and saying, "What's so glamorous

about my run-of-the-mill theater?" In some instances, where a

house is shockingly run down, the question may be in order.

But any properly run theater—any theater that is run but not

run down—does have a certain glamorous quality, particularly

for people old enough to be targets for industrial p.r.

The very idea of seeing a movie in a theater, rather than in

a company auditorium or reception room, is more attractive

to the average person. Furthermore, most theaters have display

facilities which companies should be glad to use for their

special events.

In Hollywood companies like Disney have set up specialized

departments to go after the industrial business. The average

individual theater or small circuit can't hire a specialist just

for this assignment. But the average theater manager in the

average situation has advantages of his own. For example,

he probably is personally acquainted with the managers of

the important plants and industrial organizations in his com-

munity. If he isn't, he should be. He can approach them on

the grassroots level.

The big question is: Approach them with what? The man-|

ager can't just go to the factory chief and say, "I want to rent

my theater to you." He has to dream up concrete ideas—ways
in which his theater can be valuable to the industrial concern.

Obviously, these ways will differ in different situations. But

certain generalities will always apply.

I hark back to the article in Advertising & Sales Promotion.

"Just about every major savings and loan association has, on

its premises, a 'community room.' In many cases, the facility

which serves as the community room at night is the employe
lunchroom during the day. The idea is to build goodwill by

providing a place where civic and fraternal groups can get

together, meet and drink some coffee." (Incidentally, if this

isn't competition with the local theater, what is!)

So, okay, let's talk about savings and loan associations—or

banks. Why can't these organizations be approached to rent

the local theater for their goodwill endeavors? Why can't the

local theater obtain either 35mm or 16mm prints of suitable

films, handle all the projection, shipping and housekeeping

chores and provide a professional evening for the money boys?

If Hollywood can make it possible for its old films to be 1

sold in competition with theater films, why can't these mis-

named "non-theatrical" pictures be sold through the theaters?

And why don't the theaters take steps to set themselves up

in this business? There's no trick to buying—or even renting

—

16mm projectors. There's no trick to maintaining display space

on a quick change basis in the theater lobby. There's no trick

to sitting down with the local business community and working

out an arrangement that will probably save them money in the

long run. It takes a certain concentration of effort and some

salesmanship, but surely there is salesmanship left in the theater

business today.

I read constantly about the threat of 16mm competition.

Hardly a day passes, it seems, without a complaint from some

section of the nation about how non-theatrical narrow-gauge

film programs are cutting into the boxoffice. The best answer

to this situation is not to attempt the impossible by seeking

to ban 16mm showings unless they conform to a code of non-

competition. The best answer is to get into the competition and

take the business away from your competitors.

I have heard it said that in these days of product shortages

exhibitors are too dependent on the distributors to do much in

the way of curbing 16mm rentals by these same distributors. My
suggestion is the classic strategy of Gen. Nathan Bedford

Forrest (at least I think it was his; if not, some of our Ten-

nessee correspondents will undoubtedly correct me), namely, "if

you can't lick 'em, join 'em." If you can't lick 16mm, join it.

O
Not too many years ago, many restaurants became seriously

concerned because more and more factories were setting up

their own company dining facilities. This was competition with

a vengeance. Then somebody got the bright idea of contract

feeding. One restaurant kitchen cooked food and trucked it to

half a dozen different factories. The factories could cut down

on their own cooking facilities and kitchen help, save money

and have more room for their own operations.

Same thing happened with the good old American coffee

break. The people who make automatic vending machines and

the hot water cookers started supplying these to offices and

the lunchroom nearby found it was losing mid-morning cus-

tomers. Then what happened? Well, in New York City, one

of the biggest of the restaurant chains, Schrafft's, put together

a fleet of coffee carts and hit the road. The carts are stocked

with cakes and pastries in far more variety than the average

office would have around on its own; the coffee is always hot

and uniformly good; nobody has to wash the cup afterwards.

Schrafft's didn't lose business; it found more business than ever.

If it's good enough for coffee and cake, it ought to be good

enough for the theater business.
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Newsmakers

TOA Board Meeting
Gathered at Theatre Owners of America buffet

reception, above, in Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washing-

ton, D.C., are, left to right: Lou Formato, M-G-M
Southern division manager; Robert Mochrie, Metro

general sales manager; Mrs. Tolchin; Arthur Tol-

chin, assistant to the president of Loew's Theatres,

and John Murphy, executive vice president of

Loew's. Three-day board of directors meeting also

saw A. Julian Brylawski, below, center, honored

for an unprecedented 40 years of service as presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Metropolitan D.C. Making presentation of a

plaque is John G. Broumas, left, president of the

Maryland TOA, assistant to the president of TOA
and a member of the unit, while Roy Cooper,

chairman of the executive committee of TOA,
looks on.

Benjamin Named
Robert S. Benjamin, United Artists'

chairman, meets with President Ken-

nedy at the White House. Benjamin

agreed to serve another year as chair-

man of the LJ. S. Committee for the

United Nations.

[ramer Wins Thalberg Award
i Producer-director Stanley Kramer has been

iwarded the Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award

jy the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and

ciences for the most consistent high quality pro-

uction for the current year and the four pre-

^ding. In addition, writer-director George Seaton

on the Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award, and

iree other honorary awards were voted to Fred

I. Metzler, Jerome Robbins and Bill L. Hendricks.

Boccaccio' Pact

Contracts are signed for American premiere of

oseph E. Levine's "Boccaccio '70" at new (N.Y.)

win theatres, Cinema 1—Cinema II. L. to r.: Ed-

ward L. Schuman, vice president, and Donald S.

iugoff, president of Rugoff Theatres, builders of

'he showcase; Levine, president, and Leonard Light-

tone, v.p. of international sales of Embassy Pictures. Zanuck on 'Longest'

Producer Darryl F. Zanuck, left, talks at recent

press conference about his giant war film, "The

Longest Day," for 20th-Fox release, as Fox vice

president Charles Einfeld listens.

Fight Censors—Allied

Censorship can be combatted most

effectively at the local level. That was

the conclusion drawn at the spring

meeting of the board of directors of

Allied States, in New Orleans. In

other developments, the board adopted

a resolution recommending that all

Allied members back ACE Films by

playing its pictures and investing in

the company as soon as possible.

Paramount Plans
Paramount studio officials Jack Karp

and Martin Rackin announced a pro-

duction program of at least 1 1 features

for the first nine months of 1962. Karp

said that president Barney Balaban

had decided "we were going to make
all the pictures we possibly could re-

gardless of cost but within the limita-

tions of sound business practices."

John O'Connor Dies

Funeral services were held in New York last

week for John J. O'Connor, vice president and di-

rector of LIniversal Pictures, who died in Jamaica

following a heart attack while cruising the Carib-

bean. He was 65. O'Connor entered the industry in

1914 in a buying and booking capacity. He became

vice president and general manager of RKO The-

atres in 1938, and three years later, joined Univer-

sal as executive assistant to the late N. J. Blumberg.

AIP Shows Its Wares
American-International president James H. Nich-

olson is flanked by, left to right, Paul Costello;

William Yurasko, Meco Realty Co.; Charles Mac-

Donald, York, Pa., and Ed Heiber, AIP Eastern

division sales manager, at Philadelphia advance

screening of "Burn, Witch, Burn." A product pre-

view trailer also was shown. Stop was part of

topper's 10-day tour of the Northeast.

Lewis - M-G-M Deal
Roger H. Lewis (above), former

UA v.p., finalized a deal with

M-G-M for production of "The

Pawnbroker," his first independent

film in association with Philip

Langner. Rod Steiger will head the

cast, with shooting to begin in

\o\ ember.
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A MAN SAVAGELY DEDICATED TO COMMITTING A CR HC

DETERMINED TO END HIS ORDEAL OF TERROR ... EVIW
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SHOCKING BEYOND RELIEF! A MAN DESPERATELY
T MEANT USING THE ULTIMATE WEAPON - MURDER!

ITCHUM • POLLY BERGEN

SCHEN TELLY SAVALAS

liARRIE CHASE

An adult motion picture

of suspense and terror

Screenplay by JAMES R. WEBB • Directed by J. LEE THOMPSON • Produced by SY BARTLETT
A Melville -Talbot Production • A Universal International Release

Universal
International

f NGTON, RKO KEITH'S THEATRE • INDIANAPOLIS, CIRCLE THEATRE
l NS-LUX 85th ST. • CHICAGO, WOODS THEATRE • DETROIT, FOX THEATRE
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Vudie JUm* Put Ohuj ch

CinemaJ Aim 0/ A4ultkvc4

Movies' Growing Pains

by BERNE SCHNEYER

Legislators and professional moral-

ists are preparing to get in their last

licks before summer vacations call a

temporary halt to the sport of belab-

oring the cinema. While struggling to

defend the trend toward more adult

screen fare, the movie industry is being

lambasted in the mass media and in the

courts for isolated cases of malpractice

it seems powerless to stop. Just as other

callings are made to suffer for the con-

duct of unscrupulous members (sales-

men for the bilkers, advertisers for the

phonies, unionists for the gangsters),

so the film business is taking the rap

for those who deal in such fringe enter-

prises as nudie pictures.

The "let's-take-a-poke-at-the-movies"

fad has reached the point where even

The New York Times, traditional

champion of free expression, last week
took a stand for classification of films

from outside the industry. Under the

headline, "Classifying the Movies," The
Times called for the State Senate to

"bring this modest proposal (a classi-

fication bill already labeled a danger to

the industry by COMPO) out of com-
mittee for a favorable final floor vote

. . . Considering the trend of Holly-

wood production, it seems unlikely that

this simple system for identifying rela-

tively wholesome fare would impose
rigid structures on the industry or

send Tennessee Williams fleeing to the

hills . . . The movies being what they

are, it is difficult to see how either art

or freedom could suffer harm."

The damage wreaked by the fast-

buck operators is making it increasingly

difficult for defenders of movies' free-

dom of expression to present their case

for maturation of the screen convinc-

ingly. In many cities, often because of

a lack of high quality foreign fare, or

public apathy toward it, theatres that

started out as art houses are switching

over to a policy of "fun-in-the-sun"

nudism. They sense a fast "killing" in

offering potential patrons a peek at

the female anatomy. And, although

many of these skin shows are harmless

attempts at comedy, the public, often

in rightful indignation, is protesting

that the youthful and easily influenced

are being teased and tempted into sup-

porting this crass, cultural vacuum.

Such wanton disregard for taste and
utter lack of morals are putting the

majority of sincere, conscientious mov-
iemen on a hot spot where they also

have become targets for attacks against

showings of such serious attractions as

"The Children's Hour," "The Mark,"

"La Dolce Vita" and "The Virgin

"The Virgin Spring."

'Trash'! Says Judge

Recently, in Philadelphia, police

staged raids on two theatres cashing in

on the cutie craze. The films confiscated

at these houses "Nude Striporama" and

"Nude Beauts." At a hearing for the

exhibitor, attended by some 100 repre-

sentatives of organizations fighting ob-

scenity, the judge described the pictures

in question as "pure, unadulterated

trash." Later, the theatreman and his

projectionist were indicted on a number
of counts.

At the same time in the Quaker City,

an angry group of mothers protested

their embarrassment at being con-

fronted by nude theatre-front displays

while waiting in line with their chil-

dren to see a holiday kiddie attraction

at an adjacent house.

One result of those incidents was the

following notice in a recent edition of

the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin:

"While mindful of the dangers in-

herent in censorship, The Bulletin has

been striving for some time to eliminate

language and illustrations in amuse-

type of film, The Bulletin is not

accepting advertising of any movie

which it judges to be an exploitation

of nudity." This could, it was obvious,

lead to even further, and more sweep-

ing, censorship steps.

One of these, it developed, was a bill

introduced in City Council that would

ban obscene advertising on the prem-

ises of movie theatres, and set stiff fines

and jail terms for convictions. In fact,

at a hearing held by the Council's Law
and Government Committee, the only

disagreement about the bill was be-

tween those who called it a "great step

forward" and the Councilman who
claimed that it "only scratches the sur-

face." Shortly thereafter, the newly-

formed Theatre Owners of Pennsyl-

vania endorsed the bill.

The Maryland Board of Censors' dis-

pleasure with one of the most famous

of the nudies, "The Immoral Mr.

Teas," was seconded last week by State

Court Judge Dulany Foster. In uphold-

ing the bluenose ban of the film, he

called the latter "simply a vehicle by

which a series of nude or partially nude

females are brought before the cameras

in such a manner as to be sexually

stimulating, fanned by the salacious

conduct of Mr. Teas ... I can find no

other purpose or excuse for the film.

(It) is not a drama or comedy at least

not intentionally so; it has no legiti-

mate message, no plot; there is no
example of fine acting, good music or

unusual setting or costuming; rather

the emphasis is on the lack of it, and
there is a total absence of any of the

elements or merits which today would
distinguish a motion picture film."

Upper Montclair, N. J.,
citizens, on

the other hand, stiffened considerably

when the long arm of censorship was

applied in their town to a highly con-

troversial, but vastly more meaningful

(Continued on Page 16)
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"Follow That Dream"

SckUhc^ 'gate*? O O O
Better- than-average Presley vehicle. Should please
singer's fans and delight the family trade. Deluxe Color-

Panavision production.

"Follow That Dream", an amusing romantic comedy about

an odd-ball hillbilly-type family who decide to homestead a

strip of beach on the Florida coast, gives Elvis Presley a vehicle

that is several notches above his norm. This attraction gayly

mounted in Deluxe Color and Panavision, and spiced with five

pleasant melodies, should provide enjoyable entertainment for

the family trade. United Artists colorful promotion campaign
should help insure some excellent boxoffice. especially in the

hinterlands. As scripted by Charles Lederer, from Richard
Powell's novel, "Pioneer, Go Home!", we follow Presley and
family outwitting city slickers, gangsters and the welfare board.
Gordon Douglas has milked as much comedy as possible out
of each and every sequence, although some astute editing would
help speed matters up considerably. Presley is good as the hand-
some, girl-shy, naive son whose "common sense" makes him the
winner of every misadventure. Fine support is supplied by
Arthur O'Connell, a one-man army against the government;
Anne Helm, the baby-sitter permanent member of the family
with her eyes set on Elvis; Joanna Moore, a sophisticated wel-
fare worker who also wants to snare Elvis; Jack Kruschen and
Simon Oakland, two gangsters who attempt to set up a floating
gambling casino on O'Connell's land; and Pam Ogles and
Gavin and Robin Koon (twins), three orphans adopted by
O'Connell and Presley. The plot finds O'Connell and family
refusing to leave the land, establishing a successful fishing

village and attracting other homesteaders to move in with them.
After successfully thwarting the State at every turn, and driving
off the gangsters and their hired killers, O'Connell learns that

the State has seized the three children and intends turning them
over to the Welfare Department. Presley defends their pioneer
actions in court, wins the children back and finally discovers

women (like Miss Helm) aren't so bad after all.

United Artists. 110 minutes. Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Connell, Anne Helm. Pro-
duced by David Weisbart. Directed by Gordon Douglas.

"Jessica"

Scttutete, &cxtt*$ O O Plus

Moderately amusing modern version of Lysistrata theme.
Special appeal for fem trade. Exploitable. In Technicolor-
Panavision.

Producer-director Jean Negulesco took his Technicolor-Pana-

vision cameras to Sicily to film this airy romantic comedy that

will find its strongest response with the fem trade. Against
some truly lovely scenery, and aided by a bouncy musical score

and just the right dash of harmless sex, Angie Dickinson,

Maurice Chevalier and French comic Noel-Noel appealingly

act out their parts in the tale about "Jessica", an American
nurse who becomes a village midwife and completely changes
the life of all the inhabitants. Negulesco allows the pace to

lag at times, but there's enough here to win nods of approval

from general market patrons. And the spicy ingredients pro-

vide United Artists with some solid exploitation angles, which
they are likely to capitalize fully. The main theme centers

around the destructive effect Miss Dickinson has on all the men
in the village, and the women's decision to resort to the exam-
ple set in ancient times by Lysistrata. They go on strike against

their husbands — no more babies will be born, and Miss

Dickinson will have to leave because of lack of work. Cur-

vacious Miss Dickinson plays her part for all it's worth, while

Chevalier looks on in alarm as the local priest, and Noel-Noel

views with amusement as a cantankerous old gardener. Color-

ful support is provided by Gabriele Ferzetti, the snobbish mar-

1

chese, Sylva Koscina and Agnes Moorehead, two of the most

important women in the village, and lovely Danielle de Metz,

an unhappy bride whose husband becomes enchanted with Miss

Dickinson. Edith Sommers' screenplay, based on a Flora Sand-

strom novel, finds Miss Dickinson enraged when she discovers

the women are ostracising her. She starts deliberately flirting

with all the men. Chevalier persuades Ferzetti, Miss Dickin-

son's landlord, to give her notice to leave. Miss Dickinson

confronts Ferzetti with a slap in the face, then starts packing.

While comforting the dying Noel-Noel, Ferzetti appears and

asks her to marry him. She agrees and there's promise of many

babies once again in the village.

United Artists. 112 minutes Angie Dickinson, Maurice Chevalier Noel-Noel. Pro-

duced and Directed by Jean Negulesco.

"Forever My Love"

SuaCkc&a tZaUty O Plus

Austrian-made import with operetta- style plot appears

doomed in U. S. market. Handsomely produced in color,

but offers nothing to draw American audiences.

What Paramount hopes to realize in the U. S. market with

this dubbed version of a dated Austrian-made costumer is hard

to understand. With an operetta-style plot that seems equally

ill-suited to the taste of art patrons and general audiences,

"Forever My Love" is likely doomed to minimal bookings here.

Nor are its chances abetted by the copious 147 minutes running

time. The production, written, directed and produced by Ern-

est Marischka, is in Technicolor and extremely lavish. Visually,

it is outstanding, thanks to the fine photography of Bruno

Mondi, who has captured some exquisite shots of the Alps, the

Riviera and the canals of Venice. The cast is headed by Romy
Schneider and Karl Boehm, an attractive pair whose names,

unfortunately, are of little marquee value. The story has the

nostalgic quality of an old operetta, telling of the romance and

marriage of Franz Josef, youthful emperor of Austria, and

Bavaria's Princess Elizabeth. As his empress, she wins great

favor with the people of Austria and aids him in international

affairs. When Hungary threatens to secede, she charms them

into holding the ties with Austria. All this is accomplished

despite the meddling of the emperor's ambitious mother

(Vilma Degischer), rumors of an illicit romance between the

young empress and a Hungarian nobleman, and her affliction

with tuberculosis. She is sent away to warm Spain, where she

recovers under the care of her devoted mother (Magda Schnei-

der, Romy's real mother) and returns to the emperor and their

little daughter.

Paramount. 147 minutes. Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm, Magda Schneider. Produced
and directed by Ernest Marischka.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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"The Horizontal Lieutenant"

Scuitete Rati*? O O Plus

mple fun in lightweight service yarn again co-starring

'utton-Prentiss team. In Metrocolor. Appeal for youth-

il element.

M-G-M's popular young comic team Jim Hutton and Paula

rentiss are the stars of this lightweight World War II spy-

Soof in Metrocolor. The rising marquee appeal of the two

ars, the success of "The Honeymoon Machine" and "Where
le Boys Are," plus some sequences of hilarity, can be counted

n to help "The Horizontal Lieutenant" amass above-average

rosses in the general market. Its appeal will be strongest for

le youthful element. Hutton scores as the not-so-bright Intel-

gence Officer assigned to a remote island outpost and ordered

> capture a harmless Japanese bandit with a penchant for

ealing Pepsi Cola and gefelte fish. Miss Prentiss stretches

lenty of comic mileage out of her role as the popular nurse

[utton unsuccessfully tries to pin down. She continues to dis-

lay a comic talent that should bring her roles of a richer

ature. Supporting performers include TV comedian Jack

arter, making his film debut as Hutton's assistant, who wants

nly to go to Hawaii and play baseball; Jim Backus, a Navy
ommander noted for accidentally firing on one of his own
lips; Miyoshi Umeki ("Flower Drum Song"), a patriotic

ipanese prisoner; and Yoshido Yoda, Hutton's ladies man
[awaiian-Japanese interpreter. Director Richard Thorpe's best

isual gags encompass Hutton's bungling attempts to "wolf"

liss Prentiss, a drunken interrogation of an ancient Oriental

risoner and the slapstick bandit-capturing finale. George

Cells' screenplay, from Gordon Coder's novel, "The Bottletop

ffair," finds Hutton planting Yoda as a spy in the Japanese

rison compound. Miss Umeki falls for him and promises to

pint out bandit Yuki Shimoda when he attends a Japanese

jlebration. Hutton allows him to escape and is ordered trans-

:rred to an even more remote outpost. He finally wins Miss

rentiss after the two of them capture Shimoda.

J-G-M. 90 minutes. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss, Jack Carter, Jim Backus. Pro-
uced by Joe Pasternak. Directed by Richard Thorpe.

"All Fall Down"

&C£4C*e44 ^cXtutQ O O Plus

las interesting theme, good performance, but plot is

Effusive. Should attract above average returns in gen-
re/ market.

1 A lot of talent has gone into this dramatization of James
lerlihy's best-selling novel about a teen-ager's idolization of

is roughish older brother and his eventual disenchantment,

ohn Houseman ("Lust For Life," "The Bad and the Beauti-

ii
1

") produced; young John Frankhenheimer ("The Young
avages") directed; William Inge ("Splendor In the Grass")
:ripted; and Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty, Karl Maiden,
ingela Lansbury and Brandon deWilde play the principal

pies. Unfortunately, the outstanding ingredients that have
one into this M-G-M release fail to jell into a wholly satisfy-

ag motion picture. The theme and cast—if strongly exploited

-should bring in general market patrons, but discriminating

udiences will be disappointed because the film lacks a definite

[oint of view. The fault apparently lies with Inge. He pre-

sents us with a collection of fascinating and off-beat characteri-

ations, and he sets up several potentially potent situations, but

he viewer is never sure where his sympathies are supposed to

|e. Fven the traumatic climax, the rejection of the older

rother, seems to ring of unreality, despite having been directed

vith force and imagination, Beatty portrays the wandering
adies man who can't get a grip on life; deWilde his adoring

|n-the-threshold-of-maturity younger brother; Maiden, their

outspoken Socialist father; Miss Lansbury, their possessive,

fluttery mother; Miss Saint, the sensitive spinster who falls

madly in love with Beatty. In brief appearances as the w omen
in Beatty's life, Constance Ford (socialite), Barbara Baxley

(frustrated school teacher) and Evans Evans (B-girl) are fine.

Beatty finally returns home and seems to be in love with house

guest Miss Saint. When he learns he has made her pregnant,

he callously (a by-product of his personal confusion) turns his

back on her. She commits suicide. Brother deWilde, romantic-

ally in love with Miss Saint, decides to reject Beatty.

M-G-M. 123 minutes. Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty, Karl Maiden, Angela Lans-

bury, Brandon deWilde. Produced by John Houseman Directed by John Franken-
heimer.

"Burn Witch, Burn"

SutiKCM ^cUU? O O Plus

Stuff here to attract and please horror fans. Good for

ballyhoo and action markets. Black-and-white.

Horror buffs will find this old-fashioned, black-and-white

thriller about witchcraft in modern England to their liking.

Backed by strong American-International promotion campaign,

it figures to roll up some good grosses in the action-ballyhoo

market and in drive-ins. Some excellent special effects, including

one terrifying sequence when a huge stone eagle gargoyle

comes to life, atmospheric camera work and suspenseful direc-

tion on the part of Sidney Hayers help make up for a rather far-

fetched plotline. Good performances are contributed by Janet

Blair, as a professor's wife who practices witchcraft w ith charms,

amulets, etc.; Peter Wyngarde, her husband doing research on

the relationship between superstition and neurosis; and Flora

Carr, as the club-footed wife of another professor, jealous of

Wyngarde's position. The Charles Beaumont-Richard Matheson
screenplay finds Wyngarde destroying all of Miss Blair's charms,

and the latter warning him this will bring on his death. He
starts experiencing near-fatal accidents, while strange noises

and mysterious phone calls seem to bear Miss Blair's warnings.

Miss Blair goes into a trance and tries to kill Wyngarde. The
latter learns Miss Carr, a practitioner of black magic, has hypno-

tized Miss Blair into doing her bidding. He meets Miss Carr in

the deserted University and she tells him that the still-hypno-

tized Miss Blair is burning to death in their house. Wyngarde
survives the attack, Miss Carr is killed, Miss Blair saved.

American-International'. 90 minutes. Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde. Produced by
Albert Fennell Dircted by Sidney Hayers.

"Twist All Night"

Sudtxedd ^atutq. Q Plus
Low-budge? twist entry for supporting slot.

Louis Prima, Sam Butera and the Witnesses, curvacious June
Wilkinson and 18 Twist tunes should provide enough teen-age

pull for this low-budget AIP item. It will fill the lower slot in

action and ballyhoo situations. There's not much of a story

here, but director William J. Hole does his best to generate

some excitement via the madcap antics of Prima and the boys.

Miss Wilkinson demonstrating how to do the Twist ,and a

frenzied finale to "When the Saints Go Twistin' In." Berni

Gould's plot finds Prima and his band having a tough time of

making a go of their nightclub because of teen-agers taking up
all the tables, but not spending any money. Prima learns the

youths are in the pay of crooked art dealer Ty Perrv, who
wants Prima out of the building where he houses his gallery.

Prima starts a fight with Perry, lands in jail, loses the club.

Through the efforts of girl friend Miss Wilkinson, the town

mayor allows Prima to stage a huge Twist block party. The
party is a success, and Prima's club becomes a hot spot.

AIP. 85 minutes Louis Prima June Wilkinson, Sam Butera. Produced by Maurice
Duke. Directed by William J. Hole. Jr.
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GROWING PAINS

(Continued from Page 13)

picture, "Les Liaisons Dangereuses."

Aided by a smart piece of promotion

by Astor Pictures, the distributor, the

Jerseyites enjoyed a free look at the

film and turned the tables by putting

the censors on the public spot.

Free Showing in N.Y.

When showings of the import deal-

ing with a dissolute man and wife

and their highly moral comeuppence

were halted on request of the Upper
Montclair police commissioner, then,

later, upon the complaint of a town
resident who admitted he had not even

seen the film, Astor placed a full-page

ad in The New York Times inviting

those residents who had been deprived

of seeing "Les Liaisons" to two show-

ings of the picture, with free admission

and free bus transportation to and from

the Normandie Theatre, in New York.

Not only did those who traveled from

the Jersey town to Gotham to see the

film unanimously endorse their right to

choose for themselves what they may
see, but the stunt received plenty of

space that must have reddened the

faces of the Montclair officials. The
banner unfurled across the front of the

bus, by itself, was enough to make cen-

sors everywhere squirm: "Nothing Is

More Dangerous Than Censorship.

We're Going To See 'Les Liaisons

Dangereuses' in New York." It was

New Jersey's version of the "freedom

ride."

Meanwhile, a war of propaganda

raged in New York State between

COMPO and its backers and legislators

struggling to push through measures

requiring classification of films. The
State Assembly passed a bill that would
let the Education Department label

films suitable for school children, but

at press time it seemed doomed to die

in the Senate as the March 31 dead-

lin drew near.

Despite assurances by James A. Fitz-

patrick, counsel to the Joint Legislative

Committee to Study the Publication

and Dissemination of Offensive Mate-

rial, that "our bill to amend the penal

law was not intended to apply to

theatrical motion pictures," COMPO
executive vice president Charles E. Mc-

Carthy continued to urge State indus-

tryites to step up their opposition to

the pending legislation, which would,

he contended, "sneak film classification

into the statute books through a side

door, with heavy penalties added."

On another potential censorship

front, the Better Business Bureau of

Dalas, Texas, confronted with numer-

ous complaints from local citizenry

about theatre advertising, offered ex-

hibitors its services to establish uniform

definitions of terms employed in cinema

ads. Pointing to a "lack of uniformity"

in the use of such phrases as "adults

only" and "no tickets for children,"

Bureau chief George Buffield Smith

expressed the hope that standards could

be arrived at, such as at what age does

the term "adult" begin. He also pointed

out that some theatremen will adver-

tise a feature "for adults only," while

others, playing the same picture, will

use no such terminology. This, of

course, approaches the tricky ground

of classification, and the possibility that

Dallas officials are thinking in terms of

imposing it on the movies from the

"outside." Previously, in fact, Dallas

Mayor Earle Cabell lashed out, in a

speech to the Texas Drive-In TOA, at

what he called filthy films and blatant

sex in advertising, warning that unless

the practices were curbed, censorship

might result.

Also highly concerned with movie

advertising is the Wilmington, Del.,

News-Journal Company, publishers of

the Evening Journal and Morning

News. Continuing an iron-fisted policy

(see Our Poor Press Relations, FB issue

October 30, 1961), the firm recently is-

sued an Advertising Acceptability

Standards booklet in which two points

pertinent to film ads were hammered

home to its customers: (1) "Advertise-

ments in bad taste or offensive to any

group on moral, religious or discrimi-

natory grounds (are not acceptable).

Suggestive captions or illustrations are

not permitted. No copy, headline or

illustration can be employed which

states or implies conduct which by nor-

mal standards is considered morally or

socially unacceptable." (2) Advertise-

ments for motion pictures must con-

form to the Advertising Code for Mo-
tion Pictures adopted by the MPAA.
In light of the all-encompassing, pre-

censorship aspects of the first rule laid

down by the Wilmington paper, the

second one seems rather like totally

disarming a country, then warning it

not to break the peace.

Farther west, in Salt Lake City, Utah,

members of the Mountain States Thea-

tres Association moved swiftly and

wisely to forestall censorship by at-

tending a meeting of the governor's

committee on children and youth. They

answered pointed questions concerning

motion pictures and emerged with what

one member termed a "pat on the

back." But "we will be watched,"

warned the exhibitor spokesman.

In Cincinnati, high school teachers

were advised by Archbishop Karl
J.

Alter to teach students how to judge

movies. "Our Catholic schools have a

distinct responsibility," he declared, "to

provide their students with the criteria

by which they can correctly evaluate

motion pictures."

Certainly now, more than at any

other time in the history of the silver

screen, moviemen are in a position to

provide the public with a truly serious,

meaningful art form. Ironically, but

understandably, as the horizons of the

industry are broadening, taking in

sweeping new areas of subject matter

and treatment never before dreamed of,

so also are they being besmirched by

those who would turn this growth and

development to their own "fast-buck"

ends. It is at these crossroads that mov-

iedom now finds itself. It will have to

discover a way to continue forward

and leave the deleterious fly-by-nighters

behind.

Upper Montclair, N. J., citizens board bus for trip to New York

to see "Les Liaisons Dangereuses", banned in their town.
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2lth-Fox Uses N.Y. Papers

li Sell 'New State Fair'

The strikingly

spectacular ad repro-

duced on this page

occupied a full page

of the March 29 edi-

tion of The New
York Times. In co-

operation with
Macy*s, it was one of

20th-Fox's big open-

ing guns in what

shapes up to be the

firm's most power-

packed promotional

tmbardment of the Big Town in recent his-

ty: a multiple-media advertising campaign for

Idgers & Hammerstein's "State Fair."

For three weeks prior to the New York

pmiere of the picture (April 10), 20th is util-

i ng every available outlet to sell the "New
Site Fair" to the public. The full-scale news-

pper push, co-ordinated by vice president

( arles Einfeld, was opened with a full-page

a in the March 26 Times playing up the popu-

1 prices-continuous performances policy for

t: film (as a follow-up to prior talk of road-

sjwing). "Event!" shouted the headline.

' odgers & Hammerstein's Newest Entertain-

r-nt! New State Fair. Continuous Perform-

aces. 7 Complete Shows A Day ! Come When
"Su Want To—A Show Time For Everybody!"

I view of the hard-ticket policy for other

1 & H filmizations, the Fox admen saw fit to

lild up the grind aspects of "State Fair."

Again ballyhooing the "newness" of the at-

tiction (to offset any patron doubt about simi-

Ifity to the original), Fox then tied-in with

Ijacy's in what emerged as one of the smartest,

nst effective co-op ads seen in some time.

/Jove a giant scene from the film that literally

I ted the characters out of the printed page,

ipeared several smaller, but moving, scenes

:d two columns of smartly-worded copy.

In the same editions the film company engi-

lered another co-op ad, this one a flashy, half-

]ge tie-in with Sam Goody's Record Stores,

I raiding the cover of the new Fox album,

lich features all songs from the film.

THE Nfc'W YORK TfMES. THT MARCH VI. 1*M-

A *Jth Ctntury FoK Production in Cvuimo3utpt and Color by l»a Ln.rt.
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Majors 'Discover' TV Advertising;

Success Formula: Pick Your Spots

ROSENFIELD

Television, that all too

frequently bypassed ad-

vertising medium where

only Walt Disney once

grazed so fruitfully, is

coming into its own as a

direct pipeline to the po-

tential theatre patron.

Local video spots, of

course, are nothing new
to the cinema promo-
tional scene, playdates all

across the country having

been plugged thusly for

quite some time. But the point here is that

national network, and adjacent time, buys

—

many in prime viewing time—are becoming

SOP for many of the more enterprising film

companies. The line of reasoning now is: if

you have a good attraction, find the proper TV
show on which to shout about it.

For an idea of what can be wrought, box-

officewise, from the right kind of living room

showcasing, consider the success enjoyed recently

by United Artists' "Sergeants 3." UA promotion-

eers credited the clever, offbeat TV campaign

whipped up by zany, but consumer-wise Stan

Freberg, and rightly so. His hilarious announce-

ments launched the largest video ad push in

the history of the film firm. The spots were

chosen with care, e.g.: the tongue-in-cheek stuff

got plenty of exposure on the Jack Paar Show,

where such antics go over big with late-night

watchers.

Now comes Columbia with what appears to

be the epitome of picking your spots. Jonas

Rosenfield, Jr., vice president in charge of

advertising and publicity, announced that the

ad drive powering "Experiment in Terror" will

be fueled by "the most ambitious point of sale

television time purchase for any motion picture

in Columbia history." In order to spearhead

BRIEFING. Tony Wilson, general manager of Bruder

Music, Inc. briefs model Teri Steele before her visit

to New York disc jockeys and radio-TV personalities

to plug music from Astor's "Last Year at Marienbad"

and "Les Liaisons Dangereuses."
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a broad national newspaper, magazine and radio

promotional campaign for the suspense-thriller,

he noted, the firm will stir up vast TV excite-

ment via purchase of adjacent time on every

top-rated, adult mystery-suspense show during

the early engagements of the film. Columbia

obviously is aiming for a specialized audience

for "Terror" and has decided the best place to

find the thrill-seekers is in front of their sets

watching Boris Karloff, et al.

Rosenfield said that particular emphasis will

be placed on the producer-director role of Blake

Edwards, well known to video viewers for his

highly successful "Peter Gunn" series, as well

as the "Mr. Lucky" shows. In addition, the

Henry Mancini 45 RPM RCA Victor single on

"Terror" and the LP album recorded by the

same artist will become familiar music to those

who heard over and over again the jazz sounds

of Mancini's "Theme from Peter Gunn."

United Artists, for one, is convinced of the

importance of TV in today's selling scheme.

In revealing Easter saturation plans for the

company's Elvis Presley-starrer, "Follow That

Dream," national promotion chief Fred Gold-

berg outlined two basic showmanship ap-

proaches for the picture: one aimed at the

"basic Presley audience of kids, etc."; the

other, "an unconventional approach in TV,

similar to the 'Sergeants 3' campaign." Said

Goldberg, in an obvious understatement: "TV
will be a prime tool" in putting over the

picture.

Twentieth-Fox, as part of its comprehensive

campaign on upcoming "State Fair," plans ex-

tensive TV promotion, as does M-G-M for

"Sweet Bird of Youth." Ditto Universal for

"The Day the Earth Caught Fire." Each set

of spots will be aimed at the type of audience

the film hopes to attract in local engagements.

This summer should find almost all the major

distributors, many cooperating with showman-

ship-minded exhibitors, plugging their wares

over the TV airwaves. And while it may take

a little longer, TV advertising slowly but

surely is building in frequency and intensity to

the point where it could become the most im-

portant promotional medium in the movie in-

dustry.

AIP Toppers on Tour
American-International's top executives —

president James H. Nicholson and executive

v.p. Samuel Z. Arkoff—are so enthused about

their upcoming product that they've donned

showman hats to tell the trade about it. The

pair now are hosting a series of nation-wide

screenings of their 30-minute product preview

trailer on such films as "Tales of Terror" and

"Survival."

U-RKO MEET. Universal Pictures, RKO Theatres execi

fives gather in U homeoffice projection room to ma i

merchandising plans for managers of the circuit

houses on three forthcoming pictures
—

"Lover Com

Back," "The Outsider" and "The Day the Earl

Caught Fire." Universal Eastern ad-publicity bo:

Philip Gerard is seen here outlining campaign;

Listening, left to right, are: Harry Mandel, RK

president; lerome M. Evans, U Eastern promotion mar I

ager; Paul Kamey, Eastern publicity chief, and Fre

Herkowitz, RKO ad-publicity director.

i - -
.*

i
*

m

CROWTHER TALK. New York Times film critic Bosle

Crowther moderates a symposium of 300 New Yorl

school editors as part of campaign for re-issue o

M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" and "Knights of the Round Table.'

Listening are Metro's Si Seadler, I., and A. Lincoli

High principal Abraham Lass.

STREET BALLY. Baltimore (Towne) exhibitor Bob Rap

paport, who got OK from Mayor to change name ol

West Fayette St. to "El Cid" St for week in honor *

film's bow, climbs ladder to make switch.



INANCIAL REPORT

Continued from Page 6)

ediate; Decca Records (speculative)—hold for long and in-

rmediate; M-G-M (medium)—hold for long and inter-

ediate. Columbia's listing calls for prospectus requirements.

-W in First Half Decline

Stanley Warner Corp. consolidated operating profit for the

x months ended Feb. 24, 1962 and for the quarter ended

• i the same date dropped sharply from the previous year's

tals, mainly because of "substantial expenses incident to new
jvelopments," president S. H. Fabian announced. The new
;ms introduced by the diversified theatre firm were a Playtex

rdle and a Playtex nurser.

Profit for the six months was $1,560,000 (77c per share),

>mpared to $2,346,800 ($1.16) a year earlier. Profit for the

cond quarter amounted to $247,300 (12c), against $876,200

;i3c) for the similar period the year before. Merchandise

Tes, theatre admissions and other income for the six months

.taled $67,371,200, compared to $64,867,700; quarterly, these

gures were $32,087,800 versus $31,516,600.

iA CCid'-Less) Ist-Half Loss
Allied Artists Pictures Corp. reported for the 26 weeks ended

'ec. 30, 1961 an unaudited net loss before Federal income

jces of $1,041,000, against a net profit of $363,000 for the

milar I960 span. After taxes, according to president Steve

roidy, the net loss totaled $996,000, compared to an after-taxes

it profit of $312,000 in '60. It was pointed out that the '61

»ures do not reflect any income from "El Cid," which went

to release late in December.

Quarterly, AA lost $730,000 in the first session, $226,000

the second. First-half gross income was $5,412,000, compared
i $7,560,000 the year before.

• ividends Drop in Feb.
Cash dividends paid by motion picture companies in Feb-

lary totaled $1,539,000, a slight drop from the $1,712,000

sued in Feb., '61. The January-February total this year is

3,133,000, compared to $3,065,000 for the first two months
f last year, according to the Department of Commerce.

oiumbia Borrows $20 Million
Columbia Pictures Corp. borrowed $20,000,000 on Feb. 1,

E)62, under a new loan agreement with The First National

ank of Boston, Bank of America National Trust and Savings

ssn., the Chase Manhattan Bank and Bankers Trust Co.

imultaneously with this transaction, Columbia repaid the loan

f $13,600,000 outstanding under the prior loan agreement
ith these banks dated Aug. 31, 1957.

According to a report to the SEC by the film company,
le new loan is repayable Dec. 31, 1964. The agreement con-

lins provisions referring to Columbia's maintaining a min-

num consolidated working capital, limiting other borrowings
nd guarantees, and defining earnings out of which dividends

lay be declared on the firm's capital stock. Columbia also

lade payments of $740,000 on account of a debt to The First

Jational Bank of Boston, reducing the total owed to $100,000,

n Feb. 28, 1962.

tB-PT Gross Up, Net Down in '61
' Net, including capital gains, and gross income of American
Iroadcasting-Paramount Theatres were up for 1961, but net

perating profit dipped below the record level of '60, it was

announced by president Leonard H. Goldenson.

Net, including $5,124,000 in capital gains from sale of

stock interest in Disneyland Park and Microwave Associates,

jumped to $15,030,000 ($3.51 per share), compared to $11,-

817,000 ($2.78) for '60, when there were $2,342,000 in capital

gains. Net operating profit, however, dropped to $9,960,000

($2.31) from the record $10,475,000 ($2.46) a year earlier.

Gross in '61 was the highest in the firm's history—$363,-

100,000, compared to $333,437,000 the year before.

As for the theatre branch, income dropped from $86,281,000

to $83,328,000, "partly due to the progressive disposition of

marginal theatre properties," Goldenson said. Overall, he

termed theatre business for the year as "good," but weather

conditions throughout the country were severe enough to hurt

fourth-quarter figures and look as if they have kept first-

quarter (1962) results from approaching the 1961 level.

'West Side 7 Boosts UA O'Seas
United Artists' overseas business in 1962 is ahead of last

year's, and most of the credit for the upswing must go to

"West Side Story," according to executive vice president

Arnold M. Picker. In discussing his recent European and Far

Eastern trip, he described "West Side" grosses as "something

phenomenal," predicting that they would help boost UA to

better foreign figures by year's end.

Republic Net Down
Weighed down by non-recurring costs from consolidation of

one division and a proposed acquisition to broaden operations,

Republic Corp. earnings for the first quarter ended Jan. 27,

1962, dropped to $414,696 (13c per share) from $559,677

(23c) a year earlier. Total revenues increased to $10,686,102

from $7,094,067 in the similar 1961 span.

According to chairman Victor M. Carter and president Gor-

don K. Greenfield, legal and printing expenses and other

matters connected with Republic's proposed merger with

America Corp. were charged against net income for '62.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 3115/62 1/29/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 5% 4 7
/g " %

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 12% H 3
/4 -1

CINERAMA 17% 19 + 1%
COLUMBIA 27i/

2 253/4

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 77i/
2 773/g - %

DECCA 471/2 501/4 + 23/4

DISNEY 391/4 37% "1%
M-G-M 481/2 433/4 -43/4

PARAMOUNT 551/4 54% -1%
SCREEN GEMS 203/4 21% + 3/4

20TH-F0X 32% 30% -1%
UNITED ARTISTS 35i/

8 33% "1%
WARNER BROS I8I/2 18% - y«

Theatre Companies

* * *

AB-PT 433/4 37% -61/4

LOEWS 441/4 45% +1%
NATIONAL GENERAL .... 73/4 9 +1%
STANLEY WARNER 311/4 29% -1%
TRANS-LUX 15 14% - %
(Allied Artists. Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on Ncti' York Stock Exchange.)
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

December

December

EL CID Super-Technirama, Technicolor. Charlton
Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf Vallone, Genevieve Page,
John Frazer, Gary Raymond, Hurd Hatfield, Massimo
Serato, Herbert Lorn. Producers Samuel Bronston,
Phillip Yordan. Director Anthony Mann. Story of El

Cid who freed Spain and Christiandom from Moorish
invaders. 180 min. 12/11/61.

January

GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March

HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalia. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/62.

A pril

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 98 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith

•June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming
CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID. THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
boons, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

November
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH Color. CinemaScope.
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini, Emma Danieli, Lirio

Lorenzon. Producer Fortunato Missiano. Director Do-
menico Poalella. Sea adventure. 81 min. 3/19/62.

LOST BATTALION Leopold Salcedo. Diane Jergens,
Johnny Monteiro. Producer-Director Eddie Romero. War
drama 83 min. 3/19/62.

JOURNEY TO THE 7TH PLANET Color. John Agar,
Greta Thyssen. Producer-Director Sid Pink. Science
fiction. 80 mni. 2/19/62.

January

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color. CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic, Jany
C'air. Producer Francesko Thellung. Director Francesko
de Feo. 80 min. 3/19/62.

March
BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Director Sidney
Hayers. 90 min.

PREMATURE BURIAL, THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-

land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe's story. 81 min.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. 87 min.

April

Vir-BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE. THE Herb Evers,
ginia Leith. Horror film. 65 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 65 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani, Gioranna Ralli. Producer Fulvio Luci-
sano. Director Mario Silvestre. War action film.

June
MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Alain DeLon, Dorothy Dandridge. Director
Hugo Fregonese.

SURVIVAL CinemaScope. Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon Director Milland. Producers Lou
Rusoff. Aarold Houghland.

July

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

GOLIATH AND THE GOLDEN CITY Gordon Scott.

HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price. Producer-Direc-
tor Roger Corman.

MAN CALLED, X THE

STRANGE WOMEN Pier Angeli, Edmond Purdom.

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

December

BABES IN TOYLAND Technicolor. Tommy Sands, Ray
Bolger, Ed Wynn, Annette Funicello. Producer Walt
Disney. Director Jack Donohue. Musical based on the
Victor Herbert classic. 105 min. 12/11/61.

A pril

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian,
Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce from Disney sighted
on the space age. 98 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.
Producer Walt Disney. Director Norman Tokar. A warm
and poignant story of a lonely man, a boy and a

champion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian
Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. Story of an
American family's misadventures during a European
holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

George Sanders. Producer Walt Disney. Director Robert
Stevenson. Based on the Jules Verne story, "Captain
Grant's Children."

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hacke
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. Mi
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Gan
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January
0»

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Rich

ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Michae
Carreras. Director Quentin Lawrence. 84 min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolores

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pro

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roman
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay

Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronin
Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Oscar
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julia

Adams, Roy Roberts, Carl Reid, Paul Dubor. Producer

Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDonald. 79 min.

3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 2/5/62.

March

HELLIONS, THE Richard Todd. Anne Aubrey, James
Booth. Producer Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin.

87 min.

ii:.:

I r- n

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang Jef-

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph.

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle. Producer

Tom Naud. Director Walter Doniger.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford. Lee Remick, Sid-

ney Miller, Rose Martin. Director Blake Edwards.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins,

Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederick

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit.

123 min.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton. Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding Producer Dino de

Laurentils. Director Guy Hamilton.

lltl

Coming

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-

gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean

Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentils.

Director Richard Fleischer.

H.M.S. DEFIANT Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony

Quayle. Producer John Brabourne Director Lewis

Gilbert.

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan. Pro-

ducer David Susskind. Director David Swift.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-

strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole.

Producer Sam Spiegal. Director David Lean.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlman. Director

Richard Quine.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.
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October

(LL ME GENIUS Technicolor. Tony Hancock, George
liders. Producer W. A. Whittaker. Director Robert

ly. A spoof of modern art. 105 min.

IOM A ROMAN BALCONY Jean Sorel, Lea Massari.
.inne Valerie. Producer Paul Graeti. Director Mauro
tognini. A stirring drama of life in depressed Rome.
8 min. 10/30/61.

HRK, THE Maria Schell, Stuart Whitman, Rod Steiger.

Inducer Raymond Stross. Director Guy Green. A
cima concerning a most controversial subject. 121

ni. 11/27/41.

January

I BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset,

/red Adam, Louis de Funes, Christian Marin, Cathe-
re Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director
Ibert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min. 3/19/62

February

|W FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
S pleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

cn. Producer Paul Graeti. Director Sidney Lumet.
I.Ti version of Arthur Miller's hit play. 110 min.

; i;/62.

March

I PERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.

[ ector Alfred Shaughnessy.

(ERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
Lnel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black,
lector Robert Day.

1STE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Ibert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
In version of the Broadway stage play.

ULTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
fghton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
i illerimin

April

KROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

I-FI FOR GIRLS Madja Tiller, Robert Hossein. Eddie
Cnstantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
.

:

fe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

May
IVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
!;lers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
t John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
iJerworld of crime.

June

KNDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Inducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
ind T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
i n twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

Coming
II VIE Maria Schell, Christian Marquano, Ivan Desny.
bducer Agnes DeLahaie. Director Alexander Astruc.

Current Releases
<TER MEIN KAMPF (Brenner) Producer Joseph Bren-
r\ Director Ralph Porter. 74 min. 8/21/61.

'MS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lil'o Pulver,
< W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
I R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Frani Peter Wirth.
5 min.

1LLAD OF NARAYAMA, THE (Films Around the
N>rld, Inc.) Kinuyo Tanaka, Teiji Keisuke Kinoshita.
-panese art import. 98 min. 8/7/61.

HNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
I dine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
<cer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
I min.

E MONEY. THE (Lopertl Ian Carmichael Belinda
fe, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

IACK TIGHTS (Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
ina. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Hand Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
non Schiffrin Director Terence Young. 116 min]

lY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
imid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Irio Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction!
I min.

I'AR NO MORE IScaramouche) Jacques Bergerac
Ilia Powers. 78 min.

WE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
Iberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
Irt Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
ilippe de Broca. 86 min.

;IGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
pla Powers, Marshall Thompson.

FOLLOW A STAR (Zenith International) Norman
Wisdom.

FORCE OF IMPULSE IGayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)
Tony Anthony, J. Carrol Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff
Donnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC ITimes Filml Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi. 91 min.

LA DOLCE VITA (Astor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellini. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA I Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD (Astor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre

Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
93 min. 3/5/62

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (Astor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT, THE (Lopertl Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastioianni

1

Monica Vetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto.
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-
rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY (Kingsley International
I Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Astor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE ( Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER. A ( Kingsley- International I

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
1 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 74 mm.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY Janus Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard. Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN (Show Corporation) Charles
Aznavour, Nicole Courcel, Georges Riviere, Jean Mar-
chat, Lotte Ledl. Director Andre Cayatte. A drama of
men and women in war. 117 min.

TRUTH, THE (Kingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles VaneT, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

WILD FOR KICKS (Victoria Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith.
Producer George Willoughby. Director Edmond T. Gre-
ville. 92 min.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadla Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl who plot
a million-dollar robbery. 93 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne
Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. 113 min. 8/21/61.

APRIL SUMMARY
The April release schedule was fat-

tened over the past fortnight, now

panies — 20th-Fox, M-G-M, Universal,

list with three films, while seven com-

panies—20th- Fox, M-G-M, Universal,

Allied Artists, American-International,

Continental and Paramount — are tied

for the runnerup spot at two pictures

apiece. United Artists, Warner Bros, and

Buena Vista all follow closely, with

one release, while Pathe-American has

nothing set for this month.

INVASION QUARTET Bill Travers. Gregoire Asian. Pro-

ducer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Jay Lewis. Comedy-
romance about British Armed Forces. 87 min.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Story revolving around hilarious plight of a

bachelor in a suburban housing development with pre-

datory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE SupertotalScope, East-

man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone. Action spectacle of historic battle between the

people of ancient Rhodes and invading Phoenicians. 129

min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN. THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica. Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph _E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery based on an Agatha Christie best-selling novel.

87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-

nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieirx. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vineente
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

March

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-
cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nad|a Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Suspense-packed tale of four men and a girl who
plot a million-dollar robbery. 93 min 3/5/62.

April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy. 120 min.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about an
American military clean-up operation on a Pacific

island. 90 min

May
DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producers Sam Jaffe, Samuel Marx. Director Curtis
Bernhardt. Screen version of the famous classic.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyons,
Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley Kubrick.
Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabakov's celebrated
novel.

RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the I 8 7

0
' s . 94 min.
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July
BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph e!
Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway for the "boys' night
out"—with hilarious results.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Leslie Nor-
man. Adventure drama set against background of
Renaissance Italy.

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler. Bfb-
hcal spectacle. 213 min. J 1/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical
hit.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.
I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Epic drama based on life of Christ. 161 min
10/16/41.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. Suspenseful story
about^one man's war against the Naiis during World

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of an ingenuous postman's adventures when he is
transferred to a London Post Office.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol
Don Taylor. Producer J. G. Maesso. Director Michaei
Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor Hedy Vessel
Irene Worth. Producer Attilio Riccio.' Director Rudy
Mate. Action-filled sea spectacle based on the life of
Sir Francis Drake.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mjt«". Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Epic
of barbaric Tartars who swept out of Asia intent on
the destruction of Western civilization.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelili. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastriianni. Producer Christine Gouie-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

muxmnsm
November

BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Tourog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min. 3/S/42.

January
ERRAND BOY. THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker,' Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. Messenger upsets movie studio
with his frantic antics. 92 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry' Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. Story of The Twist at N Y 's
Pepermint Lounge. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise. Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tannessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Romy Schneider, Karl Behm. Gus-
tav Knuth. 147 min.

A pnl

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director George Seaton. WW II

espionage drama.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western drama based on
a short story by Dorothy M. Johnson.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Technicolor. Yul Brynner.
Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-Director Ronald
Neame. Suspense drama set in an oil-rich nation in the
Middle East.

February

Coming
BECKET Laurence Olivier, Laurence Harvey Producer
Hal B Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks. Drama of
adventures who capture wild animals for zoos.

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darrin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin. Friends and
relatives try to do an orphan heir out of a $1 000 -

000,000 inheritance.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa
Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama based on the novel by Donald Downes.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin.
Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Rose. Direc-
tor Daniel Mann. A society matron becomes a
"bookie" to cure her husband of his horse-playing
habits.

PATHE-AMERICA

March
WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,
Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
QU ARE FELLOW, THE Patrick MacGoohan, Sylvia
Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-
thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper. Producer-Director Roger Corman. School inte-
gration drama 85 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tom
Whalen, Jr. 86 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

COMANCHEROS. THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet
Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-
rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS. THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,
Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. I 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-
nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-
tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets
to the top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope. Deluxe Color Toimti
Noonan, Peter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer
Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of ar[
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.
TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, ToD
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry Kin 1

,

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/6

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Micha
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F»anklln. prjl

ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based On Henry Jame
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pr \
ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two Americ;
priests and a young Chinese girl. 126 min. 3/19/62.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Li

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kei

Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonar
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic ma
shal terrorizes his town.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boon'

Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produo
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers an
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs b

Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May

Coming

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MA
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richar r

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Daile<

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessie

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Base
on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLux
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pre

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A famil

attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glyn
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kai

Remake of the famous classic.

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Re

Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowall, Hum
Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger. Directc

Josph Manckiwicz. Story of famous queen.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Gabriell I

Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene Kelli

Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ra<

mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson,

scientist turns into a monster.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Se

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Pete

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story c

"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupi

lous businessman.

INSPECTOR. THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Stephe

Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mark Robson. Directc

Philip Dunne. A concentration camp victim attempts 1

escape to Israel.

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Coloi

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliot

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympi
games in Athens.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richar

Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, Davi

Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire arm

of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LiON. THE William Holden, Trevor Howard. Capucim
f

Rafer Johnson, Pamela Franklin. Producer Samu
Engel. Director Jack Cardis. Based on best-seller.

LONGEST DAY, THE William Holden, Richard Todc

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabiai
i

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demid
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ra

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryai

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswak
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, K«l

Annakin.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo;

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephen;

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of th

tradition and importance of being a Guard

UNITED ARTISTS

October

BOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Do.

Beddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Di

rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

PARIS BLUES Paul Newman Joanne Woodward, Sid

ney Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt

Story of American musicians in Paris. 96 min. 10/16/61

SECRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster, Mern
Anders, Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Diree

tor Edward L. Cahn. Screen version of Mai Miller'

novel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.
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EST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
St Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise. Filmi

Hon of Broadway musical. Teenagers in love and
> problems they face. 155 min. 10/2/61.

December

. DGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
ster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
•hell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
ector Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

January

JN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark,
oducer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 67
n. 2/19/62.

*PPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Alida
v|li, Gregoire Asian Suspense-comedy. Producer Joseph
iseman. Director George Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/62.

JE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
mela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

lider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a

oup of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

(CKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor,
enn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
T, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
ank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success,
.ady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

ilNTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley

Iements,
Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-

• Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

February

ADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
wery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
Borg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

OPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
>rma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

RGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
ivis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
cer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Civil War west-

!n. 112 min. 2/5/62.

March

HILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
jcLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
yler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 107
|n. 1/22/62..

.OWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
eevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

• Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

April

AGIC SWORD. THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
telle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
'cer-Director Bert I. Gordon.

May
>LLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
II, Joanna Moore. Producer David Weisbart. Director
)rdon Douglas.

ERONIMO Chuck Conners. Kamala Devi. Producer-
rector Arnold Lavin.

SSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-
cer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel
he Midwife of Pont Clery" by Flora Sandstrom.

IRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
ctor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
nn.

Coming
ROMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster. Karl Maiden,
oducer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

HILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
ephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
rector John Cassavetes.

,:AD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
nney, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
r Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

LADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
emer. From Howard Fast't best-seller.

REAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Iberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
ario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/41.

AWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
>n of James Michener's epic novel.

IV1TATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
-amer. Director Paul Stanley

ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
harles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
lilip Karlson.

4ND WE LOVE. THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
eville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
erector Leslie Stevens.

IANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
nce Harvey, Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
ilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
|irector Frankenheimer.

IARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
/atling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
fuzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. I 12 min. 1/8/62.

TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

THIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
kins, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
Anatole Litvak.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INT' L

November

BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY. THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanlta Hall, Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

February

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

March

DESERT PATROL Richard At-tenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.

Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

April

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE. THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chatfey.

Coming

CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
105 min. 3/19/62.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Tony Curtis. Producer Stan
Marginles. Director Norman Jewison

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Rock Hudson. Producer
Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IN A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,

Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,

Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Producers-
Directors Richard Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy. Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan

.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcner. Director Delbert Mann.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford. Producer Alan Pakula. Director
Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

November

MASK, THE Paul Stevens, Claudette Nevins. Producer-
Director Julian Roffman. Filmed with sequences in new
depth-dimensional process. 83 min. 10/30/61.

December
ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. STONE, THE Technicolor.

Vivian Leigh, Warren Beatty, Lotte Lenya. Producer

Louis de Rochemont, Director Jose Ou' n *ero - From
Tennessee Williams' only novel. 104 min. 12/11/61.

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG. THE CinemaScope, Techni-

color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director

Roy Baker. 129 min. 2/5/62.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,

Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-

Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 min. 11/13/61.

March
COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight, Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director

Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min. 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-

dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne

Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-

Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-

cans in Italy. I 19 min. 3/19/62.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.

Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison. 85 min.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-

ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-

gomery. Adventure drama set in the Philippines. 89

min.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Brack.

Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-

son. From Albert Payson Terhune's all-time best-seller.

98 min.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan. Producer-Director, Claude

Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated novel

of heroic action and vengeance.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Ty

Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director

Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II. 98 min.

Coming
ACT OF MERCY Leslie Caron, David Niven. Producers

Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony Asquith.

Drama of romance and adventure in Latin America.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis

Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-

kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee

Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GYPSY. Technicolor. Rosalind Russell, Natalie Wood,
Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn LeRoy. From
the smash Broadway musical hit.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-

rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Wilson's Broad-

way musical hit. 151 min.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director Blake

Edwards. Comedy set in Rome.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret

Producer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville

A couple's term of trial in face of charges against

the husband.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY

CHARLES BRACKETT JOSE FERRER RICHARD BREEN
ADAPTATION BY MUSIC SUPERVISED I CONDUCTED BY

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II / SONYA LEVIEN / PAUL GREEN ALFRED NEWMAN
Omen/iaS<=OP>£ COLOR by DE LUXE

C«ntury-Fox

BOOK ITNOW! JOIN

PAT BOONE

BOBBY DARD
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TOM EWELL

ALICE FAYE

11

"Willing and Eager
(sung by Pat Boone and Ann-Marg

\

"It's The Little Things!

In Texas"
(sung by Alice Fa ye and Tom Ewel

"More Than Just A Frien

(SUNG BY Tom EWELLJ

"This Isn't Heaven"
(sung by Bobby Darin)

"Never Say No"
(sung by Alice Fa ye)
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What Jhey'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

fkCTOR TAKES STOCK. A refreshing switch in

he popular conception of independent

iroduction as the end-all for Hollywood talent

/as provided recently by Gregory Peck, who has

iad a taste of same. Interviewing the star,

olumnist Joe Hyams wrote: "Gregory Peck is

iow working as a salaried actor in 'To Kill a

/lockingbird' at Universal Studios after a short

nd financially disastrous career as an actor and
idependent producer. Two of Mr. Peck's

idependent films, 'The Big Country' and
Pork Chop Hill,' lost more than two million

lollars." Peck told the columnist: "I spent a year

n each of those pictures working without salary,

lost money." Marlon Brando, please note.

o

)ECCA-MCA OPPOSITION. The proposed

lerger of Decca Records and MCA, details of

mich are expected to be announced this week,

tight run afoul of some serious opposition.

ddo F. Sand, Buffalo attorney and business

nalyst, indicated that he will give close study

d the merger plan when it is revealed "to

afeguard the interests of Decca and Universal

nareholders." Sand queried Decca-Universal

resident Milton Rackmil sharply at the annual
leetings last Tuesday ( 10th) on why Decca and
Jniversal have not been combined. He argued
hat the film unit is the principal asset of the

ecord company and the chief contributor to

s earnings. Following the meetings, Sand stated

hat he saw a danger of the Decca-MCA proposal

working out to the disadvantage of Decca and,

specially, Universal shareholders. If this is the

ase, he declared, he will undertake
o stymie the deal.

o

BRANCH CUTS. Sharp trimming of personnel

n exchanges throughout the country is being
iffected by two companies, Warner Bros, and
Columbia. In many of the Warner branches
les forces have been slashed to the bone, and
anagers are being sent out into the field to do

the peddling. The dearth of product and
disappointing returns on several recent releases

are the chief factors triggering the economy wave
by Warners. The distribution cuts by Columbia,
far less severe, are in line with the company's
gradual retrenchment policy, evidenced by the

failure in the past year to replace key home office

and exchange personnel lost by
death or retirement.

o

PREMINGER'S WORRY. The barbs tossed at

"Advise and Consent" by some members of

Congress, who argue that the film gives an
unflattering portrayal of the U.S. and will be

damaging to our country's "image" abroad, are

giving cause for concern to producer

Otto Preminger and Columbia, the distributor.

In a shrewd move to offset the attacks against the

film, due for June release, Preminger held a

press conference in Washington last Wednesday,
at which he countered the criticism by voicing

the opinion that the American "image" abroad

is too strong to be affected adversely by any
motion picture, and by announcement of a series

of charity-sponsored previews of "Advise" to be

held in the largest city in each state. In each

instance the two U. S. Senators will decide upon
the charity to be benefited.

o

OLD CENSORS NEVER DIE. The recent

Georgia Supreme Court decision finding Atlanta's

municipal censor law in violation of the state

constitution points up perfectly the continuing

character of the struggle against the bluenoses.

While it knocked down the ordinance, the

Georgia tribunal noted that it does not violate

the U.S. Constitution, thereby leaving the door

open for an appeal to the highest court in the land.

In fact, the state Supreme Court even suggested

that the legislature draft a new law that would
not involve prior restraint, but would guard

against obscenity in films. Observers expect to see,

first, an appeal to the Supreme Court, then,

failing there, a fresh attempt to impose censorship

on local theatres. Exhibitors, of course, have
refused to be lulled into a false sense of security,

well aware that in most cities, old (and defeated)

censors never die; they just rewrite their laws.
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Fox To Start J J More
At least 11 new pictures will go into

production for 20th-Fox before the year is

out, Peter Levathes (above), vice president

in charge of production, told the concluding

session of the firm's two-day sales meeting

in New York last week. President Spyros

P. Skouras also addressed the final conclave.

Levathes listed six films scheduled to begin

shooting at the beginning of next year. The
production chief stressed that "we are not

going to meet release dates by compromis-

ing the product." Each attraction, he added,

will be treated as a "very special one," and

production will not start until the proper

script and talent are obtained. Skouras told

the sales executives and local branch man-
agers that 20th "is sparing nothing" in

bringing quality product to theatres, adding

that the "most gigantic plans ever afforded

any movie" now are in the work for the re-

lease of "Cleopatra," currently in its final

filming stages in Rome. First of the pro-

jected pictures to go into production will be

"Something's Got To Give," starring Marilyn
Monroe, Dean Martin and Cvd Charisse.

Rackmil Honored
Milton R. Rackmil (above), presi-

dent of Universal Pictures and Decca

Records, will be guest of honor at a

luncheon, May 24, highlighting the

current amusement industry drive sup-

porting the United Jewish Appeal of

Greater New York.

Newsmakers
'Grimm' 1st

"The Wonderful

World of the
Brothers Grimm"
will be the first

MGM - Cinerama

co-production to go

into release this

summer, on a

world-wide basis,

it was announced

jointly by Metro

president Joseph R. Vogel (above) and Cine-

rama topper Nicolas Reisini. "How the

West Was Won" will follow later. The re-

lease was termed the culmination of the

"greatest single coordinated investment in

time, effort and dollars by separate produc-

tion, technical and exhibition interests in

the history of entertainment."

Colo. Feevee Fight

Colorado exhibitors have

marshalled their forces into a

Colorado Committee Against

Pay-TV, to fight both at the

municipal level and before the

FCC the application of Tele-

globe to establish the air-wire

system over KTVR in Denver.

This was revealed by Philip F.

Harling (above), chairman of

the Joint Committee Against

Toll-TV, who added that the

theatremen had retained Marcus

Cohn to file a protest with the

FCC and request a hearing.

Levine Twin
Embassy Pictures

president Joseph E.

Levine (right) re-

vealed plans, with

two associates, for

the first twin thea-

tre in Boston— a

$1 million project

with 500 seats on

the lower level and

700 seats on the

upper level. Levine and his partners, ex-

hibitor Albert R. Daytz and attorney Maurice

Epstein, said that the one-boxoffice building

should be ready by Labor Day.

Talent Trend: Majors to Inde

Two developments on the film executive front in the

past fortnight pointed up sharply the current shifting

trend in talent—from the major firms to the independents.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. (left, above) revealed his associa-

tion with Samuel Bronston Productions as executive vice

president, effective April 23. Lazarus had been vice presi-

dent of Columbia Pictures before his recent resignation.

In another switch, Jeff Livingston (below) terminated a

15-year hitch at Universal Pictures, where he had been

executive coordinator of sales and advertising, to move

over to the Mirisch Co. as vice president and national

director of advertising and publicity. He will assume

the duties formerly handled by Leon Roth, and will head-

quarter at the company's Hollywood offices. Lazarus, him-

self, spelled out the basic reason for the trend, under-

lining the major-to-independent shift. "The future of the

industry," he declared, "lies with the small unit, the inde-

pendent producer who has stability, impeccable taste and

is able to put pictures together for the present-day mar-

ket." The Bronston firm, he added, "has come up with a

new pattern of distribution and with pictures with the

greatest possible international appeal." Offering the

inde's point of view, Bronston said that "the addition of

such executive strength opens up new horizons for our

growth and expansion, and is further evidence of our

planning for the present and for the future."
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11 iili il Virm Affection
The deep affection and high esteem

in which Spyros Skouras is held by his

exhibitor customers was best expressed,

perhaps, by a hard-bitten midwestern

theatreman who was not one of the

chosen few called to the dais to extol

the virtues of the 20th-Fox president, at

testimonial dinner in his honor at the

Waldorf-Astoria in New York last

Thursday. "This is one of the rare

times," said the theatreman, "when I

wish I had been asked to stand up and

say something nice about a film execu-

tive. This is the man who time and

again has risen above the familiar, un-

sentimental buyer-seller relationship to

guide us in bettering our lot, improving

our business, raising our spirits. If you
single out one person about whom you
can truly say he is devoted heart and
soul to motion pictures, it has to be

Spyros."

Some 1,000 industryites from every

state in the union, all with similar

thoughts, poured into the grand ball-

room of the Waldorf last week to pay
tribute to Skouras on his 20th anniver-

sary as head of Fox. And typical of his

friendship with exhibition and his tire-

less efforts to strengthen and unite that

branch was the fact that the two rival

theatre organizations—TOA and Na-
tional Allied— had submerged their

long-standing trade differences to col-

laborate in staging the affair.

Five theatre leaders rose to sing

Skouras' praises, each singling out one
of the man's virtues, attributes of

strength and character that have carried

him through almost half a century in

the movie business.

S. H. Fabian, head of Stanley Warner
Corp., talked of the honored guest's

"courage." That, he noted, is what "we
wish to remember most" about him.

Fabian also pointed to his contributions

to the industry, declaring that he had
"picked it up off the ground and re-

stored its strength single-handedly with

CinemaScope."

Ben Marcus, chairman of the board

of National Allied and a member of

the COMPO triumvirate, called him a

"great man whose honesty is impreg-

nable. His character carries him to the

heights in the industry from a begin-

ning as an immigrant boy."

"The youngest man in this room,"

was the way Irving Dollinger, chairman

of Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey, described him, lauding the

"boundless energy and enthusiasm, with-

out which none of Skouras' outstanding

achievements could have been accom-

plished."

Harry Brandt, head of the Indepen-

dent Theatre Owners Association and
Brandt Theatres, said that "no matter

on what else exhibitors may disagree

they all are agreed that Skouras is and
will continue to be a great industry

leader."

Mitchell Wolfson, president of

Wometco Enterprises and former head
of TOA, summed up the attitude of all

those present and the thousands of

theatremen who could not come in these

eloquent words:

"Like most of you, I have known
Spyros since he was an exhibitor in St.

Louis. I would like to take the time

allotted to me to talk about Spyros

Skouras as a man rather than his more
familiar role as president of 20th

Century-Fox Films. To me, he personif-
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ies what makes America great. A penni-

less immigrant who has become world

famous and a fabulous personality. A
man of great humility and with a kind

heart, he is ever ready to battle for

human dignity and progress. A friend

of the Presidents of the United States,

on equal terms with senators, congress-

men, kings, queens and diplomats . . .

yet available to the smallest exhibitor

in our industry. He is even on speaking

terms with Khrushchev and yet perhaps

his greatest attribute is Spyros' unfalter-

ing patriotism for the United States of

America and his love for his mother

country of Greece, and the free world.

"I salute Spyros Skouras—a pioneer

who has lost neither his marvelous sense

of adventure nor his unfailing energy."

Typical of Skouras' boundless energy

and tireless enthusiasm was his surprise

announcement to the huge gathering

that in the near future, he would reveal

a new development of great importance

to the welfare of theatres. Currently

laboring with his company under ex-

treme financial hardship, the tireless

president told to his audience: "To-

night, ladies and gentlemen, by this

tribute you have inspired me with the

courage and determination to move for-

ward to greater efforts. This is the

time of new horizons, of new achieve-

ments in science, of new inventions, of

new ideas. I hope very soon to be able

to announce something of great im-

portance to the theatres, something on

which we have been working for a long

time. I wish I were able to announce

this to you tonight. But when I do, I

assure you that some of the theatres in

every community, in every section of

the world, will be revitalized, and draw

new and greater audiences."

Once again, exhibitors throughout

the country—yes, the world—are given

new hope by the indefatigable man w ho

champions their cause. As they an-

xiously await this revelation, theatre-

men everywhere know that whatever

Spyros Skouras brings to them will be

in the best of faith and with an abiding

desire to better the industry to which he

has devoted so usefully a whole lifetime.
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Songs, a Siren & Selectivity

It is difficult to resist the temptation, but I will try not to

comment about the latest edition of the Academy Awards
television special. I cannot, however, exercise similar restraint

about at least one set of awards.

Did you happen to hear the songs—all the songs—that were

nominated for the song-writing Oscar? I have no quarrel with

"Moon River," which won the award. It's a good number, and
I hope that I am not being unfair to it when I comment that it

had no competition. Did they have to squeeze out five entries,

just for the sake of having five, without regard for the qualifica-

tions? Some of the other "songs" had about as much right at an

Oscar night as the gate crasher who interrupted the proceedings.

The Academy Awards are supposed to represent Hollywood's
—or in this case the whole world's—best efforts. If the "songs"
on Oscar night were samples of the best, lots of luck.

0

Time now to consider the ramifications of real life, which

seems to verge more and more upon the reel. I am thinking,

of course, of the much chronicled amours of the movie siren

who is currently enacting the role of the Queen of the Nile.

It is entirely possible that the headlines about Mrs. Fisher's

romantic peregrinations and the current martial situation of her

Welsh Marc Antony will help sell tickets to their movie. As
a matter of fact, many cynical friends of mine seem to lean to

the view that this possibility had not escaped the performers.

It is also very likely that while the headlines have been more
breathless and the whispers more hysterical than in previous

generations, the very same boxoffice ingredients have been used

ever since they started hiring women to play feminine roles in

the drama. So it is pointless to express shock at these goings on.

Nevertheless, I venture to raise an eyebrow or two over the

long range implications of the current Roman holiday. I think it

does considerable damage to the motion picture industry.

Nobody pretends that moviegoers have to be Boy Scouts or

Girl Guides, but nobody wants the industry to get itself once

again the kind of reputation it had when the hurry call went

out for Will Hays more than a generation ago. In case you have

forgotten, that reputation was built upon sex scandal, crime and

an apparent contempt for the moral institutions of our civiliza-

tion.

0

It now seems apparent that truly international television,

transmitted instantaneously through communications satellites

in the skies, is only a matter of time, and that it may be a

matter of months rather than years. This is a matter which

should be of interest to the motion picture industry.

International television can operate in many ways which

affect the movie business. One is that the value of television as

an exploitation medium for films will be greatly enhanced.

To take an immediate example, if the entire English-speaking

world could tune in simultaneously on the Academy Award
ceremonies, wouldn't the boxoffice impact be greater in England

or Australia? Wouldn't solid recommendation of a forthcomi

picture by Ed Sullivan mean more if Sullivan's immediai

audience was world-wide? Wouldn't an Italian picture d

better in America if the American audience had gotten t

know the new star from seeing her on international TV?

That's one side of the coin. The other side is the one lahele

"competition." U. S. television today is the greatest mas

medium the world has ever known. It has competed successful!

with motion picture theatres for the mass audience. As a resul:

a larger and larger percentage of the over-all movie audienc

here is composed of people who go to see foreign films an

patronize art theatres. Won't international television attrac

these same lovers of things foreign? Won't it be possible t<
|

see Sophia Loren in Italian-made television, instead of havinj

to go out to the movies to enjoy her talents?

0

I have been conducting my own survey among the peopli

with whom I work in the big city, to determine their movie

going habits. They are people ranging in age from 20 to 60

single and married, male and female. Their tastes in movies—

as in books, music, newspapers, television programs and sport'

—vary considerably. But they show certain startling degres:

of unanimity. I do not know whether they are typical of thf

nation. I believe they are typical of the big city.

Few of these people go to a neighborhood movie theatre "at

all. Those who live in the suburbs go to the town movie house,

rather than to the downtown first-runs in the city. Those who d

live in the city go to the first-runs.

None of them go regularly. They choose the movies they

want to see, then see them as soon as they can. They don't wait

for the subsequent runs because—and this is a comment I have
|

heard over and over
—

"you have to wait too long for the
j

good pictures."

For the most part they describe the prices charged for tickets

as too high, but they pay the tab willingly if they want to see

the picture. Few of them regard the stars of the films as the
j

major attractions. This is true, surprisingly, even for the young

ladies who "adore" this or that young actor. They adore him,

but they only go to see him when his picture is one which
|

happens to interest them. They never go to the movies alone.

Those who are parents of teen-agers comment that their chil-

dren are not interested in the movies. Certain isolated films

attract the kids' attention, I am told, but only as something

special—a once-in-a-while kind of deal.

Practically all of them watched the Academy Award program

on television. None of them said they liked it, but they all seem

to have watched it right through to the end.

None of them know offhand what is playing at the neighbor-

hood movie house, but most of them can name at least three

or four pictures currently on Broadway. They all read at least
I

one review of a new movie. Many of them, however, have

decided whether or not they want to see the movie before it

has opened; with only one exception, they say that this pre-

review decision is based on what they have read about the film.

The one exception is a young man who says he is often attracted

to a movie by the advertising, but rarely if ever by news stories.

I am of the opinion that the news stories influence him.

They all are interested in word-of-mouth "reviews" of new

movies. The most common comment about a film they want to

see is, "I hear it's a good picture." When I ask them from whom
they have heard, they mention friends, gossip around the office,

and, only occasionally, a review. When they comment that a

picture is not very good, they are much more likely to credit a

review for this judgment.

Whether or not this one-man survey in one man's microcosm

is valid statistically is certainly open to question. It is, in any

case, a report on a number of people—sampling, if you will

—

who do go to the movies. You can take it from there.
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Your Holiday Entertainment

Comes from The Mirisch Co. and UA!

FOR
DECORATION DAY*

ELVIS PRESLEY

FOLLOW THAT

DREAM"
PMAVISION® Color by DELUXE

rhiMirisch Company presents Elvis Presley

in "Follow That Dream" co-starring

^ur O'Connell • Anne Helm • Joanna Moore

Ja< Kruschen • Produced by David Weisbart

Dieted by Gordon Douglas • Screenplay by

Iharles Lederer • Based on the novel

"ioneer, Go Home!" by Richard Powell

Color by De Luxe • Panavision

A

C v9
]

FOR
THANKSGIVING

ELVIS PRESLEY
AS

"KID

GALAHAD"
Color by DE LUXE

The Mirisch Company presents Elvis Presley

as "Kid Galahad" co-starring Gig Young

Lola Albright • Joan Blackman

Charles Bronson • Produced by

David Weisbart • Directed by Phil Karlson

Screenplay by William Fay

Color by De Luxe

A

oecial Pre-release engagements set for Easter.

nd, of course, now booking all thru summer— including July 4th.

THRU



FINANCIAL REPORT

Rackmil Predicts Big Year;

Questioned on MCA Merger

Long-awaited word that a merger between Decca Records

(Universal parent) and MCA is in the offing, and disclosure

that both U and Decca are headed for vastly improved fiscal

years, the latter the "biggest" in its history, were highlights of

annual meetings of the two companies last week in New York.

Chiefly on the strength of Universal theatrical product,

which he said "it can be assumed will do great business," Presi-

dent Milton R. Rackmil predicted a better year for the film

company and the best yet for Decca.

Decca's first quarter, ended March 30, hit record earnings

(estimated) of $2,137,000 ($1.65 per share), compared to

$963,815 (75c) in the similar span a year ago. It looms as a

long stride toward surpassing the highest yearly Decca figures:

$5,524,757 ($4.29) in I960. At the Universal session, Rackmil
offered a "conservative estimate" that the firm would finish the

first half of the current fiscal term (April 28) with earnings of

$3,400,000 ($3.75) —13 per cent better than U's entire pre-

vious year, and far ahead of the $1,835,000 ($1.98) in the

first half of last year.

In revealing developments in his talks with MCA, Rackmil
noted: "It became increasingly evident that since the activities

of the respective companies are not competitive, their integra-

tion would be highly beneficial to each of the operating com-
panies. There would be no overlapping. Instead there could and
would be greater development and use of talent and personnel

in all phases of phonograph record, motion picture and tele-

mi ion. There .ire \arious possibiljJ

xhange of MCA stock for DecJ
now. The next step is for MCA tal

vision production and distrib

ties, one of which is an exch<

stock. That is where we are now. 1 he next step is tor mla to

submit its offer. My guess is that it is imminent and may be

any day."

Both meetings were enlivened by the demand of Aldo

Sand, Buffalo stock analyst and attorney, that U and Deed

merge "outright" to correct the poor treatment the former!

stockholders allegedly now are getting. In reply, Rackmil said

there "is no intention to merge Decca and Universal." Sand,

who reportedly represents in excess of 25,000 Decca shares, and

over 10,000 shares of Universal, threatened to sue should therl

be a "misuse of Decca stock in the event of a merger will

MCA." On this basis, Rackmil refused to answer charges made

by the Buffalo shareholder at the Decca session in the aftea

noon. Sand told Film BULLETIN that he intends to pursue his

position on the grounds it is logical and advantageous to stodJ

holders of both companies.

Another prominent questioner was Walter Reade, Jr., prea-l

dent of Reade Theatres, who asked Rackmil if he was certaa

that the MCA-Decca tie-up would be legal. Rackmil replied

there had been "no exploration of this" and none was con

templated "until an offer by MCA is made. We have nothing

to explore until we have a deal." Reade implied that the

Department of Justice might block the intended merger.

Movies Decline en Masse,

As Market Slump Continues

Movie stocks declined sharply en masse, in line with the gen

erally depressed situation that culminated at deadline in th

biggest break in New York Exchange prices in over six month!

Of the eighteen cinema issues covered, 16 were down over the

(Continued on Page 16

Market Analysts See Movie Shares
Sound* Veraina on Strong tonue-btMck

The present depressed state of motion picture stocks

generally is due to "outside" conditions, rather than

to any particular factors within the industry. This con-

sidered opinion was conveyed to Film BULLETIN last

week by several prominent security analysts specializing

in the movie market.

"We find no basic disenchantment with movie shares",

declared Robert P. Bingaman, Jr., of Hayden, Stone &
Co. "They have merely been carried down with the tide."

David Bell, of Gruss & Co. expressed the view that

movie stocks "generally are oversold". He predicted the

possibility of a rally in the very near future. "We see

the likelihood of a fairly good rise from present levels,

if only for technical reasons."

"The motion picture industry is very much alive and
will improve", in the opinion of Fred Anschel, analyst

for Shearson, Hammill & Co. A rally is imminent, he

said, and suggested that "an investor can do very

well in certain film industry issues if he studies them
carefully."

Another spokesman for a prominent brokerage firm

blamed the overall market decline for the sell-off in

movie shares. "Despite 20th-Fox's troubles and M-G-M's

temporary setback, the industry is in very healthy con-

dition as compared to a few years back", he said. "Any

on5 of the film companies can turn a profit of millions

with a single attraction these days. While that might

be construed as speculative thinking, those who observe

movie production closely are aware of a very imposing

array of 'blockbusters' being readied for distribution

within the next six months, and almost every one of the

important companies has one or more of these big shows

in its program. Of course, the investor must analyze each

outfit individually, but I think the whole industry is on a

pretty solid foundation. And I mean to include those

theatre companies that have spun off their marginal

operations and gone in for some sound diversifications."

John D'Alessandro, of Pershing & Co. declared that

Wall Street generally is bullish about movie issues. In

discussing specific issues, he pointed out Decca (Univer-

sal) and United Artists as favorable prospects. While the

former's pending merger with MCA offers Decca share-

holders a lagniappe, Mr. D'Alessandro took the view

that the basic strength of this issue resides in Universale

strong lineup of films. He is giving United Artists a

closer look as "an improving outfit that can be recom-

(Continued on Page 19)
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"The Magic Sword"

Guditete TZatiK? O © Plus

Dragons, ogres, demons and wildly imaginative special

effects — in vivid color — to thrill youngsters and ad-

venturesome elders. Lively attraction for vacation-time.

Pure escapist entertainment, this thrill-filled fantasy over-

flowing with imaginative Eastman Color special effects shapes

up as a solid attraction for the youngsters and the young-in-

heart. Supported with a colorful promotion campaign by

United Artists, this figures to be an above-average grosser when-

ever the youth trade is out of school, at holidaytime or during

Summer vacation. Excitement, a story book romance, and a nice

sprinkling of humor have been deftly blended into a fast-

moving show by producer-director Bert I. Gordon. And the

moppets will go wild over the special effects — a magic sword,

a 25-foot ogre, boiling craters, green fire demons, a vampire

witch, midgets locked in a cage, hags, a gloomy castle and a

two-headed flame-breathing dragon. Basil Rathbone hams it

up grandly as an evil sorcerer, while Estelle Winwood gives

her comic all as a whacky witch. Handsome Gary Lockwood

is Miss Winwood's foster-son, in love with the beautiful prin-

cess, and Anne Helm portrays the latter in true fairy tale fash-

ion Bernard Schoenfeld's screenplay finds Rathbone kidnapping

Miss Helm. Lockwood, protected by his magic sword, seven

brave knights and wicked Liam Sullivan set out to rescue her.

Rathbone's black magic eliminates the knights, and Miss Win-

wood accidentally takes away the power of the magic sword.

Rathbone captures Lockwood and forces him to watch Miss

Helm being prepared for the dragon. Lockwood escapes, finds

his magic powers restored, and slays the dragon. Rathbone

kills Sullivan, and Miss Winwood, now changed into a black

panther, takes care of Rathbone. The seven knights return to

life, and Lockwood and Miss Helm live happily ever after.

United Artists. 80 minutes. Basil Rathbone, Estelle Winwood,
Anne Helm. Produced and Directed bv Bert I. Gordon.

Gary Lockwood,

"The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance"

GcalHCM &<xUh$ O O Pius

Lukewarm Ford western has star values in Wayne,
Stewart, but lacks sustaining action. Will disappoint

fans intended for.

While it boasts two boxoffice heavyweights (John Wayne
and James Stewart), this latest John Ford western is far below

the veteran director's one-time championship calibre. "The

Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" comes through as an uninten-

tional parody on all oaters that is mined for guffaws where

there should be melodrama, a kind of tedious homeliness where

there should be action. Unquestionably, Wayne and Stewart

spell strong marquee, but the pace is far too relaxed and slow-

moving to boost the picture into the big-grossing category. On
the strength of the marquee values, and with some concentrated

selling, it should prove adequate in the general market. Un-

fortunately, it recalls Ford's 1961 western entry with Stewart,

"Two Rode Together," which was a minor boxoffice entry.

There are some moments that will grip action audiences—

a

showdown between big, good Wayne and big, bad Lee Marvin

(Liberty Valance); another, fatal one that pits Stewart against

Marvin, and a couple of brutal beatings. But in the long run, it

is irony on which the cinema version of the Dorothy M. John-

son short story hangs its dramatic hat, and there simply just

isn't enough of it—or action—to sustain 121 minutes. Wayne
is, naturally, the Duke of the range-riding strongmen

who can lift their likker and hold their own with the best of

em; Stewart is the conscientious dude law school graduate

from back East who comes to Shinbone to practice his profes-
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sion, but quickly becomes determined to establish law and orde i

in the wild West; Marvin is the stereotype of all badmen,

scowling bandit who carries a gun and a bullwhip and is facili

with both; Vera Miles is the pretty girl whom Wayne anc

Stewart fancy. But it is in the portrayals of the town marsha

(Andy Devine) and the crusading newspaperman (Edmunc

O'Brien) that the overly-done acting really leaves its mark. The

plot has Stewart, now a State senator, and wife Miles returning

to Shinbone for the funeral of an old, almost unknown citizer

(Wayne). Probed by the young editor of the Star, he tells hi:

story, flashback style. Fresh out of law school and on his waj

to Shinbone by stagecoach, Stewart is savagely beaten by Marvir

and his bandit gang while trying to defend the honor of a lady

The lawyer works for his food and lodging as a dishwasher in

a restaurant owned by Miles' parents, all the while studying

his books for a way to put Valance behind bars. Wayne, who
has his cap set for Miles, stands up for Stewart in a subsequent

showdown with Valance, but after editor O'Brien and the

lawyer team up to fight for statehood, Valance, now in the

employ of the wealthy cattlemen who want an open range,

returns to town, beats up O'Brien and demands Stewart's blood.

The latter, faced with running away or meeting the killer on

the street, chooses action. Enter irony. Just as Valance is about

to gun down Stewart, Wayne, hiding in the shadows, kills

Liberty. Stewart, unaware of what has transpired, gets the

credit, the girl and a start on the road to political fame, as The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance. Wayne disappears into obli-

vion. Having heard this tale, the editor, who had been taking

notes, tosses them into a furnace. "When there's a question of

fact or legend in the West," he says, "we write the legend."

Paramount. 121 minutes. John Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin.
Produced by Willis Goldbeck. Directed bv John Ford.

"War Hunt"

Interesting Korean war melodrama by new young team.

Youthful producer Terry Sanders and director Denis Sanders

have come up with a fascinating little Korean war drama that

indicates they are film makers to watch. A modest budget item,

but most interesting, "War Hunt" will prove a solid dualler for

action houses. Had scripter Stanford Whitmore developed his

central characters in more dimension, this could have been a

memorable minor film. As it stands, this United Artists release

is a realistic and gripping vignette about war; satisfactory from

an action and suspense standpoint, but disappointing for what

it implies, yet never states. Director Sanders has effectively

captured the barrenness of the Korean front where enemy

loudspeakers play music in between intensified bombardments,

and in one brutal sequence he has caught the horror of men

in the midst of battle. He has also brought forth some fine

performances from his small cast. John Saxon, a fanatical killer

who goes alone at night into enemy outposts, terrifies his fellow

G.I.'s, but shows warm affection towards a little Korean

orphan; Robert Redford, the sensitive replacement who freezes

during his first night of combat; Tommy Matsuda, the engag-

ing orphan who follows Saxon everywhere; Charles Aidman,

the war-weary captain. The plot finds Saxon warning Redford

not to strike up a relationship with Matsuda, then turning the

boy against Redford when the latter loses his nerve in battle.

Saxon cannot accept the cease-fire order and disappears into

no-man's-land with Matsuda, intent on teaching the boy to

become a killer. Redford and Aidman find them in a caved-in

bunker. Saxon slashes out at Redford with his stiletto and

Aidman is forced to kill Saxon. A grief-stricken Matsuda

disappears into the weeds.

United Artists. 81 minutes. John Saxon, Robert Redford, Tommy Matsuda. Pro-

duced by Terry Sanders. Directed by Denis Sanders



"The Music Man" Stage Hit Comes To Throbbing Life on Screen

Su4ine44 IRtrfatf O O O Plus

A happy hii for every type of moviegoer. All the pep
and heart-interest that was in Meredith Willson's smash
musical show. Promises to be whopping big grosser.

Summer, 1962, will be filled with an extra large measure of

warmth and happiness when "The Music Man" is in town.

And what a joyous tune-filled slice of turn-of-the-century Amer-

icana it is! Producer-director Morton DaCosta, in his second

motion picture ("Auntie Maine" was his first), has transferred

to the screen all of the pep, sentimentality and nostalgic magic

of Meredith Willson's smash stage show (which DaCosta also

directed). All of those wonderfully rich characters who inhabit

River City, Iowa, are with us again, and Robert Preston recre-

ates his memorable portrayal of Professor Harold Hill, con

man and dream peddler extraordinaire, with Oscar-winning

Shirley Jones donning the mantle of wholesome Marian, the

Librarian. Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold and Paul Ford

are also on hand as a trio of delightfully whacky Iowans, and

they are backed up by many of the original singing and dancing

talents from the Broadway cast and road company. And all of

this comedy, romance and music has been handsomely mounted

in Technirama and Technicolor. In short, here is a film as

American as Mom's apple pie, as memory-evoking as a journey

through Grandma's scrap book, an entertainment as fresh and

rewarding as any viewer could hope to find.

Business promises to be bright in all situations. The popu-

larity of the show and its music will give the film a strong

kick-off, and word-of-mouth will carry it along, for this is a
1 show loaded with that moneymaking ingredient known as
1 "heart". One would have to be the most callous misanthrope

not to find "The Music Man" a wonderful moviegoing experi-

ence. Another important business factor is that musicals, for

years considered a boxoffice problem, are now finding strong

audience favor, as witness the recent success of "Flower Drum
Song" and the Academy Award champion, "West Side Story."

And with Warner Bros, promising to back the film with a

socko promotion campaign, exhibitors can confidently look

forward to returns on a grand scale.

DaCosta, combining imagination, technical skill and a fine

sense of rhythm, has turned "The Music Man" into a foot-

tapping cinematic-fantasy. Time, logic, realism have been re-

placed by atmosphere, unique camera shots, eye-filling spectacle.

From the moment the ingenious titles flash on the screen, until

the you've-just-got-to-applaud finale, we are whipped back to a

time when life was simple, a Sociable in the town park was
the most thrilling event of the year, and the stubbornness of
mid-western folk set the pattern for a way of life. Trot in a

legendary traveling salesman with a reputation for skipping
town with a pocketful of money and the heart of the prettiest

girl around, back him up with plenty of top-notch music and
lyrics, then tie everything with a collection of corny but humor-
ous dialogue, and you've got a pretty good idea of what this

picture is about.

The production numbers range from simple to showstoppers.

There's the salesmen-on-the-train opening, when audiences are

given the lowdown on slippery Music Man Preston; the delight-

Music Man Robert Preston Plays the Pied Piper

ful ditty "Gary, Indiana"; the ode to the "Iowa Stubborn";

and the haunting love ballad, "Till There Was You." And
nothing has been spared in such major creations as the all-pink-

and-red "Shipoopi," the frantic "Madam Librarian," and of

course that oompah-pah, slip-horn classic, "76 Trombones."

The performances are uniformly excellent. Preston, singing,

dancing, talking his way in and out of every situation with the

utmost of charm; Miss Jones, the knockout librarian who can

sock over a song as easily as she can see through all of Preston's

flamboyant fakery; Hackett, clowning his way through the part

of one of Preston's one-time cronies who is now a responsible

citizen: Miss Gingold, mugging like crazy as the dizzy Mayor's

wife; Ford, her word-twisting, scatterbrained husband; and

nine-year-old Ronny Howard, Miss Jones' lisping, introverted

brother.

The production values are also top-drawer: Robert Burks'

richly hued photography, George Hopkins' magnificent sets;

Onna White's fast-stepping choreography.

Marion Hargrove's screenplay finds Preston descending on

River City ready to introduce his famous swindle — getting

money for musical instruments and band uniforms with the

promise of organizing a great boy's band. What the citizen's

don't know is that Preston doesn't know one note from an-

other. He gradually wins the town's good graces, except for

Miss Jones and Ford. Then Miss Jones begins to thaw when

she sees how Preston is bringing Howard out of his shell. The
instruments and uniforms arrive and Preston sets about teach-

ing the boys to play via his "think" system. Skip-out time rolls

around, but Preston finds himself lingering because of Miss

Jones. When Preston is exposed as a fraud. Miss Jones, now
in love with Preston rushes to his defense maintaining that

Preston may be a phony but he's brought life and color to River

City. The boy's band also comes to his defense and the finale

sees Preston and the young musicians marching dow n the main

street like pros.

Warner Bros 150 minutes. Robert Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione
Gingold, Paul Ford. Produced and Directed by Morton DaCosta.
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"BelF Antonio"

Katun? O O PIus

Italian import uneven in spots, but will engross art and
general audiences. Mastroianni, Cardinale head cast.

From Italy comes this drama about a young man with a repu-

tation as a great lover who finds his marriage threatened by

the problem of his impotence. Under Mauro Bolognini's direc-

tion, the emphasis erratically shifts from moments of serious

drama to sequences of surprising mirth. This Embassy release

will do well in art houses, but some viewers in the general

market may find themselves wondering whether they should be

laughing at certain sequences or not. The sex aspect will

qualify it as a dubbed dualler in situations where imports have

proved acceptable. An additional boxoffice plus is the rising

power of the film's two stars—Marcello Mastroianni ("La Dolce

Vita") and Claudia Cardinale ("Girl With a Suitcase"). Mas-

troianni brings the right degree of suffering to his role as the

emotionally unhappy lover, and Miss Cardinale is persuasive

as the daughter of a wealthy and politically prominent family

who finally leaves Mastroianni because of his impotency. Pierre

Brasseur is a standout as Mastroianni's lusty father, and the

supporting performers present an interesting cross-section of

Sicilians who run the gamut from the cynical to the naive. The

plot finds Mastroianni returning home after several years in

Rome, and trading in his wild reputation for marriage to Miss

Cardinale. Although he loves her deeply, he cannot consum-

mate the marriage, and when her parents find this out, they

have the marriage annulled. Brasseur goes off on a binge

hoping to re-establish his family's reputation for manhood. The

excesses are too much and he dies. When Mastroianni's mother

discovers that the family maid is pregnant and that Mastroi-

anni is the father, she joyfully spreads the news throughout the

town. Although Mastroianni is still in love with Miss Cardi-

nale, who has remarried, he agrees to marry the maid.

Embassy 101 minutes. Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Cardinale, Pierre Brasseur,

Produced by Alfredo Bini. Directed by Mauro Bolognini.

"Doctor in Love"

Scc4uee44 O O Plus

Another in funny British comedy series. Plenty laughs.

Those nutty British "Doctors" are with us once again, and

American audiences are in for another laugh-filled excursion

into the world of medicine. This time the emphasis is on the

wild and wacky exploits of two carefree physicians bent on

pursuing the study of the female species. Unfolded on a broad

slapstick level in attractive Eastman Color, it should register

good boxoffice returns in those situations where previous en-

tries in the "Doctor" series have proven successful. The humor
is a bit strained in this latest one, but thanks to a competent

cast, plus Ralph Thomas' fast-paced, sex-guided direction,

"Doctor in Love" shapes up as an overall amusing hunk of

entertainment. Michael Craig portrays a jilted doctor who de-

cides to accept a post in a country clinic. Leslie Phillips, his

wolf-in-stethoscope-clothing companion, decides to go with

him. Bearded James Robertson Justice is back as their belli-

cose London hospital head. The passing parade of females is

headed by Virginia Maskell, an attractive physician who helps

Craig forget his recent jilt; Carole Lesley, a shapely reception-

ist; and Jean Sims and Liz Frazer, two unemployed strip-tease

artists Craig and Phillips become involved with. Nicholas

Phipps screenplay has Craig and Phillips leaving London and

Justice and reporting to Phipps' country clinic. When Phipps

suddenly has to go to America, Craig is left in charge. Phillips

has a gay time chasing the ladies, but a broken arm lands him

in the hospital. Miss Maskell is sent to take his place and

Craig falls madly in love with her. She walks out on Craig

when his former sweetheart reappears, but the two are broughjl
together again by Justice's grumbling appendix.

Governor Films. 93 minutes. Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell, Leslie Phillips, Jame
Robertson Justice. Produced by Betty E. Box. Directed by Ralph Thomas.

"House of Women"

3u4t*e44 'Rating O G
Familiar prison yarn will serve as adequate dualler it

action-ballyhoo market and for drive-ins.

In this Warner release, producer Bryan Foy turns a glaring

spotlight on some old-hat ideas about life inside a femak

prison. Using as his springboard the fact that in some prisons

mothers are permitted to keep their children until the babie;

reach the age of three, Foy has put together an old-fashioned

prison yarn complete with inmate brawls, mean matrons and a

climactic riot. "House of Women' will prove an OK duallei

for action-ballyhoo houses and drive-ins. Director Waltei

Doniger has managed to stir up a fair amount of interest, but

Crane Wilbur's screenplay comes through with that all-too-

familiar prison picture ring. None of the characters achieve

any stature. Shirley Knight is an innocent accessory to a rob-

bery who loses her daughter because she cannot find anyone

to adopt the child; Constance Ford, a hardened criminal with

a son; and Barbara Nichols, a soft-hearted ex-stripper who

prefers life "inside" to the tribulations of being a parolee.

Andrew Duggan is the disciplinary-minded warden who falls

in love with Miss Knight, Jason Evers, the alcoholic young

prison physician, and Jeanne Cooper, a sadistic matron. The

plot finds Duggan blocking Miss Knight's parole when he

learns she's planning to move to the East coast. He also orders

children and mothers separated. Miss Ford goes berserk when

her son is killed in a fall from the prison roof. Miss Knight

helps Miss Ford steal a pistol from Duggan's house. When
several hostages are taken, Miss Ford threatens to kill them

unless Miss Knight receives her parole. Evers stops the riot,

Duggan is dismissed, and Miss Knight is paroled and reunited

with her daughter.

Warner Bros. 85 minutes. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan, Constance Ford. Pro-

duced by Bryan Foy. Directed by Walter Doniger.

"Don't Knock the Twist"

Chubby Checker and popularity of Twist should carry it.

Exhibitors will best be able to judge the boxoffice value of

this latest Columbia entry into the Twist derby by past per-

formances of its predecessors. Once again there's little plot

and lots of song and dance, with Chubby ("Mr. Twist")

Checker the stellar name. It should draw the teenage crowd

on weekends. James B. Gordon's slim plotline centers around

a young TV executive ordered to put together a Twist spectacu-

lar in four weeks, thereby getting the jump on a rival network.

Lang Jeffries is the harassed young man, and the women in his

life are Mari Blanchard, a scheming fashion designer who

refuses to marry him, and Georgine Darcy, a shapely 4-H-type

dancer he eventually falls for. The Twist personalities include

Gene Chandler (The Duke of Earl), Vic Dana, Linda Scott,

the Carroll Bros, and the Dovells. Oscar Rudolph's direction

is routine. Miss Blanchard decides to promote a new line of

Twist clothes on Jeffries spectacular, and she puts Miss Darcy

under exclusive contract. She grows jealous of the budding

Jeffries-Darcy romance, tips off the rival network about Jeffries'

show, then tries to wreck the spectacular by designing a shock-

ing costume for Miss Darcy to wear. But all ends well.

Columbia. 87 minutes. Chubby Checker, Vic Dana, Lang Jeffries, Mari Blanchard.

Produced by Sam Katzman. Directed by Oscar Rudolph.
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"The Counterfeit Traitor"

gutiHCM IRntutf O O O
Rousing spy melodrama, taut with suspense, from Perl-

berg-Seaton camp. Holden heads fine cast. Good grosser

for all markets.

Producer William Perlberg and scripter-director George

Seaton have turned out an exciting and suspenseful, if over-

long, spy meller in "The Counterfeit Traitor". It's based on the

true exploits of a naturalized Swedish citizen (born in New
York) and prominent oil man, blacklisted by the Allies for

doing business with Nazi Germany, and blackmailed by British

intelligence into obtaining essential information about German

ail refineries. With William Holden, Lilli Palmer and Hugh
Griffith heading the international cast, imaginatively filmed in

Technicolor on location in Sweden, Germany and Denmark,

ind containing some rousing adventure sequences, this should

prove to be a strong grosser, especially in the action market.

Despite its lengthly running time (judicious scissoring would

make it an even better film), "The Counterfeit Traitor" will

appeal to audiences of all tastes. Holden's performance as Eric

Erickson, the "counterfeit traitor," is one of his best to date.

With the emphasis on humanism, he presents us with a com-

plex portrait of a man moving stubbornly from neutrality to

belief in the Allied cause. Miss Palmer is equally as persuasive

as another Allied spy torn between the death of innocent peo-

ple as a result of her information, her Catholic faith and her

duty to the Allies. Griffith's portrayal as the cynical, food-loving

British agent, who blackmails Holden into co-operating, also

is top-drawer. The entire supporting cast provide sharp insights

into the personalities caught up in the deadly conflict of war.

Much of the credit belongs to Seaton. His script is rich in

humor, touching on the ill-fated romance between Holden and
Miss Palmer, gripping in its cat-and-mouse melodrama. His
direction is a skillful building of mood, culminating in one of

the most breathtaking climaxes ever put on celluloid. And what
makes all of this such a fascinating experience is Erickson's

personal stamp of authenticity on the incident presented.

Among the most effective sequences are these: Holden being
forced to insult his closest friend, a Jew; Miss Palmer in a con-
fessional with a Nazi hidden on the other side; an imprisoned
Holden helplessly watching her execution; Danish patriots on
bicycles slowing down a Nazi truck so Holden can escape. After
losing all of his friends and his wife, Holden gains the con-
fidence of the German government. The information he brings
backs to Griffith helps shorten the war. On a final trip to Ham-
burg he is betrayed by a Nazi youth. With the aid of the under-
ground he stays one step ahead of the Nazis through Germany
and Denmark and finally reaches the safety of Sweden.

"Harold Lloyd's World of Comedy"

Harold Lloyd is back in clips from his great comedies.
Should delight young and old. May be "sleeper".

Harold Lloyd, one of the screen's great comic talents, is back
with us once again in this compilation of sequences from some
of Lloyds most famous films, which Continental is releasing.

Imaginatively put together by Lloyd himself, this bright and
fresh motion picture could turn out to be one of the big com-
edy hits of the year. "Old timers" will certainly be induced
to come and see one of their favorites from the silent screen
era and the modern generation will be introducd to a comic
personality of the highest level. This is the kind of film which
could catch on and roll up some really impressive returns.

Lloyd has edited the sight gags, mugging and embarrassing
situations into a free-flowing 94 minutes of hilarious laughter,

and he has also presented us with a fascinating composite of

a man who can be timid and brassy with equal aplomb. And
on top of being a man of many faces and his own stunt man,
Lloyd also poses some extremely wry comments on society (as

applicable today as when they were created). "The Freshman"
sequence shows us quick-witted Lloyd on the football field.

From "Hot Water" we see him wrecking havoc on a crowded
streetcar after his live turkey gets loose, and then taking his

new car out for a spin accompanied by wife and know-it-all

mother-in-law. Two riotous chase sequences are on hand from

"Girl Shy" and "Professor Beware," and from "Movie Crazy"

we see what happens to Lloyd in a restaurant when he acci-

dentally puts on a magician's coat. The two highlights surround

Lloyd caught in the middle of a Mexican Revolution with a

giant suffering from an unbearable toothache ("Why Worry"),

and the most famous of Lloyd antics, his building climbing

sequence from "Feet First." Welcome back Harold Lloyd.

Continental Distribution. 94 minutes. Produced by Harold Lloyd.

"Tomorrow Is My Turn"

ScuUeu Rati*? OGO
Rating is for art market. Good French import.

Launched into the top moneymaking category in New York

by outstanding reviews, and the subject of excellent word-of-

mouth, this World War II French import seems destined for

big boxoffice along the art house circuit. Sensitively depicting

the adventures of two French soldiers captured by the Germans

and ordered to help out on the farms, "Tomorrow Is My Turn"

emerges one of the better war dramas of recent years. The

overly grim aspects of war have been avoided by director Andre

Cayatte ("Justice Is Done"), and he has deftly blended a little

sex, romance and quite a bit of humor into his overall dramatic

canvas. The story begins on a rather simple level—the somewhat

timid pastry cook, glad to be away from his nagging in-laws,

accepts his lot; the handsome journalist dreams only of escape.

Then the film begins fanning out onto several different levels,

skillfully exploring the relationship between enemies. By the

time the ironic ending rolls around, we are aware that we have

been witness to a brilliant little tapestry about the complexities

of humans functioning under strained situations. Charles Azva-

nour is superb as the pastry cook who appreciates the hospitality

of the German family, and eventually finds himself heading the

family when the father is called to serve. Georges Riviere is

excellent as the patriotic journalist who unashamedly uses the

family as a means to escaping. Cordula Trantow, the farmer's

daughter, and Nicole Courcel, a French collaborator, provide

fine contrasts as females caught up in the struggle. All of the

support is first-rate. Riviere forces Miss Trantow to fall in love

with him, then tricks her into helping him escape. Azvanour is

happy for the first time in his life, and when the war ends, he

sadly returns to France. Riviere, now the editor of a liberal

newspaper, is forced to choose between his job and marrying

Miss Courcel. Azvanour and Riviere meet, and the latter helps

Azvanour return to Germany where he plans to settle on the

farm. Riviere, unaware that Miss Courcel has left him, resigns

from the paper.

Showcorporation. 117 minutes. Charles Azvanour, Georges Riviere, Cordula
Trantow. A Franco-London Films Production Directed by Andre Cayatte.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 10)

past fornight, many rather heavily. Loew's Theatres skidded off

7% and Paramount was down over 4.

Decca Records (Universal parent) the most heavily traded

stock (86,900 shares), kept Wall Streeters hopping with its up-

and-down antics amid rumors of a pending merger with MCA,
finally finished off 2I/4, surprisingly after announcement of a

hefty profit hike and confirmation of let's unite talks with the

vast production-agency firm. M-G-M facing a relatively poor

second quarter report, and still waiting patiently for release of

its big ones, and Columbia both slid 3^2, but observers were

inclined to write this off more to the overall downtrend than to

any specific product problem.

The slump attacked indiscriminately, striking both companies

recently reporting in the black and those submerged in the red.

Twentieth-Fox, which announced huge operations losses for '61,

was down 2% while Cinerama, which revealed earnings double

last year's, also lost a point. Declines were shown by Walt Dis-

ney (23/8 ) and United Artists (2i/g) despite the fact that both

companies are currently rich with good grossers. Only Trans-

Lux, bolstered by an increase in 1961 net, was up 1, while

Columbia preferred advanced Yg.

M-G-M 2nd Quarter Down Sharply
A sharp downslide in M-G-M's second-quarter earnings at-

tributable to a loss write-off and disappointing returns on "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" and delay in releasing

"Mutiny on the Bounty"—failed to dampen the spirits of presi-

dent Joseph R. Vogel, who said that despite the earnings drop,

"it is our firm judgment that our earnings this year will amply

suport our $2 annual dividend rate. We feel confident that the

pictures to be placed in release for the balance of this fiscal

year, and the availability of big pictures for release in fiscal

1962-63 will re-establish the favorable trend of film rentals

and earnings."

Merto earnings slipped sharply to $380,000 (15c per share)

in the second session, ended March 15, from $4,507,000 ($1.78).

The firm also reported first-half earnings of $2,553,000 ($1.00),

off from $6,684,000 ($2.65) a year ago. Gross revenues in the

first half were down from $75,778,000 to $70,766,000.

The M-G-M topper said that the decline in second-period

earnings was due in part to the write-off of an anticipated loss

on the recently-released "Four Horsemen." For the half-year,

Metro reported a loss of $499,000 on film production and dis-

tribution. According to Vogel, even though "Four Horsemen"
is doing well at the boxoffice, "the returns will not match the

greatly increased costs of production." He added that "exten-

sive difficulties" were experienced in making the film. Addi-

tionally, a contributing factor to scond-period figures was the

late completion of "Mutiny," which led to postponement of

receipts from the highly-touted picture. An "unusual number
of delays and disruptions" because of "unexpectedly unfavor-

able weather and other mishaps" was seen by Vogel as mate-

rially affecting its finish. Slated for fall release, "Mutiny," origi-

nally budgeted at $10 million, has almost doubled that figure.

But the president said it should be "among the top-grossing

pictures of all time," along with "The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm" and "How the West Was Won," both

M-G-M-Cinerama co-productions.

Telemeter Drain Off, F-P Net Up
Additional grosses from the opening of theatres on Sundays,

trimming of unprofitable houses and lifting of a great drain on

the cashbox by Paramount's assumption of all operating costs

of the Telemeter pay-TV experiment in Etobicoke—all these

according to president and managing director
J. J. Fitzgibbon&i

contributed to a rise in net profit for Famous Players Canadian

Corp., Ltd. for the fiscal year ended Dec. 30, 1961. Final total

for last year was $2,423,919 ($1.40 per share), compared to

$1,857,251 ($1.07) a year earlier.

Fitzgibbons pointed out that the arrangement whereby parent

Paramount Pictures agreed to assume, retroactive to Jan. 1,

1961, all Telemeter operating costs "is continuing, and pursuant

to it the system has been expanded so as to service an additional

1,000 subscribers in Mimico, which is adjacent to Etobicoke."

As for Sunday films: "Sunday operation has provided a net

addition to our theatre grosses and has not brought any adverse

criticism from the public or the press." The Famous Players

topper also took note of an increase in competition from tele-

vision. "Theatre attendance and receipts," he noted, "were ad-

versely affected in 1961 as a result of the opening of new tele-

vision stations in many of the important cities either during that

year or late in I960." But most of the licenses that can be

granted now have been allocated, he added, so the TV threat

should begin to level off.

See $100 Million Gross for Loew's
By the time Loew's Theatres completes its building and

renovating program, covering its movie houses and hotels, "we

should have an annual gross of between $90 million and $100

million." That was the roseate portrait of the firm painted at a

recent press conference by Preston R. Tisch, chairman of the

executive committee.

A complex of 96 theatres and six hotels in 56 cities is

planned, he said, adding that Loew's has its building eye on

such "romance-type" cities as San Francisco, New York, Miami

and New Orleans. Possibilities center around movie theatres

located in or near apartment houses, office buildings or other

similar population focal points.

Youngstein Sees Cinerama on Rise

Cinerama, Inc. earnings in 1961 were approximately double

(Continued on Page 19)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Film Companies
Close Close

3/29/62 4/12/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 4% 41/2 - i
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) . .. 11% 11% - i
CINERAMA 19 18 -1
COLUMBIA . . . 253/4 221/4 -3%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 773/g 78

DECCA • 50y4 48 -21/4

DISNEY . . 373/8 35 "23/g

M-G-M ... 433/4 4oy4 -31/2

PARAMOUNT . .
. 54% 50 -4%

SCREEN GEMS ... 21i/
2 191/8 -2%

20TH-FOX .
. 30% 28 -2%

UNITED ARTISTS .
. • 33% 311/2 -2%

WARNER BROS . . .

18i/
4 16%

*

-1%

Theatre Companies

* *

AB-PT ... 37i/
2 36 -IV2

LOEW'S 453/8 38 -7%
NATIONAL GENERAL 9 81/4 - 3

/4

STANLEY WARNER .. 29% 29% - 3
/4

TRANS-LUX .. i4y8 15% + 1

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)
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BEST PICTURE—"WEST SIDE STORY"—AND SUPPORTING BESTS CHAKIRIS & MORENO

Is Oscar Doing His Job?

Another Academy Awards

show has come and gone,

but the question lingers on:

Is Oscar really doing his

job?

There persists among
many industryites a grave

doubt as to the public re-

lations value of the coast-

to-coast television-radio pro-

gram. Surely, the boxoffice gross of the

award-winning film is hiked and the

bargaining position of the talent win-

ners is improved as a result of the vast

publicity attendant upon the Oscar pre-

sentations, but the hard-nosed business-

men of the industry are not satisfied

that the vast potential of the show as a

promotional weapon is adequately capi-

talized. They contend that the men
who run the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences reside in an ivory

tower that is too remote from the

problems and needs of the industry's

money source—the theatres and their

patrons. A strong feeling prevails that

the captive audience of a reputed 100,-

000,000 TV viewers were neither en-

tertained by the Hollywood talent

assembled for the 34th annual shindig

nor sold sufficiently on the joys and

pleasures of motion pictures. If any-

thing, the glittering cast of boxoffice

favorites assembled — Rock Hudson,

Burt Lancaster, Jack Lemmon, Joanne

Woodward, Lee Remick, Rosalind Rus-

sell—did little more than go through

the motions of announcing a long and

rather tedious list of minor award win-

ners, with just an "inside" joke or two

to enliven the goings-on.

As one disappointed observer put it:

"It was such a pitiful waste of golden

viewing time (Trendex ratings for the

show were at peaks throughout the

country). For one thing, whoever said

they shortened the time devoted to

minor and technical awards was talking

through his hat. Why, that's all they

had, except for the five songs, until the

big prizes were given out in the last

half hour. And who wants to sit at

home and watch a glamorous movie

star stand stiffly and hand over an

Oscar to a laboratory technician or a

cameraman? Instead of doing away

with the skits and musical numbers,

they would do far better to beef up

that portion at the expense of the

lesser awards. They could just as easily

be presented at a private affair."

Failure to utilize the available talent

certainly was a major shortcoming of

the Academy, which in past years had

come up with some really first-rate

numbers featuring marquee lights of

the first magnitude. In fact, as one ex-

hibitor suggested: "Instead of elimin-

ating the entertainment, they should

have added to it. Why not present song

and dance routines with a dramatic

rendition of some kind. We've got the

best actors in the world, so let's show

them off to the best advantage."

Perhaps even more conspicuous in

their absence were the film clips from

the nominees for best picture award.

Although it was expected that scenes

from each of the top five would be

showcased to dramatize the arrival of

the big moment, the only clips telecast

were two from films up for special

effects honors (even these brief living-

room looks seemed to arouse plenty of

interest). No reason has been offered

for failure to capitalize on the largest

trailer audience in history by showing

them, via scenes from the best pictures,

what lies in store for them at their

neighborhood theatres. And, by all the

laws of good salesmanship, none should

be. Film clips came off handsomely

and proved an excellent institutional

tool at the I960 Oscar show; there

seems no logical excuse for not having

used them since.

Television columnists generally either

(Continual on Pti^e IS)
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IS OSCAR DOING HIS JOH?

(Continued from Page 17)

panned the program or ignored it

altogether. It fact, even some of film-

dom's staunchest supporters among the

newspaper scribes took the movie colony

to task for what a majority termed a

dull display of hardware that lacked

glamour and excitement. Typical of the

criticism were these comments by syn-

dicated columnist Bob Williams: "More
than two hours after the start, the

program ached for something to jolt it

from the doldrums. Every year, I find

myself apologizing for the lumbering

Academy Awards ritual, contending

that its built-in suspense is sufficient to

overcome the stilted ceremony. But

this year the affair generated only

boredom."

Unfortunately, instead of a promo-

tional pitch for moviegoing, there was

emcee Bob Hope. Undoubtedly the best

man for the job, Hope in the past few

shows has, through his barbed remarks,

become something of a detriment to in-

dustry's good name. This year the comic

delivered a particularly deleterious

blow to a cinema sore spot: adult films.

Currently in the throes of maturity, but,

at the same time, forced to proceed

carefully by would-be censors, the movie

business must have groaned collectively

when Hope noted that children now go

to see films about subjects they used to

get slapped for mentioning before.

Also: "When a picture receives a seal

of approval the director says, 'Where
have we failed?' " It is obvious where

his writers have failed, but the question

is, how to go about letting them know.

Maybe, as one movieman suggested,

it is time to deliver this ultimatum to

the Academy: "Don't continue to mis-

use the greatest billboard in the world.

If you want to make Oscar night an

entertaining, exciting pitch for going

out to a movie, drop some of the extra

weight and build up the dramatic and

showmanship muscles of the produc-

tion. If you just want to present awards,

take it off the air and have a banquet."

As for the honors, themselves, dom-
inated by "West Side Story's" 10 Oscars,

they clearly underscored two current

filmic trends: a growing respect among
Academy members for independently-

produced product as against studio-

oriented films, and a new respect for

foreign talent in Hollywood.

Of the six top awards—best picture,

best actor and actress, best supporting

actor and actress and best director

—

every one went to a film of truly in-

dependent origin. Mirisch Pictures'

"West Side Story", turned out for

SCH ELL—BEST ACTOR

LOREN—BEST ACTRESS

release by United Artists, won out for

top prize; Maximilian Schell( "Judg-

ment at Nuremberg") and Sophia Loren

("Two Women") both gained Oscars

for lead roles in independently-pro-

duced pictures. Ditto supporting talent

George Chakiris and Rita Moreno, both

of "West Side." Directors Robert Wise

and Jerome Robbins, who guided the

famous musical, rounded out the list of

non-major studio winners. Significantly,

"The Hustler," a 20th-Fox entry, con-

sidered by artistic devotees to be a gem
from all standpoints—acting, directing,

writing—failed to walk off with a

single important honor.

Likewise, foreign-born Schell and

Miss Loren copped top acting laurels,

the tempestuous Italian beauty becoming

the first woman to earn best actress for

a role in an import.

Oscar continues to be the movie gen-

tleman most widely discussed by the

"outside" world, but the feeling presists

that he might do the industry a real

service by speaking up for his bosses

in a more forceful way.

"QucteJ
"
from thc ncw york critics

FOREVER MY LOVE
(Paramount)

". . . The cold facts in a picture brimming

with warm wholesomeness and almost over-

whelming sweetness are that the performances

range from feeble to broad and the dubbed,

kindergarten dialogue is plain ludicrous . . .

Adults can expect to squirm and gape alter-

nately at an exquisite, genteel juggernaut

moving at a royal snail's pace . .
."

NEW YORK TIMES (Thompson)

". . . The lack of synchronization of lips to

voices is rather disturbing in close-ups . . . The

dialogue as well as the tone of the film is in

the old-fashioned manner . . . May be recom-

mended to anyone wanting a respite from the

grimmer standards set by recent pictures, except

that the respite is not brief . .
."

HERALD TRIBUNE (Beckley)

".
. . Plushly mounted but overlong and very

slowly paced costume drama of 19th Century

court life . .
." JOURNAL-AMERICAN (Pelswick).

".
. . Gorgeous panoply of color, costume and

scenery . . . The experience is a long one, but

should not fail to please all Americans who,

in their heart of hearts, miss the pomp of

royalty and the circumstance of true love which

conquers . .
." POST (Winsten)

".
. . Some of us may choke occasionally on

its heavy sweetness, but it strives only to be

innocently coy and sentimental . .
."

WORLD TELEGRAM AND SUN (Cook)

".
. . Old-timers should be tremulously affected

. . . Only passably dubbed into English . .
."

N. Y. MIRROR (Gilbert)

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR
(Columbia)

".
. . Once the film begins to roll, the excite-

ment won't give you time to bother about minor

implausibilities . . . The most exciting thing of

its kind to come along in many a moon . .
."

HERALD TRIBUNE (Beckley)

"... A straight exercise in melodramatics, a

calculated build-up of menace, mystery and

suspense . . . For those who have not become

exhausted with such fare on the television

screen, there should be a few starts of goose

pimples and a couple of gasps of astonishment

in this film . . ." N. Y. TIMES (Crowther)

"... A devilish demonstration of trickery in

fright and suspense that should scare people

half out of their wits . .
."

WORLD TELEGRAM AND SUN (Cook)

"... A pretty good dangler, certainly better,

much more sensational cinematographically than

the average . .
." POST (Winsten)

". . . As directed by Blake Edwards, the script

frequently goes off on some not too relevant

detours which tend to slow up and prolong the

action, but for the most part it moves well . .

."

JOURNAL-AMERICAN (Pelswick)
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hose of the previous year, according to unaudited figures,

xecutive vice president Max E. Youngstein told a forum of the

Nfew York Society of Security Analysts. He attributed the in-

rease to the "foresight" of the firm's president and chairman

Nicolas Reisini.

Further fruits of that executive vision will be borne, predicted

foungstein, when Cinerama begins to realize a profit of $5,000

jer week from each theatre playing "How the West Was Won"
md "The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm," the first

wo story features in the wide-screen process, co-produced with

vl-G-M (two more attractions are slated to be made in partner-

hip with the major film firm). Plans call for 120 Cinerama

louses here and overseas, which means a weekly profit of

;600,000 from the company's growing production program.

'Grimm" will be released first, world-wide, probably in July

>r August, with "West"' to follow later in the year. Both are in

ate stages of completion.

Youngstein voiced confidence that "Grimm" and "West" will

>ecome two of the highest grossing pictures in the history of

he industry, pointing to the fact that Martin Theatres head

E. D. Martin, on the strength of what he had seen of the two

ilms, is building ten new Cinerama-equipped houses at a cost

)f $10 million. It will be a Cinerama aim to turn out pictures

hat are timeless in content, costuming, etc., so that "we will

lave a residual of blockbuster attractions." Explained the execu-

ive v.p.: "We have learned from Disney and from 'Gone With

he Wind' the value of perennially attractive films. We will

nake pictures that can be brought back again and again. The
itrength of their appeal will be to the family audiences, with-

>ut rejecting either the youngest member or the most sophisti-

:ated. There will be no emphasis on sex, violence or gore."

Youngstein also talked about his company's subsidiary activi-

ies: the acquisition of Cinemiracle from National Theatres;

be "Journey to the Stars" film in the Spacearium at the Seattle

World's Fair; Itinerama; the development of a single Cinerama

ens instead of the three now required, and the planned mar-

keting of a special consumer's still camera.

Film Companies' Profits Improved
By 'Runaway' Production—Value Line

"Prospects for the months ahead are favorable. The higher-

quality motion pictures now in production or release suggest

ncreased attendance at higher prices. Moreover, we do not

expect the proclivity toward more expensive films to reduce

significantly the number of features available for distribution.

Then, too, competition from free television, which has de-

pressed theatre attendance, is believed to be leveling off."

These upbeat conclusions form the sum and substance of the

latest Value Line Investment Survey of the motion picture

industry.

Dwelling chieflly on the impact of so-called "runaway" pro-

duction, the analysis comes up with the observation that the

film companies are profiting through lower costs by shifting

some of their production abroad, and that they will continue

to do so "unless conditions in the U. S. undergo a metamor-

phosis which enables this country to compete effectively for the

production dollar." In either case, Value Line feels, "profits

from motion picture production are in line for a significant

rejuvenation in the years ahead."

Another significant factor favoring the improvement in the

profit outlook of the film companies, the analysis finds is "the

shift of studio bosses from moviemakers to businessmen. With
the resignation of Sol Siegel as head of the M-G-M studio, the

last of the major producers has joined the parade. Those who
emphasized artistic success at the expense of earnings have been

replaced by individuals who promulgated the profit motive

without jeopardizing quality."

Notwithstanding the generally optimistic tenor of the Value

Line analysis, investors are warned that the earnings of movie

companies fluctuate widely on the vagaries of production. "The

success or failure of one feature, particularly a major produc-

tion costing millions, easily counterbalances the trend." And
note is made of the possible drying up of future income

from TV.

Two companies—Decca and Disney—are singled out as

"ranking high for probably year-ahead capital performance."

Two others—20th Century-Fox and National General (for-

merly National Theatres—are cited as offering the "widest

potential capital gains". 20th's motion picture production,

Value Line estimates, will experience a rejuvenation starting

late this year, "and should continue at an unprecedented clip

into th middle Sixties." National General is seen strong in a

variety of diversifications from its theatre business.

The Value Line Investment Survey is published by Arnold

Bernhard & Co.

Trans-Lux Net Up in '61

Trans-Lux Corp. net income for 1961 totaled $567,379) (77c

per share), an increase over the $502,217 (69c) recorded in

1960.

Market Analysts St>e Marie Shares Sauntl

(Continued from Page 10)

mended as an income situation." His view of M-G-M at

the present low price is that of a good buy for those

seeking an intermediate term gain, and he listed 20th

Century-Fox as a "hold".

In his reference to individual companies, Shearson,

HammiU's Mr. Anschel gave a boost to National General

as a company that is rapidly ironing out the kinks that

have retarded its progress in recent years. He also offered

the information that Cinerama is attracting a "strong

sophisticated following in Wall Street." Interest in

Paramount, he stated, has cooled considerably as a result

of diminished enthusiasm for Telemeter, its pay-TV

subsidiary.

Mr. Bell suggested that several industry issues are

cheap at today's prices. Among these, he listed M-G-M at

40 or thereabouts, yielding 5 percent, with "The Four

Horsemen of the Apocalypse" written off, and holding

"tremendous assets in some of its forthcoming releases,

its library of old films and its valuable real estate." He
also cited Decca as "an exciting prospect" Disney as a

"good investment" and United Artists as a "good value".
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The Motion Picture Industry's
'

1962 TRADE SHOW
CONCESSIONS • EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES

Sponsored By

ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS

THEATRE EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS ASS'N. !

THEATRE EQUIPMENT DEALERS ASSOCIATION

in the Brand New Exhibit Hall

Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel

Cleveland, Ohio

DECEMBER 3,4, 5, 1962

A brochure containing detailed information concerning the ALLIED-

TESMA-TEDA 1962 Trade Show has been placed in the mail and should

reach manufacturers, suppliers and concessionaires soon.

INSPECT THE BROCHURE . . .

CHOOSE YOUR SPACE . . .

MAIL YOUR APPLICATION

To: Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association

1501 Broadway • Room 2101 • New York 36, N. Y. • OX 5-7828

Or: Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors

1008 Fox Building • Detroit 1, Michigan • WO 3-9040
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*W&at t&e SJtMumw rfie 'Doom!
MERCHANDISING EXPLOITATION DEPAR TMENT /

J Switches 'Outsider' Ad Campaign

I To Give Curtis Starrer B.O. Lift

The business of planning campaigns far in

dvance of a picture's release may not be as

azardous as trying to pick the winner of the

rish sweepstakes, but in the eyes of the men

/ho people the cinema promotion departments,

t least, it runs a close second. Often working

rom little more than a look at some rushes or

broadly-outlined idea, the admen must fashion

n approach that will attract the largest possible

udience for the film, creating all the while with

le knowledge that early boxoffice results may

rove them wrong and necessitate quick changes

3 keep apace of public taste.

Universal, operating as it does on the theory

iat pre-selling is the most effective method of

aving the way for a picture, must, of necessity,

e ready at the first sign of a turnstile lag to

witch gears and re-design an entire drive, quite

ften completely transforming the original mer-

handising concept. In fact, on some attractions,

be U advertising department maps out two sep-

rate and distinct campaigns even before play-

ates have been set.

It is no trade secret that "The Outsider", the

'ony Curtis starrer for Universal, was not per-

orming very well in early engagements. Mov-

ng quickly to scrap the initial class-oriented,

restige campaign, which was not selling tickets,

J's promotion department switched to an action-

1 hard-sell line, and according to Philip Ger-

rd, Eastern advertising-publicity director, "Our

usiness on 'The Outsider' has improved tre-

lendously with this new approach:"

As Gerard points out: "It's not unusual to

come up with a new campaign, however, it

does not work too often. Our new approach on

'The Outsider', which we always had in mind,

once we gave the picture its prestige launching

through its Academy Award qualifying engage-

ment in Los Angeles, and its New York Trans-

Lux-52nd Street opening, has responded magnifi-

cently. The new campaign highlights the action

and the drama of (the picture), whereas in the

early campaign it was more of a prestige ap-

proach, and was devoted singly to the human

drama pinpointing Tony as Ira Hayes."

From moving, but highly reserved copy like

—

"Forever etched across our proudest history is

the record of Ira Hayes' glory!—and a Tony

Curtis profile as the central piece of art, Univer-

sal moved over to a bolder, harder-hitting drive.

The new selling lines read thusly: "From the

Bottom of Hell to the Top of Iwo Jima!" "It

Plants a Glory-flag Atop All Battle Stories!"

"The Guts 'n' Greatness Story of the Flag-Rais-

ing, Hell-raising Heroes of Mt. Surabachi!"

And the illustrative attack is similarly lively,

explosive war action and battle scenes abound-

ing to breathe life into the leatherneck legend

of that historic incident.

The new ads have become the basis of the

supplementary pressbook, promptly made avail-

able so that most of the theatres across the

country might benefit from the fresh campaign.

Switching promotional horses in mid-stream

is not very often successful, but sometimes it is

necessary to rescue a picture that is bucking the

boxoffice tide. That seems to be the case with

"The Outsider."

Left: original prestige ad. Right: new action approach.

Kinsey-like Case Histories

Key Provocative 'Chapman' Push

If you had any doubts that Warner Bros,

would hide its daring, suburban sex-oriented

"The Chapman Report" behind a facade of

pseudo-scientific promotion, dispel them immedi-

ately. The firm has decided upon a no-holds-

barred, straightforward campaign that will get

the full impact of the Kinsey-like message across

to potential adult audiences throughout the

country.

In fact, in one of the central promotional

pieces of the drive, Warners' is displaying its

defiance of an anti-sex trend among many levels

of the general patronage, aiming, instead, to

capitalize on the tremendous interest in the sub-

ject matter evinced by the 3,000,000 sales racked

up by the Irving Wallace novel on which the

film is based. The WB showmen are dispatch-

ing to exhibitors, newspaper and magazine edi-

tors and radio and TV stations all across the

land a unique portfolio with an equally provo-

cative label: "Case Histories from 'The Chap-

man Report,' a Sex Survey of American

Women."

Each kit contains four "case histories," of the

leading lady characters designed to represent

actual files from sex survey studies. Stamped on

manila envelopes is copy like the following:

"Sarah Garnell (Shelley Winters). Married.

Mother of two. No experience before marriage.

Unsatisfactory relations with husband. Love

fantasies. Clandestine affair with young stage

director. Plans to desert husband and children."

On the top left-hand corner of the cover is an

official-looking snapshot of Miss Winters, and

inside, a far more exciting photograph of the

star and Ray Danton in a revealing bedroom

scene.

Also tailored to arouse plenty of interest

—

and controversy—among opinion-shapers are

the other cases. Naomi Shields (Claire Bloom)

is listed as "Divorced. Artist. Abnormal epi-

sodes in adolescence. Play girl for jazz musi-

cians. Alcoholic. Chronically promiscuous. Acute

guilt and remorse. Suicidal." For Teresa Har-

nish (Glynis Johns): "Married. Husband—
wealthy art dealer. Obsessive interest in sex

and romantic technique. Elaborate marital love

play. Feelings of physical inadequacy. Sensual

curiosity about strange men. Experimental inti-

macy with football player."

Warners all-out push for "The Chapman Re-

port" figures to incorporate this clinical, up-

close look at sex in the suburbs, via a series

of bold ads and widespread publicity and ex-

ploitation geared to <he confidential personal-

files approach. The campaign may very well

incur bluenose resentment in areas where cen-

sorship laws are being pushed. But the firm is

counting on the public's interest in matters of

man-woman to overcome the opposition.
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Tribute from Movie Columnist for

UA Press-Agent: 'He Ain't a Phony'

'BOYS' OH BOY. Above, at dinner before showing of

"Boys' Night Out" at Loew's Capitol, I. to r.: Laurence

A. Tisch, president and chairman of Loew's Theatres;

Mrs. Joseph E. Leu.ne; star Tony Randall; Mrs. Tisch,

and Levine, head of Embassy Pictures, which produced

the film for M-G-M release. Below, producer Martin

Ransohoff greets star Kim Novak at premiere.

50,000 See 'Terror' Trailer

Columbia has cooked up a showcase for its

striking theatre trailer on "Experiment in

Terror" that promises an audience of over

50,000 per day for the next four weeks.

As part of the heavy promotion campaign for

the Criterion (New York) engagement of the

picture, "Terror" is being sold to more than

50,000 commuters per day in Gotham's Grand

Central Station. On the lower level of the

terminal building, a special projection screen

is continuously carrying the trailer on the film.

I. Moritz, c, sales chief Leon P. Blender talk to driver

I. Moritz, c, sales chief Leon Blender talk to driver

of hearse ballyhooing L. A. bow of "The Premature

Burial." The film chalked up big business.

One of the prime requisites of a good press

agent is that he gain the full and unstinting

confidence of the editor with the jaundiced eye,

an elusive accomplishment for many. With
dozens of handouts to place each week, photos

to get into print and, generally, titles of pic-

tures to get before the reading and viewing

public, the publicist must exercise every one of

his p.r. talents to keep the channels to the

editor's desk well oiled and flowing smoothly

with cinema information. If he beats the drums

too loudly, overplays the hyperbole, hails every

film as an Oscar entry, he quickly acquires the

reputation of a phony. On the other hand, the

overly relaxed, all-too-sane approach, might find

him often beaten to the free-space by more

enterprising contemporaries.

Of course, if he builds a solid reputation for

steering writers to the truth and being there

firstest with the mostest, he proves an invalu-

able promotional aid to the film company at a

local level. And, if his name happens to be

Max Miller, United Artists' ever-alert publicity

man for the Philadelphia-Washington area,

he even gets a story written about him by

a big-city movie columnist.

In a recent edition of The Washington Daily

News, James O'Neill, Jr. penned a tribute to

Miller's enegry and veracity under a headline

that must have made the homeoffice promo-

tioneers beam with pride: "About 'Jessica.' New-

Movie Is O.K. if Max Miller Says It Is."

O'Neill's piece about the press agent opened

thusly: "He wears a six-bit heater in his face,

a grey fedora and usually carries a bale of

photographs and canned press releases under

the arm which doesn't wave the heater. The

Schine Exhibitors Plug

Product thru Stunts, Tie-ins

If you have any doubts that the Schine ex-

hibitors are constantly dreaming up new ways

to promote their product, take a look at the

latest issue of Reel News, published by the

circuit's publicity department. It's a tribute

to their strong sense of showmanship. A couple

of the most impressive stunts and tie-ins are

described below:

John Sparling, of the Ashland (Ohio) Thea-

tre, engineered a clever tie-in with a local dy-

cleaning establishment for his showing of

"Mysterious Island." He borrowed a dirigible-

shaped balloon from the store and attached a

15-foot banner to it, featuring copy that plugged

both the playdate and the cleaners.

For his showing of "El Cid", at the Granada,

in Buffalo, manager Joe Garvey developed a

smart tie-up with Sears Roebuck. The famous

store gave him windows for displays in five

of their locations, sent out 40,000 heralds to

their charge customers stressing the fact that

'Cid' tickets would be on sale in their stores.

There also were effective tie-in ads.

Man from Philadelphia who trades, for United

Artists' under the name of Max Miller is one

of the jewels of press agentry. What I mean is,

he ain't a phony. He doesn't shoot from the hip,

or come up late with the information, the

details, the invitations, the angles, the photo-

graphs, the cabs, the waiters or the movie stars

he is paid to promote.

" 'What's the rumble, Maxie?' I wondered.

'Jessica,' it's called. 'It's a religious picture, in

a way. Maurice Chevalier plays a priest. Angie

Dickinson plays a mid-wife. How'd ya like

to use this picture of her ... '{' A rear-end

view . . .

" 'Sorry, Maxie, we're a family newspaper. A
picture like that would cause some raised eye-

brows.'

" 'O.K., so use this one. It's a profile.' The

movie, by the way, will arrive at the Apex,

April 9, and should prove interesting . . .

"Max is not often deluded by producers who

attempt to push off a dog on the public and try

to get a maximum effort from the press. While

he gives away no confidence, Max Miller is just

as apt to tell a producer to go shout down a

rain barrel as he is to lead a reporter by the

nose thru a maze of conventional Hollywood

nonsense."

Obviously, the newspaperman's traditional

wariness of anything that glitters like the tinsel

from movieland is evident in the words of the

Washington scribe. But Max Miller is one

publicist who doesn't have to worry about

getting a fast deal from the press. He's guar-

anteed himself a sympathetic audience every

time he comes around to tell his story.

Rand Joins Embassy
Harold Rand, below, will move over to

Embassy Pictures as director of publicity, effec-

tive April 23. He succeeds Mort Nathanson,

who joins the Myer P. Beck organization. Rand

will withdraw from active participation in the

publicity firm of Blank-Rand Associates. Prior

to that association, he had held publicity posi-

tions with Paramount, Buena Vista and 20th-

Fox. He worked for the latter for eight years.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

January

GEORGE RAFT STORY. THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March

HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/62.

April

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 98 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith

June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID, THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

FRIGHTENED CITY. THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery,

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-

rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
boons, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.

Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart

Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

January

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic, Jany
Clair. Producer Fnnr. ( k0 Thellung. Director Francesko

de Feo. 80 min. 3/19/62.

March

BURN, WITCH. BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 90
min. 4/2/62

PREMATURE BURIAL, THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-

land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan

Poe's story. 81 min.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. Producer Maurice Duke. Di-

rector William J. Hole, Jr. 85 min. 4/2/62.

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Archie Savage, Gaby
Farinon. Science fiction. 79 min.

BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 65 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie

Ray. Science-fiction film. 65 min.

PHANTOM PLANET, THE Dean Fredericks, Colleen
Gray. Science fiction. 82 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,

Serge Reggiani, Gioranna Ralli. Producer Fulvio Luci-

sano. Director Mario Silvestre. War action film.

June

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Alain DeLon, Dorothy Dandridge. Director

Hugo Fregonese.

SURVIVAL Ray Milland, Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon.
Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff. Harold Hough-
land.

July

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent

Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan

Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

GOLIATH AND THE GOLDEN CITY Gordon Scott.

HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price. Producer-Direc-
tor Roger Corman.

MAN CALLED, X THE

STRANGE WOMEN Pier Angeli, Edmond Purdom.

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

April

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian.

Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce. 98 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon. Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.

Producer Walt Disney. Director Norman Tokar Story

of a lonely man, a boy and a champion Irish setter

photopraghed in the Canadian Wilds.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman. Deborah Walley. Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's

misadvantures during a European holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

George Sanders. Producer Walt Disney. Director Robert
Stevenson. Based on the Jules Verne story, "Captain
Grant's Children."

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett,

Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation. M
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michaei Callan, Gar
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schnee
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Rid
ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer M!cha<
Carreras. Director Ouentin Lawrence. 84 min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolore

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pre

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Breeder. Romar
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Cla

Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronir.

Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Osca
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vict

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edwar<

Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Julii

Adams Producer Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDon
aid. 79 min. 3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baiter, Barbara Stanwyck
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 2/5/62.

March

HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Producei

Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang Jef.

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer Sam
Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph 87 min.

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle. Producer

Tom Naud. Director Walter Doniger. Baseball drama

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, Ross'

Martin. Director Blake Edwards. 109 min.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins,

Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederick

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit.

123 min.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd. Rod Steiger. Producer

William Bloom.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding Producer Dino de
Laurentils. Director Guy Hamilton.

Coming

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Ouinn, Silvana Man-

gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean

Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis.

Director Richard Fleischer.

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George

Sidney.

H.M.S. DEFIANT Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony

Quayle. Producer John Brabourne Director Lewis

Gilbert.

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzy

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur. Producer David

Susskind Director David Swift.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-

strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,

Alec Guinness, Anthony Ouinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-

kins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegal. Director

David Lean.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlman. Director

Richard Ouine.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.
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January

LA BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset.

Alfred Adam, Louis de Funet, Christian Marin, Cathe-

rine Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director

Robert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min. 3/19/62

February

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

grin. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.

Version of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/62.

March

IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.

Director Alfred Shaughnessy.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,

.ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black.

Director Robert Day.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,

Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.

Firm version of the Broadway stage play.

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Guillerimin

April

AROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.

IFFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
^onstantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex

loffe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

May
MEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth

Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-

•or John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious

jnderworld of crime.

June

HANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
'roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
riond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a

nan twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

Coming

JN VIE Maria Schell, Christian Marquano, Ivan Desny.
'roducer Agnes DeLahaie. Director Alexander Astruc.

Current Releases
VRMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
D. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
'6 min.

IERNADETTE OF LOURDES IJanus Films) Daniele Ajoret
^adine Al'ari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
iucer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
"0 min.

5IG MONEY. THE ILopert) Ian Carmichael, Belinda
:.ee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

1LACK TIGHTS I Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
ama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
(oland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
Simon Schiffrin Director Terence Young. 116 min.
1/19/62.

ILOODY BROOD. THE ISutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
.ord, Jack Betts.

)AY THE SKY EXPLODED. THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
chmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
)ario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.
)0 min.

iCLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

:VA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

:EAR NO MORE ISutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
'owers. 78 min.

:IVE DAY LOVES, THE IKingsley International) Jean
jeberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
'hilippe de Broca. 86 min.

|IVE MINUTES TO LIVE ISutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
-orester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony Prod.)
Tony Anthony, J. Carrol Naish, Robert Alda, Jeff
Donnell, Lionel Hampton. 82 min.

:RANTIC ITimes Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
''roducer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
nurder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Satsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi. 91 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellfni. Story of corrupt Roman
loclety. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
lEmbassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD lAstor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre
Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
93 min. 3/5/62

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LES PARISIENNES ITimes Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON [Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE ILopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastioiannij Monica Vetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto.
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway. Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International I Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city

life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I Kingsley-lnternational )

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 74 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY IJanus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard. Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN I Show Corporation) Charles
Aznavour, Nicole Courcel, Georges Riviere, Jean Mar-
chat, Lotte Ledl. Director Andre Cayatte. A drama of

men and women in war. 117 min.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International I Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vaner, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

WILD FOR KICKS ITimes Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith.
Producer George Willoughby. Director Edmond T. Gre-
ville. 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

M ET RO -GO LDVVY N- MAYER

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne
Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. I 13 min. 8/21/61.

Nouember

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Plight of a bachelor in a suburban housing
development with predatory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE SupertotalScope. East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone Action spectacle. 129 min. 1/8/62.

MAY SUMMARY
The early May release chart totals

a solid 21, with United Artists topping
the list on the strength of four pic-

tures. 20th-Fox and Pathe-America are

tied for the runnerup spot with three

films, while three companies—Colum-
bia, Warner Bros, and Paramount

—

follow closely, each with two releases.

Five firms— M-G-M, Universal, Allied

Artists, American-International and Con-
tinental—have one ready to go. As yet,

Buena Vista has nothing slated for

next month.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN. THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica, Noelle
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-
ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery. 87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE. THE Ci-
nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieirx. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincents
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

March

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman. Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-
cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/62.

A pril

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Heerlihy. 123 min 4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joe!
McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the I870's. 94 min.

June

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

LOLITA James Mason, Shelly Winters, Sue Lyon. Pro-

ducer James B. Harris. Director Stanley Kubrick. Film

adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-

rier. Adventure drama

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimballst. Director William Wyler. Brb-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charls Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAPTAIN SINBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.
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HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda, Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susun Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 1 0/ 1 6/6 I

.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howa'd, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
diaries Nordoff and James Norrnan Hall.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producers J. G Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. ' Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minn el 1 1 i. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastr-jianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

VIOLENT DAWN Broderick Crawford, Valentina Cartesa
Producer-Director Leonardo Bercovici. Drama-Suspense
story of hostages held by the Nazis.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

November
BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Tourog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min. 3/5/62.

January

ERRAND BOY. THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy. Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker,' Michael
London, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Dirctor Jerry Lewis. 92 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider, Karl
Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka 147 min. 4/2/62.

April

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Georqe Seaton. WW II

esoionaqe drama.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Melodrama.

P"V IS FOH HEROES Bobby Darrin, Fess P-rker, Stevs
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal.

Coming

BECKET Laurence Olivier, Laurence Harvey Producer
Hal B. Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Rose. Direc-
tor Daniel Mann. A society matron becomes a
"bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PATHE-AMERjCA

March

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard AHenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTJM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley, Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
QUARE FELLOW. THE Patrick MacGoohan, Sylvia

Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-
thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER. THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper. Producer-Director Roger Corman. School inte-

gration drama 85 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tom
Whalen, Jr. 86 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

COMANCHEROS. THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,
Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. I 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-

nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-
tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets
to the top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

February

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Peter Marshall, Barbara Eden. Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co.lor.

Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Tom
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King.

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62.

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela Fianklin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based on Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
William Holden, C'i'ton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer Director Leo McC^rey. Drama about two American
priests and a young Chinese girl. 126 min. 3/19/62.

WOMAN HUNT Cinem iScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kent
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea Producer Leonard
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar-
shal terrorizes his town 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer-
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers and
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs by
Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glynis
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.
Remake of the famous classic.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-
lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Peter
Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story of
"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupu-
lous businessman.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope De Luxe Color.
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Luxe
Color Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mark
Robson. Director Philip Dunne. A concentration camp
victim attempts to escape to Israel.

SILENT CALL

July

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Producer-
Director Maury Dexter.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pro-
ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A family
attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

August
FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard
Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey,
Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessica
Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Based
on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Rex
Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowall, Hume
Cronvn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger. Director
Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Gabrielle
Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene Kelly,

Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard
Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, David
Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire army
of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LION. THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hol-

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardis Based on

best-seller.

LONGEST DAY, THE John Wayne, Richard Todd,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken

Annakin.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens.

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of the

tradition and importance of being a Guard

UNITED ARTISTS

October

BOY WHO CAUGHT A CROOK Wanda Hendrix, Don

Beddoe, Roger Mobley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Di-

rector Edward L. Cahn. 72 min. 10/30/61.

PARIS BLUES Paul Newman. Joanne Woodward. Sid-

ney Poitier. Producer Sam Shaw. Director Martin Ritt.

Story of American musicians in Paris. 98 min. 10/16/61.

SECRET OF DEEP HARBOR, THE Ron Foster. Merry
Anders, Barry Kelley. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

tor Edward L Cahn. Screen version of Max Miller's

novel, "I Cover the Waterfront." 70 min. 10/16/61.

WEST SIDE STORY Widescreen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Ruts Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise Fllmi-

ration of Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/12/61

' >>'cember

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-

caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich. Maximillian

Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Clift. Producer-

director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.
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January

GUN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark.
Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 47
min. 2/19/62.

HAPPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Alida
Valli, Gregoire Asian. Suspense-comedy. Producer Joseph
Wiseman. Director George Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/62.

ONE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Pamela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

Wlider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a
group of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor.
Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
nel, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
Frank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success,
"Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley
Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-
tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

February

DEADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
Lowery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
LeBorg. 6? min. 2/5/62.

PROPER TIME. THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
Norma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western comedy.
112 min. 2/5/62

March

CHILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 107
min. 1/22/62..

CLOWN AND THE KID. THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

April

MAGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon.

May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
nell, Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Gordon Douglas. I 10 min. 4/2/62.

Kamala Devi. Producer-GERONIMO Chuck Conners.
Director Arnold Lavin.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier. Angie Dickinson. Pro-
ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel
"The Midwife of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn.

Coming
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director John Fran kenheimer.

CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stephen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
Philip Karlson.

LAND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
Director Leslie Stevens.

MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Director Frankenheimer.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buiiell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

PHAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. I/B/62.

TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

THIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
kins, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
Anatole Litvak.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY, THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

February

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 129 min. 11/13/61.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard AHenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.
Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

April

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

May
DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
105 min. 3/19/62.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Tony Curtis. Producer Stan
Marginles. Director Norman Jewison

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Rock Hudson. Producer
Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,

Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,

Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Producers-
Directors Richard Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn, Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford. Producer Alan Pakula. Director
Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Eiji

Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn Brando, Jud-
son Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip. Producer-
director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogarde John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker. 129 min. 2/5/62.

MAJORITY OF ONE. A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 mm. 11/13/61.

March
COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min. 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angle Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. I 19 min. 3/19/62.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Bryan Foy. Director Crane Wilbur. Drama
about a women's prison. 85 min.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama. 89 min.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Brtck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's best-seller 98 min.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan Producer-Director, Claude
Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated novel
of heroic action and vengeance.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II. 93 min.

Coming

ACT OF MERCY Leslie Caron, David Niven. Producers
Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony Asquith.
Drama of romance and adventure in Latin America.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee

Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GYPSY. Technicolor. Rosalind Russell, Natalie Wood,
Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn LeRoy. From

Broadway musical hit.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-

rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's

Broadway musical hit 151 min.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jane Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director George

Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret

Producer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville

A couple's term of trial in face of charges against

the husband.
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SWEET TALK
ABOUT

SWEET BIRD
ff

"A'* "Excellent ! An Exciting Experience!

Seldom do we see a picture that can boast of

so many electrifying performances, six gems
of characterization, none outshining the

others so much as to dim the general perfec-

tion! Geraldine Page is a great artist!"
— N.Y. DAILY NEWS

"Excellent script, sensitive direction and rare

characterizations. There are Academy (next

time) nominations here."
-CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

"Bristles with all the Williams dynamic power!
This may have the widest audience of any of

his long and unbroken string of movie hits."

-N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"Expertly handled drama! Top notch per-

formances. Geraldine Page lights up the

screen!" -Saturday review

"While the camera is on Miss Page, you are

seeing one of the most acute and unnerving

performances put on film in a long, long time!"
-N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

"Forceful . . . Powerful . . . Full of rich

performances!" -newsweek

"'Sweet Bird' soars to greatness. Stars likely

'Oscar' contenders again."
-FORT WORTH STAR TELEGRAM

Metro - Goldwyn -Mayer presents

PAUL NEWMAN
GERALDINE PAGE

SWEET BIZ

SWEET BIRD
Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer's "SWEET
BIRD OF YOUTH" is making Box-

Office News for exhibitors as it starts its

Blockbuster release across the nation.

NEW YORK (Dual Opening) Capitol business

is the best of any M-G-M attraction since

"Butter-field 8." Sutton sets opening day rec

ord and is continuing its exceptional business!

DALLAS (Majestic) opening tops such out

standing grossers as "Please Don't Eat The
Daisies," "Where the Boys Are" and "Some
Came Running"!

MIAMI (Carib) Opening week tops Easter

Week business of "Gone With The Wind"!

WASHINGTON, D. C. (Capitol) and
ST. LOUIS (State) Opening weeks top "Where
The Boys Are" New Year's business!

BUFFALO (Buffalo) tops "Where The Boys
Are" and "Some Came Running"!

DETROIT (Mercury) tops "Boys" business!

BALTIMORE, (Hippodrome) ATLANTA
(Grand) and SAN ANTONIO (Aztec) top

"Daisies" grosses!

. . . and "Sweet Bird" is just

starting to soar! BOOK IT NOW!

Based onWlljll
the Play IkH\V

TENNESSEE flB
WILLIAMS

CO-STABBinO

SHIRLEY KNIGHT - ED BEGLEY- RIP TORN CINEMASCOP
andMETROCOLOI

WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN
AND DIRECTED BYRICHARD BROOKS

writer-director of 'ELMER GANTRY'
PRODUCED BYPANDRO S. BERMAN

producer ot 'BUTTERFIELD 8'
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VIGM and JOSEPH E.LEVINE present



U shooting is over. . .the shouting begins!

UORLD PREMIERE JUNE 20th

CENTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO

-S'ARRING

ANET BLAIR PATTI PAGE
ESSIE ROYCELANDIS OSCAR HOMOLKA
iA/ RD MORRIS ANNE JEFFREYS

IDWARD DUFF
^EiNPLAY BY IRA WALLACH ADAPTATION BY MARION HARGROVE

5E0 ON A STORY BY ARNE SULTAN AND MARVIN WORTH DIRECTED BY M ICHAE L GORDON
K
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IMCO-FILMWAYS PICTURE
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-TAP<; ZSA ZSA GABOR WILLIAM BENDIX FRED CLARK
STARS:
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What They're Talking About

In the Movie Business

BALABAN TO STOCKHOLDERS. Industryites

are speculating on how Barney Balaban will

explain to stockholders the continuing drain on
Paramount's pocketbook of the pay-TV test

in Etobicoke. He is expected to follow his

now-familiar line of terming it a "noble

experiment" which, while it has reaped no profit,

nor drawn a thundering response from subscribers,

is adding to the understanding of feevee

economics. One fact that becomes increasingly

clear, however, is that Paramount's investment in

Canadian pay-TV is likely to go down the drain,

for if the pay system ever becomes commercially
feasible it will be as an over-the-air system,
and not the costly, cumbersome wired method
into which Balaban has poured so much of his

company's money. In that case, of course, a
whole new set of economic factors will enter the

picture. Even more basic is the growing
conviction in some quarters—including Wall
Street—that if Etobicoke has proved anything,
it is merely that the public displays little desire

to pay for its television fare. That, it

would seem, is the one really concrete result

of Balaban's experiment.
o

BRANDO NOT MUTINOUS. Contrary to

reports that Marlon Brando had refused to do
a few re-takes on "Mutiny on the Bounty",
he will return to M-G-M for that stint as soon
as he completes "The Ugly American" at
Universal. The actor recently saw "Mutiny",
expressed vast enthusiasm, and told Metro studio
officials that he wanted to replay two or three
scenes. Those who have seen a rough print say
Brando gives his finest performance, and sans .

his familiar "mumbling" speech style.

OSCAR ON THE SPOT. Exhibitors in many
areas are beginning to ask the questions asked
in the April 16 issue of Film BULLETIN:
Is Oscar Doing His Job? Despite the usual press

releases emanating from Hollywood to the
effect that this year's Academy Awards telecast

was the "best ever," more and more voices are

expressing doubts as to Oscar's value as a medium
for selling moviegoing to that vast viewing

public. Mrs. Glenn Fliehman, who operates the

Monroe Theatre, in Woodsfield, Ohio, wrote to

the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
complaining of the lack of public interest in the

Oscar show. According to Mrs. Fliehman: "The
evening following this year's telecast, I

questioned, as they came in, persons entering

the theatre to see my screening of 'Flower Drum
Song' and not one was induced to attend
because of some mention made of it on the

Awards show ... A very few watched the entire

telecast, some went to sleep and awoke to

turn off the set before it was over, and others

got bored soon after it started and either switched

channels or went to bed. There was a notable
lack of enthusiasm among my patrons for the

telecast . . . My own opinion of the telecast was:

excluding that talented Hope fellow, Jack
Warner and Joan Crawford, the participants were
walking, talking examples of the adage, a star

is only as good as his director, and most of

the stars who appeared surely needed their

directors . . . From a woman's point of view it was
even a lousy fashion show and the cameras'
swings over the audience were few and fleeting."

A reply to Mrs. Fliehman from National Allied

president Marshall H. Fine also pointed up
exhibition's growing discontent with the dullness

of the Academy show. Said Fine: "I think it is

generally considered that this month's show
was wearisome at best, and I have heard some
rumblings that a change come about for future

years, in the nature of a shorter program, making
it much more taut and eliminating much of the

drabness. I do not feel that this show had even

a small percentage of the glitter and glamour
of most of the past ones; this may have been due,

in large part, to what seems to be Hollywood's
growing apathy over award night. Few of the

top names seemed even to be in attendance

—

indeed, I believe only eight of the twenty
nominated stars were even there." From the

directors of the Virginia Motion Picture Theatre

Association, too, has come criticism of Oscar

night, in the form of a request for "TOA to

conduct a study of the Academy Awards, which

we do not feel are presented in a showmanly
manner." Are you listening, Oscar?

o

SPACEARIUM SHOWCASE. Cinerama officials

are elated by the reception their 360-degree film

process is receiving at the Seattle World's Fair.

Visitors have been jamming the modernistic

Spacearium to stand (there are no seats, just

hand rails, for the 12-minute "Journey to the

Stars" film that completely encircles them on
all sides and above.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

MVA-Dvvvu IMi/ Gets

Appravut in If ##// Si.

Reaction in Wall Street to the proposed consolidation

of MCA and Decca Records appears to be highly favor-

able. The general view, culled from the comments of

several astute analysts, is that the combination of the

huge talent agency and producer-distributor of television

films with the record company and its highly successful

motion picture arm, Universal Pictures, will result in an
extremely formidable entertainment complex.

S. L. Stirling, partner and head of investment research

of Eastman Dillon, Union Securities & Co., terms the

proposal "a satisfactory one for Decca shareholders",

and expresses the opinion that "the resultant company
will represent one of the strongest in the field, providing

stronger diversified earning power."

"The operating advantages of consolidation are many-

fold", comments Bert R. Haas, senior analyst of Value

Line Investment Survey. "Chances are that MCA, upon

disposal of its talent agency, would have ventured into

motion picture production as a competitor of Universal.

At best. Universal might have obtained distribution rights.

Upon implementation of the agreement, Universal will,

of course, be the motion picture producer for the new
entertainment complex, and will draw on MCA's vast

array of talent under contract for television productions.

Note, too, that MCA owns the entire Paramount library

of pre- 1948 films, which Universal will now be in posi-

tion to remake without story costs."

While declining to express an opinion on the merits

of the projected merger at this time, Edward Bloom of

J.
A. Hogle & Co. implies a favorable attitude by noting:

"Let it suffice at this time to say that the achievements

of Decca Records (and Universal Pictures) and MCA
have been quite impressive."

Moody's Stock Survey gave its subscribers this estimate

of the consolidation: "A joining together of the MCA
and Decca Records organizations would create one of

the broadest operations in the entertainment field, em-

bracing records, motion pictures, and TV production and

distribution . . . Integration would help stabilize Decca's

volatile earnings . . . On the other hand, earnings of the

combined companies would be subject to greater fluctua-

tion than for MCA in the past . . . On a pre-forma basis,

we believe, the joint operation could earn $2.50 a com-

mon share in 1962 . . . Acceptance of the offer would

give Decca stockholders a higher dividend immediately,

and should provide them with some longer term benefits."

Movies Continue Downslide in

Generally Depressed Market
Motion picture company stocks, which showed the deepest

decline of any industry for the first quarter of 1962 (they were
down close to 10 percent), continued their slide during the

past two weeks. This bearish trend is in tune with the general

market. At the close April 26 the steel slump had dragged the

Dow-Jones industrial average to the lowest level in almost a

year.

Of the 18 movie issues covered, 13 were down over the past

fortnight, but only a few to any appreciable degree. Biggest

decline was registered by Decca Records (Universal parent),

which continued to zig-zag amid discussion about its pending
merger with MCA. It finished 3Vs orr on the heaviest industry

trading, 93,400 shares. Universal (OTC) jumped from 63!/2
to 66 bid and 68 to 7iy4 asked during the same two-week
session. Wall Streeters were inclined to write off the American
Broadcasting-Paramount and Loew's losses (both dipped 2%)
to generally depressed conditions rather than any specific

operational aspects, since AB-PT's first quarter profit was
down, Loew's first-half figures up.

Paramount slipped 1 point in the wake of its 1961 profit

statement, while Trans-Lux did the same despite an improved
first period. Warner Bros, also was down 1.

Only Disney, currently getting a closer look from some
analysts, made a sizable advance, jumping iy2 ,

possibly the

start of an expected rise as its solid box-office films start to

bring in revenue. 20th-Fox was the only other gainer, up 1^.

MCA-Decca Prospectus Issued

MCA, Inc., will spin off its talent agency and wade into film

production as soon as stockholders of both companies approve

acquisition of Decca Record shares by MCA. This, and the fact

that Milton R. Rackmil, president of Decca and its movie unit.

Universal, will become a director and vice chairman of MCA
upon finalization of the deal, was revealed in a preliminary

prospectus for the latter's offer to buy Decca stock.

Directors of both Decca and MCA already have approved

the merger to be established on the following stock basis: MCA
will exchange one-third of a share of its common and one

share of a new convertible voting preferred for each share

of Decca. The preferred will carry a cumulative annual

dividend of $1.50 (Decca's current rate is $1.20). The pre-

ferred stock will be convertible into one-half share of MCA
common on or after Jan. 1, 1966, when the preferred is redeem-

able at $32.50 a share.

Large-scale entrance into theatrical film-making by MCA is

indicated in plans to build three 14-story office buildings and

three smaller structures at its Revue Studios in Hollywood

—

only part of a multi-million-dollar expansion program. MCA
did not reveal how it will dispose of its talent agency, but

there was talk that it will be sold outright. "Upon acceptance

of the exchange offer the artists representation activities of

MCA . . . will be terminated," according to the prospectus.

"MCA makes no representation as to the amount of the funds

which will be received from the termination." But the company
declared it expects the Decca deal to "balance any adverse

effects" of disposing of the talent agency.

It was reported that another unnamed Decca nominee, in

addition to Rackmil, will become an MCA director, and that

Lew R. Wasserman will continue as president and chief execu-

tive officer and Jules C. Stein as chairman of MCA. Rackmil

will continue to have the right to opt for stock of the com-

bined firms in place of his current option on Decca stock,

thereby giving him options of 35,000 shares of preferred and

11,667 shares of common.

MCA stated that it does not intend to begin paying cash

dividends on its common. "The management of MCA believes

that all funds available to MCA will be required in its busi-

ness," said the prospectus. "MCA thus intends to retain all

(Continued on Page 26)
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Hurt Us All
Stanley Warner executive vice presi-

dent Samuel Rosen recently offered some

excellent advice to managers of his own

circuit and theatremen at large. "Show

good sense and good judgment," he

counseled them, "in the handling of

product."

For while he challenged "this great

hue and cry of censorship that films are

ruining our morals and our children,"

the theatre executive admitted the need

for "every one of you to keep your

skirts clean, both in the type of pictures

you book, and in your advertising." Of

course, he was quick to add that "be-

cause some individual says some film is

immoral doesn't necessarily mean that

it is the case. It is up to you to use good

judgment in your operation."

As have many other responsible mem-

bers of the industry, Mr. Rosen de-

plored the callous fringe operators who
would extract as much as possible from

the business without any regard for its

welfare and stability. According to Mr.

Rosen: "There are operators among us

in distribution and exhibition who are

out to make the fast buck. They play

pictures that shouldn't even be shown

at stag affairs, and advertise them in a

fashion that appeals to the baser in-

stincts of the individual. Thank God,

this doesn't apply to the great majority.

They are the bad apples in a large bar-

rel of good apples."

As Mr. Rosen contends, the initiative

of upholding the status of the theatre

in a community rests solely with the in-

dividual exhibitor. If he elects to play

product of questionable content, and

stress these features in his advertising,

he must do so with the realization that

he runs the risk of bringing down on

his house repercussions from the citizen-

ry at large. Not only would such reac-

tion reflect unfavorably on his own
business operation, but on movegoing

as an institution.

Mr. Rosen's advice truly is worth

heeding by exhibitors everywhere.

A I uluuhie
J* R. Piece
An interesting, and potentially use-

ful, editorial which appeared recently

in the Sidney (Nebraska) Daily Tele-

graph has come to our attention via the

Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.

It is reprinted here with the thought

that it might prove valuable for the the-

atreman to utilize locally as a public

relations piece, and to bring it to the

attention of his town's newspaper editor

and film reviewer for their possible

comment or reprint.

"It used to be that movies were re-

viewed by people who found real fun

in their jobs, but this is long gone. The
professional movie reviewer today is no

longer a movie lover—he has become a

self-ordained intellectual — an expert

on every facet of the entertainment

business.

"Inasmuch as Americans are a race of

sheep who like to be led, the opinions

of so-called experts have a great influ-

ence in our thinking. If Time Magazine

BULLETIN
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doesn't like a movie, we take it for

granted that the picture is lousy so we

don't see it. Meanwhile dozens of won-

derfully entertaining features are flick-

ing across the screen and we sit at home

and watch 1939 pictures on TV which

don't compare with the quality we are

offered at the theatre today.

"This is a form of brainwashing

which we deplore in other countries,

but surrender ourselves without pro-

test. It is propaganda generating from

one man's mind and one man's opinion.

We are led down this path of static

thinking because we are mentally lazy

and refuse to think for ourselves.

"We live in a world of infinite won-

der and beauty and fascination. The cul-

tural riches available to most Ameri-

cans, even to those of small means, ex-

ceed the imaginings of past generations.

A man could spend all of his waking

hours listening to music, reading books

that entertain and instruct and stimu-

late, looking at works of art, and seeing

good movies and yet die leaving much

to be seen and heard and thought about.

"A friend of mine who has been emi-

nently successful in the business world

tells me he goes to a movie when the

pressures of economics become too

great. He finds relaxation and entertain-

ment which he needs to balance the

drive he has developed into becoming

a millionaire. He doesn't go to the

movie to pick it to pieces or find fault

with its talent quality. He is a success-

ful man in his own field and he prefers

to believe that the people who make

movies are successful in their profession

because they know what they are doing.

"So if you are bored with life and

tired of sitting at home and getting

your entertainment from that one-eyed

monster over in the corner, take my

advice. Go see a movie. It will be good

for you. It will remind you of the good

old days when it was easy to be thrilled

and excited."
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THE VIEWS DF A PROMINENT PRODUEER-DIREETOR

Stanley Kramer Speaks Out

The following interview with pro-

ducer-director Stanley Kramer, cov-

ering a wide range of current motion

picture problems, was conducted by

Donald McDonald, Dean-elect of the

College of Journalism of Marquette

University, for the Center for the

Study of Democratic Institutions.
STANLEY KRAMER

Q. Mr. Kramer, I think you once

said that the reason you are directing

as well as producing your own pictures

is because you wanted to "preserve the

integrity of your dream." What did you

mean by that?

KRAMER: The big difficulty in mak-

ing a film is that it represents the work
of many people. When I say "big dif-

ficulty," that is not to deprecate the

contributions to the film made by mem-
bers of the many artistic crafts. This

difficulty is peculiar to the making of a

motion picture itself. Because so many
people do contribute to it, the final

result is never exactly what the origi-

nator or the "dreamer" of the project

envisioned.

Q. You say this is peculiar to the

motion picture?

KRAMER: Yes. Contrast it to what
happens in, say, a painting. A painter

doesn't hang his painting until it is

exactly as it was in his mind's eye. He
can scrape it and change it and fix it

until it is exactly as he saw it in his

mind. Not so with a film. It is never

exactly as you saw it because the musi-

cal conductor in his emphases and in

the way he handles his orchestra, the

writer in the writing of the dialogue

itself, the cameraman in the lighting of

the scene—all of these affect the film.

By directing as well as producing a

film, one can put across a good part of

this and come closer to producing the

film as it was originally conceived.

Q. The ivhole implication here is that

film-making is a creative process and,

if it is, then the creator has to be in

control of it from beginning to end.

KRAMER: Many people in film-mak-

ing are, in my opinion, doing a dis-

service by referring to it as an industry

and by insisting that it is nothing but

an industry. They have limited the area

of the work; they have put an arbitrary

ceiling on the effort. Film-making is

creative, it is an art form. I think one

of the difficulties in which we find our-

selves today is that we have limited our

range, our field of vision, and therefore

we have limited the things we are will-

ing to go after as subject-matter. As a

consequence we have lost a good part

of our audience.

Q. Someone has described film-mak-

ing as an "industry married to an art

form." You cant' get away from the

industrial aspect of it, can you; the

economic necessities involved in mak-

ing piins?

KRAMER: No. You can get away

from the industrial only by embracing

it. I am for that love affair, the mar-

riage of the art with the industry, as

long as the art is the dominant and

controlling partner in the marriage.

Q. Since you have become a director

of your own films, how well have you

been able to control this creative

process?

KRAMER: I was always able to con-

trol it pretty well, but now I am con-

trolling it more directly. How well?

I would say not very well on some
occasions, and as well as could be ex-

pected on others. I am limited by the

range of my own abilities, which are

hard to approximate and which cer-

tainly cannot be approximated by me.

Q. I agree; it is like asking someone
how "competent" he is.

KRAMER: Yes. I really don't know.

My excursions in my last four films pro-

vided, I hope, entertainment, excite-

ment, and provocative comment. The

Defiant Ones, Inherit the Wind, On the

Beach, and Judgment at Nuremberg are

films that would have to be judged by

others and perhaps at a later date. But

I am convinced in my own mind that in

no instance will they be dated with the

passage of time. They are too much
involved with large issues that will

always be with us.

Q. Do you have a philosophy of mo-

tion-picture making that would account

for your making this kind of film?

KRAMER: I have absolutely no phil-

osophy on film-making. I think a phil-

osophy in itself suggests a definition

of approach, and the worst possible

thing in this work is to have a defini-

tion of approach. Right now I am doing

a comedy. It was written by William

Rose, who wrote Genevieve. It is a good

change of pace. But I had never really

considered that I would not do a

comedy or a musical or any other kind

of entertainment. It so happens that in

these last few years I became involved

with subject-matter in which there is a

good deal of contention.

Q. Perhaps motion pictures, like the

theatre, have lost the universality, the

treatment of universal themes, that

could bring audiences back. Would you

say a return to universality is essential

to the come-back of the film?

KRAMER: I don't know how any-

thing is going to make its come-back.

I don't know whether it really went

away at all. It is possible for something

to be slumbering and never to have left

the premises. If it is slumber, I don't

know what the awakening process is.

But I do shy clear of definitions. I am

afraid of them. They are in the same

category as generalizations. The thing

itself suffers from the very weight of

its being defined. My feeling is that a

film is an art form that it footloose

and fancy free, that you take it as it

comes, and if you feel emotionally it is

going to make a piece of entertainment,

that it is going to be an excitement, you

go ahead and make it—without the

definition.

Q. You make, then, what pleases you

and appeals to you rather than putting

your ear to the ground and . . .

KRAMER: Yes. Any creative person

worth his salt does what pleases him

(Continued on Page 20)
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

in association with

Seven Arts Productions

will present in June

the long awaited

James B. Harris and

Stanley Kubrick's

LITA

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents in association with SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS JAMES B. HARRIS and STAI

PETER SELLERS qu ilty" And IntroducingSUE LYON "Site" Directed bySTANLEY KUBRICK Screenplay byVLAC



HP

FOR PERSONS OVER 18 YEARS OF

BUCK': LOU IA s^JAMES MASON • SHELLEY WINTERS
llOKOV based on his novel "Lolita" Produced byJAMES B. HARRISm usic composed and conducted by Nelson Riddle Lolita Theme by Bob Harris

Original Soundtrack Recordu

on MGM Records

•
Approved by the Production

Code Administration



Poor Pairing

Well, now that Easter is tidily gone, I must say it presented

plenty of problems for the would-be moviegoers who happen

to be part of my family. The number of pictures of interest to

the youngsters—and also of acceptable quality—was hardly too

extensive in my neck of the woods. And at least one of the

best of the attractions labored under the very serious handicap

of being double featured with another offering which our local

papers characterized as being among the worst of many a year.

That brings me to my theme for the day. Anybody is entitled

to make a mistake, particularly in private; but why do some
pictures which smell to high heaven get attached to decent film

fare and smell up the joint? Forgive me if my language is

indelicate. The subject itself is of matching indelicacy.

I contend that this sort of practice is harmful to the movie

business. I do not contend that it is a practice of producers

who make an honest mistake—men who set out to make a

decent picture but somehow came a cropper—but rather of

deliberate manufacturers of junk. I contend that there are pic-

tures being made today by "quick-buck" producers with an

absolute contempt for any artistic or dramatic standard, simply

because they know they can always find refuge in the bottom

half of a double bill. (And in these days of product shortage

the picture that can't get on a double bill is rare indeed.)

I can understand the economic pressures which may make it

necessary to release a disgracefully bad film. I may not condone

this as a general industry practice but I can understand it. What
I cannot understand is why the botch is affixed like a blighting

fungus to a perfectly good running mate. There is no question

but that the good picture brings in people who would never

go to see the junky second feature—and thereby the second

feature gets income it would never attain on its own. But what

about the poor unfortunates who have to sit through it, while

waiting for the film they came to see? What about the bad taste

it leaves in their mouths? What about the exasperation at the

time it has wasted, the artistic sins it has committed?

0
A gentleman who knew his drama commented some cen-

turies ago that the evil men do lives after them while the good

is oft interred with their bones. As I seem to recall saying in

this space previously, the evil that pictures do is apt to be

remembered long after the good is forgotten. The worse the

picture, the more likely that its offenses will be remembered.

How often, for example, has a friend of yours remarked, about

a double feature he has just seen, that the main picture was

good but "Oh brother, what a stinker they had with it?" And
doesn't he, as often as not, proceed to tell you about the

stinker rather than about the satisfactory film?

There is no doubt that a large segment of the erstwhile

movie-going public—the public which used to go regularly

to the neighborhood theatre—has been disenchanted not merely

because of television, not merely because of the rise of bowling

or evening shopping, but largely because they haven't found

a convenient way to see good pictures without also having to

see bad companion features. The average moviegoer, 1 believe,

will try adjusting his moviegoing timetable a few times to the

schedule of the local double feature house; but after a while,

he gets fed up with having to go to the theatre earlier or later

than the usual 8 to 9 PM. In my own family, more than once,

we have started out for the movies and changed our minds

when we found out that we would be coming in right at the

beginning—or even in the middle—of the current horror be-

fore we could see the film we wanted.

When a manufacturer finds a particular product is sub-

standard, or a retail store does, the product is not forced on the

customer. It is either thrown away, sold for scrap or put on sale

at bargain prices. When a stage play is no darned good, it

doesn't find salvation by being double featured. It just closes.

When a book is a failure it is remaindered. But the movie

people don't face up to this problem. When a picture is no

good—no darned good at all—they still insist on selling it to

the customers as part of a double feature at regular prices.

They force it on the customers.

0

It seems to me that the motion picture industry is absolutely

unique in the way it allows its incompetents to hitchhike on

the talents and wares of its most accomplished movie makers

and marketers. Perhaps there should be more people in exhibi-

tion and distribution willing to stand up and say, "No, this

picture is too good to be doubled with a piece of junk." Per-

haps there should be more of a concerted move back to single

features. But whatever there should be, there should most

assuredly not be guaranteed playing time for any old picture

just because it happens to be around. The industry must have

the guts to say "no" and bury its creative mistakes, instead of

palming them off on unsuspecting customers.

I have heard many people comment that while there are

quite a few good movies these days, there are more really bad

pictures than ever before. I don't think this is true. I think that

what is happening is that bad pictures are being forced down
the throats of the subsequent run audience more than—or at

least as much as—at any time in movie history.

0

I happen to go to the movies without much pattern to my
moviegoing. Sometimes I go to a downtown first-run. Some-

times I go to a neighborhood theatre. Too often for comfort,

I am unable to go to some of the neighborhood theatres because

they are double billing a picture I have seen with another I still

want to see. And strangely enough, this seems to happen with

two pictures that interest me—never with a pair of what I

would regard as duds. The duds most of the time seem to

pair up with each other; but every now and then our local thea-

tres come up with a combination that is an absolute beaut.

For example (and forgive me if I don't mention titles, for the

sake of peace), one of the double bills in my neighborhood as

these lines are written pairs up what may well be the year's

most sophisticated and certainly the year's glossiest Hollywood

comedy—a darned good one—with what appears to be a

routine Western (at least it has a routine Western hero.) The

Western would never appeal to sophisticates, but should be

fine for kids; the sophisticated comedy is most assuredly not

for kids. Maybe this is smart booking. I doubt it.

As a father who has taken his children to a double feature

where they wanted to see one picture and I wanted to see the

other, I can testify that this is not a satisfactory arrangement.

I don't know how much I squirmed through their film, but

they certainly made life miserable through mine. But even that

is good compared to the kind of picture that has the kids

agreeing with papa that it's not worth sitting through, even

though they want to see the other half of the bill. If I may

paraphrase Gresham's Law, bad pictures drive good customers

out of the market.
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^ when this gal comes into town ^

that town is turned around

and everything is

irned upside down

vith this gal around



"tkeati-eA Adopting ClaAAifocatfon Technique*

Beating Censors to the Puneh

At the same time enterprising exhib-

itors are fighting would-be censors

tooth and nail to defeat proposed reg-

ulatory legislation wherever it may
arise, they are beating the bluenoses at

their own game by classifying product

from within. More and more theatre-

men all across the country are turning

to one form or another of self-initiated

categorization of pictures for the infor-

mation and edification of their patrons.

In most cases, it's working—i.e., stilling

the parental cries for outside assistance

in selecting proper films for their chil-

dren.

Many times, too, self-classification

has proved its worth on a broader scale,

quieting the citizenry's clamor for cen-

sorship to prevent "conscience-less" ex-

hibitors from "luring our kids to dirty

movies."

Latest to turn to a system of grading

pictures in his houses is Mitchell Wolf-

son, head of the Wometco (Fla.)

theatre chain. A past president of TOA,
Wolfson currently is a member of the

exhibitor organization's Production

Code Liaison Committee, which is try-

ing to establish a nationwide method

for exhibitors to rate films uniformly

for their customers (through informa-

tion supplied by the TOA Film Con-

tent Informational Service). But mean-

while, possibly realizing that uniform-

ity of thought throughout the country

is somewhat idealistic, Wometco has

inserted a "Wometco Rating" designa-

tion in all its cinema ads in news-

papers, on radio and TV, and in the

theatres on trailers of forthcoming at-

tractions.

The ratings are: A—strictly adult

entertainment; AM—adults and mature

young people, and OK—good enter-

tainment for all. According to Wolf-
son, the system "is not designed to

grade the entertainment value of the

movie but rather is designed to guide

parents in selecting movie choices for

their children." The guide to the

Wometco ratings is placed at the top of

each overall Wometco movie ad, with

the individual symbol appearing in the

framework of each specific ad adjacent

to the title.

Each week a committee meets in-

ternally at Wometco to prepare a list

of ratings on each picture booked to

play at one or more of the chain's

houses. Careful attention is paid at

these conferences to classification given

by other groups, such as the Protestant

Motion Picture Council, the National

Congress of PTA, the Legion of De-

cency and the Federation of Motion

Picture Councils. The rating decided

upon will then appear in every ad, no

matter what the medium. The symbols

are so standardized that they are easily

recognizable and readily seen by read-

ers and viewers. The thinking behind

the Wometco service is that it will

silence the complaint frequently heard

that the movie title alone often does

not provide any clue as to the content

of the picture. "We're opposed to cen-

sorship," Wolfson hastens to explain.

"It is our feeling that parents are the

best judge of what movies they want

their children to see. The Wometco
rating should help them in making

their selection."

Wolfson adds this footnote analysis

of adult-oriented cinema themes: "Hol-

lywood has about completed the cycle

of so-called 'problem' pictures simply

because the over-saturation of off-beat

themes is not paying off at the box-

office. As more and more parents exer-

cise 'home censorship' there will be a

return to the type of movie that Wo-
metco rates 'OK'—good entertainment

for all."

Wolfson's rating method is similar

to the one employed by Albert M.
Pickus for his Stratford (Conn.) Thea-

tre, with one variation. As the board

chairman and former president of TOA
explains it: "I, personally, in my own
theatre, practice voluntary ratings—not

because conditions dictate it but because

I feel my patrons are entitled to it. I

tell my patrons, through my newspaper

ads and lobby displays, how the Mo-
tion Picture Association's Green Sheet

rates the pictures I play. Many other cir-

cuits and individual theater owners

around the country are also voluntarily

rating their pictures in the same man-

ner."

Perhaps a good example of public

reaction to the guidance provided by

their local theatremen is this comment
penned by "Mother of Five" to the

Bridgeport Post: "I commend the Strat-

ford Theatre for its movie advertising

in the Post. It means much to a mother

to know whether a picture is for adult

or family consumption. It also is good

to note that adult movies are adver-

tised with taste. My friends and I are

going out of our way to patronize that

theatre. Let's patronize a theatre that

doesn't compromise taste for sales."

As one midwestern exhibitor de-

scribes his own situation: "At first, I

thought that this rating service for

patrons was downright poor business,

that it would scare away a good part of

my gross. But when I started to hear

some of the community leaders asking

for a town meeting about our kids see-

ing these adult films, I decided to try

classification as a last resort. I made
sure word of my grading system, which

is a simple one, got around to the right

people. You'd be surprised at the really

favorable response. Church groups and

community organizations have followed

through by posting the symbols I use

in their meeting places. If anything, my
house is drawing better crowds than

before, and censorship seems to be a

forgotten word around here. I intend

to keep it that way."

Outside of the exhibition field, pro-

ducers and distributors still are split on

the merits of self-classification. There

are those, whether it be for reasons of

boxoffice stimulation or another, who
have demanded that "adults only" be

stamped on all advertising for their

particular picture. At the same time,

many fear any rating system as an auto-

matic revenue slicer that will eliminate

large segments of patronage. Still others

ask, who is to decide what audience

my film is best suited for?

The answer to that question—and,

indeed, the entire problem of classifica-

tion—may have been summed up best

by the operator of a large eastern cir-

cuit, who said recently: "It's true that

the producer is reluctant to have a total

stranger put an audience stamp on his

creative effort. But we must not forget

that this is a business, too. That

stranger is just as anxious to see the

film become a smash success as the man
who made it, because he is a theatre-

man, whose major objective is to see

the produce he plays make money at

the boxoffice. He, better than anyone

else in the industry, knows the popula-

tion of his town, its beliefs and mores,

who will react best to a certain picture,

etc. Good-will gained by informing the

public directly what type product is

available far outweighs, say, the child

admissions lost on a strictly adult at-

traction. They will be returned to the

exhibitor a hundred fold in future

attendance at all of his shows."
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she's delightful...

she's delicious...

she's an EYE-FILLING
TICKET-SELLING

BOMBSHELL!

Her name is...

and she's in a most mischievous motion picture!

Filmed on the shores of
the beautiful blue Mediterranean-

it's Jean Negulesco's romantic
successor to "Three Coins

in the Fountain"! UM
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Fox-Ponti Deal
Twentieth-Fox president Spy-

ros P. Skouras announces that

his firm will distribute Carlo

Ponti's production of "The Con-

demned of Altona," while Ponti,

C, and Fox vice president

Charles Einfeld listen at home
office press confab. The pro-

ducer revealed that the film will

star Sophia Loren and Max-

imilian Schell, this year's Oscar

winners.

Newsmakers

Seek Gov't. Help in Solving Runaway Problem

The joint labor-management committee on

"runaway production" has agreed to turn

to the U. S. Government for help in solving

the Hollywood hiatus created by the trend

toward filming overseas. A statement issued

by H. O'Neil Shanks and Charles S. Boren,

co-chairmen of the group, noted that "it has

been apparent to both labor and manage-

ment that this is a difficult and complicated

economic situation that cannot be solved by

any quick or drastic remedy. Undue opti-

mism over the possibility of any major

immediate results in the effort to increase

domestic production would be unrealistic."

The committee, nevertheless, proposed a six-

point program: (1) a petition to the Small

Business Administration seeking a change in

the current SBA policy againsst making loans

to communications industries; (2) a call for

legislation to limit Federal tax exemption

for Americans living abroad; (3) support

for Federal legislation permitting the spread

of income over a period of years for "per-

sons engaged in activities (acting, etc.) in

which earning power is relatively brief and

spasmodic;" (4) support for measures

"aimed at reducing extravagant tax free

expense allowances given to creative per-

sonnel working abroad;" (5) efforts to re-

move unfair trade barriers and competitive

disadvantages handicapping American pro-

duction, and (6) a cooperative analysis of

cost differentials between Hollywood and

foreign film centers.

Ask House Probe Films

Identical resolutions calling for establish-

ment of a nine-member special committee

of the House of Representatives to investi-

gate motion pictures were introduced re-

cently by Reps. Kathryn E. Granahan (D.,

Pa.) and George M. Wallhouser (R., N.J.).

The speaker would appoint committee mem-
bers. The proposed government arm would

have suppena power, the right to require

attendance of witnesses and the production

of records and other documents. Its report

would include recommendations. The reso-

lutions call for the committee to "conduct

a full and complete investigation and study

of the problem of obscenity, lewdness, sala-

ciousness, immorality in connection with the

production, distribution and exhibition in

the United States of motion pictures and

in connection with advertising related

thereto."

TOP's First Meeting
National exhibitor leaders were among

the speakers at the newly-organized Theatre

Owners of Pennsylvania's first general mem-
bership meeting in Philadelphia. TOA presi-

dent John H. Stembler, feeve foe Philip F.

Harling, circuit chief Walter Reade, Jr.,

TOA general counsel Herman Levy and

Maryland TOA topper John Broumas ad-

dressed the meet.

Levine, Loren, Oscar
Embassy Pictures' peripatetic president Jo-

seph E. Levine traveled halfway around the

world, from Hollywood and New York to

Rome, to present to Sophia Loren the Oscar

she won for her best-actress performance in

"Two Women."

Plan Kennedy Salute
Planning the birthday party for President

Kennedy are Arthur B. Krim, r., president of

United Artists and co-chairman of the May
19 Salute to the President, and, from the

left: composer Richard Adler, executive pro-

ducer of the Madison Square Garden gala;

Jean Dalrymple, talent coordinator, and Earl

Blackwell of Celebrity Service.

Astor Pictures executives salute "La Dolce

Vita" on the first anniversary of its New
York premiere. Left to right: Mario de

Vecchi, vice president; L. Douglas Netter,

Jr., head of Astor International, and sub-

sequently appointed executive v. p. of the

parent firm; president George F. Foley, and

Dr. Alfred H. Morton, chairman of the

executive board.

Rock on the Road

One of the most showmanship-con-

scious stars in the industry, Rock
Hudson always is willing to hit the

hustings to promote his pictures and

deliver a strong pitch for moviegoing

as well. Here he is seen displaying the

"Star of the Year" award presented

to him by the United Theatre Owners
at the annual Show-a-Rama in Kansas

City. Also showing off his hardware
for outstanding directorial achieve-

ment is Delbert Mann, who will team
with Rock in Universale "A Gather-

ing of Eagles."
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"Geronimo"

Sututet* T£ati0tf Q Q Plus

Rousing tale of Indian chief's fight for his people's
rights. In color. Cast headed by 'Rifleman' Connors.
Good action entry.

Geronimo and his band of 25 Apaches are on the march
again as they take on 5000 U.S. Cavalrymen in this rousing

United Artists release in Panavision and Technicolor. With
TV's Chuck ("The Rifleman") Connors providing some mar-

quee lure, and plenty of rough-riding and gun-play, business

prospects look for the action market. Producer-director Arnold
Laven whips up ample excitement as Connors and his Apaches
go through double-dealings by the whites on Arizona's San
Carlos reservation, their escape, and the all-out war against the

United States for the purpose of arousing national interest in

the plight of the tribe. Connors is physically impressive as the

legendary Indian leader, and good support comes from Kamala
Devi, the educated Apache girl Connors takes for his wife,

Ross Martin, hereditary chief of the tribe, and Pat Conway,
the sadistic Cavalry Captain who makes a personal campaign
out of trying to destroy Geronimo. Pat Fielder's screenplay

finds a bitter Connors and 25 followers escaping from San
Carlos after they learn that the land they have tilled is going

to be sold to cattlemen. After spending many lonely nights in

his Mexican mountain hideout, Connors risks his life by going
back to the reservation and carrying off Miss Devi. The Apache-

Cavalry fighting increases, and Miss Devi, now bearing Con-
nors' child, sees only starvation ahead. Connors scornfully

rejects her pleas to surrender, holding out for intervention

from Washington. Conway finally locates the hideout and
turns a cannon on the outnumbered Indians. A military party

arrives at the scene of battle and inform Connors that Wash-
ington is ready to sign a new treaty recognizing Apache rights.

His objective achieved, Connors surrenders.

United Artists. 101 minutes. Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi Pat Conway Produced
and Directed by Arnold Laven.

"Safe at Home!"

With Mantle and Maris giving it a lift, this entry from
Columbia should appeal to sports fans, youngsters.

Exhibitors should reap fair profits out of this sentimentalized

baseball quickie opening around the country in time for the

1962 season. Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris supply the proper

boxofnce lure for baseball devotees, and backed by an aggressive

promotion campaign on the part of Columbia, "Safe at Home!"
shapes up as an OK dualler for the general market. Sports buffs

will probably register disappointment over the brief appear-

ances of Mantle and Maris, but there's compensation in the form

of some good spring training sequences, and an amiable per-

formance on the part of little Bryan Russell, a Little Leaguer

who pretends he's palsy-walsy with Mickey and Roger. Under
Walter Doniger's direction there are also pleasant performances

by Don Collier, Russell's widowed father, Patricia Barry, the

girl he hopes to marry, and William Frawley, a not-really-so-

irritable Yankee coach. Sports fans also get a look at Yankee
manager Ralph Houk and pitcher Whitey Ford. Robert Dillon's

screenplay finds Russell's teammates demanding proof of

Russell's friendship with Mantle and Maris. The lad runs away
to the Yankee training camp at Fort Lauderdale, but Mantle

and Maris refuse to help him on the grounds that it's wrong
to lie. Russell returns home and confesses his falsehood, but

all ends happily when the Little Leaguers are invited to play

ball with the Yankees, courtesy of Mantle and Maris.

Columbia. 83 minutes. Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris, Bryan Rusself. Produced by
Tom Naud. Directed by Walter Doniger.

"Big Red"

"gcuUeM "RatOt? O O Plus

Disney combines boy, dog and handsome Technicolor

production for typical live-action entry for kid trade.

Bearing the typical Walt Disney touch, handsomely photo-

graphed in Technicolor along the banks of Quebec's St.

Lawrence, and peppered with amusing antics concerning the

relationship between a young boy and a handsome Irish setter,

"Big Red", will prove a good dualler for family consumption.

It's just right for the youngsters—warm, poignant and unfolded

on the simple level little ones can identify with. The lush

scenery and Big Red are the film's true stars, although good
performances are turned in by Walter Pidgeon, as a lonely

gentleman dog breeder, and 14-year-old newcomer Gilles

Payant, the orphan lad who helps Pidgeon become a lot more
human. Norman Tokar's brisk direction gives the canine ample

opportunity to display his many amusing talents, and there's

a fairly exciting climax where dog and mountain lion fight it

out atop a rocky gorge. Louis Pelletier's screenplay, from

James Kjelgaard's books, finds Payant going to work for

Pidgeon exercising the champion setter. Boy and dog become

so close Pidgeon is forced to separate them. Payant leaves

Pidgeon, while Red and his mate, Mollie, escape into the

rugged pine country. Showdog Red is unable to hunt game
for Mollie, who is heavy with pups, but Payant comes along

in time to save the day. Pidgeon, worried about Payant, sets

off on horseback to find him. His horse rears when he gets the

scent of a mountain lion, and Pidgeon is thrown into a gorge.

Red holds off the cat until Payant can finish him off with a rifle.

Pidgeon, Payant, and the entire Setter family happily return

to Pidgeon's house.

Buena Vista. A Walt Disney Production. 93 minutes. Walter Pidgeon, Gilles

Payant Produced by Winston Hibler. Directed by Norman Tokar.

"Cash on Demand"

SutiHCte 7ZaU*tq © Plus

Engrossing British crime meller. OK dualler.

From England comes this tightly-knit little crime film dealing

with an almost-perfect robbery of a provincial bank. A Colum-

bia release, it will fill the dualler slot in the action-ballyhoo

market. Thanks to Quentin Lawrence's taut and suspenseful

direction, some excellent performances, and an intelligently

developed David T. Chantler-Lewis Greifer screenplay, viewers

are bound to conclude that for once the bad man is going to

"get away with it." The situation revolves around a sophisti-

cated robber who gains entrance into the bank manager's office

by posing as an insurance investigator, then persuades the

manager to assist in the robbery and get-away if he wants his

wife and son to remain alive. What gives this familiar plot a

sense of freshness is the degree of credibility accompanying

each step in the robber's scheme. Peter Cushing is the martinet

manager, Andre Morell, the apparently infallible robber, and

Richard Vernon the employee about to be canned by the

pragmatic Cushing. Cushing finally agrees to help Morell load

the money from the vaults into several suitcases. Morell leaves,

but warns Cushing not to notify the police for an hour. A
bank aide, checking on Morell, discovers he is an imposter and

informs the police. The police apprehend Morell and Cushing

pleads with them to let Morell go to insure the safety of his

family. When the police prove that Cushing's family is safe,

Cushing finds himself an accomplice to the crime. His employ-

ees vouch for his honesty and Morell finally lets him off the

hook. Cushing promises to be more understanding in the future.

Columbia. 77 minutes. Peter Cushing, Andre Morell. Produced by Michael

Carreras. Directed by Quentin Lawrence.
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'Experiment in Terror"

ScuineM ^cUiny O O Plus

Good suspense-thriller in the Hitchcock vein. If ex-

ploited, should do well above average in general

market.

"Experiment in Terror" is a tightly-knit suspense-thriller

that should delight mystery addicts. It tells how a pretty young
bank teller is coerced into embezzling $100,000 from her bank

by a sinister psychopathic ex-convict, and if Columbia backs

it with aggressive promotion, it could pile up some good
grosses in the general market. Glenn Ford and Lee Remick
supply the marquee weight, and producer-director Blake

Edwards, who directed the frivolous "Breakfast at Tiffany's",

here displays a Hitchcock-type flair for goose-pimple fare.

In "Terror", he immediately produces a chilling mood—the

culprit traps Miss Remick in her garage and orders her to steal

the money if she wants her younger sister to remain alive.

By slowly revealing the criminal's identity, and allowing the

F.B.I, to run into one blind alley after another, Edwards has

put together a skillful campaign of terror. And he brings

everything to a gripping chase climax in a San Francisco

baseball park. Location lensing and an off-beat background
score by Henry Mancini are definite production pluses. Miss
Remick effectively conveys the various moods of a young lady

caught in a web of terror, while Ford quietly brings off the

shrewd F.B.I, agent dedicated to protecting Miss Remick and
tracking down the criminal. Good support is supplied by

Stefanie Powers, Miss Remick's sister; Patricia Huston, one of

the culprit's murder victims, and Ned Glass, an informer who
surreptitiously tries to help Ford. Ross Martin is appropriately

menacing as the warped ex-convict. The Gordons script, based

on their novel, "Operation Terror," finds Ford finally establish-

ing Martin's identity. The latter kidnaps Miss Powers and
holds her prisoner until Miss Remick leaves the bank with the

money. Ford finds Miss Powers unharmed, then races to the

ball park where Martin is to rendezvous with Miss Remick.

Martin is cornered while trying to escape, and shot to death on
the playing field.

Columbia. 123 minutes. Glenn Ford, Lee Remick. Stephanie Powers. Produced
and Directed by Blake Edwards.

"Five Finger Exercise"

3W*e44 Rati*? O O
Disappointing version of stage success will draw only

moderate b.o. in general market.

Peter Shaffer's award-winning play about a self-devouring

family trapped in a web of non-communication reaches the

screen as an artistic disappointment and a commercial property
of dubious value. Where the play overflowed with subtlety and
sensitivity, Frederick Brisson's production lacks plausibility and
conviction, and is, at times, heavy-handed. Boxoffice returns

will depend strongly upon the drawing power of Rosalind
Russell, Oscar-winner Maximilian Schell, Richard ("West Side

Story") Beymer and Jack Hawkins. Strongest response should
come from the less discriminating fern trade. Director Daniel
Mann's attempt to create an atmosphere of personal interplay

fails to integrate the individual threads into a harmonious,
dramatic whole. The film's major flaw stems from the fact that

the performers are unable to create honest and believeable

characterization. Miss Russell is too flighty and neurotic as

the selfish, ambitious, culture-conscious mother who delights

in ridiculing her crude, self-made husband in front of their

children. Hawkins appears overly boorish as her up-by-the-boot-

straps husband who doesn't know how to communicate with

his children. Beymer lacks conviction as the sensitive son slowly

being destroyed by his parent's clawing at one another. Annette

Gorman is just another teen-ager poised happily on the

threshold of maturity. Schell comes off the best as the com-

passionate refugee tutor who wants desperately to become part

of the family in order to forget his childhood in nazi Germany.

The Frances Goodrich-Albert Hackett screenplay finds Schell,

Miss Gorman's summer tutor, becoming the confidante of

everyone except Hawkins. Miss Russell, misunderstanding

Schell's attentiveness, commences a flirtation which the latter

innocently encourages. Beymer surprises them in an affectionate

embrace, then exaggerates the incident to Hawkins. When
Miss Russell discovers that Schell adores her only as a mother,

she is furious and forces Hawkins to fire him. Disillusioned,

Schell attempts suicide, but the family saves him. They then

prepare to start a new life for themselves.

Columbia. 109 minutes. Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins, Maximilian Schell, Richard
Beymer. Produced by Frederick Brisson. Directed by Daniel Mann.

'Viridiana"

Su4i*tC44 I^Cltitty O O ©
Unusual, provocative Spanish import will attract strong

grosses in art market. Tells striking religious parable.

Add to 1962's list of controversial imports this provocative

and disturbing drama of Spanish director-scripter Luis Bunuel.

Banned in Spain (where it was made) and France (where it

won the Grand Prix at the Cannes Festival), it stands as an

ironic indictment of the harm that can be caused by false

charity. An erotically religious parable, it is Bunuel's finest film

to date. Word-of-mouth will certainly attract art house patrons

and more discriminating moviegoers, and it stands an excellent

chance of rolling up some outstanding grosses in its intended

market. Although "Viridiana" is filled with various forms of

perversity, an attempted seduction of a convent novice, the

young girl's near-rape, and a brutal murder, Bunuel is not

trying to shock for the sake of being sensational. He is graphi-

cally exploring the misuse of charity, making pungent com-

ments on the ancient conflict of good and evil, and imagina-

tively pitting religious concepts against natural reactions. He is

saying that before novice Viridiana can become a saint she must

learn how to be human. It is a movie not soon to be forgotten,

especially the harrowing climax when a group of beggars throw

an orgy banquet and then viciously turn on their lovely young

benefactress. The performances are excellent: beautiful Silvia

Pinal, the unfortunate Viridiana who leaves the convent the

day before she is to take her final vows to say good-bye to her

widower uncle; Fernando Rey, the uncle who falls in love with

her because she bears a strong resemblance to his wife who died

on their wedding night; Francisco Rabal, Rey's illegitimate

son; and Margarita Lozano, Rey's servant. The beggars, to

say the least, are as sordid a collection of human beings yet to

find their way to the screen. The plot finds Rey unable to carry

out Miss Pinal's seduction and hanging himself. Miss Pinal,

feeling responsible for his death, decides to dedicate herself

to charity, and turn Rey's farm into a refuge for beggars.

Rabal considers Miss Pinal's aim ridiculous, and grows angry

at her life as a penitent. Returning from the city on business,

Miss Pinal and Rabal find themselves in the midst of an eating,

drinking, love making orgy. Two of the beggars attack Miss

Pinal and tie up Rabal. The latter persuades one of the beg-

gars to kill the other, and succeeds in saving Miss Pinal. Unable

to resume her life of sacrifice and prayers, Miss Pinal shyly

goes to Rabal's room. He invites her to join Miss Lozano (his

new mistress) and himself in a game of cards.

Kingsley International. 90 minutes. Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando Rey.
Directed by Luis Bunuel.
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first. If it does not later please a large

segment of the population, he may have

to steal quietly away into the night and

not be heard from again. Nonetheless,

he must please himself in the hope that

often enough he has the feel of what

will please other people. But to please

other people because you want to "give

them what they want," or because

soundings show something is currently

fashionable, in other words, just for

"box-office," that is a total waste of

time. It has just about choked us to

death, I think.

Q. I have heard it said that if film-

making is a unique art form the film-

maker should only use scripts written

specifically for the form, that he should

not borrow from the novelists and play-

wrights. To what extent can you rely

only on film writers? Are there that

many good writers around?

KRAMER: I don't think it matters; I

never think of the source. I will say

that I have built in my own mind a kind

of defense mechanism against the trans-

lation of produced plays into films.

That may be because I have not been

lucky with them. However, if there were

a play dealing with a subject that

intrigued me, I think I would go for

it, as I would go for it in any other

medium. The test is whether or not you
feel it can be made with the universality

that the motion picture needs to have,

and whether it adapts itself to your line

of thinking, and even whether it adapts

itself to an adaptation per se.

Q. Are you saying that the film is

not such a unique form that one does

not have to rely on scripts written spe-

cifically for it?

KRAMER: It is wonderful when you
do have such scripts, and I think it is

to be preferred. But I certainly do not

think you have to rely on them exclu-

sively. My last four films, whether they

were good or bad, were drawn from

different sources. The Defiant Ones was

an original, written for the screen. On
the Beach was from a novel. Inherit the

Wind was from a play. Nuremberg was

from a television playlet. So I have

drawn from all the media without pur-

posely attempting to do so. Each must

stand by itself. I don't think you can

even make a comparison between those

films and say that one was better or

worse because it came from an original,

a novel, or a play.

Q. Boris Kaufman ivrote a piece a

couple of years ago on the films and
he said, "There is little original writing

for the cinema. . . . Adapting a sub-

ject to a new form of expression de-

prives it of the freshness of its primary

form. . . . Even at its best a screen play

has to be interpreted and shaped into

cinematic form."

KRAMER: Of course, the writing

does turn out to be for the medium of

the film. Whatever you take, in writing

it and adapting it, you are writing for

the moving-picture medium. It is easier

and possibly, possibly, more creative

and more pertinent to have an original

written for the screen. But I would not

want to limit myself to that extent.

There are not enough originals, it is

true. And you might say, "Why not?"

There we could go into an hour-long

discussion just on the motion^picture

hierarchy, what makes it tick, and why
things are as they are.

Q. What are some of the obstacles

that stand in the way of making a good

film? In an interview with Bosley

Crowther of The New York Times you
mentioned one, the distribution system.

KRAMER: The big difficulty in mak-

ing better films, or more creative and

exciting films, one is forced to admit,

stems from the economic factor. Our
whole system, which is deemed to be

correct simply because it was theoreti-

cally correct for thirty years, is no

longer correct. Distribution of a film

now costs far too much money. The
distributor and the exhibitor together

are getting too much of the gross dollar

in comparison with what the producer

gets. It has become ludicrous. When a

man devotes himself to an eighteen-

month or two-year effort on a single

film and then the grossing on that film

bails out, as it were, the people who fi-

nanced it, but does not return a single

dollar to the man who stayed with it all

that time, that, to my mind, is just

ridiculous.

Q. Can the system be changed?

KRAMER: It can be, yes. There is

not a single distributor in the industry

who will not admit privately that there

need not be all these separate distribu-

tion companies, with exchanges all over

the world, charging desperately in each

instance against every picture and mak-

ing charges mount to the point where

it is uneconomic to make a film. Much
of this could be combined. There could

be half the number of present ex-

changes. Distribution fees could really

be reduced. The exhibitor has hurt the

situation, too. Many of the first-line

moving-picture "palaces"—places where

one used to go as a special event—have

been turned into modified delicatessen

stores in which neither the machinery

(the projectors and sound system) nor

the physical assets have been kept up

to date.

And the thinking I have left for the

last; it is the most important considera-

tion. The thinking in terms of control

of the industry, although it has been

somewhat modified in recent years, has

not been basically changed. The "Old

Guard" still think in the same terms as

to what constitutes the kind of picture

that will bring a return. It is hard to

dislodge that since, in the major studios

particularly, they still have the final say.

Q. You have your own compain,
though.

KRAMER: When you have your own
company, you take the responsibility

for the gamble. And when you are

wrong, the exhibitors will say: "Well,

we knew from the beginning that kind

of subject wouldn't make a picture the

people would come and see." If you're

right, they'll say: "Maybe he knows
something; we'll go along for another

one." I don't think the exhibitor is

against films of content necessarily; he

is just against films of content that

don't make money. If you make money
with a film of content you are quite

a hero.

Q. Is the sheer massiveness and com-

plexity of the American approach to

everything, including film-making, an

obstacle to the making of a good mo-

tion picture? I am thinking of Ingmar

Bergman now, who works simply and

ivith a very small group of people and

comes up with exciting films that have

great point and depth. Does he perhaps

get that result precisely because his

work is not cluttered up with the mas-

sive "machinery" of the typical Ameri-

can "big production"

?

KRAMER: That is true not only of

Bergman but of many others in France

and Italy and other places.

Q. Is the size of the "apparatus" a

factor?

(Continued on Page 22

)
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KRAMER: It is a factor, of course

it is a factor. If I wanted to make a

film of an outrageous subject, one that

is highly controversial and not nec-

essarily with a wide appeal, I might be

able to go ahead and make it at the

price at which foreign film-makers

would make it. Unfortunately, I am wed-

ded into all the overhead, all the studio

charges, all the distribution charges, of

the American economic film system.

While, so far, that has not deterred us

from proceeding with something we
have wanted to do, it has meant certain

changes in thought as to how the pic-

tures are cast, how they are budgeted,

how they are finally sold.

Q. The chances for classical restraint

and simplicity in American films are

therefore less.

KRAMER: I would say far less. And
the opportunities for using people who
are not established actors but letting

the name of the film-maker himself

dominate in some instances so that the

subject can be made are less here than

in Europe or other parts of the world.

Q. For "box-office," you must put in

stars and . . .

KRAMER: You put in stars and you

implement your campaign in some way.

Q. Some critics' year-end reports on
the motion-picture world said that the

big issue in Hollywood now is censor-

ship and the need for an expanding

"freedom of theme." Do you think that

is the big issue?

KRAMER: That is not the big issue

at all. I have never been prevented by

censorship from doing any piece of

material that I wanted to do. Censor-

ship is not a major factor except inso-

far as censorship is always a factor. A
little bit of censorship goes a long way.

Q. Is there any continuing discussion

of this problem among film-makers?

KRAMER: Some. There are those

who say that films should be made
without any censorship at all on the

grounds that the public itself will reject

those things which are in bad taste. The
hope is that the public will in that way
achieve greater maturity. I don't know
whether that is the answer. Actually

the local censor, the Hollywood censor

board, for the most part has broadened

considerably so that there really isn't

anything one can be prevented from

doing. Also, that board is most helpful

in advising us of the policies of each of

the censorship boards in the individual

states and in foreign countries. Censor-

ship here is nothing. It is censorship

over the world and in the states that

can decimate a film.

Q. Classification of pirns for adults

and non-adults, as some foreign coun-

tries apply it, is no answer, you think?

KRAMER: I just do not believe in

classification. Classification means some-

body classifies and that is censorship.

I might make a film about a problem

of youth, and two people sitting on a

board might say that it belongs in a

"C" classification rather than in "A,"

and yet that film might be done in

wonderful taste and it might be that

youth should be seeing it rather than be

prevented from seeing it. I think that

any shackle on what I hold films to be,

that is, an art form, is ridiculous. Some
people suggest that the producer him-

self ought to classify his films. But I

am not sure that even my own censor-

ship would be objective.

Q. What about the film-makers' flight

from Hollywood? I think you have said

that you are not disturbed by it and

that if Hollywood cannot justify itself

as the center of motion-picture making,

there is no use weeping over it or trying

to force film-makers to stay here.

KRAMER: I really and truthfully

don't think there is any such place as

"Hollywood" as a "film center." I think

there is film art. I think that it is an

international art form. And I think that

the film-maker who happens to reside

in Hollywood or any place else may use

Hollywood sound stages or he may not

use them. He may emanate from Holly-

wood and make films anywhere in the

world. Yet he is included among those

identified as "Hollywood producers."

That phrase falls easily from the

tongue. I do not think there is any such

thing any more. "Hollywood pro-

ducers" were major studio moguls, but

the day of the mogul is finished.

Q. The studios are still here though,

with their technical facilities.

KRAMER: Yes. The major studios

are here, but they are making a great

many television films. And most of the

motion pictures are being turned out by

independents who will lease through

the studios and make films in all parts

of the world. Hollywood is unmatched

in its wondrous facilities and great man-

power, but it does not represent the

"hub" of film-making. It represents the

place to which you return and a place

you use as you need it. It's always there.

But if you have a film with an Italian

background you go to Rome, or if you

have a film to be set in Israel, you

go there.

Q. Aside from the economic reasons,

is there a gain in realism when you film

on location, and can you control the

artistic process as well on location as

you can in a studio?

KRAMER: Oh, yes, I think so. There

would be no excuse for filming on loca-

tion unless it were more realistic. And
you can control the process. I think

people do know, and appreciate, when
they are seeing something filmed right

on the scene rather than in a studio.

And, of course, producers are not tell-

ing the truth if they deny that filming

on location has its economic value, too.

Extras are a lot cheaper in Spain than

they are in Hollywood; there is no
getting away from that. People who
complain about producers running away
from Hollywood perhaps have a valid

point if they are attempting to protect

working conditions, wages and hours,

of the workers here. But, again, this is

a limiting process. They will never be

able to prevent an artistic work from

consummating itself in the best possible

way. Trying to force producers to stay

here seems to me to be a losing fight.

Q. You have been quoted as saying

that many of the most exciting things

people are seeing in motion-picture

theatres are coming from Europe: from
Italy and France and Sweden and Eng-

land. Why is there so much vitality over

there, and apparently so little here?

You have talked about some of the

economic reasons . . .

KRAMER: Our system doesn't exist

over there. We still work under the

economics of our system. Over here one

sees no vestige of a movement of young

people to reflect the times in which they

live, to do exciting things and pro-

gressive things, mostly because it is very

hard to do on the economic base on

which we operate. In Europe, particu-

larly in France, time and time again you

see 26- and 27-year-old people, with

perhaps only a smattering of experience

at best, put together an idea for a film

and go out and shoot it. It may be

(Continued on Page 24)
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rough-hewn and in some instances it

may get too much attention from the

critics for that very reason; nonetheless,

it has a vitality, it does teach us some-

thing about what a segment of their

population is thinking, under what con-

ditions they are living, and how they

are reacting to certain influences that

are all around us. That is important.

Q. Do you think, given the times in

which we live, that there is a particular

responsibility film-makers should live

up to, or don't you think of film-mak-

ing in such terms, that is, in the con-

text of our time?

KRAMER: I don't think of it in

those terms at all. I think, first of all,

that "film-makers-should-live-up-to" is

a generalization. I don't think film-

makers gravitates in certain ways toward
both responsibility and response to the

times in which he lives. This is as it

should be. I don't think the film-maker

has any responsibility except to do the

best job he is able to do and to be a

craftsman in doing what he is doing.

This entails no responsibility in terms

of the kind of subject he makes. This

happens, and when it happens it hap-

pens naturally, as it happened in France,

in Italy, in England. It will happen
late here because of the economic base

of film-making. But I don't think there

needs to be a formal drive for respon-

sibility.

Q. Yet the film itself has its social

and psychological effect, and the man
who is involved in putting this out into

the world . . .

KRAMER: I would argue that point

with you. I take a dim view about what
a single film really accomplishes in

terms of swaying people's judgment.
An entire outpouring of a product may
create a kind of belief as to what
America is or what it reflects by virtue

of its films. But even then I am not sure

about what happens. It is difficult to

know what people are thinking or how
they are reacting to a film. I have heard

it said on many occasions that certain

American films should not be made or

shown abroad because they may contain

something critical of our life, films

about Negroes, or about America's re-

sponsibility in the area of nuclear arms.

Many people, even intelligent people,

think such films may give comfort to

our enemies. That is a lot of nonsense.

First of all, any American film that

contains criticism of the American fab-

ric is accepted, both critically and by

the mass public overseas, as being some-

thing that could never have been pro-

duced in a totalitarian state. This in

itself builds tremendous respect for

American society. Winston Churchill

said many years ago that Europeans

should stop criticizing Americans be-

cause Americans do a much better job

of that themselves. I would wish that

were completely true, but I think the

whole pressure is in the other direction

today. Now we are supposed to close

our eyes, not examine anything, not

pull at the fabric too much. I feel that

freedom of the screen is one of our

strongest propaganda weapons.

Q. Have you ever given much thought

to what happens to the person who
views a film? I mean, what happens

to him psychologically? Is a film a kind

of fantasy, an escape from reality, or is

it real contact with a new kind of

reality? What happens to the person in

the movie theatre?

KRAMER: I really don't know what

happens to the person in the motion-

picture theatre. I do care about the

reaction of movie patrons to my films.

But I don't know what happens to

them.

Q. A couple of years ago, Maya
Deren wrote an article on "Cinema-

tography: the Creative Use of Reality,"

and said that the "film process permits

some intrusion by the artist as a modi-

fier of the [photographic] image, but

the limits of its tolerance can be defined

as that point at which the original real-

ity becomes unrecognizable or is irre-

levant." She is concerned with the point

at which the film-maker can intrude on

the representation of reality and the

limits to which he can distort that

reality in the interest of the art of the

film. Do you feel there are limits on

the distortion of reality, say in the

changing of the time sequence of real-

ity, or the time-space sequence?

KRAMER: I honestly have no answer

to that. I don't know what it means.

Q. You are impatient with that kind

of thinking about films?

KRAMER: As soon as I start to talk

about it — well, look, the tinkling

sound of my own voice pleases me as

much as hearing one's own voice pleases

anyone else. But as soon as someone

begins to define in abstract, intellectual

terms the reaction of the audience syn-

drome, or the kind of creative process

that occurs, looked at, you know, from

a 75-degree angle or whatever, I haven't

got answers. I think you feel certain

things and so you do them. Now, if

you are basically creative, it is hard to

ascribe motivation. You are just creative

and you work on it and there are so

many phases to it, so many ups, downs,

and middles that it is hard to pin-

point it.

Q. So that if you begin to analyze it

yourself, you . . .

KRAMER: Yes. And the art of self-

analysis is a tremendous art in itself,

which I have not mastered. I really do

not even know where I stand in the

body politic of film-making. As a film-

maker, I have been under attack as

many times as I have received a nod
of recognition. So my own sense of

where I stand is nowhere near as clear

as that of the fellow across the street.

Q. Are you hopeful about the future

of the motion picture as an art form?

Or are you concerned primarily with

what you are going to do in your own
area? Have you taken a look at the

industry in general?

KRAMER: I rarely think of it as a

whole. I think of it as many inde-

pendent people making films. I don't

know what the future of the motion-

picture industry is.

Q. What about the future of the

American motion picture itself?

KRAMER: In my opinion the Ameri-

can motion picture has room only to go

up. I do not mean it is at an absolute

low depth, but I think there is much

room for ascent to the heights of art-

istic development, if only by some of

the improvements we spoke of earlier,

improvements in the economic distribu-

tion and exhibition situation. With the

Old Guard passing from the scene and

younger people coming in, the chal-

lenges are all to the good. Perhaps the

challenge of television has not been

met. Television tried to meet its own
challenges from the motion picture by

inundating itself with films. Now per-

haps the motion picture may be coming

into its own again as a very special

event.

Q. Do you have any grounds for

hope that if the American motion pic-
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ture moves up to a higher artistic level,

the American people will support such

pictures at the box-office?

KRAMER: I have no idea. It depends

upon each individual film. There is no

rule of thumb, and no slide rule. One
film on a certain subject can fail miser-

ably at the box-office and another on

the same subject can be the box-office

triumph of our time.

Q. It is said that the American

people's tastes have been so debased for

so many years by meretricious film fare

that when good films come along . . .

KRAMER: I don't know; maybe,

maybe. People always seem to respond

to what combines the two great factors

you look for—artistic achievement and

public appeal. Occasionally you get the

two of them together and it is a very

pleasant feeling. I don't know how you

get them together, but it does happen

occasionally. At some times tastes can

be adult, sharp, and discerning. At

other times, one wonders.

Q. Do you see a relationship between

film-making and the formulation of our

character, the national character of the

American people? Maybe it would take

a sociologist to answer that question.

KRAMER: It might, and then even if

you did have a sociologist, I would not

believe the conclusions he reached.

Given a top sociologist who would in-

vestigate this whole process, he would,

in all honesty, have to include an ap-

pendix in which he would list all the

exceptions to his conclusions. If his

conclusion was that the American taste

was low and did not respond to certain

higher things to which it did respond,

and the number of those things is quite

substantial.

Q. I suppose he would have to con-

sider all the other factors, in addition

to films, that conceivably influence the

American character.

KRAMER: That is true. Anyone who
tries to predict reaction is approaching

from the hindside. Let us presume for

the moment that a poll is correct that

shows the people want a particular

thing at this time. By the time you get

it on the film, that may not be the pub-

lic's preference any more. Preferences

change rapidly. My own feeling is that

you have to leave that great unknown
as a great unknown. Part of the success

in entertaining people has in it the

element of mystery. What you produce

has to surprise people often enough to

make them want to come into the

theatre to be delighted and entertained

by the surprise.

Q. I suppose there is a vicious circle

here: if the Old Guard, as you say, has

been saturating us for fifteen or twenty

years with meretricious films, this would

certainly have an effect on our taste, a

bad effect on it, which in turn would

confirm the Old Guard in their convic-

tion that the public taste will not accept

quality in motion pictures.

KRAMER: It should not be pre-

sumed that everything made in the last

twenty or twenty-five years was bad;

there were some good things. Also it

should not be presumed that motion

pictures alone influenced the taste of

the public. As a matter of fact, books

and magazines and radio and television

have actually gotten a lot more into

the underbelly of taste, I think, than

has the motion picture. One just doesn't

know, for sure, what combination really

"works" with the public.

Q. You said earlier that you do not

think of film-making in terms of social

responsibility. Yet some of your most

important films have dealt responsibly

with serious and controversial social

issues of our time—race relations, nu-

clear war, war crimes and guilt. Doesn't

this indicate that you do take your own
responsibility very seriously?

KRAMER: If you were to ask me
why I have made this kind of film, I

think in all fairness you would prob-

ably have to try to examine it as I my-

self have tried to do and you would
come up with no clear answer whatever.

I imagine it would involve such things

as my experiences in my youth, what in-

fluences I was subject to, what it was
I rebelled against, what touched me,

what led me into a way of thinking

—

all of the things that make me what I

am today as a person. Again, I would
think that it comes down to the fact

that it is emotional—you have to put it

on that basis because it is the truest

one in this instance. The selection of

what one does and how one does it,

with what verve and with how much
willingness to override opposition, all

this has an emotional base. You feel it

about each separate subject. I may feel

it about one and not about another.

There are things to be made and done

if one is thinking about contributing

something to the times in which we
live. Many things probably should be

done that I would never touch simply

because I don't gravitate toward them.

On any formula basis, I would seem to

be shirking my responsibility if I don't

touch those things. But I don't feel that

way about it. I feel I am in an enter-

tainment medium. Maybe I feel that

more strongly than others feel it be-

cause I know that if I don't make it

entertaining I am lost.

Q. It doesn't bother you when people

refer to you as the producer with a

"message"?

KRAMER: Sure it bothers me, but it

depends on what they mean by "mes-

sage." I don't think it is true that I

start off with the idea of a "message"

as a keynote in a film. It is just not so.

If to make a film contemporary and

provocative, if to make drama out of

what is already drama, if to translate

that into film is to communicate a

"message," then I am guilty. I think

everything has a message; I don't care

what it is. I am going to do a comedy
now because I want to accept the chal-

lenge, to see what I can do with com-

edy material. But nothing has more
message than comedy. One of the basic

premises of comedy is human greed.

But as soon as you say, "Don't be

greedy, folks," that's a message. It de-

pends on how you handle it and what

you are talking about.

Q. I don't know why you should be

sensitive about "message." If your films

stand up as art, then . . .

KRAMER: It is presumed, when you

use the word "message," that there is a

connotation of two things: first, that

it is an unpleasant subject and, second,

that it cannot possibly interest the

mass population. Both of these are

false. We certainly do not think of our

films in those terms, or believe that

they should be described that way.

Q. Other producers and directors

might have some of the same feelings

about the big problems of our time but

they do not translate those feelings,

as you have, into films. Something stops

them.

KRAMER: Some may think I am
doing those films badly. I am not trying

to defend the title of minority leader,

you know. I hope not to be; I hope to

pass into the majority, sooner or later.
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(Continued from Page 6)

earnings of MCA (other than earnings required for dividends

on its preferred stock) for corporate purposes during the fore-

seeable future."

Paramount '61 Net Off $1,358,000
Paramount Pictures' consolidated net income for 1961 was

$5,668,000 ($3.35 per share), compared to $7,026,000 ($4.20)

in I960. But profit on sale of investments of $1,480,000 (88c)

brought the final '61 net to $7,148,000 ($4.23).

According to the report, net income for 1961 would have

been $1,147,000 (68c) higher "had it not been for a change

in accounting procedure for the amortization of research and

development costs." The latter, it is generally assumed, stemmed

principally from the pay-TV experiment the firm has been

shouldering in Etobicoke. Paramount recently assumed all

operating costs of the test when stockholders of Famous Players

(a subsidiary running the pay-as-you-see project) protested the

mounting losses.

UA Earnings Still Moving Up
United Artists' net earnings continue their upward climb

—

this time a 15.5 per cent increase for 1961 over '60. Chairman

Robert S. Benjamin reported that net for the past year, after

provision for income taxes of $3,239,000, totaled $4,042,000

($2.34 per share), compared to $3,498,000 ($2.02) in I960.

The latter figure was before a special credit arising from

adjustment of prior years' reserves. Gross worldwide income

for '61 amounted to $112,717,000, against $108,531,000 a year

earlier.

Record First Quarter for MCA
Unaudited net earnings of MCA, Inc. (whose proposed

merger with Decca Records is pending) for the first quarter

ended March 31, 1962, were the highest in the firm's history.

Net after taxes totaled $4,203,841 ($1.04 per share), including

a non-recurring item of 46c per share. Before taxes, the earnings

amounted to $7,338,346.

Bache: Hold Movies for Long Term
Continue to hold movie stocks for long and intermediate

term appreciation—that is the advice offered investors in the

current Bache Selected List. The advisory service, obviously

keeping in mind the risks involved in film production, classifies

all cinema issues either of medium or speculative value.

United Artists continues a Bache favorite, with the advice

hold for long and intermediate, buy for income. The stock is

rated of medium quality. Other rankings include: American

Broadcasting-Paramount (speculative)—hold for long and in-

termediate terms; Decca Records (speculative)—hold for long

and intermediate; Loew's Theatres (speculative)—buy for long

term, hold for intermediate; M-G-M (medium)—hold for long,

intermediate and income; Paramount (medium)—hold for long

and intermediate; 20th-Fox (speculative)—hold for long term,

switch for intermediate.

FPC Profits Up, Plans New Theatre

Famous Players Canadian Corp. stockholders were informed

by president John J.
Fitzgibbons at the annual meeting last

week that FPCC's first-quarter results this year were ahead

of the similar 1961 period. He hailed the lessening of TV
competition with exhibition and declared that the firm soon
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will be building new theatres again. At the same time, Fitzgib-

bons revealed that the International Telemeter pay-TV test

Famous Players is overseeing in Ftobicoke for parent Paramount
is making "progress," but still is not showing a profit.

Plans are in the work, the chief executive said, to construct

Toronto's first new movie house in several years, in or near

a shopping center, "where the people are." The introduction

of Sunday movies, in addition to a presumed TV saturation

point, has influenced this expansionist thinking. According to

Fitzgibbons, low income families have proved better Telemeter

customers than their wealthier brethren. Some 1,000 subscribers

in the Mimico-New Toronto area have been added to the feevee

list, but the total number of Telemeter customers remains at

about 5,8000, reflecting a drop in Etobicoke viewers.

Wometco on the Rise

More than 300 Wometco Enterprises, Inc. (OTC) stock-

holders attending the annual meeting were treated to a "first"

—a closed-circuit theatre television presentation of "The
Wometco Story"—then entertained further by announcement

of a 50 per cent increase in first-quarter earnings. The fast-

rising, theatre-operating, Florida-based firm also revealed fur-

ther expansion in the exhibition field.

President Mitchell Wolfson announced that earnings for the

first period ended March 24, 1962, were $449,088 (4lc per

share), a 50 per cent hike over the $301,293 (27c) recorded

a year earlier. Gross income for the '62 span totaled $4,436,441,

against $3,434,453 in '61. In addition, the topper said that

Wometco had entered into a lease for a new theatre, the Palm

Springs, to be constructed this year in Hialeah, Fla. Building

(Continued on Page 29

)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

. Close Close
Film Companies 4/12/62 4/26/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 4% 4%
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 11% 11% -%
CINERAMA 18 17% - %
COLUMBIA 22i/

4 21% - %
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 78 78

DECCA 48 44% -3%
DISNEY 35 36y2 • iy2
M-G-M 40y4 39% - %
PARAMOUNT 50 49 -1
SCREEN GEMS 19% 183/4 - %
20TH-FOX 28 28% + %
UNITED ARTISTS 31% 30% - %
WARNER BROS 16% 15% -1

* * *

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 36 33% -2%
LOEW'S 38 35% -2%
NATIONAL GENERAL 8% 7% - %
STANLEY WARNER 29% 29%
TRANS-LUX 15% 14% -1

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

„ . 4/12/62 4/26/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked B;d Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 12% 13% 12% 13%
MAGNA PICTURES 1% 2% 2% 3

SEVEN ARTS 9% 10% 10% 11%
UA THEATRES 10 11 93/4 103/4

UNIVERSAL 63% 68 66 72%
WOMETCO 25% 27% 25% 273/4

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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'State Fair' Gets the Big Treatment

In Texas and New York Campaigns
Texas being synonymous with bigness, it was

a foregone conclusion that 20th-Fox would stir

up a king-size promotional storm for its "State

Fair." In fact, the showmanship spread all the

way from the 11-city world premiere in the

Lone Star state to New York, where a charity

bow drummed up Yankee interest in the latest

screen version of the Rodgers and Hammerstein

musical, and the circuits got a closer look at

the selling arsenal waiting for their openings.

But it was in Texas, suh, that most of the

"State Fair" shouting was done. Interstate and

Texas Consolidated Theatres, which staged the

mass bow in eleven of its houses throughout

the state, thought enough of the drive to issue

a special, jumbo size, edition of its Weekly

Digest, extolling the combined showmanship

efforts of the circuit and 20th-Fox fieldmen.

The massive tribute to "State Fair" tub-

thumping, according to vice presidents Raymond
Willie and W. E. Mitchell, "only begins to

report the many and varied promotions in the

area of newspaper publicity. We have made no
attempt to include more than a token sampling

of the scores of photographs that we have re-

ceived, each giving evidence of a well-thought-

out exploitation effort."

20th-Fox supplied a raft of campaign material

and extremely willing stars Ann-Margret,
Pamela Tiffin and Pat Boone, who made news-

making personal appearances in numerous Texas

cities on behalf of the picture. Local queens

were chosen, bands blared, the red carpet was
rolled out and, over-all, in the words of the

circuit's executives: "This was the absolute

topper."

Left, Schine Theatre, Fox officials,

managers examine "State Fair"

poster at recent meeting in Syra-

cuse. Below left: Top, 20th president

Spyros P. Skouras, r., greets com-

poser Richard Rodgers, wife at New
York bow of "State Fair." Center, a

float of queens parades through

Manhattan for film. Bottom, at Dal-

las premiere, I. to r., John G. Adams,

Interstate exec, v.p.; Ann-Margret;

W. E. Mitchell, circuit v.p.; Pamela

Tiffin; Fox division manager T. 0.

McCleaster.

What Is a Publicist?

Having read our "He Ain't a Phony"

piece on a movie press agent in the April

16 issue of Film BULLETIN, Noel Mea-

dow offers his own image of a publicist:

"He moulds his client's good ideas into

something of value—and has the courage

of conscience to veto the others. Whether

he represents a railroad, a prize fighter, a

theatre circuit, a housing development or

a politician—it is his news-sense that

most often creates even basic policy

—

shapes the whimsy, the brainstorms, the

derring-do of his client into rewarding,

attention-calling newscopy. He is called

a drum-beater . . . but he must recognize

when the drum's sound is more irritating

than attractive—and switch to a more

effective instrument. He is not only a one-

man band, but must write his own music

and arrangements."

Looking over publicity for fexas bows of "State Fair"

are Raymond Willie, seated, v.p. and gen. mgr. of

Interstate, and W. E. Mitchell v.p. end gen: mgr: of

Texas Consolidated.

Chasman, Hock, Coleman

Appointed to New UA Posts

United Artists' clever, hard-hitting showman-

ship department is ever on the alert for ways

to enhance its effectiveness. National promotion

chief Fred Goldberg recently announced several

personnel changes in his department aimed at

developing new and better methods of mer-

chandising and advertising.

David Chasman was promoted to executive

director of advertising, a newly created post.

Mort Hock moved over from Paramount to re-

place Chasman as advertising manager. Addi-

tionally, Val Co.eman was upped irom assistant

publicity manager to exploitation coordinator.

Top, two models ride in bannered convertible with large

photo of "All Fall Down" star William Beatty to plug

New York dual opening. Below Miss Universe of 1961,

Linda Bemont, assists Loew's State mgr. Reggie Dowell

in setting display sign.
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is slated for a late June start, with a target date for completion

of Thanksgiving Day, 1962.

Prior to the start of the business session at the Carib Theatre,

Miami, holders witnessed a photographic tour of the firm's

properties and facilities, run on video tape from one of its TV
station studios and relayed via microwave to the theatre.

Executive Transactions

Security transactions by officers and directors of film and
theatre companies were few and relatively light, as reported

by the SEC for the period February 11 to March 10, 1962.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer vice president Raymond A. Klune
exercised an option to purchase 1,200 shares, raising his total

holdings to 1,300. Assistant treasurer William H. Harrison

and secretary Joseph A. Macchia disposed of their entire

holdings of 100 and 200 shares, respectively . . . Allen & Co.,

headed by Charles Allen, Jr., a director of Warner Bros., sold

8,400 shares of the film firm, leaving 131,600 . . . Director

Roger W. Hurlock continued to buy into Allied Artists, a pur-

chase of 500 lifting his total to 28,700 shares.

Sidney M. Markley, former vice president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount, exercised an option to buy 650 shares,

raising his total held to 1,170 . . . Irving H. Levin, an officer

and director of National General (nee NT&T), purchased

8,900 shares to bring his total to 13,059 . . . Paramount vice

president and director George Weltner picked up 250 shares;

he now holds 395 . . . Screen Gems officers Robert Seidelman

and Russell Karp purchased 200 and 300 shares, respectively,

to lift their totals to 1,518 and 500 shares.

Disney 'Sleeping Beauty' of Wall St.

"Walt Disney is scoring at theatre boxoffices with one hit

after another, but in Wall Street it is a sleeping beauty. At
37%, the shares are still 20 points below their peak 1959 level,

when earnings were less than half those currently being

reported." That roseate sum-up is found in a recent analysis

of the film company by Goodkind, Neufeld & Co., Inc., New
York investment firm.

The researchers see record-breaking profits for Disney in

1962, thanks mainly to "its most notable successes" in the mo-
tion picture production field. According to Goodkind, Neufeld:

"In the first quarter ending Dec., 1961 Disney made $1 a share,

which compares with 7 cents in the like period of fiscal 1961

and a 10-cent deficit the previous year. For all of 1962 (ending

Sept. 30) the company seems likely to net substantially more
than the record $2.75 per share of fiscal 1961." Such films as

"Parent Trap," "The Absent-Minded Professor" and "101

Dalmatians," notes the report, have been instrumental in

reaping robust profits for the company, and should continue

to bring in revenue for the remainder of this year. "Moon
Pilot" is touted highly, too.

Loew's 6 Mos. Net Rises

Loew's Theatres net income for the 26 weeks ended Feb. 28,

1962, totaled $1,168,600 (44c per share), an increase over the

$953,700 (36c) for the similar period a year earlier. Gross
revenues in '61 totaled $20,205,000, compared to $17,553,000
the year before. Net for the second quarter ended Feb. 28,

was $640,200 (24c), a rise from the $549,000 (21c) in the

comparable I960 session.

According to Loew's chairman Laurence A. Tisch, the sale

of radio station WMGM for $10,950,000 was consummated

during the current quarter ended Feb. 28. After deducting
related income taxes of $2,810,000, a net gain of $7,630,000
($2.85) was realized from the transaction, but was not included
in the over-all net figure for the quarter.

Technicolor Sales, Profits in Strong Rise

A record-breaking profit statement for 1961, followed closely

by an improved first quarter in '62 were the back-to-back

announcements issuing in the past fortnight from Technicolor,

Inc.

Patrick
J. Frawley, Jr., chairman of the board and chief

executive officer, revealed that earnings of Technicolor for the

first period of '62 were $567,326, up from the $451,479 for the

similar 1961 span. Likewise, first-quarter sales totaled $14,796,-

100, compared to $11,807,564 a year earlier.

Previously, it was announced that sales in '61 increased to

$55,026,550 from $28,458,945 in '60. Net income per share

amounted to 67c, a tremendous improvement over the 16c

per share registered the year before. Ten cents of the 67c was
non-recurring. Frawley pointed out that the motion picture

division of the company upped its sales in '61, adding that

of the top 15 boxoffice grossers, 12 were in color by Techni-

color. "There seems to be a marked trend, world wide, back to

the motion picture theatre for entertainment," he declard.

Brandt New T-L President; 1st Q. Up
Trans-Lux Corp. announced an increase in first-quarter earn-

ings and got itself a new president—Richard Brandt—last

week.

For the first period ended March 31, 1962, T-L had earnings

of $192,900 (25c per share), compared to $186,500 (24c) a year

earlier. According to chairman Percival Furber, who announced

the earnings at the annual stockholders meeting, the '62 figure

would have been 2c per share higher but for a change in

accounting methods.

At a subsequent board of directors meeting, Brandt, formerly

vice president and head of the entertainment division, was

elected president of Trans-Lux, replacing Furber, who remains

as chairman and chief executive officer. Aquila Giles was

upped from vice president to executive v.p.

AB-PT 1st Quarter Off

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres estimated net

operating profit for the first quarter of 1962 totaled $3,042,000

(70c per share), off slightly from the record $3,425,000 (79c)

in the similar '61 session. In the '62 quarter there was a net

capital loss of $133,000, compared to a net capital gain of

$3,914,000 a year earlier.

In making the announcement, president Leonard H. Golden-

son noted that the decline in the theatre division revenues was

due to poor weather conditions during January and February.

However, he said that releases for the coming months look

promising.

In other AB-PT business, David Wallerstein, president of

Balaban & Katz, Chicago, was nominated by management to

fill the vacancy on the board of directors of the parent firm

caused by the recent resignation of Oliver Treyz.

Dividends Down in March
Cash dividends paid by seven motion picture companies in

March totaled $2,695,000, substantially off from the comparable

March, '61 figure of $3,627,000 paid by eight firms. According

to the Commerce Department, $5,828,000 in dividends w.is

paid in the first quarter of 1962, compared to $6,692,000 in

the similar span a year ago.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

January

GEORGE RAFT STORY. THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March

HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/62.

April

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 98 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith

June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

CARNIVAL KID, THE David Kory. Producer Albert
Zugsmith.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-

rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

TURN IN THE ROAD Producer-Director King Vidor.
Story of a famed Hollywood director.

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

January

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michael Lemoine, Wandisa Guida, Andrea Bosic, Jany
Clair. Producer Francesko Thellung. Director Francesko
de Feo. 80 min. 3/19/62.

March
BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 90
min. 4/2/62

PREMATURE BURIAL, THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-
land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe's story. 81 min.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. Producer Maurice Duke. Di-

rector William J. Hole, Jr. 85 min. 4/2/62.

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Archie Savage, Gaby
Farinon. Science fiction. 79 min.

BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 65 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 65 min.

PHANTOM PLANET. THE Dean Fredericks, Colleen
Gray. Science fiction. 82 min.

May
WARRIORS 5 Color, CinemaScope. Jack Palance,
Serge Reggiani, Gioranna Ralli. Producer Fulvio Luci-

sano. Director Mario Silvestre. War action film.

June

END OF THE WORLD Ray Milland, Jean Hagen, Frankie
Avalon. Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff, Aarold
Houghland.

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Alain DeLon, Dorothy Dandridge. Director
Hugo Fregonese.

July

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan

Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

GOLIATH AND THE WARRIORS OF GENGHIS KHAN
Gordon Scot.

HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price. Producer-Direc-
tor Roger Corman.

MAN WJTH THE X-RAY EYES, THE

STRANGE WOMEN Pier Angeli, .Edmond Purdom.

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

.4 pril

MOON PILOT Tom Tryon, Brian Keith, Edmond O'Brian,
Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney, Bill Anderson. Di-

rector James Neilson. Wacky farce. 98 min. 1/22/62.

Coming

BIG RED Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest, Gilles Payant.

Producer Walt Disney. Director Norman Tokar Story

of a lonely man, a boy and a champion Irish setter

photographed in the Canadian Wilds

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's
misadvantures during a European holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

George Sanders. Producer Walt Disney. Director Robert
Stevenson. Based on the Jules Verne story, "Captain
Grant's Children."

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett,
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamatlon. Mi-
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Gary
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Rich-

ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Michael
Carreras. Director Quentin Lawrence. 84 min.

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolores
Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pro-

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Roman-
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Clay
Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cronin,
Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Oscar
Rudolph. 82 min. 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Juli«

Adams. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDon-
ald. 79 min. 3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap-
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman.
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 2/5/62.

March

HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Producer
Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang Jef-

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer Sam
Katzman. Direcotr Oscar Rudolph. Exploitation entry.

4/16/62.

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle. Producer
Tom Naud. Director Walter Doniger. Baseball drama.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, Ross

Martin. Director Blake Edwards. 109 min.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins,
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederick

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit.

123 min.

13 WEST STREET Alan
William Bloom.

Ladd. Rod Steiger. Producer

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. life.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino de
Laurentils. Director Guy Hamilton.

Coming

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean
Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis.

Director Richard Fleischer.

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
Sidney.

H.M.S. DEFIANT Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony
Quayle. Producer John Brabourne Director Lewis

Gilbert.

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzy

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur. Producer David

Susskind. Director David Swift.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,

Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
kins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegal. Director

David Lean.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY. THE Jack Lemmon, Kim
Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlman. Director

Richard Quine.
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REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.

flHBBSEQB
January

LA BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset.

Alfred Adam, Louis de Funes. Christian Marin, Cathe-
rine Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director

,
Robert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min. 3/19/62

February

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

grin. Producer Paul Graeti. Director Sidney Lumet.
Version of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/62.

March

IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.

Director Alfred Shaughnessy.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
Lionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black.
Director Robert Day.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Film version of the Broadway stage play.

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Guillerimin

April

HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
nin. 4/16/62.

RIFFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
Constantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

May
NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
underworld of crime.

June

HANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
mond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
man twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

Coming

UN VIE Maria Schell, Christian Marquano, Ivan Desny.
Producer Agnes DeLahaie. Director Alexander Astruc.

rm IE!

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver,
0. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
"I. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
?6 min.

IELL' ANTONIO (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Marcello
vlastroianni, Claudia Cardinale. Producer Alfredo Bini.
iirector Mauro Bolognini. Italian drama of lover threat-
:ned by impotence. 101 min. 4/16/62.

iERN ADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Filmsl Daniele Ajoret
Madine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
?0 min.

JIG MONEY, THE (Lopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

SLACK TIGHTS IMagna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
•ama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Roland Petit. Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
>imno Schiffrin. Director Terence Younq. 114 min.'
B/ 1 9/62

.

3LOODY BROOD, THE I Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
-ord, Jack Betts.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Oario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.
BO min.

30CTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig
Virginia Maskell. Producer Betty E. Box. Director Ralph
homas. Another in British comedy series. 93 mins.
'/ 1 6/62

.

ECLIPSE (Times Filmsl Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International! Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel
Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 90 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi. 91 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellini. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD lAstor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre
Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
93 min. 3/5/62

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (Astor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon . Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.

I

Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE ILopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Astor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city

life. 176 min. 7/24/61.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A IKingsley- International)
Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 74 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 105 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN I Showcorporation ) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cavatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/16/62.

TRUTH, THE (Kingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanel, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith.
Producer George Willoughby. Director Edmond T. Gre-
ville. 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

MAY SUMMARY
The May release schedule totals 21,

with United Artists still heading the

pack on the strength of four films.

20th-Fox and Pathe-America follow

closely with three pictures each, while

Columbia, Warner Bros, and Paramount

are deadlocked at two entries apiece.

Five companies—M-G-M, Universal, Al-

lied Artists, American-International and

Continental—have one release ready,

but Buena Vista has nothing listed for

May.

metro-goldwyn-maYer

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,
James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne
Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. 113 min. 8/21/61.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,
Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Plight of a bachelor in a suburban housing
development with predatory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES, THE SupertotalScope, East-
man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio
Leone Action spectacle. 129 min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN. THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica, NoelTe
Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of begqar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery. 87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-
nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvet+e
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincentr
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

March

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope. MetroColor.
Paul Newman. Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/62.

April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint. Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden. Producer John Houseman. Director John
Frankenheimer. Screen version of best-selling novel by
James Leo Herlihy. Ill min. 4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the 1 8 70 ' s . 94 min.

June
DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

LOLITA James Mason, Shelly Winters, Sue Lyon. Pro-

ducer James B. Harris. Director Stanley Kubrick. Film
adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel 152 min.
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July
BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
rier. Adventure drama

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charls Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAPTAIN SINBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda, Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-

ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 16 1 min. 10/16/61.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howa rd, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

TARTARS. THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
MastDianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

VIOLENT DAWN Broderick Crawford, Valentina Cartesa
Producer-Director Leonardo Bercovici. Drama-Suspense
story of hostages held by the Nazis.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

November

BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Tourog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min. 3/5/62.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker, Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Dirctor Jerry Lewis. 92 min 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-Director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March

BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider Karl

Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka 147 min. 4/2/62.

April

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 135 min. 4/16/62.

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford Western. 121 min.

4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Melodrama.

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal.

Coming

BECKET Laurence Olivier, Laurence Harvey. Producer
Hal B. Wallis. Director Peter Glenville.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Rose. Direc-
tor Daniel Mann. A society matron becomes a
"bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PATHE-AMERLCA/

March

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
OUARE FELLOW. THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia

Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-
thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper. Producer-Director Roger Corman. School inte-

gration drama 85 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. 1 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-

nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-
tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets

to the top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

February

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden Producer J.
Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Tom
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King.
Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62.

March

INNOCENTS. THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr. Michael
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F»anklin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based On Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two American
priests and a young Chinese girl. 126 min. 3/19/62.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kent
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonard
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar-
shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,

Bobby Darin. Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers and
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs by
Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glynis

Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.

Remake of the famous classic.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-

mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Peter

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story of

"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupu-

lous businessman.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Luxe

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mark

Robson. Director Philip Dunne. A concentration camp
victim attempts to escape to Israel.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Rus-

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Boshel-

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

July

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Producer-

Director Maury Dexter.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pro-

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A family

attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

August

FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard

Beymer Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey,

Ricardo' Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessica

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Rift. Based

on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richard

Burton Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell,

HumeCronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger.

Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Gabrielle

Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene Kelly,

Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard

Egan Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, David

Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire army

of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hol-

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardis Based on

best-seller.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray

Danton Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken

Annakin.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens.

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of the

tradition and importance of being a Guard.
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UNITED ARTISTS

December

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-

caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian

Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Clift. Producer-

director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/14/61.

January

GUN STREET James Brown, Jean Wilis, John Clark.

Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Edward L. Cahn. 67

I min. 2/19/62.

HAPPY THIEVES Rita Hayworth, Rex Harrison, Alida

Va Hi, Gregoire Asian. Suspense-comedy. Producer Joseph
Wiseman. Director George Marshall. 88 min. 1/22/62.

ONE, TWO, THREE James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,

Pamela Tiffin, Arlene Francis. Producer-Director Billy

Wlider. Comedy about a beatnik East Berliner and a

I I

group of Americans. 108 min. 12/11/61.

POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES Panavision, Technicolor.

Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, Hope Lange, Arthur O'Con-
nel, Peter Falk, Thomas Mitchell. Producer-Director
Frank Capra. New version of Capra's earlier success,

J "Lady for a Day." 136 min. 11/13/61.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley
Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-

| tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

February

DEADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
Lowery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald
LeBorg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

PROPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
Norma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis, Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western comedy.
112 min. 2/5/62

March

CHILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 107

I min. 1/22/62..

CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey, Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

April

MAGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Es'elle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special
effects. 80 min 4/16/62.

May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
nell, Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/62.

GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi. Producer-
Director Arnold Lavin.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-
ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel
"The Midwife of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn.

Coming
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden.

> ^Producer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

CHILD IS WAITING. A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Step.ien Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-

1 tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director

I Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
(^Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
I Charles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
|, Philip Karlson.

< LAND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
I Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
I Director Leslie Stevens.

MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
llence Harvey, Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
I Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
• Director Frankenheimer.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
rWatling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

PHAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. 1/8/62.

TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

THIRD DIMENSION. THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
kins, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
Anatole Litvak.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

WAR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders.
Director Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81
min. 4/16/62

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INT' L

November
BACK STREET Eastman Color. Susan Hayward, John
Gavin, Vera Miles. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
David Miller. 107 min. 10/16/61.

SERGEANT WAS A LADY, THE Martin West, Venetia
Stevenson, Bill Williams. Director-Producer Bernard
Glasser. 72 min. 10/2/61.

January
FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall. Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 129 min. 11/13/61.

March

DESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.

Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

April

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

May
DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE. THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
50 min. 1/22/62.

Coming
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
105 min. 3/19/62.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Tony Curtis, Phil Silvers,

Claire Wilcox. Producer Stan Marginles. Director Nor-
man Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Rock Hudson. Producer
Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn.

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Gushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temp'e-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Producers-
Richard Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

TC KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford. Producer Alan Pakula. Director
Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN. THE Color. Marlon Brando Sandra
Church, Eiii Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill Jocelyn
Brando. Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip.
Producer-Director' George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG. THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogarde, John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker. 129 min. 2/5/62.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE. A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 149 min. 11/13/61.

March

COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 100 min. 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette. Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. 119 min. 3/19/62.

May

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/16/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama. 89 min.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's best-seller 98 min.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan Producer-Director, Claude
Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated novel
of heroic action and vengeance.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II. 93 min.

Coming

ACT OF MERCY Leslie Caron, David Niven. Producers
Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony Asquith.
Drama of romance and adventure in Latin America.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their
marriage.

GYPSY. Technicolor. Rosalind Russell, Natalie Wood,
Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn LeRoy. From
Broadway musical hit.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley
Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's
Broadway musical hit. 150 min. 4/16/62.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,
Jane Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director George
Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret.
Producer James Woolf. Direcotr Peter Glenville.

A couple's term of trial in face of charges against
the husband.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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"A PICTURE TO WIN POP

'LONELY ARE THE BRAVE' RATES HI

"An unusual, moving and dramatic picture. It is a warm and cor

polling story told with feeling and a most effective use of the filr

techniques. Kirk Douglas brings all his expected rugged vigor to th<

role. Word-of-mouth buildup would seem to be a certainty."

MOTION PICTURE HERAL

"A unique outdoor drama. The story of the struggle against the force

of the modern West. Thrillingly photographed. A tour de force fo

Douglas. The picture generates tremendous suspense."9
BOXOFFIC

"Lonely Are The Brave is an unusual picture, suspenseful and exciting

one that will be boosted by favorable word-of-mouth. It is blessed witl

performances that are fulfilling. A moving story with abundant humo

MOTION PICTURE DAW,
\

"Lonely Are The Brave is an accomplished compendium of thrills ant

suspense. An unusual film. Douglas delivers as ever a convincing!;

vigorous performance."
Hollywood report

J

"An extraordinary motion picture. There is exciting action, there'*

wonderful humor. Sure to spur word-of-mouth. It has broad appea

beyond the action and adventure set, and could be a big box office

surprise. This one will be a solid grosser, with the possibility of reall)

big things/' independent film journai



AND CRITICAL ACCLAIM

ENTERTAINMENT OF WIDE APPEAL
FILM DAILY
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Wfoi Hey'te About

In the Movie Business

MOSTLY PRODUCTION 'INSURANCE'.
Vhat are the factors behind Hollywood's

piraling cost of production? And where is it

wading the American movie industry? The major

tudios' policy of turning out fewer and fewer

nd costlier and costlier films has created a

ituation that is steadily becoming more
azardous for the entire business, and inducing

Ipprehensive speculation about the industry's

iture among observers in Wall Street and
1 the press. Murray Schumach, Hollywood
orrespondent of the New York Times, discussed

[ns trend in a recent dispatch, and made
3me keen observations that are worth
speating here:

o

The key word in Hollywood today is 'insurance.'

>ut the movie industry's conception of insurance

lay be short sighted to the point of suicide,

'or Hollywood's premium may turn out to be
igher than its total insurance. The process of this

lsurance is quite simple. And many observers

ay it is proof of the lack of judgment among top

lovie executives, or the fear of exercising

adgment. The 'insurance system' of making
lovies, which developed from a lack of creative

alent, has begun to affect even the most
reative men in the industry.

Hollywood's insurance system starts with the

urchase of the story. The idea is to buy
Iroadway hits and best-selling novels or, failing

lat, to acquire plays that are less successful and
ovels that did not quite make the best-seller list,

ince the competition for these properties is keen,
le price is very high.

Tied in with this sort of behavior is the next step

1 the insurance process—the acquisition of a

)p star or two. Stars, the studio executive or

roducer generally believes, are another good form
f insurance. And stars are more likely to work
i a prestige play or novel than on an unknown
riginal story written for the screen. The original

bory may be a better subject, but it does not have
rhat Hollywood calls 'penetration.'

it is not 'pre-sold.'

Now that the studio executive or producer has

insured himself with expensive property and
stars, the next form of insurance is unavoidable:

the lavish production. One does not stint on
sets or costumes under these conditions. The
result is a very expensive movie.

o

"There is an entirely different kind of insurance:

the spectacle. The huge success of 'Ben-Hur'

is greatly responsible for this. But 'Ben-Hur' was

not dependent on an expensive property, nor did

it, at any time, have topflight stars. The
subsequent reasoning is, however, if 'Ben-Hur'

can be so successful without big stars, how much
more lucrative would a spectacle be with stars?

This brought about 'Spartacus' with Kirk

Douglas, Laurence Olivier, Tony Curtis and
a host of others. It led to a remake of 'Mutiny on
the Bounty' with Marlon Brando and to

'Cleopatra' with Elizabeth Taylor. Only one of

these films, 'Spartacus' has been tested by the

public. Universal now thinks it will come out

ahead on this picture.

"But one thing all three of these so-called

insurance projects already have in common: they

greatly exceeded their original budgets.

'Spartacus' cost about $12,000,000. But that no
longer seems very much, compared with 'Mutiny
on the Bounty' and 'Cleopatra.' 'Mutiny on
the Bounty' has probably exceeded

$17,000,000 and 'Cleopatra' is in the

$20,000,000 area, having acquired, although

far from completed, the dubious honor of

becoming the most expensive movie in history.

0

"It is generally estimated that a movie must take

in about twice its cost to break even. This is

somewhat less than in the case of spectaculars

where the distribution methods are different.

Even so, 'Mutiny on the Bounty' will probably

need at least $30,000,000 to be considered

profitable, and 'Cleopatra' may need

$40,000,000. The movies that have earned this

much can be counted on one hand.

"Why, then, do the banks put up money for

these ventures? Because the bank, since it is

making the loan to a studio, figures that it has

good collateral in the studio properties and in the

film library that can be leased or sold to

television. Moreover, a star means more to a

bank than a script does.

"Artistically, what does this insurance approach

to moviemaking mean? Hollywood still turns out
an occasional good movie for about $2,000,000 or

$3,000,000. But Hollywood has virtually

abandoned to Europe the low-priced movie of

ideas and artistry. Hollywood is swapping its

arts for insurance that is about as reliable as

roulette—perhaps Russian roulette."

Film BULLETIN May 14. 1962 Page 5



NORMAN PANAMA AND MELVIN FRANK, WHO BROUGHT \

3£

THE FACTS OF LIFE, LIL' ABNER AND KNOCK ON WOOD,N

TURN LOOSE BING CROSBY, BOB HOPE & JOAN COLLINSif

THE ROAD TO HONG KONG CO-STARRING DOROTHY LAMOf

WITH ROBERT MORLEY AND A RAFT OF SURPRISE GUE

STARS. ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY BY PANAMA AND FRAf

PRODUCED BY MELVIN FRANK DIRECTED BY NORMAN PANAM
THRU

UA
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An Open Letter to Marlon Brando
Mr. Marlon Brando

Hollywood, Cal.

Dear Mr. Brando:

This is in no way intended to impugn

^our talent or to diminish your stature

as one of the finest actors in motion pic-

tures, but it does seem high time some-

one suggested to you that you have an

obligation to the industry which has

brought you such world-wide fame and

acclaim, rather inordinate wealth.

It appears, from various remarks at-

tributed to you in the press, that your

ethical standards do not include a sense

of loyalty to this business. And, lest you

I promptly draw the cloak of Thespis

around yourself and refuse to tarnish

your noble profession with discussion

of crass commercialism, let us hasten to

point out that motion pictures are as

much industry as art. It is an entre-

preneur who initiates the enterprise that

emerges as a movie, and the elements

that go into the filming are many and

varied. Surely, your experience should

have made you well aware of this, yet

one gets the impression that all of the

factors—from investor to director—are

as naught compared to the actor.

We have particular reference to a

careless and capricious comment put

into your mouth by a Hollywood col-

umnist recently. It referred to the pro-

duction of "Mutiny on the Bounty",

on which Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has

expended some $20 million, including,

we understand, approximately one mil-

lion dollars in salary for you. In reply

i
to a rumor that the firm wanted you

back for re-takes on the film you

were reported having said: "It'll be a

cold day in hell before they get me to

go through any of that again."

Such an outburst of displeasure with

an enormously costly and important

production is not only an unfair airing

|

of reported personal differences that

should have been left on location, but

a rather dismal display of business acu-

men. This kind of back-of-the-hand talk

for public consumption can only serve

to damage your reputation both within

and without the industry—and, conse-

quently, weaken your financial position

—and, at the same time, injure the com-

pany which gambled on the project.

Even after you viewed a rough fin-

ished product of "Mutiny" you casually

tossed off over a year of filming by

saying it looked "pretty good." Is that

the very best observation you could

make about this production into which

so much money and talent have been

poured, and, which, incidentally, we
hear from good sources, is an outstand-

ing piece of movie-making?

It has, after all, been companies like

M-G-M that have been extremely gen-

erous to you, financially and through

the fame they have allowed you to gain

by appearing on the screen. For by your

own admission, you enjoy very much
the fruits of your career. As you told

one columnist: "As lives or professions

go—if you're successful—acting is one

of the best professions from any aspect

that a person can have. I don't have to

work hard. I can go where I want to

go, meet anyone I want to meet from

Nehru to the Emperor's brother."

You decry time and again the

failure of the industry to recognize the

value of the actor. No one denies the

LLETIN
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importance of the performer in the

making of a film, but remember that

the story source is a crucial factor, as

is the screenplay, the direction, the

camerawork, the editing—and, oh yes,

the money to put it all together and get

the finished film out into the market,

where the public can see it and express

its approval or disapproval. Countless

decisions are made by businessmen who
are bold gamblers—and must have a

strong appreciation of the artistic if

they are to be successful.

Perhaps your own experience in pro-

ducing, directing and starring in "One-

Eyed Jacks" is the best example of the

danger inherent in selling short your

contemporaries in other phases of the

business. The 'way-out-of-line cost of

the picture, the fact that it left some-

thing to be desired from an artistic

standpoint and its rather cool reception

by the public all suggest that it might

have been better to leave the produc-

tion, directing and writing to people

who specialize in those endeavours. For

despite your continual criticism of the

way the business is run, those who run

it are far better suited to do so than

you—and have been running it with

some notable success for many years.

What we urge, Mr. Brando, is a

change in your attitude toward motion

pictures. Is it that difficult to feel a

sense of responsibility to and considera-

tion for the industry that has brought

you so much? We do not suggest that

you become a tub-thumper for the

business at large or for the particular

film in which you work. We ask

only that you call a halt to the constant

carping, snide indications of a lack of

respect for the movie business as a

whole. It only demeans you and your

role in filmdom, and, frankly, neither

of you deserves it.

Yours sincerely,

Film BULLETIN
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Festivals, Haircuts & Salaries

What about this film festival business?

Among a number of items which have gotten out of hand in

the movie business, which we will come to later, nothing tops

—

or bottoms—the film festival madness. And it's about time we
recognized the fact. At this point perhaps some few em-

battled readers who are aware of a particularly successful film

festival will rise in high dudgeon and complain that I am
indicting a whole institution when I should be aiming my fire

only at the badly run festivals. The trouble is that there seem

to be so many.

Let's be realistic. What may once have been a sincere effort

to encourage film-making art has now become a standard tourist

attraction and promotion stunt. If less starlets have lost their

bras in recent years at Cannes that does not necessarily make
the film festival a triumphant marriage of art and commerce.

No matter where you turn this summer, you are apt to run into

a film festival. As often as not, what is called a festival is

nothing more than a parade of standard films from the standard

array of foreign countries. I have no idea what good this does

any of the producers or distributors (unless they happen to be

the winning entries), but it may help the local tourist trade.

It has been my observation that the American companies are

rarely if ever thanked for entering these festivals, but always

roundly abused if they don't. Maybe this would come under the

heading of foreign aid. Whatever its heading, I seriously ques-

tion whether it is to be encouraged.

0

Speaking of film festivals and whether or not they are to be

encouraged, I am reminded of a number of other movie insti-

tutions about which the same questions can be raised. As a

starter, I raise the question of hair. Men's hair, to be exact.

You may well wonder how men's hair got into this column.

Have you seen any of our actors off-screen these days? If you
have, you probably know that too many of them wear their

hair long. I was at an affair in an Eastern city recently where
actors from Hollywood and New York were among the guests.

You could pick out the Hollywood representatives from the

rear, just by looking at the napes of the necks. If there were

signs of a reasonably recent haircut, New York. If long wavy
locks were flowing onto the collar, Hollywood.

The explanation is usually offered that Hollywood Western
stars must wear their hair long. But only one of the crop of

Hollywood performers I saw at this affair was a Western hero

(I will admit his hair was definitely the longest). And when
Elvis Presley was wearing his lovely locks at pre-Army length I

do not recall that he was herding cattle or gunning for the

rustlers at the pass. In brief, except in a cosmopolitan city where

this kind of thing is just too much, today's male performer

seems to be a long-hair on the surface, wearing the hirsute

badge of his trade and looking like the dickens. Even if I

weren't balding, I would condemn this trend.

We turn next to the question of how the stars get pai

This admittedly is in quite a different league from the way th

don't get their hair cut, but as long as I am on the subject

stars I might as well run the full course. Max Youngstein, w
knows his way around the film business and is not one to suff

in silence, recently let loose with a telling blast. Among tl

items he characterized as the "economic idiocy" was the id

of paying a million dollars to a performer while in any oth

medium the same performer would be paid on the basis of tl

success of the vehicle (A Broadway salary lasts as long as tl

run; ditto a television fee; but a movie salary is a guarante

often with the added inducement of a percentage of the profit

As Youngstein points out, the million dollar salary com<

out of the picture budget, but it doesn't necessarily go into tr

star's pocket—not if the performer is paying taxes to Unc

Sam. It is merely a prestige symbol—a senseless and expensh

one, which accomplishes nothing except fattening an actor's eg

As long as this column seems to be devoted to the performer

bless 'em, I would also like to inquire why so many of th

non-singers become recording "stars" instead of sticking to the;

own trade. The same applies to the serious actor who will 1<

himself be used as a comedy foil on a television program i

hope of getting a plug (although I am happyy to note that z

least one network has been avoiding this sort of thing in recer

times.) And I will try to pass mercifully over the shamble

that ensued when a parade of Hollywood performers tryin

desperately to "be themselves" recently appeared on a midnigh

network show. They should have brought their writers. Bette

still, they should have watched themselves on the Late Lat;

Show. But hold on. I am being carried away by peeve. Th

fact is that at their own trade most of the actors are pretty gooc

Their own trade is acting—from a script, on a sound stage

where you play to a director and a camera and the film edito

is your very good friend.

It is unfair of the distributors and the producers to expec

actors to be expert at other jobs. It is unfair to send a youn;

kid out on a press tour without scripting and preparing hin

to cope with the questions of fairly prescient newspapermen

It is unfair also to rig the tax laws so that he has to ask ai

astronomical salary in order to get to keep an adequate amoun

when Uncle Sam gets through taking. It is also unfair, in nr,

book, to use actors' private lives callously as publicity material

It is unfair, but if the publicity men don't do it there are alway

a few journalistic vultures around to handle the assignment.

0

We are riled up today, aren't we? But let's not end thi

column on a nasty note. Let's make pointed note, rather, o

the fact that despite the idiocy of multiple film festivals, lonj

haired actors, overpaid actors, amateur singers and the like, im

other entertainment medium has yet been able to equal thi

American motion picture in the lasting impact of a singli

vehicle. No star in any other medium has topped Elizabetl

Taylor in impact, either—and that was before the new invasior

of Rome by the barbarians.

While we are heaping praise on the movies, let us also noti

that our technical geniuses have not been lagging. I have higr

hopes for the excitement which will be generated by the new

Cinerama and the new concepts in theatre design; I still cling tc

the idea that 3-D will be back before too long in practical form

I even think more of the actors will be getting haircuts. As foi

the film festivals, I suppose they will always be with us. Maybe

the basic question is whether we should always be with them

Now if we can only do something about the income tax this

column will not have been in vain.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

i/lovie Stocks on Toboggan as

tears Hold Siege on Market
Movies continued to toboggan during the past two weeks as

he entire market failed to halt the steady slide. At the May 10

leadline, the Dow-Jones industrial average had closed at its

owest point since Feb. 14, 1961.

Fifteen of the 18 cinema issues covered in the Film BULLE-
IN chart dropped over the past fortnight, while three man-

ged to withstand the strong downward pull. M-G-M, which

ome observers felt had declined to a point where its yield was

ttractive, advanced 7
/g, despite losing some ground late in the

ession. United Artists, buoyed by an impressive product an-

ouncement for the remainder of the year, moved up II/4, and

imerican Broadcasting-Paramount jumped a smart 2l/
2 points.

Heaviest losers were: Walt Disney and Columbia Preferred,

ach of which slumped 4l/
2 points; Paramount, down $y8 , most

f it following president Balaban's message to stockholders;

tanley Warner, registering a 3-point loss, and Cinerama, which

'/as down 2% on the heaviest trading (108,900 shares). A good
idication that the bears had taken hold was found in the fact

pat five companies showing improved profit statements during

ie period—Decca, Warner Bros., Screen Gems, National Gen-

ral and Seven Arts—all declined in price. In addition, all six

lovie shares in the over-the-counter list dropped over the past

jrtnight.

API Statement Reveals Film Investments

1 In its fourth annual report to shareholders, Motion Picture

rvestors, Inc. revealed the details of two interesting deals into

hich it entered to help stimulate the flow of product to

leatres.

In the fiscal year ended March 31 MPI realized a "substantial"

rofit from its contract with Allied Artists for the re-release of

Friendly Persuasion", "The Oklahoman" and "Wichita". Not
) successful was MPI's move to assist in the financing of pro-

uction costs for "The Deadly Companions", which is being
istributed by Pathe America. The initial loan of $150,000 to

Carousel Productions, Inc., producer of the film, had been re-

duced to $130,000 and is now represented by a note in the

amount of $122,690.04. However, in view of the picture's slow

play-off, the MPI statement reports, it appears "improbable that

future receipts will be sufficient to recover the unpaid balance"

of the loan, and it has therefore been written down to $65,000.

MPI net assets as of March 31 was $348,682.91. Outstanding

shares numbered 43,619. The company holds stock in all major

film companies except 20th-Fox.

Seven Arts '62 Profit Up
Seven Arts Productions, Ltd., which boasts participation in

such motion pictures as "West Side Story," and various other

entertainment vehicles, in addition to its television distribution

activities, jumped from a loss of $1,090,212 for fiscal 1961 to

a profit of $1,100,555 (85c per share) for the fiscal year ended

Jan. 31, 1962.

In a letter to shareholders, president David B. Stillman re-

ported that Seven Arts total revenue for the term was about

$18,000,000, of which $13,000,000 represented rentals from

TV distribution via the firm's subsidiary, Seven Arts Associated

Corp. The balance, he added, representing income from theatri-

cal distribution, was offset by amortization taken on a cost-

recovery basis.

Paramount Still Cost-Cutting—Balahan
Paramount Pictures will hold its annual stockholders meet-

ing June 5 to elect 11 directors to the firm's board and, among
other matters, to vote on a resolution that would impose certain

restrictions on future stock options.

According to the proxy statement, the principal officers re-

ceived the following remuneration last year: Barney Balaban,

president—$124,000; vice president Y. Frank Freeman

—

$57,200; vice president and secretary Paul Raibourn—$59,800;

v.p. George Weltner—$62,400; Adolph Zukor, board chairman

—$52,000; v.p. Jacob H. Karp—$78,000.

Previously, in a message to the firm's stockholders, Balaban

had said that Paramount was continuing with its policy of

consolidation and cost-cutting to meet the rising cost of produc-

tion and the "competition we have had to meet from other

aspects of the entertainment field."

(Continued on Page 22

)

FILM SHARES FAR DOWN FROM MAY, '61

What tt Difference a Year Makes!
The chanciness of movie stocks—every bit as unpre-

dictable as the films and stars they represent—has made
itself felt on the market over the past year. The object of

much of Wall Street's affection in the Spring of 1961,

cinema shares are back on the shelf this season, and the

prospects of another romance with investors before fall

are highly unlikely.

That the decline in movie prices is temporary, await-

ing merely another powerful line of theatrical product to

switch the caravan back into high gear, is an accepted
fact on the Street, but a fact it definitely is. According to

the Financial Report statistics department, 12 film and
theatre stocks were down as of May 1 from the compar-
able rate in 1961. Only two were up. The drops range
from in Decca (currently stirring plenty of interest

via its planned marriage with MCA) to a huge 331/?

point plunge by Paramount (attributable to lacklustre

product and its pay-TV flop in Etobicoke). The average

decline is sizable: a shade under 12 points.

In the May 1 (1961) issue of Film BULLETIN, we
wrote: "The romance between Wall Street and movie

stocks continue apace." Now that the ardor has cooled

considerably, many observers see the plus factors in mo-
tion pictures as pretty well discounted, and some issues

poised for another take-off. Little in the way of an up-

surge is seen before fall, however, because most of the

companies' big (picture) guns are slated to go off during

the coming holiday season, thereby postponing any real-

ization of important revenue until later in the year. In

fact, one firm, 20th-Fox, does not figure to improve to

any great degree until 1963, after its highly-heralded

"Cleopatra" has been finished and placed in release. One
exception, Walt Disney, appears ready to take a ride at

any moment, as substantial grosses continue to roll in

from successful films, and more of the same will soon

(Continued on Page 22)
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"I Do Not Like the Picture"

SENATOR JOHN SPARKMAN

I regret very much to say that I

do not like the picture "Advise and

Consent." It is almost wholly without

merit as a true presentation of the

Senate or of the operation of our

government. I feel that a false impres-

sion will be created by the showing of

this picture both in this country and in

foreign countries where it may be

shown.
* * *

"Good Drama and Good Fiction"

SENATOR HUBERT H. HUMPHREY

I was one Senator who enjoyed this

motion picture. I was not as critical of

it as some others. I have heard it said

that "Advise and Consent" did not

accurately portray the character and

mood of the United States Senate. I do

not think this was the only intention

of the producers. If it had been, they

would have given us a newsreel. "Ad-

vise and Consent" was drama. It was

fiction. I think that it was good drama

and good fiction. Yes, the motion pic-

ture may give an inaccurate impression

of our government to some of the

people overseas. I think that in a free

nation, we must be willing to risk oc-

casional erroneous impressions. I would

rather allow freedom for the arts than

absorb them into our propaganda

program.

* * *

Foreign Reaction Would Be Regrettable

SENATOR JOHN J. WILLIAMS

While I have not yet seen the film

version of the novel, I did read the

book and consider it a complete dis-

tortion of the manner in which the

Senate and the Gorvenment in general

operate. I suppose that since the film

is based on a novel and is not in-

tended in any way to be a documentary,

a faithful portrayal of the situation

should not be expected. Nevertheless, it

is true I suppose that many people,

particularly in foreign countries, will

consider that the book and the film,

because of their obvious locale, do

present a true picture. Such a reaction

would be regrettable, but, unfortun-

ately, understandable.

FUROR
OVER

"ADVISE

AND
CONSENT'

No other film maker has

quite the flair for stirring

controversy that comes so

naturally to Otto Preminger.

Whether he is twitting Holly-

wood's old taboo on sex with

a lark like The Moon Is

Blue, or hammering at the

industry's ban against the

subject of narcotics with a

serious work like Man With

The Golden Arm, Otto the

Bold manages to keep him-

self and his films in the dead

center of a blazing public

conflagaration that is kept

aglow by a stream of com-
bustible publicity.

His latest movie is Advise

and Consent, from the best-

selling novel by Allen Drury
about American statesmen

and politicians, and it is fol-

lowing the pattern of Pre-

minger pictures by attracting

plenty of headlines from
Washington, D.C. to the

capitals of Europe.

The ruckus started when
Preminger and Columbia
Pictures, which will release

Advise and Consent this sum-

mer, invited a group of U. S.

(Continued on Next Page

)

"Distorted Picture of Our Government"

SENATOR STEPHEN M. YOUNG

The motion picture "Advise and Con-

sent" is an interesting picture. Without

a doubt, it will be a huge success from

a box office standpoint.

The book "Advise and Consent" is

a great book, in my judgment, and in-

tensely interesting.

While I liked the film in most

respects, I fell had the writer adhered

more accurately to the book, it would

be a better film.

The unfavorable and distorted pic-

ture of our government and its Sena-

tors is likely to be conveyed to people

of foreign countries in some respects.

In my opinion, the following are some

reasonable and proper criticisms:

—

The President of the United States in

the film was miscast, in my opinion.

The obnoxious Senator, whom many

readers of the book considered as depict-

ing the late Senator Joseph McCarthy,

indulged in antics in an alleged com-

mittee meeting that would not have

been tolerated by any chairman of a

committee or subcommittee of the

Senate.

In the book, the young Senator shot

himself. The shot was heard by his

friend in the same office building but

on another floor. The other Senator

knew instinctively what had occurred.

In the film this scene is not authentic

or convincing, in my opinion.

In some instances there was a ten-

dency to degrade the Senate and depict

Senators lacking in character. For ex-

ample, the very conclusion of the film

is unfortunate, in my opinion. In

"Advise and Consent" author Drury

depicts the Vice President as a very

amiable, friendly, rather mediocre

pleasure loving politician. He presides

over the Senate, however, in an entirely

proper and adequate manner, and when

suddenly by reason of the death of the

President he becomes President of the

United States, he emerges into great-

ness. I suggest you reread the last

chapter of Mr. Drury's book. Why did

not the film end in the manner the

author ended his book? Instead, we

behold eight or more men, looking

like thugs, coming into the entrances

of the Senate Chamber, and these cari-
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Otto Preminger Calls His Film Fiction and Faithful

ADVISE AND CONSENT

catures of FBI operatives, after blocking

the doorways for the purpose of pro-

tecting the Vice-President now become

President of the United States, have

word sent to him of the death of the

President. The roll call on confirma-

tion of the nominee for Secretary of

State is proceeding to a conclusion. The

vote is a tie. He as presiding officer

withholds his vote. The nomination is

rejected. Then he bangs the gavel and

steps down and says to the Majority

Leader, "I prefer to name my own
Secretary of State." Thus ends the pic-

ture on a selfish note. This is in sharp

contrast with the book.

Incidentally, although many scenes

for the film were made in Washington

and in the Capitol, on the roll call

vote Senators voted "Yes" and "No".

Were you to sit in the Senate Gallery

and listen to scores or hundreds of

roll calls, you would never hear the

words "Yes". You would hear "Yea"

and "Nay".

In addition, I have other criticisms,

but this letter is unduly long. Further-

more, I do not claim to be a drama
critic. Am simply expressing my per-

sonal views.

(Continued from Page 10)

Senators to a preview of the

film. Word soon leaked to

the press that some of the

honored guests felt the pic-

ture portrayed the Senate

and even the White House in

an unfavorable light. Sen.

Stephen M. Young of Ohio
was quoted as expressing the

view that it will present a

damaging image of the U.S.

in foreign countries. The
bald and bold producer-

director retorted that his film

is fiction and a faithful adap-

tation of the novel.

Seeking to learn whether

Preminger has stirred up a

hornet's nest or a timely

tempest in a teapot, Film

BULLETIN asked Senator

Young and several key mem-
bers of the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations to de-

tail their reactions to Advise

and Consent. Their replies

are on these pages.

May I add, I hope I am wrong in

my view that people who see the film

both here and abroad are likely to have

an unfavorable and distorted impres-

sion of American public life and of our

Senators who in reality are not selfish

individuals.

It is my view that if in fact a book

is filmed and the title of the book used,

the film should be as authentic as

possible.

$ $ $

Issue of Free Speech

SENATOR J. W. FULBRIGHT

I have not seen this film, so I am
unable to answer your questions con-

cerning it. Since the film was produced

by a private company and no Govern-

ment funds were involved, I would

want to make clear that any opinion

I might express would be personal.

I am aware, of course, of the general

criticism concerning the quality of

American films sent abroad. It must

be kept in mind, however, that Gov-

ernment regulation of the content or

distribution of films would be contrary

to our constitutional safeguards of free

speech. Regulation, therefore, must be

voluntary within the industry, and I

hope this responsibility will not be

taken lightly.
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"That Touch of Mink"

Su4Ue44 TZatiHf O O ©
Grant and Day give lightweight farce powerful marquee
value. Strong grosser for metropolitan market. Hand-
some production.

The commercial ingredients are here—especially in the mar-

quee value of Cary Grant and Doris Day—for another Uni-

versal fun hit, but farce is no "Lover Come Back" or "Pillow

Talk" in terms of original, clever, amusing comedy. Nevertheless,

loaded with slapstick and suggestive dialogue and situations,

running the range from exciting Manhattan to romantic Ber-

muda, and decked out in beautiful clothes and lavish sets,

"That Touch of Mink" leaves little question as to its boxoffice

potential in metropolitan areas. With two of filmland's most

popular personalities in the leads, audiences will be enticed to

come in, and once in, they will get generous servings of racy

complications and risque innuendoes, if not much real wit.

Delbert Mann has directed all of this nonsense with more of

an eye for pace than deft comic touch. Grant and Miss Day
give their familiar, slick performances. He is all suaveness and

charm as the successful and handsome bachelor intent on main-

taining his free-lance romantic status. His high point comes

when he races out of New York's Athletic Club wrapped only

in a towel to "rescue" Miss Day from a lecherous unemploy-

ment office suitor. She amusingly retains her small town "good

girl" composure even after she's been presented with one of

the most expensive minks in captivity. She comes off well in

her big scene when, after finally deciding to give in to Grant

in Bermuda, she drinks herself into silliness while trying to

build up courage. First-rate support is supplied by Gig Young,

Grant's psychoanalyst-bound financial advisor; Audrey Mead-

ows, Miss Day's Automat-worker roommate; and John Astin,

the "creepiest" of unemployment office clerks. The Stanley

Shapiro (he co-produced with Martin Melcher)-Nate Mon-
aster screenplay finds Miss Day and Grant starting out their

relationship on a platonic basis. She nervously agrees to go

to Bermuda with him, but she breaks out in a nervous rash

their first night there, and Grant reconciles himself by sleeping

in the next room. They return to New York the following

day. Miss Day, irked with herself because of the unsophisticated

panic that brought on her ailment, flies back to Bermuda,

phones Grant and begs him to join her. Grant arrives to find

her roaring drunk and the trip number two ends in failure. Back

in New York, Young, suspecting that Grant really loves Miss

Day, suggests Miss Day go to a motel with Astin. Young will

then tell Grant, Grant will give chase, and all will end well.

After a number of slapstick hurdles are overcome, Grant "res-

cues" Miss Day and proposes marriage. Back in Bermuda for

their bridal night, Grant suffers an attack of nerves, and this

time he breaks out in spots. But we know all soon will be right.

Universal-International. 99 minutes. Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig Young. Produced
by Stanley Shapiro and Martin Melcher. Directed by Delbert Mann.

"Bon Voyage"

SW*€44 'Ratu? O O O
Disney turns out another lively, hectic family comedy
that will delight all ages. Technicolor. Big grosser.

Bravo, Walt Disney, you've done it again. A sparkling,

hilarious, thoroughly enjoyable live-action comedy about the

misadventures of an average American family finally taking that

long planned for holiday in France. One of the best family

attractions to come along in some time, this Buena Vista release

will roll up big grosses in all Disney-prone situations. It boasts

a bright and talented cast consisting of Fred MacMurray, Jane

Wyman, Michael Callan, Deborah ("Gidget Goes Hawaiian")

Walley, Tommy Kirk and little Kevin Corcoran; handsome

Technicolor wrapping utilizing the locales of the luxury line
i

SS United States, the boulevards of Paris, and the sun

drenched beaches of the French Riviera (William Snyder' I

shots of Paris are enough to make us all run to the near

travel agency); and a series of harmless complications wi

which each and every member of the audience will find sym

pathy. Director James Neilson plays it strictly for laughs froir

the opening champagne farewell party aboard ship, througr

the various shipboard activities (romantic and athletic) at sea

a frantic cab ride down the Champs Elysees, a trip through

the sewers of Paris, to the climactic Bastille Day celebratior

in the streets along the Riviera. Although some of the 1 30-i

minutes running time could be eliminated without hurting thj

story, "Bon Voyage" still emerges one gay and lively cinematic

lark. MacMurray is at his professional best as "dead old Dad,
,:

guiding his family on their first European jaunt, while Miss

Wyman lends vivaciousness and charm as his shopping-spree

happy wife. Miss Walley is appropriately love-smitten as theit

daughter, and Callan is good as the playboy architect she falls

in love with. Kirk plays to the hilt the teen-age son who sows

his wild oats in Paris complete with beret and mustache, and

Corcoran is the typical always-in-hot-water youngster who

manages to lose MacMurray in the Parisian sewers. Bill Walsh's

screenplay, based on the book by Marrijane and Joseph Hayes,

finds MacMurray growing more and more disturbed over the

romance between Walley and Callan, especially since the latter

isn't at all interested in marriage. On the Riviera MacMurray

and Miss Walley help Callan see the error of his wastrel ways,

and in the luxurious casino MacMurray flattens gigolo Ivan

Desny when he makes a play for Miss Wyman. As they head

back for Terre Haute the family find themselves a little wiser

in all ways.

Buena Vista. A Walt Disney Production. 130 minutes. Fred MacMurray, Jane

Wyman, Michael Callan, Deborah Walley, Tommy Kirk, Kevin Corcoran. Directed

by James Neilson.

bamar

Mild action entry, with Geo. Montgomery, for duals.

George Montgomery touches all bases as producer, director,

star and co-author of this Warner Bros, release. Set in the

Philippines of 1870, mounted in Technicolor and dealing with

a jungle trek to freedom to escape Spanish oppression, "Samar"

is a fairly exciting adventure that will serve as a dualler in the

action market. The location lensing adds the appropriate

flavor, and an impressive array of danger-filled handicaps pop

up during the 89-minutes running time— head-hunters, ty-

phoons, fever and an epic climb up the 1000-foot cliffs of

Samar's mountains. Montgomery portrays a soldier of fortune-

doctor assigned to Samar's penal colony for Philippine political

prisoners. Gilbert Roland is the kindly island head who decides

to lead his people on the perilous journey to the legendary

lost city of Sierra de Oro. Ziva Rodaan displays her sexy all

as the illegitimate daughter of a Spanish official now turned

prostitute, and Joan O'Brien is Roland's wife. Nico Minardos

is the tyrannical Spanish captain who comes to Samar to check

rumors of insurrection there. The plot finds Minardos planning

to take over the island from Roland. The latter decides now

is the time to escape to freedom, forces Montgomery and Miss

O'Brien to join the exodus, then captures Minardos and his

men and takes them along, too. During the trip a romance

springs up between Montgomery and Miss Rodaan, head-

hunters wipe out some of the group, Minardos is killed during

a fight with the savages, and Montgomery is forced to ampu-

tate Roland's arm after the latter is wounded by a poison dart.

Sierra de Oro is finally reached.

Warner Bros. 89 minutes. George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland, Ziva Rodaan, Joan

O'Brien Produced and directed by Montgomery.
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"The Miracle Worker"

Su4iH€4* TRcttotf ©GO
Powerful, emotionally stirring drama about Helen Kel-

ler's childhood. Strong attraction for class houses. Re-

quires heavy promotion campaign in general market.

"The Miracle Worker" is a powerfully performed and

.inematically imaginative motion picture. Commercially, it poses

he question as to how the mass audience will respond to a

^tory as emotionally exhausting as this is. Discriminating adult

ilmgoers will find it stimulating and rewarding. Much will

iepend in the general market on the campaign with which

Jnited Artists will back this release. The task is not a simple

me, yet the chances are good that grosses will run well above

iverage, because "The Miracle Worker" is quality movie mer-

:handise. The critical reception should be very good. In trans-

erring William Gibson's long-running stage hit to the screen,

producer Fred Coe has wisely retained the show's two stars,

\nne Bancroft and Patty Duke, the talented director, Arthur
3enn, and the original author. Although the names of Miss

3ancroft and Miss Duke mean little on a marquee just now,

hey will mean much in the future, for both turn in perform-

ances of Oscar calibre. They are certain to stir up plenty of

vord-of-mouth and want-to-see of major boxoffice significance.

Jenn's direction is mobile, suspenseful and continually charged

vith the electrifying elements of two stubborn personalities

physically battling one another in an attempt to retain their

>eliefs. Greatly aiding the production is cameraman Ernest

laparros' brilliant black-and-white tones, the fuzzy images

ecalling Miss Bancroft's tormented youth, and the world of

ilence behind the credits reflecting the unnatural world of

ittle Miss Duke as the blind mute, animal-like Helen Keller,

vliss Bancroft, presents the outspoken, determined teacher,

Vnnie Sullivan, as a complex young lady on her first assign-

nent, convinced that her method of instruction will get

hrough to Miss Duke, yet continually haunted by the mem-
>ries of her own half-blind youth in an institution (she's still

>othered by strong light) and the death of her younger,

rippled brother in the asylum. Miss Duke, is superb as the

onfused, rebellious child, trapped in a world of silence and

larkness, only too happy to take advantage of the over-indul-

>ence of her unhappy parents. How Miss Bancroft forces Miss

3uke to learn the finger language, eat with good table manners

(a food-throwing, dish-breaking scene of masterpiece propor-

ions) and finally accept a form of discipline will leave viewers

absolutely limp. Each scene is a gem of acting versatility, espe-

cially those sequences involving physical contact between the

wo (an exchange of face slapping, rolling on the floor, etc.).

jood support is provided by Victor Jory, the blustering father;

nga Swenson, the miracle-hoping mother; Andrew Prime, the

arcastic half-brother. After agonizing, violence-filled weeks,

vliss Bancroft finally gets Miss Duke to tolerate her and learn

low to spell a number of words. But the concept of words
till elude Miss Duke. The latter is movingly accomplished

vhen Miss Duke at last associates water with the finger symbols

lor it. Miss Bancroft is vindicated and a new world is opened
or Miss Duke.

Jnited Artists. 107 minutes. Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke, Victor Jory. Produced by
red Coe. Directed by Arthur Penn.

"Merrill's Marauders"

Sutineu 'Rcitut^ Q © Plus
I

ixciting rendition of heroic World War II chapter. In

'echnicofor. Good entry for general market. Strong for

iction houses.

;
An exciting war film has been made out of one of the most

leroic and fantastic chapters of World War II—the 600 mile

behind enemy lines Burmese jungle march of Brigadier Gen-
eral Frank Merrill and his 3000 Marauders to stop the Japanese

invasion of India. Starring Jeff Chandler (his last role), a

number of upcoming Warner Bros, personalities (several of

TV fame), filmed in brilliant Technicolor in the steaming

Luzon jungles, and rich in battle scenes, some of epic propor-

tions, "Merrill's Marauders" shapes up as an above-average

moneymaker for the general market, a big grosser for action

houses. A strong promotion campaign, coupled with word-of-

mouth could produce some surprising returns. The acting is

believeable, Samuel Fuller's direction abounding in action

and suspense, and the Milton Sperling (he produced)-Fuller

screenplay above-average in its intelligent character develop-

ment. When we first encounter Merrill, effectively played by
Chandler, and his Marauders, they are gaunt-looking and suf-

fering from mental and physical fatigue after a 100 mile march
to a Japanese base. After successfully knocking out the arsenal

they are called upon to march an additional 500 miles to destroy

an enemy railroad line and recapture Mitchina, the gateway to

India. Fatigue, tension, malaria, starvation, the merciless jungle,

plus a number of thrilling combat sequences help make the

film rousing entertainment certain to engross most viewers.

Co-starring are Ty Hardin, the up-from-the-ranks lieutenant

who unquestioningly obeys Chandler's impossible orders;

Andrew Duggan, the outfit's doctor who realizes Chandler is

on the verge of a heart attack; Claude Akins, the sergeant; and
Peter Brown and Will Hutchins, the outfit's crack marksman
and "chowhound," respectively. The climax finds Chandler col-

lapsing from a heart attack and a wounded Harden urging the

remaining men the last few miles to Mitchina. The impossible

is accomplished—but only 100 out of the original 3000 men
remain alive.

Warner Bros. 98 minutes. Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan.
Produced by Milton Sperling. Directed by Samuel Fuller.

"Satan in High Heels"

Low-budgeter leans on sordid sex angles.

A sordid, seamy sex quickie about a scheming woman's climb

up the ladder of success, "Satin In High Heels" (minus a Code
Seal) is destined for very limited playoffs. The film has plenty

of exploitation angles — bosomy Meg Myles and Sabrina, a

nude swimming sequence, an attempted murder, and a fashion-

able East Side night club run by gangsters, a cynical lesbian

manager and a homosexual bartender. But it all adds up to

much ado about nothing. The performances are amateurish

(Miss Myles scores better as a singer than as an actress), Jerald

Intrator's direction is static and unimaginative, and Harold

Bonnett's screenplay is a compilation of cliches. The plot finds

Miss Myles stealing some money from her dope-addicted hus-

band, Earl Hammond, leaving the cheap carnival where she

works as a dancer, and landing in New York. She's introduced

to lesbian manager Grayson Hall, and the latter decides to turn

Miss Myles into a chic entertainer. Miss Myles runs through

an affair with club owner Mike Keene, and then she takes up

with his playboy son Bob Yuro. Hammond shows up on open-

ing night and Miss Myles talks him into killing Keene. Ham-
mond bungles the job and Miss Myles is put out on the street.

Cosmic. 97 minutes.
M. Burton. Directed

Meg Myles. Grayson Hall, Mike Keene.
by Jerald Intrator.

Produced by Leonard

BUSINESS RATING
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"Lonely Are the Brave"

'8u4iKC44 'Rati*? O O O
Fascinating, suspenseful Western about cowboy vs.

modern age. Kirk Douglas tops cast. Good b.o. potential.

A fascinating, ironic and off-beat Western about an indivi-

dualist at war with the regimented jet age, this Universal-

International release stands an excellent chance of amassing

some solid returns in the general market. Boxofhce power Kirk

Douglas is the only name for the marquee, but word-of-mouth

should aid it greatly. Several notches above the average

Western, and far superior to the current TV oater crop, "Lonely

Are the Brave" has in its favor; some original characterizations;

plenty of humor; action and suspense, including an ending

reminiscent of "High Sierra;" tight and flavorful direction on

the part of David Miller, and the treacherous Sandia mountains

of New Mexico as its locale. As scripted by Dalton Trumbo,

from Edward Abbey's novel, "The Brave Cowboy," the film

tells what happens when free-roaming cowboy Douglas arranges

to get thrown into jail to help an old friend escape (the latter

has been helping wetbacks find work), and then finds himself

on the run from posses, walkie-talkie jeeps and an Air Force

helicopter. It's this aspect of the man of brawn fighting the

efficiency of the modern age, enhanced by the elements of a

really exciting chase drama, which makes the film the engross-

ing experience it is. Douglas comes off well as the cowboy who
cannot understand why people want to fence themselves in

when there's all that land to roam around in. Gena Rowlands

(of TV's "87th Precinct") has some touching moments as the

jailed friend's wife, whom Douglas once loved. Walter Matthau

is splendid as the efficient sheriff (saddled with incompetent

deputies) who considers Douglas more crazy cowboy than

criminal. One-armed Bill Raisch provides one of the film's most

thrilling moments when he forces Douglas into a vicious bar-

room brawl. Unable to convince friend Michael Kane to break

out of jail, Douglas escapes and flees into the mountains with

Whiskey, his horse. He eludes Matthau and his posse and

manages to shoot down the helicopter when it comes too close.

After further narrow escapes Douglas reaches the top of the

mountains and heads for the Mexican border. His horse balks

while crossing a major highway and both are hit by a giant

diesel truck. Whiskey is put out of his misery and the dying

Douglas is carried away in an ambulance.

Universal-International. 107 minutes. Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands, Walter Matt-
hau. Produced by Edward Lewis. Directed by David Miller.

"Ride the High Country"

gctdaee44 O O Plus

Taut, action-filled Western. Vets Randolph Scott, Joel

McCrea for marquee. Color, C'Scope.

Veteran outdoor action stars Randolph Scott and Joel McCrea
are teamed for the first time in this well-made drama of the

Old West being released by M-G-M. And thanks to newcomer
director Sam Peckinpah, what could have been just another

routine oater comes off as a taut, humorous, action-filled shoot-

'em-up destined to please devotees of such fare. Scott and

McCrea are at their rugged best as former "town tamers" down
on their luck who become guards for a gold shipment from a

mountain mine. Scott's portrayal of a man both hero and heel

and McCrea's delineation of a dedicated, honest individual

provide an interesting contrast in personalities, and the injection

of a race between a camel and a horse, a drunken brawl in the

mountain mine and a realistic bullet-flying finale supply a

variety of excitement essential for films of this ilk. The hand-

some Metrocolor-CinemaScope mounting, filmed on location in

California's High Sierras, adds visual grandeur of the first-

order. Colorful supporting performances are delivered by rec

haired Mariette Hartley and Ronald Starr, a sheltered youn
lady and an adventurous young drifter; Edgar Buchanan,
drunken frontier judge; Jenie Jackson, a 303 pound saloon

keeper; and a quintet of white-trash Southeners, the Hammom
brothers, who plot to steal both Miss Hartley and the gold

N. B. Stone, Jr.'s original screenplay finds Scott, McCrea an<

Starr setting out to bring the gold back to the bank. Althougl

they have been friends for years, Scott plans to double-cros.

McCrea and hijack the gold with Starr. They are joined b'

Miss Hartley, fleeing her puritanical father, and planning t<

marry James Drury, one of the wild Hammond miners. Afte

the wedding, Miss Hartley grows disillusioned with Drury ant

his drunken brothers, and she starts back to the lowlands wit!

the gold. McCrea discovers the Scott-Starr plot and disarm:

them. Drury and his brothers catch up with the group ant

Scott and McCrea challenge the brothers to a fair fight in th(

open. The brothers are killed and McCrea is mortally wounded
Scott promises to deliver the gold, and Miss Hartley and Stan

plan to marry.

M-G-M. 94 minutes. Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea, Mariette Hartley, Ronald
Starr. Produced by Richard E. Lyons. Directed by Sam Peckinpah.

Lisa

&<Utoe? O © PIus

Chase-thriller about girl's flight to Palestine. Strong pro-

motion, word-of-mouth, will boost b.o. Color, C'Scope.

From 20th Century-Fox comes this suspenseful DeLuxe
Color-CinemaScope adaptation of Jan de Hartog's novel "The

Inspector." A poignant love story rich in foreign intrigue, and

magnificently photographed in Holland, Wales and Tangier,

"Lisa" relates how a Dutch Police Inspector, guilt-ridden for

failing to save his fiancee from death in a Nazi concentration

camp, willingly becomes a fugitive from justice to help an

orphan survivor of Auschwitz reach Palestine. The journey is

long and ripe with danger, and director Philip Dunne has

injected Mark Robson's polished production with all of the

ingredients essential for a highly entertaining chase-thriller.

Although Stephen Boyd ("Ben-Hur") and Dolores Hart pro-

vide only mild marquee lure, an aggressive promotion campaign

by Fox, plus word-of-mouth could catapult the film into the

above-average grossing category among the general patronage.

Boyd is credible as the self-sacrificing Inspector who finds

himself falling in love with his tormented companion, while Miss

Hart increases her stock as a dramatic actress as the Palestine-

obsessed girl who believes she will never be able to love a man
because she was forced to become a medical research guinea pig

in Auschwitz. Outstanding support is supplied by Leo McKern,
a bible-quoting barge captain who dabbles in smuggled goods;

Hugh Griffith, a renegade Dutchman who sometimes takes

immigrants through the British blockade into Palestine; and

Donald Pleasence, Boyd's Scotland Yard friend who allows

the former and Miss Hart to slip through a police dragnet.

Nelson Gidding's screenplay finds Boyd and Miss Hart fleeing

Holland on McKern's barge and finally reaching Tangier. An
American-backed organization urges Miss Hart to go to

Nuremberg as a witness at the War Crimes Trials. Boyd per-

suades her to continue on to Palestine, and Miss Hart, after a

medical examination, realizes that she is capable of a normal

love. Griffith gets them on a gun-running boat to Palestine

and they successfully escape a British warship and rival gun-

runners. Miss Hart is seriously wounded during an encounter

with the latter, but Boyd gets her to Palestine and a waiting

Haganah patrol. Although Miss Hart now loves him, Boyd's

code of honesty forces him to give himself up to the British

authorities.

20th Century-Fox. 112 minutes. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hugh
Griffith. Produced by Mark Robson. Directed by Philip Dunne
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"Lad: a Dog"

GcuiKeu 7£<xU*9 O O Plus

Canine cliffhanger aimed at kid trade. Should draw lots

of family business during holidays. Color.

The moppets are in for an old-fashioned canine cliffhanger

with this Warner Bros, release based on the famous dog stories

of Albert Payson Terhune. Adults will undoubtedly find the

exploits of collie Lad a little too precious and syrupy, but the

youngsters won't mind at all. Exhibitors can count on plenty

of family business during the holidays, especially since this

Technicolor attraction is being packaged with a new animated

featurette, "The Adventures of the Road Runner." The little

ones are going to take to Lad in the same way their elders once

took to Lassie, and before the 98-minutes running time is over,

they're bound to agree that Lad is just the greatest collie

around. He melts the heart of aggressive business man Carroll

O'Connor; fights off a copperhead snake,; helps O'Connor's

crippled eight-year-old daughter, Angela Cartwright, walk

again; wins a gold cup in competition against an outstanding

show dog; tries to rescue his unconscious mistress, Peggy

McCay, from a burning barn (her author husband, Peter Breck,

finishes the job), and brings about the capture of a vengeful

poacher, responsible for setting the barn on fire. Directors Aram
Avakian and Leslie H. Martinson have guided their sentimental

'saga with a intended young audience in mind, but the California

scenery is always lovely to look at. The Lillie Hayward-Roberta

O. Hodes script finds little Miss Cartwright grieving over the

loss of one of Lad's puppies klled in the fire. She rejects the

remaining one, but the puppy finally wins her over.

Warner Bros. 98 minutes. Peter Breck, Peggy McCay, Carroll O'Connor. Produced
by Max J. Rosenberg. Directed by Aram Avakian and Leslie H. Martinson.

"Night Creatures"

%<l4Uete O © Pius

Good special-effects, smuggling mystery. Strong sum-
mer entry for action houses, drive-ins. Color.

The excellent production values usually associated with

British-made Hammer films are in evidence once again in this

action-filled 18th century smuggling drama in Eastman Color,

iA dash of mystery, some supernatural overtones and the right

itouch of romance help make this Universal-International

release a good summer attraction for action-ballyhoo situations

and drive-ins. Thanks to some believable performances, im-

pressive sets, tingling special effects, and the tight, fluid direc-

tion of Peter Graham Scott, "Night Creatures" figures to keep

devotees of such fare guessing as to: (1) whether the King's

Men will smash the cleverly organized smuggling ring in the

village of Dymchurch; (2) the true identity of the ghostly

"Marsh Phantoms" who ride out of the eerie darkness and
cause men to die of fright; (3) whether or not the benign

village Vicar is actually the notorious pirate supposedly buried

in the churchyard. Peter Cushing is first-rate as the ex-pirate

turned Vicar, a repentant man trying to redeem himself by
depriving the tax men and giving the money to the poor. Good
support comes from Yvonne Romain, the attractive bar maid
;who doesn't know she's actually Cushing's daughter; Oliver

Reed, the Squire's son whom Miss Romain loves; Patrick Allen,

Captain of the King's Men; assorted villagers secretly in

league against the Crown; and Milton Reid, a mutilated

mulatto, the unfortunate victim of Cushing's pirate days. Most
of John Elder's screenplay is devoted to the villagers' attempt

,

to outwit Allen and his men. Eventually Allen learns that the

"Marsh Phantom" ploy is to frighten curiosity-seekers away
from the cache of smuggled goods, and that Cushing is actually

the supposedly dead pirate. Cushing admits his identity and

the villagers come to his defense. But the hate-filled Reid

attacks Cushing and kills him.

Universal-International. 81 minutes. Peter Cushing, Yvonne Romain, Oliver Reed.

Produced by John Temple-Smith. Directed by Peter Graham Scott.

"13 West Street"

Suspense-meller about "solid citizen" vs. young gang.

Adequate dualler for general market.

A law-abiding space engineer is set upon and viciously beaten

by a gang of well-dressed teen-agers on his way home from

work one night. His fanatical desire to bring the boys to justice

himself, his refusal to be frightened off by threats from the

gang, his continual interference with the police, and his own

destruction of his marriage and his reputation make up the bulk

of this melodrama from Columbia. With Alan Ladd, Rod

Steiger and Michael Callan for the marquee, and some suspense-

ful direction on the part of Philip Leacock, "13 West Street"

shapes up as an OK thriller for general market consumption. It

will adequately serve either end of a double bill. Although

exploration of the theme is superficial, there is excitement

here to keep the average moviegoer engrossed. Ladd is appro-

priately stolid as the vengence-seeking victim: Steiger is good

as the detective whose hands are tied by the fact that he has

very little to go on; and Callan comes off well as the twisted

rich boy leader with a hatred for "solid citizens." Dolores

Dorn's beauty makes up for her lack of acting ability as Ladd's

wife. The Bernard C. Schoenfeld-Robert Presnell, Jr. screen-

play, based on Leigh Brackett's novel, "The Tiger Among Us,"

finds Ladd being beaten up a second time by Callan and his

gang after Ladd refuses to lay off the case. His obsession grows

to such proportions he pursues a vehicle he thinks belongs to

Callan, discovers its occupant is only an innocent young girl,

and ends up in jail. He's finally given a leave of absence from

his work. Steiger gets a lead on the gang, and one of the

frightened members hangs himself. A private detective hired

by Ladd is killed while chasing Callan up a canyon road. Callan

goes to Ladd's house and starts attacking Miss Dorn. He runs

away as Ladd arrives, but the latter corners Callan in his palatial

home and tries to drown the youth in the swimming pool. Ladd

regains his sanity just in time.

Columbia. 80 minutes. Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Michael Callan, Dolores Dorn.

Produced by William Bloom. Directed by Philip Leacock.

"Nearly a Nasty Accident"

Sct4i*ted4 72.atiny Q
Weak British slapstick comedy strictly for kid trade.

This slapstick British import being released by Universal

figures to appeal only to the youngest segment of the general

market audience. Loaded with one corny sight gag after an-

other, the film deals with an R.A.F. airman who causes a series

of disastrous accidents. It will squeeze by as a dualler

in areas where comedies of all levels are acceptable. Director

Don Chaffey valiantly tries to stretch as much hilarity as pos-

sible out of the flimsy situations. Kenneth Connor is the air-

man menace, Jimmy Edwards, his distraught, w alrus-mustached

Group-Captain, and Shirley Eaton supplies the sex as a

W.R.A.F. Corporal. The Jack Davis-Hugh Woodhouse screen-

play finds Edwards attempting to get Connor dismissed from

the service. While escorting Connor home, Edwards is throw n

from the train into a mail net and Connor disappears. A wide

scale search follows. Connor conscientiously tries to find his

way back to camp, meets Miss Eaton, and brings on more acci-

dents, including flooding South Wales. But ends happily.

Universal-International. 86 minutes. Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth Connor, Shirley
Eaton. Produced by Bertram Ostier. Directed by Don Chaffey
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Newsmakers

AA-Bronston Team Again on 'Peking'

In an attempt to make boxoffice lightning strike twice,

Allied Artists president Steve Broidy (above) and pro-

ducer Samuel Bronston (below) announced arrangements

for "55 Days at Peking," starring Charlton Heston, to be

released by AA in the U.S., Canada, Japan and the Near

East. The pair previously teamed on "El Cid," another

Heston-starrer. Filming will begin in June, in Madrid,

with worldwide roadshow premieres slated for Easter,

1963. In commenting on the deal, Bronston said: "Their

(AA) enthusiastic and enterprising handling of 'El Cid'

led to my decision to join with them again on this new
project. The distribution pattern, first established with

'El Cid,' whereby a picture is handled by individual re-

leasing organizations in each territory of the world, will

be carried on with '55 Days at Peking'."

O'Neill Named
Michael J. O'Neill was named

president of Clark Transfer,

Inc., succeeding the late James

P. Clark as chief executive offi-

cer of the film, theatrical and

publication delivery firm.

FCC on Feevee
Like alert exhibitors, the FCC

also is concerned with the

growth of community antenna

systems as a lead-in to pay-TV,

which would force local TV sta-

tions off the air. This was re-

vealed by Philip F. Hading,

chairman of the Joint Commit-
tee Against Pay-TV, who added

that the FCC has asked Con-
gress for the right to regulate

CATV.

Joins COMPO
Triumvirate

United Artists v.p.

Eugene Picker will

represent the MPAA
on the 3-man govern-

ing committee and the

executive arm of

COMPO. He replaces

the late A. Montague.

Hyman Visits Tri-States
Pictured during AB-PT vice president Edward

L. Hyman's recent visit with Tri-States Theatres

personnel in Des Moines are, seated, 1. to r.:

Hyman, Tri-States chairman A. H. Blank.

Standing: L. McKechneay, circuit real estate

supervisor; AI Sicignano, asst. to Hyman; A.

Don Allen and Don B. Knight, gen. mgr. and

asst. gen. mgr. of Tri-States, and Walter Kauf-

man, asst. to Hyman.

Stellings Sells Interest

Former two-time president of TOA Ernest

Stellings (left) announced disposition of a large

part of his holdings in Stewart & Everett The-
atres, Inc., North Carolina chain.

UA president Arthur B. Krim, seated, exec. v.p. Arnold

M. Picker, I., James R. Velde, v.p. in charge of domestic

sales, examine release program.

UA Offers Exhibitor 'Dream':

$51 Million Release Program
"The strongest lineup of product ever offered the

nation's exhibitors in the relatively short period

between May and Christmas." That is the way

United Artists executive vice president Arnold M.
Picker described the firm's program of 19 major

features, costing $51,000,000 and starring 61 of the

industry's top marquee names. Picker's enthusiasm

for the May-December card, which he termed "a

motion picture theatre owner's dream," was shared

and underscored by James R. Velde, vice president

in charge of domestic sales. In a letter to the

nation's theatremen, he wrote: '"I have never come

to our exhibitors with a program of motion pic-

tures as substantial and impressive as (this) . . .

I think you will agree as you look at our list that

there is absolutely no precedent in the long and

expansive history of our business for such a series

of films in such quantity, all of which are top-level

product geared to every type of audience covering

the entire range of the entertainment horizon." Of
course, as befits so imposing an array of pictures,

UA is ready with its usual hard-hitting campaigns,

many of the large-budget, specially-tailored variety,

to create a big demand at the boxoffice. Movie-

makers like Stanley Kramer, Robert Wise, Wil-

liam Wyler and the Mirisch Brothers; stars like

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Tony Curtis, Kirk Doug-
las, Burt Lancaster and Maximilian Schell; films

like "West Side Story," "Judgment at Nuremberg,"

"Birdman of Alcatraz," "Follow That Dream,"
"The Manchurian Candidate," "The Miracle

Worker" and "Two for the Seesaw"—this is a

sampling of what United Artists has in store

between now and the end of the year.

'Lolita' Promotion Perking
Talking "Lolita" promotion are, 1. to r.: Loew s

v.p. Ernie Emerling; M-G-M Eastern ad-pub boss

Dan Terrell; star Peter Sellers; Ed Feldman, Seven

Arts v.p.
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THE TWO SIDES OF CORMAN
To those well-versed in fantastic

science-fiction lore, teen-age hot-rodders

out for a thrill, and gangsters spraying

bullets against walls of cafes, the name

of Roger Corman is a familiar one.

Through such epics as "A Bucket of

Blood," "Night of the Blood Beast,"

"Hot Car Girl" and "I Mobster," the

enterprising producer-director has pro-

fitably catered to the tastes of a movie

market desirous of action and willing

to pay for it at the boxoffice. Worlds

removed from this commercial tycoon

is a seriously dedicated creator deter-

mined to bring socially significant,

meaningful subjects, such as Southern

school integration, to audiences thirsty

for quality pictures.

The two sides of Corman are as dif-

ferent as night and day, but they are

cemented by the 35-year-old enrepre-

neur's keen business sense and desire to

keep motion pictures a thriving enter-

tainment medium with the widest pos-

sible appeal.

How does a film man switch from

exploitation quickies to such serious so-

cial documents as "The Intruder," the

latest entry by Roger Corman (and his

brother, Gene), a controversial film

dealing with the rise of a rabble-rousing

white supremacist in the deep South?

He explains the seeming ambivalence

this way: "I recommend a program

which permits the theatremen to appeal

to all audiences. I am sure that the

wails would be fewer from the audience,

Hollywood and the exhibition end of

motion pictures if each picture was pro-

moted according to its kind. Call it a

classification system if you must, but

it is a necessity to classify for the audi-

ence. Let it know that this week it's sexy

stuff for the older heads. Next week tell

them every member can come."

And as if to bear out his theory that

there is room for both sides of Roger
Corman, he presented it at an advance

screening of "The Magic Voyage of

Sinbad," even while MPAA Production

Code officials were pondering whether

or not to give "The Intruder" their

Seal of approval.

After much deliberation, and an ear-

lier rejection, a special Code Admini-

stration screening committee decided to

grant the picture a Seal without a single

cut (one of the chief reasons for the

original denial was the film's use of

the word, "nigger"). Moreover, the

MPAA offered its help in overcoming

ROGER CORMAN

local censorship situations. Commenting
upon the Code decision, Corman said:

"We are, of course, deeply gratified by

this decision. We feel that it demon-

strates an increasing maturity on the

part of the Code administrators. It also

evidences the kind of 'courage, con-

viction and integrity' which Eric John-

ston recently urged upon our industry

as 'the only enduring way we can best

serve our public and our medium.'
"

Certainly, the ambitious producer dis-

played those vital qualities in making
the widely-discussed picture. He labored

arduously to obtain the necessary fi-

nancing. Then, filming in four small

towns in Missouri, with William Shat-

ner in the starring role, he even drew
the ire of local citizens not anxious to

have themselves linked with race hatred

SCENE FROM 'THE INTRUDE

and bigotry. But it is generally agreed

that the end result was worth the effort.

Obviously, Pathe-America head Budd
Rogers, who is distributing the film,

agrees. "We've gotten ourselves one of

the important pictures of 1962," he de-

clared recently. " 'The Intruder' is a

major film by anybody's standards. It

deserves and must get the full treat-

ment." P-A is not rushing this one into

release, but instead plans openings at

first-run theatres selected with care after

the pre-release campaign swings into

high gear. A dual world premiere is

being held in New York City on May 14

at two theatres, the Forum and the Mur-

ray Hill.

The development of Roger Corman
into an important film supplier is easily

traced as one of those from-the-ground-

up adventures. Beginning as a mes-

senger boy for 20th Century-Fox, he

collected invaluable experience along

the way, contributing all the while to a

storehouse of movie-making knowledge

that even today draws its meaning from

a fine blend of artistic values and the

budgetary laws that so inexorably con-

trol any young independent producer.

After working as a story analyst for

Fox, he functioned as an MCA execu-

tive, representing such stars as Ray

Milland, Fred MacMurray and Joan

Crawford. About three years ago, for-

tified by cash from sale of an original

screenplay to Allied Artists, he teamed

with his brother Gene to form his own
production company.

Typically, the firm's first feature was

titled, "The Monster from the Ocean

Floor." Turned down by a bank when

he requested $18,000 for its filming

—

on the premise that no one could make

a picture for so little—he raised the

money himslf and turned out the fea-

ture for $15,000. Since then, Corman
has produced and directed some 60

films for various major companies and

his own outfit, Filmgroup, Inc.

Through all the growth and devel-

opment, however, has run the vitally

necessary thread of economy. Major

distributors time and again have com-

plemented the Cormans on their ability

to stay within the budgetary limits and

still turn out a profitable picture. With

few exceptions, their productions have

been shot in little more than a week at

costs ranging from $45,000 to $66,000.

And all but a few have performed well

at the boxoffice.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENTT M E N T f

'Re-energize, Re-vitalize, Re-style',

Rosenfield Urges Columbia Staff

ROSENFIELD

Although the trend in

all branches of movie

business is definitely to

'cost-consciousness," there

is a vital need for full

investments of time, ef-

fort and money in the

promotion of product.

That frank appraisal of

economy and merchandis-

ing, and the benefits to be derived from a skill-

ful blending of the two, was put before Colum-

bia's field exploitation representatives by vice

president in charge of advertising and publicity

Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., at a recent series of home-

office meetings to discuss upcoming summer

pictures.

According to Rosenfield, the next ten weeks

comprise "the most challenging release schedule

in the history of the company," one which calls

for a tremendous outlay of manpower, energy

and dollars to inform exhibitors and the public

about it. Purpose of the two-day conclave of

tub-thumpers, he added, was to "re-energize, re-

vitalize and re-style" Columbia's field coverage

so as to elevate the area ad-pubbers to active

partnership in both national and local campaign

creation and development. Both briefings and

discussions in detail were held on the firm's

major summer (June, July and August) releases,

highlighted by analyses of local radio, television

and newspaper approaches to each film.

Big gun in the company arsenal is, of course,

Otto Preminger's already-controversial "Advise

and Consent," slated for June release. Impor-

tance of the film on the Columbia. card was indi-

cated by a full promotional session held in the

producer's offices, where Preminger discussed

plans for the screen version of Alan Drury's

Pulitzer Prize novel.

As the showmanship-conscious Preminger put

it: "In these days, when movie-going is less a

habit and more selective, I place great value on

advertising and publicity to lure the public into

the theatre." The producer and Columbia will

cast the bait for '"Advise" via a series of charity

benefit previews in every state in the union prior

to the regular premieres of the picture, with

proceeds going to the charity of each state's

Senators' choice. This, of course, serves the

very valuable dual purpose of stimulating word-

of-mouth about the release and, at the same
time, overcoming unfavorable Senatorial reac-

tion to "Advise" as a depiction of the U.S.

Government. In addition, Preminger described

plans for a series of three-way telephone inter-

views in each premiere city, combining local

press representatives, the U.S. Senators of that

state and himself. He added that he would at-

tend the first four openings during the first week

in June, in New York, Washington, D.C., Chi-

cago and Los Angeles.

After conferring with Preminger, the Colum-

bia conclave turned to talk of the over-all push

for "Advise." National promotion chief Robert

S. Ferguson, who previously had cautioned the

fieldmen to explore new methods of meeting

the challenge of "jet-age merchandising of mo-

tion pictures," outlined the up-to-date ad-publi-

city approaches to the firm's big one: special

run-of-the-paper ads; co-operative advertising

techniques; theatre and television trailers;

unique radio spots; a Sunday supplement adver-

tising program, and an unusual exhibitor press

book in the form of an attache case. Also get-

ting a close look-see was the extensive mer-

chandising program for the film, which includes

tie-ins with 16 major U.S. advertisers and man-

facturers.

The remainder of the sessions were devoted

to general discussions of advertising and pub-

licity problems in individual areas of the coun-

try; screening of trailer material and special film

footage; discussions of "The Notorious Land-

lady," "H.M.S. Defiant," "Zotz," "The Interns,"

"The Wild Westerners" and "The Three

Stooges in Orbit," arid workshop sessions in-

volving the fieldmen and executives of the book,

record, travel and fashion manufacturers al-

ready tied-in with Columbia's summer release

schedule.

Also attending the meetings were Ira H. Tuli-

pan, assistant national promotion chief; Hor-

tense Schorr, publicity manager; Richard Kahn,

exploitation boss, and John C. Flinn, studio di-

rector of advertising and publicity.

Obviously, Columbia is not content to sit

back and hope the money invested in production

is returned with interest by moviegoers. It is

opening its purse strings again, carefully and

intelligently, to obtain the maximum in promo-

tional power, so that the boxoffice job gets done

properly.

SIGN OF THE TIMES. Now there's a

spectacular sign plugging "Boccac-

cio 70" on the West Coast, too.

Embassy Pictures activated this one

in Los Angeles months prior to the

opening of the film. Rotating sign is

similar to original Levine splash in

New York. The indefatigable show-

man plans to erect others in Paris,

Rome, London and Tokyo to coincide

with global premieres of "Boccaccio."

MANDEL

Mandel to RKO Showmen:

'Use Every Hard Sell'

"Merchandising
covers all phases of

theatre operation from

the cashier selling a

ticket to the picture

on the screen. It is of

the utmost importance

that we use every idea

—every bit of ingenu-

ity—every hard sell

—

to try to get more peo-

ple into the theatre."

That was the enthu-

siastic message ham-
mered home by RKO Theatres president Harry

Mandel to a special merchandising meeting in

New York, which brought together for the first

time all RKO managers and division heads from

coast-to-coast.

The two-day conclave was, for the most part,

an open forum into which the exhibitors poured

their ideas for promoting the product to play

RKO houses this summer, and for kicking off

the elaborate campaign for the 75th anniversary

celebration starting June 6. Mandel told the

group: "We will direct our efforts to give each

and every attraction the full benefit of complete

merchandising."

One of the most important ways to develop

a really complete merchandising push is to

reach the public away from the theatre. That

phase of promotion was stressed by Fred Herko-

witz, national director of advertising and pub-

licity, who revealed that the theatre chain is

planning tie-ins not only with merchants (deals

which have proved highly successful in the

past), but with schools and other organizations

that might help get the movie-going message

across to the people. One such tie-in was the

arrangement by which 12 Ripley Clothes stores

gave fashion shows for boys in RKO houses,

and at the same time purchased theatre tickets

for them. For "Nikki, Wild Dog of the North,"

the dog and his trainer were sent on a tour of

schools to help stir interest in the film. Simi-

larly, people dressed to represent characters

from "Pinocchio" also made tours of the schools

on behalf of that feature.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 9)

Decca First Quarter Up
True to president Milton R. Rackmil's predictions, Decca

Records' net earnings rose sharply for the three months ended

March 31, 1962. Powered by rental revenue reaped by its sub-

sidiary Universal Pictures, the firm recorded a net of $2,135,868

($1.66 per share), a hefty increase over the $963,815 (75c) of

a year earlier.

Warner Bros. First-Half Rises

Warner Bros, consolidated net income for the six months

ended March 3, 1962, totaled $4,074,000 (84c per share), com-

pared to $3,564,000 (79c) in the similar 1961 period. The latter

per-share figure is after giving effect to the 4-for-l split. Film

rentals including television sales, etc. were $40,931,000 against

$43,394,000 in '61.

Nat. Gen. 1st Half Net Jumps 109%
Cost controls and operating efficiency were credited by presi-

dent Eugene V. Klein for a spectacular 109 per cent rise in

earnings of National General Corp. (nee NT&T) for the fiscal

first half of 1962 ended March 27. Earnings jumped to $1,301,-

347 (46c per share) (including a non-recurring gain of $411,-

270 from sale of the Cinemiracle process and "Windjammer")
from $622,164 (22c) a year earlier.

Net income for the second quarter totaled $918,957 (33c),

compared to $736,738 (26c) for the similar '61 span. Accord-

ing to Klein, National's net from operations in the second ses-

sion—$958,797,000—was greater than operating income for all

of fiscal 1961.

Company-wide emphasis on economy and efficiency aided

immeasurably in the upsurge, achieved on total income during
the second quarter of $11,651,551, against $12,066,045 in the

comparable '61 period. Likewise, total revenues for the first half

this year amounted to $21,504,939, under the $21,911,580 a

year ago.

Klein noted that plans are progressing satisfactorily to ex-

pand over-all company activities, including strengthening the

theatre circuit (214 houses strong as of March 27) and explor-

ing new, more profitable uses of some theatre properties. He
explained the diversification idea thusly: "Many of our prime
location theatre properties offer substantially greater profit

possibilities with redevelopment into modern commercial and
residential complexes. Full-scale use studies are now being con-
ducted on several of the properties and specific building pro-
grams will be launched as soon as practicable."

20th-Fox Stockholders Meet
Twentieth-Fox holds its annual stockholders meeting this

week (15) to elect 12 directors of the corporation and transact

any other business that may come before it, including a vote on
a resolution for cumulative voting proposed by Lewis D. and
John J. Gilbert.

Remuneration of officers and directors for the last fiscal year,

ended Dec. 30, 1961, as revealed in the proxy statement, in-

cludes the following: president Spyros P. Skouras—$139,000;
executive vice president and chairman of executive committee
W. C. Michel—$77,000; Peter G. Levathes, executive v.p. in

charge of produuction—$95,800; v.p. Joseph H. Moskowitz

—

$84,500; v.p. Murray Silverstone—$11 1,000. The statement also

notes that the salary reduction plan (25 per cent over $500 and
up to $1,000 per week, and 50 per cent of that portion over

$1,000) continues until June 30, 1962.

UA Lists Executive Remuneration

United Artists stockholders will be asked to elect nine dir

tors at the annual meeting, June 12.

Remuneration of officers last year, according to the pro

statement, included the following: $52,000 paid to the law fir

of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, Krim and Ballon for the servia

of president Arthur B. Krim, and $52,000 for the services c

board chairman Robert S. Benjamin. The law firm also was pai

$140,000 as a retainer for legal services. Other remuneration:

Robert F. Blumofe—$44,200; Joseph Ende—$40,600; Leo

Goldberg—$52,000; Herbert L. Golden—$45,000; William 1

Heineman— $30,500; Arnold M. Picker— $52,000; Max V
Youngstein—$52,000. Additionally, Eugene Picker has bee-

employed as a vice president, subject to 60-days cancellatioi

notice by either side, at a weekly salary of $1,000 for the firs

ten weeks, $300 a week thereafter until Jan. 1, 1968, and $1,00(

a week after that date.

ittat Shares Fur Down
(Continued from Page 9)

be put on the market.

A breakdown of the individual film companies, and theii

1961-62 quotations, follows:

Allied Artists—Now settled at its 1961-62 low, it should

perk up sharply as "El Cid" grosses make themselves felt,

and a wide play brings in added revenue. Another prospect tc

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Film Companies
Close Close
4/26/62 5/10/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 4% 3% ~ %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 11% 11% - y«

CINERAMA 17% 15% -2%
COLUMBIA 21% 20% -i%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 78 73% -4%
DECCA 44% 44% - %
DISNEY 36i/

2 32 -4%
M-G-M 39% 40% + Vi

PARAMOUNT 49 45% -3%
SCREEN GEMS 18% 17% -iy4
20TH-FOX 28V4 28% - %
UNITED ARTISTS 30% 32% + Wa
WARNER BROS 15% 14% -1

* * *

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 33% 35% + 2%
LOEWS 35% 33% -1%
NATIONAL GENERAL 7% 7% - y4
STANLEY WARNER 29% 26% -3

TRANS-LUX 14% 13% - Va

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

Over-the-counter
4/26/62 5/10/62

Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 12i/
4 13% 10% 12%

MAGNA PICTURES 2% 3 2i/
4 2%

SEVEN ARTS ioy4 lli/4 9% 11

UA THEATRES 9% 10% 8% 9%
UNIVERSAL 66 72% 63 68%
WOMETCO 25% 27% 23% 25%

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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boost this company's earnings is "Billy Budd", due for June

release.

Cinerama—This revitalized company has plans for expansion

in the fields of production and exhibition, and a dynamic man-

agement to execute them. One of the two cinema stocks to

advance over the past year, it could set a new '61-62 high (cur-

rent high is 221/2) once its co-productions with M-G-M ("How
the West Was Won" and "The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm") begin to reap revenue at the boxoffice.

Columbia—Since the high-grossing "Guns of Navarone,"

performance has been sub-par, and the stock has dropped almost

ten points since May, 1961. One heavyweight looms on the June

horizon in "Advise and Consent," while "Barabbas," a biblical

spectacle, figures to boost the firm's fortunes later in the year.

Decca (Universal Pictures parent)—Despite a drop in 1961

profit, Decca has stayed within a point of its price a year ago

—

thanks mainly to the promise held out by president Milton R.

Rackmil that '62 would be a record year. First-period figures

tend to substantiate his prediction, but the product awaiting

release holds a large part of the answer for the full year. Over-

shadowing even this, however, is the impact of the pending

merger with MCA, if and when effected. The erratic behavior of

both companies' shares give cause for pause.

Walt Disney—Resting midway between its 1961-62 high

and low, and over seven points off its price a year ago, Disney

must rate a sleeping giant. Returns from its highly successful

theatrical product should brighten the books in the second half,

along with early returns from promising new releases. A sharp

rise is indicated when the market gets squared away.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—M-G-M is looking for another "Ben-

Hur" in one of its massive upcoming entries ("Mutiny on the

Bounty," "How the West Was Won," "Brothers Grimm"), but

until they are released, and largely because of the cost and delay

in their making—in addition to a couple of expensive b.o.

flops—the stock probably will make its recovery slowly for the

next few months. It is over 21 points behind its year-ago quota-

tion, and less than two above its '61-62 low water mark.

"Bounty," now set for fall release, appears to be big enough
to do the trick, although no great upward surge from its grosses

can be expected before early '63.

Paramount—The biggest loser of all over the past year, Para-

mount has neither anything really spectacular in the motion
picture line, nor any solid hopes for its fading pay-TV experi-

ment in Etobicoke to improve its outlook. Now a shade above
its '61-62 low, Paramount will require a minor miracle in the

form of another "Psycho" or a sudden emergence of feevee in

the U.S. to make any marked gain before the end of the year.

20th-Fox—For the past few years beset by production prob-

lems that have resulted in large operational losses, 20th is

banking heavily on the $25 million "Cleopatra" to get it back
in the black. Of course, that won't be available until the winter
season, so the firm, having dropped 24i/

2 points below its com-
parable '61 figure, now resides perilously close to its 1961-62
low, and figures to have to wait until the big one comes along
to make any appreciable headway toward regaining its former
stature on the Street. However, with Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Longest Day" slated for a Sept. or Oct. roadshow bow, and
keeping in mind "Cleo's" potential drawing power, Fox is being
touted in many quarters as a good bet for long term apprecia-
tion.

United Artists—Like many of the other movie stocks, UA
lost ground between May, '61 and present. How much of the
decline was due to mediocre product performance and how
much to a general disfavor in which the industry found itself

in investor circles over the past year, is hard to determine. But

one fact seems obvious: fueled by high-powered products like

"West Side Story" and "Judgment at Nuremberg," both of

which roadshow releases are bringing in gradually increasing

revenue as more engagements are set, and ready with a star-

studded schedule between now and Decmber, this company is

ready to make a strong move up.

Warner Bros.—Now at 15l/
2 (equal to a pre-4-for-l -split

price of 62), the stock is slightly off its figure of a year earlier.

Buoyed artifically to an astronomical 94 in anticipation of the

split, Warners' has since settled to a level more in line with its

theatrical output, which has been below par of late. This firm,

too, has some smart-looking pictures in store for showing this

year, led by the promising "Music Man." Returns from this one,

at least, should help lift the stock by the end of '62.

Theatre companies:

AB-PT—The theatre-broadcasting combine has been trim-

ming its marginal movie sites and making changes to solve its

TV programming problems. Now that it feels both its houses

are in order, management looks to an improved fiscal situation

and a corresponding rise in the price of the issue. It has a lot

of lost ground to recover, having slipped over 25 points behind

last year's May 1 quotation to a 1961-62 bottom.

Loew's—The only other cinema stock (beside Cinerama) to

advance since last May is Loew's. The Tisch management has

written off heavy expenditures for new hotel construction, and

this clear path—added to the disposition of unprofitable the-

atres—points to a surge upward for this firm's shares.

National General (nee NT&T)—Here, too, management is

looking toward diversification to carry a heavy operational load.

Even the title of the firm has been changed to recognize this

trend. There is plenty of showmanship in the theatre portion

of National's business, which remains an integral part of the

overall operations. Like the other circuits, its houses have been

trimmed to a profitable number, modernized and streamlined,

and building is taking place in shopping centers and other pop-

ulation focal points. Almost the same price as a year ago, NG
could advance sharply within the next year.

Stanley-Warner—Development expenses in its diversified

undergarments field, coupled with a slack theatre year, dropped
profits and depressed the price of the stock somewhat. But all

that is over, according to management.
Trans-Lux—Despite a slight increase in profits, T-L has

dropped off sharply since last May and now rests at a 1961-62

low. Expansion and diversification is the by-word, however,

and a rise is anticipated.

COMPARATIVE MAY 1 STOCK PRICES—1961, 1962

Film Companies 5/7/67 5/7/62

ALLIED ARTISTS 7y2 4

CINERAMA 133/4 16%
COLUMBIA 30y8 203/4

DECCA 441/4 44

DISNEY 42i/
8 343/8

M-G-M 621/8 403/g

PARAMOUNT 81 y4 473/4

20TH-FOX 52V4 27%
UNITED ARTISTS 353^ 30y2
WARNER BROS 64% 15%*

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 58 32y2
LOEW'S 29y8 3434

NATIONAL GENERAL 73/4 7y8
STANLEY WARNER 31% 28y2
TRANS- LUX 22 13%
*—after 4-for-l stock split
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

January

GEORGE RAFT STORY, THE Ray Danton, Jayne Mans-
field, Julie London, Barrie Chase, Barbara Nichols,
Frank Gorshin. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Joseph
M. Newman. 105 min. 2/5/62.

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 83 min.

March

HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/62.

April

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 98 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price. Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel 1

Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith 85 min.

June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

March

Coming
CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

Producer AlbertCARNIVAL KID. THE David Kory.
Zugsmith.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vancel
Director Lemont.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sa nsom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as!an ammunition carrier in Korea.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
booits, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

February

PREMATURE BURIAL, THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-
land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe's story. 81 min.

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. Producer Maurice Duke. Di-

rector William J. Hole, Jr. 87 min. 4/2/62.

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Archie Savage, Gaby
Farinon, Rik Von Notter. Science fiction. 79 min.

BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 89
min. 4/2/62

PHANTOM PLANET, THE Dean Fredericks,
Gray, Tony Dexter. Science fiction. 82 min.

Colleen

Mav
BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 65 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 71 min.

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Anna Ralli Producer Fulvio

Lucisano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action film.

June

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff,
Arnold Houghland.

Julv

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color.
Yoko Tani. Director Hugo Fregonese.

Rory Calhoun,

August

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 120 min.

Coming

GOLIATH AND THE WARRIORS OF GENGHIS KHAN
Gordon Scott.

HAUNTED VILLAGE. THE Vincent Price. Producer-Direc-
tor Roger Corman.

MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE

STRANGE WOMEN Pier Angeli, Edmond Purdom.

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES. Vincent Price.

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color Mark Oamon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

April

MOON PILOT Technicolor. Tom Tryon, Brian Keith,

Edmond O'Brian, Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney,
Bill Anderson. Director James Neilson. Wacky farce.
98 min. 1/22/62

Coming

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's
misadvantures during a European holiday.

CASTAWAYS, THE Technicolor Maurice Chevalier,
Hayley Mills, George Sanders, Producer Walt Disney.
Director Robert Stevenson. Based on the Jules Verne
story, "Captain Grant's Children."

November

EVERYTHING'S DUCKY Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett,
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director Don
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. 11/13/61.

December

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation.
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood. Michael Callan, Gai
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schnee
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/61.

January

CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushing, Andre Morell, Rid
ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Micha'
Carreras. Director Ouentin Lawrence. 77 min. 4/30/61

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolor*

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pr<

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Romai
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/62.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, Cla
Cole, Chubby Checker, Vlcki Spencer, John Cronii
Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Oscs
Rudolph. 83 min 1/8/62.

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicl

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edwar
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan. Juli

Adams. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDon
aid. 78 min. 3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 114 min
2/5/62.

March

HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Produce,

Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang Jef-

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer Sam
Katzman. Direcotr Oscar Rudolph. Exploitation entry.

87 min. 4/16/62

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle, Bryan
Russell. Producer Tom Naud. Director Walter Doniger.

Baseball drama. 83 min. 4/30/62.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, Ross

Martin, Stephanie Powers. Producer-Director Blake

Edwards. 123 min. 4/30/62.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins.
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederick

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit.

109 min. 4/30/62.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Dolores Dorn

Michael Callan. Producer William Bloom. 80 min.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh-

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. fife. 138 min.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino de

Laurentils. Director Guy Hamilton.

Coming

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean
Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis.

Director Richard Fleischer.

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
Sidney.

H.M.S. DEFIANT Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony

Quayle. Producer John Brabourne Director Lewis

Gilbert.

INTERNS. THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzy

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur. Producer David

Susskind Director David Swift.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-

strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,

Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-

kins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegal. Director

David Lean.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlman. Director

Richard Quine.
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JUNE SUMMARY
The early June release chart already

has reached a solid 22, with some ad-

ditions expected to make it a really

big session. United Artists heads the

pack with five pictures. 20th-Fox and

Universal are tied for runnerup spot on

the strength of three films, while

M-G-M, Columbia, Warner Bros, and

Allied Artists all have slated two re-

leases. American- Internationa I, Conti-

nental and Paramount each has one at

the ready, but Buena Vista and Pathe-

America have not yet announced any

product for the coming month.

EQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

ackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
iavid Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.

January

A BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset,

vlfred Adam, Louis de Funes, Christian Marin, Cathe-
ine Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director

:obert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min. 3/19/42

February

IEW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
tapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

rin. Producer Paul Graeti. Director Sidney Lumet.
ersion of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/42.

April

IFFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
onstantlne. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
offe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

May
IAR0LD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd,
roducer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
lin. 4/16/62.

ASTE OF HONEY. A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
obert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson,
ilm version of the Broadway stage play.

June
IEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
tilers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
jr John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
nderworld of crime.

July

tPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
onel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black,
irector Robert Day. 87 min.

August

IANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
lan twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

N VIE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Marquano, Ivan
esny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes DeLahaie. Direc-
>r Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

September

vIPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths,
irector Alfred Shaughnessy. 64 min.

VALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
eighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
''uillerimin

Current Releases
RMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver,
'. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
. R. Socal'.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
J min.

:LL" ANTONIO (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Marcello
lastroianni, Claudia Cardinale. Producer Alfredo Bini.
irector Mauro Bolognini. Italian drama of lover threat-
led by impotence. 101 min. 4/16/62.

ERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films] Daniele Ajoret
adine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
jcer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
3 min.

IG MONEY, THE (Lopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
se, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

LACK TIGHTS (Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
ima. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
oland Petit. Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
mno Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. 116 min.
/ 19/62.

LOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk Barbara
3rd, Jack Betts.

AY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
:hmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
ano Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.
) min.

OCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
rginia Maskell. Producer Betty E. Box. Director Ralph
iomas. Another in British comedy series. 93 mins.

1 6/62

.

CLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

YA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

EAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
3wers. 78 min.

IVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International I Jean
eberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
ert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
hnippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON I Woo In er Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery 81 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico FelHni. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD lAstor) Delphnie Seyrig,

Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre

Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.

98 min. 3/5/62.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.

7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city

life. 175 min. 7/24/61.

SLIME PEOPLE. THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods I Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER. A I Kingsley-lnternational

)

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
11/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Ca hi II , Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 108 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY Janus Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN I Showcorporation) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/16/62.

TRUTH. THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles VaneT, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a
mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS ITimes Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith.
Producer George Willoughby. Director Edmond T. Gre-
ville. 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GOLDWYN - MAYER

October

BRIDGE TO THE SUN Carroll Baker, James Shigeta,

James Yagi. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etisnne

Perier. Based on the autobiographical novel by Gwen
Terasaki. 112 min. 8/21/61

.

November

BACHELOR IN PARADISE CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige, Jim Hutton,

Paula Prentiss. Producer Ted Richmond. Director Jack
Arnold. Plight of a bachelor in a suburban housing

development with predatory females. 109 min. 10/30/61.

December

COLOSSUS OF RHODES. THE SupertotalScopc. E*»t-

man Color. Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari, George Mar-
chal. Producer Michele Scaglione. Director Sergio

Leone Action spectacle. 129 min. 1/8/62.

WONDERS OF ALADDIN. THE Eastman Color, Cinema-
Scope. Donald O'Connor, Vittorio DeSica, NoelTe

Adam. Producers Joseph E. Levine, P. G. Gurgo-
Salici. Director Henry Levin. Famous life of beggar
boy who becomes a king. 93 min. 11/13/61.

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-

nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery. 87 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-

nemaScope MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieirx. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincent*
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Based on prize-winning

novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 min. 1/8/62.

March
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip

Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.

Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93

min. 5/5/62.

A pril

AIL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of

best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. Ill min.

4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea, Randolph Scott. Producer Richard Lyons. Di-

rector Sam Peckinpah. Outdoor drama set in the High
Sierras in the I870's. 94 min.

June
DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters. Sue Lyon. Pro-

ducer James B. Harris. Director Stanley Kubrick. Film

adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel 152 min.
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July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
rier. Adventure drama

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

CRY FROM THE HEART, A Susan Hayward, Peter Finch.
Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Ste-
vens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel
by Audrey Erskine Lindop.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minneilli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

VIOLENT DAWN Broderick Crawford, Valentina Cartesa
Producer-Director Leonardo Bercovici. Drama-Suspense
story of hostages held by the Nazis.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

November

BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,

Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Tourog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min. 3/5/62.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy. Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker, Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. 82 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell. Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-

ducer-Director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. lOt) min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-

nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.

87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Uu-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.

Director Peter Glenvilfe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,

Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80' min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl

Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest

Marischka 147 min. 4/2/62.

April

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 122 min.
4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame Melodrama. 92 min.

June
HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. 90 min.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson.^ Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty potst
as geisha to attract straying husband.

August
HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks.

Coming
GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Heston, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,
Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Rose. Direc-

tor Daniel Mann. A society matron becomes a

"bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PATHE-AMERICA

March

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley, Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
pUARE FELLOW. THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia

Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-
thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper. Producer-Director Roger Corman. School inte-

gration drama. 84 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

COMANCHEROS. THE CinemaScope, Color. John
Wayne, Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director
M. Dexter. 60 min.

December

SECOND TIME AROUND. THE CinemaScope, Color.

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS. THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January

BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. 1 1/27/6 1

.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews
nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer
tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations ma
to the top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

February

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tom
Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden Producer
Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of <

amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe CoJ
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, f
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry Kii

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/.

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Mich
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F'anklin. P
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based On Henry Jam
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Col
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. P:

ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two Americ
priests and a young Chinese girl. 124 min. 3/19/62.1

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa I

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kc
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leona

;

A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mil
shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boor
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produc,
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers a

Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs I

Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glyr
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Ka
Remake of the famous classic.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ra
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson,
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Se

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Pet'

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story c

"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsrupi

lous businessman.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Colo
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliot

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympi
games in Athens.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Lux

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart. Producer Mar
Robson. Director Philip Dunne. A concentration cam
victim attempts to escape to Israel.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Rus

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Boshe

;

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

July

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Producei

Director Maury Dexter.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLux
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. Pre

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A famil

attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

August

FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Eden

Red Buttons.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAI
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richar

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessie

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Base

on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richarc

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger
Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen.

GIGOT Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Gabrielt

Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene Kelly

Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richarc

Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, Davi<

Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire arm'

of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hoi

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardis Based oi

best-seller.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demicn

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ra)

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Kei

Annakin.

, Elea- QUEEN'S GUARDS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

-Direc- Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens

n gets Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of th«

tradition and importance of being a Guard.
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UNITED ARTISTS

February

DEADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert
Lowery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald

LeBorg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

PROPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
Norma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley
Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-

tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-
ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western comedy.
112 min. 2/5/62

March

CHILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine, James Garner. Producer-Director William
Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 109
min. 1/22/62..

May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
lel

I
.
Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-

bart. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/62.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-
ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel
'The Midwife of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn. 106 min

June
CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min.' 4/30/62.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
:aster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
>chell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

MAGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm Pro-
ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special
;ffects. 80 min 4/16/62.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bobe Hope Joan
~ollms, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank Direc-
tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
:omedies.

Coming
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

E
HILD IS

u
WA 'TING

-
A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland

Stepnen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
iDirecfor John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
Rainey Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.
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WAY WEST, THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INT L

January
FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

March
DESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.

Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER. COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

A pril

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer Director Don Chaffey. 86 min.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, ChaKes
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 193 min. 10/17/60.

May
DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

June
LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director David Miller. 107 min.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. 81 min.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann.

Coming
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
105 min. 3/19/62.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Tony Curtis, Phil Silvers,

Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele, Stubby
Kay, Warren Stevens, Kvin McCarthy, Mary Murphy,
Claire Wilcox. Producer Stan Marginles. Director Nor-
man Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Rock Hudson. Producer
Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Producers-
Richard Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears.
Producer Anthony Hinds, Director Terence Fisher.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives. Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

TAMMY TAKES OVER Sandra Dee. Producer Ross
Hunter

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford. Producer Alan Pakula. Director
Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, E

i
i Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn

Brando. Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip.
Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

January

SINGER NOT THE SONG, THE CinemaScope, Techni-
color. Dirk Bogardej John Mills, Mylene Demongeot.
Romantic drama set in Latin country. Producer-Director
Roy Baker. 98 min. 2/5/62.

February

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 147 min. 11/13/61.

March

COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 89 min 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

.4 pril

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. 118 min. 3/19/62.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/16/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland. Producer-Director George Mont-
gomery. Adventure drama. 89 min.

June
LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck.
Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director Leslie H. Martin-
son. From Albert Payson Terhune's best-seller 98 min.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan Producer-Director, Claude
Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated novel
of heroic action and vengeance.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown. Producer Milton Sperling. Director
Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of American troops in

Burma in World War II. 93 min.

Coming
ACT OF MERCY Leslie Caron, David Niven. Producers
Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony Asquith.
Drama of romance and adventure in Latin America.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Matinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johni. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-
ture of Parisian cats.

GYPSY. Technicolor. Rosalind Russell, Natalie Wood,
Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn LeRoy. From
Broadway musical hit.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett. Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's
Broadway musical hit. 150 min. 4/16/62.

PANIC 8UTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,
Jane Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director George
Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Milestone. Drama of

Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret.
Producer James Woolf. Direcotr Peter Glenville.

A couple's term of trial in face of charges against
the husband.

To Better Serve You . . .

Office & Terminal Combined At
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MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!
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TRANSFER
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AMERICA'S OFFICIAL ENTRY IN

THE 1962 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

EUGENE O'NEILL'S

LONG

DAY'S

JOURNEY

INTO

NIGHT

Thank You for Selecting It...

Willis Goldbeck, John House-

man, Gene Kelly, Walter
Mirisch, Allen Rivkin, Charles

Schnee, Richard Widmark
and Fred Zinnemann.

Thank You for Making It . . .

Katharine Hepburn, Ralph
Richardson, Jason Robards
Jr., Dean Stockwell, Boris
Kaufman, Dick Sylbert, Andre
Previn, George Justin and
Sidney Lumet.
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Joe Hyams (left), Warner's national publicity director and Kevin Ernie Grossman (left), national exploitation director amCtt

Genther, Southwest field man, map out campaign big as all Texas. own Frank Casey. Team reports that station wagon techn iel

Team clocked over 3000 miles on speedometer. abled them to plant many newspapers never before per iall

tacted by a movie company.

Bill Latham (left) Asst. Studio Publicity Director and New England Al Dubin (left), Canadian publicity director and J. D. Wooo

I

field man Floyd Fitzsimmons had field day in densely populated north- east field man, have just landed a big one. No wonder is

east, set record for number of newspapers contacted in one day. whistling Dixie and 76 Trombones.

Warner Bros. Presents Meredith Willson's "THE MUSIC MAN" Starring Robert Preston • Shirley Jones • Co-starring Buddy Hackett • Hermi 3<



Unprecedented caravan of eight brand new 'Music Man'

station wagons*visits every market, big and small,

to launch greatest movie press campaign ever.

« CITY:

lljr (left), North-Central States field man and Leo Wilder of

eOffice. Although provided with a crate of material, pair "sold

h;e days, had to wire for more.

Publicist Jack Wodell (center) points out quality of color layouts avail-

able to newspapers to John Vorhees, Amusement Editor of the Seattle

Post-lnftNigencer (right), as W. W. Brumberg, Western exploitation

coordinator looks on.

ufberg (left), Philadelphia field man and Bob Quinn, Studio

p manager, take short breather after whirlwind tour. They
vi 100 newsmen.

Felix Greenfield (left), from Home Office and Wilson Elliot, East-

Central field man, have reason to smile. Their first stop resulted in a

front page 5-column cut.

*Warner Bros, is happy to sell the U.S.A. in a Chevrolet!

•''reduced and Directed by Morton DaCosta • Music Supervised by Ray Heindorf • Screenplay by Marion Hargrove Technirama* Technicolor*



Everybody say: "One picture worth a thousand laugh$.

the picture is "MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION" sooni^



What Hey'te Mini About

In the Movie Business

rlROUX AND AA. "My objective in Allied

j-tists is to help the company improve its

nancial position so that it can meet the

resent-day demands of the movie business."

"his is how Claude A. Giroux, the Canadian-

American industrialist, views his principal

unction as a new member of the AA board of

hectors. He believes that the need is for more
ig-scale films, and plans to inuest within the

ompany to enable it to produce or acquire such

roduct for distribution. Giroux, who had been

eported several months ago as seeking to buy a

ontrolling interest in Allied Artists (he owns over

00,000 shares), now has put aside this aim and
itends to collaborate closely with the present

management to improve the company's
tatus in the industry.

o

>ENNY-PINCHING PROMOTION. The blast

gainst Paramount by actor Lee Marvin for its

ight-fisted promotional effort in supporting his

our on behalf of "The Man Who Shot Liberty

balance" (reported in a recent issue of Variety)

3 seconded by quite a few advertising men.
Marvin charged the film company with "not
ollowing up expensive production with the same
noney it takes to create an audience." This kind
if penny-pinching attitude toward selling a

nulti-million dollar production is becoming
ypical, movie ad executives say. They are even

^countering opposition from purse-string pullers

o holding screenings of new films for the press

tnd opinion makers. "Imagine", one irate

howman observed recently, "being refused a few
mcks to screen a good picture for a couple dozen
lewspaper people, disc jocks and commentators
vho can give us publicity worth untold thousands
)f dollars! But that is the kind of thinking that

)revails in the top echelon offices of some
ilm companies today."

0

CHAPMAN REPORT' RATING. Warner Bros.

)fficials are keeping their fingers crossed while

iwaiting the Legion of Decency rating on
'The Chapman Report", which was slated to be
v iewed by the Catholic classifiers last Thursday

(24th). Certainly a "hot potato" insofar as

subject matter is concerned, the Richard Zanuck
production reportedly has been handled with good
taste, but with all the sex-probing dynamite
intact. Insiders anticipate a "special" listing by
the Legion and a strictly-adult promotion
campaign. Warners took over the production

when it was pressured off the 20th Century-Fox
schedule by some board members.

DISSENT ON DECCA-MCA. Most Wall Street

analysts envision a great growth potential in the

proposed Decca-MCA combine and are giving

it sturdy approval. Only an occasional dissent is

heard. One negative view is voiced by
Schweickart & Co., whose analyst Stanley A. Nabi
notes that "the value placed on Decca by the

terms of the exchange seems unreasonably low."

A key factor, he suggests, is the relative earnings

of the two companies, with Decca likely to report

$5.00-$5.25 this year, against possible MCA profits

of less than $1.90. Also significant in analyzing

the deal, says Nabi, are the respective price-

earnings ratios of the two companies: "Decca,

selling at an estimated S^-times 1962 earnings,

has limited downside risk, compared to MCA,
which still commands close to 26-times indicated

earnings for the year." The Schweickart report

stresses that "on a consolidated basis, Decca
will probably contribute close to 47 percent of

1962 earnings and end up with a mere 24 percent

of the equity, while MCA, which will contribute

about 53 percent of the total earnings, will hold

76 percent of the equity. Not to be ignored, too,

is the fact that the combined management will

hold about 54 percent of the common shares to

be outstanding, or absolute control." Should the

Decca-MCA marriage take place, earnings this

year will probably approximate $2.70 a share, or

$2.25 for the package to be received by Decca,

"obviously a far cry from the $5.25 estimated

for Decca alone." Thus, the researcher concludes:

"Having recommended Decca stock for its

earnings power and potential value last October,

we would advise those who made commitments
on our recommendation to vote against the

exchange." Supporters of the exchange of

MCA-Decca stock contend that it will result in

perhaps the most formidable movie organization

extant with a future earnings potential

far in excess of what the individual

companies show today.
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Newsmakers

Before 'Cleopatra' Arrives

The high jinks at the 20th Century-

Fox annual stockholders meeting —
highlighted by the mocking suggestion

that Liz Taylor be named to the board

of directors—made some juicy head-

lines, but submerged the real news

about the company. That news is the

sudden emergence of the 20th Century

ship, after several years of being bat-

tered by countless mishaps on its pro-

duction course, into brighter seas and

laden with a cargo of top-grade films.

Adroit Persuader Skouras

For the first time in at least three

long seasons, the company appears to

have a program that gives it one of the

strongest hands in the business. Of
course, 20th still has a long and ar-

duous swim to get out of the red ink

in which its production branch has

been wallowing for the past few years,

but it is heading in the right direction

with strong, bold strokes.

The shareholders meeting, unfortu-

nately, did little to give notice to the

company's vastly improved status.

Strangely enough, president Spyros P.

Skouras, recognized as an adroit per-

suader, a showman-executive capable

of holding an audience of stockholders

in the palm of his hand, experienced

some difficulty in bringing his good
news to the annual gathering. The
mood was not as friendly as in years

before, probably reflecting the holders'

loss of patience and urgent desire to be

shown concrete results. In fact, when
the dynamic, hard-working Skouras

suggested that the more than 300 share-

holders sit back and enjoy a look at

scenes from forthcoming Fox films,

there were cries from the floor of "Let's

get on with business"—as though any

phase of a movie company's business

possibly could be more vital than the

product itself. In any event, a special

21-minute trailer was shown, affording

those present a glimpse of what the

company is banking on to deliver the

desired results, but it seemed to offer

little balm to those who now demand
only results.

Much has been made of the over-

riding importance of "Cleopatra" to

20th Century's future, and certainly no
one can minimize the urgency of a $30
million investment, especially to a com-
pany that has been experiencing such

difficult times as are reflected in a pro-

duction loss of some $22 million. But a

glance at the release schedule for the

balance of this year is sufficient to in-

dicate that those who see the firm's

fortunes in 1963 resting entirely on this

costly production may be somewhat off

base. Without downgrading the enor-

mous cost and profit potential of the

Liz Taylor-starrer, it should be stated

that there definitely is more than one

egg in the Fox production basket.

And as far as the immediate future is

concerned, it is far more realistic to

look to pictures that already have been

completed or are close to release dates

and more immediate income than to

bank too heavily on the mammoth
roadshow "Cleopatra," which will re-

quire at least all of 1963 and '64, via

hard-ticket playoff, to recoup its astro-

nomical expenditure. So, let's look at

the balance of '62 and early '63.

Topping the list of releases before

"Cleo" is Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Longest Day." Those who have seen

rough cuts of this war drama term it

of epic proportions—a star-laden, hard-

ticket attraction that should rank high

in the all-time grossing race.

"Hemingway's Adventures of a

Young Man" is another potential box-

office heavyweight. Producer Jerry

Wald always has shown a remarkable

regard for public taste, and in this one,

the added stature of Paul Newman and
the American literary giant's name
should boost the film to strong returns

in a wide variety of situations.

Jackie Gleason bids for top-star

honors in "Gigot," the moving story

of a mute French bum, which is set for

a Labor Day bow at the Music Hall.

"The Lion," starring William Hol-

den and based on a best-seller; "Nine
Hours to Rama," a tense thriller about

the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi,

and "Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation,"

the James Stewart-starrer, which the

Film BULLETIN reviewer calls one of

the funniest seen in recent years, com-

prise the rest of the highly promising

Fox program for 1962.

Of course, Skouras had to tell the

dreary story of current profits—and

losses. While income from theatrical

film rentals increased slightly in the

first quarter of 1962 over '61 ($23.6

million from $22.9 million), a new
policy of writing off prospective losses

on all films released during that quar-

ter helped pull the final figure down
to a consolidated loss of $513,000,

compared to a profit of SI.6 million

in the similar '61 span. Without the

special amortization of some $2 mil-

lion, profit for the first period would

have been $1.5 million.

Taking into account the amortiza-

tion, theatrical production-distribution

resulted in a first-quarter loss of $2.5

million, an improvement over the $4.1

million loss a year earlier. According

to Skouras, two other factors had a

bearing on the first earnings statement

of '62: (1) the decision not to lease

to TV in the first session any of the

old films, whereas in '61 income from

this source totaled $6.4 million, and

(2) the $2.5 million income received

in the first period from NBC was taken

into income the year before.

If all goes according to form, 1963

looks like the year Fox will show the

signs of its comeback in terms of black

ink. To this, the shareholders undoubt-

edly will say a hearty "Amen".
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A BecMvon of
ff<pp<> front tJA
When United Artists executive vice

president Arnold M. Picker revealed

"a motion picture theatre owner's

dream": distribution between May and

Christmas of 19 major features— 17

new ones and two re-releases—costing

over $50 million, that news provided a

beacon of hope to its theatre cus-

tomers caught in an extended product

shortage bind.

Not only, as vice president in charge

of sales James R. Velde pointed out,

is this program "geared to every type

of audience", but exhibitors can count

on each and every one of the UA films

being supported by the kind of high-

powered promotion campaign that has

become the company's hallmark.

The announcement by the Messrs.

Picker and Velde rings a resounding

re-affirmation of faith in the business.

It is suggested to proponents of the

fewer-and-bigger theory in other film

companies that United Artists' profit

performance — a continuing upward

climb in recent years, mainly on the

strength of a hefty line-up of good
films—indicates that there is another,

perhaps sounder, way to make money
in movies. United Artists is meeting

its customers' needs with a program of

quality in quantity.

Levine 9
s Big

EMwtbassy M*lun.s
More good news for theatremen

came recently from Joseph E. Levine,

whose Embassy Pictures is embarking

upon an expansion program that speaks

volumes for that indefatigable show-

man's confidence in the industry's

future.

Recognizing the product need, Mr.

Levine is eschewing his former spo-

radic production-distribution policies

in favor of a steady flow, reportedly to

be released through his own national

distribution set-up. He is readying a re-

lease program of at least 15 features

between June 1 and the end of the

year. And the product is quite impres-

sive, including the much-heralded "Boc-

caccio '70," "Madame Sans Gene"

(Sophia Loren), "The Devil's Wan-
ton" (Ingmar Bergman) and "Divorce

Italian Style" (Marcello Mastroianni,

of "La Dolce Vita"). In addition, the

firm's "Boys' Night Out" is being dis-

tributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Maver this

summer.

The man who made his first big

impression on the industry with his

importation and ballyhoo of "Hercules"

now indicates that any subject matter

—

be it art house fare like "Two Women"
or one of the highly exploitable swash-

bucklers—is fair game for Embassy.

Embassy plans to establish branch

offices in several cities in the U.S. and

Canada, thereby assuring itself of ex-

actly the type of distribution it feels

each picture requires in today's spe-

cialized market. A similar spreading

out is envisioned abroad, where

branches also are slated for opening.

Joe Levine appears determined to

build his Embassy Pictures into a major

motion picture organization with its

own distribution system. And this must
be considered good and encouraging

news for the entire business.
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The Evil of
itIitttl-Biddiiifi
We are pleased to see that National

Allied president Marshall Fine is call-

ing attention to the re-appearance of

blind-bidding in some quarters. Word
reaching this desk also indicates that

the problem is disturbing exhibitors.

Theatremen are being deprived of

their right to see features before bid-

ding or buying in some instances either

because no prints are available for

screening or because the showing of

the picture is limited to one place and

at a time that is inconvenient.

Mr. Fine, in a letter to the sales

heads of all film companies, points out

that "whereas this practice may not be

true of all territories, and it is certainly

not true of all pictures bid upon, the

problem does exist, and is working an

unfair hardship on the exhibitor."

One company resumed this old and

discredited practice a couple of years

ago on a particular release (even deny-

ing the trade press the opportunity to

review it in advance for its readers)

and got away with it. Thus encouraged,

it is now asking bids many months in

advance of another release in an effort

to tie up holiday dates.

Let it be noted, of course, that some

exhibitors are willing and anxious to

bid for certain important films sight

unseen, but this should not be used as

an excuse for opening the door to a

practice many regard as detrimental.

When the Government's anti trust

suit against Paramount, et al.. was set-

tled by consent decree, distribution's

obligation to screen all feature pictures

for its exhibitor customers in every ex-

change district was clearly defined and

underscored. The right to see all new

product remains a privilege to which

all theatremen — and most certainly

those who are asked to bid—are en-

titled. Nobodv should be required to

buy a pig in a poke.
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The Empty Seats

I get the impression that, despite all the statistics published

to the contrary, they just aren't making pictures the way they

used to even three or four years ago. Nobody can prove 1 am
wrong, and I don't care how they count. The way I count is

very simple. I try to figure out how many pictures there are

to see when I want to take my family—or only my wife, and

let the kids shift for themselves—to the movies. I have been

trying to go to the movies lately, and there are less and less

from which to choose. Now don't go citing for me the total

number of pictures released by the major companies. I frankly

have no use for such figures. If a company makes 35 pictures

that I don't want to see they are doing me less good than a

company with five films that I do want to see.

As far as I can gather, the motion picture industry is making

more and more of its pictures for less and less of its one-time

audience. They are making more pictures for advanced price

premiere engagements—either hard-ticket or expensive con-

tinuous run—that achieve substantial grosses not by attracting

more customers, but rather by making a small number of

customers pay more. The movies, in brief, are becoming very

much a minority medium.

Perhaps the much publicized figure of 45,000,000 tickets sold

in an average week seems to contradict my characterization of a

minority medium. In the first place, I am here to state that I

think the figure is inaccurate. It has never been anything more

than an educated guess, at best. But assuming the figure is

acceptable, let us consider it in terms of the number of operat-

ing theatres. Let us use the lowest of the commonly accepted

estimate of the number of movie threatres— 16,000. Let us fur-

ther take an arbitrary figure of 600 seats including cars in

drive-ins, as an average—small for the big cities, large for the

small towns, but certainly a legitimate median. The number of

theatres times the number of seats figures out to a total of

9,600,000 seats per performance. Carry this further and you

will see that the average theatre would have to be sold out—or

sell every seat at least once a day—for about 5 days each week

to achieve the commonly accepted total weekly audience figure.

0
The total movie audience for an average week is less than

the television audience for a single day. It is no greater than

the weekly audience for the leading weekly magazines. And
if you add in a few more weekly publications, you find that

this shrinking corner of the press is growing in circulation

—

if not in prosperity—at a time when moviegoers are fairly

static in number. But if the audience is static, how come the

box office take is going up? Higher prices and longer first-

runs, that's how come.

The figures we cited a few paragraphs earlier operated on

the assumption of an average theatre of average size; but the

fact is that the big downtown theatres are the ones which run

the pictures longest and have the most seats. They are also the

houses which do the most jockeying of prices. In New York

the Radio City Music Hall is a notable and happy excepti

it also has some 25,000 ticket-seats or more per day. Just ki

those 25,000 tickets in mind when you figure out how ms

people see a single film at the Music Hall in the course o)\\

holiday run.

If you have a few big theatres drawing the first-run audiei

in droves, this leaves less audience for the subsequent ru

If a distributor can sell his picture at $2.50 in first run, he

logically in no great hurry to move the picture into the low

priced subsequent-run houses. And that's where the shrinka

of the audience begins to be really worrisome. There are w<

of coping with this shrinkage, of course. One way is to bui

the new theatres smaller. This is very sound business, for

shrinking market. It accepts the dictum that the nation h

had an oversupply of movie seats. It adjust the supply

meet the demand.

The only trouble is that it doesn't do anything about tl

demand. And in terms of the growth of other media—or ti

growth of the population—the demand for theatre movies

fading by default. In proportion to our population, we a

basically going to the movies less and less. We are goir

bowling more; we are travelling more; we are boating mor

We are buying more pocket books than ever. But we are n*

matching this kind of consumer growth with a build-up <

the movie audience. As I indicated at the beginning of th

column, the selection of pictures leaves something to t

desired. What it leaves mainly to be desired is more pictun

from which to select.

0

For the past three week ends my family has w anted to g
to the movies; for the past three week ends we have ended u

doing something else. For two of those three weeks there wa

nothing we particularly wanted to see and hadn't already seer

The third week there was a picture we wanted to catch, bu

so, apparently, did everybody else in town. The theatre ha<

the SRO sign up when we arrived on Saturday evening. "Com
during the week," the manager told me, "we have plenty o

seats then." And I am sure they do. Weekday famine anc

week-end feast is not my idea of a healthy business, and I don'

care how heavy the week-end feast happens to be. I know tha

much of the movie business has been operating this way foi

years; but that doesn't make it sound. Instead it has mad<

much of the movie business a marginal operation.

I do not have an easy solution to propose to the industry

I must admit that I think too much money is being spent or

spectacle films, which will have to carry a high ticket price

that will mainly benefit the large first-run houses and will,

like high-priced hard ticket films before them, probably cut

further into the shrinking subsequent-run market. On the

other hand, if the industry didn't have these blockbusters, I

wonder what it would use to capture the interest of the

potential audience.

The idea that simply increasing the supply of films will

solve the problem is illogical. People have kicked the movie

habit. They go to a specific picture, not to a generalized

amusement called "the movies." Just putting more titles on
1

the marquee won't pull the customers. What is needed is more

customer interest. Not just more films, but more interesting

films. I can think of some areas where we positively need less

films. We are still playing some films which only succeed in

antagonizing customers. We are still letting some pictures

reach the market with practically no advance sell to the public.

We are still doing nothing to push the advantage of week-

day moviegoing.

The main shortage in the movie business, as far as I can

see, is a shortage of customer-wooing, the un-sold empty

seats. Add to this the fact that more high-priced tickets are

sold and you have a blueprint for trouble.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

3turBn>t Priw-Etirninfjs Rtgiio oi* Film
industry Hviitthior than Arvrufjt*

Those stock market analysts who have been talking in

terms of a turn upward note, among other things, the

gradual improvement in the price-earnings ratio of stocks

to a point far more favorable to potential investors. This

is particularly true in the case of motion picture shares,

which for some time have offered a more attractive ratio

than many other industries.

The Dow-Jones industrial average market price-earnings

figure, which dropped from a high of 22 at the tail end

of last year to a current, more interesting, 17, pales in

comparison to the rate of some film firms.

According to a Film BULLETIN survey, based on most

recent available profit figures, the average market price-

earnings ratio of film and theatre firms is a smart 14.2,

with all signs pointing to the possibility of an early cinema

buying surge once the overall market begins to stage its

expected recovery. Very sound and intriguing ratios cur-

rently are sported by such as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

Columbia, Warner Bros, and Allied Artists.

M-G-M, for example, is selling at a nifty 7.5 times last

year's big $5.02 per share earnings. The current year will

be down sharply, as president Joseph R. Vogel has at-

tested, yet profits, he said, will be ample to maintain the

$2. dividend. Thus, on a possible $2.50-$3.00 per share

showing, the current price-earnings ratio still is well be-

low the industrial average group. For those willing to

wait until the following year to reap the benefits of re-

ceipts from such potentially strong boxoffice contenders

as "Mutiny on the Bounty", "How the West Was Won"
and "The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm," the

issue should reassert itself as an extremely attractive buy.

Projecting a first-half net of $1.30 per share for the

full current year, Columbia stands out smartly with a

ratio of a fraction under 8. Here, also, some strong up-

coming product
—

"Advise and Consent", "The Interns"

411 Movie Issues Down
fts Market Slump Continues
Motion picture stocks were hard hit along with the rest of

be overall market, as prices went a-plummeting. At the May
l4 close, the Dow-Jones industrial average was at its lowest

>oint since January 6, 1961. All of the 18 movie issues covered

ost ground over the past fortnight. And among the over-the-

counter shares, only Seven Arts managed to show a slight

•idvance.

The downward pull was exerted on both companies expen-

ding financial difficulties and those boasting upbeat reports.

5aramount, announcing a sharp drop in first-quarter earnings,

>lunged $y8 , and 20th-Fox, following a rather turbulent stock-

lolders meeting and revelation of continuing "Cleopatra" costs,

ost 2l/g points to hit a 1961-62 low. At the same time, United

\rtists, which recently announced an impressive schedule of

eleases for the remainder of the year, also dropped 37/8 . M-G-M
,-vas another heavy loser, off 3%.
Theatre issues especially felt the rough going. American

Broadcasting-Paramount slipped 3V?> amid an announcement
hat its second session would be down, but business would pick

j.ip in the third quarter. Stanley Warner slumped 4 points,

vvhile Loew's dropped 3% on a turnover of 75,300 shares.

Cinerama, which revealed an upturn in its annual profit,

stirred plenty of interest, 113,100 shares changing hands. But
it, too, lost 11/8- Decca, likewise, was heavily traded (82,500).

Paramount 1st Quarter Plunges
Paramount Pictures' estimated consolidated net income for

the first quarter of 1962 nosedived over 50 per cent lower than
net income for the similar 1961 span. Net for the '62 period
totaled $1,129,000 (67c per share), compared to $2,450,000

($1.46) a year earlier. Additionally, an investment profit of

$400,000 (24c) was realized in '61.

Observers regard the failure to turn out any really strong
theatrical product as the chief reason for Paramount's deep de-

cline, while some mention the losses incurred in the Telemeter

pay-TV experiment in Etobicoke as another influential factor.

Disney First Half Zooms
Walt Disney's consolidated net profit for the six months

ended March 31, 1962, zoomed skyward, and, according to

president Roy O. Disney, "expected earnings from the fine pic-

tures being released during the last six months" should put

full-year earnings into orbit "comparable with last year's rec-

ord high."

Net for the latest six-month period was $2,425,065 (S1.45

per share), against $669,982 (4lc) for the corresponding period

a year ago. Total gross income likewise jumped sharply, to

$32,643,281 from $23,065,743. Film rentals increased by

$7,872,854.

Decca-MCA Marriage Seen 'Favorable'
Add another Wall Street stamp of approval to the proposed

marriage of Decca and MCA. According to Carmine
J.

Mura-
tore, of the Thomson & McKinnon investment research depart-

ment, the consolidation "looks favorable, based on the follow-

ing reasons:

"(1) Management team of each company has proven aggres-

sive and highly qualified in an industry which is considered to

be an extremely volatile one. In recent years both companies

have been able to maintain favorable earnings levels.

"(2) One result of the merger would be to bring together

two companies whose activities would not be competitive in

their integration but would be highly beneficial to each. The
operations of the consolidated company would be wide in

scope, covering many aspects of the entertainment field, includ-

ing phonograph records, motion pictures, TV production and

distribution.

"(3) The integration would also aid in the stabilization of

Decca's earnings, which should benefit greatly this year from

the increased profits of its 88r y- owned Universal Pictures. On
a pro-forma basis it is quite possible that the joint operation

could earn in the area of S2.50 a share in 1962, and even higher

levels are anticipated for the future."

(Continued on Page H)
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"Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation" Great Fun for Every Audience

f IKE 3

Laugh-riot will deight family and sophisticated trade
alike. Stewart turns in great performance. Handsome
color production. Big boxoffice hit.

Moviegoers, hold onto your sides! Exhibitors, open wide

your cash registers! Jerry Wald's "Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vaca-

tion" is a laugh-riot winner from start to finish. In this re-

viewer's opinion, this is one of the funniest, most enjoyable

films to come along in some time, a 20th Century-Fox fun-fest

that looms a mighty moneymaker for all situations. It should

be sheer delight for mama, papa, the kids of every age, and

the sophisticates, as well. James Stewart is the name for the

marquee, and his performance should eventually rank alongside

of his most memorable delineations ("Mr. Smith Goes To
Washington", "You Can't Take It With You", et al.). Fine sup-

port is provided by a colorful cast headed by Maureen O'Hara,

Fabian and John Saxon. Nunnally Johnson's script, based on a

novel by Edward ("Father of the Bride") Streeter, is a gold-

mine of laughter, Henry Koster's direction is a fast-flowing,

laughter-building compilation of mayhem and merriment, and

the production itself is a handsome, imaginative DeLuxe Color-

CinemaScope delight. But the real star is HUMOR (dialogue,

situations, sight gags and personal reactions), and it's marvel-

ously sustained for almost everyone of the 116-minutes run-

ning time.

Wacky and satirical, "Mr. Hobbs" tells what happens when
a successful banker's dream of spending a quiet four week vaca-

tion alone with his wife turns into a maddening family conclave

under the antiquated roof of a beach house right out of Charles

Addams. Adults and younger audiences will take to it with

equal fervor because it deals with that age-old problem—young-

sters and their parents trying to get along with and understand

one another. What raises this film above so many other com-

edies is the wide variety of events depicted, the inventive man-

ner in which old-hat situations are made to appear fresh and

brand-new, and the bright and polished performances of every

member of the cast.

Here, in short, is good clean family entertainment enhanced

by some wry, sophisticated but inoffensive comments on life in

the Twentieth Century. With Fox backing the film with the

powerful promotion campaign it deserves, and if word-of-

mouth is as potent as audience reaction at a recent New York
sneak would seem to indicate, "Mr. Hobbs" appears destined

for great boxoffice success, eventual reissue, and, very likely, the

basis for a successful TV series.

Poor Stewart, all he wants to do is get-away-from-it-all with

lovely Miss O'Hara. But fate has something else in mind. Miss

O'Hara decides this is the perfect time for a good old-fashion

family get-together. They borrow the seaside freak house and

off they go. And then the laughs begin, fast and furious. The
house is of the nightmare school of architecture, complete with

hideous trappings and a mechanical monster of a pump. The
pioneer "conveniences" prove too much for the maid and off

she goes. Stewart tries settling down on the beach with "War
and Peace" but bikini-clad Valerie Varda has more "interest-

ing" ideas. Youngest daughter Laurie Peters turns wallflower

because of her new braces, and Michael Burns, the only son and

youngest of the tribe, decides to reject sun and sand for the

Jimmy Stewart has a trying moment in

the kitchen as Valerie Varda looks on

eye-straining enjoyment of TV. But this is only the beginning

Daughter Natalie Trundy shows up with out-of-work husbam

Josh Peine and their two offsprings. The oldest, age four, let

"Boompa" Stewart know that he hates him, and Stewart re

taliates in full by calling his beloved grandchild "a little creep.

Now comes daughter Lili Gentle, her stuffy professor husbam

Saxon and their three-month-old baby. What follows is a never

ending assortment of frustrations, mostly for Stewart. Bikini

clad Miss Varda shifts her affections to Saxon; Stewart force

brace-conscious Miss Peters to attend a yacht club dance wher<

he pays the boys five dollars to dance with her and then i

amazed when Fabian makes a true play for her; Burns' TV goe

on the blink and Stewart, trying to get close to his son, take

him sailing, but they are soon lost in a heavy fog; Peine storm

out of the house vowing never to return until he can suppor,

his family; and local playboy Reginald Gardiner turns his charn

on Miss O'Hara. As if this isn't enough, word comes that Peim

is being considered for a very good job, but the top man, ver

"family and background" conscious, must visit his family first

Boss John McGiver turns up with wife Marie Wilson am

Stewart finds himself stuck with a couple who don't drink

smoke, sunbathe or play any sports. One of the film's show

stoppers concerns Stewart and McGivor out on an all-da;

"birdwatching expedition," climaxed by Stewart finding him

self locked in his bathroom with a nude and slightly tipsy Mis:

Wilson, then getting out and flattening a flustered and slightl;

tipsy McGivor. All ends well with the family a whole lo

closer, Peine landing the job anyway, and Stewart and Mis

O'Hara planning to rent the house the following' summer

pump and all.

The performances are first rate, especially Stewart, the maste;

of every scene, Miss O'Hara, lovelier than ever as his adorinj

wife, and Miss Wilson and McGiver, the comic couple of thi

year. Fabian is appealing in his short part, and Saxon come

off well as the stuffy son-in-law.

20th Century-Fox. 116 minutes. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara. Fabian, Joh

Saxon, Marie Wilson. Produced by Jerry Wald. Directed by Henry Koster.
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"Advise and Consent" Provocative, Controversial and Good Drama

Scuckc^ 1£<Ui«? O O O Plus

iure to stir plenty of word-of-mouth on handling of no-

torial political scene. Stands up as solid drama that will

tngross all audiences. Advance build-up assures big b.o.

Producer-director Otto Preminger, never one to shy away

rom the controversial, has turned Allen Drury's Pulitzer Prize-

vinning novel into what undoubtedly is destined to become the

nost talked about motion picture of the year. This peek behind

he scenes of political life in Washington, D.C. will anger some,

>lease others, intrigue all. It has been unfolded in an intelli-

gent, informative and engrossing manner, and thanks to Prem-

nger's skill as a film maker, the bold aspects have been pre-

ented with good taste and reasonable consideration of the

iiational welfare. Adorned with a blockbuster marquee, this

Columbia release looms a mighty boxoffice attraction. In addi-

ion to the popularity of the novel, plus the famous Preminger

lallmark, "Advise and Consent" has already stirred up a

lornet's nest of word-of-mouth concerning the pros and cons

>n: (1) Should the picture have been made? (2) What will it's

mpact be abroad? (See Film BULLETIN, May 14, 1962.)

The task of reducing the novel's sprawling canvas into a co-

lesive, definite point-of-view whole has been deftly accom-

plished by scripter Wendell Mayes. The film opens on what is

|o be the central issue throughout the 139-minutes running

ime: will the U.S. senate approve the President's nomination

>f a controversial intellectual (Henry Fonda) for Secretary of

State? From this springboard, "Advise and Consent" goes on

o show how the men who run our government, from the Presi-

lent down to the youngest Senator, are blessed and/or cursed

vith the same human strengths and failings as the rest of us.

Vlayes is not always successful in giving his characters complete

dimension, but his people still emerge more than just cardboard

igures. Despite certain simplifications, they are complex indi-

viduals burdened with personal problems, plus the weighty duty

>f contributing towards the successful running of a democracy.

What makes "Advise and Consent" so noteworthy is that its

.olid dramatic merits actually overshadow the many controver-

sial aspects. Movies dealing with political life usually have

eaned toward the bizarre and the bombastic. This does not.

It has a quality of seeming factuality and dramatic validity.

Vlaybe some of the world's peoples will get the wrong impres-

sion of our government but there will be many more who will

praise the boldness of a theme never before tackled in films.

Despite its long running time and some unnecessarily talky

passages, "Advise and Consent" is engrossing, and it is cer-

:ainly provocative. Columbia's crackerjack promotion depart-

ment can be counted on to handle the film in a way guaranteed

ito bring in every segment of the movie audience from the

hinterlands as well as metropolitan markets.

Under Preminger's knowing hand, his entire cast comes
through with flying colors. As might be expected, the stand-

out performance is contributed by Charles Laughton as the

powerful aging Southern Senator who opposes Fonda's nomi-

nation because he feels Fonda is evil and will pursue a policy

of appeasement. It merits an Oscar nomination. Very effective

in a small part is Burgess Meredith as a former mental patient

Peter Lawford, Inga Swenson, Walter Pidgeon,

Lew Ayres and Paul Ford face a problem

and Federal Power Commission man who accuses Fonda of

being a Communist. Other fine delinations are provided by

Franchot Tone, the strong-willed, seriously ill President; Lew
Ayres, his soft-spoken Vice-President who is terrified at the

thought of suddenly becoming President; Fonda, who swears

under oath that he is loyal, and lies about his one-time leftist

associations; Walter Pidgeon, the loyal Majority Leader; Don
Murray, an idealistic young Senator with a skeleton of homo-

sexuality in his past, who turns against Fonda when he learns

that the latter lied; Peter Lawford a playboy Senator; Paul Ford,

the Majority Whip; and George Grizzard, a fanatic liberal and

pro-Fonda man who starts blackmailing Murray about his past.

Also on hand are Gene Tierney, as a prominent Washington

hostess with whom Pidgeon is having an affair; Inga Swenson,

Murray's devoted wife; and Eddie Hodges, Fonda's teen-age son.

Kudos also to Sam Leavitt's fine black-and-white location

lensing, Jerry Fielding's background score and Eli Benneche's sets.

Fonda asks Tone to withdraw his nomination. Tone refuses,

but he cannot break down the opposition of Laughton and

Murray. Pidgeon finally asks Murray to give Tone a few days

to save face (not to make public the fact that Fonda lied) and

put up another candidate. Grizzard learns about Murray's one

indiscretion and starts black-mailing him. Murray, unwilling to

compromise himself as a Senator, or as a man, commits suicide.

Tone, near death, insists he needs Fonda more than ever now,

and the vote to advise and consent is brought to the floor.

After some surprising twists the vote ends in a deadlock. Ayres

receives a note informing him that Tone is dead. He refuses

to break the Senate tie (as presiding officer) by casting an

affirmative vote. He descends the dais and tells Pidgeon he

prefers to name his own Secretary of State. Pidgeon sees in

Avres new-found strength and self-assurance.

Columbia. 139 minutes. Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Don Murray, Walter
Pidgeon, Peter Lawford, Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres, Burgess

Meredith, Eddie Hodges, Paul Ford George Griziard and Inga Swenson. Produced
and Directed by Otto Preminger.
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"The Road to Hong Kong"

The gags are familiar and corny as ever, but Bing and
Bob get plenty of laughs. Looks like money in the bank.

Bing Crosby and Bob Hope are back on the road again in

this Norman Panama (director, co-scripter) Melvin Frank (pro-

ducer, co-scripter) grab bag of laughs for United Artists release.

And they are as corny, wacky and amusing as ever. Nothing

has changed in the formula since the first road picture in 1940,

and despite the fact that the material is wearing a bit thin,

Crosby and Hope, being the pros they are, can carry off every

foolish bit of nonsense in grand style, and the "Hong Kong"
road looks bright, all the way to the boxoffice and to the bank.

Once again our two heroes are ex-vaudevillians wanted for

fraud (by now, throughout the world), and they've got their

do-it-yourself pitch, their famous patty-cake act, and Hope's

memory-losing-and-regaining routine. This time they find them-

selves sought after by Robert Morley, leader of a super-force

bent on conquering space before the Americans and Russians

as a sort of private enterprise. Unfortunately, pretty spy Joan

Collins has accidentally given Hope a secret Russian rocket fuel

formula, and Morley wants it back. Hope reads the formula,

doesn't understand it and throws it away. Fortunately, he's

stolen a Total Recall herb from the Grand Lama of Tibet, and

under certain circumstances, he's able to remember the technical

gobbledegook letter perfect. Panama has set up some hilarious

routines which include: a feast in a Chinese harem; Crosby and

Hope forced to replace two chimps in a space trip around the

moon; Hope unable to recall the formula; a chase through the

streets of Hong Kong; and a nightclub act (the boys are dis-

guised) with old favorite Dorothy Lamour. Besides the con-

stant flow of jokes and wise-cracks, several other popular per-

sonalities pop up in cameo spots and Sammy Cahn and Jimmy
Van Heusen have written a couple of amusing, if not particu-

larly memorable, tunes. Miss Collins makes a pretty companion,

Miss Lamour stirs up a moment of nostalgia, while Morley
hams it up to perfection. The ending finds Crosby, Hope and

Miss Collins trapped in the rocket with bombs to destroy the

earth. Miss Collins changes the rocket's course, they land safely

on a distant planet, and plans are made to share her. And the

door has certainly been left open for "Road to ?".

United Artists. 91 minutes. Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour.
Produced by Melvin Frank. Directed by Norman Panama.

"I Like Money"

Scciute^ Rate*? O O Plus

Moderately amusing comedy. Rating is strictly for

houses catering to Peter Sellers fans. Fair entry for gen-
eral market.

Peter Sellers makes his directorial debut in this handsome
DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope adaptation of Marcel Pagnol's play,

as well as stars in it. 20th-Fox is handling the release. Because

of Sellers' current popularity it should do all right where he

has a following, but "I Like Money" is not one of the gifted

comedian's better efforts and it will just get by in the general

market. In making the change from Mr. Topaze, the poorly

paid, highly honorable, earnest schoolmaster, to Mr. Topaze,

city gentleman, dishonest financier and happiness-buyer, Sellers

provides us with another complex and engrossing personality.

As a director, he has not yet learned pace and flow. Situations

are dwelt upon unnecessarily, thereby losing their emotional

impact, and there are at least three different points when one
thinks the film is about to end. Some of the slowness is com-

pensated for in the flavorful visual aspects (Pagnol's Paris, the

musty provincial school, the sophisticated world of finance),

a melodic background score, and some superb supporting pox

trayals. The latter include Nadia Gray, a beautiful mistres

Herbert Lorn, her illegitimate businessman provider; Leo NL
Kern, the headmaster who puts social status and financial gaii

before the well-being of his pupils; Billie Whitelaw, his teache

daughter who uses Sellers' love for her own selfish ends an<

Michael Gough, Sellers poorly-paid and sensitive teacher friend

Pierre Rouve's screenplay (he also produced) finds McKern dis

missing Sellers when the latter refuses to make a dishones

report on Baroness Martita Hunt's lowest-in-the-class grand

child. Lorn and Miss Gray trick him into becoming the fron

man for Lom's shady business dealings. Sellers learns the truth

threatens to expose them, but submits to Miss Gray's charm;

Sellers becomes famous in the world of finance, rejects Mis
Whitelaw's pleas of marriage and arrogantly edges Lorn ou

and takes over the business himself.

20th Century-Fox. 97 minutes. Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo M<
Kern. Produced by Pierre Rouve. Directed by Sellers.

"The Cabinet of Caligari"

Gcuchcm, 'Rati*? O O
Off-beat mystery, a re-make of famous film classic

should hold interest generally. Needs strong sell.

This 20th Century-Fox remake of the 1921 German silen

classic is a strange and mystifying journey into madness an<

hallucination. If it lacks the overall sense of bizarreness am

horror that accompanied the original, it does have in its favo

suspense, imaginative camera work, intriguing sets and enougl

unusual happenings to keep viewers on the edge of their seat;

"Caligari" will undoubtedly spark discussion (comparison t<

the original), and controversy creates want-to-see and this, i;

turn, means profits at the boxoffice, but it unquestionably need

a strong sell. 20th-Fox's showmen have a good campaign am
returns should be above-average in both the general market an>

in class situations. Once again viewers are kept in the dark a

to what is happening on the screen. Why is this pretty gii

being held a prisoner in Caligari's prison-like house? Who i

the mysterious Caligari and what is his power? Why are th

other "guests" resigned to their confinement? Why is the mai

the only one free to come and go? Is the young man really i

love with the pretty girl? Who is the soft-spoken man, th

one who says he alone "knows" Caligari? Producer-directc

Roger Kay has paced his shocker with appropriate touches c

tension, confusion and horror, and only at the end do the piecf

of the puzzle fall into place. John Russell has contributed t

the overall eerie effect with his excellent black-and-whil

CinemaScope camera work, and although Robert "Psycho

Bloch's screenplay may seem stilted, his reasons are quite clea

at the finish. There are good performances by Dan O'Herlih

as both Caligari and soft-spoken man, Glynis Johns, the lovel

prisoner, and Dick Davalos, Lawrence Dobkin, Constance Fon

J.
Pat O'Malley, Vicki Trickett and Estelle Winwood, the men

bers of Caligari's strange cabinet. Suffice to say that Caligari

home is actually a private sanatorium and that Miss Johns

suffering from a mental breakdown over her refusal to accej

herself as middle-aged. The end finds her cured and we s(

her for the first time as a no-longer attractive woman.

20th Century-Fox. 104 minutes. Dan O'Herlihy, Glynis Johns. Produced and Directi

by Roger Kay.

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ — Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor
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MtlCHANOISING t

Trembling and 21 . . . Lisa held to him . . . trying to

believe she was fit to be touched . .

.

Tormented by the memory

of hush-hush "experiments"...

victim of the dealers in human

cargo. ..now afraid of any man-

eve" of the man who would

risk his life to help her!

a startling new experience from MA RK ROBSON
who electrified you with "Peyton Place."

"Champion,""FromThe Terrace"!

TEPHEN BOYD DOLORES HART

1

ifflS GORING • MURK ROBSON • PUP DONNE • NELSON GIDDING • j»n de hahiog

Cinemascope COLOR by DE LUXE

TOMORROW st T, o Theatres < PARAMOUNT j TRANS LUX 85" St.

rovocaf/ve Ads Plug 'Lisa'

The eye-catching advertisement above, which

>peared in the May 23 edition of The New
ork Times, is one of a most effective series

rrently stirring plenty of public interest in

th-Fox's "Lisa." Just such moving art and

ovocative copy are employed in other news-

per ads for the film.

Warners' Covers U.S. in Cars

To Plant 'Music Man' in Papers

A vast grass roots publicity network covering

more than 40,000 miles in specially-equipped

automobiles to bring feature stories and stills to

the editors of over 600 publications in some

400 towns and cities from coast to coast. That

was the opening gun in the high-powered cam-

paign Warner Bros, has working for "The

Music Man."

In summarizing the mass, pre-release planting

push, the firm's national promotion chief Rich-

ard Lederer declared that the nation's press and

exhibitors are "more than ready, willing and

able—they're downright anxious"—to support

the type of Hollywood product typified by the

big musical.

The Warners' publicists (in addition to Led-

erer, national publicity manager Joe Hyams and

national exploitation-promotion manager Ernie

Grossman reported on the drive) revealed suc-

cess in opening up many new amusement pages

and in reaching newspapers never seen previ-

ously by a film company rep.

'REPRIEVE'. Above, columnist Drew Pearson, I., Sen.

Estes Kefauver, r., chat with "Reprieve" director-writer

Millard Kaufman at special Washington showing. Below,

Rep. Chet Holifield, Kaufman, Allied Artists v.p. Ed

Morey and Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez.

Ralph Wheelright, I., promotion v.p. for Samuel

Bnston Productions, inspects ad art for "55 Days at

Ping," with director Nicholas Ray, c, William

S neider, Bronston creative ad head.

GOLDBRICKING. Comedian Jack Carter, who makes his

film bow in "The Horizontal Lieutenant," is wheeled

through Times Square to plug Loew's State opening.

New NSS Brochure Boasts

Banners, Valances, Streamers

National Screen Service has mailed to exhibi-

tors a 12-page brochure covering its new line

of 1962 banners, valances and streamers for air

conditioning and exploitation purposes, general

sales manager Joseph Bellfort announced. Other

promotional aids listed in the booklet include

special trailers stressing the theatre's cool com-

fort and trailers for kiddies' and late shows, etc.

Offering everything from 100-foot streamers

and valances to miniature 6-inch by 26-inch

valances, the catalogue has a variety of service-

able cloth banners, colorful pole flags and

special three-piece streamers.

Appointments . . .

Two promotions recently were announced by

Jeff Livingston, vice president and national di-

rector of ad-publicity for the Mirisch Co. Guy
Biondi was named Eastern ad-publicity director

of the firm, w hile Jerry Ludw ig was upped to

publicity director . . . United Artists national

promotion chief Fred Goldberg revealed two

appointments: John L. Toohey as assistant pub-

licity boss under Samuel J. Friedman, and

Wayne S. Weil as assistant to Herb Pickman,

director of the UA roadshow ad-publicity de-

partment . . . Lee Minoff was chosen interna-

tional publicity coordinator for 20th-Fox's "The

Leopard."

'Day' Billboard at Cannes
Huge "Longest Day" billboard announcing end of pro-

duction was set up in Cannes to coincide with Festival.

L-ONG£ST
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 9)

AB-PT Sound Long-Term Investment

"A sound commitment for those desiring a stake in the fav-

orable longer term picture."' That is the gist of a recent upbeat

report on American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres by

Walter Untermeyer, Jr., of Laird, Bissell & Meeds.

According to the analyst: "That first quarter earnings of

$.70 per share were lower than the $.79 per share reported for

the theatre division, which was adversely affected by unusually

severe weather conditions throughout the Mid-West and South.

For the full year, we are anticipating some improvement over

the $2.26 earned for the calendar year 1961. The common
stock at its recent price of 35, down from its 1961 high of 61%,
is selling at an historically reasonable price earnings ratio."

Cinerama '61 Net Up on Quick Write-off

Cinerama, Inc. net earnings for 1961, under a newly-adopted,

quick amortization policy, amounted to $336,000 (12c per

share), compared to $11,000 (less than lc) for I960, as restated

and based on the same new policy. The system, initiated by
treasurer Frederick E. Koehner, is being used in writing off

the cost of the firm's old travelogue films inventory.

Cinerama president Nicolas Reisini revealed that all income

thus far has been substantially derived from the five travelogue

films produced some years ago. He added that earnings will

not reflect income from the company's new story-line pictures

— (co-produced with M-G-M)—"The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm'' and "How the West Was Won"—until the

third quarter of this year.

Priw-Egirwtiwtys Haiti*

and "Notorious Landlady"—promises to maintain profits at a

good level, thereby holding the favorable price-to-earnings mark.

Warner Bros., its 4-for-l stock split having been effected and

discounted, and its price now resting at a far more realistic

level, has a well-below-average ratio of 8, this based on the 84c

per share earned for the first six months ended February 28.

The firm is counting on stellar wicket performances from "The
Music Man" and "The Chapman Report" to help solidify the

next earnings report.

Taking its yield of 54c per share for last year (ended June

30, 1961), Allied Artists boasts the low market price-earnings

ratio of a shade under 7. While this company did suffer a loss

in the first half of the current fiscal year, it looks hopefully

to as-yet-unrecorded returns from "El Cid", still reaping robust

profits in roadshow situations and verging on a wide general

release, to put the company back in the black by the end of

the term.

Walt Disney shares offer an interesting ratio of 11 times

earnings computed on the basis of first-half net of $1.45 per

share. And profit is expected to improve once the balance of

the solid family-type line-up of pictures make their way to the

theatre market.

United Artists offers an excellent bet for betterment. Now
selling at a neat 12.5 ratio, the firm has set for the balance of

1962 one of the most powerful release schedules in its history.

On the strength of this factor, and the stock's eye-catching price-

earnings figure, some analysts have been touting UA as a good
investment.
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Decca registered its second-highest earnings in the history of

the firm last year ($3.08), and matched up with its curri

selling price of about 44, the parent firm of Universal Pictures

presents a nifty ratio of about 14. What makes this one even

more attractive is the sizzling first quarter recently etched on the

records and quality theatrical product its Universal subsidiary

has at the ready. To these factors add the pending marriage

with MCA.

Currently beset with production problems and waiting pa-

tiently for "Cleopatra" to make things right operationally.

20th-Fox is selling at a high ratio of a shade over 23. This

figure is, of course, based on a final 1961 net of $1.18, made

possible by non-recurring profit that overcame a huge loss

from operations.

Paramount, having recently reported a dismal first quarter,

and with little in the offing theatrically to brighten the picture

offers an average price-earnings ratio of 16, pretty much in tun<

with the trend of the general industrial average.

Screen Gems is selling at a ratio of 13, while Nationa

General is by far the lowest of the theatre companies, at ;

mark a little under 8. American Broadcasting-Paramount (15)

Stanley Warner (16) and Trans-Lux (18) all rest at about th

general industrial average, while Loew's is up to an oversizi

37. National General has been giving indication of expansioi

plans and modernization of its movie houses, while AB-F1

management has predicted a strong third session, on th'

strength of better film product, to overcome a somewhat under

sized first half.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 5/10/62 5/24/62

ALLIED ARTISTS 3% 3%
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ... 11% 10%
CINERAMA 15% 14

COLUMBIA 20

3

8 18%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 731/2 73

DECCA 443/4 44

DISNEY 32 303/4

M-G-M 40 3
/4 37

PARAMOUNT 45% 42%
SCREEN GEMS 17% 16%
20TH-FOX 28% 26

UNITED ARTISTS 32% 28%
WARNER BROS 14% 13%

* * *

Theatre Companies
AB-PT 35% 32% -3%
LOEW'S 33% 30% -3%
NATIONAL GENERAL 7 3

/8 63/4 - %
STANLEY WARNER 26% 22% -4
TRANS-LUX 13% 13 ;

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

Change

~ %
~ 1
-11
-ii
- I
- 3

/4

-1%
-33/4

-31
-1%
-2%
-31
-ii

5/10/62 5/24/62

O ver-tbe-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN . . . 103/4 12% 10 11%
MAGNA PICTURES ... 2% 2% 2% 2%
SEVEN ARTS ... 9% 11 10% 11%
UA THEATRES ... 8% 9% 8 9%
UNIVERSAL 63 683/4 60 653/4

WOMETCO ... 23% 253/4 22 241/4

( Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)



Newsmakers

V

Fine Hits Blind-Bids

Taking recognition of a "detrimental" practice that is

being employed by certain film companies, National

Allied president Marshall H. Fine (left) wrote to each

of the major sales heads voicing exhibitor complaints

about being forced to return bids on features for which

prints have not been made available for screening, or that

i have been limited to a single showing at an inconvenient

time and place. The letter read: "One of the exhibitor's

main problems, which seemingly had been out of his way

for some time, seems to be making appearances again,

much to the detriment of our industry. I refer to the evil

of blind bidding. Whereas this practice may not be true

of all territories, and it is certainly not true of all pic-

tures bid upon, the problem does exist, and is working

an unfair hardship on the exhibitor wherever it is in

evidence. In the past you have indicated that blind bid-

ding was not to be the policy or desire of your company

in any instance, and I would be most appreciative if you

would let me know if you still feel this way, and further

would make every effort to eliminate this problem com-

pletely once and for all. Your cooperation by assuring

exhibition that in the future no bids will be due on any

of your company's product until prints for screenings

have been made available could surely solve this head-

ache overnight."

Harling Probes

Zonn. Antennas
Late last week Connecticut theatremen and other business

'roups met in Waterbury to map plans for opposing before

!he town's Board of Aldermen a CATV application. The

meeting was held after Waterbury Community Antenna, Inc.

iad told a Board subcommittee it would restrict its activity

!o "booster" service for free TV reception and bar future

Conversion to pay-TV, then later changed its mind about the

.eevee promise. Attending the conclave was Philip F. Harling

'right), chairman of the Joint Committee Against Pay-TV,

vho declared that it was "of particular significance and con-

'ern" to him that CATV applications had been introduced

n Waterbury and Middletown, both of which easily could

erve as booster stations for the Phonevision signal in Hart-

ord. Shortly before the Connecticut meet, Harling an-

ounced that the FCC had accepted the petition of the

Colorado Committee Against Pay-TV to intervene in the

pplication of the Teleglobe system to establish feevee in

)enver.

NGC New
Concept'

National General Corp.

president Eugene V. Klein

(left) re-emphasized that

"National is in the theatre

business to stay," adding

that "our valuable properties

in key areas over the entire

west are conducive to a new
concept in real estate devel-

opment and use." The new
concept: "integrated the-

atres" located in shopping

areas and as part of major

downtown real estate.

AIP Heads See
'62 Gross Higher
Look for a domestic gross of

American International Pictures

"50 per cent higher this year

than in 1961," according to pres-

ident James H. Nicholson and

executive vice president Samuel

Z. Arkoff. The toppers recently

returned from a European trip

for the "primary purpose of

expanding our distribution arm

abroad." They also revealed

plans to esablish a Paris office.

Congress Ponders

'Clean-up' Bills

Eight identical resolutions aimed at prob-

ing alleged "obscenity, lewdness and sala-

ciousness" in motion pictures and their adver-

tising were delayed by a House Rules Com-

mittee decision to consult with Rep. Oren

Harris, chairman of the House Commerce

Committee, on possible jurisdiction of the

touchy subject. The proposed bills would

create a select House arm to investigate im-

morality in films and its effect on juvenile

behaviour. It would consist of nine mem-

bers to be appointed by the Speaker of the

House, with the sole province films. Accord-

ing to Rep. Walter Rogers, who spoke for

Rep. Kathryn E. Granahan, prime mover

behind the legislation, "We all abhor cen-

sorship, but there is going to have to be

some soap and water" applied to movies.

When asked about similar problems in the

the other media, Rogers said: "You run into

freedom of the press, which you don't run

into in regard to the movie industry." The

Congressman also chided MPAA chief Eric

Johnston, who, he claimed, "had promised

that the film industry would clear things up,

but he apparently didn't do it very well. The

mothers of this nation are going to rise up

in wrath. If the film industry refuses to

clean its own house, Congress must do it

for them." Rep. George M. Wallhauser, who

introduced one of the bills, said the pur-

pose of the subcommittee is to arouse public-

interest in cleaning up movies. It would,

he said, give the public a place to go with

cinema complaints and, possibly, compli-

ments. He, too, denied any intention of cen-

soring, but added that "we don't believe

freedom means license."

Launch 'Man' Campaign
LIniversal Pictures president Milton R.

Rackmil, r., producer Ross Hunter and star

Sandra Dee at N.Y. reception launching ad-

vance promotional campaign on "If a Man
Answ ers."
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

February

BASHFUL ELEPHANT, THE Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid,
Buddy Baer, Kai Fisher, Fritz Weiss. Producers-Directors
Dorell and Stuart McGowan. 80 min.

March
HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/42.

April

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 73 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

May
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo. Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith 85 min.

June

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

July

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming
CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

February

PREMATURE BURIAL. THE Color, Panavision. Ray Mil-
land, Hazel Court, Richard Ney, Heather Angel. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe's story. 81 min.

March

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. Producer Maurice Duke. Di-
rector William J. Hole, Jr. 87 min. 4/2/42.

Film

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Archie Savage, Gaby
Farinon, Rik Von Notter. Science fiction. 79 min.

BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair. Peter Wingarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 89
min. 4/2/42

PHANTOM PLANET. THE Dean Fredericks, Colleen
Gray, Tony Dexter. Science fiction. 82 min.

May
BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 71 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 81 min.

June

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Anna Ralli Producer Fulvio
Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action film. 91

min.

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! Ray Milland, Jean Hagen.
Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff,
Arnold Houghland.

August

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 120 min.

September

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Director Hugo Fregonese.

October

REPTILICUS Color. Budil Miller, Carl Ottoisen.

November

WILD CARGO CinemaScope, Color. Pier Angeli, Ed-
mund Purdom.

December

GOLIATH AND THE WARRIORS OF GENGHIS KHAN
Gordon Scott, Yokotani.

January

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

END OF THE WORLD
GREAT DELUGE, THE

HAUNTED PALACE Color. Edgar Allan Poe story.

HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price. Producer-Direc-
tor Roger Corman.

MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES. THE

STRANGE WOMEN Pier Angeli, Edmond Purdom.

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

CASTAWAYS. THE Technicolor Maurice Chevalit
Hayley Mills, George Sanders, Producer Walt Dlsne
Director Robert Stevenson. Based on the Jules Vtn
story, "Captain Grant's Children."

November
EVERYTHING'S OUCKY Mickey Rooney. Buddy Hacke
Joanie Sommers. Producer Red Doff. Director D
Taylor. A comedy of naval antics. 81 min. I 1/13/4

December
MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Color. Super Dynamation.
chael Craig, Joan Greenwood, Michael Callan, Ga
Merrill, Herbert Lorn. Producer Charles H. Schnei
Director Cy Endfield. 101 min. 12/25/41.

January
CASH ON DEMAND Peter Cushlng, Andre Morell, Ric

ard Vernon, Barry Lowe, Edith Sharp. Producer Mich;
Carreras. Director Quentin Lawrence. 77 min. 4/30/4

SAIL A CROOKED SHIP Robert Wagner, Dolor

Hart, Ernie Kovacs, Carolyn Jones, Frankie Avalon. Pi

ducer Philip Barry, Jr. Director Irving Brecher. Rome
tic comedy. 88 mm. 1/8/42.

TWIST AROUND THE CLOCK Dion, The Marcels, CI

Cole, Chubby Checker, Vicki Spencer, John Cron
Mary Mitchell. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Osc
Rudolph. 83 min 1/8/42.

February
THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vi.

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edwa
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/42.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Ju

Adams. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDc
aid. 78 min. 3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, C,

ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwy
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldm.

Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 114 mL
2/5/42.

March

HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Produ*'

Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang J

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer S

Katzman. Direcotr Oscar Rudolph. Exploitation enti

87 min. 4/14/42

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle, Bn-
Russell. Producer Tom Naud. Director Walter Donigj

Baseball drama. 83 min. 4/30/42.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, R

Martin, Stephanie Powers. Producer-Director Bl.

Edwards. 123 min. 4/30/62.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawk
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Fredei

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway
109 min. 4/30/62.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger. Dolores Dc

Michael Callan. Producer William Bloom. Dire<

Philip Leacock. 80 min. 5/14/62.

June

April

MOON PILOT Technicolor. Tom Tryon, Brian Keith,

Edmond O'Brian, Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney,
Bill Anderson. Director James Neilson. Wacky farce.
98 min. 1/22/62

Coming

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/42.

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's
misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/42.
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ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Lai

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierr
;

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama '

Washington, D.C. life. 138 min.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. DH
Niven, Alberto Sordi Michael Wilding. Producer I i

de Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton.

Coming

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana K

gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, D '

Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurens

Director Richard Fleischer.

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, J •

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Gee >

Sidney.

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, \l

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harat •

Producer David Susskind. Director David Swift.

)

i



jiON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
•png, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
[lector Don Chaffey.

[.LvRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,

3c Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
li, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegal. Director

Aid Lean.

rTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim
hyak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlman. Director
fhard Quine.

tJUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,
J:kie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
[vid Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.

BITLE ABOARD THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DE-

F NT | Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle.
Pducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert.

January

I BELLE AMERICAINE Robert Dhery, Colette Brosset,
/red Adam, Louis de Funes, Christian Marin, Cathe-
ie Sola. Producer Henry Diamant-Berger. Director
loert Dhery. French comedy. 100 min. 3/19/42

February

i:W FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Iipleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-
cn. Producer Paul Graeti. Director Sidney Lumet.
Vsion of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/62.

April

l

: FI FOR GIRLS Madja Tiller, Robert Hossein. Eddie
(nstantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
.ffe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

May
UROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd,
hducer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
m. 4/14/42.

'STE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Ibert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
N version of the Broadway stage play. 100 min.

June

fVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Hers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
I John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
iderworld of crime.

July

'ERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
I nel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black,
l ector Robert Day. 87 min.

August

VNDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
oducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
>nd T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
in twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

I VIE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Marquano Ivan
sny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes DeLahaie. Direc-
' Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

September

IPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths,
rector Alfred Shaughnessy. 44 min.

ALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
ighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Jillerimin

Current Releases
'MS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Frani Peter Wirth
min.

LL" ANTONIO (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Marcello
astroianni, Claudia Cardinale. Producer Alfredo Bini
rector Mauro Bolognini. Italian drama of lover threat-
ed by impotence. 101 min. 4/14/42.

RNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films] Daniele Ajoret
adine Alan, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
per George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.mm.

6 ,M°NEY. THE (Lopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
'e, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

-ACK TIGHTS (Magna Picturesl Technicolor Techni-

T
3
^ »

Jeanm aire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer
>land Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman'

™/42 Director Terence Young. 116 min.

•OODY BROOD. THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
>rd, Jack Betts.

AY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-nm,d Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani
ario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction

|i min,

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
comedy series. 87 mins. 4/14/42.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 84 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 84 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel
Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/41.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

LA DOLCE VITA (Astor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Felrfni. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/41.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 94 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD (Astor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre
Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
98 min. 3/5/42.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philipe,
Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 104 m/n. 1/8/62.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL [Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE ( Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/41.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway. Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-
rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/42.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 104 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY [Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,
Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 175 min. 7/24/61.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles Gray-
son Hall', Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.
Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I Kingsley-lnternational)
Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
1 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/42.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN ( Showcorporation ) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/14/42.

TRUTH, THE (Kingsley International I Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vaner, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

June releases total 22, with United

Artists still heading the list on the

strength of five pictures. 20th-Fox and

Universal are deadlocked for second

place with three films each, while

M-G-M, Columbia, Warner Bros, and

Allied Artists all have set two apiece.

American-International, Continental and

Paramount have one release ready, but

Buena Vista and Pathe-America have

nothing scheduled.

TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren,
Jean Paul Belmondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director

Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama of war's impact on a

mother and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS [Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helqa Zulch, Rich-

ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-

ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO-GO LDWYN-MAYER

January

MURDER SHE SAID Margaret Rutherford, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Muriel Pavlow, James Robertson Justice. Pro-

ducer George Brown. Director George Pollock. Murder
mystery. 87 min. 1/22/62.

February
FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE. THE Ci-

nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieirx. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincent*
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Bas»d on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 n. n. 1/8/42.

March
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-
cess. 120 min. 3/5/42.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.

Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/42.

April

AIL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of

best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. I I I min.

4/2/42.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/42.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea. Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the 1 8 70 " s

.

94 min. 5/14/42.

June
DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter
Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.
152 min.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min.
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SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-

rier. Adventure drama

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-

ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan. Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastr '>ianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Leuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

VIOLENT DAWN Broderick Crawford, Valentina Cartesa
Producer-Director Leonardo Bercovici. Drama-Suspense
story of hostages held by the Nazis.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

November

BLUE HAWAII Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis Presley,
Joan Blackman. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Norman
Tourog. Romantic comedy with music. 101 min. 3/5/62.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker, Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. 82 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-Director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider, Karl

Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest

Marischka 147 min. 4/2/62.

February

April

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John

Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin

Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.

4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul

Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director

Ronald Neame Melodrama. 92 min.

June
HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve

McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. 90 min.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William

Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,

George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage

drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,

Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve

Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses

as geisha to attract straying husband.

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey, Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon, Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

August

H ATARI I Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks.

Coming
GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-

vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John

Stur'ges. A Eurasian "man without a country'' courts an

American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director

Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Charlton Hestcn, Elsa

Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville Shavelson. Com-
edy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Technicolor. Dean Martin,

Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Rose. Direc-

tor Daniel Mann. A society matron becomes a

"bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PATHE-AMERICA

March

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard

Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.

Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTiM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley, Norman Bird. Producer

Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 mm. 2/5/62.

May
OU ARE FELLOW. THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia

Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-

thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne

Cooper. Producer-Director Roger Corman. School inte-

gration drama. 84 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David

Fang Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim

Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

November

SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Ton-

1

Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden Producer
Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of III

amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co
'

Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, 1

'

Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry Ki '

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/

|

March

INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr Mict

Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F'anklin.

ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based On Henry Jan
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. I

ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two Ameri
priests and a young Chinese girl. 124 min. 3/19/62

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leo

A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic

shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boo!

Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produ

Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs

Rodgers. 118 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Gl>,

Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger K

'

Remake of the famous classic.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula R,

mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson

scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter 5'

lers, Nadia Gray. Producer Pierre Rouve. Director Pe

Sellers. Based on Marcel Pagnol's famous story
,

"Topaze," the mild instructor who became an unsru '

lous businessman.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Col

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Ellit

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olym
games in Athens.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De L

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hi

Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dun

A concentration camp victim attempts to escape

Israel. I 12 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail R

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bost

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

COMANCHEROS, THE CinemaScope, Color. John

Wayne Stuart Whitman, Ina Balin. Producer George
Sherman. Director Michael Curtiz. 107 min. 10/30/61.

PURPLE HILLS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gene
Nelson, Kent Taylor, Joanna Barnes. Producer-Director

M. Dexter. 60 mm.
December

SECOND TIME AROUND, THE CinemaScope, Color.

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest, Andy Griffith, Juliet

Prowse, Thelma Ritter. Producer Jack Cummings. Di-

rector Vincent Sherman. 99 min. 11/13/61.

TWO LITTLE BEARS, THE CinemaScope. Brenda Lee,

Eddie Albert, Jane Wyatt. Producer George W. George.
Director Randall F. Hood. 81 min. 1/8/62.

January
BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday

Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.

Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. 1 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-

nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-

tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets

to the top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

July

ProducAIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders.
Director Maury Dexter.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLi,

Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian. P

ducer Jerry Wald. Director Henry Koster. A fan!

attempts a peaceful New England vacation.

August

FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Ed
(

Red Buttons.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG M
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Rich

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dail

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jess

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Ba

on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Rich;

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDow
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wang
Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen

GIGOT Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Gabric

Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene Ke

Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends.

LION OF SPARTA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Rich-

Egan Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry Coe, Da 1

Farra'r. When 300 Spartans withheld the entire at

of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae.

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William K

den Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. I

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardis Based

best-seller.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard To;

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fab;

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demi

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, I.

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ry

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Osw;

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, II

Annakin.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephf

Producer-Director Michael Powell'. A tale of

tradition and importance of being a Guard.
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UNITED ARTISTS

February

DkDLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Robert

Lfery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald

Lorg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

p)PER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,
Nma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

S NTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley
Qments, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc-

t( Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

S GEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Dris Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-

d
I

er Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western comedy,
min. 2/5/62

March

CILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley

l\:Laine. James Garner. Producer-Director William
Vler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 109

rr. 1/22/62..

May
LOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-

n ,
Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-

bt. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/62.

J S1CA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-

d er-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel
"e Midwife of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/62.

MACLE WORKER. THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Vor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Pn. 107 min. 5/14/62.

June
OWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Grevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
t' Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

03ONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
P ducer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/62.

J)GMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy Burt Lan-
cter, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Sell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
d;ctor Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

i\GIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
E?lle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
der-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special
e'Cts. 80 min 4/16/62.

RAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bobe Hope, Joan
Clins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
t> Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
ciedies. 91 min.

Coming
BDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden.
Fducer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.

(ILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Sphen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
C'ector John Cassavetes.

t\0 TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Fney, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
t Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

CA.DIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

CORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
K mer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

(EAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Zierto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
I rio Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

tWAII Prod ucer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
ii ef James Michener's epic novel.

I CITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
timer. Director Paul Stanley

H GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
(fries Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
Mip Karlson.

1ND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
ville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
lector Leslie Stevens.

KNCHLRIAN CANDIDATE. THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ie Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
. a. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
lector Frankenheimer.

tiRY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Vthng. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Ezell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

IAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
I ector Jules Dassin.

! METHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
<'d Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
<rfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
ty. 112 min. 1/8/62.

IRAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter
pi Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoioff, Akim Tamiroff!
Inducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

]IRD DIMENSION. THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
ls, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
'atole Litvak.

TREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling. Carole Lesley,
<lin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-

f
•»• Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

]'0 FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
ne Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise,
ised on the Broadway hit.

J*R HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders,
'ector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama 81
f. 4/16/62

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas,
Lancaster Producer Harold Heeht.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

Burt

January

FLOWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan,
James Shigeta, Juanita Hall, Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

March

DESERT PATROL Richard Artenborough, Michael Craig,
John Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert S.

Baker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

April

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-

tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey. 86 min. 5/14/62.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charres
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 184 min. 10/17/60.

May
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
106 min. 3/19/62.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. 107 min.
5/l4/o2.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,

Yvonne Romain. Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. 81 min. 5/14/62.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Dav, Giq Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. 99 min. 5/14/62.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis. Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,

Stubby Kay. Warren Stevens, Kevin McCarthy, Mary
Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer Stan Marginles. Di-

rector Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Color. Rock Hudson, Mary
Peach. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero Producer
Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Producers-
Richard Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Color. Herbert Lorn,

Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher.

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan.

TAMMY TAKES OVER Color. Sandra Dee. Producer Ross
Hunter

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN. THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, ' Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Yee Yak Yip.
Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

February

MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 147 min. I 1/13/61.

March
COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight, Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 89 min 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Direclor Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. 118 min. 3/19/62.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/16/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Advenutre drama. 89 min.
5/14/62.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay. Peter Breck.
Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director
Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/14/62.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan. Producers Jean-Jacques
Vital. Rene Modiano. Director Claude Austant-Lara.
Epic drama from the celebrated novel of heroic action
and vengeance.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton
Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of
American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.
5/14/62.

Coming

ACT OF MERCY Leslie Caron, David Niven. Producers
Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony Asquith.
Drama of romance and adventure in Latin America.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Matinson. Drama of
Oklahoma oil-boom.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johni. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit.

HENRY LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts. Carole Cook.
Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur Lubin, William
Tytla. Combination live action-animation comedy.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's
Broadway musical hit. 150 min. 4/16/62

NOT ON YOUR LIFE Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall. Producer-Director Mortar Da
Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,
Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-
ducer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Milestone. Drama of
Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret.
Producer James Woolf. Direcotr Peter Glenville.
A couple's term of trial in face of charges against
the husband.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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Shattering adventure that boldly
explores the jungles of the heart!

Eastman COLOR

CO STARRING

GEOFFREY KEEN
Screenplay by JOHN LEE MAHIN and NEIL PATERSON From the novel by JAN de HARTOG

Universal
[titernatwnal

Directed by ROBERT MULLIGAN Produced by ROBERT ARTHUR - A Universal Jnternational Picti

PRE-RELEASE WORLD PREMIERE LATE JULY
DATING NOW FOR KEY CITY OPENINGS BEGINNING IN EARLY AUGUST
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o our exhibitor customers ever

where, our sincere thanks for yoi

overwhelming response to the June 8 h

U-Day Jubilee Salute, and for yoir

enthusiastic support throughout oir

Presidential Sales Drive honoriig

Milton Rackmil and celebrating oir

Golden Anniversary Year.

I
Look to the months ahead for the sane

great product which has made ths

Jubilee Year the greatest in the histoiy



iff

WW?
f

fU-I, and look for more of these golden

jportunities for golden profits with

tese forthcoming releases — "LONELY
IE THE BRAVE", "THAT TOUCH OF
INK", "THE SPIRAL ROAD", "PHANTOM
[I THE OPERA", "IF A MAN ANSWERS",
10 KILL A MOCKINGBIRD", "FORTY
OUNDS OF TROUBLE", "FREUD" and a

catinuing flow of other great box office

tractions, produced by the industry's

itstanding talents and starring the in-

istry's greatest box office personalities.



RELAX!
take your vacation
• while you play

JAMESSIEMOlT

MAUREEN O'Haip
JERRY WALD'S PRODUCTION OF

Mp.HOBBS
TaKESa
VACATION

CINemaScoPE
COLOR by DE LUXE

-starring

FaBlAN
JOHN SAXON • MARIE WILSON • REGINALD GARDINER
INTRODUCING

DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY „

LAURI PETERS ^VALERIE VARDA HENRY KOSTER • NUNNALLY JOHNSON

Musical Score by HENRY MANCINI Am



What They'te Talking About

In the Movie Business

CONTROL OF STARS. The troubles currently

)laguing 20th Century-Fox on "Cleopatra" and

Something's Got to Give" are not being viewed

>y the heads of other companies as a localized

leadache. Rather, last week's much-publicized

uckus with Marilyn Monroe and the long-

mduring Elizabeth Taylor problem are giving

ilm executives pause to consider the overall

mplication of the star system that places willful

)erformers in the position of wreaking financial

muoc on their companies. You can bet that there

vill be a great deal of consideration given by

riajor company executives and their counsel to

inding ways and means of checking the

lestructive conduct of such stars, as well as putting

i brake on runaway salaries and percentage deals,

t is becoming increasingly clear to the film firms

hat they opened a Pandora's Box when they

>egan bidding blindly for talent. The question

low: How to go about closing it?

0

3ALABAN ON ETOBICOKE. Paramount
resident Barney Balaban's report to the annual

tockholders meeting on the "progress" of the

telemeter pay-TV experiment in Canada
mrdly served to convince anyone that real

wogress has been made there. He harped on a

avorite Balaban angle: how costs have been cut

0 reduce the continuing losses being sustained

i >y the company in trying to sell the "boxoffice-

n-the-home" idea in Etobicoke. But observers

ook note of Balaban's reference to "only about

,000 homes" as the total number of present

^elemeter subscribers in contrast to earlier

laims of 5,800 or 6,000. This seems to confirm

>ther reports of growing disinterest and
:ancellations by subscribers.

0

3. 0. DOLDRUMS. The month of May was not

1 happy period for indoor theatres, a spot check

evealed, but the drive-ins did not fare too badly.

Conventional house grosses in many sections of

the country ran far below the same month last

year, exhibitors reported, attributing the drop to

the coincidence of pleasant spring weather and
the start of daylight saving time. "Almost every

weekend has been beautiful since the clocks were

moved ahead," one theatremen stated, "and the

lure of the outdoors was just too much for us to

compete against. I'm looking for a sharp pick-up

in business as soon as the schools close for the

summer. However," he added, "the industry needs

a big promotion push right now to stimulate some
excitement about the upcoming product. People

just haven't been thinking about or talking about

movies in recent weeks, and we need a big

industrywide campaign to whip up some
enthusiasm. Why aren't the film companies doing

something to start the public talking movies?"

0

HARTFORD REACTION. The announcement,

via full-page newspaper ads, that Hartford

pay-TV subscribers will be able to see

Paramount's "Hatari" and Warners' "The Music

Man" in their homes this summer has exhibitors

steaming. They feel that these two companies,

by committing their top pictures to the RKO
General-Zenith Phonevision test, are inviting the

public to sign up for the competitive medium and

shun the theatres. Feeling is running particularly

high against Paramount, since that company's

commitment apparently is to give its films to

Phonevision 17 days after first run exhibition,

meeting the theatre sub-runs head-on. Warners'

deal is more vague, and it is not likely that

"The Music Man" will go to feevee until

late in the year.

o

VOX POP. A new, and seemingly practical, twist

in determining the policy of a movie house is

being introduced in Canoga Park, Cal., where

the public is being asked to decide what type of

films the Valley West Theatre will play when it

opens July 4. Moviegoers will answer write-in

newspaper ads by picking one of three categories:

first-runs, second and third-run double features

or foreign art pictures. As one cinema wag
commented upon hearing of the plan: "It's our

answer to the do-it-yourself craze." And, we
might add, a far sight faster and cheaper than

trying to guess the public taste.
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It's the Zotzoffice zenzation that's taking the summer by storm across tip

country! Check the first zmash engagements in Atlanta, Birmingham , Knoxvi e

and Savannah ! Then watch Zotz take off in Dallas Territory, Salt Lake Ch
Boston Territory, Los Angeles
Territory, San Francisco,
Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati Territory, Kansas
City, Indianapolis Territory!

r

presents

^JOM POSTON -JUUA MEADE- JIM BACKUS- FRED G
Screenplay by RAY RUSSELL B^ed on the novel ba WALTER KARIG

Produced and Directed by WILLIAM CASTLE k WIlilAM CASTLE PRODUCTION
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#/t#> Legion
Steps off Rc§se
The National Legion of Decency is

the most prominent of a number of or-

ganizations of various faiths set up for

the avowed purpose of advising their

constituents as to the moral acceptabil-

ity of motion pictures. On this basis

the Legion classifies pictures as accep-

table, morally unacceptable and at vari-

ous gradations in between. Presumably

the Legion's categorization of films

matches the moral standards of the reli-

gion it serves, although there have been

occasions when films which were not

at all disturbing to Catholics of other

nations drew the Legion's less accep-

table classifications, as we recall.

As long as the Legion of Decency

chooses to judge films on the basis of

religio-moral standards for its constit-

uents, however, it is operating within

a well-defined and generally accepted

orbit. The fact that other faiths are

somewhat less concerned with classify-

ing and indexing films is merely a

mark of the religious heterogeneity

which is part of the American scene.

The fact that the imprimatur of the

Legion of Decency has in recent years

been less of a positive asset than in the

past suggests that either the Legion

has grown more small-"c" catholic or

the audience has grown more inde-

pendent.

From the latest action of the Legion,

it would seem that not only the audi-

ence but also the exhibitor has grown
too independent for the group's taste.

We refer to the amazing action of the

National Legion of Decency in the case

of "Advise and Consent."

The Legion explains, in giving "sep-

arate classification" to "Advise and
Consent", that this label is pinned on
"certain films which, while not mor-
ally offensive in themselves, require

caution and some analysis and explana-

tion as a protection to the uninformed

against wrong interpretations and false

conclusions." This is the explanation

offered after the Legion comments that

"extreme caution seems required in the

exhibition of this film."

We have purposely refrained from

quoting the Legion's comments about

the specific nature and content of "Ad-

vise and Consent." Obviously the Le-

gion does not like the picture. Obvi-

ously, also, the Legion has not found

the film "morally offensive" in itself.

We hold no brief in these paragraphs

for "Advise and Consent." The picture

will stand or fall on its merits—and

we suspect that the public will decide

these merits for itself.

But we are shocked—we use the word

shocked advisedly — that a religious

organization should arrogate unto itself

the function of serving in a democracy

as "a protection to the uniformed against

wrong interpretations and false con-

clusions" about the national govern-

ment. We are shocked beyond measure

by the statement that "extreme caution

seems required in the exhibition of

this film." Is the Legion telling ex-

hibitors not to book the picture? Is

the Legion advising "caution' because

it doesn't feel the American public is

able to look at a picture about Wash-
ington with intelligence? Is the Legion

now passing on the political proprietv

of films?

There was a time when our industrv
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was assured that it would be sapping

the moral strength of the nation by

showing a husband and wife in a double

bed. That came under the heading of

morality. Somehow the nation survived

the cinematic debut of the nuptial

couch. The nation and the movies will

survive the "separate classification" of

the National Legion of Decency. But

we feel the Legion has stepped far off

its base in undertaking to judge politi-

cal inferences in a film.

Hvavh in cj far

The Autlience
United Artists' evolutionary "Pre-

miere Showcase" release plan is a logical

development in our industry's search

for methods of reviving moviegoing as

a custom of the people. The newspaper

ads proclaim that some 21,500 movie-

goers in the New York metropolitan

area will be able to see a single showing

of a first-run UA film simultaneously at

13 strategically situated theatres. This

is, in effect, a reach'mg-out for the

audience, instead of waiting for them

to come to us.

The plan is likely to be opposed bv

operators of first-run houses wherever

they are directly affected—already some

of the downtown Broadway exhibitors

have voiced their disapproval—but the

fact is that exhibition, and distribution,

as well, have been mighty slow in adopt-

ing a merchandising technique that has

been employed very effectively by de-

partment stores, supermarkets and simi-

lar establishments for several years. The

population in metropolitan areas is

spreading, and for these people the hub

of town is becoming more remote.

( onvenience for the customer is be-

coming a byword in all merchandising,

and our industrv cannot pretend that

it is not a factor. Surely, L^A's idea of

bringing the movies to the people is

worth a try.
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The Vieu>

tfrw OuUiJte
by ROLAND PENDARIS

I'm Not Pre-Sold

Summer is upon us and as a would-be moviegoer I look for-

ward to some good entertainment. I wish I could be more

specific, but while there are a handful of pictures which I know
I will have a chance to see in the coming months the sad fact

is that for the most part I have had precious little advance

build-up. Despite the fact that I have more than a passing

interest in movies, I would be hard pressed to name half a

dozen forthcoming films on which I have been pre-sold. Years

ago things were different.

As the exhibitors' busiest season approaches, I am one of

presumably many citizens who will be out shopping for leisure

time activities. I will go to a few ball games, take a vacation

trip with my family—during which I hope we will find some

movies to see—and be on the look-out for entertainment for

myself and the brood. The kids talk about all the things they

are going to do on their vacation, but they don't mention any

specific movies. They want to go to drive-ins because they like

to patronize the refreshment counters. They listen avidly to

the latest records on the radio. They read. They could be

reached by advertising and promotional efforts in behalf of

movies. As a matter of fact, they and I are sitting ducks for

such efforts. So please, gentlemen of the industry, get those

campaigns rolling.

0
In my view, the summer season particularly this year is a

tremendous challenge to show business. We accept as axio-

matic the proposition that summer is the big time of the year

for the movie industry. The distributors supposedly concen-

trate their strongest product line-up on the months of July and

August. But even if the product is strong and reasonably plen-

tiful, that is not enough. The big movie news in the papers

as this column is written concerns pictures which won't be out

for months and months. I can read reams and reams about

Marilyn Monroe's difficulties with her producer, or the latest

developments in the romantic life of that re-incarnated temp-

tress of the Nile, or the frightening statistics about the fiscal

mutiny of "Mutiny on the Bounty". Where are these films

playing next week?

I can remember when the billboards of the nation carried

wonderful 24-sheets for movies instead of for trading stamps.

I can recall a time when the prospect of having more people

strolling on the street would have been the occasion for a rash

of creative enterprise with theatre-front materials. Am I living

in the past?

Let's not be downbeat about all this. I firmly believe that

the movie business this summer will show its usual pick-up. I

have no doubt that more people will be going to the movies.

I think the industry will do well. I just also happen to think

the industry could do better.

0
There are a number of reasons for the rise in business during

the summer. One is that the kids are out of school. They can

go to the movies—particularly at night—far more often than
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during the school months. Another is that summer is vacation

time, and adults are likely to go to the theatre more often when

they don't have to get up and hurry to work the following

morning. A third reason, which does not apply to drive-ins

nor as strongly for indoor theatres as formerly, is the fact that

regular theatres are air conditioned. A fourth reason is that

the competition of television is not as great, with the major

stars vacationing and the re-runs and summer replacement

programs dominating the airwaves. A fifth reason in the past

has been that so many strong pictures were saved for the

summer market.

These are all indications that the months of opportunity for

the motion picture business are here and now. The fact that

more people go to the movies should be an impetus to a greater

marketing effort. Look at your local newspaper and see how

much more automobile advertising or travel advertising there

is right now than there was in January. Then look at the movie

section, and see how the pattern changes. In the automobile

industry and the travel industry they know that advertising

serves two purposes—to make an immediate sale, and to de-

velop the appetite for a future sale. These industries also know

that when people are in a mood to go traveling or buy an

automobile—or both—they can be sold a more extensive trip

or a more expensive auto than they started out to buy.

In the motion picture business, when a customer has the im-

pulse to buy a ticket, he should be encouraged, nay, pushed.

He should know about a half dozen pictures he wants to see.

He should be sold not just on going to see this particular

movie but also on the idea that there are a lot of movies worth

seeing. Beyond that, while he is in a receptive mood, he should

be reminded that motion pictures are not seasonal entertain-

ment. He should be made well aware that the drive-in will be

open for business in October as well as in July. But above all

he must know that there are lots of movies around to be

seen. He should be made aware of this in the pages of his

newspaper, on the air via his favorite radio programs or local

TV spots, on the road through the use of billboards, on the

street through window cards and theatre fronts.

0
I am a city dweller. In my neck of the woods it doesn't

seem to make the slightest difference to the neighborhood the-

atres whether it's summer or winter. A couple of the managers

tell me that they make no special effort in the summer because

the business remains steady throughout the year. It occurs to

me that this sentence could be reversed. The business remains

steady throughout the year because they make no special effort

in the summer.

You may ask what special effort they could make, in a big

city where at least half their customers have air-conditioned

apartments or offices, summer theatres, off-Broadway companies

and the like are available and a good deal of the local popula-

tion goes off to the country for the entire summer. My answer

is that the special effort must take into account the nature of

the situation. For example, some of my neighborhood theatres

serve coffee on a complimentary basis—hot coffee, only. It

would be a nice touch, and one worth advertising, if they made

it iced coffee for the summer. None of the theaters use window

cards. In the middle of the winter not too many people walk

past the store windows on some of the streets. But in the sum-

mer the streets are crowded. And I can't remember the last

time I received a mailing or even saw a snipe sheet for any of

the local showplaces. As for advertising, they run reader ads

in the neighborhood papers and the big dailies, period.

The time to sell is when people want to buy. Basically, peo-

ple want to buy movies in the summer. It is so easy in some

locations to sell a fair amount of tickets just by opening the

box office that some theatre people seem to forget how many

more tickets they might sell if they pushed.

J



asm

The bountiful array of product laid on the line by the film companies this

summer should brighten the hopes of theatremen, who have been experiencing

a very slow spring season. As the sun grows hotter, so will the flow of movies

from virtually all of the distribution firms—including some of the newer ones

—and business prospects for July through September look very good.

Our appraisal of the summer product discloses that, while the quantity of

releases will run below last year, the quality will be much higher. It is difficult

to recall, as a matter of fact, when so many blockbusters were available within a

like period. Several of the outstanding roadshow attractions of the past season

will be moving into general release, and these are sure to provide a strong impetus
to the moviegoing urge of the mass audience. In addition, the summer schedules

reveal an imposing line-up of front-rank productions and exploitation shows, the

latter to draw and delight the vacationing youngsters.

Yes, there is every reason to be sanguine about movie business in the months
ahead. Only one thing is needed to make this summer the success it should be

—

enthusiasm. Exhibitors and distributors, alike, now have the primary task of

spreading their wares before that big, wide, wonderful public out there.
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SUMMER PRODUCT SURVEY

I atitinl Artists

*

M Slate

A concentration of power seems the best way to

describe United Artists' highly potent summer

line-up.

Biggest news is, of course, the general release

of the firm's two hard-ticket attractions, "West

Side Story" and "Judgment at Nuremberg." Also

figuring to create a strong boxoffice stir in many
situations are two highly-charged dramas, "The

Miracle Worker" and "Birdman of Alcatraz." On
the lighter side, but carrying plenty of promo-

tional ammunition aimed at the kids, is "Jack the

Giant Killer." Rounding out the warm-weather

card is a reprise of those amusing "Road" pic-

tures. "The Road to Hong Kong," starring the

old favorites, Hope and Crosby.

"West Side Story" is slated for specialized gen-

eral release in August, and it goes out to a wide

public audience that is well acquainted with the

merits of this smash musical-drama that walked off

with so much gilt hardware on Oscar night. It is

likely to be the summer season's No. 1 attraction.

"Judgment at Nuremberg", being dated for "soft-

ticket" exhibition in July, does not figure to en-

joy the easy popularity of "West Side Story", yet

it should rank with the season's biggest grossers.

Being a serious, heavy drama of unusual cerebral

content, "Nuremberg" should draw its weight

without difficulty in the class market, but will

need the benefit of a strong promotion campaign

to entice the mass trade.

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ

adaptation of William Gibson's stage success will

find its best response in the class house, also, but

the hard-hitting, imaginative campaign which is

supporting it should propel "Worker" to solid

grosses in all situations. It's the kind of moving,

emotion-packed story that is capable of perform-

ing handsomely everywhere, given the proper sell.

The story is of the childhood of Helen Keller,

blind-mute with only animal instincts until she is

taught how to "see" and "speak" by a teacher with

her own agonized memories of a half-blind youth.

Anne Bancroft, as the teacher; little Patty Duke,

as Helen Keller, and Victor Jory, as her father,

form a talented cast, but not of marquee strength.

Their performances should, however, stir plenty

of word-of-mouth—especially about the knock-em-

down-drag-em-out fight between the two females.

This is what the Film BULLETIN review had to

say about "The Miracle Worker": "Discriminating

adult filmgoers will find it stimulating and reward-

ing. Much will depend in the general market on

the campaign with which United Artists will back

this release. The task is not a simple one, yet the

chances are good that grosses will run well above

average."

Set for August is "Birdman of Alcatraz," a

prison drama based on a real-life character, still

serving time for murder, who devotes his days to

studying birds, all the while hoping for a parole.

The marquee power is there, with Burt Lancaster,

Karl Maiden, Thelma Ritter and Neville Brand,

and, here again, a strong campaign could help the

film to big grosses in the general market. After

initial runs, in which the good cast, interesting

subject matter, etc. can be employed as lures for

class audiences, "Birdman" shapes up as a sock

attraction for the action fans.

(Continued on Page 19)
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iUMMER PRODUCT SURVEY

M-G-M

The "Ben Hur" chariots still are pounding

round various parts of the world, but Metro-

joldwyn-Mayer has a fresh set of horses, and

•owerful ones, this summer.

In all, ten features comprise this company's pro-

ram for the June-September period, and four of

hem must be ranked with the best. Biggest of the

»ig ones is the first story feature in the fabulous

Cinerama process, "The Wonderful World of the

Jrothers Grimm", which figures to open the eyes

»f moviegoers wider than ever before when its

ast vistas are projected before a waiting world in

oadshow engagements during August. Other

ront-rank releases from M-G-M for the summer

nonths are "Lolita" (How Did They Ever Make
i Movie of "Lolita"?), "Boys' Night Out" (Kim

^ovak and a bunch of gay guys), and "Two
X'eeks in Another Town" (Kirk Douglas, Edward

3. Robinson, Cyd Charisse). Behind this potent

juartet, Metro will offer half-a-dozen lesser attrac-

ions, high on action and adventure, for the vaca-

ioning youngsters and their escapist-minded elders.

"The Wonderful World of the Brothers

jrimm" has the sound of something extraordi-

larily exciting and joyous for every age. Produced

n conjunction with Cinerama, this imaginative

antasy will reveal for the first time the wonders

>f Cinerama storytelling. It features a large and

alented cast depicting the extravagant, creative

vorld of the universally-acclaimed Brothers Grimm
^n spectacular Technicolor on the wide, wide, wide

Zinerama screen. Highlighting the show are some
;ye-popping special effects by George Pal. Of
ourse, the mammoth promotion campaign work-

ng for the picture promises to assure a want-to-

>ee as widespread as the appeal of the fairy tales,

hemselves.

The film will go out initially on a hard-ticket

lasis, to be followed by a carefully deliberate dis-

ribution aimed at penetrating all available mar-

kets when the time is ripe.

Laurence Harvey and Karl Boehm are starred as

Wilhelm and Jacob Grimm, and Claire Bloom and
Barbara Eden as their wife and girl friend, respec-

.ively. The local Duke, whose patronage gave
:hem their literary start, is played by Oscar Ho-
nolka, while Walter Slezak appears at Stossel the

bookseller, who is overjoyed, especially from a

:ommercial standpoint, when the brothers finally

ichieve fame and fortune. Also featured are

Vvette Mimieux, Jim Backus, Terry-Thomas, Russ
Iamblyn, Beulah Bondi and Buddy Hackett—all ap-

pearing in colorful eye-filling fairy tale sequences.

The important June entry—shrewdly cloaked in

a blanket of talk-provoking secrecy—is "Lolita",

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM

based on Vladimir Nabokov's wickedly funny best-

seller about a middle-aged man's love affair with

his 12-year-old stepdaughter. Labeled "strictly for

adults", it has been given a powerful advance cam-

paign that has stirred enormous curiosity that

should be translated into big boxoffice grosses,

especially in metropolitan markets. The film re-

portedly handles with extreme subtlety and good
taste the delicate love scenes between James Mason,

as the perverted Humbert Humbert, and Lolita,

played by teen-age newcomer Sue Lyon.

Credits indicate a quality aspect: produced by

James B. Harris, directed by Stanley Kubrick for

Seven Arts Productions. The rest of the cast is

interesting: Shelley Winters as Mason's wife and
Peter Sellers as Quilty, a decadent Hollywood
character who senses Lolita's proclivities.

OheJ

Cinerama

Special

LOLITA

For July, it's "Boys' Night Out", a comedy that

handles the combined subjects of bored husbands,

a beautiful blonde and a Manhattan hideaway by

poking them sharply in the ribs. It shapes up as

a strong entry in the metropolitan mart, going

even wider, as far as laughter at sophisticated

humor will reverberate.

Kim Novak, backed by James Garner, Tony
Randall, Howard Duff, Janet Blair and Patti Page

(Continued on Page 20)

£ecreaf

Xc/ita'

J/htereJt
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HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN

20th Century-Fox

With one eye peeled hopefully toward the lat-

ter part of the year when such potential block-

busters as "Cleopatra," "The Longest Day" and

"Gigot" hit the marketplace, 20th Century-Fox is

going with a large summer schedule of ten pic-

tures. Two—"Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation" and

Hemingway's "Adventures of a Young Man"

—

shape up as hefty grossers in all markets; seven

are tailored for the exploitation trade, and there

is a Peter Sellers comedy.

One of the surest boxoffice bets to come along

this summer is "Mr. Hobbs." Produced by Jerry

Wald, famous for his pipeline to public taste, this

July entry looks like a sure-fire entry for all mar-

kets. Its lure is James Stewart (backed by Maureen
O'Hara and, not overlooking the vacationing kid

trade, Fabian) and a side-splitting storyline cal-

culated to keep family audiences of every class,

hinterlanders and sophisticates alike, roaring from

start to finish. Dad Stewart takes his brood to a

broken-down seaside house for a vacation, and

from a faulty water pump to a bikini-clad siren,

there are pitfalls galore to keep him frantic and

flustered.

The Film BULLETIN reviewer furnished this

report: "Moviegoers, hold onto your sides! Ex-

hibitors, open wide your cash registers! Jerry

Wald's 'Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation' is a laugh-

riot winner from start to finish. This is one of the

funniest, most enjoyable films to come along in

some time, a 20th Century-Fox fun-fest that looms
a mighty money-maker for all situations."

20th's other big gun for the warm weather

season is Hemingway's "Adventures of a Young
Man," set for August release. The widesprad,

popular appeal of the famous author (film is

based on his Nick Adams stories), a strong mar-

quee, including Paul Newman (listed last, in a

small, but effective, role), the magic of producer

Wald, the handsome color and CinemaScope

mounting—all these vital factors figure to vault

the film to big boxoffice in all situations.

Advance reports indicate that "Young Man"
contains the richness and love of life that flowed

from Hemingway's pen, combining adventure,

humor, romance and the horrors of war in telling

the story of the growth of a young man. Against

strikingly colorful backgrounds, first of Michigan

and Wisconsin, then of northern Italy, young
Adams, played by Richard Beymer, leaves his hen-

pecked father, Arthur Kennedy, mother, Jessica

Tandy, and girl friend, Diane Baker, and sets out,

much as did Hemingway, to learn of the world.

His brief, but poignant, encounter with Newman,
as a battered, punch-drunk, ex-champion boxer

now on the road, is said to be one of the high

points of the picture. When he arrives in New
York, he signs as an ambulance driver in the

Italian Army during World War I, is subsequently

wounded overseas and falls in love with an Italian

nurse, Susan Strasberg, whom he marries as she

lies dying in a tent hospital. He finally returns

home to discover that his father has committed
suicide. He leaves again, this time as a man.

"Young Man" boasts elements that should at-

tract every type of audience: the name and reputa-

tion of Hemingway for the class market; romance
for the strictly feminine trade; war and adventure

for the male and action patronage, and, overall,

a large-scale attraction with a strong cast and

production values to draw in great numbers gen-

erally.

The firm's exploitation line-up is broken down
thusly for June through September: four slated

for June, one each for July, August and Sep-

tember.

(Continued on Page 22

)
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SUMMER PRODUCT SURVEY

Universal

That touch of genius that has made Universal so

consistently and eminently successful a movie oper-

ation in recent years has produced another of those

smash comedy hits for this summer season. "That

Touch of Mink", boasting equal parts Cary Grant

and Doris Day—truly inspired star chemistry—has

those same powerful ingredients that sent "Opera-

tion Petticoat", "Pillow Talk" and "Lover Come

Back" into boxoffice orbit. It figures unquestion-

ably to be right among the top money attractions

throughout the warm months.

Universal is celebrating its 50th Anniversary

this summer, and its program is compact, varied,

and loaded with boxoffice potential. The June re-

lease is "Lonely Are the Brave' (Kirk Douglas),

July's is "Mink", August will see "The Spiral

Road" (Rock Hudson), and September will bring

"The Phantom of the Opera", a Hammer re-make

of the famed classic.

The frosting of U's birthday cake is, of course,

"That Touch of Mink". In plush Eastman Color,

this slick romantic comedy is the handiwork of the

same production talents that delivered "Petticoat",

"Pillow Talk" and "Lover". "Mink" pursues Cary

and Doris in a racily funny storyline, jetting back

and forth between exciting and colorful New York

and Bermuda backgrounds as it reveals Grant's

attempted seductions of good girl Miss Day, and

the obstacles that stand in their way until the knot

eventually is tied. After finally agreeing to go with

Cary to Bermuda, the heroine breaks out in a ner-

vous rash when the moment of truth arrives. Irked

at her behaviour, Miss Day initiates the next

rendezvous, again in Bermuda, only to drink her-

self into unconsciousness before anything happens.

Enter matchmaker Gig Young, who suggests to

Miss Day that she take a lecherous unemployment

office suitor up on his motel offer, thereby opening

the way for Grant to "rescue" her from her elusive

fate. He does, and is thus moved to propose mar-

riage. Back in Bermuda, this time on their honey-

moon, Grant is the one to suffer an attack of

nerves, and he breaks out in spots.

Advance showings drew howls at the wild com-

edy (Grant racing out of the New York Athletic

Club in a towel to "save" Miss Day, the latter's

hilarious drunk scene), and audiences in almost

every situation figure to do likewise in great num-
bers. As a bonus, the fern viewers have Miss Day's

luxurious wardrobe to gawk at.

"Lonely Are the Brave" already is in release,

and reports are that it bucked the "soft" boxoffice

of recent weeks reasonably well. Indications are

that this suspenseful Western adventure about a

rebellious cowboy struggling to survive in the mod-

THAT TOUCH OF MINK

ern age will garner its share of the summer trade

when vacations start.

Plot finds Kirk Douglas, a free-roaming cowboy,

on the run from posses, walkie-talkie jeeps and an

Air Force helicopter after he arranges to get tossed

into jail to help an old friend escape, and breaks

out when the friend refuses. His battle against these

jet-age foes is a rugged, moving tale. The chase is

an exciting one, and there are factors to attract

various markets: a vicious barroom brawl between

Douglas, one arm held behind him, and a one-

armed bully, for the action fans; an unspoken, but

obvious romantic interest between the cowboy and

his jailed friend's wife, Gena Rowlands, whom he

once loved. Douglas manages to escape the posse

and shoot down the helicopter when it comes too

close, but he runs afoul of the mechanization

menace as he starts to cross a major highway lead-

ing to the Mexican border with his trusted friend,

his horse.

"The Spiral Road" is set for August. This pro-

vides a sharp change of pace for Rock Hudson,

far removed from his familiar cup of light, roman-

tic tea. A decidedly serious drama about a young
doctor, and the trials and tribulations he suffers

(Continued on Page 20

)
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BOCCACCIO 70

Embassy
Having blossomed from an independent distrib-

utor of imported spectacles to a production-distri-

bution organization aiming for front-rank status,

Joseph E. Levine's Embassy Pictures sports a sum-

mer schedule of ten pictures (not including "Boys'

Night Out", which is being released by M-G-M)
with a wide variety of storylines. Chief Embassy

attraction is, of course, the heralded "Boccaccio

'70", set for July.

The firm has everything from a big-budget pro-

duction featuring top-name stars and production

talent to a small British exploitation entry aimed

strictly for laughs; from art-house offerings a la

Ingmar Bergman to a hard-hitting action drama

about New York city.

"Boccaccio '70" looms as a possible blockbuster.

It has any number of big plus values: widely-

known star names (Sophia Loren and Anita Ek-

berg); production talent embraced by the metro-

politan and art markets for their skills (producer

Carlo Ponti and directors Federico Fellini, Luchino

Visconti and Vittorio DeSica); Eastman color,

lavishness of sets; three controversial, adult stories

presented in what is being billed as the first three-

act movie in history; a mammoth, specialized cam-

paign of the type for which Levine is famous.

First of the three "Boccaccio" plots is titled

"The Temptation of Dr. Antonio" and concerns

itself with a moralistic doctor who crusades so

ardently against vice that he goes mad amid vio-

lent dreams about a towering, voluptuous, 50-feet

tall bonde (Miss Ekberg) who emerges from a

billboard and dances through the streets. Second

segment, "The Job", showcases German lovely

Romy Schneider as the young wife of a philander-

ing Milanese count who gains revenge on him and

personal independence by forcing him (her father

holds the purse strings) to patronize her at the

fabulous price he usually pays his call-girl friends.

The finale headlines Miss Loren as the lusty at-

traction in a shooting gallery with a traveling

carnival. She is persuaded to allow herself to

become the prize in a Saturday night raffle, but

her headstrong young lover upsets the plans of

one of the winners and takes her away.

Embassy also has a Sophia Loren-starrer set for

August
—"Madame Sans Gene." This one, in

Technirama 70 and Technicolor, is a costumer set

in France of 1792. Miss Loren portrays the title

role, a beautiful and carefree laundress who falls

in love with a rugged, young sergeant and fights

side by side with him through the revolution.

A couple of provocatively-titled imports head
up the September bill. "Divorce—Italian Style"

features Marcello Mastroianni (of "La Dolce
Vita") in a strictly adult-oriented tale of a bored,

middle-age husband who contrives to murder his

wife and her lover (they two were forced together

by the husband) so he will be free to marry his

young cousin. The storyline and the fact that the

husband's plot succeeds make this for sophisticated

metropolitan and art-house audiences only. Like-

wise, "The Seven Capital Sins" is a new treatment

of the classical theme in modern French style.

Levine has obtained distribution rights to one
of Ingmar Bergman's films, "The Devil's Wanton",
slated for June release. The famed Swedish di-

rector discusses life, death and the devil and im-

mortality. The tragedy centers around a young
streetwalker and her ill-fated affair with a hus-

band who is being deceived by his wife and one
of his friends. Strictly for art-house frequenters.

Also just for the coffee and conversation set is

"Bell' Antonio", already in release and starring

Mastroianni as a husband threatened by impotence

and Claudia Cardinale as his tormented wife.

August will find Embassy with "Strangers in the

City", a hard-bitten tale of an immigrant family

facing the hostile tenement life of a big city. The
violence and sex should make this a suitable dual-

ler in the action market. At the opposite end of

the movie spectrum, for the same month, is "Con-

stantine and the Cross", a religious adventure

detailing the early struggle of Christianity in

Rome. Cornel Wilde, an experienced hand at

spectacle and swordsplay, is teamed with pretty

newcomers Belinda Lee and Christine Kaufmann.

"What a Carve Up", another June release, is a

British spoof of the traditional ghost tale. The
setting is a gloomy old mansion, but the accent is

on laughs. Starred are Kenneth Connor and Shir-

ley Eaton, both of "Carry On" fame.

Rounding out the schedule is "The Sky Above
—The Mud Below" (July), winner this year of

the Academy Award for best documentary.

SUMMER
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SUMMER PRODUCT SURVEY

Columbia

Columbia's 1961 summer was sparked by "The

Guns of Navarone". This season, the eagerly-

awaited, much-discussed "Advise and Consent" is

the hot item.

The controversial Otto Preminger production

may well make the rest of 1962 a boxoffice fest for

the company. And beyond that big one, Columbia

also has two other potentially hefty grossers
—"The

Interns" and "The Notorious Landlady"—waiting

in the wings. A big adventure film, three solid

exploitation items and a class entry which could

go even further in the general markets round out

one of the best-balanced summer schedules the

firm has had in recent years.

"Advise and Consent" appears to have great

boxoffice power. Even before the first camera

turned, producer Otto Preminger—showman that

he is—had everyone talking about his film. And
he has something to ballyhoo: an invaluable pre-

sold quality stemming from Allen Drury's Pulitzer

Prize-winning novel about behind-the-scenes poli-

tical life in Washington; an all-star cast, headed by

Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Don Murray,

Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford, Gene Tierney,

Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres and Burgess Meredith;

the highly provocative plot, which covers such

Senatorial characters as a former homosexual, a

playboy and a liar, not to mention a clandestine

affair between the Senate Majority Leader and a

prominent Washington hostess, a touch of black-

mail and even the alleged threat of Communism in

the hallowed halls. Toss in one of the most effec-

tive advance campaigns seen in some time (for

one thing, Preminger's patented logo of the dome
being lifted off the Capitr! already is a familiar

sight to the public), and you have what may well

turn out to be one of the biggest hits of the season.

"Advise and Consent," in the words of the recent

Film BULLETIN review, "undoubtedly is destined

THE INTERNS

ADVISE AND CONSENT

to become the most talked about motion picture of

the year . . . Adorned with a blockbuster marquee,

(it) looms a mighty boxoffice attraction."

Not to be underestimated in Columbia's summer
larder is "The Interns." Based on Richard Frede's

novel about behind-the-scenes life in a big-city

hospital, this highly-exploitable film might walk

off with turnstile honors.

Peopled chiefly by fresh, new faces, it will have

to rely for important word-of-mouth on its con-

troversial storyline—the various central characters

become involved in some torrid goings-on—and a

wild, bacchanalian orgy at which doctors and

nurses let their hair down and an especially aloof

nurse does one of the most revealing strip-teases

ever seen on the screen. Then, too, there is that

seemingly inbred public interest in things medical.

All in all, it shapes up as a solid money-maker for

all situations. Columbia's promotion force is giv-

ing this one a big push that should pay off.

Cliff Robertson and James MacArthur appear as

young interns, the former falling in love with Suzy

Parker, a famous model who has become pregnant

and comes to him for help; the latter saddened by

subsequent destruction of his friend's career, but

strengthened by his own love for a student nurse.

Michael Callan plays an intern who wants to study

under one of the city's leading doctors, but is

hampered considerably by two simultaneous love

affairs he carries on with a much older nurse and a

wealthy young girl. Nick Adams is a budding

doctor who worships money until he falls in love

with an incurably ill Eurasian girl and her death

shows him the way to a better life. Haya Harareet

essays the role of a woman doctor from behind the

Iron Curtain who is taking her internship in the

U.S. and who must battle the misogyny of the

hospital's head of surgery.

The July attraction is "The Notorious Land-

lady." Considering the cast—Kim Novak, Jack

Lemmon, Fred Astaire—and the subject matter

—

a beautiful London landlady suspected of murder

and a fumbling, young U.S. State Department

officer who tries to clear her name—the firm's high

hopes for this one seem justified.

Plot has Lemmon arriving in London and rent-

ing an apartment from Miss Novak, who, un-

known to him, is the notorious suspect in a recent

sensational murder (her husband). When he finally

is informed of his landlady's identity by his

Embassy chief, Fred Astaire, it is too late—Lemmon
is hopelessly in love with Kim, and determines to

prove her innocent, even under threat of transferral

(Continued on Page 18)
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Allied Artists

Dominating Allied Artists' summer schedule is

"El Cid". Following some six or seven months of

rousing grosses in hard-ticket engagements, the

epic Samuel Bronston production goes into a spe-

cialized type of general release during July. Hun-

dreds of theatres throughout the country will be

showing "Cid" on a no-reserved seat, advanced-

admission policy for extended runs during the

entire summer, and it should prove to be one of

the true blockbuster attractions of the season.

Starring Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren,

with a cast of thousands, the 70mm Super Techni-

rama-Technicolor version of "El Cid" performed

in very solid fashion during its roadshow engage-

ments. It has proven to have strong appeal to all

audiences, and the odds are that it will tax house

records in many situations.

Looking beyond "El Cid", AA is banking

heavily on a varied and potentially powerful sum-

mer card of eight films headed by "Billy Budd"
and "Reprieve". Ready for release between June

and September are pictures for the following audi-

nces: science fiction, western, action, horror and

art-house. In short, something for everybody.

AA is looking to "Billy Budd," set for the Sep-

tember (or later) period, as one of its most impor-

tant attractions in recent years. Herman Melville's

famous classic about adventure and mutiny on the

high seas is brought to the screen by producer-

director Peter Ustinov, who also appears in one of

the starring roles, along with Robert Ryan, Melvyn
Douglas and newcomer Terence Stamp in the title

role.

Plot has young seaman Budd pressed into

British service against Napoleon on the H.M.S.

Avenger, captained by Edward Vare (Ustinov).

F\ FT

BILLY BUDD

EL CID

Master-at-Arms Claggart (Ryan) lashes constantly

at the crew to keep them from mutinous ideas.

Eventually, Billy and Claggart clash, and the latter

is accidentally killed. Though Vere likes Billy, he

extracts a death sentence for the boy at a court

martial in order to remain loyal to his concept of

duty to the service. As he is being hanged from a

yard arm, Billy forgives Vere, who is overcome

with remorse and guilt. But the latter is instantly

killed by fire from a French warship.

Advance word indicates the production is good,

with the court martial scene tense and outstanding.

Action aboard ship, of course, should draw the

male adventure fans, and the youngsters. A heavily-

loaded promotional push figures to make this a

good grosser generally, except, possibly, for the

ferns, who may not buy the lack of romance.

"Reprieve" is slated for June, and boasts a really

outstanding cast, which, along with the hard-hit-

ting story-line, should spell smart boxoffice in most

situations. Topping the marquee are Ben Gazzara,

Stuart Whitman, fresh from his critically-acclaimed

role in "The Mark," Ray Walston, Vincent Price,

Rod Steiger, Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens,

Jack Kruscher.' and Sammy Davis, Jr.

"Reprieve" is the true life story of John Resko,

the man who, at 18, was minutes away from the

electric chair when the clemency of Franklin

Roosevent commuted sentence to life imprison-

ment at Dannemora Prison. The film finds Gazzara,

as Depression victim Resko, holding up a toy store

to get a teddy bear for his baby daughter on

Christmas Eve, 1930. He panics and kills the store-

keeper, is captured and sentenced to death. Al-

though the reprieve saves his life, his almost two

decades behind bars are filled with battles with

cellmates (Walston and Davis) and personal prob-

lems (his wife leaves him) until an author-art

connoisseur, Price, discovers sketches Gazzara has

made with the heel of his shoe, starts a campaign

for his parole. Crawford is the old-fashioned war-

den against the parole, Whitman his liberal assis-

tant who sympathizes with the prisoner. Steiger

appears as a hard-bitten guard. Finally, in 1949,

the prison Rembrandt walks out, a free man. Out-

(Continued on Page 22
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SUMMER PRODUCT SURVEY

Warner Bras.

The big news from Warner Bros, this Summer
is, of course, "The Music Man", overshadowing the

other three features scheduled for the June-Sep-

tember period. However, some observers look to

"The Chapman Report" as a possible surprise.

Taking first things first, Warner officials are

banking heavily on "Music Man" to replenish the

company's coffers after the lengthy product

drought that hit the company in the past six

months or so. One executive said, "It looms as the

biggest hit in our history. Since the day we started

screening it, exhibitors' demand for this picture,

in the form of bids and guarantees, has been un-

precedented. Reaction from the press at previews

has been equally fantastic."

The Film BULLETIN review pretty much
echoed those high hopes: "Producer-director Mor-

ton DaCosta . . . has transferred to the screen all

of the pep, sentimentality and nostalgic magic of

Meredith Willson's smash stage show . . . Business

promises to be bright in all situations. The popu-

larity of the show and its music will give the film

a strong kick-off, and word-of-mouth will carry it

along, for this is a show loaded with that money-

making ingredient known as 'heart'."

In short, "Music Man" is 150 minutes of Tech-

nirama, Technicolor Americana, trombones oom-

paaing up and down the square. Robert Preston

repeats his smash stage role this time opposite

Shirley Jones. It's a family show if ever there was

one, and Warners' is making sure that families all

across the country hear about it, via a widespread,

comprehensive campaign tailored to create want-

to-see and long lines at the wickets.

Current plans call for the firm to follow up in

August with "The Chapman Report," provocative

cinema treatment of a highly controversial novel

based on those highly controversial activities of a

guy named Dr. Kinsey. And if that doesn't spell

hot b.o. business, then Warner Bros, is missing its

bet—and a powerful promotional push as well.

Plot has a scientific sex-survey team interviewing,

on most intimate terms, women of a middle-class

suburban community. Problems of four of these

women, intertwined, form the basis of the drama.

This is another one geared to attract the mass

audience, with special emphasis on the distaff side,

who figure to be pulled by Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

in the starring role, and the sizzling subject matter.

The female leads are portrayed by Shelley Win-
ers, Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom and Glynis Johns.

Promiscuity, experimentation, adultery and simi-

lar hot topics comprise the heart of the film, and

although the handling is said to be in good taste,

Warners' is making promotional hay via such

THE MUSIC MAN

clever gimmicks as an official-looking portfolio

with provocative photos and "case histories" inside

(being mailed to exhibitors and members of the

press, radio and TV).

Already doing good business overseas and just

beginning its first runs in the U. S., "Merrill's

Marauders" is the WB release for June. Jeff

Chandler's last film, it describes in authentic Tech-

nicolor terms the famous 600-mile Burmese jungle

march behind enemy lines by Brigadier General

Frank Merrill and his 3,000 Marauders to stop the

Japanese invasion of India. The Film BULLETIN
critic termed it "an exciting war film . . . shapes

up as an above-average moneymaker for the gen-

eral market, a big grosser for action houses."

Slated for release in September is "Guns of

Darkness" (formerly titled "Act of Mercy"). A
suspenseful adventure set in a revolution-torn

South American country, the picture stars David

Niven and Leslie Caron as a shakily-married

couple who help a deposed head of state escape

his foes. Exciting chase scenes through rugged

mountain and jungle terrain and a reportedly

earthy role for Miss Caron might well make "Guns

of Darkness" a good item for all markets.

THE CHAPMAN REPORT
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ContinentaI

Continental Distributing may very well come up
with its best summer this year. Four features are

on the roster, two of which hold outstanding box-

office promise.

Wading right into the hot waters of controversy

with perhaps the most sizzling subject matter of

the year—and one of the season's most highly

praised films—is the June release, "A Taste of

Honey." Adapted from the prize-winning Broad-

way stage success, the picture deals in straight-

forward, but tasteful, terms with the story of a

young, unwanted girl who becomes pregnant by

a Negro sailor, then is cared for by an effeminate

young man with a heart of gold.

Acting is superb, as witness two of the four

British Academy Awards "Honey" already has

earned: best British film, best screenplay, best

actress (Dora Bryan) and most promising new-

comer (Rita Tushingham). Miss Bryan gives a

memorable rendition of the girl's mother, a hard-

drinking, promiscuous sort who feels little for her

unfortunate offspring. Critical raves that accrued

also to Miss Tushingham, whose wide-eyed young
hereoine should show strong audience reaction.

Best results should come from the art and
class market, but a hard-hitting pitch could turn

this into another "Room at the Top" among the

general trade in metropolitan markets.

An entirely different kind of picture promises

HAROCD LCOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY

to keep Continental coffers jingling merrily in

July. "Harold Lloyd's World of Comedy" is a

compilation of hilarious sequences from some of

the famed comic's best-remembered films. As the

Film BULLETIN reviewer put it: "Imaginatively

put together by Lloyd himself, this bright and

fresh motion picture should turn out to be one

of the big comedy hits of the year."

The striking combination of Peter Sellers and

"Waltz of the Toreadors," Jean Anouilhs' Broad-

way and London stage play, might just blend to

produce a cinema hit in September, but at this

stage, the production is pretty much an unknown
quantity. It's in color, and the British funnyman

is backed by two talented ladies, Margaret Leigh-

ton and Dany Robin.

"Operation Snatch ", a British comedy starring

the redoubtable Terry-Thomas and George

Sanders, is set for August release.
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COLUMBIA
(Continued from Page 15)

to some horrible, far-away post. Of course, Astaire

succumbs to Miss Novak's charms and agress to

help. Then the pace picks up considerably. The

supposedly dead husband returns, and this time

is really killed by Kim, in self-defense.

This one seems destined for a strong perform-

ance in all situations.

There is plenty of built-in selling mileage in

Columbia's exploitation line-up for the summer
months with the password for most of the revenue

at this point, "Zotz!" Producer-director William

(Mr. Gimmick) Castle has forsaken his usual

horror fare for a whack at comedy, but he wisely

has retained that certain something vital to exploi-

tation success at the wickets: the gimmick. This

time, it's a coin that offers its owners magical

—

and deadly—powers merely by saying, "Zotz !" Tom
Poston is starred as the mild professor of languages

at a California college who comes upon the coin,

and Julia Meade (of TV fame), Jim Backus and

Fred Clark offer support amid the hilarious goings-

on. It's one of the season's showmanship specials.

The kids should flock to one of Columbia's

August items. That's when "The Three Stooges in

Orbit" is turned loose on the vacationing moppets.

"The Wild Westerners" (June), an adequate

action-house dualler in color, completes the Colum-

bia exploitation card.

"The Best of Enemies," a satirical comedy-drama

set in the early days of World War II, and fea-

turing David Niven and Italian comedian Alberto

Sordi, is an unknown quantity. Produced by Dino

DeLaurentiis, who switches in this one from

sweeping spectacle to character study, it casts

Niven as the captain of a British patrol in Abyssinia

and Sordi as his Italian counterpart.

For September, there is "Battle Aboard the De-

fiant", a rousing sea-adventure set in the period

of the Napoleonic Wars. Mounted in color and

CinemaScope, it is brought to the screen by pro-

ducer John Brabourne and director Lewis Gilbert,

who teamed for the highly successful "Sink the

Bismarck". Heading the cast are Alec Guinness

and Dirk Bogarde.
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Buena Vista

The magic Disney entertainment formula will

>roduce more boxoffice winners this Summer. The
>ig rabbit coming out of Walt's top hat is "Bon
/oyage!", which looms as another family block-

>uster in the "Shaggy Dog" — "Parent Trap"
radition. The other, "Big Red", is one of Dis-

ley's animal stories, and seems to have sufficient

)lus factors to reap solid returns in the family

narkets.

Not yet set for a date, but slated for early fall

elease is "In Search of the Castaways", starring

narquee-sizzler Hayley Mills and Maurice Che-

alier. That, teamed with the summer entries,

igures to be enough to make Buena Vista's year

i resounding success.

In "Bon Voyage!" Disney continues the pattern

>f adult (for him) entertainment suitable for the

ntire family, kicked off last year with the enor-

nously popular "Parent Trap." Set for national

•elease in July, "Bon Voyage!" limns the adven-

ures of a typical Terre Haute, Ind., family on a

European vacation. Plot is mined for good, healthy

aughs, but there appear to be enough grown-up
ituations (tastefully-handled, of course) to make
his more than just palatable for the parental set.

Top-cast are Fred MacMurray getting to be a

Disney regular, as the harried father, and Jane
Wyman, as his wife, who draws admiring glances

—and even a "pass"—from romance-minded Euro-
Deans. For the younger set, there are Deborah
Walley, Tommy Kirk and Kevin Corcoran, as a

playboy architect who sets his yachting cap for

Miss Walley. The Continent, especially the Riv-
iera, in Technicolor offers an easy-on-the-eyes

sackdrop for this family romp.

The recent Film BULLETIN review had this to

BON VOYAGE

say of "Bon Voyage!": "A sparkling, hilarious,

thoroughly enjoyable live-action comedy . . . One
of the best family attractions to come along in

some time, this Buena Vista release will roll up
big grosses in all Disney-prone situations."

For June, Buena Vista will release "Big Red",

a warm, amusing story of a wealthy, but lonely

man in need of a son, a backwoods orphan in need

of a father—and, of course, a grand champion
Irish Setter who leads them both through wild

adventures in the Canadian woods. Typically

Disney—handsome production values in the Tech-

nicolor lensing of the Canadian countryside, poig-

nant boy-dog relationship—this one offers Walter

Pidgeon as the sportsman and a newcomer, Gilles

Payant, as the young French Canadian who exer-

cises Big Red for him.

The Film BULLETIN reviewer called this one

"a good dualler for family consumption. It's just

right for the youngsters—warm, poignant and un-

folded on the simple level little ones can identify

with."

HenA
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UNITED ARTISTS
(Continued from Page 10)

"Jack the Giant Killer" is UA's big exploitation

entry, and it looks like a lulu. Set for July, it is

being backed with a strong pre-sell drive aimed at

the out-of-school kid trade. Built-in promotional
angles are being worked to the fullest, with plenty
of merchandising tie-ins already set.

Kerwin Matthews plays the title role. Techni-
color, a raft of exciting special effects in Fantascope
and a plot full of dragons, griffins, giants and as-

sorted monsters all promise to keep the youngsters
on the edge of their seats.

Also slated for July release is "The Road to

Hong Kong," the space-age version of a cinema

tradition, the "Road" picture. Starring, who else,

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and this time lovely Joan
Collins (Dorothy Lamour, a skilled hand at travel-

ing with the pair, is along for the laughs, too),

"Hong Kong" shapes up as an amusing farce for

the general market.

The gags may be familiar fare by-now, but, says

the recent Film BULLETIN review, "Crosby and

Hope, being the pros they are, can carry off every

foolish bit of nonsense in grand style, and the*

'Hong Kong' road looks bright, all the way to the

boxoffice and to the bank."

Jack'
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(Continued from Page 11)

plus (Zsa Zsa Gabor and William Bendix, in

cameos), comes across seductively as the beautiful

college student anxiously searching for material

for her graduate student paper on Adolescent Sex-

ual Fantasies in the Adult Suburban Male. The
males only too eager to help her, unwittingly, of

course, are themselves searching for a New York
City love nest and a luscious blonde with whom
to share it once a week (three of the four fellows

are married and bored with their home lives).

Naturally, uproariously funny complications occur,

as Kim maneuvers to keep the boys at arm's length

while getting her triatrial. But all turns out well.

Another strong entry set for August is "Two
Weeks in Another Town." In every department

—cast, producer, director, original source—this

one bears the stamp of quality. Supporting head-

liners Douglas, Robinson and Cyd Charisse are

George Hamilton and Claire Trevor in this cinema
adaptation of Irwin Shaw's best-selling novel, pro-

duced by John Houseman and directed by Vin-

cente Minnelli.

Douglas essays the role of a once-famous actor,

and reformed drunk, who travels to Rome to

accept a bit part in self-centered director Rob-
inson's new film, in the hopes of making a come-
back. He is tormented all the while by his ex-wife,

Miss Charisse, a spoiled, selfish woman of the

world who started him on the road to alcoholism.

"Two Weeks" has pre-sold qualities, of course,

especially in the metropolitan market, but it also

seems to have the exciting storyline and strong

cast to carry it to handsome returns in most
situations.

The rest of the M-G-M card is devoted to six

hot-weather, exploitation naturals, five in color

and wide screen, spaced evenly so that there is at

least one ready for each month.

For June, it's "The Tartars," an adventure of

the primeval wars between the Vikings and the

Tartars, starring Orson Welles and Victor Mature.

There is plenty of swordsplay and blood-letting in

this one to satisfy the historical-action fans.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN

Two are slated for July: the ever-reliable jungle

strongman, this time in "Tarzan Goes to India ",

and that legendary tale of true friendship, "Damon
and Pythias". Jock Mahoney acts out Tarzan's

adventures in the land of elephants, tigers, saris

and lovely, quiet women, but this time, as always,

it's the name that will draw the kids and adven-

ture fans. As for the famous Greek heroes, Don

Burnett plays the idealistic Pythias, while Gu)

("Zorro") Williams limns the role of the rascal

Damon. A wild, pulsating climax, which should

appeal to action-house frequenters, finds each man

preparing to lay down his life for the other.

"The Savage Guns", a western starring Richard

Basehart is the Metro action-exploitation release

for August. It tells of outlaw tyranny in the

Mexican-Arizona border country of a hundrec

years ago. September finds "Swordsman of Si-

enna", a swashbuckler starring Stewart Grangei

as a gentleman adventurer and mercenary vvh<

saves an Italian town from the unwanted "pro

tection" of the Spanish, and "The Password I:

Courage", turned out by the redoubtable team ol

Andrew and Virginia Stone. Dirk Bogarde stars

UNIVERSAL

(Continued from Page 13)

while serving five years in the Netherlands East

Indies among groups of lepers, alcoholics, victims

of a plague, "The Spiral Road" will require a

strong selling campaign.

Of course, it remains to be seen if Hudson's fans

(so many of them ferns) will buy him in this type

of role as readily as in his lighter ones, but U is

counting on some strong dramatic episodes

—

Rock's struggle against religion; his arguments

chief doctor Burl Ives; his shaky marriage to Gena
Rowlands and his affair with a beautiful native

girl; his fight for life against a witch doctor's

deadly voodoo tactics—to turn the b.o. trick. On-
location color lensing, especially of jungle scenes,

provides colorful backgrounds to intrigue the male

trade. A strong promotional push could very wel

urge "The Spiral Road" to handsome returns.

Britain's Hammer Films, noted for its startling

horror productions, has turned out a new coloi

version of "The Phantom of the Opera." This Sep

tember release stars Herbert Lorn as the disfigurec

Phantom and Heather Sears ("Room at the Top'"

as the singer he silently desires. The plot—abou

the poor composer who is disfigured trying tt

start a fire in a publishing plant that has beet

printing pirated works of his, then haunts th<

London Opera House with a demented dwarf-

should be familiar to those of the Lon Chaney era

Universal's promotion staff, in the past, has con

trived some extraordinary ballyhoo campaigns ti

spark the boxoffice performance of this type o

fare. Theatremen can anticipate that this new ver

sion of "The Phantom" will be backed by a widi

variety of hard-hitting promotion devices to attrac

young and old alike.
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American-International is following the trend

in the direction of higher-budget productions. But,

let it be added quickly, theatremen looking to this

firm for high-powered exploitation entries will get

their full measure this summer. Four promotion-

oriented pictures, featuring entirely different

themes, are slated for release between now and

September, and all appear to have plenty of box-

office potential.

Among the best is AIP's third filmization of an

Edgar Allen Poe classic, "Tales of Terror", slated

for July release. Having reaped substantial sum-

mer revenue from its previous "House of Usher"

and "The Pit and the Pendulum," the company
this time is banking on a lavish color and Pana-

vision rendition of a trio of Poe's thrillers ("The
Black Cat", "Morella" and "The Facts of the Case

of M. Valdemar") to draw horror devotees in

large numbers.

Not ones to sell short a formula for success,

AIP top brass assembled pretty much the same

production talent responsible for the other Poe

movies, producer-director Roger Corman and star

Vincent Price. Backing him up are such horror

reliables as Peter Lorre and Basil Rathbone, and

a quartet of lovelies: Debra Paget, Maggie Pierce,

Joyce Jameson and Leona Gage. The three tales

are in the best tradition of Poe. "The Black Cat"

presents a drunkard's revenge and death plot

against his faithless wife and her lover. "Morella"

is the story of a beautiful young woman who at-

tempts a reconciliation with her father only to

have her mother return from the limbo of death

to destroy them both in a horrifying finale

MARCO POLO

TALES OF TERROR

of flames. "The Case of M. Valdemar" treats the

science of mesmerism in a weird and shocking

manner. Price plays a trio of roles, appearing in

all three segments.

A second July entry has some built-in selling

angles. That is "Panic in the Year Zero", starring

Ray Milland, who doubles as director. And, not

forgetting the all-important teenage element, out of

school and looking for ways to spend vacation

time and money, the firm has cast Frankie Avalon

as Milland's son.

Plot has Milland, wife Jean Hagen, son Avalon

and daughter Mary Mitchel luckily surviving a

nuclear blast that devastates Los Angeles, then

running into one scrape after another (a trio of

young rapists head the list of obstacles) as they

grasp for safety until law and order are restored.

Another strong possibility for grosses is Ameri-

can-International's August release, "Marco Polo".

Boasting a color and CinemaScope mounting and

one of the most colorful characters in all history,

this one could go far, especially if propelled by

a high-powered campaign. Rory Calhoun is cast

in the title role, and the plot leads him in a series

of exciting adventures through exotic lands. Fierce

warriors capture the adventurer and put him

through torture, and for romance, there is lovely

Oriental Yoko Tani, who captures Calhoun's heart.

For September, AIP has "Warriors Five", a war-

action film that offers Jack Palance for marquee

power and introduces a sexy Italian actress, Anna
Ralli, to American audiences. "Warriors" looms

as a good bet for the general market, with strong-

est returns coming, of course, from action situations.

The storyline of the picture features Palance as

an American paratrooper captured after being

dropped behind enemy Italian lines during World
War II to sabotage an important objective. He
soon makes friends in the military prison with

cellmates disillusioned with the Axis role in the

war. After being liberated, Palance finds himself

united with his Italian comrades in his mission to

blow up a vital bridge. After the others are killed,

Palance organizes the village into a resistance

group to fight from the hills until the war is over.

The love interest comes from Miss Ralli, as the

most beautiful and cleverest of a band of prosti-

tutes dedicated to helping their countrymen battle

the Nazis.
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20th CENTURY-FOX

(Continued from Page 12)

Already in release is "Lisa," Mark Robson's

chase-thriller about a refugee girl's flight to

Palestine. In color and CinemaScope, and starring

Stephen Boyd and Dolores Hart, it boasts plenty

of adventure elements for the action trade and a

strong romantic strain. Fox has endowed it with a

powerful promotional push, highlighted by a

series of comment-provoking ads.

"It Happened in Athens" is a dual bill item

centered around the eye-opening figure of Jayne

Mansfield. As the plot would have it, Jayne offers

herself in marriage to the winner of the first

modern revival of the Greek Olympic Games in

1896. In color and CinemaScope, this is strictly

escapist fare.

"20,000 Eyes," a crime meller with Gene Nelson

and Merry Anders, and "The Silent Call," a little

heart-tugger about a boy and the dog he is forced

to leave behind when the family moves, appear

destined for lower-half duallers, both released this

month.

"Air Patrol" is a low-budget actioner for July.

"Five Weeks in a Balloon," slated for August

release, from this distance shapes up as a good

kid show. The Irwin Allen version of the Jules

Verne adventure tale is mounted in color and

CinemaScope and offers Red Buttons, Fabian,

Barbara Eden, Cedric Hardwicke and Peter Lorre

for the youngsters and the parents they take along.

For September, Fox has "The 300 Spartans," a

color-CinemaScope treatment of the famous Spar-

tan warriors' battle against the Persian army at

Thermopylae. Richard Egan tops the cast in this

historical adventure that should serve as an ade-

quate dualler in the action market. Also for Sep-

tember is "I Like Money," which the Film BUL-
LETIN reviewer described as a "moderately

amusing comedy" chiefly for the art and class

house markets. Based on Marcel Pagnol's play,

"Mr. Topaze," it stars Peter Sellers, whose name
should draw the class trade.

and feller*
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ALLIED ARTISTS
(Continued from Page 16)

side, his grown daughter is waiting, in her arms

his baby granddaughter.

This one seems saleable to most audiences, the

violent action and prison life appealing to the

action market, the warm, moving elements cater-

ing to a wider, more general patronage.

AA also has a couple of exploitation items which

could turn into nice grossers in the markets for

which they are intended. For August, it's "Day of

the Triffids," a science-fiction drama based on the

novel by John Wyndham, author of "Village of

the Damned," another sci-fi movie which turned

out to be a smart money-maker. "Triffids" is in

CinemaScope and Technicolor and tells the fan-

tastic story of humanity at war with strange living

plants that threaten to engulf the world. Howard
Keel and Nicole Maurey head the cast, but the

Triffids and a batch of other special effects will

hold the key to b.o. success, with science-fictioners

and vacationing kids providing most of the revenue.

The other exploitation picture, set for June (but

probably going out in July or August) is "Con-

fessions of an Opium Eater." Based on Thomas
DeQuincy's famous classic, this Vincent Price-

starrer will appeal more to the horror and, pos-

sibly, action fans seeking a somewhat offbeat crime

story. Setting is San Francisco's Chinatown at the

turn of the century; central theme is illicit traffic

in opium and slave girls. Newcomer Linda Ho
offers the only beauty in this dark, sordid tale.

A campaign as bizarre as the film itseslf should

serve to build lines at the trunstiles.

Having done good business in limited engage-

ments, "The Bridge" is being placed into general

release in July. Winner of numerous prizes and

widespread critical acclaim, this is the english dia-

logue version of the moving story of German
teen-agers caught up in the last, dangerous and

senseless days of World War II. While it has

been called the best cinema condemnation of war

since "All Quiet on the Western Front," "Bridge"

will have to be sold generally more on the strength

of its action than its awards for quality. In addi-

tion, it could hold special appeal to teen-agers,

both from a male (empathy) and a female (there's

a romance angle) standpoint, if promoted properly.

Two gangster melodramas also are on the July

schedule. "Payroll" is a British-made story detail-

ing the "almost perfect" payroll robbery. It also in-

volves jealousies, hates and a woman's secret plan

to gain revenge on the gang that killed her hus-

band. It appears to have many elements—murder,

robbery, sex, revenge—that please action fans.

The other entry is "The Frightened City," which

tells how the underworld takes over the world's

largest city. Actual night life locales figure to

heighten the interest to action fans. Herbert Lorn

stars as the brains behind the crime combine.

"Rider on a Dead Horse" is Allied Artists' offer-

ing to western fans this summer. Slated for July

release, it tells the story of a fortune in buried

gold and the men who fought and killed to get it.

A couple of video personalities (John Vivyan

—

"Mr Lucky" and Bruce Gordon—"The Untouch-

ables") top the cast. Adding an offbeat romatic

touch is Lisa Lu, a lovely Chinese girl.
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Paramount's sparse line-up for the summer
months shows one outstanding weakness. With the

exception of one picture, this company's program
show a glaring lack of appeal for the feminine

contingent.

In all, only four films are on tap (none as yet

slated for the month of September), and best of the

lot seems to be "The Counterfeit Traitor," a taut

spy melodrama in color, with a good cast, set for

July. Surprisingly, however, reports from some
early engagements indicate disappointing returns,

and theatremen are blaming it on a failure to at-

tract the ladies.

"Traitor" is the last William Perlberg and
George Seaton production for Paramount (they

have moved their unit over to M-G-M), and it is

a solid suspense show based on the true exploits

of a Swedish oil man who became involved in

espionage against the Nazis during World War II.

The marquee is strong, with William Holden, Lilli

Palmer and Hugh Griffith heading a fine inter-

national cast. It is unrelieved by humor.

For June, there is "Hell Is for Heroes," which

emerges as just another war item that should do

OK as a dualler, particularly in the action market.

But, as in the case of the others, there is hardly

anything to draw the distaff element: no romance,

precious few girls. There is an abundance of TV
personalities in the cast: Bobby Darin, Fess Parker,

Steve McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. But

no real marquee punch.

Paramount is counting heavily on its August

entry, "Hatari," but here, too, signs point to a lack

of adequate feminine factors needed to make it a

really widespread success. "Hatari" is a nature

melodrama, set in South Africa, which will have to

rely chiefly on John Wayne and the colorful wild-

life scenery as b.o. lures. A mixture of suspense

and comedy runs through the picture, which sees

Wayne leading a group of adventurers hunting

wild game. It has the ingredients necessary to be-

come a good mass attraction—if the public is in-

terested in jungle films. Kids should love it, and

dad probably will—but it poses a problem where

mom and the girlfriend are concerned.

"My Geisha" also is for July distribution. It

boasts some handsome production values—espe-

cially the Technicolor tour of Japan—but holding

this one down is a hard-to-swallow plot that

sometimes shifts too swiftly for comfort. Few will

be able to accept the premise that husband Yves

Montand can not recognize wife Shirley MacLaine

when she poses as a Geisha Girl to win a part in

a movie he is directing. Edward G. Robinson and

Robert Cummings lend marquee support, but over-

all "Geisha" is a big question mark, especially for

the mass trade. Nevertheless, this appears Para-

mount's only summer picture to lure the girls.

Astor Pictures has four features scheduled for

the June through September period, and while all

shape up as best bets for the art-house market,

two of them, chiefly on the strength of their

stellar casts, could become good grossers on a

more widespread basis. Federico Fellini's "The
Swindle" is set for August, and Vittorio DeSica's

"The Last Judgment" for September.

"The Swindle" offers a good cast of Broderick

Crawford, Giulietta Masina and Richard Basehart,

plus an exploitable title and plot. Look for plenty,

of promotional reminders, too, about Fellini's re-

cent hit, "La Dolce Vita." Crawford's career is

traced to reveal a man whose full energies and
talents are poured into making a dishonest living.

It appears to have enough hard-hitting, violent

elements to warrant a wide general playoff.

THE SWINDLE

De Ska's "The Last Judgment" follows his

"Two Women", one of the most successful for-

eign-made films ever to reach the U. S. market.

This new one boasts a rather interesting and un-

usual marquee, combining both foreign and domes-

tic star names: Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine and

Jimmy Durante from the U. S., and Fernandel,

Melina Mercouri, Silvano Mangano and Vittorio

Gassman from abroad. Plot concerns itself with

the way a variety of people react when they think

the judgment day is at hand. Aided by the proper

sell, "Judgment" holds plenty of promise for the

mass market.

Definitely an art attraction is the June entry,

"Shoot the Piano Player." Directed by Francois

Truffaut, who turned out the prize-winning "The

400 Blows," this is a bitter-sweet story of a former

concert pianist, reduced to playing in a sordid

night club after his wife shatters his career by in-

fidelity and her ultimate suicide. His fateful en-

tanglements with three women and a gang of

hoodlums are elements in the plot.

"The Outcry" is Astor's July release. Casting

in this drama about man's struggle to communi-

cate with his fellow man is offbeat: Steve Coch-

ran, Betsy Blair, (of "Marty" fame) and Alida

Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni's ("l'Av-

ventura", "La Notte") reputation among the more

sophisticated moviegoers should help put this one

across in art houses, while the cast gives it an

edge in the general market.
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FINANCIAL REPORT ended April 28, 1962, were $3,371,647 ($3.73 per share), a

sharp increase over the $1,835,322 ($1.98) a year ago.

Paramount 1st Half Off;

Balaban Defends Pay-TV Test

Paramount Pictures' earnings in the first half of this year will

fall below the 1961 period, president Barney Balaban revealed

at the annual meeting. It had previously been announced that the

company's first quarter net was down to $1,129,000 (67c per

share) from the $2,450,000 ($1.46) in 1961. The best the topper

could offer stockholders was the prediction that gross in the

second half would exceed the first-half figure, and the hope that

the increase would be reflected in profits.

Balaban once again sought to persuade holders that the

pay-TV test in Etobicoke was coming along smoothly. He noted

that a study by a "leading consulting firm" indicated that Para-

mount's cost projections were "as sound as two years' experience

in the field and a realistic reappraisal of all the elements can

make them." He added that "continued reduction in costs" is

the goal.

The Paramount boss indicated that the tight belt is still the by-

word in film production, too. Studio executives, he said, "at

present are closely participating with management consultants

who are reviewing our overall studio operations . . . (This) is

intended to bring our production costs more nearly in line with

the present cost requirements of the market possibilities for our

pictures."

Balaban also said that during the recent break in market

prices, Paramount bought "under 10,000 shares" of its own
stock at a price in the "low 40's." The reason: "I thought they

were cheap." In line with that one holder voiced the complaint

that the firm's stock price had dropped sharply since last year,

to which Balaban replied: "Don't judge the company by the

price of the stock."

Movie Shares Slide in Continuing Slump
Motion pictures continued to suffer along with the rest of

the overall market, as analysts tried in vain to provide the

answers. Of the 18 movie shares covered, 15 were down, while

only one advanced over the past fortnight. Two remained the

same.

Walt Disney, the lone cinema issue to take a step forward,

finished I/4 ahead, after jumping 3 J/4 on May 31, then holding

on 'till the close. Amid an announcement by president Eugene
V. Klein that 1962 earnings should "at least double" those of

'61, National General bucked the downslide to finish with no
change over the period.

One possible encouraging sign: there was no really heavy

loser. AB-PT (3%), Loew's ($y4 ) and Columbia, Preferred

(3) were down the sharpest, although Columbia and M-G-M,
both down 2%, and Paramount, off ll/

2 after president Barney

Balaban's dismal profit announcement, all slipped dangerously

close to their 1961-62 lows. Cinerama continued to stir investor

interest, as 166,700 shares changed hands, but it also lost 2

points. Loew's traded 111,900 shares, while Decca, still a hot

topic of discussion because of its planned merger with MCA,
slipped l3/g on a large turnover of 102,200.

U First Half Up Sharply
Holding true to president Milton R. Rackmil's earlier pre-

diction, Universal net for the first half of 1962 almost doubled

the previous year's comparable figure. And a strong product

line-up, headed up by "That Touch of Mink" later in the

summer, promises to keep the profit line in the right direction

for the balance of the term.

Consolidated net earnings for operations for the 26 weeks

Col.'s 9-Months Jumps
Columbia's net income from operations, after taxes, jumped

sharply to $1,689,000 for the nine-month period ended March
I

31, 1962, from the $56,000 recorded in the corresponding period

a year earlier. Profit from sale of studio properties, after taxes,

amounted to $413,000, thereby lifting total income to $2,102,000

($1.27 per share), compared to a total of $1,673,000 (98c) in

'61, when studio property sale netted $1,617,000.

AA 39-Week Net Down
Revealing what should be the last set of figures before

revenue from the widespread release of "El Cid" makes itself

felt, Allied Artists president Steve Broidy announced that for

the 39 weeks ended March 31, 1962, the firm suffered a net

loss, after taxes, of $1,196,000, compared to a net profit of

$414,000 a year earlier.

Gross for the latest span totaled 39,585,000, down from

$10,498,000 for the similar period last year.

Klein Sees NG Net Doubled in '62

National General's (formerly NT&T) net operating income

for fiscal 1962 should "at least double" the $837,000 (30c per

share) earned in fiscal '61, president Eugene V. Klein told a

meeting of the New York Society of Security Analysts.

Contributing to the expected rise, said Klein, will be greatly

increased efficiency, elimination of heavy cost items and growing

vending activities. Of course, he was quick to add: "National

General's extensive re-development program is aimed at pro-

ducing maximum profitability from existing theatre properties.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 5/24/62 6/7/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3% 3% - 78

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 10% 10%
CINERAMA 14 12 -2
COLUMBIA 18% 16% -23/

8

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 73 70 -3
DECCA 44 42% -Hi
DISNEY 303/4 31 + 1/4

M-G-M 37 34% -23/
8

PARAMOUNT 42i/
2 41 -1%

SCREEN GEMS 16% 143/4 -is
20TH-F0X 26 25% - %
UNITED ARTISTS 28V4 27% - %
WARNER BROS 13% 13% - %

Theatre Companies
AB-PT 32% 283/4 -w
LOEW'S 30% 27 -31/4

NATIONAL GENERAL 63/4 63/4

STANLEY WARNER 22% 213/4 - %
TRANS-LUX 13 12% - %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

$ $ $

5/24/62 6/7/62
AskedOver-the-counter Bid Asked Bid

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 10 11% 83/4 10

MAGNA PICTURES 2% 2% 1% 21/4

SEVEN ARTS 10% 11% 91/4 101/4

UA THEATRES 8 9% 63/4 Vk

UNIVERSAL 60 653/4 55 61%

WOMETCO 22 24% 20 22

( Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers . Inc.)
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Summer, 1962

SHOWMANSHIP
SPECIALS BEST OF

EXPLOITATION

FILMS

ZOTZ!
Don't laugh—or maybe you should

—but you're going to be asking your

patrons to become "Zotzniks" this sum-

mer. That inventive and indefatigable

showmanship team of producer Bill

(Boo!) Castle and Columbia's promo-
tion staff has come up with a Magic
Zotz Coin as the gimmick to ballyhoo

Castle's first comedy venture. The coins

will be available at Columbia exchanges,

1000 to a bag, at a minimal $10 per

bag, and you get a free 40x60 plugging

the stunt. With this gimmick "Zotz!"

might turn out to be real boxoffice

magic.

EVERYONE IS FLIPPING
,

£bRZOTZ!
fHE MAGICWORP^
FORFUN "

|0US ZOTZ coin

<S8«WWUF!- "W girded Pressors

''
«. 2 0 t,i£ \ ,

JACK THE GIANT KILLER
Nary a kid roaming the hot city

streets or the country roads this sum-
mer will escape the impact of the cam-
paign United Artists' showmen have
readied to lure the adventuresome to

"Jack the Giant Killer". This Techni-

colored Edward Small production has

: /Mmit KLi vp»f , Eo THE Wto,

,

Edward SMALL «„

JacKthe Giant HiWcr
[fantope! kerwin Mathews jVMereoith uwm 'I

ECH™j
THEATRE

all the ingredients any lover of fabled

excitement might ask, and the UA box-

officers have fashioned the promotional

wherewithal to make it tick at the box-

office. A wonderful variety of ads and

posters, replete with dragons, monsters

and swordplay; a flashing 9-foot

standee; an exciting teaser trailer—ab-

solutely free—for advance showing;

plenty of TV and radio sales aids. It's

all there for the showman who likes

money.

LISA
The ads devised by 20th Century-Fox

for "Lisa" are provocative, to say the

least; so provocative, let it be noted,

that the film critic of the New York
Times gave them extensive recognition

in his review of the picture. Skipping

the question of veracity raised by the

Times man, the "Lisa" ads have one

objective, to sell, and sell they do the

dramatic elements of the Mark Robson
(Continued on Page 26)

SUMMER
PROMOTION

PRIMER
By ROLAND PENDARIS

These pages are devoted to presentation

of the summer's best showmanship shows.

This column is devoted to a few simple, pri-

mary ideas for institutionalizing the theatres.

There are many things which a theatre-

man can do this summer to create greater

interest in his amusement facilities. While
nothing can overshadow the boxoffice value

of good pictures, good pictures are not the

be-all and end-all of the potential interest

of the paying customers.

Most important of all, let people know
that you are interested in having them at

your theatre. Don't expect them to be self-

starters, or expect the drawing power of

particular pictures to do the whole job. Let

the folks know you care about their patron-

age by going out and working for it. The
easiest time to reach them is in the warm
season when people are outdoors.

One of the main areas which should be

explored in the larger cities, for example,

is the possibility of a combined campaign

by theatres and merchants to persuade peo-

ple that a good evening's relaxation can be

obtained right in town, without driving to

a bowling alley or golf range or night base-

ball game. Theatremen, restaurant owners

and soda fountains might join forces on a

"package deal" involving window displays,

letter box stuffing and radio advertising to

put across the point that they are all work-

ing together for the customers' pleasure. For

example, a combination of pre-theatre din-

ner, movie show and nightcap ice cream

soda could be offered, with a guarantee that

dinner will finish in time for the customer

to get to the theatre for the start of a full

program.

In the case of the drive-in theatres, there

are all kinds of tie-ins and consumer attrac-

tions that might be offered. One twilight per

week, for instance, might be set aside for ,i

(Continued on Page 26)
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SHOWMANSHIP SPECIALS

e Hertting new eipenence Itom

MARK ROBSON who electrified

"Peyton Piece.'' "Chempii

n The Terrece"!

Ctt nVirM QnVPl .
Hoi nnrn I 1

1

(Continued from Page 25)

production about a girl's flight from

the remnants of Nazi oppression. They

contain the kind of hard-hitting copy

that makes readers sit up and pay at-

tention. Use these ads as extensively as

possible. They will sell.

REPRIEVE
High-voltage promotion featuring

the bold, black electric chair that forms

the center piece of much of the art-

work, and jolting heads of the big cast

—that's the showmanship formula for

"Reprieve.'' A four-page, dramatic tab-

loid and loads of stunts are available.

REPRIEVE SHATTERS EVERY BELIEF YOU EVER HAD
ABOUT LIFE BEHIND BARS. ..OR DEATH IN THE CHAIR!

REPRIEVE is the True story of killers on liters row...

cons in solitary ...sadistic guards., .iron- fisted

wardens. ..and a man who lived to tell it all!

STUART RAY VINCENT ROD

GAIZARA WHITMAN WALSTON PRICE STEIGER
BROOERICK DODIC jack SAMMY

CRAWFORD STEVENS KRUSCHEN DAVIS Jr,

TmHTI

PROMOTION PRIMER

(Continued from Page 25)

community contest of some kind, with part

of the admissions proceeds going to a local

charity. The contest could he a pie-eating

contest for boys and girls one week, a bas-

ketball throw for distance the next, a two-

team tug of war and so forth.

The drive-in grounds could be offered for

the local craft fair (and practically every

hinterland community has a craft fair in

mid-summer). Posters advertising such activi-

ties would not be difficult to place in prom-

inent positions in the community.

All these activities would create greater

community awareness of the theatre, and

more traffic to it. They would cost the thea-

tre little or nothing except a slight extra

effort—and, indeed, they might even turn

an extra profit via such sources of income

as refreshment sales. Also, they would not

conflict with the regular evening program,

but would rather be lead-ins to it, being

conducted in daylight hours and merely

bringing in patrons early.

In vacation communities most theatres do
very little in the way of promotion. They
place their program sheets with the local

resorts and use a few window cards and

that's about all. A cruising display car, or a

clown wearing a one-sheet sandwich sign

would be an attention getter along Main
Street and on the highways nearby. An "A"
board display outside the local news dealer's

shop would attract the attention of many of

the visitors when they come to buy their

hometown papers.

For big city neighborhood theatres I be-

lieve there is much to be gained from a

direct campaign to parents of children who
are staying home for the summer. Let the

parents know that you are putting on pro-

grams of interest to the children (if you
are—and I hope you are). Explain what spe-

cial facilities you have, such as a children's

matron on duty. A great many parents are

simply unaware of these arrangements. If

they knew it was well handled, they might
approve of more moviegoing by the kids.

And if on the other hand you want to

make your summer pitch for the adult trade,

I would still urge a direct-to-consumer cam-

paign. Summer is a fun season, make movie-

going fun entirely apart from what is shown
on the screen. Arrange with local merchants

for special prize drawings at their stores.

Take advantage of the season by setting up
such things as a drawing for a free vacation

trip.

One thing that I have always wanted to

have is advance information about a thea-

tre's schedule beyond what I see in the ad

or window card for this week's program. If

you can tell your potential patrons what
your line-up of pictures is going to be for

the entire month, I think you will find that

many people will actually make plans in

advance to see the films they especially want
to enjoy.

Now, would anybody mind telling me
what's playing tonight?

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE
The rugged countenance of Kirl

Douglas, as the rebel against conform

ity, and rousing action illustration

make up the bulk of the strong ad

Universal has prepared for "Lonely Ar

the Brave". And a disc of an open-eni

radio interview with Douglas is offere

free to every theatre.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS
Warner Bros, is selling the bloo

and guts of war in "Merrill's M<
rauders ". Dramatic, life-and-deat

scenes and punchy copy dominate th

ads. The pressbook also presents a s<

ries of radio and TV spots, a paperbac

and comic book.

TPhE MEN WHO COULDNT'GO ON- -THE MISS10

THAT 'COULDN'T' BE DONE--THE PICTURE TrU

CAN'T BE FORGOTTEN! A true story of heroism ar

human endurance beyond any you've ever seen!

Merrill's Marauden

JEFF CHANDLER HARDIN BROWN hutchins dugS

CLAUDE AKINS *

Fiomlheboc

IONS PHOTOPLAY Scntnpliy by MILTON SPEWING and S

k. Producfd by MILTON SPERLING DnfcW by SAMUEL Fl

TECHNICOLOR
-

WARNER B
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NOTORIOUS LANDLADY
Sexy suspense, with comic overtones,

what Columbia has cooked up for

Notorious Landlady", as the ad above

idicates. A variety of promotions are

eyed to apartments, including the na-

onal "Lucky Lease Sweepstakes".

ROAD TO HONG KONG
Humor, quite properly, dominates

fie ads on "Road to Hong Kong".

here is no end to the exploitation tie-

ns that can be arranged on the film,

pace-age gimmicks, magazine breaks,

•avel contests are just a few.

theatre

IN ONE DECISIVE MOMENT...

WALTER PIDGEON GILLES PAYANT GENEST BERTRAM

in*** LOUIS PELLETIER - KoSTmLLm WINSTON HIBLER -m NORMAN TOKAR

T H - £ A T a E

BIG RED
Kids, of course, are the target for

"Big Red" merchandising, the dog get-

ting the big play in ads, trailers, radio-

TV spots.

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
Universal will make the most of the

macabre aspects of "Phantom of the

Opera", the campaign stressing the hor-

rors behind the mask.

I LIKE MONEY
The comic face of Peter Sellers is

20th-Fox's centerpiece for what it hopes
will be a "Money' -making campaign.——ii ——

t

»!*rJHSBW
to riches

. . ^^y^^^^AJtL^^ *\

vopkce

WHAT A CARVE UP
The Embassy showmen shrewdly

blend homicide and sex. These in-

gredients highlight the eye-catching ads

for "What a Carve Up". The curva-

ceous blonde undresses for the benefit

of every ad—although alternates pro-

vide a slip to satisfy stuffy newspaper
editors.

THE BLOODY BATTLEGROUND OF ANZIO!

WARRIORS FIVE
The horrors—and pleasures—of war

are depicted in the art on "Warriors
Five", bolstered by some snappy, sug-

gestive copy. Publicity is hinged on
new Italian lovely, Anna Ralli, and nu-

merous ideas for war tie-ins: veteran*,

groups, Army offices, etc.
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"Boys' Night Out"

IRaa*? O O O
Lots of fun about some married boys on the make. Sexy
but really inoffensive. Kim Novak, Tony Randall head
cast. Handsome color production.

Suburbia gets a lively comic going over in this handsome
Metrocolor-CinemaScope Joseph E. Levine presentation being

released by M-G-M. It's all about 4 suburban males (1

bachelor, 3 bored married men) who decide to share a

seductive apartment in Manhattan and a blonde who vol-

unteers to go along with it. With Kim Kovak as the student

gathering information for a thesis on the sexual patterns of

the suburban male, James Garner (as the bachelor) and Tony
Randall, Howard Duff and Howard Morris (as the "boys"),

audiences are in for a frothy, generally funny, suggestive, but

inoffensive sex comedy. Business prospects look bright in both

the metropolitan markets and the hinterlands, since infidelity

never materializes. A luxurious apartment is accidentally found,

Miss Novak shows up and agrees to be their "mistress" but

she manages to hold them all in line, and the boys start lying

to one another about their "torrid nights" in town. Ira Wal-
lach's screenplay contains plenty of chuckles, director Michael

Gordon keeps the deceit moving at jaunty clip, and the apart-

ment set is a true eye-pleaser. A promotion plus is contained

in the fact that the title song could become a jukebox favorite.

The performances are good: Miss Novak, having her hands

full four nights a week; Randall, allowing her to trick him

into talking endlessly about himself; Duff, wowing her with his

do-it-yourself talents; Morris, happily stuffing himself with

her delicious cooking since he's been forced to share his wife's

starvation diet; Garner, growing jealous over the others' lies

and deciding to marry Miss Novak and take her away from

all of this. The wives are colorfully portrayed by Janet Blair

(Randall's), Patti Page (Morris') and Anne Jeffreys (Duff's).

Jessie Royce Landis is Garner's mother, Oscar Homolka is

Miss Novak's psychology professor, and there are guest

appearances by rich man's girl friend Zsa Zsa Gabor, private

eye Fred Clark, bartender William Bendix and apartment

owner Jim Backus. The wives grow suspicious over their hus-

band's attentiveness and hire Clark. The climax finds husbands

and wives confronting each other in the apartment. All ends

happily.

M-G-M. 115 minutes. Kim Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall. Produced by
Martin Ransohoff. Directed by Michael Gordon.

"Zotz!"

"Rati*? O O Plus

Mildly amusing gimmick comedy should satisfy mass
audiences. Tom Poston in lead. Exploitable entry.

Producer-director William Castle turns to fantasy-comedy in

this Columbia release, with something less than the success he

has enjoyed in the horror-gimmick field. The plot, scripted

by Ray Russell, concerns a professor of ancient Eastern lan-

uages who comes into possession of a magic coin: by pointing

a finger, he can cause sudden pain; by uttering the word

"Zotz!," an object will move in slow motion; by pointing

a finger and uttering the word at the same time, death! The

comic potential fails to come into full bloom, but there are

enough amusing moments to keep the masses lightly enter-

tained. Backed by a Castle gimmick (patrons will receive

"Zotz" coins), this should serve as a sound dual bill attraction

in the general market. TV's Tom Poston is quite amusing as

the coin possesser who finds himself unable to convince his

college head, or Washington, of his magic power. He's ade-

quately supported by Julia Meade, another professor; Jim

Backus, a rival of Poston's for the Dean of Language post

BUSINESS RATING

$$$$ — Tops $$$ Good

$$ — Average $ — Poor

and Miss Meade's hand; Fred Clark, a blustery Pentagon ge
eral, and Cecil Kellaway, the language dean. Marx Brother
fans will be happy to know that Margaret Dumont is presen'
land she gets another pie in the face. Two of the funnit

sequences concern Poston releasing a cage of white micjl

during a party, shouting "Zotz!," then discovering he doesn
have the coin; and Poston causing an airplane to stop flyin

while Clark plays with his office putting course. The clima

finds Communist agents kidnapping Poston, Miss Meade an

Poston's teen-age niece (Zeme North). Poston manages tl

escape, jumps off a roof, shouts "Zotz!" and falls in slo'

motion, landing unhurt. However, the coin rolls into a sewef"
Police arrest the Red agents, Poston becomes a national her

and the new dean, and Miss Meade becomes Mrs. Poston.

Columbia. 87 minutes. Tom Poston, Julia Meade, Jim Backus. Fred Clark. Pr
duced and Directed by William Castle.

"The Intruder"

Hard-hitting melodrama about racial violence in Soutl

ern town, but done in sketchy, contrived manner. B.C

problem, but saleable in special situations.

A malevolent young rabble-rouser comes to a Southern tow

and set about blocking integration in the schools, even thou^

the townspeople are resigned to the fact that integration is no
|

a law. It poses a boxoffice problem, although it might surpris

Because this Pathe-America release is outspoken and contri,

versial, and made up of brutal and unpleasant events, the

should be sufficient word-of-mouth to attract certain segmen

of the public, but some are bound to find its very boldne

offensive. Producer-director Roger Corman is to be congrat

lated for venturing into an important and neglected scret

area, and for capturing the realistic settings (locales, white ar

Negro citizens) and mob hysteria a story of this nature d

mands. Hoodlums terrorizing a Negro family in their car,

KKK cross-burning march through the Negro section of tow.

the bombing of a Negro church and the brutal beating of tlj)

white newspaper editor who believes in obeying the law pr
i

vide grim reminders of the horror of race prejudice. But oi
;

wishes that Charles Beaumont's screenplay, from his novel, w
not so sketchy and did not plunge so often into contrived mel

drama. Nevertheless, "The Intruder" emerges as a strong ai

engrossing piece of entertainment. The performances are goo

especially William Shatner as the ruthless emissary of t|

"Patrick Henry Society", who indiscriminately uses people

bring about his vicious scheme. Frank Maxwell is the bra;

newspaper editor; Beverly Lunsford, his teen-age daughter w):

falls in love with Shatner; Robert Emhardt, the town's cotf ,

lent leading citizen; Leo Gordon, a boisterous pitchman, ait

Jeanne Cooper, the Iatter's morally weak wife whom Shatr

seduces. The plot finds Shatner arousing sentiment for a she

of force to terrorize (but not harm) the towns Negroes to ke 1

the Negro youngsters out of the white high school. A mo
of violence grows, and when Maxwell urges Charles Bart

and the other Negro students to keep going to school, hi

beaten, and loses an eye. Shatner gets Miss Lunsford to frai

Barnes on a rape charge, but Gordon saves the boy's life

showing the crowd how Shatner has deceived them.

Pathe-America. 83 minutes. William Shatner, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsfc

Produced and Directed by Roger Corman.
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"The Interns"

&u*it€4* "gating GOO
^grossing, swift-paced drama about hospital staff peo-
le. Lacks star names, but can be promoted into strong
rosser category.

,
This intelligently made Columbia release shapes up as an
ccellent boxoffice attraction. Coming at a time when the pub-

c is evincing such interest in TV's doctor-hospital stories

'Ben Casey" and "Dr. Kildare"), "The Interns" appears to

jve a ready-made audience. Skillfully dramatizing the per-

>nal and medical problems of a group of would-be-doctors

uring their one-year internship at a big city hospital, it figures

> appeal to mature filmgoers as well as the teen-age set. A
rong promotion campaign will be required to overcome the

ssence of real marquee strength, although vibrant perform-
ices are given by the youthful cast. An aura of quality and
jthenticity hangs over the film thanks to literature scripting

y Walter Newman and David Swift (based on Richard Frede's

est selling novel), Swift's tightly integrated and swift-flowing

irection, the superb editing of Al Clark and Jerome Thorns
ad Russell Metty's location lensing. Basically, "The Interns"

; made up of a series of vignettes which eventually blend into

colorful and fascinating canvas of men and women in white,

ome are quite outspoken, others emerge subdued melodrama,
'ith the end results a first-rate serious entertainmnt. There are

he wild parties of the interns, medical failures and successes,

uestions of integrity and unorthodox procedures, including the

elicate problems of abortion and mercy killing, and an intern

aced with delivering his first baby, and not all of the stories

nd happily. Swift's fine sense of pacing shrewdly avoids repe-

ition and overstatement; once an incident reaches its dramatic

ighpoint, it's never dealt with again. Cliff Robertson and
ames MacArthur, whose dream of opening a clinic together

oirsts when Robertson's career is ruined by MacArthur when
le falls in love with and tries to help pregnant model Suzy
'arker. Michael Callan, whose obsession to study under a lead-

ng psychiatrist leads him to romantically use older nurse

Catharine Bard and wealthy young Anne Helm. Nick Adams,
l believer in the acquisition of money until he falls in love

vith an incurably ill Eurasian girl, Ellen Davalos. Iron curtain

efugee Haya Harareet, fighting to become a surgeon over the

Ejections of anti-female head of surgery Telly Savalas. Sup-

porting delineations include struggling married interns, girl-

basing single-men, the student nurse head, hospital executives

ind a nurse whose cold reserve breaks down at a wild New
Year's Eve party (a standout sequence) where she performs a

sensuous striptease. The ending finds a bitter Robertson, now
narried to Miss Parker and working for a drug firm, telling

MacArthur never to compromise the medical profession; the

ilatter preparing to marry student nurse Stephanie Powers, who's
giving up her dreams of traveling abroad; Callan landing the

job with the psychiatrist; Miss Harareet being accepted as a

(resident doctor, and Adams going to the Orient to help the sick.

Columbia. 120 minutes. Michael Callan, Cliff Robertson, James MacArthur, Nick
Adams, Suzy Parker, Haya Harareet. Produced by Robert Cohn. Directed by
David Swift.

Toe's Tales of Terror"

^wto IRaa*? Q Q plus

Trilogy of terror, in handsome, eerie color production.
Price, Rathbone, Lorre lend sinister quality. Good grosser.

The sinister world of Edgar Allen Poe is with us again in

this ambitious Eastman Color-Panavision undertaking by AIP.

This time audiences are asked to journey down three separate

paths of suspense and fright, and it looks as if this trilogy

of terror will pay off with strong Summer grosses in all situa-

tions, especially the action and ballyhoo houses. Poe regular

Vincent Price is on hand again, now in the company of two
of screenland's more colorful personalities, Basil Rathbone
and Peter Lorre, and lovely Debra Paget. Producer-director

Roger Corman has mounted his production with polish and

quality, and has adroitly blended humor and fright into 85

chiller-diller minutes. Dan Haller's sets strike the right note

of eerieness (sumptuous rooms, yards of cob web, a roaring

inferno), and Floyd Crosby has lensed some goose-flesh-raising

photographic effects. The opener (all three tales were scripted

by Richard Matheson), "Morella," tells what happens when
beautiful Maggie Pierce returns to her now gloomy and

decay-ridden birthplace to see her recluse father (Price) for

the first time in 26 years. Constantly drunk and half-mad, Price

blames her for his wife's death. When father and daughter

seek a reconciliation, the mother (Leona Gage) returns to life

and destroys them in a finale of flames. Tale number two

combines the classics "The Black Cat" and "The Cask of

Amontillado." Here, drunkard, near-maniacal-tempered Lorre

meets foppish, expert wine-taster Price (their drinking con-

test is a comic gem), and introduces him to his unhappy wife,

Joyce Jameson. When Lorre discovers they are having an

affair, he walls them up in the cellar of his house. A night-

marish finale has Miss Jameson's black cat, accidentally walled

up with his mistress, giving Lorre away to the authorities.

The concluding tale, "The Case of M. Valdemar," relates what

happens when a dying Price allows himself to be put in a

neither-life, nor-death trance by unscrupulous hypnotist Rath-

bone. The latter refuses to give Price the peace of death and

forces Price to agree to allow his wife, Debra Paget, to marry

him. Price breaks the hypnotic spell, rises from the deathbed

an oozing, liquid putrescence, and envelops Rathbone. The

three male stars play their Poe parts to the hilt.

AIP. 85 minutes. Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-

duced and Directed by Roger Corman.

"A Weekend with Lulu"

Sci4iHC44 'RctfiK? O PIUS

Amusing British comedy poses selling problem, but has
some potential as Summer fare.

Columbia's promotion force faces the tough problem of at-

tracting audiences for this lightweight importation, an amusing

weekend lark, English-style. However, it should appeal to those

seeking fun in the Summer heat. The yarn concerns an ice-

cream van towing a trailer (Lulu) containing Bob Monkhouse,

Leslie Phillips, his glamorous girl friend, Shirley Eaton, and

her mother Irene Handl. The quartet start out for a quiet

weekend in the English countryside, but misadventure follows

misadventure as they end up, by accident, in France, find them-

selves broke and being pursued by the local gendarmes, en-

counter a lecherous French nobleman (Alfred Marks) with a

strong yen for Miss Eaton, and disrupt the most important

national event in France—the Tour de France bicycle race. Di-

rector John Paddy Carstairs has wisely kept the wise-cracks and

sight gags coming at a mad and merry pace. Monkhouse and

Phillips make a humorous twosome, and Miss Eaton is delight-

ful to gaze upon from beginning to end. But the two show-

stealers are Miss Handl, uttering one caustic comment after

another, and the Tour de France cyclists. Producer Ted Lloyd's

screenplay finds Monkhouse working out a crooked scheme a la

bike race to raise enough money to fly them all back to Eng-

land. The plot works, but in the ensuing confusion all the

money is lost. With half of France chasing them, the quartet

reach the airfield and dupe the police into helping them evade

customs and board the plane.

Columbia. 1\ minutes. Bob Monkhouse, Leslie Phillips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl.
Produced by Ted Lloyd. Directed by John Paddy Carstairs.
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"The Spiral Road"

SutinaM, GOO
Strong dramatic fare, but overlong. Hudson, Ives head
cast. Literate script, handsome production. Good grosser.

Jan de Hartog's penetrating novel about Dutch colonial

doctors (circa 1936) battling plague, epidemic and super-

stitution in the jungles of the Netherlands East Indies emerges

a dramatically engrossing, if overlong, film in this handsome
Universal-International release. The ingredients are here for

an above-average boxoffice attraction: Rock Hudson, Burl Ives

and talented newcomer Gena Rowlands are the stars; a literate

John Lee Mahin-Neil Paterson screenplay exploring man's

battle against disease and primitive concepts, and primarily

centered around a brilliant young doctor's effort to prove that

faith in God and love are secondary to his work; suspenseful,

action-filled direction by imaginative Robert Mulligan; and an

eye-filling Eastman Color mounting shot in Indonesia's jungles.

Add to this the already proven know-how of U-I's promotion
department and you have exciting entertainment destined to

please a majority of viewers. The inordinate running time

(145 minutes) stands as the film's one major flaw, but possibly

this will be corrected by some judicious scissoring before re-

lease. Hudson gives a strong and creditable performance as

the arrogant, brilliant, atheistic young doctor trained by the

Dutch government and sent to the Colonies to work. His

finest moments come near the end when left alone in the

jungle, at the mercy of diabolical voodoo schemes, he finds

himself following the same crazed patterns of those he has

previously ridiculed. Ives is delightfully eccentric and petulant

as the leprosy expert who has spent most of his life working

in the jungle, and Miss Rowlands shows definite star potential

as Hudson's wife, who accepts the sacrifices of jungle living

only to realize she is losing Hudson's love. An excellent sup-

porting cast includes: Geoffrey Keen, a Salvation Army captain

at the jungle leper colony; Will Kuluva, a doctor who falls

victim to voodoo treachery; Philip Abbott, an alcoholic, afraid

of the outside world; and Larry Gates, head of the government

health service. Hudson eventually gains Ives' respect, treats

Miss Rowlands shabbily and taunts Keen for his soul-saving

belief in God. After Kuluva's death, Hudson decides to stay

in the jungle and defeat the voodoo-practicing natives. This

effort leaves him half-insane and near death. Ives' rescue party

find him in time, and Hudson now knows there is no sub-

stitute for faith in God, and no power greater than love.

Universal-International. 145 minutes. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena Rowlands. Pro-

duced by Robert Arthur. Directed by Robert Mulligan.

"The Devil's Wanton"

SudcH€44- KaU*? O O Plus

Early Bergman film should attract his devotees.

This early Ingmar Bergman film (late '40s) being released

by Embassy should produce some good returns in art houses

and class situations. Historically, it is interesting because we
see Bergman experimenting with visual impressions and moods
which later helped establish his reputation in this country with

such films as "Wild Strawberries," "The Magicians" and this

year's Oscar winner, "Through A Glass Darkly." While not

up to the quality of these later works, "The Devil's Wanton"
will prove interesting viewing to the Swedish director-scripter's

followers, and an energetic promotion campaign by Joseph E.

Levine can be counted on as a definite boxoffice plus. Bergman
weaves a strange, dream-like tale incorporating the idea that

the Devil rules the earth and man continually damns himself

in a self-made hell. The strange assortment of characters include

an alcoholic and depressed writer (Birger Malmsten), his attrac-
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five wife (Eva Henning), a young street walker (Doris Sved-

lund), her underworld boss (Stig Olin), his unfeeling sister

(Irma Christenson) and a motion picture director (Hasse Ek-

man). The performances are of the usual high Bergman qual-

ity, and there are several fascinating sequences, especially Miss

Svedlund's nightmare about her murdered child. The plot finds

Miss Svedlund leaving Olin after learning that he has killed

her illegitimate child. She meets Malmsten, who has just had

a serious argument with Miss Henning, and together they find

love and hope. When Olin learns the police have discovered

the child's body, he blackmails Ekman, who has taken up with

Miss Henning. He forces Ekman to reveal where Miss Sved-

lund and Malmsten are staying. Not wanting to involve Malm-
sten in this sordid situation, she goes back to Olin and her

profession. A short time later, hired by a man she has always

loathed, Miss Svedlund commits suicide. Malmsten and Miss

Henning decide to make a new start. The film ends with Ekman
pondering Miss Svedlund's suicide.

Embassy. 72 minutes. Doris Svedlund, Birger Malmsten Eva Henning. Produced
by Lorens Marmstedt and Terrafilm. Directed by Ingmar Bergman.

"The Story of the Count of Monte Cristo"

&Ct4iH€44 1£cUiK? O Plus

Ponderous, overlong remake of Dumas classic. Color.

This is a heavy-handed, tedious remake of the Alexandre

Dumas classic. Poorly dubbed dialogue, of which there is a

plethora, plus a minimum of action makes this Warner Bros,

release a dubious entry. Furthermore, the lengthy running time

(132 minutes) poses a problem for dual bills. Despite some

handsome Technicolor, Dyaliscope and a couple fairly exciting

sequences, this one has only dim prospects even in the action

market where swashbucklers have strongest appeal. Under the

ponderous direction of Jean-Jacques Vital (he also produced),

and as a result of sloppy editing, little of the classic tale's ex-

citement emerges. Halain's screenplay begins in 1814 with a

conquered Napoleon exiled to Elba, and hero Edmond Dantes

(portrayed by Louis Jourdan) victim of a political plot that

sends him to prison for 17 years. We follow Jourdan through

his escape from the Chateau d'lf, to the island of Monte Cristo

where he uncovers the buried treasure reported to him by a

fellow prisoner, to his emergence as a bitter nobleman bent on

destroying those responsible for his imprisonment. Yvonne

Furneaux is the sweetheart he loses, and Pierre Mondy (a

greedy seaman), Jean-Claude Michel (a young officer in love

with Mile Furneaux) and Bernard Dheron (an ambitious magis-

trate) are the trio who conspire against him. Jourdan wreaks

his vengeance on his enemies, reveals his true identity to Mile

Furneaux and promises to return after he regains understand-

ing and love.

Warner Bros. 132 minutes. Louis Jourdan, Yvonne Furneaux. Produced and Directed

by Jean-Jacques Vital.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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Here's What You Get
Value

$14.95 - STAR SPANGLED BANNER TRAILER
20.00 - NARRATED COLOR DATERS
8.50 - OUR FEATURE PRESENTATION

(2 prints at 15 ft. each)

8.50 - PLUS THIS 2ND HIT
(2 prints at 15 it. each)

10.00 -PREVIEWS OF COMING ATTRAC-
TIONS— (2 prints at 25 ft. each)

5.00 -WE PROUDLY PRESENT PREVUES
OF OUR NEXT CINEMASCOPE AT-
TRACTION— rone print)

$10.00 -"COMMONWEALTH" HEADER FOR
COMING ATTRACTIONS

' 10.00 - HOLLYWOOD "BUSY BEE" HEADER
FOR COMING ATTRACTIONS

33.75 -DAY LEADERS— ("choice of 15 at 10

ft. each)

while you PROFIT
NATIONAL SCREEN'S

lot* FULL COLOR

52 WEEKS of BIG SCREEN SHOWMANSHIP

for only * a week!

9.00 - GO TO CHURCH TRAILERS
(2 different subjects at 34 ft.)

REGULAR PRICE $129.70

A whole year's supply of SPECIAL TRAILERS ... in FULL

COLOR! Each trailer specially designed to add valuable

SHOWMANSHIP to your Theatre and to your Attractions!

Individually they'll cost you $ 1 29.70 . . . BUT. . . on National

Screen's new SHOWMANSHIP PACKAGE PLAN... you

receive the full assortment .. .valued at $1 29.70 ... RIGHT

NOW! . . . and you pay only $2 a week, for 52 weeks . .

.

WHILE YOU USE THEM!

ask your

rNSS Salesman]

about the

DeLUXE

5HOWMANSHII

PACKAGE!.

It's $25.70 in your pocket! . . . and a Big

SHOWMANSHIP PACKAGE on your

SCREEN!

Sign up NOW! ... Pay LATER! . . . Just $2 a week!
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THE SUMMERS
BIGGEST HIT
HAS OPENED
EVERYDAY ISA HOLIDAY Mft

ofMink"
AN ALL-TIME RECORD BREAKER AT

THE GREAT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
"That Touch of Mink" sets new all-time Saturday and Sunday

record in its opening at the Hall. And first four-day total sets

all-time U-l record topping "Operation Petticoat," "Come
September," and "Lover Come Back."

AND SAME RECORD BUSINESS IN CHICAGO AT UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE

where first three days sets all-time U-I record

L "TFiat W|
II Touch 1/ ~ *

J ofMink" I }[
JSj m Eastman COLOR I flHk.

'""Kin,' ''"'I'lrPio, „"'"MMl
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What They're Talking About

In the Movie Business

TIME OF DECISION AT 20TH. Wednesday

'27th) is the day for a highly crucial meeting of

;he 20th-Fox board of directors. With the

inancial problems that have been plaguing the

company still not ameliorated, there is bound

to be some pressure for drastic steps to stem the

iow of red ink. Among the welter of rumors is

this: one faction will recommend that all

oroduction be halted temporarily, at least until

revenue from the big films being readied for

please ("The Longest Day", "Gigot",

'Adventures of A Young Man") starts to flow in.

There is no pretending that 20th is not in a severe

bind; the company holds an enormously costly

—

and valuable—inventory of films (including,

Df course, "Cleopatra"), but faces an urgent

sash problem. There is a division of opinion

within the management group as to how the

current storm can be weathered. One faction

(called the "bookkeepers") takes the view that

:osts must be chopped to the bone—sales,

advertising, everything, even to the extent of

shuttering the entire production branch. The
other management group (called the "showmen")
firmly believes that the only sound solution is to

find funds to carry on aggressively, that penny-
pinching policies can only demoralize the entire

organization and seriously diminish the grossing

potential of the product currently in release

ind scheduled for the future. How 20th goes

pinges on the attitude of the bankers presently

Involved in its affairs. One observer's educated
•?uess is that they will agree to give the

'showmen" element a further chance to revivify

the company.
0

ZANUCK AND FOX. The feeling, first

expressed in this department March 20, 1961,

chat Darryl Zanuck will come home to take the

helm again at the 20th-Fox studios, is growing-

stronger. Reportedly a bit tired of life abroad,

and concerned about the course of events at the

studio he founded and guided to affluence,

Zanuck is said to be considering seriously, upon

winding up his war epic, "The Longest Day",

the reassumption of his post in command of

20th production. The move, if and when
announced, undoubtedly would have a vastly

revitalizing effect on the company and on the

industry at large.

o

DESILU TO THEATRES. Desilu now appears

ready to jump into theatrical film production-

distribution with both feet. About a year ago,

the outfit made one false start toward the

theatre field, but drew off. Blessed with a large

amount of studio space, and branches

here and abroad originally opened to handle

TV films, president Arnaz's presently-firming

operation is stirring hopes of exhibitors looking

anywhere and everywhere for additional product.

0

PATHE-AMERICA TO ASTOR. Astor Pictures

was reported assuming control of Pathe-America

Distributing Co. at the weekend. The latter,

established as a subsidiary of Pathe Labs

almost two years ago, experienced rough-going

in production and distribution. Slow returns

from Pathe's latest pair of British imports,

"Victim" and "Whistle Down the Wind", were

said to have precipitated the take-over.

o

METRO-KALVAR COOKING. With a couple

of hot items on the Kalvar stove, M-G-M's

half ownership of Metro-Kalvar (high-speed

film processing division) shapes up as a handsome

investment. According to a prominent brokerage

firm, "Metro-Kalvar Corp. will almost certainlv

capture most of the huge black and white

movie and TV release (projection print market).

It should also get most of the business in training

and teaching projection film . . . The completed

Kalvar release print is processed in a small

fraction of the time, space and at far less cost than

conventional film."

Film BULLETIN June 25. 1962 Page 3
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While Stars Grow Fat...
To the Editor, Film BULLETIN:

The Paramount branch in my terri-

tory is operating with a virtual skeleton

sales staff, and some exhibitors don't

get sold Paramount's pictures for

months on end, unless they call or come

in to buy.

An advertising man representing one

of the majors told me last week that his

company has cut the ad budget so deep

that he is no longer allowed to hold

preview screenings for newspaper, radio

and TV people, or other local opinion

makers.

Lots of the pressbooks I see these

days have only ONE style of ad (varied

only in size), giving me no selection to

meet the tastes of the different kinds of

audiences my theatres cater to.

Could you name the president of any

film company who gets an annual salary

that is more than a fraction of the

amount paid to a top film star for a

single picture?

And, I asume you are well aware of

the fact that many—maybe most—of

the theatres still operating in the black

are making only the slimmest kind of

a profit.

How long can our industry stand like

an inverted pyramid? In this posture,

the industry's broad revenue-producing

base (distribution and exhibition) tee-

ters precariously in the air, because too

much of the total income is flowing

into the pyramid's narrow point (tal-

ent) below.

The upside-down thinking that has

placed our business in such a ridiculous

position runs something like this: "Dis-

trihution is a waste, cut it to the bone,

feed the difference to the stars. Exhibi-

tion is a parasite, pay it only a rent for

the four walls, and feed the difference

to the stars. The public is a sucker,

charge higher admissions, the better to

feed the stars."

Does that seem a harsh appraisal of

how our business is functioning these

days? I don't think so. Look all around

and you see economy being practiced

in every department of distribution,

while the stars grow fat. Talk to any

film man in the field, and he sounds

depressed about the state of the indus-

try. The terms for the theatreman get

tougher and tougher, while the stars

grow fat. I could hardly name one the-

atre in my territory that isn't for sale.

Talk to people in the street and you

learn that they will buy GOOD enter-

tainment, regardless of the names on

the marquee, yet the stars grow fat.

It is my opinion, Mr. Editor, and one

supported by many others, that our

business has substituted MONEY for

BRAINS. The notion prevails that if

you spend enough you get a good pic-

ture. That isn't true, as we've learned

the hard way. And then there is the

idea that if the picture is good, it will

draw its maximum audience with a

minimum of selling. What kind of a

cockeyed business is show business when

it spends millions to make a picture and

has no money left for showmanship?

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 123? Vine
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I'm not happy, but neither am I des-

pairing about our future. I'm sure there

are enough keen minds in this business

to put it back on a straight course, to

restore sanity to production costs, to

give the theatreman some enthusiasm

for the product he has to sell. This

CAN be a great business if we get back

to the basics: create entertainment, and

sell what you've got to the public.

JOE EXHIBITOR

Hearts and
Flowers
tyrant Httrlf&rd
The other day Thomas F. O'Neil,

President of RKO General, Inc., issued

a complaint in Hartford, the site of his

forthcoming over-the-air pay television

experiment with the Zenith feevee sys-

tem. Mr. O'Neil was irked by the fact

that Hartford exhibitors have been op-

posing his attempts to get first-run pic-

tures, in direct competition with them,

for showing to his subscribers when he

gets his system on the air.

He said that he would come up with

"all legal measures necessary to make

sure that the best and latest motion pic-

tures are furnished to us." Then, ap-

parently to make his point crystal clear,

he commented that "this kind of op-

position cannot be permitted to prevent

us from having a full and adequate trial

of subscription TV."

In case you don't see the real point,

let us refresh jour memory. It was Mr.

O'Neil— and his associates— who

blithely played with words and told

their potential Hartford feevee cus-

tomers about getting pictures of the

calibre of "Ben-Hur" and Broadway

shows such as "Sound of Music" and

first-run, top quality stuff like that there.

(Continued <>>i Page 10)
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FINANCIAL REPORT

UA Gross, Net Up Again;

See Rise Continuing thru '64

Board chairman Robert S. Benjamin and president Arthur

B. Krim, armed with formidable facts and figures, brought a

highly upbeat story to the United Artists annual stockholders

meeting. Benjamin reported another advance in UA earnings,

this one in first-quarter net, while Krim revealed a 36-month

film program which he promised would assure the firm a con-

tinuing increase in movie revenues through 1964.

Net for the first period of 1962, after taxes, was $916,000

(53c per share), compared to $879,000 (51c) for the similar

1961 span. Gross world-wide income was up sharply for the

period, said Benjamin, from $26,965,000 to $32,065,000. UA
previously reported a net of $4,042,000 for 1961 on a gross of

$112,717,000.

In announcing films slated for release during the remainder

of '62, completed or shooting for release in '63 and scheduled

to go into production for release in '64, Krim saw UA's profit

curve continuing upward for the next three years. In addition,

he said that all operations of United Artists, including theatrical

motion pictures, records, music and television, were continuing

to show a profit and that future growth was anticipated.

Film Stocks Slide Despite Profits

Despite some highly encouraging profit reports, movie shares

showed no signs of shaking their slump over the past fortnight.

They continued to follow the general market's bearish trend.

Seventeen of the 18 cinema issues cover in the Film BULLETIN
chart dropped, many substantially, as the Dow Jones industrial

average fell at deadline to the lowest closing level since Novem-
ber 26, 1958. Only Columbia Preferred, up 3, gained ground.

Heaviest losers were Decca Records, which slid 6%, as MCA
announced it had obtained sufficient Decca stockholder approval

necessary for the exchange of stock, and 20th-Fox, currently

suffering some costly production difficulties, which slumped 61^.

Also dipping sharply were M-G-M (4%), Disney (3) and Para-

mount (2%). Among the theatre companies, Loew's, down 45/
8

on a turnover of 77,900 shares, and AB-PT, down 3%, were the

hardest hit.

An indication of the bearishness of the market was United

Artists' ll/4-point dip in the face of a roseate first-quarter profit

report. In this market, no news seems to stimulate buying. The
issue began the two-week period on the up side, but was dragged

down over 2 points during the last few dark days before the

close. Most heavily traded during the relatively quiet session

was Cinerama, 96,300 shares changing hands.

OK MCA-Decca Merger
The MCA-Decca marriage is all but finalized. The exchange

of stock offer tendered by the former to the Universal parent

was approved by at least 80 per cent of the Decca holders and

declared effective last week. The announcement was issued by

MCA chairman Jules C. Stein through the investment firm of

Lehman Bros. He added that terms of MCA's disposal of its

talent agency will be made known within 30 days.

Famous Players 1st Quarter Up
Famous Players Canadian Corp. net for the three months

ended March 31 totaled $611,711, compared to $545,742 for

the comparable 1961 quarter, it was announced by presiden

and managing director
J. J. Fitzgibbons. Earnings from open

tions were $660,327, up from the $584,851 recorded a yea

earlier.

Executive Transactions

A number of purchases of National General and a furthe

buy into Warner Bros, by president Jack L. Warner highlighte

security transactions by officers and directors of film an
theatre companies, as reported by the SEC for the period Apr
1 1 to May 10, 1962.

National General president Eugene V. Klein purchase

23,000 shares to increase his holdings to 159,379. Irving h
Levin, an officer and director, pick up 1,000 shares to give hir

24,376. In addition, partnerships he heads bought 500 share;

raising their total to 58,059, and corporations he represent

acquired 1,500, upping their total to 11,587. John B. Bertero, ai

officer, sold 500 shares, leaving 510.

Warner added 4,100 shares to his huge WB holdings o

1,125,060 . . . Columbia director Jerome Hyams purchased 50

shares to lift his total to 5,096, while officer Sol A. Schwart
exercised an option to buy 200 shares, his entire holdings .

.

Allied Artists director Roger W. Hurlock continued to buy intc

the company, acquiring 900 shares to raise his total to 30,100.

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres officer Jerom
G. Golden sold 750 shares, leaving 681 ... Screen Gems directo

Alfred Hart acquired 850 shares to lift his holdings to 950 . .

Stanley Warner director Charles F. McKhann sold 300 shares

kept 500.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 6/7/62 6/21/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3% 2% - %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 10% 83/g -2%
CINERAMA 12 10 -2
COLUMBIA 16% 15 -iy2

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 70 73 -3
DECCA 42% 353/4 -6%
DISNEY 31 28 -3
M-G-M 34% 30 -45/g

PARAMOUNT 41 38% -2%
SCREEN GEMS 143/4 14% - %
20TH FOX 25% 19% -6%
UNITED ARTISTS 27% 26% -iy4
WARNER BROS 13% 12y4 - %

Theatre Companies
AB-PT 2834 25 334

LOEW'S 27 22% -4%
NATIONAL GENERAL 63/4 6 - %
STANLEY WARNER 21% 21% - %
TRANS-LUX 12% 12% - %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama. Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

6/1/62 6/21/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 83/4 10 7 3
/4 8%

MAGNA PICTURES 1% 2% 1% 2

SEVEN ARTS 9y4 10% 8% 9%
UA THEATRES 63/4 7% ey4 7%
UNIVERSAL 55 61 y2 52 591/2

WOMETCO 20 22 18% 20%

( Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers. Inc.)
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"Gigof Happy, Heart-warming Treat for All Ages

Su4ch€44 'Rating O O O Plus

delightful, heart-warming, beautifully acted and eff-

ected tale of a wonderful, happy-sad French mute,

four de force by Jackie Gleason. Will be critically

wiled, heavily attended in all markets.

To Frenchmen, the word gigot means leg of mutton. Soon,

:o American filmgoers and to audiences throughout the world,

'Gigot" will come to mean one of the outstanding motion

picture entertainments of recent years. Starring Jackie Gleason

in a masterful tour de force performance as a warm-hearted

mute French bum, brilliantly directed by dancer Gene Kelly

ind lushly photographed in Paris in DeLuxe Color, this 20th

Century-Fox release looms a powerful moneymaker.

"Gigot" is a film with heart. A rich and rewarding cine-

matic experience overflowing with dramatic values, hearty

laughter and a number of moments destined to bring tears to

every viewer's eyes. Comparisons undoubtoedly will be made

with the works of Chaplin and other cinema greats, and such

comment is bound to stir wide interest in this fresh and imag-

inative journey through the happy-sad world of Paris.

For Fox, "Gigot" stands as an artically sound and financially

bright answer to the company's fiscal problems. Here is enter-

tainment for audiences of both sexes and all ages, a film des-

tined to win hosannas galore. Kicking off the Fall schedule

at New York's Music Hall, certain to gather critical laurels and

powerful word-of-mouth, it should snowball into one of the

season's mighty grossers. And "Gigot" will be a major con-

tender (in several categories) when Oscar time rolls around.

From starto to finish, this Seven Arts production is a spar-

kling gem. For Gleason, "Gigot" marks the highpoint of an

already colorful and crowded career. This forceful entertainer,

cited last season for his performance in "The Hustler," will win

new accolades for his complex delineation as the mute Parisian

janitor. Clad in shabby army overcoat and cap, stubble cover-

ing his face, beloved by animals and children, the butt of jokes

by cruel adults, Gleason shows us a man who can take great

pleasure out of a world with which he is unable to communi-

cate. Dialogue is kept to a minimum. From the opening mo-
ments (behind the titles) as Gleason arises in his make-shift

basement room to prepare himself for his weekly day off, until

the concluding sequence when, supposedly drowned, he eaves-

drops in a tree listening to his neighbors paying him tribute at

his funeral, one cannot help but be aware of being in the pres-

ence of a remarkable individual. Who will soon forget Gleason

standing inside a church trying to explain to a little girl the

meaning of God; Gleason's great joy at attending other peo-

ple's funerals; Gleason suffering a sadistic beating while inno-

cently trying to protect the little girl's prostitute mother; Glea-

son going through a number of delightful antics trying to make
the little girl laugh, only to have his thunder stolen by a mouse;

Gleason frantically trying to scream for help when the little

girl is trapped beneath the rubble of a sudden cave-in? Each of

these minor masterpieces will elicit a wide number of emo-
tional responses from all who witness them.

Although Gleason's impact towers over the entire film, a

lion's share of the credit belongs also to Kelly. In whimsical,

ballet-like fashion, he deftly balances the many forms of com-
edy (including slapstick) with drama, and creates a fantasy-

I More Reviews on

Jackie Gleason and Diane Gardner

real world for Gigot and his friends to wander through. His

timing, sense of color to depict mood, and his ability to make
audiences howl with delight, or twist uncomfortably in their

seats, reflects the knowledge and skill of an expert craftsman.

And to Jean Bourgoin go kudos unlimited for some truly

beautiful and mouth-watering scenes of Paris. Shabby buildings

pasted against azure skies; cobblestone streets dizzily rising and
falling, the smell of bakery shops, cafes, amusement parks.

In supporting roles, "Gigot" is blessed with little Diane

Gardner, the sad-eyed, appealing, non-saccharine daughter of

the prostitute Gleason takes in out of the rain; Katherine Kath,

caustically realistic as the red-headed prostitute (without a

heart of gold), who forces Gleason to steal money to prevent

her from taking Miss Gardner away: Gabrielle Dorziat, Glea-

son's advantage-taking concierge; Jean Lefebvre and Albert

Remy, delightful French bureaucrats; Germaine Delbat, the

concierge who wants Gleason put away in an institution.

John Patrick's screenplay, based on a story by Gleason (he

also composed the music), finds Gleason unable to rescue Miss

Gardner from the rubble and going for help. But he's soon

being chased by police and neighbors (for stealing money). He
falls into the river and allows everyone to think him dead. At

his own funeral he's overjoyed at seeing Miss Gardner alive and

hearing the kind words being spoken about him. About to

sneak away, he's accidentally discovered.

20th Century-Fox. 104 minutes. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath, Diane Gardner.
Produced by Kenneth Hyman. Directed by Gene Kelly.

Pages 14, 15
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Studios to Blame, Too
The case of the obstreperous Hollywood performers, known

to the bitter end of the industry as the revolting stars, has

been much publicized. Indeed as Joe Hyams was moved to

observe in The New York Herald Tribune the other day,

it may have been publicized more than it deserves.

This is not to say that Hollywood's stars are guiltless. Their

temperaments, moods, foibles and peccadilloes have been

amply chronicled, and it is obvious that all too many of them
live in a never-never land. They will not be defended here.

But they are not alone in their stormy harbor. They are only

part of the story of what seems to be a continuing film pro-

uction crisis. The rest of that crisis derives from the studio

executives—not all the executives or all the studios, perhaps

—

who simply fail to move with the times, plan ahead or rec-

ognize new responsibilities. Millions of dollars have been
wasted by studios' changing their minds in the midst of pro-

duction. Countless potential stars have been lost by studios

unwilling to build for the future.

0

Ask yourself who the great newcomers to star billing are

these days. You will find they come from media other than

the movies—television, night clubs, the Broadway stage. Ask

yourself where the problems of stellar temperament and can-

celled projects arise. You will find that, with some few excep-

tions, they arise in the movies. No form of entertainment is

immune to these plagues, but no form has quite the tempera-

mental batting average of the silver screen. There must be

reasons.

As I have indicated, I believe that the principal reason is

the management of film production. This is not to imply that

film producers as a class are inept or irresponsible. The trouble

derives from the way film production is organized today. I am
not referring primarily to the plethora of independent com-

panies. It is certainly difficult to make a film when you have

three or four different bosses—an independent producer, the

stars' pocket corporations and the bankroller, for example; but

many a successful film has been made with just this kind of

set-up.

Where the motion picture industry seems to be running into

difficulties is in the matter of major control and decisions.

It seems to me—and I admit that it is always easy to criticize

without knowledge of the inner workings—that there has

been, in some companies, an unhealthy degree of abdication

of authority on the part of top management. Certainly, if the

stories of some of the budget-breaking production ventures

are correct, there has not been enough effective veto power

exercised. There has been too much of the attitude that "we

can get it back at the boxoffice."

One aspect of what I term the corporate abdication has been

the tendency to write off company charges against individual

pictures when they properly belong on the corporate ledger.

There has been a growing effort to hire people in all branches

of the industry—from writers to advertising artists—on a per-

picture basis so that there is no loyalty or vested interested on

the part of these people in the company for which they happen

to be working at the moment. There has been a trend toward

putting too many corporate eggs in too few baskets, with the

idea apparently being that if only one picture makes a killing

the profits will cover all the duds.

As a result, companies put themselves over the barrel. They

pour a few millions of dollars into a picture and then find that,

to have any hope of retrieving this large initial investment, they

must pour more millions in. Only rarely have they had what I

would regard as the industrial statesmanship to stop while there

still was time. Too rarely to make the proper dent in the stars'

ego have they said, "We will go this far and no further." Too
rarely have they faced up to the fact that even if their mammoth
investment ultimately pays off it will be doing so at the expense

of a stable business pattern for years to come.

Part and parcel of top management's abdication of authority

is the failure to develop new stars. The answer usually mad
to this charge is that you can't develop new stars in independen

productions and you can't get established stars for your own
productions and you can't put newcomers under long-term con

tract unless you have pictures to put them in and so forth. I have

heard the same argument about developing new advertising and

publicity talent—namely that when you are operating on a per

picture basis you can't take the time to train new people because

you are up against deadline and budget problems.

What this all boils down to is that the companies have found

every excuse in the world to get out of producing pictures

themselves. They will provide cash, rent facilities, subcontra

advertising and publicity; but they just aren't producing their

own pictures in any reasonable quantity. And don't kid yourself

There are still many first-rate performers who will hire them

selves out to major company productions.

There are valid parallels and contrasts with other branches

of show business. Danny Thomas, for example, runs his own

shop to turn out his and other top programs for the CBS Tele-

vision Network. Revue Productions, in partnership with stars

or on its own, provides programming for video. Screen Gems

and Warner Bros, do the same. But it is worth noting that

each of the television networks has house properties of its own,

or at least more than a distribution interest in them. Stage

producers control their own presentations. Only in the movie

business has the distributor-producer turned his creative respon-

sibility over so completely to independents.

I am sure that you can cite many instances where a television

network is merely the vehicle for an outside program. By the

same token, however, there are many instances where the tele-

vision network produces the program itself—or, at the very

least, maintains a tighter budget control than a movie company

does. To carry the parallel between movies and television

further, a television network is concerned with a continuing

supply of product. It has to be to stay in business. A motion

picture theatre is similarly concerned, for the same reason. But

the producers and distributors are no longer pre-occupied with

the continuity of their business. Indeed, some of them shy away

from the very thought that there might be a continuity. They

would rather treat each picture as a business in itself, and

handle one at a time.

0

The irresponsibility of stars is certainly to be deplored. But

to my way of thinking such irresponsibility is a symptom of

a far greater malaise in the world of celluloid. That malaise is

the abdication of authority, the fractionalizing of responsibility

and the failure to maintain adequate continuing and self-replen-

ishing pools of manpower. The fact that the industry has sur-

vived in the face of this disturbing condition is a tribute to its

essential strength. But that strength is being sapped. There has

been too much internecine by-play and not enough building

for the future.
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Newsmakers

"The wind's falling off. Break out

more sail, said the skipper. This is a

steep up-grade. Give her the gas, said

the driver. Head wind is picking up.

Open the throttle, said the pilot. Cur-

rent's getting stronger. Better shake my
tail, said the salmon. Sales are falling

\ off. Curtail the advertising, said the

president."

Most advertising men are well aware
of the anomaly that works against pro-

motion when the going gets rough in

the sales department. Ask the motion
picture showmen, and they will tell you
that of all the strong grips held on in-

dustry purse strings, one of the most
determined is exercised by movie moguls
when the boxoffice is lagging. Currently,

cinema business is off, and cutbacks in

advertising—for several years now an

alarming movie trend—are the order of

the day.

Of course, while such limited think-

ing may prevail in some film offices,

there are those who continue to "spend
a dollar to make a dollar," and not the

least of the two-fisted—not tight-fisted

—showmen still extant is Embassy Pic-

tures' President Joseph E. Levine, whose
flair for ballyhoo quickly won him an

international reputation as filmdom's

present-day prototype of P. T. Barnum.

Speaking recently, as guest of honor,

"Tho Komunev ©/ Selling
Ent€>vt€iinntvnt #0 thv Public"

before the Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers, Levine, in his picturesque

style, talked some good sense about

movie advertising and the policies ap-

plied to this vital part of show business.

Listen to him:

"In the last two years, our company
has had its share of success along

with some pretty good sized flops. We
learned a lot from both. Believe it or

not, I have been told that we have spent

too much money for advertising. This

was a very bitter pill for me to swallow,

because I have always felt that adver-

tising is like learning ... a little is a

dangerous thing.

"I refused to believe the gloom boys

who told us to spend less on advertising

and publicity. This is not the first time

that I have been assailed by doubts as to

the efficiency of all the types of adver-

tising that we do. Many companies very

often have the same doubts, but they go

on pouring millions and millions into

that in which they believe."

Levine's refreshing line of thinking

recalls the oft-quoted remark by John
Wanamaker that half of all the money
he poured into advertising was wasted

. . . but who was to say which half. So

the Embassy executive, like the depart-

ment store genius, continues to sell his

product to the fullest, calling on all of

the skills of his promotion department

to strive for the unusual, the novel, the

persuasive device that might sell ad-

mission tickets.

"Many years ago," said Levine, "when
I started in the film business, I had the

firm conviction that no matter what kind

of a movie I had to sell ... if I had
enough ads in enough papers, I would
be successful. This is not true. These

days it is difficult to know what to be-

lieve in . . .

"There is one thing we can believe in.

The public is tired of moth-eaten adver-

tising and publicity campaigns. Today,

you must have originality, ingenuity and
and courage. Pictures must be sold

—

not merely opened—and each campaign
must be hand-tailored to suit the pic-

ture."

Levine, as a matter of course, is in-

vesting campaigns on his current line-up

of pictures with an abundance of ori-

ginality and ingenuity. A current ex-

ample of the stress he places on promo-

tion is the elaborate and extensive drive

Embassy has mapped for "The Sky

Above—The Mud Below"—a docu-

mentary, mind you, albeit one that cap-

tured Academy Award honors. Seven-

teen artists saw the film at different

times, and each submitted a campaign

concept. A variety of approaches were

then incorporated into two separate

campaigns—one aimed at the art mar-

ket, the other at the general audience.

"To those who minimize the value of

promotion and advertising, who say

that pictures rise or fall exclusively on

their merits, I say let's take off the dark

glasses of unreality."

Levine asked some pertinent and pro-

vocative questions which knowledgeable

industryites feel deserve answering by

some film heads. "Why," he said, "is

it that publicity and advertising men are

the last to be hired in good times and

the first to be fired in economy waves?

Why is it that today, when the mer-

chandising of pictures is more complex

and difficult than ever before, the pro-

motion staffs at most companies have

been reduced almost to skeleton size?

Does this make good business sense?

"Dead the movie business is not! I

find it more stimulating than ever be-

fore. How dead can this industry be

when some 200 new theatres are being

constructed throughout the United States

—of which 20 are being built in New
York City alone. Just as theatres are

being built, we should be building man-

power. One hears a great deal about the

shortage of product today. I believe

that an equally serious shortage exists

in manpower in our promotional ranks

. . . More should be done to train young

men and to get them back into the

movie industry." •

Failing to complete the natural

movie-making-selling cycle by pouring

dollars and energy into promotion of

product is tantamount to denying the

very basis of motion pictures: glamour

and make-believe. For, as Joe Levine

puts it, "This is a business of romance

—not just the romance of boy meets

girl on the screen, but the romance of

selling entertainment to the public.''
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(Continued from Page 5)

Now, after having made these generic

promises (which, either accidentally or

purposely, are loosely enough worded

so that there is no actual specific prom-

ise or commitment involved), Mr.

O'Neil faces up to the facts of life and

finds them disquieting. One of those

facts is that the Hartford feevee experi-

ment has no claim to first-run product

in priority to Hartford's long estab-

lished first-run theatres.

Judging by the experience of Tele-

meter in Etobicoke, where Famous

Players gave no priority to its own fee-

vee system over its own first-run thea-

tres, Mr. O'Neil and his associates

presumably knew this was the case

when they got into the Hartford ex-

periment in the first place. They just

didn't mention it at the time. It is much

more convenient now to imply that

there are vast conspiracies preventing a

fair test. The kind of fair test Mr.

O'Neil wants is one where the exhibi-

tors hand over their most prized assets

and waive their legal rights.

Surely Mr. O'Neil is not that naive.

As a matter of fact we think he is

anything but naive. We think he is

merely establishing an advance alibi

—

so that when Hartford feevee fails to

succeed he can blame it all on a plot by

"the interests."

It is worth pointing out that this is

the latest in a long line of dubious

statements by the Zenith family of fee-

vee promoters. A gem of purest ray

serene in this tradition was offered back

in 1954 by the founding father of

Zenith's long-lived campaign to charge

for television entertainment, the late

Commander E. F. McDonald, Jr., then

president of the Zenith outfit. On Oc-

tober 27, 1954, under Cmdr. McDonald's

signature, a full-page statement in a

Hollywood trade paper said, in part,

"The fundamental fact is that there

is not sufficient advertising revenue

available in the entire United States to

support TV stations in all the channels

that have been allocated by FCC and

that subscription TV alone can supply

the supplemental income to make pos-

sible profitable operation for hundreds

of stations not now on the air, parti-

cularly in smaller communities."

Would you say free television has

behaved the way the Zenith man said

it would, with stations starving for

lack of advertising revenue? In a seven

station market in New York City,

Zenith ally Tom O'Neil has a station

which shows movies day and night

—

and ball games—and apparently makes

money without feevee.

Having exhausted the gambit that

good old television needs feevee in

order to survive, the over-the-air sub-

scription salesmen proceeded to another

ploy. This one was that they were going

to provide concerts and premieres and

all that sort of de luxe thing. But it

didn't work out quite that way in

Etobicoke—sports, yes; an occasional

special, yes; but mainly subsequent-run

movies. So we come to the latest gambit,

which seems to be having the ground-

work laid for it even before Hartford

starts collecting its test feevee dollars.

This latest gambit is simply that feevee

would be fine if only the mean old

movie exhibitors would let it alone.

Mr. O'Neil says that exhibitors "have

spent too much time opposing change

and not enough effort learning to ac-

commodate themselves to it . .
." In

other words, feevee is inevitable, fel-

lows, particularly if you lie down and

play dead.

We can't say much about the specifics

of the Hartford feevee programs. It's

too early. But judging by the pre-broad-

cast performance, the theme song should

be "Hearts and Flowers." Mr. O'Neil

is already rehearsing it.

II iuw<> to Spend
Advvrtisiittj $?
The MPAA advertising-publicity di-

rectors' committee is considering a

suggestion by 20th-Fox vice president

Charles Einfeld that a research pro-

gram be conducted to determine the

value of film and theatre advertising

in the various media. It is a project

worthy of the attention and combined

energies of the entire industry.

Apparently, Mr. Einfeld's idea is to

look into the possibility of transferring

much of the traditional advertising

allegiance from the newspaper amuse-

ment page to other, less cluttered show-

cases, such as radio, television, mag-

azines, etc. His proposed inquiry prom-

ises to reveal some interesting and in-

formative answers to these questions:

Where is our advertising dollar going?

What is it doing for us?

Some extremely pertinent remarks

about advertising research in general,

which appeared in "The Marketing

Job," published by the American Man-

agement Association, have specific ap-

plication to the film industry.

A chapter by Robert F. Elder, for-

mer professor, Lever Bros, executive

and now head of Plax Corp., offers the

following incisive comment:

"The average top executive or corpo-

ration director, when he talks frankly,

will usually concede that most of his

decisions about advertising are based

on a blend of faith and fear ... He

fears that failure to do enough adver-

tising, or to do it well enough, may

impair his company's competitive posi-

tion. Beyond this, he finds he must rely

for the most part on hunch, rule of

thumb, or trial and error. He gropes

for solid facts, measures and standards

similar to those he customarily applies

in other business areas. He seldom finds

them. Perhaps this groping uncertainty

is the primary reason why the adver-

tising appropriation is a favorite tar-

get when economies must be sought.

"It is not like the American business

man to live with a situation of such

frustrating uncertainty. It is obvious

that he is not happy with it. Much

money, time, and effort have been

poured into attempts to measure adver-

tising. As a matter of fact, there has

been much success in certain directions,

for we have a multitude of rather pre-

cise ways to measure where advertising

goes. However, progress toward meas-

urement of what it does after it gets to

its destination has been slow and halt-

ing. Yet this is the key measurement.

Without it, we cannot relate results to

cost, and hence cannot manage and

control the activity with true efficiency."

A fuller knowledge of the effective-

ness of the various advertising media

would go a long way toward establish-

ing a sensible, yet flexible, set of rules

to guide the promotion departments of

the film companies and their exhibition

customers. A more efficient use of

movie advertising would, we feel, in

the long run, lead to bolder, more

imaginative experimentation and, rather

than a curtailment of expenditures, an

increase in total outlay. Mr. Einfeld's

suggested research program is a firm

step in the right direction.
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The most famous and beloved story-book hero who

has thrilled hundreds of millions the world 'round

with his incredible exploits! Now coming your way

for prime summer playing time!

The most fabulous adventures that ever stunnei

the imagination! Filmed in Fantascope — a startlinj

new process of special effects photography neve

before equalled!

# starring

Ker\

co-starring

EWS Judi Meredith Torin Thatc
Screenplay byORVILLE H. HAMPTON and NATHAN JURAN From a Story by ORVILLE H. HAMI



mrnm
1 most in selling tools! Full color half-page ad

rPuck Comic Weekly in 33 key cities! 9 foot illu-

l ated lobby display! Teaser and regular trailers

-"V and Radio spots — and more! more! more!

ALL IN FABULOUS

FANTASCOPE

TECHNICOLOR

pecial Photographic Effects in

\C0PE by HOWARD A. ANDERSON

Associate Producer

ROBERT E. KENT

Directed by

NATHAN JURAN

An EDWARD SMALL

PRODUCTION
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Hemingway's "Adventures of a Young Man"

3cC4iHC44 1R<*U*t O O O
Excellent production based on Hemingway' s biographi-

cal stories. Superbly acted. Has humor, adventure,

warmth. Solid boxoffice entry for all markets.

Taking as his source Ernest Hemingway's biographical Nick

Adams stories, producer Jerry Wald has come up with a motion

picture rich in both dramatic values and popular appeal. Under

the dedicated pen of A. E. Hotchner, the color and sense of

manly adventure, so long associated with Hemingway's writ-

ings, is transferred to the screen flavorfully and impressively.

A finely balanced, if unspectacular, cast plays every key role

to the hilt. Richard Beymer, Diane Baker, Corinne Calvet, Fred

Clark, Dan Dailey, James Dunn, Juano Hernandez, Arthur

Kennedy, Ricardo Montalban, Susan Strasberg, Jessica Tandy,

Eli Wallach—and Paul Newman in a relatively minor role

—

perform beautifully against strikingly effective Michigan-Wis-

consin-northern Italy backgrounds filmed in DeLuxe Color-

CinemaScope. There is something here for everyone—adven-

ture, humor, romance and war. In short, here is a film certain

to reach out to men and women alike and prove a solid money-

maker in all situations. Director Martin Ritt has staged the

story with a keen sense of the light-hearted innocence (during

the first half) and the pain and suffering (at the end). The

last hour—Italy during World War I—is the tragedy of

"A Farewell to Arms" all over again. Here Ritt dramatically

brings off a young man's baptism of fire—the brutalities of

battle, the shock of witnessing death for the first time and the

traumas accompanying an ill-fated romance. To Beymer falls

the difficult task of portraying the various stages of Nick's

emotional growth, and while lacking the true depth this re-

viewer would like to have seen, he manages to come through

with a believeable and generally honest characterization. Ken-

nedy is fine as Beymer's doctor father, who tries to teach his son

the art of manliness while being shackled himself to a domi-

neering wife. Miss Tandy is shrewishly possessive as the latter.

Newman turns in his most unusual delineation to date as

"The Battler," a broken-down and crazed ex-world champion

boxer turned bum, while Hernandez is touching as his kindly

Negro companion. Daily is first-rate as an alcoholic, dope-

addicted press agent for a traveling burlesque show, and Clark

projects the right degree of cynicism and warmth as the show's

owner. Montalban is splendid as the sophisticated Italian major

Beymer rescues during a battle, Wallach is excellent as Bey-

mer's Italian-American orderly, and Miss Strasberg is poignant

as the Italian nurse Beymer falls in love with. Miss Baker,

Beymer's Michigan sweetheart, Miss Calvet, whose job it is

to sign up volunteer ambulance drivers, and Dunn, a telegraph

operator, round out the collection of colorful portrayals. Franz

Waxman's melodically understated score, Lee Garmes' striking

photography and Don Feld's periodic costumes are additional

pluses in making "Young Man" the fine entertainment it is.

The plot finds Beymer growing disappointed over Kennedy's

weaknesses and angry over Miss Tandy's continual admonish-

ments. He breaks with Miss Baker and decides to hitchhike to

New York with a friend. The latter calls it quits and Beymer,

continuing alone falls off of a freight train, spends a few

happy days camping with Newman and Hernandez until a

mental relapse on the part of Newman drives Beymer away.

He then meets Dailey and Clark. Arriving in New York

Beymer fails to get a job on a newspaper and, in desperation,

signs up as an ambulance driver with the rank of lieutenant

in the Italian army. He is seriously wounded in the legs.

Convinced he's destined to be a cripple, he falls in love with

Miss Strasberg. The hospital is bombed and Beymer marries

Miss Strasberg as she lies dying. Despondent over her death,

Beymer is invalided out of the service. Returning home a hero,

he is stunned to learn that Kennedy has committed suicide.

Now Beymer decides to leave home again—this time as a man.

20th Century-Fox. 145 minutes. Richrd Beymer, Diane Baker, Corinne Calvet, Fred
Clark, Dan Dailey, James Dunn, Juano Hernandez, Arthur Kennedy, Ricardo Mont-
alban, Susan Strasberg, Jessica Tandy, Eli Wallach and Paul Newman. Produced
by Jerry Wald. Directed by Martin Ritt.

"Hatari!"

Colorful jungle adventure, starring Wayne, looks like

good entry for male trade and youngsters. Good ani-

mal stuff.

Producer-director Howard Hawks, absent from the screen

for several years, returns with this Technicolor adventure film

about men and women in Africa who capture wild animals

for zoos. With John Wayne as the marquee lure and the game
areas of Tanganyika as the locale, "Hatari!" should attract the

action fans. There are memorable vistas of the African plains,

some truly exciting and thrilling game hunting sequences, an

imaginative background score by Oscar winner Henry Mancini,

and some moments of delightful comedy. If scripter Leigh

Brackett had constructed a more solid storyline and given

the international cast deeper characterizations to work with,

and Hawks had geared his film to a more reasonable running

time (159 minutes), this Paramount release could have been

a big hit. Unfortunately, these shortcomings limit patronage to

the male contingent and the youngsters. "Hatari!" is at its

best when it chases zebras, buffalos and rhinos across the green

and yellow African veldt, or when comedian Red Buttons (a

standout) launches a two-stage rocket and a 100 foot net over

a tree full of monkeys, or where talented Elsa Martinelli finds

herself the adopted mother of three baby elephants. The pace

slacks considerably when the focus turns to the flimsy personal

relationships. Wayne is his usual stolid self as a devil-may-

care animal catcher escaping from an unhappy romance. His

group consists of German actor Hardy Kruger, an ex-racinp,

driver; Miss Martinelli, a free-lance photographer; Buttons, a

former New York cab driver; Frenchman Gerard Blain ("The

Cousins"), a self-assured rifleman; beautiful young Michele

Girardon, head of the business; and Bruce Cabot, an Indian

who is badly gored while chasing a rhino. In between the

animal hunts, Kruger and Blain vye for Mile. Girardon's

affections, only to lose her to Buttons, and Wayne finds himself

falling for Miss Martinelli. The rhino "jinx" is finally broken

with the animal's capture, and Wayne agrees to marry Miss

Martinelli after chasing her all over town using her three

elephants as bloodhounds.

Paramount. 159 minutes. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger, Elsa Martinelli, Gerard
Blain, Red Buttons. Produced and Directed by Howard Hawks.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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"Birdman of Alcatraz"

1R*U«? GOG
Interesting, but overlong, depiction of lifer Stroud and
his work with birds in prison. Big promotion job faces

UA.

It must be immediately noted that United Artists' promotion

department faces a big task in selling this unusual and provoca-

tive, but grim, prison story. It tells the strange, but true tale of

Robert Stroud's 50 years in prison, 43 of them in solitary,

and his self-rehabilitation. Stroud, charged with killing a man
in Alaska for beating his girl friend and a guard at Leaven-

worth was denied all human companionship for four decades,

yet turned himself into a scholar (his bird disease book is con-

sidered the definitive work) and a controversial writer (his

book on prison life is locked away in Washington). "Birdman"

is definitely a quality film, but it will take an intensive cam-

paign by UA and exhibitors to sell it in the mass market.

Strongly acted by Burt Lancaster, imaginatively directed by

John Frankenheimer (a difficult feat since much of the film

centers on Lancaster alone in his cell with his birds) and

intelligently scripted by co-producer Guy Trosper, the film

possesses ingredients certain to stir up want-to-see among a

wide range of viewers. There is, however, one major flaw

—the inordinate length. The thorough examination of a rebel-

lious man and the change in our prison system begins to grow
tedious during 143-minutes running time. Talky, repetitive

sequences which slow down the pace easily could be eliminated.

"Birdman" explores two primary points: one, treatment of

prisoners, and, two, the question, why Stroud, now considered a

genius and a changed man, has been denied paroles since 1936.

Lancaster, in his most trying role to date, is exceptionally good.

In effective, credible fashion, he makes the change from a

youthful hot-head to a 72 year-old man with spirit still un-

broken. The support is excellent: Karl Maiden, the Leaven-

worth-Alcatraz warden who opposes Lancaster's fight for free-

dom, yet comes off a man strangely humane in his own way;

Thelma Ritter, Lancaster's devoted mother, who saves him
from the gallows by appealing to President Wilson in 1920;

Betty Field, the bird-loving Indiana widow who marries

Lancaster in a civil ceremony, then launches the first news-

paper campaign that embarrasses prison bureaucrats and arouses

public sympathy for him; Neville Brand, a guard, the only

person who has daily contact with Lancaster during his 26
years of solitary in Leavenworth. Edmond O'Brien appears

briefly as the author of Stroud's controversial biography. Actual

prison locales, Burnett Guffey's sharp black-and-white lensing

and a moody Elmer Bernstein score add much to the overall

flavor. Lancaster adopts an orphaned sparrow, begins studying

bird life, wins a fight allowing prisoners to keep pets in their

cells (at one point Lancaster is surrounded by hundreds of

chirping birds) and eventually becomes a bird authority. Trans-

ferred to Alcatraz, he continues his battle for prisoner rights,

and helps end a bloody riot. The ending finds him being trans-

ferred to a less severe prison.

United Artists. 143 minutes. Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden, Thelma Ritter, Neville
Brand, Betty Field. Produced by Guy Trosper and Stuart Miller. Directed by John
Frankenheimer.

"The Phantom of the Opera"

ScMitetA &€tfiK$ G G Plus

Third version of classic horror story will satisfy terror

devotees. Handsome color production.

This classic horror story shows up for the third time, this

time through the courtesy of England's terror specialists,

Hammer Films, and Universal. Now it's Herbert Lorn playing

the demented, disfigured Phantom. Although there are some
changes in this version (the locale is England, the Phantom is

more sympathetic, a dwarf does most of his dirty work), there

are still plenty of chilling moments to excite devotees of the

macabre. Grosses figure to run above-average in action and
ballyhoo houses and in drive-ins. The handsome Eastman Color

production, rich in elaborate Opera House sets, a colorful

opera production, and the bizarre underground hide-out where
the Phantom plays the organ, raise the quality of the film way
above standard horror attractions. Suspense is skillfully doled

out by director Terence Fisher, and a mood of evil hangs over

the 84-minutes running time. Lorn, complete with a hideous,

one-eyed mask, and an acid-burned face (revealed at the end)

makes a fascinating Phantom, bent on destroying the man who
cheated him out of his musical compositions. Heather Sears is

effective as the young singer whose voice fascinates Lorn,

Edward Souza is likeable as her handsome protector, Michael

Gough is thoroughly pompous and obnoxious as the music

stealer, and Ian Wilson is a frightening dwarf. Lorn, dis-

figured in a fire while trying to destroy his music (about to

be published under Gough's name), lives beneath the Opera
House with Wilson. For five years the Phantom plagues all

productions (instruments are smashed, stage hands are mur-
dered). Then he hears Miss Sears singing and has Wilson
kidnap her. De Souza, investigating tbe underground river

running beneath the Opera House, comes across Lorn and
Miss Sears. Lorn tells his story, then persuades de Souza to

allow him to turn Miss Sears into a great opera star. On open-

ing night Miss Sears is a success, but when the dwarf is spotted

backstage, he leaps to a chandelier hanging over Miss Sear's

head. Lorn rips off his mask, leaps from his box, throws Miss

Sears aside, and dies beneath the falling chandelier.

Universal-International. 84 minutes. Herbert Lorn, Heather Sears. Produced by
Anthony Hinds. Directed by Terence Fisher.

"It Happened in Athens"

&0ttfH€44 G PIUS

Ludicrous plot, poor performances waste 92 minutes
of Deluxe Color film. Mansfield will get it drive-in

play-off.

"It Happened in Athens" should never have happened.

Despite the presence of voluptuous Jayne Mansfield, this 20th

Century-Fox release is going to have a hard time getting off the

ground. The effort to develop some comedy and adventure

around the first modern revival of the Greek Olympic Games
in 1896 falls flat on its face. It was handsomely filmed on loca-

tion in DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope, and director Andrew
Marton (creator of "Ben-Hurs" chariot race) managed a degree

of visual excitement with his spectacular stadium-jammed
sequences, but Laslo Vadnay's hack script and embarrassing

performances by Miss Mansfield, as Greece's most glamorous
actress who offers herself in marriage to the winner of the

Games, and Trax Colton, a young shepherd fired with a desire

to run the 26-mile Marathon, make "Athens" a rather ludi-

crous entry that can only hope for a play-off as a dualler in

drive-ins. Maria Xenia comes off best as Miss Mansfield's per-

sonal maid who falls in love with Colton. The plot finds

Colton overcoming all obstacles and being allowed to run in

the Marathon race. Miss Xenia fears that if he wins she will

lose him to Miss Mansfield. After a poor start, and plagued bv

a broiling sun, Colton finds himself in a neck-and-neck duel

with the Greek track champion. Colton wins, becomes the

hero of Greece and is released by Miss Mansfield to marrv

Miss Xenia.

20th Century-Fox. 92 minutes. Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Produced by James
S. Elliott. Directed by Andrew Marton.
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Walter Reade, Jr., whose burgeoning production and distribution

activities have been effecting a growing impression on the industry,

also demonstrates a flair for unusual showmanship that is having its

impact on the public body. He again took to the press in last

Sunday's New York Times with a full-column advertisement devoted
to an editorialized discussion of the universality of films—not avoid-

ing, mind you, some incidental mention of the latest releases being

offered by his Continental Distributing, Inc. A most effective bit of

soft-selling, if ever we've seen it. The text of the ad appears below.

Having just returned from The Film

Festival at Cannes, I was impressed as

always by the universality of good mo-

tion pictures. I have attended eleven of

the last fifteen festivals, and watched

the growth of the International Film

Industry—accepting it as a natural trend

in motion picture production.

As Hollywood has cut down on the

number of films produced annually it

became essential for American exhibitors

to look elsewhere to insure a continuing

flow of product. Further, there has

developed the desire among producers

to create an authenticity to back-

grounds. Whereas in earlier years, set-

tings were simulated within the confines

of the motion picture studio, today we
find entire production units being trans-

ferred to the actual locale of the story.

(Recently, I had the occasion to see

again that fine film, "The Life of Emile

Zola," and noted that the inscriptions

over the facade of the Chamber of

Deputies in Paris was inscribed in Eng-

lish; at a newstand, all of the news-

papers carried banner headlines in Eng-

lish. If that same film had to be re-made

today, you can be certain that it would

carry all of the "local color" in the

French language.)

Fifteen years ago, most imports found

their way into one of the small theatres

in New York City, where they had an

opportunity to be "discovered" by the

critics and the public. The successful

pictures then went on to play, perhaps,

another fifty theatres throughout the

country before passing into oblivion.

Gradually, this special audience ex-

panded; Americans found that foreign

films were not quite so foreign after

all.

We found ourselves in a growth situ-

ation. Formerly only independent thea-

tre owners and independent distributors

invested in imports. We then began to

see interest developing among large

theatre and film companies. Theatres

throughout the country were being con-

verted into "Art" Theatres; films from

abroad were added to the release sche-

The

Language

Of Good

Films Is

International

dule of many major companies simul-

taneously. When the audience reached

sufficient proportions, many of the pic-

tures were booked into the larger movie

palaces where they were received with

great enthusiasm.

"Room At The Top" is a case in

point. It was first shown only in a

few carefully selected small theatres.

The public response was so tremendous

that we sought to show the film in cities

usually by-passed because there was no
"Art" Theatre. The result was surpris-

ingly successful. It proved that people

everywhere enjoyed a fine picture even

when the accents seem a bit strange.

The universality of the plot permitted

audiences to identify with the film. And
after Simone Signoret won her Academy
Award, there was a demand throughout

America to see her fine performance.

We have seen films of all languages

achieve great popularity. While the suc-

cess of Brigitte Bardot has been obvious

and easily explained, the French and
British have not been the only ones to

profit. The Italian neo-realists sur-

rendered to the bosoms of Lollobrigida

and Loren and onward to the new wave
of Fellini, Antonioni and Visconti. "La

Dolce Vita," a subtitled film, broke box

office records wherever it played, in

theatres large and small.

Russian films have been extraor-

dinarily successful; even the most "anti"

of Americans has been deeply moved
and has found himself in sympathy with

the characters depicted. Ingmar Berg-

man has become one of Sweden's most

profitable exports. Greece made a con-

tribution last year, and "Never On
Sunday" has broken box office records

in every theatre in which it played, out-

grossing many American-made pictures.

From Poland, from India, from Spain,

from Mexico, from Japan . . . the parade

continues. In subtitled versions or in

dubbed-into-English versions, these films

are gaining an acceptance never dreamed

of a decade ago

!

And the American press has followed

suit. Heretofore imported films received

only modest support in newspapers and

a cursory acceptance among most na-

tional magazines. They now are treated

as the equal to American films. Hailed

for their boldness, these pictures were

discussed usually in terms of subject

matter. But times have certainly changed,

when in the same week, Time and Life

each devoted considerable space to a

young lady with the unlikely name of

Rita Tushingham, the young British

star of "A Taste of Honey". Her un-

usual talents are discussed at great

length and Life actually published a

full page photograph of her beautiful-

homely face

!

The success of "Honey" in New
York and in California has matched

the success of the picture in London,

which is always gratifying. The press re-

ception matched the acclaim, accorded

the picture at Cannes, and the four

British Film Academy Awards it gar-

nered. Again and again, we find proof

that our audiences are seeking only one

thing: entertainment. Whether it is the

bittersweet love story of "A Taste of

Honey", the echo of laughter of "Harold

Lloyd's World of Comedy", the poig-

nancy of "Ballad of a Soldier" or the

waterfront excitement of "A View

From The Bridge" is merely incidental.

Whether it is the British comedy of

Peter Sellers or a French drama is sec-

ondary. For the language of good films

is truly international!

—WALTER READE, JR.
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AUTHENTIC DISPLAY. The next best thing to visiting Dutch New
Guinea, where "The Sky Above—The Mud Below" was filmed, is

bringing it back to New York. Reasoning thusly, Embassy Pic-

tures' inventive promotion department constructed an elaborate

theatre front and lobby display at the Forum Theatre, part of

which is shown above. Heralding the American premiere engage-

ment of the Academy Award winning documentary, the display

included authentic, primitive art objects. Below, an Embassy
animated float that covered New York for the opening forms a

backdrop for, 1. to r., Embassy president Joseph E. Levine,

B. S. Moss Enterprises v.p. Larry Morris and Leonard Lightstone,

Embassy v.p. Two-pronged push has art, commercial aspects.

'LOLITA' TAKES A BOW. As a fitting climax to a clever, widespread advance campaign,
a big crowd (above) presses forward to glimpse world premiere festivities for M-G-M's
"Lolita" at New York's Loew's State. Below, seen left to right in left panel, Metro
general sales manager Robert Mochrie, Mrs. Mochrie and Walter Reade, Jr.; center,

Seven Arts Productions topper David B. Stillman, Louis Chesler, Seven Arts chairman
of the board; right, Loew's Theatres executive Preston R. Tisch, stars Sue Lyon and
lames Mason. The black-tie audience included leaders of industry and government.

7 *ID£ xkefT

SHOWMANSHIP SEMINAR. Twentieth-Fox vice president Charles Einfeld, c, and
exploitation director Rodney Bush head table at conclave of Fox field force in Chicago

for Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Longest Day" seminar. Stepped-up use of radio-TV pro-

motion for roadshow release was discussed. The picture bows in October.
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ARE THEATREMEII DOING THEIR SHARE?

Exhibitor Showmanship in Action

Disproves 'Do-Nothing' Allegation

"Any time of the year is open season

on exhibitors. Either one critic happens

to walk into a dilapidated house, or a col-

umnist just doesn't have someone to pan

. . . so we take it on the chin. It happens

so often that we just get used to it, and

say nothing in our defense. Then, of

course, some of the film companies always

are accusing us of riding on the coattails

of their campaigns. What we need is

someone—preferably a large circuit—to

speak up on our behalf. Show our detrac-

tors, by citing concrete examples of show-

manship in action, what we are doing to

keep business perking."

That request for the theatreman's side

of the "do-nothing" controversy came re-

cently from a one-house operator in the

midwest. His contention, in the main, was

that while there are those exhibitors

—

and film companies, too—who sit on their

hands and wait for the public to buy mov-

ies, the great majority are a strong blend

of showman and town merchant well

aware of the job they have to do in this

era of the constricted market.

In fact, the feeling runs strong in theatre

circles that the wellspring of enthusiasm

must emanate from the distributors them-

selves. "Let them initiate strong campaigns

on their pictures," said one Eastern cir-

cuitman, "and we'll follow through at the

local level. Wherever this pattern has been

followed, I believe you'll find highly satis-

factory results at the boxoffice."

Klein Cites NT Sell

Speaking up specifically on behalf of

National Theatres, president Eugene V.

Klein replied in a meaningful manner to

a recent trade press blast at the theatre

branch of the business. Spelling out in no

uncertain terms just how "we have the

management that knows how to roll up

its sleeves and go to work," Klein listed a

number of promotions spearheaded by his

firm and designed to "bring more people

out to the theatres."

(1) "We became the first major circuit

to contract for and distribute in our thea-

tres the pocket-size magazine, 'Movies To-

day.' We believe that our industry must

furnish to the public advance information

on the new pictures released. We are now
ordering 130,000 copies monthly of 'Mov-

ies Today.'

(2) "Through National Theatres and
with the support of the Hollywood studios

and distributors, and another major ex-

hibitor, the 'Holiday Movie Preview,' a
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rotogravure magazine, was launched. A
quarter of a million copies of this mag-

azine were distributed last fall in our

theatres. A new summer issue is in the

planning stages.

(3) "We have constantly carried the

hall to feature the new stars and faces in

our theatres. Presently we are working on

a new plan to introduce America's new
personalities to our audiences.

(4) "Our company introduced the

'Holiday Movie Season Is Here Again!'

campaign, which resulted in full-page

story and art breaks on new product in

the Los Angeles newspapers. We later ex-

panded this idea. Through the use of mats

made available to us by one of the Los

Angeles newspapers for a nominal rate,

this feature became available to all of our

theatres, as well as to our competitors, in

the 17 states in which we operate.

(5) "Our company launched the Acad-

emy Awards contests designed to sell

Academy Award nominations. This device

now is used not only in most of the cities

and towns in which National Theatres

operate, but it is afforded to other exhib-

itors in other parts of the country.

(6) "Along with emphasis on exploita-

tion, advertising and publicity, we also are

moving ahead on another front . . . that

of giving to our patrons the best in com-

fort, the best in sound and projection, the

best in patron services. Excluding our cur-

rent expansion program, our company

now is spending $2,000,000 annually to

remodel and update existing theatres."

On a more general level, Klein pointed

to numerous showmanship pluses of which

the company can boast. Among them, are

the following: extensive use wherever pos-

sible of the teaser trailer; attempt to get

maximum playing time through holdover

campaigns if audience acceptability justi-

fies; training managers to look for the

angle or hook in a promotion push, or to

develop a new approach; holding weekly

showmanship and planning meetings in

division and district offices throughout the

circuit (here ideas are exchanged, ads and

campaigns discussed), and maintaining ex-

cellent relationships with newspaper edi-

tors and TV-radio people through man-

agers on the local level.

Another circuit ever alert for promo-

tional ideas and especially adept at engi-

neering merchandising tie-ins with local

stores and organizations is the Schine out-

fit. The latest issue of Reel News, pub-

lished by the Schine publicity department,

offers some excellent examples of exhib-

itor showmanship in motion.

Ron Carnicom, manager of the Bucyru

(Ohio) Theatre, tied-in with a local supet

market to push "Pocketful of Miracles

to some handsome boxoffice returns. Th
market, in turn, had a radio tie-in plug

ging the playdate. A large display featui

ing apples and an eye-catching sign wa
placed in a prominent section of the stort

Also, a repeating tape recorder talked uj

"Pocketful", and an apple sale caller

attention to the engagement.

Strong Local Drives

"Hey, Let's Twist" got plenty of pre

motional help from Kenneth Neal, of th

Russell Theatre, Maysville, Kentucky. Th
local campaign centered around a record

plugging tie in with
J.

C. Murphy, a de

partment store. Murphy's advertised in

the newspapers and on radio for a weel

that they would stage a twist party ii

their store front. Broadcast live from ml
store, the bash drew a crowd of some 25i

enthusiasts. The store gave away "Hey

Let's Twist" records to all contestants

and all of its ads carried theatre and play

date tie-in copy.

Foster Liederbach is a versatile show

man equally skilled at building up inter

est in a kiddie show or an adult attractioi

at his Ben Ali Theatre, Lexington, Ken

tucky. For his showing of "The Mark,

Liederbach sent letters to sociology pro

fessors at the University of Kentucky an<

placed small copy signs on the bulletii

boards at the school. Plenty of interes

was aroused among the students, anc

every professor invited was at the show

Lexington (Ky.) at large was com

pletely saturated with "King of Kings'

promotion, thanks to the tireless effort

of Sam Mills, of the Strand Theatres. Let

ters were sent to the schools, merchants'

service clubs and women's organizations:

Special library displays were employed it

public schools and in the university. Thi

editor of the local newspaper was invite(j

to the show, after which he penned a val

uable story on the theatre. And, last bu

not least, the theme song was played 01

the local radio station. Certainly an all-ou

effort of showmanship that can serve a

an answer to any exhibitor detractor.

If anything, in fact, now that produc

is not so plentiful as in the past, mos

theatremen are constantly searching fo|

ways to beef up ordinary engagements and

transform good pictures into smash box
;

office hits.
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SHOCK EFFECT. This sinister-looking lobby display was set up at the United Artists Theatre

in Louisville, Ky., to plug 20th-Fox's "Cabinet of Caligari." Highly effective copy, plus the

clever employment of milly-heads went into this provocative horror set piece. Sex angle,

via girls' words, eerie aspects, via art, were aimed at wide audience.

'EL CID.' Attending invitational premiere of "El Cid" at Washing-

ton, D.C.'s Warner Theatre are, 1. to r., Leon Patlach vice presi-

dent of Samuel Bronston Productions; Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel

Biddle, widow of the late Ambassador to Spain, and Antonio

Garrigues, Ambassador from Spain.

'ZOTZ!' On London set of "The

Old Dark House," actor Tom Pos-

ton, Columbia national promotion

chief Robert S. Ferguson, pro-

ducer William Castle discuss cam-

paign materials for the latter's

forthcoming production of "Zotz!"

Poston is starred in the Colum-

bia summer release, which is

slated for a hard-hitting, wide-

spread promotional push aimed

at the kids, adult exploitation

patronage in all areas.

Col. Names Rosenthal

Bud Rosenthal was promoted to

the post of Columbia Pictures

publicity manager, it was an-

nounced by Robert S. Ferguson,

national promotion chief. A mem-

ber of the home office publicity

department since 1959, Rosen-

thal succeeds Hortense Schorr,

who was named coordinator of

publicity. Ferguson pointed out

that the appointment was in

line with Columbia's policy of

promotion from within its ranks.

NEW FACE. Mary Badham, young newcomer of Universal's "To

Kill a Mockingbird," arrives in New York for advance promotion

on the picture. She made P.A.'s, gave interviews.

ORIENTAL BALLY. Above, four rickshaws paraded down Chicago's main streets in a two-

day push for "Road to Hong Kong" opening at Chicago Theatre. Below, high school girls

distribute fortune cookies in lobby of Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, to plug "Hong

Kong" bow. Carnations also were presented to the ladies.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

March
HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/42.

April

BIG WAVE. THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 73 min.

•June

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith 85 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren. 170
min

.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 94 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

September

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL-;

March
TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. Producer Maurice Duke. Di-

rector William J. Hole, Jr. 87 min. 4/2/62.

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Archie Savage, Gaby
Farinon, Rik Von Notter. Science fiction. 79 min.

BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wingarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 89
min. 4/2/62

PHANTOM PLANET, THE Dean Fredericks, Colleen
Gray, Tony Dexter. Science fiction. 82 min.

May
P»AIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 71 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 81 min.

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZEROI Ray Milland, Jean Hagen.
Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff,
Arnold Houghland.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color. Panavision. Vincent
Price, Basil Rathbone, Peter Lorre, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan

Poe trilogy. 85 min. 6/11/62.

August
MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Director Hugo Fregonese.

September
WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Anna Ralli Producer Fulvio

Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action film. 91

min.

October

REPTILICUS Color. Budil Miller, Carl Ottoisen.

November
WILD CARGO CinemaScope, Color. Pier Angeli, Ed-
mund Purdom.

December
GOLIATH AND THE WARRIORS OF GENGHIS KHAN
Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani.

January
YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

END OF THE WORLD
GREAT DELUGE, THE

HAUNTED PALACE Color. Edgar Allan Poe story.

HAUNTED VILLAGE, THE Vincent Price. Producer-Direc-
tor Roger Corman.

MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES. THE

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

April

MOON PILOT Technicolor. Tom Tryon, Brian Keith,

Edmond O'Brian, Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney,

Bill Anderson. Director James Neilson. Wacky farce.

98 min. 1/22/62

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/62.

Coming
IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Maurice
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robrt Stevenson. Based on the

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children."

February
THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Ji
|Adams. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Frank McD<

aid. 78 min. 3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, C.
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwy
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldm
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 114 m

.

2/5/62.

March
HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Produ.

Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang J

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer S

Katzman. Direcotr Oscar Rudolph. Exploitation ent

87 min. 4/16/62

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle, Bry

Russell. Producer Tom Naud. Director Walter Donig
Baseball drama. 83 min. 4/30/62.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, R

Martin, Stephanie Powers. Producer-Director Ble

Edwards. 123 min. 4/30/62.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawk!
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Freder
Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway I

109 min. 4/30/62.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Dolores Do ' .

Michael Callan. Producer William Bloom. Direc

Philip Leacock. 80 min. 5/14/62.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Lau<
J

ton. Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tiern'

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama
Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbroc

Nancy Kovack.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director Vi

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, K

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlman. Direc

Richard puine. 123 min.

August

INTERNS. THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, S

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harare
Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. 120 m
6/1 1/42.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT. THE The Three Stoog

September

BATTLE ABOARD THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. I

FIANT) Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quay
Producer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Da'

Niven, Alberto Sordi Michael Wilding. Producer D

de Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton.

October

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana M
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, D«

Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurent

Diiector Richard Fleischer.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Je

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Geo
bidney.

DIAMOflD HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimie

George Chakiris, Fra.ice Nuyen, Jams Darren. P

ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Ar

strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schne

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toc

Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack H<

kins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegal. Direc

David Lean.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Qui

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Produ'

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Les[

Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer T

Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/ll/''||
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JULY SUMMARY
The early July release chart flashes

good news for exhibitors: a hefty 23-

picture line-up, with the possibility of

additional product being set before the

month is too old. Allied Artists tops

the list for the first summer month
wtih five films, followed closely by

M-G-M and United Artists, each with

three entries. Four companies—20th-

Fox, Universal, American-International

and Paramount—are ready with two

releases, and four—Columbia, Warner

Bros., Buena Vista and Continental

—

are set with one apiece.

February

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. A Raf Vallono, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-
grin. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.
Version of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/62.

April

RIFF I FOR GIRLS Madja Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
Constantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
Jofte. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

June

NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
underworld of crime.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson!
Film version of the Broadway stage play. 100 min.

July

HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
min. 4/14/62.

August

HANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
mond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
man twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
Lionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black!
Director Robert Day. 87 min.

UN VIE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Marquano Ivan
Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes DeLahaie. Direc-
tor Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

September

IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Director Alfred Shaughnessy. 64 min.

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Guillerimm

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Frani Peter Wirth.
?6 min.

JELL" ANTONIO (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Marcello
vlastroianni, Claudia Cardinale. Producer Alfredo Bini.
director Mauro Bolognini. Italian drama of lover threat.
;ned by impotence. 101 min. 4/16/62.

3ERNADETTE OF LOURDES IJanus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
?0 min.

JIG MONEY, THE (Lopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

3LACK TIGHTS IMagna Pictures) Technicolor Techni-
_ama. Zui Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer
Poland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman'

3/75/62
Direct°r Terence Young. 116 min.

ilOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
-ord, Jack Betts.

»AY THE SKY EXPLODED. THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
chmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani
)ano Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction!
10 mm.

>EVIL'S WANTON. THE (Embassy! Doris Svedlund
lirger Malmuten, Eva Henning. Producer Lorens
•tarmstedt. Director Ingmar Bergman. 72 min. 6/11/62.

JOCTOR IN LOVE IGovernor Films) Michael Craig
irgmia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
letty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
omedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

:CLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

(

:VA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.
:EAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac Mala
'owers. 78 min.

MVE DAY LOVER. THE IKingsley International) Jean
>eberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
'hilippe de Broca. 86 min.

;IVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash Gay
orester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.
:"GHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
rfala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

ORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell. Lionel
tampton. 82 min.

RANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau Maurice Ronet.
.'roducer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
nurder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/61.

Film

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

LA DOLCE VITA (Astor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico FelHni. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD (Astor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre
Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
98 min. 3/5/62.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (Astor) Gerard Philipe,
Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni! Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE llnterprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-
rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,
Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Astor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 175 min. 7/24/61.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.
Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE IHutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A IKingsley-lnternational)
Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
1 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE lAlexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY IJanus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN (Showcorporation) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/16/62.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanef. Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.
TWO WOMEN (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Sophia Loren.
Jean Paul Belrnondo. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Vittorio de Sica. Italian drama o*f war's impact on a
motfeer and daughter. 105 min. 5/29/61.

VIRI DIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

ZAZIE Catherine Demongeot, Vittorio Caprioli. Pro-
ducer-director Louis Malle. 86 min. 12/25/61.

METRO -GOLDWYN-MAYER

February
FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE. THE CI-
nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,
Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincentr
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/62.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Bas»d on prize-winning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 n..n. 1/8/62.

March
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-
cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/62.

April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of
best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. Ill min.
4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea. Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama- set in the High Sierras in the 1

870 's.

94 min. 5/14/62.

June

LOLITA James Mason, SheWayi Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter

Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.

152 min.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India.

August

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol.
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
rier. Adventure drama

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendarii,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
diaries Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Anthony Franciosa, Jane
Fonda, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weinqarten.
Director George Roy Hill. Screen version of Ten-
nessee Williams' Broadway play.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastr->ianni. Producer Christine Gouie-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesmen chooses a bride for a millionaire.

VIOLENT DAWN Broderick Crawford, Valentina Cartesa
Producer-Director Leonardo Bercovici. Drama-Suspense
story of hostages held by the Nazis.

January

ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker,' Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. 82 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-
ducer-Director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern iazz world. 100 min. 1/22/62.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
87 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter Glenville. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl
Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka 147 min. 4/2/62.

April

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.
4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame Melodrama. 92 min.

June
HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. 90 min.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August
HATARI! Technicolor. John Wayne, Gerard Blain, Red
Buttons. Producer-Director Howard Hawks. 149 min.

Coming
GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLSI Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlln.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Comdy-romanc filmed on
location in Paris.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville
Shavelson. Comedy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matron
bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PAT-HE -AMERICA

March

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
QU ARE FELLOW. THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia
Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-
thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama.
83 min. 6/11/62.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

January
BACHELOR FLAT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Tuesday
Weld, Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm, Terry-Thomas.
Producer Jack Cummings. Director Frank Tashlin. Com-
edy. 91 min. 1 1/27/61.

MADISON AVENUE CinemaScope. Dana Andrews, Elea-
nor Parker, Jeanne Crain, Eddie Albert. Producer-Direc-
tor Bruce Humberstone. How a public relations man gets
to the top. 94 min. 2/19/62.

February
SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe CoJor.
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Tom
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King.

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62.

March
INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F»anklin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based dn Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two American
priests and a young Chinese girl. 124 min. 3/19/62.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kent
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonard
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar-
shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,

Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers and
Hammerstein ' s famous musical with new songs by
Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glynis

Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.
Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-

mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens. 92 min.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Lu»J

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hug
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dunne

A concentration camp victim attempts to escape tl

Israel. I 12 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Rus

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Boshtll

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson. Merri
Anders. Mystery melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Producer

Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLux ,

Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, Joh 1

Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Directo

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful Nevl

England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62,

August

FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Eden

Red Buttons.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAC
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richan

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker. Jessie.

Tandy. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt. Basei

on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 min.

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel

:

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Produce

Pierre Rouve. Dirctor Peter Sellers. Based on Marce

Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instruc

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 97 mini

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Richard Eqan, Ralph Richardson. Diane Baker, Barr

,

Coe David Farrer. When 300 Spartans withheld th<

entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermopylae

113 min

.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richara

Burton Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell,

Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger.

Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath

Gabrielle Dorziat, Producer Ken Hyman. Director Gene

Kelly, Story of a mute and a little girl he befriends

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hoi

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based on

best-seller.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray

Danton Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Kef

Annakin.

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Horst Buchholz. Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Producer

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assassi

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of the

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

February

DEADLY DUO Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson, Roberi'

Lowery. Producer Robert E. Kent. Director Reginald

LeBorg. 69 min. 2/5/62.

PROPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsour,.

Norma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby, Stanley

Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Direc

tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Sammy
Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pro-

ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western comedy

I 12 min. 2/5/62

March

CHILDREN'S HOUR, THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirley

MacLaine James Garner. Producer-Director "illiarr

Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. 10?

min. 1/22/62..

May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-

nell, Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-

bart. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/62.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-

ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel

"The Midwife of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/62.

Film BULLETIN— THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



June
CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey, Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/62.

MAGIC SWORD. THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special
effects. 80 min 4/16/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn. 107 min. 5/14/62.

April May

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.
Kerwin Matthews. Producer Edward Small. Director
Nathan Juran. Special-effects adventure basd on fairy
tale.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bobe Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
comedies. 91 min.

August
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer.
143 min.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
3f Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

Coming
CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stepnen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

SLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
(rarner. From Howard Fast's best-jeller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Mberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

-HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
ion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
(rarner. Director Paul Stanley

(ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
'hilip Karlson.

-AND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
director Leslie Stevens.

VlANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
'iilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
director Frankenheimer.

rfARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Vatling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
luzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

'HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
director Jules Dassin.

•OMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
{red Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Sarfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
^ty. 112 min. 1/8/62.

ARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexteram Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff'
roducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.
HIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
ms, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
vnatole Litvak.

HREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ey J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.
WO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
sine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise
ased on the Broadway hit.

/AR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders
irector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama 81
nn. 4/16/62

/AY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INT' L:

January
-OWER DRUM SONG Color, Panavision. Nancy Kwan
ames Shigeta, Juanita Hall. Miyoshi Umeki. Producer
oss Hunter. Director Henry Koster. 133 min. 11/13/61.

March
E

,

SERT_ PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig
3hn Gregson. Producers Monte Berman Robert S'
Jker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/62.

3VER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day
>ny Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher'
irector Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/61.

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey. 86 min. 5/14/62.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/61.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton. Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 184 min. 10/17/60.

May
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly
Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
106 min. 3/19/62.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/62.

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. 107 min.
5/14/62.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. 81 min. 5/14/62.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gia Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. 99 min. 5/14/62.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. 145 min. 6/1 1/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Color. Herbert Lorn,

Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,
Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarihy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer-Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert
Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin,

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne. Producers Cornel Wilde,
Bernard Luber. Director Cornel Wilde.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Richard Goldstone. Director John Monks, Jr.

TAMMY TAKES OVER Color. Sandra Dee. Producer Ross
Hunter. Director Harry Kelley.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiii Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shlbata, Yee Tak Yip.
Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

February
MAJORITY OF ONE, A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 147 min. 11/13/61.

March
COUCH. THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight. Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 89 min 2/19/62.

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/62.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angle Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/16/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Advenutre drama. 89 min.
5/14/62.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck,
Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director
Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/14/62.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton
Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of
American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.
5/14/62.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor Louis Jourdan. Producer-Directors Jean-
Jacgues Vital, Yvonne Furneaux. Epic drama from the
celebrated novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132
min. 6/1 1/62.

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley
Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's
Broadway musical hit. 150 min. 4/16/62

August

CHAPMAN REPORT. THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

Coming

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of
Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

GUNS OF DARKNESS (Formerly Act of Mercy) Leslie

Caron, David Niven. Producers Thomas Clyde, Ben
Kadish. Director Anihony A3auith. Drama of romance
and adventure in Latin America.

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy From Broadway musical hit.

MR. LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts, Carole Cook.
Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur Lubin, William
Tytla. Combination live action-animation comedy.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall. Producer-Director Mortar Da
Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,
Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-
ducer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Milestone. Drama of
Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret.
Producer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville.
A couple's term of trial in face of charges against
the husband.

To Better Serve You . . .

Office & Terminal Combined At
1018-26 Wood St. New Phones
(above Vine) Phila.: WAInut 5-3944-45

Philadelphia 7, Pa. N. J.: WOodlawn 4-7380

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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Calendar o/f ^umntef fateaMA

Allied Artists

CONFESSIONS OF

AN OPIUM EATER
Vincent Price

REPRIEVE
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray Wal-

ston, Rod Steiger, Sammy Davis, Jr.,

Vincent Price, Broderick Crawford

J\*stor

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER
Charles Aznavour

Buena Vista
BIG RED (Color)

Walter Pidgeon

Columbia
ADVISE AND CONSENT
Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Don
Murray, Walter Pidgeon, Peter Lawford,

Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres,

Burgess Meredith

THE WILD

WESTERNERS (Color)
James Philbrook, Nancy Kovack

ZOTZ!
Tom Poston, Julia Meade

Continental
A TASTE OF HONEY
Do a Bryan, Rita Tushingham

Embassy
BELL' ANTONIO
Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Cardinale

THE DEVIL'S WANTON
Doris Svedlund

WHAT A CARVE UP
Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
LOLITA
James Mason, Shelley Winters, Peter

Sellers, Sue Lyon

THE TARTARS (Color)
Orson Welles, Victor Mature

Paramount
HELL IS FOR HEROES
Bobby Darin, Fess Parker

20th Century-Fox
IT HAPPENED IN

ATHENS (Color)
Jayne Mansfield

LISA (Color)
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

THE SILENT CALL
Gail Russell

20,000 EYES
Gene Nelson, Merry Anders

United Artists
THE MIRACLE WORKER
Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke

Universal
LONELY ARE THE BRAVE
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands

Warner Bros.
MERRILL'S MARAUDERS
(Color)

Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardin

Allied Artists

EL CID (Color)

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren

PAYROLL
Michael Craig

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE
John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon

THE BRIDGE
Volker Bohnet

THE FRIGHTENED CITY
Herbert Lorn

American International

PANIC IN THE YEAR ZERO
Ray Milland, Frankie Avalon

TALES OF TERROR (Color)

Vincent Price, Peter Lorre

Astor
THE OUTCRY
Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair

Buena Vista
BON VOYAGE! (Color)

Fred MacMurray, Jane Wyman

Columbia
THE NOTORIOUS LANDLADY
Kim Novak, Jack Lemmon

Continental
HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD
OF COMEDY
Harold Lloyd

Embassy
BOCCACCIO 70 (Color)

Anita Ekberg, Sophia Loren

THE SKY ABOVE-
THE MUD BELOW
Documentary

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
BOYS' NIGHT OUT (Color)

Kim Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall

DAMON & PYTHIAS (Color)

Don Burnett, Guy Williams

TARZAN GOES TO

INDIA (Color)

Jock Mahoney

Paramount
MY GEISHA (Color)

Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand, Ed-

ward G. Robinson

THE COUNTERFEIT

TRAITOR (Color)

William Holden, Lilli Palmer

20th Century-Fox
AIR PATROL
Willard Parker, Merry Anders

MR. HOBBS TAKES A

VACATION (Color)

James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara

United Artists

JACK THE GIANT

KILLER (Color)

Kerwin Matthews

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG
Spencer Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard

Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Judy Gar-

land, Maximilian Schell, Montgomery

Clift

ROAD TO HONG KONG
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan Collins

Universal
THAT TOUCH OF

MINK (Color)

Cary Grant, Doris Day

Warner Bros.

THE MUSIC MAN (Color)

Robert Preston, Shirley Jones

Allied Artists

DAY OF THE

TRIFFIDS (Color)

Howard Keel

American International

MARCO POLO (Color)

Rory Calhoun

Astor
THE SWINDLE
Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Mas na,

Richard Basehart

Columbia
THE INTERNS
Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzy

Parker

THE THREE STOOGES
IN ORBIT
The Three Stooges

Continental

OPERATION SNATCH
Terry-Thomas, George Sanders

Embassy
CONSTANTINE AND THE

CROSS (Color)

Cornel Wilde

STRANGERS IN THE CITY
Kenny Delmar

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE SAVAGE GUNS (Color)

Richard Basehart

THE WONDERFUL WORLD
OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM
(Color)

Laurence Harvey, Karl Boehm, Claire

Bloom, Barbara Eden, Walter Slezak

TWO WEEKS IN

ANOTHER TOWN (Color)

Kirk Douglas, Edward G. Robinson, Cyd

Charisse

Paramount
HATARI (Color)

John Wayne

20th Century-Fox
FIVE WEEKS IN A

BALLOON (Color)

Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES

OF A YOUNG MAN (Color)

Richard Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Ar-

thur Kennedy, Dan Dailey, Ricardo Mon-

talban, Eli Wallach, Paul Newman

United Artists

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ
Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden, Thelma

Ritter

WEST SIDE STORY (Color)

Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, Russ

Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George Chakiris

Universal
THE SPIRAL ROAD (Color)

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives

Warner Bros.

THE CHAPMAN
REPORT (Color)

Shelley Winters, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.,

Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis Johns

Allied Artists

BILLY BUDD
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn

Douglas

American International

WARRIORS 5
Jack Palance

J\.stov

THE LAST JUDGMENT
Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Jimmy

Durante, Fernandel Melina Mercauri,

Silvana Mangano

Columbia
BATTLE ABOARD
THE DEFIANT
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde

THE BEST OF ENEMIES
David Niven

Continental
WALTZ OF THE

TOREADORS (Color)

Peter Sellers, Margaret Leighton, Dany

Robin

Embassy
DIVORCE-ITALIAN STYLE
Marcello Mastroianni

MADAME SANS GENE (Color)

Sonh a Loren

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS
Jacques Charrier, Jean-Pierre Aumont

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
SWORDSMAN OF

SIENA (Color)

Stewart Granger

THE PASSWORD

IS COURAGE
Dirk Bogarde

20th Century-Fox
I LIKE MONEY (Color)

Peter Sellers

309 SPARTANS (Color)

Richard Egan, Diane Baker

Universal

THE PHANTOM OF

THE OPERA (Color)

Herbert Lorn, Heather Sears

Warner Bros.

GUNS OF DARKNESS
David Niven, Leslie Caron
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LET THE DECISION

AT 20th BE QUICK
-AND WISE!
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Credo for the

New Breed

Of Film Maker
by JERRY WALD
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TARTARS
71

CAPTURE NEW YORI

TAKE" TOPS *500,000 ~!
ii

"Hide your women
seize your swords

the Tartars

are coming."

TARTAR HORDES STORM
VIKING FORTRESS I

TARTARS ABDUCT A VIKING BEAUTY I

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Presents

ORSON . VICTOR

WELLES MATURE

THE TARTARS
TECHNICOLOR

if

MMD WITH

LIANA ORFEI - BELLA CORTEZ FOLCO LU
-co.. RICHARD THORPE • A LUX FILM PRODUCTION

SOCK SATURATION in New York
Metropolitan Area grossed over
HALF A MILLION DOLLARS at
the boxoffice in its first week.

Atlanta saturation, 162 theatres,
boxoffice grosses great.

Saturations are being set for your
area. CONTACT YOUR M-G-M
BRANCH NOW to capture your
share of the boxoffice gold in this

Blockbuster attraction.



Whtt They'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

NO PROXY FIGHT. At least one of the key
figures in the management tug-of-war at 20th-Fox
is confident that the selection of a successor

to Spyros Skouras will be accomplished within

confines of the company's Board room, and
without a proxy fight. "Everyone concerned is

well aware of the dangers to 20th Century of a

proxy fight", he declared, "and we all clearly

understand that we might end up fighting over a

corpse. No one wants that to happen, so we will

find the right man to head the company and go
about the business of restoring it to good health."

3ur informant indicated it is quite possible

that none of the individuals mentioned thus far

in press reports will be chosen for the presidency.

He said it is the feeling of some members of the

committee which will make the selection that

the right man for the job is one with a sound
background in financial matters, as well as

9xperience in the entertainment world. "The
problem here is as critical in economics as in

production," is the way he put it.

o

HARTFORD REACTION: SO WHAT? With
the Hartford Phonevision test one week old, the

attitude of the Connecticut city's populace can
oest be described as apathetic. Lack of public

nterest killed feevee experiments in Chicago, in

Palm Springs, in Bartlesville, and indifference

Threatens to wield the fatal blow to Telemeter's
two year-old adventure in Etobicoke. At
this early stage, the reaction of Hartford
townsfolk is a similar so what? Oddly enough,
this unconcern even extends to local exhibitor
thinking. Movie operators in Hartford and
environs are surprisingly unworried about
:ompetition from the parlor boxoffice. One
theatreman summed up the feeling with these

words: "Sure, we're annoyed at Paramount and
Warners for supplying them with comparatively
new pictures, but so far they aren't getting any
first-run product, and the people appear to be
showing little interest in shelling out dough for

sub-run films on a small screen. There is some mild

curiosity among those I've talked to, but folks

say to me, 'Where's all the great shows they
promised?' " This exhibitor admitted that the

Patterson-Liston title fight in September will

give the test a lift and spur Phonevision
installations, but feels that it is a one-shot deal

and that interest in pay-TV will lag as soon as

the fight is history. Another exhibitor expressed
the opinion that the legal battle against feevee

is "a waste of time and money", because the

courts won't halt such experiments. "Why fight

it in court?" he asked. "Pay-TV will fail because
the public won't buy it. We ought to devote
ourselves to letting the people know that this is

just a scheme to make them pay for what they
now get free of charge on TV. And that is exactly

what most of the folks I've talked to really

believe." Meanwhile, up in Etobicoke, reports

indicate that the coins being dropped in those

"home boxoffices
,

'
>

are getting fewer and fewer, and
Paramount's Telemeter subsidiary is making a

survey of its dwindling number of subscribers

in an attempt to discover what they will pay for.

o

ANOTHER SALES SWITCH. The sales

manager of another major distributor is slated

to exit within a few weeks. His notice is being

held off only until the successor agrees to terms.

o

FALLOW FALL. Exhibitors who voice

complaints about film companies' glutting the

market during the summer holiday months at the

expense of the fall season are fearful of one of the

bleakest September-November outlooks in some
time. Only about 30 pictures thus far are

scheduled for release in the early fall period,

almost half of them foreign-made. AB-PT's Ed
Hyman, tireless champion of orderly release, is

meeting for the next two weeks with distribution

heads in an effort to convince them to push back
some of their strong summer attractions to a time
when they can do both themselves and their

exhibitor customers more good. His argument is

that if all the important product is packed into

July and August, much of it will lose valuable

playdates simply because theatres can't play

everything in so short a time span. And, too,

the industry at large stands to lose a lot of

customers by failing to offer a representative

program for the fall when television competition

gets tough.
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The author of this article enjoys

a reputation as one of the most

seasoned, knowledgeable and

progressive producers in Holly-

wood. At age 49, Jerry Wald has

accumulated an enviable record

of credits matched by few of film -

dom's elite. Once a prolific crafts-

man with a typewriter, his

background as a magaziner and

scenarist has stood him in good

stead in judging story values, with

a keen perception of both box-

office potential and artistic merit.

From his Mildred Pierce, vintage

1945, down to the current Hem-

ingway's Adventures of a Young

Man, Jerry Wald has always dem-

onstrated the hand of a fine

film maker.

Credo

for the

New Breed

of Movie Maker
By JERRY WALD

We all know that motion picture

production today is difficult. Practi-

cally the same problems, tensions, con-

fusions and divergencies appear in all

studios and no one can pretend to solve

these difficulties with the wave of a

magic wand. They have to be dealt

with patiently, calmly and sometimes

slowly. Too many people in our busi-

ness forget that planning and progress

go hand in hand. The entire method

and attitude toward film making,

which has been in effect for over five

decades, is being shown as wanting.

Some motion picture executives have

responded to the present challenge in

characteristic fashion: they have de-

cided that special means big and that

the special quality in films which will

make them successful in the changing

and more exacting market is the ex-

penditure of a great deal of money.

Money has been equated with excel-

lence, for it is much easier to spend

money than to think creatively. Too
many producers, directors, writers and

stars feel that if enough money is

spent on a film and this expenditure

highly publicized, the public will go

out of curiosity to see how the money
was used, if for no other reason.

But the elaborate sets and costumes

cannot be substituted for the intent and

content of films. This point is being

hit home with a vengeance at the pres-

ent time by the immense international

success of some of today's fine Euro-

pean films. Those hitting the headlines,

getting talked about as well as seen,

have been produced with a new, fresh

and realistic outlook. The success of I

these films should be disturbing and

stimulating to everyone in Hollywood.

How have these films, which cost

peanuts to make in comparison with

Hollywood standards, become hits?

What do they contain that we have

not been putting into our films? At

the crossroads of the present we must

look at these films and learn from them

the valuable lesson which lies at the

base of their success: that they substi-

tute imagination for money. They do

not make the error of substituting

money for mood; happy endings for

truth; vulgarity for sensitivity and

hugeness for beauty. In plain language,

they do not play down to an 'ignorant'

public. They display a respect for the

intelligence of the public — and the

public responds and shows real appre-

ciation for their efforts.

Hollywood and glamour have always

been synonymous. In the dictionary,

(Continued on Page 20)
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20th Decision Must Be Quick anil Wise
It is imperative to the wel-

fare of our entire industry, as

well as to the company's share-

holders, that the management
problems at 20th Century-Fox

be settled quickly. And yet it is

essential that the decision on a

successor to Spyros Skouras as

president be made with caution

and a full appreciation of the

peculiar nature of the motion

picture business.

It does not deny 20th's ser-

ious fiscal predicament to sug-

gest that the money problem,
urgent as it is, ranks second
in the rescue operation to the

immediate need for a dynamic,
knowledgeable leader who can

re-wind the wheels of the pro-

duction machine and start it

rolling again in high gear.

Motion picture companies

—

for all the nonsense expounded

about their diversification ac-

tivities—live or die by the mov-
ies they produce and distri-

bute. And 20th Century-Fox

will survive or expire on the

basis of the films it will have

to offer in the months ahead,

and on how effectively it mer-
chandises them.

We are not engaged in a
business of nuts and bolts. Mo-
tion pictures is an uncommon
enterprise requiring uncom-
mon people. The successful

chief executive of a film com-

pany must be a dynamic indi-

vidual versed in the business

and the art. He must be part

fiscal genius, part production

wizard, part snowman. In this

era of independent production,

he must be an astute negotia-

tor and a man of stature in

filmdom to draw to his side the

individual talents who contri-

bute to every phase of produc-

tion. This is the kind of a man
20th Century needs.

It is foolhardy to talk of a

proxy fight, and just as dan-

gerous to toy with the idea of

investing this critical job in

the hands of someone lacking

the proper qualifications.

Dirty Linen
The recent, and much-ballyhooed,

antics of some of our top-name stars

once again have drawn the spotlight of

publicity on movieland's intra-family

relations, but this time there is more

involved than just hanky-panky or some

spirited horseplay. For while the stars

of old cavorted with a free rein, they

usually displayed sufficiently good busi-

ness sense to keep a level head when the

cameras were rolling off expensive foot-

age. Rarely, and usually unsuccessfully,

did they question the judgment and
authority of the producer or director.

And when they did, we do not recall

headlines such as now are the order

of the day.

Now the picture of an industry un-

able to function with any degree of

budgetary control and effective chain

of command is being held up to public

ridicule via stories in daily newspapers

and spreads in national magazines. And,

as Theatre Owners of America presi-

dent John H. Stembler noted recently:

"Such publicity does our industry no

good."

"We have enough serious problems

with censorship threats and product
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shortages," declared Mr. Stembler,

"without compounding them with poor

public relations . . . Exhibition would

certainly applaud any effort by the film

companies and producers to settle their

problems within the industry without

letting the public be bystanders to these

disputes."

Certainly, when a top marquee name

does something extraordinary, that's

news. But every cinema squabble be-

tween producer and star, star and film

company or film company and investors

ought not to be made available for

plastering over eight columns. The in-

dustry has of late displayed what Mr.

Stembler rightly refers to as the "bad

habit of washing its dirty linen in pub-

lic." It is a harmful habit that should

be checked as quickly as possible for

the good of all parties concerned.
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Where's the Publicity?

The other day I picked up a copy of the Sunday New York
Times and saw an ad for a new picture which ran three full

pages. One of these pages dealt with the opening of the twin

theatres at which the new film was to premiere. The other two

pages, however, were solely concerned with the motion picture

itself, representing a terrific send-off for a screen presentation.

It looked even better by comparison with the editorial space

devoted to motion pictures in the very same section. Said edi-

torial space amounted to one page, plus a column for critic

Bosley Crowther in the choice front-page layout.

I do not contend that motion pictures should get a section

all to themselves in The Times, nor am I suggesting that the

amount of editorial coverage should depend upon the amount
of advertising. If this were the case, we would be getting

nothing but news about the department stores, since they are

the major newspaper advertisers. It does seem to me, though,

that motion pictures today deserve more space than they get in

The Times and in other papers as well. There is only one

trouble. There isn't enough good copy.

We get involved at this point in one of those chicken-and-

the-egg situations. Some of the publicity people say there is no

point in striving for more and better publicity copy, because

the papers aren't using it any more. Some of the papers say

they aren't giving as much space to the movies because they

can't get decent copy. You pays your money and you takes

your choice. It is fair to state, however, that in general the

caliber of publicity writing today—in the opinion of many
publicity executives themselves—is quite low. These same ex-

ecutives, I should add, do not have a particularly high opinion

of the caliber of newspaper writing about the movies. And if

neither the newspaperman nor the publicists can turn out

sparkling copy, then where are we? I hasten to note that there

are outstanding exceptions. The staff of The Times, for exam-

ple, can turn out excellent news and feature material and the

paper proves the point week after week. But The Times has

a staff unequalled on any other newspaper in the nation. What
happens with the other newspapers?

0
I cannot help but think that more space would be devoted

to motion pictures in the newspapers if more good story ma-
terial and pictures was available. Except for stories of nude
baths by Marilyn Monroe and romantic peregrinations by

Elizabeth Taylor, there has apparently not been any great

supply of usable story and picture coverage. This does indicate

a high degree of resistance by newspaper editors, but that in

turn indicates the need for higher degrees of proficiency and
persistence by the publicity departments.

It is no great trick to get space in the paper by defying

—

or inviting—the censors or by publicizing conduct which flaunts

contemporary standards of morality. It isn't much more diffi-

cult to get space by becoming involved in a dispute over run-

away production or the use of government facilities or the like.

What is difficult is to dream up story and picture angles on
films that do not have this kind of built-in gimmick. Looking

back to the early days of film publicity, I can think of a nun

ber of approaches that were used by inventive press agent

These particular approaches have long since been done to dead

but new press agents ought to be dreaming up new ideas whic

are as workable.

Stroll down memory lane with me for a few moments whil

we explore some of these ancient routines and seek moder

equivalents. Used to be, there had to be at least one narrow

escape story about every film: "Gloria Glamorous narrowl

escaped serious injury today when a huge statue of a Roma:

Gladiator on the set of her new picture, 'Nimbus', toppe-

over just as she was walking by. The three-ton statue crashes

into the ground barely three feet from where Miss Glamorou

was standing." Remember that one? And how about this

"The policeman at the gate of Unimount Bros, studios delayei

production of 'Nimbus' for three hours today when he refuse

to permit Gloria Glamorous to enter the studio because h

didn't recognize her in her makeup as a Javanese dancer."

The days of these stories were the dear dead days when sucl

stuff was considered newsworthy. But there are still news

worthy stories around. I am quite sure that Metro's tour o

the replica of HMS Bounty, for example, will be attractinj

considerable attention. Such stunts, however, start as stunts

not as stories in a press agent's typewriter. If you look at th<

average set of flimsies on an average picture in productioi

these days, you will find that the unit men are turning out ver

little copy which grabs the editor's attention.

0

I do not doubt for a moment that the publicity man's job i'

harder than it used to be. There is less space available in tb

press for his stories, and the number of story cliches has growi

tremendously. But this has happened in other fields. Tele

vision faces many of the same problems, yet it comes up witl,

stories for the papers all the time. The book publishers seen

to be getting their publicity into print. The automobile com,

panies manage to get their quota of routine publicity. Wha
seems to be happening in the movie business is that the guy

who can do the best job of publicity writing are now in busi

ness for themselves, working on one picture for as long as the]

used to work on half a dozen. The mammoth productions ge

good publicity campaigns, but the bulk of the product limp

along as best it can.

As for the use of publicity to build a new star, this ha!

largely fallen by the wayside because the publicity today is al

pegged to a particular picture and its particular establish^

stars, not the newcomers. Years ago, for example, Ann Sheri

dan, ingeniously dubbed the "oomph girl" by Warner pres

agents was decorating newspaper pictures and stories long be

fore she became an established star—because Warner Bros

carried on a conscientious campaign to publicize her continu

ously while her movie roles were getting bigger and bigger

Today there is not this kind of continuous plugging of a per,

sonality between pictures, because nobody seems to be inter

ested at the publicity end in between-pictures publicity—unles

the personality has retained a publicity agent of his own. Th<

independent press agent can and often does do a fine profes

sional job for his clients, but this is rarely sustained over ;

period of months or years for a budding newcomer. Yet it wa:i

precisely this kind of sustained build-up which contributed s(

tremendously to the attainment of stardom in the past.

It is fair to note that in the good old days the studios put or

many campaigns for personalities who didn't click. But if oni,

out of five performers for whom they were working did makt

the grade, this more than made up for the failures. And sue

cess is even more rewarding today.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Movie Slocks Wv€tiherv€l Sivtirs* Atttivk

ifottvr limit i)-*J Average in 6 Mott IIts

What happened to movie stocks in the wild and wooly

first half of 1962? Like the rest of the market, they were

badly buffeted by the vicious bear attack of recent

months, yet the impact of the depressing trend was not

as severe on film and theatre shares as it was on many
"blue chips". True, the decline in 15 principal cinema

shares listed by Film BULLETIN averaged a sizable

11.3 points, but in view of the tremendous drop in the

Dow-Jones industrial average (from 731.14 to 561.28),

this industry did not fare so badly.

Heaviest losers were Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Para-

mount and 20th Century-Fox. Least affected by the down-

beat market were Decca (parent of Universal Pictures)

and United Artists, both of which resisted the down-
stream current on the strength of strong earnings re-

ports. A strong trading item, too, on the basis of its

pending merger with MCA, Decca slipped only 4 l/8
points in the first half of the year, and emerged the lone

movie company to advance from its price of a year earlier

(June 29, 1961), up Decca was one of the most

heavily traded issues, showing a volume of close to 900,-

000 shares in the half-year span.

United Artists, which has maintained a steadily improv-

ing profit chart over the past several years, likewise held

reasonably firm against the tide. The decline of 51/7

points over the past six months was well below the

average cinema loss.

With receipts from "Ben Hur" tailing off, and having

no windfall like the previous year's reissue of "Gone
With the Wind" to bolster earnings, M-G-M was hit

hard in the bear market. The price on June 30 was 30y8 ,

a drop of almost 20 points from the first of the year.

Activity in M-G-M was heaviest of all film companies

during the six months period, a total of 968,000 shares

changing hands.

Suffering for some time from a lack of strong thea-

trical product, and reflecting a growing skepticism about

(Continued on Page 25

)

Cinerama, Decca, M-G-M

Lead Film Stocks Rebound
1 Recovery was the byword for movie stocks over the fortnight

thru July 5, as 14 of the 18 issues covered in the Film BUL-
LETIN chart followed the general market upswing and reg-

istered advances. Chief gainers were Cinerama, Decca and

M-G-M.

Moving most of the way in the last several days of the two-

sveek session, Cinerama jumped 4% on a turnover of 150,900

shares, as anticipation grew keener for next month's opening

af the first story feature in the wide-screen process, "The Won-
derful World of the Brothers Grimm." Decca reversed its slide

downhill by gaining 2%, while M-G-M, co-producers with

Cinerama of "Grimm," did likewise, finishing 21/7 ahead after

starting slowly, then spurting 2 points on June 28 (a day

hat saw the third largest Dow Jones industrial points rise

)n record).

In an otherwise rather light trading period, 103,800 shares

)f AB-PT changed hands, as the stock advanced 1%.

Market Slump Seen Factor in

Weak B.O. Performance for June

Motion picture theatres were not the only business hit hard

[ast month by the stock market slump, and therein lies a defi-

iite correlation, according to the Federal Reserve Board and

inema business economists who like to analyze the Board's

indings.

• In scouting reasons for the generally poor boxoffice perform-

ince throughout the nation for the month of June, industryites

ook note of the Reserve Board report of a "sharp" decline in

department stores sales for the month and the explanation

)f Board officials that the bearish market curtained luxury

.pending. As one observer with a long experience in movie
iiscal matters put it: "Whenever the bears take hold like this,

movies, night clubs—in fact, all forms of entertainment

—

usually are the first to feel the pinch. It's only natural."

Improvement in Film Earnings—S&P
Investment houses and advisory firms are becoming increas-

ingly aware of the basic fact of cinema financial life: the for-

tunes of the motion picture companies rise and fall on the

strength of their film product for theatres. Once eager to stress

the significance of diversification in the movie scheme of things,

Wall Streeters now pay homage to pictures as the prime

motivating factor behind profit and loss.

In its latest analysis of the amusements industry, Standard

& Poors waxes upbeat concerning the motion picture outlook

for 1962, lays great store by quality of boxoffice product for

the longer haul. Notes the survey: "While motion picture

receipts will be mixed for the studios, industry revenues in

1962 should be larger than in 1961 . . . Profit spreads of the

motion picture companies will continue to be determined by

the success of motion picture products at the boxoffice, as

well as by control over production costs."

More specifically, Standard & Poors adds that "boxoffice

receipts gained an estimated 7%-8% in 1961. The consensus

is that further gains in gross revenues will be recorded in 1962,

aided by expected increased attendance, generally higher admis-

sion prices, an improved foreign market for U.S. films and

longer runs for more feature films. Despite the encouraging

trend of gross receipts, earnings of major producers-distributors

will continue to vary widely in reflection of audience response

to motion picture products. Some measure of stability to earn-

ings is being increasingly provided by the gradual release of

older features to television. Earnings improvement in 1962

is likely to be most impressive for Universal Pictures and

United Artists Corp."

Over the long term, the survey believes that "prospects . . .

hinge importantly on the success of individual companies in

unassing a group of feature films which have sustained v.iluc

(Continued on Page 22

)
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How did they ever malt

THE CRITICS TELL YOU HOW . . .

"As a movie, Lolita' proves to be the most outrageous anc

original American film since 'Citizen Kane.' The miracle remain*

that such a movie was ever made at all—and made so well.'

—LOOK MAGAZINl

"THE MOST ACCOMPLISHED PIECE OF AMERICAN FILM MAKING SEEN Ih

SOME TIME. 'LOLITA' IS AN ASTONISHING MOVIE." -Hollis Alpert, Saturday Review

I

"A brillant and sinister film. It is

wildly funny and wildly poignant."
—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Show Magazine

"Laced with

brilliance.' 1

-LIFE MAGAZINE

"Powerful and persuasive! A superb example of motion

picture narration of a subject considered by many
9

impossible
1

to film. " —Jesse Zunser, Cue Magazine

"A CONTINUAL CINEMATIC DELIGHT! UNDER STANLEY KUBRICK'S

DIRECTION, EVERY PERFORMANCE IS DOWNRIGHT BRILLIANT!"
— Paul V. Beckley, N. Y. Herald Tribume

The picture has a rare power!

Mr. Kubrick has got a lot of fun

and frolic in his film, also pathos

and irony. 'Lolita' is provocative!"

— Bosley Crowther, New York Times

The picture is going to create

a sensation!James Mason gives

a brilliant portrayal; Sve Lyon

makes you believe that she is

Lolita!" -WANDA HALE, N.Y. DAILY NEWS

"One must pay tribute to the producer and director.

Kubrick seems to have an unerring feel for the right

approach!" —-Archer Winsten, New York Posi

"It manages to hit peaks of comedy, shrilly dissonant, but on an adult

level, that are rare in deed!" —Philip K. Scheuer, Los Angeles Times



movie of LOU IA ?
is
HE BUSINESS TELLS YOU HOW

From New York to Los Angeles to West Berlin, the MGM-Seven Arts

blockbuster "LOLITA" is doing SRO and turn-away business. Out-

standing boxoffice grosses coupled with the tremendous excitement

generated by sensational newspaper and magazine reviews insure

long run engagements wherever this picture has opened!

Biggest at Loew's State since "Gone With The Wind"!

Biggest at Murray Hill since "Guns of Navaronne"!NEW YORK

CHICAGO
Biggest at the Loop Theatre

since "Gigi"!

LOS ANGELES
Biggest opening weekend
in Beverly Theatre history!

GERMANY
Biggest since "La Dolce Vita" in West
Berlin and 7 other top German cities!

MSO RECORD BUSINESS IN SAN FRANCISCO, DALLAS,
WASHINGTON, PHILADELPHIA AND MINNEAPOLIS!

Jring this outstanding business to your boxoffice . . . CONTACT YOUR M-G-M
iRANCH and BOOK IT NOW!

1ETR0-G0LDWYN MAYER presents in association with SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS • JAMES B. HARRIS and STANLEY KUBRICK'SLOLITA
-JAMES MASON SHELLEY WINTERS PETER SELLERS. , , SUE LYON.,™,,.,

nected by STANLEY KUBRICK- screenplay byVLADIMIR NABOKOV based on his novel "Lolita" Produced by JAMES B. HARRIS
RIGINAl SOUNDTRACK RECORDING ON MGM RECOROS . APPROVED BY THE PRODUCTION CODE ADMINISTRATION

FOR PERSONS OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE
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"Lolita" Unique, Provocative Film of Unusual Power

Gututete 'Rating OOO Pius

Superb dramatization of the best-seller. Nothing dis-

tasteful, yet retains novel's full power. Played to hilt

by fine cast. Big grosser in metropolitan markets.
Curiosity will spark business everywhere.

Few motion pictures of recent vintage have been more
speculated about than "Lolita", and the showmen at M-G-M
have shrewdly focused all the curiosity on an immensely

clever catchline: Hotv Did They Ever Make a Movie of

'Lolita ?

Moviegoers everywhere undoubtedly are wondering how one

of the most controversial novels of our time was transferred

to the screen. Well, here it is, a tasteful, unique and, at times,

brilliant dramatization of Vladimir Nabokov's tale about the

obsessive love affair between aging professor Humbert Hum-
bert and budding, teen-age nymphet, Lolita. Producer James
B. Harris and director Stanley Kubrick are to be congratulated

for their bold undertaking. And M-G-M deserves plaudits for

backing a property of such uncertain commercial quality.

Blessed with great splashes of humor, several dashes of

pathos, and some of the most imaginative visual storytelling

to date, "Lolita" emerges as a film of unusual power. The
performances of James Mason, Shelly Winters, Peter Sellers

and newcomer Sue Lyon are excellent, and Nabokov, as

scripter, has kept true to his original concept of satire, while

toning down, for public consumption, most of the more dis-

tasteful aspects. Assuredly, "Lolita" will become the most

talked about film of the year.

The BIG question is: What are the boxoffice chances for

this M-G-M release? Excellent, in this reviewers opinion.

Already granted the Production Code seal and a Legion of

Decency rating of "for-adults-only," certain to roll up critical

accolades and pick up plenty of heated word-of-mouth, busi-

ness figures to be outstanding in metropolitan areas. Sophisti-

cates, convinced the film has been made just for them, will

joyously embrace the juxtaposition of visual effects, double-

edged dialogue and full-dimensional performances. In the

hinterlands, where the title is also part of the everyday jargon,

curiosity will prove a big boxoffice incentive. These viewers,

however, may miss many of the film's subtleties, for a number
of things are cleverly hinted at. There are no explicit love

scenes between Humbert and Lolita. There is, on the other

hand an abundance of humor, Lolita is now a sexy teen-ager

instead of a child of 12, and, as in the novel, Humbert dies

in the end.

For some, the runing time of 152 minutes may seem a bit

overlong, but this is a minor gripe about what is probably the

most original American film to date. Kubrick, a truly exciting

filmmaker, possesses an astounding eye for visual inventiveness.

He sets his mood with the titles—a love-struck Humbert
patiently painting the toenails of an unseen Lolita. His opening

sequence is brilliant. Humbert, with murder in his heart,

arriving at the champagne-bottle-strewn-mansion of Quilty, the

man who stole Lolita from him. In a vein of bizarre humor,

Humbert is forced to play a game of ping pong with his

drunken, sheet-clad victim. Slowly, a mood of chilling horror

emerges, for the viewer knows Humbert will kill Quilty (the

rest of the film is told in flashback). There are other masterful

moments: the suggestive motel room seduction of Humbert by

Lolita; a drunken Humbert in the bathtub after just learning

Sue Lyon and James Mason

that his wife has been killed.

Nabokov's script is sly, witty and ironic, definitely tongue

in-cheek, yet at the same time, a most devastating slam at

middlencTass conceptions of morality and romance.

Mason's performance, one of his finest to date, is a rich

mixture of mirth and torment. With expert facial expressions

and voice intonations he gives us a revealing portrait of an

intelligent man reduced to a simpering, whimpering nothing

as a result of his obsessive folly. Miss Winters is perfect as

Lolita's mother, a sex-starved, lonely, widow who keeps her

husband's ashes in an urn in the living room. She is, indeed,

the epitome of bourgeois pseudo intellectualism. Peter Sellers

is at his versatile best as Quilty. Anxious to possess Lolita

himself, he is evil incarnate following Mason around in a

number of hilarious disguises. Miss Lyon, in her status of a

non-professional playing against professionals, rings true.

Nabokov tagged her 'the perfect nymphet," and that she is.

Brazenly seducing Mason, coldly using and destroying him,

she is still the soda-sipping, bubble gum-chewing teen-ager

who relishes sex in the same way she enjoys watching a movie.

All of the supporting players, with their atrocious names,

wander in and out of Nabokov's crazy-quilt world in fine

comic fashion.

Kudos also to Oswald Morris, for his sharp black-and-white

photography, and to Nelson Riddle, for his half-sentimental,

half-"twist" score.

The plot finds Mason taking a room in Miss Winters' house

only to be near Lolita. He even marries Miss Winters (whom

he despises), then learns she intends keeping Lolita away at

camps and schools. Miss Winters accidentally learns about

Mason's true feeling for Lolita, but she then dies in a car

accident. Mason and Lolita take to the road, then settle down

in a small University town. Lolita grows bored with Mason

and runs off with Sellers. Some time later, Lolita, now married

to a nice boy, is pregnant and in need of money, sends for

Mason. He gives it to her when he realizes he can never have

her back, then kills Sellers. The epilogue tells us Mason dies

in prison while awaiting execution.

M-G-M. 152 minutes James Mason, Shslley Winders, Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon.

Produced by James B. Harris. Directed by Stanley Kubrick.
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"Jack the Giant Killer"

Su4t*U44 R*U«f O O O
Exciting special effects make this a delight for young-

sters, amusing for elders. In Technicolor. Good Sum-

mer grosser.

United Artists has an excellent exploitation film in this

imaginative, eye-popping, Technicolored-fairy tale-adventure.

Unfolded in elaborate fashion and via some really exciting

special effects (an above-average illusion process known as

Fantascope), "Jack" is a cinch to roll up big Summer returns

in the general market. The kiddies will love it, and accompany-

ing adults should find it amusing enough. The screenplay by

Orville H. Hampton-Nathan Juran (he also directed) provides

plenty of action sequences and an abundance of visual effects

which promise to stir up plenty of moppet-luring, ticket-selling

word-of-mouth. There are 20 foot giants one- and two-

headed), a comical imp imprisoned in a bottle, an enchanted

castle, a Viking transformed into a dog, a little boy turned into

a chimpanzee, a many-tentacled-monster from the ocean floor,

an assortment of ghouls and witches, and the finale where the

wicked sorcerer turns himself into a gigantic griffin. Kerwin

Mathews is the brave Jack, the farm boy who vows to free the

princess from the evil sorcerer. Judi Meredith is the princess;

Torin Thatcher, the sorcerer who wants to take over the throne

of Cornwall; Walter Burke, his sinister assistant; Don Beddoe,

the imp who grants Mathews three wishes. After slaying a

giant and winning the King's favor, Mathews sets out for

Thatcher's castle to rescue the now-bewitched Miss Meredith.

Using Beddoe's magic, Mathews overcomes Thatcher's evil

power, rescues Miss Meredith and starts for home. Thatcher,

as the griffin, carries off Mathews, but after a mid-air battle,

Mathews slays the sorcerer and destroys all of his evil magic.

Mathews and Miss Meredith look forward to living happily
!ever after.

United Artists. 94 minutes. Kerwin Mathews, Judi Meredith, Torin Thatcher. Pro-
duced by Edward Small. Directed by Nathan Juran.

"Boccaccio 70"

IRttfCH*? O © © Plus

Sophisticated/ three-part Italian import will be power-
ful grosser in art market and good entry for all class

houses. Handsome production, Loren, Ekberg names
promotion factors.

Joseph E. Levine's much-publicized Italian film "Boccaccio
'70" is a handsome, sometimes sophisticated, sometimes ironic,

sometimes earthy compilation of comedy and sex gaily

mounted in eye-filling Eastman color. In total, it is a solid

hunk of entertainment, and certainly unusual. Consisting

of three separate Decameron-type tales commenting on various

segments of Italian society (1970); starring Oscar-winning

Sophia Loren, Anita Ekberg and Romy Schneider, directed by

Federico Fellini ("Lo Dolce Vita"), Luchino Visconti ("Rocco
and His Brothers") and Vittorio De Sica, this Embassy release

looms a strong moneymaker for art houses and metropolitan

class situations. Loaded with imaginative camerawork and sets,

impressive performances, and the aspect of the three females

in various (in one case, complete) stages of undress, "Boccac-

cio '70" is entertainingly geared to the tastes of adult, sophisti-

cated audiences. Curiosity, an aggressive promotion campaign,

plus word-of-mouth could bring in profits in other areas where
bold film imports have previously proved successful. The first

episode (the most rewarding in this reviewer's opinion), "The
Temptation of Dr. Antonio", finds Fellini delightfully con-

demning over-zealous morality. Via special effects and minia-

ture reproductions, he tells about Peppino De Filippo, an ar-

dent crusader against corruption, who sees obscenity every-

where, even where none exists. One day an enormous poster

is erected across from his apartment. Depicting a well-exposed

Miss Ekberg, lying on a sofa, drinking milk, the billboard

urges, in blinking neon and blaring sound, "Drink More Milk".

De Filippo campaigns against the sign, but he's soon in love

with the giant figure. Now he suffers an hallucination. Miss

Ekberg comes to life (50 feet tall), descends from the sign,

dances sensuously through the streets, and taunts and tempts

De Filippo. Imagining himself a knight, he slays the giant

girl with his lance, and conducts a weird funeral. At dawn, the

police find him clinging to the sign in a cataleptic state. Both

performers play their parts to the hilt. Visconti's "The Job"

relates what happens when a young Milanese count (Thomas
Milian) becomes front-page news after being caught consorting

with $l,000-a-night call girls. His wealthy wife, Miss Schneider,

agrees to stay with him, but she extracts her revenge by forcing

Milian to pay her $1,000 whenever he feels the need for "out-

side entertainment". Although Visconti sacrifices surprise by

dwelling too long on character-revealing conversation, Miss

Schneider is a pleasure to look at, especially since she's con-

stantly getting in and out of her clothes, and a marvelous

luxury apartment depicts the atmosphere of the idle rich. "The
Raffle", reuniting the Sophia Loren and De Sica team of "Two
Women", depicts her as a lusty attraction in a traveling carni-

val's shooting gallery, and also the "prize" of a weekly, Satur-

day night raffle. A lot of slapstick, including Miss Loren's true

love crazily driving the trailer containing Miss Loren and lat-

est raffle winner, a meek sexton, out of the village, ensues

before Miss Loren convinces the sexton to accept all the raffle

money instead of her. Miss Loren displays all her wares in

comical-sensual fashion, Alfio Vita is excellent as the sexton,

and the various would-be winners provide additional moments
of mirth.

Embassy. 165 minutes. Anita Ekberg, Rommy Schneider, Sophia Loren. Directed
by Federico Fellini, Luchino Visconti and Vittorio De Sica.

"The Tartars"

Heavy-handed, action-spectacle import. Strictly for

dual bills. In color. Welles, Mature for marquee.

This importation is another one of those lumbering, heavy-

handed, outdoor spectacles for undiscriminating fans, this time

pitting the virtuous Vikings against the villainous Tartars. The
period is the early Middle Ages, the locale, the Steppes of

Russia. The best things in this M-G-M release are some pic-

turesque Yugoslavian backgrounds, handsomely photographed

in Technicolor, and a couple of blood-thirsty battle sequences,

the better moments of Richard Thorpe's generally diffused di-

rection. Chalk up "The Tartars" as a minor item for dual bills

in action-ballyhoo houses. The names of Orson Welles and

Victor Mature provide fair marquee power. Mature is the

peace-loving Viking leader, Welles, the evil Tartar chieftain.

Love interest is provided by Luciano Martin, Mature's younger

brother, and Bella Cortez, Welles' daughter, and a kindly-

treated hostage of the Vikings. The five-man screenplay finds

the Tartars kidnapping Mature's wife (Liana Orfei), and

Welles and his followers mistreating her sexually. Mature

agrees to exchange Miss Cortez for his wife, but a drugged

Miss Orfei accidentally falls to her death in front of Mature.

The latter returns to the Viking fort and orders Miss Cortez

put into chains. Martin declares his love for the enemy pris-

oner and Mature orders him tried for treason. The attacking

Tartars interrupt the proceedings and a bloody flaming-arrow,

boulder-flying battle follows. Welles and Mature kill each

other off, and the two young lovers are left watching the Vik-

ing fort burning to the ground.

M-G-M. 83 minutes. Orson Welles, Victor Mature. A Lux Film production. Di-

rected by Richard Thorpe.
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"What a Carve Up!"

SciUK&te 'Rating Q O
Ghoulish fun-fest, British-style, should amuse all audi-

ences on this side. OK entry for art and general market.

Murder can be fun according to this slapstick British satire

on the traditional ghost-and-ghoul story. With the accent on

humor, this Embassy release tells what happens when a group
of greedy relatives are summoned to a gloomy old mansion

for the reading of a will. A thunder storm develops, murders

occur, bodies disappear, secret passageways are uncovered and

everybody is suspect. Old-hat, yes, but a first-rate cast make
hilarious mincemeat out of a lot of corny lines, and Pat

Jackson's sprightly direction turns everything into a merry,

entertaining lark. Backed by one of Joseph Levine's promotion

campaigns, this comedy-mystery figures to please art house

patrons, and prove a good dualler in all situations especially

where British comedies have proved successful. Involved in

the madness are: Kenneth Connor (from the "Carry On . .
."

series), a proof-reader of horror novels; veteran comic Sidney

James, his bookie-buddy; Donald Pleasence, a sinister-looking

solicitor; Dennis Price, a dissolute army officer; and lovely

Shirley Eaton (of the "Doctor" series), former nurse of the

deceased uncle. The Ray Cooney-Tony Hilton screenplay finds

a frightened Connor and James arriving at the mansion for the

reading of Connor's uncle's will. One by one the relatives

are murdered (knives, poison darts, etc.), and their bodies dis-

appear as rapidly as they are found. In between Connor makes

a play for Miss Eaton. Connor and friends escape a final death

trap of the killer—uncle Philip O'Flynn, alive and mad—and

Frankenstein-type butler Michael Gough finishes off O'Flynn.

As Connor eagerly prepares to escort Miss Eaton back to

London, her boy-friend arrives to claim her.

Embassy. 87 minutes. Kenneth Connor, Sidney James, Shirley Eaton, Donald Pleas-
ence, Dennis Price. Produced by Robert S. Baker and Monty Berman. Di-
rected by Pat Jackson.

"Mothra"

Japanese science-fiction thriller with good effects.

This dubbed Japanese science-fiction thriller in Tohoscope

and Eastman color is imaginative and exciting when it relies on

its excellent special effects, but rather silly when it attempts

to unfold its hackneyed "personal'' storyline. With aggressive

showmanship on the part of Columbia, "Mothra" should pay

off well in balyhoo situations and in drive-ins. Mothra, a winged

behemoth, starts out as a sacred egg on the radioactive island

of Ailenas in the Pacific. When a pair of two-feet high Ailenas

beauties are kidnapped by an adventurer who plans to exhibit

them around the world, the egg hatches into a gigantic cater-

pillar, then sets out for Tokyo to rescue them. After wreaking

havoc in Tokyo it is attacked by atomic heat rays. This only

speeds its metamorphosis into a winged moth of colossal pro-

portions. Several more cities feel Mothra's wrath before the

monster can rescue his Ailenas. Eiji Tsuburaya's special effects

will bring squeals of delight from the youngsters: Mothra,

breaking an ocean liner in half, crushing houses as if they were

eggshells, uprooting skycrapers, smashing bridges, wrecking

dam, and changing from giant bug to cocoon to monstrous

moth. Inoshiro Honda's direction of the "people" part of the

story and some sloppy editing unfortunately brings intertst al-

most to a standstill. Involved in the goings-on are a part comic,

part daredevil newspaper reporter, his girl Friday, the evil

adventurer and a collection of scientists. The ending finds the

adventurer dead and Mothra returning the Ailenas beauties.

Columbia. 100 minutes. A Toho production. Directed by Inoshiro Honda. Special

effects by Eiji Tsuburaya.

"Belle Sommers"

StttUtete 'Rati*? © O
Minor racket meller cut to fit dualler slot.

Racketeer infiltration into the record business is the theme

of this low-budget item from Columbia. David Janssen and*

Polly Bergen (given special guest star status) play the leads,

and its neat 62-minutes running time will help it fit into the

dualler slot in action houses and drive-ins. Janssen is appro-

priately suave as an ambitious young press agent, and Miss

Bergen's good looks and voice make her highly acceptable as

a recording artist and night club singer blacklisted by the

rackets. Adding support are Jay Adler, racketeer king pin.

Joan Staley, Janssen's secretary and Warren Stevens, another

racketeer with whom Miss Bergen once lived. Director Elliot

Silverstein has competently peppered William Sackheim's pro-

duction with a fair amount of music and underworld rough

stuff. Richard Alan Simmons' screenplay has Janssen agreeing

to help old friend Miss Bergen make a comeback. Stevens sees

Janssen's campaign leading to an expose of his strong-arm

record promotion racket, and turns his hoods loose. Despite

a vicious beating Janssen arranges for an engagement for Miss

Bergen in a top New York night spot. Adler threatens to

bring to light an early prison record of Miss Bergen's, but

under Janssen's prodding she beats the underworld to the

punch, regains success and puts a damper on the record

racket.

Columbia. 62 minutes. David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Produced by William Sack-
heim. Directed by Elliot Silverstein.

"The Concrete Jungle"

Above-par prison meller has authentic quality, should

serve as OK dualler in action market.

Life behind prison walls is the theme of this violent and

sadistic British film being released by Fanfare Films. Loaded

with brutal beatings, double-crosses and splashes of sex, and

obviously researched to make everything authentic, "The Con-

crete Jungle" manages to come off as an above-par crime melo-

drama. (It was voted best film of the year by French and Swed-

ish film critics.) It should serve adequately in the dualler slot

for action houses, despite the British accents. Stanley Baker,

Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker and Gregoire Asian are known

to patrons of art houses, but mean little in the general market.

Joseph Losey has directed with a certain ruthless verve, the

prison sets are grim, and Johnny Dankworth has composed an

appropriate jazz background score. But Alun Owen's screen-

play fails to make the characters and their motivations believ-

able or sympathetic. Baker portrays a sadistic criminal released

from prison, who pulls off a successful race track robbery, then

finds himself betrayed and returned to jail. Miss Saad is his

attractive girl friend, Wanamaker, the suave gang member who

double-crosses Baker, and Asian, king of the prisoners. The

supporting cast comprise various prisoners, sadistic wardens

and other gang members. The plot finds Baker returning to

prison without telling where he has hidden the money. A

mutiny breaks out, and a double-cross by another prisoner

credits Baker with helping the wardens. He is transferred to

an easier prison, but Wanamaker helps him escape. Baker

refuses to tell Wanamaker where the money is hidden, man-

ages to escape Wanamaker and the gang, and heads for the

field where he has buried the loot. A shoot-'em-up finale finds

Baker dead and Wanamaker and gang clawing the snow-cov-

ered ground for the money.

Fanfare Films, Inc. 86 minutes. Stanley Baker Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker,

Gregoire Asian. Produced by Jack Greenwood. Directed by Joseph Losey.
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The Notorious Landlady"

&«4l*ete RatU? O O O
Fun-packed blend of farce, slapstick and murder, with

Lemmon, Kim Novak and Astaire in gay mood. Good
grosser generally.

Here is a clever and laugh-provoking blend of farce, slap-

stick and mystery in the locale of jolly old London, with popu-

lar Kim Novak, Jack Lemmon and Fred Astaire starred. It is

an engaging entertainment, full of delightful characterizations,

satirical slams at mayhem and diplomatic bureaucracy, and it

winds up with a hilarious chase finale imaginatively set to the

rousing tunes of Gilbert and Sullivan. "Landylady" will pro-

vide a good old-fashioned laugh for a wide range of audiences.

The Larry Gelbert-Blake Edwards screenplay deals with a

transplanted American landlady (Miss Novak) suspected of

murdering her husband who has mysteriously disappeared; the

American Embassy official (Lemmon) who moves into her

boarding house and falls in love with her; and the attempts of

Lemmon's diplomatic boss (Astaire) to break up the romance

for the sake of U.S. prestige. Suddenly the missing husband

shows up threatening Miss Novak with a gun, a struggle en-

sues, the gun goes off, hubbie is now definitely dead, and Miss

Novak finds herself facing a real charge of murder. So it goes

under the snappy direction of Richard Quine, who unloads a

barrel of red-berrings and tosses in a couple of surprise twists

before wrapping everything up with the uproarious slapstick

climax. Lemmon comes through in top comic form as the con-

fused American who just can't believe Miss Novak is a killer,

Miss Novak does surprisingly as a comedienne, and Astaire

;xudes Embassy Chief suaveness as the unwilling second foil

for Miss Novak's charms. Fine support comes from Lionel

[effries, a Scotland Yard inspector; Estelle Winwood, an in-

valid living next door to the notorious boarding house; and
Philippa Bevans, her scheming nurse. The plot finds Miss
Bevans testifying that Miss Novak shot her husband in self-

iefense, then blackmailing Miss Novak into telling her where
ler husband hid a fortune in stolen jewels. Miss Novak and
^emmon end up chasing Miss Bevans over the mountainous
ountryside trying to prevent her from killing wheel-chair con-

ined Miss Winwood (the latter also knows about the jewels).

iVliss Novak disposes of Miss Bevans with a well-aimed right

,o the chin and then she and Lemmon plan to return to the U.S.

Columbia. 123 minutes. Kim Novak, Jack Lemmon, Fred Astaire.
red Kohlmar. Directed by Richard Quine.

Produced by

The Sky Above and the Mud Below"

Scouted Rati*? O O O
\ating is for art and class houses. Where backed with
trong campaign, this fascinating documentary will

•rove good attraction.

Winner of this year's Oscar for the best feature-length docu-
lentary, "The Sky Above and the Mud Below" is an exciting,

air-raising expedition into the jagged mountains and disease-

ifested jungles of Dutch New Guinea emerges fascinating and
pell-binding viewing. It is a startling tribute to man's driving

mbition to explore and record the unknown. Proving once
gain that truth is stranger than fiction, this expertly-photo-

raphed Agfacolor journey could prove a surprising money-
laker. Joseph E. Levine's Embassy Pictures is launching the

jlm via a colorful promotion campaign (already proving effec-

've in New York), which, coupled with critical reception and
ord-of-mouth, should attract strong returns in art and class

ouses. It might also prove a useful dualler in the general
larket. For seven months, seven French and Dutch explorers,

xty Papuan porters and four escorting soldiers traveled coast-

)-coast, by boat and on foot, through 1,000 miles of danger-

ous, unchartered territory. The only humans encountered are

primitive beings living as their ancestors did 7,000 years before

—naked pygmies, ferocious head-hunters adorned with shiny

human skulls, cannibals. Strange clan rituals, many of them

sexual, eerie dances and social customs greet them at every turn

of the river, and when the dugout canoes have to be aban-

doned, the remainder of the trip is accomplished on foot.

Hand-made bridges are constructed, a mammoth river is

crossed, traced to its source and named (the Princess Marijke),

and much-needed provisions are dropped by plane under the

most dangerous of conditions. Mud, malaria, cold, heat, dysen-

tery and death are unwelcomed companions.

Embassy. 90 minutes. Produced by Arthur Cohn and Rene Lafuite. Directed by
Pierre-Dominique Gaisseau.

"Panic in Year Zero"

Scc4i*e44 /Rate*? Q Q
Fairly engrossing meller dealing with fight for survival

after nuclear attack. Milland, Avalon for marquee. OK
item for general market.

AIP has a reasonably strong exploitation attraction in this

semi-science-fictioner about a family's fight for survival after

part of the United States is demolished by a surprise nuclear

attack. The theme is topical; rape, murder and mass panic com-

prise some of the storyline ingredients; and Ray Milland and

Frankie Avalon (in a non-singing role) provide fair marquee

lure. If promoted effectively, grosses might run above average

in action houses and drive-ins. Although the Jay Simms-John

Morton screenplay attempts to probe such questions as how a

well-adjusted man resorts to animalism to save his loved ones

in time of crisis, the end result is strictly superficial melodrama,

albeit with enough suspense and action to keep the masses

entertained. Milland, doubling as director, has adequately kept

events moving from the opening, when the family, embarking

on a fishing trip, find themselves caught up among looting-

violent citizens, until the climax, when peace and order begin

to return. Milland portrays the father who must steal and beat

up men to gather provisions, and find safe shelter for his fam-

ily. Jean Hagen is his not-so-understanding wife; Mary
Mitchel, their 16-year-old daughter; and Avalon, the young son

who goes along with Milland's unusual behavior. Richard

Bakalyan, Rex Holman and Neil Nephew are sinister teen-agers

taking advantage of the disaster, and Joan Freeman is a fright-

ened farmer's daughter the trio take as their mistress. The plot

finds Milland and family setting up home in a cave, Miss

Mitchel raped by two of the teen-agers, Milland killing them,

and Miss Freeman becoming part of the Milland household.

Avalon is injured in a gun battle with Bakalyan, and Milland

manages to get him to a relocation center.

American-International. 95 minutes. Ray Milland, Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon.
Produced by Lou Rusoff and Arnold Houghland. Directed by Milland.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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Quoted from the Critic*

"My Geisha" Called Tepid, Abnormally Sluggish'
"Generally tepid comedy . . . The scenes are

abnormally sluggish, crushed by drab dialogue,

and the whole film has the character of a stalled

automobile being pushed uphill by hand . . .

As a matter of fact, much of it reminds you

of television situation comedy, which is endur-

able only to chose fascinated by the personality

of the players."—Beckley, Herald Tribune

"Visually beautiful, if only temporarily con-

vincing, romantic comedy-drama. 'My Geisha'

is amiable and easy on the eyes and ears, but

unfortunately it does not have too much to say

that hasn't been said before ... A rickety plot

... It assumes that a fairly transparent idea

will keep viewers on tenterhooks. To one ob-

server, at least, it is a case of taking too much

for granted."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"A concoction of incredibilities . . . There

could have been some short cuts in making the

various points but the long way around keep I

up an amiable spirit. Maybe at the finish yoi|

will wonder why you did not like the movil

better but you will have had a pleasant mil

time."—Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram and Su\

"While the script is on the contrived ani

predictable side, it has the benefit of an amusind

performance by the always amusing Miss Mail

Laine who manages to make her implausibl

role plausible.—Pelswick, Journal-American

"LOLITA"
"How did they ever make a movie of 'Lolita'?

The advertisements' question demands a simple

answer—by letting Vladimir Nabokov write the

screenplay and Stanley Kubrick direct it . . .

Not only is Kubrick's style and treatment and

timing and eye for the telling detail a continual

cinematic delight, but under his direction every

performance, whether by such veterans as James

Mason, Shelly Winters and Peter Sellers or by

an unknown like Sue Lyon (Lolita), is down-

right brilliant . . . Needless to say this film is

not for the young, but it is distinguished

enough to be around for a long time; long

enough for the young to grow up and appre-

ciate the film."—Beckley, /V. Y. Herald Tribune

"Once the reader has been advised not to

expect the distractingly sultry climate and sar-

donic mischievousness of the book— it must be

said that Mr. Kubrick has got a lot of fun and

frolic in his film. He has also got a bit of

pathos and irony toward the end . . . The pic-

ture has a rare power, a garbled but often

moving push toward an off-beat communication.

And Miss Lyon makes a shallow, heartless girl"

—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"It is remarkable how little screenplay author

Vladimir Nabakov had to tamper with his

shocking novel, 'Lolita,' to turn it into an

acceptable film . . . Somewhere along this hymn

of praise one must pay a tribute to the produc-

ing team of James B. Harris and Stanley Kub-

rick, and to Kubrick the director ... It is

amazing that with so little said, so much is

clearly indicated ... It should, just for the

record, and as an indication of entertainment

value far beyond average, be mentioned that the

picture lasts two hours and 32 minutes and

seems only half that long."—Winsten, N. Y.

Post

"An excellent picture, touching, strongly dra-

matic and frequently witty."—Cook, N. Y.

World-Telegram and Sun

"Controversial as a novel, 'Lolita' will no

doubt also cause considerable talk as a picture

. . . There are some well acted and handled

scenes in the film, but its unsavory story and

its deliberately moody and overlong (2 l/j

hours) development of a one-note theme tend

to become tedious."—Pelswick, N. Y. journal-

American

"THAT TOUCH OF MINK"
"Some of the sallies produce so much audi-

ence laughter you miss the following lines.

Some of the Bergdorf-Goodman clothes, coats

and other items are sufficiently enticing to make

this a good woman's picture. Some of Cary

Grant's intentions are sufficently sinful to make

this a fair man's picture . . . This is a very

merry film which will entertain large numbers

of people, offend a few who bridle at the

thought of jokes on sex topics, and seem per-

haps repetitiously inconsequential to those who
apply the most stringent critical measure to the

Stanley Shapiro patter."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"Universal hit on a slick box-office formula

with 'Pillow Talk' and 'Lover Come Back' and

carries on with it in 'That Touch of Mink,'

. . . It's light and frivolous and handsomely

mounted in color.—Pelswick, journal-American

"Bears a certain resemblance to 'Lover Come
Back' which isn't surprising since Stanley

Shapiro collaborated on the screenplays of both

pictures. Shapiro has a lively facility with ver-

bal wit, and the film has a thousand gags, but

they are practically all literary, very little of

the comedy being strictly cinematic except for

Miss Day's occasionally amusing grimaces."

—

Beckley, N. Y . Herald Tribune

"Again the adroit Mr. Shapiro has written a

lively, lilting script, this one with Nate Mon-

aster, that has as much glittering verbal wit

and almost as much comic business as 'Pillow

Talk' and 'Lover Come Back' . . . And Mr.

Mann has directed it with that briskly propul-

sive pace and that pinpoint precision in timing

sightgags that are the distinction of his bright

new comic style . . . Especially nimble is the

sub-plot they have worked out with the psy-

chotic aide and his stiff-faced psychiatrist, which

could be nasty, if it weren't so ingenuous and

droll.—Crowther, N. Y . Times

"Doris Day and some talented writers and

directors turned out two posh madcap comedies

in Pillow Talk' and 'Lover Come Back' that

were winners. They are trying it again in 'That

Touch of Mink' but this time Miss Day and her

friends seem a little winded . . . There are many

amusing bits along the way . . . 'That Touch

of Mink' is gay and funny for only about half

the time. Maybe it would have been fine if we

hadn't been spoiled by the two earlier films."

—Peper, N. Y. World-Telegram and Sun

"MR. HOBBS TAKES
A VACATION"

"Over-all the movie is one of the best of th I

'family entertainment' comedies around, owinjl

mainly to Johnson's successful combination ol

the viewpoint of the women's magazines on tol

getherness with that you can hear anytime ii|

the corner bar, and the presence of Stewart ill

the role of father."—Beckley, Herald Tribune
|

"Edward Streeter's genial thesis that thi

family unit is perhaps the most anomalous ant

irritating social arrangement ever devised b;

so-called civilized man is given amusing illus

tration in Jerry Wald's film version of 'Mr

Hobbs Takes A Vacation,' . . . Right off th<

bat it is suggested in this whacky domesti'

report that togetherness is strictly for the bird

and that sensible parents should write it out o

their books."—Crowther, N. Y. Times

"A comedy based on the vicissitudes o

family life, and it is abundantly hilarious ii

the recognition line . . . The picture is mud

funnier than its description because it is wel

and broadly played by all concerned. Th<

laughs come often and loud, and they are suffi

ciently plain to be comprehended by anyom

who has ever had anything to do with tha

institution known as the American famil)

Compounded equally of farce, slapstick ant

family predicaments of the psychological type

these comic gambits run through most of thi

standard repertory in sharp dialogue and neatl;

turned visuals. It could be, should be, ver

popular family fare, particularly for familie

wanting to view, compare, and be tolerant o

themselves."—Winsten, N. Y. Post

"From an old fashioned apple-pie-and-cheesi

recipe, 'Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation' ha:

cooked a pleasantly flavored farce with a mile

spice of laughter . . . The real secret of thi

unassuming spirit of fun in 'Mr. Hobbs Take

A Vacation' probably is the combination o

producer Jerry Wald and scenarist Nunnall;

Johnson. When this wily pair crook summon

ing fingers at each other and get off in a cor

ner together, results may be monumental ot

as in this case, merely surefire."—Cook, N. Y

World-Telegram and Sun

"Family get-togethers come in for some good

natured ribbing . . . Some of the gags anl

funny, some are strained, but the overall DMXX

makes for pleasant family entertainment."-

Pelswick, N.Y. Journal-American
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FILM MAKER'S CREDO

"Respect the itusic Intelligence of Audiences'

(Continued from Page 6

)

glamour is defined as 'a delusive fas-

cination'; in other words, glamour is

illusionary and artificial. In trying to

stick to the old concept and giving the

public what it wants, by putting a

phoney, make-believe, illusionary, ideal-

istic world on the screen, American
motion picture producers have failed

to grow with their audience. The best

efforts of the best minds have been
devoted to putting last year's crop of

hits in new packages and to try con-

stantly to duplicate last year's hits

instead of striking out in new, un-

trammeled directions.

Too many of us have failed to rec-

ognize that today's audiences are ahead
of us in their concept of what they
want in entertainment. For instance,

many of the films of the European
New Wave are strikingly original and
imaginative, varying in theme and con-
tent. Their only common denominator
is originality and imagination. This
may be confusing to many of us, who
are accustomed to thinking in stereo-

types and are forever latching on to a
bandwagon somebody else has started
or is driving.

Adjust Our Sights

To attain this goal, we must adjust
our sights and our sense of values. A
way must be found to make lower
budgeted films which will feature con-
tent rather than spectacle, that would
seek to entertain audiences with some-
thing real, emotionally moving and
honest. Imagination and daring must
be shown in choice of story material.

When I was working at Warners
as a writer back in the thirties, Jack
Warner had a meeting and said in ef-

fect: 'We're not in any position to

compete with MGM, who have most
of the big stars, so if we want to stay
in business we've got to depend on
exciting ideas for stories. New ideas
will make new stars.' We started look-
ing over the front pages for ideas for
films; topical stories instead of typical

ones became the order of the day and
things really started jumping at the
Burbank Studios, Cagney, Muni, Eddie
Robinson, Bette Davis, Bogart, Gar-
field, Lupino and Errol Flynn resulted

from Jack Warner's theory. It might
not be a bad idea to latch on to a few
topical ideas at this time. Since there

are not enough top stars to go around

we had better find ideas that will de-

velop new personalities as well as keep

some of the old ones popular with

the public.

This kind of planning and progress

go hand in hand. The theory of going

from crisis to crisis can only bring

ulcers to everyone involved. We should

not sit back and concern ourselves with

solving merely today's problem, but

look ahead and be bold. We have to

blaze new trails and stop playing the

dangerous game of 'follow the leader.'

Any subject matter can be treated

forcefully and boldly on the screen

as long as it is done in good taste.

A few years ago when we took Grace

Metalious' shocking novel of small

town life, Peyton Place, and decided

to make a film of it there were cries of

alarm. What they failed to note was

that the so-called shocking passages in

the book were of minor import. In

our screen adaptation we were able to

mine the solid story ore in which the

novel abounded. The ensuing film

pleased millions and won a graceful

nod of approval from the Legion of

Decency

!

We were also able to adapt D. H.

Lawrence's Sons and Lovers to the

screen with critical and audience suc-

cess without pulling our punches. We
did the same with a portion of Wil-

liam Faulkner's work in The Long,

Hot Summer.

Soon we will be putting into pro-

duction the most sensational and con-

troversial novel of our time: James

Joyce's Ulysses, and we intend to do

so without frustrating the intelligent

film goers nor offending the innocent.

Any truly and honestly realized work
of art is its own justification.

The responsibility of producers is

to create entertainment. Ballet, sym-

phony, baseball, TV, movies, the Three

Stooges and the World's Fair are all

entertainment. It is an all-encompass-

ing term. Producers simply package the

goods and the public takes its choice.

Personally, I think the job of the pro-

ducer is to expand the horizons and

activate the imagination of the au-

dience. I do not agree with the late

Moss Hart's famous comment, 'Never

underestimate the low taste of the

American public'

I believe we must respect the basic

intelligence of audiences all over the

world. We must try to make our films

present a true image of America, yet

we should transcend mere national

boundaries by holding the mirror faith-

fully up to humanity as a whole.

It is important that cinema in the

free world make comments on our

times, criticize our institutions and re-

prove our weaknesses, for only by

doing so will motion pictures retain its

strength and maintain its virility. As

image makers it is our duty to present

the problems of the times, but it is not

our responsibility to solve these prob-

lems. It is also our function to help

create an informed public in which

democracy may continue to be a

healthy way of life.

Need for Variety

Moreover, there must be room for a

great variety of entertainment. We
should always strive to present the best

in the different styles and types of ma-

terial. For example, we have recently

completed a typical family type film,

Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation, as well

as Hemingway's Adventures of a

Young Man, and are now engaged in

filming A Woman in July, based on

William Inge's play, A Loss of Roses.

In the working stage we have Robert

Kennedy's The Enemy Within; D. H.

Lawrence's The Lost Girl; Richard

Hughes' A High Wind in Jamaica;

James Joyce's Ulysses; and Paul Bowles'

Let It Come Down; each different from

the other.

If you look for guarantees in this

business you're in trouble before you

start. Good producers know exactly

what they are seeking and are not on

hunting expeditions wondering what

luck may turn up. There is only one

reason for producing any film, whether

for television or the theatres: a con-

viction that the picture should be

made. If the only reason for producing

a film is because it is felt that it will

ring the boxoffice bell, and will result

in a higher rating, you have entered

yourself in a guessing contest with the

odds against you.

I guess the above amounts to a credo

evolved over three decades of trying

to entertain a vast audience. The ideas

come out of enthusiasm for the task

and dedication to the goal. I believe

this goal must be achieved through a

healthy combination of daring, discre-

tion, patience and persistence.
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Newsmakers

Goldstein To Warners;

Morey AA Sales Head
In a rather sudden shift in top sales personnel, Morey

Razz) Goldstein (right) last week moved over from

Hied Artists to replace Charles Boasberg as general sales

manager of Warner Bros. Pictures

Dist. Corp. Edward Morey (left), AA's

vice president and executive officer in

N.Y., will take over that company's

sales reins. The succession of changes

was triggered by the resignation of

Boasberg, who revealed that he would

soon make an announcement about his

i I 1 future activities. Goldstein had been

^ associated with AA for the past 17

! ^"^(jyil^^^X years, most recentl) .is v.p. and gen-

eral sales chief.

Hyman Aims To Spark Fall Product

Edward L. Hyman (left), American Broadcasting-Para-

mount vice president and champion of orderly release of

product, is holding a series of luncheon conferences,

through July 20, with the major distributors at the AB-PT

home office, in an effort to provide the September-December

period with a business boost. Each of the major firms has

been asked to select one or two quality films for release

in the fourth quarter for "super-Herculean promotional

action," he said. Top sales and promotion executives are

slated to attend the meetings. Added Hyman: "Grosses must

keep the momentum gained during the summer."

Hartford Feevee Start

The much-ballyhooed Hartford pay-TV
test got underway (June 29) when some
300 subscribers were invited to pay $1

each to watch one of last year's movies,

"Sunrise at Campobello." The rest of the

first week's programming also consisted

chiefly of films, none newer than second-

run. In announcing the opening night

program, Thomas F. O'Neil, head of

RKO General, which is sponsoring the

trial along with Zenith Radio Corp., fol-

lowed the line laid down by Telemeter in

Etobicoke: "It is necessary to begin on a

small scale to gain experience . . . (and)

information that will make it possible to

expand the operation in an orderly

fashion."

Forsyth Upped
E. G. Forsyth, assistant general man-

ager of the Odeon circuit in Canada was
promoted to a senior executive post in

the Rank Organization's U.K. operation.

Depinet Heads W. Rogers
Ned E. Depinet was named president

of the Will Rogers Hospital and O'Don-

nell Memorial Research Laboratories at

Saranac Lake, N.Y., succeeding the late

Abe Montague. The election of the

former head of RKO Radio Pictures came

at the annual board meeting of the hos-

pital. Richard F. Walsh was re-elected

chairman. Groundwork for a S 1,000,000

fund-raising drive was laid at the meet-

ing, attended by representatives of all

branches of the industry, in addition to

the hospital's board members.

1 0 More Films for 7 Arts

Seven Arts Prods, will place 10 major

features before the cameras, in addition

to those already finished or in production,

during the remainder of 1962, it was an-

nounced by Eliot Hyman and Ray Stark,

heads of the company.

Astor Acquires Pathe-America

Astor Pictures took a major step in its expansion

program by acquiring Pathe-America Dist. Co. The

deal included all Pathe distribution facilities and 18

P-A releases. "Several other major acquisitions" will

be announced in the near future, according to Astor

president George F. Foley (shown above, 1., with

exec. v.p. L. Douglas Netter, Jr., at trade press

conference). In telling Pathe's side of the story,

parent America Corp.'s chief Gordon K. Greenfield

said: "The importance of the Pathe-America product

and our investment in these properties, coupled with

future commitments, requires greater concentration

in distribution which, we feel, Astor Pictures can best

provide." Pathe will continue as a wholly-owned

subsidiary of Astor, with P-A topper Budd Rogers

retained as a consultant.

Sumner
Named
Gabe Sumner (left)

was named national di-

rector of advertising,

publicity and exploita-

tion for LInited Artists,

it was announced by-

Fred Goldberg, vice

president. Sumner,
who was executive assistant to Goldberg since

April, 1961, had previously served as UA
publicity manager. The new UA ad head also

had been associated with the Schine Theatre

Circuit, and chief of Sumner and Friedkin

Associates, publicity firm.

Picker Calls

Meet
An all-industry COMPO

meeting in the fall was

called for by Eugene
Picker (left), attending

his first COMPO conclave

as a member of the gin -

erning committee. The

meeting, tentatively set

for September, would include large and small

exhibitors as well as representative producers

and distributors. The major objective: to cement

further industry relations and to devise means

to improve the cinema image with the public.

Also attending the COMPO meet were Sam
Pinanski, of TOA; Wilbur Snaper, alternate foi

Ben Marcus, of Allied, and Charles E. McCarthy,

( OMPO exe< utive v.p.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 9)

for periodic theatre showing . . . Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and

MCA, Inc., which is a leading producer of television film

series and has recently acquired Decca Records (and its 87%-
owned Universal Pictures), have long-term investment merit."

A brief rundown of the S & P comments on individual film

md theatre companies follows.

COLUMBIA—"Earnings in the fiscal year ended June 30,

1962, probably exceeded $1 a common share . . . Further

earnings improvement is possible in fiscal 1962-63, depending

upon the public's response to several potential boxoffice hits."

DISNEY—"Earnings for the fiscal year to end September

30, 1962 are expected to hold in the vicinity of the record

$2.75 a share of fiscal 1960-61, and a high level of earnings

is expected to continue into fiscal 1962-63."

MCA, INC.—"Profits of the merged company (Decca-MCA)
on the larger capitalization could reach $2.50 a share in 1962

. . . The shares seem to offer above-average representation in

the entertainment field."

M-G-M—Earnings for fiscal year to end August 31, 1962

"may fall to about $3.00 a share from the record $5.02 in

fiscal 1960-61. However, a recovery in profits is anticipated for

fiscal 1962-63 . . . Retention of the shares is recommended."

PARAMOUNT—"Profits in 1962 are not likely to match
the $4.23 a share in 1961."

20TH-FOX—"In the absence of special write-offs of the

magnitude of those incurred in 1961, a modest profit is possible

for 1962 . . . The shares are a speculation on a significant

recovery in theatrical film operations."

UNITED ARTISTS—"Earnings in 1962 should be at least

moderately higher than the improved S2.34 a share of 1961

. . . The company's good record in the distribution of high-

quality feature films and a growing television business impart

speculative appeal to the shares."

WARNER BROS.—Profits in fiscal term ending August 31,

1962 "may hold in the area of the improved $1.49 a share of

1960-61 (adjusted for the 4-for-l split). Some possible reduc-

tion in television network series may have a restrictive effect

on earnings for fiscal 1962-63."

Theatre firms:

AB-PT—"Management has indicated that earnings in 1962

are expected to improve from the reduced $2.26 a share in

1961 . . . another year-end stock extra (2% in 1961) is likely."

LOEWS THEATRES—Earnings for fiscal year ending Aug-
ust 31, 1962 (excluding the $2.86 a share gain on sale of radio

station WMGM) "should gain moderately from the reduced

$1.02 of fiscal 1960-61. Earnings for fiscal 1962-63 are not

expected to vary markedly from those indicated for fiscal

1961-62, reflecting continued opening expenses for hotels."

NATIONAL GENERAL—The firm "has concentrated on
improving the profitability of its theatre operations . . . earn-

ings for the fiscal year to end September 30, 1962 could

approximate $0.60 a share . . . Further earning progress is

indicated for fiscal 1962-63."

UA To Net $2.50 in 62—Merrill Lynch

Wall Streeters look for United Artists to continue its steady

climb upward, with earnings this year expected to reach $2.50

or better per share (1961 net was $2.34). Biggest plus factors

going for UA, analysts feel, are: a powerful inventory of films

ready for release in the next two-and-a-half years; freedom

from star temperament problems, resulting from its indepen-

dent dealings and profitable TV and record operations.

Most recent UA booster is Merrill Lynch, Pierce, I enrj

& Smith, which seconds film firm president Arthur B. Krinj

contention that "any report of the future must deal with of
picture inventory . . . the strongest in our history." AmoJ
the upcoming attractions touted by the investment firm I

potentially big money-makers are "Taras Bulba," "It's a Mai

Mad, Mad, Mad World" and "The Greatest Story Ever Tol<]

(set for '64), of which chairman Robert S. Benjamin is quotl

as saying: "We saw 'King of Kings' and there will be no com
parison in quality and in what our film will do at the bcl

office." Additionally, Merrill Lynch makes note of this rosea!

portrait of "West Side Storv" by Benjamin: "It has barel

begun to reflect itself in our figures, and could gross S30 1

40 million."

Executive Transactions

Dispositions by executive vice president Benjamin Kalmel

son and further buys by president Jack L. Warner highlighttj

>ecurity transactions in Warner Bros, reported by the SEC fil

the period May 11 to June 10, 1962.

Kalmenson sold 13,800 shares of common, retaining 66,201

while Warner added 4,500 shares to his huge holdings, now
1,129,560. Herman Starr also disposed of 4,900 shares, leavir

25,100 . . . Columbia's Samuel Briskin picked up 8,400 shart

indirectly owned through Fico Corp., giving him 79,154 th>

owned . . . Cinerama president Nicolas Reisini purchased 6,0(

shares in the name of his Robin International, raising his tot
1

in that to 256,050.

National General chief Eugene V. Klein bought 3,800 :

lift his total holdings to 163,179. Irving H. Levin picked u

(Continued on Page 2:,

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 6/21/62 "75/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 23/4 3 + i/
4

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 8% 8% - %
CINERAMA 10 14% - 4%
COLUMBIA 15 15 7

/g + %
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 73 73

DECCA 353/4 37 +iy4
DISNEY 28 28

M-G-M 30 321/2 +2%
PARAMOUNT 38% 40 1

3
8

SCREEN GEMS 14% 14% - %
20TH-FOX 19% 20% • 1%
UNITED ARTISTS 26% 27% + 3

/4

WARNER BROS 12% 12% + V*

^ ^

Theatre Companies
AB-PT 25 263/4 • 1%
LOEWS 22% 23 + i
NATIONAL GENERAL 6 6% + y4
STANLEY WARNER 21% 2P/4 - %
TRANS-LUX 121/2 12 - %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

sjc $ $

6/27/62 7/5/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 73/4 8% 8% 9%
MAGNA PICTURES 1% 2 1% 2%
SEVEN ARTS 8% 9% 8% 9%
UA THEATRES 6% 7% 6% 7%
UNIVERSAL

52

59% 52 57%

WOMETCO 18% 20% 18% 2Q3/8

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers. Inc.)
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BOUNTIFUL PROMOTION. H.M.S. Bounty ties up in

Vancouver harbor amid cheers from throng. Ship will

our U.S., Europe for "Mutiny on the Bounty."

H.M.S. Bounty Promotes

Mutiny' in Every Port

Carrying the traveling pitch to the ultimate

n showmanship, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's pro-

notion department has launched a see-worthy

salesman that promises to make new friends

or "Mutiny on the Bounty" at every port of

all. Nauticaliy, she's known as H.M.S. Bounty,

he fair ship used in the production of the Mar-

on Brando-starrer, and now being employed to

our the U.S. and Europe on behalf of the $20

nillion epic.

With a small fortune already invested in the

e-make of the high seas adventure, Metro

ippears ready to spend plenty more to insure

i wide want-to-see for the fall, hard-ticket

ipening. The Bounty is scheduled to tour a

lumber of strategic ports in the United States

ind overseas, amid as much hip, hip, hooray

md hoopla as the energetic M-G-M promotion-

jiers can muster.

If the Canadian bow of the floating sell was

!iny indication ,the Bounty's voyage figures to

oe one big celebration to stimulate word-of-

nouth in cities throughout the country.

Escorted by a huge flotilla of over 400 boats

l)f every size and description, and with more
han 350,000 people jamming every vantage

Joint along the route, the promotional vessel

.ailed royally into the harbor at Vancouver,

British Columbia. Whistles blowing a welcome
salute from small craft to ocean liners, aircraft

lipping their wings in recognition and thou-

sands yelling and cheering, the H.M.S. Bounty
was received at her berth by the city's dig-

litaries. Five marching bands and the Royal
Vavy Honor Guard were on hand to pay tri-

bute to the movie "celebrity."

Of course, the big ship is just one of a great

lumber of projects in a vast campaign being
napped for "Mutiny on the Bounty." But it's

>ne that promises to stir sufficient interest to

nake the attraction a welcome visitor in every

>ort,

Splash in life' Stirs

Controversy over 'Advise'

From its very birth as a screen property,

stemming from its Pulitzer prize-winning an-

cestry, "Advise and Consent" has been the

center of a swirling, whirling storm of con-

troversy that has managed to keep the title in

the public spotlight.

Producer-director Otto Preminger, noted for

his keen sense of publicity value, as well as

his movie-making talents, set Washington on its

ear during the filming of "Advise", snaring

Senators for parts in the movie, debating the

film's merits with some of them, then persuad-

ing many to sponsor benefit premieres in their

home states. Now that the picture is opening

all across the country, it has been accorded

one of its most important breaks—a five-page,

photo and text feature in the July 6 issue of

Life that does much to keep blazing the con-

troversy surrounding the picture.

Under the provocative title, "A Patriotic

Movie . . . or Not," the filmization of Allen

Drury's behind-the-scenes novel about Wash-
ington is spotlighted in the eye-catching Life

manner that should go a long way toward

building a strong want-to-see among the mag-

azine's 7,000,000 readers. Some typically "does-

it-or-doesn't-it" copy that should serve to pro-

voke plenty of discussion: "Is it a ringing

tribute to democracy? Or is it an unpatriotic

expose bound to backfire abroad ? Some critics

have attacked it, others applauded. Many
Americans abroad have resented it. And the

U.S. Senate itself is sharply divided on it."

To be sure, Life's analysis of the film gives

"Advise" none the best of it as compared to

the novel, but even here, the sensational aspects

are played up so that the mass audience, which

buys the publication in the first place, may be

aroused to go out and see what it's all about.

A big publicity break, good or bad—as one

showmanship student once observed—is still a

big publicity break. And that is exactly what

"Advise and Consent" enjoyed last week.

Castle-Col. Trade Coin

For Coins in 7otz' Giveaway
Ever ready with a built-in gimmick to help

sell his pictures, producer William Castle this

time has teamed with Columbia's alert promo-

tion department in a giveaway that promises

to attract plenty of attention to "Zotz!".

Replicas of the magic "Zotz!" coin seen in

the film have been made available for local

campaigns at $10 per thousand, and with them

a special 40 x 60 color poster highlighting the

giveaway and picturing nine famous magic

coins.

Columbia advises that the poster be planted

in the lobby in advance to spark patron inter-

est, and also in the following ways: a co-op

promotion with certain marked coins having a

cash or prize value at a tie-in store; a large

glass container filled with "Zotz!" coins in the

window of a local store to be used as a guess-

trie-number contest, and a stunt that has the

youngster in town who has collected the great-

est number of coins receiving a prize at the

theatre.

'Boccaccio 70' Gets Full

Levine Treatment in N. Y. Bow
In typically flashy style, Embassy president

Joseph E. Levine ushered in his "Boccaccio
'70" at New York's newest movie houses,

Cinema 1 and 11. A benefit debut drew loads

of celebrities, and the public bow was trum-

peted about longly and loudly in the largest

single advertisement ever used for a motion
picture in the amusement section of The New
York Times, the Sunday before.

Three consecutive full pages were taken to

announce the opening at the unique twin thea-

ters. The ad shone equally bright spotlights

on the three directors of the film— Fellini,

Visconti and DeSica—and the three stars

—

Sophia Loren, Anita Ekberg and Romy Schnei-

der. It was part of what Embassy planned to

be the largest campaign ever afforded a film

playing an East Side or "art" house in Gotham.

'BOCCACCIO' BOW. Above, crowds at Cinema 1-11 to

watch premiere ol "Boccaccio 70." Below, Embassy
president Joseph E. Levine, 3rd from left, watches as

Deputy Mayor Edward F. Cavanaugh, Jr., of N.Y., r.,

cuts ribbon to open new theatre. Also watching, I. to r.:

Mrs. Levine, star Romy Schneider, Rugoff circuit head
Donald S. Rugoff. The film is playing to capacity.
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'MUSIC MAKERS. National championship Lockport

(III.) band plays selections from 'Music Man' in Rocke-

feller Plaza.

'Music Man' Band Blares

After 2-Day World Premiere

Warner Bros.' campaign on "The Music

Man" is blaring away every bit as loud and

brassy as the 76 trombones of the picture. High

point of the tuneful push thus far, of course,

was the two-day world premiere in Mason
City, Iowa, from which emerged a 103-piece

national championship band that embarked on

a ten-day tour of guest appearances in Chi-

cago, New York, Philadelphia and Wash-
ington, D.C.

The rhythm ambassadors serenaded crowds

in the big cities, stirring plenty of excitement

everywhere and paving the way for openings of

the lavish musical later this summer. Needless

to say, Mason City already was afire with

enthusiasm when 10,000 visitors from almost

every state in the union converged on the Iowa
town for parades, band concerts, national

marching competition and, of course, the world

press bow of "The Music Man."

Beaming the band proceedings around the

world in 36 languages was the Voice of

America. On hand for the film's kick-off was

a contingent of over 150 stars, national and

state dignitaries, newspaper, radio and TV rep-

resentatives. Famous personality Arthur God-
frey emceed the premiere.

Work with Local Paper—MPAA
If any theatremen doubts the efficacy of

working closely with the local newspaper, let

him look at the co-operation achieved by Earle

M. Hoklen, of the Lucas Theatre, Savannah,

Ga. Employing stills and copy furnished by the

MPAA, he made complete arrangements for

the front page of the special Entertainment

Week section of a recent edition of the

Savannah Evening Press. The enterprising ex-

hibitor then ordered a quantity of the special

sections for distribution to his theatre patrons.

Allen To Tour U.S. for

'Balloon' Showmen Seminars
Peripatetic producer-director Irwin Allen is

rolling up his sleeves once again, this time to

make a two-and-a-half week tour of the U.S.

to plug "Five Weeks in a Balloon," which

20th Century-Fox is distributing. Having trav-

eled last year for "Voyage to the Bottom of

the Sea," Allen has scheduled another series

of exhibitor seminars on his most recent ex-

ploitation entry.

Beginning July 25, in New York, the show-

man will work his way across country, stop-

ping at 13 major exchange centers to tell his

story. He will discuss the entire promotional

campaign 2()th-Fox has mapped for the adven-

ture-comedy slated for mid-August release.

Items to be covered include: television, radio,

newspapers, national magazines, records, star

tours, book tie-ins, lobby displays, toys and

games, giveaways and seasonal stunts. All thea-

tremen attending will view the picture, then

attend a round-table discussion of the many-

sided merchandising program.

Other cities on Allen's itinerary are Wash-
intgon, Boston, Chicago, Toronto, Detroit, St.

Louis, New Orleans, Dallas, Denver, San Fran-

cisco, Seattle and Los Angeles.

Theatreman Uses Laughter

To Draw Patrons to lloyd'

Operating on the premise that the basic

ingredient in "Harold Lloyd's World of Com-

edy" is laughter, Reginald Caufield, of the New-

Embassy Theatre, Broadway, decided to let the

people on the street in on the fun his patrons

were having. So he planted microphones in

several areas of the house, then hooked them

up with the p. a. system, which was connected

to outside speakers. Between the bursts of

hilarity, an announcer noted that the laughter

was coming live from the theatre. The result:

plenty of passers-by stopped to listen, look at

the flashy front, buy tickets.

FANCY FRONT. Escapades of Harold Lloyd are recalled

in this smart theatre front created by Broadway's

New Embassy for "Harold Lloyd's World of Comedy."

GERARD

U Sells 'Spiral Road' to

Religious, Educational Groups

In line with its specialized type of pre-sell

campaign for important product, Universal has

mapped a drive directed toward church groups,

women's clubs and schools for "The Spiral

Road," it was announced by Philip Gerard,

Eastern advertising and publicity director.

Stressing the theme of faith that runs through-

out the film, the U promotioneers hope to

create a solid block of good-will salesmen

among the influential religious and educational

groups.

Special screenings have been arranged for

the Protestant Cinema Critics' Guild of the

National Council of Churches; the National

Educational Association; the Federated Wom-
en's Clubs; the Salvation Army; the National

Council of Christians and Jews, and the Ameri-

can Bible Society. In addition, private, advance

showings of "Spiral Road" already have been

held for the leading religious publications of

all denominations.

Having thus aimed at patronage on the

spiritual level, U figures to go for the rest

via a hard-hitting actionful campaign stressing

the picture's jungle-adventure aspects. It's a

good example of the firm's comprehensive way

of merchandising its product.

Col. Gives 'Landlady' Push

Columbia made certain that "The Notorious

Landlady" was well known when it made its

dual American bow in Chicago and Philadel-

phia, by backing it with an intensive TV push

in both cities.

In Chicago, a round-the-clock saturation

schedule of 60-second promotional spots em-

ployed footage from the film to attract viewer

interest. Also, an ad-copy contest invited lis-

teners to create an ad slogan for the film. A

Kim Novak "look-alike" contest helped spark

the Philly engagement, which was highlighted

by promotions like a city-wide motorcade and

a key contest involving the unlocking of a

door for a prize. Posters with playdate infor-

mation were used, too.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Contimaul from Page 22)

500 shares of NG, raising his total to 24,876, and corporations

he heads bought 300 for holdings of 11,887. Edward Patterson

acquired 500 to give him 1,500 . . . Roger W. Hurlock con-

tinued to buy into Allied Artists, picking up 2,100 shares to

lift his holdings to 32,200.

Jacob Stillman exercised an option to buy 2,000 shares of

Loew's Theatres, raising his total to 2,050. Herbert A.

Hofmann bought 200 of the same for a total of 1,400 . . .

Paramount's Y. Frank Freeman acquired 300, lifting his hold-

ings to 1,750 . . . William Dozier picked up 200 shares of

Screen Gems to give him 1,300, while Russell Karp added 200

shares, boosting his holdings to 700 . . . Jay Emanuel now
owns 17,000 shares of Trans-Lux after his purchase of 1,000.

Disney 3rd Q. Cut in Half—Tryon

Walt Disney's third-period (ended June 30) earnings will

probably be sliced more than half from $1.05 per share in the

'61 span to about 45c, but treasurer Lawrence Tryon painted a

rosier outlook for the longer haul.

Nine-months net should be upped to "around $2 a share,"

or $3.3 million, reflecting for the most part the fat first quarter

(up from 4lc to $1 per share, on net from film rentals of

$1.25 million). In the first three quarters last year net totaled

$2.3 million ($1.46). Likewise, predicted Tryon, fiscal '62

earnings will match or better '61 profit of $4.4 million ($2.75).

Total revenues should approach the $70 million taken in

ast year.

The treasurer termed the movie market "soft," adding that

'although we're doing well in comparison to some other com-

panies, we aren't doing quite as well as we thought we
:ould." He said it was too early to determine the boxoffice

performance of "Bon Voyage" (April release), but that "Pi-

lochio" is doing better than its previous three outings.

Movie Stacks vs. Bears
(Continued from Page 9

)

the Telemeter pay-TV experiment in Etobicoke, Canada,

Paramount's stock went down 171/7 points in the first

half of '62. For the full year from June 30, 1961, Para-

mount stands out as the heaviest loser among the film

companies—over 35 points on the down side.

The troubles which have beset 20th Century-Fox need
no recounting here. One might almost say it is notable

that the market price stood up as well as it did, conider-

ing the heavy losses of recent years and the trials and
tribulations experienced by the company's management
and its production projects. On June 30, Fox sold at

201/2, down approximately 15 points from its Jan. 1 price.

Apparently, high hopes still prevail in some quarters that

"Cleopatra" and "The Longest Day" will lift 20th out

of the red.

Warner Bros, showed a decline of almost nine points

for the first six months of '62, but its most recent quota-

tion was only 71/2 lower than a year earlier (adjusted

for the 4-for-l split).

Cinerama was about nine points off its first-of-the-year

figure, but a year ago the stock had not yet risen to its

peak, and its price then was a mere 4i/
2 ahead of the

latest figure. Throughout the January-June span, Cin-
erama stood out as one of the most active of movie

U. S. Film Earnings O'Seas High
U.S. motion picture earnings abroad, eligible for remittance

to this country, continued at a handsome level in 1961, approxi-
mating $215-220 million, about the same as the year before,

according to the Department of Commerce.

On the upbeat side, the Department pointed to an improve-
ment in trading conditions in a number of the more important
foreign markets. However, it was noted that the rapid growth
of television, especially in the European market, and the in-

creasing influence of foreign films are affecting theatre receipts

from U.S. films in many countries.

Majors Woo Indes with Low Overhead
If any indication is needed that this is the era of independent

production, take a look at the current overhead price "war"
being waged by some major film companies to woo the inde

film makers.

Last week M-G-M studio chief Robert M. Weitman an-

nounced that his firm now offers the lowest overhead charge

—

an average of just under 20 per cent—of any major studio in

the industry, thanks to a new operational system that has

been in effect since June 1, 1961. Prior to June 1, '61, Metro's

absolute overhead was said to be 3
1 V2 per cent; now it ranges

between 18 and 21 per cent. Purpose of the new accounting

procedures, said Weitman, was to pass on to its customers eco-

nomies affected by the firm's streamlining and realignment of

physical production operations, and to change the method of

charging for studio facilities and production services from a

flat application of o\erhead to a basis of actual use.

At the same time, Columbia announced a redutcion of its

studio overhead rate on features to 20 per cent, effective July 1.

This followed a recent statement by president A. Schneider

and Sol Schwartz, v.p. in charge of West Coast operations, that

based on economies effected, there would be a reduction in

the 221/2 per cent rate being charged to all producers. It was

said a further lowering of the overhead is possible.

issues, 946,700 shares changing hands.

Caught among the bears without the large part of

"El Cid" receipts to protect the price, Allied Artists lost

2% off the 5% price at the beginning of '62.

Walt Disney finished the first half of '62 some 10

points behind its January 1 price, while Columbia was

off about 13V2.

It was all or nothing for the first six months as far as

the theatre companies were concerned. Of the five cov-

ered, two—National General and Trans-Lux—showed
little or no loss, while the other three—American Broad-

casting-Paramount, Loew's and Stanley Warner—emerged

among the industry's heaviest losers.

National General finished exactly the same at the end

of June as at the end of January, 6>/g, with interest in

the issue at a heavy 719,700 shares. Trans-Lux was off

a shade under 5 points from its January 1 quotation.

On the down side, Loew's was a 20-point loser over the

six-months period; compared to its price of a year earlier,

it was off only about nine points. Trading in this stock

was also heavy, with 783,500 shares exchanged. AB-PT
displayed a 19-point drop between January and June,

while Stanley-Warner slipped amost 19 from its quota-

tion at the beginning of 1962. However, it was off far

less (6I/2 points) from June, '61 to June, '62.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

March

HANDS OF A STRANGER Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
James Stapleton, Irish McCalla. Producers Newton
Arnold, Michael duPont. Director, Arnold. Concert
pianist, through transplant surgery, receives new hands
after auto accident. 86 min.

HITLER Richard Basehart, Cordula Trantow, Maria Emo.
Producer T. Charles Straus. Director Stuart Heisler.
The life and loves of the infamous ruler of the Third
Reich. 107 min. 3/19/62.

A pril

BIG WAVE, THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 73 min.

June

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith 85 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after 19 years
in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren. 170
min.

FRIGHTENED CITY. THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost, Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

September

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

March

TWIST ALL NIGHT June Wilkinson, Louie Prima, Sam
Butera and the witnesses. Producer Maurice Duke. Di-

rector William J. Hole, Jr. 87 min. 4/2/62.

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Color. Archie Savage,
Gaby Farinon, Rik Von Notter. Science fiction. 79 min.

BURN, WITCH, BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 89
ing a daring payroll robbery. 94 min.

PHANTOM PLANET, THE Dean Fredericks, Colleen
Gray, Tony Dexter. Science fiction. 82 min.

May
BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE. THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 71 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 81 min.

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Producers Lou Rusoff,

Arnold Houghland.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-

ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan

Poe trilogy. 120 min. 6/1 1/62.

August
MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Director Hugo Fregonese.

September
WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Anna Ralli Producer Fulvio

Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action film. 91

min.

October

WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly WILD CARGOI Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Budil Miller, Carl Ottoisen.

December

GOLIATH AND THE WARRIORS OF GENGHIS KHAN
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani.

January
YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

END OF THE WORLD Color, CinemaScope.

GREAT DELUGE, THE

HAUNTED PALACE Color. Vincent Price. Edgar Allan

Poe story.

MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE

SEAFIGHTERS

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

April

MOON PILOT Technicolor. Tom Tryon, Brian Keith,

Edmond O'Brian, Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney,

Bill Anderson. Director James Neilson. Wacky farce.

98 min. 1/22/62.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/62.

Coming
IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Maurice
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robrt Stevenson. Based on the

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children."

February

THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES Three Stooges, Vicki

Trickett. Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward
Bernds. 89 min. 2/5/62.

UNDERWATER CITY Color. William Lundigan, Juli

Adams. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Frank McDon
aid. 78 min. 3/19/62.

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE Laurence Harvey, Cap
ucine, Jane Fonda, Anne Baxter, Barbara Stanwyck
Director Edward Dmytryk. Producer Charles Feldman
Drama of New Orleans French Quarter. 114 min
2/5/62.

March
HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Produce
Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang Jel

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer Sar
Katzman. Direcotr Oscar Rudolph. Exploitation entry
87 min. 4/16/62

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle. Brya;

Russell. Producer Tom Naud. Director Walter Doniger
Baseball drama 83 min. 4/30/62.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick, Ros

'

Martin, Stephanie Powers. Producer-Director Blak

Edwards. 123 min. 4/30/62.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederic
Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hit

109 min. 4/30/62.

MOTH5JA All Japanese cast. 90 min.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Dolores Dorn

Michael Callan. Producer William Bloom. Directo

Philip Leacock. 80 min. 5/14/62.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh
ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama o

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbrook

Nancy Kovack.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director Wil

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY. THE Jack Lemmon, Kir

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Directo

Producer Norman Maurer. Director Edward Berr.ds.

August
INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suz

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harareel
Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. 120 min

6/1 1/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooges

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds.

September

BATTLE ABOARD THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DE

FIANT) Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayk
Producer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert.

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Davi

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino d

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton.

October

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Ouinn, Silvana Mar

gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dea

Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentii:

Director Richard Fleischer.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jess

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Georg

Sidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieu)

George Chakiris, France Nuyen, Jams Darren. Pre

ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Am
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneei

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Tooli

Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Hav

kins. Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Directc

David Lean.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quint

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producf

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.
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WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie

Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd, Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/1 1/42.

February

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

qrin. Producer Paul Graeti. Director Sidney Lumet.
Version of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/42.

April

RIFFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
Constantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

June
NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
underworld of crime.

TASTE OF HONEY. A Rita Tushingham. Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Film version of the Broadway stage play. 100 min.

July

HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
rnin. 4/14/42.

August
HANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
mond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
man twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
.ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black.
Director Robert Day. 87 min.

UN VIE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Marquano, Ivan
Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes DeLahaie. Direc-
or Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

September
MPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Director Alfred Shaughnessy. 44 min.

rVALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Suillerimin

WEEBSBHSBEEB
Current Releases

VRMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
3. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal'.P . Goldbaum. Director Frani Peter Wirth.
'4 min.

ELL" ANTONIO (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Marcello
^astroianni, Claudia Cardinale. Producer Alfredo Bini.
)irector Mauro Bolognini. Italian drama of lover threat-
ned by impotence. 101 min. 4/16/42.

IERNADETTE OF LOURDES IJanus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Madine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
lucer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
'0 min.

IIG MONEY, THE ILopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
-ee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

LACK TIGHTS (Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
ama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
toland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman]
imno Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. 114 min.
1/19/42.

ILOODY BROOD. THE ISutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
ord, Jack Betts.

>AY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
chmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
)ario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.
10 min.

• EVIL'S WANTON, THE (Embassy) Doris Svedlund,
lirger Malmuten, Eva Henning. Producer Lorens
rfarmstedt. Director Ingmar Bergman. 72 min. 4/11/42.

JOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
irginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
letty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
omedy series. 87 mins. 4/14/42.

ICLIPSE ITimes Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

:VA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

EAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
'owers. 78 min.

;IVE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
>eberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
'hihppe de Broca. 84 min.

: IVE MINUTES TO LIVE ISutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
orester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 84 min.

:LIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
•lala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC ITimes Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/41.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayash! 98 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellini. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA I Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 94 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
(Embassy) Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD lAstor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertaizi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre
Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
98 min. 3/5/42.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (Astor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 104 m/n. 1/8/42.

LES PARISIENNES ITimes Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/41.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni

J

Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/42.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/41.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway. Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-

rector Ralph fhomas. 110 min. 1/8/42.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 104 min. 2/5/42.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,
Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS lAstor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 175 min. 7/24/41.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall', Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.
Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/42.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE IHutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER. A I King sley- Internationa I

)

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/41.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Lati more, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/42.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY IJanus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/42.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN (Showcorporation) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/14/42.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanef, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/41.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helqa Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/42.

MET RO -GOLDWYN -MAYER

February
FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE, THE Ci-
nemaScope. MetroColor. Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,
Paul Lukas, Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb, Yvette
Mimieux. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Vincent*
Minnelli. Film version of the famous novel by Vicente
Blasco-lbanez. 153 min. 2/19/42.

JULY SUMMARY
The July release schedule remains at

a hefty 23 pictures, with Allied Artists

still heading the list on the strength of

five films. M-G-M and United Artists

are deadlocked for runnerup honors at

three apiece, while four companies

—

20th-Fox, Universal, American-Interna-

tional and Paramount—have two re-

leases on tap. Four firms—Columbia,

Warner Bros., Buena Vista and Conti

nental—have slated one each.

LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Olivia deHavilland, Rossano Brazzi, Yvette Mimieux,
George Hamilton, Barry Sullivan. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Guy Green. Bas- d on prize-w-nning
novel by Elizabeth Spencer. 105 n. n. 1/8/42.

March
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-
cess. 120 min. 3/5/42.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/42.

April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,
Karl Maiden, Angela lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of
best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. I I I min.
4/2/42.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a
military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/42.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the I870's.

94 min. 5/14/42.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter
Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.
152 min.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. 83 min.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 4/11/42.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India.

August

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol.
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas.
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller..

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
rier. Adventure drama
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Coming July

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK. THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Anthony Franciosa, Jane
Fonda, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten.
Director George Roy Hill. Screen version of Ten-
nessee Williams' Broadway play.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.
TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ouqh. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastoianni. Producer Christine Gouie-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

VIOLENT DAWN Broderick Crawford, Valentina Cartesa
Producer-Director Leonardo Bercovici. Drama-Suspense
story of hostages held by the Nazis.

January
ERRAND BOY, THE Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy, Howard
McNear, Robert Ivers, Pat Dahl, Dan Blocker, Michael
Landon, Lome Green. Producer Ernest D. Glucksman.
Director Jerry Lewis. 92 min. 3/5/62.

HEY, LET'S TWIST Joey Dee and The Starliters, Jo-Ann
Campbell, Teddy Randazzo. Producer Harry Romm.
Director Greg Garrison. 80 min. 2/19/62.

TOO LATE BLUES Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Pro-

ducer-Director John Cassavetes. Drama set against
the modern jazz world. 93 min. 1/22/62.

February
SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.

97 min.

SUMMER AND SMOKE Panavision, Technicolor. Lau-
rence Harvey. Geraldine Page. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Peter GlenvilTe. Drama based on Tennessee
Williams' Broadway play. 118 min. 11/27/61.

March
BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon, Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl
Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka 147 min. 4/2/62.

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR, THE Technicolor. William

Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,

George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage

drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,

Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve

Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty potes

as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

H ATARI I Technicolor. John Wayne. Hardy Kruger,

Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-

Director Howard Hawks. 159 min. 6/25/62.

Coming
GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-

vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an

American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director

Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason.

Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-

liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-

rod. Director Richard Quine. Comdy-romanc filmed on

location in Paris.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton

Heston, Elsa Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville

Shavelson. Comedy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.

Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer

Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann, A society matron

bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PATHE-AMERICA

March
WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard

Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.

Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,

Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley. Norman Bird. Producer

Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
QU ARE FELLOW. THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia

Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-

thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-

Director Roger Corman. School integration drama.
84 min. 6/1 1/62.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David

Fang Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim

Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

A pril

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.
4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul

Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Melodrama. 93 min.

June
HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. 90 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Col.

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliol

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olymi

games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Lil

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hu

Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Duni

A concentration camp victim attempts to escape

Israel. I 12 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Ri

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bosh

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 mm.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson. Meii

Anders. Mystery melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Produc I

Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLu

Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara Fabian, Jo .

Saxon Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Direct

Henry' Koster. A family attempts a peaceful N.j

England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Ede

,

Red Buttons.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG Ml

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richa

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy Dan Da, It

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessi

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark James Dunn, Ju

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ri

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stones. 145 m

6/25/62

20TH CENTURY-FOX

February

SW1NGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden Producer J.

Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an

amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 mm.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co.lor.

Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Tom
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King.

Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62.

March
INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael

Redgrave Martin Stephens, Pamela F»anklin. Pro-

ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based dn Henry James'

"The Turn of the Screw." 99 min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-

ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two American

priests and a young Chinese girl. 124 min. 3/19/62.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kent

Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonard

A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar-

shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,

Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer

Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers and

Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs by

Rodgers. 118 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI. THE CinemaScope. Glynis

Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.

Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-

mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter SI

lers Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, leo McKern. Produc

Pierre Rouve. Dirctor Peter Sellers. Based on Marc

Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze, the mild instru

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 9/ mi

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson Diane Baker Bar

Coe David Farrer. When 300 Spartans withheld t

entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermopyla

I 13 min.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Kathenne Kat

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner Producer Ken H

man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a lit!

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Tod

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabia

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demic

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, R

Danton Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien Robert Ryo

,

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd
I

OswaL

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, K

Annakin.

November

LION. THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color Wil iam H
;

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pa mela P//%lin. Pi

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based I

best-seller.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacqu

Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer Product

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assas
(

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor Richa

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDow*

Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wange'

Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

QUEEN'S GUARDS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey Robert Stepher

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale ot

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

February

PROPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Monsoi

Norma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby Stanh

Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Dire,

tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin Samn

Davis Jr. Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pr

ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western corned

112 min. 2/5/62

March

CHILDREN'S HOUR. THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirh

MacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director Willie

Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman s famous play. II

min. 1/22/62..
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May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
nell, Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/42.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-
ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel
"The Midwife of Pont Clery ' 112 min. 4/2/62.

June
CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey, Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-
tor Edward L. Cahn. 45 min.

GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/42.

MAGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-
ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special
effects. 80 min 4/14/42.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn. 107 min. 5/14/42.

July
JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.
Kerwin Matthews. Producer Edward Small. Director
Nathan Juran. Special-effects adventure basd on fairy
tale.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
:aster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/14/61.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bobe Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
Icr Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
romedies. 91 min.

August
ilRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden
'helma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min
j/25/62. . .

rVEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
(ichird Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
>f Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/41.

Coming
IHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland
jtep'nen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Erector John Cassavetes.

3EAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
iainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
or Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

JLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
.ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

SREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
vlano Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/41.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
lon of James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Cramer. Director Paul Stanley

(ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright
-harles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
'hilip Karlson.

.AND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Seville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
Jirector Leslie Stevens.

MNCHURIAN CANDIDATE. THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
nce Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry

• ilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
'irector Frankenheimer.

JARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Vatling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
uzzell. 79 min. 8/21/41.

HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
lirector Jules Dassin.

OMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
red Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
partem. Drama of violence and romance in New York
•ity. 112 min. 1/8/42.

ARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexteram Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff'
roducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.
HIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
ms Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
>natole Litvak.

HREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley
olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ey J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/41.
WO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
sine Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise
ased on the Broadway hit.

'AR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders
'r

„°,
r

, ,

De
,
n,s Sanders

- Korean War melodrama 81
'in. 4/14/42

'AY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

March
ESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig
ohn Gregson. Producers Monte Berman Robert s'
•aker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/42.

Fil,

LOVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher.
Director Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/41.

A pril

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey. 84 min. 5/14/42.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
108 min. 12/25/41.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 184 min. 10/17/40.

May
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly
Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
104 min. 3/19/42.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/42.

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. 107 min.
5/14/62.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. 81 min. 5/14/42.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gio Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. 99 min. 5/14/42.

August

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. 145 min. 6/1 1/42.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. 84 min. 4/25/62.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,

Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens. Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
John Hutton.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach Rod Taylor. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director
Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne. Producers Cornel Wilde,
Bernard Luber. Director Cornel Wilde.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter, Marshall
Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred Harris.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee. Pro-
ducer Ross Hunter. Director Harry Keliey

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiii Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

February

MAJORITY OF ONE. A Technicolor. Rosalind Russell,
Alec Guinness, Ray Danton, Madlyn Rhue. Producer-
Director Mervyn LeRoy. From the Broadway comedy
hit. 147 min. 11/13/41.

March

COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight, Onslow
Stevans Anne He'm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 89 min 2/19/42.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT

MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/42.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. 118 min. 3/19/42.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/14/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Advenutre drama. 89 min.

5/14/62.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay. Peter Breck,

Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director
Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/14/62.

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton
Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of

American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.

5/14/62.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yvvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital. Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from th? celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor. Robert Preston, Shirley

Jones, Buddy Hackett. Hermione Gingold. Producer-Di-
rector Morton Da Costa. From Meredith Willson's

Broadway musical hit. 150 min. 4/16/62

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron. D^vid Niven. Pro-

ducers Thomas Clvde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony
Asqui'h. Dr 3 ma of romance and adventure in Latin

America. 103 min.

Corning

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CHAPMAN REPORT. THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor. Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage

.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

GYPSY Technicolor. Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy From Broadway musical hit.

MR. LIMPCT Technicolor. D^n Knotts. C'role ^-pk.
Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur Lubin, William
Tytla. Combination live action-animation comedy with

music

.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston. Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Milestone. Drama of

Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mounJain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington. D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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DungIan

SELECTED for

special tribute in the

Congressional Record i

Sen. Everett M. Dirkson

SELECTED as first

official United States e \

for the Czechoslovakia

Film Festival!

SELECTED by the

Seattle World's Fair as

Best Picture of 19621

SELECTED for

special 10- city

pre-release engageme/s

I

With The Most Exciting Cast Of The Season!

-RICHARD

Beymer
as Nick
Adams

mJE

Baker
as Carolyn

JAMES

as

Telegrapher

JUSAN

Strasberg
as Rosana

Hernandez
as Bugs

-JESSICA J.
TandyJ-*
Mrs. Adams

-CRRINNE

Calvet
as Contessa

..ARTHUR

Kennedy
as Dr. Adams

Wallach
as John

JRED

Clark
as Turner

-DAN 4^
Dailey^.
as Billy

Campbell

.RICARDO

ITALDAN
as Major Padula

Jerry Wald
PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY

MARTIN RlTT !

SCREENPLAY BY

A. E.HOTCHNE:
CINemaScoP-'
COLOR by DE LU

I
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WALL STREET VIEW OF MOVIE STARS

•k is

Can't Live Without 'Em...

But Can't Live With 'Em!

r

euiewi

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA

MY GEISHA

THE THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT

STOWAWAY IN THE SKY

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER

ESCAPE FROM 2AHRAIN

THE TROJAN HORSE

THE WILD WESTERNERS

HELL IS FOR HEROES

STRANGERS IN THE CITY

THE IMPORTANT MAN



Presenting the FIRST

TARZAN
SPECTACULAR!

THE FIRST TIME
color and CinemaScope ^'

ngles of mystic India Jf
thrills for all ages a

giant cast of 5,0001
##<^#####<$><$><S>|

I FIRST TIME! |
} BATTLE OF THE
4 BULL ELEPHANTS! I
#<t><s><^#<i>#^#<$>#<t><$>4>

<§><§><§><!> <§><!><$><§><^#<$><§>^><i>

| Hold Your Breath! |
THE LEAP FROM

J PLANE TO RIVER! |

<e><t><e><s><t><§><#><#><§>#<§><i>#^<i>

£ NEVER BEFORE! i
| STAMPEDE OF 300 f

WILD ELEPHANTS! I
(The Earth Rumbles!) I

f Can You Take It! 1
,f TARZAN'S FIGHT WITH i
u*<> SAVAGE LEOPARD! *

(Knife Against Claw!) •
I <t><$>#^<§><t><t>#<§>#<$><^###

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer brings

world-famed Tarzan into the

big-time of screen spectaculars

for the first time! It is an
experience in movie entertain-

ment that you must see

!

IN CINEMASCOPE andMETROCOLOR!

_ JOCK MAHONEYand JAI
r
The Elephant Boy with GAJENDRA, King of the Elephants

Screen Play by ROBERT HARDY ANDREWS and JOHN GUILLERMIN n*** SY WEINTRAUB *
Directed by JOHN GUILLERMIN

(ABOVE: Keynote of campaign is used in ads of all sizes)



T'S

fARZANSATIONAL
"Calling All Showmen!"
A BIG opportunity!

This is GREAT Entertainment!

For adult audiences, too! ^
A UNIQUE Tarzan Show!

Think BIG! Don't miss a trick!

Use newspapers (ad on left page)

Use TV, Radio, Heralds!

Saturate your town with

SHOWMANSHIP!
Here's a Gold-mine!

DIG IT!

P.S. THE GREATEST TARZAN PICTURE EVER MADE IS

THE FIRST TARZAN HIT BACKED BY A BIG TV CAMPAIGN!



What They'te lmn$ About

In the Movie Business

FILMS FOR FEEVEE. The TOA-Allied survey

of the film companies in regard to their policies on

serving pictures to pay-TV, and particularly to

Phonevision in Hartford, will reveal the following

responses: Paramount and Warner Bros., which

already are supplying product to Phonevision, will

state that they will continue to do so; Buena Vista

(Disney) is likely to announce its intention of

furnishing a limited number of pictures (possibly

only one) to Phonevision as a test of subscriber

reaction; all other distributors are expected to

reply that they are closely observing developments

in the pay-TV field—a duty they owe to their

stockholders—but are making no commitments to

supply product at this time. Marshall Fine,

president of Allied, and John Stembler, TOA
president, who jointly queried the film companies

on their attitudes, probably will make known
the official responses within the week.

o

ZANUCK ON HIS 'DAY'. While Darryl Zanuck
is close-mouthed about the problems of 20th-Fox,

under orders of his counsel, he is quite vocal

about "The Longest Day". The dynamic
production executive is intensely enthusiastic

about his forthcoming war epic, believes its unique

style will set a new pattern for future film making.

There are no lap dissolves or fades throughout

the picture, the action being continuous from
start to finish. To avoid any break in the illusion,

Zanuck has thumbed-down the idea of an
intermission, and the final print will run seconds

shy of 3 hours. He plans to return to Paris at the

end of this week to supervise scoring details

on the last four reels.

o

BIG ANTI-TRUST CASE. What shapes up as

one of the most crucial of all exhibitor vs.

distributor anti-trust cases is slated for trial in

U. S. District Court, Indianapolis, Oct. 15.

Key phase of the long-pending suit, brought by

Syndicate Theatres, Inc., will be the charge of

collusive distribution patterns to hold back

release of important pictures for the benefit of

certain first-run theatres in the Indianapolis

territory. The case reportedly will reveal some

eye-opening evidence of flagrant price-fixing

practices by Paramount in its distribution

of "Ten Commandments".

o

DE-GLAMORIZATION. Many students of

public psychology are firmly convinced that

filmdom's traditional "star system" has been dealt

a serious setback by the Taylor-Monroe-Brando

antics. They theorize that Hollywood's most

famous and most expensive personalities have been

"de-glamorized" by the thorough washing-down

they have been given in the press, that actual

resentment has replaced the idolatry once lavished

on movie favorites. Another damaging blast was

the recent column by widely syndicated Robert

C. Ruark, who reported from Rome that even

those in the acting profession "are fed up by

Liz Taylor's blatant affair with Richard Burton
* * * with the likes of Miss Marilyn Monroe and

her tantrums, and with Judy Garland and her

problems." Ruark quotes an unnamed actor as

saying: "All this lousy publicity is hurting the

lot of us * * * As for all the waste and stupidity

that has developed with amateur producers and

directors—it sure cuts down the opportunity for

more of us to work on pictures. Star supervision

of script and direction is all wrong in most cases,

because most actors couldn't find their way to

the washroom without direction." Expressing his

disdain for the "whole business of star control

of independent production", Ruark's vocal actor-

informant said, "They ask 150 percent of the

profits and price themselves out of the market.

I know one broad blew a couple million dollars

because she was too stupid to have a sober

business manager." But he professed to seeing

some hope: "It's beginning to change. The
property (story) itself is beginning to be the first

consideration, with direction next, and smart

production to follow. Then you will be able to

shop for hams, and whittle them down
to size again."
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Good iFigures in
VA *s "Showcase"
United Artists' "Premeire Showcase"

plan in the New York area continues

to roll up such imposing figures as to

give pause even to the detractors of

this new pattern for first-run exhibi-

tion.

Following on the heels of the excel-

lent boxoffice performance ($335,000)
by thirteen participating theatres in the

first 3-weeks "Showcase" exhibition of

"The Road To Hong Kong", eleven

houses opened the second attraction,

"Bird Man of Alcatraz", last Wednes-
day, and early reports can hardly be

termed anything less than sensational.

The first day's receipts totalled over

$37,000, compared to the slightly more
than $21,000 drawn in the first day
of "Hong Kong"— and in two less

theatres.

The idea of day-and-date first-runs

in several theatres strategically situated

around metropolitan centers has been

talked about for years, but it remained
for United Artists to give the plan its

first actual test. Perhaps it is still too

early to hail this as the modern, new
method of distribution on a national

scale, but the New York experiment

bears close watching, and it surelv

warrants, at very least, some subdued

optimism.

A Gretii Loss
The sudden death of Jerry Wald,

which wrote finis to a splendidly pro-

ductive career at its very peak, is sad-

dening, indeed.

He was a man of talent and taste,

and, withal, possessor of a keen appre-

ciation of boxoffice values. As writer

and producer, his artistic standards

were high, but his feet always were on

the ground, as the long list of success-

ful films in which his fine hand ap-

peared will attest.

Jerry Wald's enthusiasm and hopes

for the work and the industry he loved

were expressed so well in the article,

Credo for the New Breed of Film

Maker, which Film BULLETIN is

proud to have been privileged to pub-

lish in our July 9 issue. And we are

deeply proud to hold what may be the

last "fan" letter he wrote. Only one

week before his untimely passing, we
received this note from him: "I read

every issue of Film Bulletin with great

interest, and genuinely believe you are

performing a very vital service to the

motion picture industry. Your edi-

torials and features are usually ex-

tremely original in viewpoint and stim-

ulating in content. Thank you for a

fine, original magazine on our indus-

try."

Jerry Wald was a fine, original,

skilled cinema craftsman. Our industry

is much poorer without him.

Uncle Sum's
Help JVeedecl

The product shortage that plagues

our industry and works so onerous a

hardship on the exhibition branch must

be regarded, at least indirectly, as run-

ning counter to the very intents and

purposes of the anti-trust laws. As the

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-
cations, Inc. Mo Wax. Editor and Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 123? Vine
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., LOcust 8-0950, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Berne
Schneyer, Publication Manager; Max Garelick,
Business Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 550 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 36, N. Y., Circle 5-0124;

Ernest Shapiro, N.Y. Editorial Represen-
tative. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR,
S3. 00 in the U. S.; Canada. $4.00;
Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS, $5.00 in

the U. S.; Canada, Europe, $9.00.

supply of pictures continues to dry up,

a major American industry, with hun-

dreds of millions of dollars invested

in brick and mortar, is placed in jeop-

ardy for want of merchandise to offer

the public. Uncle Sam could help, and

his aid would be welcome.

We suggest that the Department

of Justice and the Treasury Depart-

ment have it within their powers to

relieve the industry's problems by

proper interpretations of the law. The
Treasury Department might look at the

tax laws that make it virtually un-

profitable for high-salaried personali-

ties to make more than one or two

pictures per year, and seek some way
of encouraging more labor by talent.

The Justice Department, for its part,

might act to remove any roadblocks

retarding the entrance of exhibitors in-

to the production of films to keep their

theatres open.

Our industry has been laboring for

almost two decades under the weight

of consent and court-directed decrees

that all branches of the business find

different for one reason or another. The

Department of Justice has been content

to allow our industry to stew in the

legal mish-mash which resulted from

its anti-trust case of 1938. The attitude

has been, "you made your bed, now
lie in it", and it has been a bed of

thorns—especially for the very exhib-

itors the original action was intended

to aid.

The Sherman Act "to protect trade

and commerce against unlawful re-

straints and monopolies" intends in its

broad sense to broaden competition in

the public interest. When an industry

operates under decrees drafted under

an entirely different set of economic

factors finds itself being choked to

death by a shortage of supply and un-

able to cope with altered competitive

circumstances — in effect, faced with

new restraints—is it not the function

of the Justice Department actively to

seek relief for that condition?
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Disney, National General Ranked

High in New Value Line Survey
Controlling their expensive and temperamental star personali-

ties is one of the problems which make most movie companies

a chancy investment, states the Value Line Investment Survey,

published by Arnold Bernhard & Co., in its current analysis

of the motion picture industry. Because "one or two major

features can determine a company's success or failure in a parti-

cular year . . . industry-wide estimates are fraught with risk",

the report says.

Value Line singles out National General and Walt Disney

Productions, ranking both "high in terms of probable near-term

capital performance, as well as for potential appreciation to

mid-decade."

In its analyses of the individual film companies, Value Line

reports:

Columbia Pictures—"Failure to fashion profits during the

March quarter represents a temporary setback, probably ex-

aggerated by the disappointing boxofnce showing of such major

productions as 'Five Finger Exercise' and 'Experiment in Terror'

. . . This year, profits are in line for an impressive advance.

'Walk on the Wild Side' now seems assured of considerable

earnings, and the controversial 'Advise and Consent' is playing

to near-capacity houses ... In toto, we look for earnings to

climb to about $2 this fiscal year." Decca Records—"Record

earnings seem assured for 1962 . . . Universal apparently has the

Midas touch . . . We still look for Decca to fashion total

earings of $5 per share in 1962." Walt Disney—"We think

that Disney's profits in the coming 12 months will reach the

highest level in history. The stock's market price, on the other

hand, has reached its lowest point since the I960 deficit was
recorded."

M-G-M—"While no dramatic renaissance is in store for the

remainder of the year, some improvement seems likely . . . We
now look for 1962 profits of about $2.30 a share, less than

one-half of 1961 results, but an improvement, nonetheless, over

the dismal second quarter showing." Paramount Pictures—"We
feel that today's price—after another decline—cannot be justi-

fied in terms of probable year-ahead earnings, a portion of

which is represented by capital gains which Paramount credits

to current income. These shares . . . cannot be held with easy

confidence in the months immediately ahead." 20th-Fox—
"Longer-term prospects . . . now suggest the possibility of a

three-fold appreciation, one of the widest of any stock covered

in this Survey . . . 'Mr. Hobbs' is doing well at first-run

theatres; 'Gigot' and 'The Lion' look like strong contenders for

boxofnce success. These films, together with profits from 'State

Fair' and non-movie activities, are expected to bring Fox into

the black by year-end." Warner Bros.—"The dearth of major

features from the Warner lot obviates any dramatic earnings

improvement this year. But ... (1) the company has managed
to resist the temptation (and pitfalls) of super-productions

costing $15 or $20 million and more. (2) None of Warner's
recent releases have been catastropic failures ... (3) Warner
Bros, has built a solid base covering a wide spectrum of enter-

tainment activities, on which to build a stable, if not spectacular,

future."

Of the theatre firms, Value Line notes the following:

AB-PT—"Helped by second-half profits from motion picture

exhibition, ABC-Paramount is likely to post materially improved

operating earnings this year." Loeu's Theatres—"We think

that Loew's Theatres is on the threshold of a dramatic earnings

expansion. Even in fiscal 1962, this company's theatre operations

are apt to generate a favorable year-to-year comparison." Nm
tional General—"National General is a 'turnaround' stock, on*

which is about to convert a substantial deficit into mode:

profits, then is likely to expand such earnings swiftly withoi

even a temporary setback." Stanley Warner—"The improve

earnings expected for the final quarter will not—unlike man*

of Stanley Warner's products—have sufficient stretch to prevftt

total fiscal 1962 earnings from reaching their lowest levi

since 1958." (Earnings in fiscal '62 were depressed heavily b

a new sales pattern for Playtex girdles and promotional spenc

ing on a new Playtex Nurser.)

On or Off? MCA-Decca Merger

Beclouded by Suit, Court Orders

A strong impression prevails in many circles, financial an

legal, that the Department of Justice went off late and hal

cocked in its attack on MCA, its talent agency divestiture and i

merger with Decca Records. But be that as it may, the situatio

is in quite a muddle as we go to press.

Day-by-day developments last week stirred excitement i

the movie industry and among investors interested in the pow<

potential of the MCA-Decca combine. Opening gun was a civ

anti-trust suit filed against MCA by the Department of Justic

in which it was asked that MCA be ordered to dissolve its talei

agency and divest itself of recently-acquired Decca Records an

the latter's subsidiary, Universal Pictures. Soon after, howeve

the Department obtained a temporary court order restrainin

MCA from shedding the talent arm before the government

(Continued on Page 11

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 7/5/62 7/19/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS .

.

3 31/4 + I
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) • • 8% 8% + %
CINERAMA ..14% 15% +1%
COLUMBIA ..15% I6I/2 + %
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 73 73

DECCA 37 381/z +11
DISNEY 28 28i/

4 + %
M-G-M -32V2 32% - i
PARAMOUNT 40 40y4 + y4
SCREEN GEMS -I41/2 14% + %
20TH-FOX .20y2 23 +21/2

UNITED ARTISTS .27% 271/2 + y8
WARNER BROS •

121/2 12% + i
*

Theatre Companies

* *

- jAB-PT . .263/4 271/4

LOEW'S 23 20% -2%
NATIONAL GENERAL • 61/4 6% + %
STANLEY WARNER ..2iy4 211/2 - %
TRANS-LUX 12 iiy2 - 1
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems

,
Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

7/5/62 7/19/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 8I/4 91/2
8I/4 91/2

MAGNA PICTURES IVl 2% 1% 23/8

SEVEN ARTS 8% 9y4 91/4 ioy8

UA THEATRES 61/2 7% 6V2 7%
UNIVERSAL 52 571/2 51 551/2

W0METC0 18i/
2 20% 191/2

21i/
2

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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A WALL STREET VIEW DF FILM STARS £ FILM PROFITS

ft * # * it

Can't Live Without 'Em...

And Can't Live With 'Em

!

Sky-high salareis paid to movie stars

no longer are the choice topic exclus-

ively of gossip columnists and the tab-

loids; Wall Street, too, is giving the

subject more than passing attention

these days.

The troubles 20th Century-Fox's

management is experiencing with the

"banker element'' and the critical eye

with which other movie operations are

being viewed by brokerage houses and

investment firms interested in the film

business derive in large measure from

the explosion of publicity about star

salaries and star shenanigans. The
rather sudden "discovery" that per-

formers are taking an inordinate slice

of film costs, and kiting production

costs through their sometimes obstruc-

tive and dilatory tactics, has caused

financial circles to start asking serious

questions about the worth of stars and

about the competence of the film firms

to control runaway salaries.

CONSENT DECREE A FACTOR

A close, analytical look at the prob-

lem is provided in the current \
r
alue

Line Survey report on the movie in-

dustry. Tracing the development of

star domination, it finds that the Para-

mount consent decree of 1948, separat-

ing production-distribution from ex-

hibition, was an underlying factor.

Having had their theatre ties cut and,

therefore, no longer required to supply

a continuous flow of new features to

them, major studios allowed the crea-

tive talent which they held under long-

term contracts to drift away. The large

numbers of low-budget films went the

way of block-booking. Also out the

window went the development of new
personalities, who grew out of these

quickies. Now the big item was the

expensive, individual attraction. And,
as Value Line sees it: "A few well-

done productions led audiences to ex-

pect only masterpieces. The resulting

vicious circle gave the Frankenstein

monster its chance. The blockbusters

necessary to insure audience acceptance

propelled the cost of production be-

yond the means of many studios." Thus
the need for outside financing, which,

of course, required collateral. And,

"what better security than a star's name
on the dotted line?" As for the stars,

they negotiated sharply for the best

deal and forced studios to wait for

months until they were available.

Value Line notes further: "Costs are

inflated when performers determine the

number of pictures to be made, the lo-

cation of shooting, the time of release,

the size of their names in advertising

and the theatres in which their pictures

may be shown. To make matters com-

pletely untenable, a portion of any re-

maining profits (or, worse still, of gross

revenues) is frequently distributed to

talent." Obviously, there is more than

the artistic in star thinking. In dis-

agreeing with 20th-Fox president

Spyros P. Skouras' reference to artists

as "certainly not business-minded," the

report says: "It would appear that these

persons are very much 'business-

minded,' particularly when working for

Fox. But their business interests do

not necessarily coincide with those of

the producer or the stockholders."

How, then, "does one supplant crea-

tive talent which has become too ex-

pensive?" asks Value Line. "Established

boxoffice personalities defy replace-

ment, even in the event that an un-

known performer is possessed of equal

talent. For ability is subservient to

popularity. Audiences flock to 'names'

. . . The effects of exorbitant salaries on

production costs are obvious. Less

widely recognized is the fact that dis-

tribution costs (such as advertising and

promotion) increase more or less pro-

portinately with the cost of production.

Except for super-epics costing $10 mil-

lion or more, total negative costs gen-

erally reach two and one-half times the

cost of making a picture. Hence each

dollar of salary paid generates total

outlays of $2.50."

As examples lifted right from cur-

rent newspaper headlines, Value Line

selects: (1) the skyrocketing of "Mu-
tiny on the Bounty's" budget from $10
million to $20 million; (2) several top

stars taking title to the negatives of

movies made for United Artists seven

years after their release, thereby obviat-

ing revenue from re-runs after that

time; (3) the troubles plaguing 20th-

Fox.

Pointing to the specific case of 20th-

Fox, the Survey notes that in trying to

formulate a succesful policy, the firm

"lit the candle at both ends and was
inundated by the flames." The gigantic

overhead of grinding out medium-

priced pictures with stars under long-

term contract continued to eat away at

the operating net, while expensive in-

dividual agreements for specific pro-

ductions were negotiated in an attempt

to keep apace of the cinema trend.

YOUNGSTEIN'S SOLUTION

Where lies the solution? It will be,

says the report, "as complex and time-

consuming as the emergence of the

dilemma." Perhaps Max Youngstein,

now vice president of Cinerama and

boasting a long experience in dealing

with talent as a v.p. and packager with

United Artists, has the answer. As

I alue Line points out: "He suggests a

maximum individual salary of $250,000

per picture plus a profit sharing scheme,

to eliminate 'the economic idiocy of our

industry.' Referring to moviemakers as

'the laughing stock of the world, Wall
Street and the bankers,' Mr. Youngstein

advocates formation of a holding com-

pany by the studios for the purpose of

ameliorating the shortage of creati\e

talent and reducing its "costs".

(Continued on Page 10)
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A Movie Is a Movie...

I would like to propose that the nation's film critics turn

over a new leaf in regard to their reviews of motion pictures

based on stage plays or published books. Later on I will also

propose the turning of a new leaf by the industry itself, but

let's start in with our good friends the critics.

There seems to be a house rule among the reviewers that

one of their prime functions is to judge a movie on the basis

of how closely it follows the book or play on which it is based.

Granted that there are some readers for whom this information

is important, the fact remains that most books or plays are

familiar to only a small fraction of the public that goes to see

them as movies. Even in the case of as widely publicized a

novel as "Lolita," for example, there will be at least ten people

making the acquaintance of the young heroine for the first

time on the screen to every one who read the original novel.

And "Lolita" is a genuine best seller. When you come to most

of the novels or plays which are made into movies, you are

talking about material known first-hand to only an extreme

minority of the populace.

Hollywood has long placed great value on what might

sardonically be termed the "unoriginal." I put the word in

quotes because I am using it in the trade sense, meaning a work

not originally created for the screen. (As an idea, it may be

very original, but it is not a film "original.") Fantastic prices

are paid for properties on the basis of their having been on the

best seller list for let us say five weeks. Do you know what this

means in terms of number of copies sold? It can mean perhaps

40,000 copies. Or a Broadway play that has run six months on
Broadway to moderate success, which means that perhaps

250,000 people have seen it. Double that amount to cover the

road companies as well. Does this justify the kind of purchase

money that a film company will spend to get this supposedly

"pre-sold" audience?

0

There are two important points involved in motion pic-

tures' relationship with "unoriginals." Point number one is

that regardless of the source of a movie, the important thing

for a critic to be reporting to the public is whether it is a good
movie or not. He may choose to compare it to the original

novel or play, but when he does he is not really providing a

helpful service for the bulk of his readers—for they have neither

read the book nor seen the play. As far as they are concerned

the movie is an entity in itself. They want to know whether it

is a good film or a bad one, not whether it is faithful to the

original.

Point number two is that the movie companies persist in

getting themselves into this kind of box. They buy expensive

properties and then expose themselves to criticism when they

alter the story line or characters. If they have to alter the mate-

rial they have bought, why buy it in the first place? Certainly

there are many great and famous properties which proved well

worth the purchase price for the screen. Of recent vintage, note

"West Side Story;" of classic greatness, "Gone with the Wind."

But how about the countless books bought for five- and six,

figure prices while still in galley, that never amounted to anyi

thing? How about the money paid for mediocre Broadway

plays? Wouldn't it be more productive, in the last analysis, t(|

devote this money to hiring and training creative writers o;|

original screen material?

The rub, of course, is that to hire writers and train them or

the job, you have to provide a fairly continuous flow of pro

duction activity. They can learn movie screenplay writing b'

writing movies, not by sitting around waiting for an assign

ment to come along. In other words, they have to be kept bus*

on a busy movie lot. Except for television production, whicl

is a different kettle of fish, where do you find that kind o

busy lot in this day and age?

I find it rather interesting that the book which draws th<

least comment from the critics as to whether a movie followec

the original source properly is the Bible. If you look back,
!

believe you will find much less comment about fidelity to tht

original book in the reviews of "The Ten Commandments'
than you will in the comments about "Five Finger Exercise'

and the original play from which this latter opus was derived

I find that in parlor conversation there is no better gambi

for establishing your intellectual snobbism than to compare <

popular adaptation which has been seen by everybody in th<

room with the original which only a handful have seen. I sus

pect that some of our movie critics play this game themselves

I will go so far as to say that I suspect they have not read th(

original books or seen the original plays to which they an

comparing motion pictures. I will venture to suggest that noi

every critic who is busy telling his public how closely or loosel)

"Lolita" on the screen compares to "Lolita' on the library shell

has read Mr. Nabokov's novel. But it still is par for the course

to insert a comparison of book and film in the review. And th<

conscientiously honest critic finds it necessary to insert a line

making clear that he has not read the book. He rather apologize:

for writing a movie review that merely reviews the movie.

Maybe this indicates that the public needs a little correctivi

education too.

0 0

It is summer and a man starts thinking kindly thoughts

Since this is the time of year when nobody seems to be handing

out awards, it seems an opportune time to offer my own set o

citations. You will have to fill in the names yourselves.

An illuminated plaque at Hollywood and Vine for the nego

tiator who succeeds in working out a penalty clause whereby at

actor loses money if his work in a picture goes beyond a stipu

lated number of weeks—unless the actor can prove it was some

body else's fault. A similar plaque to the first ten actors wh(

sign such a clause.

A gold-plated badge and honorary membership in the Coun

ter-Intelligence Corps for the first man to obtain and maki

public the actual statistics on all phases of the Telemeter experi

ment in Etobicoke, Canada.

A laurel wreath to the company which keeps the secret o

a sneak preview so that the invited audience is surprised whei

the title flashes on the screen.

A lifetime pass to every theatre in the United States for th>

scientists who develop 3-D without glasses, good only if sai<

3-D can only be shown in existing motion picture theatres.

A one-year supply of soda mints for the guy who develop

a bag that can be eaten together with the popcorn.

A luxury apartment, rent-free, for the gentleman who figure

out what to do with unused theatre balconies.

A theatre balcony, rent-free, to the gentleman who figure

out what to do with the big old-fashioned lobby.

A theatre lobby, old fashioned and also rent-free, to th«

gentleman or lady who figures out where to park all the cars
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HARD-TOPS DOWN; DRIVE-INS UP

Cxckm $6* BULLETIN Jeatun

Ut Half off
'62

Report on Theatre Business

With only rare exceptions, conven-

tional (hard-top) theatres showed a

decline in business for the first half

of 1962 as compared to the correspond-

ing period last year. Drive-ins, on the

other hand, appear to have fared better

in the first six months of this year.

These conclusions are derived from a

survey made by Film BULLETIN in

every section of the United States and
Canada. Covered in the check-up were

theatres of every type in the exhibition

spectrum, from plush first-runs in metro-

politan areas to sub-runs in the hinter-

lands.

In almost every instance, theatremen

attributed the hard-top decline to one
principal factor: lack of sufficient new
product. Other reasons were offered,

such as weather, competition of movies

,
on TV, and the psychological impact

of the stock market slump, but the

shortage of pictures was the villain in

the mind of practically every respondent.

The decline of grosses in hard-top

;

operations ranged from small fractions

up to 15 percent in the case of one West
Coast circuit, Blumenfeld Enterprises

of San Francisco. Joseph Blumenfeld,

general manager of the chain, pointed

up the healthier state of drive-in busi-

ness this year by reporting that its

open-air situations "are doing consid-

erably better" than last year. A large

eastern circuit further illustrated the

variance with these statistics: conven-

tional houses were down approximately

6% in the first six months, while its

year-round drive-ins were up 4%, and
summer drive-ins so far this year are

running 7.2% above the first half of

1961.

Marshall Fine of Associated Theatres,
and president of National Allied, re-

ported an anomalous situation as be-

tween the Cleveland and Cincinnati
territories in which his theatres are

located. In Cleveland, the first six

months this year showed a general in-

crease in both conventional and open-

air theatres, while Cincinnati is lagging

behind the 1961 figures in the majority

of situations. He said he could offer no

reasonable explanation for this box-

office disparity in two territories so

proximate.

A spokesman for one of the nation's

largest chains was reluctant to cite any

figures, but stated that its grosses this

year in both hard-tops and drive-ins

"lagged considerably" behind the first

six months of 1961. He ascribed the

drop to the following factors, in order

of importance: (1) "lack of sufficient

product"; "the failure of certain quality

releases to materialize at the boxoffice";

"the general economic climate induced

by the bearish stock market"; "the

weather—in the mid-west, for example,

it jumped overnight from winter to

very hot temperatures."

"PUBLIC TIRED OF SHOCK"

Myron N. Blank, president of Central

States Theatre Corp. operating in Iowa
and Nebraska, put the onus for this

year's boxoffice decrease on two key

factors: "The public has tired of our
shock campaigns, as well as sex, that

was successful advertising in 1961", and
the weather in the mid-western part of

the country, which was he said, "about

the worst for our business in many
years. During the winter we had, per-

haps, the worst snow storms we had in

a long time as well as extremely cold

temperatures. This bad weather con-

tinued for a long time and didn't break

until late May. Naturally, there was a

pent-up desire for people to use their

amusement time enjoying out-door ac-

tivities." Mr. Blank voiced his anticipa-

tion that business will be "strong"
during the balance of the summer, but

expressed concern about boxoffice pros-

pects in the fall unless better product

than now scheduled is made available.

One respondent credited Walt Dis-

ney's "smash" 1961 releases with giving

last year a grossing edge, and while

this year's program was "equally good",

he said the fact that some of the popular

Disney TV shows were off the air cut

into receipts.

New York's Century Theatres, it

was reported by secretary-treasurer Mar-

tin H. Newman, showed a modest over-

all increase of .8% for this year's Jan.-

June period, their lone drive-in faring

better. However, the circuit's attendance

was down 4.3%, reflecting higher ad-

mission scales. Mr. Newman sees the

decline in attendance attributable to a

lack of sufficient strong product. "We
have booked more reissues during the

past six months than ever before."

As for the effect on TV competition,

he regards it as a factor "only where the

product is weak or lacking. We have

proved time and again that our patrons

will come out to see the good pictures

regardless of what is being shown orr

TV." And the weather? Mr. Newman
feels the recent drought has definitely

hurt the boxoffice. "A little rain can go
a long way in making up for lack of

strong product."

Another interesting response was the

one from a veteran southwest theatre-

man, who reported his hard-top grosses

down over 9% in the first of '62, but

his drive-ins up slightly over last year.

He contends that Walt Disney has

proved that "there is plenty of money
to be made in film production without

spending $10 million or more per

picture."

He pursued his line with a strong

argument. "Almost every film company
head is preoccupied with shooting the

(Continued on Page 10)
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REPORT ON THEATRE BUSINESS FILM STARS & I'HIJFH

(Continued from Page 9

)

works for another 'Ben Hur', while the

imagination and showmanship that made
this business great and could keep it

great is allowed to peter out. Smaller

pictures that have some originality and
a promotion angle are still making
money—particularly when both the dis-

tributors and exhibitors get behind them
with clever campaigns—but it seems

that the industry's 'big shots' have just

become too lazy to bother with pictures

that might make half-a-million profit.

They're all dreaming of the blockbuster

that might bring in a $20 million haul.

Meanwhile, we're losing more and
more customers every week."

A Pennsylvania theatreman repeats

that familiar refrain, "lack of sufficient

product ", in laying the blame for the

1962 slump. "In fact", he declares, "42

percent of our decrease occurred during
the month of May when we had practic-

ally nothing to play!"

This respondent unburdened himself

of some pretty strong sentiments about
the policies of the film companies and
those who manage them. A few samples:

"The product shortage fosters com-
petitive bidding between theatres, and
this makes producers and distributors

happy."

A SHOWMEN'S BUSINESS

"Top management in production are

shadow boxing with their responsibili-

ties and have no desire to help the

Industry, only to fatten their own per-

sonal and corporate pocketbooks."

"The fact that the 'money changers'

and inexperienced people have taken

over the direction of some film com-
panies has changed this from a business

run by showmen to one run by in-

efficient businessmen."

"This business could be rehabilitated

and put back on a very sound basis if

the movie bankers invested in exhibitors,

who have proved their ability to

weather the storm of the past ten years,

rather than risk their money in diversi-

fications outside our business."

From Mission, Kansas, Dan Meyers of

the Dickinson Operating Co. reports a

decrease in both indoor and outdoor
operations for the first half of this year

against '61. Conventional houses were
down 2.29%, while drive-ins dropped
3.46%. The causes: "A combination of

less saleable product, the stock market
slump, and the weather."

Canada, no less than the U.S., ex-

perienced a grossing slump in the first

six months of 1962. The decline above

the border averaged close to 7% on
overall operations, and even the drive-

ins were hit to the extent of slightly

under 6%, despite what was described

by a respondent as "more favourable

weather than in 1961".

One prominent Canadian exhibitor

lays the heaviest blame on the big

volume of feature films telecast by the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation net-

work, in addition to the great number
being transmitted into Canadian prov-

inces by U. S. stations. For example,

he cites a list of approximately 75 fea-

tures offered in Toronto during one

week.

"The commitments of young couples

in middle class homes for automobiles,

household appliances and the need for

do-it-yourself chores, has led these

former movie patrons to depend on

no-cost TV entertainment", he states.

An additional factor cited as "making
the average wage earner more selective

and cautions" is the devaluation of the

Canadian Dollar.

The wide differential in the relative

grossing performances of hard-tops and
drive-ins experienced by the Blumenfeld

chain in the San Francisco territory is

explained thusly by general manager

Joseph Blumenfeld:

"In our large town situations where

the population is in excess of 100,000,

the various film companies have changed

their releasing program so that one

drive-in theatre can play with one hard-

top on all first-run product. This has

hurt our hard-top operation materially

(down 15%), but the loss has been

more than offset by the increase in

patronage at the drive-ins."

Mr. Blumenfeld gives his version of

the factors that affected theatre grosses

in the first half of this year:

"The quality of product was below

that delivered in 1961.

"The construction strike during that

period, which lasted three months, had

considerable impact on our business.

"I assume the stock market has some

effect."

The San Francisco theatreman made
some keen observations as to remedies

for the industry's problems:

"Our business can survive if a steady

flow of good pictures can be established

that we can sell to our people at the

established general admission price. I do

not believe we can go to the public with

better normal product and 'kid' them

into paying road-show prices just be-

cause they are shown on that basis in

(Continued from Page 7)

Television, Value Line suggests, is

the logical source of new movie talent.

"Can this medium replace the old

Grade B movie for development of

new personalities? There is no question

that television is furnishing a fresh

supply of talent to moviemakers. To
date, however, TV performers have

been of little help. For if they are un-

known, they fail to draw customers.

And if they are accepted television

stars, their demands are staggering even

by Hollywood standards. Still, this is

the medium to which moviemen may
eventually turn to replenish the supply

of actors, writers, directors and pro-

ducers. It is a convenient vehicle for

the development of untried talent,

since many video programs, particu-

larly the daytime shows, are relatively

inexpensive to produce. The missing

link seems to be a contractual arrange-

ment between aspiring TV performers

and major movie studios. Such con-

tracts would assure Hollywood of the

services of those who eventually achieve

star status, at salaries negotiated as

unknowns. This, in principle, is the

solution offered by Universal Pictures.

This company, a subsidiary of Decca

Records, will shortly merge into MCA.
The latter, via its TV subsidiary, Revue

Productions, is one of the nation's

leading television producers. It appears

that successful television personalities

will be in a position to graduate to

motion pictures (Universal), still under

contract to MCA (which will own Uni-

versal), without an opportunity to ren-

der outlandish demands."

As for the talent problem's effect on

earnings, VL declares that it "cannot

properly be considered a near-term

earnings depressant. This group's earn-

ings are already depressed and are not

about to decline further as a result of

anything hereinabove discussed. As we

see it, however, a dramatic enhance-

ment of profits is out of the question

while stars administer the motion pic-

ture industry."

the large key centers.

"A flow of good pictures would help

materially during the periods September

15th to December 25th, and April 1st

to July 1st. Those are the periods when

the producers withhold all of their

better product.

"The public is more receptive to

motion picture entertainment than they

were several years ago, but will not

come for mediocre product termed as

'sensational sex pictures' ".
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Pcige 6)

able to present its case, thereby upsetting the firm's previously-

announced plan for disposal, details of which were to have been

revealed last Wednesday (18). Reported purpose of the court

order was to see that the talent agency was completely dis-

i solved, and not merely taken over by another firm or individual.

MCA followed by asking the Federal district court of Los

Angeles to dismiss the restraining order obtained by the D of J,

claiming it would cause the company "grave and serious in-

justice." MCA had a previous agreement with the Screen Actors

Guild which prevented it from representing Guild members

after July 18. But U.S. District Court Judge William C. Mathes

continued for ten days the restraining order to prevent MCA
from divesting its talent branch, after which the government

is expected to ask for a preliminary injunction. Still pending is

the Judge's decision on an application for a temporary injunc-

tion by the government aimed at dissolving the MCA-Decca
marriage. Since then, the Department of Justice has added a

request to prevent any "co-mingling" of the assets of MCA and

Decca. The government contends that the effect of the newly-

formed combine "may be to substantially lessen competition or

to tend to create a monopoly in TV, films and records."

Amid all the legal maneuvers surrounding the MCA-Decca
affair, it is interesting to note the reaction of one of Wall

Street's prominent investment houses—-Shearson, Hammill &
Co.—to the complexities of the deal.

According to Fred Anschel S-H researcher: "The anti-trust

suit is likely to have a depressing effect on the market action of

both MCA common and convertible preferred, but in view of

the many uncertainties still surrounding this situation, we do

not consider it a wise course to participate in the indiscrminate

selling that is likely to follow the announcement, and we would
prefer to wait until the dust settles.

"It is also extremely difficult to appraise the effect of the

anti-trust suit on the common stock of Decca which is still in

public hands. Strictly on its own, we think that Decca has only

moderate capital gain possibilities at this point, even though
the company should have a good year in 1962, with earnings

expected to exceed $4.00 a share compared with $3.08 in 1961.

However, it is impossible to make any projections beyond the

end of the year. Hence, we would continue to hold Decca
pending further developments but would be inclined to sell the

stock on any unusual strength."

Movie Shares Continue Recovery
Movie stocks weathered the slump that hit the general

market last week, continuing their recovery. Twelve of the 18
cinema issues covered rose over the fortnight through July 19,

while five were off, only slightly. Making the most headway
were 20th-Fox, Cinerama and Decca.

Amid speculation on who will succeed Spyros Skouras as

president, 20th-Fox gained ground early in the session, then
held on to finish 2l/

2 points, ahead. On Friday, the day follow-
ing the close of the Film BULLETIN chart figures, 20th shot up
mother 214 points. As the first of its storyline features co-

produced with M-G-M, "The Wonderful World of the Brothers
3rimm," was previewed for the press, Cinerama advanced \l/

2 im a usual heavy turnover of 349,300 shares, but M-G-M was
>ff y8 . Decca waded through the water of legal entanglements
liurrounding its acquisition by MCA to move up ll/

2 .

\

Four of the five movie shares that declined were theatre
:ompanies, but the only substantial loss was registered by
Loew's, down 2% on an exchange of 101,700 shares. The firm's

^9-week net was up, but its third quarter was off. In over-the-

counter activity, Seven Arts and Wometco advanced. Seven
Arts recently revealed an extensive production pact with

M-G-M involving 20 feature films in the next few years.

M-G-M Looks Past 3rd Quarter
Drop to Strong Fiscal 1963
The road to bigger, more expensive pictures often is paved

with doubt and delay, but the payoff is worth waiting for.

Operating on that present-day production premise, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer experienced some rough sledding this year,

but president Joseph R. Vogel looks forward to 1963 for a

resounding recovery.

Shooting schedules on some of the firm's most important

films fell behind in recent months, pushing back release dates

and resultant revenue to late '62 or early '63, and slicing

earnings for the 40 weeks ended June 7, 1962 to almost

one-third of the similar 1961 figure. Net for the current period

totaled 3,308,000 ($1.30 per share), compared to $9,442,000

($3.74) a year ago. In making the announcement, Vogel also

revealed that third-quarter earnings were down, from $2,758,-

000 ($1.09) in '61 to 755,000 ($30c).

The M-G-M president voiced confidence that Metro will

bounce back strongly in the coming fiscal year, when 'Mutiny

on the Bounty" and the two Cinerama co-productions, "The
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm" and "How the

West Was Won," are placed in release and start bringing in

revenue. Then, too, the company has a strong slate of regular

attractions waiting in the wings, he added.

1962 To Be Best Year for AIP
American International already is certain of its most success-

ful year ever and is well on the way to doubling the 1961

gross, toppers James H. Nicholson and Samuel Z. Arkoff

announced. Gross has hit more than 150 per cent of last

year's figure, with much of the credit attributable to a better-

than-$750,000 take by "Tales of Terror" in only two major
markets (N.Y. and Southern Calif.). Two other strong entries—"Panic in the Year Zero" and "Marco Polo"—promise to

carry the firm well over the 200 per cent mark on the basis

of advance bookings, it was declared.

Loew's 39-Week Net Up
Loew's Theatres net income for the 39 weeks ended May

31, 1962 rose slightly from $1,628,800 (6lc per share) to

$1,661,900 (62c), it was announced by chairman Laurence

A. Tisch. Gross revenue was down, however, to $2 9,6 19,000

from $30,082,000 a year earlier. Net for the third quarter ended

May 31 was off to $493,300 (18c) from $675,100 (25c) for

the similar 1961 span.

Wometco 24-Week Net Sets Mark
Net income for Wometco Enterprises, Inc. (OTC) for the

first 24 weeks of 1962 was the highest in the firm's history.

The Florida-based operator of theatres, TV stations and vend-

ing machines reported earnings up 55 per cent over the similar

period in 1961—to $916,196 (83c per share) from $592,010
(53c). President Mitchell Wolfson attributed the sharp upswing
to better results from all divisions of the company's operations.

Consequently, Wolfson raised Wometco's projected per-

share earnings for '62 to $1.60 from an earlier prediction of

SI. 50. In 1961, the net was $1,353,000 ($1.22).

Gross income for the 24-week span in '62 totaled $8,915,101,
compared to $6,813,603 in '61. Net for the 12-week period

ended June 16, 1962 was $467,109, against $290,717 a year

earlier. Comparative 12-week grosses were $4,4^8,660 and
$3,379,150.
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"Stowaway in the Sky"

Interesting adventure of man and boy in balloon flying

over France. Technicolor. Kids & class adults will love it.

This beautifully mounted (Technicolor) import, the first full-

length film by Frenchman Albert Lamorisse (of "The Red Bal-

loon" fame), shapes up as attention-holding entertainment for

youngsters and the adult class trade. Art film fans should re-

spond strongly. Short on plot but long on scenic wonders
(filmed from a helicopter in a process called Helivision), and
aided by a pleasant Jack Lemmon narration, "Stowaway" shows
the sights and sounds viewed by an eccentric balloon owner
(Andre Gille) and his stowaway grandson (Pascal Lamorisse)

as they glide merrily across France. From their orange-striped,

Jules Verne-type balloon, they delight in the marvels of Alsace,

especially the Strasbourg Cathedral and the Keonigsberg

Castle; the beauty of Paris with its slender Eiffel Tower and

magnificent Notre Dame; the majestic Alps; lush Provence;

and the sparkling Mediterranean. Along the way they witness

flocks of graceful low-flying birds and the chase of a frightened

stag by a pack of hunters and their yelping dogs. And then

there's the landing in Brittany during a festive wedding. The
ending finds the balloon landing in Provence, then taking off

with only young Lamorisse aboard. Acrobatic stunt-man Maurice

Baquet (Gille's assistant) jumps from a plane, but is unable to

stop the runaway balloon. Lamorisse starts heading out to sea,

but at the last moment the balloon drops downward, and the

lad leaps to safety.

United Artists. 82 minutes. Andre Gille, Pascal Lamorisse. Produced by Filmsonor
and Film Montsouris. Directed by Albert Lamorisse.

"The Trojan Horse"

Dubbed Italian spectacle tells familiar historic tale in

broad, colorful strokes. Overlong, but should satisfy

action fans.

The classic tale of the 12th Century, B.C. Greek-Trojan War
and the famous ruse of the Trojan Horse are dramatized in

broad, splashy fashion in this dubbed, Italian-made Colorama
release. Strongman Steve Reeves is on tap as a fearless Trojan

hero, and his name on the marquee should help bring in the

youngsters and non-discriminating action fans. Attractively

mounted in Eastman Color and containing a fair amount of

battles and spectacle, the film shapes up as an OK attraction for

action, ballyhoo houses and drive-ins. Giorgio Ferroni's direc-

tion is impressive during the combat sequences, but rather static

elsewhere. As with many of these noisy imports, scissoring

would prove a definite advantage. Aiding the brawny Reeves
are John Drew Barrymore, the conniving Ulysses who dreams
up the idea of the wooden horse, Edy Vessel, the kidnapped
Helen of Troy, Warner Bentivegna, the Paris who steals Miss
Vessel, adn Arturo Dominici as Achilles, of the ill-fated heel.

The plot finds the Nine Years War ensuing after Miss Vessel
is kidnapped, and the Greeks unable to rescue her from behind
the Trojan walls. After a number of physical feats, Reeves be-

comes a Trojan hero and gathers around him a number of
followers. Bentivegna, jealous of Reeves, heads the other fac-

tion. Barrymore comes up with the idea of building a Trojan
Horse. He plants Greek soldiers inside and tricks the Trojans
into allowing the "sacred" horse to be carried inside the city

gates. The ruse works and Troy is burned to the ground. Helen
is returned to her people and Reeves escapes with his few
remaining followers.

Colorama. 105 minutes. Steve Reeves, John Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel.
Directed by Giorgio Ferroni.

(More REVIEWS,
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"My Geisha"

Improbable plot will be hard for many to swallow. Goo
cast headed by MacLaine, Montand. In color.

If the spectator can manage to swallow the highly improbi

ble plot, "My Geisha" should provide fair entertainment. Tak

a Hollywood director who decides to shoot "Madame Buttei

fly" in Japan without the assistance of his boxoffice popula

wife, add to this the wife disguising herself as a geisha in ordt

to test his fidelity, and you have the ingredients of this som<

times amusing but rather uneven Paramount release. Shirk

MacLaine, Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson and Bob Cun
mings provide a good marquee, and Oscar-winner Jack Cardi

imaginatively directs the involved plot against some strikin

Technicolored scenes of Japan. Best response will come fror

the fern trade, but the male audience is apt to become restles

More discriminating viewers will find it hard to accept the wa

Norman Krasna's script suddenly turns serious during th

latter portions; lightness gives way as Montand attempts t

stand on his own as a creative director. Miss MacLaine mar

ages to hold everything together in her dual roles as Montand
mischief-loving comedienne wife, and the sedate geisha h

chooses to play Cho Cho-san in his film. Montand is difficult t

understand at times, and this destroys his delineation as the cor

scientious director. Robinson is excellent as the producer-frien

of the family who goes along with the joke until it starts to pu

the marriage apart. Cummings comes off well as the "gre?

lover" Hollywood star and Yoko Tani is touching as Miss Ma(

Laines geisha teacher. The plot find Montand thrilled over hi

geisha "find" and Cummings unsuccessfully trying to win Mis

MacLaine's love. Then Montand accidentally learns the trut

and it looks like the marriage is on the rocks. But on premier

night, Miss MacLaine, supposedly in Japan for the showing

tells a cheering audience that the geisha star has given up

screen life for the solitude of a convent.

Paramount. 120 minutes. Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinsc

Bob Cummings. Produced by Steve Parker. Directed by Jack Cardiff.

"The Wild Westerners"

Su4cne44 'Ra&Hf O Plus

Third-rate oater in color lacks names. Supporting duallei

One can only wonder why an Eastman Color mounting WS

wasted on a tired and hackneyed oater. Lacking marque

strength, burdened by a poor script and one dimensional pe

formances, and hampered further by non-matching stock foo

age, the Sam Katzman production, being released by Columbi;

can only expect to get playing time on the bottom half of du;

bills in the action market and drive-ins. Ploddingly directed b

Oscar Rudolph, "Westerners" tells about a band of murderei

who rob stagecoaches for gold, and the efforts of a group c

Marshals to track them down. Some avenging Indians also po

up during the proceedings. James Philbrook is the U.S. Ma
shal hero, Nancy Kovack, the ex-dance hall girl he marries an

Marshall Reed, the sheriff-bandit leader. In non-vocalizin

roles, rock-and-roller Duane Eddy portrays a deputy jealous c

Philbrook, and Guy Mitchell, is surprisingly sinister as Reed

number-two henchman. Gerald Adams' script finds Reed volur

teering himself and his men to help Philbrook track down th

robbers.. Philbrook's suspicions of Reed are confirmed whe
the latter appears on the scene after an assassination attemj

on Philbrook. Mitchell kidnaps Miss Kovack and threatens ht

unless Philbrook allows a big shipment of gold to go throug

unescorted. During the climactic battle, Eddy sacrifices his lif

to save Philbrook.

Columbia. 70 minutes. James Philbrook, Nancy Kovack, Duane Eddy, Guy Mitchel
Produced by Sam Katzman. Directed by Oscar Rudolph
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MERCHANDISING * EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT J

hi utewpoint

Bantunt ott

Showmanship—be it of the elegant,

high-hat type with the invitational pre-

miere and lavish dinner bit, or the hard-

hitting, drag-'em-off-the-street kind where
anything goes as long as it draws the cus-

tomers—is regarded in some quarters as

a function peculiar to movie business. The
multiformity, unconformity and intensity

of film promotion puzzles some business-

men in our industry, and makes them won-
der if it is worth the bother and the cost.

They question the wisdom of spending

promotion money on any picture they con-

sider a sure-fire hit, or "wasting" money
on a film of dubious boxoffice value.

Is it really wasteful to expend energy

and money to make a big success bigger,

or to attempt to salvage a seeming failure?

David Merrick, the man with the magic
touch in the legitimate field, is one helluva

showman in his own right, and he has

managed quite brilliantly to weather the

depression that has much of Broadway on
the ropes. When one of his plays turns

out to be a likely "lemon", Mr. Merrick,

it seems, refuses to let it turn sour before

he gives it every chance, via movie-style

ballyhoo, to bring him a profit. Witness
the following story on the Broadway Bar-

num from a recent nationally syndicated

column by Whitney Bolton:

"Today's almost only practicing show-
man . . . would be Dave Merrick. It is no
secret that Mr. Merrick kindles resentment
as easily as he kindles enthusiasm ... I did

not even pretend to like 7 Can Get It for
You Wholesale' when it opened and I

(will not now. I think it is a pretty ter-

rible show, first and last. Many others

think so, too, but Mr. Merrick is not
abashed. He has schemed a dozen ways
to keep his theatre filled eight times a

week for this show. His newest stunt, and
I'm certain he invented it, was to buy
hundreds of textile swatches in the market
and send them out to every man having
to do with textiles or the garment industry
from coast to coast.

"On each was printed, in part: 'The
fabric swatch, I don't have to tell you, is a
most important thing in your industry,
but it doesn't get many laughs. It also

doesn't relax you or have you whistling
>ome catchy tunes while you're exiting a

theatre
. . . I'm referring, of course, to

my Broadway musical, / Can Get It for
You Wholesale, which has been delight-
ing salesmen, buyers, cutters and bosses,

Hyman, Film Executives Huddle
Edward L. Hyman, vice president of Ameri-

can Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, com-

pleted a series of luncheon meetings with sales

and advertising executives of the major film

companies to boost business in the last quarter

of the year. Hyman's aim was to induce dis-

tributors to allocate more strong releases in

the Sept.-Dec. period, and to back them, with

"super-Herculean promotional action", aided

by exhibition.

Among the meetings was one held with

United Artists executives (above), in which

Hyman, left, discussed business-building plans

with UA vice presidents Fred Goldberg and

James R. Velde. Below, Hyman, second from

left, is seen in session with Universal execu-

tives F.J.A. McCarthy, Philip Gerard, Herman

Kass and Paul Kamey.

in addition to outsiders ranging from
plumbers to pediatricians.

"It is but one of so many stunts by
which he sells his shows, the good ones
as well as the not so good. Like this mous-
tached bravo or not, he is the last ele-

ment of good, pounding, ticket-selling

showmanship left in our New York
theatre."

We suggest that the doubting money-
men in our movie business might heed
this little tale about the hottest play pro-

ducer (and showman) on Broadway.

SnO/iflAA

Big, Wide 'Wonderful World'

Premiere Hailed in Denver
The first Cinerama film with a story, "The

Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm",

became an international news item last week-

end (July 13-14), as some 400 members of the

press and representatives of the motion picture

industry assembled in Denver for the world

premiere.

The glittering two-day event, hosted by

M-G-M and Cinerama, co-producers of the film,

was climaxed by the showing of "Wonderful

World" in the brand-new Cooper Cinerama

Theatre, a handsome, functional house built

specifically to accommodate the huge screen

occupying about one-third of the wall space

in the almost-circular auditorium. Theatremen

among the guests, including some of the coun-

try's top circuit operators, expressed keen pleas-

ure in the theatre's novel, yet simple design

and construction.

The precise, smoothly handled junket, which

brought in newsmen from 80 cities in the U. S.,

Canada, Europe and Asia, was a credit to the

key promotion personnel of Metro, headed by

Howard Strickling, and Cinerama, headed by

Everett Callow. The official hosts were Colo-

rado Governor Steven McNichols, M-G-M
president Joseph R. Vogel and Cinerama chief

Nicolas Reisini.

Perry Lieber Succeeds Brand
Perry Leiber assumes the post of 20th Cen-

tury-Fox studio director of advertising and pub-

licity on August 1, succeeding Harry Brand,

who resigned and will go on axonsultant basis

with the company. Lieber, once national pro-

motion director of RKO Pictures, has been

Brand's assistant since 1956.

Let It Be Noted . . .

Samuel J. Friedman resigned as national

publicity director of United Artists, effective

August 10. His assistant, John L. Toohey, is

exiting at the same time . . . Lige Brien named

national coordinator of advertising, publicity

and exploitation for Irwin Allen's merchandis-

ing seminars on 20th-Fox's "Five Weeks in a

Balloon" . . . Paul Lyday upped to director of

advertising and publicity for National Theatres,

succeeding Fay S. Reeder . . . Loew's Theatres

national publicity chief Ted A mow tabbed for

presidency of the Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers, Inc., succeeding Al Floersheimer,

who moves up to chairmen of the board . . .

Harvey Matofsky named inteniation.il puhliiity

coordinator for Columbia's "The Ballad of the

Running Man."
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"Shoot the Piano Player"

Off-beat French import by Truffaut is interesting entry

for art houses, select class situations.

Francois Truffaut, the critically-acclaimed French director

("The 44 Blows," "Jules and Jim"), is now represented on
these shores with this off-beat mixture of farce, violence, sex

and tragedy. This Astor release (actually Truffaut's second

film) tells the story of a timid piano player, determined to

remain aloof from the people around him, who reluctantly

becomes involved in a world of gangsters and death. Truffaut's

method of presentation is unorthodox—wild and sophisticated

comedy appear side by side with murder and pathos. Devotees
of experimental art films will undoubtedly find it interesting,

and word-of-mouth might help stimulate want-to-see among
discriminating patrons in class situations, but this seems to have
little chance in the general market. The blending of moods is

a difficult task indeed, and Truffaut deserves an E for effort.

Charles Aznavour (star of "Tomorrow Is My Turn") is quite

effective as the shy piano player in a sordid cafe on the out-

skirts of Paris. Once an internationally famous concert pianist

who could not forgive his wife for giving herself to an im-

pressario (to further his career), he changes his name and goes

into hiding after she kills herself. Mari De Bois combines sen-

sitivity with innocence as the cafe waitress in love with Azna-
vour, and loved by Serge Davri, the muscular, unattractive

bartender. The rough-edged Parisian photography provides a

moody background to the tragi-comedy. The plot finds Azna-
vour helping his double-crossing robber brothers escape two
pursuing gangsters. While the two gangsters are kidnapping
anybody who can lead them to the brothers, Aznavour and
Mile. Du Bois fall in love. He decides to try a comeback as a

concert pianist and they go to the cafe to quit. Aznavour is

forced to kill the jealous Davri in self-defense and then he and
Mile Du Bois hide out with his brothers. The gangsters acci-

dentally kill Mile Du Bois. Aznavour returns to the cafe.

Astor. 85 minutes. Charles Aznavour, Marie Du Bois. Produced by Pierre Braun-
berger. Directed by Francois Truffaut.

"Strangers in the City"

&«<UH€44 iRatCHf O PIUS

Realistic view of N.Y. immigrant life; plot weak.

Raw realism is the most noteworthy ingredient of this initial

feature filmed in New York by Rick Carrier, as producer-

director-scripter-photographer. Dealing with the problems of a

recently arrived Puerto Rican family's adjustment to hostile

tenement life in the big city, this Embassy release has a realistic

pictorial quality, but the story unfolds in heavy, overly-melo-

dramatic fashion. Exploitation might bring in fair returns for

short runs, but word-of-mouth will hurt. Response will be

strongest in Spanish-dominated metropolitan areas. Carrier is at

his best when he allows his camera to wander through the

shabby upper East Side dotted with open markets, torn-down

buildings and one-room flats (home for entire families). He
fails in his verbal protests, painting the whites as evil mercena-

ries, and overloading the deck in favor of the immigrants. Rob-
ert Gentile comes off well as the sensitive son, criticized by his

father for not fighting back when attacked by a teen-age street

gang, who becomes a gang member to survive. Robert Corso is

crudely sinister as the garishly-dressed gang leader. Camilo Del-

gado is the hot-tempered father who cannot hold a steady job,

Rosita De Triana is the suffering mother and Creta Margos (a

striking beauty) is the sister who becomes a high-class prosti-

tute. The climax finds Miss De Triana killing the factory fore-

man who started Miss Margos on her evil path. Delgado accuses

her of having been with another man and accidentally shoves hi
into the tub. As she falls, Miss Triana drags an electric cord inl!

the water and is electrocuted. Horrified, Delgado takes poiso

Meanwhile, Gentile forces her to give up her wayward lifei;

Embassy. 83 minutes. Robert Gentile, Camilo Delgado, Rosita De Triana, ProduoM
and Directed by Rick Carrier.

"Hell Is for Heroes"

3u4tKC46 'Rating Q O
Absorbing war melodrama. Solid supporting dualler.

Thanks to a fascinating performance by Steve McQueei
and taut, exciting battlefield direction on the part of Do I

Siegal, this Paramount release emerges as a good, little Worl I

War II melodrama. It figures to be a solid supporting dualk 1

in the action, outdoor market. Concerning itself with th

strange breed of men who becomes heroes, and centerin

around a handful of soldiers attempting to trick the German!

into believing they are a powerful force, it is tough and di:

turbing, peppered here and there with touches of humoj

McQueen is outstanding as a surly, anti-society misfit wh
rises to a heroic level at the decisive moment. Bobby Darin an

popular comic Bob Newhart provide the lighter moments, an<'

realistic G.I. delineations are turned in by Fess Parker, Harr'

Guardino and Nick Adams. Richard Carr's screenplay find

McQueen delighted that he's going back to the front instea<

of home. He and five others are ordered to hold part of thj

Siegfried Line, and they are joined by a lost Newhart am
Adams, a Polish DP. When sergeant Guardino is killed

McQueen convinces James Coburn (now in charge) to disobe

orders and attack the German pillbox. Coburn is killed. /

second attempt by McQueen, Daren and Mike Kellin fails

and Kellin is killed. Morning brings reinforcements, and vie

tory seems assured.

Paramount. 90 minutes. Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Harr
Guardino, Bob Newhart. Produced by Henry Blanke. Directed by Don Siegal.

"The Important Man"

SctdCHCtd ^oUhq O Plus

Mexican import will disappoint art film patrons.

Art house patrons, for whom this import is intended, ani

going to be disappointed in this Mexican film being releasee

by Lopert. Despite a number of international prizes (including

an Oscar nomination for Best Foreign Language film), "Thi

Important Man" is a tedious disappointment. Dealing with ;

lazy, wine-loving, woman-chasing, family-bullying peasant wh(

wants to become the important man in his village (the Mayor!

domo, an honor bestowed yearly by the local priest), the filn

suffers from overacting on the part of Japanese star Toshin

Mifune ("Rashomon"), heavy direction by producer-co-scriptei

Ismael Rodriguez, plus endless stretches of boisterous ranting:

and ravings. Its boxoffice future appears dim. Some of th<

location black-and-white CinemaScope lensing is effective, anc

there are several informative peeks into village life, including

a grisly cock-fight, but one is unable to build up any sympathj

for the good-for-nothing Mifune, or the poor unfortunates whe

suffer his wrath. Convinced everyone is against him, Mifune

makes his wife's life a living hell, beats up his young son, take

up with the local prostitute and drives off his daughter, whe

has been seduced by a weathly landowner's son. Mifune sell;

his illegitimate grandson to the landowner and uses the mone)

to buy himself the Mayordomoship. But he is still a figure ol

ridicule as far as the other villagers are concerned. When hi;

wife kills the prostitute, Mifune, wanting to do a decent act

turns himself in as the culprit.

Lopert. 9? minutes. Toshiro Mifune, Columba Dominguez. Produced and directec

by Ismael Rodriguez.
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"Escape from Zahrain"

Tedious, hot trek over desert makes this dubious summer
entry. Brynner provides marquee value. Fair dualler.

For Vul Brynner, who portrays an Arab rebel chief bent on
escaping from colonial troops in "Escape from Zahrain", there

is eventual freedom, but for summer audiences there is no get-

ting away from it: this Paramount desert melodrama is 93
minutes of tedium in Technicolor, punctuated only sporadically

by brief moments of gunfire. If it must be categorized,

"Escape" is for action patrons who can endure a wearisome
trek through sand, sun and wind for a few, brief clashes be-

tween Brynner and his truckload of escapees and the police.

Let others beware, especially the fair sex, for whom there is

no romance to speak of, just miles and miles of desert. This

one requires a really strong promotional push if it is to be

sold in the action marts; anywhere else, it's going to be rough

sledding. British producer-director Ronald Neame has done

better ("Tunes of Glory", "The Lavender Hill Mob"), but it's

doubtful that he will ever match his latest film for sheer non-

sense and lack of pace. The plot finds an Arab youth group,

led by zealot Sal Mineo, springing Brynner (his bald head

covered throughout by a Turban) from a police truck as he is

being transferred from one prison to another. Only too will-

ing to go along are fellow prisoners Jack Warden, a tough-

talking, but funny, embezzler, and Tony Caruso and Jay No-
yello, two murderers. When they commandeer an ambulance,

they pick up lovely, Arabian-born, but European-educated,

nurse Madlyn Rhue, who is set against Brynner's violent

method of obtaining freedom for his people. Of course, by the

time the journey it at an end, we are led to believe (nothing

resembling a love scene intrudes on the trip) that she is ready

to follow the Arab leader anywhere.

Paramount. 93 minutes. Yul Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Rhue, Jack Warden. Pro-
duced and directed by Ronald Neame.

"Tarzan Goes to India"

SuUtete Rating O O Plus

Has elements to please youngsters. In color.

The youngsters and adventure devotees should find this 36th

"Tarzan" film being released by M-G-M quite satisfactory

entertainment. This time, the Edgar Rice Burroughs' jungle

man leaves his African home and comes to India to try and

save a herd of elephants about to be trapped in an area that's

being flooded to make way for a new hydroelectric plant and

dam. Stunt man Jock Mahoney dons the familiar loin-cloth,

and he's physically impressive diving from a plane into an

Indian river (his arrival), swinging from trees and fighting a

killer leopard while chained to the ground. Additional thrills

include a fight between a mongoose and a cobra, a fight to the

death between two mammoth elephants and a climactic stam-

pede of hundreds of terrified elephants. Everything has been

excitingly and spectacularly photographed on location iri'Cine-

maScope and Metrocolor. All of this, plus a colorful exploita-

tion campaign, will help make the film a "must see" for young-

sters and action fans. Humor is supplied by an engaging young-

ster (Jai, the Elephant Boy) whom Tarzan befriends; there's a

romantic angle between a Maharaja's daughter (Simi) and an

Indian engineer (Feroz Khan); and Tarzan's adversaries take

the form of a scheming foreman (Leo Gordon) and the the-

dam-comes-first head engineer (Mark Dana). Director John

Guillermin effectively blends physical beauty with the action.

The Robert Hardy Andrews-Guillermin screenplay has Tarzan

discovering an escape pass through the mountains. Gordon tries

to stop him at every turn, and eventually succeeds in kidnap-

ping Jai. Tarzan rescues the youth and does in Gordon and his

henchman, then destroys a barricade set up by Dana and stam-

pedes the elephants to safety. Mission accomplished, Tarzan

returns to help Dana complete the dam.

M-G-M. 86 minuts. Jock Mahoney, Mark Dana, Simi. Produced by Sy Weintraub.
Directed by John Guillermin.

ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS

OF NEW JERSEY & NEW YORK

i <piti himul CanrvnHon
MONDAY, AUG. 6 thru THURSDAY, AUG. 9

At the World's Foremost Resort

THE CONCORD, Kiamisha Lake, N. Y.

PLAY GOLF on the Championship 18-Hole Course!

ENJOY SHOWTIME in the Beautiful Imperial Room!

SWIM AND SUN at the New Olympic Pool!

Plus Lots of PRIZES & SURPRISES!

CALL OR WRITE US ABOUT THE SENSATIONAL ALL-INCLUSIVE "PACKAGE DEAL"
AND MAKE YOUR RESERVATION FOR A WONDERFUL VACATION!

ALLIED OF NEW JERSEY

ALLIED OF NEW YORK

234 WEST 44TH ST. NEW YORK 36, N. Y. LA 4-2530

310 CROSBY BUILDING BUFFALO 2, N. Y. TL 6-0064
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

April

BIG WAVE. THE Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis. Pro-
ducer-Director Tad Danielewski. 73 min.

June

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel 1 Saan, John Mama,
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith 85 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Ganara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Film biog. of Resko, once sentenced
to die in electric chair and reprieved after I? years
in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren. 170
min.

FRIGHTENED CITY. THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. II? min.

September

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson.
Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story
of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Santom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

April

ASSIGNMENT OUTER SPACE Color. Archie Savage,
Gaby Farinon, Rik Von Notter. Science fiction. 7? min.

BURN. WITCH. BURN Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde.
Producer Albert Fennel. Director Sidney Hayers. 90
min.

PHANTOM PLANET. THE Dean Fredericks, Colleen
Gray, Tony Dexter. Science fiction. 82 min.

May
BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE. THE Herb Evers, Vir-

ginia Leith. Horror film. 71 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Science-fiction film. 81 min.

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guide. Action spectacle.
80 min.

July
PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. 95 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 9<0 min. 6/11/62.

August
MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Director Hugo Fregonese. 100 min.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargol Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angel!, Edmund Purdom.

October
WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Anna Ralli Producer Fulvio
Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action film. 91

min.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Budil Miller, Carl Ottoisen.

December
GOLIATH AND THE MONGOLS (Formerly Goliath and
the Warriors of Genghis Kahn) Color, CinemaScope.
Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani.

January
YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February
RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre. Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March
SEAFIGHTERS Submarine war story.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

GENGHIS KAHN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE. THE
HAUNTED VILLAGE (Formerly Haunted Palacel Color,
Panavision. Vincent Price Edgar Allen Poe story.

MASOUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-
cent Price. Based on Edgar Allan Poe story.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES. THE

April

MOON PILOT Technicolor. Tom Tryon, Brian Keith,

Edmond O'Brian, Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney,
Bill Anderson. Director James Neilson. Wacky farce.
98 min. 1/22/42.

June
BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's
misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scully,
Vincent Winter. Drama. 93 min.

December
CASTAWAYS, THE I Formerly In Search Of The Cast-
aways) Technicolor. Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

George Sanders. Producer Walt Disney. Director Rob-
ert Stevenson. Based on the Jules Verne story, "Cap-
tain Grant's Children." 100 min.

Coming
SON OF FLUBBER Color. Fred MacMurray, Nancy
Olson, Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

March
HELLIONS. THE Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey. Produi
Harold Huth. Director Kenn Annakin. 87 min.

April

DON'T KNOCK THE TWIST Chubby Checker, Lang J i

fries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy. Producer S.

Katzman. Direcotr Oscar Rudolph. Exploitation enti 1

87 min. 4/16/62

SAFE AT HOME Roger Maris, Mickey Mantle, Bry
Russell. Producer Tom Naud. Director Walter Donig.
Baseball drama. 83 min. 4/30/62.

EXPERIMENT IN TERROR Glenn Ford, Lee Remick. R

Martin, Stephanie Powers. Producer-Director Bla

Edwards. 123 min. 4/30/62.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkii
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederi
Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway h

10? min. 4/30/62.

MOTHRA All Japanese cost. Director Inoshiro Hone
100 min. 7/9/62.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Dolores Dor
Michael Callan. Producer William Bloom. Direct

Philip Leacock. 80 min. 5/14/62.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laug
ton Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierne

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama
Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbroc

Nancy Kovack.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director V/
liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Produc
William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. 62 m
7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY. THE Jack Lemmon, K
Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direct

Richard Ouine. 123 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS. THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Su

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Hararei
Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. 120 mi

6/1 1/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT. THE The Three Stooge
Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds.

September

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor. Technirama. Dav
Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino <

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton.

DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANTI Al

Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Produc
John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert.

October

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Ma
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, De,

Dagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentii

Director Richard Fleischer.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jes

Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Geon
Sidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieu

George Chakiris, France Nuyen, Jams Darren. Pr

ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arr

strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schnee

Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Tool

Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Ha'

kins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Direct

David Lean.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quin

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Produc

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.
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WAR LOVER. THE Robert Waqner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie

Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.—mam

February

VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE, A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-

grin. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.
Version of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/62.

April

RIFFI FOR GIRLS Madja Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
Constantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

June
NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
underworld of crime.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
Film version of the Broadway stage play. 100 min.

July
HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94

: min. 4/16/62.

August
HANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
mond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
man twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
Lionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black.
Director Robert Day. 87 min.

UN VIE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Marquano, Ivan
Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes DeLahaie. Direc-
tor Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

September
IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Director Alfred Shaughnessy. 64 min.

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Guillerimin

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films] Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BELL" ANTONIO (Embassy Pictures Corp.) Marcello
Mastroianni, Claudia Cardinale. Producer Alfredo Bini.
Director Mauro 8olognini. Italian drama of lover threat-
ened by impotence. 101 min. 4/16/62.

BERN ADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele AJoret
Nadine Atari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE (Lopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLACK TIGHTS IMagna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
rama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Roland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman!
Simno Schiffrin. Director Terence Younq. 116 min.
3/19/62.

8LOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

:OCCACCIO '70 (Embassy) Anita Ekberg, Romy
>cnneider. Sophia Loren. Directors Federico Fellini
-uchmo Visconti, Vittorio De Sica. 165 min. 7/9/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films] Stanley
iaker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian,
'roducer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey 86
pin. 7/9/62.

BAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
chmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Jario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction!
30 mm.

)EVIL'S WANTON, THE (Embassy) Doris Svedlund,
Jirger Malmuten, Eva Henning. Producer Lorens
vlarmstedt. Director Ingmar Bergman. 72 min. 6/11/62.

)OCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
'irgima Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
ietty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
omedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

iCLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

:VA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

EAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
3owers. 78 min.

fIVE DAY LOVER. THE IKingsley International) Jean
>eberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
pert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
3 hilippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC ITimes Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsukl, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

LA DOLCE VITA lAstor) Marcello Mastroianni, Yvonne
Fourneau, Anita Ekberg. Producer Giuseppe Amato.
Director Federico Fellini. Story of corrupt Roman
society. 175 min. 5/1/61.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH. THE
[Embassy! Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli, Rosanna
Podesta, Stanley Baker. Producer Geoffredo Lombardo.
Dirctor Robert Aldrich.

LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD lAstor) Delphnie Seyrig,
Giorgio Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre
Courau, Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais.
98 min. 3/5/62.

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES lAstor) Gerard Philipe,

Jeanne Moreau, Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Pro-
ducer. Les Films Marceau-Cocinon. Director Roger
Vadim. 106 m/n. 1/8/62.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE. THE ( Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

NO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE (Embassy) Peter Finch, Stan-
ley Halloway, Mary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Di-
rector Ralph Thomas. 110 min. 1/8/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International I Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,
Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS (Astor) Alain Delon,
Renato Salvatori, Annie Girardot. Producer Goffredo
Lombardo. Director Luchino Visconti. Drama of widow
and her five sons, and their struggle to cope with city
life. 175 min. 7/24/61.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.
Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SKY ABOVE AND THE MUD BELOW, THE (Embassy)
Producers Arthur Conn, Rene Lafuite. Director Pierre-
Dominique Gaisseau. 90 min. 7/9/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE ( Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER. A Kingsley- International S

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
1 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Ca hill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN (Showcorporation) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/16/62.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vaner, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WHAT A CARVE UP! (Embassy) Kenneth Connor, Sid-
ney James, Shirley Eaton, Donald Pleasence, Dennis
Price. Producer Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman. Di-
rector Pat Jackson. 87 min. 7/9/62.

WILD FOR KICKS ITimes Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

AUGUST SUMMARY
The advance August release chart

totals 19, with M-G-M taking over top

position on the strength of four pic-

tures. 20th-Fox and Continental are

tied for second at three films each,

while United Artists and Columbia

follow closely with two. Five compan-

ies— Universal, Warner Bros., Allied

Artists, American-International and

Paramount— have one release at the

ready, but as yet Buena Vista has

nothing slated for next month.

METRO-GOLDWY N-MAYER

March

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip

Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.

WORLD IN MY POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller.

Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.

Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/62.

I

A prit

AIL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty.

Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of

best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. I I I min.

4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea. Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the 1 8 70 ' s.

94 min. 5/14/62.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter

Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.

152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS. THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor

Mature Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. 83 min.

7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.

August

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-

ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol.

Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller. 107 min.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales.

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-

ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
rier. Adventure drama
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Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/5?.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

?AIR,9 Jf eorae Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kmnoch Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendarii
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter Ros-
sana .Podesta Producer Silvio Clementelli. DirectorAntonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
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KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
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MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat BooneNancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Danielretrie. Drama centering around small European circus
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POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley
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VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot Marcello

Uu^X: Cn-""e Gouze-Renai. Direc't"?

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire AsianProducer George Brown. Director George o lac Asalesman chooses a bride for a millionaire

Coming 20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson, Me
Anders. Mystery melodrama. 60 min.
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BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane
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April

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE JohnWayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin

4/16/62 ' °
r Ford

'
Western

-
123 "lin.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. YulBrynner Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Melodrama. 93 min.

June
HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, SteveMcQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. 90 min.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden. Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlb.rg
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionaqe
drama. 140 mm. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Stave
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. Amarfcan beauty potac
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI I
_
Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,

Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. IS? min. 6/25/62.

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO. A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision. Technicolor Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason.
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of
silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Comdy-romanc filmed on
location in Paris.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME. THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston. Elsa Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville
Shavelson. Comedy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matron
bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

PATHE-AMERICA

March
WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills. Bernard
Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough.
Director Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price,
Anthony Nicholls, Peter Copley Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Dearden. 100 min. 2/5/62.

July

May
OUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia
Sims. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Ar-
thur Dreifuss.

INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama.
84 min. 6/1 1/62.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

February
SWINGIN' ALONG CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Tommy
Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden Producer J.
Leewood. Director Charles Barton. The efforts of an
amateur songwriter to win a contest. 74 min.

TENDER IS THE NIGHT CinemaScope, DeLuxe Co,lor.
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine, Tom
Ewell. Producer Henry Weinstein. Director Henry King.
Based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. 146 min. 1/22/62.

March
INNOCENTS, THE CinemaScope. Deborah Kerr, Michael
Redgrave. Martin Stephens, Pamela F'anklin. Pro-
ducer-Director Jack Clayton. Based dn Henry James'
"The Turn of the Screw." 9? min. 12/25/61.

SATAN NEVER SLEEPS CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
William Holden, Clifton Webb, France Nuyen. Pro-
ducer-Director Leo McCarey. Drama about two American
priests and a young Chinese girl. 124 min. 3/l?/62.

WOMAN HUNT CinemaScope. Steven Peck. Lisa Lu.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 60 min.

April

BROKEN LAND, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Kent
Taylor, Dlanna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonard
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic mar-
shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone,
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers and
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs by
Rodgers. 118 min. 3/1 9/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI. THE CinemaScope. Glynis
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.
Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Luxe
Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hugh
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dunne.
A concentration camp victim attempts to escape to
Israel. 112 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Rus-
sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Boshel-
man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Produe
Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, Del
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, Jo
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Direc
Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Ed
Red Buttons.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG M
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Rich
Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dail
Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessi

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn. Ju
Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin
Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145
6/25/62

September
I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter
lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Produ
Pierre Rouve. Dirctor Peter Sellers. Based on Mar
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze." the mild inst

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 97
5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Col
Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Ba
Coe, David Farrer. When 300 Spartans withheld
entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermopyl
I 1 3 min.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine K
Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard To
Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabi
Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demi
Robert Mitchum. Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert,
Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ry
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Osw
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki,
Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William
den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin,
ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based
best-seller.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacq
Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Col
Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Produ
Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assa

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Rich

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDow
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wang
Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen

OUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Col
Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Steph
Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

February

PROPER TIME, THE Tom Laughlin, Nira Mons
Norma Quine. Producer-Director Tom Laughlin.

SAINTLY SINNERS. Don Bogarde, Ellen Corby. Stan

Clements, Paul Bryar. Producer Robert E. Kent, Di

tor Jean Yarbrough. 78 min. 2/5/62.

SERGEANTS 3 Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Samn,
Davis. Jr., Peter Lawford, Joey Bishop, Ruta Lee. Pr

ducer Sinatra. Director John Sturges. Western corned

112 min. 2/5/62

March

CHILDREN'S HOUR. THE Audrey Hepburn, Shirh

MacLaine. James Garner. Producer-Director Willia

Wyler. Based on Lillian Hellman's famous play. II

min. 1/22/62..

May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Co
nell, Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Wei

bart. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/62.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pr

ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the nov

"The Midwife of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/42. I

June

CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike M
Greevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Dire

tor Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.
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GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/42.

MAGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-

ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special

effects. 80 min 4/14/42.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur

', Penn. 107 min. 5/14/42.

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.
Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. Pro-

ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-
effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/42.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/14/41.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bobe Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
comedies. 91 min.

August
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
Thelma Ritter. Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.
4/25/42.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
of Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/41.

Coming
CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
(rimer. From Howard Fait's best-ieller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/41.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion cf James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
(ramer. Director Paul Stanley

(ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
'hilip Karlson.

-AND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Seville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
director Leslie Stevens.

4ANCHURIAN CANDIDATE. THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
;nce Harvey, Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
iilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
director Frankenheimer.

rfARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Vatling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
lunell. 79 min. 8/21/41.

'HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
director Jules Dassin.

iOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
[red Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Sarfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
Jity. 112 min. 1/8/42.

ARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter
•am Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff'
'roducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

HIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
ms, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
vnatole Litvak.

HREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
•ohn Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ey J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/41.

WO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
sine Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise,
ased on the Broadway hit.

*AR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders
irector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama 8l'
nn. 4/14/42

/AY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

March
ESERT PATROL Richard Attenborough, Michael Craig
ohn Gregson. Producers Monte Berman, Robert s'
aker. Director Guy Green. 78 min. 1/8/42.

OVER, COME BACK Color. Rock Hudson, Doris Day
>ny Randall. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher'
irector Delbert Mann. 107 min. 12/25/41.

April

EARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
onnor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-im Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey. 84 min. 5/14/42.

~|
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SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 184 min. 10/17/40.

May
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly
Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
104 min. 3/19/42.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE. THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
90 min. 1/22/42.

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller 107 min
5/14/42.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. 81 min. 5/14/42.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harrv
Keller. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Dons Dav. Gia Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. 99 min. 5/14/42.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. 145 min. 4/1 1/42.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. THE Color. Herbert Lorn
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. 84 min. 4/25/42.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil
Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,
Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Tavlor, Barry Sullivan. Producer Sy
Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin,

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, lain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter, Marshall
Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards, Fred Harris,
Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors Richard
Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee, Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Michael
Gordon.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando Sandra
Church, Ei r Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando. Judson Pratt. George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

March
COUCH, THE Grant Williams, Shirley Knight Onslow
Stevans, Anne Helm, William Leslie. Producer-Director
Owen Crump. Thriller. 89 min 2/19/42.
MALAGA Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge, Edmund
Purdom. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Laslo Bene-
dek. Romantic adventure drama. 97 min. 2/19/42.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. 118 min. 3/19/42.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/14/42.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Advenutre drama. 89 min.
5/14/42.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck,
Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director
Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/14/42.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yvvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Joan-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 4/11/42.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton
Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of
American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.
5/14/42.

MUSIC MAN, THE Terhn^olor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett. Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Wilison's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/14/42.

August

GUNS OF DARKLESS Leslie Caron, David Niven. Pro-
ducers Thomas Clvde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony
Asqui'h. Dr-^ma of romance and adventure in Latin
America. 103 min.

Coming

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of
Oklahoma oil-boom.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit.

MR. LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts, Carole Cook.
Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur Lubin, William
Tytla. Combination live action-animation comedy with
music.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston. Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,
Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-
ducer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Milestone. Drama of
Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.
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...and ACCESSORIES, too... that were due to be re-

turned to our branches TODAY. . . just haven't come back!

Among them, no doubt, are TRAILERS and ACCES-
SORIES you are waiting for... and depending on, to sell

your attractions.

Sooner or later, of course, the missing TRAILERS and
ACCESSORIES will be returned to us ... but .. . can YOU • I. /

wait for a sooner-or-later shipment of your TRAILERS
and ACCESSORIES? Of course you can't! You need them
RIGHT NOW!

We print approximately THREE TIMES as many
TRAILER PRINTS as the distributor has Feature prints. J
Our printing of ACCESSORIES is many, many times that

'•'

proportion. More than enough to supply you with your

needs, in ample time to afford maximum use of these items.

BUT. . .when so many of your fellow-exhibitors fail to re-

turn TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES on time... even

this huge surplus of material cannot protect you against

a missout! . \ ..

Immediately after the last showing of your TRAILER
it is due back in our office. Immediately after the last show-

ing of your Feature, the ACCESSORIES are due back in

our office.

You can improve our service, if you see that they get

back to us . .

.

ON TIME! — EVERY TIME!
nnnonm, servicc

\) p/ti/e bpb> of memoosmy
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STOP WORRYING
ABOUT OCTOBER!

Here is a New Concept of Total Family Entertainment
from Walt Disney

Yes, Walt Disney's new concept of total family entertainment

is scheduled for release this October. We choose not to heed the warning that

this is a traditionally poor releasing time. We believe we have the bold new

approach that can stand tradition happily on its head. We have the entertain-

ment ! We have the campaign ! We have the know-how ! Let's put it over ! And

once we do, can't you just see a succession of boxoffice attractions from

Buena Vista every October?

Always willing to attempt the new and unusual, Walt now

raises the curtain on total entertainment, combining cartoon magic, live

action, comedy, music, color, drama and adventure, all in one wonderful

program, a new concept in motion picture enjoyment from Walt Disney.

Heading the program is Walt's full-length cartoon feature,

LADY AND THE TRAMP, a proven boxoffice champion. This entertainment

treasure chest for the entire family sparkles with a host of beloved cartoon

characters. Millions of moviegoers from 3 to 93 eagerly await its return.

And an exciting extra dividend awaits those millions in Walt's

new live-action Technicolor feature, ALMOST ANGELS, bringing to the

screen a story that has waited more than 450 years to be told. It is the story

of the Vienna Boys Choir, filled with boyish mischief and musical splendor,

acted by a cast studded with future stars, and filmed in its original magnifi-

cent setting.

That is Walt Disney's total entertainment concept— a great,

proven cartoon attraction teamed with a unique new live-action feature. As

an October combination, they allow you to go out and awaken that vast stay-

at-home audience

!

LADY AND THE TRAMP together with ALMOST ANGELS together with LADY AND THE TRAMP together with ALMOST ANGELS toge a
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a piest motion picture

TECHNICOLOR*
CinemaScopE
From the novel by Ward Greene

ereleased by BUENA VISTA Distr.bulion Co., In
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together with

WALT DISNEY'S
NEWEST motion picture
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PETER SEAN VINCENT
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Market for Reissues

I am glad to note that M-G-M has found new gold in theatre

bookings of old pictures on a reissue basis. Perhaps now at

long last we will see the major motion picture companies em-

bark on a consistent pattern of reissuing great films of the

past, instead of dumping them on television.

The movie business can be pretty stubborn. It wasn't too

long ago that the majors rarely would "waste their time''

mounting decent, fresh publicity and advertising campaigns to

re-sell worthwhile reissues, and seldom was real sales effort

put behind their distribution. Metro appears to have opened

a new door for itself and for exhibitors with the aggressive

methods it has adopted in peddling its "oldies".

When television came along whole catalogs of valuable films

were sold at ridiculous quick-cash prices, with nary a thought

to the fact that many of these films could still bring in money
at the theatre boxoffice. But thank goodness it isn't too late.

In one respect the vogue for costume spectacles has been a

healthy one. It has given the movie industry big pictures which

can be reissued in years to come without seeming dated. But
even a dated picture or collection of pictures can be a boxoffice

attraction. Harold Lloyd is a sock attraction now, for example,

with a potpourri of sequences from pictures more than thirty

years old. He probably could have sold his compilation to tele-

vision. It is my opinion that when he has completed the the-

atrical run of "Harold Lloyd's World of Comedy" he will be

able to sell it to television just the same, if he so desires.

0
Consider the simple statistics. The television audience

around the country today consists of close to 45,000,000 homes
in the U.S. That's homes, not people. In the New York City

television area alone there are more than 3,000,000 homes w ith

television sets. This means that in the New York City tele-

vision area alone there are close to 9,000,000 home viewers.

If a motion picture attracts a nationwide theatre audience of

9.000,000 today it is usually a success. If it attracts an audi-

ence of 900,000 in the New York City television area—or, in

other words, 10% of its entire national audience—it has only

made the barest of dents in the potential television audience.

Television long ago proved that people will sit up late at

home to watch old movies, even when they are not particularly

good movies. The film distributors are now discovering that

people will pay money at the boxoffice for old movies, care-

fully selected and well marketed. The key lies in those last

phrases
—

"carefully selected and well marketed." If the vari-

ous distribution companies will devote their marketing re-

sources to the proper selection and the forceful, expert

promotion of reissue product, I firmly believe that they will

find not merely an adjunct source of income, but potentially

a gold mine.

For years the motion picture industry has stood alone in its

belief that the only way to find a paying audience for an old

property was to remake it. Television's "I Love Lucy" has had

more lives than a cat—and its still going strong. Paperback

reprints of thirty-year-old books are doing fine. Reissues I

old phonograph records—in brand new albums—have bet

big at least since "The Jolson Story." But the motion pictu

industry continued to regard re-issues as the rag-pickers er

of the business. Even after television demonstrated the size i

the potential audience, reissues were the industry's last resoi

Even in the face of a continuing product shortage, it was co

sidered smarter to buy and book junk from abroad (plen

of good pictures are made overseas, but plenty of junk fin<

its way across the water to us at the same time) than to brir

back proven hits of the past.

0

M-G-M's plan for education tie-ins with its slate of reissu

is a good start. It gives the pictures a marketing peg. Ho\
ever, I would hate to see the whole idea of reissues become tl

darling of the educators. There are plenty of fine films wi

absolutely no educational appeal but a great deal of residu

boxoffice oomph. It seems to me, for example, that a who
series of Greta Garbo's films could be reissued for theatre

after an intensive promotional campaign to salute "the gres

est actress of our times." Here one basic promotional car

paign would serve to create a market for a whole series of filrr

I also believe that the major companies could take a Ie

from the book >f Harold Lioyd or the proven success of B(

Youngson with "new " films which are actually compilations <

old footage. "Great Motion Picture Love Scenes", for exar

pie, could start with the May Irwin kiss and go right on i

to early Brigitte Bardot. "Oh Those Kids" might present f

mous portrayals by the kid stars from Mary Pickford

Coogan, Cooper, Temple, Baby LeRoy and a dozen others. Tl

range of topics is endless.

0

There are many different types of market for old films at tl

theatre. Campaigns should be aimed at these various markei

The college campus, for example, provides one very defini

public—hardly the group at which you would aim a kidd

picture, but very ripe pickings for a sophisticated look at a

cient comedy. The job that has to be done, in every case,

very much the same as for a new picture. The potential ma

ket has to be analyzed. A promotional campaign has to 1

mounted, to sell the picture. You can't depend on the fa

that some people will remember the film from its origin

showing. You've got to sell the picture to people who dor

remember it—either because they were too young at the tin

of the original showing or because they just weren't that mm
interested. You've got to get them interested now. Certain

this can't be done with every picture. There are many filr

which just won't take a second round of distribution. Filr5

]

for reissue have to be chosen most carefully. The timing

their release is also a key element.

For example, I rather doubt that the reissue of Jerry Lew

films would do as well in October, when the kids are all

school, as during summer vacation.

One prime reason for considering each picture carefully

that there are often good new sales points which can be foun

Perhaps a big current television star, like Vince Edwards,

playing a featured role—or one that was not featured in t

original, but can now be upgraded as to billing. Recently

passed a theatre which noted on its marquee that "TV's Bt|

Casey is on our screen in . .
." Perhaps the setting of the p:

ture is one that has recently come into the news again.

Looking for sales angles in reissues is really no differe,

from looking for sales angles in new films. You still have

find publicity pegs, advertising themes, theatre front displ

material and so forth. And you still have to make an inve:

ment of time and money -generally nowhere nearly as gre

as for a new film, but of sufficient proportions so that peop

know your picture is available.
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What They're Mini About

In the Movie Business

BALABAN RETIREMENT? Don't be surprised

if Paramount Pictures has a new president by the

end of the year. Barney Balaban, at age 75, and

smarting under criticism of some of his policies,

including the costly pay-TV adventure in

Canada, is said to be considering retirement. His

decision may even be prompted by a nudge from

some of the company's other top officials. One
report is that the sudden exit of Jerry Pickman
from the post of general sales manager revealed

the first internal opposition to Balaban's iron rule

in the 26 years he has occupied the president's

chair at Paramount.
0

'CID' IMPACT ON AA. Allied Artists will show
red ink for the 4th quarter of the fiscal year

ended June 30, adding to the $1,196,000 deficit

for the first 39 weeks, a company official informed

Film BULLETIN. However, prospects for the

new year, starting July 1, are as bright as the

sunny plains of Spain. The first quarter is certain

to show a whopping profit as enormous returns

from "El Cid" pour in. This Samuel Bronston

production, it is now estimated, will gross over

$40 million in this hemisphere the first time

around. With the distributor's "take" averaging

Dver 50%, it is clear that AA will be luxuriating

in black ink throughout the current fiscal year,

destined to be by far the biggest grossing period

in the company's history.

o

GRIMM' SALE SLOW. Advance sale of

eserved seats for "The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm" has been rather slow in most
situations. Cinerama and Metro officials attribute

;he laggard early pace to two principal factors:

:he impression of many people that it is chiefly

in attraction for moppets, and the fact that

x>adshows traditionally do not fare so well in

:he summer months. The hope is that

wrd-of-mouth and the reviews will spark the
icket sale, and the anticipation is that boxoffice

md group sales will start perking as soon as

summer vacations are over.

TELEMETER FALTERING. Reports from
Toronto persist that the Telemeter adventure in

the suburb of Etobicoke is drifting nowhere and
faltering badly. Saddled with steady weekly
losses, Paramount is said to have ordered that

the personnel involved in the pay-TV operation

there be cut to the bone in an effort to keep it

afloat. Some key people are likely to quit soon.

There is widespread disappointment among
subscribers over Telemeter's failure to provide

the kind of top quality programming promised

in the feevee promotion campaign, and
additional resentment has been stirred by the

drive to extract a $15 annual "service charge"

from all subscribers, Announcements that

additional installation are being made in the

Toronto suburbs Mimico and New Toronto

probably reflect more accurately an attempt to

find homes for Telemeter equipment idled by

Etobicoke cancellations.

o

A PROFIT'S A PROFIT. The popular premise

that seems to govern the policies of most
independent producers and major film companies

is this: shoot the works for the multi-million

dollar grossing picture; anything less is a waste

of time. This theory came in for some critical

and rational comment from actor Melvyn
Douglas, who was quoted in the New York Times
recently: "Moviemakers today, whether they are

independent or studios, have not yet learned how
to make movies for a minority audience. They are

still looking for the five-and-ten-million-dollar

profits. They still want the vast audience that

makes that kind of profit possible. They turn up
their noses at a $500,000 profit ... If you are

willing to settle for a profit of $500,000, you don't

have to worry about offending special groups.

You don't have to compromise with your subject

for fear of limiting your audience. On the

quality level, the Europeans of talent have the

edge. They are not afraid of working for a limited

audience. If they happen to reach a large

audience, so much the better. They make a movie
because they have something to say." Many of

this industry's problems could be cleared up if

each of the major film makers in the U. S.

turned out half-a-dozen original-idea films each

season at a cost that could bring a profit on a

modest gross. It might be worth trying.
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On lanl.On Sea... In Outer Space...

AndatThe

Check

these Boxoffice

tracking stations

for Astro-Nutty

Business!

NEW YORK.. .out of this world in RKO CIRCUIT and mass

metropolitan area break! Plus sky-high territorial breaks ir

CLEVELAND, WASHINGTON, D.C., ATLANTA, and KANSA!

CITY! Now watch STOOGES blast off in territory breaks ir

LOS ANGELES, PHILADELPHIA, CINCINNATI, DALLA!

SAN FRANCISCO, NEW ORLEANS and PITTSBURGH!!!

CAROL CHRISTENSEN • EDSON STROLL • SCREENPLAY BY ELWOOD ULLMAN • bused on » story by NonuMi

PRODUCED BY NORMAN MAURER • DIRECTED BY EDWARD BERNDS - A NORMANDY PRODUCTION • A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE
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Pay"TV Promises ami Performance
If there is one word that best capsules

the hard labor pains of pay television,

it is promise.

Ever since the late Commander Eu-

gene F. McDonald, Jr., the master prop-

agandist of Zenith, tried to foist feevee

on the Chicago citizenry, the pay-as-

you-see strategy has been centered on

this slogan: promise them anything, but

give them garbage. Thus far, the prom-

ises have been gradiose; the delivery,

much less. The results are a matter of

record: three experiments—Chicago,

Palm Springs and Bartlesville— all

failed for lack of the unique program-

ming that was held out as bait to entice

subscribers. Paramount's Telemeter test

in Etobicoke appears to be fizzling fast

for the same reason. RKO General's

Phonevision in Hartford is fighting to

stay alive by bullying the film com-

panies into supplying the only worth-

while entertainment it seems prepared

to offer its charter members.

Having promised subscribers the

brightest stars in the show business

firmament, the Hartford sponsors are

falling far short of what even the most

conservative observers expected would

comprise the first month's bill of fare.

RKO General president Thomas F.

O'Neil's bright prediction of "a broad

fare of theatrical production, Bolshoi

Ballet, first-run motion pictures, adult

and children's educational programs"

looks more than slightly tarnished after

a month of subsequent-run movies, and

little else. This is how it always goes

in the feevee game—the blandishments

of the promoters are a-glitter with

promises of quality and culture; the ful-

fillment is a program made up almost

entirely of motion pictures compressed

onto a screen a fraction the size on
which they were intended to be shown.

Philip F. Harling, the tireless oppon-

ent of feevee, charged last week that

"pay-TV to date has done nothing but

supplement free television, 'but at a

price.' " The latter phrase referred to

FCC chairman Newton Minow's open-

ing-night statement that pay-TV is not

justifiable if it merely replaces free

video, "but at a price."

Harling, chairman of the Joint Com-

mittee Against Pay-TV, cited some

damning statistics to prove that while

Phonevision in Hartford was present-

ing a total of 13 feature films to its pay-

ing subscribers during the first month

of operation, the numerous commercial

TV stations whose signals reach the city

were offering in the same period a total

of 547 films, in addition to scores of

programs of cultural interest which

Hartford residents could view free.

He also challenged the statement

made last week by John H. Pinto, head

of programming for Phonevision, that

"we do not and never did intend to

ask distributors for first-run pictures

at this time." Mr. Harling declared,

"This statement is in direct contradic-

tion to the sworn testimony of Thomas
F. O'Neil . . . before the FCC. Mr.

O'Neil announced it was Phonevision's

intention to present first-run motion

pictures, because, he said, any other

films would not have the 'box office

attraction' to win paying subscribers."

The feevee foe termed such films as

"Pleasure of His Company," "Rome
Adventure" and "The Errand Boy"
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(three of the pictures offered by Phone-

vision) "a far cry from what Mr. O'Neil

told the FCC would be the program-

ming which would open new entertain-

ment vistas for the residents of Greater

Hartford." As a contrast, Harling

pointed to the wide variety of movies,

many of recent vintage, Telstar, Paris

circuses and Berlin ice shows, Shakes-

peare, Harry Belafonte, jazz concerts,

sculptors, artists, MIT scientists, Sophia

Loren and Billy Graham—all available

to Hartford residents on free TV w ithin

the past month. "What can pay tele-

vision possibly present that would

match such a free array of talent and

subjects?" asked Harling.

International Telemeter, Paramount's

pay-as-you-see arm in Canada, likewise

painted beautiful programming pictures

while laying the groundwork for its ex-

periment that started two and a half

years ago. There was auspicious talk of

"premieres" and "first nights", of "high

quality entertainment" unheard of on

free TV. The propaganda from Tele-

meter was that "basic programming for

the West Toronto system will consist

of the latest and best motion picture

features." But the bill of fare offered

to pay-TV subscribers in Etobicoke has

been, in the main, movies, with only an

occasional theatrical attraction.

As much as the towering operational

expenses and the competition from free

TV and movie houses, pay television is

being stifled by its own unrealistic aspi-

rations. Jack Gould, respected video

critic of The New York Times, who
once sang the paeans of pay-TV, re-

of pay-TV actually has been greatly

harmed by the exaggerated publicity

claims with which it has been plagued.

Certainly for some time it is going to

be idle to talk of presenting an evening

of the Metropolitan Opera or a Broad-

way hit in the home. It's simply not in

the economic cards."

That, we say, sums it up quite well.
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DFZ Takes Charge ^WSmaketS

It was, of course, merely coincidence,

but many industryites claim that the

collective sigh of relief upon the re-

solving of 20th-Fox's management dif-

ficulties was heard as far away as

Alexandria, Egypt, where a scant two

days after Darryl F. Zanuck was elected

president of the company, its $30 mil-

lion project, "Cleopatra", wound up

two years of filming.

The Elizabeth Taylor-starrer now re-

turns to the Hollywood studios for the

finishing touches, which, you can be

sure, will be applied under the skilled

and watchful eye of the new chief ex-

ecutive. For no matter which of the

too-numerous-to-record rumors even-

tually prove correct, one thing is cer-

tain: DFZ will keep a large hand in all

phases of Fox operations, especially the

studio, where he reigned so successfully

before entering the field of independent

film-making. As he declared upon his

selection: "I believe the president of a

motion picture company today should

be its production head as well as ad-

ministrative head, for all depends on

the product."

The new management alignment is

considered to be a victory not only for

erstwhile president Spyros P. Skouras,

who moves up to the board chairman-

ship (replacing Judge Samuel I. Rosen-

man) with the knowledge that another

member of the original 20th Century

"team" is at the helm, but for the ma-

jority of the nation's exhibitors, who
had been watching recent developments

with a mixture of apprehension and

hope. Searching every outlet for prod-

uct, and fearing a switch in production

thinking by their most abundant pro-

vider, they cheered, to a man, when
Zanuck planed in from Paris to assert

his position as the firm's largest single

stockholder by telling the Wall Street

interests to keep their noses out of

Fox's movie-making affairs. TOA presi-

dent John H. Stembler summed up the

sentiments of all theatremen when he

hailed the Zanuck-Skouras teaming as

assurance of the continuance of a

movie-making program by 20th, then

called on them to back the company
with concrete action: "I urge all thea-

tres to immediately and voluntary ini-

tiate a 'Book Fox' drive of their own.

Without Fox product, exhibition would
be in tremendous difficulty."

Zanuck's desire to shoulder the

heavy, but highly prestigious respon-

sibility of bringing the firm he helped

found in 1933 back to the heights it

once enjoyed was evident in his agree-

ment to serve for 18 months at the

same salary he is receiving now as a

part-time consultant; he also granted

the firm an option on his continued

services for an additional two years.

His suggestion that the board be

enlarged was followed, to a modified

degree, when four directors—Zanuck,

himself, producer-director William

Wyler, attorney Arnold Grant and

business executive Francis Levien —
were added. Two spots on the board

were open following the resignation

of Wall Streeters John H. Loeb and

Milton S. Gould. A new executive com-

mittee, composed of Zanuck, Skouras,

Grant, Levien, Robert L. Clarkson,

Robert Lehman and Thomas A. Pappas,

was selected, and a series of top-level

meetings ensued. More closed sessions

are slated for late this week, when
Zanuck returns from a brief trip to

Paris, where he hurried to wind up

technical work on "The Longest Day".

Back in New York, he plans to closet

himself with the board and executive

arm to map plans for streamlining op-

erations and realigning executive per-

sonnel where necessary.

That they will have plenty to discuss

and hammer out has been a well-

known industry fact now for several

years. Zanuck publicly observed: "I

have no illusion about the present

plight of the company. It has not only

suffered disastrous losses in theatrical

production and distribution in the past

several years, but the loss from these

activities for the first half of this year

will be approximately $10 million. But

the company has also great assets and

even greater potentialities and I am
determined to apply all my strength,

resourcefulness and knowledge to re-

store Twentieth Century-Fox Film Cor-

poration to pre-eminence.

"The motion picture industry has

changed so radically in the past decade,

that old traditions for production, stu-

dio operations and domestic and for-

eign distribution are not only ineffi-

cient, they are obsolete ... It is time

for twenty-first century methods for

Twentieth Century-Fox."

Along these lines, Zanuck's plans

reportedly call for an increase in the

number of distribution deals with in-

dependent producers. And there are

the previously announced plans for

renting of otherwise idle studio space

and facilities to outside theatrical and

TV producers, and curtailment of

2t)th-Fox production abroad, with the

bulk of the shooting to be done in

Zanuck and Skouras

Hollywod. Via these methods, the dy-

namic new chief executive expects there

will emerge a "continued flow of mo-

tion pictures combining the highest

possible standards of boxoffice attrac-

tiveness and artistic quality."

Zanuck, of course, made special men-

tion of the two big guns in 20th's

arsenal: "Cleopatra" and his own "The

Longest Day." Of the former, he said:

"It has been claimed for many motion

pictures, but 'Cleopatra' will be the

greatest single entertainment achieve-

ment in any medium in theatrical his-

tory." As for "Day," he stated merely

that "it would be unseemly of me to

utter praises for it, but let me say, as

president of the company, this motion

picture has my complete confidence."

Particularly reassuring to exhibitors

who over the years had come to expect

not only a steady supply of product,

but unflagging co-operation from Fox

were these words from Zanuck: "Thea-

tre owners know the great tradition of

our company . . . We shall have the

benefit of Spyros Skouras' experience

and inspiration. Theatre owners will

never cease to associate the fair policies

of our company with his name, and

thev will continue to do so."
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Vlovie Shares Show Improvement,

With Cinerama and M-G-M in Lead

While it may be premature to assume that the bears in the

tock market have been routed, there are definite signs that

hey are meeting stiff resistance from buyers. This is particularly

rue in the case of motion picture shares, which have been mak-

ng a steady recovery from the year's lows. In the two weeks'

pan of July 19-Aug. 2, ten of the 18 issues covered in the Film

BULLETIN chart advanced, six showed minor declines, two

/ere unchanged.

In the wake of the highly successful press interview of "The

Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm", and amid anticipa-

ion of its premiere this week, both Cinerama and M-G-M, joint

wners of the first Cinerama production with a story, advanced

martly. Cinerama, on a huge turnover of 317,800 shares moved

p 3 points, while M-G-M rose U/j. One of the losers was

Oth Century-Fox, off 1%, following the realignment of its

lanagement team and board of directors. It was reported that

3me of the banking interests involved in the company's affairs

uring the past year or so were quietly unloading their holdings,

heatre issues registered well, four of the five exchange firms

sted showing increases for the fortnight. Best performers

ere AB-PT, up 1% on a volume of 75,400 shares, and Trans-

ux, rising iy2 . Both recently announced improved profit

atements.

Columbia preferred was the biggest loser among film shares,

ropping 3 points.

Joldenson Sees Theatre Pick-up
Theatre business of American Broadcasting-Paramount is

xpected to join the bandwagon of the firm's increasingly profit-

ble operations during the second half of 1962, according to

resident Leonard Goldenson, who announced a record second-

uarter net profit. While the boxoffice was off in the first half,

ie topper predicted a strong theatre period and a higher level

f business throughout the balance of the summer.

Estimated net for the second period hit a high of $2,511,000

(57c per share), compared to $2,269,000 (52c) for the similar

1961 span. Estimated net for the first six months was $5,553,000

($1.27), against $5,694,000 ($1.31) a year ago.

EXECUTIVE STOCK TRANSACTIONS

Heavy activity in Decca Records capital stock, in connection

with the exchange of that issue for MCA, and Warner Bros,

common highlighted security transactions of officers and

directors of film and theatre companies for the period June 11

to July 10, 1962, as reported by the SEC.

MCA acquired 1,241,815 shares of Decca via the exchange

and added 13,100 more for a total holding of 1,254,915. Uni-

versal Pictures, in the exchange, disposed of all of its 241,700

shares beneficially owned. Officer Milton R. Rackmill did like-

wise with 1,713 Decca shares owned directly and 18,600 held

as a co-trustee. L. W. Schneider, an officer and director, disposed

of 1,537 shares in a similar manner. Also exchanging their

full Decca holdings were L. Buchner, an officer (800); Milton

Gabler, an officer (100); Martin P. Salkin, an officer and direc-

tor (100); Samuel H. Vallance, a director (100), and Samuel

Yamin, an officer (400).

Sales were recorded by three officers of Warner Bros, while

president Jack L. Warner continued to add to his huge holdings

in the firm. Herman Starr sold 4,100 shares, leaving 21,000;

Benj. Kalmenson disposed of 6,200, leaving 60,000 and

Wolfe Cohen sold 5,000 to leave 15,000. Warner acquired 3,700

shares to raise his total to 1,133,260.

Spyros P. Skouras, as an officer and director of 20th-Fox,

bought 2,000 shares and sold 1,615 to leave 82,760. Robert L.

Clarkson, a director, sold 500, leaving 540 . . . Roger W. Hur-

lock, a director of Allied Artists, picked up 900 shares to lift

his holdings to 33,100. J.
M. Sattinger, a director, acquired 100;

he now holds 200 . . . Columbia officer Rube Jackter disposed

of his entire holdings of 2,196 and Alfred Hart, a director,

acquired 1,000 shares held through Fico Corp. to raise his total

thus held to 82,157 . . . Paul A. Porter, a director of Cinerama,

purchased his first 100 shares in the company . . . Robert

Mochrie, an officer of M-G-M, sold 900 shares, to leave 950 . . .

Irving H. Levin, an officer and director of National General,

(Continued on Page 14)

i umis Stung- Hi>gt<»gg'4>4t Interest in 3iog'ie9

Theatre Storks: it<>< <a JFavored
After having been romanced heavily by Wall Street,

and subsequently rebuffed, movie stocks once again are

attracting investor interest. Taking into account all the

chancy variables, from star salaries to censorship, advisors

and their clients are turning increasingly to the belief that

the realization is worth the risk. Casting an especially

come-hither glance at cinema shares of late have been the

mutual funds, which, true to form, bought avidly during

the recent general market decline.

According to Arthur Wiesenberger & Co., which made
a survey of stock purchases and sales of 28 leading invest-

ment companies in the second quarter, movie shares were

highly favored in many portfolios.

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres was the

mutual funds' favorite among film and theatre issues. Five

firms acquired 52,936 shares of AB-PT, and there were no

sellers. Adding the theatre listing to their holdings were

Dreyfus (32,100 shares) Madison (10,000, a new commit-

ment), Financial Industrial, Television Electronics and

Eaton & Howard (the latter three in lesser amounts).

Dreyfus purchased 26,300 shares of Disnev, and there

was one minor sell-off of this company. Colonial Fund
picked up 16,000 shares of Decca, while one firm disposed

of some of its holdings in the Universal Pictures parent.

MCA, whose merger with Decca is being opposed bv the

Justice Department, was another fund favorite. Dreyfus

bought 24,600 shares, and Institutional Growth added

4,200.

The only significant sale was consummated bv Dreyfus,

the most active fund in the movie field, when it lopped

off 10,752 shares of Columbia Pictures.
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GIRLS IN

TROUBLE"

CAROLINE

HOLLYWOOD MUSICALS
ARE BIG AGAIN

«

Doris Day, Martha Raye, stars of M-G-M's "Jumbo,"

fairly dance out of the cover of LOOK, Aug. 14, which

devotes a four-page, full color feature to resurgence of

big musicals from Hollywood. Nine photos are used.

Big Splash for

Movies, Makers

LIFE, in its July 27 issue, came up with this

trick shot of Embassy head Joe Levine, en-

sconced in the lap of luxury and balancing a

miniature figure of his colossal success sym-

bol, Hercules. This spread led off a 7-page

profile of Levine and his forthcoming product.

f\ f you picked up a copy of

4jT Life magazine last week

—

and some 7-plus million people

did; or if you are among the 7

million who read Look last week,

you were bound to be taken by the

splendidly splashly coverage de-

voted to movieland, its people, its

pictures. These really big breaks in

the national magazines were typi-

cal of the space being grabbed by

clever publicity practitioners who
are fully aware of the never-flag-

ging public interest in motion pic-

tures and make the most of it by

planting controversial ideas, eye-

catching photos and fun-filled facts

and figures in circulation-conscious

magazines boasting widespread

readership.

The prominence being enjoyed

by cinema stories in the magazines

is, of course, as much a tribute to

the popularity of motion pictures

as to the proficiency of the tub-

thumpers. If Mr. and Mrs. Reader

did not display an avid attraction

to happenings on the cinema scene,

Mi

TIIIMOi: 1.1 \ IM s\TI ll.i VI Ml NT Wil l, (,i,T MM . TOO II) \ MOUI.

The Super Salesman ofSuper Colossal*

l>> l'.Vl'L

O'KEIL
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they would not be chronicled so faith-

fully in page after page of color spreads

in the national magazines, which have

their fingers pretty keenly attuned to the

beat of the public pulse. As one mag con-

tact put it: "Maybe it's a need on the

part of the people to think about some-

thing other than cold war and politics;

maybe it's just that old movie glamour,

but whatever it is, they're buying it, and

editors are providing plenty of space."

Life came through with a snappy,

interestingly written personality piece,

replete with flashy photographs and lau-

datory text, on Embassy Pictures presi-

dent Joseph E. Levine and his method

of building boxoffice winners. Spread

out over seven pages of the July 27

issue, it amounted to a strong sales

pitch for the master showman and his

wide variety of forthcoming product.

An eye-opening, four-page, cover fea-

ture on movie musicals was the high-

light of the August 14 issue of Look.

Under the title, "Big Season for Musi-

cals," the picture publication offered

nine effective scene stills—all in color

—

on four big tune-filled attractions:

"Jumbo," "Gypsy," "The Music Man"
and "Bye Bye Birdie."

Of course, Life is not all sunshine

and song, as the weekly news picture

magazine proved just a few issues ago,

when it turned over five pages of its

July 6 book to the controversy sur-

rounding Otto Preminger's "Advise and

Consent." Exciting photos and appro-

priate copy developed the provocative

theme, "A Patriotic Movie ... or Not,"

and served to keep boiling the pot of

controversy stirred up by Otto the Bold

and his band of showmen.

And in its current (Aug. 3) issue,

Life devoted six pages to a revealing

interview with Marilyn Monroe, in

which the beautiful star discussed her

philosophy of fame and her personal

and professional problems.

Under a typical Levinian banner head-

line, "The Super Salesman of Super

Colossals," Life staffer Paul O'Neil sang

paeans to Levine's prowess as a pro-

moter, calling him in no uncertain

terms the "new messiah of the motion

picture world." Talking of the movie-

man, himself, the article said: "He sus-

pects Joseph E. Levine may be the

mogul of the future. He disports, seal-

like, amidst the industry's doubts and

uncertainties, calling on shorebound

theatre owners, distributors, producers

and even on the remaining moguls

themselves to jump in and help him

dive for money."

While Life's vast readership was be-

ing regaled by the exploits of the Em-
bassy showman-president, Levine him-

self was jetting from coast to coast to

make news that would eventually be

seen by millions of TV watchers and

audiences and readers all over the

world. He and his staff met Sophia

Loren, one of the hottest cinema names

extant, in New York and began tossing

a series of "victory" parties for her (in

LIFE issue of July 6 turned spotlight on contro-

versial political aspects of Otto Preminger's pro-

duction of "Advise and Consent," adding fuel to

the boxoffice fires stoked by the wise showman.

honor of the Oscar for her role in his

"Two Women" and the early success

of "Boccaccio '70," in which she also

stars for Embassy). First came a bash

at Gotham's lush Four Seasons attended

by more than 400 celebrities from the

entertainment, social and civic worlds.

The Levine party then swooped down
on California for more toasting before

flashing camera bulbs.

Coverage of the affairs on both coasts

was just about as complete as Levine

and his overlook-nothing troupe, headed

by advertising chief Bob Weston and

publicity director Harold Rand, could

make it: Monitor beamed the proceed-

ings throughout the country; the Asso-

ciated and United Press corps dis-

patched photos and features all over

the world, and local press, radio and

TV spread a heavy blanket of publicity

over the three cities, drumming up

plenty of interest in current engage-

ments of "Boccaccio." A few days later,

(Continued on Page 28)

SPOTLIGHT

On the Washington Hot Seat: 'Advise and Consent'

A Patriotic Movie

... or Not
Otto Premingcr. th* hulking man seated at right, hail all

\\ afJaington at bb feet when be filming Advine ami Con-

smt, the Pulitzer pri/e novel about backroom politic in the

t .S. Senate. The rainiMi* director go I U.S. MMator* to act

a- extra* in the movie, evco perimaded S?t of them to sponsor

premieres in their home states.

Now Preininger has a good part of ^ ahhington at his

tlin».it. for tii*- movie if ihr Mibiect of an angry debate. Is it

a ringing tribute to democracy? Or it- it an unpatriotic e«|Ktse

bound to hark fir? abroad? Some critic* have attacked it. oth-

er," applauded. Man) Americans abroad have resented it. And

the ( .S. Senate itwetf is aharply divided on it (turn f*age).

PhottKlMphvd tor LIFE by MARK SHAW

• 'S

v
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 11)

bought 900 shares to lift his holdings to 25,776 . . . Screen Gems

officer Lloyd Burns bought 150 to give him 1,018, while Alfred

Hart, a director, acquired 100 for a total of 1,050 . . .
William

H. Anderson, an officer and director of Walt Disney, picked up

100 shares to raise his total to 1,645.

'Business Week' Plugs Cinerama, Reisini

Fast-growing Cinerama and its dynamic chief officer Nicolas

Reisini came in for some careful chronicling and a strong plug

in the July 28 issue of Business Week. The article said of Reisini,

he "appears a likely candidate for survival in the hurly-burly

film industry."

Cinerama's new outlets, the new Super-Cinerama theatres

(goal is 100 Cinerama-equipped houses worldwide by early

1963), are credited by Business Week with boosting the firm's

prospects. "Volume went from $2.6 million in 1959 to $6.6

million in I960, before dipping to $6.2 million last year. But

Cinerama wound up with earnings of $336,000." Another up-

beat factor pointed to is the co-production deal signed with

M-G-M for 'The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm"

and "How the West Was Won," plus two to six more films.

B-W also likes the way Reisini renegotiated the $15 million

loan agreement with Prudential Insurance Co.: "Under the new

agreement, another $6 million was made available to Cinerama,

while the Pru is to get 15% of Cinerama's net on the two films

it financed instead of 15% of pretax profits. The loan also was

revised to give Cinerama more room for working capital. This

spring, Cinerama repaid the first $3 million loan ahead of time."

The article concludes with Reisini's answer to those who
criticize his many areas of activity: "Whoever stops creating

today is dead the day before yesterday."

Warner Bros. 9-Months Up
Warner Bros, net income for the nine months ended June

2, was up $5,569,000 ($1.15 per share) from $4,983,000 ($1.10)

a year earlier. The 1961 figure was arrived at after giving effect

to the 4-for-l stock split of last February. Film rentals, including

television, sales, etc., totaled $59,590,000 for the current period,

compared to $63,574,000 for the corresponding span a year ago.

Movie Profits Down 7.6% in 2nd Q.
Film and theatre companies (down 7.6 percent) were one of

only six industry groups reporting declines in net profits for the

second quarter compared to corresponding 1961 figures, accord-

ing to the Wall Street Journal's quarterly survey of earnings

results and prospects. Over all, 37 industries registered an aggre-

gate gain of 15.5 per cent over their profits of a year earlier.

Eight motion picture companies thus far reporting for the

second quarter showed earnings totaling $8,928,000, compared
to $9,663,000 in 1961, or a decline second only to that suffered

by the steel manufacturers. The Journal attributed the movie
slide to the fact that "the new pictures of some companies at-

tracted the public in smaller numbers than did last year's

releases."

Dividends Up in May
Motion picture firms paid $1,675,000 in cash dividends last

May, compared to $1,539,000 in May, 1961. The increase

was attributed to a dividend rate hike by Warner Bros. In

April, '62 cash dividend payments by the same companies

totaled SI,60 1,000. For the first five months of this year, movie
dividends amounted to $9,104,000, off from the $9,584,000 in

the similar 1961 span.
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Trans-Lux 6 Months Net Rises

Trans-Lux Corp. unaudited net profits for the six months
ended June 30 totaled $358,795 (48c per share), up from $289,-

826 (39c) in the corresponding period of 1961, chairman of

the board Percical E. Furber reported.

S-W 9-Months Down
If the lions share of Stanley Warner Corp. profits comes

from its non-theatre operations, so do its expenses—at least in

the latest nine months statement recently issued by president

S. H. Fabian. Consolidated operating profit of Stanley Warner
for the nine months ended May 26, 1962, totaled $2,267,600

($1.11 per share), down from $3,285,500 ($1.62) a year ear-

lier. Likewise, profit for the third quarter, ending same date,

was off to $707,600 (34c) from 938,000 (46c).

According to Fabian: "The decline in operating profit for

both the quarter and the nine months may be largely attributed

to the introductory sales program of a new all-fabric girdle."

Also, he noted that promotional expenses were incurred in the

introduction of the Playtex Nurser. No specific mention was

made of the firm's theatre branch.

Merchandise sales, theatre admissions and other income for

the nine months amounted to $101,422,800, up from the

$99,796,600 of the similar '61 span. Comparable third-quarter

figures are $34,051,600, against $34,928,900 a year before.

U's Foreign Business Up 50%
Universal's foreign boxoffice take has jumped 50 per cent

ahead of last year's similar figures, according to Americo

Aboaf, vice president and general manager of Universal

International Films, back from a six-weeks, global tour.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 7/19/62 8/2/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 31/4 3y8 ~ %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 8% 8% - %
CINERAMA 15% 18% +3
COLUMBIA 16% 163/4 + y4
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 73 70 -3
DECCA 38i/

2 383/4 + 1
DISNEY 28i/

4
28i/

4

M-G-M 32% 33% +1%
PARAMOUNT 401/4 403/4 + %
SCREEN GEMS 14% 15% + %
20TH-F0X 23 21% -ii
UNITED ARTISTS 27i/

2 271/4 - i
WARNER BROS 12% 12%

Theatre Companies
AB-PT 27i/

4 29

LOEWS 20% 21% + %
NATIONAL GENERAL 6% 7 + %
STANLEY WARNER 211/2 211/4 - 1
TRANS-LUX 11% 13 +1%
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

if *

7/19/62 8/2/62
Ofer-tbe-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN .... 8% 9% 9% 101/4

MAGNA PICTURES .... 1% 2% 1% 21/4

SEVEN ARTS .... 91/4 10% 9% 10%
UA THEATRES .... 6% 7% 6% 7%
UNIVERSAL 51 51% 51 57%
WOMETCO ....19% 21% 19% 21%

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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Newsmakers

ioldstein Head of WB Distributing

Morey (Razz) Goldstein was named president of Warner Bros. Pictures

ist. Corp. and Warner Bros. Dist. Co. Ltd. He also will continue as gen-

ral sales chief of the former. Above, he is shown, seated, with division

lanagers, home office executives, /. to r. Grover Livingston, Jules Lapidus,

V. O. Williamson, Larry Leshansky, Ralph Iannuzzi, Ed Williamson, Al
rubstick. They mapped national distribution plans.

ackmil Movie Pioneer of '62

Informing Milton R. Rackmil, c, head of Universal and Decca, of his

lection as Motion Picture Pioneer of 1962 are Pioneer directors, /. to r.:

H. Fabian, William J. German, Herman Robbins, Ned E. Depinet.

Oth-Fox Acquires 'Sodom'
A handshake seals 2<)th-Fox's acquisition of U. S., Canadian rights to

tanus' "The Last Days of Sodom and Gomorrah". Shown approving deal

e newly-named Fox chairman Spyros P. Skouras, c, /. to r.: Fox gen. sales

anager Glenn Norris, Goffredo Lombardo, Franco de Simone, Titanus pres.,

p., respectively, and Murray Silverstone, head of Fox International.

Boasberg Replaces Pickman
Charles Boasberg, left, was appointed vice president

and domestic general manager of Paramount Film Dist.

Corp., succeeding Jerry Pickman, right, who terminated

his contract with the firm on July 26. Until recently,

Boasberg had been president of Warner Bros. Pictures

Dist. Corp., and prior to that had served in the Para-

mount sales department in 1955.

MCA Dissolves Agency
MCA and the Department of Justice agreed to a plan

whereby the former will be permitted to dissolve its

talent agency, thereby ending a portion of the govern-

ment's anti-trust suit against the entertainment firm. Still

pending are charges that MCA's acquisition of Decca

and its subsidiary, Universal Pictures, was unlawful and

that MCA should be required to divest these firms.

Sack Gets

'Boccaccio'

Signing contract for

early fall engagement

of "Boccaccio '70" at

Sack Theatres new
Music Hall, Boston,

are, /. to r.: Joseph

E. Levine, president

of Embassy Pictures;

Ben Sack, head of

Sack Enterprises, and

Leonard Lightstone,

Embassy vice pres.

Co/. Sets 8
Columbia will re-

lease eight important

films in the last four

months of 1962, it

was announced by vice

president and general

sales mgr. Rube Jack-

ter, right. Heading
the list is "Barabbas",

which bows in Octo-

ber. Also included:

"Damn the Defiant"

and "Requiem for a

Heavyweight".
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The Wonderful World of the

SuiiMCM &*Ut$ O O O Plus

First stoty in Cinerama will be big grosser in all situa-

tions where kids, parents abound. Pal's special effects

in fairy tales steal show. Laurence Harvey heads cast.

Could use more "audience participation."

Mark "The Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm" as a

resounding success, with some reservations. This first story fea-

ture in the Cinerama process is brimming over with enter-

tainment qualities that guarantee long runs in Cinerama thea-

tres, and, eventually, big grosses when it goes out as a regular

release. There can be no question that it will draw youngsters

in droves and enthrall them. Once adults get wind of the

freshness and charm of the M-G-M Cinerama co-production,

they, too, will flock to see it, making this a big family attrac-

tion in every sense of the word. The warm and wonderful

qualities of the fairy tales that have delighted generations of

children—and their parents—the world over have been skill-

fully captured and brought to the screen by producer George
Pal and director Henry Levin (Pal teamed with him on the

fairy tale sequences), and it is as much to their credit as to

the three-paneled screen that "Brothers Grimm" appears de-

stined for a vast audience.

Disappointing is the fact that surprising little use was made
of the audience participation feature of Cinerama. Except for

the stage coach sequence, in which the Dancing Princess is

whisked at headlong speed to and from her rendezvous with

the gypsies, and an occasional gimmick, there is a notable lack

of feeling a part of the action. This reviewer felt that the

"roller coaster" impact might have been employed more effec-

tively, especially in the dragon portion of The Singing Bone
story. But what there is of this aspect of the presentation

should serve as an excellent appetizer for the next Metro-

Cinerama entry, "How the West Was Won,' which promises

an actionful storyline of vast scope on which to work Cineramic

wonders.

The screenplay, joint effort of David P. Harmon, Charles

Beaumont and William Roberts, from a screen story by the

former based on Hermann Gerstner's "Die Bruder Grimm,"
employs the rags to riches story of the famous brothers as a

thread that binds together three utterly delightful fairy tale

sequences, which emerge as the high points of the picture.

And although one wishes some footage had been snipped from
various portions of the "book" section—especially at the end

—

it serves adequately as a connecting link for the showcasing

of the imaginative achievements of the literary pair.

The acting, of necessity, plays second fiddle to the special

effects, cooked up and brewed to perfection by master Pal.

Never has his genius for bringing this difficult art to life been

more effective. Each of the fairy tales ("The Dancing Princess,"

"The Cobbler and the Elves" and "The Singing Bone")

breathes life and excitement beyond expectation into the two

hours and 15 minutes running time. The favorite of many
will be "The Cobbler" segment, in which Laurence Harvey

(who in the 'book' limns the role of Wilhelm Grimm, the

imaginative dreamer of the two brothers) doubles up by

enacting the title role opposite the enchanging Puppetoons.

Karl Boehm, as Jacob, the more solid, practical of the Grimms;

Claire Bloom, Harvey's wife; Barbara Eden, Jacob's girl friend;

Walter Slezak, Stossel the bokseller and friend of the brothers,

and Oscar Homolka, as the Duke for whom the pair have

been commissioned to write a family history, all contribute

|
More REVIEWS,
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Brothers Grimm' a Delight

Terry-Thomas and Buddy Hackett Face the Dragon

spirited performances in the basic story. Uproariously funn]

as the reluctant knight in "The Singing Bone" fairy tale i:

Terry-Thomas, whose trusty servant is amusingly portrayec

by Buddy Hackett. Yvette Mimieux and Russ Tamblyn, as th<

princess and woodsman, respectively, provide the love interest

and Jim Backus, as the king, the laughs, in "The Dancing

Princess."

From a technical standpoint, "Brothers Grimm" gives indi

cation that there is yet work to be done in the Cineram,

process before the presentation can be considered flawless

There often is a marked difference in shading between thi

panels of the three-paneled screen, particularly in the case o

light background shots, as well as an occasional unsteadines

in the panels. But this is distracting only to a minor degree

in the earlier sequences; once the spectator becomes rapt ir

the story's unfolding, it is scarcely noticed.

Credit for the magnificent Technicolor lensing, a great dea

of it accomplished on location in the Bavarian mountains

must go to director of photography Paul C. Vogel. Add thi

splendid accomplishments of Pal's special effects crew, Gem
Warren, Wah Chang, Tim Barr and Robert R. Hoag, and yoi

have a visual treat, as well as a charming and amusing one.

The basic plot has Jacob working faithfully on the Duke'

history, while Wilhelm succumbs to the temptations of record

ing for posterity the stories told by local flower sellers. Thi

latter's wife and children, meanwhile, have little to sustaii

them, and the brothers often quarrel. When they are sent ti

another town to compile material for the history, Wilheln

discovers an old lady (Martita Hunt) who tells stories t<

children. He manages to hear the "Dragon" story, but catche

cold and nearly dies. But a host of fairy tale characters parad'

before his eyes while he's in a coma, urging him to live so tha

he may write about them for future generations of children

He recovers, and the brothers have many of the tales published

When Jacob comes to Berlin to be recognized for his studies

Wilhelm accompanies him, and is greeted by thousands o

youngsters who have read and been entranced by his stories

M-G-M-Cinerama. 135 minutes. Laurence Harvey, Karl Boehm, Claire Bloorr

Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn. Produced by George Pal. Directed by Henry Levin
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EMBASSY PICTURES CORP.

TIME AND LIFE BUILDING V ROCKEFELLER CENTER V NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK « TELEPHONE: JUDSON 2-4358 V CABLE ADDRESS: EM3APIC NEW YORK

Dear Mr. Exhibitor:

Over the past twenty-five years, it has been my privilege

to be associated with some of the industry's outstanding

motion pictures and stars. But, never before have I been

more deeply filled with pride than now in announcing that

Embassy Pictures will distribute the motion picture version

of Eugene O'Neill's LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT.

I have never witnessed such memorable performances in

any motion picture as those given by Katharine Hepburn,

Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, Jr. and Dean Stockwell.

Directed by dynamic, young Sidney Lumet and produced by

Ely Landau, this master work of America's greatest play-

wright has been made into one of the finest of all motion

pictures. I believe it will be a lasting credit to the American
motion picture industry and to those who made it.

We, here at Embassy, feel highly honored that under our

banner LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT will be

presented to the world.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Sincerely,



Winner, Cannes Film Festival

1962 Best Acting Awards
The first time in the history

of the Cannes Film Festival

that all four principal

performers in a picture

I were cited for

best-acting awards.



eph E. Levine announces with great pride

appointment of Embassy Pictures

he worldwide distributor

ne of the most distinguished

ion pictures of our day. .

.

g Days Journey Into Night."

(Landau and Jack J. Dreyfus, Jr.,

association with Joseph E. Levine present

MARINE HEPBURN, RALPH RICHARDSON,

i!0N ROBARDS, JR., DEAN STOCKWELL

Eugene O'Neill's

"LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT"

/JEANNE BARR

ott^rapher Boris Kaufman, ASC musk Andre Previn

id.ction designer Richard Sylbert cost nines Motley in charge of production George Justin

4SIDNEY LUMET^ ELY LANDAU



BIG MDVIE SPLASH

(Continued from Page 11)

the nation's vast army of insomniacs

were treated to a taped, 15-minute seg-

ment of the New York fest and a per-

sonal interview with Miss Loren on

NBC-TV's "Tonight" show. To com-

plete the full, all-media treatment, three

nationally syndicated columnists—Earl

Wilson, Leonard Lyons and Sid Skol-

sky—all devoted their pieces in the

same edition of their home paper (New
York Post) to the Levine fanfare.

On a less spectacular, but nonethe-

less significant, scale, moviedom's ans-

wer to the late P.T. Barnum also was

chronicled in Cue magazine and on the

financial page of the New York Journal-

American. The results of all the bally-

hoo bear out Levine's own contention

in the Life profile that he spends money

to make it: the firm's latest big entry,

"Boccaccio," set a new house record in

each of its first four opening engage-

ments.

As one of the Embassy aides put it:

"It was a fantastically hectic week for

us." The indefatigable showman is no

stranger to a fast and furious pace, but

the dizzying events of the past seven

days were particularly important: they

showed Joe Levine definitely and de-

terminedly edging his way into the big

time, as movies, overall, began to gain

a strong foothold on the public scene.

Doris Day and Martha Raye fairly

danced out of the cover of the latest

issue of Look, as the headline shouted

"Hollywood Musicals Are Big Again."

And on the inside, it was all glitter,

spangles and color, color, color.

The national publication hailed the

return to the silver screen of song and

dance pictures with one purpose: to

entertain. Brief, but effective copy on
the lead spread declared: "At a time

%\hen movie publicity has centered on

the calamitous extravagances of 'Cleo-

Joe Levine, the indefatigable showman beats drums

for Sophia Loren on West Coast. Here, he attends

G'auman's ritual for star with National Theatres

executives, I, to r.: Irving Levin, Eugene V. Klein and

Robei Se'ig. Parties enjoyed wide coverage.

patra' and 'Mutiny on the Bounty,'

Hollywood producers have quietly been

making a set of new multi-million-dollar

musicals that, refreshingly, have had no

production problems whatever. More
significantly, they offer relief from the

historical spectacles and psychological

dramas that have recently dominated

the screen . . . Whatever the reasons,

the public will no doubt flock to these

dazzling shows that represent Holly-

wood ... at its flashiest best."

And equally as flashy and dazzling

was the layout and display given movie

musicals in the Look feature. Scene stills

told the story, affording the readers a

smart look at what they could expect in

theatres in the coming months. All the

aspects that will draw patronage—sex,

comedy, rhythm, excitement and, above

all, color and music—were captured in

the photos, serving almost as an elabor-

ately combined trailer for an audience

of 7 million-plus.

In the "Advise and Consent" feature,

discussion-provoking copy ("Is it a ring-

ing tribute to democracy? Or is it an

unpatriotic expose bound to backfire

abroad?") served to build a strong

want-to-see, while Life's traditionally

able photographers provided a variety

of pictorial approaches: Preminger and

cast shooting scenes and mingling uith

real senators in Washington; dramatic

scenes from the film, itself, and the

famed producer-director at home.

By comparing the movie to the Pulit-

zer Prize-winning best-seller by Allen

Drury, Life managed to stir up plenty

of good old fashioned argument about

what Preminger had in mind in the first

place—which, after all, is one of the

showman's major objectives. And while

they finished, in the accompanying re-

view, by liking the novel more, all

parties involved in the project agreed

that "Advise" (the cinema version) had

emerged the better, publicity-wise, for it.

To be sure, motion pictures always

have garnered their share of space in

the national magazines, but of late it

seems the big-circulation books are

going out of their way to give Holly-

wood a big splash. And Hollywood,

via its alert publicity force, is making

sure the magazines' job is an easy one.

These three scene stills, ablaze in brilliant hues, were typical of handsome tribute

to forthcoming musicals mounted in LOOK. "Music Man," "Birdie" also got play.
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A 'Jungle 1 in N. Y.

A jungle village is the predominate theme of

traffic-stopping Forum theatre front for Em-

bassy's "The Sky Above — The Mud Below"

(left)- Thanks to the combined showmanship of

Jerry Sager, B. S. Moss advertising-publicity

director, and Embassy's ad chief Bob Weston

and publicity boss Harold Rand, the marquee

was adorned with seven-foot high totem poles,

skulls, native spears and shields. And to top it

off, a hut was erected of fire-proofed grass and

bamboo. The film title, in two-foot high, red,

dayglo letters, can be read from three blocks

away. The boxoffice, too, was turned into a

replica of a native hut. From it, a sound-effects

spot announcement recording is played con-

stantly to draw the passers-by with war chants

and drumming. For away-from-the-theatre bally-

hoo, an animated float (below) decorated with

native huts, grass, bamboo and art objects, was

dispatched to the five boroughs to alert Gotham-

ites to the premiere.

Music Man' Twists in Denver
Below, twist devotees join the daytime street celebration

taped in connection with the world premiere of Warner Bros.'

The Music Man" in Denver. A giant, mile-long parade herald-

ig the film was led by stars Shirley Jones and Ronny Howard
nd Colorado Governor Steve McNichols.

'Jessica' Stunt
Motor scooter, cute

driver stopped traffic in

Phila. for opening of

"Jessica" at Randolph.

Stunt was arranged by

UA fieldman Max Miller.

BALLYHOO TAKES

TO OUT-OF-DOORS
"If you have a good show inside, you

had better have a good one outside the

theatre, too." That's the credo of Larry

Morris, vice president of B. S. Moss

Theatres, who operates the Forum The-

atre on Broadway, where the prize-win-

ning documentary film, "The Sky Above

—The Mud Below", is being bally-

hooed into a summer-long engagement

via some striking lobby and front dis-

plays.

Throughout the country, theatremen

are heeding Mr. Morris' advice and go-

ing out-of-doors to catch the flow of

foot traffic pounding the streets of their

cities and towns. Summertime is the

season for every type of outside ex-

ploitation, as witness the stunts pic-

tured on this page.

Lovely Plugs Horror Show
Those passing Hillstrcet Theatre (L.A.) were handed

"faint checks" by model announcing opening of Lopert's

"The Manster" and "The Horror Chamber of Dr.

Faustus." Bannered bus covered iii> for three days.
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"No Man Is an Island"

Sututcte IZatiw} O O Plus

Engrossing, well-made war melodrama could be sur-

prisingly good grosser, especially in action market.

On December 7, 1941, the Japanese invade and take over

the island of Guam. George Tweed, USN, and five buddies

decide to hide out on the island. All but Tweed are killed, and

this film recounts the true and incredible story of Tweed's

ability to remain hidden from the enemy for over two years.

This is by no means just another war film or exploitation attrac-

tion. It has been intelligently and dramatically produced,

directed and scripted by John Monks, Jr. and Richard Gold-

stone, and convincingly performed by Jeffrey Hunter. With
some aggressive promotion on the part of Universal-Inter-

national, plus an additional push by exhibitors, this fascinating

and suspenseful drama could amass some surprising returns

in the general market, particularly in action houses. A hand-

some location (Philippine) Eastman Color Iensing, exciting

battle sequences, plus vignettes of those who refuse and give

aid in time of peril add effectively to the overall impact.

Some editing at the beginning—the death of Tweed's buddies

—

would not hurt the central theme at all. But when the camera

centers on Hunter's struggle for survival, which it does most

of the time, the film has a tight, true ring. Hunter comes off

well as Tweed, haunted by the deaths of those who have tried

to help him, but forced to stay in hiding by all the natives he

comes into contact with. Good support is provided by Joseph

de Cordova, a priest who gives Hunter refuge in his leper

hospital, Burt Oliver, a rancher who takes Hunter to a hidden

cave in the rocks above a deserted beach (where Hunter hides

for months), and Barbara Perez, Oliver's pretty daughter with

whom Hunter falls in love. Marshall Thompson appears brieflv

as one of Hunter's navy buddies. The climax finds Hunter

using a hand-made blinker light to warn the returning U.S.

warships about hidden Jap gun installations. The navy picks

Hunter up, and makes it to safety after eluding a Jap patrol.

Universal-International. I 14 minutes. Jeffrey Hunter, Marshall Thompson, Barbara
Perez. Produced and Directed by John Monks, Jr. and Richard Goldstone.

"World by Night No. 2"

ScitUtCte ^CtfiKQ, Q Plus

Night-life anthology interesting, but too long.

Following in the after-dark footsteps of last year's "World

by Night," this Warner Bros, release transports viewers on

another Technicolor-wide-screen tour of night-life around the

world. Striptease, song, music and "unusual" acts are unfolded

in rapid fashion during the 118-minutes anthology, which is

much in need of editing to make it suitable for the dual bill

slot it will occupy in most situations. Italian director Gianni

Proia has used his camera imaginatively and effectively, and he

has emphasized the more fleshy aspects of the world by night.

There's New Orleans stripper TNT Red, Miriam Michelson

of Paris' famed Crazy Horse Saloon and Kim Darvos and her

Shadow strip; shapely damsels doing the Can-Can at Las Vegas'

Tropicana Hotel and the fascinating Samburu Dancers of

Kenya, the Everglades Underwater Ballet and the Bells Artes

Ballet of Mexico; and excitement along New Orleans' Bourbon

Street, at Mardi Gras time in Rio, inside the Gold Street Club

in San Francisco and at the frenzied Roller Derby. Music

lovers will be entertained by Mississippi River Boatman Al

Hirt, and the "unique" is explored in a Nigerian tree-top club

and via a Japanese theatrical depiction of a Samurai rape.

Singapore, Acapulco and Miami provide additional highlights,

and then there's comedian Freddie Frinton and his butler.

Warner Bros. 118 minutes. Produced by Francesco Mazzei. Directed by Gianni Proia.
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"The Pirates rjf Blood Hiver"

'Supine** 'RatiK? Q ©
Technicolored swashbuckler is loaded with action. W
delight youngsters, avid action fans.

The accent is on action in this Technicolor swashbuckler fro
|

England's Hammer Films. Dealing with a sinister band (

pirates in search of buried treasure on a remote Huguem
island lorded over by religious fanatics, this Columbia relea

will prove a good offering in action houses and drive-ins, will

the youngsters enjoying it immensely. Kerwin Mathews,

colorful adventure hero ("Gulliver," "Jack the Giant Killer'

lends mild weight to the marquee, and director John Gillir

has gone all the way by providing plenty of chases, vicioi

beatings, eccentric pirate antics (a blindfolded sword fight

death by flesh-eating piranha fish and a couple of rousir

battle sequences. The John Hunter-Gilling screenplay is sho

on credibility, but the kids and avid adventure fans won

mind at all. Mathews, son of the islands founder (Andre

Keir), finds himself sent to a penal colony on false charge

manages to escape through a swamp, and ends up the pirate

prisoner. Glenn Corbett is a peace-loving Huguenot in lo^

with Mathew's sister, Maria Landi. Christopher Lee portra;

the greedy, one-eyed pirate leader, and Oliver Reed and Peti

Arne appear as two of his more blood-thirsty henchmen. Tr
t

plot finds Lee and his men taking over the island after

bloody battle. Several islanders are hung before Lee discove

the gold melted into the shape of a huge statue. The stati

is loaded onto a wagon and the pirates depart for their shi.

with Mathews and Keir as hostages. Corbett and his followe

inventively do in most of the villains during the trek. Even

tually, Mathews kills Lee in a duel, and Keir and the remainir

pirate are devoured by piranha fish.

Columbia. 87 minutes. Kerwin Mathews, Glenn Corbett, Christopher Lee. Produc

by Anthony Nelson Keys. Directed by John Gilling.

"The Three Stooges in Orbit"

^cuiHCM &<ztut$ Q Q Plus

Zany slapstick antics involving outer space program wi

amuse moppet trade. Good summer entry.

Columbia, following up its successful "Three Stooges Me

Hercules," appears to have another moppet-pleaser in th

latest slapstickarama. Slated for Summer saturation releas

"Orbit' figures to make a profitable showing in the general ma,

ket and drive-ins. Exhibitors, more than acquainted with tl.

zany antics of this trouble-making trio, can count on the ki<

still getting a bang out of the familiar skull-banging, nos,

tweeking, pie-throwing routines. This time the boys find ther

selves involved with a dissatisfied TV sponsor from Tex'

(Peter Dawson); an eccentric scientist (Emil Sitka), creator I

a combination submarine-helicopter-tank; two horror film-tyj

Martians (Ogg and Zogg) sent to earth as a pre-invasion fore

various representatives of the U.S. Air Force; and the roman

between pretty Carol Christensen, Sitka's daughter, and han

some Edson Stroll, an Air Force captain. Some of director E

ward Bernds' broad comic highlights include Ogg and Zoj

contacting Mars via a special TV screen, the Stooges foulir

up a test run of Sitka's invention, then accidentally placing ;

atomic bomb in the engine and a climactic in-orbit flight wi

the Stooges hanging onto Sitka's machine while Ogg and Zoj

try to fly back to Mars. Elwood Ullman's screenplay finds U.

officials at last convinced that Martians are planning to inva'

earth. With the Army and Air Force attempting to shoot dov

the invention, the Stooges get rid of the bomb and finally set

the machine and the Martians into the ocean.

Columbia. 87 minutes. The Three Stooges, Carol Christensen. Produced by Norn1

Maurer. Directed by Edward Bernds.



"Kid Galahad"

Sutitete "Rating © © ©
ntertaining stuff for the mass audience. Sentimental

tarn, with songs, about reluctant young boxer. Presley

.cores in lead role.

The Mirisch Company and United Artists have come up

vith a pleasant, entertaining re-make of the comedy-drama

ibout a reluctant young boxer and his effect on a small com-

nuntiy in New York's Catskill Mountains. Elvis Presley essays

he title role handled in the 1937 original by Wayne Morris,

nd he comes through with another easy-going, likeable per-

ormance. Gig Young, Lola Albright and Charles Bronson pro-

ide competent support, with half-a-dozen pleasant melodies

nd the entire production gayly mounted in DeLuxe Color,

Kid Galahad" shapes up as a strong attraction for the mass

udience, and especially the important youth element. Biggest

eturns undoubtedly will come outside the sophisticated metro-

tolitan markets. Director Phil Karlson has deftly balanced the

»arm, sentimental qualities of William Fay's script with some

xciting boxing sequences. Presley comes off well as the gentle-

lanly ex-G.I. with a powerful punch who becomes a temporary

ioxer to raise enough money to go into business for himself.
roung is excellent as the fast-talking owner of a training camp,

n debt to everyone, including the "mob". Miss Albright is

utstanding as Young's long-time "fiancee", but Joan Blackman

s a bit heavy-handed as Young's kid sister who falls in love

Vith Elvis. Bronson effectively combines cynicism with kindness

s a professional trainer of fighters. The plot finds Miss

Ubright finally walking out on Young, Presley building up
!n amazing total of knock-outs and Young arranging for

ilvis to fight a tough opponent on Labor Day. After racketeer

)avid Lewis injures Bronson for refusing to help fix the fight,

'oung makes the first sentimental bet of his life—all the

loney he can scrape up on Presley. After taking a beating,

ilvis wins his last fight, Young is able to pay off all his debt,

nd wedding bells sound for both couples.

nited Artists. 95 minutes. Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright, Joan Black-
lan, Charles Bronson. Produced by David Weisbart. Directed by Phil Karlson.

"The Best of Enemies"

© © PIUS

Var comedy adeptly played by David Niven and Italian

omic Sordi. Best for class, art markets, but saleable
s general dualler.

A satirical look at war and extreme nationalism is on view in

lis comedy-drama produced by Dino De Laurentiis. Using
kbyssinia, 1941, as its backdrop, "The Best of Enemies" tells

ow a snobbish British major and a non-professional Italian

iptain overcome national prejudice and become fast friends.

Cith David Niven and Sordi, the clever Italian humorist,

andling the principal roles, the story comes through very

fifectively. This Columba release shapes up as a good attraction

bt discriminating class audiences, and, most surely, for art

ouse patrons. With proper action-oriented promotion (and
lere is a good bit of action), the film could also prove an
dequate dualler for the general market. Rich in character

evelopment and personal conflicts, containing many moments
f mirth delicately sprinkled with appropriate degrees of pathos
nd suspense (a tribute to Guy Hamilton's deft direction),

ilendidly performed by a mixed English-Italian cast, and out-

andingly photographed in Technicolor and wide-screeen in

>rael, the end result is a somewhat unique and generally

igrossing war comedy. Scripter Jack Pulman has created a

umber of colorful situations as his two protagonists find them-
;lves falling in and out of each other's hands during desert

encounters, although some of the earlier sequences tend to

become slightly repetitious. The story swings into full gear

when Niven and Sordi begrudgingly begin gaining respect for

one another. First-rate support comes from Michael Wilding,

as a British pilot, and David Opatoshu, an Italian army doctor.

Niven and Sordi continually capture and recapture each other's

forces, with losses on both sides. Then Niven, now in command,
finds himself surrounded by native tribesmen bent on killing

the Italians. Niven refuses to turn over Sordi and his men,
and the two forces manage to escape. Although Niven acci-

dentally leads the men deep into Italian territory (Sordi is

overjoyed), he soon learns that the Italians in the area have

surrendered to the British. As Sordi and his men are loaded

onto a POW train, Niven orders his men to "present arms."

A surprised Sordi happily returns the salute.

Columbia. 104 minutes. David Niven, Sordi. Produced by Dino De Laurentiis. Di-
rected by Guy Hamilton.

"A Taste of Honey"

*Su4iKete 'Rati*? © © ©
Superbly acted, directed British import will have wide
acceptance in art and class houses. Sure of strong

word-of-mouth. Might surprise in general market.

Shelagh Delaney's critically-acclaimed play has been turned

into a magnificent motion picture. This Continental release

ranks high among the British imports of the past decade, and

will prove an outstanding moneymaker for art houses, and it

should also perform quite well in class situations where qual-

ity imports have proven successful. This may not have the

broad appeal of a "Room at the Top", but on word-of-mouth,

it should prove to be one of the most widely accepted British

imports. Brilliantly acted and poignantly sustained in mood
by producer-director Tony Richardson, "A Taste of Honey"

emerges a haunting drama about misfits searching for happi-

ness, love and understanding. By taking his cameras into the

dank rooms of Manchester slums, the amusement parks, and

along the dirty canals and grimy streets of the English city,

Richardson has created an atmosphere of realism and melan-

choly, masterfully utilized groups of children at play, and has

employed touching musical themes to add extra dimension to

the story. The performances, honored at the recent Cannes

festival, are individually, and collectively, outstanding. Rita

Tushingham is marvelous as the 17-year-old daughter, starved

for affection, angry, yet desperately searching for even momen-

tary happiness. She is a real screen find. Running a close

second in effectiveness is Dora Bryan, the dissolute mother

interested only in men and good times. Other superb perform-

ances are turned in by Murray Melvin, the sensitive homosexual

who befriends Miss Tushingham; Robert Stephens, the ladies

man who becomes another one of Miss Bryan's husbands; and

Paul Danquah, the tender Negro seaman who falls in love with

Miss Tushingham, makes her pregnant, then goes off to sea.

An eccentric lot, but tastefully and warmly delineated. The

Richardson-Delaney script finds Miss Bryan going off with

Stephens and once again leaving Miss Tushingham on her own.

The girl meets Melvin and invites him to share her attic flat.

When she discover she's pregnant, Melvin takes over like a

mother hen. Their relationship becomes one of tantrums and

taunting, yet their needs for each other keeps them together.

When Stephens throws Miss Bryan out, she returns to Miss

Tushingham announcing she will see her daughter through the

last stages of pregnancy. While Miss Tushingham sleeps,

Melvin sadly departs.

Continental. 100 minutes. Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan, Robert Stephens, Murray
Melvin, Paul Danouah. Produced and Directed by Tony Richardson.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

June
CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith Drama of San Fran-
cisco's Chinatown in early I900's. 85 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price. Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Director Kaufman. Film bioq. of
Resko, once sentenced to die in electric chair and re-
prieved after 19 years in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

July
BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine, Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero whs
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-

rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August
DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

September
BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-

turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming
CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama. Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama . '

'

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

A ME R I C AN;£ INTER N AT | O N A Lj*

May
BRAIN THAT WOULDN'T DIE, THE Herb Evers. Vir-

ginia Lei*h. Producer Rex Carlton. Director Joseph
Green. Horror film. 71 min.

INVASION OF THE STAR CREATURES Bob Ball, Frankie
Ray. Producer Ber] Hagopian. Director Bruno VeSota.
Science-fiction film. 81 min.

June
PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color. CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guide. Action spectacle.
80 min

July
PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight

for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre. Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August
MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP {Formerly Wild Cargo! Cinema-
Scop, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Mutiny of

prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to

America as slaves.

October
WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action
film. 91 min.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Budil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-

ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December
GOLIATH AND THE MONGOLS (Formerly Goliath and
the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl Color, CinemaScope.
Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man of extraordinary strength
who helped fight off the Mongol invaders.

January
YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February

RAVEN. THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre. Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March
SEAFIGHTERS Submarine war story.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

GENGHIS KAHN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE
HAUNTED VILLAGE (Formerly Haunted Palace) Color,
Panavision. Vincent Price Edgar Allen Poe story.

MASOUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-

cent Price. Based on Edgar Allan Poe story.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

December
LES L'AiSSNS DANGEREUSES Gerard Philipe, Jeanne
Moreau Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Direcotr Roger
Vadim. 106 min. 1/8/62.

March
LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD Delphine Seyrig, Giorgic
Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre Courau,
Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais. 98 min.

3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price, An-
thony Nicholis, Peter Copley. Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Deardom. 100 min. 2/5/62.

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee, A'an Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough. Di-

rector Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

May
INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama. 84

min. 6/1 1/62.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

PEEPING TOM Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer. 86 min.

OUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.

Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

Coming
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour, Marie
Marie Du Bois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

April

MOON PILOT Technicolor. Tom Tryon. Brian Keitri
Edmond O'Brian, Dany Saval. Producers Walt Disney
Bill Anderson. Director James Neilson. Wacky farcf
98 min. 1/22/62

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genesl
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Not
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a chair
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jan
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Produce
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family'
misadventures during a European holiday. 130 mir
5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGUS Color. Peter Week. Sean Scull-,

Vincent Winter. Drama. 93 min.

December

CASTAWAYS, THE (Formerly In Search Of The Cas-
awaysl Technicolor. Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mill*

George Sanders. Producer Walt Disney. DVector Rob
ert Stevenson Based on -;he Jules Verne story, "Cap
tain Grant's Children." ICO min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olsor

Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

May
FIVE FINGER EXERCISE Rosalind Russell, Jack HawlsifflJ

Maximi'ian Schell, Richard Beymer. Producer Frederic;

Brisson. Director Daniel Mann. Based on Broadway hi'

109 min. 4/30/62.

MOTHRA All Japanese cost. Director Incshiro Hondo.
100 min. 7/9/62.

13 WEST STREET Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Dolores Dorr'

Michael Callan. Producer William Bloom. DirectC

Philip Leacock. 80 min. 5/14/62.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugl

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierne>i

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama c

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS. THE Color. James Philbrook|

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell Duane Eddy. Produce

Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. 70 min. 7/23/6:

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director W!l

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOIV.MERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Produce

Wiiliam Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. 62 mir

7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kiij

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Directc
(

Richard Quine. 123 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suij

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Hararee

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. 120 mir

6/1 1/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooge:

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. 8i

min.

September

BEST OF ENEMIES, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Davi

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino d

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. 104 min.

DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Ale

Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Product

John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert.
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October

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean
Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis.

Director Richard Fleischer.

Coming
BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
Sidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
George Chakiris, France Nuyen, Jams Darren. Pro-

ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,
Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
kins Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
David Lean.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie

Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

February
VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE. A Raf Vallone, Maureen
Stapleton, Carol Lawrence, Jean Sorel, Raymond Pelle-
grin. Producer Paul Graetz. Director Sidney Lumet.
Version of Arthur Miller's play. 110 min. 2/5/62.

April

RIFFI FOR GIRLS Madia Tiller, Robert Hossein, Eddie
^onstantine. Producer Jacques Mage. Director Alex
Joffe. A chromium-plated thriller. 97 min.

June
NEVER LET GO Peter Sellers, Richard Todd, Elizabeth
Sellers. Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. Direc-
tor John Guillermin. A head-on clash in a vicious
inderworld of crime. 90 min.

-July

HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd,
'roducer Lloyd Clips from stars old comedies. 94
!nin. 4/16/62.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
iobert Stephens. Producer-director Tony Richardson.
:ilm version of the Broadway stage play. 100 min.

August

VALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
.eighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
5 u i 1

1
e r i m i n . Based on Jean Anouilh's Broadway and

.ondon stage success. 110 min.

September
MPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths,
'irector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
,4 min.

DERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black,
irector Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
famous legend. 87 min.

October
ND OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
uano, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
ahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

IANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
.an twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

June
ELL ANTONIO Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Cardi-
ile. Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini.
Tama of a young man stricken by temporary im-
Jtency when confronted with true love. 77 min.
'16/62.

O LOVE FOR JOHNNIE ClnemaScope. Peter Finch,
ary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Director Ralph
lomas. Romantic drama of a Member of Parliament
id his political and personal aspirations. 110 min.
'8/62.

WO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-
icer Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of
mother and her teenage daughter struggling to exist
war-torn Italy. 99 min.

July
JCCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
hneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
ctors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti. Federico
;^llini. Three stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
I've written them in 1970. 165 min. 7/9/62.

DEVIL'S WANTON, THE Doris Svdlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/11/62.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW, THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rich Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

WHAT A CARVE UP Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton.
Producers Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director
Pat Jackson. British spoof on the traditional haunted
house strewn with corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

August
CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.
Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. 114 min.

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iella Rocca. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director Pietro
Germi. Satirical iabs at the mores of our times. 120
min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama of the tragic influences of the city upon a
young, naive farmer. 103 min.

September

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Fray,
Christian Doermer. Directors Francois Truffaut, Andrey
Wadida, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rozzellin! and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

MADAME SANS GENE Technirama. Sophia Loren, Rob-
ert Hossien. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director Christian
Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French Revolution.

SEVEN CAPITOL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a gaelic flavor.

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERN ADETTE OF LOURDES IJanus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE ILopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLACK TIGHTS IMagna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
rama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Roland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
Simno Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. 116 min.
3/19/62.

BLOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British

comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel
Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau. Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Kofi Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

AUGUST SUMMARY
The August release chart has been

increased to 20. M-G-M still heads the

pack on the strength of four pictures,

while 20th-Fox and Embassy follow

closely with three films each. United

Artists and Columbia have two slated,

and six companies—Universal, Warner

Bros., Allied Artists, American-Interna-

tional, Continental and Paramount

—

have one release scheduled. Neither

Buena Vista nor Astor has anything set

for this month.

IMPORTANT MAN, THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.
99 min. 7/23/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.] Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley

Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.

7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL [Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE 1 1 nterprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.

10/2/61.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY (Kingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall', Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE ( Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I Kingsley-lnternational)

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.

I 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-

Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.

1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY IJanus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-

gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN ( Showcorporation ) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director

Andre Cavatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/16/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.

105 min. 7/23/62.

TRUTH, THE (Kingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,

Charles Vanel, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helqa Zulch, Rich-

ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

March
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH CinemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip

Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams' stage suc-

cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.
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WORLD IN Mr POCKET Rod Steiger, Nadia Tiller.
Producer Alexander Grueter. Director Alvin Rakoff.
Four men and a girl plot a million-dollar robbery. 93
min. 5/5/62.

A pril

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint. Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of
best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. Ill min.
4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a
military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the 1

870 's.

94 min. 5/14/62.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter
Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.
152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big
scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of
Asia intent on the destruction of Western civilization.

83 min. 7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Siml. Pro-
ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller. 107 min.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Stezak. Producer
George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of brothers
who wrote the famous fairy tales. 129 min.

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
rier. Adventure drama

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda, Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTfh. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Anthony Franciosa, Jane
Fonda, Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten.
Director George Roy Hill. Screen version of Ten-
nessee Williams' Broadway play.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renai. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
Historical spectacle based on the life of the ancient
scientist, Archimedes. 97 min.

March

BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. Adventure drama set in turbulent Southeast
Asia. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl
Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka. Story of Austria's Emperor Franz Joseph
and his beloved wife, "Sissi". 147 min. 4/2/62.

A pril

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.
4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Drama of suspense and intrigue set in

an oil rich nation in the Middle East. 93 min. 7/23/62.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.
159 min. 6/25/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-
ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of
silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Comdy-romanc filmed on
location in Paris.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville
Shavelson. Comedy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matron
bcomes a "bookie"' to cure her horse-playing husband.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

April

BROKEN LAND. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Ken
Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea. Producer Leonan
A. Schwartz. Director John Bushelman. A sadistic marl
shal terrorizes his town. 60 min.

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boone
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produce
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers an
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs b
Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI. THE CinemaScope. Glyn
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Ka^
Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ra>
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson,
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color

Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliot

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympi
games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Lu>

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hue
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dunn'
A concentration camp victim attempts to escape
Israel. 1 12 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Ru
sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Boshe
man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson, Merr
Anders. Mystery melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL Willard Parker, Merry Anders. Produce
Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLu>
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, Joh
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Directc

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful Ne
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August
FIRE BRAND

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Edei

Red Buttons. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MA
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richai

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Daile

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessit
1

Tandy. Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn, Jui

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin RH

,

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 mi

6/25/62

September
I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter S<

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Produc

Pierre Rouve. Dirctor Peter Sellers. Based on Marc
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instru 1

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 97 mil

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo'

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Ban

Coe, David Farrer. When 300 Spartans withheld +1

,

entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermopyla
1

I 1 3 min

.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kat

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken H
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a lift,

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Tod.

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabia

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demic
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, R...

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Rya

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswal
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, K'F

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hi

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pr.

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based I

best-seller.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacqu
Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December
NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Produce

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assas
|

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming
CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richai'

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowe
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wange
Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.
'

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stepher

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of t

tradition and importance of being a Guard.
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UNITED ARTISTS UNIVERSAL I NT' L WARNER BROTHERS

May
FOLLOW THAT DREAM Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
nell, Joanna Moore, Anne Helm. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Gordon Douglas. 110 min. 4/2/42.

JESSICA Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson. Pro-

ducer-director Jean Negulesco. Based on the novel

"The Midwite of Pont Clery " 112 min. 4/2/62.

June

CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

tor Edward L. Cahn. 45 min.
GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/62.

MAGIC SWORD. THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-

ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special

effects. 80 min 4/16/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn. 107 min. 5/14/62.

.My
JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.
Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. Pro-
ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-
effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/62.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Blng Crosby, Bobe Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
comedies. 91 min.

August

EIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
Thelma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.
6/25/62.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
of Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

Coming

CHILD IS WAITING. A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Step.ien Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-teller.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
:Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

'KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson. Producer David Weisbart. Director
Philip Karlson.

LAND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
Director Leslie Stevens.

MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Director Frankenheimer.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Catling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
iuzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

'HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
led Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
= arfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
:;tv. 112 min. 1/8/62.

TOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
'ascal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.
723/62.

[ARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
.>am Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
'roducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

THIRD DIMENSION, THE Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-
<ms, Gig Young, Yoland Turner. Producer-Director
l^natole Litvak.

HREE ON A SPREE Jack Walling, Carole Lesley,
-olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 03 min. 10/2/61.

WO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
hine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Sased on the Broadway hit.

WAR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders,
'rector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama 81
pin. 4/16/62

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douqlas Burt
.ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

April

NEARLY A NASTY ACCIDENT Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor, Shirley Eaton, Ronnie Stevens. Producer Ber-
tram Ostrer. Director Don Chaffey. Comedy about
Air Force technician's obsession for mechanics and the
diabolical situations which ensue. 86 min. 5/14/62.

OUTSIDER, THE Tony Curtis, James Franciscus, Miriam
Colon. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.
Story of Indian war hero who helped raise American
flag on Iwo Jima. 108 min. 12/25/61.

SPARTACUS Technirama-70, Technicolor. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Charles
Laughton, Peter Ustinov. Producer Edward Lewis.
Director Stanley Kubrick. Heroic story of a gladiator
and his undying love. 184 min. 10/17/60.

May
CAPE FEAR Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum, Polly

Bergen. Producer Sy Bartlett. Director J. Lee Thompson.
Suspense story of convict seeking revenqe. 106 min.
3/19/62.

DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE, THE Janet Munro, Leo
McKern, Edward Judd. Producer-Director Val Guest.
Drama of effects of a thermo-nuclear explosion which
throws the earth from its axis and sends it spinning
towards the sun. 90 min. 1/22/62.

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a
cowboy's struggle against modern times. 107 min.
5/14/62.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain. Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/62.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller. Outdoor adventure drama. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/62.

A ugust

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mull igan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 145 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. THE Color Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
An'hony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,
Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
Jchn Huston.

GATHERING CF EAGLES. A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan. Producer Sy
Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Michehne Presle, John Lund, Casar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, lain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Jeffrey Hunter. Marshall
Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred Harris,
Ronald Remv, Ro'f Bayer. Producers Directors Richard
Goldstone, John Monks, Jr.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee, Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Michael
Gordon.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, ' Jocelyn
Brando. Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/16/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Adventure drama about mass
flight from a penal colony. 89 min. 5/14/62.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck,

Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director

Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/14/62.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-

ducers Jean Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and venqeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton

Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of

American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.

5/14/62.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. RoWt
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
aold Producer-Director Mor'on Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/16/62.

AugJist

GUNS OF D AT.KNES5 Leslie C-ron. David Niven. Pro-

ducers Thomas Clvde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony
Asqui h. Dr'ma of romance and adventure in Latin

America. 103 min.

Coming

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis

Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee

Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-

alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy From Broadway musical hit.

MR. LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts, Carole 9".ok -

Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur Lubin, William
Tytla. Combination live action-animation comedy with

music.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Miurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

FT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Lewis Milestone. Drama of

Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TEi'M OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Siqnoret. Pro-

ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington. D. O: DUpont 7-7200
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from the greatest writer of our times-

Ernest Hemingway- comes

the year's most exciting

motion picture

j&L JERRY— WALD'S

m HeMiNGWaYS
ADVENTURES
OFA

YOUNG MAN
dramatically brought to life by one

of the finest casts ever assembled.

_ RICHARD . J/k n DIANE

Beymer -sBaker
as Nick Adams as Carolyn

A CORINNE

Calvet
#

as Contessa

DAN - (n JAMES 'fWBlt JUANO I„ ARTHUR fc J.. RICARDO

Dailey Dunn Hernandez ^ Kennedy .Montalb,
as Billy

Campbell
as Telegrapher
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as Bugs

o SUSAN ? SV t jessica rT^iii ELI

Strasberg I Tandy , Wallach
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Dr. Adams

with
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Newman

as Turner

as Major Paduk

SCREENPLAY
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1

Based on stone

ERNEST HEMi «

QnemaS
COLOR by D
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ON-THE-SPOT REPORT

ABOUT THE FAST-FADING

FEEVEE TEST IN CANADA

What Happened To Exhibition's

ACE-IN THE HOLE?

evieuji

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS

DAMN THE DEFIANT

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON

THE 300 SPARTANS

GUNS OF DARKNESS

THE GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES

A MATTER OF WHO

END OF DESIRE



SINGING, LOVING, SWINGIN

His Latest! His Greatest!
Launched with a Knockout of a Campaign!

^NATIONAL MAGAZINE ADS!

*FAN MAGAZINE ADS!

^SPECIAL RADIO AND TV SPOTS!

^SPECIAL TEASER AND

REGULAR TRAILERS!

A Special Promotion Campaign designed

to make every fan know that Elvis is

swinging as he never swung before!

presents

IG YOUNG LOLA ALBRI6
Produced by DAVID WEISBART Directed by PHIL KARIl
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Long lines at boxoffice of Saenger Theatre, New Orleans

presents

s»mm

GOES TO INDIA
IN GIANT CINEMASCOPE and METR0C0L0R

JOCK MAHONELjAIJlie Elephant Boy

Mi GAJENDRA, King ef the Elephants

Screen Play by I

MrttSY WEINTRAUB Dfec,edbJ0HN GUILLERMIN

BLOCKBUSTER BUSINESS!
Backed by Giant TV and Newspaper campaigns the fir

wave of Saturation Engagements topped all previous M-G-

Saturations in the same situations!

CAROLINAS-lncomplete returns $129,000. Anticipate big $17 0

LOUISIANA—Bookings breaking house records.

Saenger, New Orleans first week $20,000.

Gordon, Baton Rouge over $7,000.

Shreveport exceeds $5,000.

TEXAS—Engagements in Dallas, Houston, Ft. Worth, Austin

gross $92,000. Sets records for any M-G-M saturatior'

NEXT BLOCKBUSTER SATURATION >l

Oklahoma City territory August 15

Jacksonville, August 18, Miami area August 15

Buffalo, Toronto area August 16

Atlanta territory August 16

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis areas August 17

Los Angeles area August 22

San Francisco territory August 24
Denver territory August 29
Washington, Norfolk, Richmond areas August 30

THESE SATURATIONS ARE A GOLD-MINE.
DIG YOUR SHARE OF THE GROSSES!

CALLING ALL SHOWMEN! THIS IS THE FIRST
TARZAN SPECTACULAR! BOOK IT NOW!



What Thsy'te Mini About

In the Movie Business

SURVEYING PAY-TV. A new research outfit

lis engaged in making a thorough study of public

\reaction to pay-TV in the two critical test areas,

Hartford and Etobicoke. The results will be

made available to the film companies, and are

expected to have a strong impact on their

attitude toward supplying the feevee projects

with product.
0

LET JOE DO IT! The writer is a prominent

theatreman, who says his name "is not

important," but the contents of his note to Film

BULLETIN is worth your attention. So listen:

'In these days of product shortage it rankles me,

as it must every exhibitor, to see some good

mctures dissipated by the major companies

through lack of aggressive handling, or inept

judgment, or stupid economy, or just lack of

interest in anything but the one or two big

Dlockbusters they have on their schedules. With
;he exception of Columbia, which does an
xitstanding job with every decent piece of film

r
hey have, the majors let a number of good, little

pictures slip through their fingers each season.

They don't promote them in the trade and they

lon't sell them to the public. Perhaps if the film

companies had a few practicing theatremen on
heir boards of directors, these shows would be

)roperly exploited and we wouldn't see all that

)otential revenue wasted. I have a suggestion. If

he major companies turned over their good,

ittle exploitation pictures to Joe Levine to

landle, they would gross twice as much as they

to with the kind of half-hearted handling they
isually get. And that is an idea they should

consider seriously."

o

^OURTH-QUARTER PLANNING. Extremely
mxious about the bleak product outlook for the

ourth period, exhibitor leaders are strenuously

napping plans to correct the situation. They are

urning to the film companies again in an effort

o persuade them of the desperate need for more
)ictures to fill fall playdates. TOA will reveal

it a luncheon early this week details of an

"unprecedented nation-wide exhibitor program"
aimed, it is said, at moving up release dates of

some important attractions. Reports have it that

the national exhibitor organization has taken
the bull by the horns and convinced at least one
major distributor that something must be done to

aid its customers—and said distributor has

agreed to co-operate, at least on "trial" basis.

TOA's announcement that the luncheon will be

attended by "presidents and executives of leading

theatre circuits and independent theatres" also

points to the probability that affiliation

boundaries have been surmounted in obtaining

widespread exhibitor support for the project.

0

'SHOWCASE' CATCHING ON. Concrete
evidence that United Artists is sufficiently

satisfied with New York boxoffice results of its

"Premiere Showcase" release plan to warrant its

employment in other key cities throughout the

country is just part of the story of the

revolutionary distribution pattern. Some of the

other major film companies reportedly are ready

to 'showcase" one or more of their important
releases in Metropolitan Gotham this fall, using

similar advertising lures and a selective booking
pattern. Apparently already sold on a variation of

the idea is Universal, which will open "Phantom
of the Opera" on Broadway and several outlying

houses this week under the billing:

"Unprecedented! Exclusive pre-release

engagements in the New York area."

o

BROADWAY ON FREE TV. Exhibitors don't

know whether to fear or cheer recently-announced

plans to show new Broadway shows on free

television. Many admit that Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.'s plans to televise free of charge

six upcoming plays in five cities across the country

(in exchange for financial backing) present a

potential threat to the movie boxoffice. But, at

the same time, they see the "opening night" video

presentations as an even greater obstacle to then-

own avowed enemy, pay-TV. Feevee proponents

have been hawking long and loud the

high-quality fare they will offer, e.g., Broadway
shows not now available on free TV, etc.

Realization of the Westinghouse plan might well

lead to the broadcasting industry's emergence
as the biggest Broadway "angel" of them all,

leaving the coin box operators with one less

programming pasture in which to graze.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Industry's Potential Great,

Says Brennan, Hardy Analyst

Movie Stocks on Mttrvh
Movie stocks continued their march upward along

with the general market during the past fortnight, 14

of the 19 issues covered in the Film BULLETIN chart

registering gains, only three declining. Two remained

unchanged.

Taking the longest stride was MCA, finishing 4*^

points ahead, with much of the strength attributed to

persistent reports that the government and MCA are

working on a settlement of the pending anti-trust

suit. The firm also reported a smart profit rise. Also

performing handsomely were M-G-M, up 2l/g amid

hefty boxoffice figures for "Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm", and 20th-Fox, ahead 2, a favorable

reaction to the election of Darryl Zanuck as top man,

after Wall Street interests reportedly disposed of

their holdings to cause an initial downturn. Screen

Gems moved up 2 7/8 .
Advancing, too, were Columbia

(1%) on improving product prospects, Disney (1) after

a solid profit increase, and United Artists (l'/g), a

favorite on the strength of the distribution deal with

Cinerama.

Strangely enough, Cinerama played "follow the

bouncing ball," down early in the session because of

poor New York reviews on "Grimm" and, perhaps,

profit-taking on a previous rise in anticipation of the

film's bow; up after the UA deal, then down again

at the close for a net loss of iy§. Throughout, trading

in this issue was tremendous—a grand total of 651,500

shares over the two-week span. Paramount, troubled

bv lack of response to Telemeter and some disappoint-

ing releases, slipped 1%.

"The motion picture has not yet begun to realize its full

potential." This is the conclusion of Edward L. Brennan,

analyst for Hardy & Co., NYSE brokerage firm, after a thor-

ough recital of the industry's problems—competition of tele-

vision and recreational activities, a constricted audience, mount-

ing costs, whims of stars, inroads of foreign films, etc. "Holly-

wood has learned its lesson the hard way", Brennan declares,

and it will now go forward by reclaiming its authority over

production and making features "of top artistic quality and

entertainment values."

As for film stocks, Brennan notes that they are selling now
at "prices far below their all-time highs. The average per-

centage fall from the peak price is 49%. The extremes range

from a low of 33% to a high of 57%. In every case, it is

evident that the stock has suffered a severe market decline.

While the fact of sizable decline is not enough to recommend

purchase of these stocks, it remains true that the stock market

may be currently underestimating this industry. Surely, there

are some which will out-perform the group. It is also possible

that each of the issues is now in a bottom area and offers

good upside down potential." Prefacing his survey of the

individual major companies with the observation that "good

pictures make good film stocks", the Hardy analyst appraises

the film firms thusly:

Columbia—"Management has overhauled the company dur-

ing recent years and expects the full fruits of this program to

come in 1963 and beyond ... an interesting speculation in

view of its own future product line—plus the asset value of

its Screen Gems holdings and feature film library." Walt
Disney—Moved per-share earnings up from 81c in I960 to

$2.75 in 1961. But " it is questionable whether this upsurge

can continue, in view of the modest product Disney now
has available for 1962 and 1963 release . . . For the longer

term, this stock may prove a worthy investment."

Paramount—"Since the passing of Cecil B. de Mille, this

company has come up with no films comparable to his 'Ten

Commandments' and 'Greatest Show on Earth.' Experiments

with pay-TV and new TV tubes are interesting but the sto:':

will continue to reflect the problems Paramount faces."

Warner Bros.—President Jack L. Warner is the closest ap-

proach to a "mogul' in Hollywood. While Warners makes
"My Fair Lady," the "stock will depend on the boxoffice suc-

cess of 'Music Man' and 'Gypsy.' " TV activities figure promi-

nently, too. 20tb-Fox—"It is to be hoped that (Darryl) Zanuck
will be able to cut costs and put Fox on a profitable basis

once again . . . No estimate of future earnings can be made
until 'Cleopatra' opens and its full potential is understood

. . . That is why we call Fox a special situation. The risks are

great; but so also may be the rewards."

Listed under the category of "income plus potential capital

appreciation" are M-G-M and United Artists. M-G-M—"The
most solid and resourceful of all the major movie companies

. . . The real effect of these tremendous films ('Mutiny on the

Bounty,' 'Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm' and
How the West Was Won ) will not be apparent until the

fiscal year beginning September 1st. M-G-M is confident of

its no. 1 place in the industry. Current yield on the common
is over 6%."

( nit 1 cl Artists—"For the past seven years, UA has been

the innovator of its group, releasing the films of such inde-

pendents as Wilder, Kramer, Mirisch and Hecht ... Sir

other companies are also signing up with the indepenck

producers, it is quite possible that UA will find the goi

tougher in future." 1963 production schedule is most impre

ive ("The Greatest Story Ever Told," "It's a Mad, Mad, M;

Mad World" and "Hawaii"). "The management of Unit

Artists has been greatly admired for its profit-making talen

In addition to this management factor, investors can obt;

with this stock a yield on their invested cash of over 5r
,

United Artists' Consistency

Earns Wall Street Plaudits I
Even while the tumult over star excesses grows louder

investor circles, and cries for a return to the old style

studio control over production echo throughout the mo

industry, there is evidence of a growing respect for the c

company that has defied most cinema laws of operation \\

a considerable degree of success for the past decade. Ma'

smaller firms have attempted to imitate its flair for scoring

continuing string of boxoffice hits; even the larger compan

are fashioning more and more of their functions after

unique pattern, but the fact remains that United Artists si

is the most significant financier and distributor of indepei

ently-produced pictures.

Most recent of the Wall Street tributes paid LJA was !

detailed analysis on the company prepared by Robert

(Continued on Page t
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ACE-in the Hale
A wave of hope swept through the

ranks of exhibition when the American

Congress of Exhibitors was formed

more than three and a half years ago.

Even the initials by which the organiza-

tion was known spelled optimism. ACE
had plans. ACE had enthusiasm. And
before long ACE even had money.

What has happened?

Two years ago ACE said it was well

on its way to raising the fourth million

dollars for its production kitty. A year

ago A.C.E. Films, Inc., was incorpo-

rated in Delaware with starting capital

of three million dollars. And now, as

we approach the fourth year since the

start of ACE, it is fair to ask: Where
are the pictures?

What was a symbol of hope in De-

cember 1958 is now a symptom of tim-

idity and an apparent lack of vigorous

leadership for this essential task. Exhi-

bition cannot criticize any other branch

of the movie business now. The exhibi-

tors who were going to help solve the

production shortage have instead sup-

plied a shortage of their own—a short-

age of effort, or at the very least a

lethargy that borders on sleeping sick-

ness.

The members and leaders of ACE
should make up their minds fast that

they are going to make pictures, and

utilize those millions of dollars raised

for the purpose, or they should get out

of the way. In the past two years the

ACE nest egg could have financed a

half dozen pictures, possibly helped de-

velop some new faces—and the returns,

even on a break-even basis, would have

financed another half-dozen films as

well. But you don't produce motion

pictures by holding money in the bank.

You produce movies by working at it.

Exhibitors for years have been de-

manding more pictures. Some individual

exhibitors have done more than talk

about it. Walter Reade, Jr., formed

Continental Distributing to find more

product and to get more product pro-

duced. Joe Levine's Embassy Pictures

started off by beefing up the marketing

of movies, then moved into the produc-

tion field itself by backing producers

wherever there seemed to be a chance

of getting a boxoffice attraction.

But Walter Reade and Joe Levine

speak and act for themselves. Who
speaks and acts for the vast body of

exhibitors today? What happened to

the united front and the determined

action that ACE was supposed to offer?

What good is the ACE production kitty

doing if it idles in the bank?

Does ACE really have an ace? For

years great showmen have been re-

cruited from the exhibition field. First

National of 40 years ago was started bv

theatremen. Louis B. Mayer was an ex-

hibitor first, then a producer. So were

the Warner brothers, and Marcus Loew.

Right now the presidents of at least two
major production companies, M-G-M
and Paramount, are men drawn from

the theatre end of the business, Joe
Vogel and Barney Balaban.

Exhibition has talented men. A.C.E.

Films, Inc., should have enlisted these

BULLETIN
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talented men long before now and

given a shot in the arm to Hollywood

production. They would have had the

moral support and, more concretely,

the booking dates of thousands of ex-

hibitors to back their efforts, and the

already-collected hard cash with which

to get started is available. What is the

excuse for the long delay?

Maybe it's too early to close the book

on ACE. But it is getting late for thou-

sands of theatres that are struggling

against a product shortage steady grow-

ing more acute.

The established film companies are

thinking these days almost exclusively

in terms of blockbuster attractions. This

attitude is conditioned in part by the

eye-popping grosses rolled up by the

big attraction, and in part by the atti-

tude of the bankers who sit on their

boards.

Despite this leaning toward the fewer-

and-bigger policy, there is a wealth of

evidence that there is a great big audi-

ence out there ready to go to the movies

more often if a greater variety of films

are offered to it. And there is ample

evidence to prove that plenty of money

can be made with modest budget pic-

tures that can be— and are — given

strong exploitation campaigns. This is

the type of product one would expect

an organization of knowledgeable the-

atremen to aim for if they went into

production.

Why hasn't ACE done the job?

The need for more product is a cor-

roding malignancy on the exhibition

bodv. We all know the medicine that

will cure this, but where is it to be ob-

tained? ACE has the ingredients and

the know-how. Why doesn't it fill the

prescription?

The product situation is desperate.

It calls for bold action.
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A TRILOGY of SHOCK

AND HORROR!

...A NEW CONCEPT IN

MOTION PICTURES!
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US BWUR
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Argument for Single Bills

I gather that it has been a good summer for the picture

business. I must admit that I am somewhat surprised. My wife

and I have spent a good part of the summer trying to find

movies to go to, and we have usually failed. Apparently, we
are no longer part of the public for which the motion picture

industry in general makes its product.

Of course I could name five or six pictures currently in first-

run engagements that we plan to see. We plan to see them
when they play neighborhood houses at somewhat more reas-

onable prices. The trouble is that when they play the neighbor-

hood houses they are often double billed with other pictures

that discourage us from going to the theatre.

Since it might be indelicate to use specific titles, let me
illustrate the problem in general terms. There is a comedv
import we have been awaiting with great interest. It is double
billed with a serious and sexy offering we have no desire to

see. There is an American film made in a colorful foreign

setting—a pretty good picture, we hear tell, and one whose
setting alone interests us. It is paired with one of those

dubbed Italian mythological spectacles that only a tolerant kid

can enjoy. There is what sounds like an adult adventure film,

sharing billing with a twist-type low budget musical. There
is a new picture paired with an old one being reissued. There
is a very serious character study paired with an apparently

routine western.

So we watch television.

0

I said at the outset that my wife and I apparently are no

longer part of the public for which the motion picture industry

makes its films. This may be an exaggeration. There are many
motion pictures we want to see. If we are willing to pay the

first-run prices—or cadge passes, which I sometimes do—we
can see these films downtown. But if we wait to see them at

neighborhood houses, and we prefer ambling over on the

spur of the moment some evening to the nearby theatre rather

than taking the trip to Broadway, the chances are that we will

never see the pictures on our list.

If first-run theatres on Broadway can do business with one

feature picture why must the nabes always go in for double

bills? And if they must have double bills why do they so often

have pictures which actually work against each other? I know
the trade answers. People talk single features and buy double

features, the show business oracles say. That's a fine observa-

tion as far as it goes, but it doesn't go far enough. There have

been many times when my wife and I went to the movies in

spite of the presence of a second feature. We have timed our

arrival so as to avoid the second film. We have been clocked

among the patrons of double features, but we have been single

feature customers.

I am reminded of the old gag about the waiter who tells the

customer he can't have coffee without milk, but only coffee

without cream. We would-be movie customers are told we

can't have movies without double features, but we can buy a

ticket for half the show and accomplish our purpose. You will

never convince me that most of the double features actually

attract an audience. They merely pad out the program. They
aren't selling tickets.

I am willing to admit that there are exceptions. I have noted

some double bills where both pictures were attractive. But if

both pictures are attractive, wouldn't each picture be attractive

on its own? If double features build business, how come that

triple features haven't been successful? The same logic would

seem to apply everywhere, but it doesn't. In the very same

neighborhood in my home town, you will find one sub-run

thriving with single feature programs and another offering

double feature bills.

Hollywood producers, it seems to me, have been aware of

the market for single features and have attempted to appeal to

this market. Their method seems to have been to make the

pictures too long to be double billed. Unfortunately this has

resulted in making some pictures too long, period. But I

sympathize with the intent. A really good picture should not

and does not need the "help" of a second picture of minor

interest at the boxoffice. A bad picture admittedly can use

help. I can remember when double features were a tip-off that

neither film could make out on its own. But now there

apparently is no such criterion.

0

The point has long since been made that in a period of

product shortage it is ridiculous to double up on the available

supply of films. But we must recognize that some adequate

pictures are simply not strong enough on their own to be solo

attractions. I do not wish to condemn double featuring in

toto. It does have its advantages at times. Where I fail to see

any value for dualling is in bookings of strong pictures. A
picture which has carried its weight as a singleton first-rur

attraction should be able to carry its weight as a sub-rur

singleton too.

Yes, say some exhibitors, but where are we going to ge-

enough decent short subjects to fill out the bill? This is ;

point. But it isn't too good a point. There are short subject

around. There would be more if markets were available. Anc

today's usual single feature attraction is long enough ant

strong enough to be able to stand on its own, with little mor<

than a newsreel or a cartoon, or a novelty one-reeler rounding

out the program. As a matter of fact, the highly successfu

new theatres along New York's fashionable East Side ver

often don't even bother with short subjects; they just shov

the feature picture. They aren't even bothered if the pictun

—and the whole show—runs less than two hours.

Now it may be that New York's fashionable East Side i

not the best yardstick for American moviegoing taste. But

have seen the same kind of booking and show length wor

successfully in a small Western town about as far away fror

New York as you could get. I don't think any audience an

place in America is wedded to the idea that a movie sho\

has to be three hours long, or has to have two feature pi

tures. The public's only demand is that the show be good.

Just as audiences were conditioned into expecting doubi

features for a single feature price, they can be condirione

back to acceptance of good single feature programs. But eve

more important than bringing back the single feature sul

sequent run—not occasionally, with an impossible-to-du:

"Ben Hur" or "El Cid," but as a regular policy—-even moi

important is the elimination of the practice of tacking

turkey onto a decent picture just for the sake of two titles c

the marquee. The double feature has become an altogeth

too easy mechanism for inflicting on the public some pictur

that really don't deserve to see the light of day.

What do you say we give the single standard a try?
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CANADA'S PAY-TV EXPERIMENT IS FADING

Requiem

in

Etobicoke

By CLIFFORD R. BOWERS

Toronto, Out.

Two and a-half cloudy, impenetrable

years have gone by since Trans-Canada

Telemeter Ltd., a Famous Players sub-

sidiary, launched Canada's first toll-

vision operation in the Toronto suburb

of Etobicoke. It is reasonable to expect

that some indication of the success of

pay-TV might be available after 10

years of planning and experimenting

and 2l/
2 years of actual wired circuit

operation. But what is the situation?

Inquiries made of Telemeter offi-

cials, Famous Players, and Paramount

executives bring nothing but platitudes,

vague hints about expansion and revo-

lutionary programming. In the face of

such obscure explanations, there is the

hard fact of the recent resignation of

Louis A. Novins as president of Inter-

national Telemeter Corp., and other de-

velopments that indicate all is not

well with pay-TV in Toronto. Novins'

exit prompted Barney Balaban, presi-

dent of the parent Paramount Pictures

Corp. to say what is usually said on

these occasions: that the company

would continue with "increased vigor"

its activities in subscription television.

Only once since the Etobicoke system

was set up has there been any public

discussion of the financial position of

Telemeter, and that airing was not the,

company's idea. It occurred last fall

when a Canadian member of the board

of directors of Famous Players Cana-

dian Corp. resigned because he said

Canadian shareholders were being

asked to bear the cost of the Etobicoke

operation while the international com-

pany stood to benefit most from sales

of pay-TV rights abroad once the kinks

had been ironed out. The former FP

director, Norman S. Robertson, a

prominent Toronto attorney, claimed

that $11,000 was being lost weekly in

the Etobicoke project. Mr. Balaban said

that the direct loss was only $3,500.

Amortization and other charges might

bring that up to about $7,500 a week,

he admitted. Balaban said at that time

that the Etobicoke operation was only

a pilot project.

After Mr. Robertson's protest had

been given wide press circulation, Par-

amount announced that it would assume

all costs of operating Telemeter, mak-

ing the move retroactive to January

1961. What has not been resolved is

the question of whether Paramount will

reimburse Famous Players for its share

of the capital investment.

In Toronto, Philip Isaacs, vice-presi-

dent for franchise sales, would not say

where pay-TV's expansion might be

expected, but did say that top-level

conferences would be held soon. He,

in the tradition of Telemeter spokes-

men, called the Etobicoke project "the

grand experiment" which had fulfilled

all expectations. "Etobicoke was never

considered to show a profit," he said.

The most recent figures on subscrip-

tions in Etobicoke are 5,500, which is

some 300 fewer than the figure bandied

about last year. And no proof has been

offered that there actually are that

many installations. Nor is there any

evidence that the announced spread of

the service into the neighboring lake-

shore communities of Mimico and New
Toronto has been much of a success.

There was talk last year of expanding

the overall Toronto pay-TV circuit to

40,000 subscribers, but that figure is

never mentioned now.

Telemeter gave notice July 27 of its

intention to apply a $15 annual service

charge on each installation. Subscribers

already pay a $5 initial hookup fee

and spend 75 cents to $3 for each movie,

hockey game, or special show watched.

A telephone check of the district indi-

cated that most subscribers felt the

charge to be too expensive. The belief

of some observers is that the new $15
fee is designed to help cover costs of

servicing homes that make rare use of

their pay-TV installations.

Telemeter has not given any pub-

licity recently to what its programming
plans are for the fall and winter season.

Judging by past years, football and

hockey are the most popular attractions.

Movies, however, comprise the bulk

of fare. In addition, there have been a

few outstanding spectaculars which sub-

scribers found enjoyable. But questions

are being raised about pay-TV's "limit-

less potential" about which so much
was said in the early months of the

Etobicoke system.

Post-1948 films, which once were

ballyhooed as an exciting feature of

pay-TV, enabling subscribers to see rela-

tively recent movies while the viewer of

free television had to be content with

10- and 20-year old films, are no longer

worth the feevee price, since the movie

companies now are selling them to the

TV networks by the hundreds.

Public reaction to Telemeter in To-
ronto seems to be one of indifference.

Most have only a vague idea of what
pay-TV is. Many have never heard of

it and are just not interested.

The effect on the stocks of both

Paramount and Famous Players has not

been good. Last December, Paramount

stock was down to $56 from 85 on

the New York Stock Exchange. Cur-

rently it is selling around 39. Famous
Players, which had a high last year of

$20 a share on the Toronto Stock Ex-

change, is selling this week at between

16 and 16.50. Its high in 1962 has

been $19.

Barney Balaban's dream for the

cable, or wired, pay-TV system he has

nurtured for so long and at such vast

expense apparently was to have it fi-

nanced by thousands of local fran-

chisers. The expectation was that there

would be a rush of investors to buy

territorial rights, pay for the closed-

circuit lines into millions of homes, and

collect the coins dropped into the

"boxoffices" parked in all those living

rooms, sharing the proceeds with Tele-

meter and its parent, Paramount.

What has happened? For one thing,

the costs of bringing the cables into

homes far exceeded expectations. But

that would not be so serious a problem

if the subscribers had displayed real

enthusiasm for pay-TV. The fact is

that they have not. And even more

critical a blow to Balaban's pay-TV

system is the current test being made
by the RKO General and Zenith inter-

ests in Hartford, Connecticut, where

pay-TV is being brought into homes

over the air, without cables. If feevee

ever is to succeed, it will be by this

means, not by the cumbersome, costly

cable system.

The Etobicoke experiment, for all its

talked about "limitless potential," to-

day seems very limited, indeed. As a

matter of cold fact, it appears to be all

but stone dead.
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This is a cool typewriter which will

probably get warmed up if its manipu-

lator can endure the strain of facing

it every fortnight or so. Although this

melange is being put together by an

anonymous chef, let it be said in this

initial time at bat that no solutions will

be offered here in an effort to save the

industry. Actually, the industry does

not need any saving or for that matter

any advice. We all know what's wrong

with the movie business, and the ora-

cles, both professional and amateur,

have so many forums open to them

that they make Cassandra a down-and-

out fortune teller at the county fair.

The trouble is not lack of remedies

for our putative ills, but a plethora of

cures which, if applied all at one time,

would probably send us all to the bug

house in short order.

Is it possible that we have a devel-

oped hypochondria to such a degree

that we no longer can distinguish be-

tween an ailment and an Atlanta cen-

sor? So instead of advocating research

and surveys to find out why we are off

our feed, if at all, why don't we de-

clare a moratorium of cures and join

together for a big thanksgiving rally.

This waning Parthian once said that

crisis is the back-bone of the movie
business. Whereupon some sociologist

at Queens College quoted this line in

a book on the industry which she

knocked off between semesters. Her
point was that how could a business

survive that suffered so many shocks

and disturbances.

Well, lady, we are that kind of folk,

as my Tennessee cousin once said. The
reason the bankers don't understand

Mr. Skouras is because Mr. Skouras

doesn't understand the bankers. The
recent victory of Z and S over Wall
Street was not only a fine piece of

strategy, but if you permit a physiologi-

cal speculation, it was also a case of our

side having a better response to crisis

—better conditioned adrenal glands.

0

Now when I said at the beginning

we don't need any saving or any ad-

vice, I meant that we have our ups and

Jimi IF ©CM

On this page, Film BULLETIN introduces a

new commentator on the industry scene. No

pretense is made about the pseudonym, for the

writer would be immediately indentified as a

man of repute and broad experience in every

phase of motion picture business. His regular

contributions to this publication will cover, in

perceptive and entertaining fashion, the full

range of matters concerning our industry; in

his words, "a gallimaufry seasoned with wit."

We believe you will enjoy him.

downs but we always prove we have a

high degree of resiliency. The fact that

20th-Fox lost ten million or so in pro-

duction may be a cause of panic to the

money bags, but to me (a stockholder)

this was substantial evidence that an

IBM machine ain't ever going to take

over this business.

In looking over some financial re-

ports of companies who have a deal of

my mazuma, I feel that 20th-Fox looks

pretty good. But what really matters is

whether our greatest resource, namely

creativity, is to be hampered or to be

encouraged. If it is to be encouraged,

then all of the ten million can be re-

couped in one picture. I bet on "Cleo-

patra" to do the job.

If you ever do a history of gambling,

certainly the movie business has to have

some brilliant chapters. Every wise guy

laughed when the shoe store was con-

verted to flickers, and they have been

laughing ever since. The reason Joe
Levine is a hit, probably, is due more
to his disdain of the buck than his love

of it.

When Dr. Isadore Lubin was en-

gaged to conduct an office of statistical

bewilderment, someone asked the emi-

nent economist what he thought of the

movie business. The Professor in all

seriousness replied that he would think

a lot more of it if so many persons

did not have the illusion that it was a

business.

When some folks shudder that

"Mutiny on the Bounty" is costing

around $20,000,000, I applaud Joe

Vogel and will lay you two to one that

it will make more than that.

Looking at current hysteria over

what is going to happen in September

and October, I would suggest that a

lot of exhibitors who are so worried

about this will start planning their

winter vacations and then return to

worry about what is going to happen

in April, May and June. This is really

quite healthy because if the boys stop

worrying they will stop trying and then

we really would be in trouble.

0

Look how long Eddie Hyman wor-

ried about orderly release and now that

he seems to be achieving it—albeit

somewhat slowly—let's hope he will

find another good worry to help the

industry . . . We worried a lot about

censorship and did a good job in beat-

ing it in lots of places. We worried a

lot about the prospect of Pay-TV and

now we can start worrying about the

box-office competition of Telstar . . .

0

To close this inaugural address I

would like to say a few words about

television. As Maurice Bergman once

remarked, there is nothing wrong with

the movie business that a few more bad

television shows won't cure. When we
mentioned to friend Bergman that we
were going to do a column for Film

BULLETIN, he reminded us of Joe

Louis' comment when Joe was told that

Billy Conn was very fast and this

would give Joe plenty of trouble . . .

Whereupon the sagacious Joe replied:

"He can run but he can't hide."

Here's hoping I don't run, but hiding

is such fun.

Next time around: "How Stars Are

Born and Die."

QUOT6S'
'WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE

BROTHERS GRIMM'

What the Newspaper Critics Say About New Films

Bosley Crowther (Times)—"Nothing espe-

cially new or notable in the way of motion-
picture entertainment—or even Cinerama enter-

tainment—has been accomplished here."

Kate Cameron (Daily News)— ". . . 4 Stars

. . . A whole new concept of cinematic pre-

sentation . . . Will charm the hearts of the

young-in-years-and -spirit."

Archer Winsten (Post)—" . . . Disappoint-

ment lurks in the show's basic structure. There
is a shortage of wonder, excitement, suspense

and many of the other elements that go to make
up an outstanding entertainment."

Justin Gilbert (Mirror)—". . . A mishmash
of little inventiveness, intersticed by three fairy

tales told with a lack of cinematic originality."

Joseph Morgenstern (Herald Tribune)—". . .

Cinerama has almost come of age ... It seems

a pity that the promise of the process is lu

fully realized . . . From time to time wondei

do occur."

Jim O'Connor (Journal-American)—" . .

A wonderful invention ... A wonderful motir

picture."

Alton Cook (World-Telegram and Sun)-

".
. . The Cinerama screen process has bet

greatly improved."
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Newsmakers

The Widening Vision

The industry's vision was widened

considerably by last week's sudden an-

nouncement that United Artists and

Cinerama had engineered a deal to

film two of UA's biggest upcoming pro-

ductions— "The Greatest Story Ever

Told" and "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad,

Mad World"—in the wide, wide screen

process.

UA president Arthur B. Krim hailed

the pact in these words: "The decision

by Stanley Kramer and George Stevens

and the marriage of these two great

talents to the Cinerama process cer-

tainly must be regarded as a milestone

in the development of the motion pic-

ture industry ... I am also pleased to

announce that United Artists and Cin-

erama are in an advanced state of nego-

tiation on an agreement pursuant to

which the multiple picture program will

be produced in the Cinerama process

by independent producers releasing

through United Artists."

For the propulsive pair behind Ciner-

ama—president Nicolas Reisini and ex-

ecutive vice president Max E. Young-

I

stein — the United Artists deal was

another step toward their far-reaching

and all-encompassing goal: to spread

Cinerama throughout the entire picture-

making world. Whether via co-produc-

t

tion (as with M-G-M) or a distribu-

,

tion royalty arrangement (as with UA),
they appear determined to see that

theirs becomes the filming process.

Their only problem at the moment is

the limited number of theatres (100

here and abroad, with some 29 ex-

pected to be added before the end of

1962) equipped to exhibit Cinerama,

but they confidently expect that as

more films in the wide process are

made, more theatres will be revamped,

or built, to accommodate them.

The choice of pictures for the UA
pact offers ample evidence that Ciner-

ama has taken long strides since the

first wide-screen travelogue was intro-

duced ten years ago. "Greatest Story,"

based on the life of Christ and to be

directed by George Stevens, offers the

perfect backdrop for the semi-circular

screen. Scheduled to begin next month,
this $12 million biblical epic promises

to provide something new in spectacle.

Headliners at UA-Cinerama conference: Arthur B. Krim, Max E. Youngstein,

Robert S. Benjamin, George Stevens, Nicolas Reisini, Arnold M. Picker.

But even more novel is the other en-

terprise, "Mad World." Before the

cameras for the past four months, this

Stanley Kramer comedy set in the wild

West is already well on its way to com-

pletion. The fact that the exposed foot-

age could be successfully converted

from Ultra Panavision 70 (and Tech-

nicolor) to the new three-panel Ciner-

ama process opens the door to possibi-

lities too numerous to relate.

Stevens, speaking for himself and

Kramer, who was unable to be at the

New York press conference, waxed ex-

tremely upbeat about the possibilities

of the new system. He quoted Kramer

as calling Cinerama "the single, most

extraordinary theatrical presentation of

our day." Stevens talked of the great

potential of the wide screen: "The

enormous possibilities of Cinerama, be-

yond the initial excitement of the great

Cinerama screen, have not yet been

fully explored, and I am sure that in

the future we will see the whole sub-

tlety and complexity of the motion pic-

ture at its best on the Cinerama screen."

As graphic illustration of the ad-

vances being made by Cinerama, Stevens

screened some footage from the Kramer
film for the press, and several experi-

ments he (Stevens) had conducted in

the new process, including a 33-foot

high closeup of Max von Sydow as the

figure of Christ in "Greatest Story."

As for Reisini, he was understand-

ably proud of the deal: "The fact that

the two most outstanding producers,

George Stevens and Stanley Kramer,

have chosen Cinerama as their cine-

matographic expression is a great com-

pliment to the efforts which Cinerama

is continuously making." Certainly,

Cinerama technicians are not standing

pat on the wonder-filled invention. They
hint at the possibility of soon using a

single camera, thereby eliminating the

need for three projectors in the theatre,

and the 3-panel, seamed image.

And while extensive plans were being

mapped for future Cinerama produc-

tions, the firm was busying itself with

the task of insuring its current pair

—

"Grimm" and the upcoming "How the

West Was Won" (co-produced with

M-G-M) the widest audience possible.

Cinerama and Metro officials reported

highly encouraging boxoffice figures

from the opening week's engagements

of the George Pal picture all across the

country, and, at the same time, out-

lined promotional plans for "West,"

slated to be finished by Sept. 15.

Some of the vast potential of the

process was aptly conveyed in this com-

ment by producer Kramer: "In 'It's a

Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World' I am
committed to thrill, transport and en-

gulf an audience beyond any experience

it has had. I think that if we nearly

achieve the film we dreamed then Cin-

erama can make it a total achievement."

Apparently, his enthusiasm is shared by

other top film-makers, who are envis-

ioning their important upcoming pro-

ductions on the wide screen. Already,

in fact, there is talk of negotiations

between Warner Bros, and Reisini for

filming of "My Fair Lady" and "Cam-

elot" in Cinerama. Meanwhile, M-G-M
has an option for two more in the new

process.

Last week's developments mav have

made industry-wide news, but on the

drawing boards of Nik Reisini and M.i\

Youngstein, they were merely land-

marks in the ever-widening world of

Cinerama.
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Newsmakers

Zanuck To Reveal Fox Changes
The first in a series of changes in home office

and studio alignment are expected to be an-

nounced after president Darryl F. Zanuck

(right) attends his first 20th-Fox board of

directors meeting next Wednesday (22nd). He
was scheduled to arrive in New York for the

regular monthly conclave after having spent

three weeks in Paris putting the finishing

touches to his $10 million production of "The

Longest Day," set for a world premiere in

October. Zanuck has been studying numerous

reports from special committees and individual

executives on the various operating phases of

the company, and is expected to begin acting

on them. Following his election, he had prom-

ised a complete streamlining of production and

distribution activities.

'Journey' Contract

Signing contracts for "Long Day's Jour-

ney into Night" at new Loew's 72nd Street,

N.Y., are, /. to r., standing: Laurence A.

Tisch, chairman-president of Loew's; pro-

ducer Ely A. Landau, Embassy topper

Joseph E. Levine. Seated: Embassy v. p.

Leonard Lightstone, John F. Murphy, Loew's

executive vice president.

MCA—Govt. Talks

Reports emanating from Washing-

ton at the weekend pointed to negotia-

tions betwen MCA and Government

attorneys aimed at drafting a consent

decree. The entertainment firm's ap-

pearance in Los Angeles Federal Court

to answer Department of Justice anti-

trust charges stemming from its since-

dissolved talent agency was postponed

until Oct. 1, and a hearing set for

Aug. 27 on a preliminary injunction

to block the Decca Records-MCA mer-

ger was put off until Oct. 15.

Michel Retires

W. C. Michel, for over 32 years

2()th-Fox vice president and treas-

urer, and executive v. p., retired from

active service last week, it was an-

nounced by chairman of the board

Spyros P. Skouras. Michel will remain

as a director of the firm, and serve in

an advisory capacity.

'Grimm' Bows
Enjoying program for

"Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm" premiere

at Loew's Cinerama (N.Y.)

are M-G-M president Jocep'i

R. Vogel, /., and Loew's

chief Laurence A. Tisch. At

right, in lobby before bow
are Metro v. p. Howard
Strickling, /., and Cinerama

executive v. p. Max E. Young-

stein. Film opened in 14

cities across country.

Fine vs. Feevee
The threat of pay-TV and the need

for orderly release were the chief

topics under consideration by the Al-

lied States board of directors at its

summer meeting at Lake Kiamesha,

N.Y. The board directed president

Marshall H. Fine (above) to ask the

Justice Department for permission to

request distributors not to make prod-

uct available for the Hartford feevee

test day-and-date with first-run houses.

Also adopted were resolutions calling

upon distributors for the more evenly

spaced release of films, speedier dis-

tribution of roadshow pictures and a

halt to the "growing menace of

floored" (minimum percentage) films.

Following the board meeting, Allied

of New Jersey and Allied of New
York staged a joint convention that

heard N.J. president William Infald

declare that Allied States (of which

he is a board member) "is going to

take off its gloves" in dealing with

the problems of independent exhib-

itors: product and pay-TV.

To Honor Goldwyn
Samuel Goldwyn will be honored at

a testimonial dinner Aug. 26 at the

Beverly Hilton Hotel for his 80th

birthday and 50 years of service to

the motion picture industry.
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of Education, for faculty members of schools

and colleges.

Details of the Embassy drive were outlined,

by Levine: Leonard Lightstone, vice president in

charge of international sales; Robert Weston,

advertising director; Harold Rand, publicity di-

rector, and Charles Cohen, exploitation director.

From the Loew's side, campaign plans were

revealed by Laurence A. Tisch, president and

chairman of the board; executive vice president

John F. Murphy; vice president Ernest Enter-

ling; Arthur Tolchin, assistant to the president,

and Charles Kurtzman, general manager.

Lightone pledged that Embassy would supply

Loew's with as many promotional aids as pos-

sible to make a "huge success'' of the him.

"Loew's is going to respond in kind," declared

Tolchin. Weston described advertising acces-

sories created by the film firm, including TV
spots, trailers, special brochures and heralds.

Rand, stressing that the picture "did not sneak

into town and will not sneak into your thea-

tres," outlined the national publicity push, and

Cohen discussed the application of the specially-

created materials and tools by individual theatre

managers.

Joseph E. Levine addressing promotion meeting on "The Sky Above—The Mud Below" as Embassy Pictures

and Loews Theatres' executives listen. L. to r.: Charles Cohen, Robert Weston. Harold Rand, Leonard Light-

stone, Arthur Tolchin, John F. Murhpy. Ernest Emerling. Charles Kurtzman and publicist Bill Doll

EINFELD

Biggest ($2 Million) Ad Push

For longest Day'—Einfeld

Firm in the be-

lief that Darryl
Zanuck's ''The

Longest Day" will

be "the highest

~Y (U grossing attraction

in the company's

history," 20th-Fox

vice president

Charles Einfeld an-

nounced that it w ill

be backed by the

largest promotional

outlay in Fox his-

tory—a $2 million advertising campaign. The

huge sum represents an international expendi-

ture and will support the initial openings, on a

hard-ticket, roadshow basis, in the principal

.apitals of the world during October, as well as

the succeeding engagements of the 42-star

dramatization of D-Day.

Einfeld noted that the $2 million would be

livided among newspapers, radio, television,

magazines and other promotional media. In

iddition, it will go toward marketing at each

sngagement of the film. The opening ad guns

ilready have been tired via full-page purchases

in the principal cities where "Day" will open.

Additionally, ads have been taken in the Paris

editions of the N. V. Herald Tribune and the

Rome Daily American with coupons for mail

>rders to the Warner Theatre (N.Y.) engage-

nent.

Levine, Loew's Detail

Huge Campaign for 'Sky'

"A campaign such as no other documentary

ever had" is what Embassy Pictures' energetic

president Joseph E. Lev ine promised a Loew's

Theatres managers conference for the New York

circuit-wide launching of "The Sky Above

—

The Mud Below." But, he added quickly, more

will be needed: "We know that a picture has

to have what it takes. We know the distributor

has to provide a strong campaign for it. But we
also know that it is you men—the theatre man-

agers—who apply these elements so that they

pay off where it counts—at the boxofhce."

More than 100 executives and managers of

Loew's houses attended the meeting at the

Summit Hotel to hear plans mapped for the

Academy Award-winning adventure film, which

opens September 12 on the Loew's chain in the

metropolitan area.

Levine's talk to the theatre officials and oper-

ators was every bit as masterful a piece of

showmanship as he expects from his customers.

After recounting to them the way he came to

acquire the film (he looked at it only on the

insistence of those who had seen it, then came

away from the screening "like an old fire horse

answering the bell"), the Embassy topper pointed

out that he had l
7 artists look at "Sky Above"

at different times, then submit l 7 campaign

concepts. "We have," he said, "incorporated

different approaches into two separate cam-

paigns—one beamed to the art theatre market

—

the other to the commercial theatres." Addi-

tionally, he noted, the picture was screened

for the L ;nited Nations, for leaders of the Board
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'Balloon' Seminars Convince

Allen to Tour for Every Film

Attention, exhibitors. If you need any addi-

tional proof that Irwin Allen is as much con-

cerned with selling his product to the public

as he is with making it in the first place, take

a gander at the producer-director's credo of

showmanship: "Those who make the pictures

should go out and sell them personally. The
exhibitors welcome them with open arms. Such

informative meetings may well mean more pro-

fits for everyone."

The meetings Allen was referring to were,

of course, the 12 exhibitor seminars he con-

ducted throughout the country for his latest

release for 20th-Fox, "Five Weeks in a Bal-

loon." And, promised the movieman who likes

to endow his films with built-in selling angles,

every one he turns out from now on will be

pre-sold to theatremen with personal tours

aimed at acquainting them with those boxoffice

ingredients and how to merchandise them to

extract the maximum dollar. The pattern was

inaugurated with Allen's seminars on "Voyage

to the Bottom of the Sea," and streamlined and

expanded with "Balloon."

»i 11,1

KIDS, KIDS, KIDS. Behind children invited to screen-

ing of "Five Weeks in a Balloon" following New

Orleans seminar are, I. to r., T. 0. McCleaster, Fox

homeoflice sales rep.; producer-director Irwin Allen,

and Warren Caswell, of Martin Theatres.

So widespread and comprehensive were the

showmanship meetings that exhibitors attend-

ing them comprised 85 per cent of the poten-

tial domestic revenue for the picture—really

eye-opening customer coverage, or, as Allen

put it, "the most elaborate and extensive pre-

testing ever attempted by any company." His

two-and-a-half week tour drew almost unani-

mous circuit and major exhibitor response in the

U. S. and Canada, with almost 9,000 theatres

represented at the seminars. According to Allen,

some 4,000 people attended, including circuit

executives, independent theatre owners, circuit

and independent advertising-publicity executives

and their families. Theatremen from more than

100 cities were present, including every ex-

change center and all 50 states. Every 20th-Fox

THE MASTER SUSPENSE THRILL SHOW

!

branch manager and ad-pub fieldman attended.

Once again, Allen brought with him a most

attractive exhibitor portfolio for "Balloon."

As one satisfied recipient put it: "Everything is

in this kit except the patrons, and we shouldn't

have any trouble getting them with this ma-

terial." All exhibitor aids in the kit were keyed

to the theme, "Your boxoffice will fly ski-hi

w ith 'Five Weeks in a Balloon.' " They in-

cluded: a Pyramid paperback of the Jules Verne

classic, giving ample screen credits on front and

back cover; a synopsis and full cast and credits

sheet; vital statistics, features and star biogra-

phies for newspaper and similar planting; scene

stills; four different recordings of the title tune;

a tear sheet of an ad being placed on the comic

pages of metropolitan newspapers all across

the U.S.; an especially informative pressbook,

chock full of b.o. -building suggestions.

Operating on the premise that "the dominant

themes of your campaign are balloons . . . every

balloon you circulate is an ad for 'Five Weeks,' "

the campaign manual offers a raft of selling

aids designed to stimulate business for the

adventure-comedy. Highlighting the ideas: (1)

imprinted balloons—arrangements were made

with a large balloon company to manufacture a

large stock of nine and 11-inch ballons specially

imprinted with the "Five Weeks' signature art;

(2) suggestions for obtaining other balloons

—

from wholesale novelty firms, and really large

weather spheres from distributors of U.S. Gov-

ernment surplus merchandise; (3) historical bal-

loon stills—the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.

has made available a set of 24 stills on the his-

tory of free-flight ballooning, fully captioned

and with credit given to the picture, which

should make an eye-catching display piece; (4)

cut-outs—using the 24-sheet, scissors, and a

mounting board, the exhibitor is urged to make

colorful cut-outs of "Chester the Chimp."

SHOCKER. Harry Gabriel, manager of Wometco's Town

Theatre (Miami) set up this crowd-stopping front for

Loperts horror combination.

Appointments . .

.

Meyer M. Hutner appointed publicity man-

ager of United Artists, moving over from Astor

. . . Buddy Young promoted to assistant pub-

licity manager, under Hutner . . . John L.

Toohey named associate to Maxwell Hamil-

ton, co-ordinator of advertising and publicity

for George Stevens' "The Greatest Story Ever

Told," succeeding John Skouras, resigned . . .

Embassy Pictures retained Bill Doll and Co. to

conduct special campaign for world premiere of

"Long Day's Journey into Night" . . . Harold

J. Salemson joined publicity staff of Embassy.

BEAUTIFUL GHOST. Sonya Cordeau, featured in

"Phantom of the Opera," and billed as the world's

loveliest poltergeist (ghost to you) talks promotion

in N.Y. with Universal executives, I. to r., Herman

Kass (national exploitation), Paul Kamey (Eastern

publicity) and Jerome M. Evans (Eastern promotion).
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Two Weeks in Another Town"

Su^CHCdd IRdtCH? © O ©
Expose of movie personalities and movie-making should

please mass audiences. Kirk Douglas heads good cast.

Slickly mounted in Color, CinemaScope.

Irwin Shaw's popular novel about a disturbed Hollywood

star fighting to rehabilitate himself and regain his self-respecc

while working in Rome has been slickly and handsomely

fashioned (Metrocolor-CinemaScope) into a fairly good attrac-

tion for mass consumption. The plot is likely to prove too

shallow for more discriminating patrons, but this M-G-M
release has a lot going for it commercially: Kirk Douglas in

the lead role; Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse, George
Hamilton and Claire Trevor providing colorful support;

majestic Rome for a background; a behind-the-scenes peek at a

film in production; and the plight of Douglas' struggle played

off against a group of selfish motion picture mercenaries.

Director Vincente Minnelli has guided Charles Schnee's com-

plex screenplay more with flair than dramatic validity, gen-

erously dishing out such emotions as love, hate, frustration,

deceit and revenge. Douglas gives a flamboyant account of

himself as a once-popular star, plagued with memories of an

unhappy marriage, alcoholism and a horrible automobile wreck

that landed him in a sanitarium, now called to Rome to help

save a legendary director's failing picture. Robinson is excellent

as the scheming, now cliche-ridden director who lures Douglas
to Rome only to tell him that he wants Douglas to supervise

the dubbing. Claire Trevor also scores as Robinson's hysterical

wife. Miss Charisse uses her looks to good advantage, but

lacks the depth to be convincing as Douglas' spoiled, destructive

ex-wife, responsible for Douglas' downfall, now in Rome to

prove she still owns him. Hamilton is adequate as the neurotic

American star of Robinson's film, afraid of standing on his

own feet. Two European beauties are also on hand—Dahlia
Lavi, Hamilton's girl who falls for Douglas, and Rosanna
Schiaffino, Robinson's voluptuous mistress-star. Douglas takes

the dubbing job, pours himself into his work, finds happiness

with Miss Lavi and discovers Miss Charisse's hold is broken.

Robinson suffers a heart attack in Miss Schiaffino's bedroom.
Douglas takes over the picture, helps Hamilton stand on his

own and turns the film into something worthwhile. But the

egotistical Robinson, egged on by Miss Trevor, fires Douglas.

,

After a hair-raising automobile ride, with Miss Charisse as his

screaming companion, Douglas realizes he is free of his old
weaknesses. Hamilton is re-united with Miss Lavi, and Douglas
promises Hamilton that someday they will make a great pic-

ture together.

M-G-M. 107 minutes. Kirk Douglas, Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse, George
Hamilton, Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Produced by John Houseman. Directed by
Vincente Minnelli.

"Damn the Defiant!"

Sututeto, fccxtcHf © © Plus

Only sporadically engrossing story of near-mutiny at
sea. Alec Guinness will attract, but this needs strong
selling in general market. Color, C'Scope.

Devotees of sea adventure will find this 18th century British

sea saga mildly entertaining fare, and discriminating patrons
may be attracted by the name of Alec Guinness, but "Damn
the Defiant!" poses a selling problem in the general market.
It is inclined to be heavy-handed and only occasionally success-

ful in penetrating the motives and actions of a crew on the
brink of mutiny. An aggressive promotion campaign by Colum-
bia should lure some of the male trade because 'Defiant!" is

handsomely mounted in Eastman Color and CinemaScope,

effectively depicts abusive treatment of men at sea, and man-

ages some exciting sea battle sequences. What keeps the film

from rising to a high quality level is the failure of scripters

Nigel Kneale and Edmund North to probe beneath the sur-

face of Guinness, the Defiant's tough but reform-conscious

commander, and Dirk Bogarde, her wily, sadistic first lieu-

tenant. A number of fascinating situations are set up: Guinness'

abhorrence of Bogarde's brutal treatment of the crew; Guinness

forced to give in to Bogarde after the latter frames Guinness'

young midshipman son and has him severely whipped; Bogarde

taking command after Guinness loses his arm battling the

French. Unfortunately, these conflicts are resolved in slick,

unimaginative terms. Guinness and Bogarde strive to rise

above these deficiencies and turn in effective performances.

Anthony Quayle plays the rebellious but loyal-to-England

leader of the ship's crew. Director Lewis Gilbert has been able

to inject only sporadic scenes of suspense and action. Pictorially,

the film is very impressive. Quayle and his men take over the

ship. Guinness, promising to back up Quayle's grievances, per-

suades Quayle to return the Defiant to Fleet headquarters

where much needed information about a French surprise

attack can be passed on. An angry crewman kills Bogarde, and

it looks like the gallows for all the mutineers. But the Defiant

prevents a French fireship from ramming into the Admiral's

flagship, giving the British squadron time to turn on the

French fleet and defeat them.

Columbia. 101 minutes. Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Produced
by John Brabourne. Directed by Lewis Gilbert.

"The 3DD Spartans"

Su4i«e44 1RaU«f © ©
Plenty of action makes this mob-and-muscle spectacle

good entry for mass duallers. Story is minor league.

Colorfully costumed and heavy on action and spectacle,

this 20th Century-Fox release in DeLuxe Color and Cinema-

Scope shapes up as fair dualler for the market that patronizes

mob-and-muscle spectacles. Dealing with the Battle of Thermop-

ylae (480 B.C.), where 300 Spartans valiantly tried to defeat

the powerful Persian armies of King Xerxes, the film offers

a good share of thrills and combat clashes. If promoted via a

splashy exploitation campaign, this might turn in above-

average grosses in the action houses. Co-producer-director

Rudolph Mate makes the screen ring with excitement, and

much of the film's 114 minutes running time is devoted to

battle. Unfortunately, George St. George's high-school-level

screenplay keeps intruding, reducing the film to an annoying

limp for discriminating audiences. But there's always the

splendid Greek countryside to look at, and Manos ("Never

On Sunday") Hadjidakis' music is pleasant to the ear. A
diversified cast performs competently: Richard Egan, the

Spartan King who tries to defend Greece at the Pass of

Thermopylae; Sir Ralph Richardson, appearing briefly as a

persuasive Greek politician; Diane Baker and Barry Coe,

youthful romantics, and David Farrar, King Xerxes, set on

being master of the entire ancient world. The plot finds

Farrar's hopes for conquering Greece thwarted by Egan and

the 300 Spartans at the Pass. Mircaulously, the Spartans beat

back wave after wave of Persians, until Farrar decides he had

better retreat. Then Farrar learns about a hidden goat trail

through the Pass, and Egan and his men are trapped. A final

battle follows and Egan and all of his 300 Spartans die fight-

ing. But Egan's valor unites Greece for the first time and the

entire Persian army is eventually annihilated.

20th Century-Fox. 114 minutes. Richard Egan, Sir Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker.
Barry Coe, David Farrar. Produced by Rudolph Mate and George St. George.
Directed by Mate.
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"Five Weeks in a Balloun"

Mildly amusing adventure by Irwin Allen has promotion

angles, well-balanced cast. Needs selling. Will delight

kids. Clever special effects. Color, CinemaScopc.

Showman producer-director Irwin Allen ("The Lost World,"

"Journey to the Bottom of the Sea"), with an eye towards

colorful escapist entertainment, has come up with a mild

comedy-adventure based on the novel by Jules Verne. "Five

Weeks" follows the plight of a handful of passengers (circa

1862) racing from England to Africa by balloon to save an

uncharted area from falling into the hands of vicious slave

traders. Produced in DeLuxe Color and CinemaScope, enriched

by some clever special effects, it is going to need the support

of a strong campaign on the part of 20th Century-Fox and

exhibitors, for it lacks the exciting elements that made Allen's

previous films so successful. It is sure to delight youngsters.

The cast includes: comedian Red Buttons, a ne'er-do-well news-

paper reporter making the voyage against his will; Barbara

Eden, a missionary schoolteacher who finds herself about to

become a slave; Cedric Hardwicke, the balloon's eccentric

inventor; teen-age favorite Fabian, Hardwicke's balladeering

assistant; Peter Lorre, the unscrupulous Ahmed the slave trader;

Richard Haydn, the stuffy president of the Royal Geographic

Institute, and Barbara Luna, a mischievous slave girl. Also

present: veteran comic Billy Gilbert, doubling as a wacky

sultan and a slave auctioneer, Herbert Marshall, appearing

briefly as the British Prime Minister and Chester, a scene-

stealing chimpanzee. Against a catchy title song, "Five Weeks'"

carries viewers across the Gold Coast shores of Africa, to the

slave market of Zanzibar and the forbidden city of Timbuktu,

and into one zany misadventure after another. Allen has di-

rected the romp with the accent on merriment and movement.

The Allen-Charles Bennett- Albert Gail screenplay has a sand-

storm forcing the balloon down at a small oasis, Hardwicke.

Haydn, Miss Eden and Miss Luna captured by Arabs, and

Fabian, Lorre and Buttons rescuing them moments before thev

are to die. The balloon now damaged, the balloonists sight

their goal, destroy a rope bridge and send the slaver partv

into the Volta River, then crash land in the rushing rapids.

Lorre kills the slaver captain and Buttons swims to shore and

plants the British flag. Mission accomplished, wedding bells

now ring for Fabian and Miss Luna, Buttons and Miss Eden.

20'h Century-Fox. 101 minutes. Red Buttons, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Cedric Hard-
wicke, Peter Lorre, Rich3rd Haydn, Barbara Luna. Produced and Directed by
Irwin Al'en.

"Guns of Darkness''

SuAitete TZatiH^ © Plus

Mediocre escape meller will be relegated to lower dual
slot. Niven and Leslie Caron provide fair marquee value.

A revolution in a mythical South American country and the

attempt of an English couple whose marriage is on the rocks

to smuggle the wounded President to safety form the plotline

of this Warner Bros, release. Leslie Caron and David Niven

provide fair marquee strength, but John Mortimer's dramati-

cally weak screenplay bogs down the proceedings and the

result is a mediocre escape yarn with mild action and suspense.

Mark it down as a supporting dualler. A few interesting ideas

are touched on, centering around non-violence and the fact

that peace-loving men must sometimes resort to acts of killing,

but the development lacks plausibility or persuasion. Director

Anthony Asquith gets it off to a good start in the opening

sequence, the revolution taking place in one part of the city

while a stuffy British New Year's Eve party unfolds in another.

and the trio's harrowing escape from their quicksand-embedded

station wagon. The remainder of the journey is a rather

monotonous affair. Niven brings some life to the part of the

not-so-serious non-violent British plantation official who de-

cides to save the President because "it has to be done." Miss

Caron is strictly one-dimentional as his wife, about to leave

him because of Niven's inability to keep a steady job. David

Opatoshu is convincing as the President, character actor James

Robertson Justice is adequately boorish as the plantation direc-

tor and Derek Godfrey is appropriately sinister as the power

behind the revolt. Niven, discovering the wounded Opatoshu

in his car, carries him to temporary safety after running a road

block, rescuing Miss Caron from some of Godfrey's sol-

diers, then starting an 80-mile run to the border. They are

captured at the border, Niven is forced to kill a soldier and

the trio escapes to safety. Opatoshu dies in the hospital and

Niven refuses to sign a confession exonerating Justice and the

company. He and Miss Caron plan a new start together.

Warner Bros. 103 minutes. Leslie Caron, David Niven, David Opatoshu. Produced
by Thomas Clyde. Directed by Anthony Asquith.

"End of Desire"

Supine** 'RatUq O Plus

French import boasts Maria Schell, but tells morose tale

of philandering husband and his unhappy victims.

Despite a good performance by Maria Schell as a wealthy

Norman who falls in love with cad Christian Marquand, and

an abundance of colorful, eye-pleasing scenery, this Conti-

nental French import fails to come off as engrossing enter-

tainment. At fault is director Alexander Astruc, who failed to

instill life into the boudoir antics. Art house patrons will find

this sub-titled soap opera a rather morose and pedestrian

affair, one of the lesser imports of the year. Besides the long-

suffering Miss Schell and the mercenery Marquand, the cast

includes Pascale Petit, the family maid who ends up carrying

Marquand's child; Ivan Desny, an old friend of Marquand's.

and Antonella Lualdi, his wife who eventually falls victim to

Marquand's bedside manners. Roland Laudenbach's screenplay

has the idyllic honeymoon of Miss Schell and Marquand with

the husband moving into his own room. When Miss Schell

discovers Mile Petit in Marquand's room, she orders the maid

out of the house. Still in love with Marquand, and hoping to

save her marriage. Miss Schell continues living with Marquand

and bears him a son. Years later, Marquand takes up with Miss

Lualdi. Desny uncovers the affair and kills Miss Lualdi and

Marquand. Miss Schell is left alone in her loneliness.

Continental. 86 minutes. Maria Schell, Christian Marquand, Pascale Petit. Pro-

duced by Agnes Delahaie and Annie Dorfmann. Directed by Alexandre Astruc
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"Waltz of the Toreadors"

Su4cne44 IRatiHf 0 © ©
famous French farce turned into broader, funny English

comedy. Sellers scores again. Strong attraction for art,

class houses. Can be sold in general market, too.

Playwright Jean Anouilh's biting and funny satire about a

sly, philandering general (here English instead of French)

forced into retirement and a life of boredom wtih his bed-

ridden, shrewish wife has been turned into a deft farcical

vehicle for the versatile Peter Sellers. Graced by excellent

performances by Sellers, Margaret Leighton and Dany Robin,

and fine production values (a handsome English countryside

rurn-of-the-century mounting in color) 'Waltz of the Tor-

eadors" is sure to delight art house patrons and discriminating

viewers in all class situations. The fact that screenplay writer

Wolf Mankowitz has added some broad slapstick to the

original's subtleties gives this Continental release above-

average grossing potential in the general market, if it is backed

by a strong promotion campaign. Sellers pulls off another

tour de force as the unfaithful general, a pompous would-be

lover, disgusted with Miss Leighton and his two ugly daugh-

ters, enjoying ogling young girls and pinching giggling house-

maids in his castle, and gleefully content to recall his younger

days of military glory and romantic conquests. He is always

comical, yet just a bit sad. Miss Leighton is a querulous demon
as his "feigning illness" wife who claims Sellers' infidelities

I
are the cause of her illness. Miss Robin is amusing as the

French woman Sellers has loved, but not touched, for 17

:
years, and who now insists he break his marital chains and

marry her. Superb support is provided by John Fraser, Sellers'

aide, and Cyril Cusak, the family doctor. Director John
Guillermin spins the tale in engrossing mood, hitting comic

highlights during a sword umbrella duel between Sellers and

,
Cusak, and Sellers' unsuccessful attempts to finally seduce

Miss Robin, then landing a dramatic wallop at the end when
:
Miss Leighton refuses to divorce Sellers, tells him he has

failed as a man and a lover, then boasts of a series of infideli-

ties of her own. Mankowitz's script concludes with Fraser and
Miss Robin falling in love, Sellers stopping court martial

charges against Fraser upon learning that the latter is his

natural son, and a deflated Sellers deciding against killing

himself after the appearance of a plump, new housemaid.

Continental. 105 minutes. Peter Sellers, Margaret Leighton, Dany Robin. Produced
I by Peter De Sarigny. Directed by John Guillermin.

The Girl With the Golden Eyes"

Satinet Rate*? O O Plus

Off-beat French import about hedonistic affairs of
strange young people. Good art entry.

A strange and baroque updating of a Balzac short story has

been hauntingly and stylistically accomplished in this first

film of youthful (25) French director Jean-Gabriel Albicocco.

Imaginatively filmed in luxuriant settings and compellingly

performed this import (Kingsley International) figures to stir

up enough controversial word-of-mouth among art house
patrons to make the film a profitable attraction in its intended

market. "Girl" curiously delves into the hedonistic habits of a

group of monied young men (usually, bizarre seductions of

abducted girls, and the weird love affair between one of the

men, a fashion photographer, and a mysterious girl student

(secretly being kept by a woman lover). Albicocco is to be con-

gratulated for keeping audiences in the dark as to the lesbian

angle until almost the end of his film, and for creating an
wnusual mood piece via glossy visual images, unorthodox

lighting and compression-of-time editing. Although "Girl"

tends to be a bit too precious, Albicocco is a filmmaker to keep

an eye on. In keeping with the "unreal" atmosphere, the three

leads deliver intriguing performances. Marie Laforet "Purple

Noon"), the mysterious student, Paul Guers, the fashion

photographer who finds himself attracted to and slightly

frightened Mile Laforet, and Francoise Prevost, a fashion

journalist, Guers' closest friend, and the lesbian lover of Mile

Laforet. The plot finds Mile Laforet avoiding Guers, then

finally taking him to her apartment. A phone call terrifies

Mile Laforet and she requests they escape to Guers' place. She

asks him to marry her and Guers begs for 24 hours to make
up his mind. Now Guers learns the truth about the Laforet-

Prevost relationship, and that Mile Prevost has carried off

Mile Laforet. Guers tracks them down on the outskirts of

Paris and begs Mile Prevost to give the girl up. Mile Prevost

agrees, then stabs Mile Laforet to death.

Kingsley International. 90 minutes. Marie Laforet, Paul Guers, Francoise Prevost.
A Gilbert de Goldschmidt Production. Directed by Jean-Gabriel Albicocco.

"A Matter of Who"

Su4cnedd Rate*? O O Plus

Another Terry-Thomas lark, on a mystery framework,
will delight his fans in art, class houses.

Toothy British comedian Terry-Thomas, complete with

bowler hat and leaded umbrella, slyly and delightfully por-

trays a dedicated World Health Organization (WHO) detec-

tive in this mirthful Herts-Lion International release. Part

comedy, part mystery, "A Matter of Who", cleverly directed

by Don Chaffey, pokes fun at a search for an unknown carrier

of smallpox, plus an international plot to steal a newly dis-

covered Middle Eastern oil field. Light and diverting enter-

tainment, "Who" should fare well in art houses, and prove an

OK dualler for class situations in the general market. Thomas,
not quite the fool he appears on the surface, emerges a

modern-day Sherlock making his way through a maze of

red-herrings stretching from London's airport to a snow-

capped Alpine village. It's definitely his film, but there's good
support from others: sexy Sonja Ziemann, as a woman of dubious

reputation married to American oil expert Cyril Wheeler;

Alex Nicol, Wheeler's cynical partner; corpulent, sinister inter-

national millionaire Guy Deghy; a Chimp infatuated with Eng-

lish dress, plus a handful of mysterious Middle Eastern diplo-

mats. Co-producer Milton Holmes' screenplay has Wheeler
arriving in London with smallpox and quarantined. Thomas
starts a series of mass inoculations, then begins searching for

the carrier. Through Nicol and Miss Ziemann, Thomas meets

Deghy, and eventually learns that Deghy intends stealing the

Wheeler-Nicol oil field. After getting WHO into hot water

as a result of his unorthodox detection methods, Thomas and
Nicol go to an Alpine village where a smallpox epidemic has

broken out. The carrier turns out to be a map of the oil fields,

word arrives that Wheeler has died, and Thomas captures

Deghy and his gang in a cable car. Nicol plans to marn
Miss Ziemann.

Herts-Lion International. 90 minutes. Terry-Thomas, Alex Nicol, Sonia Ziemann.
Produced by Walter Shenson and Milton Holmes. Directed by Don Chaffey.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 8)

Bingaman, Jr., of Hayden, Stone & Co.'s investment research

department.

"In today's market," notes the report, "the common stock

of UNA seems especially attractive. It is interesting to note

that in periods of recession, the company's fortunes are seem-

ingly unaffected . . . The company appears to have a strong

lineup of potential boxoffice successes for 1962 including

'West Side Story,' which did not enter into 1961 results).

For the current year, we believe the company could earn

$2.60 per share, up from 2.34 in 1961, and $2.02 in I960."

What appeals especially to the Hayden, Stone researcher is

UA's keen sense of budgetary requirements, its ability to deal

astutely with dollar-conscious stars—and, most important, come

out with handsome profits. Says Bingaman: "It is important

to note that the company keeps tight control over the budgets

of its films to be distributed. In many cases, United Artists

places in its distribution and financing contracts penalty clauses

for stars who, for one reason or another, may over-extend the

time for shooting a picture. We believe this is especially impor-

tant in today's business of motion picture production, where,

in some cases, the activities of stars have extended a film's

budget . .
."

"The outstanding performance of United Artists over the

past years in so volatile an industry appears to be due to

three principal factors: ( 1 ) the avoidance of much of the

risk generally associated with movie making and the absence of

heavy studio overhead charges; (2) the caliber of talent that

the company has been able to attract by the incentives of an

independent production policy, and (3) management's selec-

tion of high-quality films."

How UA distributes these pictures also comes under close

scrutiny of the investment firm, which is taken by the revolu-

tionary "Premiere Showcase" release plan (opening of new
films in selected neighborhood and suburban theatres of

greater New York simultaneously with the Broadway bow).

"United Artists reasons that many suburbanites do not travel

to Broadway to see a new film because of the parking and

travel problems, not to mention the extra expenses involved

in traveling to the city in order to see a first-run film . . .

This new distribution system could eventually parallel the

success of the similar innovation of some major department

stores."

As for UA's almost uninterrupted climb upward on the

profit ladder, Bingaman points to its "outstanding progress

over the past decade in an industry known for its wide fluc-

tuations. Sales have increased every year since 1951, and net

income has risen each year except one. Although net income

has demonstrated growth over the past decade, earnings per

share have not kept the pace. These earnings difficulties

occurred when the company issued convertible bonds a few

years ago, in order to finance part of its growth. The sub-

sequent conversion of these bonds resulted in an increase in

the number of common shares outstanding, with a result that

per share declined, despite the upturn in net income (except

for the decrease of I960 net income). While the debentures

have now been fully converted, the issuance of 200,000 war-

rants in February, 1961, in connection with a private place-

ment of $10 million 6% notes may eventually cause some
further minor dilution. However, the funds to be received

from the exercise of the warrants can be expected to be put

to good use, and future net income gains should be reflected

in per share earnings."

Another prominent Wall Street firm to laud United Artists

is Newburger & Co., which recently called UA "the only majoi

company in its industry that has shown uninterrupted growth
in revenues since 1951."

The investment house points out that "for the first quartet

of the current year revenues rose to $32.1 millions from $27.C

in the like 1961 quarter and earnings per share were 53<|

vs. 51c. This trend should continue through 1962, and all,

divisions are in the black. Over the next three years earning;

should feel the favorable impact of an impressive product lint

('Irma La Douce,' 'The Best Man,' 'Hawaii,' 'Toys in the Attic

and 'The Greatest Story Ever Told')."

Nat'l General 3rd Q. Up 458%
Continued reductions in administrative expenses and in-

creased vending profits throughout the theatre circuit are'

responsible for National General earnings shooting upward

president Eugene V. Klein announced. Third-quarter nei

showed a spectacular 458 per cent rise, while net income frorr

operations registered an even greater advance from comparabk

1961 figures.

For the 13 weeks ended June 26, 1962, National Genera

earnings were $638,363 (22i/
2c per share) compared to SI 14,-

306 (4c) a year earlier. Excluding a non-recurring gain ol 1

5226,606, as well as net gains from theatre dispositions, opera

tional net totaled $410,140, against $37,753 in the 1961 session

The latest three-months performance helped lift net for the firsi

three-quarters of fiscal '62 to $1,939,710 (68i/
20> compared tt

8736,470 (26c) a year ago. Net income from operations for

the first nine months amounted to $1,284,441, up sharply frorr

the $479,355 recorded in the similar '61 span. Total revenue:

for the 1962 nine months and three months were $31,854,54'

and $10,349,606, respectively. Comparable 1961 total income

S32,634,089 and $10,722,509.

Klein pointed out that 1962 net does not reflect expectec

substantial revenues and profits from a major diversification

program just getting underway, which includes plans fo:|

extensive redevolpment of many of the company's prime loca

tion theatre properties and a joint venture in a residentia

development near San Francisco. Following its policy of con

tinued expansion of its circuit, NG now numbers 220 theatres

and has received federal court approval to build four more,

raising to 16 the number of new indoor houses and drive-in

to be built or acquired by the firm in the past year.

See Loew's 'Attractive for Long Term'

The profit potential of the Loew's theatre chain "has beei

materially improved via liquidation of marginal propertie,

plus the refurbishing of a number of theatres to exhibit Cin

erama films." Add this to the firm's activities in the hotel field

says Josepthal & Co., and you have an "attractive long tern

speculative vehicle."

The investment firm notes that Loew's "earnings for th

fiscal year ending August 31, 1962, will probably be abou

$1.00 per share as compared with $1.02 per share last year

Pre-opening expenses (for new hotels) . . . restricted 196

EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER

WANTED
for first-run operation

Top Salary and Many Benefits

Contact Mr. N. Schermerhorn, Walter Reade, Inc.

Oakhurst, N. J.—or call KEIIogg 1-1600
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profits. In fiscal 1963, cash flow should begin to improve

significantly despite pre-opening expenses to be incurred in

connection with the new Regency Hotel which will open in

early 1963. Earnings per share should improve also. Although

there is no near term prospect of dividends, the stock, around

21, has interesting long term potential."

Cash Dividends Up in July

Cash dividends paid by movie companies in July amounted

to $1,601,000, up from the $1,353,000 paid in July, 61. Divi-

dends for the first seven months of this year were $13,386,000,

compared to $14,554,000 in the similar '61 span. Omission

of dividends by 20th-Fox and a higher rate paid by M-G-M
were contributing factors.

Decca First Half Zooms
Propelled chiefly by the revenue from several successful

Universal pictures, Decca recently revealed a net for the six

nonths ended June 30 that almost equaled its income for all

)f 1961.

Consolidated net earnings totaled S3,313,972 ($2.17 pet-

hare) on 1,527,401 outstanding shares of capital stock, com-

pared to $1,315,063 ($1.02) on 1,285.701 shares for the sim-

ilar 1961 period. Net for all of last year amounted to S3,964,642.

The greater number of shares outstanding this session reflects

he recentlyconcluded stock exchange with MCA.
Decca officials look to returns from "That Touch of Mink''

long with some strong upcoming Universal product to main-

ain the smart profit pace in the second half of the current year.

i/ICA (Including Decca) Up in 1st Half
The merger between MCA and Decca Records may not be

ully completed, pending a government injunction, but the

irmer already is including its interest in the "hot" Universal

'ictures parent firm in its net earnings.

Consolidated unaudited net of MCA, Inc. for the six months

nded June 30, 1962, was $6,631,000 ($1.38 per share),

ccording to chairman Jules C. Stein. In addition, a non-

;curring item of $2,083,000 (46c) helped lift the total to

1.84 per share for the first half. Stein said the figures include,

n a "pooling of interests" basis, MCA's interest in the

;ported consolidated net of Decca for the same six-months

>an (see separate story). Adjusted on the same "pooling of

iterests" basis for the similar period in 1961, the consolidated

;t was $4,800,000 ($1.10).

isney May Equal Record '61 Net
Latest profit figures of Walt Disney point to the possibility

at the firm may equal the record earnings established in 1961.

msolidated net for the nine months to June 30, 1962, was
) sharply, and "along with the fine pictures in release . . .

ill result in earnings for the year comparable with last year,"

wording to president Roy O. Disney.

Net for the first three quarters totaled 3,452,223 ($2.06 per

:are), against $2,373,083 ($1.46) a year earlier. Third-period

it was off, however, to $1,021,630 (6lc) from $1,707,324

T05) for the corresponding span in '61, when two big

fo. hits, "Parent Trap" and "Absent-Minded Professor" were
i release. Total gross income for the nine months was $49,-

"6,429, compared to $43,852,820 a year ago. Film revenue

no was up $3,382,806.

Disney pointed out that continuing revenue from last year's

product contributed heavily to the nine-months net. Among
them, "Babes in Toyland," "Pinocchio," "Moon Pilot," "Big

Red" and "Bon Voyage" were singled out as profitable per-

formers.

Bache Banks on Current Film

Successes, Deletes Long-Term Opinions
More and more students of the cinema scene on Wall Street

are arriving at the inescapable conclusion that the value of

any film company's stock is directly related to its current

theatrical product—and not to such fringe factors as land

holdings and other diversified activities, which for some time

had distracted the analysts.

Bache & Co., in fact, has gone to the extreme of deleting

all long-term opinions of movie stocks from its Selected List

because "we would only be willing to buy shares of those

companies we feel will generate earnings over the intermediate

term from a successful line-up of films (quality and quantity)."

Dismissing the possibility that a company might "guarantee"

itself, through the acquisition of top talent contracts and

promising storylines, and a successful reputation, a degree of

boxoffice success for several years in advance, Bache reacts,

instead, to the more immediate developments. "Several com-

panies were affected in 1962 by a delay in release of product

and lack of strong public acceptance of their major films.

There is considerable concern over the cost and operating un-

certainties of some of the films planned for release later

this year."

According to the investment firm, "Although many of these

companies have large film libraries and land holdings, market

prices are determined by expected near-term earnings."

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 8/2/62 8/16/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3% 3% + %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 8% 9 + %
CINERAMA ...18% 171/4 -1%
COLUMBIA ...163/4 18% -13/4

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 70 70

DECCA - 383^ 383/4

DISNEY ...28% 291/4 + 1

MCA ...33% 38% +4%
M-G-M ...33% 36 + 2%
PARAMOUNT 403/4 39 -l 3

/4

SCREEN GEMS ...15% 18 + 2%
20TH-FOX ...21% 231/4 + 2

UNITED ARTISTS ...27% 283/8 + 1%
WARNER BROS ...12% 13 + %

AB-PT 29 30% -1%
LOEWS ...21% 223/4 + 1%
NATIONAL GENERAL 7 6% %
STANLEY WARNER .

.

...211/4 21% + %
TRANS-LUX 13 13% + %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama , Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock IExchange.)
Theatre Companies

•I
*fe

8/2/62 8/16/62
Over-the-counter Bid Askea Bid Ask < ./

GENERAL DRIVE IN
. m 10% 9 10%

MAGNA PICTURES
. i% 2% 1% 21/4

SEVEN ARTS . 9% 10% 9 10

UA THEATRES 6% 7% 6% 7%
UNIVERSAL 51 571/2 53% 58

WOMETCO .19% 21% 20 22

(Quotations courtesy 'National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

" ALLIED ARTISTS

June

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer Director Albert Zugsmith. Drama of San Fran-
cisco's Chinatown in early 1 900 ' s. 85 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-
cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Director Kaufman. Film biog. of
Resko, once sentenced to die in electric chair and re-
prieved after 19 years in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine, Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann, Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY. THE Herbert Lom, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

September

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

A MERICAN ; I N TERN ATION A

L

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guide. Action spectacle.
80 min

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargo) Cinema-
Scop. Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Mutiny of

prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action
film.

November

REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December

GOLIATH AND THE MONGOLS (Formerly Goliath and
the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl Color, CinemaScope.
Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man of extraordinary strength
who helped fight off the Mongol invaders.

January
YOUNG RACERS. THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March
SEAFIGHTERS Submarine war story.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

GENGHIS KAHN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE
HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision.

MASOUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-

cent Price. Based on Edgar Allan Poe story.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

December
LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES Gerard Philipe, Jeanne
Moreau Jeanne Valerie, Annette Vadim. Direcotr Roger
Vadim. 106 min. 1/8/62.

March
LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD Delphine Seyrig, Giorgic
Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre Courau,
Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais. 98 min.

3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price, An-
thony Nicholis, Peter Copley, Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph Director Basil Deardom. 100 min. 2/5/62.

WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard

Lee, Alan Bates. Producer Richard Attenborough. Di-

rector Bryan Forbes. 98 min. 3/5/62.

May
INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama. 84

min. 6/1 1/62.

PEEPING TOM Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer. 86 min.

July

SHOOT THE PiANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour, Marie
Marie Du Bois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director

Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September
OUTCRY, THE III Grido) Steve Cochran. Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michangelo Antonioni.

October

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

OUAJIE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.

Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan . Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina,
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebresi Brigitt*

Bardot, Simone Signoret.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Borg
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO. PEPPINO and LA DOLCE Vita Toto. Peppino.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Director

Orson Welles.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genest

;

Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor :

man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds

93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jan

Wyman, Deborah Walley. Michael Callan. Produce

Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family'

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min

5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scully

Vincent Winter. Drama. 93 min.

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Mauric

Chevalier, Hayley Mills. George Sanders. Produce

Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on th
|

Jules Vern story, "Captain Grant's Children." 1

0

1

min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olsor

Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Lauql

ton Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tiernc

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama i

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbroo

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy. Produo

Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. Drama of ear

American frontier. 70 min. 7/32/62.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director Wi

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Berqen. Produc

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama

the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Ki

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direct

Richard Ouine. Suspense comedy about a beautif

landlady and her missing husband. 123 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Su

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harare!

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT. THE The Three Stooge

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Za

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September

BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. 0a\

Niven, Sordi Michael Wilding. Producer Dino

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical come

on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.
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DAMN THE DEFIANT Iformerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Color.

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro-

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea
adventure. 101 min.

October

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning

drama. 84 min.

November

PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett. Ker-

win Mathews, Maria Landi Producer Anthony Nelson

Reys. Director John Gilling. 87 min. 8/6/62.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.

December

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado, Dean
Jagger, Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis.

Director Richard Fleischer.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
bidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
George Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro-

ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,
Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
kins. Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
David Lean.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie

Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

July

HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
nin. 4/16/62.

TASTE OF HONEY. A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
ducer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
3roadway stage play. 100 min. 8/6/62.

August

rVALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Director John
Juillerimrn. Based on Jean Anouilh's Broadway and
.ondon stage success. 110 min.

September
IMPERSONATOR. THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Hrector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
4 min.

>PERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black,
irector Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
famous legend. 87 min.

October

ND OF DZSIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
uano, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
ahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

IANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
an twisted by a strange obsession. 94 min.

June
ELL' ANTONIO Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Car-
male. Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolog-
|ni. Drama of a young man stricken by temporary
npotency when confronted with true love. 77 min.
'16/62.

0 LOVE FOR JOHNNIE ClnemaScope. Peter Finch,
ary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Director Ralph
lomas Romantic drama of a Member of Parliament
id his political and personal aspirations. 110 min.
8/62.

WO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-
per Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of
mother and her teenage daughter struggling to exist
war-torn Italy. 99 min.

July
JCCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Lore n, Romy
hneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
ctors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico
•Mini, ihree stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
ve written them in 1970. 165 min. 7/9/62.

DEVIL'S WANTON. THE Doris Svdlund. Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/1 1/62.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW. THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

WHAT A CARVE UP! Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton.
Producers Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director
Pat Jackson. British spoof on the traditional haunted
house strewn with corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

August
CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.
Director Llonello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. I 14 min.

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
! el la Rocca. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director Pietro
Germi. Satirical jabs at the mores of our times. 120
min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama of the tragic influences of the city upon a
young, naive farmer. 103 min.

September

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Fray,
Christhian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wadjda, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

MADAME SANS GENE Technirama. Sophia Loren, Rob-
ert Hossien. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director Christian
Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French Revolution.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Danyl Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor.

GEE

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Frani Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES IJanus Films) Daniele Ajcret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE ILopart) Lan Carmicheal, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLACK TIGHTS (Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
rama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Roland Petit, Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
Simno Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. 116 min.
3/19/62.

BLOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanfey
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED. THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.
80 min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel
Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/61.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Ko[i Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

SEPTEMBER SUMMARYSEP1

The advance September release chart

totals 22, with Embassy at the top of

the list scheduling four releases. United

Artists, following closely, has three.

Four companies—20th-Fox, M-G-M, C

lumbia and Continental—will release

two each. And five firms—Universal,

Warner Bros., Allied Artists, American-

International and Astor—promise one,

while Buena Vista and Paramount have

nothing scheduled.

IMPORTANT MAN. THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.
99 min. 7/23/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton, Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil
Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.
7/24/61.

NIGHT OF EVIL [Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau. Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/61.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS ICosmic). Meg Myles Gray-
son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.
Director Jerald Infrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SLIME PEOPLE. THE (Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER. A ( King si ey- International I

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk, Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY IJanus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN I Showcorporation ) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

I 17 min. 4/16/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.
105 min. 7/23/62.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles VaneT, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS ITimes Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch. Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

March
SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH ClnemaScope, MetroColor.
Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shirley Knight, Rip
Torn. Producer Pandro S. Berman. Director Richard
Brooks. Filmization of Tennessee Williams stage suc-
cess. 120 min. 3/5/62.
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April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint. Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheirrter. Screen version of
best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. Ill min.
4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a
military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/42.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the I870's.
94 min. 5/14/42.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter
Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.
152 min. 7/9/42.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big
scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of
Asia intent on the destruction of Western civilization.
83 min. 7/9/42.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemsScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.
Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 4/11/42.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-
ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 84 min.
7/23/42.

August

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. Producer John
Houseman. Director Vincente Minnellli. Screen version
of Irwin Shaw's best-seller. 107 min.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/4/42..

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAIRO Georae Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paige. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
comedy.

GOLDEN ARROW. THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 141 min. 10/14/41.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrte. Drama centering around small European circus.

F i I nr.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,

Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his

ineffectual lawyer.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

§BS3JSEEIISM
February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-

nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
Historical spectacle based on the life of the ancient
scientist, Archimedes. 97 min.

March

BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon, Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. Adventure drama set in turbulent Southeast
Asia. 80 min. 3/5/42.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl
Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka. Story of Austria's Emperor Franz Joseph
and his beloved wife, "Sissi". 147 min. 4/2/42.

April

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.
4/14/42.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Drama of suspense and intrigue set in

an oil rich nation in the Middle East. 93 min. 7/23/42.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/42.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg.
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/42.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson.^ Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poies
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.

159 min. 4/25/42.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-

rod. Director Richard Quine. Comdy-romanc filmed on
location in Paris.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME. THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville

Shavelson. Comedy-drama.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matron
bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

April

STATE FAIR CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Pat Boon'
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produc<
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers an
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs fc

Rodgers. 118 min. 3/19/42.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glyn
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Ka
Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ra
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson,
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Colo
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliot

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olymp
games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Lui

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hut
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dunn
A concentration camp victim attempts to escape
Israel. I 12 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Ru
sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bosh«
man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson, Men
Anders. Mystery melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, Men
Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLu:
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, Jol
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Directi

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful Ne
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor. Lisa Monte
Producer-Director Maury Defter. Story of the famo
Latin fighter, Joaquin Muriets.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON Fabian, Barbara Ede
Red Buttons. Producer-Director Irwin Allen.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MA
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richa

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Daile

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessii

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark. James Dunn, Juai

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ri-

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 mi

6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Si

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Produc
Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marc
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instru

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 97 mi

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Bar

Coe. David Farrar. When 300 Spartans withheld t

entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermopyla
I 1 3 min.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kat

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken H
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a lit

1

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Tod
Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabia

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demic
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, R

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Rys

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswal
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, K

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William H
den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pi

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based

best-seller.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacqu
Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Product

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assas

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richa

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowe
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wangs
Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stepher

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of t

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



UNITED ARTISTS

June

CLOWN AND THE KID, THE John Lupton, Mike Mc-
Greevey. Don Keefer. Producer Robert E. Kent. Direc-

tor Edward L. Cahn. 65 min.

GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/42.

MAGIC SWORD. THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-

ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special

effects. 80 min 4/16/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn. 107 min. 5/14/62.

.July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.
Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith. Turin Thatcher. Pro-

ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-
effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/62.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery CI if T. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bobe Hope, Joan
Collins. Dorothy Lamour, Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
tcr Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
comedies. 91 min.

August

EIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
Thelma Ritter. Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.
6/2S/62.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
of Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

September
PRESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin.

SWORD OF THE CONQUEROR
ifALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

Coming

CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
iStepnen Hill Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

FIVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
sion! Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
fcland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

SLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Cramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

SREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Mberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
vlario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
ion of James Michener's epic novel.

NVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
tramer. Director Paul Stanley

(ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
!>art. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

AND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
•leville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
director Leslie Stevens.

4ANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
'nce Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
ilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
'irector Frankenheimer.

1ARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
/atl ing. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
uzzell. 79 min. 8/2I/6I.

HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
'irector Jules Dassin.

OMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
red Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
.•arlein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
ity. I 12 min. I/8/62.

rOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
Meal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.
'23/62.

ARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
am Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
roducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

•IP.EE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid -

. fey J. Furie. 83 min. 1 0/2/6 1

.

<NO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
hine. Producer Walter Minsch. Director Robert Wise,
jased on the Broadway hit.

'AR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders,
irector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81
in. 4/I6/62

'AY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
incaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL INT' L

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a
cowboy's struggle against modern times. I07 min.
5/I4/62.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Gushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smih. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/I4/62.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller. Outdoor adventure drama. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/I4/62.

August

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. I40 min. 6/II/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. THE Color. Herbert Lorn.
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. II4 min. 8/6/62.

November

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,
Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan. Producer Sy
Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, lain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee, Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-

rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas. Mitzi

Gaynor. Producer Robert Arlhur. Director Michael
Gordon.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,

Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-

rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

April

ROME ADVENTURE Technicolor. Troy Donahue, Suzanne
Pleshette, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi. Producer-
Director Delmer Daves. Romantic story of young Ameri-
cans in Italy. I 8 min. 3/I9/62.

May
HOUSE OF WOMEN. Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan.
Producer Byran Foy, Director Walter Doniger. Drama
about a woman's prison. 85 min. 4/I6/62.

SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery, Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Adventure drama about mass
flight from a penal colony. 89 min. 5/I4/62.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck,
Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director
Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/I4/62.

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-

ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. I32 min. 6/ I I / 62

.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton

Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of

American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.

5/I4/62.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert

Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-

gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-

dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. I5I min. 4/I6/62.

August

GUNS OF DAT.KNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven. Pro-

ducers Thomas Clyde, Ben Kadish. Director Anthony
Asqui h. Dr^ma of romance and adventure in Latin

America. I03 min.

November
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,

Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.

Shock thriller.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,

Carole C">ok Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur

Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-

tion comedy wilh music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer

Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CHAPMAN REPORT. THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis

Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-

kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,

Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee

Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage

.

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,

Robert Goulet, Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-

stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-

alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn

LeRoy From Broadway musical hit.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert

Preston. Tony Randa'l, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director

Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director

George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor. Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. H?nry Fonda,

Maureen O'Hara. Producer director Delmer Daves.

Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Siqnoret. Pro-

ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-

ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.

Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.

To Better Serve You . . .

Office & Terminal Combined At
1018-26 Wood St. New Phones

labove Vinel Phila.: WAInut 5-3944-45

Philadelphia 7, Pa. N. J.: WOodlawn 4-7380

NEW JERSEY
MESSENGER SERVICE
Member National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. O: DUpont 7-7200
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! JE AH LOU IS BARRAULT

This is the day that changed the world... when
the thousand thousands swept the beach,

when the sea swelled to overflowing with

many armadas. . . when history held
its breath. Here is perhaps the

greatest cast ever assembled
in what is certainly one

of the great films

of all times

DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S

WORLD PREMIERE
OCTOBER 4, 1962

MAILORDERS NOW
BOX OFFICE OPENS WEDNESDAY

THE WARNER THEATRE
BROADWAY ANO 47TH STREET. COIumbus 5-5711

Fc your con venie nee, reserved seat tickets may be ordered at the following theatres-

HEW JERSEY BAYONNE: Dewitt Theatre. BLOOMFIELO Royal Theatre, OOVER Baker Theatre. EAST ORANGE Hollywood Theatre, ELIZABETH

Regenl Theatre. ELIZABETH Ritj Theatre, HACKENSACK Ontani Thealre, HOBOKEN Fabian Theatre, IRVINGTON Sanford Theatre. JERSEY

CITY Stanley Theatre, MlLLBURN Millburn Theatre, MONTCl AIR Wellmont Theatre, NEWARK. Brantord Theatre, ORANGE Embassy Theatre,

PASSAIC Capitol Theatre. PASSAIC Montauh Theatre. PATERSON Fabian Thealre, PAIERSON US Theatre. RI0GEW00D Warner Theatre

CONNECTICUT: ANSONIA Capitol Theatre. BRIDGEPORT Mernlt Theatre. BRIDGEPORT Warner Theatre. BRISTOL Bristol Theatre, DAN8URY

Empress Thealre, 0AN8URY Palace Theatre. HARTFORO Strand Theatre. NEW BRITAIN Embassy Thealre. NEW BRITAIN Slrand Theatre,

NEW LONDON Garden Thealre, NFW HAVEN Roger Sherman Theatre WATER9URY State Theatre

NO OF SEATS

DATE REQUESTED_

E PARTIES OR BENEFIT PER

_ALTERNATE OAT£S_

CES PHONE SALES PROMOTION OEPT JU 6 WOO

m Hiin itR
r j cum jiiHti Nijjpjg | Autumn -.mu^g p[i[» uwfmo j_christl

FROM THE BOOK BY CORNEL IUS RYAN
Released by 20th Century-Fox in CinemaScope

Price Scale EVENINGS (Mon. thru Thurs.) Orch. 4 Loge $3.00 Balcony $2.50 4 $2.00

EVENINGS (Fri., Sat., Sun. & Holiday Eves.) Orch. 4 Loge »3.50 Balcony $3.00 4 $2 50

MATINEES (Wed ) Orch 4 Loge $2.50 Balcony $2.00 4 $1.50

MATINEES (Sat . Sun , 4 Hols.—Christmas Week Mats Daily) Orch 4 Loge $2.75 Balcony $2.00 4 $1.50

NEW YEAR'S EVE Orch. 4 Loge $5.00 Balcony $4.00 4 $3.00

MAIL SELF ADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE WITH YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:
THE WARNER THEATRE, 1585 BROADWAY. N. Y. C. ALL SEATS ARE RESERVED HOLIDAY PRICES
PREVAIL DURING CHRISTMAS AND EASTER WEEKS. ALL PRICES LISTEO ARE TAX INCLUDED.

_MAT. EVE.
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Joe Cxkibitw PreAehtA

The Case for

More Product

BOSLEY CROWTHER:

Classification

The Answer?"

Film Stocks Outstrip Blue Chips

On Recovery Road from Slump
See FINANCIAL REPORT

eview6

BARABBAS

Film of Distinction

0

THE CHAPMAN REPORT

THE LION

IF A MAN ANSWERS

THE PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME

ALMOST ANGELS



Be Boston in Public...

and French in Private!"

D
Ij^sBosfen,

But for Heaven s sake

updont mix them i,r> r

ROSS HUNTER
PRODUCTION

CO-STARRING

EliNE PRESLWoi LUND

CESAR RpMERo » STEFANlE POWEHS
Screenplay by RICHARD MORRIS • Directed by HENRY LEVIN

Produced by ROSS HUNTER • A Universal-International Picture in Eastman COLOR

SEE SANDRA in dazzling Jean Louis fashions!

IFaMAK
answers'

Z7DONTHANG VP!

Hang aroundfor tne f(/Ni

HEAR BOBBY sing the title song!

Announcing! WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO, IN EARLY OCTOBER.

FOLLOWED BY PRE-RELEASE "PROJECT PLAN PROMOTION" AT THE FOX THEATRE, ATLANTA, OCT. 261

AND A TREMENDOUS TERRITORIAL SATURATION IN THAT AREA!... SCHEDULED FOR NOVEMBER RELEAS

BACKED BY AN ALL OUT UNIVERSAL ADVERTISING, PUBLICITYAND PROMOTION CAMPAIGN
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.lot- Exhibitor: 'Hit' 4 tist> for 3iorv Protluvt

The

Mail

Box

To the Editor,

Film BULLETIN

Dear Sir:

Theatremen the length and breadth

of this country are calling for more

product, and, like me, they must have

the feeling of shouting against howl-

ing winds in a wilderness. Tell me,

aren't our voices being heard?

The product situation for the next

few months is depressing. After a rather

good boxoffice performance this sum-

mer, our business again seems to be

turning back its audience to television

without the semblance of a real effort

to keep them coming to the theatres.

You've asked the question before, and

I'm asking it now—"Are we a 3-months

business?"

My theatres, like thousands of others,

operate twelve months each year, but

I'm getting desperate about the pros-

pects of staying open week after week

this fall and winter with so little prod-

uct. In past years, we could sift through

the backlogs for enough old pictures to

fill out the booking gaps, but today lots

of the oldies we would consider playing

have gone over to TV, so exhibition's

problem of survival gets tougher and

tougher.

Surely, there is a case to be made for

the production of more movies. I said

before that our summer business was

pretty good, but the calibre of the prod-

uct was far from first-rate. We made
money with some non-blockbuster stuff.

modest pictures that offered novelty

entertainment, or ones with an ex-

ploitation gimmick. Pictures likes "The

Tartars", "Geronimo", "Jack the Giant

Killer", "The Notorious Landlady",

"Poe's Tales of Terror", "Mr. Hobes

Takes A Vacation", "Merrill's Marau-

ders", "The Interns", and (believe it or

not) the new Tarazan picture from

Metro.

I know that some of these pictures

are aimed at the kid audience, but we

got our fair share of adults on all of

them. None were record-breakers, but

we did well enough, and I'm sure that

the film companies made some money

with every one. But the fundamental

point is that the production of more

pictures like these serves several es-

sential purposes for the welfare of our

entire business. First, it utilizes idle

studio facilities, and provides a flow of

product through the film exchanges that

brings in operating revenue. Second,

it gives theatres a continuity of product

with which to keep public interest stim-

ulated on a week-after-week basis.

Third, a greater number of pictures is

bound to give our potential audience a

variety of choice in deciding if it will

spend its leisure time in a movie theatre.

I know there's nothing new in my case

for more product; I only hope that by

repeating some of the old arguments

BULLETIN
Film BULLETIN: Motion Picture Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax Publi-

cations, Inc. Mo Wax, Editor and Publisher.

PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa., LOcust 8-0950, 0951.
Philip R. Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Berne
Schneyer, Publication Manager; Max Garelick,
Business Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 550 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 34, N. Y., Circle 5-0124;

Ernest Shapiro, N.Y. Editorial Represen-
tative. Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR,
S3. 00 in the U. S.; Canada, $4.00;
Europe, $5.00. TWO YEARS. $5.00 in

the U. S.; Canada, Europe. $9.00.

you and I and others present that we
can convince the men who head the

film companies to change their one-

sided thinking that this business of ours

can subsist with an occasional block-

buster and little in between.

You have said, "there is a big au-

dience out there beyond our theatre

walls". I know there is, and I am con-

vinced that millions of them would be-

come movie-goers if we offered them

a wider variety of pictures throughout

the year. There is a case for more pic-

tures. We just have to get the picture

makers to believe it.

Thanks for your time, and I hope you

have space for these thoughts.

Sincerely yours,

JOE EXHIBITOR

To The Editor:

Paraphrasing an old automobile ad,

"When better editorials are made, Mo
Wax will make them."

All exhibition should be extremely

grateful for your continued effort; in

bringing to light both the short com-

ings and dangers of pay TV.

Without Government restrictions of

any kind whatsoever Telemeters "ex-

periments" in Etobicoke is a complete

flop.

With less than two months of ex-

periment in Hartford, Mr. O'Neil is

veiling for the cops. This is the gentle-

man who disdained making pictures so

that he could peddle the liquidating

value of a production company for a

profit. I wonder whether he realized

that he would be seeking that which

he was so anxious to get rid of.

On behalf of all exhibition and for

myself personally, I thank you for your

wonderful service to our industry.

Sineerel r.

PHILIP F. HARLINCi

Film BULLETIN September 3, 1942 Page 3



AFTER 2
1

/2 THOUSAND YEARS. . THEY

MARCHED ON UTAH, IDAHO

AND MONTANA"
and crocked them!

MIGHTY

EPIC OF THE

HANDFUL OF

MEN...WHO

FORMED THE

INCREDIBLE

"FLYING

WEDGE"

AT THE

BATTLE OF

THERMOPYLAE!

COLOR by DE -U



What They'te 7alkin$ About

In the Movie Business

MCA SUIT SETTLEMENT. There is a growing

opinion in informed circles that the

Government's anti-trust suit against MCA is on

the verge of settlement, allowing the company's,

merger with Decca to proceed without hindrance.

A direct question by Film BULLETIN to

Department of Justice spokesmen handling the

negotiations on the West Coast brought no

,
conclusive response, but it was admitted that

negotiations are "being held continuously, and

|

could, conceivably, lead to a settlement".

The guess here is that the matter will be cleared

up within the next month.

0

TELEMETER CANCELLATIONS. Advance

reports from a research project recently conducted

in Etobicoke reveals a steady decline in the

number of pay-TV subscribers in the Toronto

suburb. The study, from which some initial

findings have been made known exclusively to

Film BULLETIN, indicates widespread

disillusionment among those who have had
Telemeter in their homes for two years or more.

The recent $15 annual service charge levied on

installations is prompting a considerable number
of subscribers to call it quits. Apparently, they

^idn't mind having feevee available as long as

there was no fixed charge, but the new $15 fee

appears to be bringing cancellations galore.

0

5ANUCK & PRODUCTION. The virtual

shuttering of the 20th-Fox studio was bound
;o give rise to wide speculation that Darryl Zanuck
)lans to convert the operation into "another

Jnited Artists". Those who know him best,

lowever, believe Zanuck will return to a
msic policy of studio-sponsored production as

oon as the company's affairs become stabilized.

The start of 20th's deep financial troubles can be
raced to the departure of DFZ from his post as

xecutive head of the studio early in 1956,

| Ind it is recalled that Fox showed a profit of

over $6 million ($2.34 per share) in that year,

largely on the basis of the program of films

produced under the aegis of Zanuck. Basically a

production man, proud of his recognized

know-how, and determined to reclaim 20th's

once-eminent position in the industry, the new
president is expected to devote himself to

reestablishing the Fox studio as a prime source of

a steady supply of top-ranking product.

o

AA BLACK QUARTER. AUied Artists' financial

statement for the fiscal year ended June 30

probably will be made known by the end of this

week. It will show a slight additional loss for

the fourth quarter. The beginning of brighter news

for the company's stockholders will be the

report on the first quarter of the new year,

which will show a substantial profit against a

loss of $775,000 for the first quarter in 1961.

With "El Cid" rolling up huge grosses throughout

the hemisphere, AA's second quarter is likely

to be the biggest period in its history.

o

ACE LOAN TO AA. The $700,000 loan made by
A. C. E. Films, Inc. to assist Allied Artists in

its financing of the Samuel Bronston production,

"55 Days at Peking", has brought sharp

dissent from some ACE members. One theatreman

who made a sizeable contribution to the fund

set up by ACE to undertake exhibitor-sponsored

production termed the loan a "misuse" of the

money. "The purpose was to get us some badly

needed product," he declared, "to initiate the

production of additional pictures. The loan to

Allied Artists doesn't accomplish that.

That money should have been used to start

the production of a picture that would not

be made without our money."

0

WYLER FILM TO FOX? Look for an

announcement that a near-future William Wyler
production will go to 20th-Fox. Now a member
of the company's board, and a great admirer of

Darryl Zanuck, the eminent producer-director is

said to have expressed a desire to do everything

within his power to aid the new Fox president.
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INCREDIBLEV^klSTORY
OF THE LONE U.S. SAILOR

WHO FOUGHT A JAPANESE

TASK FORCE ON GUAM FOR

3 HELL- PACKED YEARS!

Is

.V

SHE

RISKED

HER LIFE

TO GIVE

HIM FOOD,

SHELTER...

AND

LOVE!

STARRING

Eastman

COLOR

JEFFREY HUNTER - MARSHALL THOMPSON
AND INTRODUCING

BARBARA PEREZ
Written, Directed and Produced by

JOHN MONKS, JR. and RICHARD GOLDSTONE

Executive Producer ROBERTA. LEWIS • A Gold Coast Prodi

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

To be launched with an Exciting pre-release engagement Sept. 20th at the Michigan Theatre, Detroit... Followed by saturatioi

booking in the Detroit territory beginning Sept. 21st and pre-release openings in Dallas and Atlanta on Sept. 28th. Availabh

for general release in Oct BACKED BY AN ALL OUT UNIVERSAL ADVERTISING, PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION CAMPAIGN



FINANCIAL REPORT

Paramount Profits Dip Sharply;

Balaban Retirement Possibility

Paramount's poor product performance and the continuing

drain of the Telemeter pay-TV experiment in Etobicoke,

Canada, are reflected in the company's sharp earnings decline

for both the second quarter and the first-half of the current

year. Net for the second quarter this year slumped to approxi-

mately one-fourth of the corresponding period a year ago,

while the first six months is down to about one-third of the

first half of 1961.

Paramount's net for the second quarter slid to $572,000

(34c per share) from $1,970,000 ($1.17) in the same '61

period. The first half earnings were down to $1,701,000 ($1.01)

from 196l's $4,420,000 ($2.62).

There have been rumors recently of disaffection within the

company about certain policies, and some observers are antici-

pating that the declining profit picture may result in the retire-

ment of president Barney Balaban soon.

MCA Leads Strong Movie Surge
MCA continued to make the big news, as movies fared much

better than the general market over the two weeks span to the

Thursday (30th) close. While issues overall began to slide

somewhat before the Labor Day lull, losing some of the ground
gained since the severe, spring slump, 13 cinema stocks forged

ahead, with only six losing and one remaining unchanged. The
gains far outweighed the setbacks.

Apparently still buoyed by expectation of an anti-trust suit

settlement and a governmental OK for the Decca merger.

MCA jumped 4%, by far the largest advance. (On Friday,

Aug. 31, MCA moved forward another 3V2 points.) Other

gainers: Columbia (li/
8 ), Columbia, Preferred (2), Disney

(134) and Loew's (V/2 ). Twentieth-Fox emerged the only sig-

nificant decline, down 1 amid president Zanuck's prediction of

a $25 million loss in '62 and the beginning of a series of execu-

tive and operational changes. Cinerama remained the only

heavily traded issue, 148,200 shares changing hands over the

two-week period. In the over-the-counter quotations, Universal

and Wometco jumped sharply.

Reade-Sterling Merger Effected

Over 94 per cent of the outstanding shares of Sterling

Television (OTC) were exchanged for the stock of newly-

formed Walter Reade-Sterling, Inc., thereby making Walter

Reade, Inc., privately held for over 50 years, a publicly owned

company—and, in the words of chairman Walter Reade, Jr.,

and president Saul
J.

Turell, "one of the few, if not the only

company, which is in a position to completely guide a film

entertainment—from production, distribution, motion picture

exhibition to television."

In making the announcement, Reade and Turell declared:

"Within the next several weeks, a blueprint of our future

plans will be released to the television and motion picture

industries, as well as to the public and our stockholders, which

will confirm the benefits and opportunities of this merger."

Continental Distributing, Inc., an affiliate of Walter Reade,

produces and distributes motion pictures for theatres, while

Sterling is a TV film distributor. Combined thusly with the

conventional and drive-in theatres of Walter Reade circuit,

noted the announcement, the "showmanship potential and

economies of operation are immediately self-evident. Equally

important, we are now able to capitalize on the resources,

man-power and experience of each other."

(Continued on Page 9)

Film Shures Outstrip Rlue Chips on
Recovery Roud front Spring Slump

How much have movie stocks recovered since the

walloping they took along with the general market last

spring? How have film shares fared in the recovery

cycle compared to some of the Big Board's blue chips?

All in all, the recovery of the film companies from
the dark days of investor disfavor earlier in the year has

been a good one. Standouts among the ground-gainers,

dollar-wise, have been MCA, M-G-M and Cinerama. The
major company showing the least ability to rebound is

Paramount, which remains anchored close to its low-water

mark for the year.

From a percentage standpoint, Cinerama, which recov-

ered almost 67 per cent of its decline (1962 high minus

low), and United Artists, which regained 43 per cent

of its lost ground, were the top performers. Among the 1

1

cinema stocks covered, the average percentage of decline

recovered was a substantial 31 per cent. Perhaps even

more impressive, with the exception of Paramount, which

regained less than 10%, no film stock registered less

than a 20% recovery.

It is interesting to compare the filmic recovery figures

with those recorded by some of the largest issues on the

Big Board. Giant U.S. Steel has marched back less than

5% from its '62 low; Anaconda has recovered about 18%

of its decline, and Union Carbide shows approximately

a 16% recovery. American Tel & Tel is back up 36%,
as is RCA, while du Pont has recovered 37% and General

Foods 30%. The average recovery of the seven Big Board

giants mentioned is a shade under 26%, or 5% less than

that of the film stocks.

MCA, currently a hot item thanks to its merger plans

with Decca Records, has picked up some 10 points from

its low for '62, the longest dollar stride in the movie

industry. Of course, as of the close at deadline (Aug. 30),

it had the longest way to go (almost 36 points, or 78%)
on the road back to its peak of 78%. But the point to be

made here is that MCA is one of the most decidedly on

the upswing.

M-G-M displays almost as handsome a pointage re-

covery from its year's low (8l/g) and, at the same time,

has regained an even greater percentage of its decline

—

about 26%. The firm, which also has been the subject of

numerous headlines both within and outside the trade,

thanks to its co-productions with Cinerama and upcoming

big-budget features, now stands less than 23 points away

from its top price of 581/^.

Cinerama emerges smartly from either tabulation. Its

(Continued on Page V )
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It has been this loafer's good fortune

to live long enough to get his social

security before Barry Goldwater has an

opportunity to do away with this bou-

ntiful anachronism. Whether any of

our movie stars will be so lucky re-

mains to be seen.

The strain and worry induced by

being on top in any occupation is not

to be envied. But to be in the cinema's

galaxie is probably tougher than any

job. It's not the work that is so exact-

ing. It's the responsibility of acting off

camera that really throws our boxoffice

magnets.

The late and lamented Marilyn Mon-
roe made an heroic effort to change her

image from calendar girl to actress and,

in her naivete, did not realize that her

millions of fans cared no more about

her acting talent than they do about

Actors' Studio. Like many others be-

fore her she was made a star by inad-

vertence. Her small role in John Hous-

ton's "Asphalt Jungle'' proved that

movie audiences, like all of us, are

visceral and know what's fetching, even

if they see it in only two dimensions.

Of course, it is erroneous to say that

only sex appeal is important because

some knowing kibitzer will pop up
and yell: "What about George Arliss,

Alec Guinness, Helen Hayes (yes, she

was a movie star) Garbo, Wallace

Beery and, currently, Peter Sellers?"

Your correspondent is not sufficiently

ambivalent to account for sex appeal of

male stars, but if an audit were made
among the lady fans, it would be a safe

bet that the majority of them would
rather twist with Elvis than recite with

Guinness.

0

But the question persists: How can

potentials in a player be detected and,

even if they are, what can be done
about it? The day is past when studios

systematically endeavored to develop

personalities as they did in the days of

Louis Mayer. It took eight years for

Rock Hudson to climb up from the

truck to the high-bracket constellation.

Thanks to Universal's beneficience in

spending lots of moola in conducting

an acting school, he finally was spotted

as a boy who had something besides

good architecture and before long,

without too much to say in a scene ex-

cept "good morning" and "no, thank

you", he was getting oodles of fan

mail. But what happened to Rock Hud-
son also happened to Tony Curtis, who
attended LJniversal's school so long

that he could finally sound like Tony
Curtis instead of Bernie Schwartz.

My experience in a certain talent de-

partment in New York was oriented

to the talent school that turned out

these boys. I was always amused when

producers, directors and talent execu-

tives came to the big town to look over

the talent. And I was always shocked

when the young folks generally got no

more than a yawn from most of them.

I don't say this critically. The trouble

was that they were looking for the

same kinds of faces in New York that

they saw every day in Hollywood.

Is the stereotype controlling judg-

ment on talent like it is in about every-

thing else in the business? Must a star

be born in the womb of worn-out

images and must he die-out the same

way? If I knew the answer to all of

this I would not be so amazed when
I hear all this talk about the importance

of developing stars.

Exhibitors, more than others, keep

talking about the need for new faces.

There are, as a matter of fact, hundreds

of new faces around Hollywood. But,

generally speaking, this is a business of

selling the familiar, and frankly if I

were producing a picture I would
rather settle for that old face of Cary

Grant than one previously unexposed.

If the matter were not serious it

would be most amusing to collect all

those sayings of prescient folks who are

under the delusion that stars are made
like a Price Waterhouse report. With
due respect to all these well-meaning

gents, I don't think any one of them

would have any idea about, not only

discovering a star, but keeping one

alive.

Let's face it. Maybe this whole busi-

ness of stars is so difficult that we'd

better settle for what we got and hope

that every once in a while a blessed

inadvertence occurs, and then we have

another star. Remember when nobody
wanted Clark Gable and then Harry

Cohn had the good sense to put him
in "It Happened One Night." And
for that matter it was Harry Cohn who
took Cary Grant and rehabilitated him
with "The Awful Truth". This hap-

pened during the depression when
everyone was saying movie business

was done for.

Could it then be said that it's only

the picture that matters . . . that a star

is no better than his picture? If this

were so, then why don't we sell the

picture rather than the stars? In my
opinion, which never enjoyed much

currency, this can only be done if we
convince the stars that this is good for

them. My guess is that stars and espe-

cially their representatives would veto

this so quickly that no pictures ever

would get made and instead of worry-

ing about what is going to happen in

November we would be worried about

what is going to happen, period.

I'm sure there's so much to sell in

"Cleopatra" that it's a question where

to begin. But no matter what, isn't

it good to have it all backed up with

Liz and Dick.

Somebody once said that if he had

ten million dollars he could elect a

nonentity to be President of the Union.

That's about what is needed to develop

a star, if you assume that it takes pic-

tures to do it.

0 0
I was most impressed with Mr.

Zanuck's sangfroid in announcing that

a loss of $25,000,000 was projected for

20th-Fox this year, but that things

would be better in 1963. In all serious-

ness, this is the epitome of the spirit

that once dominated the industry. And
it will take more and more Zanucks to

galvanize action on developing stars as

well as rejuvenate other phases of the

business.

One more point. Now that stars

have also become entrepeneurs,

wouldn't it be a nice thing if they

took some interest in young players

and put their minds and pocketbooks to

helping them get a decent start. After

all, it is tax deductible.

Probably the only answer to this and

other problems is, as Professor White-

head said, to realize that it is quite

difficult to undertake an analysis of the

obvious. And the obvious is money.

So maybe what is needed is an educa-

tional course for stock-holders, or bet-

ter yet, figure out a way to make pic-

tures without stockholders.

Isn't this the way United Artists

started years ago? Perhaps it would

be well for the biggies to re-examine

this structure. As I recall, the only

stockholders were the boys and girls

who made the pictures. This was a

gambling proposition if there ever was

one, and for a number of years the

gamble paid off very well.

Or better yet, why doesn't Uncle

Sam step into the situation and give

some tax relief to producers, directors

and stars who can prove that they not

only want to be constructive but also

entertaining? If Uncle Sam gives tax

relief to a shoe factory that puts in new

equipment, why not give some to a

movie producer if he wants to put his

dough into new faces.

Next time around: Is There a New
Showmanship?
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 7)

'Banner Year' for Medallion-Hancock

Investor interest in independent film distribution companies

is increasing, apace with the growing realization that instead

of having to worry about overhead and production costs, these

firms can concentrate on doing a selling job to theatres. Latest

to get the glad hand is Medallion Pictures Corp. (OTC), im-

porter of action and spectacle films and distributor of older

theatrical entries to television. In fact, in a recent analysis,

Hancock Securities Corp. predicts that "based on the com-

pany's earning power, and the accelerating long-life and

depression-proof characteristic of these earnings, market valua-

tion of Medallion's shares should come into line with those

of United Artists, and other similarly well-known companies

in this field.''

Medallion's latest money-maker is "Last of the Vikings"

and "Son of Samson," a modestly-budgeted combination that,

according to company estimates, should gross $500,000 do-

mestically, for a tidy profit of $200,000. Ready for release in

the near future is "Cleopatra's Daughter," an Italian import.

William Grossman, of Hancock, calls Medallion, headed by

Benjamin Schrift, "one of the chief importers of Italian action

shows in the U.S."

The report likes Medallion's movie activity for two reasons:

its present grossing potential from theatrical distribution and

the future potential from release to television. Notes Hancock:

"Medallion, continually expanding, assumes none of the risks

of production, such as has plagued the rest of the industry. It

derives its profit from the gross receipts of the theatres, and

with a newly revitalized theatrical industry, a banner year is

in prospect." Then, after the movie houses, "Each one of nine

films, now being shown theatrically, will within the next two

years be major money earners on television. These nine pictures,

by very conservative standards, should net Medallion for tele-

vision at least $50,000 per picture, $450,000 for the package, or

a built-in profit of over $1.30 per share two years ahead of

the fact. As more new product is acquired, this $450,000 figure

will increase and compound."

Medallion's initial entry into the TV field was its purchase

of the video rights to a package of 35 action films from Para-

mount for about $800,000 in 1957. It followed by acquiring

seven similar attractions from Allied Artists. The rest of the

firm's films for sale to TV were purchased from independent

producers.

Getting down to figures fiscal, Hancock states: "The com-

pany is entering a period where cash flow will continue to in-

crease, and with little depreciation, net earnings can sky-

rocket. The earnings breakthrough of fiscal 1962 (ended April

30) has been the first indication. Medallion earned 470 per

share after full conversion of $214,000 of funded debt into

common stock based on shares outstanding at the beginning of

the fiscal year . . . Management's policy is to pay stock divi-

dends. 5% was paid to holders of record May 25th. 2% in stock

is payable August 10th as a first quarterly stock dividend. Man-
agement has indicated an additional 6% will be paid through

the next three quarters, giving investors an 8% yield."

Filmgroup Revenue Up 27%
Operating on a policy of "playable product at practical

prices," the Filmgroup recently announced completion of its

third year with a 27 per cent increase in revenue over its second

and a 19 per cent hike in total bookings. And, said president

Roger Corman, signs point to a continuation of the upward

trend in the firm's fourth year.

The increase in revenue in the past three months was attrib-

uted to returns from "Mermaids of Tiburon" and "Magic

(Continued on Page 19)

Film Shares Outstrip Blue Chips

(Continued from Page 7)

67% advance since it fell from its early high of 20y8 has

covered 7l/
2 points of lost ground. Having been bally-

hooed loudly because of its recent distribution deal with

United Artists—not to mention its two co-productions

with Metro—Cinerama currently resides less than 4 points

from its best '62 quotation.

United Artists, now resting almost at the midway
point between its yearly low and high, boasts a smart

43% recovery. Having moved up 4%, UA now is some 6

points off its '62 zenith of 35y8 . Of late, its deal to release

two big productions in the Cinerama process has stirred

a great deal of interest, and researchers have been touting

the company as one that has captured the formula for

boxoffice success.

At the opposite end of the cinema spectrum, faced

chiefly with depressing news from its Telemeter pay-TV
experiment in Etobicoke, into which the firm has sunk
so much cash, and with little in the way of theatrical

boxoffice product to take up the slack, Paramount has

been unable to recover to any appreciable degree from
its nadir of 36i/

2 . The stock has moved ahead only 9%
to 38l/

2 , a far cry from its top selling price of 581/7.

Both Columbia and Disney have made considerable

progress. The former has advanced almost 6 from its low

of 14 (a 33% recovery) and now stands a little more than

11 points below its high of 31. Disney has regained 5

(34%), which leaves the issue about 10 points away from

its '62 top of 40y8 .

Beleaguered by a host of corporate and production

problems well chronicled in both the trade and lay press,

20th-Fox has evinced an attractive pluckiness, probably

attributable to the victory of movie-minded management

over the monied interests, and the revenue potential in-

herent in "Cleopatra" and "The Longest Day." It has

moved back up 4^ from its low of 18 (a 20% rise),

but the high-water mark of 39-plus seems destined to

stand at least until next year, when the big ones start

raking in the cash.

Bouncing up and down amid rumor-filled negotiations

with MCA prior to their merger—and lifted by some
strong product from its Universal Pictures arm—Decca

Records shows a 4% gain over its low of 34i/>, or a

climb upward of 26% toward its '62 high of 51 -plus.

Warner Bros, is not far from its year's low of I 1
1

j

.

but it has picked up a little over 2 points (23%). and

since the 4-for-l split, the high has not been too far .iw.n.

at a shade under 21. Allied Artists is almost li/> points

over its bottom price, and less than 3 behind its high of

6y8 . It has recovered about 33% of its decline.
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Mustache bristling amid a haze of

cigar smoke, Darryl F. (for Francis)

Zanuck proved to the industry over

the past fortnight that he is a man who
has his own ideas on how to run a film

company, and is ready to back them up
with swift, calculated action. Moving
determinedly, somewhat like a human
bulldozer, the new president of 20th

Century-Fox was hacking away the or-

ganizational underbrush that slowed
his march into a clearing where he

might set down the Fox banner and
start building anew. This week he is

due to return from Paris, where he fin-

ished up the last production odds and
ends on his war epic, "The Longest
Day," and the air at 20th is electric

with anticipation of more action.

The sweeping changes he set in mo-
tion were unpleasant as only pink slips

can be, but the financial figures Zanuck
himself was forced to report for the

first half of fiscal 1962 were even red-

der and just as depressing, and, as he

put it: "The corporation is not in a

healthy condition. The decline from
prosperity and leadership has been five

years in the making. Prompt action to

reverse this trend is a necessity."

In their order of importance, these

are the moves made by the dynamic
chief executive to right the 20th ship:

(1) Closed the studio in Hollywood
for an indefinite period. All studio

personnel not currently engaged in edit-

ing and finishing "Cleopatra," or as-

Newsmakers

Zanuck on

signed to future television projects, or

preparing screenplays slated for future

production after the first of the year

were affected by the decision.

Said Zanuck of the shut-down: "My
goal is to develop as speedily as pos-

sible a production program designed to

re-establish Twentieth Century-Fox sec-

ond to none ... I am thinking in terms

of a solid long term program which will

provide our employees in all branches

of the industry with a realistic sense

of permanency in their jobs."

(2) Removed four key executives

from their posts, and made one immedi-
ate replacement. Merging domestic and
foreign sales into one organization on
a global basis, Zanuck appointed Sey-

mour Poe as vice president in charge of

world distribution. A 28-year veteran of

all phases of the business, Poe, as head
of Producers Representatives, Inc., has

earned the reputation of a tough, two-

fisted businessman, the kind Zanuck
likes. Out as general sales manager was
C. Glenn Norris, who will be trans-

ferred to another capacity in the com-
pany. Exiting, too, were Murray Sil-

verstone, who previously was scheduled

to retire in December as head of Fox
International; Joseph H. Moskowitz, a

vice president and eastern studio rep-

resentative, and Peter G. Levathes, exec-

utive vice president in charge of pro-

duction in Hollywood. Moskowitz
remains in an advisory capacity, while

Levathes returns to his former post at

the helm of Fox TV operations, which
are slated for wide expansion under

Zanuck's new program. For the time

being, Stan Hough will be the presi-

dent's personal studio representative.

(3) Postponed three productions

scheduled for filming within the next

few months—"Promise at Dawn" (In-

grid Bergman and Richard Beymer),
"Take Her, She's Mine" (James Ste-

wart) and "Ulysses" (Peter Sellers).

Zanuck stressed that the pictures were

being postponed, not cancelled, because

the scripts were not ready for shooting.

(4) Named Donald A. Henderson
financial vice president of the firm.

Francis T. Kelly was named to succeed

Henderson as treasurer.

(5) Appointed Arnold Grant, who
was named a director last month, to the

chairmanship of the executive commit-

tee of the board of directors. The prom-
inent New York lawyer was a prime
moving force behind Zanuck's election

to the presidency. (Adam Gimbel, head

of Saks Fifth Ave., also was named to

the Move

the Fox board, filling one of the vacan-

cies created by the resignations of John
Loeb and Milton Gould, and raising the

total membership to 15.)

(6) Appointed the international ac-

counting firm of Peat, Warwick, Mit-

chell and Co. as 20th's independent

auditors.

The motivating factor behind Zan-

uck's swiftly-executed series of changes

was the Fox financial situation. Latest

figures, revealed by the president in his

first report to the firm's board since he

took over, show a loss from operations

of $12,456,457 for the 26 weeks ended

June 30, 1962, compared to a profit

from operations of $12,326 for the cor-

responding 1961 span. And, he was
quick to add, the remainder of the

year "will bring no relief." A net loss

of some $25 million was forecast for

'62.

Zanuck did offer stockholders these

words of consolation: "This is still a

very wealthy company. Its many sub-

sidiary and special assets have values

far in excess of book cost and produce

solid earnings. Its current tight cash

position will be relieved greatly in the

year and a half ahead as 'The Longest

Day' and 'Cleopatra' translate from

inventory into cash."

Typical of the determination and

purpose with which Zanuck has gone

about his task is this comment he made
in his report to the board: "We are

masters of our own business fate and

improvement will be in direct propor-

tion to our resourcefulness, knowledge,

daring and persistence." All of which

Darryl Zanuck boasts in large supply.

SEYMOUR POE
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The Eminent Film Critic of

The New York Times Ponders—

Is Classification the Answer?

Bosley Crowther, motion picture critic of the New

York Times, discusses "Movies and Censorship" in

a pamphlet published this week by the Public

Affairs Committee. The following portion of Mr.

Crowther's article deals with the burning question

of classication in its various suggested forms.

By BOSLEY CROWTHER

While the informed

and comprehending
public has generally

accepted as the right

and democratic thing

the steady elimination

of pre-release film cen-

sorship and has con-

reded the cultural
desirability of liberal-

izing the code, there

rontinues an intelligent

ind responsible seg-

ment which feel that some method should

be found to differentiate between films

that are suitable for everybody and those

which only adults should see.

In recent years there has been a growing
lentiment on the part of parent organiza-

:ions and church groups that "classifica-

tion" is the answer—that in this procedure
ies the best way of keeping children from
seeing pictures the adults think they

.houldn't see.

Classification may be of two sorts—and
n the difference between them lies a wide
ange of philosophical disagreement and
ikely impracticality. The first is compul-
sory classification. This would be a func-

ion of a state (or municipal) authority

vhich would classify all films according
o their suitability. Then its classifications

vould be enforced by law. A theatre man-
iger who permitted a person under the

egally established age to see a film classed

is not fit for such a person would be sub-

ect to prosecution and penalty. This sort

»f classification would be perilously close

o censorship.

The other sort of classification—the sort

hat is most widely advocated by the var-

ous organizations now leaning heavily

owards this new protective means—is

ermed advisory classification. Under it,

he classifying would be done by either a

tatutory agency or one acceptable to the
•opulace, such as the Code administrators
f the motion picture industry, and its

dvices on the suitability of individual pic-

sprinted by permission of the Public Affairs Com-
littee, Inc., 22 E. 38th Street, New York 16, N. Y. The
smplete pamphlet (No. 332) containing Mr. Crowther's
rticle can be obtained for 250 per copy.

tures would be publicized with each one

as it was released.

The arguments pro and con classifica-

tion are many and variable, and the indi-

vidual's readiness to accept them seems to

depend largely upon the slant of his sen-

timents. Here again the extent of compre-

hension is generally limited. Much more
thought should be given to the matter be-

fore any big decisions are made.

For instance, a basic assumption by the

advocates of classification, both compul-

sory and advisory, is that it is reasonable

and practicable to pass a judgment as to

the suitability (or unsuitability) of a pic-

ture for all persons under a certain age.

Corollary to it is their assumption that it

would be reasonable and practicable for

all parents to accept this more or less

official judgment as fitting for their chil-

dren. The flaws in these assumptions are

vigorously cited by those who oppose
classification.

In the first place, they note that the

establishment of a cut-off age would be

completely arbitrary and unrealistic be-

cause chronological age is a hopeless un-

reliable index to the intellectual, emo-
tional, and social maturity of a person.

There are as many youngsters at 16 who
have the sophistication and stability of

the average person at 21 as there are

youngsters at 16 who have the emotional

stability of the average person at 10. There
is no scientific way of measuring the im-

pact of dramatic and entertainment mater-

ial upon the mind of a child.

Whose Standards?

Then there is the question of the stand-

ards of suitability that would prevail.

Whose experience—or taste—would de-

termine the official judgment of a film?

At present, the greatest anxiety of the

advocates of classification is the moral
content of pictures, the prevalence of "sen-

sationalism" and "sex." These are the

elements that are supposedly most insid-

ious and harmful to young people.

But a frequent concern of parents and
child psychologists is the occurrence of

horror, violence, and other emotionally

disturbing elements in films. These, say the

child psychologists, are invariably more
upsetting to a tot who is emotionally dis-

turbed or highly sensitive than are adult

presentments of sex. The latter are usually

either meaningless or annoying to the

younger child, they say.

It is strongly questioned by its oppon-
ents whether classification would be of

much use on the advisory basis and as a

purely voluntary thing. The point is made
that most of the conscientious parents who

might avail themselves of it are already

sufficiently sophisticated and generally

well-informed by critics and existing film-

rating services to know something about
the current pictures and which ones are

generally suitable for their children. Such
parents usually prefer to make up their

own minds and not have someone else

make up their minds for them.

On the other hand, it is reasoned that

labeling and finger-pointing to films that

are suitable "for adults only," without any
restriction on who can attend, only arouses

the curiosity and attracts the attendance of

those teen-agers who are looking for sen-

sations and are not under parental control.

Thus advisory classification might serve

as much to guide the undisciplined to the

"unsuitable" pictures as to keep the dis-

ciplined away.

Instead of some official form of classi-

fication, administered either by the state

or by the motion picture industry, op-

ponents feel that the public is already pro-

vided with adequate guides to movie con-

tent in the existing independent rating

services.

Indeed, the amount of information

about movies that is available—the news
stories, critical appraisals, and rating serv-

ices—should be enough to provide any-

body who is genuinely interested in de-

termining what films are suitable for chil-

dren with all the information they need.

In the new-blown sentiment of classifi-

cation appears a curious carryover, indeed,

of the old custom of putting the respon-

sibility for "protecting" the public against

"harmful" movies upon some remote

higher authority such as the state. Just as

it used to be argued that censorship was as

much justified as a protective device against

"poison" as the pure food and drug laws

(an argument, incidentally, which is easily

demolished by the point that it is impos-

sible to make a chemical analysis of the

dramatic contents of a film), so people are

now devoutly arguing that classification is

required to save youth from corruption.

What will best guard the youth of this

country from those occasional preverse

and seamy films that present a distorted,

inartistic, and often unture picture of life

is intelligent guidance by parents and
teachers who draw upon a wide range of

information for their own guidance and

not on some agency's arbitrary tag.

Now, with the motion picture medium
advancing into broader and deeper ex-

plorations of the complexities and mean-

ings of life, it should behoove the public

to greet its advancement gratefully, to

encourage its explorations with excitement

and eagerness, to be well informed about

it, and to give it its full cultural due—not

to be squeamish and suspicious about what
it may do to youth.

The significance of this potent medium
is that it is available to and embraces

everyone. Onlv bv personal investigation

and discmerv will the individual learn to

appreciate and appraise it, to sense wh.it

he and his children should take and what
he and they should leave alone.
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"The Chapman Report"

Provocative, dramatic revelations about sex prob-

lems of four women. Expert adaptation of best-seller

will stir strong word-ot-mouth. Big met grosser.

This Darryl F. Zanuck Production for Warner Bros, may

well become one of the surprise grossers of the season. It will

certainly become a most talked-about film. Based on Irving

Wallace's provocative best-seller, "The Chapman Report"

candidly, bluntly and, most important, without blatancy, ex-

plores the explosive consequences of a Kinsey-like survey

probing the sex attitudes of women in a well-to-do Los Angeles

suburb. Word-of-mouth reaction will spark interest among

adults of all classes, especially among the feminine segment,

and this can only mean BIG boxoffice business in metropolitan

markets. Exhibitors can be sure that almost every type of

woman will want to see "The Chapman Report," if only to

compare what the film has to say about the vital subject of

sex with their own experience or thoughts. Not since "Peyton

Place" has there been such curiosity over the filming of a

controversial novel. Credit producer Richard N. Zanuck with

putting together a handsome Technicolor production, scripters

Wyatt Cooper and Don M. Mankiewicz with imaginatively

combining four separate "cases" into a tight and free-flowing

whole, and director George Cukor with peppering the indi-

vidual stories and total expose with rich dashes of romance,

drama, humor and tragedy. Nothing here has been treated

in a smutty, sensation-for-sensation's-sake manner, and the

approach is along popular storytelling lines. Neverthless, it is

immediately apparent that the film poses a problem for ex-

hibitors in the hinterlands, where while there are no top star

names for the marquee, the cast is an interesting one with good
popular diversification. Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. is generally sym-

pathetic as Dr. Chapman's (Andrew Duggan) chief assistant

who falls in love with volunteer Jane Fonda. The four ladies

of "The Chapman Report" are Shelley Winters, Miss Fonda,

Claire Bloom and Glynis Johns. Miss Winters brings "a strong

need for love" to her role of a mother of two who, because

her husband, Harold
J.

Stone, now takes her for granted,

starts an affair with a little theatre director Ray Danton. Miss

Fonda gives her best performance to date as the widow of a

famous test pilot who is convinced she's frigid. Compounding
her problem is a strong affection for her possessive father,

Roy Roberts. Miss Bloom is moodily effective as an attractive,

sensuous divorcee who has become an alcoholic in an effort

Glynis Johns and Ty Hardin in "Chapman Report"
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to rid herself of chronic promiscuity with men. Miss Johns
is outstanding as the wife of smug art dealer John DehmefJ
a woman convinced that she and her husband are marveloush
compatible, especially on Thursday night, their "special night"

for love making. Learning that Danton is leaving for

Mexico, Miss Winters writes Stone a note telling him she's

leaving. Through Danton's estranged wife, Miss Winters
learns that she is only another incident in Danton's clandestine

love life, and she returns home to find that Stone has already

read the note. He forgives her, but both know the scars of

this incident will take a long time to heal. Miss Johns, con-

vinced via the interview that her love life is extremely dull,

meets a loutish, handsome football player (amusingly portrayed

by Ty Hardin). At a rendezvous in his beach house, Miss

Johns prepares to give herself gently and sweetly to her lover.

But the beer-guzzling Hardin makes a mockery of her hopes

with his bull-like behavior and Miss Johns flees in horror,

only too happy to return to Dehner and their Thursday nights.

Miss Bloom becomes involved with a sadistic jazz musician

(overplayed by Corey Allen), and in a drunken stupor goes

to his apartment. Allen abuses her, then passes her on to his

fellow musicians. She goes on a final drunk and commits

suicide with sleeping pills. Zimbalist interviews Miss Fonda,

they start dating, soon are in love. When Zimbalist asks her to

marry him, she says she cannot accept. Zimbalist tells her she

must throw off the role of the mourning widow and "daddv>
little girl." He convinces her to marry him.

Warner Bros. 125 minutes. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr., Shelley Winters, Jane Fonda
Claire Bloom, Glynis Johns. Produced by Richard D. Zanuck. Directed by Georgt
Cukor.

"The Pigeon that Took Rome"

gu4utau Rate*? O O Plus

Amusing light war comedy with Heston in change-of-

pace role. Poor title will retard grossing potential.

If this Paramount release can overcome the season's worsl

title, it should get fair-plus grosses. Charlton Heston sets aside

his historical robes and dons the cloak and dagger of a U.S

army spy in a World War II comedy produced, directed anc

scripted by Melville Shavelson. "The Pigeon that Took Rome'

takes a breezy, light-hearted look at Nazi-occupied Rome jus!

before the Allied take-over, and on the popularity of Heston

a fair quota of laughs and some convenient dashes of sex, ii

figures to prove diverting entertainment for general markei

consumption. But it will take some heavy selling effort to dis-

sipate the effects of that awful title. The gist of the plot is this:

Heston and assistant Harry Guardino are smuggled into Rome

with orders to uncover information on road mines the Nazi?

intend leaving behind. Since the men are not qualified intelli

gence agents, confusion piles upon confusion as they fine

themselves befriended by a hot-blooded family of Italiar

partisans, and start sending important messages to headquarter;

in Naples via carrier pigeons. Before the liberation is pullec

off, Heston becomes romantically involved with lovely Elss

Martinelli, and ladies man Guardino becomes engaged tc

pregnant Gabriella Pallotta. The girls' father, a not-too-brigh

partisan leader, is jovially portrayed by Italian comic Baccaloni

and the youngest member of the family is played by Marietto

that engaging youngster from "It Started in Naples." Th'

black-and-white location lensing adds a good sense of mood

Catastrophe occurs when the pigeons are cooked for an Easte

dinner, Marietto steals additional pigeons from the Germans

and Heston's messages end up back at German headquarters

A faked message from Heston accidentally arrives at Alliec

headquarters, the Allies move in and capture Rome.

Paramount. 100 minutes. Charlton Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Pr(

duced and Directed by Melville Shavelson.



9/ttn erf btitiHctbH

"Barabbas" Imposing, Powerful Spectacle

Scuutete Rating O O O Plus

Handsomely produced, eye-filling spectacle has

scenes of strong violence, intimate characterization.

Central figure well played by Quinn. Should be out-

standing grosser in all markets.

Producer Dino De Laurentiis, director Richard Fleischer,

and an international cast headed by Anthony Quinn have

combined talents to bring to the screen this massive religious

spectacle. Based on the novel by Swedish Nobel Prize winner

Par Lagerkvist, it purports to tell the story of Barabbas, the

thief whose place Christ took on the cross. Tracing his eventful

life after the unexpected release, this Columbia release emerges

an imaginative, powerful and quality-stamped drama. Filled

with sequences overwhelming and breathtaking on the Tech-

nicolor-Technirama 70 screen, yet basically the intimate story

of one man's tormented struggle to reconcile his violent life

with the irresistible force of Christianity, "Barabbas" is fas-

cinating and stimulating motion picture entertainment.

How will "Barabbas" fare at the boxoffice? Columbia plans

some initial hard-ticket engagements—a policy of questionable

merit—but impressive grosses are in store once the film goes

into general release. Action filled spectacles, of blockbuster

proportions, already have proved enormously profitable ("Ben-

Hur," "Spartacus," "El Cid"), and "Barabbas," backed by an

extensive promotion campaign, coupled with word-of-mouth,

should certainly enjoy some of the same generous reception.

,
There will be controversy. Some viewers will probably con-

fer many of the sequences too brutal and violent. But these

vere barbarous, turbulent times. They have been presented

»raphically, yet within context of the period. Some will find

f
he protagonist, Barabbas, crude, animal-like and unsympa-

hetic. Yet this is precisely the way Barabbas, about whom little

s known, has been denned by the few who have ever written

bout him. Still others may consider Christopher Fry's screen-

play lacking in poetic depth. But placing flowery phrases into

he mouth of a boorish man haunted by the crucifixion on
jolgotha would seem incongruous. There will be much pro

nd con written and said about "Barabbas," but controversy

ias always proven a ticket-buying inducement.

On the other hand, there are many outstanding aspects, and
lion's share of the credit belongs to director Fleischer. In

tilizing every inch of the giant screen with an eye towards

isual splendor, he has created some truly memorable sequences,

here's the breathtaking eclipse of the sun during Christ's

rucifixion; robbers engaging in drunken revelry in a tavern;

he stoning of a Christian girl; Barabbas, a prisoner for 20

ears in the gigantic sulphur mines in Sicily; Barabbas forced

nto servitude in the Roman gladiator school; gladiatorial com-
at in the Roman Circus, including man-on-foot-versus-man-

l-chariot battles; the burning of Rome; and Barabbas' final

eace-filled moments on the cross. Fleischer gives most of

lese sequences imagination and freshness.

Quinn does a fine job in the difficult central role. A man

Anthony Quinn as Barabbas

of unusual strength and courage, turned on by most, cursed

with the feeling that he is indestructible because his life was
spared at the expense of Christs, Quinn brings to life a

curious, fascinating character. Outstanding support is provided

by Vittorio Gassman, a slave-gladiator who embraces the new

Christianity, and Jack Palance, as the sadistic captain of the

gladiators. Adding to the roster of portrayals: Silvana Mangano,
a prostitute-turned-Christian who is stoned to death by the

mob; Arthur Kennedy, Pontius Pilate; Katy Jurado, Quinn's

voluptuous mistress; Harry Andrews, St. Peter, and Ernest

Borgnine, another Christian gladiator.

Add technical praise for the magnificent sets and costumes,

the rich photography of Aldo Tonti, and the impressive score

of Mario Nascimbene. The story finds Quinn being released

from the dungeons, and scoffing at the rumors that Christ will

arise from the dead on the third day. When Christ's sepulchre

is found emtpy, Quinn still refuses to believe. He rejoins his

old gang of robbers. Eventually captured by a Roman patrol,

he's sentenced to life in the sulphur mines. Quinn spends the

next 20 years living underground, chained to Gassman. When
the mine collapses, Quinn and Gassman are the only survivors.

Now the two of them are sent to the gladiator school in

Rome where Quinn and Palance become bitter enemies.

Gassman is put to death for preaching Christianity. Quinn on
foot is pitted against Palance in a chariot, and after a titantic

battle Quinn emerges victorious. Quinn is given his freedom

and he participates in the burning of Rome. He is captured

and sentenced to death by crucifixion with hundreds of other

Christians. Dying on the cross, he finally gives himself willingh

to Christianity.

Columbia. 134 minutes. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano. Arthur Kennedy, Katy
Jurado, Harry Andrews, Vittorio Gassman, Jack Palance, Ernest Borqnine. Pro-
duced by Dino De Laurentiis. Directed by Richard Fleischer.
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"The Lion"

Satinet IZctiiK? GOO
Engrossing, often exciting story of young girl in the

jungle and her parents' problems. Handsome color pro~

duction. Holden heads good cast. Should score in all

markets.

Here is an unusual and captivating film to be enjoyed by

every member of the family. It tells the poignant story of a

young girl growing up wild in the African jungle and her

deep love for a lion, raised by her from a cub. Excitingly

photographed on location in CinemaScope and DeLuxe Color,

rich in total audience appeal (action, humor, romance, sus-

pense), and splendidly acted by William Holden, Trevor

Howard, Capucine and Pamela Franklin, the talented youngster

from "The Innocents," this 20th Century-Fox release looms

a potent moneymaker. Several complex elements run through

Irene and Louis Kamp's screenplay, based on Joseph Kessel's

best-seller—a beautiful woman (Capucine), her ex-husband

(Holden), her present husband (Howard), forming an emo-

tional triangle; the trio's concern over the wild ways of 11-year-

old Miss Franklin, daughter of Holden and Capucine; Miss

Franklin, unable to understand an adult world, becoming more

and more a child of nature. Thanks to the sensitive and con-

trolled direction of Jack Cardiff, the natural and personal

elements have been blended into an engrossing and cohesive

whole, and Cardiff has created a number of memorable

sequences: a wild jeep ride through herds of animals; a feverish

Miss Franklin observing a frenzied native dance; the youngster

engaging in rough and tumble games with her lion. Holden

is good as the former husband come to Africa on Capucine's

request. The lovely Capucine is dramatically believeable as

the mother, terribly disturbed over Miss Franklin's total

embracement of jungle ways. Howard is excellent as a former

big game hunter, now warden of a large game reserve,

rearing Miss Franklin in his own beliefs in jungle law and

tribal taboo. Miss Franklin is outstanding as the sensitive

youngster, and her scenes with the lion will keep viewers

perched on the edge of their seats. The plot finds Miss Frank-

lin, strongly attached to Howard, disturbed over Holden's

arrival. Holden and Capucine realize they are still in love, and

Holden almost starts a tribal war after violating a native

custom. The violation places in disgrace Paulo Oduiori, arrogant

son of a dying chief. Oduiori, ordered to kill a lion before

he can become chief, comes across Miss Franklin and her pet.

Miss Franklin orders the lion to kill Oduiori and a man-beast

battle ensues. Howard is forced to kill the lion. The shot also

kills the relationship between Miss Franklin and Howard, and

the latter agrees to allow Capucine and the youngster to leave

with Holden.

20th Century-Fox. 96 minutes. William Holden, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela
Franklin, Produced by Samuel G. Engel. Directed by Jack Cardiff.

"If A Man Answers"

&«4tHe44 Q O Plus

Amusing, lightweight yarn about young bride's "fech-
niques" in moulding her husband. Sandra Dee, Bobby
Darin, flashy production. Good entry for teen-agers,
fern audiences.

Universal-International, responsible for such sex-comedy hits

as "Lover Come Back" and "That Touch of Mink," and

Ross Hunter, producer of such successful attractions as "Pillow

Talk" and "Flower Drum Song," have come up with what

should be another money hit with this lightweight Sandra Dee-

Bobby Darin marital comedy. Generously laced with amusing

situations, some of them uproarious, and plenty of sex-peppered

dialogue, and handsomely beefed up with striking Fastman

Color New York locations, lush interior sets and elaborate

wardrobes running the garment gamut from sables to bikinis,

"If A Man Answers" looks like a real crowd-pleaser, especially

with the teen-agers and the fern trade. If proper verve is put

into the promotion campaign, grosses could hit a surprising

level. Under the sprightly direction of Henry Levin, this tale

of two young newly-weds confronted by endless problems dur-

ing the early stages of their marriages bounces along at a gay

and mirthful pace. And there are plenty of digs at the devious

methods employed by a new bride to get her successful-ladies-

man-model-photographer husband to settle down to her idea

of domestic bliss. Miss Dee and Darin carry off their parts in

breezy, good-natured fashion, and there's excellent support

from Micheline Presle, Miss Dee's sophisticated Parisian

mother, John Lund, Miss Dee's staid Bostonian father, and

Stefanie Powers, Miss Dee's "chic" girl friend who turns her

flirt light on the easily flattered Darin. Cesar Romero appears

briefly as Darin's suave, foot-loose father. Richard Morris'

screenplay, from Winifred Wolfe's novel, has Mile Presle

instructing Miss Dee to follow a dog book to the letter in

"housebreaking" Darin. The scheme works until Miss Powers

spills the beans. Darin storms out of the house and Miss Dee

runs home to mother. Now Mile Presle tells Miss Dee to con-

coct a phantom lover, a Robert Swann, to make Darin jealous.

Darin, aware of the gage, has Romero turn up as Robert

Swann. Miss Dee suffers many bad moments before the happy

ending.

Universal-International. 102 minutes. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin, Micheline Presle,

John Lund, Cesar Romero. Produced by Ross Hunter. Directed by Henry Levin.

"Almost Angels"

Su4iHC<M IQctttKf O PIUS

Story of Vienna Choir. For youngsters, hinterlands.

This lightweight musical story of the famed Vienna Boys

Choir is being turned out as part of a typical Disney family

entertainment entry, along with the re-release of "Lady and the

Tramp", a full-length cartoon. It should serve as a satisfying

dual-bill item for the family trade in the hinterlands. How-

ever, those adults who accompany their offspring in metropoli-

tan markets are likely to find the sentimentality cloying, the

story rather hackneyed. The music, for the most part, offers

enjoyable listening, but begins to wear, thus leaving the im-

pression that this 93-minute soap operatic tour of Austria could

have been trimmed 15 or 20 minutes. Production values are

good, and the Technicolor mounting provides a pleasant look

at Vienna. The acting is not bad at all, with several youngsters

limning their roles capably. The screenplay by Vernon Harris is

based on an original idea by R. A. Stemmle. The plot centers

around one lad's (Vincent Winter) struggle to earn a place in

the Choir despite the opposition of his hard-headed father, and

keep it once he's in despite the rivalry with another young

singer (Sean Scully). Peter Week is the choirmaster who nevet

seems to lose his patience, while Bruni Lobel and Fritz Eckhardt

are fine as Winter's parents. Denis Gilmore, a freckle-faced,

red-haired yodeler, provides some moments of laughter, espe

cially for the kids. The training, routines, experiences and trials

and tribulations of the Vienna vocalists all are delineated, some

times to a tedious degree, thereby lending a touch of the docu

mentary or travelogue to the feature. Aside from this, Stevt

Previn's direction is satisfactory. High point of the film is th<

choir's world tour, which provides a look at Australia, too. Oi

course, everything turns out well.

Buena Vista. 93 minutes. Vincent Winter, Sean Scully, Peter Week. A Walt Disne'

Production. Directed by Steven Previn.
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Newsmakers

TOA Moves to Guarantee Product
Theatre Owners of America moved on two different fronts recently

to see that exhibitors were assured of product in an orderly fashion

and without interference from their major threat, pay-TV. Shortly

after announcing a "Hollywood Preview Engagement" merchandising

"I / -J\ plan with Warner Bros., TOA, president John H. Stembler (left)

Mk ~~~~~ joined Allied States president Marshall H. Fine in a meeting with

^^ft \k jfT I .S. Attornej General Robert Kenned) and other Department of

H| Justice officials, on the question of toll television and its competition

11 with theatres for current motion pictures. First picture under the
^^^^^ " Warner Bros.-TOA plan is "What Ever Happened to Baby Jane?,"

which, at the urging of the TOA product committee, was moved up from February, 1963 release

to November 3. Already promised are key theatres of the major circuits, thereby assuring strong

campaign support that "will guarantee the presentation of the most important films during the

entire year and not only in the summer or holiday season," according to a TOA statement.

'Better 4th'

Continuing his tire-

less drive for orderly

release, AB-PT vice

president Edward L.

Hyman (left) disclosed

his latest release chart

with the prediction that

a fourth-quarter push

should result in "a

far better performance this year." As for

quality of product, he said the final session

"looks comparable" to last year's. To pro-

mote a basic theme of "greater attendance,"

Hyman said each distributor designated two

pictures for special showmanship, both in the

release schedule and at the grass-roots level.

He added that in meetings with distribution,

he "stressed the need for quality pictures at

Labor Dav."

ITEMS
Robert M. Mochrie, vice president and

general sales manager of M-G-M, advised

Allied president Marshall H. Fine that Metro

is making adjustments on "King of Kings"

where justified. Fine had written the film

executive questioning what he termed the

company*s "no adjustment" policy on the

biblical spectacle . . . Sidney G. Deneau has

been appointed vice president and general

sales manager of Continental Distributing,

Inc., it was announced by Irving Wormser,

Continental president . . . Gordon S. White,

director of the MPAA Advertising Code Ad-

ministration has retired. His replacement is

Mike Linden . . . More than Si million has

been grossed by "The Wonderful World of

the Brothers Grimm" in the first three weeks

of its roadshow engagements, M-G-M and

Cinerama announced. The figure was com-
piled by 14 theatres playing the film for the

full 3 weeks, 4 houses two weeks, and 6 one

w eek.

Map 'Lawrence' Premiere
Mapping "Lawrence of Arabia" premiere plans

i are, /. to r.. Columbia executives Leo Jaffe, execu-

tive vice president; M. J. Frankovich, first v. p., and

1 president A. Schneider, and Mrs. Anne Douglas,

wife of actor Kirk Douglas and chairwoman of the

film's benefit premiere committee for Cedars of

i Lebanon Hospital in Los Angeles.

Plans for 'Journey'

Details of the American premiere engagement of

Joseph E. Levine's "Long Day's Journey into

Night" at the new Loew's Tower East Theatre,

Oct. 10, were outlined for Gotham ticket brokers

at a dinner party and special showing of the film.

Hosting the ticket people were, /. to >:, Embassy

head Levine, producer Ely A. Landau and Alfred

Crown, Landau Productions executive.

•Clef': $30 Million

While "El Cid" continues to

rake in hefty revenue for Allied

Artists and Samuel Bronston, the

producer is mapping distribu-

tion deals with other major

firms for his big-budget upcom-

ing attractions. "Cid" is headed

for a $14 million domestic gross,

with $10 million in thus far,

according to Bronston executive

v.p. Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. (above).

Global take is seen hitting $30

million. Paramount recently

inked deal for "The Story of the

Circus," putting up half the esti-

mated $6 million cost for West-

ern Hemisphere rights.

Lightstone Upped
Leonard Lightstone (above)

was elected executiv e v.p. of Em-

bassy Pictures Corp.

Formato Upped at M-G-M
Louis Formato

was promoted to

M-G-M assistant

general sales man-

ager, replacing
Burtus Bishop, Jr.,

who resigned. For-

mato was replaced

.is Southern division

sales manager by

Herbert Bennin.
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TIONAL SCREEN'S NEW
EXPLOITATION SERVICE!

As an exhibitor enthused

upon hearing of the new

advertising service: "It's

a terrific idea. Think of all

that wasted time during

'breaks' filled up with plain

background music. Now

we can use it to sell our

coming attractions."

PREVIEW RE
/Sells your Attraction!

Ils-y6ur Refreshments!

Great LOBBY PROMOTION!
Ask your NSS Salesman

about this high-powered,

LOW COST Exploitation Service!

Only

^
per week - per record

nflTIOnfil#Vy£rW SERVICE
or mt inousmy



MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPAR TMENT /

Build Better (COMPO) Drive, and

World Will Beat Path to Theatre 2rtdinment

In case anybody forgot—what with the new

and exciting distribution methods hitting the

industry with a bang—the COMPO merchandis-

ing plan still is an excellent way to obtain the

maximum potential audience coverage in terri-

torial openings. As Harry Hendel, Allied States-

COMPO coordinator in the Pittsburgh exchange

area, put it: "If you build a better merchandis-

ing campaign, the world will beat a path to

your theatre door." All you have to do is

make that "theatre doors," and you have a

pretty good idea of the latest boxoffice-building

feat accomplished by saturation bookings and

mass merchandising: a red-hot, 20-theatre open-

ing of "The Interns" in the Smoky City area.

Hendel reported handsome grosses in all sit-

uations, with early returns running neck-and-

neck with records chalked up by "Guns of

Navarone," Columbia's heavyweight champ of

last year. He termed the opening "great" in the

Tri-State area and predicted holdovers and prob-

tbly the biggest b.o. take from any film played

here under the COMPO-Allied plan.

The lion's share of the credit for the hefty

tttendance must go, of course, to the joint pro-

notional effort expended by Columbia Pictures

ind the participating theatres. According to

ocal Allied of Western Pennsylvania officials,

he distributor contributed "an avalanche of pub-

icity material" to the all-out push, and man-

igers responded in kind by putting it to work

it the local level, often adding particularly

ffective exploitation touches of their own,

,.g., tie-ups with merchants, hospitals, etc.

Exhibitors and Columbia engineered a 12-

ironged drive calculated to spread word of

The Interns" playdates as widely as possible,

very available advertising media was employed,

nd no promotional possibility was left un-

tpped, word of the multiple-bookings reaching

ie public in their homes via radio, TV and

ewspapers; on the street via posters and w in-

OW displays, and in stores and other popula-

on focal points via merchandising tie-ups.

A brief rundown of the highlights of the cam-

aign offers ample evidence of the exactness

nd intensity with which it was waged: (1)

x 10's and 1 1 x 14's were used for co-op w in-

im displays; (2) an exciting teaser trailer was
nployed, featuring a one-minute sell for the

lm by Vincent (Dr. Ben Casey) Edwards of

V fame. For use in advance of the regular

Interns" trailer and as a cross-plug, the teaser

available free; (3) a large number of colorful

raids, including a rubber stamp for theatre

id date, were put to good selling advantage.

Other facets of the push included: (4) 10, 20,

) and 60-second radio spots, all open end for

ie local commentator to add theatre credits;

(5) open-end interviews with young stars Mi-

chael Callan, James MacArthur, Cliff Robert-

son and Haya Harareet, with mimeographed

scripts provided for the local announcer; (6) a

star identification radio contest record with four

35-second dialogue passages taken directly from

the sound track. Each one features two of the

picture's stars. A script for use by the radio

personality airing the contest, in which con-

testants try to identify the voices heard, is pack-

aged with the disc; (7) eye-catching window

streamers; (8) a Colpax 33' 3 long-playing rec-

ord featuring music from the wild party seen

in the film, and to be used as prizes in numer-

ous contests. Also, (9) a Colpax disc featuring

Stu Phillips, to be played in the lobby and

drive-in during intermissions; (10) a hard-hit-

ting territorial video and radio saturation cam-

paign employed exclusively of the participation

plan; (11) an eye-catching 500-line ad, appear-

ing in the Pittsburgh Press (Sunday circulation,

850,000) and containing the name and date of

every participating house. And to top it off, an

idea-packed press book that Hendel called "your

prescription to insure a healthy boxoffice result."

One of the most effective ideas cooked up

for "The Interns" was the circular made up from

one of the ads featuring a montage of the most

exciting scenes from the picture and laced with

this eye-arresting headline: "Their nights are

as fast and frantic as their days'" Thousands

were sent to all hospital nurse's homes in the

Pittsburgh area, with a card inscribed, "Impor-

tant—please post the enclosed circulars on your

bulletin board. Many thanks. Allied Theatre

Owners of W. Pa." Cooperation was first-rate,

and the results were recorded in lines at the

boxoffice.

The merchandising manual is likewise loaded

with selling aids that the COMPO-Allied forces

used to put the picture over. One of the more

successful ones was a split-screen TV interview

with the stars. They were seen speaking on the

phone on the film's set in half of the frame,

while the other half was reserved for the local

video personality doing the questioning with

a prepared script.

Other press book suggestions include: a radio

or newspaper contest, "My Most Enjoyable New
Year's Eve Party," keyed to the wild bash de-

picted in the film; a raft of ideas to plug the

paperback (Bantam) movie edition of the novel

on which the film was based; promotion of the

fresh, young faces in the attraction, especially

via a free 40 x 60 lobby poster headlined,

Thank you for giv ing us 'The Interns' with the

year's biggest cast of fresh young talent"; use

of reprints of the Chesterfield cigarette ad fea-

turing two of the stars and appearing on the

THEATERS

MOVIES

BROADWAY

Show Shops

'Call Me Doc, He Says
B r KaSPaB mOnama

Reproduction of a portion of the "Pittsburgh Sunday

Press" entertainment section offers ample evidence of

the big publicity play "The Interns" enjoyed in th?

Tri-State area. COMPO plan of release cam; in for

extensive comment by columnist Kaspar Monahan, who

to d reader of "mass showings . . . and concentrated

campaign ... to arouse keen public interest."

hack cover of an August issue of Life; a stunt

tied in with the birth of a baby scene in the

film and featuring a large clock with .1 sweep

second hand in the advance lobby, and an accom-

panying sign, reading: "Every 7.5 seconds,

there's a baby born in the U. S. Every day,

starting Friday, there's a baby born in 'The

Interns.'
"
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What t&e S&Mwtea /tie 'Doittyl

Institutional-Sell Aim of New
AMPA Service To Theatremen

For those industryites whose experience in

movie business dates to the days before World
War II, the memory of moviegoing as a national

habit still is fresh and vivid. Images of the local

theatre as a community meeting place often

spring readily to mind, as all thoughts of TV
viewing, less product and more leisure time com-

petition are erased by the mental picture of long

lines at the boxoffice.

There is, of course, more to this than day-

dreaming. Ever since the little living-room

screen began taking a slice of the rich movie-

house market, energetic exhibitors in many

areas, fully aware that their position as a vital

community center was being threatened, have

moved to reinforce their local standing by any

and all means available. Showmanship sleeves

were rolled up and the pitchmen began shout-

ing to the public: "Keep coming here, you'll

get entertainment you can't get anywhere else."

Usually, where the institutional push has been

strong enough, the theatreman has retained

much of his patronage. The only trouble is this:

those who have failed to make the extra effort

are suffering an ever-dwindling attendance, and

even many of the providential exhibitors could

use that certain extra something to re-build an

unflagging want-to-see among their potential

customers.

Setting as a goal that basic need to lure back

regular patrons, the board of directors of Asso-

ciated Motion Picture Advertisers recently estab-

lished an exhibitor services division to assist

owners and managers in "promoting the the-

atre." President Ted Arnow named Melvin L.

Gold, of Melvin L. Gold Enterprises, as chair-

man of the new group. Other members include

David A. Bader, Al Floersheimer, Ray Gallo,

Sam Horwitz, Gordon White and Charles M.
Powell.

At the kick-off meeting of the division, it was
agreed that the major objective would be to

re-establish movie theatres as "centralized

sources of low-cost entertainment in communi-
ties throughout the United States." To achieve

this, the division proposed a four-part program:

(1) Trade publications will be provided with

an AMPA logo to head a monthly AMPA col-

umn tentatively titled, either "Purpose of the

Theatre in the Community" or "Promote the

Theatre." Exhibitors, advertising and publicity

members of AMPA and other prominent indus-

tryites will be contacted to write material for

these columns (about 300 words), which will

then be offered to the various trades for publi-

cation.

(2) A monthly newsletter will be compiled,

reflecting suggestions and activities of theatre-

men, ad-pubbers, etc., with regard to promo-
tional activities aimed at improving theatre

public relations. This also will be distributed to

all trade papers for reproduction.

(3) AMPA will collaborate with all theatre

organizations to aid in their public relations

programs. In line with this service, exhibitors

will be encouraged to advise the division of

continuing bad press relations, unusual censor-

ship problems or a bad public relations atmos-

phere existing in a given area, as far as movie the-

atres are concerned. The division will then

"endeavor, through contacting the various pub-

lications in the area, and other means, to otfl
come these unfortunate situations."

(4) AMPA will establish a public speaker
!

bureau to entertain the requests of theatre oiJ
ganizations for speakers to appear at thei

conventions, and other organizational gathei

ings, to talk in behalf of advertising, publicit

and exploitation in the industry. The speaker
will appear also before local civic organization
in order to plug the movies.

To raise money for this program, the corr

mittee plans AMPA theatre parties and othe

similar activities. According to chairman Gqjjj

the speakers bureau "will obviously requir •

some funds for maximum handling, but it i

reasonable to assume that as the theatre associa

tions hold their various meetings throughou
the country, some members of AMPA will bl

present in the normal function of their business

and will be available to speak before thes

organizations."

AMPA stressed the need for exhibitors t

provide every possible lure (entertainment an
otherwise) to the potential patron: theatre sen
ices and appointments; the addition of oth«|

forms of entertainment (if possible), includin

expanded snack bars, conversion of the thi

atre's basement into a rumpus room or pla

room replete with juke box, dance floo

,

games, etc.

Additionally, community p.r., via the loci,

manager's civic activities, tie-ups with me
chants, etc., was lauded as a method of givin'

the movie house local "identity" that coul

encourage attendance and provide an advantag

over "impersonal" television and other leisui

,

time competition. Noted the AMPA: "The th<

atre must be able to provide what other ente

tainment cannot provide."

Making the theatre a center of communii

activity and regaining a large and regular movi

going audience is no mean institutional feat,

will be the task of the AMPA exhibitor servio

division to show theatremen throughout tl

country how to go about it.

Annual Contention

ALLIED THEATRES of MICHIGAN

September 18-19, 1962

Sheraton -Cadillac Hotel

Detroit • Michigan

. . . . a pteAtiqe etfent for the tnctich picture induAtrif . . . .
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 9)

Voyage of Sinbad." The difference between percentage of

revenue increase and percentage of bookings, said Corman, was

due to the boxoffice successes of the two pictures. Filmgroup

has 16 other features available for exhibition. High hopes also

were expressed for "Battle Beyond the Sun," a science-fictioner

now being readied for release.

U. S. Moviegoers Paid 1 .3 Billion in
#61

American moviegoers paid $1,369 million to see films in

theatres in 1961, up from $1,310 million spent on movies in

I960, according to Department of Commerce figures. The film

industry accounted for $915 million of national income in '61,

compared to $888 million for both radio and TV broadcasting.

In '61, movies accounted for $877 million.

More Films, Bigger Profits for Desilu

Desilu Productions is headed for the most profitable period

in its history, president Desi Arnaz told the annual stock-

holders meeting. He also predicted a profit of "one million

after taxes" for the next 12 months. Holders voiced their ap-

proval of Desilu's pace by turning down cash dividends to allow

the money to be re-invested.

As for Desilu's theatrical activities, Arnaz said that "we

certainly are going to get into the movie field, but we'll do it

nice and easy; about two or three pictures a year, to start with,

and going after the family trade. That's where the real profits

lie." Currently the firm has an action entry, "Scarface Mob,"

booked into some 1,300 theatres. It also has acquired 33 films,

produced in France and never seen in the U.S., which soon will

be made available for the first time.

EXECUTIVE STOCK TRANSACTIONS

Security transactions of officers and directors of film and

theatre companies continued to reflect the exchange of Decca

Records for MCA stock for the period July 11 to August 10,

1962, as reported by the SEC.

MCA picked up another 13,500 shares of Decca to raise

ts total holdings to 1,268,415, while directors Albert A.

Sarthwaite and Harold I. Thorp exchanged 3,000 and 1,500

shares (respectively) of Decca for MCA securities. That repre-

>ented all their holdings in the Universal Pictures parent.

Robert H. Lehman, a director of 20th-Fox, made three pur-

:hases of Fox stock totaling 7,500 shares, to lift his holdings

o 15,823 . . . Warner Bros, president Jack L. Warner acquired

,000 shares to bring his total to 1,134,260, while Benj. Kal-

nenson, an officer and director, disposed of 1,200 shares, leaving

>8,800 and Herman Starr, an officer, sold 2,000 to leave 19,000

. . A trust headed by Allied Artists chief Samuel Broidy pur-

hased its first 500 shares in the firm, and Roger W. Hurlock,

EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER

WANTED
for first-run operation

Top Salary and Many Benefits

Contact Mr. N. Schermerhorn, Walter Reade, Inc.

Oakhurst, N. J.—or call KEIIogg 1-1600

a director, continued to buy into AA, picking up 500 shares in

a private purchase to raise his holdings to 33,600 . . . Robin

International, a firm headed by Nicolas Reisini, who also is

president of Cinerama, acquired 60,000 shares of Cinerama,

bringing the total thus held to 316,050. B. G. Kranze, an officer

and director of Cinerama, exercised an option to buy 3,000

shares to raise his total to 6,500.

Irving Briskin, an officer of Columbia Pictures, sold 200

shares, leaving 8,737 . . . Stanley Warner director Charles

F. McKhann disposed of 200 shares to leave 300 . . A sub-

sidiary of Loew's Theatres purchased 350 shares of Loew s

Boston Theatres to bring the total thus held to 3,411 . . .

Harry Brandt, a director of Trans-Lux Corp., made six pur-

chases totaling 2,400 shares, raising his holdings to 89,296.

Foundations he heads picked up 600 shares and disposed of

1,700 for a remaining total of 44,527.

No Capital Gains on Post-'48's to TV
The Internal Revenue Service took a crack at motion picture

producers and distributors who sell their product to TV. The
capital gains tax privilege (25 per cent) for movies made after

1948 and subsequently sold to TV has been eliminated, replaced

by the higher regular rates (51 per cent for corporations). The
Government set the 1948 date as the time when film men be-

came fully aware of the profits to be derived from video sales

and began to engineer them with regularity. Pre-'48 films will

be considered as separate cases, with producers seeking capital

gains rights expected to show they did not anticipate TV
revenue at time of shooting.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 8/16/62 8/30/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS • 31/4 3% + %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 9 9

CINERAMA .I71/4 16% ' %
COLUMBIA ..18i/

2 19% +iy8
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 70 72 +2
DECCA ..383/4 38%
DISNEY .291/4 31 +1%
MCA . .381/g 43 +4%
MCA (Pfd.) 31 3114 + V,

M-G-M 36 351/4 - 3
/4

PARAMOUNT 39 38V, - V>

SCREEN GEMS 18 18% + %
20TH-FOX .231/4 221/4 -1
UNITED ARTISTS 28% 291/4 + 7

/8

WARNER BROS 13 131/2 + 1/2

Theatre Companies
*

AB-PT 30i/
2 31 + 1/2

LOEW'S 22% 241/4

NATIONAL GENERAL .... . 6% 6% %
STANLEY WARNER .21V, 221/4 + 3

/4

TRANS-LUX 131/g 13 - !/8

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems. Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

ft ik *

8/16/62 8/30/62
Over-the-counter Bid Askea Rid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN . 9 Id/4 10 11%
MAGNA PICTURES V/s 2V4 1% 2%
SEVEN ARTS 9 10 8V4 9Vs

UA THEATRES 6% 7y2 7 7%
UNIVERSAL 53i/

2 58 551/2 60

WOMETCO 20 22 241/4 26V2
(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

" ALLIED ARTISTS

June

CONFESSIONS OF AN OPIUM EATER Vincent Price,
Linda Hoo, Richard Loo, Miel Saan, John Mamo.
Producer-Director Albert Zugsmith. Drama of San Fran-
cisco's Chinatown in early 1 900 ' s. 85 min.

REPRIEVE Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Stuart Whitman,
Sammy Davis, Jr., Eddie Albert, Dodie Stevens, Vin-

cent Price, Rod Steiger. Producers Millard Kaufman,
A. Ronald Lubin. Director Kaufman. Film biog. of
Resko, once sentenced to die in electric chair and re-
prieved after 19 years in Dannamora Prison. 110 min.

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine, Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost, Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel. Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Septem her

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las

;

Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk . Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

A M E R I CA N I N TE R N AT I O NAL \

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color. CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guide. Action spectacle.
80 min

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargo) Cinema-
Scop, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Mutiny of
prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves. 92 min.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusclano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action
film.

November

REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-

ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahn
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani Man
of extraordinary strenglh who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January
YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February
RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March
SCHIZOLeticia Roman, John Saxcn. Suspense horror.

April

SEAFIGHTERS Submarine war story.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Teenage comedy.

GENGHIS KAHN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland.

MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-
cent Price. Based on Edgar Alian Poe story.

WAS OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

March
LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD Delphine Seyrig, Giorgic
Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff. Producers Pierre Courau,
Raymond Froment. Director Alain Resnais. 98 min.

3/5/62.

VICTIM Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms, Dennis Price, An-
thony Nicholis, Peter Copley, Norman Bird. Producer
Michael Ralph. Director Basil Deardom. 100 min. 2/5/62.

May
INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama. 84
min. 6/1 1/62.

PEEPING TOM Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer. 86 min.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Du Bois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September
OUTCRY, THE (III Grido) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni.

October

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

QUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.
Producer Anthony Haveloc k-Allan . Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford. Giulietta Masina,
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brigitte

Bardot, Simone Signoret.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Borg-
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO, PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppino.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Director

Orson Welles.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon. Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley. Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min

5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scully

Vincent Winter. Drama. 93 min.

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Maurice
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Producer

Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on the

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." 100

min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson

Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugh

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama ol

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbrook,

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy. Producer

Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. Drama of earl>

American frontier. 70 min. 7/32/62.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director Wil

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Producer

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama o

the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kirr

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director

Richard Quine. Suspense comedy about a beautifu

landlady and her missing husband. 123 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS. THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Sun

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harareet

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama o

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooges

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Zam
comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Davi<

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino dc

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical corned-

on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.
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SEPTEMBER SUMMARY
The September release chart has

dropped to 19 with United Artists and

Embassy sharing top honors with three

releases each. 20th-Fox, M-G-M, Co-

lumbia, and Continental all schedule

two, and five companies — Universal,

Warner Bros., Allied Artists, American

International, and Astor — have one

ready to go. Neither Buena Vista nor

Paramount have anything listed.

DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Color.

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony (puayle. Pro-

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea
adventure. 10! min. 8/20/62.

October

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning
drama. 86 min.

November

PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-

win Mathews, Maria Landi Producer Anthony Nelson
Keys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling Adventure.
87 min. 8/6/62.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner. Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.
Drama of World War II in the sky.

December

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
Douglas Fowley. Producer Dino de Laurentiis. Director
Richard Fleischer. 144 min.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
Sidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
George Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro-
ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,
Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
kins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
David Lean.

WEEKEND WITH LULU. A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

HAROLD LLOYD'S WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies. 94
min. 4/16/62.

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
ducer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
Broadway stage play. 100 min. 8/6/62.

August
WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
rector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
Broadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September
IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
)irector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
>4 min.

3PERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black.
)irector Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
' famous legend. 87 min.

October
ND OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
[uano, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
ahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

UNDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
'roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
nond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
lan twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

June
ELL' ANTONIO Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Car-
male. Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolog-
Ini. Drama of a young man stricken by temporary
npotency when confronted with true love. 77 min.
16/62.

O LOVE FOR JOHNNIE CinemaScope. Peter Finch,
ary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Director Ralph
lomas Romantic drama of a Member of Parliament
id his political and personal aspirations. 110 min.
'8/62.

rVO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-
Jeer Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of
mother and her teenage daughter struggling to exist
war-torn Italy. 99 min.

July
'CCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
nneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
etojs Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico
llini. Three stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
>ve written them in 1970. 165 min. 7/9/62.

DEVIL'S WANTON. THE Doris Svedlund. Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/11/62.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! IFormerly What A Crave
Up!) Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British
spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW, THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

August
DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director Pietro
Germi. Satirical iabs at the mores of our times. 120
min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama of the tragic influences of the city upon a
young, naive farmer. 103 min.

September
CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrleux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Fray,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wadida, Shintaro Ishihara. Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

MADAME SANS GENE Technirama. Sophia Loren, Rob-
ert Hossien. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director Christian
Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French Revolution.

October
CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.
Director Llonello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. 114 min.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell. Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-

winning stage drama.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor.

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERN ADETTE OF LOURDES Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE (Lopert) Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLACK TIGHTS (Magna Pictures) Technicolor, Techni-
rama. Zizi Jeanmaire, Dirk Sanders, Moira Shearer,
Roland Petit. Cyd Charisse. Producers Joseph Kaufman,
Simno Schiffrin. Director Terence Young. 116 min.
3/19/62.

BLOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

CONCRETE JUNGLE. THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Masked. James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE ISutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE ISutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothersl
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel
Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Times Film) Jeanne Moreau, Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/61.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES, THE I
Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-

Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke

Natsuki Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.

Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue

Matsubayashi 98 min.

IMPORTANT MAN. THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-

lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent

Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)

Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers

Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON ITrans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley

Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.

7/24/61.

MATTER OF WHO. A I Herts-Lion International I Alex

Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE ILopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello

Mastroianni Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

NINTH CIRCLE. THE (Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica

Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.

10/2/61.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY (Kingsley International) Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-

Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall', Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE (Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A ( King si ey- Internationa I

)

Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.

1 1/27/61.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Direcfor Akira Kurosawa 108 min.

1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-

gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN ( Showcorporation ) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

I 17 min. 4/16/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.

105 min. 7/23/62.

TRUTH. THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot.
Charles VaneT, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/61.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.
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MET'RO - G O LDWY N - MAYER

A pril

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Fran kenheimer. Screen version of

best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. I I I min.

4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the IB70's.

94 min. 5/14/62.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter
Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.
152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big

scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of

Asia intent on the destruction of Western civilization.

83 min. 7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
en+ry in ih? famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min.

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Al»x Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

CAIRO Georae Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paige. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
comedy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda, Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTfh. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama ba^ed on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa. Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor. Hedy Vessel.
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Lcuis Malle.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

February

SIEGE OF SYRACUSE Color. Tina Louise, Rossano
Brazzi, Enrico Maria Salerno, Gino Cerri, Alberto Far-
nese. Producer Enzo Morelle. Director Pietro Francisci.
Historical spectacle based on the life of the ancient
scientist, Archimedes. 97 min.

March

BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. Adventure drama set in turbulent Southeast
Asia. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl
Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka. Story of Austria's Emperor Franz Joseph
and h ;

s beloved wife, "Sissi". 147 min. 4/2/62.

A pril

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.
4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul
Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Drama of suspense and intrigue set in

an oil rich nation in the Middle East. 93 min. 7/23/62.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Slegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. Amerfcan beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.

159 min. 6/25/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of
silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME. THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli. Producer-Director Melville
Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 101 min.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolc
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Produc*
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matrc
bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse playing husbant

20TH CENTURY-FOX

April

STATE FAIR CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Pat Boon
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret. Produc
Charles Brackett. Director Jose Ferrer. Rodgers ar
Hammerstein's famous musical with new songs I

Rodgers. I 18 min. 3/19/62.

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glyn
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Ka
Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ra
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson,
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope, De Luxe Colo
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliot

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olymp
games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Lu

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hui
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dunn
A concentration camp victim attempts to escape
Israel. 112 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Ru
sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bushe

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson, Men
Anders. Producer-Director Jack Leewood. Myste
melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, Mer
Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLu.
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, Jol

'

Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Direct'

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful Ne
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Monte
Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the famo I

Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope Delu

Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Hayd
Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Button

Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first nov
t

about a madcap flight across Africa in a balloo

101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG M*
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richa

Beymer,, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Daile

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessi'-

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn, J ua .

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ril

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 mi

6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter S<

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Produc

Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marc
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instru 1

tor who became an unscruDulous businessman. 8! mi f

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Richard Eqan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Bar

Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, Geor.

St. George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans wit.

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Therm

pylate. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kat

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken H

man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a lit

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Tod

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabit

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demk
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, R

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ry;

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswa
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, K|

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William H

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. P

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacqc

Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope. DeLuxe Col'

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Produc

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assai

nated Mahatma Gandhi.
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Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richard

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell,

Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens.

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of the

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

June
GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/42.

MAGIC SWORD, THE Eastman Color. Basil Rathbone,
Estelle Winwood, Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm. Pro-

ducer-Director Bert I. Gordon. Exploitation—special

effects. 80 min 4/16/62.

MIRACLE WORKER, THE Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory. Producer Fred Coe. Director Arthur
Penn. 107 min. 5/14/62.

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.

Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. Pro-

ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-

effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/62.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-

caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Clift. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/16/61.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-

tcr Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
comedies. 91 min.

August

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Mjlden,
rhelma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.
S/25/62.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richird Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
}f Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

September

°icESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin.

SWORD OF THE CONQUEROR
iALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

Coming

JEAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon.
Idward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

:ARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

2HILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
ijtepiien Hill Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
director John Cassavetes.

)EAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
^ainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
'or Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

IVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
ionl Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
eland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

GLADIATORS. THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
ramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

>REAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
.Jberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
tario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

AWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
on of James Miehener's epic novel.

MVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
ramer. Director Paul Stanley

ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
harles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
art. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

AND WE LOVE. THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
eville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
irector Leslie Stevens.

IANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ice Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Iva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
irector Frankenheimer.

ARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
atling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
izzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
rector Jules Dassin.

3METHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
ed Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
arfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
jty. 112 min. 1/8/62.

OWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
seal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.
23/62.

VRAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter
im Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
loducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

WAR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders.
Director Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81
min. 4/16/62

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

June
LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a
cowboy's struggle against modern times. 107 min.
5/14/62.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/62.

SIX BLACK HORSES Color. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O'Brien. Producer Gordon Kay. Director Harry
Keller. Outdoor adventure drama. 80 min.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/62.

August

SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. 114 min. 8/6/62.

November
IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,
Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan. Producer Sy
Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy. Producer Gordon
Kay. Director R. G. Springsteen.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, lain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

PARANOIAC Color Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila
Burrell, Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Lillanne
Prousse. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie
Francis.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee. Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-

rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor, Gig Young, Thelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix, Leslie Parrish, Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Michael
Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL. THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-

rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiii Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

May
SAMAR Technicolor. George Montgomery. Ziva Rod-
ann, Gilbert Roland, Joan O'Brien. Producer-Director
George Montgomery. Adventure drama about mass
flight from a penal colony. 89 min. 5/14/62.

June

LAD: A DOG Technicolor. Peggy McCay, Peter Breck,
Carroll O'Conner. Producer Max J. Rosenberg. Director
Leslie H. Martinson. From Albert Payson Terhune's
best-seller. 98 min. 5/14/62.

July

MERRILL'S MARAUDERS Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Ty
Hardin. Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan. Producer Milton
Sperling. Director Samuel Fuller. Dramatic exploits of

American troops in Burma in World War II. 98 min.

5/14/62.

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Wilison's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/16/62.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven, David
Opatoshj. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin

America. 103 min. 8/20/62

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Ywonne Furneaux. Pro-

ducers Joan Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis

Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb.

November
GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,

Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,

Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy From Broadway musical hit.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.
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STATEMENT

By NICOLAS REISINI

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND PRESIDENT OF CINERAMA, INC.

In view of the fact that there have been confusing reports recently

in the trade press about Cinerama and its activities, I would like to

state our present position so that no misunderstanding will arise.

We are not engaged in any negotiations calling for the production

and release of any pictures in Cinerama prior to those already

announced.

Cinerama is extremely happy to have been able to announce its

recent agreement with George Stevens for "THE GREATEST STORY

EVER TOLD", and Stanley Kramer for "IT'S A MAD, MAD, MAD,

MAD WORLD".

Cinerama is also extremely pleased with the two pictures, "THE

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM" and "HOW
THE WEST WAS WON", which have been completed under our

production arrangements with MGM.
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What They'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

MCA SETTLEMENT. Settlement of the

government's anti-trust suit against MCA is

expected momentarily. One of the principal

stipulations will involve Universal's post- 48

library, which the Department of Justice does

not want to fall into MCA hands.
o

HARD-WORKER ZANUCK. No industry

executive is working harder these days than

Darryl Zanuck. In a concentrated effort to set

20th-Fox operations on an even keel, the new
president is toiling on an early morning-late at

night schedule probing into every aspect of the

company's management. His immediate objective

is to clear the decks at the home office in order

to devote himself to the task of reactivating

the studio on a full-scale schedule. Next weekend
he jumps off for Paris again to cover the

premiere there of "The Longest Day".

o

SPREAD OF 'SHOWCASING'. The idea is

being given different names, but United Artists'

"Premiere Showcase" plan is being adopted by
other distributors in the New York area.

Universal employed it to break "Phantom of

the Opera" a few weeks ago; this week 20th-Fox
opens "The 300 Spartans" at the Paramount in

Manhattan, Loew's Metropolitan in Brooklyn,
and some 40 other theatres in the New York-
New Jersey area. Columbia follows the same plan
with its "Damn the Defiant", which goes into

the Criterion on Broadway day-and-date with
44 key situations within a 50-mile radius.

The multiple first-run plan is on the drawing
boards of every distributor for future releases.

0

$4.80 FOR A MOVIE. How up is high?

The announcement that the Criterion Theatre on
Broadway will charge a top of $4.80 for

"Lawrence of Arabia" is prompting theatremen
to speculate on what the breaking point is for

movie admission prices. A strong feeling prevails

in some quarters that the rising admission scale

is shutting out an even larger portion of the

remaining moviegoing public and turning it to

other recreational pursuits. Distributors, film

makers, and even some exhibitors, on the other

hand, contend that there is no reason why an
outstanding film cannot justify the same admission
scale as an average legitimate show. "The limit

on the price of tickets", says one film man,
"is the public's appetite for any particular

attraction." The ultimate test of that theory will

be "Cleopatra", for which 20th-Fox
is talking a $10 top.

o

PRESSURE FOR PAY-TV. Despite the

assurance given exhibitor leaders by the
Department of Justice that the government is not
trying to force the film companies to sell their

product to pay-TV, there is no doubt that

the move has pressured some of the distributors

into supplying Zenith-RKO General with pictures

for the Hartford experiment. Following the letter

from the Department to film company heads
citing Phonevision's difficulty in acquiring
product, and asking what the future policy of

the distributors would be, Columbia quickly
jumped on the bandwagon to provide films for

the pay project. Subscribers in Hartford were
hastily advised that their living rooms would be
graced with a feevee showing of "The 3 Stooges
in Orbit." Paramount, Warner Bros, and Walt
Disney already were furnishing pictures for the

Hartford test. While nothing newer than first

sub-runs have been shown thus far to Phonevision
subscribers, exhibitors fear the worst.

Herman Levy, TOA general counsel, warned:
"The next request will be for first run. That will be
the end of the business as we know it."

In the meantime, while the film firms ponder the

federal prod, the Hartford programming is

beginning to look suspiciously like its rather

unspectacular Telemeter counterpart in

Etobicoke. One of the Phonevision p.r. reps

recently announced a line-up of top "specials,"

such as Hildegarde and the Kingston Trio

(available, of course, on free TV) , as well as

hockey and basketball games (a la the Canadian
campaign). So what's new?

o

SCHARY PLAY. If and when—and there seems
to be some doubt that it will—Dore Schary's

new play, "Banderol", reaches Broadway, filmites

are sure to flock to see how biographical it is.

Advance reports have it that the one-time M-G-M
production head has written an incident-by-

incident account of his conflicts with

the late Louis B. Mayer.
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MIRISCH BROTHERS: OSCAR' MONOPOLISTS

A Studio Without Walls

In the bitterly competitive field of

independent film production, where tal-

ent changes affiliation as quickly as the

ante is raised, and a stable of stars is

as rare as an unbroken string of box-

office hits, three men named Mirisch

seem to have hit upon a formula to

achieve both.

Two years ago, in marking the third

anniversary of the Mirisch Co., presi-

dent Harold
J.

explained it this way:

"We are in essence a major studio

without the walls, brick and mortar,

but comparable in production and star

talent strength." And if that were the

case then, take a look at how far the

Mirisches (Harold, Walter and Mar-

vin) have come since they opened for

business on the Samuel Goldwyn lot in

September, 1957:

With sixteen major pictures already

under its belt, the Mirisch Co. kicked

off birthday number five by announcing

an accelerated production program call-

ing for a minimum of 18 films during

the next two years at an estimated cost

of $60 million.

Whatever way you judge achieve-

ment, the Mirisch story has been an

upbeat one all the way. Using the most

practical criterion, the 16 films released

during the past five seasons (all, by

the way, through United Artists, a sim-

ilarly energetic and successful independ-

ent distribution firm) are now expected

to reap a worldwide gross of some $105

million, on an investment of $34,875,-

000—a tidy profit, to say the least. And,

added the president, this figure may yet

prove conservative, since it represents

a projection of the eventual take on
"West Side Story", based on results in

only the first 200 playdates. Total

gross from this Oscar-winner alone is

expected to exceed $35 million.

From an artistic standpoint, the com-

pany is fast gaining a monopoly on the

Oscar awards, and other top honors.

For the past two years, Mirisch attrac-

tions have virtually swept the board: in

1961 "The Apartment" captured both

the Academy Award and the New York
Film Critics Award as "best picture",

among many international plaudits. In

'62 "West Side Story" repeated the pat-

tern, taking home both of the top

prizes. Overall, Mirisch movies have

won 16 Academy Awards to date. Other

outstanding presentations, of the cali-

ber of "Some Like It Hot", which, not

co-incidentally, turned out to be the

most profitable non-road show film ever

released by UA, grossing over $15 mil-

lion, have helped keep the Mirisch

banner flying proudly, both over the

bank and the mantlepiece.

But it is, perhaps, with the founda-

tion of boxoffice and critical success

—

the acquisition of talent both before

and behind the cameras—that the Mir-

isch brothers have been most promi-

nently fortunate. According to Harold

Mirisch, "While the problems of bring-

ing together the talents of star, pro-

ducer, director, writer and property for

the creation of a film are ever-increas-

ing, the rewards for each successful

blending of these talents are also ever-

TALENT STABLE: Above, I. to r., William Wyler, Billy Wilder, Robert Wise, Fred Zinnemann.

Below, Anatole Litvak, John Sturges, John Frankenheimer, Blake Edwards, J. Lee Thompson.

Walter, Marvin and Harold

increasing." And it certainly can be

said without reservation that the

Mirisch Co. has corralled a star-studded

roster of production talent. Names like

Billy Wilder, William Wyler, Fred

Zinnemann, Robert Wise, John Sturges,

Blake Edwards,
J. Lee Thompson, John

Frankenheimer and Anatole Litvak all

have been associated with high-quality

screen fare, and all are turning out

Mirisch-sponsored product. In addi-

tion, the firm also has non-exclusive

contracts of varying lengths with a

number of performers, including Yul

Brynner, Horst Buchholz, George Cha-

kiris, James Garner, Dean Martin,

Shirley MacLaine and Pamela Tiffin.

"Through our association with men of

such consummate talent, imagination

and taste," said Harold Mirisch, "this

may be called 'only the beginning'."

Of course, what will propel the "be-

ginning" into a profitable future is the

powerful product line-up the company

boasts for the next two years. Previ-

ously, Walter M., executive in charge

of production and a talented film-

maker in his own right, noted that

"the industry is striving to make more

important films with longer shooting

schedules since these are the only ones

bringing in the money; and we feel that

today's potential grosses are commen-

surate with the increase in costs." The

titles of the attractions in various stages

(Continued on Page 10)
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Exhibition Is the E*utj-J\ Goat
If your already jittery nerv-

ous system is even more jumpy
today, Mr. Exhibitor, likely it's

because of something you read
in the Wall Street Journal a
few days ago. If the banker
you go to see about a loan for

a renovation job, or, perhaps,
funds for construction of a
new shopping center theatre,

has in his eyes the cold look

of a dead fish, he probably read
the item. And if you hear of
another cut-back in production
by one of the film companies,
lay it to that same news story.

The provocation for these

downbeat reactions would be
last week's breathless an-
nouncement that exhibition's

friend, Paramount Pictures, is

seeking to push its Telemeter
"boxoffice-in-the-home" project
into another section of the U.S.

Despite the unbroken record
of failure that has marked the
growing list of pay-TV experi-
ments—from the initial Zenith
test in Chicago a dozen years
ago, through Palm Springs and
Bartlesville, down to the cur-
rent bust in Etobicoke—every
new venture in feevee has a
depressing effect on theatre
business, to a lesser degree, on
the entire motion picture in-

dustry.

We are firmly convinced that
pay-TV is doomed to failure.

We do not buy such pretty
phrases as "it's inevitable" and
"this is progress." The un-
varnished truth—with which
we disturbed the late Comman-
der Eugene F. McDonald, Jr.

of Zenith, the original "master
propagandist" of pay-TV—is

that this is merely a scheme to

put some private cash registers

on the free airwaves.

Why, if feevee must fail,

should the movie industry be
alarmed? Here is the answer.

If, in the guise of "progress",
pay-TV is allowed to be carried
forward far enough, and be-

fore the fallacy of the "home-
boxoffice" is established, it can
wreck thousands of theatres
and remove the last vestige of

the public theatre as a mass
entertainment medium.

What will happen to the pro-
duction of motion pictures un-
der the home exhibition idea?
Will big pictures — vast in

scope, detailed in background,
brilliant in color, painstakingly
directed and consummately
acted—continue to be made,
only to be dwarfed by the very
limited size of the 21-inch pro-
jection? Won't the trend in-

evitably be toward cheap,
volume production of films

fashioned to fit the small-scale,

"intimate" limitations of the
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television screen? Picture-

making for the 21-inch screen

will be swarming with com-

petitors with facilities and the

relatively minor capitol needed

to operate in the cathode tube

field.

As the scope of film pro-

duction is telescoped to fit the

pygmy dimensions of the TV
screen, what will be the fate of

the remaining theatres? They
would have to display on their

50-feet screens films made for

a screen a minute fraction of

that size. The vicious circle

would then be complete: by
producing for the pay-TV
movie market, the film com-
panies would kill off their thea-

tre customers, and with the

theatre market emasculated

the producers would have no

outlet to sell big pictures.

Film companies would sur-

vive, making small pictures,

for a big market, and compet-

ing on the feevee screen with

every other entertainment at-

traction and every sports event.

But exhibition is the goat

of Paramount's pay-TV adven-

ture. That company is using

millions of dollars it has taken

from theatres to foster a com-
petitive form of exhibition.

Barney Balaban, the Para-

mount president, has called on
exhibitors to jump on his pay-

TV bandwagon while they can.

We suggest that the nation's

theatremen should tell Mr.
Balaban to make his choice

—

the theatre boxoffice or the box-

office-in-the-home.
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Sharp Activity in MCA
On Rumors of Suit Settlement

Heavy activity in MCA over the past fortnight continued

to give signs that something is brewing in that operation. Con-

jecture in some quarters is that the Government's anti-trust

action is on the verge of settlement. MCA stepped out a smart

31/2 points early in the session, but after the Labor Day hiatus,

slipped back 2i/
2 ,

finally finishing l/
2 ahead. (On Friday, the

day after the deadline for Film BULLETIN'S tally, the stock

jumped over 3 points, further fanning the flames around its

dealings with the Department of Justice.)

Generally, movie issues treaded water, as the overall market

moved ahead very slightly. Seven cinema shares were up, eight

down and five remained unchanged. The gains and losses were

almost even. Trading was extremely light, in line with the

general trend.

Biggest gainer was Loew's Theatres, up 1I/4 points. It jumped

l>/g on a turnover of 14,000 shares the day before the Thursday

(13) close. Paramount was on a downslide for the first five

days of the session, then reversed itself following announcment

that it had granted a Telemeter pay-TV franchise in the

southwest. It closed the last four days by picking up 2l/
2 points.

Columbia preferred also was up 1. Disney was the only signifi-

cant loser, off l 1
/? points.

Gross Down, Net Up at FPCC

Chiefly through profit of $841,343 from sale of fixed assets.

Famous Players Canadian Corp.'s net profit was up for the first

six months of 1962. Although earnings from operations and

gross earnings were down from the like period a year ago,

FPCC half-year net jumped from $952,460 to $1,703,186, thanks

mainly to sale of a large piece of undeveloped property in

downtown Toronto. Net for the similar span in '61 included

only $83,270 from sales of fixed assets.

Operational earnings were down to $954,320 from $ 1 ,008,903

in the corresponding '61 span. Total earnings also were off to

$1,371,143 from $1,427,590, a year earlier. President and

managing director
J. J.

Fitzgibbons attributed the slide "mostly

to the fact that several motion pictures released during the

period did not measure up to expectations at the boxoffice." No
mention was made in the report of the Telemeter pay-TV ex-

periment in Ftobicoke, which is reported to be a drain on both

Famous Players and parent Paramount Pictures.

Desilu First Quarter Jumps
Desilu Production, Inc., reported net income for the first

quarter ended July 28, 1962, of $14,305, (10 per share) com-

pared to a net loss of $130,638 ( 110) for the first period of

'61. Gross income also was up, 12 per cent, to $3,377,845 from

$3,006,270.

President Desi Arnaz attributed the rise to increased produc-

tion of Desilu-owned shows and to the results of Desilu Sales,

Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary that distributes TV films and

theatrical motion pictures.

Rank Profit Up Sharply

The Rank Organization net profit for the year ended June

30, 1962, was up sharply, from 1,301,977 pounds ($3,645,535)

a year earlier to 1,906,132 ($5,337,169), according to prelim-

inary figures. Gross trading profits likewise were up from

8,118,805 pounds ($22,732,654) to 8,391,810 ($23,507,068).

The final dividend proposed by the Rank directors, after an

interim payment of 7l/
2 per cent, was 17 1

/? per cent, compared

to 15 per cent a year ago.

See Record Net for AB-PT

Record earnings for 1962 and a continuation of the upward

trend are forecast for an "exceptionally well managed" Ameri-

can Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc., by Sprayregen,

Haft & Co., New York investment firm. According to the report

on the broadcasting-theatre company: "Substantially larger net-

work billings together with strong summer attendance at thea-

tres is expected to boast third quarter profits to between S0.65

Investors Still Go for that Pay-TV
L,ure- but Who's Got the Programming:*?

The lure of the pie-in-the-sky inherent in the idea of

pay-television still attracts financial backers. Many Wall

Streeters and other prominent investors have only to hear

the siren song of boxoffice-in-the-living-room, and they

begin to fumble in their purses for the coinage necessary

to hitch their cash registers to the airways.

Even while Paramount is floundering with Telemeter in

Etobicoke, Canada, and Zenith-RKO General is off to

anything but a snappy start in Hartford, some prominent

people have combined to form Home Theatres, Inc., a new
corporation to push Paramount's Telemeter feevee system

in the southwestern portion of the U.S. Included among
the stockholders: banker Winthrop Rockefeller, who also

is associated with Midwest Video, holders of the Tele-

meter franchise in Little Rock, which has been trying to

overcome exhibitor opposition to get the project started;

Stanley and Richard Durvvood, operators of the Durwood
theatre circuit, Kansas City; stars John Wayne, (who is

under contra t to Paramount ,) and Dick Powell; E. O.

Cartwright, of Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,

and other leading businessmen in the southwest. Keeping

it in the family, so to speak, Midwest Video president

C. Hamilton Moses attorney for the new company, said

that Midwest will operate the planned pay-TV setup for

Home Theatres.

Moses announced that Home Theatres hoped to begin

pay-TV operations "in the next four or five months" and

is "discussing and investigating several cities in the South-

west." A number of cities in Texas, including Dallas and

Fort Worth, are being rumored as the likely kick-off point.

Pooh-poohing the roster of investor names associated

with Home Theatres, however, was Philip F. Harling,

chairman of the Joint Committee Against Pay-TV, who
declared. "Despite the 'Who's Who' of American industry

and finance represented on Home Theatre's stockholder

(Continued on Page 7)
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and $0.75 a share, with fourth quarter net, aided by seasonal

factors, rising to between $0.80 and $0.95 a share. The indicated

annual earnings rate based on a minimum profits projection for

the fourth quarter would be $3.20 a share, compared with the

$2.46 peak in I960.

Sprayregen, Haft & Co. places the emphasis on the profit-

able ABC broadcasting division, and while it sees an attendance

upswing at movie houses, the analysis stresses the diversification

aspects of the theatre branch: "The 456-theatre chain, the largest

in the nation, could become an increasingly important source of

earnings as valuable sites of marginal, uneconomic and even

profitable theatres are developed for office buildings, etc . . .

Annual (theatre) revenues are over $80,000,000, equal to about

23% of total consolidated gross."

Screen Gems' Profit Continues Up
Screen Gems' annual net profit continued its rise upward,

marking the fourth successive year that the firm bettered its

previous year's earnings. Net for the fiscal term ended June 30,

1962 was $3,466,293 ($1.37 per share), compared to $2,655,371

($1.05) in 1961, president A. Schneider announced.

Jerome Hyams, executive vice president, said that net for the

fourth quarter totaled $1,038,057 (410), as against 33<£ per

share in '61. Gross income was $52,188,900, compared to

$55,821,052 a year ago. The difference was attributed to the

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 8/30/62 9/13/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3% 3% y4
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ... 9 9

CINERAMA 16% 16%
COLUMBIA 19% 19% -
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 72 73 +1
DECCA 38% 39 + %
DISNEY 31 291/2 -iy2
MCA 43 431/2 + y2
MCA (Pfd.) 311/2 32 + i/

2

M-G-M 351/4 341/2 %
PARAMOUNT 38% 39% +1%
SCREEN GEMS 18% 17% - 3/4

20TH-FOX 221/4 22 - i/
4

UNITED ARTISTS 29% 28y2 3/4

WARNER BROS 13% 13% %
* * *

Theatre Companies
AB-PT 31 31% + %
LOEWS 241/4 251/2 +IV4
NATIONAL GENERAL 63/4 63/4

-
STANLEY WARNER 22 y4 21% - %
TRANS-LUX 13 13 -
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)
* * *

8/30/62 9/13/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 10 11
1/4 93/4 10%

MAGNA PICTURES 1% 2y4 1% 2

SEVEN ARTS 8y4 9% 8V4 9

UA THEATRES 7 7% 7% 8%
UNIVERSAL 55% 60 56 60

WALTER READE STERLING . 2 2% 2% 2%
WOMETCO 24% 26% 25% 273/4

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)

fact that '61 saw the first sales of 210 theatrical features for

Columbia. In this regard, it is significant that the income of

the Columbia TV arm, as is the case with most of the major

video subsidiaries, is derived chiefly from sales of feature film

backlogs to TV, rather than from original small-screen product.

Investors Still Go for Pay-TV

(Continued front Page 6)

list . . . neither Telemeter nor any other pay-TV pro-

moter or manufacturer of machines has yet overcome the

hurdle of presenting programming that the public will

pay for. While good programming is available on free

TV, companies with big names are merely window
dressing."

Questioning whether the Home Theatres investors have

been watching the Telemeter experiment in Etobicoke

("which has been losing enormous sums of money") or

are familiar with the past feevee failures in Chicago, Palm
Springs and Bartlesville, Harling said: "In the event these

men of wealth, reputation and standing are contemplating

bringing the public into their company, it would be most

prudent if they would first acquaint themselves with the

Etobicoke and Hartford tests, where the promoters have

been treading a rocky road to deliver the programming
they promised the public, which would induce them to

pay for it. If Paramount, the dominant factor in Etobi-

coke, cannot program its Canadian station, which is oper-

ating without any governmental restrictions, it is difficult

to comprehend how any extension of Telemeter itself

into any other section can be successful. The problem of

the chicken and the egg is no longer an enigma. You first

must have the proper programs; the machines are plentiful

and not unique."

Now

The Screen

Reaches

The Boiling Point...
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IS THERE A NEW SHOWMANSHIP? AND WHAT OF THE OLD?

The philosophers call it ideation; the

psychologists call it imagination; the

intellectuals call it nonsense, and we
who are its disciples and practitioners

call it showmanship.

Probably no word is more promis-

cuously uttered in our business than the

term showmanship. There is hardly

ever a conclave that does not issue an

edict that we must have more show-

manship and that we must develop

more showmen. One would think with

all these liturgies that we were living

posthumously and that reincarnation

was just around the corner. This writer

recalls that these inordinate lamenta-

tions inspired him to define a showman
as a gent who said there ain't no more

showmen.

As a matter of record, if one would

care to indulge in a tiny sort of a

survey, there is probably more show-

manship now than ever before. But if

one were to set upon a course of eval-

uation the question might well be

asked: "Is there a new showmanship? ".

If showmanship is doing the absurd

thing at the logical time and if spon-

taneity is the spark that sets off the

hoopla, then there is no new showman-

IT! tf(Q)(BM
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ship. There is only the traditional bally-

hoo which did nothing more than

build a gigantic business from a nickle-

odeon. This is just as much an accom-

plishment as going from the model "T"
to the Lincoln Continental.

The question of new showmanship is

evoked by Mr. Zanuck's statement that

he hoped to take 20th Century-Fox

from the 20th to the 21st century in

a matter of months. I can well appre-

ciate Mr. Zanuck's hyperbole because

Mr. Zanuck's history is certainly a

kinetic one.

As president of 20th Century-Fox,

it was appropriate for Mr. Zanuck,

after a baptism in a lake of red ink, to

announce that something must be radi-

cally wrong with a company that could

lose so much money in so short a time.

In enunciating a number of principles

that would guide him to a path of

rehabilitation, he said that advertising,

publicity and exploitation must also

move into the 21st century. Such fourth

dimensional calculation certainly ap-

peals to my academic nature, but I

would like to respectfully ask Mr.
Zanuck if he has had an opportunity to

look over what Mr. Einfeld and his

troops have done in the last five years

or so to advertise, publicize and exploit

motion pictures that probably could not

have been put over with an omniscient

vice-president directing operations.

0

Those of us who have been bruised

and frequently wounded by producers

who said the picture would have been

a big hit if it had been exploited more
skillfully have become a little skeptical

of those who cry for a new showman-

ship. To me, this is like saying to pro-

ducers that they should make a new
type of picture because the public is

tired of heroes, heroines, villains and

fed up with boy getting girl. In my view

one of the major hazards among our

film makers is their conscious or sub-

conscious ambition to make off-beat

material which necessarily demands off-

beat publicity and advertising.

in White



The paying public is not interested

in the intellectual orientation of Mr.

Picture Maker or what the esteemed

critic of The New Yorker or Time
thinks about a movie that is designed

to make people laugh or shed a tear.

Nor is the paying public interested in

a new type of showmanship. Luckily,

the public responds to the stereotype.

If it were otherwise then there would

be no movie business and no adver-

tising of any kind.

What we need, then, is not new
showmanship but more of the old.

In 1947, 1948 and 1949, after

some real good off-beat pictures like

"Another Part of the Forest," "All My
Sons" and "Double Life" were facing

the tortures of amortization, along came
"Francis", the talking mule, and liqui-

dated the hefty losses those fancy pic-

tures incurred for Universal.

If we look at some of the top tele-

vision series such as "Untouchables",

"Ben Casey", "Perry Mason" and now

"Dr. Kildare" we might get an idea

about the entertainment values of

stereotypes. And what happened to

"Omnibus" and Alistaire Cook?

Far be it from this fundamentalist

to suggest that better pictures and bet-

ter advertising do not have a place in

the scheme of things. If better pictures

and better advertising did not cost so

much, I am sure there would be a

plethora of both.

Certainly any picture designed for

the mass audience could always be done

better and certainly advertising directed

to the masses could always be better.

But the point persists, as old Leo

Tolstoy explained, that there can be

no art without the masses taking it to

their hearts. I presume there would be

many more art theatres if there were

many more entertaining "art" pictures.

When Lord Rank (who was J.

Arthur Rank in 1947) made his deal

with Universal he could not under-

stand why there was such a limited mar-

ket in this country for his and other

British pictures. Some wag suggested

that there should be American titles

on all the British pictures. Although

this seemed funny at the moment, there

was no doubt that British pictures, no

matter how good, did not talk the same

language that was spoken in the major

part of the U.S.A. That's why the people

who were connected with the distribu-

tion of "Hamlet" were knocked over

when it proved to be a big hit every-

where in the States because the adver-

tising was changed to a horror theme.

Shakespeare never had it so good or so

gory. Which led us to the slogan,

"everything is hunky gory with Hamlet."

The case of "Hamlet" is cited to

demonstrate that even the immortal

bard can be sold—not with new show-
manship, but with the good old-fash-

ioned kind.

0
It was in 1932 when the late Jesse

Lasky conceived the idea of bringing

the great Russian director, Sergei Eisen-

stein, to Hollywood to work at Para-

mount studio. Mr. Lasky thought it

would be quite in order to bring Mr.

Eisenstein to a sales convention shortly

after he arrived in New York. The
genius took a seat of honor on the plat-

form while he was explored by the sales

delegates. Mr. Eisenstein looked the

part with his massive head and unruly

hair. Mr. Lasky, sensing that the spec-

tacle of genius was being viewed with

some alarm, was not in any way dis-

mayed. "Now don't worry, boys", he

said. "We won't let Mr. Eisenstein do
anything artistic."

He didn't say much more about the

Russian gentleman except to emphasize

that Mr. Eisenstein would spend con-

siderable time observing American

studio methods before being given a

definite assignment. In a year Mr.
Eisenstein returned to Russia and Mr.
Lasky returned to Buddy Rogers and
Nancy Carroll.

Although Mr. Lasky failed in this

culture mission, it could be said that

he was a pioneer in cultural exchange

with the Soviet Union.

in Rage...
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The Changing View on

FILM FESTIVALS

By IRVING M. LEVIN
Director, San Francisco

International Film Festival

On the surface, it appears paradoxical

that the United States' motion picture

industry should not have given birth to

a major international festival long ago.

American films and American stars

have been for years one of this coun-

try's most powerful voices abroad.

American motion pictures have com-

peted in festivals around the globe. But

when we examine our country's cultural

history and the attitude of our industry,

it is easy to see why the film festival

idea has been slow to catch on. In the

first place, American producers and the

American public have always tended to

recognize the motion picture as enter-

tainment rather than as an art form.

We talked about movies being "better

than ever", but this referred to their

boxoffice appeal rather than intrinsic

artistic value.

But now, a change has taken place.

The proliferation of art houses, particu-

larly on the East and West coasts, and

the increasing preference for American

films with substance, clearly point up

the public's increased attention to qual-

ity and desire to see the best products

of other countries. As an increasingly

substantial part of the population be-

comes willing to make serious evalua-

tions of films, our Film Festival claims

increased attention.

Secondly, until the last 10 years the

American public has maintained a lack

of interest amounting almost to a rejec-

tion of foreign films—as of other prod-

ucts of international scope. Part of

the American tradition of isolationism,

this rejection made it uneconomical to

import films in quantity, regardless of

their quality.

This, too, is changing. In general,

we are inextricably involved with the

rest of the world. Cultural exchange is

part of this involvement, and the film

festivals of the world are providing un-

excelled opportunity for the comparison

of film products.

Thirdly, to organize a festival, as we
have learned in San Francisco, requires

great amounts of money and effort ex-

pended with no possibility of personal

gain. The best one can do is lose. Un-

derstandably, then, there are few people

willing, or foolish, enough to launch

another major festival in this country.

Fourth, and perhaps most impor-

tantly, the American fears and resents

losing. It is not enough to be in the

race—he has to win it. Some Holly-

wood producers believe that if one of

their major films, entered in a major

American festival, were to lose first

prize, they would lose face—and box-

office receipts.

I believe that this is a short sighted

view, since anything that stimulates in-

terest in films, will, in the end, create

business. What is more important, in-

creased awareness and appreciation of

the finest films will tend to raise the

artistic standards of motion pictures as

a whole.

There are evidences now that some

American movie makers are altering

their view and actually want to "test"

their products in festivals. I personally

hope this trend continues, and that we

can look forward to enthusiastic and

successful participation by the United

States in festivals all over the world.

Finally, I think the overabundance

of film festivals is destroying the essen-

tial purpose of these competitions, and

is causing criticism from filmmakers

who are constantly harrassed for out-

standing films. I think we should have

fewer, more important festivals— one

in North America, (in San Francisco,

of course), one in South America, one

in Asia, two or three in Western Eu-

rope, and one in Eastern Europe.

Important festivals, with important

films, will give motion pictures an im-

pressive position in the world's cultural

progress.

STUPID WITHOUT WALLS
(Continued from Page 4)

of completion and of those still on

the Mirisch drawing board underline

this production policy. They are:

"Two for the Seasaw" (Robert Mit-

chum and Shirley MacLaine), "The

Great Escape" (Steve McQueen and

James Garner), "Summer Flight" (Susan

Hayward), "Irma La Douce" (Jack

Lemmon and Miss MacLaine), "Toys

in the Attic" (Dean Martin, Geraldine

Page and Wendy Hiller), "The Pink

Panther" (Ava Gardner, David Niven,

Peter Ustinov, Robert Wagner and

Claudia Cardinale), "The Mound
Builders" (Yul Brynner), "The Con-

fessor," "Young Lucifer" (George

Chakiris), "A Shot in the Dark" (Sophia

Loren), "The Great Race" (Paul New-
man and Lemmon), "Hawaii," "Dark

Sea Running," "Elephant Bill" (Bryn-

ner), "A Rage to Live," "Roman

Candle" (Miss MacLaine), "Garden of

Cucumbers" and "633 Squadron." They

are all there on the list—the best-

sellers, the Broadway hits, the promis-

ing original screenplays, of the type

that has marked Mirisch productions

since the brothers formed their com-

pany five years ago.

During their tenure at Allied Artists,

the studio developed a policy keyed to

a production deal with three top film-

makers, Billy Wilder, William Wyler

and John Huston, each of whom was

signed to make two pictures in a far-

reaching, profit-sharing arrangement.

And although the plan was abandoned,

because the first attractions did not live

up to financial expectations, the Mirisch

brothers became enamored of the sound-

ness of the logic behind the idea. A

small, effective organization, reasoned

the Mirisches, could handle all the other

complex matters that make up the film

business: negotiating contracts and fi-

nancing, persuading stars to sign, ar-

ranging pre-production logistics and,

probably most important, taking the

finished film and supervising its mer-

chandising on a co-ordinated, world-

wide basis.

And that the Mirisch Co. has man-

aged to do in fine, and highly profit-

able, style, growing year by year,

until now there are few who will dis-

pute president Harold's contention that

"we are a major studio in our thinking,

and our ability to translate this thinking

into motion picture entertainment." In

fact, some feel that the goal set by

Walter Mirisch is near at hand: "Our

company's aim is to become pre-eminent

as the quality independent film-maker."
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A NEW JOY HAS COME TO THE SCREEN...AND
THE WORLD IS A HAPPIER PLACE TO LIVE INI



THE FALL ATTRACTION AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

AND THE FINEST THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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Newsmakers

m
30 Films from Metro

M-G-M will release some 30 pic-

tures in fiscal 1962-63, beginning this

month, the most important of which,

of course, will be the mammoth ($20

million) "Mutiny on the Bounty." In

making this announcement, vice pre-

sident and general sales boss Robert

Mochrie (above) detailed the release

plan for the roadshow attraction,

which, he said, will parallel the one

given "Ben-Hur." The Marlon Brando-

starrer opens Nov. 8 at New York's

Loew's State and follows with 22

other hard-ticket openings slated in

the U.S. and Canada before Xmas.

Peppercorn Named
Carl Peppercorn (above) was

appointed general sales man-
ager of Embassy Pictures, it

was announced by Leonard

Lightstone, executive vice presi-

dent of the company.

U Business 7 7 % Ahead
Universal Pictures is on a hot revenue streak

and promises to do everything in its power to sus-

tain the momentum into 1963. That was revealed

by vice president and general sales manager Henry

H. Martin, 2nd from rt.. at a press conference

marking the midway point in the firm's Golden
Anniversary sales drive. Also attending, /. to r.,

Herman Kass, executive in charge of national ex-

ploitation; Philip Gerard, Eastern ad-publicity di-

rector, and Paul Kamey, Eastern publicity manager.

U's current success, said Martin, is underlined

by the fact that domestic business at the end of 44

weeks of the current fiscal year is 71 per cent

ahead of last year. Predicting "one hell of a year,"

he credited "Lover Come Back" and "A Touch of

Mink." "Lover" has netted almost $7 million in

8,900 playdates over 28 weeks, while "Mink" has

drawn $5 million in 3,500 theatres in just 1

1

weeks, and is running ahead of its predecessor by

6.9 per cent. And the company's 1962-63 session,

starting in November, will be just as good.

A. H. BLANK HONORED
A. H. Blank, chairman of the board of Tri-States

Theatre Corp. and a member of the board of Amer-

ican Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, was feted

at a testimonial dinner in Des Moines in honor of

his 50th anniversary in show business. Hosting the

affair was his son, Myron Blank, president of

Central States Theatres. Among the 150 industry

and civic leaders paying tribute to the veteran

movie leader, who began his career as an exhibitor

in 1911, were Spyros P. Skouras, chairman of the

board of 20th-Fox; Mitchell Wolfson, president of

Wometco Enterprises; Elmer C. Rhoden, board

chairman of Commonwealth Theatres; Stanley

Warner chief S. H. Fabian, and Leonard Golden-

son, president of AB-PT.

UA Campaign Talk
Reviewing campaigns on

"Manchurian Candidate," "Two
for the Seesaw" and "Taras

Bulba" are UA home office

sales execs., /. to r.. Milton E.

Cohen; Al Fitter; v.p.'s Eugene

Picker and James R. Velde;

Carl Olson; Gene Jacobs, and

Gene Tunick.

Sugar to 20th

The appointment of Joseph

Sugar (above) as road show

manager for 20th Century-Fox

underlined the increased stress

the firm is placing on the big-

budget production. According to

Seymour Poe, vice president in

charge of world distribution,

Sugar, formerly v. p. in charge

of sales for Magna Pictures,

will assume direction of sales

on the current Fox road show,

"The Longest Day," and its

1963 attraction, "Cleopatra."

Previously, Poe had announced

the first changes in his revamp-

ing of the distribution arm, as

well as a schedule of 16 pic-

tures over the next 12 months.

The 20th sales department will

be set up in four divisions

—

East, West, South and Canada

—with a division manager at

the head of each, as follows:

Abe Dickstein (East), Thomas
O. McCleaster (West), Peter

Myers (Canadian) and an as

yet undetermined promotion

from within for the South.

Sell AA Studio

Allied Artists is switch-

ing to a big-budget pro-

gram. It will re-locate and

rent space at larger studios

as soon as a deal is con-

summated for its studio

properly, said president

Steve Broidy (above).
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"It's Only Money"
(Advance Review)

Sututeu &atut$ Q Q Plus

Subdued Jerry lewis comedy with more plot than usual.
Black-and-white. Will satisfy wider audience than
usual.

Discarding some of his familiar frenetic antics, a more
disciplined Jerry Lewis comes up with one of his better

comedies in "It's Only Money". Filmed in black-and-white by
producer Paul Jones and directed in snappy fashion by Frank
Tashlin, this Paramount release should satisfy the comic's
devoted moppet following and prove agreeable entertainment
for most adults. The fact that Lewis has been integrated into

the mystery-farce plot, rather than, as usual, allowed to ride

herd on it, makes for a better balanced comedy. A good sup-
porting cast, headed by Zachary Scott, Joan O'Brien and Jack
Weston, get ample footage to display their talents. The plot
has Lewis as a TV repairman aspiring to become a detective. He
stumbles into a situation involving his long-lost spinster aunt,
about to be married to a slick lawyer who knows she has
inherited a fortune. A lovable butler whose hobby is murder
makes repeated attempts on the blissfully ignorant Jerry's life.

The climax finds Lewis revealed as the real heir of his late

uncle's will. He has a romance with the aunt's nurse.

Paramount. 84 minutes. Jerry Lewis, Zachary Scott, Joan O'Brien, Jack Weston.
Produced by Paul Jones. Directed by Frank Tashlin.

"Yojimbo"

Su4ut&i4 TZatixy, O Q O
Powerful, brilliantly directed Japanese action film.

Big b.o. entry for art houses. Dubbed version would be
acceptable anywhere.

With "Yojimbo,'' Japanese director Akira Kurosawa further

solidifies his reputation as one of the outstanding directors

around. "Yojimbo" (meaning bodyguard), set in mid-19th
Century Japan where violence and gangsterism rule, is a bril-

liant take-off on the American western. A rousing action drama
on one level, an hilarious outdoor spoof on another, this

Seneca release will prove a solid moneymaker along the

art house circuit. Dubbed, it could have much wider circula-

tion. Visually the film is a masterpiece of moody black-and-

white imagery, but Kurosawa also knows how to spin an

exciting yarn. "Yojimbo" could easily be considered his finest

film to date ("Throne of Blood," "Seven Samurai," "Rasho-
mon"). Violence and brutality rule the day as Toshiro Mifune,
a bodyguard for hire, and sought after by two rival factions in

a terror-ridden town, plays one side against the other. Audi-
ences will have to pay close attention to what is happening

because there are so many double-crosses and so many indivi-

duals used as pawns in Mifune's scheme to wipe out both

groups. Mifune is excellent as the strong, shrewd, silent hero,

and the villainous support is equally impressive. Seizaburo

Kawazu heads one gang consisting of his sinister wife, his

weak-willed son, a silk merchant (his backer) and a band of

hired henchmen. Kyu Sazanka, the rival chief (and Kawazu's

former lieutenant) is supported by a wealthy sake brewer, a

slow-witted brother and a hot-tempered brother (Tatsuya

Nakadai). Mifune succeeds in eliminating various members of

both gangs. Then the balance of power is altered when Nakadai

shows up with a revolver—a symbol of Western progress. He
finally captures and tortures Mifune, but the latter, through a

super-human feat, escapes to safety. The climax finds Mifune's

sword more powerful than Nakadai's gun. All the villains are

dead and peace returns to the town.

Seneca International. 101 minutes. Toshiro Mifune, Kyu Sazanka, Tatsuya Nakadai.
Directed by Akira Kurosawa.

"A Coming-Out Parly"

Good British spoof of Nazi prison camp. Should do
well in art houses, wherever English comedies click.

A wee of a time is to be had in viewing this British World
War II comedy, a good-natured spoof of "Stalag 17." Com-
bining slapstick, a number of good belly-laugh lines, plus a

crackerjack comedy-suspense escape finale, this Union-Rank
film figures to do well in art houses, and it might serve well

as a dualler in situations that buy English comedies. Bearded

James Robertson Justice stars as a smug, self-center scientific

genius who ends up inside a German concentration camp. His

gradually warming relationship with his fellow prisoners, and

his elaborate scheme for an impossible escape provide the meat

of the plot. And Justice carries everything off in grand, flam-

boyant fashion. Colorful support is provided by Stanley

Baxter, doubling as a pessimistic Scot prisoner and the Nazi

commandant, and Leslie Phillips, a rather silly prisoner-room-

mate of Justices. Under Ken Annakin's direction the proceed-

ings move along at a sprightly clip. The Jack Davies-Henry

Blyth screenplay opens with Justice a guest on a British "This

Is Your Life" TV program. The remainder of the film is a

flashback. Justice, on a secret mission for British intelligence,

accidentally falls out of his plane and ends up a prisoner. At

first his fellow prisoners think him a German spy. They soon

learn his true identity and are ordered to assist him in his

escape. Justice hides out in a tunnel beneath the barracks (he's

supposed to have escaped from the camp), then waits for the

arrival of a Swiss inspection team. Posing as one of the

inspectors, he walks gayly out of the camp to freedom. Back

on the TV show, he's reunited with his fellow inmates.

Union-Rank. 90 minutes. James Robertson Justice, Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter.

Produced by Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn. Directed by Ken Annakin.

"Hero's Island"

SuUk&m TZctiuu? O Plus

Weak yarn bogs down good color production, able cast.

Will get by as dualler in action, drive-in markets.

Boxoffice prospects appear dim for this United Artists release

about a 1718 family, freed from bondage, struggling to estab-

lish a peaceful existence on an island off the coast of Carolina.

It can get by as a dualler in the action houses and drive-ins,

if exploited. Despite a handsome Panavision-Technicolor mount-

ing, and the presence of James Mason, Neville Brand and

Rip Torn, "Hero's Island" emerges as lethargic, stilted melo-

drama. At fault is producer-director-scripter Leslie Stevens. He
has elicited wooden, ludicrous performances from his entire

cast, and his snail's pace direction does little to overcome the

shallowness of his script. Another disturbing factor is the puz-

zling and continually shifting accents of performers. The plot

finds Torn and his illiterate fisherman brothers ordering

Brendan Dillon, his Bible-spouting wife Kate Manx, their two

young children and laborer Warren Oates off of "their" island.

Dillon refuses and he's stoned to death. Mysterious castaway

Mason, almost dead, washes up on a raft. He regains his

strength and temporarily drives the brothers away with a cutlass.

The brothers depart to hire Brand, a ruthless slave port steward.

Torn objects and his brothers toss him into the sea. Torn now

joins Mason and the family. Brand arrives and the final struggle

begins. Oates is killed and Mason is revealed as the deadly

slavemaster of the pirate Blackbeard. Mason kills Brand and

Miss Manx is forced to kill to save her children. Mason and the

remaining brothers depart, while Torn stays with Miss Manx.

United Artists. 94 minutes. James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate Manx. Produced
and Directed by Leslie Stevens.
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"Requiem for a Heavyweiqht"

Scuckc^ "Rating O O O
Compelling, persuasive film version of TV play. Strongly
played by Quinn, Gleason, fine support. Should be good
grosser generally.

A powerful portrait of a one-time boxing champion on the

skid is presented in this David Susskind production for Colum-

bia. Already the recipient of TV honors, "Requiem," as a result

of outstanding performances, taut direction, and a story com-

pelling in its detailing of human emotions, will now gather

additional laurels, critically and financially. Word-of-mouth
concerning the fascinating performances of Anthony Quinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney and Julie Harris will prove an

important factor. As the heavyweight boxing veteran of 17

years, now forced to quit the ring for reasons of health, Quinn
displays superb imagination and keen sensitivity in one of his

finest performances to date. Also impressive are Gleason, as

Quinn's long-time manager, torn between a certain devotion to,

his fighter and a large debt owed to a gambling syndicate, the

result of betting against Quinn; Rooney, Quinn's loyal trainer

and handler; Miss Harris, an employment counselor who takes a

deep interest in Quinn's future. "Requiem" emerges more a

study of people caught in a web of survival than just another

boxing film as a result of Ralph Nelson's revealing and realistic

direction and Rod Serling's literate screenplay. Especially

noteworthy are the elements of dignity Serling has written

into Quinn's character. Although the physical surroundings are

sordid and squalid, a good share of humor has been injected,

reaching a highlight in the gin rummy game between Gleason

and Rooney. A colorful supporting cast including a number
of boxing favorites and a sadistic performance by Madame
Spivy, the gambling syndicate boss, sharp black-and-white loca-

tion camerawork, and an appropriate background score add to

making "Requiem" a memorable screen experience. The plot

finds Miss Harris arranging for Quinn to get a job as a summer
camp athletic director, and Gleason helping him lose it by
getting Quinn drunk. Gleason wants Quinn to turn wrestler

and wear a degrading Indian suit. The proud Quinn refuses,

but when he learns about Gleason's bet and that the mob is

planning to kill Gleason, he swallows his pride and enters

the wrestling ring, a ludicrous figure.

Columbia. 87 minutes. Anthony 'Quinn, Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie
Harris. Produced by David Susskind. Directed by Ralph Nelson.

"I Thank a Fool"

Involved suspense melodrama favored by good perform-
ances, handsome color production. Should satisfy in

general market. Susan Hayward heads cast.

The strange title belies the fact that this M-G-M release is

a suspense-thriller about a pretty doctor (Susan Hayward),
banned from practicing medicine after serving a prison term

! for mercy killing, who becomes a companion-nurse to the

schizophrenic wife (Diane Cilento) of the prosecutor (Peter

Finch) who sent her to prison. While the plot is complex and
superficial in its presentation, it has in its favor good perform-

ances by Miss Hayward and Finch, a handsome CinemaScope-

Metrocolor mounting, plus enough suspense to keep the general

audience reasonably engrossed. John Mortimer's screenplay,

based on Audrey Lindop's novel, unfolds on a guessing game
level. Is Finch really anxious to keep Miss Cilento out of an

asylum, or does he want Miss Hayward to "put her out of

her misery," Why does Miss Cilento's beloved dead father

turn up alive, and an alcoholic low-life? Is Miss Cilento

really crazy, or is Finch trying to drive her insane? Director

Robert Stevens keeps the red-herrings and puzzling behavior

of the participants coming at a fairly interesting pace, then

winds up the plot with some wild melodramatics on the south

coast of Ireland. Miss Cilento is pretty and sympathetic as the

unbalanced wife, Athene Seyler adds to the mystery as Finch's

vague but clever middle-aged aunt, and Cyril Cusak is approp-

riately weak as the low-life father. Miss Hayward takes Miss

Cilento to Ireland and shows her the alive Cusak. Miss Cilento

grows hysterical, plunges off a cliff but survives. Finch arrives

and explains that he loves Miss Cilento, that he wanted her to

believe Cusak dead because of his lowly ways. He agrees to

put Miss Cilento in an asylum. That night Miss Cilento dies

from an overdose of medicine. Once again Miss Hayward is

suspected of a mercy killing. Several more surprise twists

develop before the death is proven a suicide. Miss Hayward
and Finch decide to try life together.

M-G-M. 100 minutes. Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane Cilento. Produced by
Anatole De Grunwald. Directed by Robert Stevens.

"Pressure Point"

&«4ute44. Katot? O O O
Engrossing drama dealing with racial prejudice in U.S.

Strong elements of black-white conflict should excite in-

terest, if exploited, in metropolitan markets.

Producer Stanley Kramer, a proponent of controversy in

films, delves dramatically into the problem of racial prejudice

in this United Artists release. If it is backed by a strong

promotion campaign, "Pressure Point" might roll up some sur-

prising grosses, especially in metropolitan markets. With

talented Sidney Poitier portraying a Negro psychiatrist and

singer Bobby Darin essaying the straight dramatic role of s

vicious young German-American Bund leader placed under

Poitier's care, it emerges an oftimes gripping, sometimes clini-

cal, generally engrossing motion picture. Intelligently scripted

by Hubert Cornfield and S. Lee Pogostin and imaginatively

directed by Cornfield, the film opens on a simple level. Darin,

arrested for sedition in 1942, is sent to a Federal prison where

Poitier is the psychiatrist. The story's complexities begin un-

folding as the Negro-Jew hating Darin starts rehabilitation

sessions with Poitier. Through cleverly integrated flashbacks,

we learn about Darin's tortured childhood under a drunkard

father and a sickly mother, and his sadistic young manhood.

Especially potent is the scene where Darin and fellow workers

paint tic-tack-toe games all over a tavern, then decorate the

owner's wife with her own lipstick. Running parallel to

Darin's realization of why he is the way he is is the realization

by Poitier that anti-white prejudice lurks inside of him. Pos-

sibly some of the behavior explanations are a bit too pat, but

the overall effect makes for interesting and absorbing viewing.

Poitier is excellent as the at first sure-of-himself then confused

doctor, and Darin turns in a creditable performance as the

sadistic bigot. Peter Falk appears briefly as a young psychiatrist

who has reached an impasse with his Negro patient. The plot

finds Falk wanting to quite his case and Poitier (through

flashback) recounting his trauma with Darin. The latter is

eventually considered cured by the prison medical board and a

model prisoner. Actually, he is putting on an act. Poitier

warns the board that Darin is still dangerous, but the board,

feeling Poitier is not being objective, releases Darin. Poitier

decides not to resign and goes on to become a noted psychia-

trist. Falk, encouraged by Poitier's experience, agrees to stav

with the case.

United Artists. 91 minutes. Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter Falk. Produced by
Stanley Kramer. Directed by Hubert Cornfield
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"Marco Polo"

Sututeu &<zUh$ O O Plus

Big spectacle import will attract adventure fans, young-

sters. Plenty of action, eye-appeal.

A big adventure spectacle in CinemaScope and color, based

on Marco Polo's famous 13th Century journey behind the

Great Wall of China, this dubbed American International re-

lease should roll up some impressive returns in the action-

ballyhoo market. Backed by a colorful exploitation campaign

certain to create plenty of want-to-see among adventure fans

and the youngsters, "Marco Polo'' will satisfy devotees of

escapist entertainment. Gigantic sets recreate the Great Wall

of China, the giant Temple of a Thousand Buddas, Peking with

its palaces, courts and gardens, dungeons and torture chambers

and the pageantry of the Court of the Great Khan. Action

highlights include fierce Mongolian sword fights, Marco Polo

(portrayed by Rory Calhoun) single-handedly fighting off

enemy hordes, and Polo and his followers storming enemy-

controlled Peking with a new and revolutionary weapon of

war—the cannon. In addition, there's Marco's love affair with

the princess (lovely Yoko Tani), daughter of the Great Khan.

And director Hugo Fregonese has kept everything moving

at a loud and actionful pace. The plot finds Marco Polo arriving

in China and rescuing Miss Tani from bandits. He helps some

peasant fight off the tax collectors of villainous Prime Minister

Robert Hundar and is imprisoned. Great Khan Camillo Pilotto

orders his release. While Marco is off on a mission of peace

for Pilotto, Hundar, desirous of taking over China for himself,

arrests Pilotto and subjects Miss Tani to the torture chamber.

Polo and rebel forces storm the city with a startling gunpowder
bombardment. Hundar is killed and Pilotto agrees to allow

Marco to marry Miss Tani. Marco Polo tactfully turns down
Miss Tani's love to continue his adventurous travels.

American International. 100 minutes. Rory Calhoun. Yoko Tani. Produced by
Ermanno Donati and Luigi Carpentieri. Directed by Hugo Fregonese.

"The Reluctant Saint"

Light, humorous religious story should please family

trade. Schell effective in lead. Poses promotion problem.

Oscar-winner Maximilian Schell turns in a beautifully-etched

performance in this unusual religious film made in Italy for

Columbia release. It poses a tough promotion problem. How-
ever, the quality production, the religious and "miracle" aspects

unfolded with taste, the popularity of Schell, and splendid

performances right down the line should give the film a word-

of-mouth lift. Best response figures to come from the family

trade. Based on several incidents in the life of Saint Giuseppe,

"The Reluctant Saint" emerges a charming and humorous 17th

Century story about a simple, accident-prone peasant boy who
becomes a saint through levitation (rising from the ground).

Schell carries off the central role with sensitivity and compassion

—unwilling butt of abuse, lover of people, animals and God,
and unimpressed by the miracle of his levitation. Impressive

support comes from Ricardo Montalban, the stern Franciscan

monk who considers Schell an insult to religion; Lea Padovani,

Schell's hard-working mother who sees safety for her son only

inside the monastery, and Akim Tamiroff, Schell's benefactor,

a peasant who has become a bishop. Producer-director Edward
Dmytryk is to be congratulated for following a light and

heart-warming approach and still keeping his story within

religious confines. The John Fante-Joseph Petracca screenplay

finds Schell being allowed to enter the monastery where he

finds happiness as a stable boy. Tamiroff, impressed with

Schell's warmth and love, suggests the latter be tutored for the

priesthood. Against overwhelming odds, Schell becomes an

ordained priest. After his levitation, Montalban declares Schell

is possessed by the devil. An exorcism ceremony, with Schell

chained to a rock floor, is ordered. The ending finds Montalban
witnessing the levitation of Schell, chains and all, and the

former falling to his knees and praying for forgiveness. The
floating Schell, guided by Montalban, leads the procession.

Columbia. 105 minutes. Maximilian Schell. Ricardo Montalban Lea Padovani,
Akim Tamiroff. Produced and Directed by Edward Dmytryk.

"Ring-a-Ding Rhythm"

Imported jazz item should appeal to teeners. Dualler.

From England comes this featherweight "modern day jazz"

item geared to the taste of teen-age enthusiasts. Exhibitors op-

erating in areas where films of a similar nature have proven
profitable will find this Columbia release adequate as a sup-

porting dualler. Musical personalities include: Chubby Checker,

Gary (U.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannon, Gene McDaniels, Chris

Barber, Acker Bilk and Kenny Ball (of "Midnight in Moscow"
fame). Director Dick Lester guides his flimsy plot along slap-

stick lines, and the numerous musical numbers run the gamut

from Dixieland to rock-and-roll to ballads to the twist. Milton

Subotsky's plot centers around the efforts of youthful singers

Helen Shapiro and Craig Douglas to foil stuffy Mayor Felix

Felton's orders that jazz be prohibited in their town. Off they

go to the big city in hopes of convincing some top disc jockeys

to hold a big jazz show in their town. Disappointment follows

disappointment, but chicanery finally lands the youngsters a top

disc jockey. Mayor Felton sets up a roadblock to prevent the

arrival of the jazz bus. But the bus arrives, the jazz spectacular

is a smashing success and even Felton is won over.

Columbia 78 minutes. Chubby Checker, Gary (U.S. I Bonds. Dell Shannon. Pro-
duced by Milton Subotsky. Directed by Dick Lester.

"Sword of the Congueror"

Colorful, eye-filling minor league spectacle should find

acceptance in mass market. Palance heads cast.

Civil war in the Byzantium Empire after the fall of the

Gothic Empire forms the springboard for this dubbed Italian

minor league spectacle being released by United Artists. Here

we have bloody strife between two rival factions—the powerful

Lombards led by American actor Jack Palance and the under-

manned Gepidaes led by American actor Guv Madison. Im-

pressive sets, colorful costumes, sex and hand-to-hand, group-

to-group combat, strikingly photographed in Eastman Color,

take precedence over storyline and character development. But

director Carlo Campogalliani has staged the orgies, tortures

and battles with enough verve to make the film acceptable

fare for the masses. Palance is an appropriate heavy, Madison

makes a sympathetic counterpart. Lovely Eleonora Rossi Drago

is cast as the daughter of the Gepidaean King and the secret

wife of Madison, while attractive Edy Vessel portrays Madison's

sister. Carlo D'Angelo is the treacherous Gepidaean Prime

Minister. The plot finds Palance offering a peace pact to

Madison and his warriors. D'Angelo murders Palance's peace

envoy brother. Palance massacres the Gepidaeans, kills Miss

Drago's father and forces her to marry him. At the height of

the wedding feast orgy, Madison and his followers slip into

the palace and engage the Lombards in a bloody battle. Inside

the nuptial chamber, kills Palance while his warriors defeat

the Lombards.

United Artists. 95 minutes. Jack Palance. Eleonora Rossi Drago. Guy Madison.
Produced by Gilberto Carbone. Directed by Carlo Campogalliani.
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Marie Signs Ligh t it 'tray
Nothing, say the well-schooled showmen,

electrifies a big town like big electric signs,

flashing on and off, delivering their particular

selling message and bringing the city to life

all in the same motion. And on Broadway,

where dusk is only a dividing point between

natural and artificial light, movie signs have

been dominating the scene of late, drawing the

attention of passers-by to the top pictures soon

to play the Great White Way.

Two of the most eye-catching displays are the

giant signs shown on this page. Above is Joseph

E. Levine's latest splash—a $25,000, multi-

faceted unit, whose 60' x L00' front will be

shouting the advance praises of "Madame Sand

Gene," on Broadway and Seventh Ave. for the

next three months. The electrically-illuminated

sign features a revolving 8' x 18' unit displaying

three different color poses of Miss Loren and

an electric panel monogram streaming the star's

name. For a smart touch of timeliness and au-

thenticity, a traveling news bulletin, utilizing

specially prepared copy, runs below the mono-

gram. Under that display is a 24' x 100' bulletin

bearing the title and credits of the film, which

bows this fall. The whole works will be illu-

minated daily from dusk to 1:00 a.m., and

components will be lighted during the day.

Below, left, is seen a unique man-made eclipse

of the sun Columbia has cooked up over the

Times Square area. Every five minutes, on an

around-the-clock basis, the sun will disappear

from view on a giant display sign heralding the

reserved-seat opening of "Barabbas," Oct. 10.

Erected on the corner of 47th and Seventh

Ave., facing Times Square, the huge, full-color

sign features an electronically-produced eclipse

appearing as part of the art treatment on the

display. Through a series of precision-planned

electric timing devices, the artificial sol will

slowly be eclipsed in the same manner as the

sun was shadowed at Golgotha some 2,000

years ago. The attention-getter also boasts 30-

foot high letters carrying title, cast and play-date

information for the American premiere.

Special 'Taras' Trailer

Over 200 prints of a special "Taras Bulba"

color trailer are spearheading a United Artists

campaign aimed at church, civic and fraternal

groups in the U.S. and Europe. The 16-minutc

featurette, highlighting man)- of the battle

scenes, has been narrated by producer Harold

Hecht and dubbed into six languages by UA.

According to Hecht: "We anticipate that during

the next four months, more than 1,000,00(1 people

will become more acutely aware of our product.

Levine Incentive:

$ $ for 'Journey'
How do you go about building a boxoffice

winner and an alert staff of showmen all at

the same time? Leave it to Joseph E. Levine,

Embassy's president, to come up with a smart

idea aimed in that direction.

The energetic and resourceful showman re-

cently established "special incentive awards"

totaling $1,000 for Loew's Theatres managers

in the New York area, in connection with the

world premiere engagements of "Long Day's

Journey into Night." Speaking for Levine,

Embassy executive vice president Leonard Light-

stone announced the idea at a special conference

w ith the circuit's executives and managers. Com-

prehensive merchandising plans for the picture,

opening Oct. 10, were mapped at the meeting

by officials of both firms (much as they pre-

viously had drawn up plans for "The Sky Above

—The Mud Below").

The awards will be made on the basis of

number of tickets sold at individual Loew's

houses for the Tower East run of the Ely Landau

production.

Hift Named 20th-Fox

European Ad-Pub Boss

In line with president

Darryl F. Zanuck's global

program, Fred Hift
(right) was appointed

20th-Fox director of ad-

vertising and publicity for

Britain, Europe and the

Middle East, it was an-

nounced by v ice president

Charles Einfeld.

Hift will headquarter in Paris, handling pro-

duction, as well as distribution, publicity. His

recent assignments included "Exodus," "The

Hustler" and "The Longest Day." Einfeld also

announced the selection of Herbert JafTey as ad-

publicity director for Latin America and the

Far East.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE. THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston. Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine. Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschenl
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison darma spiced with salty humor.
I 10 min.

November
BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner. Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sir k . Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. Action spectacle.
80 min

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff. Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP I Formerly Wild Cargol Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli Edmund Purdom. Munity of
prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves. 92 min.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action
film.

November

REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January
YOUNG RACERS. THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February
RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March

SCHIZO Leticia Roman, John Saxon, Suspense horror.

April

SEAFIGHTERS Submarine war story.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS War story.

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Teenage comedy.

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COSTA BRAVA Color, Panavision.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision, Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KAHN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE Panavision. Science Fiction

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland.

HI PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

MASOUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-
cent Price. Based on Edgar Allan Poe story.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

March
WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Haley Mills, Bernard
Lee.

May
INTRUDER, THE William Shatner, Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama. 84
min. 6/1 1/62.

PEEPING TOM Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer. 86 min.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Du Bois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September
OUTCRY, THE III Grido) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni.

October
OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

QUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.
Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina,
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brigitte
Bardot, Simone Signoret.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Borg-
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO. PEPPINO ond LA DOLCE VITA Toto. Peppino.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Director
Orson Welles.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Waiter Pidgeon, Emile Genest,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

Julv

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's
misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scully,

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3/62.

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Maurice
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on the

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." 100

min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson
Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laogh-

ton. Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierney.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama of

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbrook,

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. Drama of early

American frontier. 70 min. 7/32/62.

ZOTZ Tom Poston,. Julia Meade. Producer-Director Wil-

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Producer

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama of

the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, Kim

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director

Richard Ouine. Suspense comedy about a beautiful

landlady and her missing husband. 123 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzy

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harareet.

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama of

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooges.

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Zany

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino de

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical comedy
on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.
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DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANTI Color.
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro-
ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea
adventure. 101 min. 8/20/42.

RING-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker. Dukes of
Dixieland. 78 min.

October
REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning
drama. 84 min.

TWO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby Kav
Medford.

November
PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-
win Mathews, Maria Landi Producer Anthony Nelson
Keys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling Adventure
87 min. 8/4/42.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock
Drama of World War II in the sky.

December
BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
Douglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews',
Vittorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis Direc-
tor Richard Fleischer. 134 min. 9/3/42.

Coming
BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
iidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
George Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro'-
ducer Jerry Bressler. Dirctor Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole
Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
kins. Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
David Lean.

RELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
Montalban, Lea Padovan. Producer-director Edward
Dmytryk. 105 min.

WEEKEND WITH LULU. A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 4/11/42.

July
HAROLD LLOYDS WORLD OF COMEDY Harold Lloyd.
Producer Lloyd. Clips from stars old comedies 94
mm. 4/14/42.

TASTE OF HONEY. A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan
Robert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
ducer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
Broadway stage play. 100 min. 8/4/42.

July

August
WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
rector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
Broadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/42

September
IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford. Jane Griffiths
Director Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
64 mm.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders
Lione, Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black.
Director Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
a famous legend. 87 min.

October
END OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
quano, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-Lanaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.
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June
BELL 1 ANTONIO Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Car-dinale Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolog-
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BOCCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
Schneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
rectors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti. Federico
Fellini. Three stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
have written them in 1970. 145 min. 7/9/42.
DEVIL'S WANTON. THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 4/1 1/42.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW. THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/42.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

September

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
lela Rocca. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director Pietro
Germi. Satirical jabs at the mores of our times. 120
min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama of the tragic influences of the city upon a
young, naive farmer. 103 min.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up!l Ke nneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British
spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/42.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor.

October

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni!
Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. I 14 min.

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-
winning stage drama.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wadida, Shintaro Ishihara. Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

MADAME SANS GENE Technirama. Sophia Loren, Rob-
ert Hossien. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director Christian
Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French Revolution.

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal, P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
94 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nad ine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE (Lopert) Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey 84
min. 7/9/42.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED. THE lExcelsior] Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction'
80 min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Masked, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
comedy series. 87 mins. 4/14/42.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE [Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER. THE IKingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-
bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 84 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 84 min!

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel'
Hampton. 82 min.

FRANTIC (Timet Film) Jeanne Moreau. Maurice Ronet.
Producer Irenee Leriche. Director Louis Malle. French
murder mystery. 81 min. 7/24/41.

OCTOBER SUMMARY
An advance look at the October re-

leases shows a solid figure of 23 list-

ings. Embassy, boasting 5, remains out

in front. In second position is M-G-M

with 3. Following closely are 20th-Fox,

Columbia, Continental and Astor with

two each. United Artists, Universal,

Warner Bros., Allied Artists, American-

International, Buena Vista and Para-

mount all promise one.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES, THE ( Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-
Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/42.

I BOMBED PEARL HARBOR IToho Company) Yosuke
Natsuki, Toshiro Mifune, Koji Tsuruta, Misa Uehara.
Producers Riley Jackson, Robert Patrick. Director Shue
Matsubayashi 98 min.

IMPORTANT MAN, THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.
99 min. 7/23/42.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 94 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LUST TO KILL (Producers Associated Pictures Co.)
Jim Davis, Dan Magowan, Allison Hayes. Producers
Alfred R. Milton. Patrick Betz. Director Oliver Drake.

MAN IN THE MOON (Trans-Lux) Kenneth More, Shirley
Anne Field. Producer Michael Ralph. Director Basil

Dearden. British spoof of the astronauts. 98 min.

7/24/41.

MATTER OF WHO, A (Herts-Lion International I Alex
Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,
Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/42.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/42.

NINTH CIRCLE, THE I Interprogress Trading Co.) Dusica
Zeganic, Boris Drornik. Director France Stiglio. 90 min.
10/2/41.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter
Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Masked. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 104 min. 2/5/42.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall', Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.
Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/42.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE (Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

SUMMER TO REMEMBER, A I King sley- Inter national)
Borya Barkhatov, Sergei Bondarchuk Irana Skobtseva.
Directors Georgy Danelia, Igor Talankin. 80 min.
I 1/27/41.

THEN THERE WERE THREE lAlexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Oa hill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/42.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/42.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN I Showcorporation) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

117 min. 4/14/42.

TROJAN HORSE. THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.
105 min. 7/23/42.

TRUTH, THE IKingsley International) Brigitte Bardot,
Charles Vanef, Paul Meurisse, Sami Frey. Producer
Raoul J. Levy. Director Henri-Georges Clouzot. Sexy
French courtroom drama. 128 min. 8/7/41.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS ITimes Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/42.
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ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint. Warren Beatty.
Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of
best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. Ill min.
4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT. THE Cinemascope, Metro-
color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-
ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a
military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/42.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel
McCrea. Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland
Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.
Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the I870's.
94 min. 5/14/62.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter
Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.
152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big
scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of
Asia intent on the destruction of Western civilization.

83 min. 7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,
Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.
Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-
bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-
ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton.
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. 94 min.

October
I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Pro-
ducer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Robert Stevens.
Screen version of the dramatic best-seller novel by
Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min.

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol.
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

November
MAIN ATTRACTION. THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone.
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play.

December

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake.

January

GOLDEN ARROW. THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders. Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paige. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
comedy.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/41.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology b*y

Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers. Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his

ineffectual lawyer.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

March

BRUSHFIRE John Ireland, Jo Morrow, Everett Sloane,
Al Avalon Carl Esmond. Producer-Director Jack War-
ner, Jr. Adventure drama set in turbulent Southeast
Asia. 80 min. 3/5/62.

FOREVER MY LOVE Technicolor. Romy Schneider. Karl

Boehm, Magda Schneider. Producer-Director Ernest
Marischka. Story of Austria's Emperor Franz Joseph
and his beloved wife, "Sissi". 147 min. 4/2/62.

April

MAN WHO SHOT LIBERTY VALANCE, THE John
Wayne, James Stewart, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin
Producer-Director John Ford. Western. 123 min.
4/16/62.

May
ESCAPE FROM ZAHRAIN Panavision. Technicolor. Yul

Brynner, Sal Mineo, Madlyn Hhue. Producer-Director
Ronald Neame. Drama of suspense and intrigue set in

an oil rich nation in the Middle East. 93 min. 7/23/62.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson., Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI I Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.

159 min. 6/25/62.

October
PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.

9/3/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO. A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Pro-

ducer Paul Jones. Director Frank Tashlin.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matron
bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard. Robert
Morley.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

May
CABINET OF CALIGARI, THE CinemaScope. Glynis
Johns, Dan O'Herlihy. Producer-Director Roger Kay.
Remake of the famous classic. 104 min. 5/28/62.

HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De Luxe
Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hugh
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dunne.
A concentration camp victim attempts to escape to

Israel. I 12 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Rus-
sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bushel-

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson, Merry
Anders. Producer-Director Jack Leewood. Mystery
melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, Merry
Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, John
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Director
Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful New
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Montell.
Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the famous
Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Haydn,
Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons.
Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first novel
about a madcap flight across Africa in a balloon.
101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richard
Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey,

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessica
Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn, Juano
Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt.

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 min.
6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Producer
Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marcel
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instruc-

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 min.

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry

Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, George
St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans with-

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermo-
pylae. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath.

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken Hy-
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a little

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd,
Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray
Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hol-

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based on

best-seler about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 min.

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacques
Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Producer-

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assassi-

nated Mahatma Gandhi.
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Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richard
Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell,
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens.
Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of the
tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

June
GERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/42.

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.
Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith. Turin Thatcher. Pro-
ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-
effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/42.

JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
caster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich Maximillian
Schell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
director Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/14/41.

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby. Bob Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
comedies. 91 min.

August

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
Thelma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.
4/25/42.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
of Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/41.

September

PRESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin.

SWORD OF THE CONQUEROR
VALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October
HERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
Manx, Rip Torn. 94 min.

Coming

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Edward Fram, Merry Anders. 77 min.

CARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

CHILD IS WAITING. A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stephen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce. Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

FIVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT I Formerly The Third Dimen-
sion) Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
Ycland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

GRAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM, THE Glenn Ford,
Hope Lange, Charles Boyer.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/41.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley

KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/4/42.

LAND WE LOVE. THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
Director Leslie Stevens.

MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE. THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Director Frankenheimer.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Haiel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Bunell. 79 min. 8/21/41.

PHAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. 1/8/42.

STOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
Pascal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.

TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

Film

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/41.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Broadway hit.

WAR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders.
Director Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81
min. 4/14/42

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT' L

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a
cowboy's struggle against modern times. 107 min.
5/14/42.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/42.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/42.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the iungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 4/11/42.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 4/25/42.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. 114 min. 8/4/42.

November
IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
102 min. 9/3/42.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,
Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan. Producer Sy
Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy. Producer Gordon
Kay. Director R. G. Springsteen.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, Alain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

PARANOIAC Color. Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila
Burred, Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Lillanne
Prousse. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie
Francis.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee. Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mirzi
Gaynor, Gig Young, Thelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix, Leslie Parrish, Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Michael
Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL, THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-

rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, E • j Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

MUSIC MAN. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston. Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett. Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/14/42.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven, David
Opatoshu. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin

America. 103 min. 8/20/42

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-

ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 4/11/42.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT. THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis

Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/42.

Nouember

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,

Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.

Shock thriller.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit. 149 min.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,

Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur

Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee

Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert

Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director

George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-

ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.

Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/4/42.
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ROADSHOW RELEASE

1 1 1 ' i I V / i\ 1

Academy Awards starring NATALIE
c h \rd Beymer, Russ Tamblvn, Rita
( i i < »k(,e Chakiris producer Robert Wise
Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins

[E SEESAW
t( HI! RT MlTCHUM, SHIRLEY MACLA1NE

rrr WALTER MlRISCH director ROBERT WISE
//>< i>l.i\ by William Gibson screenplay by
Lennart

liREAT ESCAPE
Steve McQueen. James Garner. Richard
KOIU.H produced and directed by JOHN
screenplay by JAMES CLAVELI. AND

JRNETT

IR FLIGHT
SCH-BARBICAN FILMS presentation

JSAN HAYWARD producers STUART
id Lawrence Turman director Daniel
'ecuplay by JESSAMYN WEST

LA DOUCE*
Jack Lfmmon. Shirley MacLaine

ted and directed by BlLLY WILDER screenplay
.y Wilder and I.A.L. Diamond

sociation with Edward L. ALPERSON

OSCARS LATER
YS IN THE ATTIC

Dean Martin, Geraldine Page. Wendy
producer WALTER MlRISCH director
Roy Hill from the play by Lillian

IAN screenplay by JAMES POE

INK PANTHER
Ava Gardner, David Niven, Peter

,
Robert Wagner, Claudia Cardinale
Mess" m producer MARTIN JUROW
HvE EDWARDS original story and
by Maurice Richlin and Blake Edwards

IOUND BUILDERS
'UL BRYNNER producer LEWIS RACHMIL
. Lee Thompson screenplay by

1. Michener's Great Sovel produced and
' by Fred Zinnemann screenplay by
T Trumbo

SONFESSOR
' and directed by JOHN FrANKENHEIMER

ilay by NATHAN E. DOUGLAS
novel by Jack Donahue

IG LUCIFER
George Chakiris producer Leon Roth
Irvin Kershner from the

by Ursula Torday

)T IN THE DARK
Sophia Loren produced and

' by Anatole Litvak

jREAT RACE
Martin Jurow director Blake Edwards
original story by BLAKE EDWARDS
by Arthur Ross

AND PEBBLES
>r lined and directed by ROBERT WISE from the
1<f>er's Prize Novel of 1962 by RICHARD McKENNA

I I'HANT BILL
to ing YUL BRYNNER director J. LEE THOMPSON
cr 'nplay by ELLIOTT ARNOLD
^ tAGE TO LIVE
b'lucer Walter Mirisch from the novel by

fO'HARA screenplay by Wendell Mayes

SEPT. 1962

TWO FOR THE SEESAW

irma la douce

THE SAND PEBBLES
^HAWAII

THE ATTIC

—JTHE_ CONFESSOR
THE PiVk pamtmpp

A SHOT IN THE DARK

THE MOUND BUILD ERS,

yOUNG LUCI FER

.THE GREAT RACE
SUMMER FLIGHT

ROMAN CANDLE
from the Broadway comedy by SIDNEY SHELDON

GARDEN OF CUCUMBERS
producer WALTER MlRISCH from the novel by
POYNTZ TYLER screenplay by ISOBEL LENNART

633 SQUADRON
producer Walter Mirisch from the book by
frederick E. Smythe

I



FINANCIAL REPORT

Movies Resist Downward

Pull Better than Most Stocks

In the light of a whopping, disastrous 30-point slide in the

Dow Jones Industrial Average, motion picture company shares,

while down en masse, displayed a much firmer performance

over the past fortnight. Decca and MCA, Preferred were the

only issues to resist the downward pull, but of the 15 companies

that succumbed (three were unchanged), few showed really

significant reversals.

M-G-M was the heaviest loser, closing Sept. 27 4% points

off. Disney, while registering no significant daily setbacks, was
down 31/4 off. AB-PT sold off 378 , and Loew's 3, while Cin-

erama (2i/g) and Screen Gems (2%) also felt the fierceness of

the bears. Cinerama once again was the only really active issue,

146,800 shares changing hands over the two-week period.

In bucking the trend, Decca advanced y2 , amid an announce-

ment by subsidiary Universal Pictures that it had almost dou-

bled its 39-week net. Universal, itself (OTC) pushed ahead
slightly, too. MCA, Preferred, gained y4 , and in the process

hit a new 1962 high of 33 1

/2> something of a feat in view of the

general circumstances. MCA common, on the other hand, con-

tinued to keep board watchers blinking. It opened the fortnight

by jumping 5 l/4 points during the first two days, on the strength

of an imminent settlement with the Department of Justice, but

near the close, after the agreement had been officially an-

nounced, the stock lost 2 points to end up 1% on the minus side.

U Almost Doubles 39-Week Net
Universal Pictures, currently being touted as a major contribu-

tor to what will be one of the all-time great film production
companies (MCA merged with Decca and Universal), recently

reported second highest 39-week earnings in its history, and
from all indications, a powerful product line-up will propel the
firm to a yearly figure second only to the record I960 net.

For the 39 weeks ended July 28, 1962, consolidated net from
operations totaled $4,547,939 ($5.07 per share), almost double

the consolidated net of $2,284,782 ($2.45) for the torrcspon

ing 1961 period. Top-grossing pictures like "That Toj
of Mink" and "Lover Come Back" were credited with the re

enue currently rolling in.

Wometco 12-Week Net Zooms
Wometco's (OTC) financial star continues to rise rapidl

Net income after taxes for the 12 weeks ended Sept. 8, 1 96

zoomed 34.8 per cent, while net for the first 36 weeks of t

year was up 48.1 per cent. According to president Mitchell Wo
son: "This substantial increase in earnings continues to refle

the overall strength of all of our company's individual opei

dons."

Net for the 12 weeks totaled $400,834 (360 per share), con

pared to $297,462 (270) a year earlier. Gross income w
S4,184,8l4, against $3,797,053 in 1961. Net for the first I

weeks of '62 amounted to $1,317,031 ($1.19), compared

S889,472 (800) earned through the third quarter of '61. Grc

income for the 36 weeks was up to SI 3,099,9 15 from fJ

$10,610,656 recorded a year ago.

Loew's Set to Go—Bregman, dimming:
Building its foundation for the future on a refurbished tr

atre chain that promises to become increasingly profitable wi

the burgeoning cinema attendance, and a network of hotel ai

real estate operations that boasts a tremendous revenue pote

tial, Loew's Theatres has become the target for numerous Wi'

Street bouquets of late. The investors like the way the Tis>

brothers are trimming away the operational fat and beefing r

the more productive activities. Most of them look for a sha i

upward swing within the next two years.

Latest to sing Loew's praises is Joseph Klyde, of Bregma

Cummings & Co. According to the New York investment fin

"The common stock of Loew's Theatres is an attractive specu] 1

tion based upon present and future operations in the hotel ad

real estate field. Liquidation of unprofitable theatre properti;

(almost complete) and the refurbishing of a number of theatt

to exhibit Cinerama films, should materially improve the pro

potential of the theatre chain. Loew's should also benefit frc

the recent trend reversal in theatre attendance (up estimat

(Continued on Page 1

'

Long-Term Earnings of 3MCA.-Devca

Combine Seen Having Strong Potential
In line with all the hopeful pronouncements by exhibitor

organizations and theatrical guilds following the settle-

ment of the Department of Justice suit against MCA that

the MCA-Decca-Universal combine represents one of the

world's biggest and most important movie companies, it is

not surprising that Wall Streeters are glancing with favor

upon cinemaland's newest giant. One of the most enthu-

siastic and comprehensive reports on MCA and its acqui-

sion was issued recently by L. F. Rothschild & Co., promi-

nent New York investment firm.

Rothschild views the issue as "having unusual character-

istics which make it a worthwhile commitment for the

income conscious investor seeking long-term appreciation

potential." The reasons are spelled out in two growth
charts showing earnings progress from 1954 to 1961. One
details MCA's spectacular rise over the past eight years;

the other interestingly indicates that over the same span,

the combined per-share net of MCA and Decca-Universal

in each year would have exceeded that of MCA alone

(with the exception of 1959, when the overall net would

have been one cent lower).

The first chart, on MCA, points out that revenue from

television activities has increased steadily, from $8.7 mil-

lion in '54 to $72.6 million last year. Likewise, total net

income climbed from 390 per share to $1.83 in '61. Notes

the report: "Few companies can boast of growth of this

magnitude. Equally impressive are the consistently high

level of profit margins in an industry noted for its volatil-

ity. In our opinion, the lion's share of credit belongs to

management's aggressive attitude and its efficient, busi-

nesslike operation, which has set it apart from most others

in the Hollywood world. These attributes . . . allowed

MCA to fill successfully the great need for television pro-

(Conthiued on Page 14)
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What They're Mini About

In the Movie Business

SHOWMANSHIP FOR 'TRASH'. The tired film

executive who says showmanship can't save a

'turkey" from death at the boxoffice might

consider the case of an underfed bird titled

'Poor White Trash". Several exhibitors informed

his department that the 5-year-old reissue has

irawn opening-day grosses far in excess of
lBen Hur"! Originally released as "Bayou" in

957 by United Artists, the picture never got off

he ground and was played off as a lower-half

lualler in minor situations. Producer Mike A.

lipps, conscious of the product shortage, decided

o try a reissue, tagged it with the provocative

Trash" handle, and worked up a promotion
ampaign marked by real flair. The trailer,

ans scenes, carried only a voice informing the

udience that "Poor White Trash" was suitable

Dr adults only, that uniformed police would be

n duty at the boxoffice to bar children,

mother slick trick was to ask exhibitors to cut the

railer into the feature on the preceding program,

ardoning the audience for the interruption

to make this important announcement",
'he uniformed police were stationed at each

leatre. The newspaper ads carried only the

tie, one tag line, and notice of the "adults only"

istriction. Grosses in drive-ins have been nothing

;iort of sensational, in many cases shattering all

established records. In conventional theatres

lasiness was enormous at openings, but quickly

niled off because the picture is still just "Bayou",
ne flop of 1957. But Ripps and his crew are

Roving what clever showmanship can do,

pen for a "turkey".
o

VELTNER FOR TOP SPOT. When Barney
lalaban steps out as president of Paramount
Oossibly by year's end), George Weltner is the

ooice for the top spot. The executive vice

Resident in recent weeks has been assuming
icreasing responsibility for the company's policy

ccisions, apparently at the direction of the

bard. There have been persistent reports over

te past few months that pressure is being
eerted by some directors on boss Balaban to

rlinquish the presidency. They are said to be
csturbed by the inadequacy of Paramount's

product in recent years and by the disappointing

boxoffice performance of some releases that had
merit. Balaban likely will assume an advisory post

with the company, or he might be elected to

succeed octogenarian Adolph Zukor
as board chairman.

o

KNOCKOUT PUNCH. Like everyone else—
from Floyd Patterson, to $100 a seat ringsiders,

to $10 a seat theatre-TV-goers, to the promoters
—Allied Artists was hit harder than the ex-champ
by the swift, 2-minute, 6-second KO punch
delivered by Sonny Liston in the heavyweight
title fight. Although the official pictures subject

was built up to just shy of 14 minutes running
time, the public is displaying a noticeably cool

attitude toward it, and AA salesmen are finding

themselves faced with a difficult selling task. The
fight pictures will get a representative playoff, but
at far lower terms than would have prevailed

if the bout had lasted a little longer

and furnished some excitement.
A

EXHIBITOR ELECTIONS. Despite the

previously announced intentions of John H.

Stembler, head of TOA, and Marshall Fine,

president of National Allied, not to run again for

office, top-level thinking in both organizations

currently is in favor of making every effort to

change their minds before the annual fall

conventions. Of course, a list of new candidates

is being drawn up, just in case they meant what
they said. With the product situation tighter than
ever, and the other all-too-familiar factor's

(censorship, pay-TV, stringent terms) looming as

roadblocks to exhibitor prosperity, now is not the

time to change proverbial horses. Not, say the

solons, for fear of trying some new leadership,

but because mostTOA and Allied members are

satisfied with the jobs their respective chiefs have
done over the past year. Stembler's scorecard

shows a tireless effort to obtain more product,

or, failing that, co-operation from the film

companies via a more evenly distributed release

schedule. Latest credit must be, of course, the

widely hailed Hollywood Preview Engagement
plan. Too, TOA has beefed up its membership.

Fine has fought for less exacting terms for the

small theatres and a quicker playoff of important

pictures in the subsequent runs. One of his chief

contributions has been the re-building of Allied

unity, which was seriously threatened when he

first took office two terms ago. Both organizational

heads have constantly opposed censorship and
pay-TV, although Fine admitted to a personal

conviciton that feevee will prove an aid to the

entire industry. Right now, they're both saying

"I will not run." But so did other officeholders.
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Movies and the Family

There were two items in a single edition of one of the trade

dailies the other day which caught my eye. One was a front-page

story about a purported effort to expunge the coded ratings of

films in The Green Sheet, published by the Estimate Board of

National Organizations via the Motion Picture Association of

America. The other was a terse paragraph which mentioned in

passing that the city of Warwick, Rhode Island, with a popula-

tion of 70,000, has no film theatre. Offhand, these two nuggets

of trade information would not seem to be too closely related.

But I think they are.

The ratings in The Green Sheet, with which unnamed sources

were reportedly unhappy, consist of coded initials—A for

adult pictures, MY for pictures suitable for mature young

people, YP for pictures suitable for young people, C for pic-

tures suitable for children and F for family pictures. You don't

have to read The Green Sheet in order to see what the latest

crop of pictures is like. All you have to do is run your eye

along the initials at the end of each review. Invariably, you will

find in recent years that pictures with A of MY ratings far

exceed those with an F symbol.

Now this may have absolutely no bearing at all upon the

situation in Warwick, Rhode Island. However, I suspect that

one reason for the lack of a theatre in Warwick is that there

isn't enough of a family audience, because there aren't enough

family pictures. Those adults who wish to see adult movies

can easily get to nearby theatres already in existence. It is the

family audience which likes to stay a little closer to home or at

least certainly to avoid going to downtown areas.

0

Speaking as the father of a brood of varying juvenile ages,

I can assure you that the motion picture industry certainly is

not turning out enough films in the family bracket. The industry

is turning out pictures which my wife and I enjoy seeing.

It is also turning out pictures which attract my fourth grader,

but which I can't possibly sit through myself. In between these

extremes, were it not for Walt Disney and a few others, there

would be nothing. As things stand, there is not enough. If I am
looking for family entertainment for my entire family, week
after week I find that the answer does not lie in the motion

picture theatres. I can take the whole family happily on a picnic.

I can join with the boys at a ballgame. But there is precious

little common ground for us in the movie emporium.

It is not my purpose in this column to espouse the cause of

togetherness. There are times, as every parent knows, when
togetherness starts coming apart at the seams. But a family is

a family and I must state frankly that one of the joys of our

family is sometimes doing things together. In the entertain-

ment area, for example, I find that we often watch television

together. The kids derive their own brand of satisfaction and
my wife and I get our adult type of enjoyment out of a single

program which we watch together. Television, apparently, has

not forgotten the family audience. Television, apparently, has

encountered no great difficulty providing family entertainment

—
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some of it superb, some of it not so good, which is all you car

ask of any medium. If television can do it, what's the mattei

with the makers of theatre movies? Either they can't do it, 01

they don't want to often enough.

One of the original secrets of success for the drive-in, at leas

after the "passion pit'' label wore off, was that this was a wa\

of taking the whole family easily to the movies. The onljl

trouble is that year after year, the drive-ins get fewer picture:

which are suitable for family viewing. In my family we trave

together, worship together, bowl together (and separately, too)

watch television together (and separately, too), and look ove;

the movie ads together. Unfortunately, that's about as far a:

we usually go in the direction of attending the movies together

As the coding on The Green Sheet amply testifies, there jus

aren't enough F's to go around.

Do what they will with The Green Sheet, neither the esti

mable reviewing organizations nor the membership of th(

Motion Picture Association can solve my family's moviegoim

problem—which I suspect is also the moviegoing problem o

millions of other American families—by changing the forma

of the publication. Just let them make more family pictures.

There are those in the motion picture business, as in all thi

arts, who like to look down their noses at family entertainment

These are the people who regard Disney as a cornball, slapsticl

as slumming, and family moviegoing as a vestigial remnant o

a bygone civilization.

There is such a thing as fractionalizing an audience and thesi

movie makers have been pretty good at it. For most of today'

theatre film creators, I suspect that the job of making famil-

movies

—

good family movies—is jsut too much for them. The
may regard Disney as "unsophisticated ", but I suspect the

secretly envy him. It is much easier to make a so-called "adult'

picture about a series of seductions, or something equally sexy

than it is to come up with an idea suitable and entertaining fo

the whole family.

0

We certainly do have some very distinguished producers mak

ing very distinguished pictures for the mature audience. Stanle

Kramer, to name one, has added greatly to the distinction o

the art and the industry. But there are too many producer

going off in exactly the opposite direction from Mr. Kramei

His specialty is to find a difficult, challenging subject and us

it as the basis for a meaningful motion picture. The specialt

of his opposite numbers, unfortunately, is to take a meaning

less subject and dress it up with the kind of gimmicks—bed

room scenes, for example—which make it an adult picture onl

in the sense that it is certainly not suitable for children.

This brings me to the heart of the case. The world today i

a living euphemism. We are finding softer or more flatterin

words for everything, from the chief of maintenance who use

to be known as a janitor, to the language arts course whic

used to be known as English. The motion picture industry ha

its euphemisms too. One of the most prominent is the expre:

sion "an adult picture." What this means is a picture which i

definitely not for children. Many a so-called "adult" picture i|

also not fit for adults either.

We should also note that a family picture can be designe

in two ways. Euphemistically, it is nothing more than a pictur

which is suitable, that is, not offensive to every member of th

family. In its best sense, the definition of a family picture

that it is a picture which interests every member of the famil;

There is a considerable difference between having an inoffei

sive picture and having an interesting one.

So when I say that we need more family pictures,I shoul

stress that I mean pictures which appeal to all the membei

of the family.

Meanwhile, anyone for bowling?
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New ttl<»i>d Needed in High Offices
We have grown accustomed to the

annual Fall let-down in our business,

but this year's slump is one of the most

disastrous in memory. The appalling

lack of first-rate product available to

theatres in September and October can-

not be dismissed as a seasonal accident;

it must be frankly regarded as a symp-

tom of a basic ailment that is afflicting

and retarding our industry—the defi-

ciency of effectual leadership in high

offices.

A clinical study of the state of our

industry these days reveals the fact that

the murky pall hanging over the busi-

ness this Fall is not due alone to the

seasonal depression that besets the box-

office. It is attributable to a greater de-

gree to the melancholy impression per-

vading the ranks that we are without a

!

program, without a unity of purpose.

Here we are, an industry in which

the principal suppliers of product each

gross approximately one hundred mil-

lion dollars annually, an industry in

which the total investment runs into

billions, an industry with a weekly audi-

ence, even in these latter, declined

years, of over 40 million people. Hard

|

as it is to believe, the truth must be ac-

cepted that this still-wonderful business

is drifting downstream—without a plan,

without a purpose, without real leader-

ship.

Leonard Goldenson, president of

American Broadcasting-Paramount The-

atres, was quoted the other day as say-

ing: "The motion picture industry has

been slipping a bit in recent years. It is

suffering from some of the barnacles

that have gathered around it for 50

years."

Yes, and it is suffering from some
freshly encrusted barnacles on the think-

ing processes of present-day policy-

makers, too.

Here and there is found an isolated

island of aggressive activity among the

film companies, the kind of progressive

executiveship that conceives motion pic-

ture business as a continuing, enduring

institution. But the chain of leadership

has too many weak links.

The heads of some film companies

are gripped by immobilizing paralysis

as they face the competition of tele-

vision and the demands of today's par-

titioned audience—one segment, the se-

lective adults, the other, a younger pat-

ronage susceptible to clever promotion.

Having been reared in an earlier era

when movie-going was actually the rec-

reational habit of millions of people,

they find themselves unable to cope

with meeting, on the one hand, the new

entertainment tastes of the public; on

the other, the two-fisted promotional

effort required to put over certain types

of pictures.

Inadequate to the task of the produc-

tion challenge, and jealously eyeing the

success of the United Artists pattern of

independent production, those timid

film men have relinquished the produc-

tion reins entirely to outsiders. What's

good for UA, they reason, is good

enough for them, not calculating that

there is a limit to the fund of estab-

lished production talent.

This industry needs more men in

high offices possessed of the courage,
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the enterprise and showmanship of a

Joe Vogel, who is bold enough to un-

dertake such monumental tasks as the

production of a "Ben Hur" and a "Mu-

tiny on the Bounty" and who now an-

nounces a full program of films under

the aegis of his own proud M-G-M ban-

ner. It is encouraging, to be sure, to have

Darryl Zanuck re-assuming his vital

role in making the 20th Century-Fox

studio once again a fertile source of

films. We welcome MCA, a newcomer

bearing promise of contributing a good

share of product to theatres.

But in too many quarters whence

leadership should be forthcoming, we
witness, rather, a dwindling confidence

in the future of the industry. The timid

souls in those high offices have con-

cocted a theory of short supply as the

answer to the industry's problems. They

hope for an occasional blockbuster to

get black ink on the fiscal report, seek

diversifications in which to invest their

film income, and meanwhile pursue the

toll television will-'o-the-wisp. In their

policies lies no future for our industry.

The cycle of constriction and deteriora-

tion already is vicious insofar as the the-

atre market is concerned, and it will be-

come more so if such thinking prevails.

As fewer films are made, more theatres

will be forced out of business; as fewer

theatres remain, less product will be

made; thus to the end.

There is an alternative. It is the reac-

tivation by all studios of a production

program to fill the needs of exhibition,

and the support of all pictures by full-

scale promotion campaigns. Such a pro-

gram on a broad scale, we say, would

restore the industry's confidence and

rebuild its earning power. And the pub-

lic would respond to a movie business

that believes in itself.

That kind of planning and doing

calls for real leadership in the high

offices. Do we have it? —MO WAX
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I am indebted to Mr. Samuel Arkoff,

executive vice-president of American

International Pictures, Inc., for some

observations on the nation's psyche or

ethos. Mr. Arkoff, who, for the nonce,

is wearing the cape of Edgar Allen

Poe, recently told an interviewer that

"humor and horror are difficult to blend

because the kids are mostly interested

in being scared to death.''

Mr. Arkoff, whose company has in-

deed made some very good horror pic-

tures, is not to be faulted when he

speaks glowingly of the market for the

macabre. Without going into the escha-

tology of the matter, it does seem that

as long as the citizens rush to see who
is killed when automobiles collide, we
may fairly assume that the grisly and

grim can be profitably put on screen.

Whether children at an early age

have fully developed a death wish or

drive, as Mr. Arkoff has suggested, is

something that we have to refer to the

psychiatrists. It does suggest a reason-

able hypothesis that the kids do like

wearing those cowboy belts adorned by

cap pistols and that their sham battles

may have something to do with the

subconscious desire for a hero's death.

Nevertheless, Mr. Arkoff is suffi-

ciently eclectic to feel that in his next

picture "we are going to take a chance

on more comedy." I have no doubt that

such a radical move has been studied

carefully, and it is even probable that

a researcher has surveyed the matter.

0
As for my own taste, I think good

horror pictures are inherently funny,

which is one reason why they do so w ell

at the boxoffice. I believe it was none
other than the great Henri Bergson who
analyzed the appeal of absurdity in re-

lation to comedy. No one, even the

children, gives plausibility to the horror

themes. The fact that this genre has no
relation to reality not only makes it

vastly entertaining but also vastly absurd.

Mr. Arkoff, continuing his thesis,

states that "there are three types who
form the horror crowd: young people,

simple-minded adults and intelligent

adults." This, as far as my knowledge
of demography extends, just about

covers the cross-section. So we may w ell

conclude that Mr. Arkoff is interested

in making his pictures for the natural

movie audiences and if he follows this

he will not be consulting Dr. Gallup.

When Mr. Arkoff was asked about

pictures "that feature undressed fe-

males", he adroitly replied that this is

a specialized field and introduced at

the same time a wry hygienic note to

the effect that "our monsters neither

smoke nor drink." Certainly such ab-

stinence on the part of his star roster

might be viewed with alarm by the

In Focu
ADAM WEILER

tobacco and liquor industries, but think

what an exemplar this could be to the

younger generation. Although Mickey

Mantle and Roger Maris inhale Camels

to inspire the youngsters on the thera-

peutic values of smoking, the monsters

go about their business with an abstin-

ence worthy of the late G. B. Shaw.

With a feeling of intramural tran-

quility, Mr. Arkoff said that the forth-

coming production "White Slave Ship"

was originally called "The Mutiny ", but

in deference to "Mutiny on the Bounty"
his company voluntarily made the title

change. So how can any one say Joe

Vogel isn't getting the breaks.

My experience with the selling of

horror pictures was a most active one.

It was in 1933 that Arthur Mayer in

settlement of his contract with Publix

Theatres (already bankrupt) was pre-

sented gratis with the old Rialto Thea-

tre at 42nd Street and Broadw ay. Arthur,

still showing the patina of an Harvard
education, was, to put it mildly, a

strange anomaly in this environment.

He could not book pictures that ap-

pealed to his sophistication, but fortuit-

ously ran on to some sanguine celluloid.

I was doing Arthur's advertising and
w hat a field day it w as.

Every picture had the same content

but every ad was designed differently.

W;e even decided that a special type of

reader ad should be run in the New
York Times, emphasizing that even a

Times reader had reason to excoriate

his demons and view vicariously mon-
sters which his psychoanalyst might
never have heard about. We added the

clinical thought that all patrons, in

addition to an admission ticket, would
be wise to bring their own stethoscopes.

My training in such subtleties was

acquired at the Brooklyn Paramount

Theatre, now a center of higher edu-

cation. Having served my internship at

that palace of Rudy Vallee aficionados,

I was well equipped to tackle the

nuances of Times Square.

The Brooklyn Paramount Theatre

had only one policy and that was to

fill 4200 seats at every performance.

I recall when we had a slump for

several weeks the late Sam Katz, then

president of Publix Theatres, called a

staff meeting to investigate the de-

pressed receipts. We gave many reasons,

both philosophic and sociologic. How-
ever, these made no impressions on
Mr. Katz. With a most prescient in-

flection he said that there was only one
reason why we were slipping. This rea-

son, he stated, was that the theatre was
on the wrong side of Elatbush Ave.

Nothing could be done about this.

But as a result of this plenary con-

ference, budgets for stage shows were

thrown in the Gowanus canal and name
attractions costing as much as $15,000

a shot were booked into the theatre.

At the time of the bank moratorium

in March, 1933, we had our libidoes and
receipts augmented with the presence

of Mae West. Miss West was then

managed by a Mr. Timony who knew
how to look after her interests. With
banks closed, he refused to accept salary

checks. Each night he collected cash for

the day's performance. This situation

prompted me to w rite an ad with a pic-

ture of Mae and one line of copy. It

read, "You can bank on me at the

Brooklyn Paramount Theatre."

When Long Island University re-

cently bought the premises for an ad-

junct to the university I took one last

look at the emporium and with a feeling

of nostalgia gave thanks for my resi-

dence there and at the same time

wondered if Sam Katz wasn't really

correct in saying it was on the wrong

side of the street.

0

Now that I have looked back for

nearly thirty years, it seems a pity that

the old Publix Theatres training meth-

ods are being cast aside. There is much

talk about training young persons for

careers in our business but very little

is being done about it. Publix conducted

a real school to develop young fellows

for jobs in the theatres. The school

gave excellent courses in advertising as

well as theatre operation, and when a

lad graduated from the school he was

a good potential for a manager's job

and he certainly felt a sense of respon-

sibility to Publix and to the industry.

Wouldn't the industry do well to

revive this sort of enterprise? Compo,

which truly reflects all branches of

the industry, could certainly make a try.

There are only a few industries which

do not indoctrinate personnel in the

importance of their particular business

to the welfare of the entire nation. I

know of nothing like this going on in

the film business. And when you get

right down to it, we are an important

business not only here but abroad.

Such a thought applies not only to

theatre operation but to all phases of

production. How about it, Compo and

Mr. Eric Johnston!
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'Gypsy" Colorful, Popular Entertainment for All Audiences

StuUCM Rati*? GOO Plus

Lively musical version of stage success based on Gypsy

Rose Lee's career as stripper. Handsome color produc-

tion. Strong b.o.

"Gypsy" is a big, splashy, glittering musical based on the

successful Broadway show about the early life of stripper

Gypsy Rose Lee and her dominating stage-struck mother. With

Rosalind Russell, Natalie Wood and Karl Maiden starring,

Jule Styne's music and Stephen Sondheim's lyrics to delight

the ear, and a lavish Technicolor-Technirama dressing to thrill

the eye, this Warner Bros, release shapes up as an impressive

boxoffice contender.

Producer-director Mervyn LeRoy has not attempted to give

"Gypsy" a realistic mounting, but, rather, has employed color-

ful and imaginative sets to re-create the atmosphere of the

vaudeville-burlesque world of show business in the '20s and

'30s. Recent screen adaptations of stage musicals ("The Music

Man," "West Side Story,") have established the broad audience

for such fare, and there's every reason to believe this bouncy

hunk of entertainment will be equally popular. Bursting

with energy, comedy, a little pathos, gusty performances and

gay production numbers, LeRoy's film emerges as flavorful,

jscapist entertainment for audiences in all markets.

"Gypsy" is, in many ways, an unusual musical. Its central

ligure, Miss Russell, is a volatile eccentric who will stop at

lothing to make stars of her daughters "Baby June" (Havoc)

ind 'Baby Louise" (Gypsy). Sacrificing personal happiness and

he happiness of her children and the man who loves her

Maiden), Miss Russell marches through the years an incendiary

error. If mother Rose is not the most sympathetic of char-

icters, she is certainly a memorable one, and in the capable,

xuberant hands of Miss Russell, she becomes the epitome of

uccess-dedicated stage mothers. She clowns, sings and dances

n grand theatrical fashion, making Rose her finest character-

zation since "Auntie Mame."

Although "Gypsy" is Miss Russell's vehicle from start to

inish, the other principals come through with flying colors,

alented Miss Wood, the neglected Louise who suddenly be-

omes the light of Miss Russell's eye after June (Ann Jilliann)

uns away to get married, then, as a pinch-hitting stripper,

ecomes a glamorous celebrity as a result of her sophisticated

lethod of stripping (more tease than strip). She is especially

juching during the unhappy youth period before her success,

lalden is comic and zesty as Miss Russell's devoted lover-

lanager who finally walks out when the former's ego becomes
)0 unbearable to take. Standout support comes from a trio

If strippers—Betty Bruce, as Miss Finesse, Faith Dane, the

umpet blower, and Roxanne Arlen, the girl who lights up
ith electric bulbs—and Suzanne Cupito, as the squeaky-voiced

Baby June."

The production numbers are every bit as exciting as they

|ere on the stage. There's the sentimental meeting between
[liss Russell and Maiden ("Small World "), Miss Wood's
•nely lament ("Little Lamb") and singer-dancer Paul Wal-

Gypsy (Natalie M ood) Gets Stripper Instructions

lace's dream of putting an act together ("All I Need Is the

Girl"). Vaudeville at its corniest and funniest is delightfullv

presented via "Let Me Entertain You," "Farm Sequence" and

"Baby June and Her Newsboys" (all ending with a foot-stamp-

ing salute to the American flag), while bitterness over the way
Miss Russell is ruining their lives is expressed by the daugh-

ters warbling "If Momma Was Married." And as the show-

stopping frosting on the cake, there's Miss Russell's dynamic

"Everything's Coming Up Roses" and her tortured climactic

solo, "Rose's Turn," plus the comic stripper masterpiece "You
Gotta Get a Gimmick."

The technical assets are first-rate: Orry-Kelly's period cos-

tumes, Ralph Hurst's sets and Robert Tucker's choreographv.

Leonard Spigelgass' screenplay, based on the "Memoirs of

Gypsy Rose Lee," finds Miss Russell hocking her father's

golden retirement trophy, forming a new act for "Baby June,"

Maiden joining the troupe as an agent, and the years passing

with Miss Russell refusing to allow her daughters to be their

rightful age. Bookings become fewer as vaudeville dies, and
Miss Jilliann (now "Dainty June") runs off. The dancing boys

leave, too. Miss Russell, desolated, but unbowed, vows she will

make a star of Miss Wood. Nothing works out and Miss

Russell decides to give up show business and marry Maiden,
but she forces a nervous Miss Wood into pinch-hitting for a

missing stripper. Appalled, Maiden walks out. Miss Wood
becomes a success and starts leading her own life. A volcanic

show-down between Miss Wood and Miss Russell finds the

heartbroken mother walking out on her daughter. Miss Wood
hears Miss Russell sing on an empty stage of the things she

wanted from life for herself and her daughters. Mother and
daughter are reunited, with Miss Russell still planning Miss

Wood's career.

Warner Bros. 149 minutes Rosalind Russell, Natalie Wood, Karl Maiden. Pro-
duced and Directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
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"The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner"

Another first-rate British film. Will receive plaudits in

art and class houses. Can be sold in general market, as

well. Excellent acting by new young star.

Add to the list of outstanding British imports this Continen-

tal release produced and directed by Tony Richardson ("A Taste

of Honey") and scripted by Alan Sillitoe ("Saturday Night and

Sunday Morning"). Harshly, cynically and humorously, it ex-

plores the attitudes of a defiant young man sent to a Borstal

reformatory for robbing a bakery. Complex in its portrayal of

the central character, brilliantly performed by 18-year-old new-

comer Tom Courtenay, imaginatively unfolded via flashbacks

(showing Courtenay's life up to his imprisonment) masterfully

interwoven with the Borstal present, and photographed in a

realistic rough-grain manner, "Runner" will become a top art

house and class market grosser. It also should prove an exploit-

able attraction in other metropolitan situations. Courtenay's

sensitive, tough portrayal will bring him critical response and

star-building word-of-mouth. A product of the Midlands slum,

contemptuous of the world and his "betters" who make it up,

he suddenly finds himself in the position of bringing fame and

glory to the Borstal. Considered the best long distance runner

in The Establishment, he knows he can easily win the big con-

test with a nearby public school. How he decides to cooperate

and beat the system leads up to the climactic race and a truly

amusing and surprise ending. The support is equally impressive:

Michael Redgrave as the Borstal's stuffy head who challenges

Courtenay's individualism; Philip Martin, the top inmate run-

ner Courtenay dethrones; Avis Bunnage, Courtenay's ill-tem-

pered mother; Raymond Dyer, the "fancy man" who takes over

as head of the house after Courtenay's laborer father dies; James

Bolan, Courtenay's boyhood chum, his companion in petty

crimes and a wonderful weekend spent at the sea shore with

girls; and Topsy Jane, the girl Courtenay starts to feel some-

thing for. On the day of the big event, Courtenay easily out-

strides William Ash, the public school's star runner. As he ap-

proaches the finish line, Courtenay stops dead, bows and ges-

tures for Ash to pass over the finish line first. Smiling

contemptuously at the stunned Redgrave, Courtenay proves he

would rather suffer the consequences of his actions than com-

promise to an authority in which he has no belief.

Continental Distributing, Inc. 103 minutes. Michael Redgrave. Tom Courtenay, Avis
Bunnage. Produced and Directed by Tony Richardson.

"Who's Got the Action"
(Advance Review

)

Satinet* IRczUk? O O Plus

Thin corned/ effort dissipates talents of good cast. Box-
office will lean heavily on draw of Dean Martin, Lana
Turner, but word-of-mouth will not be favorable.

This Paramount entry reminds one of a tired installment of

an anemic television situation-comedy series. The plot is very

thin and the action never gets off the ground, leaving the viewer

with an unsatisfied sense of anticipation. On the marquee

strength of topcasters Dean Martin and Lana Turner "Who's

Got the Action" should attract above average grosses in the

first-runs, but cool word-of-mouth figures to bog down returns

in the subsequents. Martin is miscast as a lawyer with an irre-

sistible penchant for playing the horses, and Miss Turner labors

to lend validity to the role of his suffering wife. Competent

support is furnished by Eddie Albert, as Martin's associate,

Walter Matthau, head of the gambling syndicate, and Nita Tal-

bot, his mistress. Most of the scattered laughs are garnered by
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Matthau. Director Daniel Mann allows some long lags to slov

down the action. The Jack Rose Technicolor production i

attractive. Lawyer Martin, involved in playing the ponies ani|

deeply in debt, is suspected by wifie Lana of having anothe
woman. She discover the truth from Albert, and they plan to

gether to break Martin of the betting habit by persuading hin

to place his bets through Albert, with Lana acting as the bookie

Martin suddenly starts to pick them right, hitting many long

shots. Complications set in when a couple judges, hearing o

Martin's luck, decide to use his new "bookie". The syndicate

headed by Matthau, become concerned about who is stealin;

their customers, and Miss Turner is revealed as the bookit

Martin, indebted to the syndicated for losses, recoups the mone
his wife could not pay off on his last bets by giving Matthai
legal advice to marry his mistress, so she cannot testif

against him.

Paramount. 93 minutes. Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Matthau
Nita Talbot. Directed by Daniel Mann. Produced by Jack Rose.

"A Very Private Affair"

Bardot, Mastroianni for marquee, but weak story

"orfy" direction result in dull film. Fair b.o.

Boxoffice returns for this disappointing M-G-M release wil

depend on whatever audience-luring potency still lies a

Brigitte Bardot's name, and on the clever promotion campaigi

with which it is being backed. The ads hint an expose o

Marilyn Monroe's tragic career. Directed by Louis Malle ("Thi

Lovers"), co-starring popular Marcello Mastroianni ("La Dolo
Vita") and dubbed in English, "Affair" tells about the meteorii

career of a young screen star who becomes a sex symbol fo

the world, and the tragic aftermath of too much publicity an(

a succession of ill-fated love affairs. The film fails to sustaii

interest as a result of uneven, overly "arty" direction (quid

cuts, stop motion photography) and a Malle-Jean-Paul Rap

peneau script drenched in heavy melodramatics. On the plu

side are handsome Eastmancolor backgrounds of Geneva, Pari

and Spoleto, Italy, Mile Bardot in various stages of undress

and several fairly engrossing moments (BB undergoing

nervous breakdown, BB in hiding from fanatic curiosity

seekers), but for the most part, "Affair" emerges generall

tedious entertainment. The fact is that moody Brigitte am

Mastroianni, her wealthy, intellectual lover, fail to stir uj

audience sympathy. After an easy-going life at her widowei

mother's Swiss viila, her inability to get married Mastroiann

to notice her, and an unsuccessful period as a Parisian balle

dancer, Mile Bardot lands a film contract. Tormented by pub

licity, despondent at the mess she's made of her life, Mil

Bardot returns to Geneva and moves in with now-divorce<

Mastroianni. For awhile, all is happiness. Then Mastroiann

goes to Spoleto to direct a play. Mile Bardot joins him am

the curiosity-seekers make it impossible for Mastroianni t<

rehearse. Brigitte becomes a prisoner in their apartment. Oi

the night of the play, she walks out on the roof to see th

production. A flash from a hidden photographer's camera start,

les BB and she plunges to her death.

M-G-M. 95 minutes. Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastroianni. Produced by Christin

Gouze-Renal. Directed by Louis Malle.

• POOR • • FAIR
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Newsmakers

AB-PT Will Map Movie Modernizing

"A whole new program for modernizing and improving the

motion picture industry" will be mapped by American Broad-

casting-Paramount Theatres executives and other cinema leaders at

AB-PT's annual meeting of its theatre associates, in New York,

Dec. 4-6. In making the announcement, president Leonard Golden-

son (left) indicated that movies might "learn some things from

the television industry," in which his firm plays a leading role

via its ABC network. Added Goldenson: "I believe we can learn

some things from the television industry. We are going to mull

over all the ideas of improvement we can get from industry leaders

and see if we cannot come up with a whole new program. The motion picture industry has

been slipping a bit in recent years. It is suffering a bit from some of the barnacles that have

gathered around it for 50 years . . . Our distribution system has got to be streamlined. The
motion picture theatre has got to be given a complete new look . . . We have to offer scholar-

ships and bring new people with new ideas into the business."

Bronston Invites 'Peking' Distribs. to Madrid

Pursuing a policy of "see for yourself," producer Samuel

Bronston (left) has invited distributors of his "55 Days at

Peking" from all over the world to an on-the-spot conference

in Madrid, Oct. 23-24. Chief purpose of the conclave will

be to show the distributors how the picture is progressing

during its filming, and to introduce advance promotion

plans being mapped for its global release next spring.

Allied Artists is distributing the film in the U.S., Canada,

Japan and the Near East. The business sessions will be run

by Bronston; Paul Lazarus, Jr., executive vice president;

Ralph Wheelwright, vice president in charge of advertising

and publicity, and Milton Goldstein, European distribution

chief. Some 50 representatives of the 11 firms distributing

"55 Days" are expected to attend. They will be shown some

of the completed footage and watch filming on the specta-

cular City of Peking set. Ad-publicity meetings figure im-

portantly, too.

Pay-TV Will Be 'Godsend 1—Fine

Expressing a personal opinion that "pay television will be

the biggest godsend that ever happened to the industry,"

National Allied president Marshall H. Fine (left) nevertheless

declared he will help carry out the exhibitor organization's

fight against feevee. At the same time, Fine said that he doubts

that the pay system "will ever actually be successful enough

to be commercially feasible." The Hartford test is squeezing

exhibitors, he feels, by giving the pay-TV operators films on a

day-and-date basis with second-run theatres. In making this

known to the Michigan Allied convention Fine asserted that

there is a complete misunderstanding by the majors as to the

Government's motives regarding pay-TV testing. The Depart-

ment of Justice, he said, is not insisting that pictures be pro-

vided on this basis. His recent visit with TOA chief John

Stembler to the Department revealed the fact that the Govern-

ment letter to distributors was one of inquiry, not a directive.

Feevee Seen a Utility

Closed-circuit television is a public

utility which must be restricted to

educational programming if it is to be

franchised. According to Philip F.

Harling (above), chairman of the

Joint Committee Against Pay-TV, that

ruling was issued in an appeal to

Texas Attorney General, Will Wilson,

by an independent Galveston school

district to have the Phonoscope Co. of

that city enfranchised to provide edu-

cational television. Phonoscope is a

cable feevee firm which has tried un-

successfully to initiate pay-TV in

Texas. Harling called the decision

most important because it marked the

first time a cable TV operation, CATV
or pay-TV, had been declared a public

utility.

$40 Million 'Cleo'

"Cleopatra's" total cost "will be

$40 million, more than any other pic-

ture in history. But it will also have

the biggest gross in history," 20th-

Fox chairman Spyros P. Skouras

(abat e) told the 50th annual conven-

tion of TOA of North and South

Carolina.
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M-G-M's PERPETUAL PRODUCT' PLAN

Money in Old M*r&€luct
To apply a familiar phrase to the

modern realm of motion pictures, ne-

cessity of product is the mother of spe-

cialized selling. The era of the multi-

million dollar hard-ticketer and result-

ant constricted market has spurred in-

genious and inventive exhibitors to a

host of business-building ideas, all, of

course, primarily aimed at filling empty

playdates and seats. Kiddies matinees,

ladies nights, stage shows, numerous

contests and a great variety of special

shows have helped many enterprising

theatremen over the rough attendance

spots—a id maintained a fairly regular

audience familiar with the movie habit.

One of the more productive mines

worked by movie houses seeking to

strike boxoffice gold has been located in

the mountain of re-issues owned by the

film companies. And, conversely, dis-

tributors on the alert for programs that

will reap revenue and keep the cus-

tomers coming back for more have been

only too happy to grant the exhibitors

prospecting rights in their vaults. In

fact, M-G-M has come up with the

"perpetual product" program, an idea

it hopes will bring back to brand-new

audiences famous old Metro hits.

Centering around the same theory

employed in re-releasing the top-gross-

ing M-G-M pictures of yesterday

("Gone with the Wind," "Ben-Hur
',

etc. are penciled in for marketing every

seven years), "perpetual product" con-

sists of several different series of films

distributed again, but in a specially

wrapped promotional package, replete

with brand-new campaigns, fresh prints,

and a smart playoff pattern fashioned

to re-introduce the older fans to best-

remembered hits and attract new au-

diences who never saw them. Heading
up the Metro plan is Fred Schwartz,

whose background as an exhibitor on
Long Island stands him in good stead

in mapping plans for the re-issues with

circuit heads and individual theatre-

men. And designing the campaigns, so

important to this type of picture, is

Si Seadler, the firm's eastern advertis-

ing manager. The product is turned

out through independent distributors,

such as Clem Perry, who deal directly

with the theatres, but who combine
their selling efforts with Metro's.

Thus far, more than 3,500 bookings
are anticipated for the first series, the

Golden Operettas, which already has
proved itself to be a b.o. success in

many situations. According to Schwartz,

the advantages of the "perpetual prod-

uct" plan are two-fold: good business

for the pictures in question and an

excellent opportunity to regain the so-

called "lost audience" by showing them

your trailer for the next engagement

of a regular, new feature. And, he

pointed out at a recent meeting on the

Operetta series with Stanley Warner
officials in Philadelphia, the potential

is being translated into sock grosses

wherever the operettas are played. Rec-

ord or near-top figures were established

in numerous areas, including Spring-

field and Pittsfield, Mass., where the

Stanley Warner circuit fired the open-

ing shot in the plan, while in Colum-

bia, S.C., where the average week-night

haul is $60, the first six films in the

series (shown on successive Wednesday
nights for six weeks) grossed from a

low of $300 to a high of almost S900.

In Cincinnati, where "Music Man"
was playing to capacity at a first-run

house, the management hit upon a

unique method of introducing six of

the 12 M-G-M musical treats. Each

Wednesday night, one of the operettas

replaced "Music Man" on the screen,

following this type of advertising in

newspapers and on radio and TV:
" 'Music Man' steps aside for 'Naughty

Marietta' ".

Despite the fact that these operettas

have appeared on TV, Metro officials

now know that a pitch aimed at the

cultural community pays off. The re-

issue wrapped in a brand new package

has worked before for Metro ("Ivan-

hoe" and "Knights of the Round
Table," to name a few), and from
president Joseph Vogel on down, the

company is confident that the pattern

can be repeated successfully.

Next on the list of M-G-M's re-

release series is the World Heritage

Film and Book program, slated for a

kick-off backed by a comprehensive

campaign this fall. Included among the

Heritage entries, all based on classic

novels, are "Little Women," "David

Copperfield," "Pride and Prejudice,"

"Captains Courageous," "Little Cae-

sar," "Kim," "The Good Earth" and
"A Tale of Two Cities." Release period

for the eight classics runs from October

through June.

The World Heritage drive is aimed

at two key targets: students and teachers

and administrators. Seadler and
Schwartz teamed for this one, too,
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Newspaper ad o i Operetta Scries

which features advertising in ten Schol-

astic Publications boasting a combined

readership of over 10 million; support

from the publishers and the National

Advisory Committee of Educators; a

special pitch to librarians and libraries,

highlighted by a display kit composed

of stills, covers of the books and ap-

propriate copy.

The Golden Operetta series was sim-

ilarly merchandised. Some of the most

effective promotional ploys: announce-

ment trailers; a full list of accessories

on each film including: a 40 X 60

Operetta border with a blank space for

22 X 28 lobby cards and theatre data;

press sheets; one sheet; a set of 11 X 14

lobby photos with captions; ad mats;

stills; newspaper publicity and adver-

tising; heralds for distribution to music

stores and regular mailing lists; free

radio spots and a radio contest; tie-ins

with local cultural groups (clubs, or-

chestra groups, art classes).

M-G-M's Fred Scbuartz tells Stanley Warn®
managers about Operetta Series at Pbila.

meeting. Heeding bis words, I. to r.: SW zone

manager Frank Damis, Al-G-Al Eastern ad

manager Si Seadler and Roy Rohbins, SW ad-

pub director.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT /

>

Paris Lights Up Eiffel Tower

For Premiere of 'Longest Day'
Imagine having the Eiffel Tower especially

lit for the premiere of your picture.

Imagine shooting off fireworks from the

famed Paris landmark for the first time since

1937, and having the display spell out the name

if your picture.

Imagine having the famous French songstress,

Edith Piaf, sing to all of Paris from the first

loor of the Tower following the showing of

/our picture.

These were, of course, not part of a press

tgent's dream. They were events that actually

00k place in Paris last week, as part of a

tnique world premiere of Darryl F. Zanuck's

"The Longest Day" at the Palais de Chaillot

before a capacity audience of 2,700. The festivi-

ties kept the most romantic city in the world

humming for six hours, and brought the film

to the attention of the rest of the world via

extensive global coverage in all media.

Zanuck, president of distributor 20th-Fox,

and Seymour Poe, vice president in charge of

worldwide distribution, came from the U.S. to

assist in launching the picture.

Prior to the bow a huge military parade in-

volving units of the British, French and Ameri-

can forces who fought together on D-Day
marched to the theatre, located almost at the

foot of the Eiffel Tower. There they stood

stiffly at attention, as the raft of notables made
their way inside.

PARIS CONFERENCE. Ever the

showman, 20th Century-Fox presi-

dent Darryl F. Zanuck holds atten-

tion of journalists and correspon-

dents from throughout the conti-

nent, at Paris press conference

prior to his return from Europe

to take permanent residence in

New York. Wearing both hats (of

producer and top executive), Za-

nuck talked about plans for open-

ing of his "The Longest Day" and

of reorganization he will map for

the film company.

IA Campaigning for its Favorite ('Manchurian') Candidate
Election Day will find Essex Productions and

Inited Artists campaigning fervently in some
0 million American homes for their current

ivorite aspirant, "The Manchurian Candidate."

ieing in with the political fever that peren-

ially grips the country, the clever UA mer-

landisers have arranged to be co-sponsors of

BC-TV's national election coverage, it was an-

ounced by film firm vice president Fred Gold-
erg and Edgar J. Scherick, vice president of

ue network.

;

A series of one-minute spots designed to mesh

with the Nov. 6 happenings—and, of course,

to plug the Frank Sinatra-starrer—are being

filmed in Hollywood. They will be telecast from

7:30 p.m. to the completion of the election re-

turn announcements in the early hours of the

following morning.

According to Goldberg: "In reviewing our

overall campaign, special emphasis has been

placed on impact because we feel that 'The

Manchurian Candidate' is a very unusual picture

and must be merchandised in a very unusual

manner."

01 1
Far-Reaching Campaign

Set for 'Mutiny on Bounty'

The stage is set for an elaborate and far-

reaching campaign on "Mutiny on the Bounty,"

which has its world premiere in New York

Nov. 8. President Joseph R. Vogel sat down
with promotional staffs on both coasts to map

out a drive that will reach all media, including

radio, TV, newspapers, and organizations of

every type.

At the studio conclaves, in addition to Vogel,

were studio boss Robert Weitman; general sales

manager Robert Mochrie; Howard Strickling,

vice president in charge of advertising and

publicity; Morris Lefko, in charge of "Bounty"

sales; advertising director Clark Ramsay, and

key members of the studio ad-pub department.

In New York, meetings were held w ith Robert

O'Brien, executive vice president and treasurer;

publicity director Dan Terrell; exploitation

chief Emery Austin, and members of their staffs.

The picture also will open in 23 other cities

across the country before Christmas, and indi-

vidual campaigns are being tailored for each

location. The firm, it was said, will put to

good use the experience gleaned from "Ben-

Hur" and similar roadshow attractions.

TOA Puts Up $1,750 in

Prizes for Best 'Jane' Drive

The best incentive possible—cash on the line

— is being held out by TOA to theatres playing

the first picture under the Hollywood Preview

Engagement plan, Warner Bros.' "What Ever

Happened to Baby Jane?". Prizes totaling

$1,750 will be awarded to managers whipping

up the best promotional campaigns on the film,

it was announced by TOA topper John H.

Stembler.

Although the prizes have been olfered by

TOA, which was instrumental in setting up the

novel type of release, Stembler stressed that

the contest is open to all exhibitors, whether

TOA members or not. Deadline for submission

of campaign books is January 31, 1965, and

the judges will be co-stars Bette Dav is and Joan

Crawford, WB national promotion chief Rich-

ard Lederer, Ed Feldman, of Seven Arts Asso-

ciates, and Al Floersheimer, director of public

relations for TOA.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 4

)

gramming, a vacuum left open to them by most of the less

enterprising motion picture companies. It is our belief that the

same policies will continue to provide successful results, despite

the many changes and extension in the company's activities."

In addition, Rothschild believes "the application of MCA
methods in Decca and Universal will eventually result in more

efficient and profitable operations and moderate the swings that

have characterized their earnings."

In line with the latter, the analysis makes note of the con-

troversy surrounding MCA's acquisition of Decca and the lat-

ter's Univeral Pictures arm, and stills the previously voiced

concern by some parties over the soundness of the deal thusly:

"Despite the erratic nature of the Decca /Universal contribution,

per share earnings in all but one year would have increased over

previously reported MCA results, and preferred dividends were

covered by this contribution in even the worst years. While pro

forma earnings growth is somewhat smaller than MCA alone,

it is still at a significant rate. Furthermore, no consideration has

been given to the 'hidden' asset value and future earning power
of Universal's library (even though the Government prohibited

MCA from distributing the U library, revenue accruing from

any eventual sale or rental will boost the earnings of the com-

bine), to potential improvement in the record division, or to

integration savings in production /distribution." MCA will

jump into full-scale production and employ Universal's far-

flung distribution setup to merchandise the product.

With regard to the recent settlement of the Justice Depart-

ment suit, the report termed it "both realistic and constructive.

The proposed judgment leaves the company essentially un-

changed in its post-merger form, except with regard to the film

library. Any further major acquisitions at this juncture would in

our opinion be unnecessary and almost too ambitious in view

of the scope of the Decca merger and the time and effort in-

volved in integrating this operation. Furthermore, with the

agency dissolution already an accomplished fact, the real impact

of the other points of the suit should be relatively small. The
significant implication is that the combined companies will not

have complete marketing freedom and may not make the film

library distribution profit; the substantial gain to be derived

from the sale of these assets will still accrue to the company.

Should Universal act as its own distributor, the effect on earn-

ings would be insignificant. If an outside firm is used, the loss

over the next few years will be relatively minor, although the

longer term impact will depend on the terms of the deal.

Therefore, virtually all of the potential consolidation savings

and benefits of the merger will still be available, adding con-

siderably to the earnings outlook."

Although the motion picture industry has been "inherently

speculative and volatile," declares the analysis, MCA manage-

ment "has avoided these characteristics in the past and has very

successfully guided the company to its present position . . . We
believe the continued implementation of its policies will prove

management's mettle and result in a furthering of the company's

growth." Getting down to specifics in the growth department,

Rothschild writes that "for the year ending December 31, we
estimate MCA earnings at $2.60-$2.70 per share, assuming (1)

82% ownership of Decca, (2) Columbia Savings and Loan

shares from the date of acquisition, and (3) payment of three

preferred dividends (a fourth would reduce earnings by $.08

per share). This would compare with $2.10 in 1961, including

Decca, and a full year's dividend requirements, and $2.13 in-

cluding Columbia for the year. Looking ahead to 1963, we
believe further improvement over record 1962 results likely,
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although the improvement will depend on the extent of benefit

of the merger.

"On this basis, we regard MCA common as an attractive in'

vestment for long term appreciation. At this juncture, however

we think the newly-created preferred, convertible into one-hal

share of common, is particularly appealing. At current levels

the stock sells at a 34% permium over conversion value an<

yields 4.6% on the $1.50 annual dividend. While this premiun

may seem excessive to the more venturesome investor, it hai

narrowed considerably since the end of June, as the depresse<

common rallied some 35%, an advance in which the preferrec

barely participated. We think a noticeable premium will b<

maintained until the preferred sells well above investment value

We, therefore, believe that from these levels the preferred wil

more nearly reflect any further strength in the common withou

the risks attendant to that volatile issue."

Dividends Up in August
Five motion picture companies paid more dividends ii

August, 1962, than did six firms in the corresponding montl

a year ago, and, over-all, this year's figures are approachin;

1961 totals.

Last month, movie firms paid $1,745,000, compared ti

$1,539,000 a year earlier. For the first eight months of '6.

dividends totaled $15,131,000, against $16,093,000 in '61.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 9/13/62 9/27/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS ... 3% 3% " %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 9 9

CINERAMA ...16% 141/2 -21/8

COLUMBIA ....19% 19%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 73 73

DECCA 39 391/2 + %
DISNEY ...291/2 261/4 -31/4

MCA ...431/2 4P/4 -13/4

MCA (Pfd.) 32 321/4 + y4
M-G-M ...341/2 293/4 -43/4

PARAMOUNT ...39% 37% -Wa
SCREEN GEMS ....17% 151/2 -2%
20TH-FOX 22 211/4 - 3/4

UNITED ARTISTS . 281/2 27 -11/2

WARNER BROS ...13% 12 -1%

Theatre Companies
* * #

AB-PT ...31% 273/4 -3%
LOEWS ...251/2 221/2 -3
NATIONAL GENERAL .... 63/4 6% " 3

/8

STANLEY WARNER -.211/2 21% " %
TRANS-LUX 13 121/4 - 3

/4

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

9/13/62 9/21/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN . . 93/4 103/4 9 101/4

MAGNA PICTURES .. 1% 2 iy2 1%
SEVEN ARTS .

.
81/4 9 71/2 83/8

UA THEATRES .
. 7% 8% 71/4 81/8

UNIVERSAL 56 60 56i/
2 62

WALTER READE-STERLING . 2% 2% 2 2%
WOMETCO ..251/2 273/4 25 271/4

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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(Continued from Page 4)

, 3%) and receipts (up 7% to $1.5 billion—highest since 1948)."

As for 1962 earnings, the Bregman researcher believes they

should be "relatively unchanged" from the $1.02 per share re-

ported last year (excluding $2.86 per share from the sale of

WMGM in January, '62). This, despite expenses of the large-

scale hotel-building program. "When this program is com-

pleted," notes the report, "management expects its 96 theatres

and 6 hotels to provide an annual gross income of $90 to $100

million as compared to $35 to $40 million a year for the last

three years."

The concluding recommendation: "Short term (1-3 months)

buy under 26 with objective of 30-35. Long term (2-year hold)

accumulate position under 30 with objective 60 + ."

Astor Borrows $2 Million

Faced with the necessity of meeting producer royalties, Astor

Pictures recently arranged for $2,000,000 in financing, and,

buoyed by plans for streamlining and decentralizing the organi-

zation, now looks to a far smoother operational course.

In announcing the financing, with Inland Credit Corp., presi-

dent George Foley revealed that half of the $2,000,000 will be

used for new product. The firm already has received $500,000

for operations, and another similar amount will be forthcoming

in 60 to 90 days. The remaining $1,000,000 will be made avail-

able at a later date.

'61 Net Down, but Magna Maps Films

Magna Pictures Corp.'s net income for 1961 was sliced to

one-quarter its size of a year earlier, chiefly because of lack of

product, but president George P. Skouras told the annual stock-

holders meeting that the firm is planning more films in the

Todd-AO process, and will place its next production before

the cameras in the spring.

In addition, the topper predicted that royalties for the use

of the Todd-AO system in "Cleopatra" will exceed $1,000,000.

He called the upcoming 20th-Fox blockbuster "the greatest

attraction in the history of the motion picture business."

Magna reported a net income of $275,553 for fiscal 1961, a

steep decline from the $1,106,457 earned in I960. Gross income
amounted to $2,714,297, compared to $5,925,732. Earnings of

$900,000 were chalked up for the first half of this year, with

most of the income attributable to "South Pacific." But, said

Skouras, the picture is beginning to taper off, and more prod-

uct is needed.

The proposed new Todd -AO entry is a Biblical story, tenta-

tively titled "In This Sign," and is budgeted between $3,500,000

and $4,000,000. Handicapping the company thus far in the

production of new Todd-AO films, it was noted, has been the

original indebtedness for the development and promotion of

the process and the costs involved in making "Oklahoma."
Pledged assets, therefore, have not been free to back up new
loans. But revenue from "South Pacific" this year is expected
to help erase the remaining debt of $1,300,000.

In answer to a stockholder's question as to why Magna was
not yet listed on the American Stock Exchange, it was explained

that the company's prospectus had been turned down without

sufficient hearing or reason on the day the exchange replaced

its president and secretary. Neither "the climate nor the time

was right," it was added.

Cinerama on Upswing—Reuben Rose
An "extremely volatile stock" with a "substantial, long-term

upside potential" is the way Reuben Rose & Co.'s director of

research Jerome R. Allen describes Cinerama in an exhaustive,

five-page report on the growing film company.
Allen makes an interesting point while pursuing his title,

"Investor Skepticism." "Study the dossiers of many stocks that

became Wall Street legends," he suggests, "consider them dur-

ing their embryonic stoge . . . They all had one common de-

nominator, investor skepticism. Is Cinerama understood?" As
Ed Kean, of the Reuben Rose New York office, pointed out

earlier in the year, when Cinerama rested at $18 (five years

ago, it traded at $1.50, today, at about $15.50), "Though earn-

ings are the crux of any stock analysis, the profit or loss poten-

tial of Cinerama is impossible (at this time) for me to estimate

. . . Reason: They are in the Idea business."

In detailing the history of the firm, Allen quotes from "The
Widening World of Cinerama" (Film BULLETIN, Feb. 5,

1962): "Such was the tangled skein of interlocking and associ-

ated companies and groups in those days that no one was

getting more than a tiny portion of the pie." According to the

report, the turning point in Cinerama affairs came in March,

1961, when the company signed a co-production agreement with

M-G-M (out of which, thus far, has come "The Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm" and "How the West Was
Won," the first two story features in the wide-screen process).

Now, with those two big attractions ready to begin reaping

really large revenue, and another (distribution) arrangement

with United Artists on the books for two more important pro-

ductions ("It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World" and "The
Greatest Story Ever Told"), Cinerama is in a more easily

"understood," and certainly more enviable position. Add to

these assets the promising traveling theatre idea known as

Itinerama, which is tentatively slated for a test in the U. S.

(California) in a few months, and this roseate conclusion

drawn from Reuben Rose's technical analyst Sylvan Epstein

seems appropriate: "Over the past one-and-a-half years Cine-

rama has been an extremely volatile stock, characterized mainly

by an unusual number of wide swings in both directions. The
over-all pattern has been out of the ordinary, encompassing

both higher highs and lower lows in what, oh the surface, may
appear to be a lack of direction. However, the extreme low in

the May decline was 9%, and after a thorough testing of this

area in June, the subsequent rally carried as far as l9Yg before

running out of steam. Considering that this was a $5 stock in

February, 1961, this can hardly be construed as a bearish per-

formance ... In my opinion, the current phase of consolidation

will result in an upside move with a near-term objective of

about $23. The long-term upside potential is substantial."

MCA Continues to Buy Decca
Continued purchases of Decca shares by new parent firm

MCA and individual deals involving Cinerama president Nico-

las Reisini (buy) and Warner Bros, executive vice president

Bej. Kalmenson (sell) highlighted security transactions of offi-

cers and directors of film and theatre companies for the period

Auiust 11 to September 10, 1962, as reported by the SEC.

MCA acquired 10,000 shares of Decca Records capital stock

to raise its total thus held to 1,278,315. Robin International,

headed by Cinerama chief Reisini, bought 10,800 shares of the

latter firm's common, raising its total to 326,850 . . . Kalmenson,

in five separate transactions, disposed of 8,800 shares of Warner

Bros., while Herman Starr, an officer, sold 2,000 shares. Leaving

17,000.

Louis Lober, an officer of United Artists, sold 600 shares to

leave 400 . . . Roger W. Hurlock, a director, continued to buy

into Allied Artists, picking up 400 shares to give him a total of

34.000 . . . Stanley Warner officer and director Harry M. Kal-

mine bought 100 shares, raising his holdings to 800 . . . Allan

Fromme, a director of Trans-Lux, acquired 500 shares, lifti lg

his total to 2,50^. Raymond G. Pugh, an officer, purchased his

first 100 shares of T-L.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine. Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston.
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray V/alston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison darma spiced with salty humor.
I 10 min.

November
BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama. Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERN AT I O N A L

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color. CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. Action spectacle.
80 min

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargo) Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli Edmund Purdom. Munity of
prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves. 92 min.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. War action
film.

November

REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January
YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February
RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March
SCHIZO Leticia Roman, John Saxon, Suspense horror.

April

SEAFIGHTERS Submarine war story.

Coming
ANZIO EXPRESS War story.

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Teenage comedy.

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COSTA BRAVA Color, Panavision.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision, Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE Panavision. Science Fiction.

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland.

MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-

cent Price. Based on Edgar Allan Poe story.

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

March
WHISTLE DOWN THE WIND Hayley Mills, Bernard
Lee.

May
INTRUDER, THE William Shatner. Leo Gordon, Jeanne
Cooper, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford. Producer-
Director Roger Corman. School integration drama. 84
min. 6/1 1/62.

PEEPING TOM Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer. 86 min.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September
OUTCRY, THE III Grido) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni.

October

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

OUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.
Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford. Giulietta Masini
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brigitt

Bardot, Simone Signoret.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Bore
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO. PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppino.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Directc
Orson Welles.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Waltei Pidgeon, Emile Genest
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Noi
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a charr
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jan
Wyman, Deborah Walley. Michael Callan. Produce
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family'

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 mir

5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean SculH
Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3/62

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Mauric
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Produce
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on th

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." 10

min

.

Comins

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olsor

Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

wsnsnznm
June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Laugl

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tierne>

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political drama c

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS. THE Color. James Philbrook

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy. Produce

Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. Drama of earl

American frontier. 70 min. 7/32/62.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director Wi
liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Produ

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama
the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, ki

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direc

Richard Ouine. Suspense comedy about a beautif

landlady and her missing husband. 123 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, S

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harare
Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama
medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT. THE The Three Stooge

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Za

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Dav

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino
Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical come
on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.
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OCTOBER SUMMARY
Embassy, with 6 releases for Octo-

ber has raised the figure for the month

to 24. M-G-M, not too far behind, has

3. 20th-Fox, Columbia, Continental and

Astor have two each. And seven com-

panies—United Artists, Universal, War-

ner Bros., Allied Artists, American-

International, Buena Vista and Para-

mount—show 1 release ready.

DAMN THE DEFIANT [formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Color.

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro-

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea
adventure. 101 min. 8/20/62.

RING-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker. Dukes of

Dixieland, Gary IU.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannin. Producer
Milton Subotsky. Director Dick Lester. 78 min. 9/17/62.

October

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning
drama. 87 min. 9/17/62.

TWO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay
Medford.

November
PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-
win Mathews, Maria Landi Producer Anthony Nelson
Keys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling Adventure.
87 min. 8/6/62.

WAR LOVER. THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.
Drama of World War II in the sky.

December
BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
qano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
Douglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
Vittorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis. Direc-
tor Richard Fleischer. 134 min. 9/3/62.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
iidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
George Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro-
ducer Jerry Bressler. Director Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,
Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
(ins. Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
David Lean.

RELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
vlontalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
director Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/62.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
'hilips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Joyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

July

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
fucer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
Jroadway stage play. 100 min. 8/6/62.

August

WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
.eighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
ector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
Iroadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September

MPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths,
"irector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
4 mm.

DERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders
lonel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black!
'irector Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
famous legend. 87 min.

October

ND OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell Christian Mar-
uano, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
ahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

IANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
lan twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

June
ELL' ANTONIO Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Car-
male Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolog-
fni. Drama of a young man stricken by temporary
ripotency when confronted with true love. 77 min.
' '6/62.

IO LOVE FOR JOHNNIE CinemaScope. Peter Finch
lary Peach. Producer Betty E. Box. Director Ralph
1

2
m??- Romantic drama of a Member of Parliament

/8/62
P° and Personal aspirations. 110 min.

WO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-
ucer Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of
mother and her teenage daughter struggling to exist
war-torn Italy. 99 min.

July
BOCCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
Schneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
rectors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico
Fellini. Th.ee stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
have written them in 1970. 165 min. 7/9/62.

DEVIL'S WANTON. THE Doris Svedlund. Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/11/62.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW, THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dufch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

September

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca. Producer Franco Crista Idi . Director Pietro
Germi. Satirical Jabs at the mores of our times. 104
min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama ot the tragic influences of the city upon a
young, naive farmer. 103 min.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up!) Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British
spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

October

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.
Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. I 14 min.

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumrr. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-
winning stage drama.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wadida, Shintaro Ishihara. Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

MADAME Technirama, 70mm. -Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossien. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol. Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor.

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE (Lopert) Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin, 68 min.

BLOODY BROOD, THE ISutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

COMING OUT PARTY A. James Robertson Justice,
Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
and Leslie Parkyn. Director Ken Annakin. 90 min.
9/17/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad. Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey 86
min. 7/9/62.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor, Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.
76 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani
Da rio Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction
80 min.

DEVIL'S HAND, THELinda Christian, Robert Alda. 71
min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE IGovernor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British
comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE ISutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.
Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVES, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean Pierre Cassel. Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE ISutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,
J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES, THE ( Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-
Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

IMPORTANT MAN, THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.
99 min. 7/23/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA ( Miller Producing Co. I Elsa Mar-
tinelli. Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES ITimes Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

MATTER OF WHO, A (Herts-Lion International) Alex
Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,
Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT. THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroiannij Monicavetti. Producer Emanuele Cassuto
Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY (Kingsley International) Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith.

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SECRET FILE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd, Lynn Stat-

ten. 82 min.

SLIMS PEOPLE. THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke, Francine
York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Ping Russell. Bill Hale, Eve Brent. 81 min.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD I Brandon Filmsl Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.
1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-
gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TOMORROW IS MY TURN IShowcorporation) Charles
Azvanour, Georges Riviere. Cordula Trantow. Director
Andre Cayatte. French drama about World War II.

I 17 min. 4/16/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.
105 min. 7/23/62.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy. Tsuruko Ko-
bayashi. 70 min.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS ITimes Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandonl Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

YOJIMBO I Seneca-International I Toshiro M Fune, Kyu
Sazanka, Nakadai. Director Akiro Kurosana. 101 min.
9/17/62.
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April

ALL FALL DOWN Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury. Producer John House-
man. Director John Frankenheimer. Screen version of

best-selling novel by James Leo Herlihy. Ill min.

4/2/62.

HORIZONTAL LIEUTENANT, THE Cinemascope, Metro-

color. Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss. Producer Joe Pas-

ternak. Director Richard Thorpe. Comedy about a

military operation on Pacific island. 90 min. 4/2/62.

May
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY CinemaScope, Color. Joel

McCrea Randolph Scott, Mariette Hartley, Roland

Starr. Producer Richard Lyons. Director Sam Peckinpah.

Outdoor drama set in the High Sierras in the 1
870

' s.

94 min. 5/14/62.

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter

Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.

152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor

Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big

scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of

Asia intent on the destruction ot Western civilization.

83 min. 7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guiilermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch. Diane
Cilento. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/62.

October

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouie-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. 94 min.

November
MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play.

December

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.
125 min.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 1 1/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paige. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
comedy.

FRIENDLIEST GIRLS IN THE WORLD, THE Dolores

Hart, Hugh O'Brian, Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de
Grunwald. Director Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of

airline stewardesses.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter. Ros-

sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK. THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope, Color Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Ertz.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rimj. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.

Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Signoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and infidelity in wartime.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his

ineffectual lawyer.

TUNNEL: 28 Don Murray. Christine Kaufman. Producer
Walter Wood. Director Robert Siodmak. Suspenseful
drama of the escape of 28 East Germans to West
Berlin under the wall via a tunnel.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poias
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI I Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.
159 min. 6/25/62.

October
PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME. THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.
9/3/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis. Joan O'Brien, Zachary
Scott, Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert. Producer
Jack Rose. Director Daniel Mann. A society matron
bcomes a "bookie" to cure her horse-playing husband.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Robert
Morley.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

May
HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula R
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson,
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Col
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. Ellic'

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olym
J

qames in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De L

Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, Hi
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dun I

A concentration camp victim attempts to escape
|

Israel. 112 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail Ri

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bush
man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson. Mei
Anders. Producer-Director Jack Leewood. Myth
melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, Met
Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min. I

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLi
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, Jo
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Direcl

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful N'
t

England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Mont€
Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the fame
Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope. Delu
Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Hayd
Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttor

Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first no>

about a madcap flight across Africa in a ba Hoc

101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG Mt
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richa,

Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Daile

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessi

'

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn, Jua

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ri

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 m: 1

6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter S'

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Produc
Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marc
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instru

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 mi|

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Bar

Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, Geon
St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans wit,

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Therm
pylae. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kat!

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken H
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a lift

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Tod

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabia

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demic
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, R.'

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Rya

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswal
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, K<

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William H<

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin, fr-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based <

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 mi)

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacqu
Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Produce

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assasi

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richai

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowel
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanqt
Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephen

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of tl

tradition and importance of being a Guard.
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UNITED ARTISTS

June

&ERONIMO Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi, Pat Conway.
Producer-Director Arnold Lavin. 101 min. 4/30/42.

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.

Cerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. Pro-

ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-
ffects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/62.

UDGMENT AT NUREMBERG Spencer Tracy, Burt Lan-
aster, Richard Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian
chell, Judy Garland, Montgomery Cliff. Producer-
lirector Stanley Kramer. 189 min. 10/14/61.

OAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan
Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-
or Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"
omedies. 91 min.

August

IRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
helma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer
arold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.
/25/42.

/EST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
ichard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
hakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization
f Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/41.

September
HESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter
alk. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
eld. 91 min. /9/I742.

rVORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance, Eleonora
sssi Drago. Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
rector Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 9/17/42.

4LIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October
ERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
anx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. 94
(n. 9/17/42.

Coming
:AUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Iward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

4RETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

HILD IS WAITING, A Burf Lancaster, Judy Garland,
ephen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
rector John Cassavetes.

:AD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
liney, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
r Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

'/E MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
>nl Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
land Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

.ADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

ORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
imer. From Howard Fait's best-teller.

LAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM, THE Glenn Ford,
>pe Lange, Charles Boyer.

IEAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
berto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
irio Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

I,WAN Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-m of Jamts Michener's epic novel.

IMITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
limer. Director Paul Stanley

I) GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Carles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
t-t. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/4/42.

IND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
tville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
tector Leslie Stevens.

NCHURIAN CANDIDATE. THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ee Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
5 a. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Lector Frankenheimer.

KRY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
vtling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
6 tell. 79 min. 8/21/41.

P 4EDR A Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
D;ctor Jules Dassin.

SvlETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
ad Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Gfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
Cjr. 112 min. 1/8/62.

S WAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
P<:al Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.
'/I/42.

T.IAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter
II Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Mucer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

"EE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
C n Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
nflJ. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/41.

T>5 FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
lae. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
B '?d on the Broadway hit.

WAR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders.
Director Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81

min. 4/14/42

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas. Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT" L

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a
cowboy's struggle against modern times. 107 min.
5/14/42.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,

Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/42.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman. William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/42.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the iungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 4/11/42.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. THE Color. Herbert Lorn,

Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a

"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 4/25/42.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. 114 min. 8/4/42.

November

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.

102 min. 9/3/42.

Coming

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,

Stubby' Kay, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris, Kevin

McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer

Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD: THHE DARK PASSION Montgomery Clift,

Susannah York, Larry Parks, Susan Kohner. Producer
Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan, Leora Dana,

Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing, Richard

Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh. Producer Sy Bart-

lett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy, Kathleen Crowley,
Charles Drake. Harold J. Stone, L. Q. Jones, Skip
Homier, Henry Wills. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
R. G. Springsteen.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, Lain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER, THE George C. Scott,

Dana Wynter. Producer Edward Lewis. John Houston.

PARANOIAC Color. Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila
Burrell, Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Lillanne

Prousse. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie
Francis.

STAGE COACH TO DANGERS' ROCK Warren Stevens,
Martin Landau. Producer-Director Earl Bellamy.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee. Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey, Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lind-
say, Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce, Adam West. Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor, Gig Young, Thelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix, Leslie Parrish, Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, William Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL, THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/14/42.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven, David
Opatoshu. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin

America. 103 min. 8/20/42

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 4/11/42.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex

survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/42.

November

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,

Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit. 149 min.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,

Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum, Jack Hawk-
ins Elsa Martinelli. Producer Ray Stask. Director Phil

Karlson. Adventure drama.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

VALLEY OF THE SWORDS. Cesar Romero, Frankie
Avalon, Tere Velasqueg. Producer Sidney Rink. Director
Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the Spaniards
against the Moors.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/4/42.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C.i DUpont 7-7200
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I What they're Mini About

In the Movie Business

YOUNGSTEIN'S YEN. The impending, sudden
departure of Max Youngstein from Cinerama
does not surprise those acquainted with his

thinking when he joined the wide-screen outfit.

It was his expectation, apparently based on a

loose understanding with Cinerama boss

Nicolas Reisini, that the deal would include

establishment of a unit to produce 8 to 10 standard

gauge films per year. Cinerama's expansion in

the 3-panel field, however, induced Reisini

to put aside this project and convinced Youngstein

that he would have to strike out on his own.

It is the latter's firm conviction, based on his

experience as a product "packager" at

United Artists and his thinking about the

industry's needs, that there is plenty of room for

new production units, especially if manned by
knowledgeable people with aggressive

merchandising ideas.

0

ZANUCK TEAM. Before the wagsters start

a raft of jokes (a la the Kennedy family yocks)

regarding a Zanuck dynasty at 20th-Fox, a check
of son Richard's professional record would be
in order. The new head of the studio has given

a rather impressive, if limited, performance
in the picture-making department. His credits

include a carefully-made and critically acclaimed

"Compulsion" and the current "Chapman
Report," which looms much larger on the

boxoffice horizon. The 27-year-old Richard's

background is all movies. He literally grew up on
the Fox lot during the time father Darryl
operated the studio. Before he finished college,

tie had had a taste of all phases of the company's
operations, from story conferences to shooting

on location, from distribution schedules to

advertising campaigns. He works in fine harmony
with his famous father. Whether it's via long

distance or in a smoke-filled conference room,
nsiders say father and son mesh their efforts so

smoothly, they sometimes give the impression

:hat a single mind is hammering away at an
objective. Look for a strong, effective tie

between the homeoffice and the coast, formerly a
veak link in the Fox chain of operations.

CENSORSHIP THREAT. Eric Johnston's
speech urging parents in Columbus, Ohio, to play
an influential role in selection of pictures their

children attend underlines MPAA's growing
concern with the threat of censorship. Said
Johnston: "Parents who support movie censorship
are surrendering rights they may never regain

and freedoms their children may never know . . .

We all want better movies. Who doesn't?

And you have a way to get them. Make it your
business to know good movies from bad ones.

Then support the good ones and stay away
from the bad."

0

RACIAL CRISIS. Art theatres and houses
catering primarily to negro trade are experiencing

increasing difficulty in effectively promoting
the rash of controversial pictures recently come
to the market. Complaints are being voiced

with regard to the inability to place advertising

for inter-racial dramas that are currently in vogue.

Copy and art have been refused by newspapers
in many areas for such films as "Flame in the

Streets," "I Spit on Your Grave" and "Taste of

Honey." Papers, which have shown a long-

standing reluctance to accept ads suggesting

conflict, or any other strong relationship,

between negroes and whites, are finding their

fears heightened by recent incidents in

Mississippi and other Southern states.

0

LADIES' 'DAY'. The question mark that kept

20th-Fox merchandisers awake for weeks

—

is there a feminine interest in Darryl Zanuck's

"The Longest Day"?—is being answered all across

the country with a resounding yes. Strictly a

war film, with only a couple minor female

characters, the roadshow apparently is making
its mark on the distaff element. Early boxoffice

reports around the country indicate that

the ladies love it. If the demand continues, it will

repeat the pattern established by another recent

Fox film treating a primarily male subject,

"The Hustler." Just as Paul Newman's presence

stirred fern interest in pool, some feel Richard

Burton's name on the marquee is serving as a

strong stimulant in attracting the women
to "Day".
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Youngstein to Head New

Production Organization

Substantial financial backing

is reported lined up for a new

film production company to be

launched about the first of the

year by Max E. Youngstein and

Jerome Pickman. Youngstein,

who will be president, is resigning

his post as executive vice presi-

dent of Cinerama, Inc., effective

Nov. 2. Pickman, to be executive

vice president of the new com-

pany, recently resigned as vice

president in charge of domestic

distribution of Paramount Film

Distributing Corporation.

According to Youngstein, the as yet unnamed firm aims to

have 10 features for release in the first 18 months. The em-

phasis in the first program will be on "idea" films that lend

themselves to aggressive marketing and promotion. Initial

plans are for the new organization to function as an independ-

ent production unit, much in the manner of the Mirisch

Company and Seven Arts, making distribution deals on indivi-

dual pictures. Later, Youngstein anticipates, the company might

establish its own distribution organization on the pattern of

Disney's Buena Vista setup.

Youngstein's resignation from Cinerama, where he super-

vised the first two Cinerama productions with stories, "The
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm" and "How the

West Was Won", and helped engineer the recent franchise

agreements with United Artists on "The Greatest Story Ever

Told" and "It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World", was con-

firmed last week in a statement by Cinerama president Nicolas

Reisini:

YOUNGSTEIN

"On many occasions during the past year, I have been ai

proached by exhibitors from all over the world who presentt

me with the facts about the tremendous shortage of film produ<

available at the present time and in the foreseeable future. Thr
film shortage, naturally, represents a disaster for the exhibitor

In the course of the conversations, many exhibitors expressed

the hope and wish that Mr. Youngstein would devote his effor

to producing a quantity of quality pictures each year tj

alleviate the situation. At this point in his motion pictui

career, Mr. Youngstein felt strongly that he would want veil

much to accept the challenge on a long term basis. Our orgai

ization at Cinerama, as it now stands, does not permit him l
j

fulfill his desires and ambitions to meet this challenge . . .

feel that this is not an ending to our relationship but the begii

ning of a new, continuing relationship that will be of mutu.

benefit to each other and our companies."

Movies Recover Lost Ground
Movie stocks followed the overall trend, edging ahea

slowly amid some of the lightest trading seen in some dm
Nine companies advanced, seven declined and four remaine

unchanged, but the gains far ourweighted the setbacks. Cinerr

shares pretty much matched the recovery pace of the Dow Jon<

Industrial Average, but finished in better shape, having had f<

less ground to regain over the past fortnight.

The preferred issues fared handsomely. Columbia, Preferre

jumped 2y8 points the day before deadline to close 3 aheac

while MCA Preferred continued its march upward, finishin

1 1/2 in front. Twentieth-Fox, buoyed by the successful (hot

boxoffice and critical) opening of Darryl Zanuck's "The Lon£

est Day," advanced l 1
/^. AB-PT led the theatre stocks with

2l/
2-point gain. An indication of the relative mildness of th

losses is offered in the fact that the severest setback was suffere

by Stanley Warner, which dropped only 1 point.

Cinerama, always an active item, was the only heavily trade

stock, on a turnover of 111,300 shares.

AA Reports Loss for '62

Now that "El Cid" grosses have started to roll in, operatior

of Allied Artists Pictures Corp. in the first quarter ended Sep

29 produced a profit, but, as predicted previously, the fin

(Continued on Page 14

Blockbuster Policy Creates "Monsters 9

To Plague Movie Companies— I'alue Line
In striving to meet the competition of television, vir-

tually every established film company in the U.S. has

dumped the once-traditional policy of turning out a full

season's "program" of movies to fill the needs of theatres,

and has turned its attention to the production or acquisi-

tion of an occasional "blockbuster" that might hit the $20
million-and-up grossing jackpot.

How well has this race for the super-colossal release

worked out for the industry and for investors in movie

stocks? Value Line Investment Survey, published by

Arnold Bernhard & Co., thinks not so well. The block-

buster production policy, Value Line states in its latest

analysis of movie business, has created several "monsters"

for the industry and has produced "sad effects for stock-

holders". The "monsters" are: (1) the enormous costs of

producing the blockbusters; (2) the increased reliance on

the "star system ", allowing it to become "master" of the

industry, and (3) the concentration on controversial sub-

ject matter, which has "revived the dormant threat of

censorship". These problems are plaguing the industry, says

Value Line. "Nor are they likely to be settled overnight."

The high cost (and high risk) of blockbusters has had a

constrictive effect on the movie audience, the survey

reports. "In order to make money from more expensive

picture, (the industry) had to boost prices. Of course, that

in turn led to an even smaller market. So pictures got

bigger . . . and more stupendous . . . and more super-

colossal. And more expensive . . . and more expensive . . .

and more expensive. It was a vicious circle. The producers

sought further assurances that the films they produced at

such enormous costs would be successful. So they pur-

chased more and more scripts which had already been

tested: best selling books and hit plays * * * The result,

(Continued on Page 14)
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Rule on Pay-TV
The Supreme Court's refusal to inter-

vene in the FCC-authorized feevee ex-

periment in Hartford hardly came as a

,
surprise, and it should not discourage

opponents of pay television. It merely

focuses attention on the court of last

appeal in this case.

There is no question who the proper

judges are. Pay TV will never be de-

cided by robed justices in a courtroom.

It will be decided by the public, Con-

gress and the Federal Communications

Commission.

The ultimate decision, of course, rests

primarily with the public. If the cus-

tomers don't pay for Pay TV, that set-

tles it. And so far not a single one of

the various experiments has turned up
anything like real enthusiasm by the

paying customers. As far as wired feevee

is concerned, in Little Rock or elsewhere,

the chances are that the Supreme Court

will again refuse to assert jurisdiction,

as it did in the Hartford case. So, no
matter how you slice feevee, it's the

customer who finally rules.

But let us assume that, with a small

minority of the vast television audience,

some feevee system manages to turn a

profit. It still isn't out of the woods.

If it's over-the-air feevee, it has to be

licensed by the FCC, and all the FCC
has done so far is to authorize limited

experiments. There is no guarantee that

the Commission will OK permanent
feevee.

If the feevee experiment, as in Little

Rock, is via intra-state wires and not

subject to FCC regulations, it is up to

the public and one other group to de-

cide its fate. That other group is the

legislative body of the state.

As far as nationally transmitted or

over-the-air feevee is concerned, the

authority to permit it or to ban it rests

with Congress under the interstate com-
merce provision of the Constitution.

Since this is the case, what is the

major tactic which exhibitors should
apply? There is no question in our
minds. Taking feevee to the courts, as

far as we are concerned, is a diversion-

ary maneuver, a delaying exercise. What
will really knock the stuffings out of

Pay TV, we believe, is continuous and

thorough publicity about it. We should

constantly point to the unwillingness

of feevee people to give all the facts

about the public response. We should

provide full exposure of the extent of

the failures in Bartlesville, Etobicoke,

et al.

It would be a good idea, for example,

to service news editors and television

stations around the country with some

interesting facts about the Hartford

experiment, such as a comparison of the

kind of entertainment they promised

with the kind of entertainment they are

selling. In Etobicoke a factual compari-

son of the original rates and conditions

of cash box rental with the rates and

conditions today would be equally en-

lightening.

All this information should be given

to the public steadily—and to the FCC,

Congress and state legislatures as well.

Our whole approach should be that we
want feevee decided on the basis of the

facts. Of course there is an element of

risk here. If by some miracle feevee

should prove to be what the people

want, then the facts would be against

us. But if the people want feevee, that

fact will just have to be accepted.

So far, every experiment has proved

that the people do not—repeat, not—
want subscription television. If there is

any court before which this fact should

be brought for judgment, it is the court

of public opinion.
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Exhibition HVill

Welcome Max
It's good news for the motion pic-

ture business that Max Youngstein is

organizing a new film company. He will

be joined in this endeavor by Jerome

Pickman and, we understand at press

time, by some other keen young execu-

tives.

Both Youngstein and Pickman are

leaders of the "middle generation" of

movie executives—old enough to have

decades of experience, young enough

to have decades of productivity ahead

of them. More important, they belong

most emphatically to the "don't just

stand there, do something" school.

One of Max's great virtues is that

he is, in the best sense of the word, an

impatient man. His kinetic energy as

one of the principals in the rebirth of

United Artists helped that company to

fly in the face of established policy and

bring out more and more pictures at

a time when the other companies were

producing less and less. And his dedi-

cation to the idea of all-out salesman-

ship and sustained promotion gave ex-

hibitors strong assists right up and

down the line.

Jerry Pickman began with Max
Youngstein way back when, and later,

on his own, made the usually difficult

transition from advertising and public-

ity to chief domestic sales executive at

Paramount. He brings to the renewed

partnership the added strength of his

proven abilities in all the major areas

of merchandising and distribution.

The two greatest assets of the Young-

stein-Pickman team are their own get-

up-and-go and the enthusiastic con-

fidence they arouse in exhibitors. When
Max announced he was leaving his post

as executive vice president at Cinerama,

after less than a year, there was none

of the usual speculation as to "the real

story." The industry, knowing Young-

stein, realized that he wanted to do

more than he was doing. He wanted to

help get more pictures made. In this

aim he has the cheers, the good will

and the prayers of the entire exhibition

market. We know he will succeed in

his mission.
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Newsmakers

Hyman's Spring Drive

Exhibitor organization leaders ral-

lied around AB-PT vice president

Edward L. Hyman's (above) latest

attempt to further the cause of order-

ly release of product. Immediately

after Hyman announced that he had

enlisted the help of a committee of

100 theatremen to bolster his spring,

1963 drive, both TOA chief John H.

Stembler and Milton H. London, Na-

tional Allied chairman, pledged their

support. Their approval came in the

form of letters directed to each of the

general sales managers of the major

film companies, urging them to co-

operate. Said London: "The gener-

ally disappointing grosses this sum-

mer on important releases must be

the direct result of the product famine

which existed last May and June . . .

The motion picture industry broke

faith and contact with its customers

by failing to provide worthwhile prod-

uct during the spring, and there was a

disastrous lag of almost six weeks this

summer before we were able to con-

vince potential moviegoers that the

product being offered was worth their

time and money."

Lipton

Named
West Coast co-

chairmen for the

annual Motion Pic-

ture Pioneers din-

ner, honoring Uni-

versal president

Milton R. Rackmil

as Pioneer of the

Year, will be U
v.p.'s David A. Lip-

ton (left) and Ed-

ward Muhl. The
affair will be held

Nov. 19, in the Ho-

tel Americana, N.Y.

Richard Zanuck Heads 20th Studio

Richard Darryl Zanuck (right), independent pro-

ducer and son of Darryl F. Zanuck, head of 20th

Century-Fox, was appointed the president's pro-

duction representative at the firm's Beverly Hills

studio. Basically, this is tantamount to head of

the studio. Young Zanuck's production credits in-

clude "Compulsion," which was critically well re-

ceived; "Sanctuary" and "The Chapman Report," a

slick, tasteful rendition of a controversial theme

that is reported doing handsomely at the boxoffice.

The new regime is planning to start the now-idle

lot humming again, and Richard Zanuck will be

responsible for maintaining a steady flow of prod-

uct once the company solves its well-known finan-

cial problems. While Darryl's own "The Longest

Day" and the giant "Cleopatra" are the founda-

tions on which Fox hopes to rebuild its organi-

zation, the president, in a recent dispatch from

London, talked of turning out 10 to 12 "A" pic-

tures a year. This undoubtedly will be augmented

by a slate of lesser films to meet the weekly needs

of exhibitors.

Walsh Hails MCA Birthday

"A ringing demonstration of faith in

American labor and an assurance that Holly-

wood will continue to keep its place as the

Film Capital of the World." That was the

reaction of IATSE president Richard F.

Walsh (above) after inspecting plans for the

new $10 million building project at L'niver-

sal City, which will house the world head-

quarters of MCA. Walsh and IATSE vice

president George Flaherty were hosted at a

luncheon by studio executives. Ground-

breaking for the four new structures, which

will be located on the present site of Uni-

versal-Revue Studios, is scheduled for early

1963, according to MCA vice president

Albert A. Dorskind. Completion for occu-

pancy is slated for late spring of the follow-

ing year. Commenting on this and the recent

acquisition of Detca and Universal by MCA,
Walsh said it gave him enthusiasm and con-

fidence for the future of Hollywood movie-

making. This "is the first time in several

decades that any Hollywood film studio has

made this kind of an investment in the

future," he added.

MPAA Backs COMPO
COMPO is launching a campaign

to solicit dues from exhibitors, with

payments to be matched by the

member companies of the MPAA.
The action followed a vote by the

board of directors of the MPAA to

continue its support of the Council,

it was announced by Charles E.

McCarthy (below), executive vice

president of COMPO.

Feevee Foes Now Look to Public, Legislation

Exhibition's running battle against

the pay-TV tide suffered two signifi-

cant setbacks over the past fortnight,

turning anti-feevee attention once again

to the legislative field. Last week the

U.S. Supreme Court refused to review

the question of the authority of the

FCC to grant a license to the RKO
General Phonevision test now being

conducted in Hartford, thereby uphold-

ing, by inference, the Commission's

right to OK feevee tests of that type.

The appeal to the highest tribunal was

made by the Connecticut Committee

Against Pay-TV, which had been

turned down earlier by the U.S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals. Earlier, the

FCC granted, without hearings, the

application of Gotham Broadcasting

to test the Teleglobe pay system for

three years in Denver. Likewise, a

petition by the Denver Committee Op-

posed to Pay-TV was denied. Accord-

ing to Philip F. Harling, chairman of

the Joint Committee Against Pay-TV,

exhibition must now redouble its ef-

forts to convince the legislators that

toll-TV is not in the public interest.

"A legislative ban on pay-TV has been

the ultimate exhibitor goal all along,"

he said. It is expected that grass roots

campaigns will be waged.
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COMMENTS ON THE CLATTER OF CHATTER—USEFUL AND IDLE

Now we enter the open season on pro-

nouncements, testimonial dinners and

unadorned statements pertaining to a

variety of subjects from run-away pro-

duction to saturation campaigns. This

all makes for better reading and also

serves as a good tonic for egos who
ordinarily would be minding the store

in an effort to get more paying custo-

mers into the theatres.

The trade press is not the only po-

dium for these pastiches. By diligent

pursuit of the Hollywood columnists

one has no trouble finding suggested

panaceas emitted from the lips of stars,

directors and producers. When David

Niven recently returned from Europe,

he told one of the ladies of the pan-

theon that nothing new has happened

in this business for forty years. Why
Mr. Niven overlooked the advent of

sound, to say nothing of the large

screen, is beyond this bowed head.

Mr. Ross Hunter, who certainly has

a record of achievement, manages be-

tween production chores to indulge in

apocalyptic utterances. Mr. Hunter be-

lieves that "the current trend toward

comedies is the greatest thing to hap-

pen in a long time." The studios are

"going all out for comedies," said Mr.
Hunter in revealing a big trade secret.

Mr. Hunter then added that "as you
know I don't believe in realism on the

screen." This indicated a slight lapse

of Mr. Hunter's memory because he mo-
mentarily forgot that he made two box-
office smashes, "Imitation of Life" and

I "Back Street". But the galvanic Mr.
Hunter, who started his motion picture

career as an actor, really should be taken
seriously, even though his forensic per-

formances are not up to the delphic
quality of a Walter Lippmann.

0
Mr. Leonard Goldenson, an esteemed

leader not only in the motion picture

industry but also in television, believes

it is time to modernize the industry be-

cause "the motion picture business has

been slipping a bit in recent years."

Mr. Goldenson says "that we have to

find ways of applying some of the more
electronic methods to it." Not know-
ing exactly what Mr. Goldenson has in

mind along this line, I would like to

suggest that many theatres, including

some of his own, use a little more elec-

tricity so that patrons can find their

way into auditoriums and seats without
employing seeing-eye dogs. In any
event, Mr. Goldenson is calling a con-
ference of all his people to take "a
whole new look at the business." He
concludes with the somewhat parochial
thought that" we can learn some things
from the television industry."

El fdJCM
ADAM WEILER

The only thing this observer believes

we can learn from the television indus-

try is that people don't mind what kind

of entertainment they get as long as it

is free. Therefore, I presume that if

theatre screens were turned over to ad-

vertisers and admission charges were

abolished, the motion picture business

would no longer slip. But I am sure

that Mr. Goldenson's conference could

produce benefits for the industry.

0

Among my collection of great words

and messages as enunciated in the prov-

inces, I like very much the expressions

of wisdom made by Mr. Kroger Babb,

who has proved that an office in Wil-

mington, Ohio, is no impairment to

becoming a very rich man in the motion

picture business.

He explains that "this is how I got

involved with 'Poor White Trash ,"

which originally came to the screen as

"Bayou." In a San Francisco interview,

Mr. Babb explained that he was called

in by Mr. Mike Ripps, whose mother,

since deceased, financed the production.

Just when Mr. Ripps prepared to write

off the losses, he called Mr. Babb to

see what could be done with his film.

Mr. Babb's first hunch was to burn

the film but on second thought he de-

cided to change it. Sensing that some

profit and cultural emolument could be

gained by adding a little music, Mr.

Babb spent $2,000 to interpolate a hill-

billy song and then spent almost noth-

ing to change the title to "Poor White
Trash".

"We received a 'B' rating from the

Legion of Decency," confessed Mr.
Babb. "Let's make the most of that."

Mr. Babb reports that already Mr.

Ripps has received more than $1.1 mil-

lions in film rentals and that records

are being shattered in drive-in theatres

all over the country. When the inter-

viewer asked what happens if people

are disappointed in the picture, Mr.
Babb replied: "So, it's the end of the

world if someone doesn't like a movie?"
So, to Mr. Babb goes an award for

the apothegm of the year, bringing to

mind Mr. Samuel Goidwyn's comment
that he did not care how many people

saw a certain picture of his as long as

it filled every theatre in the country.

0
One has to read the "cinema" depart-

ment in Time Magazine to understand

the disparity between criticism and

merchandise. In a recent issue, Time
devoted an entire page to the Japanese

director Kurosawa. Mr. Kurosawa is un-

doubtedly a most artistic gentleman and

best proof of this is his fine picture,

"Rashomon." However, the name of

Kurosawa probably means as much to

the average movie-goer as mine and the

question arises why Time devotes this

space to the esoteric when we have a

number of good directors in the U.S.A.

Your correspondent once had a

chance to discuss with a Time executive

the reasons for all of this. It seems that

Time's reference to movies as the "cin-

ema" might in itself be an explanation,

and that Time's limited readership

would appreciate this bit of snobbery.

But to get back to Time's dissection

of Mr. Kurosawa. It seems that "Kuro-

sawa's genius is excessive" and that "a

Kurosawa film is almost always a shat-

tering, exhausting experience." The

thing I like about this genius is his

point of view about the bankers. Ac-

cording to Time he demands "complete

artistic freedom, stretches his shooting

schedules, bloats his budgets."

Such deference on the part of bankers

certainly would rate some space in

Time's international business depart-

ment. Although I have no doubt that

such bankers exist, it seems somewhat

incredible that these fiscal minds, de-

spite the success of Mr. Kurosawa's films,

would forsake extrapolation for art.

In any event this should be brought

to the attention of Mr. Semenenko of

Boston. Mr. Semenenko's bank has

done very well in the motion picture

business. And for that matter so has

the Bankers Trust Company of New
York. But the point of view is differ-

ent with these gentlemen. They don't

read the reviews as much as they peruse

the grosses, and they make a simple

point that they are in the banking busi-

ness and not the gambling business,

which means that they are really not in

the motion picture business.

0
If there is a market in this country

for artistic pictures, why don't some

enterprising young folks raise money

in the same fashion as stage producers

do? A stage musical may need as much

as $500,000 to get on the boards, and

there seems no problem in getting this

kind of dough. The profit potentials of

a motion picture are much rosier.

It's worth a try.
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Looking Ahead
If you contemplate the trade journals of the motion picture

industry and the statements of industry leaders, you are apt to

get the idea that when exhibitors aren't watching movies they

watch nothing but the TV opposition, free or fee, and par-

ticularly the pay variety. It is good therefore to read about one
gentleman who is looking a little further. He is a Long Island

exhibitor who cites as one important reason for building a

fancy new theatre the fact that by 1970 his area will have a

tremendously increased population. He is not looking over his

shoulder or across the street at potential competition. He is

looking toward the future. It's a good idea.

1 don't suggest that exhibitors stop watching the TV com-
petition. But they should be looking for other things, too.

Our Long Island exhibitor, analyzing population trends, is

building ahead of his times. Too often, the motion picture

industry has been barely abreast of the times. Consider, if you
will, how long and in how many cities unprofitable first-run

operations have been maintained in declining downtown areas,

to the detriment of neighborhood theatre development. Con-
sider the long delay in the use of television as a major adver-

tising (not merely publicity) medium for a new picture. If I

am not mistaken, it was Joe Levine, a relative newcomer to

big motion picture business, who really put television to work.

The modern exhibitor should be keeping himself up to date

on at least six different subjects in addition to the product

available from the distributors. I list them here in no particular

order, and their relative importance varies according to the

situation of the individual exhibtor, but they sum up the chal-

lenge of the movie business today.

1. Traffic patterns and plans. In major cities and small towns

alike, our vehicular civilization is causing changes in many
long-established street systems, parking facilities and trans-

portation utilities. We have seen cities close off downtown
streets and convert them into shopping malls. We have seen

two-way streets become one-way thoroughfares. We have seen

temporary and sometimes permanent re-routing of through

traffic, major changes in bus stops and the like. All these

things can affect the motion picture theatre. The theatre reacts

to them, just as do other businesses on the same street. But

reacting is not enough. The exhibitor should be acting, creat-

ing his own waves instead of bracing himself to withstand

somebody else's.

Exhibitors should be actively working for the kind of traffic

patterns which can aid their business; they should be working

against plans which hurt their business. In New York's Times

Square, for example, exhibitors seem to have lost a good deal

of business by default. They never really mounted a concerted

attack on the ridiculous one-way flow of traffic which finds

both Seventh Avenue and Broadway reserved for downtown
traffic, and uptown traffic kept a full avenue block away on

either side. The downtown (below Times Square) residential

population of Manhattan, as far as the buying middle class is

concerned, has been expanding; but when a downtowner takes

a bus uptown, he never sees a Times Square movie marquee.
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If the theatres protested, they didn't start soon enough.

In smaller cities I have seen other examples of a failures

anticipate traffic patterns and plans. For example, just a m

miles apart in the South I saw two theatres—in separate to' is

—which provided a pointed contrast. One theatre was loca d

directly in front of a municipal parking lot. There was alw ft

plenty of room to park when you were going to the men >.

The other theatre had a lot of about equal size nearby, bu it

was a used car lot; the nearest municipal parking facility *

on the other side of the main street, a few blocks away. I r jr

be doing the theatre owner an injustice, but inasmuch as *

used car lot was quite recent, and so was the parking lo I

should think he could have put up a fight to get the park
g

where it would do him some good.

2. Construction plans. It's always a good idea to know e

general construction plans of the community. This is
f I

ticularly true where a neighborhood is in transition. I M
recall a run-down theatre in a rather passe business district f

New York which suddenly started booking art pictures, i r

a while it did poorly; then it started attracting customers fr i

a luxury district newly burgeoning a few blocks away. 1 e

theatre man had obviously looked around and seen the k i

of buildings that were going up, then deliberately reorien 1

his theatre. In the suburbs the smart theatreman today ke s

his eyes and ears open for news of new construction as a gu ;

to possible business in the future. Many a site near or ir»

shopping center, now too high priced to be considered, coi 1

have been set up for a theatre most reasonably if plans \ 1

been undertaken in time.

3. Population changes. Obviously construction plans ft

related to population changes. Theatre business is even mi i

closely tied to the population. When the character of a neij -

borhood changes—even if the total population of the neighb -

hood remains constant—the theatre is likely to be affect .

Thus, in areas where Spanish-speaking people have replac I

English-speaking, there has been a switch in the type of pictu s

being booked. This is an obvious reflection of a populati i

change; there are other changes which are not reflected )

easily. For example, a neighborhood once filled with new you

»

families turns into a middle-aged community, with few ks

left. Or the reverse occurs. Or a slum area begins attracting a I

couples with money to spend. Watch your population.

4. Competition. Let's eliminate television and its predeces:r

as a rival for the customer's evening attention, night baseb;

.

I suggest eliminating TV and ball games because every thea I

man knows about them. 1 But I wonder how many exhibit >

have taken a thorough look at the competition from otl r

activities. Have you gotten a line on how the teen-agers spe l

their leisure dollars? Have you visited the local bowling all ,5

to see the kind of patronage they get, and what they ok
besides ten pins and a bowling ball? You have to know wit

you're competing against.

5. New products. The products mentioned here are it

movies. Our reference is to products which are supplement

to what you show on the screen—items which can be sold t

the refreshment counter, or used as premiums, or distribu 1

as promotions.

6. New ideas and gimmicks. It's a good idea for the exhibi r

to read trade publications which report on examples of ing -

ious showmanship. It's an equally good idea for the exhibi I

to watch carefully what the stores are doing in the way of p I

motion. Most important, the exhibitor should maintain cont t

with civic groups, schools and fraternal organizations with
j

eye toward working out cooperative promotions, public I

tie-ups, group ticket sales and the like.

In a single column such as this I certainly do not expect I

provide Pendaris' Precise Prospectus for Properous Picte

Business. But I think that the six subjects mentioned her|i

deserve the exhibitor's attention.

L



'The Longest Day" Zanuck's

Su4i*teu 'Rati*? OOOO
Powerful war epic shapes up as mighty boxoffice attrac-

tion in world-wide markets. Boasts 42 stellar names.

^SSjt^ Darryl F. Zanuck's eagerly-awaited epic

Jr dramatizing the overpowering June 6,

1944, Allied invasion of Europe—D Day

fpt <C —is a masterpiece of movie-making. Surg-

.
' ing across the black-and-white Cinema-

Ifefc Scope screen with overwhelming force,

, W^Mbf^ JIB u m re 'illst ' c dramatic-documentar)

j* IBM fashion, made up of vignettes ranging

iflr .:•
. ajj from pre-in \ asion craps shooting to the

Mflk mmSk horror ot combat, and screamingly alive

with some of the most thrilling battle sequences yet put on film,

"The Longest Day" is the shortest 3 hours in movie history. It

t

shapes up as a mighty boxoffice attraction in every market of

(

the world.

This mammoth tapestry of courage and valor is not just

another war film—it is the greatest of all World War II dramas.

Authentic in essence, engrossing in presentation, overflowing

with all of the essential entertainment ingredients, including

I

some 40 star names, the film augurs bright days ahead for 20th

Century-Fox, and adds new lustre to the Zanuck name as one of

the premiere film-makers in the industry today.

Speculation as to whether a war film can become a successful

hard-ticket attraction will cease soon after the picture's release.

Here is big, exciting entertainment, deserving of its roadshow
status. A natural for the males of every age, the one question—
how will women react?—seemed answered by the enthusiastic

response of those females in the audience with this reviewer.

Word-of-mouth, the great name cast, plus an excellent promo-
tion campaign will help stimulate plenty of want-to-see, and

grosses will soar even higher when the film is eventually put

into general release. "The Longest Day" will certainly rank

among Fox's all-time moneymakers.

That war is hell is graphically and memorably portrayed;

not through sermonizing, of which there is none, and only in

part through personal reactions, though this is not the major
emphasis of the film. War's real impact is revealed through the

breathtaking and overpowering battle sequences: the 5000 ship

flotilla approaching Normandy Beach; the casualty-high beach
.landings; Allied paratroopers floating down on St.-Mere-Eglise

md being spotlighted by a roaring hotel fire; the bloody inch-

w-inch advancements along Omaha, Utah and Sword Beaches;
he unbelievable scaling of the cliffs of Pointe du Hoc by
dangers; British commandos capturing and holding an essen-

ial bridge; and the savage battle for the coastal casino town of

)uistreham.

Masterpiece of Movie-Making
The difficult task of reducing to a dramatic form the network

of events that made up D Day has been expertly carried off by

scripters Cornelius Ryan (from his best-seller), Romain Gary,

James Jones, David Pursall and Jack Seddon, and directors Ken
Annakin (British sequences), Andrew Marton (American),

Bernhard Wicki (German), Elmo Williams (battle episodes),

and, most of all producer Zanuck. An additional, and wel-

comed, air of authenticity is provided by the German and
French sequences being spoken in their original languages (with

sub-titles). This was a stroke of sheer genius. Suspense is main-

tained by shifting back and forth from the Germans, aware of

the impending invasion but positive the Allies will wait until

good weather, to the American and British high command
debating the advisability of waiting until the worst storm in 20

years subsides, to the anxious enlisted men in overcrowded bar-

racks and ships, to the activities of the French underground.

Once the invasion gets underway, we are given glimpses into

the confused and frustrated German command and into the

nail-biting headquarters of the Allies.

The gigantic cast provides a colorful cross-section. The Amer-

icans include (alphabetically): Eddie Albert, a soft-spoken

Colonel who dies on Omaha Beach; Paul Anka, a brave Ranger;

Richard Beymer, a superstitious private; Red Buttons, a light-

hearted paratrooper forced to dangle in terror when his chute

gets caught on a church steeple, watching his comrades

slaughtered as they land in the town square; Henry Fonda, the

Brig. General son of Teddy Roosevelt; Roddy McDowall, a shy

private who proves himself a hero in battle; Sal Mineo, a G.I.

killed after mistaking an identification signal; Robert Mitchum,

tough, cigar-chewing Brig. General Cota who breaks the Ger-

man stronghold on Omaha; Robert Ryan, 82nd Airborne com-

mander Brig. General James M. Gavin; and John Wayne,
rugged Lt. Colonel Benjamin Vandervoort.

British participants: Richard Burton, an RAF pilot who
suffers grave injuries; John Gregson, a plucky padre; Peter Law-

ford, dare-devil leader of the commandos; Kenneth Moore, a

bearded, eccentric Captain; and Richard Todd, a dedicated

glider commander.

German personalities: Hans Christian Blech, a strategian who
isn't surprised by the invasion; Peter Van Eyck, a member of

the high command convinced the Allies can never attack; Wer-
ner Hinz, Field Marshal Rommel who is at home in Germany,
instead of Normandy, on the day he claimed would be: "For

the Allies as well as Germany . . . the longest day"; and Curt

Jurgens, the Chief-of-Staff.

French performers: Jean-Louis Barrault, a priest; attractive

Irina Demich, a resistance leader; and Christian Marquand, the

heroic commander at Ouistreham.

20th Century. Fox. 180 minutes. Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck. Directed by Ken
Annakin (British), Andrew Marton (American), 8ernhard Wicki (German), Elmo
Williams (Battle episodes).
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"We'll Bury You!"

Good documentary highlighting rise of Communism.

Communism, from its philosophical inception by Marx to its

world-wide influence today, is fascinatingly traced in this fea-

ture-length documentary being released by Columbia. Still shots

and rare footage, much of it never seen before, explores the

rise of Communism over the past 100 years: Russia as the first

testing ground for Communism in the late 1800's; the Russo-

Japanese War; the 1905 Bloody Sunday massacre; the rise of

Lenin; the 1917 revolution; World War II; life under Stalin;

Russia's place in the world today. A highly exploitable title,

an aggressive promotion campaign, plus topical subject matter

and current interest in documentaries should add up to profit-

able business wherever "We'll Bury You!" is shown. An infor-

mative, though overly dramatic narration, attempts to explain

the theories behind Communism—one step forward, two steps

back (Lenin's philosophy); co-existence to further Red gains

(World War II); the purges of the 1930's; the 5-year plans.

But when producers Jack Leewood and Jack W. Thomas con-

centrate on the pictorial aspects the film attains its most engross-

ing level; the appearance of major personalities—Marx, Engels,

Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, Khruschev, Mao Tse Tung, Castro,

Roosevelt, General Marshall, Churchill— ; famine in Russia in

1933; Russia's refusal to demobilize after World War II;

conquest of Eastern Europe; the Berlin airlift; the Korean

War; a Red China: the death of Stalin; the Hungarian revolu-

tion; Cuban executions; and a terror-filled escape over the

Berlin wall. The film brings Communism's advances up to date

with the launching of Sputnik and the cosmanauts.

Columbia. 72 minutes. Produced by Jack Leewood and Jack W. Thomas. Narrated
by William Woodson.

"Stagecoach to Dancers' Rock"

Violence-spattered western will hold action fans.

"Stagecoach to Dancers' Rock" is a better-than-average oater,

certain to please devotees of such fare because it's shot through

with violence and action (Apache massacres, cold-blooded

killings, rape and the tossing of a rattlesnake at a wounded
and helpless man). Lacking marquee strength, but directed by

Earl Bellamy (he also produced) with plenty of excitement

and suspense, this Universal-International release shapes up as

satisfactory dualler fare for the outdoor market. Kenneth Dar-

ling's script finds six people riding a stagecoach to Fort Yuma:
a gunman (Warren Stevens), a poetry-spouting gambler (Mar-
tin Landau), a female medical student (Jody Lawrance), a

Chinese beauty (Judy Dan), a bigoted Indian agent (Del

Moore) and a soft-spoken cavalry major (Don Wilbanks). The
trip is rough enough, then Miss Dan becomes ill and her con-

dition is diagnosed as small-pox (it later turns out to be

chicken-pox). The panicky stagecoach driver and guard aban-

don all but Moore to the open desert. Thirst, hunger and the

threat of Indian attacks brings out the true nature of the group.

Then the stagecoach is found with its three members murdered
by Apaches. Landau, now a raving madman, kills Wilbanks,

wounds Stevens (now turned good guy and in love with Miss

Dan) and rapes Miss Lawrance, whom he makes his terrified

servant. After forcing Stevens and Miss Dan deeper into the

desert, Landau kills Miss Lawrence and is finally killed in

return by a feverish stagecoach driver who sees Landau as the

Apache who attacked him. Stevens and Miss Dan survive.

Universal-International. 72 minutes. Warren Stevens, Martin Landau, Jody Law-
rance. Produced and Directed by Earl Bellamy.

"Operation Snatch"

'SuUhcm, IZctU*? © ©
Disappointing British comedy starring Terry-Thomas.

Only sporadically funny, this British farce concerning

colony of Barbary Apes on the Rock of Gibraltar during Worl
War II has in its favor the presence of Terry-Thomas. But thi

Continental release is far below the quality of previous Britis

hits starring the gap-toothed comic and will disappoint his far

.

Alan Hackney's screenplay uses as a springboard the legenc

"If the apes on Gibraltar should leave, the Rock will no longe

be part of the British Empire." When the sole male ape die:

the female apes become listless and are removed to Sick Bay fo

observation. The German propaganda machine reports the ape

have left Gibraltar and the British Empire is crumbling. There

fore, the War Office in London decides to send ape "specialist

Terry-Thomas, a bungler of the first order, to Germany 1

1

snatch a male Barbary ape from a traveling circus. UnfortL

nately, the inherent comedy situations never really blossorr;

although Terry-Thomas gives the doings his strong comic all

Robert Day's direction is uninspired. Aiding in the nonsens

are George Sanders, the snobbish Rock intelligence officer wh

is forced to choose Terry-Thomas for the mission, Lionel Jell

fries, Terry-Thomas' begrudging orderly, and Jackie Lane, thl

sexy spy daughter of Gibraltar's leading double-agent. The plo

finds Terry-Thomas trying to outwit the Germans by outfittin:

under-sized soldiers in ape skins. He and Jeffries take off fo

Germany, drug the ape with a doped banana, dress themselve,

in a horse suit, stampede the circus horses and frantically rac

to neutral Switzerland. Mission successfully accomplished

Terry-Thomas and Jeffries are packed off to London for securit

reasons.

Continental. 83 minutes. Terry-Thomas, George Sanders, Lionel Jeffries. Produce
by Jules Buck. Directed by Robert Day.

"Secrets of the Nazi Criminals"

Sutineu 'RcUck? © ©
Strong documentary recounts Nazi crimes. OK dualler

This powerful documentary produced by Swedish film make

Tore Sjoberg (creator of the successful "Mein Kampf") shouli

prove a good dualler in all situations. Authentic newsreel

taken by the Germans and used as proof against the war crimi

nals in Nuremberg, disclose, in horrifying detail, the atrocitie

committed by the Nazis during World War II. Opening wit!

the first Nuremberg trial of Goering, Himmler, Goebbels, Hes

and other high Nazi officials, and the address of Americar

prosecutor Robert Jackson, the film then explores the threi

indictments against the defendents. Indictment I
—

"Crime:

Against Peace"—shows the rise to power of Hitler, the crea

tion of the "new order," the 1938 Munich conference anc

the commencement of World War II. Indictment II
—"Wai

Crimes"—details the opening of concentration camps and tht

inhumane treatment of prisoners of war. Indictment III—

"Crimes Against Humanity"—is by far the most graphic anc

affecting. Here we see deportation to Germany of slave labor

masses of Jews herded into concentration camps, Nazi experi

mentation, the various methods of elimination (gas-chambers

starvation) and the bones and corpses of the victims, including

children, discovered upon Allied liberation. Returning to the

trial, the excellent English narration recounts the verdicts oli

guilty, and the camera pans across the bodies and faces of the

hanged defendents.

Trans-Lux. 84 minutes. Produced by Tore Sjoberg.
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PRESSURE' ON. Dorothy Collins launches giant bal-

loon over Times Square in tie-in stunt for Muscular

dystrophy drive, UA's "Pressure Point."

Lolita' Ads Win AMPA Honors
M-G-M and Seven Arts Prods, shared the

\MPA award for the best advertising campaign

>f the year, for their combined efforts on behalf

)f "Lolita." William Castle walked off with

he Showmanship award, and Loew's Theatres

vas tabbed for the Public Relations prize, for

ts extensive support of the Academy Awards

how. The announcements were made by Ted
i\rnow, head of the Associated Motion Picture

Advertisers, Inc., and Sam Horwitz, vice presi-

lent, and chairman of the AMPA awards lunch-

eon committee. These and other non-showman-

hip awards will be presented at a luncheon at

<Jew York's Americana Hotel, October 16.

what tne S&ocomm ;4%e 'Dowat
MERCHANDISING * EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Final Stage of 'Taras Bulba' Ballyhoo

Rocket into Orbit by UA Showmen

ALA. Embassy president Joseph E. Levine is flanked.

i Loew's chairman-president Laurence A. Tisch, I.,

tecutive committee head Preston R. Tisch at bow of

Long Day's Journey into Night," which also opened

;w Tower East Theatre, in New York.

The final stage in the year-long promotional

rocket United Artists launched for Harold

Hecht's "Taras Bulba" now is in orbit. UA vice

president and national promotional chief Fred

Goldberg outlined the earlier phases, "the

largest and most intelligent" advance publicity

push in the firm's history, and revealed what is

in store for exhibitors and patrons in the next

three months. The picture is slated for national

release at Christmas.

Talking to the trade press at the UA home

office, Goldberg noted that two-color, teaser

posters of two-sheet size were up in cities

throughout the country. Announcing the coming

of the film, they are keyed by the line, "Now
. . . add a motion picture to the wonders of

the world." The posters will be changed once a

month over the three-month span. The poster

buys have been made in strategic spots in key

cities; 1,000 spaces are being utilized in the met-

ropolitan New York area. Also in New York,

UA has set up large, illuminated, full-color

transparencies in the facilities of the Long

Island Railroad and the Port Authority building.

Beginning November 28, according to Gold-

berg, UA will kick-off a national saturation of

10-second television spots, running for five days

in 100 cities. Two weeks later, the company will

place half-page, four-color advertisements in the

comic sections of every major Sunday newspaper

in the nation. The UA executive pointed out

that the combined circulation of these sections

was 10 times that of all national magazines.

Also on the extensive campaign schedule for

"Taras Bulba" is "proper utilization of the

screens across the country" starting Oct. 15 with

two featurette trailers of about four minutes

each. The first is a combination black-and-white

and color short employing the on-location stills

taken by two Life magazine photographers to

describe the shooting of "Taras Bulba." The

second will be a "cut-down" version of the 11-

minute video program covering the production

in Argentina. It already has been shown twice

over ABC-TV. In Goldberg's opinion, these fea-

turettes are "more than just trailers, they are

entertainment."

UA always has made excellent use of radio,

which the vice president described as "an ex-

tremely potent medium," and the "Taras Bulba"

drive is no exception. The airwaves will be

saturated with single recordings of the film's

theme, both vocals and instrumental by top art-

ists. Follow ing release of the picture, the sound

track album will be employed to gain additional

air time, and for attention-getting store and

window displays.

On the book front, two pocket editions will

plug the picture—one a soft cover of the orig-

inal novel by Nikolai Gogol, the other a Gold
Medal Books printing of the film's shooting

script. The publishers will tie-in with United

Artists in a "read-the-book-see-the-movie" cam-

paign. Personal-appearance tours will be made
by director J. Lee Thompson, who will cover

the country to sponsor advance screenings for

exhibitors and journalists in the surrounding

areas, and to give interviews.

'TARAS'. With publicity breaks for "Taras Bulba" as

backdrop, UA v.p. Fred Goldberg displays basic art.

Two different types of newspaper ads for the

film were on display at the meeting. One played

up the adventure elements; the other stressed

the central art work and the key slogan. Gold-

berg said the UA advertising department is

working closely with National Screen Service to

provide theatremen with the best possible ads

and accessories.

Advance publicity for "Taras" included a tour

of 16 cities throughout the country by photog-

rapher Jim Denton, who brought with him art

on the film, and a similar jaunt through Furope

by star Tony Curtis. Both took advance orders

for stills from editors.

Rooney to UA Publicity Post
Robert Rooney was appointed production pub-

licity liaison for all Continental Furopean and

United Kingdom productions made under the

LInited Artists banner, it was announced In vice

president Fred Goldberg.
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Allied Artists Loss

(Continued from Page 4)

reported a substantial consolidated loss for the fiscal year ended

June 30.

AA suffered a loss of $1,580,000 in fiscal '62, compared

to a net income of $529,000 (540 a share) a year earlier.

President Steve Broidy noted that "El Cid ", because of limited

early distribution, did not have meaningful impact on '62

results. Also, he said that AA had fewer pictures to distribute

in '62, and gross receipts of films in the middle and low-budget

class "were most disappointing."

The firm's plans for the future, according to Broidy, call for

making four major pictures a year, supplemented by eight

lower-budget entries.

Blockbuster Policy Creates 'Monsters'

(Continued from Page 4

)

of course, was that story expenses soared and that the costs of

failures grew even more immense."

The increasing reliance on the "star system" is an effort by

the producers to safeguard big pictures that might be poorly

received, the analysis declares. "In many cases, the 'star' theory

has worked. But the cost of such 'star insurance' has been

enormous. For one thing, the stars now wield virtually as much

control over production as does the producer. For another,

their salaries are tremendous and they often are entitled to a

share of profits while assuming none of the risks. Finally, they

exert an influence not only on filming, but on advertising, pro-

motion, script-writing—practically anything involving the pic-

ture." The Elizabeth Taylor-"Cleopatra" story is cited as "a

perfect 'text-book example' of the dual failure of the 'Block-

buster Theory' and the 'Star System' ".

The third "monster", the threat of censorship, says Value

Line, has been created by the attempt to compete for patronage

by production of pictures with once-taboo themes. "This scheme

has met with some success. Tired of Westerns, detective stories

and family situation comedies, some viewers have returned to

the theatres to view intelligently handled presentations of sub-

jects not previously treated on the big screen. But the industry's

action in treating controversial themes led to a revival of the

threat of censorship." Detailing the various stages of the indus-

try's judicial fight for freedom of expression on the screen,

Value Line refers to the current controversial battle against

bluenosing being waged in New York over the right to show

"The Connection." It might, declares the report, "ultimately

result in the banning of all censorship on any grounds ... In

attempting to show the film, the 'Connection' company chal-

lenged the very constitutionality of the state's censorship law,

rather than just the decision that this particular film is 'obscene.'

If the company is successful, this might conceivably presage a

court ban on all censorship. As a consequence, the major com-

panies might be able to produce more controversial films,

thereby attracting bigger audiences. The ultimate result might

be better films, higher industry revenues and fatter profits."

20th Names Director, Comptroller

Twentieth-Fox added a 14th member to its board of directors

and appointed a new comptroller of the corporation, it was
announced last week by president Darryl F. Zanuck. The new
board member is Jerome A. Straka, president of Chesebrough-

Pond's, Inc. One vacancy now remains on the directorate. The
new comptroller: Robert E. McElfresh, who had been assistant

to the general manager of the Ford Motor Co. since 1949.

In 1956, as director of finance for Ford, McElfresh direct!

a company-wide study of markets, products and facilities, ai

developed an integrated plan for future product design, faci

ties expansion and capital investment. As comptroller of Fcl

he will supervise and oversee the accounting system of t

company.

Newman Upped at Century Theatres

Martin H. Newman was elected vice president and treasui

of Century Theatres by the board of directors, succeedi,

Sam Goodman, who retired after 40 years of service. Newm
has been associated with Century for over 25 years. In maki:
the announcement, president Leslie R. Schwartz also reveal

that Joseph G. Wickhan was elected secretary of the firm,

addition to his present duties as head of the real estate ai

insurance department.

Wometco Builds in Shopping Center

Hewing to its policy of following the moving cinema patr

by expanding in areas of concentrated population, Womet
Enterprises, Inc. (OTC) revealed that Food Fair Properties w
build and Wometco will lease and operate a theatre in the Wi
Hollywood Shopping Plaza, West Hollywood, Florida. Makii

the joint announcement were Mitchell Wolfson, head

Wometco, and Ralph Biernbaum, vice president and genet

manager of the supermarket chain.

The new movie house, slated to open in April, 1963, will ha

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Film Companies
Close Close

9/27/62 10/11/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS .... 3% 3 - %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ...9 9

CINERAMA ...14i/
2 i3y8 - %

COLUMBIA
. - -19% 191/4 - %

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 73 76 + 3

DECCA ...39% 4oy4 + %
DISNEY ...261/4 251/2 " %
MCA ... .413/4 413/4
MCA (Pfd.) 321/4 333/4 + 1%
M-G-M ...293/4 303/8 + %
PARAMOUNT

- - -37% 383/4 + %
SCREEN GEMS ....15i/

2 151/2

20TH-FOX . . . .211/4 221/2 + II/4

UNITED ARTISTS 27 27

UNITED ARTISTS 12 12% + 3
/8

Theatre Companies

AB-PT ....273/4 30y4 + 2i/
2

LOEWS ...221/2 22 - %
NATIONAL GENERAL .... 63/8 61/2 + %
STANLEY WARNER ....21i/

8 20% -1
TRANS-LUX ....121/4 12 - %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

9/27/62 10/11/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 9 Id/4 8 9%
MAGNA PICTURES

• • 1% 1% 1% 1%
SEVEN ARTS 71/2 83/8 73/g m
UA THEATRES • • 71/4 8% 6% 73/8

UNIVERSAL .56% 62 57 61%
WALTER READE-STERLING .. 2 2% Vk 23/8

WOMETCO 25 271/4 251/2 273/4

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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some 1,000 seats and will be similar in design to the wide-screen

Palm Springs Theatre now being built for Wometco in Hialeah.

Declared Wolfson: "The West Hollywood Shopping Plaza

Theatre is another step in Wometco's announced policy to

expand its theatre business in large shopping centers which are

not currently served by modern theatres. We feel that the

t
motion picture business will continue to be profitable if the

exhibitors bring new, deluxe theatres which were formerly con-

fined to the main downtown districts to those lower regional

shopping centers which are serving the great population centers

of the outlying areas."

At the same time, the Wometco board declared a 30% stock

dividend on all class A and class B shares outstanding, payable

Dec. 21, 1962 to stockholders of record Dec. 1. The board

stated that it was its intention to pay quarterly cash dividends

at the annual rate of 600 on the A stock, and 220 on the B

stock on the total number of shares outstanding after issuance

of the stock bonus.

Movie Shares 'Not Attractive' Now—VL

Motion picture equities "are not attractive commitments

at this market juncture," according to the Value Line Invest-

ment Survey (published by Arnold Bernhard & Co.), in its

current analysis of the industry.

Only Walt Disney is favorably classified, and VL notes that

Disney "is the movie-maker least affected by censorship regula-

tions, since its films are most consistently 'family type' or

children's entertainment." For appreciation potentiality to

1965-67, however, many are favorably ranked. Most highly

regarded are M-G-M, 20th-Fox, Loew's National General and

Stanley Warner. Listed as above-average for the same period:

Warner Bros., Walt Disney, AB-PT and Paramount.

Following are brief excerpts from Value Line's analyses

of the individual film companies:

COLUMBIA—"(It) has consistently managed to lose or

write off more on its motion picture operations than it has

earned from Screen Gems (the TV arm in which it has 89%
interest), affording some justification for the negative market

evaluation currently being accorded the company's non-televi-

sion operations . . . Neither CPS nor Screen Gems has yet

released its fiscal 1962 annual report. We estimate, however,

:hat Screen Gems earned about $1.35 a share (approximately

$2 per CPS share) in that period. Consolidated earnings of CPS
jrobably slipped to $1.40 a share, however, indicating losses in

he company's non-television operations. A major increase in

ronsolidated earnings is in sight this year. Continued growth
;eems assured for Screen Gems, while the company has entered

lpon a period of major activity in the release of important
ilms."

WALT DISNEY—"As a vehicle for capital enhancement,
Disney is one of the most favorably ranked stocks in the

ntertainment industry . . . We estimate that full year profits

et a new record—slightly better than the previous year's . . .

Results in fiscal 1963 are expected to be even better."

MCA—Despite the conditions set by the Government consent

lecree, "we look for an increase in profits in 1962 to about

2.40 a share (on a pooling of interests basis with Decca), up
rom the 1961 pro-forma figure of $2.11. Reasons: (1) Decca
> having an extraordinarily good year; (2) MCA acquired

-olumbia Savings and Loan early in 1962; and (3) operating

conomies are expected to result from the MCA-Decca combina-
on.

M-G-M—"It is attractive on two counts: (1) it ranks in the

highest quintile of all stocks for appreciation potentiality to

1965-67, and (2) it yields a very generous 6.7% return. Al-

though earnings coverage in fiscal 1962 was surely slim, we
expect the current rate to hold since a sizeable profits recovery

seems likely in fiscal 1963 . . . We estimate that profits were in

the neighborhood of $2.10 a share—less than half the year

earlier results . . . Fiscal 1963 should see a substantial improve-

ment." Chiefly the strength of product like "The Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm," "How the West Was Won"
and "Mutiny on the Bounty," fiscal 1963 profits are estimated

"in the neighborhood of $4 a share."

PARAMOUNT—"Earnings plummetted precipitously in the

first half to $1.01 a share from $2.87 a share in the comparable

period of last year. No explanation has been forwarded con-

cerning the enormitv of the decline, but it seems reasonable

to assume that it reflected the company's release of fewer and

less important pictures early in 1962."

20TH-FOX—"A broad reshuffling of top personnel was
announced, several major productions were postponed, and

virtually all operations at Fox's Los Angeles studio were halted

indefinitely. Still, the company cannot spin around on a dime,

and a sizable loss (about $10 a share, including write-offs) will

be incurred this year. A turnabout in 1963, after this year's

purge of the books and general corporate housecleaning, can

confidently be expected. The earnings recovery could prove

substantial, particularly in the second half. But there will be

more bad news for the market to absorb before then, namely
the $5 a share loss estimated for the final 6 months of 1962 . . .

Prospects to mid-decade remain favorable, however, predicated

in part upon our assumption that 'Cleopatra' will prove profit-

able by then."

WARNER BROS.—"Earnings in fiscal 1963 are likely to

set a new record. But the current price of the issue adequately

reflects this expected improvement . . . 'The Music Man' has

been an outstanding boxoffice scorer . . (but) its (Warners')

future rests with its television operations . . . While no earnings

explosion seems likely in fiscal 1963, some profits enhancement

is expected."

The individual theatre firms:

AB-PT—"Seems on its way toward an excellent second half.

We believe that the company reached a new peak in third

quarter earnings and could be headed for a fourth quarter

earnings record as well. Theatre operations, which were off in

the first half because of unfavorable weather conditions, are

now running at a satisfactory rate.'

LOEW'S—"While this (hotel) phase of the company's de-

velopment has been very satisfactory, results of the movie

theatre chain have been disappointing. On a 25% drop in sales,

third quarter earnings declined 35%."

NATIONAL GENERAL—"The work of management in

reducing costs, closing unprofitable theatres and opening new
theatres was again reflected in the company's most recent income

statement. Earnings for the fiscal period ended June 30th were

230 a share (80 non-reducing), well ahead of the 40 earned

in last year's corresponding period. The improvement in earn-

ings to date reflects only the efforts expended on theatre

operations. Experiments now under way on the company's

vending activities could lead to higher income in fiscal 1963 and

thereafter."

STANLEY WARNER—"Sales in fiscal 1962 probably rose

to a record high. But we believe that the company's profit

margin may have slipped to the lowest since 1953." Reasons:

expenses incurred from introduction of a new ladies' foundation

garment; promotional expenses in launching a new nursing

bottle, and "reduced theatre receipts in June, July and early

August, resulting from the lacklustre caliber of summer film

fare. A stronger schedule of films on tap for upcoming months

is expected to bolster future results."
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCI
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine. Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY. THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison darma spiced with salty humor.
1 10 min.

November

ILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming
BLACK ZOO Producer Herman Cohen. Unique horror
story.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama. Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lesier
Saniom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color. CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. Action spectacle.
80 min

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September

WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargol Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli Edmund Purdom. Munity of
prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves. 92 min.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. Story of an
American G.I. who organized the underground resist-

ance in Italy.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

February

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March

SCHIZO Leticia Roman, John Saxon. Producer-director
Mario Bava. Suspense horror.

April

SEAFIGHTERS Producer-director Anthony Carras. Sub-
marine war story.

Coming

ANZIO EXPRESS War story.

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Producer Lou Rusoff. Teenage comedy.

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COSTA BRAVA Color, Panavision.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision, Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE Panavision. Science Fiction.

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland.
Producer-director Roger Corman.

MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-
cent Price. Producer Roger Corman. Based on Edgar
Allan Poe story.

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. H. G. Wells
classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES. THE Science fiction.

Producer Roger Corman.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September

OUTCRY. THE III Gridol Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni.

October

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

QUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.

Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan . Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masi
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brig,
Bardot, Simone Signoret.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest B(

nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO. PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppinc

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Direi -

Orson Welles.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Gen
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director h •

man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a ch I

pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wi .

93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, J,'i

Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Prodi I

Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American fami s

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 i ,

5/14/42.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Set
,

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3 .

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Mau e

Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Prodi r

Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on e

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." *
min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Oh,
Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles Lai-

ton, Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tier <

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political dram, if

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbr i,

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy. Prod it

Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. Drama of i IV

American frontier. 70 min. 7/32/62.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director
jj

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Prod n

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drarr of

the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY, THE Jack Lemmon, m

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Din it

Richard Ouine. Suspense comedy about a beai "I

landlady and her missing husband. 123 min. 7/9/6

August

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, U
Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Hara It.

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drarr

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Sto< >•

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. 'V

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. l<f

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dint"
Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical co a
on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.
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DAMN THE DEFIANT [formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Color.

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro-

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea
adventure. 101 min. 8/20/62.

MNG-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker, Dukes of

Dixieland. Gary (U.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannin. Producer
Milton Subotsky. Director Dick Lester. 78 min. 9/17/62.

October

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Ouinn,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning
drama. 87 min. 9/17/62.

TWO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay
Medford.

November

PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-
<vin Mathews, Maria Landi Producer Anthony Nelson
<eys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling Adventure.
!7 min. 8/6/62.

VAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen,
'roducer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.
)rama of World War II in the sky.

December

1ARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
jano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
)ouglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
'ittorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis. Direc-
or Richard Fleischer. 134 min. 9/3/62.

Coming

YE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
'earson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
idney.

HAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
ieorge Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro-
ucer Jerry Bressler. Director Guy Green.

ASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
trong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
lirector Don Chaffey.

AWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,
Jec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
ins. Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
'avid Lean.

ELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
fontalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
irector Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/62.

/EEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
hihps, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
loyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

July

ASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
obert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
ucer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
roadway stage play. 100 min. 8/6/62.

August

fALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
?ighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
!ctor John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
•oadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September

4PERSONATOR, THE John Crawford. Jane Griffiths,
rector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry,
urderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.

I mm.

PERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders
onel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Black',
rector Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
famous legend. 87 min.

October

*D OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
iano, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
inaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

ANDS OF ORLAC. THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
oducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
ond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
an twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

Coming
5NELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER. THE
icnael Redgrave, Tom Courtenay, Avis Bunnage. Pro-
icer-director Tony Richardson. Explores the attitudes

a defiant young man sent to a reformatory for
bbery. 103 min. 10/1/62.

June
VO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-
cer Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of
mother and her teenage daughter strugqlinq to exist
war-torn Italy. 99 min.

Film

July
BOCCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
Schneider, Anita Ekberq. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
rectors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico
Fellini. Three stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
have written them in 1970. 165 min. 7/9/62.

DEVIL'S WANTON, THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/1 1/62.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW. THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

September

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director Pietro
Germi. Satirical jabs at the mores of our times. 104
min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardlnale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama of the tragic influences of the city upon a
young, naive farmer. 103 min.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up! I Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British

spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

October

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.
159 min.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-

winning stage drama. 180 min.

MADAME Technirama, 70mm. -Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossein. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roqer Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor. 104 min.

November

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.
Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. I 14 min.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wajda, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

Current Releases
ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal'.P . Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Atari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY. THE ILopert) Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin. 68 min.

BLOODY BROOD, THE ISutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

COMING OUT PARTY. A. James Robertson Justice,

Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
and Leslie Parkyn. Director Ken Annakin. 90 min.
9/17/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor. Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.
76 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE I Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

DEVIL'S HAND, THE Linda Christian, Robert Alda. 71

min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Masked, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British

comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRO

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
Glancing ahead we see 18 releases

set for November, with a chance of

more to come. M-G-M has 4 scheduled.

20th-Fox, Columbia, Warner Bros, and

Embassy all have 2. Six companies

—

United Artists, Universal, Allied Artists,

American-International, Astor and Para-

mount—show one each. Neither Buena

Vista nor Continental lists anything.

FEAR NO MORE ISutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.

Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director
Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 86 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,

J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES, THE I Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-
Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

IMPORTANT MAN. THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA I Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES ITImes Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

MATTER OF WHO, A (Herts-Lion International) Alex

Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE ILopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Producer Emanuele Cassulo,

Director Micheangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Bifly Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles Gray-
son Half, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SECRET FILE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd, Lynn Stat-

ten. 82 min.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE ( Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke, Francine

York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Ping Russell, Bill Hale, Eve Brent. 81 min.

THEN THERE WERE THREE lAlexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.

1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-

gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves. John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.

105 min. 7/23/62.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy. Tsuruko Ko-
bayashi. 70 min.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandonl Kurt Meisel. Helqa Zulch. Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

YOJIMBO ( Seneca-I nternational I Toshiro M. Fune, Kyu
Sazanka, Nakadal. Director Aklro Kurosana. 101 min.
9/17/62.

U C T
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June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter

Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley

Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.

152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor

Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big

scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of

Asia intent on the destruction of Western civilization.

83 min. 7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams. Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak. Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane
Cilento. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/62.

October

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastr jianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. Story of the meteoric career of a young
screen star who becomes a sex symbol for the world.
94 min. 10/1/62.

November

ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN Don Murray, Christine
Kaufman. Producer Walter Wood. Director Robert
S'odmak. Suspenseful drama of the escape of 28 East
Germans to West Berlin under the wall via a tunnel.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTTh. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
diaries Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play.

December

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.
125 min.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paige. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic
comedy.

FRIENDLIEST GIRLS IN THE WORLD. THE Dolores
Hart, Hugh O'Brian, Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de
Grunwald. Director Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of
airline stewardesses.

GOLDEN ARROW. THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford. George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope. Color. Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Ertz.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Signoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and Infidelity in wartime.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers. Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberg,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine.
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI I Technicolor. John Wayne. Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.
159 min. 6/25/62.

October
PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.
9/3/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis. Joan O'Brien, Zachary
Scott. Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of
silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Quine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Mat-
hau, Nita Talbot. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel
Mann. A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure
her horse-playing husband. 93 min. 10/1/62.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Robert
Morley. 92 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

May
HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula Ray-
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nelson. A
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe Color.
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Cotton. Producer James S. Elliott.

Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first Olympic
games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De if*
Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern, m
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dfi.
A concentration camp victim attempts to escacXg
Israel. 112 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail 4
sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John Bt ||.

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson K ry

Anders. Producer-Director Jack Leewood. My ry

melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, K ry
Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, D< u
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian m
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Dir. sr

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful w
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Mo H.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the fa as

Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope, Dm
Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Hi n,

Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red But s.

Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first i el

about a madcap flight across Africa in a bal n.

101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG N
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Ric -d

Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Di y,

Ricardo Montalban, Ell Wallach, Diane Baker, Je 'it

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark. James Dunn, J to

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin i.

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 n.

6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter I.

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Prod sr

Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on M. el

Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild ins :-

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 it.

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe C I
Richard Egan. Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, (

-y

Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, Ge ie

St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans 'h-

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of The o-

pylae. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine 1 11.

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken y-

man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a le

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard T d,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner. Tommy Sands, Fal|n,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons. Irina Der h,

Robert Mifchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, by

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Si.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Osv i,

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, 10

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William I
den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. >
ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Base< *

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 1.

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jac I

Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe O I

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Prodi

Director Mark Robson. Story of t+ie man who ass i-

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Rid d

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDo> I,

Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wan '.

Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous quee

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe O .

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stept

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of •

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technici

Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. >•

ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Spe r

effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/S !

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, .
n

Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Dij;

tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Rc

comedies. 91 min.

Film BULLETIN — THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



August

ilRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,
'helma Ritter, Neville Brand. Betty Field. Producer
Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.

1/25/42.

WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
(ichard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
;hakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization

>f Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Olivier Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smith. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/42.

September

iWORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance, Eleonora
iossi Drago, Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
)irector Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 7/17/62.

iALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October
HERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
Aanx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. Story
f a 1718 family freed from bondage, struggling to
stablish eistence on an island off the coast of Caro-
ina. 44 min. 9/17/62.

•RESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter
alk. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
ield. Engrossing drama dealing with racial prejudice
1 U.S. 91 min. 9/17/62.

November

rtANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
,nce Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
ilva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
'irector Frankenheimer.

December

ARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
am Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff!
roducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

WO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
nne. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise,
ased on the Broadway hit.

Coming
EAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
iward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

ARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

HILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland
tephen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
irector John Cassavetes.

EAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
ainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
>r Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

IVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
on) Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young
:land Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

LADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

LORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
amer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

RAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM. THE Glenn Ford
ope Lange, Charles Boyer.

REAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano
Iberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
ano Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

AWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
» «f James Michener's epic novel.

IVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
amer. Director Paul Stanley

0 GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
harles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
irt. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

VND WE LOVE. THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx
eville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
rector Leslie Stevens.

ARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
athng. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
"ell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

fAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
rector Jules Dassin.

JMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
ed Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
irfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
ty. 112 mm. I/B/62.

OWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille

23/6?
Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min!

IREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley
>lin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
!V J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders

n 4

0

/

r

|6/62
n ' S Sanders

'
Korean Wfl r melodrama. 81

AY WEST. THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas, Burt
ncasttr. Producer Harold Hecht.

July
INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/62.

August
SPIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. War Melodrama.
I 14 min. 8/6/62.

November
IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
Romantic comedy. 102 min. 9/3/62.

Coming
CHARADE Color, Panavision. Cary Grant, Audrey Hep-
burn, Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color. Tony Curtis, Phil

Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen Steele,

Stubby Kay, Warren Stevens. Howard Morris, Kevin
McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Producer
Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director
John Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan, Leora Dana,
Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing. Richard
Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh, Leif Erickson.

Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy, Kathleen Crowley,
Charles Drake, Harold J. Stone, L. <?. Jones, Skip
Homier, Henry Wills, Charles Horvath. Producer Gor-
don Kay. Director R. G. Springsteen.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, Ian Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER. THE George C. Scott,
Dana Wynter, Clive Brook, Jacques Rioux. Producer
Edward Lewis. Director John Huston.

PARANOIAC Color. Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila
Burrell, Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Liliane

Brousse. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie
Francis.

STAGE COACH TO DANGERS' ROCK Warren Stevens,
Martin Landau, Jody Lawrence, Don Wilbanks, Del
Morre, Bob Anderson, Judy Dan. Producer-Director
Earl Bellamy.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee, Peter
Fonda, Macdonald Carey, Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lind-
say, Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce. Adam West, Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE ON A MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas. Mitzi
Gaynor, Gig Young, Thelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix, Leslie Parrish, Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, William Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL. THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner. Producers Ross Hunter, Martin Melcher. Director
Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando. Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

UNIVERSAL INT'L

June
>NELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas
>na Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-per Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a

l4/o
S s,ru 99 le against modern times. 107 min.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/16/62.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven, David
Opatoshu. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin
America. 103 min. 8/20/62

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters.
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/62.

November

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-
ture of Parisian cats.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit based on Gypsy
Rose Lee's career. 149 min. 10/1/62.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,

Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A young couple's struggle to save their

marriage.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston. Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier. Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director

George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum. Jack Hawk-
ins, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Ray Stark. Director Phil

Karlson. Adventure drama.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-

ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

VALLEY OF THE SWORDS. Cesar Romero. Frankie
Avalon, Tere Velasquez. Producer Sidney Pink. Director
Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the Spaniards
against the Moors.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.
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OF AMERICA l
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of the World to Its...

15th ANNUAL CONVENTION
(biggest and most important theatre gathering ever)

and concurrent

MOTION PICTURE AND CONCESSIONS INDUSTRY TRADE SHOW
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iELES SNEAK PREVIEWS,
AUDIENCE REACTION TO

US MOVIE...
ji to life and treated with
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11
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11
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(War lover goes into action
olumbia shoots the works
th power-packed
Jploitation!!

**

5000 miles, 35 cities...an

actual B-17, fully-armed,

fying War Lover ballyhoo

to millions from coast to

3oast...and carrying with

it national and local TV,

Radio, Newspaper and

Magazine coverage!

Force Endorsement!
eans full cooperation at every level

...for bigger ticket sales!

Merans Campaign!
Drected at all veterans groups for

th picture they're all waiting to see

. now set to work for you in your

situation all over the nation!

Sensational

Music Promotion!
Soundtrack LP and Bernie

Leighton 45RPM single on

ColPix Records! . . . plus sin-

gles on Columbia Records!

Blockbuster

Best-Seller

Now a Bantam pa-

perback...and
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greatest combined-

operation promo-

tions in history!

The

Shirley Anne Field

Tour!
Across the country . . . introduc-

ing America to the screen's

hottest new female star!

Squadrons of Tie-ins!

Including the nationally retailed Revell Inc., B-17

"Flying Fortress" model kit!

erica's boxoffice is primed for a Thanksgiving takeoff!

I Fly high with Columbia's ™EWAR LOVER



in years to come,

the stature of great

motion picture

achievements will be

measured against

Based on the Book by CORNELIUS RYAN
, Re/eased by 20th Century-Fox
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RICHARD BURTON • RED BUTTONS SEAN CONNERY
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RON RANDELL • MADELEINE RENAUD • ROBERT RYAN
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TOMTRYON • PETER VANEYCK • ROBERT WAGNER
STUART WHITMAN and JOHN WAYNE



Whet They're Talking About

In the Movie Business

VIEW STUDIO HEAD. Look for the departure

)f
another major studio production head

besides Levathes) within the next three months.

Top management officials are reported

lisappointed in his ability to cope "with present

lay production problems and failure to negotiate

ffectively with talent and outside producers

>n co-production deals.

0

VHAT DO BANKERS KNOW? Film executives

re pointing to the strong boxoffice performance

f "The Chapman Report" as verification of

heir contention that bankers should leave the

tovie business to movie men. It is being recalled

hat the Wall Streeters (Gould, Loeb) who
/ere swinging their weight around on the

Oth-Fox board a few months ago forced then-

resident Spyros Skouras to drop the "Chapman"
roject, which was being produced by Richard
anuck for DFZ Productions. Warner Bros,

uickly grabbed the chance to distribute the

icture, and has a good moneymaker on its hands.

This is only another case to prove the point",

prominent film man said the other day,

that bankers should only provide the financing,

ad leave the rest to showmen and the talent.

large part of the trouble our business is in today
erives from the fact that too many decisions are

sing made by bankers and bookkeepers—and
i)me of the top executives in the industry are

X)kkeepers rather than showmen."

0

0. HIT BY CRISIS. Theatres all over the U.S.

orobably the world) were hit hard last week
(' a consequence of the international crisis

]suiting from President Kennedy's
anouncement last Monday (22nd) that Cuba
^ould be quarantined to halt military shipments.
Jxhibitors in every area reported that attendance
'as down sharply the night of the President's

speech and thereafter. Almost the sole exception,

ironically, was Darryl Zanuck's war epic

roadshow, "The Longest Day", which held close to

SRO business in most situations.

0

NO ROADSHOW FOR "PEKING". Samuel
Bronston's "55 Days at Peking" will not be

roadshowed, at least in the U. S. The $7.5 million

production, on which shooting was completed last

weekend in Spain, will be ready for release in

early Spring. Bronston executives and the

company's worldwide distributors, meeting in

Madrid last week, decided to forego the hard-

ticket policy for a general release playoff in the

lush summer months, preceded by a limited

number of pre-release engagements. Some of the

foreign distributors are still contemplating the

possibility of roadshowing the picture, but

Allied Artists, which has the U. S. territory,

apparently is firm on the general release policy

here. "Peking" is expected to run approximately

2V2 hours. Bronston's next spectacle, "Fall of the

Roman Empire", is slated to start rolling, part

in Spain and part in Rome, on Jan. 7.

0

TV AND BB. Awaiting the U. S. Supreme Court

decision on block booking of feature films to

television stations, some knowledgeable TV
executives are wondering if their industry really

wants the practice outlawed. The elimination of

block selling, they say, was supposed to help movie

theatres, but it had the opposite effect, forcing

up the price of pictures and sharply curtailing

the output of product. If the film companies and
feature library syndicators distributing pictures

to TV are required by law to sell their pictures to

stations on a one-by-one basis, prices of the

individual films are likely to go much higher

because of added sales and distribution costs.

The Supreme Court heard arguments Oct. 16

on a district court decision holding six film

companies and film library syndicators in violation

of the anti-trust laws for forcing package salas.

Film BULLETIN October 2?, I?62 Paqe 7
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High is of the Artist—Rights of the Compang
In the movies the artist is always

the hero, fighting to save his integrity

from a backer who wants to tell him

what to paint. This romantic concept

of "artistic integrity" has become a

rallying point lately in the dispute be-

tween Darryl F. Zanuck and Joseph L.

Mankiewicz. And we must say that

life, even in the movie business, is not

like the movies.

Mr. Zanuck at a press conference had

commented that the press probably

felt that the boss, confronting a crea-

tive talent, had to be the "heavy" in

the confrontation. Mr. Mankiewicz, de-

servedly famous as both a writer and

a director, would naturally get the

sympathy of other writers and creative

artists. But the case of "Cleopatra"

and the question of Mr. Mankiewicz's

belief in his vested right to edit the

film are a little different from that of

a writer defending his garret from his

rich patron. Mr. Mankiewicz and

"Cleopatra" are hardly garret types.

The motion picture is a business-art

or an art-business, depending on where

you wish to place the accent; but un-

less a film-maker furnishes his own
financing, as well as his own talents,

he is not a sole proprietor. He is not

just an artist; he also has a responsi-

bility as a businessman, a professional

obligation to those who furnish him

the wherewithal.

Let's take a look at some of the

facts presented by Mr. Zanuck about

"Cleopatra." First there is the matter

of costs. The cost of the film to date,

the 20th Century-Fox president said,

was "more than $35 million. That

money is borrowed from the banks at

5% interest, which means interest

payments of slightly more than $7,000

a day until the picture is in the thea-

tres." In his amazing chronicle (the

letter is reprinted on Page 13) of Mr.

Mankiewicz's stewardship of the $35

million production, the Fox president

recited some startling facts, including

the charge that Mr. Mankiewicz shot a

good portion of the film "in continu-

ity" and that Richard Burton worked

"less than a week in the first 17 weeks

he was in Rome. Roddy McDowall was

called once in the first four months."

There is really no need to repeat all

the expensive details. When you know
that a film has cost over $35 million,

all borrowed, you know that the com-

pany that borrowed the money has

far more than the usual stake in the

artistic creation.

If Darryl F. Zanuck were a new-

comer to the movie business, or a man
who never cut a picture, he would still

have some right to editorial access to

the film; but Mr. Zanuck happens to

be one of Hollywood's most successful

producers. His credentials as a topflight

movie maker are impeccable. His pro-

duction credits, it so happens, include

Mr. Mankiewicz's own "All A.bout

Eve" and "A Letter to Three Wives."

And he did not read Mr. Mankie-

wicz out of further contributions to

"Cleopatra." He said he had offered to

show the director the edited—or, to be

exact, re-edited—version of the film

and "debate the points" of difference.

He also indicated that a few addi-

tional scenes might have to be filmed;

and if Mr. Zanuck were reluctant to
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have these scenes filmed in the $35

million-plus manner of what had gone

before, he had every reason for such

reluctance. We have mentioned part

of his description of the way the film

was produced. Here is another tidbit:

"Sets were built on overtime and then

left idle for weeks and months." As

for shooting in continuity — which

means in the chronological order of

the scenes in the script—he noted that

this was responsible for "at least $7.5

million of added production costs

which do not appear on the screen."

Mr. Zanuck is right. He owes it to

his company and his stockholders to

accept his responsibility and assume

control of "Cleopatra." He would be a

poor excuse for a company president

if he did not accept this responsibility.

He deserves the support of the entire

industry—creative talent included.

One of the evils of the modern mo-

tion picture business has been the as-

sumption of control by creative talent

in areas where business ability should

prevail. Movies are a partnership be-

tween art and business, and neither

party has the right to exclude the other.

When the artists start administering

the budgets—or saying that because a

man is now a corporate executive he

no longer has an artistic voice—they

are guilty of the very sin they love to

ascribe to the businessmen.

To raise such a storm over the en-

tirely proper action of Darryl Zanuck

is a disservice to the industry the artists

profess to love. To seek to characterize

this man as an interloper, when he is

trying to save a great motion picture

company, is irresponsible.

To be sure, Mr. Mankiewicz has the

right of an artist to guide his effort to

completion. But any man who has

spent $35 million and still does not

have a final picture can certainly use

a little new guidance. Go to it, Mr.

Zanuck.
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THE PHYSICAL FITNESS BIT VS. THE PLEASURE OF MOVIEGOING

It is this corner's contention that next

to croquet there is no more inane or

puerile pastime than bowling. When
Washington Irving had his elfs hurling

spheres in the Adirondacks, little did he

conjure that one day in the future this

foolishness would become a prime com-

petitor to the motion picture. No won-

der John Davis, head man of the Rank
Organization, has converted a number

of theatres into bowling palaces so that

Britain's men and women, once com-

mitted to archery and the gentle exer-

cise of lifting steins in the pubs, now
visit these former cinemas to try their

hands at knocking down the varnished

pins.

Between bowling, golf, fishing and

the do-it-yourself syndrome, the box-

office each year is not only losing for-

mer patrons but is certain to lose lots

of potential customers who are reach-

ing the age of buying a ticket.

The American male, suffering from

the delusion that he, too, can be an

athlete, and having failed to show signs

of becoming another Frank Gifford or

Willie Mays, has defected from these

hidden ambitions, bought himself a

bowling ball with his name properly in-

scribed thereon, and is dedicating his

flabby muscle to weekly exhibitions at

the neighborhood troughs.

The American female, sensing her

failure to look like Kim Novak and de-

ploring a life of canasta while hubby
was on the alleys with the boys, drink-

ing lager and whooping it up with hot-

dogs, decided it was better to neutralize

her feminine lures and don the ac-

coutrements of the bowler.

What this has done to impair con-

nubial bliss is no doubt a matter that

some future Dr. Kinsey will have to

explore. It is not too rash to suggest

that this neutralizing or, better yet,

neuterizing trend certainly diverts the

libido from the vicarious thrill of seeing

who's kissing whom on the neighbor-

hood theatre screen. Woe unto the day

when mama would rather make a

"strike" than the errant peddler.

0
But it is not only bowling that has

enticed the distaff side. What about fish-

ing? If there is a more debilitating spec-

tacle than American womanhood with

hip boots and an ecstatic pr' while she

casts for some helpless trout, I fail to

realize it at the moment.
It is not only our movie business that

is losing income by the increasing di-

version of Sally, Irene and Mary, to

these eccentric roles. No doubt time will

prove that the cosmetic industry also

may be in danger. For, as depersonaliz-

ing of the dames becomes a national

ADAM WEILER

calamity, more and more will they for-

sake lipstick and other beautifiers in

order to prove that whatever papa does

they can do better.

For years, whenever boxofice receipts

declined to an alarming degree, com-

mittees would be formed to study the

debacle and by the time any causes and

effects were assessed, the boxoffice

would improve and that was that.

Most of the surveys undertaken by

the industry (last one in 1958 by the

MPA) came up with the startling in-

formation that we were getting the

young folks but there was a substantial

decline in patronage among the groups

from age thirty and older. Where were

all these people who should have been

holding hands in the movies? One
look at the bowling alleys, the golf

course and the fishing areas would have

given a good answer.

0

It seems that we have overlooked

some obvious and elementary matters.

The country is really obsessed with

health and exercise fads; andsince Mr.

Kennedy has sponsored the idea of

physical fitness it takes a very strong

willed person to sit on his tochus and

watch the clouds go by. He or she will

also think twice before setting out for

the movies, fearful that such tran-

quility is not in the interest of the na-

tional welfare.

When Charles E. McCarthy of Compo
coined the slogan "Get More Out of

Life, Go To the Movies," he was mak-

ing a valuable contribution to the busi-

ness building campaign which, sad to

relate, got no further than the brief

case of exhibition's leaders. But Mr.

McCarthy had the key thought to com-

bat the slump. It's too bad that such a

simple theme was not ramified into a

tremendous advertising campaign, be-

cause the masses in this beloved re-

public will generally buy what they

think is good for them. One look at the

market for cereals proves this, and if

there is any further doubt just check the

sale of aspirin; yes, and even cigarettes.

If some eminent professor came out

with the pronouncement that the inci-

dent of hernias has multiplied due to

the volition of millions to exercise, stay

young and healthy, and that it is time

for people to relax by going to the

movies which will not induce hernias,

I am confident that theatre receipts

would soar overnight.

What we sorely lack at this point is

the will to probe certain sociological

phenomena and to ignore factors that

work against us. It is now a common-
place to hear jibberish to the effect that

good pictures do better than ever. But

it is my contention that most pictures

are good, but when mama feels it is

healthier and more fun to flex her bi-

ceps than it is to munch popcorn while

boy-is-getting-girl then we have some-

thing to worry about beside the immi-

nence of pay-TV.

0 0
There is some satisfaction to discover

that the human body, especially without

the affectation of clothing, continues to

be boxoffice. A safari to the sophisti-

cated city of San Francisco where Mr.

Irving Levine is conducting his annual

film festival revealed that girlie shows

were doing better than ever and that

those who like their nudes without

cover charges or minimums could have

a jolly time visiting some of the movie

palaces.

I was particularly impressed when I

leaarned that none other than Playboy

Magazine heralded "Paradiso" as the

best nudie movie to date. Beside an ad

for "Paradiso" (at the Paramount The-

atre) was the good news that the Guild

Theatre had 2 First Run Sexsational Hits,

"Nudist at Play" and "Nudist Land".

Although there seemed to be a certain

tautological blatancy in these titles, I

presume that in "Nudist Land" only

the aesthetics of the matter are empha-

sized, and that in "Nudists at Play" we
really could observe chess and bridge

tournaments witsout the contestants

bearing or wearing the extra burden of

accessories.

Both theatres were doing quite well.

I tried to assay the patrons of "Para-

diso" because the advertisements carried

the adjuration that "only broad-minded

adults" were welcome and that those so

qualified were tipped to the fact that

they would have "the boldest look you

ever took."

I concluded that the audience was

predominantly normal-looking males

some of whom were accompanied by

nice-looking ladies who no doubt will

make good wives and mothers. Nudity

as a commodity evidently substantiates

the thesis that the public beaches,

bikinis or no bikinis, have not at this

point become competitive with the two

dimensional girls sans drapes.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

MCA to Finance B'Way

Shows as Movie Mine

MCA, which once towered as the giant of the talent agencies,

and still rules the TV kingdom, is taking long strides in the

direction of becoming a similar power in the motion picture

field.

Along with its newly-acquired entertainment arms, Decca

Records and Universal Pictures, it will become a Broadway

"angel" whose primary concern is not making profit on the

boards, but acquiring motion picture, TV and record rights to

potential stage hits. This was announced at the weekend after

conferences between MCA president Lew R. Wasserman and

Milton R. Rackmil, head of Universal and Decca and vice chair-

man of MCA.

In revealing its plans to finance shows, musicals as well as

dramas, MCA made it clear that it will not produce the Broad-

way plays. "We intend to do everything possible," said Was-

serman, "to acquire basic materials for our company. We are

not interested in financing plays just to make money out of

their Broadway runs . . . What we are primarily interested in

when we finance shows is the ultimate acquisition of basic rights

for motion pictures, television and records."

It was noted that at times, Universal, Decca and Revue Pro-

ductions, MCA's highly successful TV production arm, might

collaborate in backing a show, depending upon certain condi-

tions. The announcement translated into concrete terms Rack-

mil's recent statement that the finalization of the MCA-Decca-
Universal combine "is the beginning of a new era for the mo-

tion picture business, as it will take in many phases of enter-

tainment."

Movie Shares Plunge as

Cuban Crisis Hits Markets
Motion picture stocks plummeted, like the rest of the market,

imid a tense world situation. Following the general trend,

novies fell en masse over the past fortnight as the U.S. and

Russia appeared headed for a showdown on the Cuban problem,

ose temporarily as both sides indicated a willingness to nego-

iate. But just as the crisis prevailed at deadline (10/25) so did

>rices remain at a depressed level. Of the 20 cinema shares

overed, 19 were off, only Columbia, Preferred resisting the

lownward pull. It was up 1 point.

Heaviest losers were Paramount (51/4), MCA (5!/g) and
Oth-Fox (5). The first two followed the same pattern, sliding

teadily, recovering slightly on the day before close, when the

k'orld situation looked best, then dropping again as a danger-

ous weekend loomed on the horizon. Fox lost ground without
break.

Profit performance and other usually reliable yardsticks went

y the boards, as Kennedy, Khrushchev and Castro took controls

f the stock train. An excellent example of the disregard for

seal matters was Columbia, which dropped $y4 despite a tre-

lendous turnabout in 1962 profit. Cinerama, still the only
eavily traded issue (232,100 shares), behaved erratically. It

'as down steadily, jumped 3 points on the next-to-last trading

;ssion, then slipped again to finish 3^ behind.

Record Year' Seen for M-G-M in '63

Echoing the sentiments of numerous Wall Street analysts,

ho see Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as an attractive "buy" and

a potential powerhouse in 1963, Wallace C. Kemper, Jr.,

researcher for Howard, Weil, Labouisse, Friedrichs and Co.,

sings the praises of Metro's motion picture activities in an up-

beat analysis of the company. The New Orleans investment

firm flatly states that "next year should be a record year" for

M-G-M.

Of course, Howard, Weil looks facts squarely in the eye

by saying, "It is apparent now that 1962 will be disappointing.

The company will earn around $2.00 a share, due to a rather

cool public reception to some of its principal 1962 releases,

notably 'The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,' and the ab-

sence of the very profitable re-run of 'Gone with the Wind,'

which grossed about $6,000,000 last year." But, the report

points out, in this very decline lies Metro's current attractive-

ness to investors. To wit: "The stock has amply discounted the

company's poor 1962 performance. It is nearly 50%, off from

a high in 1961 of 70 (Editor's note: currently about 60% off).

It can now be purchased for a reasonable multiple of its TV
and foreign re-release business (17.5 x $2.00 earnings) com-

pletely discounting its inventory of first-run films. At this time

it appears that the 1963 releases will be greeted with enthus-

iasm. M-G-M will be releasing the Cinerama features, "The

Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm" and "How the

West Was Won," and the hard-ticket picture, "Mutiny on the

Bounty." Overall movie attendance is improving . . . Long-

term contracts cover the release of pre- 1949 feature length

movies. It appears that in 1963 the company could earn as

(Continued on Page 20

)
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FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 10III 162 10/25/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3 2% - %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ... 9 83/4 " %
CINERAMA . .

. 13% m -31/8

COLUMBIA 191/4 16 -31/4

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 76 77 + 1

DECCA . . 4oy4 391/2 - 3/4

DISNEY . .
.

25i/
2 221/2 -3

MCA ... 4P/4 36% -51/8

MCA (Pfd.) . . . 333/4 32% -iy8
M-G-M . . . 303/8 27% -23/4
PARAMOUNT . . . 383/4 331/2 -51/4

SCREEN GEMS ... 151/2 13 7
/8 -1%

20TH-FOX • •

22i/
2 I71/2 -5

UNITED ARTISTS 27 233/4 -31/4

WARNER BROS . . 123/8 Hi/4 -iy8

Theatre Companies
* * *

AB-PT 301/4 273/4 -21/2

LOEWS 22 191/2 -21/2

NATIONAL GENERAL ... 61/2 5% - %
STANLEY WARNER .

. 20% 19 -1%
TRANS-LUX 12 Hi/4 - 3

/4

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

111/11/62 10/25/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE IN 8 91/8 71/2 8%
MAGNA PICTURES .. 11/8 1% 11/8 1%
SEVEN ARTS • 7% 8I/4 6% 71/4

UA THEATRES . 61/4 7% 5% 6V2
UNIVERSAL 57 61% NA NA

WALTER READE STERLING
• 1% 2% 1% 2y8

WOMETCO 251/2 273/4 22 24%
(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)



Hollywood Journalism

For a change the movie spotlight is not on the stars—at least

not at the time these words are being written. Instead the gen-

tlemen of the press seem to be concentrating on the question of

what happened to the director of "Cleopatra." Now I would

not for a moment suggest that Mr. Mankiewicz, or Mr. Zanuck,

is undeserving of journalistic attention, and certainly their

involvement with "Cleopatra" makes them of even greater

interest.

Yet I find myself wondering how many newspaper readers

give a hoot and a holler who edits "Cleopatra." As a matter of

fact, I am inclined to think that if Mr. Zanuck's publicists had
gone to the papers and suggested that they wanted to publicize

the fact that "Cleopatra" was being personally edited by him,

many of the newspapers would have refused to print the story.

Their refusal in some cases might have been ascribed to pure

cussedness, and in other cases to a simple lack of interest.

When the newspapers can help fan the fires of controversy

between Hollywood figures, however, they leap into action. And
I object.

The purpose of my remarks is not to defend or deride either

Mr. Mankiewicz or Mr. Zanuck. Instead I rise to a point of

order. Why was the whole incident blown up to such propor-

tions, involving public exchanges by well-known Hollywood
figures? Why did even the staid old New York Times give the

story such a play?

The answer, I believe, is that journalism has one set of

rules for its coverage of Main Street and another set for show
business, particularly Hollywood show business. (Let me state

emphatically that the Times is a reflection of this journalistic

attitude, rather than a creator of it. I believe other newspapers
have made this kind of thing news, and the Times now covers

it as news.)

When a Washington hanger-on is involved in a news story,

he is not described by the press as a political sachem. When a

guy who works in a beanery in the financial district is impli-

cated in a love nest he is not tagged by the fourth estate as a

"Vail Streeter." But let a waitress on Sunset Boulevard be
hauled in for selling numbers and too many papers describe her
as a "Hollywood starlet."

The United Mine Workers can express concern about the

importing of coal from overseas without that wonderful expres-

sion, "fugitive production," entering into the newspaper re-

ports. A great corporation in the manufacturing field can be

convicted with its officers of criminal price fixing and restraint

of trade but it is an amusement company which gets written up
as "The Octopus." Legislators who don't blink an eye or utter

a word of protest to the press when special tax consideration is

given to the oil industry, or to every industry via new deprecia-

tion rules, get very brave when they consider the proposal that

performers and creative talents should have the same tax

privileges as capital gains specialists.

Look at your average newspaper over the course of a month.
If it is one which prints cheesecake pictures, just see how many
of the models are labeled as "Hollywood" even though you

may never have heard of them. When a motion picture com
pany has a change of staff, compare the coverage of that even

to a similar change of staff at a major automobile company.
Of course the answer of the editor is that people are mor

interested in movies and movie companies than they are i

automobile concerns. That may be true in general. However, I

doubt that people who are interested in movies really care

whether a group of unknown department heads—unknown,
that is, to the general public—have lost their jobs. Under th

excuse that anything about Hollywood is newsworthy, th

newspapers proceed to print anything about Hollywood.

In a recent batch of Sunday newspapers, for instance, I found
these exhibits: "Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton tele-

phoned Darryl Zanuck after he fired Joseph Mankiewicz from
'Cleopatra', and they seemed satisfied by his presentation of his

side of the $35,000,000 story . .
." "The usual galaxy of Holly-

wood celebrities was there—the Kirk Douglases, the Vincente

Minellis (they arrive in New York Tuesday), the Henry Hatha-

ways, the Jean Negulescoes, Dinah Shore, the Tex Feldmans,
and Walter Wagner, bravely hiding his funereal feelings over

Joe Mankiewicz' firing from 'Clopatra.'
"

There would have been considerably more, if this particular

Sunday had not been full of the Cuban crisis. But these two

quotations are proof of the pudding.

I find much of the newspaper attention to "newsworthy"

Hollywood figures hard to understand. The acute business

minds of Hollwood established to their own apparent satisfac-

tion that Jayne Mansfield was not a great marquee attraction,

while simultaneously the newspapers and television were treat-

ing her as the screen's ranking American love goddess. It is

well known to Hollywood that the number of directors whose
names are boxoffice is no more than the fingers on one hand;

and yet the peccadilloes of many other directors are chronicled

in detail.

What is there to be done to correct this? It baffles me. When
I go to sunny Southern California I find it a curious island of

unreality, and my tendency is to ascribe all this to the movies,

to say that all the girls in the too-tight pants and, perhaps, the

too-loose morals are aspiring actresses choosing what they be-

lieve to be the customary path to stardom. Otherwise how do

you explain them? How do you account for the nuts and the

fanatics and the weird architecture and the crazy costumes if

you don't blame it all on the make-believe world of the movies?

Well, the fact is that most of the weirdness is indigenous to

people who have absolutely nothing to do with the movie

business. Hollywood is escape-land, with an escape-climate and

an escape-informality. Because Hollywood as a title has become

synonymous through the years with movie-making, the sins of

the city have been construed as the sins of the medium. Because

people are interested in movies, the newspapers believe the peo-

ple are interested in all the moviemakers, all the hangers-on,

all of Hollywood's local color.

Maybe there was this kind of interest in the dear old salad

days before atom bombs, European Common Market, over-

crowded colleges and the rest. But the world has moved on,

and I wish the gossip columnists and the publicists of Holly-

wood whispers would move on to.

I do not argue against the public's interest in how the latest

behind-the-screen romance is coming along. This somehow is

part of the panoply of movie glamor, and so be it. But I do

wish the press would not be quite so busy sniffing up synthetic

stories which, in toto, make out movie people to be tempera-

mental idiots, heartless tycoons and, if I may borrow a tele-

vision title, Beverly Hillbillies.

I always remember the plaintive inquiry of the late Mike

Curtiz, a bona fide mangier of the English language but a great

director of memorable pictures. He used to ask, rather wistfully,

"Why do they make from me a jingle bells?" Hollywood migh

ask the same.

Meanwhile, who is Tex Feldman?
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Clearing the Air Over 'Cleo'

ZANUCK TO MANKIEWICZ
Who and what was responsible for running the cost of

production on "Cleopatra" to a staggering $35 million?

The facts are coming to light as a result of a hot exchange
of public statements between Darryl F. Zanuck, president

of 20th Century-Fox, and Joseph I. Mankiewicz, who
served as producer, director and writer-in-part of the cost-

liest motion picture in history.

Last week, in Paris, Mankiewicz announced determina-
tion to continue working on the picture until it is completed
to his satisfaction. Mr. Zanuck, saying in effect, "enough is enough", feels

the long-overdue film is now his responsibility. At a press conference in the
Fox home offices Friday morning, Zanuck revealed the contents of a letter

he despatched to Mankiewicz on Oct. 21, setting forth his reasons for taking
over completion of "Cleopatra". Contents of the letter appear below.

n

Paris, October 21, 1962

Mr. Joseph Mankiewicz

Hotel Lancaster

7, rue de Berri

Paris 8e.

Dear Joe:

I returned from the Studio, after

spending all of yesterday afternoon

again screening the last act of CLEO,
when I received your latest letter.

To try and clarify the situation, I will

take up your observations one by one.

But first let me remind you of a con-

versation we had in Paris approximately

four years ago.

You had just completed producing

and directing a film that had turned

out to be "tragically disappointing".

(The quotes are yours, not mine). Our
old friend, the late Gregory Ratoff, ar-

ranged the conference at the Bristol

Hotel, where I was staying.

At that meeting you told me that

never again would you produce and
direct a film. You stated that hence-

forth you wanted only to write and di-

rect, and that all of your troubles had
come from serving as a producer as

well as a writer and director.

You were emphatic in your decision

not to "produce again". You were very

flattering in what you had to say about
the success you achieved at Fox when
I was the Head of Production. You fur-

ther stated (as you know, I have a good
memory) that you wanted to work again

for me as a writer and as a director.

We talked about several DFZ Inc. prop-
erties, and particularly De Luxe Tour.
Gregory was jubilant about our meeting
and wrote me a long letter about it, and
I in turn wrote a letter to my son Dick.

Nothing came of it, as I abandoned

De Luxe Tour, and you made other ar-

rangements elsewhere.

Now that the prologue is over, I will

reply to your letter. It is obvious that

you have misinterpreted my previous

letters about the physical aspects of

CLEO. Originally in the projection

room, in the presence of Dorothy Spen-

cer and Elmo Williams, you completely

agreed with my criticism of these phy-

sical elements.

It serves no point in telling me that

you were prevented from doing certain

things throughout the picture that you
wanted to do. I have read three inde-

pendent day-by-day production reports.

The "squeeze" came on after you had
spent more than 30 million dollars, and
when there was very little money left

to spend.

You were not deprived by the "Ad-
ministration" when it came to the Pro-

cession into Rome. It was not the fault

of the "Administration" (Heaven knows
I have no desire to vindicate them) that

you wrote the script during production

(or at least re-wrote it). You had been

on the project for many, many months
prior to the commencement of photog-

raphy. You knew long in advance of the

written and signed commitments with

Liz and others. The production was
moved to Rome on your recommenda-
tion.

I am not going to ask you why the

script was not completed prior to pro-

duction, but it is only reasonable to

point out that this caused you to shoot

the major part of the picture in con-

tinuity.

Important actors waited weeks and
months before ever appearing, and then

they were carried on and on endlessly

before they reappeared. This shooting

in continuity resulted in at least 7^
million dollars of added production

costs which do not appear "on the

screen". Sets were built on overtime

and then left idle for weeks and
months. Some of the exteriors waited

so long that they had to be repaired or

reconstructed. Can this fairly and hon-

estly be charged to 'Administration"?

These are production decisions, and in

this case they were not only vital but

tragic.

Liz was ill a number of times, but the

production report shows that she was
not "called" more than 30% of the

time, when you were concentrating on
other episodes that did not involve her.

Burton worked less than a week in the

first 17 weeks he was in Rome. Roddy
McDowall was called once in the first

4 months. I am only quoting samples,

but these samples indicate why the pic-

ture now costs more than 33 million

dollars.

You were not the official producer,

yet in the history of motion pictures no

one man has ever been given such au-

thority. The records show that you

made every single decision and that

your word was law. You were never

denied anything until the last 3 or 4

weeks of the picture, when the treasury

had begun to sag and Moskowitz and

the others arrived with the "ulti-

matum".

I cannot absolve Spyros of his share

of the responsibility. He was in a des-

perate personal situation, but since he

was not a picture-maker, and since

Peter Levathes had no production

knowledge, and since both Doc Merman
and Sid Rogell were either powerless to

act or useless, you were indisputably in

the driver's seat. On this point I do

blame "Administration" for giving any

one man such unlimited authority. They
did not give it to me on The Longest

Day. I had to fight for every inch of it.

Comparisons are always somewhat
ridiculous, and the only motive I have

on this point is to point out that the

financial tragedy that has occurred can-

not fairly or properly be placed on the

head of Spyros or his subordinates. I

am fully aware that you worked hard

and devoted yourself to the project. No
one can deny this. I am not interested

in pin-pointing the blame on any indi-

vidual, but certainly you cannot reas-

onably hold the "Administration" re-

sponsible when you had the final decis-

ion and total control of when, how and

where you shot.

In the opening paragraph of your let-

ter you say that you have not yet fin-

ished the editing of the film. May I

(Continued on Page 20

)
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UPA'S ALL-ANIMATED PROD

Hear Judy sing her newest torch song,

"Paris Is A Lonely Town," plus other
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Harold Aden and "Yip" Harburg tunes.
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kind of

Warner Bros.

Campaign
that launched

The Music Man

FRISKIES "FREE

GAT FOOD PROMOTION NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED IN LIFE AND OVER 100

TV MARKETS

WEBCOR "TALKING" DISPLAY WITH

THIRTY MINUTES OF HIT SONGS
FROM THE SENSATIONAL SOUND
TRACK ALBUM

SPECIAL THEATRE 40 X 60 BLOW-UP

OF COLORFUL LIFE MAGAZINE AD

TV TRAILERS AND RADIO SPOTS
FEATURING TREMENDOUS AUDI-
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The 'Times' Man

Takes a Hard Look

and Reports

—

"Easily TV's Most

Disappointing Season"

By JACK GOULD
Television-Radio Critic, N.Y. Times

THE caliber of the new entertain-

ment programs introduced this fall

by the three national networks il-

lustrates the hazards of trying to

estimate the depth of the television pro-

gram barrel. Where is the bottom?

The season, as it now stands, is easily

the most disappointing in TV's hectic

history. Out of 30-odd new attractions

intended for weekly consumption on a

regular basis, there is not one that

would qualify as a major fresh hit even

on its own terms. The significance of

the last three weeks is not that network

television has failed to come up with the

rare artistic tour de force; rather it is

that in the production of everyday staple

diversion the standards of the networks

are moving downward.

What is happening before a viewer's

eyes is not something to be dismissed

by such an easy catch phrase as "waste-

land"; the tragedy is larger than that.

At a time when the industry was under

unrivaled pressure to raise its levels,

no one found a way to break out of the

enervating economic trap in which the

network executives, advertisers and pro-

ducers found themselves.

The truth probably must be faced.

The advent of television eradicated the

public market for the so-called B mo-

tion picture that was the economic heart

of mass visual entertainment in the pre-

electronic era. Into its place came the

half-hour or hour TV film produced in

the same place, Hollywood.

But in practice it has worked out that

the economics of TV have dictated that

contemporary mass entertainment can-

not afford the luxuries of the B picture

budget. Television films are being shot

in a week's time, and even 90-minute

shows are being ground out for show-

Reprinted from New York Times
of October 14, 1962, by permission

of The Times and Mr. Gould.

ing every seven days. The consequence

is the arrival of the era of C or D
entertainment. Human beings under re-

lentless pressure to produce an uninter-

rupted flow of product in the shortest

possible time cannot be expected to

achieve miracles but only meet dead-

lines.

This season, more than any other, has

reflected the erosion in competency and

inventiveness that accompanies the ex-

hausting ordeal of filling the huge

video. Many of the new shows seem to

have been thrown together with a com-

bination of sloppy writing and the in-

different utilization of bland young men
who cannot act.

One would think after so many years

of TV that the plots of situation com-

edies or Westerns might reflect a little

measure of greater sophistication. But

instead there is a deepening reliance on

hackneyed plots and superficial char-

acterizations. The volume of shallow-

ness on TV, to put it bluntly, is increas-

ing.

But in matters of regular entertain-

ment may not the C show be the norm
on TV? Unhappily, there is some reason

to believe so. The durability of the old

B picture lay in the habit factor of go-

ing to the movies; a visit to the neigh-

borhood theater once or twice a week

was more diverting than sitting around

the house. And so it is with the tele-

vision screen; not too much in the way
of programing is needed to kill time,

which, if left to other resources of a

household, could hang even more

heavily.

Moreover, the economics of TV tend

to reinforce the suggestion that to be

successful economically the medium's

day-by-day entertainment need not be

particularly better than it is. Even if

several million viewers should drift

away the audience still would be large

enough to make the home screen a

prime advertising medium at reasonable

cost and thus insure indefinite contin-

uance of programing forms. In recent

years network competition has reduced

the size of audiences for any given show
and costs of production and time on the

air have risen substantially. But adver-

tisers have stayed with the medium.

How is the downward spiral of tele-

vision's staple entertainment to be

curbed? It has been 18 months since

Newton N. Minow, chairman of the Fed-

eral Communications Commission, un-

burdened himself of his famous indict-

ment of much of TV; the long-range

effect of his words on the type of pro-

graming that he most strongly and spe-

cifically deplored has been nil. The la-

ments of the creative folk at assorted

hearings similarly have fallen on deaf

ears.

Indeed, the only bright hope is that

the revenue from staple entertainment

can be increasingly channeled by the

networks into the forms of TV that do

them proud, most notably in the areas

of journalism. Those forms of TV at

least are a compensating factor that did

not exist in the film industry during the

heyday of the B picture.

The sorry state of new staple net-

work entertainment will remain a de-

pressing reality no matter what forth-

coming ratings may suggest; viewer ac-

ceptance of whatever is offered is not a

barometer of quality. Only one totally

blind to both the inflationary economics

of the strenuously competitive medium
and its forbidding need for more and

more material could contend that there

is an easy means of achieving an im-

provement.

But the significance of the recent

flood of premieres is not a case of

noble ambitions unrealized. Rather it is

transparent absence of any to break out

of the mold of last year or the year be-

fore. It is no time to make fun of

video's problems. The medium's current

problem is not a case of television's still

being in the process of growing up; it is

the weariness that comes with a willing-

ness to retire prematurely from the

day's difficult challenges.
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BACK
THE MANCHURIAN

|

CANDIDATE!
HE'S A WINNER! HE DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT!

THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE IS RUNNING ON A POWERFUL
AND EXCITING TICKET - one that means tickets, tickets

and more tickets for you!

HE PROMISES PERFORMANCE-SRO's, holdovers and repeats!

HE'S THE MAN FOR THE PEOPLE and HE'S THE MAN FOR THE
OFFICE-yom boxoffice and the people who 11 line up in

front of it!

He's A Great Attraction... And We're Behind Him With A Hard-

Driving Campaign! Give Him Your Support And Hell Pay Off!

VOTE THIS
MAN IN!!!

(This is a paid poJM^cal announcement.)



FROM THE ROCKBOUND COAST OF MAINE
TO THE SUN-KISSED SHORES OF CALIFORNIA—

and the hour will be the feature starting time at YOUR theatre!

i

HE

MANCHURIAN

CANDIDATE

Campaign

DIFFERENT!

It's COMPELLING!

and has IMPACT!

-because it centers

around this

arresting idea:

If you
come in

five minutes

after

this picture

begins,

you won't

know
what ifs

all about!

By the vigorous selling of this idea we intend

to make the starting time for this picture a

matter of prime excitement in YOUR community!

when
you've

seen it all,

you'll swear
there's

i
never been

I anything

like it!



HERE'S HOW WE'RE DOING IT IN THE ADS!

If you
come In

five minutes
after this

picture begins,
you won't
know what

it's all about!

when
you've

seen It all,
you'll swear

there's
never been

Frank
Sinatra

Laurence
Harvey

Frank Sinatra
Laurence Harvey

Janet Leigh

bury Henry Siiva James G'«ger.

If you
come in

five minutes
after
picture

begins,
you won't
know

what it's
all about! when you've

seen it all,

you'll swear
there's

never been
anything
like it

!

If you

come in

five minutes

after

this picture

begins,

you won't

know
what it's

all about!

when
you've

seen it all,

you'll swear
there's

never been
anything

like it!

Frank

Sinatra

Laurence

Harvey

Janet

Leigh

•W
The

Manchurian
Candidate

Angela lansbury

Henry Silva

I

If you
come in

five minutes
after this

picture begins,
you won't
know what

it's all about!

E when
you've

seen it all,

you'll swear
there's

never been
anything
like it

!

Frank Sinatra
Laurence Harvey

Janet Leigh

Manchurian
Candidate

Angela Lansbury

Henry Silva

James Gregory

Itorf ktafraatalmm

NOW... WE URtac, YOU TU Viol I YOUK
UA EXCHANGE AND SEE HOW WE'RE
DOING IT WITH

)TS THAT SELL THE STARTING TIME!

SMASH TEASER AND REGULAR TRAILERS!

IMPACT-FULL POSTERS AND ACCESSORIES!

"
THEMA

»<*o»IANCA„

—-err
ONCE YOUSEEAND STUDY THIS EXCITING AND UNUSUAL
CAMPAIGN we know you'll appreciate its enormous pulling

power. If you use it properly—maximum returns must follow I

Frank Sinatra
Laurence Harvey
Janet Leigh

The Manchurian Candidate

co-starring

Angela Lansbury
Henry Silva

James Gregory
Produced by GEORGE AXELROD
,nd JOHN FRANKENHEIMER

Directed by JOHN FRANKENHEIMER
Screenplay by GEORGE AXELROD
Based upon a Novel by

RICHARD CONDON
Executive Producer

HOWARD W. KOCH
An M. C. PRODUCTION

THRU



FINANCIAL REPORT

'Record Year' for M-G-M
(Continued from Page 11)

much as $6.00 a share. We recommend M-G-M for near-term

capital appreciation."

Looming large in the Metro arsenal, too, are its old films,

which take on special significance in the light of the firm's

unique plan of "perpetual product," highlighted by the re-issue

of blockbusters every seven years. "No book value is allowed on

films that are over two years old," notes the analysis. "These

old films can produce substantial income. M-G-M has 48

foreign theatres and agents and distributors in 88 countries.

The foreign release of U.S. features produced 50% of M-G-M's
movie income, approximately $53,000,000. The re-release of

'Gone with the Wind' last year grossed $6,000,000 on its fifth

release, almost all of which was net profit. 'Ben-Hur' and 'King

of Kings' are valued at nothing on the books, but represent

permanent values. It is M-G-M's policy to produce a high per

cent of these non-topical, epic pictures of permanent value.

When they get old enough, they are sold to TV. The company's

400 pre-1949 movies grossed $11,327,834 last year on the

'late show' . . .

"The film library, which is its most valuable possession,

is carried on the books for $85,500,000. If the pre-1949 films

are capitalized at 10 times their 1961 after tax earnings on the

TV late show, the 1949-60 films, which now include 'Ben-Hur'

and 'Gone with the Wind,' are capitalized at a like figure, and
the land and buildings capitalized at a reasonable valuation, the

book value per share of M-G-M would increase from $38.55 a

share to $102.84 a share."

Also high on the HWLF list of Metro plus factors are its

TV production activities and the 50% owned subsidiary,

Metro-Kalvar, Inc., which turns out a film that can be processed

by the application of heat, instead of chemicals.

Columbia Profit Zooms
Columbia Pictures registered a tremendous turnabout for

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1962, and while no indication was

given as to the relative roles played in the fiscal comeback by

film production-distribution activity or the television subsidiary,

Screen Gems, some clue may be apparent when the detailed

annual reports of both companies are made available.

Income for the year, after taxes, zoomed to $2,242,000 ($1.33

per share), a $3.6 million-plus jump from the $1,405,000 loss

suffered in fiscal 1961, it was announced by president A. Schnei-

der. Profit from sale of studio properties totaled $413,000,

compared to $1,617,000 a year earlier, thus bringing final con-

solidated earnings for '62 to $2,655,000 ($1.60), vs. $212,000

in '61.

AB-PT 3rd Quarter Net Sets Mark
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres' net operating

profit for the third quarter and the first three quarters of 1962

soared to record heights, according to president Leonard H.

Goldenson. And, he added, the firm's theatre business, which

was well ahead of the first-half, lent a large helping hand.

Estimated net operating profit for the third quarter was

$2,450,000 (56$ per share), a 30 per cent increase over the

$1,886,000 (430) for the similar period a year ago. Operating

net for the first nine months jumped to $8,003,000 ($1.83)

from $7,580,000 ($1.74) a year earlier.

ZANUCK - MANKIEWICZ

(Continued from Page 13)

refer to your previous correspondence

to me on this subject, and especially to

your communication to the effect that

the reason you wanted to do the dub-

bing on the selected dates was because

you first wanted to complete your ver-

sion of the editing. Again, I only men-

tion this because you do.

Now let me set you straight once and

for all. With the exception of 3 episodes

and part of a 4th episode, there is not

one scene in the picture involving Cleo-

patra and Caesar or Cleopatra and
Antony that I have anything but the

highest praise for. I told you this the

first time I saw the film. I believed it

then, and after running the film again

and studying it, I still subscribe to it

without qualification or hesitation.

I quarrel with many minor incidents

within the framework of these brilliant

scenes, but I believe they can be handled

editorially. These basic key scenes be-

tween the three principal players, with

the exceptions noted above, have been

written, directed and acted magnifi-

cently. (I cannot say the same for some
of the photography, but this is insig-

nificant.)
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My concern is basically with the con-

tinuity and construction of the story.

Once again, a great deal of this could

be rectified in the cutting room, but it

calls also for additional episodes to

bridge the many bridges that the story

has to cross, and particularly the bridge

from the Caesar story to the Antony

story.

In studying the film and the script,

I find that a number of eliminations

have been made of bits of dialogue here

and there that have important bearing

on characterization and continuity. I

find the picture loaded with extraneous

incidents and episodes which have only

secondary bearing on the story of Cleo-

patra and Caesar or the story of Cleo-

patra and Antony. In my opinion, these

episodes add confusion, and in some

cases bring up issues that are better left

unspoken. We go into detail about

enormous things that have only indi-

rect bearing on the basic story line and,

by the same token, we miss key mo-

ments or important information that we
should have to more fully enjoy the

basic story.

A rearrangement of the continuity

and more or less drastic elimination of

superfluous episodes will remove certain

inexplicable events and place the dra-

matic emphasis where it belongs. Out-

side of normal "tightening" I would

not touch the fundamental key episodes

between the three leading characters.

Even when I don't clearly understand

some of the things they are doing or

saying, I am fascinated by them in al-

most every instance.

In your last paragraph you ask for an

"unequivocal statement" of where you

stand in connection with the film. I will

answer your question as bluntly as you

have put it.

On completion of the dubbing, your

official services will be terminated. If

you are available and willing, I will call

upon you to screen the re-edited version

of the film. After you have done so, I

will meet with you and go over it reel

by reel and debate any points of differ-

ence that may arise. I will carefully con-

sider any and all suggestions or objec-

tions that you may have to anything that

has been done with which you disagree.

I mean this sincerely and am prepared

to take time to sit down with you reel

by reel when the next version is ready.

On the matter of re-takes or addi-

tional scenes involving principal actors,

I will make every effort to obtain your

services, if you are available.

Best always,

D.F.Z.

DFZ:lgs



Newsmakers

Decca-MCA Combine Will

Provide More Films— Rackmil
"This is the beginning of a new era for

the motion picture business, as it will take in

many phases of entertainment . . . We no

doubt will have more pictures very shortly."

Thus did Milton R. Rackmil (right), presi-

dent of Universal Pictures and Decca Records

and vice chairman of MCA, Inc., describe the

MCA v.p. Elliott Witt, I., actress Lory Pat-

rick, L.A. county supervisor Warren Dorn
kick-off $10 million Universal City project.

new vistas opened by the finalization of the

consent decree, which allowed the merger of

MCA with Decca and Universal. Expansion

of theatrical film production by Universal and

the development of new talent through the

resources of Revue Productions, an MCA
subsidiary, will be the order of the day for

the new company. Also enhancing the pro-

duction outlook, said Rackmil, will be the

"additional manpower resources" made pos-

sible by the combination, and the enlarge-

ment and continuing modernization of the

U studio. Universal and Decca will continue

as individual operating entities, with U re-

taining its present management. U also will

handle Revue publicity. Touching on the

financial outlook, the topper noted that MCA
will report earnings of "well over $8 mil-

lion" this year, while Universal will ap-

proach the best figures in its history, and

Decca will enjoy one of its most successful

terms. As for Universal's film library, Rack-

mil said: "I do not believe any of our pic-

tures later than 1956 should be sold to tele-

vision."

Pickman, Simonelli to ECA
Max E. Youngstein, Jerome Pickman and Charles Simonelli will

take over Television Industries, Inc. (to be changed to Entertain-

ment Corporation of America on approval of a special meeting of

stockholders early in 1963). Youngstein was elected president,

chief executive officer and member of the board of the firm, effec-

tive Nov. 2, according to present topper Basil Estreich, who moves

up to the chairmanship on that date. Pickman, who resigned re-

cently from his post at Paramount, was named executive vice presi-

dent of ECA. Simonelli, slated to resign late in November as

assistant to Universal-Decca head Milton R. Rackmil, will function

as general vice president. All three will be granted stock options.

ECA plans to establish interests in all phases of the entertainment

world, with special emphasis on motion pictures. Plans call for

between 10 and 18 theatrical pictures a year, with a distribution

set-up scheduled once enough product is on the docket.

PICKMAN SIMONELLI

POE

Fox Builds

Manpower
Twentieth-Fox is building and

strengthening its manpower in

line with president Darryl F.

Zanuck's reorganization plan.

Seymour Poe, vice president in

charge of world distribution, last

week revealed several develop-

ments along those lines: (1) a

program has been mapped to

draw on a future manpower res-

ervoir consisting of at least 100

potential young executives; (2)

William Shclton, a pioneer in

the distribution of specialized

films in the U.S. market, was
named operating head of a newly

formed subsidiary of 2()th-Fox

for the acquisition and distribu-

tion of such product; (3) David

Raphel was named Fox Conti-

nental division manager, and

(4) William Self replaced Peter

Levathes as head of the firm's

TV department. The executive

pool will see men under 30 serv-

ing in various positions through-

out the firm's global operations,

as a "second line of defense,"

with an eye to assuming top-

level posts in the years ahead.

Shelton, who previously had

been affiliated with Times Film

Corp., Cameo International and

Cinemiracle, said that he plans

to announce a program of pic-

tures shortly.

SHELTON
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Newsmakers

24-26 from Columbia—Frankovich

"The best-balanced international program" in the com-

pany's history and its "richest" in some time, was the way

first vice president M. J. Frankovich (left) described the

24-26 picture program to be produced by Columbia in the

next 12 months. About half of the program will be made
in Hollywood, he said, following a visit to the studio.

Commenting on so-called "runaway" production, Franko-

vich declared: "I never believed there has been a delib-

erate walk-away from Hollywood production. I think

we're in a period now where Hollywood is hitting the top

of the circle." At the same time, he added, Columbia is

"geared for foreign production better than anyone else;

we're going to have a big program abroad and we're not

going to cut it down."

To/ch/n

Named
Arthur M. Tolchin

(left), assistant to the

president of Loew's

Theatres, Inc., was

elected to the com-

pany's board of direc-

tors, it was announced

recently.

TOA Progress Theme
"The challenge of progress" will be the

theme of the 15th annual convention of TOA
and the motion picture and concession indus-

tries trade show, November 6-10, at the

Americana Hotel, Miami Beach. According

to TOA president John Stembler, important

sessions will probe such problems as lack of

product, the pay-TV threat, the rising tide of

censorship and the need for stepped-up mer-

chandising.

Continental Marks $3 Million for U.S. Co-Production

Continental Distributing, Inc. will invest $3 million in

domestic co-productions, to provide talented, creative

American film makers with an opportunity to translate

their fresh cinema concepts and new subject matter into

profitable pictures. This was announced by Walter Reade,

Jr. (left) chairman of the board, who said: "Until re-

cently, we have turned to European producers for quality

pictures ... A pool of talented, creative people (in the

U.S.) have always had realistic attitudes toward film mak-

ing, but have not been in a position, until this change in

climate, to exercise their talents." First picture under the

program is "The Balcony," starring Shelley Winters.

Court OK's S-W Drive-In Buy
Stanley Warner Corp. entered the drive-in

field when its acquisition of 37 theatres in

Texas from Lone Star Theatres, Inc., of Dal-

las, was approved by Federal Judge Edmund

L. Palmieri in U.S. District Court. The deal,

which had been pending for almost a year (it

was first opposed by the Departmnet of Jus-

tice, which later agreed that there would be

no restraint of competition), provides, by

court order, that SW may retain only 24 of

the total houses. Most of the Lone Star Thea-

tres are drive-ins, and the new owners are

required to divest themselves of 13 of them

within two years. Purchase price was re-

ported in excess of $6 million. Following

the ruling, Stanley Warner president S. H.

Fabian said: "These Texas theatres would

add to Stanley Warner an established source

of profitable income where drive-in operation

is a 12-month business."

TV Film Sales to High Court

Distributors of feature films to TV and the Justice

Department have asked the U.S. Supreme Court to nul-

lify a lower court ruling that features an injunction against

block booking. The distributors want the decree dis-

solved, while the Government's aim is to impose addi-

tional restrictions against what it considers loopholes that

would allow block booking to continue.

Pine Hollotv Theatre Bow
At new Skouras Pine Hollow Theatre (Long Island),

/. to r.; M-G-M Eastern sales boss Herman Ripps; Skouras

Theatres topper Salah M. Hassanein; UA v. p. Eugene

Picker, Robert Conn, 2()th-Fox executive ass't. of domestic

sales. The house seats 600, is designed for wide-screen.

Sands to Allied Artists

Ernest Sands was appointed domestic

sales manager of Allied Artists Pic-

tures, it was announced by vice presi-

dent Edward Morey. Sands, who has

been general sales chief of Astor Pic-

tures for the past year, assumes his

new position Nov. 5. Previously, he

had served in various sales posts with

Warner Bros, for 12 years. In making

the announcement, Morey said: "Ernie

Sands brings with him an excellent

background of distribution experience

which will prove a valuable asset to

Allied Artists and exhibitors alike."

Vefo Censor Bill

Another attempt to pass a film clas-

sification bill in the District of Colum-

bia was defeated, this time by a sharp

presidential veto. In slapping down the

Dowdy anti-obscenity measure, which

would have permitted seizure of films,

projection equipment and closing of

theatres showing obscene pictures, the

President, who could have killed the

bill by merely not signing, elected to

make a veto statement.

Netter to Columbia
L. Douglas Netter will join

Columbia as executive in charge

of roadshow sales for "Lawrence

of Arabia," it was announced by

Rube Jackter, vice president and

general sales manager.

'Baby Jane' Sneak
Star Joan Crawford is flanked

by Warner Bros, president Jack

L. Warner, /., and general sales

manager Morey Goldstein at

sneak preview of "What Ever

Happened to Baby Jane?", at

N.Y.'s RKO 86th St.
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The Manchurian Candidate"

&U4t*C44 'RitfiKf GOO Plus

Exciting, throat-clutching suspense melodrama with

many elements to hold audiences of every type spell-

bound. Sinatra, Harvey, Leigh head fine cast. Strong

grosser for all markets.

In future years, when provocative and unusual motion pic-

tures are talked about, "The Manchurian Candidate" will rank

high on all lists. A fascinating and off-beat suspense-drama about

a Congressional Medal of Honor winner whose mind and soul

is taken over by Communist agents, this United Artists release

emerges one of the most original and gripping entertainments

to come along in years. Part spy story, part love story, but mostly

a bizarre satire on demagoguery in American politics, this

George Axelrod-John Frankenheimer production is guaranteed

to keep audiences of all tastes spellbound. And the climax is an

unforgettable stunner.

From a business standpoint, "The Manchurian Candidate"

shapes up as one of the hottest films of the year. The cast is

first-rate, with marquee strength in the names of Frank Sinatra,

Laurence Harvey and Janet Leigh. Top-drawer on all levels

(performances, direction, script, production values), it figures

to be a strong grosser in both the metropolitan and small town
markets. Sophisticates will heartily embrace Axelrod's electrify-

ing screenplay (from Richard Condons highly-acclaimed novel),

while the masses will be enthralled by the throat-clutching sus-

pense. Word-of-mouth will run at a feverish pace.

Numerous elements make up the overall story: humor, horror,

sex, murder, terror. There is no one category into which the film

can be placed since realism and fantasy, nightmare and comedy
run neck-and-neck throughout the surprisingly swift 126-min-

utes running time. And under the sharp, tense, fluid direction

of Frankenheimer, audiences will be kept guessing as to what
is going to happen next.

An American Army patrol, led by Sinatra and Harvey, is

betrayed during the Korean War behind Red lines by Korean
guide Henry Silva, and captured by Red troops who transport

the prisoners to Manchuria. The Americans are cleverly brain-

washed into believing they have taken part in a successful action

against the enemy for which Harvey is recommended by Sinatra

for the Medal of Honor. After the war, Silva, a major in Army
intelligence, is troubled by recurring nightmares in which he

sees Harvey murder two of his comrades. He asks government
officials to ferret out the truth about Harvey, who is now a

newspaper man and the stepson of controversial McCarthy-like

Red-baiting Senator James Gregory, whose wife, Harvey's

mother (Miss Lansbury), is a scheming background politician.

When Gregory turns the press conference of Secretary of De-
fense Barry Kelley into a shambles with Communist accusations,

Sinatra, responsible for the conference, is given sick leave. On
the verge of a nervous breakdown and now convinced that

Harvey is to be used as an assassin, Sinatra sets out to learn

(1) why the Queen of Diamonds card puts Harvey in a hypnotic

trance, (2) who is Harvey's "American agent," and (3) who
Harvey's victims will be.

From beginning to end, the film abounds in visual and verbal

gems: the Manchurian brainwashing sequence; Sinatra's reunion
with Harvey and the discovery that Harvey hates Gregory and
Miss Lansbury; a Japanese karate fight between Sinatra and
Silva, now Harvey's houseboy (one of the most thrilling hand-

to-hand combats ever put on film); Harvey, under the control

of Russian Albert Paulsen and Manchurian psychiatry expert

Fascinating Suspense Drama

Laurence Harvey shoots soldier as Frank Sina'ra watches.

Khigh Dhiegh, placed inside a private hospital where the Reds

can check out his mental mechanism (the dialogue here is

masterful contemporary satire); Harvey embarking on a series

of Red-ordered murders; a grotesque costume ball where a

cake in the shape of an American flag is made out of caviar;

the climactic political convention in Madison Square Garden

where Harvey waits to assassinate the Presidential candidate.

Sinatra has never been better as the frightened Army man
who finds himself coming out of the brainwashing and unable

to convince the authorities that a national disaster is in the mak-

ing. Harvey, as the snobbish, humorless "candidate," gives his

best performance since "Room at the Top." He is especially

moving during the scene where he and Sinatra get drunk and

Harvey recounts a prewar romance destroyed by Miss Lansbury,

and the moment he makes the first pun of his life. Miss Lehigh

is delightful as the "hip" girl Sinatra falls in love with. Their

scenes together are reminiscent of the Bogart-Bacall films.

Angela Lansbury is simply great as Harvey's sinister mother

who turns out to be the Red agent behind the plot to turn

Harvey into an assassin. She must be a candidate for Best Sup-

porting Actress honors. All of the support is splendid, espe-

cially John McGiver, a liberal Senator who despises Gregory's

methods, and the latter's daughter Leslie Parrish, whom Harvey

loves, marries and thes murders, after killing McGiver.

At the convention, Harvey, supposedly cured of Red in-

fluence, sits with his rifle trained on the Presidential candidate

while Sinatra frantically tries to find him. The climax will not

be revealed here to give every theatreman the opportunity to be

as stunned as his audience will be.

United Artists. 126 minutes. Frank Sinatra, Laurence Harvey. Janet Leigh Pro-

duced by George Axelrod and John Frankenheimer. Directed by Frankenheimer.
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"Long Day's Journey into Night" Something Special

Satinet 'Rcuu? OOO
Impressive version of O'Neill 1

s brooding drama about

his family. Superbly acted. Potent boxoffice entry for

class market. Hard to sell in mass market.

Eugene O'Neill's deeply moving and disturbing prize-win-

ning drama (and one of the great plays of the American

theatre) reaches the screen with all of its brooding poetry and

power firmly intact. A rare blending of brilliant performances

by Katharine Hepburn, Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, Jr.

and Dean Stockwell and dynamic, imaginative direction on

the part of Sidney Lumet, this Embassy release is certain to be

hailed as one of the great artistic films of all times. An emo-

tionally shattering and intellectual experience, it will leave

viewers limp and overwhelmed.

"Long Days Journey into Night" is a special kind of motion

picture and it should be handled accordingly. The 174-minutes

running time is devoted to the soul-stripping and personal dis-

integration of a high-strung, frustrated family, before, during

and after a single super-charged day's series of explosions. It

cannot be termed a "popular" picture in the ordinary sense.

Geared to the tastes of discriminating audiences who will be

fully aware of what they are going to see, this doesn't mean that

it will not prove a profitable boxoffice attraction. It will, and
impressively so, in class situations where discerning viewers

respond to mature films. Exhibitors in the mass market face a

difficult selling task.

Producer Ely Landau is to be congratulated for his courage

in undertaking this unusual subject matter for a film. He pro-

duced it with a shrewd sense of economy, and while the dis-

tribution of "Journey" might not be as wide as most important

movies enjoy, Mr. Landau's reward will be substantial. It will

enjoy long runs in the class situations, and word-of-mouth will

give it a good send-off in the general market.

There has been no tampering with O'Neill's stark auto-

biographical play. All of that great writer's sensitive and sting-

ing dialogue, peppered here and there with broad splashes of

rough humor, springs alive as the lies and truths making up

the turbulent lives of the Tyrone family are revealed. The
cheap, ugly family summer home in New London, Connecticut,

is the setting for this story of deepening crises compounded by

the mother's (Miss Hepburn) growing dependence on nar-

cotics, the father's (Richardson) bitter frustration and miser-

liness, the older brother's (Robards) decline into an alcoholic

abyss and the younger brother's (Stockwell-O'Neill) struggle

for survival against tuberculosis.

Individually, and collectively, the magnificent performances

constitute the finest collection of acting ever to grace a single

film. Each delineation is stamped with greatness. Miss Hepburn

as the lonely, nervous, still attractive, narcotics-addicted mother

is a terrifying mixture of raw nerves about to explode, sen-

sitivity and cruelty. Recently returned from a sanitorium, after

another cure, she is once again falling victim to morphine

(administered originally by a quack doctor after Stockwell's

birth). Worried over Stockwells fits of coughing, bitter over

being left alone throughout the years while Richardson frol-

licked in bars, she begins tearing the family apart verbally,

accuses them of watching her every move, indulges in a reverie

of happier days when she thought about becoming a nun or

a concert pianist, and finally blames Stockwell's birth for her

state of poor health. By film's end, she has slipped completely

into a world of fantasy. Richardson's complex projection pre-

sents us with a gruff, blustering boozer who is not totally

unsympathetic. A one-time matinee idol, now always on stage

in private, he berates and torments his family over the price

of things, falls sucker to every land buy that comes along, and

inwardly realizes he is responsible for Miss Hepburn's condition

because he would not pay for a good doctor years before.

Robards, good looking despite signs of dissipation, is the epi-

tomy of a cynical, shiftless, alcoholic. The butt of Richardson's

abuse, accused of introducing Stockwell to a dissolute life, he

remains, until the thunderbolt climax, the idol of his younger

brother. Stockwell as the intense, fledgling writer of 23, waiting

to learn if he has tuberculosis, is sensitivity personified. His

years at sea, his morbid philosophy, the constant living on top

of a boiling volcano (his family) have left deep scars.

Lumet has done a masterful job of injecting rhythm and

fluidity into what could have remained in lesser hands, merely

a filmed stage play. He has utilized various areas of the large

house beautifully, while never losing sight of the powerful

conflicts of his characters. Among the outstanding sequences:

Miss Hepburn, riding on a cloud of morphine, pouring out

her unhappiness to her servant (effectively played by Jeanne

Barr); Richardson sitting down to a lone dinner; Stockwell

forcing Richardson to send him to a good sanitorium; Robards

drunkenly recounting his evening with a whore, admitting to

Stockwell that he's been a bad influence because he has been

jealous of Stockwell for being the family "pet," then warning

Sto-kwell to beware of him when he comes home.

The ending finds the family sitting hopelessly around the

table, Richardson, Robards and Stockwell exhausted and drunk,

Miss Hepburn wandering in the happiness of her youth.

Embassy. 174 minutes. Katharine Hepburn, Ralph Richardson. Jason Robards, Jr.,

Dean Stockwell. Produced by Ely Landau. Directed by Sidney Lumet.

Stockwell, Richardson, Robards, Hepburn
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"The War Lover"

Su4i*ew IZcxUk? O O Plus

Strong dramatization of Hersey's novel about destruc-

tive war pilot. Poses difficult selling problem. Should
attract males.

This heavy, harrowing Arthur Hornblow, Jr. production

adapted from John Hersey's best-seller will require strong ex-

ploitation support in the general market. The central character,

an outstanding U.S. war pilot, is a brash and twisted individual

in love with dropping bombs, prompted more by a passion for

war and destruction than by duty or love of his country. He is

a difficult character to understand, and this will be a difficult

picture to sell. Splendidly acted by Steve McQueen, Robert

Wagner and Shirley Anne Field, directed by Philip Leacock in

graphic, suspenseful and action-filled war terms, and dramati-

cally scripted by Howard Koch, this Columbia release will have

its strongest appeal to the male audience. The British locales,

pre-flight briefings, swarms of B-17's darkening the skies en-

route to bombing missions, and the aerial combat footage all

have a quality of authenticity, and "The War Lover" is also

impressive as a study of the different personalities caught up in

the agonizing task of making war. McQueen is chilling as the

flying ace who wants to remain in England until he has per-

sonally helped wipe the enemy off of the face of the earth. A
drinker, a scoffer at authority, a wisecracker with women, he is

also haunted by loneliness and insecurity when he isn't par-

ticipating in war. Wagner comes off well as his sensitive co-pilot

who does not relish war but who idolizes McQueen. Their con-

flict arises out of Wagner's realization that McQueen cares little

for the lives of the men in their crew. Miss Field projects

warmth and sensitivity as the English girl who falls in love with

Wagner aware that he only wants a "war girl," refuses Mc-
Queen's demonic advances and sees the latter for what he really

is—a taker. All of the support is good, especially Garry Cockrell,

the navigater who is killed after McQueen transfers him to

another crew for exposing the dangerous nature of McQueen,
and Michael Crawford, the mascot member of McQueen's crew.

The finale finds McQueen taking off on a major bombing mis-

sion, jumpy over his failure to seduce Miss Field. The plane is

hit and Crawford is killed. McQueen, determined to bring the

plane back to base, orders Wagner and the others to jump. As
he exultantly tries to pull the crippled plane up over the cliffs

of Dover, McQueen crashes in flames. Wagner and Miss Field

plan a life together.

Columbia. 105 minutes. Steve McQueen, Robert Wagner Shirley Anne Field.
Produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr. Directed by Philip Leacock.

"Gay Purr-ee"

%«4l*e** IZatit? O O Plus

Cartoon feature featuring voices of Garland, Goulet,

Buttons, should delight youngsters. Good dualler for

family market.

This full-length cartoon from UPA boasts outstanding Gallic-

type animation in Technicolor, the off-screen voices of Judy
Garland, Robert Goulet, Red Buttons, Hermione Gingold and
Paul Frees, and eight catchy Harold Arlen-E.Y. Harburg songs.

Put together in a manner certain to entertain the youngsters and
keep adults from growing restless, this Warner Bros, release

shapes up as a satisfactory attraction for the family market. It

needs plenty of promotion inside and outside the trade. Dorothy

and Chuck Jones' script is a simple one. In Southern France,

pretty pussy cat Mewsette (Miss Garland) announces that she's

tired of knowing just peasant-type cats like her boy friend, Juane
Tom (Goulet), and his tiny companion Robespierre (Buttons).
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So off she goes to Paris with Juane Tom, Robespierre follow ]»

Mewsette soon falls into the slick, evil clutches of Meow \t

(Frees) and his buxom beauty salon-owning accomplice M $ ,

Rubens-chatte (Miss Gingold). They plan to marry her, f(ja

price, to a rich old coal cat in Pittsburgh. All ends well U
Mewsette and Juane Tom, but not before a series of complfc.

tions, including a sinister quartet of catnappers getting into le

act, and Juane Tom and Robespierre being hustled off to Ahta
by Meowrice. What raises "Gay Purr-ee" above the level of %
another cartoon is the splendid production, astutely directeciy

Abe Levitow, the excellent voices, especially Miss Garland b t-

ing out a song and the comic doings of Buttons, the superb t

work (Southern France depicted ala Van Gogh, Paris in all 3

glossiness, and portraits of Mewsette done by a dozen fam is

artists—Seurat, Renoir, Modigliani, etc.), plus the delighi il

score. Several of the latter loom as potential hits.

Warner Bros. 84 minutt/s. Voices of Judy Garland, Robert Goulet, Red But s

Hermione Gingold. A UPA Production. Directed by Abe Levitow.

"Two for the Seesaw"

Comedy-drama adapted from stage hit has enterta -

ment values aplenty. Well played by MacLaine, Mitchu .

Good grosser.

William Gibson's successful and prize-winning play abou a

pair of rather incongrously matched people who happen to m t

and come to know each other in the big city comes to scru

a bitter-sweet comedy-drama abounding in entertainment vah ».

The one flaw, considering the rather thin storyline, is a lo
;,

119 minutes running time, which could have been pared fo a

swifter pace. With Shirley MacLaine donning the wacky mar e

of Gittel Mosca, the "kook" from the Bronx who "lives it il

in Greenwich Village, and Robert Mitchum co-starnng as e

slightly square guy from Omaha who leaves a good pracie

with his father-in-law and a domineering wife to try and st t

anew on his own, this Mirisch Company production for Uni i

Artists release shapes up as a solid boxoffice attraction, especis y

for the big city markets. Under the deft direction of Rob t

Wise ("West Side Story"), the basic two-character plot provi s

frank comments on sex, a barrel load of screwy situations ai

an underlying aspect of pathos. Manhattan emerges the th i

star of the film, and here, cinematographer Ted McCord ai

set designer Boris Leven reproduce the metropolitan city at s

atmospheric best. A wild Village party (where Miss MacLa e

and Mitchum meet), a loft converted into a dancing stuo

(providing a small income for Miss MacLaine), the bridges al

restaurants of the city, Miss MacLaine's "far out" apartmit

and Mitchum's bug-infested domicile blend effectively a\i

importantly into the story at hand. Miss MacLaine's Gittel s

a delightful, sentimental nut who considers herself diffent

from other nuts. Her eccentric eating habits, dreams of creati

»

modern ballets, painful ulcer and outward shell of hardn s

make Gittel a truly memorable character, and in the talenil

hands of Miss MacLaine, she emerges a vital and original in -

vidual. Mitchum comes off well as the man who eventual'

shares her bed, wants to do things for her, quarrels with lr

constantly, but cannot return her love. Minor support is si-

plied by Edmon Ryan, the lawyer Mitchum goes to work f

,

Elisabeth Fraser and Eddie Firestone, Village characters, al

Billy Gray, the loft's dour landlord. Miss MacLaine is rush I

to the hospital when her ulcer causes a hemorrhage. During 1

1

recovery, Mitchum's divorce comes through and he passes t:

New York bar. He decides to marry Miss MacLaine. Realizi

;

he's still in love with his wife, she sends him back to Nebrasl,

and both people emerge much wiser for their relationship.

United Artists. 119 minutes. Robert Mitchum, Shirley MacLaine. Produced '

Walter Mirisch. Directed by Robert Wise.



"Period of Adjustment"

SuAiHCM Rati*? O O O
ively, amusing comedy about young marrieds by Ten-

lessee Williams. Will entertain pre- and post-marrieds

if all classes.

Believe it or not, Tennessee Williams has written a comedy

-and a good one. "Period of Adjustment" reaches the screen

light-hearted, romantic spoof of the love life of young mar-

ieds. It is one of the happiest comedies of 1962, sprinkled

/ith just the right dash of poignancy. Boxoffice returns should

e above average for this M-G-M release because (1) Jane

onda, Anthony Franciosa, Jim Hutton and Lois Nettleton are

ttractive and fresh talents who create individuals with whom
udiences can readily identify; (2) the situations of marital

layhem will ring bells of remembrance; (3) there are plenty

f good solid laughs from beginning to e^id. However, the

bsence of strong marquee names makes it essential that this

how be backed by a hefty promotion campaign. Hutton por-

rays a groom who would like to believe he's a "terror" with

/omen, while Miss Fonda is cast as the bride who becomes

isenchanted after starting out married life in Hutton's hearse,

ating a hectic "wedding supper" in a trucker's haven, learning

hat Hutton has quit his job, and spending the honeymoon

ight in a shoddy hotel. Both of them are just about through

nth marriage when they arrive at the home of Franciosa, Hur-

on's Korean War buddy. Franciosa, having married six years

efore wealthy Miss Nettleton to promote his future, has just

lsulted and quit working for her unpleasant father, and his

vife has moved back in with her snobbish parents, John Mc-

jiver and Mabel Albertson. Under the swift direction of

ieorge Roy Hill, this marital bedlam rolls gayly along, until

he "period of adjustment" for both couples comes to its

iappy conclusion. Isobel Lennart's lively screenplay finds

rlcGiver swearing out a warrant against Franciosa, who flatly

efuses to allow one stick of furniture to leave his home. Hut-

on and Miss Fonda leap to the defense of Franciosa and Miss

Nettleton at the police station and the latter now see each

•ther in a new light. Hutton and Miss Fonda resolve their

roblems and head for Texas where they plan to raise cattle.

I-G-M. 112 minutes. Anthony Franciosa, Jane Fonda, Jim Hutton, Lois Nettle-
>n. Produced by Lawrence Weingarten . Directed by George Roy Hill.

"What Ever Happened to Baby Jane?"

GcuiKtM, "Rati*? O O O
Surprise shocker of the season. Backed by heavy pro-
notion, it will be a big grosser in all markets. Crawford
tnd Davis are superb.

A chilling, sometimes funny, journey into the macabre world
>f the twisted and the paralyzed, "What Ever Happened to

iaby Jane?" is the shocker of the year! Here definitely are the

ngredients for a seat-gripping hunk of entertainment, and when
ou add Bette Davis as Baby Jane and Joan Crawford as the

lelpless cripple, the outlook is for good boxoffice returns in all

ituations. Selected by the nation's theatre-owners as the first

>resentation under the "Hollywood Preview Engagement" plan,

his Warner Bros, release promises to be exploited into one of

he surprise grossers of the season. Make no mistake, "Baby
ane?" is an old-fashioned screamer loaded with every kind of

>izarre and fright-provoking gimmick imaginable, but its solid

mtertainment certain to keep viewer's eyes glued to the screen

ind their tongues wagging (pro and con) once they have left

he theatre. The plot centers around two sisters—one, a former
poiled child star (Baby Jane) whose appeal vanished after she

;rew up; the other, a former top film star whose career abruptly

:nded after being "accidentally" run into and crippled by a car

driven by Baby Jane. Now the sisters live alone in an old

mansion where an alcoholic and half-crazed Baby Jane is forced

to wait hand and foot upon the wheel chair-ridden other. Pro-

ducer-director Robert Aldrich has taken a sly, screwball,

Charles Addams approach. Reality is bathed in the grotesque

cloaking of a nightmare world. That's what makes "Baby

Jane?" such a laughable and, at the same time, terrifying experi-

ence. Lukas Heller's screenplay abounds in ugly dialogue and

grim twists, and the grisly mood is maintained via Ernest

Haller's striking black-and-white photography. Miss Davis

is a monstrous eccentric, her face gastly with too much make-

up, her clothes a throwback to her days of glory. Frantically

jealous of Miss Crawford, especially since the latter holds all

of the money, she contrives lurid persecutions to drive her sister

out of her mind (cutting off all contact with the outside world,

kicking her unconscious, feeding her dishes of dead birds and

rats). It's a wild and ruthless delineation. Miss Crawford is

outstanding. Aware that Miss Davis is planning to kill her to

prevent her from selling the house and possibly placing Miss

Davis in a "home," Miss Crawford quietly, yet frantically, paints

a memorable portrait of a woman tortured by fear. The support

is well handled: Victor Buono, a fat, unstable pianist Miss Davis

wants as a partner in her scheme to stage a comeback with a

ludicrous adult version of her earlier days; Madie Norman, the

sister's cleaning woman; Anna Lee, the curious next door neigh-

bor. When Miss Norman discovers Miss Crawford taped and

trussed to the bed, Miss Davis kills her with a hammer. Later,

Buono comes across the haggard, helpless Miss Crawford and

he flees from the house. Miss Davis takes Miss Crawford to a

beach and digs an ominous hole in the sand. The ironic climax

has Miss Crawford telling Miss Davis that she actually tried

to run Miss Davis down (the latter was too drunk to remember)

and consequently snapped her own back. A now completely

insane Miss Davis allows herself to be taken by police.

Warner Bros. 132 minutes. Bette Davis, Joan Crawford. Produced and Directed
by Robert Aldrich.

"Antigone"

3u4i*e4& Rating O O
Poetic, effective version of classic for art patrons.

Devotees of the classics and avid foreign film students will

find this Greek-made, sub-titled dramatization of the Sophocles

tragedy a rewarding screen experience. Poetically scripted and

directed with pageantry and power by George Tzavellas, and

enhanced by an outstanding performance by Irene Papas in

the title role, "Antigone" emerges an absorbing screen adapta-

tion. This Ellis Films release is strictly for the art picture

devotees and for college students. We still have a long way to

go before screen renditions of the classics become acceptable

fare for all, if this is to happen at all, but for those who find

this type of film their cup of tea, their thanks should go to

producer Sperie Perakas for trying to open new cinematic

doors. Besides the powerful and demanding delineation by

Miss Papas as the dead Oedipus' daughter who decides to

bury her slain brother against the orders of King Creon,

impressive performances are provided by Manos Katrakis, as

the King, Maro Kontou, as Miss Papas' frightened sister and

Nikos Kazis, Katrakis' son and Miss Papas' fiance. Self-right-

eous Katrakis orders Miss Papas buried alive in a cave outside

of Thebes, despite the pleadings of Kazis. Later, a blind oracle

warns Katrakis of dire retribution for his merciless act. Katrakis

decides to free Miss Papas, but when he enters the cave he

finds a grief-stricken Kazis holding the body of Miss Papas

who has hanged herself. Kazis then kills himself. Katrakis

returns to Thebes only to learn that his wife has taken her life.

He exiles himself to die alone in the wilderness.

Ellis Films. 88 minutes. Irene Papas, Manos Katrakis. Produced by Sperie Perakos.
Directed by George Tzavellas.
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"Divorce—Italian Style"

'SutuuM, &<xti*$ ©GO
Delicious satire on a cad's connivance to dispose of his

possessive wife. Big hit for art market. Dubbed version

should score in class houses.

Mark this Italian import (from Embassy) for sock art house

business and a good reception in class houses when released

in a dubbed version. A delicious and outrageous satire, "Di-

vorce—Italian Style" offers some wild points of view on how

to get away with murder in Italy when a question of family

honor is involved. Recipient of the Best Comedy award at

Cannes, this tongue-in-cheek melodrama delightfully details the

preparation, execution and aftermath of a "perfect crime"

—

the elimination of an overly possessive wife. Along the way

to the climactic and bungled murder, the film gets in some fine

digs at the various levels of life in passion-ridden Sicily. Italian

star Marcello Mastroianni, complete with drooping eyes, a rib-

tickling mouth twitch and thick mustache, comes into his own
as a farceur extraordinaire as the bored and unhappy husband

of 12 years who falls madly in love with his young cousin. His

is one of the drollest performances in some time, a cad all

audiences will love. He is ably supported by Daniela Rocca,

as the wife whose burning love for Mastroianni leads to her

downfall; Stefania Sandrelli, the lovely, convent-educated cou-

sin; and Leopoldo Trieste, a former admirer of Miss Rocca's,

deliberately involved by Mastroianni in this crime of passion.

Petro Germi's screenplay bristles with wit, while his sharp

direction keeps things rolling with nary a dull moment. Excel-

lent assists come from the crisp black-and-white photography

and the bouncy background score. Mastroianni's elaborate

scheming pays off when Miss Rocca and Trieste fall in love.

But before Mastroianni has a chance to murder Miss Rocca,

she and Trieste run off together. Mastroianni now allows him-

self to become the laughing stock of his town, and the towns-

people expect him to avenge his family's honor. At last the

runaway lovers are located, but Trieste's wife shoots her hus-

band. Refusing to be outdone, Mastroianni shoots Miss Rocca.

He serves a short prison term, returns home triumphantly and

marries Miss Sandrelli. The ironic ending—we refuse to give

it away.

Embassy. 104 minutes. Marcello Mastroianni, Daniela Rocca, Stefania Sandrelli.
Produced by Franco Cristaldi. Directed by Pietro Germi.

"Phaedra"

Sct4ute44 TRaU&f O O O
Impressive modern version of classic Greek tragedy,
starring Melisia ("Sunday") Mereovri. Strong attraction

for art, class situation. Heavy for mass audience.

For their first film since "Never On Sunday," actress Melina

Mercouri and director Jules Dassin have chosen a modern-day

retelling of the classic Greek tragedy. Miss Mercouri portrays

the passionate Phaedra, wife of Greek shipping magnate Raf

Vallone, who embarks upon an illicit, fatal love affair with her

stepson, Anthony Perkins. Stylishly directed, with the emphasis

on impending tragedy (Dassin also produced and co-scripted

with Margarita Liberaki), impressively acted and handsomely

depicr.ng the black-and-white beauties of Paris and the Greek

Isles, "Phaedra" shapes up as a strong grosser for art and class

situations. The popularity of "Never On Sunday" might stimu-

late ticket-buying in the general market, but the theme is likely

to prove too heavy for the tastes of many moviegoers. Miss

Mercouri is passion personified, a beautiful and exciting woman,
deeply in love with her stepson, yet sick over the unnaturalness

of the relationship. Perkins, as the 24-year-old stepson, lacks the

depth to convey the full meaning of his consumming love for

Miss Mercouri and the bitterness he feels over her betrayal of

his father. Vallone is a splendid combination of virility, vioLn
and tenderness, a tough, shrewd business man, but a kind id

generous husband. Good support comes from Elizabeth I

L

as the young daughter of Miss Mercouri's sister who falls de Iy

in love with Perkins; George Saris, the sister, formerly in te

with Vallone; Andreas Philipides, Miss Saris' clever shipbi j.

ing husband (Vallone's competitor), and Olympia Papad a.

Miss Mercouri's superstitious and devoted maid. Dassin «
created some memorable images: the launching of Vallo s

sixtieth vessel, the S.S. Phaedra; life among international soci
y;

the highly imaginative first sexual encounter between ]fes

Mercouri and Perkins; the powerful climax when, ha4g
learned that S.S. Phaedra has sunk and that Miss Mercouri is

been unfaithful with Perkins, a stunned Vallone viciously b ts

up Perkins. Miss Mercouri tells Vallone the truth after she f. Is

out that Perkins intends marrying Miss Ercy. After the beat

Perkins drives his sports car off of a cliff. Miss Mercouri t. es

home and takes a full bottle of sleeping pills.

Lopert. 115 minutes. Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins, Raf Vallone. Proa =d
and Directed by Jules Dassin.

"Flame in the Streets"

Sci4i*e44 TR.<ztc*ty. O O Plus

Strong melodrama on issue of inter-racial marria

Should score with art audiences and where racial s >

jeets are exploitable.

The English take a frank and disturbing look at racial

judice in this Atlantic Pictures Corp. release starring
J<

n

Mills, Sylva Syms and Brenda De Benzie. The explosive sub :t

matter and fine performances should help the film find g< d

response in art houses and in areas where racial themes canie

exploited profitably. Despite an over simplification of blk

and white characters and situations, "Flame in the Strew"

possesses a certain crispness and jarring honesty in the aciin

and dialogue. No solution to color-prejudice is offered, fit

audiences will have something to think about when they Ice

the theatre. Scripter Ted Willis has peppered the drama vn
plenty of outspoken dialogue and producer-director Roy B*;r

has guided the events in a dramatic and suspenseful maniB

Mills is excellent as a strong union man who fights for jte

right of promotion for the Jamaicans working in his furnire

factory. His racial tolerance is put to the test when he &
covers his daughter, Miss Syms, wants to marry Negro Joh iy

Sekka. Miss Da Benzie is equally as effective as Mill's e;p-

i: m I wife, and she has one terrifying scene where she rev Is

all of her pent up hatred of mixed marriages and her s-

satisfaction with her life with Mills. Miss Syms is appropria y

confused as the daughter, while Sekka brings dignity to ie

part of the colored teacher. Good support is provided 'iy

Earl Cameron, a Jamaican whom Mills gets appointed ss

foreman, and Ann Lynn, his pregnant white wife only |o

aware of the aftermath of mixed marriages. The plot fi Is

Mills going to Sekka's tenement hoping to get the latter o

break off with Miss Syms. Outside in the streets a groupif

white louts start menacing a group of Jamaicans standing n

front of a bonfire. Cameron is pushed into the fire and bzly

burned. Mills, shocked by what he's just seen, decides to ;t

Miss Syms and Sekka try life together.

Atlantic Pictures. 93 minutes. John M ils, Sylvia Syms, Brenda De Baniie. o-

duced and Directed by Roy Baker.
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"Escape from East Berlin"

Suspenseful story of family's construction of tunnel to

escape Communist sector. Should do well if exploited.

Producer Walter Wood, who did such a first-rate job with

'Hoodlum Priest," now turns to one of today's most topical

ind disturbing themes—Berlin's infamous Wall. Based on the

real-life escape of 28 East Germans, ages 11 to 71, who tun-

leled to freedom under the Wall, Wood has fashioned a real-

stic and suspenseful film. The boxoffice response to this M-G-M
release will depend on how effectively its highly exploitable

elements are capitalized. It is convincingly acted by Don Mur-

ray, Christine Kaufmann and a score of talented Germans,

:autly directed by Robert Siodmak, scripted by Gabrielle Upton,

'eter Berneis and Millard Lampell in terms of average people

who rise to the level of heroes, and expertly photographed in

black-and-white to simulate the grim and depressing police state

:hat is East Berlin. Non-sensational, but thoroughly believeable,

the film emerges an impressive exploration of modern-day ter-

rorism and courage. The opening fixes the mood—an ill-fated

ruck plunges through the Wall. The succeeding sequences de-

pict how Murray, satisfied with his life in East Berlin, is forced

to construct an escape tunnel for his family, even though he

intends remaining behind. And the latter half—the difficult dig-

ging of the tunnel in Murray's basement (his house is near the

Wall), the constant threat of exposure, especially as more

people learn about the plan, and the breathtaking escape itself

—is a thrilling and spellbinding experience. Involved with Mur-

ray in the mass escape are: Miss Kaufmann, a young girl who
accidentally entangles Murray in her flight from the police;

Werner Klemperer, an escape-seeking stranger who discovers

Murray's secret; Ingrid Van Bergen, Murray's cynical sister;

Bruno Fritz, the band-conducting uncle; Edith Schultze-Wes-

trum, the mother; Ronald Dehne, the young brother; a neighbor

and her infant; all of the members of Fritz's band. The police

learn about the escape just as it starts. Murray, now involved,

joins the exodus. Wounded when the police enter his home,

Murray crawls through the tunnel and is helped to safety by

Miss Kaufmann.

M-G-M. 89 minutes. Don Murray, Christine Kaufmann. Directed by Robert Siod-
mak. Produced by Walter Wood.

"Crime Does Not Pay"

&6CdtHe4d tR<z€c#$ Q Q Plus

French imports tells four murder tales in brisk, engross-

ing style. Good entry for art market.

This import from France is comprised of a quartet of murder
tales starring a host of international personalities and directed

with flavor and suspense by Gerard Oury. Art house response

should be above average for this Embassy release. Using four

separate periods as background for the body-piling, Oury and
his scripters have fashioned a brisk, colorful and engrossing

journey into crime. The atmosphere, settings and costumes are

effectively re-created, and performances are good, while a num-
ber of wry chuckles have been injected into the grisly business

at hand. The film opens with Raymond Loyer entering a Paris

cinema to see a film entitled "Crime Does Not Pay." The first

crime is "The Mask," set in Venice, 1450. Aging and vain

I'dwige Feuillere hires assassins to kill her lover, Gabriele

Ferzetti, because he's fallen in love with young Rosanna Schiaf-

fino. The latter retaliates by pouring acid into Mile Feuillere's

sleeping mask and the fade-out leaves the victim screaming in

agony. "The Hugues Case," Paris, 1878, finds Michele Morgan,

the happily-married wife of detested socialist parliament mem-
ber Philippe Noiret, falsely accused of adultry. Private detective

Claude Cerval has fabricated the evidence, for both personal

and political reasons. An enraged Mile Morgan fatally shoots

Cerval. During her trial, the truth comes out, Mile Morgan's

name is cleared and she's acquitted. "The Fenayrou Case,"

Paris, 1913, (the most intriguing) centers around sensuous

Annie Girardot. She tricks her older husband, Pierre Brasseur,

into killing her deceitful lover, Christian Marquand, then gets

new lover Paul Guers to see to it that Brasseur is caught. Irony

intervenes—Guers and Mile Girardot are accidentally killed by

a bottle of poisoned champagne, previously planned by Brasseur

for Mile Girardot. The movie within a movie ends. "The Man
On the Avenue," Paris, 1961, sees Loyer leaving the theatre,

knocked down and killed by a car driven by British colonel

Richard Todd. Todd goes to tell widow Danielle Darrieux the

terrible news, but finds her dead drunk. Then Mile Darrieux

receives a message from Loyer, mysteriously posted after his

death. Todd eventually learns that, with the help of mistress

Perrette Pradier, Loyer had been plotting Mile Darrieux's death,

but the intended murderer died before his victim.

Embassy. 15? minutes. I Alphabetically) Pierre Brasseur. Gino Carvi. Danielle
Darrieux, Gabriele Fenetti, Edwige Feuillere. Annie Girardot, Paul Guers, Serge
Lifar, Christian Marquand, Rina Morelli, Michele Morgan. Philippe Noiret, Per-
rette Pradier, Rosanna Schiaffino, Jean Servais, Richard Todd. Produced by
Gilbert Bokanowski. Directed by Gerard Oury.

"The Connection"

S#4tHed4 /Rate*? O O
Censorship-beset off-beat film about dope addicts.

Will offend many by use of repugnant 4-letter word.

Jack Gelber's most original play about narcotics addicts, hav-

ing weathered mixed off-Broadway reviews in 1959 to become

a hit in New York and Europe, now, as a film, finds itself the

center of a censorship controversy as a result of the frequent

use of a repugnant four-letter word (meaning excrement) used in

the film as a slang reference to dope. Yanked from a Manhattan

art house after two performances (the New York State Supreme

Court issued an injunction staying showings of the film), the

film's future hangs in doubt. If and when this Films Around

The World release is finally allowed distribution, the censorship

uproar might prove an audience-luring plus, but exhibitors will

ha\ c '.a use utmost discretion in booking it because "The Con-

nection" will appeal to only a limited segment of the movie-

going audience, and it will prove offensive to many people.

Following the play format, the film tells about a young movie

director who goes into a heroin "pad" to shoot a documentary.

There is no plot. The addicts, waiting nervously for the con-

nection to arrive with the dope, argue among themselves about

life and savagely rip one another apart. But as a result of Shirley

Clarke's imaginative direction (considering that all of the action

takes place in one shabby room), interesting performances by

members of the original cast, a shattering jazz score furnished

by the Freddie Redd quartet and the creation of a bizarre,

Dante-like world throug which the characters move, "The Con-

nection" emerges an impressive and, certainly, unusual motion

picture. The performers include Warren Finnerty, the preten-

tious, repressed homosexual owner of the "pad;" Garry Good-

row, a young psychopath; Jerome Raphel, a balding phil-

osopher; James Anderson, a burly Negro; Carl Lee, the white-

clad Negro connection whose arrival sends the addicts into a

temporary state of euphoria; Barbara Winchester, a "salvation

sister," who inadvertently saves Lee from a skirmish with the

law; and William Redfield, the "square" director who becomes

violently ill after being egged into trying a "fix."

Films Around The World. 93 minutes. Warren Finnerty, Garry Goodrow, Jerome
Raphel. Produced by Lewis Allen. Directed by Shirley Clarke.
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'BOUNTY' RIDES

INTO 24 PORTS

ON BALLY WAVE

FOCAL POINT. Majestic ship Bounty

is the focal point of the art in

all the handsome ads M-G-M has

created for "Mutiny on the Bounty."

It takes a really strong campaign to turn the

head of the public today.

In these days of $20 and $30 million produc-

tions, high-powered promotion campaigns cost-

ing a million or so dollars are pretty much
taken for granted. No self-respecting block-

buster that aims to vault into the top-grossing

class can do without the BIG PUSH. Starting

from the time the project is on the drawing

board, the tub-thumpers are at work drumming
up interest in the storyline, stars, etc., and they

work right on top of the filming and editing,

straight through the opening engagements.

Although the product being plugged are

reserved-seat attractions, where only a limited

number of areas throughout the country will be

exposed to their first-runs, covering in some
instances a year or more, full-scale fanfare on

a sustained basis is a vital adjunct to the selling

process. It builds a strong want-to-see that leads

to capacity initial engagements and an eager,

presold audience for subsequent playdates gen-

erally.

Even in the company of these mammoth mer-

chandising drives, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's con-

tinuing hoop-la for "Mutiny on the Bounty"

must rank as a showmanship achievement.

Now, with the $20 million re-make of the cine-

ma classic set to make its world bow Nov. 8,

in New York, the good ship Bounty appears

headed for a most successful boxoffice voyage

with a strong promotional wind sweeping

behind its sails. Actually, the H.M.S. Bounty,

Metro's $750,000 replica of the original ship,

kicked off the activity this summer with a tour

of American and European ports that will cul-

minate in its arrival in Gotham for the world

premiere. And since then, the pitch has been

holding steady at a fast, but carefully-planned,

pace.

The purse strings are being loosened for the

"Bounty" push, scheduled to saturate every

available media, including newspapers, radio,

TV, schools, clubs, commercial firms and organ-

izations of every stripe. Employing the "Ben-

Hur" drive as a pattern, the M-G-M promo-

tioneers are branching off from the master

campaign to develop individual attacks for each

of the 24 cities in which "Bounty" will open

before Christmas. For the execution of this

phase of the plan, an army of exploitation

specialists in the field are combining their tal-

ents with representatives of the theatres set to

play the film and home office and studio show-

men.

A three-man promotional task force, consist-

ing of Morris Lefko, in charge of "Bounty"

sales; Morgan Hudgins, of the studio publicity

department, and Jack Foxe, of the home office

ad-pub staff, returned to Gotham after complet-

ing a seven-city tour to coordinate the local

and national campaigns for the "Bounty" pre-

mieres. They met with press, radio and video

people, as well as theatre personnel, to put the

finishing touches to campaign plans in Chicago,

Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, Washington,

Toronto and Montreal. In each city, the tr:

told of high-pitched enthusiasm and anticip

tion on the part of exhibitors, the press ar>

the general public.

And while they follow the "Ben-Hur" then

in an attempt to repeat the tremendous bo

office performance of that blockbuster, tl

Metro ballyhoo boys have whipped up a ra 1

of brand-new promotional aids designed esp

cially for the Marlon Brando-starrer ar

already being used with much success. Amor

the effective ideas are special displays for 1

braries and schools, including copies of set arl

costume designs made for the picture. The

will, of course, draw the interest of the educ

tors to the cinema classic and, through clas 1

room talk and visits to the libraries, stir

want-to-see among the students and readeii

Also figuring importantly in the "Bounrjj

scheme are two educational film strips, ot

with sound, both of which provide historic

background of the famous story. The stri]

will be shown in schools and to organization

by group sales personnel.

A special 30-minute, 16mm short subject d

tailing the building of the title ship, and cove

METRO MONTAGE. A montage of highlights from the film that creates a romantic aura of tropical islam

comprises an effective piece of advertising for the epic "Mutiny on the Bounty."
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MUTINY' RIDES

ig her voyage to Tahiti has been prepared for

jse on TV and in schools, where much of the

jromotional ammunition is being concentrated.

\nother film describing scenes from the ship's

urrent good-will-building voyage throughout

j:he world also has been produced. This, too,

ivill be exposed to both the general public and

special audiences.

The music portion of the "Bounty" push is

me of the largest ever accorded an M-G-M
ilm. At present, five long-playing albums, a

'package" of five albums and six single record-

ngs based on Bronislau Kaper's score for the

picture are available to the public. And, ac-

rording to Robbins, Feist and Miller, Metro

nusic publishers, numerous additional singles

ind albums will be released by the leading

-ecord companies following the world bow.

ITie "package" consists of the deluxe sound-

rack album that includes a copy of the sou-

;vnir book, printed by Random House. Famous

irtists who have recorded the "Bounty" theme

nclude Elmer Bernstein and Mantovani.

In addition to the hard-cover souvenir book,

lesigned for sale in theatres, a special facts

booklet has been prepared. Book-wise, one of

he most comprehensive read-the-book see-the-

novie drives in the history of Metro showman-
ihip has been mapped for the big show. Over
>ne million books currently are on the stands

elling the story of the Bounty, Captain Wil-
iam Bligh and the men who sailed the ship.

Ihief tie-in is with Pocket Books, Inc., paper-

,)ack subsidiary of Simon & Schuster, which is

>ublishing the Nordoff and Hall trilogy,

'Mutiny on the Bounty," "Men Against the

Sea" and "Pitcairn's Island." On all three

jooks, cast and production credits, as well as

<ey production scenes, are featured on both the
:

ront and back covers. Other books based on
Jie Bounty story are Signet Classics' "Mutiny
in Board H.M.S. Bounty;" Dell Publications'

'Saga of the Bounty;" William Morrow Pub-

lisher's hard-cover "H.M.S. Bounty." Field men
rom all the publishing firms will be working
in close cooperation with Metro field represen-

tatives all across the country, arranging point-

pf-sale displays and other similar attention-

getting devices that play up book and movie.

ROSENFIELD

and abroad, there's

Columbia Meetings Here,

Abroad Map 'Lawrence' Drive

In "Lawrence of Ara-

bia," Columbia Pictures

has a giant of a multi-

million dollar production,

and, as vice president in

charge of advertising and

publicity Jonas Rosenfield,

Jr. is stressing to the

firm's publicity men here

a promotional campaign

every bit as ambitious to match. He recently

conducted showmanship seminars in the U.S.

and in London to showcase the company's

plans for launching the Sam Spiegel pro-

duction.

Last week he was in London to head up

a series of meetings of Columbia's European

publicity organization called to discuss details

of the kick-off drive for the film in each of

the countries. Taking part in the discussions

were M. J. Frankovich, first vice president, and

Mo Rothman, executive vice president of

Columbia International. Present at the sessions,

too, were Syd Mirkin, overseas production

publicity coordinator; Pat Williamson, director

of advertising and publicity for Columbia of

Great Britain; Jack Wiener, Continental pub-

licity boss, and publicity representatives of the

firm from several European countries. Willia

Blowitz, of the Blowitz, Thomas and Canton

Agency, producer's representatives for the film,

also joined the meetings.

Rosenfield also held discussions with pro-

ducer Spiegel on campaign plans for the 70 mm
color picture, now in its final stages of editing

in Greaat Britain, following nearly two years

of filming abroad. "Lawrence" is scheduled for

a Royal world premiere, Dec. 10, at the Odeon,

London, before Queen Elizabeth II, prior to

its American bows at New York's Criterion,

Dec. 16, and the Stanley Warner Beverly Hills,

Dec. 21.

Before leaving for Europe, Rosenfield held

a meeting of Columbia's nationwide field ex-

ploitation reps at the home office to talk about

U.S. prmotion on the picture. Leading the

seminars, which covered every aspect of the

giant, all-inclusive drive, in addition to the

vice president, were national promotion chief

Robert S. Ferguson and Blowitz. The vast array

of written and illustrative material prepared

for the campaign was laid before the showmen.

Also analyzed were advertising and accessories

completed and in preparation; workshop activ-

ities with executives of book and record man-
ufacturers; specially designed featurettes, tele-

vision footage and other visual pieces.

Einfeld Tours To Tell

Exhibitors about 'Sodom' Push

Twentieth-Fox has poured much energy and

effort—not to mention dollars—into its exten-

sive compaign on "The Last Days of Sodom

and Gomorrah", and vice president Charles

Einfeld and domestic sales chief Robert L.

Conn took to the road for a series of meetings

with exhibitors all across the country to tell

them about it.

One of the highlights of the big push will

be a national television drive, Einfeld told a

special merchandising meeting held in Chicago

for all exhibitors in the area. The Titanus pro-

duction will be sold aggressively on the

"Tonight" show over NBC-TV for a full week

in January. The video spots will be seen over

168 key stations across the country, with local

station breaks to announce the name of the

theatre where the picture will play. Total

cumulative audience for the five successive

nights: 23,544,000 households, or almost

100,000,000 impressions.

The Fox vice president also noted that in

light of all the national media purchased thus

far, almost 100 per cent of all the homes in

the nation will be hit by the $1 million push.

First stop on Einfeld's tour was San Fran-

cisco, where, accompanied by Western division

manager Thomas O. McCleaster, they employed

a visual and oral presentation to outline in

detail the promotional push.

A similar pattern was followed for the sub-

sequent meetings conducted by Einfeld and

Conn. In New Orleans, they were assisted by

Southern division boss William B. Williams,

and in Chicago, by McCleaster. Back in New
York this week, the peripatetic pair will hold

a showmanship session with Eastern division

manager Abe Dickstein and local exhibitors.

BOUNTIFUL HELLO. First "Bounty" patron at N.Y.'s
l-oew's State is greeted Tahitian-style.

WELCOME ABOARD. Star Terence Stamp, Samantha
Eggar are "piped aboard" London's Leicester Square

Theatre at world bow of Allied Artists' "Billy Budd."

LEVINE PARTY. Indefatigable show-

man Joseph E. Levine throws an-

other bash, this time in honor of

publication of Harold Robbins'

novel, "Where Love Has Gone,"

screen rights to which he acquired

for his Embassy Pictures. Seen, I.

to r., at celebrity and press gala

at New York's Four Seasons, Mr.

and Mrs. Levine and Mr. and Mrs.

Robbins. Levine will make film.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine, Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison darma spiced with salty humor.
I 10 min.

November
BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming
BLACK ZOO Producer Herman Cohen. Unigue horror
story.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall. Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

June

PRISONER OF THE IRON MASK Color, CinemaScope.
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida. Action spectacle.
80 min

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September

WHITE SLAVE SHIP I Formerly Wild Cargol Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli Edmund Purdom. Munity of
prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves. 92 min.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. Story of an
American G.I. who organized the underground resist-

ance in Italy.

November

REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-

ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahn)
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

February

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price. Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March

SCHIZO Leticia Roman, John Saxon. Producer-director
Mario Bava. Suspense horror.

April

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

May
SEAFIGHTERS Producer-director Anthony Carras. Sub-
marine war story.

June

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland.
Producer-director Roger Corman.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

July

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Producer Lou Rusoff. Teenage comedy.

August
MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color. Panavision. Vin-

cent Price. Producer Roger Corman. Based on Edgar
Allan Poe story.

Coming

ANZIO EXPRESS War story.

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COSTA BRAVA Color, Panavision.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision, Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE Panavision. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. H. G. Wells
classic.

"X"_MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES. THE Science fiction.

Producer Roger Corman.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September

IL GRIDO (The Outcry) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni.

October

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, D, j

Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director n
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

QUAKE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia S .

Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan . Director Ar r

Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Mas
,

Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brie;

Bardot, Simone Signoret.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Bl
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO, PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Pepping

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Dire, r

Orson Welles.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Waltei Pidgeon, Emile Gen
,

Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director r •

man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a ch •

pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wi .

93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, J;

Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Prodi r

Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American fam s

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 n.

5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Sci
,

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3 .

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Mau e

Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Prodi I

Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on e

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." 0

min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy 01
j

Keenan Wynn. Comedy.

ijjjBHSEBEP
June

ADVISE AND CONSENT Henry Fonda, Charles La-

I

ton Walter Pidgeon, Don Murray, Gene Tier I.

Producer-Director Otto Preminger. Political dram; >f

Washington, D.C. 138 min. 5/28/62.

WILD WESTERNERS, THE Color. James Philbr i.

Nancy Kovack. Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy. Prod

Sam Katzman. Director Oscar Rudolph. Drama of e>V

American frontier. 70 min. 7/32/62.

ZOTZ Tom Poston, Julia Meade. Producer-Director I-

liam Castle. Comedy satire. 87 min. 6/11/62.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Prod
jj

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Dram >'

the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

NOTORIOUS LANDLADY. THE Jack Lemmon, m

Novak, Fred Astaire. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Dire >r

Richard Quine. Suspense comedy about a beau >>

landlady and her missing husband. 123 min. 7/9/6*

August

INTERNS. THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, ''-V

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harai t.

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Dram '»

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.
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IREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooges,

oducer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Zany
medy antics in space. 87 min. 8/4/42.

September

ST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David

yen, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino de
urentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical comedy
war. 104 min. 8/4/42.

XMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Color,

ec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro-

tcer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea

Iventure. 101 min. 8/20/42.

NG-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker, Dukes of

xieland, Gary (U.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannon. Producer
ilton Subotsky. Director Dick Lester. Teenage com-
ly. 78 min. 9/17/42.

October

;QUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,

ickie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
ivid Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning

ama. 87 min. 9/17/42.

VO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay
edford. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Gar-
on. Romantic comedy.

November

RATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-

n Mathews, Maria Landi Producer Anthony Nelson
;ys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling Adventure,
min. 8/4/42.

AR LOVER. THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen,
oducer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.
ama of World War II in the sky.

December

VRABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
ino, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
juglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
ttorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis. Direc-

r Richard Fleischer. Based on novel by Par Lagerk-
st. 134 min. 9/3/42.

Coming
'E BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
sarson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
dney.

IAMOND HEAD Charlton Hesron, Yvette Mimieux,
eorge Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro-
icer Jerry Bressler. Director Guy Green.

&SON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
rong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
irector Don Chaffey.

&WHENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Peter O'Toole,
lec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Haw-
ns, Claude Rains. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director
avid Lean.

ELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
ontalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
rector Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/42.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
.lilips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
oyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 4/11/42.

'E'LL BURY YOU! Narrated by William Woodson,
oducers Jack Leewood, Jack W. Thomas. Documen-
ry highlighting rise of Communism. 72 min. 10/15/42.

July

&STE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
obert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
jcer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
roadway stage play. 100 min. 8/4/42.

August
'ALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
;ighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
Jctor John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
oadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/42.

September
IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths,
rector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry,
urderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.

I mm.

PERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
onel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Buck,
irector Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
famous legend. 83 min. 10/15/42.

October
W OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell. Christian Mar-
jand, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
ihaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

ANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
lond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
an twisted by a strange obsession. 84 min. 8/20/42.

November
ONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER, THE
I'chael Redgrave, Tom Courtenay, Avis Bunnage. Pro-
ucer-director Tony Richardson. Explores the attitudes
' a defiant young man sent to a reformatory for
>obery. 103 min. 10/1/42.

June
TWO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-

ducer Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of

a mother and her teenage daughter struggling to exist

in war-torn Italy. 99 min.

July
BOCCACCIO "70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
Schneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-

rectors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico
Fellini. Three stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
have written them in 1970. 145 min. 7/9/42.

DEVIL'S WANTON, THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 4/1 1/42.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW, THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/42.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-

mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-

migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly

city. 83 min.

September

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca. Producer Franco Cristaldi. Director Pietro

Germi. Satirical iabs at the mores of our times. 104

min.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama ot the tragic influences of the city upon a

young, naive farmer. 103 min.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up!) Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British

spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with

corpses. 87 min. 7/9/42.

October

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd. Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard
Oury. French object lesson based on classic crimes.
159 min.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-

winning stage drama. 180 min.

MADAME Technirama, 70mm. -Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossein. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.

Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor. 104 min.

November

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.

Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. I 14 min.

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wajda, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

msnssssmssm
Current Releases

ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lil'o Pulver,
O. W. Fischer. Ellen Schwiers. Jan Hendriks. Producers
H. R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
94 min.

BERN ADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Danlele Ajoret
Nadine Atari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE ILopertl Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin. 48 min.

BLOODY BROOD. THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

COMING OUT PARTY. A. James Robertson Justice,

Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
and Leslie Parkyn. Director Ken Annakin. 90 min.
9/17/42.

CONCRETE JUNGLE. THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Greqoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 84
min. 7/9/42.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor. Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.
74 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
With November right on top of us,

the available releases for the month

stand at 19. M-G-M claims 4 of these.

20th-Fox, Columbia, Warner Bros, and

Embassy each promise 2. And seven

companies—United Artists, Universal,

Allied Artists, American-International,

Continental, Astor and Paramount

—

list 1. Buena Vista has nothing ready.

DEVIL'S HAND, THE Linda Christian, Robert Alda. 71

min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British

comedy series. 87 mins. 4/14/42.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.

Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director

Philippe de Broca. 84 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE ISutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods 84 min.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers)

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,

J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES, THE I Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-

Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/42.

IMPORTANT MAN, THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/42.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 94 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

MATTER OF WHO, A IHerts-Lion International) Alex

Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson.

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/42.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Producer Emanuele Cassulo,

Director Michelangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/42.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 104 min. 2/5/42.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS ICosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-
son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/42.

SECRET FILE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd, Lynn Slat-

ten. 82 min.

SECRETS OF THE NAZI CRIMINALS ITrans-Lux). Pro-

ducer Tore Sioberg. Documentary recounting Nazi

crimes. 84 min. 10/15/42.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert

Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke, Francine

York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Bing Russell, Bill Hale, Eve Brent. 81 min.

THEN THERE WERE THREE lAlexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone,

Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.

1/8/42.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY IJanus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-

gard Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/42.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.

105 min. 7/23/42.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy. Tsuruko Ko-

bayashi. 70 min.
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VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle

Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville, 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helcja Zulch, Rich-

ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

YOJIMBO ISeneca-lnternationall Toshiro M. Fune, Kyu
Sazanka Nakadai. Director Akiro Kurosana. 101 min.

9/17/62.

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYER

June

LOLITA James Mason, Shelley Winters, Sue Lyon. Peter

Sellers. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Film adaptation of Vladimir Nabokov's novel.

152 min. 7/9/62.

TARTARS, THE CinemaScope. MetroColor. Victor
Mature, Orson Welles. Director Richard Thorpe. Big

scale epic of the barbaric Tartars, who swept out of

Asia intent on the destruction of Western civilization.

83 min. 7/9/62.

July

BOYS' NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.
Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-
ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John GuiUermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane
Cilento. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/62.

October

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacgues Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. Story of the meteoric career of a young
screen star who becomes a sex symbol for the world.
94 min. 10/1/62.

November

ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN Don Murray, Christine
Kaufman. Producer Walter Wood. Director Robert
Siodmak. Suspenseful drama of the escape of 28 East
Germans to West Berlin under the wall via a tunnel.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTTh. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play.

December

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.
125 min.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
RandeM. Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paiae. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic com-
edy.

FRIENDLIEST GIRLS IN THE WORLD, THE Dolores
Hart, Hugh O'Brian, Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de
Grunwald. Director Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of
airline stewardesses.

GOLDEN ARROW. THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope, Color. Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Ertz.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Signoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and infidelity in wartime.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.
159 min. 6/25/62.

October

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.
9/3/62.

November

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO. A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien. Zachary
Scott, Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason.
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-
rod. Director Richard Ouine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Mat-
hau, Nita Talbot. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel
Mann. A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure
her horse-playing husband. 93 min. 10/1/62.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Robert
Morley. 92 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

May
HAND OF DEATH CinemaScope John Agar, Paula L
mond. Producer Eugene Ling. Director Gene Nels< A
scientist turns into a monster. 60 min.

June

IT HAPPENED IN ATHENS CinemaScope. De Luxe CM
Jayne Mansfield, Trax Colton. Producer James S. E h\
Director Andrew Marton. The story of the first 01) lie

games in Athens. 92 min. 6/25/62.

LISA (formerly The Inspector) CinemaScope, De In
Color. Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Leo McKern,

(g||
Griffith. Producer Mark Robson. Director Philip Dm,
A concentration camp victim attempts to esca||in
Israel. 112 min. 5/14/62.

SILENT CALL CinemaScope. David McLean, Gail is-

sell. Producer Leonard Schwartz. Director John B el-

man. A dog looks for his family. 63 min.

20,000 EYES CinemaScope. Gene Nelson, I ry
Anders. Producer-Director Jack Leewood. M) iry

melodrama. 60 min.

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, I ry

Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, D > E

Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, hn

Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Dir lor

Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful ew
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Me ill.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the f< >us

Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope, Cue
Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard H in,

Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Bu ns.

Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first /e!

about a madcap flight across Africa in a ba in.

101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG \H
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Ri ird

Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan D sy,

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, J ce

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark. James Dunn, mo
Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martir itt.

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 iin.

6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Pete lei-

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Pro :er

Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on K eel

Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild in uc-

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 8hin.

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe i'or.

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, rry

Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, G rge

St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans ith-

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Th no-

pylae. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

I

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine ihS.

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ke Hy-

man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and i ttle

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY, THE John Wayne, Richard da

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, F [an.

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina D ich,

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert Ray

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert an-

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd O >ld,

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wick Kin

Annakin.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Williai Hol-

den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin Pro-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Bas on

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 9 nin.

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, J.WIM

Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe lor.

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Pro cer-

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who c mi-

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, R urd

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy Mc[
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter W q*<-

Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous qui.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardin.

.

QUEEN'S GUARDS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert St< ens-

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale 'I

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

Film BULLETIN— THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT



UNITED ARTISTS

July

CK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor,

fwln Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. Pro-

per Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special-

<ects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/62.

|AD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan

(llins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-

(
Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road"

,nedies. 91 min.

August

(OMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,

lima Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Producer

Irold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 min.

15/42.

llST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
I
hard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George

lakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization

Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

September

'ORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance, Eleonora

l>si Drago, Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
i
ector Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 9/17/62.

LIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October

RO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
inx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. Story

a 1718 family freed from bondage, struggling to

ablish existence on an island off the coast of Caro-
a. 44 mm. 9/17/62.

ESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter
k. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
Id. Engrossing drama dealing with racial prejudice
U.S. 91 min. 9/17/62.

November
INCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ce Harvey, Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
va. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
ector Frankenheimer.

December
RAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
m Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Dducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

10 FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
ne. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise,
sed on the Broadway hit.

Coming
AUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
ward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

VRETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

HILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
ephen Hill. Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer
rector John Cassavetes.

AD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
iney, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
r Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

VE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
in) Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
land Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

.ADI ATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

.ORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
amer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

IAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM, THE Glenn Ford,
spe Lange, Charles Boyer.

REAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
berto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
ario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

VWAM Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
m of Jamas Michener's epic novel.

IVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
amer. Director Paul Stanley.

D GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
larles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
rt. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

\ND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
!!ville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
rector Leslie Stevens.

ARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
athng. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
"ell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

IAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
rector Jules Dassin.

3METHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
ed Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
arfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
W. 112 min. 1/8/62.

OWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
seal Lamonsse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.
23/67.

IREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley
>lm Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
V J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

AR HUNT John Saxon Producer Terry Sanders,
rector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81
n. 4/16/62

AY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas, Burt
"caitir. Producer Harold Heeht.

UNIVERSAL INT' L

June

LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas,
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a
cowboy's struggle against modern times. 107 min.
5/14/62.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen,
Yvonne Romain, Oliver Reed. Producer John Temple-
Smiih. Director Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
frightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/62.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sablna Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-

rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day. Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/62.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. War Melodrama.
I 14 min. 8/6/62.

November

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Pr^sle, John lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
Romantic comedy. 102 min. 9/3/62.

Coming
CHARADE Color. Panavision. Cary Grant, Audrey Hep-
burn, Walter Matthau. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color, Panavision. Tony Cur-
tis, Phil Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch,
Steele, Stubby Kaye, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris,
Kevin McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Pro-

ducer Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

F3EUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner, Eric Portman, David McCallum, Fernand
Ledoux, Eileen Herlie, David Kissoff, Rosalie Crutch-
ley. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director John
Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan. Leora Dana,
Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing, Richard
Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh, Leif Erickson.
Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy. Kathleen Crowley,
Charles Drake. Harold J. Stone, L. Q. Jones, Skip
Homier, Henry Wills, Charles Horvath. Producer Gor-
don Kay. Director R. G. Springsteen.

LANCP'OT AND GUINFVERE Color Cornel Wilde,
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, lain Gregory, Michael
Meacharn. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER, THE George C. Scott,
Dana Wynter, Clive Brook, Jacques Rioux, Herbert
Marshall, Bernard Archer, Gladys Cooper, Tony Hus-
ton, John Merivale. Producer Edward Lewis. Director
John Huston.

PARANOIAC Color. Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila
Burred, Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Liliane
Brousse. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie
Francis.

STAGE COACH TO DANCERS' ROCK Warren Stevens,
Martin Landau, Jody Lawrence, Don Wilbanks, Del
Morre. Bob Anderson, Judy Dan. Producer-Director
Earl Bellamy. Violence-spattered western. 72 min.
10/15/62.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR C^lor. Sandra Dee. Peter
Fonda, MacDonald Carey, Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lind-
say, Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce, Adam West, Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE WAY MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
feaynor, fc>ig Young, Ihelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendlx Leslie Parrish Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, Willard Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL. THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner, Arlene Francis. Producers Ross Hunter, Martin
Melcher. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/16/62.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron. David Niven. David
Opatoshu. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin

America. 103 min. 8/20/62.

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/62.

November

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet. Red Buttons. Producer Henry G. Saper-
stein Director, Abe Levitow. Animated comedy fea-

ture of Parisian cats.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit based on Gypsy
Rose Lee's career. 149 min. 10/1/62.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,

Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A drama of love, happiness, and heartbreak
in a modern marriage.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum, Jack Hawk-
ins, Elsa Martinelli. Producer Ray Stark. Director Phil

Karlson. Adventure drama.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

VALLEY OF THE SWORDS Panacolor. Cesar Romero.
Frankie Avalon, Tere Velasquez. Producer Sidney Pink.
Director Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the
Spaniards against the Moors.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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tk most famous, most Leloved CLOWN ...

EMMETT
KELLY

is the Star of

NATIONAL SCREEN'S
FULL COLOR

easton'si

€reetmg£
TRAILER

The World-renowned Circus

star. ..the delightful, sad-faced

clown who has brought joy to

millions, young and old... pre-

sents your Holiday Greetings

to your patrons. . .in a gorgeous

FULL COLOR TRAILER filled

with charm and good-will! An

extended version presents

yourMERCHANTS'GREETINGS

...to be followed byyourhighly
f,

profitable Merchant Ads!

BLACK & WHITE

HT-62-1B *995

with MERCHANT GREETING

HT-62-2B *1245

In gorgeous DeLuxe

COLOR $ 1 C95
HT-62-1A I *J

with MERCHANT GREETING

HT-62-2A $1845

\J p/tizc boby of rue mourn



Opinion of the Industry

BOYCOTT:

Exhibition's Defense

Against the Footsie

Game with Feevee

Captain Vogel

'Mutiny' Victor

o

The Stage and Movies

euiew5

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

Film of Distinction

0

BILLY BUDD

THE LEGEND OF LOBO

WARRIORS FIVE

WHITE SLAVE SHIP

THE LOVES OF SALAMMBO

YOUNG GUNS OF TEXAS

IL GRIDO

THE PASSION OF SLOW FIRE

A KIND OF LOVING

THE SWINDLE

LA VIACCIA



THE STORY OF A STAR AND HER
SEARCH FOR LOVE AND HAPPINESS!

C0BBIE«E

pASSI0N

She was public property. ..but she wanted

a private life of her own... a child-woman

seeking a man to hold in the privacy of her

heart and drive away the loneliness that

was in the world around her.



j The mobs that pursued her.. . the loneliness she knew. . . the lover she longed for. .

.

M ETRO-GOLDWYN - MAYER presents

brigitte bardot

marcello mastroianni

avprivate affair
Directed by LOUIS MALLE • Filmed in EASTMAN COLOR

Original Story & Screenplay by JEAN PAUL RAPPENEAU, JEAN FERRY and LOUIS MALLE

Produced by CHRISTINE GOUZE RENAL for PROGEFI CIPRA JACQUES BAR (Paris) C CM (Rome)

CONTACT YOUR
M-G-M BRANCH

NOW!



INHERES

BUSINESS?

If you've been asking this question, you should attend the

NATIONAL ALLIED 1962 MERCHANDISING CONVENTION

and the MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY TRADE SHOW!

Jet-aged ideas, equipment and merchandising to put zing

in your showmanship, cars in your drive-ins, patrons in

your seats ... and ushers back in the aisles! Plan now!

NATIONAL ALLIED CONVENTION and TRADE SHOW,

Sheraton Hotel in Cleveland, December 3, 4 and 5.

It's a business-booster for 1963!

ALLIED MEANS BUSINESS THIS YEAR!

L



l/l/kat ftey'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

hinder the company's operations, which are in

better shape now than in some time. "El Cid" was
the major factor in the black-ink performance for

the 1st quarter, and it, together with "Billy

Budd", will probably keep AA perking profitably

until the next Samuel Bronston production,

"55 Days at Peking", arrives in the Spring.

0

A.C.E. IDLE FUND. Stockholders of A.C.E.

Films, Inc., chafing at the bit to have their

investment go to work, are prodding president

Sidney M. Markley to start actual production.

The only visible move thus far by the

exhibitor-sponsored outfit has been a loan of

approximately three-quarters of a million to

Allied Artists to help that company finance its

interest in the Samuel Bronston production,

"55 Days at Peking". There is some disaffection

about this among A.C.E. shareholders, who
contend that the funds should be used to initiate

new films, not to finance pictures that are already

in work. It has been suggested by some A.C.E.

investors that their organization might tie in

with the new Max Youngstein company,
Entertainment Corp. of America, which is seeking

financing for a projected program of 15-20 features

per year. Markley has met with Youngstein, but

the results of their talk have not been revealed.

0

AA PROFIT. Allied Artists shareholders will be

told at the annual meeting next Wednesday
(14th) that the profit in the first quarter (to Sept.

30) of the current fiscal year will be "in excess

of $160,000", compared to a loss of over $700,000

in the same period last year. They also will learn

that nothing concrete has resulted thus far from
negotiations with various groups who have
voiced an interest in purchasing control of the

company. Latest proposals being considered are

from a group composed of board member Claude
Giroux, the Canadian drug tycoon, exhibitor

Sheldon Smerling and film man Milton Sperling.

Giroux has been involved in two previous moves
to take control of the company. An AA official

stated that talks are continuing at the instigation

of the interested parties, but "we are not out
looking for buyers". He implied that the various
rumors about a change in management might

HOLD THE 'RUNAWAYS'. Serious talks are

being held by all the Hollywood guilds and unions

about the possibility of making concessions

in future production contracts as a move to curtail

"runaway" film making. While the idea was
slow to dawn on the unionists, they now realize

that high labor costs (including extras) have been

a large factor in chasing much film production

from these shores. The new Conciliatory approach

that will be evident in negotiating new contracts

is the result of some on-the-table talks between
union-guild leaders and important production

executives. The plea of the film men was simply

this: "Meet the competition of the foreign studios,

and we will produce here." Look for a real

Hollywood revival in the coming year.

0

20TH PRODUCTION PLANS. Exhibitors

concerned about trade reports that 20th-Fox has

abandoned its policy of providing all types of

product—big-budget and "B" alike—can take

solace and satisfaction from this summary of the

situation by a company spokesman: "Fox is by
no means giving up on the idea of the small film

with a solid grossing potential. Certainly we're

putting the emphasis on the blockbuster. It's

nothing more than sound production policy today.

But, at the same time, we're not closing our eyes

to anything that can make money for us in the

theatre market. That's why Zanuck appointed

(William) Shelton to head up a special art film

division. There's money to be made in that area,

and we will explore it to the fullest." It all boils

down to this: 20th no longer will pour coin

indiscriminately into the making of attractions

just for the sake of increasing the size of its release

schedule. But it intends to keep a sharp eye out

for potentially profitable properties, no matter

how small the shooting scale. A "B" program that

will stay in the black, you might say.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Movie Stocks Rally as

Market Stages Comeback
Triggered by a wave of encouraging world news, and, in

many cases, significant developments in their own field, motion

picture shares answered the rallying cry of the general market.

Of the 20 stocks covered, 19 advanced over the past fortnight

—a complete reversal of form from the previous session, when

19 were down.

Taking the longest strides were MCA, M-G-M, Disney and

AB-PT. MCA, which announced it would back Broadway

shows as possible movie properties, jumped 2% at the outset,

added steadily, then dipped at deadline amid a widespread

wave of profit-taking that followed the overall prosperity. Its

final gain was 4% points. Buoyed considerably by anticipation

attendant to the world premiere of the $20 million "Mutiny

on the Bounty," and an announcement by a spokesman that the

firm would show highly improved earnings in fiscal 1963,

Metro leaped almost 5 points, then was hit by the last-day sell-

off to finish 4l/
8 ahead. Disney gained 4% points, while AB-PT

moved up every day but the last to close 41^ higher. Other

significant advances: Cinerama (21/^) on a huge turnover of

224,500 shares, as "How The West Was Won" opened in Lon-

don, Columbia (2%) and Paramount (2l/
2 )- Screen Gems,

which jumped 2l/
4 on the news of declaration of the first (15#)

dividend, finished l 7/g in front.

Columbia, Preferred was the lone loser, off l/
2 point.

Reade-Sterling Plugs Corporate Image
A graphic example of the importance placed by motion pic-

ture companies on their corporate image was smartly spread

across 11 pages of the New York Times Magazine last Sunday

(11). In a cleverly original 11-page advertisement—the largest

entertainment ad ever to appear in the magazine—Walter

Reade-Sterling aimed announcement of the merger of the two

firms at Wall Street readers and the public at large.

Under the lead-page headline, "A New Trademark for Qual-

ity Entertainment," which appeared above the new firm's strik

ing symbol, the advertisement detailed the numerous enter

tainment aspects embraced by Walter Reade-Sterling: motioi

pictures (Continental Distributing), theatres (Walter Read<

Theatres), television (Sterling Television), audio-visual aid:

(Continental 16, Sterling Educational Films and Screen New
Digest) and film libraries.

Special emphasis was placed on the new Walter Readi

"pickaback" theatres, the Baronet and Coronet, with the origin

ality in engineering and design enjoying top billing. Coming ii

for equally prominent display was Continental's upcominj

theatrical product.

Dacca Nine-Months Net Zooms
Powered by high-voltage Universal Pictures product ("Tha

Touch of Mink" and "Lover Come Back"), parent Decca Rec

ords followed the profit pattern predicted by president Miltoi

R. Rackmil, who recently foresaw one of Decca's handsomes
years in its history. The company reported consolidated ne

earnings for the nine months ended September 30 of $4,359,091

($2.85 per share), compared to $1,875,007 ($1.46) a year earlier

Disney Earnings Set Record in '62

Last August, president Roy O. Disney predicted earnings o;

Walt Disney Productions for fiscal 1962 would be "comparable

with last year," when record profit figures were established

Now, with hefty grosses from such pictures as "Moon Pilot,'

"Big Red" and "Bon Voyage" under its belt, the company ha:

gone the '61 mark one better. Some 10 per cent better, in fact

Roy Disney announced last week that his firm will repon

record earnings for the fiscal term ended September 30. Un
audited profit, he said, rose about 10 per cent from last year';

net of $4,465,486 ($2.75 per share).

Zanuck 'Optimistic 1 about Fox's '63

Twentieth-Fox president Darryl F. Zanuck is "optimistic

about 1963." Although he refused to estimate how the compan)

will finish financially next year, the topper said that by mid

summer of '63 Fox should "find a leveling-off period," as

revenue begins to roll in from "The Longest Day" and "Cleo

patra."

(Continued on Page 21)

Biy-Butlfjet Attmctions II ill Ignite

M-G-M Profit Explosion in 1963
It was generally accepted in knowledgeable film circles

many months ago that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer would be

hard pressed to match its boom-year profits of fiscal 1961

($12.6 million, or $5.02 per share). That 15-year high had

been established thanks to the tremendous drawing power

of "Ben-Hur," then reaching the heights of its boxoffice

popularity, and the re-issue of "Gone With the Wind,"
which reaped $6 million, almost all clear profit.

Looking fiscal facts squarely in the eye, an M-G-M
spokesman last week told the Wall Street Journal the

same thing president Joseph R. Vogel had been telling

the industry all year: 1962 net (the term ended Aug. 31,

and figures will be revealed shortly) was off sharply,

chiefly because the company had nothing comparable in

ticket stature to put in theatres. But, he added with a

decided air of optimism, Metro is looking forward to an

upswing in profit in fiscal '63, which should prove to be

a "good substantial year."

And just as was the case two seasons back, a powerful

product line-up is the backbone behind the company's

sanguine outlook. High hopes for the new year ride ir-

revocably on three big-budget, hard-ticket attractions

slated to receive sales and merchandising treatment simi-

lar to that given "Ben-Hur." If just one of the trio

matches the Academy Award winner in grossing power,

the firm will be home free. First to be released was "The

Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm," a Cinerama

co-production which has been giving a good, though not

spectacular, account of itself in the U.S. Premiered within

the past month in Europe was "How the West Was
Won." another Cinerama picture, and one that is consid-

ered by audience analysts to be a much better boxoffice

entry than "Grimm." Looming largest, however, is the

(Continued on Page 21)
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Rayeoii: Exhibition^ Answer
A strange set of circumstances have

brought about a condition in which

thousands of American businessmen,

with investments reaching into hun-

dreds of millions of dollars in theatre

properties, are in jeopardy as the result

of a spurious scheme called Pay TV.

With an unfair assist from the De-

partment of Justice and the hypocriti-

cal collaboration of some of the major

film companies, Pay TV in recent

months has assumed larger proportions

as a menace to the motion picture thea-

tre and as a fraud upon that ultimate

sucker, the great American public. Per-

haps, some time in the future, the Con-

gress will move to protect the people

from this "grab" of the airwaves, but

for the theatre owner the moment at

which he must make a stand is now.

For the dozen years or so since the

cathode tube started to spread across

the land to bring television into the

home, promoters have dreamed of har-

nessing the medium with their cash

registers to change TV to feevee. They
have dreamed of exacting millions of

dimes and quarters and dollars from
viewers for the privilege of seeing what
is now carried into the home free of

charge. By devices, like "scrambling"

the picture and charging a fee to have

it unscrambled, or transmitting it over

a cable and tagging the viewer with all

sorts of charges, they have plotted to

make television their private oyster.

To entice the gullible, the feevee

promoters have spun a web of grand-

iose promises of all sorts of new en-

tertainments to be offered, but what
they deliver, with only a rare excep-

tion, are attractions taken from free

television and from the movie theatres.

For two and one-half years, Para-

mount's Telemeter test in Etobicoke

has provided the disillusioned sub-

scribers there with almost exclusive diet

of movies, an occasional sports event

and a rare special show. In Hartford,

the story is the same—except that the

movies are newer. In fact, they are

being offered to the home audience be-

fore many theatres can exhibit them!

This is a crucial hour of decision for

the theatremen of Hartford and the

whole country. If they sit by willy-

nilly and permit film distributors to

"experiment" with home exhibition of

new films, they are courting disaster.

The film companies which are sup-

plying new pictures to Pay TV are

grossly unfair to their theatre cus-

tomers. We do not accept their protest

that they are acting under duress from

the Department of Justice. The truth

is that they moved with unseemly

haste to interpret the Department's in-

quiry about RKO General's appeal for

films as "duress". Integrity, and a re-

spect for the rights of their traditional

customers dictated, rather, that the

heads of those companies should have

responded in this manner to the Justice

Department:

"Motion picture theatres are our cus-

tomers; we have always operated our

business on the revenue obtained from

them. We do not feel an obligation to

furnish our relatively new films to

RKO General Phonevision to assist

that company in an experiment that

might or might not succeeed. Even in

the course of proving itself a failure,

the Pay Television operation in Hart-

ford might inflict serious damage on
our theatre customers, possibly forcing

some of them to cease operation.

"Furthermore", the film executives

might have continued, "we call the

attention of the Justice Department to

the fact that RKO General, in applying
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for its license to conduct the Hartford

test, furnished elaborate guarantees

that it would present a wide variety of

fare not available on free television,

but it is apparent from their demands

upon us that they hope to establish

their Pay TV system principally upon

the home exhibition of motion pic-

tures. Submission to this kind of sup-

port for their experiment would in-

volve us in a collaboration to the detri-

ment of our traditional customers.

RKO General cannot pay us enough to

justify to our stockholders, as good

business, the possible destruction of an

established market for a highly specu-

lative one. To protect the theatres, we
are agreeable to make available to

RKO General pictures six months after

they have completed all normal theatre

runs. Anything less would be detri-

mental to our company and to our

long-standing customers."

But no such response was forth-

coming from those companies which

seemed only too eager to "play footsie"

with feevee.

How can exhibitors defend them-

selves against the inconsiderate and

imprudent actions of those distribu-

tors? Stuart Aarons, counsel for the

Stanley Warner Theatres, told the

TOA convention last week that exhib-

itors are within their legal rights in

refusing to play any pictures that are

made available to Pay TV without

reasonable clearance being granted

theatres. The harsh word for such is

"boycott", but Mr. Aarons offered the

opinion that it is not "conspiratorial

action" when individual exhibitors re-

act identically to something that has

the same adverse effect upon them all.

"Do not let anyone frighten you as

to what you may not do", the attorney

advised the theatremen. "Think in

terms of what you can do."

Call is boycott, or call it simple com-

mon business sense—the theatremen of

America must let it be known in cold

dollar language that they will not give

money to film companies which use

those funds to sponsor a destructive

competitor. Today it is Hartford, to-

morrow it will be Little Rock, and the

day after, perhaps, your town.
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Factors in Moviegoing
A few issues back your humble servant presumed to lay out

six different subject headings on which he suggested exhibitors

should keep themselves up to date.

Now, after serious reflection, we must admit that the same
subject headings apply to our own moviegoing logistics. Our
family may not be typical—and then again it may be. But I

suspect that any family living in a large city goes through much
the same cogitation and planning.

Just to show that there is nothing so very different about the

six things I urged exhibitors to look at, let's use exactly the

same headings as we consider family moviegoing.

1. Traffic patterns and plans. This was the first category

which we commended to the attention of exhibitors. It is also

high on our list of family moviegoing worries. I do not refer

to the traffic patterns within the family—when Sister comes
home from school, when little brother has to do his homework,
who goes to bed at what time, etc. I refer to the traffic patterns

and plans involved in getting from my house to this theatre

or that.

Does this sound unlikely? I can assure you that it is true.

There is one theatre within walking distance or easy bus ride

of my house. We often go there. There are two other theatre

about equidistant from our home, but beyond walking distance

and requiring bus transfers. If we take a cab the fare to one of

these theatres is almost twice as much as to the other, because

our one-way street system makes the cab travel about twice as

far and go around a vast housing project. Can you guess which
of these two theatres we are apt to patronize?

We have a car. We don't often use it to go to the movies,

but if there is a picture playing a fair distance away we some-

times drive there. This brings us to the question of parking

space. We don't drive to an area we know has no parking

available. In such a case, when we start figuring the cost of a

cab, added to the ticket outlay, or the time to be consumed in

a lengthy bus trip, we generally decide to stay home. Even for

us city dwellers, parking facilities are sometimes the deciding

factor in our moviegoing. (I should add, hastily and emphati-

cally, that what is playing is always the main factor.)

Another phase of traffic patterns which affects our movie

patronage is rush hour. We try to stay away from Times Square

houses for an 8 PM show, for example, because the traveling

in the theatrical district is slow and bothersome. We think

twice about going to the neighborhood theatre on Saturday

evening—and there are some theatres which we often patronize

only on week-days because you can't get near the box office

over the week-end.

0
2. Construction plans. We talked about this as a subject on

which theatre operators should keep informed so as to be

attuned to the type of buildings which might affect the char-

acter of the neighborhood. Obviously, I, as a patron, don't

have to look that far ahead. I am interested in going to the

movies now. But I must admit that sometimes construction

plans do affect my moviegoing choices. For example, when
there is a lot of dug up street around a theatre, I'd just as
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soon go some place else. Or when a theatre is surrounded by
vacant lots filled with the bricks of a just-completed demolition
job, which usually attracts the street kids in this town, I'll take
my wife elsewhere.

But there is another way that construction plans loom up.
A few years ago one of our favorite theatres was tagged for
demolition. We knew months beforehand that it was coming
down. Somehow, I seem to have crossed it off my list imme-
diately. I never thought of going there any more. The
announcement that it was coming down became equated in my
mind with its actual closing. And I found that friends also
had the same impression. "Is that theatre still open?" was a
question I heard more than once. When you label a theatre
doomed, you doom it right then and there, not at the future
wrecking date.

3. Population changes. Once again I consult my memoirs
and recall a case in point. We had been going fairly often to

a theatre at the other end of a short bus route. We had noticed

changes in the neighborhood—people lounging around on the

street, more drunks than ever, shabbier passers-by. Then we
noticed that this much-liked neighborhood theatre was being
affected. Kids too small to be up for the evening show came
with their parents and made noise through the show; a fight

broke out in the lobby. The population changed and so did we.

We changed to other theatres.

On the other hand, there is another theatre which was
opened by a smart exhibitor quite a few years ago in a dark-

at-night factory and shabby-genteel area. At that time we
wouldn't go there for any movie, but as more and more nice

people moved into the neighborhood and nicer apartments

took the place of some of the factories we actually found the

area pleasant for a stroll—or a movie.

0
4. Competition. This takes many forms, as far as the enter-

tainment consumer is concerned. Naturally, we look up the

television log to see what attractions are being offered, if we
aren't bound and determined to see a certain movie come what

may that evening. We also often mull over whether we'd

rather go to a museum, or even window shopping. This may

sound like an exaggeration, but I must say that there are rimes

when the advertisements for store window displays or the

stories about new museum acquisitions have a lot more show

business appeal than the marketing of the current movies.

5. New products. This heading might be presumed to covei

competition as well, because new entertainment products cer

tainly can compete with movies. However, when we used thi:

heading in discussing the exhibitor's job, we referred to those

products which could supplement the movie shown on the screen

such as new refreshment items or premiums. Such new prod

ucts can possibly influence moviegoing. Maybe trading stamp:

can be a lure. Maybe bank night, when times get parlou:

enough. While I can't say that any of these have tempted m<

into a theatre, I must admit that I recently opened a new

account for one of the kids in a bank whose interest rate wa:

no different from the others, but happened to be the only banl-

offering as a premium a three-way lamp I needed. So I gues:

I can be tempted.

6. New ideas and gimmicks. I would say that even though

I am not the typical moviegoer—having been in the movi<

business myself for so many years—I can still be pulled into ;

theatre by a really good new idea or gimmick. I happen to b<

interested in trick photography, for example. A new film sizi

or process might attract me. Basically, I am interested in th<

fact that it is new. The trouble is that I haven't heard mud
about the new ideas and gimmicks in moviegoing, if there an

any lately.

Well, there they are, the consumer companions to Pendaris

Precise Prospectus for Prosperous Picture Business. Maybe sooi

we'll get around to the producers' position.



LIFE IN THE FAN MAGS—OR WHO LOVES LIZ?

Whenever I feel that life is burden-

some, hard to handle and just a mess

of problems, I buy a stack of motion

picture fan magazines. It seems, then,

that all my worries are ridiculous com-

pared to the troubles being borne by

the movie stars.

A perusal of these journals shows

clearly that behind every facade of

glamour and beside every swimming

pool lies a broken heart. How the stars

can survive their torments and go about

their working schedules presents a psy-

chiatric phenonemon that only a Dr.

Jung might explain.

For example, Screen Stars a dossier

ineluctably dedicated to analysis of

these social and professional subtleties,

carries on its current cover the puzzling

title "Why No Man Can Satisfy Liz;"

"The Urges That Drive Stars to De-

struction;" "Why Elvis Can't Marry;"

"Sandra Dee: 'I Prayed For My Father

to Die' ".

In looking over five other, similar

publications, I discover that there is a

big war going on between the "Bonanza
bunch" and "The Virginian ", but on

closer inspection find that it's only a

war of rating. But Movie Life, in

heralding this battle, features on the

cover a fetching title: "James Mason's

Wife: Lolita Was Not the Teen Who
ended Our Marriage."

So I hurriedly take a peek inside say-

ing to myself: Well, if it wasn't Lolita,

just who was it, Mrs. Mason. And what

do you think? It was none other than

the thirteen year-old daughter of the

Masons. A startling disclosure.
1

0
Now you might say in a moment of

intellectual snobbishness that all of the

material in the fan magazines is swill

and nonsense. Not at all. Because, dig-

ging into Mo tie Stars I jump to a

piece titled "The Liz Taylor Scandal

... Is This Why Jackie Had to Go To
Italy?"

It is now that I learn the State

Department was quite concerned about

the image of American Womanhood
created by Elizabeth Taylor and that

something had to be done to put the

Italian press back on the right track.

So Mrs. Kennedy, says Movie Life,

being the apotheosis of American
womanhood, was the only person who
could do this job. But Movie Life,

caring little about the disparity of the

cover title and the content of the piece,

did devote much space to prove that

it was most fortunate that Mrs. Kennedy
had decided to visit her sister in Italy.

There is a nice touch in the publica-

tion Movie TV Secrets. This is a de-

partment called "Advice to the Stars",

In Focm
ADAM WEILER

conducted by Dr. Anthony Cirella,

"prominent analyst and confident of

Hollywood stars for many years." I was

eager to read the advice Dr. Cirella

directed to Ann-Margret. Without
beating around the bush, Dr. Cirella

straight away writes: "I know that your

torrid dancing style and the blatantly

sexy way you sing a song is not by any

means the full measure of your person-

ality." The Doctor by no means has

lost confidence in Ann-Margret because

he admits, "I believe that you are a

sweet and basically innocent young per-

son and that you may not be really

aware of the pitfalls you will encounter

when you date a truly sophisticated

man."

After studying this case, my inclina-

tion is to bet on Ann-Margret all the

way. It is my theory, looking carefully

at her photographs, that there is a

limit to any man's sophistication.

In the same magazine, under the

heading "Top Secret", "Uncensored ",

"Confidential", and so forth, I learned

that Vic Damone visited his son for a

week in Rome, even though he and the

child's mother. Pier Angeli, are di-

vorced. How such a confidential matter

was ever uncovered is certainly going

to make many wonder if enterprising

journalism isn't better than ever.

I have no idea who reads these maga-

zines but there can be no doubt that

many more of us who are interested in

the future of show business should give

them some attention. How would we
possibly know that, according to a

cover piece in this same history book,

Rock Hudson, in commenting on Liz

Taylor, says: "I'm crazy about her. She's

the only women I've ever known who
makes me dizzy. I used to ask her, 'How
can you sit there being so beautiful?'

Then she'd point out what she felt was
wrong with her looks and I'd be star-

ing, growing limper and limper. What
a woman."

All I can say is that I go along with

Rock.

0 0
A special committee is being organ-

ized by the Motion Picture Association

to determine just what the industry

should do about the New York World's

Fair. If I recollect correctly, this matter

has been studied for some time by the

MPA and it's good to know that further

exploration will continue. While other

industries have appropriated millions

to be represented at the Fair, it would
appear strange if our boys did not have

a number of ideas already on hand to

show off something to the multitudes

who will attend.

Some objections have been made to

the effect that all we have to show is

what appears on the screen. I suppose

that is why the public breaks its neck

to catch a glimpse of our stars when
they appear anywhere in person. It is

my feeling that if we encased Kim
Novak's petticoat in a properly deco-

rated building we would do very well

in enhancing our public relations.

Although no one is asking me, I

would like to submit to the committee

a very simple proposition. Why not

reveal our new faces and young stars

at the Fair? Also, why wouldn't it be

a good thought to consider giving

screen tests to young talent after the

young talent presents proper qualifica-

tions? This would give us a chance to

indicate to the public that we are not

static in the matter of developing new
stars and at the same time would show
the public what is really involved in a

screen test. I can already hear someone

say this will take a lot of money. It

certainly cannot entail an enormous
expenditure, and it would be an excit-

ing device to publicize movie business.

0 0
A letter, whose author asks to be

anonymous, is at hand, suggesting it is

time to realize that there are no more
yokels and that we should do some-

thing about bringing our advertising

up to date. Among other things, this

gentleman believes that TV budgets

don't allow much for wardrobes.

"Why," he asks, "should we take

special ads on the women's pages of

newspapers to plug the fashions in

movies. I can see such ads yelling that

you ladies cannot see much beautiful

clothes on TV, and it would do you

lots of good to get out to a movie and

show off your own clothes."

"Furthermore," he furthermores,

Our correspondent also makes a

point about placing ads on the televi-

sion pages. He paraphrases a line from

a current hairdressing advertisement

and says he would plaster it all over

the television page. The line would

read: "Are you still looking at that kid

stuff? Think big and see a big movie."
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Product
Pay-tv

Progress

IStfi Contention

Progress was the theme of the 15th

annual convention of Theatre Owners

of America— the progress exhibitors

must make if they are to meet the chal-

lenges and obstacles facing what every-

one is calling the new movie business.

Progress will have to be made in the

field of product—in solving the short-

age of it and refining the way it is re-

leased to theatres. That was the warn-

ing delivered to the assemblage by

theatremen from the U.S. and abroad.

While, on a more competitive note,

conventioneers were urged by anti-fee-

vee experts and legal counsel to wage
a relentless war against pay-TV, even

to the point of a boycott of films shown
on the slot system.

Leading TOA once again in its prog-

ress parade will be John H. Stembler,

unanimously elected to a second year's

term as president (predicted in the Oc-

tober 1 issue of Film BULLETIN).

Ironically, it was a voice from across

the sea, Ellis P. Pinkney, general secre-

tary of the Cinematograph Exhibitors'

Association of Great Britain and Ire-

land, that served to stir the interest and

enthusiasm of the convention. His rec-

ommended cure for lack of product in

this country: an American version of

Great Britain's Eady Fund. Under the

plan, a small levy is collected on ticket

prices at the boxoffice and distributed

to producers in proportion to the

grosses of their films, thereby encourag-

ing more production. A similar sug-

gestion had been put before the I960

TOA conclave, but it died a-borning.

This time, Herman M. Levy, TOA gen-

eral counsel, was appointed by presi-

dent John H. Stembler to explore the

possibility of adopting the Eady plan

in the U.S. (on a voluntary basis,

rather than through the government
as in England). He is scheduled to re-

port to the board at the 1963 mid-

winter meeting in Washington.

A wellspring of hope for additional

product also bubbled forth in a rolled-

up-sleeves speech by Max E. Young-

TOA leaders for 1962-63, front row, I. to r.: E. LaMar Sarra and Philip F. Harling, assistants to the

president; Roy Cooper, chairman of the executive committee; president John H. Stembler; John

G. Broumas, assistant to the president. Rear row: Edward L. Fabian and Sumner Redstone, assis-

tants to the president; general counsel Herman M. Levy; assistant secretary Joseph G. Alterman.

stein, who promised that his brand-new

Entertainment Corp. of America will

deliver "no less than 15 to 20 pictures

a year (in) no later than one year." He
asked that exhibitors provide "finan-

cial assistance to the fullest extent the

law permits" in order to establish a

"production pool."

Equally galvanizing in its impact on

exhibitors was the call to arms in the

battle against pay-TV. Stanley Warner

counsel Stuart Aarons declared that

theatremen have "a legal right" to boy-

cott pictures of any distributor licensing

such product to pay-TV. "Similarly,"

he added, "every exhibitor has a right

to demand reasonable clearance from

every distributor over a toll TV station

. . . not in terms of days or weeks but

in terms of multiples of months."

Of course, Philip F. Harling, tireless

chairman of TOA's anti pay-TV com-

mittee, was quick to add that exhibi-

tion also must explore every other

available avenue to oppose the feevee

tide. He proposed a three-point pro-

gram designed to achieve ultimate

victory:

(1) "A concentrated grass-roots cam-

paign directed to every member of the

House and Senate.

(2) "The continued retention of

legal and other counsel to oppose every

serious application in any court or tri-

bunal, so as to gain every minute of

time possible, as well as provide us

with a forum to further acquaint the

public with costs and empty promises

of pay-TV."

(3) "Immediate contributions be

made by all exhibitors to the Joint

Committee Against Pay-TV."

That the inexorable tide of progress

is leaving its mark on the distribution

pattern, moulding changes in its form

that may well re-shape the entire proc-

ess of supplying theatres with motion

pictures, was hammered home to the

convention by several speakers. And
while they differed in their predictions

of how the changes will be wrought,

both S. H. Fabian, treasurer of TOA
and president of Stanley Warner, and

Sumner Redstone, assistant to the presi-

dent of TOA and executive of North-

east Drive-In Theatres, of Boston,

agreed that the industry is on the

"threshold of an exciting new era in

distribution" (the words are Red-

stone's).

Said Redstone: "The revolution in

distribution is here . . . The sanctity of

the downtown theatre as the fountain-

head of motion picture distribution and

the inviolability of the clearance which

it has enjoyed are in many areas being

discarded, for the distributor is going

and will go where the money is."

Fabian, too, envisioned changes in

the existing pattern of production-dis-

tribution, but, "I do not see revolution.

I see transition. Not the wholesale de-

struction of the distribution system but

something scientific—trial and error."

The S-W chief further advocated a re-

turn to production by the former thea-

tre affiliates, and modernization in

these areas of selling: (1) "Pictures are

released so rapidly after purchase by

exhibitors that no individual theatre

has sufficient lead time in which to do

a real marketing job," and (2) "We do

not properly use the communication

opportunities offered by TV and radio."

Other speakers included 20th-Fox

chairman Spyros P. Skouras, who advo-

cated adoption of a plan similar to

Britain's Eady Fund, because "the pro-

ducers can't continue to take all the

risk," and Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., execu-

tive vice president of Samuel Bronston

Productions, who stressed that a full

understanding of the global market

means "making your pictures where

they should be made—and not where

you happen to own bricks and mortar

and real estate."
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"Mutiny on the Bounty" Lush,

Scouted* 'Rati*? OOOO
Production adversities not apparent in superbly filmed,

entertaining new version of classic. Brando, Howard
excellent. Will excite, delight all audiences.

Emerging from the sea of adversity that plagued the produc-

tion, the new "Mutiny on the Bounty" is finally revealed as a

triumph of film-making, a superb, entertaining show that will

delight all audiences.

On April 8, 1789, off the island of Torfua in the South

Pacific, history's most famous mutiny occurred. First mate

Fletcher Christian, an Englishman of good birth, seized the

H.M.S. Bounty from its captain, William Bligh. The latter and

18 of his supporters were set adrift in a 23-foot long boat and

Christian and the mutineers eventually found safety on remote

Pitcairn Island. Since then writers, historians and artists have

busied themselves recording the event, and the 1935 Laughton-

Gable film version is considered one of the screen's classics.

Now this fantastic sea adventure has been re-made into an

extraordinarily lush and visually exciting drama, splendidly

acted by Marlon Brando and Trevor Howard and memorably

filmed in and around Tahiti and on board the reconstructed

Bounty in Ultra Panavision 70-Technicolor.

Spectacular boxoffice returns are in sight. Adults of varying

tastes, teen-agers and certainly the youngsters will embrace it

as a tremendously rewarding and thrilling screen experience.

The film's roadshow release timed to the forthcoming holiday

period will start grosses off strong, then word-of-mouth,

coupled with M-G-M's potent promotion campaign, will boost

profits even higher. When eventually put into general release,

"Mutiny" will join the company's all-time moneymakers.

The outstanding appeal here is the overall escapist-romantic

approach. Audiences entering theatres to forget, for a while,

everyday cares, will find "Mutiny" entertainment with a capi-

tal E. There are visual rewards on all levels, expertly and
cohesively fashioned by director Lewis Milestone. The striking

Bounty, faithfully copied from original plans, its full white

sails clipping along through azure waters and golden sunsets;

the ship battered by storms while unsuccessfully trying to round
Cape Horn; floggings; a crewman being keel-hauled; the

mouthwatering vegetation and brilliant sands of Tahiti, popu-

lated by lovely native girls galore (sequences certain to make
many viewers think about rushing home and packing a bag);

the mutiny itself; and the spellbinding climax when the Bounty
is burned and sunk off Pitcairn Island by the mutineers.

A festival of spectacle on one hand, "Mutiny" is also a saga

of conflicting personalities, primarily, the clash between stern

disciplinarian Bligh and the foppish Christian. Brando, is, for

the most part, excellent as the latter. With a clipped British

accent, outlandish "gentleman's attire," and a sardonically

snobbish disdain for everything around him, he effectively

brings off the metamorphosis from one untouched by the plight

of others to the accidental catalyst of the Bounty mutiny to a

man forced to come to grips with the principles of right and
wrong. Issue can be taken with certain moments when Brando
plays too broadly the Englishman of good birth, but overall,

and especially from the moment he takes command of the

Bounty, Brando delivers a forceful, colorful performance.

Howard is a splendid Bligh. No Laughton rehash, he creates a

fresh and dynamic delineation. In command for the first time,

commissioned by King George III to pick up breadfruit plants

Exciting Entertainment for All

Marlon Brando and Trevor Howard

at Tahiti, then carry them to Jamaica where this cheap and
nourishing food will strenthen the Colonist's African slaves,

Howard is a man possessed. An officer of modest background,
he's fanatically dedicated to discipline and success, regardless

of the cost of human lives. As pressures mount during the

voyage, Howard presents us with a curious individual slipping

totally out of rational control. And yet, when finally forced

into the open boat, he leaves no doubt that he will survive the

open seas and gain vengeance against the mutineers.

There are excellent portrayals by all members of the large

cast, especially Richard Harris, the most rebellious member of

the crew; Hugh Griffith, another crewman who becomes an
officer after the mutiny; Richard Haydn, the botanist whose
job it is to keep the plants alive during the trip to Jamaica;

youthful Tim Seely, a junior officer torn between following the

rules and sympathy for the mistreated crew, and 19-year-old

Tarita, the Tahitian Chief's daughter whom Brando loves.

Additional kudos to Charles Lederer for a crisp, economical
script, Bronislau Kaper for a melodic score, Robert Surtees for

his brilliant camera work, A. Arnold Gillespie, Lee LeBlanc
and Robert R. Hoag for their stupendous special effects.

The script finds an enraged Brando striking Howard when
the latter refuses water to a dying man (the water is being used

only for the plants). When Howard orders Brando placed

under arrest, the latter takes command of the Bounty. Howard
reaches England, is absolved by the court of blame for losing

his ship, but censured for the harsh treatment of his men.

Brando sails the Bounty back to Tahiti, picks up Tarita and
additional natives, then sails on until he spies isolated Pitcairn.

When Brando suggests returning to England to tell their story,

Harris and others burn and sink the Bounty. Brando dies try-

ing to save the ship.

M-G-M. 179 minutes. Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard. Richard Harris. Tarita.
Produced by Aaron Rosenberq. Directed by Lewis Milestone.
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"Billy Budd"

Su4itteM "R*Uk$ O O O
Absorbing, exciting screen version of Melville sea classic.

Strong campaign will help generally.

Hats off to Peter Ustinov who, as producer (with Ronald

Lubin), director, actor and scripter (with Robert Rosen), has

done a thoroughly imaginative job in transferring Herman
Melville's classic sea tale to the screen. Intellectually stimulat-

ing (the script is a tribute to literate dialogue creation), dra-

matically absorbing and visually exciting, the film is certain

to win plaudits from serious moviegoers everywhere. How this

Allied Artists release will fare at the boxoffice will depend on

handling (it should be specialized), word-of-mouth and critical

reception (which should be excellent) and, most important,

whether or not this 18th Century tale of good-versus-evil will

prove too dated for modern audiences. Of course, a strong

campaign will help generally. Regardless of the final financial

tally, "Billy Budd" is top-drawer moviemaking, one of those

rare films which remains faithful to the original source. Ustinov

has given mobility to the drama with splendid shots of the

H.M.S. Avenger at sea, shipboard floggings, slave conditions of

impressed seamen, talk of mutiny and a climactic battle with a

French ship. But first, and foremost, "Billy Budd" is a tale of

personal conflicts, and the people here assume greater dimen-

sion than they did on Broadway or on TV. Newcomer Terence

Stamp is outstanding as the youthful, good and totally inno-

cent Billy, loved by his rough shipmates because of his honesty

and lack of fear, guilty of stammering at times of stress, and

naively unafraid of Claggart, the sadistic and hated master-

at-arms. Robert Ryan is the epitome of evil as the complicated

Claggart, and the scene where Stamp offers friendship to this

cruel villain is a powerful tour de force of dramatic projection.

Ustinov brings subtle complexities to the role of Captain Vere,

a moral man, but one who insists that his ship be run accord-

ing to the Articles of War, and Melvyn Douglas is excellent

in the character role of "the Dankser," an elderly Scandinavian

sailmaker. And each supporting British player does justice to

this excellent production. The plot finds Ryan falsely denounc-

ing Stamp to Ustinov, Stamp losing his speech, striking and

killing Ryan, and Ustinov forced to summon a court martial.

Against their humane beliefs, Ustinov and the board find Stamp
guilty of a violation of the Articles of War. Stamp, accepting

his death and as he has accepted everything in life, goes to the

gallow saying, "God bless Captain Vere."

Allied Artists. 123 minutes. Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Douglas, Terence
Stamp. Produced and Directed by Ustinov.

"A Kind of Loving"

SutuieM 1£atut$ O O Plus

Sensitive, slice-ot-life story of young couple's search
for love. British import for art, class houses.

Top prize winner at the Berlin Film Festival, this British

import (being released by Governor Films) about the con-

sequences of pre-marital sexual relations will be solidly re-

ceived in art houses and class situations. Non-sensational in

approach, yet bold in its love scenes and frank in its dialogue,

"A Kind of Loving" emerges sensitive, thought-provoking,

slice-of-life entertainment. Young factory draughtsman Alan

Bates thinks he's found his ideal girl in pretty typist June
Ritchie. Gradually he realizes his love is merely a physical in-

fatuation. Afraid of losing Bates, Miss Ritchie allows him to

make love to her. She becomes pregnant, Bates resentfully mar-

ries her and the early months of their marriage, living with

Miss Ritchie's possessive, narrow-minded, TV-worshipping
mother (Thora Hird), rapidly assume nightmarish proportions.

Familiar ingredients, yes, but thanks to fine performances,

poetic and emotionally-charged direction on the part of John
Schlesinger, plus the realistic cobble-stone streets, factories and

parks of Manchester, the film takes on fresh and engrossing

dimensions. Bates ("The Entertainer," "Whistle Down the

Wind") provides the right degree of confusion as he moves
from carefree youth to trapped husband, while Miss Ritchie

makes an impressive debut as the sentimental typist who wants

only to be loved. Miss Hird will raise even the most easy-going

to anger as the ignorant, spiteful mother. Unquestionably,

audiences will become totally involved with all of the conflicts

brought into play: Bates' warm relationship with his own fam-

ily; Bates and Miss Ritchie's confusion during their afternoon

of love-making; the gloomy wedding and honeymoon; Bates

and Miss Hird constantly at each other's throats; Bates coming

home drunk and getting sick in front of Miss Hird. A climax

is reached when Miss Ritchie has a miscarriage and Bates de-

cides to leave her. Receiving no sympathy from his own family,

his idealistic search for a perfect girl finished, Bates decides to

try again with Miss Ritchie away from Miss Hird.

Governor Films. Alan Bates, June Ritchie, Thora Hird. Produced by Joseph Jannl.
Directed by John Schlesinger.

"White Slave Ship"

Sea saga. Lower-half action dualler. Color.

American International has an exploitable sex-at-sea saga in

this dubbed import geared to the tastes of non-discriminating

patrons. It has lots of bosomy beauties on exhibit, mutinies

galore, bodies piling up on top of bodies, plus a Patha Color,

wide-screen mounting. Enter "White Slave Ship" for the lower

slot on dual bills in the action-ballyhoo market. Director Silvio

Amadio manages to whip up a fair amount of excitement as the

1675 plot finds the English ship "Albatross" heading for the

American Continent at the time of the first colonization. On
board: women from English jails; male convicts chained in the

hold; and a handful of snobbish upper class passengers. Pier

Angeli is on hand as the most outspoken of the women pris-

oners, who helps the male convicts take over the ship; Edmund
Purdom is a doctor-political prisoner who falls in love with

Miss Angeli; Armand Mestral is the English captain and Ivan

Desny, a sadistic convict. The plot finds Desny in charge of

the ship and Purdom opposed to the former's useless killings

and drunken orgies. A terrible storm almost destroys the

"Albatross," and then the food and water dwindles. Purdom is

made a prisoner alongside of Mestral after objecting to Desny's

scheme of throwing all the women overboard. Purdom man-

ages to attract an English ship and Miss Angeli kills Desny.

Mestral obtains a pardon for Purdom and the latter and Miss

Angeli plan to marry.

AIP. 92 minutes. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Directed by Silvio Amadio.
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"The Legend of Lobo"

Disney live-action adventure in color for kids and dad.

Lobo, a legendary great grey wolf who ravaged the New
Mexico territory around the turn of the century, is the hero of

this latest Walt Disney live-action, Technicolor feature. His

turbulent life, from young pup to leader of a band of renegade

wolves, is told through the animal's point of view via ballad

and narration provided by Rex Allen and the Sons of the Pio-

neers, and played off against the rugged mesa country of

Arizona. Informative in the ways of the wolf and pleasantly

laced with humor and adventure, "Lobo" figures to attract the

youngsters in packs. And dad will find plenty to enthrall him
too. The film's neat running time (67 minutes) will allow it to

fit snugly into the dualler slot of double bills. The Dwight
Hauser-James Algar screenplay finds pup Lobo becoming a lone

wolf after his parents are killed and excelling at avoiding traps

set by humans. He joins a new pack, courts a pretty black

female, fights and defeats the leader and becomes the new pack

head. Lobo now moves into an abandoned Indian cliff dwelling

and steps up his hunting to feed his new family. His fame as a

wild wolf spreads and a bounty of one thousand dollars is

placed on his head. A professional hunter rides into the terri-

tory, sets a trap and captures Lobo's mate. Lobo leads his pack

into the hunter's ranch, stampedes the cattle and liberates his

mate. Realizing that humans are moving into the territory, Lobo
leads his pack to safer grounds.

Buena Vista. 67 minutes. A Walt Disney Production. Co-produced by James Algar.

"The Loves of Salammbo"

&ctdc*tedd IRatuty Q Plus

Italian costumer. Supporting dualler for action market.
Emphasis on battle scenes. Color, C'Scope.

This crudely dubbed and edited Italian import being released

by 20th Century-Fox will get by as a supporting dualler in the

action market. It boasts a DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope mount-

ing, plus a fair amount of battle scenes. A disjointed plot tells

about a treacherous Carthaginian who refuses to pay off the

Mercenaries hired to defend Carthage during the First Punic

War, and the love affair between a Carthaginian priestess and

one of the Mercenaries. Jeanne Valerie stars as Salammbo,

priestess-daughter of the top Carthaginian General. Jacques

Sernas is the Gallic chief she falls in love with, and Edmund
Purdom is the villainous Carthaginian who dreams of seizing

power. Sergio Grieco has directed with emphasis on costumes,

sets and a cast of thousands, but with little regard for plaus-

ibility. Supposedly based on a story by Gustave Flaubert, the

plot finds Purdom substituting stones for gold and sending it

to the Mercenaries, and the latter planning to burn Carthage.

Sernas slips into the palace and steals the sacred veil that assures

the protection of Carthage. Miss Valerie tries to kill him but

love wins out. Meanwhile, Miss Valerie's father leads the

Carthaginians to victory over the Mercenaries. Purdom is

arrested before he can harm Miss Valerie, Sernas is pardoned

for the sacrilege he has committed, and the two lovers plan to

marry.

20th Century-Fox. 72 minutes. Jeanne Valerie. Jacques Sernas, Edmund Purdom.
A Fides-Stella Production. Directed by Sergio Grieco.

"The Swindle" ("II Bidone")

Scc4uted4 &<ztut$, © Plus

Old Fellini-directed melodrama will disappoint art fans.

This is a six-year-old film by Italian director Federico Fellini,

creator of "La Strada" and "La Dolce Vita." Released by Astor,

it might prove historically interesting to some, and there are

moments in this study of three small-fry swindlers (Broderick

Crawford, Richard Basehart, Franco Fabrizi that stand dramati-

cally on their own merits, but "The Swindler" is a disjointed

and disappointing minor effort by Fellini. Strictly for the art

house trade, word-of-mouth will hurt grosses. The first portion

suspensefully depicts the trio duping the poorest and most
wretched of their countrymen. Posing as clergymen, they bilk a

couple of old peasant women of their life savings through a

story of buried treasure. As government housing agents, they

allot new apartments to slum dwellers who have been on wait-

ing lists for years in return for money. Another swindle finds

gasoline station attendants as the victims. And there is a sizzling

New Year's party hosted by a big time racketeer. But when the

focus turns to the personal frustrations of the swindlers, interest

begins to wane, since the characters are not developed fully or

sensitively enough. Crawford, 48, still dreams of making a big
kill. Basehart calls himself a painter, but does not paint. Fabrizi

feels he might be a successful singer, but the lure of easy money
is more important. Giulietta Masina appears briefly as Basehart's

wife who learns, at the racketeer's party, what sort of associates

her husband has. The climax finds a guilt-stricken Basehart
breaking with the others and Crawford, recognized by a man
he has swindled, arrested as his teen-age daughter watches.
Upon his release, Crawford joins another gang and pulls off

another buried treasure swindle. He refuses to hand over the

money he hopes to use for his daughter's education. The gang
brutally beat him and leave him to die at the bottom of a hill.

Astor. ?2 minutes. Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina, Richard Basehart. A
litanus Production. Directed by Federico Fellini.

|
More REVIEWS

"La Viaccia"

Italian import about farm boy and prostitute lacks con-

vincing and sympathetic principals. Fair entry for art

houses on strength of names and theme.

The trouble with this Italian import about a young farmer

who strikes out on his own in Florence and falls madly in love

with a beautiful prostitute is that neither of the leading char-

acters manage to emerge as convincing or sympathetic indivi-

duals. The Embassy release has been stylishly mounted to cap-

ture the 1880's atmosphere, but one soon tires of Jean Paul

Belmondo's moping and Claudia Cardinale's hardness under the

heavy-handed direction of Mauro Bolognini. Initial art house

returns might be satisfactory on the strength of the names and

the theme, but word-of-mouth will not prove favorable. The
basic plot concerns a family squabble (Belmondo's) over owner-

ship of the farm, "La Viaccia". Supporting roles include Pietro

Germi, Belmondo's father, waiting anxiously to claim the farm,

Paul Frankeur, Germi's rich wine-merchant brother who gets

the farm after his father dies, Marcella Valeri, Frankeur's

scheming lifelong servant-mistress, and Gina Sammarco, the

brothel's madam. Belmondo goes to work in Frankeur's Flor-

ence wine-shop, meets Miss Cardinale and steals from his

uncle's till to visit her. A romance develops while Miss Cardi-

nale continues working in the brothel. Frankeur discovers

Belmondo has been robbing him and throws him out. He
returns to the brothel as bouncer, gets into an argument with

one of Miss Cardinale's male visitors and is knifed by the latter.

Belmondo escapes from the hospital before his wounds are

healed and unsuccessfully searches for Miss Cardinale. He re-

turns home, discovers that Frankeur has died, leaving the farm

to Miss Valeri, then dies from his injuries.

Embassy. 103 minutes. Jean Paul Belmondo, Claudia Cardinale, Pietro Germi.
Produced by Alfredo Bini. Directed by Mauro Bolognini.
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Of People and Events

Captain Vogel—
Mariner 1st Class

After the two years of travail, almost

$20 million expenditure, and the reams

of gossip published about it, the ques-

tion inevitably must be: was "Mutiny

on the Bounty" worth all the trouble?

Scanning the favorable critical com-

ment and the enthusiastic public re-

sponse attendant to its Broadway pre-

miere, the answer appears to be a

resounding yes.

While Marlon Brando's name is em-

blazoned on the posters as the star of

"Mutiny", the real hero of this tumul-

VOGEL

tuous production saga is the president

or Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Joseph R.

Vogel. While the actors were being

buffeted by the simulated storms at sea,

the man at the company helm was

weathering a real sea of trouble. Bear-

ing responsibility for the decision to

sink a fortune into this re-make of a

former film classic, Joe Vogel was vic-

timized by a series of widly implausible

events that would have shaken a less

sturdy man to his boots. The repro-

duction of the good ship Bounty was

late in being completed, storms on the

Island of Tahiti prevented shooting

for weeks on end, a director walked

off the job, and actor Brando arbi-

trarily assumed the prerogatives of

writer, director, producer, causing in-

terminable delays.

Meanwhile, back in the canyons of

Wall Street queries were being made
about the mounting budget, and gossip

columnists were having a field day

about "Hollywood incompetence", more

than one swipe being taken at Metro's

head man for allegedly letting the pro-

duction get out of hand.

Joe Vogel had ample reason to smoke

more than his usual heavy quota of

cigarettes during those trying months,

but he never faltered in his faith that

the "Bounty" would come in a sound

ship. Many times he might have been

tempted to turn back and put the pro-

ject in drydock. But he is that rare

entrepreneur, a showman who is at his

best when the stakes are highest and

the going roughest. It hardly needs re-

peating that at his company's fiscal

nadir, Joe Vogel threw the dice for $15

million and came up with a "Ben Hur"

that went on to the all-time boxoffice

championship. This is the measure of

the man.

The Bounty followed a perilous

course from the outset of the voyage

to its arrival in port. As much as to

any member of its illustrious crew, the

honors are due Captain Vogel, a movie

mariner of the first order.

New Breed

Of 'Angels'

With the thought in mind that they

will someday latch on to the movie

rights to another "My Fair Lady" for,

say, a paltry $100,000, MCA and Seven

Arts Productions are industriously

going about the business of becoming

Broadway "angels".

For Seven Arts, which has been in-

volved in co-production arrangements

with top Broadway producers, it is

more a matter of widening the range

of its interest in the legitimate theatre,

both from an artistic and a commercial

standpoint. MCA, and its newly-

acquired entertainment arms, Decca and

Universal, however, are embarking up-

on the "angel" role for the first time.

Although MCA president Lew Wasser-

man announced his firm's participation

would be strictly monetary (the goal,

as in the case of Seven Arts, is to ob-

tain the film rights to the plays), there

is little doubt that this move will have

a far-reaching effect on both Broadway

and Hollywood.

It already has the theatre's leading

production light, David Merrick, up in

arms against what he feels is an in-

vasion of privacy by the movie-makers.

MCA's coin is needed, he asserted,

"like a hole in the head . . . Broadway

does not need Hollywood money. What
we need is material." In fact, he added,

financing has been "too easy to obtain."

Perhaps, that is the case for Mr. Mer-

rick. But as far as other, somewhat

less successful, producers are concerned,

Hollywood's entrance into the field can

only redound to tthe ultimate better-

ment of the stage, and, it is to be

hoped, of the cinema.

Mr. Merrick's resentment is under-

standable; he stands to lose some of

the pre-eminence in the field when

MCA begins to wave its big dollar and

equally out-sized reputation under the

noses of theatrical talent. But at least

one of his criticisms of the development

is not motivated by personal considera-

tions, and as such is worthy of note.

The most active producer on Broadway

alleges that companies have enjoyed

"ample opportunity either to back or to

make pre-production deals. But they

have rarely done so. My guess is that

it's because the theatre is generally way

ahead of Hollywood. It's only after a

play has become an established hit that

film companies show any interest."

True. Hollywood has displayed a

disturbing, and uneconomical, lack of

imagination and courage in waiting un-

til plays have reached the hit stature

—

and the price tag is astronomical—to

begin bargaining for film rights. But

—

and the arguments of those cinema

purists who say the hope lies in original

screen material aside—Hollywood's be-

lated entrance into Broadway is a

promising move in the direction of in-

creasing the flow of films, whatever

the source. MCA and Seven Arts are

the first in what may eventually prove

to be a long, and successful, line of

Hollywood-based angels.
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OF PEOPLE AND EVENTS

Allied's 'Black

Market' Charge

Bearing for years, and with no small

measure of pride, the banner of mili-

tancy in its dealings with the film com-

panies, National Allied slowly but

surely has developed an open-minded-

ness in its ranks that allows room for

negotiations, conciliations and con-

cessions when they are dictated by good

business sense. But last week, at a trade

press conference called at the behest

of president Marshall Fine, two veteran

Allied stalwarts let loose a burst of

fire at distribution practices that re-

called the organization's palmiest fire-

eating days. The stimulus: distribution's

releasing practices.

"Almost a black market situation

SNAPER

with millions of dollars going down
the drain because of failure to release

pictures," was the way Wilbur Snaper,

past president of Allied and chairman

of the Committee on Industry Rela-

tions, and Irving Dollinger, a director

and committee alternate, described the

prevailing distribution setup. According

to Snaper, the situation, which is be-

coming "more critical all the time,"

will be covered fully at the National

Allied board meeting to be held before

the Cleveland convention, Dec. 3-5.

Citing release dates for the New
York and New Jersey areas as typical

of the national picture, Snaper declared:

"We either have a picture for Thanks-

giving, Christmas or not at all. Further-

more, the companies are demanding
two weeks playing time."

Dollinger charged that distribution,

operating with the product shortage as

an advantageous wedge, is becoming

"bolder and bolder" in asserting its

hold on theatres, is "coming closer and
closer and closer to illegality." But at

the same time they hold bargaining

away, the distributors may be chipping

sway, the distributors may be chipping

Declared Dollinger: "They are coming

as close to self-cannibalism as I've ever

seen. They are contributing to the de-

struction of the theatre-going public as

far as momentum and continuity are

concerned. We don't seem able to im-

press upon the distributors the need to

release in a way which won't cause jam

ups."

From a buyer's viewpoint, said

Snaper, they are "nationally finding it

more difficult to deal over the top of

the table equitably with the film com-

panies. (The latter) are not interested

in equitable deals, and even if they

were, the men you're dealing with are

not in a position to negotiate because

of company policy."

As far as top-level leadership is con-

cerned, the organization has not given

up on its policy of negotiation, but

last week, at least, some of the old-time

militancy slipped out of the mothballs,

to spotlight what National Allied feels

is still a dismal state of affairs.

A Hopeful View
The same clouds that have been

hanging over exhibition for the past

several years—lack of product, pay TV,

censorship—hovered over Miami Beach,

where the Theatre Owners of America

was holding its 15th annual conven-

tion. But the sun broke through tthe

murk long enough for president John

H. Stembler to envision brighter 1963

for the theatre branch of the industry.

"Our major problems are largely

the same as those which confronted us

last year in New Orleans," said Stem-

bler, but he saw some "encouraging

signs." As for quantity of product:

"The major film companies will give us

only about 204 new pictures in all 1962,

the lowest total in our industry's mod-

ern history. However, there are signs

that 1963 will be somewhat better,

although still far short of any really

substantial improvement. Our studies

show the film companies have already

announced some 160 films for 1963

release. This, plus the normal aug-

mentation of imported product and

additional film projects undertaken dur-

ing the year, makes the possibility of

as many as 250 releases in 1963 not an

unrealistic or unduly optimistic esti-

mate."

The TOA chief pointed also to the

J\. J
STEMBLER

burgeoning theatre building and refur-

bishing throughout tthe nation as rea-

son to wax optimistic. An investment

of over $200 million in remodeling and

renovation of existing houses, and in

construction of an additional 250 new

theatres, he contended, may not be

sufficient grounds for purchase of rose-

tinted spectacles, but, by the same

token, exhibitors are traditionally hard-

nosed businessmen. If they're abuilding,

things must be looking up.

Pointing with understandable pride

to the Hollywood Preview Engagement

program (launched with Warner Bros.'

"What Ever Happened to Baby Jane?")

sponsored by a special TOA committee

in order to move up quality pictures

into the normally weak October-No-

vember period, Stembler said that this

form of distributor-exhibitor co-opera-

tion "could have far-reaching effect . . .

If this first engagement is successful,

we will be in a position next Winter

and next Spring to again go to the film

companies to ask for similar relief."

From all subsequent boxoffice indica-

tions, the "Baby Jane" engagements

have been extremely successful, con-

ceivably paving the way, along with

the similarly-tailored United Artists'

Premiere Showcase plan, for a new,

streamlined method of distributing pic-

tures to theatres.

Exhibitor conventions traditionally

are meeting grounds for yea-shouting

and hosannas of every description. The

industry sits patiently for a roseate

portrait at the hands of one exuberant

speaker after another. But of late, in

the face of a dwindling supply of

product, the outlook has tended toward

the hopefully realistic.

As one exhibitor not usually given

to enthusiastic outbursts put it "Darn 1

Zanuck looks like he's going to get Fox

rolling again. MCA should provide a

strong flow of product, and we can

look for some smart and saleable pic-

tures from Max Youngstein's new

ECA." Nothing will be solved over-

night, but exhibition, along with the

rest of the business, appears headed

back to prosperity.
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"Young Guns of Texas"

Young players, color plus factors in routine western.

Three popular last names—Mitchum, Ladd, McCrea—head

this DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope western from 20th Century-

Fox, but the first names belong to their offsprings—James,

Alana and Jody. With Mitchum and McCrea bearing strong

facial resemblances to their fathers and the emphasis on youth

a good draw for teen-agers, "Guns" shapes up an an ok dualler

foi the general market. Although the scenery offers attractive

gazing and a vicious fist fight starts things off, patrons seeking

something different in shoot-'em-up fare will be disappointed.

The performances are weak, Maury Dexter's direction (he also

produced) lacks suspense and Henry Cross' screenplay is strictly

old-hat oats and Indians. The climax, a thundering encounter

between Apaches and whites, loses its impact as a result of ob-

viously injected stock footage. Mitchum portrays a white boy

raised by Comanches who secretly marries Miss Ladd, daughter

of land baron Robert Lowery. McCrea is the rowdy son of

local preacher Chill Wills, while Gary Conway shows up in

town as an ex-West Pointer searching for his brother who has

run off with Union Funds. The youngsters, plus Wills, set off

after Conway's brother, and are joined along the way by Bar-

bara Mansell, a rustler friend of Wills. Lowery and his hands

take off after Mitchum. The ending finds both groups thwart-

ing an Apache attack, Mitchum and Lowery killing each other

off, Conway coming across the dead body of his brother and

recovering the gold, and Conway and Miss Ladd looking for-

ward to a future together.

20th Century-Fox. 78 minutes. James Mitchum, Alana Ladd, Jody McCrea. Produced

and Directed by Maury Dexter.

"II Grido" ("The Outcry")

Sctdtnedd Kate*? O © Plus

Italian import for art house fans.

During the past two years, Italian director-scripter Michel-

angelo Antonioni has become one of the leading exponents of

critically-praised and controversial motion pictures ("L'Avven-

tura," "La Notte"). Many discriminating moviegoers consider

him a master of the film form. With this Astor release, art

house patrons will have a chance to study one of Antonioni's

earlier works. While not in a class with his later films, "II

Grido" still emerges a fascinating study of man's search for

identity in a modern world. The film doesn't figure to break

any boxoffice records, but returns in specialty houses will be

good. Antonioni proves once again that he's a sensitive director

who knows how to evoke a mood of character development

against physical surroundings. American actor Steve Cochran

is excellent as a former refinery worker wandering through the

Po Valley with young daughter Mirna Girardi in search of

mental peace. Good female support comes from Alida Valli, his

mistress of seven years and mother of Miss Girardi, whose

refusal to marry Cochran turns him into a wanderer, and

Betsy Blair, Dorian Gray and Lyn Shaw, women he encounters

during his journey. Eventually Cochran sends Miss Girardi

back to Miss Valli and continues on alone. He finally returns

to his former mistress only to learn that she's married and a

mother again. Climbing to the top of his old refining tower,

Cockran feverishly hears Miss Valli call his name. He tumbles

to his death.

Astor. 115 minutes. Steve Cochran, Alida Valli, Betsy Blair. Robert Alexander
Prods.— S.P.A. Cinematoqrafica. Directed by Michelangelo Antonioni.

"Warriors Five"

Actionful war drama. Good for general market.

Several cuts above the average war-action drama, this Italian-

made, English-dubbed American International release figures to

register good returns as a general market attraction. Jack

Palance, the only American in the cast, lends some weight to

the marquee. Focusing on a handful of disillusioned Italian

soldiers who escape from a prison camp after Italy surrenders

to the Allies, their encounters with retreating Germans, and

their involvement with American paratrooper Palance, dropped

behind enemy lines on a sabotage mission, "Warrior Five"

adds up to strong action entertainment. Location lensing gen-

erates an air of authenticity and director Leopoldo Savona

keeps the bullets flying at a suspenseful and exciting pace. Sex

(an additional exploitation factor) appears in strong doses a

la fiery Jo-Anna Ralli, a prostitute who attaches herself to the

group. The Gino De Sanctis-Savona script finds the Italian

quartet boarding a train to rejoin their families. A romance

soon develops between Venantino Vanantini and Miss Ralli,

one of a small group of prostitutes also fleeing the war. The
five survive a German ambush, meet up with Palance and aid

him in blowing up an important bridge. The Germans retaliate

by placing some young men in a nearby prison. Palance leads

a successful but bloody attack on the prison, the hostages are

freed, but Vanantini is killed. Now Palance organizes the re-

maining townspeople, including a grieving Miss Ralli, into a

hill-based guerilla band.

American International. 84 minutes. Jack Palance, Jo-Ann Ralli. Produced by
Fulvio Lucisano. Directed by Leopoldo Savona.

"The Passion of Slow Fire"
t

Su4ute44 fccxttHf O Plus

French psychological drama. For art house patrons.

From France comes this psychological drama based on a

novel by Georges Simenon. Dealing with the narrow existence

of a timid school teacher and his emotionless wife living in a

quiet Swiss town, and what happens to them after their youth-

ful American girl boarder is brutally murdered, this Trans-Lux

release will appeal primary to art house patrons. Director

Edouard Molinaro manages to build up a fair amount of sus-

pense, as the obviously innocent husband becomes suspect and

hounded, learns that the dead girl has been indiscreet with men

and secretly in love with him, and begins examining his lift

objectively for the first time. But the pacing tends to bog down
and the psychological traumas of the husband emerge a bit toe

pat and obvious. Jean DeSailly as the husband and Moniqui

Melinand as the wife create an increasing portrait of a brittle

non-passionate marriage. Jacques Monod is quietly sinister a:

the law enforcer convinced of DeSailly's guilt and Yvette Etie

vant is effective as his homely secretary-mistress. Jean Ano
uilh's sub-titled screenplay finds the town turning against Alex

andra Stewart's death. Obsessed with her death and all he ha

missed in life, DeSailly gets drunk and takes Mile. Etievant t(

bed. Moments later, torn by guilt, DeSailly kills her. Ironically

he commits the murder at the very moment Miss Stewart'

killer confesses.

Trans-Lux. 91 minutes. Jean DeSailly, Monique Melinand. Produced by Francoi
Chavane. Directed by Edouard Molinaro.
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i lttntv Bright far Bvtte9 'Jane 9

Once a star always a star—that is,

when your name is Bette Davis.

If the famed actress or Warner Bros.,

distributors of her current picture,

"What Ever Happened to Baby Jane?",

needed any reassurance that the Davis

name was still a potent boxoffice factor,

they received it thousands-fold when

Bette made a three-day, personal-appear-

ance tour of New York-NewJersey met-

ropolitan area theatres playing the sus-

pense thriller (another luminary in the

grand cinema tradition, Joan Crawford,

is Miss Davis' co-star).

Solid evidence that the flame of her

fame and popularity still burns bright is

contained in the scene shown, as Miss

Davis was besieged by a throng of ardent

fans outside the RKO 86th Street Thea-

tre, one of the numerous personal ap-

pearances she made, via Greyhound Bus,

to herald the opening of "Baby Jane".

Of course, the alert Warners' promo-

tion department fanned the flames when-

ever and wherever possible. The thou-

sands who cheered her every move were

fully apprised of the title of the picture

and the houses at which it was being

shown. Accompanying Miss Davis was

her daughter, Barbara Merrill, who ap-

pears with her in the film, producer-

director Robert Aldrich and a squad of

special patrolmen. Emcee Fred Robbins

did the introduction honors.

wmm.mmu/miB)

Royalty, Glitter, Co-ordination Make

Metro-Cinerama's 'West' Bow Shine
Promotion at its glittering, most carefully

planned and executed best. That was the order

of the evening as Cinerama and Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer showmen combined their efforts to

give "How the West Was Won" one of the

most spectacular sendoffs in cinema history-—

a

black tie benefit bow at London's Casino Thea-

tre attended by royalty, film and theatre stars,

government dignitaries and a highly impressed

group of trade press publishers.

The charity premiere for the King George V
Sailors' Fund drew such notables as Lord Louis

Mountbatten and David K. E. Bruce, U.S. Am-
bassador to the Court of St. James. Also present

were Metro president Joseph R. Vogel and
Cinerama chief Nicolas Reisini, as well as

stars Henry Fonda, Richard Widmark and
George Peppard.

Planning for the gala, and similar premieres
slated for Paris, Japan, Belgium, New Zealand,
Australia, Sweden and Denmark, was kicked-off
in August by Everett Callow, Cinerama's inter-

national director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation, who made a world tour, contact-
ing representatives of every country and activat-

ing an extensive promotional program for

"West." Then, as a follow-up, M-G-M adver-
tising manager Clark Ramsey flew to London
and other European capitals to co-ordinate fur-

ther local and international efforts. The upshot
was a 21,000 pounds advertising campaign

which started in October via newspaper, bill-

board, subway and bus locations and built to a

tremendous pace with the London festivities.

The day before the premiere of "West,"

Vogel and Reisini entertained the trade press

publishers at luncheon. And as one onlooker

commented: "From the time they boarded the

plane for London, until the time they landed

back in New York, the guests had only to snap

a finger and a limousine was at the door."

That was typical of the red-carpet treatment

Metro and Cinerama cooked up for "How the

West Was Won."

Map 'Boccaccio' Promotion
Once again, showmanship-conscious Embassy

Pictures executives, headed by president Joseph
E. Levine, mapped special promotional plans

for New York circuit engagements of one of

their top attractions, "Boccaccio '70," at a

luncheon meeting with Loew's Theatres officers

and managers.

Outlining Embassy's plans were Levine; exec-

utive vice president Leonard Lightstone; gen-
eral sales manager Carl Peppercorn; advertising

director Robert Weston; publicity chief Harold
Rand, and exploitation director Charles Cohen.
Arthur Tolchin, assistant to the president; vice

president Ernest Emerling, and general manager
Charles Kurtzman were among top-level Loew's
executives in attendance.

Fox's Million-Dollar 'Sodom'

Push To Sell local Patronage'

Attention, exhibitors! Look for a $1 million

campaign from 20th Century-Fox that is more

than just another national drive with a bloated

budget. This one, on behalf of "Sodom and

Gomorrah," is tailored for maximum impact

at the local level, to sell "your own local

patronage." And from the looks of the pro-

motional avenues being explored, the dough

will be shelled out in large doses, too.

As vice president Charles Einfeld told a

special merchandising meeting with Metro-

politan New York area theatremen, 20th-Fox is

applying "21st Century methods" (the reference

is to president Darryl F. Zanuck's announced

goal upon taking office) in selling this lavish

biblical adventure. Said Einfeld: "We can no

longer afford to put you in a position where

we rush a print from the studio and put it on

the screen two days later." In the case of

"Sodom," the campaign is ready to roll three

months prior to the release date of January 25.

When it's all over and the film is released,

he added, "Sodom and Gomorrah"' will have

had over 1,176,000,000 impressions in the U.S.

'S0D0M' SLOGAN. 20th Fox vice president Charles

Einfeld tells Gotham exhibitors about "Sodom and

Gomorrah" campaign keyed to 21st Century slogan.
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Col. Keeps Showman Motors Warm
As Planes, People Promote Product
Whether it's via planes or people, Columbia

Pictures is making certain that word of its up-

coming pictures and campaigns is spread

throughout the land. In fact, the company's

promotioneers would be well advised to keep

their bags packed and ready, perhaps inscribed

with the motto: The Touring Showmen.

Always alert to the publicity potential in

personal appearance tours, Columbia sends stars

and top talent on jaunts to key cities whenever
possible. With two of its latest pictures, how-
ever, a top-level advertising executive (for

"Diamond Head") and a B-17 Flying Fortress

(for "The War Lover") are making all the im-

portant stops in an all-out effort to drum up
business. Of course, there are the solid standby

p.a. visits by stars and producer, too, just to

make certain that all the showmanship bases

are covered.

John C. Flinn, Columbia studio director of

advertising and publicity, recently took a mul-
ti-city tour of American cities in behalf of the

Jerry Bresler production of "Diamond Head."
Visiting San Francisco, Chicago, Cleveland,
Atlanta and Dallas, he screened the film and
outlined promotional plans for top exhibitors

and key ad-pub representatives in each city.

Flinn presented the broad, overall merchandis-
ing campaign for a close, careful inspection

by well-schooled tub-thumpers.

Additionally, the studio showman described

in detail the "Diamond Head" push for top-

level home office executives in New York. De-
signed to draw lines at the turnstiles are: a

nationwide trip (there's that travel bug again)

by Holu Kani, the seven-foot tall Hawaiian
official greeter, who is being flown in from the

Islands for the stateside trek; (He will be ac-

companied by a Hollywood publicist carrying

written material to service editors with enough
copy to continue breaking through the release

of the picture in each area.) a press preview
of the film on a Matson Liner steaming between

San Francisco and Los Angeles, with attendant

national press coverage; a seven-minute featur-

ette, "The Story Behind the Making of 'Dia-

mond Head'," in color, for distribution to the-

atres and TV stations. Also, a teaser trailer,

in addition to the regular color theatrical

trailer; three video filmed interviews with stars

Charlton Heston, George Chakiris and James
Darren, which will be provided free to TV
stations, and two one-minute and four 20-

second trailers for use on television.

Flinn also spread the word about large-scale

national magazine advertising space set in key

publications, such as McCall's, Look, Glamour,

Seventeen and Ebony, and tailored to attract

the attention of the women and teen-age audi-

iences, as well as special interest groups.

The B-17 bomber, among numerous other

promotional devices, is selling "The War
Lover" for Columbia. Putting the fuse to the

excitingly original campaign for the film ver-

sion of John Hersey's best-selling novel about

the Fighih Air Force in England during World

War II was the spectacular, space-grabbing,

25-city, 8,000-mile tour of America by a B-17

Flying Fortress. The three-week bomber bally

reached into almost every important territorial

market in the U.S., bringing sharply into focus

the drama of the picture. Rehabilitated to re-

semble the combat ship that served in World
War II, the plane is named "The War Lover,"

and the title appears across the complete span

of the underside of the giant wing in special

day-glo paint, easily readable up to an altitude

of 2,500 feet. The bomber also carries a special

banner featuring the film's title, which streamed

from its tail assembly during flights over popu-

lated areas across the nation.

Following the line of selling on the road,

personal appearance tours in major cities across

the country by stars Steve McQueen and Shirley

Anne Field, and one by producer Arthur Horn-

blow paved the way for the initial wave of

national openings of "The War Lover." Miss

Field participated in a full round of promo-

tional activities on behalf of the film. She vis-

ited New York, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,

the Texas territory and other important domes-

tic markets in support of local openings. Horn-

tic markets in support of local openings. Horn-

blow made p.a.'s in Philadelphia, Washington,

D.C., Boston, Pittsburgh and other key cities,

meeting in each with representatives of press

media and appearing on important radio and

TV discussion programs.

Columbia also is stressing the musical aspects

of the picture via extensive point-of-sale tie-ins

with leading retail and department store outlets

across the country. Colpix Records has turned

out an album of "Music Inspired by the War
Lover," featuring Richard Addinsell's original

theme from the film. The artist also has the

theme music featured on a Colpix 45 RPM sin-

gle performed by pianist Bernie Leighton.

A broad, local-level tie-in program utilizing

the soft-cover, motion picture edition of "The

War Lover," published by Bantam Books, fig-

ures importantly, too. Featuring front and back

cover art from the film and full credits, it will

spearhead the intensive retail-level book drive.

Bantam is co-operating on point-of-sale mer-

chandising displays that shine the spotlight on

the soft-cover edition of the best-seller.

Schine Circuitmen Beating

The Drums for 'Music Man'
Needless to say, a picture like Warner Bros.'

"Music Man" offers a lodestone of promotional

possibilities for the enterprising exhibitor. The
seemingly endless list of publicity openings and

exploitation tie-ins — from blaring hometown
bands to elaborate record store displays—
merely await the energies of local showmen to

be translated into boxoffice dollars.

As usual, the Schine circuitmen have been

industriously inundating the home office with

examples of their merchandising efforts, and,

not surprisingly, some of the most inventive

have been on behalf of "Music Man."

According to Reel News, the Schine publicity

department news organ, managers Ben Geary

and Earl Yerrick waged a hard-driving cam-

paign for the tuneful film at the Athena Thea-

tre, Athens, Ohio. Two local music stores de-

voted full windows to "Music Man" material,

including the Webcor tape recorder tie-up.

Both stores employed their p.a. systems, blast-

ing out the film's sound track. In addition, the

local newspaper announced that patrons attend-

ing the attraction could turn in their stubs,

thereby entitling holders to a $1 discount

against the purchase of record albums. The

managers also put up 15 window cards in

strategically located spots around the city, and

a 24-sheet cut-out was mounted on the mar-

quee and played up with a battery of spot-

lights. The crowning touch was a tie-up with

the local high school band, which marched

down Main Street on opening night playing

"76 Trombones" right up to the front of the

theatre.

Abe Cohen and Bill Copley, managers of the

Massena Theatre, pulled a showmanship coup

by getting the mayor of the town to appear in

a "Music Man" costume and holding a trom-

bone. The picture was carried in the local

paper with a story stating that the top city

official would cut a ribbon in the house lobby

to open the film's engagement.

Fox Theatre (Corning, NY.) manager Toby

Ross succeeded in obtaining the vocal services

of the local barbershop quartet on the stage of

the theatre. The show received plenty of local

newspaper coverage. Additionally, sound track

music was played throughout the town from

a bannered sound truck. A tie-in with Webcor,

featuring a drawing at the movie house for

free LP albums, and a local department store

window display, also helped put the picture

over.

TIME TO TALK OF 'SHIPS.' During

recent visit to London, Columbia vice

president in charge of advertising

and publicity Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,

r., met with Irving Allen, producer of

"The Long Ships," c, and Syd Mir-

kin, Columbia's overseas production-

publicity coordinator, to discuss long-

range promotional plans for the big-

budget film. Rosenfield holds piece

of art work slated to help sell the

saga dramatizing the days when the

Vikings roamed the seas. Film is

scheduled to start shooting next Feb-

ruary in Yugoslavia.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Zanuck 'Optimistic'
(Continued from Page 6)

Talking at a recent press conference, Zanuck frankly declared:

"Nothing can alter the course of this year. We're stuck with the

product we have. What we can do is to level off in expenditures,

which we have done, so that we can start with a clean slate in

1963." As for resumption of activity at the West Coast studio,

he said that it will be reopened when there are enough films to

use its facilities: "We will reopen the studio on a full, solid,

firm basis."

Loew's Net 'Off in '62

Loew s Theatres, Inc. net profit in the fiscal year ended Aug.

31, was "off" from $2,728,142 ($1.02 per share) in 1961, to

$2,045,262 (76c), according to chairman and president Laurence

A. Tisch. The '62 figure does not include $7,647,626 ($2.85)

net on sale of radio station WMGM.
Tisch said the setback was due to pre-opening costs of new

hotels, which come out of current income. As for theatre busi-

ness, it has been "fair," he said. The firm is "looking for new
theatres" of the small, intimate variety that currently are in

vogue in urban areas. Loew's recently opened one on New
York's East Side, and is planning to open another in Washing-
ton, D.C.

Tisch said the firm will consider a cash dividend when it

meets its requirements under a debenture debt, "in six months
or a year."

Funds Still Buying Movie Stocks
While interest "shifted away" from amusement stocks during

the third quarter, as selling by investment funds exceeded pur-

chases for the first time since 1958, the accent still was on "buy"
for motion picture issues. (Liquidation in non-movie shares was
the primary cause of the amusement reversal.)

According to Arthur Wiesenberger & Co., which made a sur-

vey of stock purchases and sales of 28 leading investment com-
panies in the third quarter, American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres and MCA were fund favorites. Four firms looked fa-

vorably on AB-BT, picking up 37,634 shares worth $1.1 million.

Financial Industrial Fund made the largest buy, totaling 27,000
shares. There was one seller. Two funds added MCA, Dreyfus
acquiring 14,500 shares and Institutional Growth, 8,400.
Colonial Fund sold 5,300 shares. Also noted was United Ac-
cumative's disposal of 64,000 shares of Stanley Warner Corp.

Screen Gems Declares 15c Dividend
Screen Gems declared an initial quarterly dividend of 15c per

share on common stock payable Dec. 11 to holders of record
on Nov. 23, 1962, president A. Schneider announced.

M-G-M Profit Explosion in 1963
(Continued from Page 6

)

costly ($20 million), controversial (Marlon Brando's antics
prevailed throughout filming, which seemed to take forever)
"Mutiny on the Bounty," which opened in New York last week.
Of course, revenue from these three must, of necessity, be

slow coming in, since roadshow attractions hopefully play as
long as a year or more in one theatre in a city. But, according
to the M-G-M spokesman, the climb upward should begin after

the current quarter, which closes this month. Then, Metro
product, bolstered by an expanded production program of
regular-size features, should start flexing its money-making
nuscles.

Trans-Lux First 9 Months Up
Unaudited net profits of Trans-Lux Corp. for the first nine

months of the fiscal year ended September 30, 1962, were up
from those for the corresponding term in 1961, according to

Percival E. Furber, chairman of the board. Net this year was

$532,235 (72c per share), compared to $465,815 (63c) a year

earlier.

General Drive-In Net Up in '62
General Drive-In (OTC) president Richard A. Smith esti-

mated an increase in net earnings for the fiscal year ended Oct.

31, 1962, from the $726,863 (79c per share) in fiscal '61. Gross

revenue likewise was up, to about $13 million, from $10.4 mil-

lion a year earlier.

The pick-up was attributed by the topper to stepped-up con-

struction of theatres in shopping centers. General now has 10

in operation, with 20 more planned by 1965.

Lucy Buys Desi Out of Desilu
The Desi was removed from Desilu last week when Desi

Arnaz resigned as president and a director of Desilu Produc-

tions, succeeded by his former wife, Lucille Ball. The firm re-

cently announced plans to move strongly into motion picture

production.

Miss Ball will buy Arnaz's holdings in the firm, totaling over

300,000 Class B common shares, at "considerably in excess" of

the present market value (about $7.50). This will give her

600,650 shares of common and Class B common, or 52 per

cent ownership.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 10/25/62 11/8/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS ... 2% 3 + %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) ... 83/4 9% + %
CINERAMA ... 101/2 12% + 2%
COLUMBIA 16 18% + 2%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 77 76% - %
DECCA • • 39% 41 + 1%
DISNEY . 22% 27% + 4%
MCA 36% 41 . + 43/,

MCA (Pfd.) . .
. 32% 33 + 3

/8

M-G-M 27% 313/4 + 4%
PARAMOUNT ... 33% 36 + 2%
SCREEN GEMS ... 13% 153/4 + 1%
20TH-FOX ... 17% 17% + %
UNITED ARTISTS 233/4 25% + l

3/4

WARNER BROS ... UK 11% + %

Theatre Companies

* * *

AB-PT . . . 273/4 32 + 4%4

LOEW'S . • • 19% 203/8 + Vi

NATIONAL GENERAL ... 5% 6% + %
STANLEY WARNER 19 20% +1%
TRANS-LUX ... 11% 12% +1%
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

10/25/62 11/8/62

Over-the-counter Bid Asked Rid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE IN . 7% 8% 7% 8%
MAGNA PICTURES . 1% 1% Wa 1%
SEVEN ARTS 6% 7% 73/g 8%
UA THEATRES 5% 6% 5% 6%
UNIVERSAL NA NA 56% 60%
WALTER READE STERLING 1% 2% 1% 2%
WOMETCO 22 24% 24% 263/4

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS,

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine, Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston.
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 17? min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lom, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

PAYROLL Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost. Bill White-
law, William Lucas. Producer Norman Priggin. Director
Sidney Hayers. The sensational series of events follow-
ing a daring payroll robbery. 80 min.

RIDER ON A DEAD HORSE John Vivyan, Bruce Gordon,
Kevin Hagen, Lisa Lu. Producer Kenneth Altose. Di-
rector Herbert L. Strock. Dramatic search for hidden
gold. 72 min.

August

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel. Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison drama spiced with salty humor.
I 10 min.

November

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 112 min.

Coming
BLACK ZOO Producer Herman Cohen. Unique horror
story.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama. Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff. Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre. Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September

WHITE SLAVE SHIP I Formerly Wild Cargo) Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Mutiny of

prisoners shipped from England in the 18th century to
America as slaves. 92 min.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. Story of an
American G.I. who organized the underground resist-

ance in Italy. 82 m'n.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city. 81 min.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

February

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price. Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March

SCHIZO Leticia Roman, John Saxon. Producer-director
Mario Bava. Suspense horror.

April

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

Mav
SEAFIGHTERS Frankie Avalon, Tab Hunter, Scott
Brady, Jim Backus. Producer-director Anthony Carras.
Submarine war story.

June

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland,
Debra Paget. Producer-director Roger Corman.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

July

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Producer Lou Rusoff. Teenage comedy.

August
MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color. Panavision. Vin-
cent Price. Producer Roger Corman. Based on Edgar
Allan Poe story.

Coming

ANZIO EXPRESS War story.

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COMEDY OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,
Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff. Horror.

COSTA BRAVA Color, Panavision.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision, Science fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE Panavision. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. H. G. Wells
classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

Producer Roger Corman.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September

IL GRIDO (The Outcry) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli. Director Michelangelo Antonioni.

October
OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

OUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.
Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan . Director Arthur
Dreifuss.

November
SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina,
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) BrigiHe
Bardot, Simone Signoret.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Director
Orson Welles.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Borg-
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO. PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppino.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Geneit,
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley. Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family'i
misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scully,

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3/62.

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Maurice
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on the

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." 100

min.

Coming

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson
Keenan Wynn, Comedy. 104 min.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Producei

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama 0 '

the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

August

INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzi'

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harareet
Producer Robert Conn. Director David Swift. Drama o

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooges

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Zan

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September

BEST OF ENEMIES, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Davie

Niven, Sordid Michael Wilding. Producer Dino d'

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical corned'

on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.

DAMN THE DEFIANT Iformerly H.M.S. DEFIANT! Color

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Se

adventure. 101 min. 8/20/62.

RING-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker, Dukes o

Dixieland, Gary IU.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannon. Produce

Milton Subotsky. Director Dick Lester. Teenage corr

edy. 78 min. 9/17/62.
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October July

NOVEMBER SUMMARY
November's release schedule has

come up to 20. M-G-M has the lead

with 5. Columbia is running a close

second, promising 3. 20th-Fox and War-

ner Bros, have 2 each. And eight com-

panies—United Artists, Universal, Al-

lied Artists, American-International, Em-

bassy, Astor, Continental, and Para-

mount—each claim 1. Buena Vista lists

no releases for the month.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning
drama. 87 min. 9/17/62.

TWO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay
Medford. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Gar-
rison. Romantic comedy. 78 min.

November

PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-

win Mathews, Maria Landi. Producer Anthony Nelson
Keys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling adventure.
87 min. 8/6/62.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.
Drama of World War II in the sky. 105 min. 10/29/62.

WE'LL BURY YOUI Narrated by William Woodson.
Producers Jack Leewood, Jack W. Thomas. Documen-
tary highlighting rise of Communism. 72 min. 10/15/62.

December

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
Douglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
Vittorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis. Direc-
tor Richard Fleischer. Based on novel by Cavrentiis.
134 min. 9/3/62.

January

OLD DARK HOUSE, THE Color. Tom Poston, Robert
Morley, Joyce Grenfell.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
Sidney.

DIAMOND HEAD Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux,
George Chakiris, France Nuyen, James Darren. Pro-
ducer Jerry Bressler. Director Guy Green.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Eastman Color. Superpanavis-
ion. Peter O'Toole, Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn,
Jose Ferrer, Jack Hawkins, Claude Rains. Producer
Sam Spiegel. Director David Lean.

RELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
Montalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
director Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/62.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

July

TASTE OF HONEY, A Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan,
Robert Stephens, Murray Melvin, Paul Danquah. Pro-
ducer-director Tony Richardson. Film version of the
Broadway stage play. 100 min. 8/6/62.

August
WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
rector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
Broadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September
IMPERSONATOR. THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Director Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
64 mm.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders
Lionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Buck'
Director Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
a famous legend. 83 min. 10/15/62.

October

END OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
quand, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
Lahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

HANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
mond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
man twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

November

L°
N
l
EU

,

NESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER, THE
Michael Redgrave, Tom Courtenay, Avis Bunnage Pro-
ducer-director Tony Richardson. Explores the attitudes
of a defiant young man sent to a reformatory for
robbery. 103 min. 10/1/62.

June
TWO WOMEN Sophia Loren, Jean-Paul Belmondo. Pro-
ducer Carlo Ponti. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama of
* mother and her teenage daughter struggling to exist
in war-torn Italy. 99 min.

BOCCACCIO '70 Eastman Color. Sophia Loren, Romy
Schneider, Anita Ekberg. Producer Carlo Ponti. Di-
rectors Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti, Federico
Fellini. Three stories of the sexes as Boccaccio might
have written them in 1970. 165 min. 7/9/62.

DEVIL'S WANTON, THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/11/62.

SKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW. THE Color. Producers
Arthur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
Gaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
regions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

September

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca, Stefania Sandrelli. Producer Franco Cris-

taldi. Director Pietro Germi. Satirical jabs at the
mores of our times. 104 min. 10/29/62.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo.
Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro Bolognini. A
drama of the tragic influences of the city upon a

young, naive farmer. 103 min.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up!l Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British

spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

October

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd Pierre Brasseur, Gino Cervi, Gabriele Ferzetti,

Christian Marquand, Michelle Morgan, Jean Servais.
Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard Oury.
French object lesson based on classic crimes. 159 min.
10/29/62.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-

winning stage drama. 174 min. 10/29/62.

November

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.
Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. I 14 min.

December
LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Waida, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

MADAME Technirama, 70mm. -Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossein. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor. 104 min.

Current Releases
ANTIGONE (Ellis Films) Irene Papas, Manos Katra-
kis. Producer Sperie Perakos. Director George Tza-
vellas. 88 min. 10/29/62.

ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer. EHen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Atari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY. THE (Lopert) Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin. 68 min.

BLOODY BROOD, THE (Sutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

COMING OUT PARTY. A. James Robertson Justice,
Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
Leslie Parkyn. Director Kenn Annakin, 90 min. 9/17/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

CONNECTION, THE Finnerty, Garry Goodrow, Jerome
Raphel. Producer Lewis Allen. Director Shirley Clarke.
Off-beat film about dope addicts. 93 min. 10/29/62.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor. Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.
76 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.
80 min.

DEVIL'S HAND, THE Linda Christian, Robert Alda. 71

min.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,
Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer
Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British

comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE [Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.

Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director

Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods. 86 min.

FLAME IN THE STREETS (Atlantic) John Mills, Sylvia

Syms Brenda DeBanzie. Producer-drector Roy Baker.

93 min. 10/29/62.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON (Woolner Brothers I

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,

J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GI3L WITH THE GOLDEN EYES. THE I
Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-

Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

IMPORTANT MAN. THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent

Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

MATTER OF WHO, A IHerts-Lion International) Alex

Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE ILopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Producer Emanuele Cassulo,

Director Michelangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International) Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-
Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

PHAEDRA ILopert) Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins,

Rat vailone. Kroducer-director Jules Dassin. 115 min.

10/29/62.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles Gray-
son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SECRFT F'LE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd, Lynn Stat

ten. 82 min.

SECRETS OF THE NAZI CRIMINALS (Trans-Lux). Pro-

ducer Tore Sioberg. Documentary recounting Nazi

crimes. 84 min. 10/15/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke, Francine
York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Ping Russell, Bill Hale, Eve Brent. 81 min.

THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Filmsl Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD IBrandon Films) Toshino Mifone.
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.

1/8/62.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY Uanusl Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pan
gard. Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.
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TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John

Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.

105 min. 7/23/62.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy, Tsuruko Ko-

bayashi. 70 min.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando

Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle

Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville. 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helqa Zulch, Rich-

ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

YOJIMBO (Seneca-International) Toshiro M. Fune, Kyu
Sazanka Nakadai. Director Akiro Kurosana. 101 min.

9/17/62.

MET RO -G OLDWYN- MAYER.

July

BOYS" NIGHT OUT CinemaScope, MetroColor. Kim
Novak, James Garner, Tony Randall, Howard Duff,

Janet Blair. Producers Martin Ransohoff, Joseph E.

Levine. Director Michael Gordon. Three suburban hus-

bands share a New York hideaway. 115 min. 6/11/62.

DAMON AND PYTHIAS Guy Williams, Don Burnett.

Producer Samuel Marx. Director Curtis Bernhardt Screen
version of the famous classic. 99 min.

TARZAN GOES TO INDIA Jock Mahoney, Simi. Pro-

ducer Sy Weintraub. Director John Guillermin. New
entry in the famous series, filmed in India. 86 min.
7/23/62.

August

SAVAGE GUNS. THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin

Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane
Cilento. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/62.

October

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. Story of the meteoric career of a young
screen star who becomes a sex symbol for the world.
94 min. 10/1/62.

November

ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN Don Murray, Christine
Kaufmann. Producer Walter Wood. Director Robert
Siodmak. Suspenseful drama of the escape of 28 East
Germans to West Berlin under the wall via a tunnel.
93 min. 10/29/62.

KILL OR CURE Terry-Thomas, Eric Sykes. Producer
George Brown. Director George Pollack. Zany detective
tale. 88 min.

MAIN ATTRACTION. THE CinemaScope. Pat Boone,
Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Director Daniel
Petrie. Drama centering around small European circus.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTfh. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall. 179 min.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play. 112 min. 10/29/62.

December

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.
125 min.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

Coming

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

COME FLY WITH ME Dolores Hart, Hugh O'Brian,
Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director
Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of airline stewardness.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paiae. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic com-
edy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda, Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope, Color. Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Erti.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

POSTMAN'S KNOCK Spike Milligan, Barbara Shelley.
Producer Ronald Kinnoch. Director Robert Lynn. Com-
edy of a postman's adventures.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Signoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and infidelity in wartime.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers. Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VILLAGE OF DAUGHTERS Eric Sykes, Gregoire Asian.
Producer George Brown. Director George Pollack. A
salesman chooses a bride for a millionaire.

June

HELL IS FOR HEROES Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Steve
McQueen, Nick Adams, Bob Newhart. Producer Henry
Blanke. Director Don Siegal. An American combat
squadron's contributions to the destruction of the
German's formidable Siegfried line. 90 min. 7/23/62.

July

COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR. THE Technicolor. William
Holden, Lilli Palmer. Producers William Perlberq,
George Seaton. Director Seaton. WW II espionage
drama. 140 min. 4/16/62.

MY GEISHA Technirama, Technicolor. Shirley MacLaine,
Yves Montand, Edward G. Robinson. Producer Steve
Parker. Director Jack Cardiff. American beauty poses
as geisha to attract straying husband. 120 min.

August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne. Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.
159 min. 6/25/62.

October

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.
9/3/62.

November

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog. 106 min.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien, Zachary
Scott, Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason.
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-

rod. Director Richard Quine. Romantic-comedy filmed

on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Mat-
hau, Nita Talbot. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel
Mann. A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure
her horse-playing husband. 93 min. 10/1/62.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Robert
Morley. 92 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

July

AIR PATROL CinemaScope Willard Parker, Merry
Anders. Producer-Director Maury Dexter. 70 min.

MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION CinemaScope, DeLuxc
Color. James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, John!
Saxon, Marie Wilson. Producer Jerry Wald. Director]
Henry Koster. A family attempts a peaceful New;
England vacation. 116 min. 5/28/62.

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Montell
!

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the famous
j

Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope. Deluxe 1

Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Haydn, 1

Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons.'
Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first novel
about a madcap flight across Africa in a balloon.
101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAN
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richarc
Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey,
Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessica
Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn, Juanc
Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt.

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 min
6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Producer
Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marcol
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instruc-
tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 min.
5/28/62.

I

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry
Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, George
St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans witfl-

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermo-
pylae. 1 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath.
Gabrielle Dorziat. Diane Gardner. Producer Ken Hy-
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a little

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd,
Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,
Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ray
Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,
Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken
Annakin. 180 min.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hol-
den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based on

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 min.

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacques
Sernos, Edmund Purdom.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Producer-
Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assassi-

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richard

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell,
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens
Producer-Director Michael Powell'. A tale of the

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

UNITED ARTISTS

July

JACK THE GIANT KILLER Fantascope, Technicolor.

Kerwin Matthews, Judi Meredith, Turin Thatcher. Pro-

ducer Edward Small. Director Nathan Juran. Special

effects adventure based on fairy tale. 94 min. 7/9/62

ROAD TO HONG KONG Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan

Collins, Dorothy Lamour. Producer Melvin Frank. Direc-

tor Norman Panama. Another of the famous "Road'

comedies. 91 min.

August

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Maiden,

Thelma Ritter, Neville Brand. Betty Field. Producer

Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 mm.
6/25/62.
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WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno^ George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmiiation

of Broadway musical. 155 min. 1 0/2/6 1

.

September

SWORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance, Eleonora
Ross! Drago, Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
Director Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 9/17/42.

VALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October

HERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
Manx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. Story
of a 1718 family freed from bondage, struggling to
establish existence on an island off the coast of Caro-
lina. 94 min. 9/17/62.

PRESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter
Falk. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
field. Engrossing drama dealing with racial prejudice
in U.S. 91 min. 9/17/62.

November
MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Director Frankenheimer. Exciting, throat-clutching sus-
pense melodrama. 126 min. 10/29/62.

December
TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroffl
Producer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Brodaway hit. 119 min. 10/29/62.

July

Coming
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Edward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

CARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer'.
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

FIVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
*,on) Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young
Ycland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-teller.

GRAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM. THE Glenn Ford,
Hope Lange, Charles Boyer.

GREAT WAR. THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright
Charles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

LAND WE LOVE. THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
Director Leslie Stevens.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

PHAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 mm. I/B/62.

STOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille

7/23/62
Lamorlsse

-
Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min!

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley
Oolin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

WAR HUNT John Saxon. Producer Terry Sanders
rect

..

0
,

r
. ,

De
,
nis Sand e rs - Korean War melodrama 81mm. 4/16/62

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart. Kirk Douglas Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

UNIVERSAL I NT" L

June
LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk DouglasGena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a

5/U/62
* ugqle ao

- ainst modern times. 107 min.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen

w.T16
1?.
ornain

.

Oliver Reed. Producer John Temple-
frEll* J

rec
-!?

r Pcter Graham Scott. Thriller of atngntened v.llage living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/62.

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/62.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the Jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 64 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. War Melodrama.
I 14 min. 8/6/62.

November
IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Ce^ar Romero, Stefanie
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
Romantic comedy. 102 min. 9/3/62.

Coming
CHARADE Color, Panavision. Cary Grant. Audrey Hep-
burn, Walter Matthau. Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color, Panavision. Tony Cur-
tis, Phil Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch,

Steele, Stubby Kaye, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris,
Kevin McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Pro-

ducer Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner, Eric Portman, David McCallum, Fernand
Ledoux, Eileen Herlie, David Kissoff, Rosalie Crutch-
ley. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director John
Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan, Leora Dana,
Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing, Richard
Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh, Leif Erickson.

Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy, Kathleen Crowley,
Charles Drake. Harold J. Stone, L. Q. Jones, Skip
Homier, Henry Wills, Charles Horvath. Producer Gor-
don Kay. Director R. G. Springsteen.

LANCFI OT AND GUINEVERE Color. Cornel Wilde.
Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, lain Gregory, Michael
Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard Luber.
Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER. THE George C. Scott,

Dana Wynter, Clive Brook, Jacques Rioux, Herbert
Marshall, Bernard Archer, Gladys Cooper, Tony Hus-
ton, John Merivale. Producer Edward Lewis. Director
John Huston.

PARANOIAC Color. J^nette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila
Burrell, Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Liliane

Brousse. Producer Anlhony Hinds. Director Freddie
Francis.

STAGE COACH TO DANCERS' ROCK Warren Stevens,
Marvin Landau, Jody Lawrence, Don Wilbanks, Del
Morre, Bob Anderson, Judy Dan. Producer-Director
Earl Bellamy. Violence-spattered western. 72 min.
10/15/62.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee, Peter
Fonda, MacDonald Carey, Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lind-
say. Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce, Adam West, Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE WAY MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor, t?:g Young, ihelma Ritter, Julie Newmdr, Wil-
liam Bendix. Leslie Parrish Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, Willard Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRU ' OF IT ALL. THE Color. Doris Dav, James Gar-
ner, Arlene Francis. Producers Ross Hunter, Martin
Melcher. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiii Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, ' Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER ,B RQT-H E R S

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Willson's Broadway musical hit. ISI min. 4/16/62.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven, David
Opatoshu. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin
America. 103 min. 8/20/62.

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/62.

November
GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons, Hermione Gingold. Pro-
ducer Henry G. Saperstein. Director, Abe Levitow.
Animated comedy feature of Parisian cats. 86 min.
10/29/62.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller. 132 min. 10/29/62.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit based on Gypsy
Rose Lee's career. 149 min. 10/1/62.

Coming

BE CAREFUL HOW YOU WISH Technicolor. Don Knotts,
Carole C">ok. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
ticn comedy with music.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of
Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A drama of love, happiness, and heartbreak
in a modern marriage.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston. Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-
ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum, Jack Hawk-
ins, Elsa Martinelli. Director Phil Karlson. Adventure
drama

.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

VALLEY OF THE SWORDS Panacolor. Cesar Romero,
Frankie Avalon, Tere Velasquez. Producer Sidney Pink.

Director Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the
Spaniards against the Moors.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.
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GOLDEN
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CHANCES TO WIN
one of these stunning

TRIUMPH SPORTS SIXES
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What They're Talking About

In the Movie Business

MORE 'CLEO' SCENES. Darryl F. Zanuck has

definitely decided that a few more scenes are

needed to complete "Cleopatra" to his

satisfaction, it was learned at the weekend.

Most of them will involve Richard Burton, who

is offering every cooperation to DFZ. Prospects

now are that the $35 million project will not reach

the screen before late Spring or early Summer.

o

UPBEAT NAT'L GENERAL. A sharp rise in net

income for the next fiscal quarter will be shown

by National General (National Theatres).

The aggressive management policies of president

Eugene V. Klein are beginning to pay off for the

West Coast theatre chain. Look for the

rise to continue.

o

SHOWCASING SPREADS. All film distributors,

as well as exhibitors, are carefully watching

developments in United Artists' "Premiere

Showcasing" plan, and some are warily

undertaking tests of their own. Latest to move in

that direction is 20th-Fox, which will depart from

the traditional releasing pattern with "The Lion"

in Baltimore and Philadelphia. In the former

city, seven houses that usually play on a

second-run basis will premiere "The Lion" at

Xmastime. In the Phila. area, five theatres will get

the film for pre-release engagements. One factor

responsible for leading the distributors into the

"showcasing" pattern is the plethora of roadshow

films occupying the choice established first-run

theatres in most large cities. Rather than take

second-rate houses for a downtown first-run,

the film men are leaning more and more toward

the multiple premiere idea.

'BEST OF CINERAMA'. The last chore

Max Youngstein performed before he departed

Cinerama was to whip together a compilation

of outstanding scenes from earlier Cinerama film:

into a Big-C feature to be titled "Best of

Cinerama". This subject will go into some
Cinerama houses to bridge the gap between the

end of "Brothers Grimm" engagements and the

U.S. opening of "How the West Was Won"—
which will be late Feb. or March.

o

ADJUSTMENT PROMISES. Theatremen wh(

have had unhappy experiences with broken

promises of adjustments from film distributors

will be interested in the following letter sent by

veteran exhibitor F. W. Huss, Jr. to the ITO
of Ohio, of which he is a member, "In our busines

as it is today, don't take any one's word, don't

take any one's promises. Because, according to

the law of the land, they do not have to be kept.

If you sign a 50% contract, by law you will have

to pay 50% if the company you bought it from

decided it does not want to look. This has been

said before, but recently the Cincinnati exhibitor

had a sad experience—but we hope are now wisei

Mr. A. Gordon Murray of Gordon Murray
Productions, Miami, Florida, sold two pictures,

'Little Angel' and 'Santa Claus', to a number of

Cincinnati exhibitors. He made very extravagan

claims on the grosses the picture would produce.

He asked that a contract be signed for 50%,

but if it didn't perform as promised, he would

change the terms accordingly. The first picture,

'Little Angel', didn't produce and it was adjuste<

Months later, 'Santa Claus' was played and

produced no better, or worse results and

Mr. Murray refused to do anything; he wouldn'i

even make it 49.5%. So the whole group decided

to let the case go to court and as stated above,

the judge said that any promises Mr. Murray

made to induce exhibitors to sign the contracts

had no effect, he could repudiate his word, and

that did not affect the contract. So the exhibitor

paid 50%. Moral: Don't sign 50% deals unless yo

expect to pay 50%, especially with independent

distributors of Mr. Murray's status, who may

never want to sell you another picture."
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The Big Roar Of Entertainment
Excitement Is On Its Way!

<<Only a brave man
goes after the lion . .

.

only a fool goes after
the lion's mate . .

.

-OLD AFRICAN PROVERB

co-starring

PAMELA F

CAPUCINE
a Samuel 6. Engel production

Boh
CinemaScoPE
COLOR by DE LUXE

CHRISTMAS'

„JWj For

FEBRUARY

HOLIDAYS!

In the bush country of Kenya, "The
Lion" stands for the Male of Males
. . . taking what he wants. This is the

story of two such men . . . fighting for

a woman each had loved—and had
to possess again . . . each trying to

claim her child — who called them
both father!

based on the

I
by Irene Kamp and Louis Kamp josefteLi



Of People and Events

Youngstein Ties Up

His First Package

The new Entertainment Corporation

of America has lost little time in get-

ting down to cases. Max E. (for Enter-

prising) Youngstein, president of the

recently-organized film company, dis-

played a notable alacrity of purpose in

tieing up ECA's first package, a four-

picture deal with Robert Mitchum's

Talbot Productions.

Slated for release over the next three

years, two of the quartet of films will

star Mitchum, the other pair headlining

other top screen personalities. Said Mr.

Youngstein, of the agreement: "We
place a very high value indeed on our

association with Mr. Mitchum and his

company. We are, at the present time,

examining numerous properties, and

the announcement of the specific pic-

tures will be made soon. It is our ob-

jective to start our first picture under

this agreement by the spring of 1963."

Those who have observed the dy-

namic Youngstein cut his wide swath

across movie business confidently antici-

pate that the Mitchum deal will be fol-

lowed by many more important pro-

duction announcements from ECA.
Ever since he played a starring role

in the spectacular success story of

United Artists, Mr. Youngstein has

been anxious to guide another budding

film company to a position of power in

the industry. He sensed such an op-

portunity in Cinerama, but several

multi-million-dollar, wide-screen epics

were not enough to keep the dynamic

showman-entrepreneur as busy as he

likes to be. His brand-new ECA, how-

ever, promises to keep the famous shirt-

sleeves rolled up in readiness. It will

be that type of operation.

Exhibitors reaching out in all direc-

tions for additional product are excited

about the way Mr. Youngstein is or-

ganizing the firm. He has announced

plans calling for between 10 and 18

pictures a year, and at least on the

strength of his reputation for having a

"feel" of the market, they figure to be

extremely saleable stuff, very likely

with built-in exploitation angles to

make the job easier.

"E" for Enterprising

Cinemaland's newest president has

been going about the business of build-

ing his manpower with a similar blend

of savvy and enthusiasm. He is sur-

rounding himself with a young, but

widely experienced and highly skilled,

management team (executive vice presi-

dent Jerome Pickman and general v.p.

Charles Simonelli had established repu-

tations with Paramount and Universal,

respectively) capable of instilling in

the new firm an energy and vitality

that will translate know-how into ac-

tion. And, to add a seasoned flavor to

the bubbling brew, Mr. Youngstein an-

nounced the election of Arthur Mayer

to the board of directors of ECA.

Well-schooled in production, distribu-

tion and exhibition, he will serve as

consultant to the company in all phases

of its motion picture activities.

Perhaps it was Mr. Mayer, a "veteran

with young ideas," according to Mr.

Youngstein, who best expressed the ex-

citement engendered by the new firm:

"I have been associated with the motion

picture industry for a long time—forty-

five years to be exact—and in all of

that time I cannot recall anything that

seemed to me more timely and more

exciting than the formation of ECA.

What we need today in our industry is

more good motion pictures and more

young men in positions of authority.

All of these needs will be satisfied

by this new organization."

Re-appraising

The Movie Budget

Jimmy Hoffa never would have stood

still for it. Most hard-nosed labor

leaders would look askance at any such

compromising concession to manage-

ment. But to the Screen Actors Guild

the decision to hold the line on wages

in negotiating for a new theatrical pic-

ture contract makes good business

—

and union—sense. It is the only sensi-

ble way talent can halt the headlong

rush of film production to foreign

shores. It is an essential concession to

obtain more movie work for the thou-

sands of free-lance performers in Holly-

wood.

The SAG, at its annual member-

ship meeting, voted to concentrate on

methods of providing "more motion

picture production and more jobs for

actors in this country," when it sits

down to bargain collectively for a new

pact w ith producers. It will not, it was

clearly stated, ask for any raises in

wage rates nor any changes in working

conditions that would increase the cost

of hiring actors in American films. The

Guild's current theatrical contract ex-

pires January 31, 1963.

In presenting the no-raise policy to

the Guild, SAG president George

Chandler declared: "We have arrived

at a most carefully weighed and mo-

mentus decision. It is a decision that

is not only the best course for actors

in these times of low employment, but

a decision that could set a precedent in

our industry—and in all industry. It

is our bread and butter position. We
believe it to be a position of states-

manship."

So much for the particulars. The

foresight displayed by the actors is a

first—although small—step toward con-

trol of labor and talent costs, which,

in harmony with a corresponding show

of intelligence in production, could

become an opening gun in the resur-

gence of Hollywood movie-making.

Undoubted}', there will be references to

the relative importance of the Guild

decision in the overall cost scheme of

an industry that pays some of its top-

marquee stars as much as one million

dollars a picture. But this small start,

while it does not figure to convince

the luminaries that their salary de-

mands are unrealistic, may serve to jolt

some production people to their good

economic senses. And it is they, after

all, who expend unbelievable sums on,

the blockbusters.

(Continued on Page 9)
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Can Foreign Films Help
East* the Protinvt Famine'?
The urgency of the product shortage

grows more acute with each passing

week. Relentless constriction in Ameri-

can-made output makes it increasingly

difficult for thousands of exhibitors to

find sufficient new films to keep their

theatre doors open day after day. And

their problem is compounded by the

steady depletion, via sales to TV, of

the libraries that once were a source of

pictures to fill the playdate gaps.

Until the famine is relieved (as ex-

hibitors ardently hope), some ingenuity

and imagination are direly needed to

increase the flow of films. In this direc-

tion, a bright and feasible idea has been

put forward by Melvin L. Gold, chair-

man of AMPA's Exhibitor Services

Division. He suggests that worthwhile

foreign "art" films are going to waste,

that these could help ease the shortage.

Mr. Gold's plan, which he urged

upon the Independent Film Importers

and Distributors of America, is to

"select their most suitable films, develop

strong exploitation campaigns around

them, and offer them, as a package (at-

traction and exploitation combined), to

exhibitors who normally play only in

the general release pattern."

Of course, not all foreign art pictures

are acceptable in the U. S. market, but

many that are can be seen by only a

minute fraction of the American public.

In many cities the theatres that offer

such attractions are off the beaten track,

and only the avid devotees of art films

are drawn to them. Mr. Gold points out

to the IFIDA members that many fine

imports have never played anywhere but

in art houses, but he suffers no delu-

sions that they will succeed in the

general market without the backing of

strong promotion. This, he says, must

be conducted on the local level, since

he recognizes that the independent dis-

tributors cannot mount national drives.

Joe Levine has already demonstrated

what can be done with product of

dubious quality when it is supported

by aggressive, imaginative showman-

ship. Some enterprising art film im-

porter is going to adopt Mel Gold's

idea, put together a package, promote

it on a territory-by-territory basis, and

pick up a bushel of dollars.

There is an air almost of desperation

in exhibition's ranks about the product

shortage, and we see little evidence that

the major film companies are presently

planning to increase their output. They

seem quite content to ride the crest of

the current seller's market. It is high

time that exhibition made some concrete

moves to help itself.

Millions of American moviegoers

have never seen an art film. Many of

them might be pleasantly surprised by

the novelty and intellectual stimulation

of a well-made foreign film, and a

wide, new audience developed for them.

We urge the two national exhibitor

organizations and individual exhibitors

to give every encouragement to the

idea of art "showmanship packages."
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Fighting Feevee

Mere A Abroad
It becomes increasingly apparent that

American theatremen can learn some-

thing from their British cousins in

warding off the inroads of television, in

all forms, against their business.

By closing their ranks and applying

the proper pressures in the proper

places, exhibitors in the United King-

dom, through the Film Industry De-

fence Organization, have kept feature

films off the TV screens, and they also

appear to have convinced British film

companies to step lightly in offering aid

and comfort to pay-TV over there.

American exhibitors are watching

with deep apprehension as some of the

distributors furnish new films to RKO
General to help promote its pay-TV

test in Hartford, Conn. Subsequent-run

theatres in that city are finding them-

selves competing on a day-and-date

basis with living-room screens. The

film companies which are providing

their films to RKO General feevee in-

sist that they were "forced" to do so

by the Department of Justice, a fic-

titious excuse to get themselves in on

the ground floor in case pay-TV turns

out to be what its promoters promise.

In England, however, the two leading

film production organizations have gone

on record with assurances that they will

not release films to pay-TV to compete

directly with the established theatre

market. The British Film Producers

Association and the Federation of

British Film Makers made it known

recently that thev will seek in every

possible to protect subsequent-run thea-

tres from the competition of pay-TV.

Despite these assurances, the alert

Cinematograph Hxhibitors Association

in London can be counted on to keep

up its guard to ward off any moves

that might be made to give the fee pro-

moters an edge over the theatres.
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WHAT DO FILM FESTIVALS MEAN TO THE BOXOFFICE?

Many objections can be made about

the nonsense of Film Festivals. But

the main objection to these phony and

hypocritical exercises in affectation is

that they mean nothing to the waning

boxoffices.

The festivals in Europe including

the well-publicized ones in Cannes and

Venice have not enhanced the com-

mercial values of any one picture as

far as American theatres are concerned.

Viewed as a spree or holiday, and as

ego builders, these balls serve a nice

Dionysian purpose and I for one do not

fault such rites. But the fact remains

that the bulk of theatre patronage in

this country could not care less.

The same may be said for the San

Francisco festival whose entries, gen-

erally speaking, would not excite the

average movie customer even to the de-

gree of accepting an Annie Oakley.

Mr. Irving M. Levin, who owns the

Metro theatre in San Francisco which

annually is the citadel for this exhibi-

tion of "they-must-be-good" cinematic

achievements, has done an heroic job

in organizing this assembly and dress-

ing them up so that they resemble a

Nieman-Marcus fashion show. He has

also succeeded in creating sufficient envy

among the Hollywood cult so that the

Screen Producers Guild now are agi-

tating for an international festival in

this parthenon of frustrations. The
American motion picture industry which

is Hollywood has managed to maintain

a snobbish and snubbing attitude toward
Mr. Levin's shindig. Witness the fact

there was only one entry of an Ameri-

can motion picture and this one had to

its credit the fact that nobody ever

heard of it.

The horrible thing is that the pro-

posal of the Screen Producers Guild is

being taken seriously, especially by Mr.
Levin and the San Francisco press who
contend that Hollywood is stealing or

kidnapping Mr. Levin's baby.

0

One has to understand the ambival-

ence of most Hollywood producers in

order to dig their present ambition for

their own festival. We all know that

producers are only as good as the Price

Waterhouse run-down on their last pic-

ture or two. But it is clear that these

gentlemen are not happy in just making

"money'' pictures; they also want to vie

for the spurious accolades emanating

from judges who, in most cases, do not

like commercial movies and who also

vote while nursing hang-overs and acid

indigestion.

The average patron of movie theatres

am f ocua
ADAM WEILER

(age range between 16 and 25) really

does not give a damn about what pic-

ture won what award in what festival.

When the day comes that they do, then

we may see the present number of

theatres drop so low that we will be

saying: remember the day when the

popcorn was such fun.

You might enter a rebuttal on the

ground that artistic talent should be

inspired by getting festival recognition.

I must again quote the late Louis Mayer

when he told a young producer that if

he wanted to make artistic pictures he

should do so with his own money.

It seems, judging by the transcendent

interest in his films, that there has been

only one really great artist in our film

industry, Charlie Chaplin. And when he

gave up his art he had assets that would

look good to the Bank of America.

Which might prove that art and money
are not antithetical.

There have been, however, man}

great film makers, and to their credit

their pictures made millions of dollars.

Among the giants of course w ere D. W.
Griffith and Cecil B. DeMille. Among
the contemporaries, we may be thankful

for Zanuck, Wilder, Stevens and Dis-

ney.

We certainly have to admit that there

also are many capable producers, who,

while not great film makers, neverthe-

less are tireless workers providing prod-

uct that helps keep thatres open. These

worthy toilers feel they have a higher

mission in life and undoubtedly have a

passion to demonstrate that they, too,

are more than a ripple in the wave of

the future. Let the new wave ebb and

flow in the European studios and let

Ingmar Bergman have a good time con-

fusing patrons of the art theatres. This

might have its place in our culture, but

it has very little to do with solving the

problems of the American boxoffice.

The Screen Producers Guild surely

has not overlooked the fact that the

"Oscar" telecast has an audience of over

80,000,000. I believe this is best way
to focus attention on movie business,

rather than have a full dress opening

of a film festival which will appeal

only to people who are rare movie-

goers.

But to get back to Mr. Levin. He
ran a good show, but what rapport

this had with the man in the street is

baffling. My own estimate of the San

Francisco festival is that it is a fine

tribute to Mr. Levin. He had the zest to

put something over all by himself and

certainly for this he must be applauded.

We need this kind of drive and dy-

namic, but it is too bad that the activity

is somewhat circumscribed. I, for one,

would like to see Mr. Levin get into

production. Such energy and talent

could be well used down south, as the

San Francisco folks patronizingly refer

to Los Angeles.

0 0

On the occasion of his eightieth

birthday, Mr. Samuel Goldwyn ex-

pressed the view that the industry would

be saved by pay-TV. Certainly at this

time it would be premature to take

issue with Mr. Goldwyn, except to re-

mind Mr. Goldwyn that for a number

of years he was quite vocal with the

view that only fewer pictures could

save the industry. It will take much
more picture making to service pay-TV;

and how does Mr. Goldwyn know that

these pictures will be any more attrac-

tive at home admission prices that they

might be in the theatre. As long as its

guessing time, I guess that the gre-

garious nature of homo sapiens will

again take over and by the time pay-TV
really arrives most of the population

will be so bored by television that they

won't believe its going to be more inter-

esting with the addition of a coin box.

v V

Mr. Eric Johnston has proposed to

the member companies of the Motion

Picture Association of America that

they should seriously study the present

image of the industry. It is Mr. John-

ston's feeling that maybe a public rela-

tions campaign should be considered

to improve the image. I don't know

what's wrong with the image, but I do

know whats wrong with the MPAA.
This organization operates on a ridicu-

lously low budget, and for this reason

it indulges in the appointment of so

many committees to explore so many

problems that it has become habituated

to polemics rather than to action. I

offer two alternative proposals: either

bring exhibition into the MPAA, or

put Compo into a condition of real

financial stability, so that all branches

of the industry can pitch in through

that organization to solve the industry's

problems.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Movie Stocks Keep Climbing

Amid Overall Advance
Amid signs of a lessening of tension in the international

climate and a generally favorable business outlook, motion pic-

ture stocks continued their climb upward. Of the 20 issues

covered in the Film BULLETIN chart, 16 were up over the

past fortnight, three down and one remained unchanged

—

thereby matching the snappy pace set by the Dow Jones In-

dustrial Average, which at deadline (21) closed at its highest

point since May 21.

Biggest gainer was Disney, up 3% points despite relatively

light trading. MCA and its newly-acquired Decca Records both

advanced 21/?. The former registered its gains early in the ses-

sion, then slipped somewhat following announcement of its

nine-months profit figures, which were bolstered, on a pooling

of interests basis, by a handsome Decca performance over the

same span. Decca was up, or remained even on every trading

day. Jumping iy8 at the close, Columbia finished 21/ to the

good. 20th-Fox, Warner Bros, and Paramount each advanced

2 points.

Once again, Cinerama was the most heavily traded cinema

stock, 135,000 shares changing hands, with a fractional rise.

M-G-M traded 76,700 shares and moved up l l/s amid president

Vogel's upbeat report to stockholders that accompanied an-

nouncement of the expected drop in profits. Of the over-the-

counter shares, all but Wometco advanced. Throughout, there

were no significant losses.

Short Interest in Movie Stocks Reported

While short interest on the New York Stock Exchange

jumped to a record high of 6,785,894 shares in the month
ended November 15, according to the exchange, motion picture

stocks displayed no definite trend in that direction. Of those

cinema issues in which a short position of 5,000 or more shares

existed, or in which there was a change in short position of

2,000 or more shares during the month, extremes at both ends

were clearly in evidence.

A short sale involves borrowing stock from an owner and

selling it, with a seller's eye toward profiting by buying an

equal number of shares later at a lower price to replace the

borrowed stock. Short interest is the total amount of stock

sold short and not yet covered by subsequent buys.

Biggest increase in movie company short interest was regis-

tered by M-G-M, which jumped from 12,369 shares on October

15 to 27,105. Considering the steady rise in M-G-M during the

past two weeks, the short sellers face a loss in this issue. Sub-

stantial short interest was evident in Loew's Theatres, too. The
latter moved up from 4,537 to 11,517 shares. At the opposite

end of the spectrum, traders apparently saw little to encourage

short selling in United Artists, in which short interest slid from
3,700 to a mere 350 shares. American Broadcasting-Paramount

increased to 5,552 shares from 2,398, while there was no ap-

preciable change in 20th-Fox, which stood at 6,117 last month
and 6,037 shares in November.

Dividends Up in October
Beefed up by an increase in the M-G-M dividend from 40c

• to 50$ per share (on a greater number of shares outstanding),
film industry dividend payments rose sharply in October, ac-

cording to the Commerce Department.

Seven corporations declared $1,627,000 in dividends last

month, compared to $1,353,000 paid by the same firms in the

corresponding month of 1961. For the first ten months of the

year, total dividends amounted to $19,480,000, against $20,-

110,000 for the similar span a year ago.

Klein Increases Nat'l General Holdings

Twelve purchases by president Eugene V. Klein which

strengthened his position in National General Corp. high-

lighted security transactions of officers and directors of film

and theatre companies for the period October 11 to November
10, 1962, as reported by the SEC.

In other deals of note, parent MCA continued to buy up
Decca Records shares; Nicolas Reisini's Robin International

increased its holdings in Cinerama, and Roger W. Hurlock

maintained his moderate, but steady, purchasing pace in Allied

Artists.

Klein acquired 14,900 shares of National General to lift his

total holdings to 186,579 . . . MCA picked up an additional

9,600 shares of Decca capital stock, raising its total to 1,297,315

. . . Robin International, owned by Cinerama chief Reisini,

bought 4,500 shares of Cinerama; it now owns 331-350 . . .

Hurlock, a director, made his usual purchases (this time 300

shares) of Allied Artists to bring his holdings to 35,600.

Francis S. Levien, a director, bought 600 shares of 20th

Century-Fox, lifting his total to 22,000. Arnold M. Grant, also

a director, acquired his first 200 shares in the firm . . . William

H. Anderson purchased 355 shares of Walt Disney to give

him 2,000 . . . M. B. Silberberg, a director, received a liquida-

(Continued on Page 10)

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close

Film Companies 11/8/62 11/21/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3 31/2 + %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) • 9% 9 " %
CINERAMA 12% 131/4 + %
COLUMBIA 18% 20% + 21/4

COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 76i/
2

76i/
2

DECCA 41 431/2 +2%
DISNEY 27% 3oy2 + 3%
MCA 41 431/2 + 21/2

MCA (Pfd.) 33 333/8 + %
M-G-M 313/4 32% + 1%
PARAMOUNT 36 38 + 2

SCREEN GEMS 153/4 15 5
/8 - %

20TH P0X 17% 19% + 2

UNITED ARTISTS .25i/
2 26% + 1%

WARNER BROS .113/4 133/4 + 2

Theatre Companies
*

AB-PT 32 31 3
/4 - %

LOEW'S 20% 21% + 1

NATIONAL GENERAL • 6y8 6% + %
STANLEY WARNER .20% 21% + l

3
/4

TRANS-LUX .12% 13% + %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lu: American

Exchange; all others on New
4, 4,

York Stock Exchange.)

11/8/62 11/21/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN - 73/4 8% 8i/
2 93/4

MAGNA PICTURES ... 1% 1% 1% l
3
/4

SEVEN ARTS 7% 8% 91/4 IOI/4

UA THEATRES
• • 5V2 6% 53/4 6%

UNIVERSAL .56% 603/8 571/2 61%
WALTER READE-STERLING ... 1% 2V2 21/4 2%
WOMETCO .241/2 263/4 241/4

26i/
2

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)
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The SAG Move
The Screen Actors Guild, in a move which the Wall Street

Journal called "a sharp warning to all who persist in ignoring

economic lessons," has decided not to ask for higher wages for

motion picture actors in negotiating a new contract with

theatrical producers. This decision was described by SAG
President George Chandler as "not only the best course for

actors in these times of low employment, but a decision that

could set a precedent in our industry—and in all industry."

Far be it from me to criticize this move. At the same time,

far be it from me to over-estimate it. Even if every other union

in Hollywood followed the lead of the Screen Actors Guild,

the effect on theatrical film production there would very likely

be somewhat less than breathtaking.

The elements of cost which are subject to union wage demands

in a film production are extensive; but they cannot possibly

compare to the fees demanded by top talent, writers and

directors as well as performers.

The SAG establishes minimum salaries and working condi-

tions. These are what we call "scale." No producer ever went

broke because of scale. It is the above-scale items that make the

cost accountants wince.

As for the low budget productions, they would undoubtedly

be helped by lower labor scales; but it seems to me that a few

energetic and adventurous producers have still managed to

turn out successful low budget films. The greatest inflation in

Hollywood was undoubtedly started by rises in actors' scale.

As scale went up, actors who valued their own importance

raised their above-scale demands proportionately. Then they

discovered that the tax collector was taking a larger bite out

of their paycheck, so they asked for—and received—still more

money.

But even with all these things being true, they are not

necessarily the reasons for the decline of Hollywood as a thea-

trical film production center. The trend toward more lavish

blockbuster productions has reduced the amount of cash avail-

able for everyday film work. The requirements of the wide

screen have sent more and more film-makers to authentic foreign

locals or to places where huge swarms of extras were infinitely

cheaper than in Hollywood. Low budget producers ordinarily

don't think in terms of huge swarms of extras; high budget

producers, who do think in such terms, have been able to save

millions of dollars (which seems to be a ridiculous statement

when you consider the cost of some of these overseas produc-

tions) by using cheap overseas extras instead of the relatively

expensive Hollywoodians.

What caused the exodus of production from California to

Europe was no single factor; we can safely say, however, that

the favorable tax position of stars working overseas was an

important element. So was the ability to use blocked currency.

So was the fact that customs barriers and quotas were easier to

breach with foreign-made product. So was the breathtakingly

picturesque scenery of many foreign climes. And so, too, was

the cheap labor.

Now the labor isn't quite as cheap as it used to be. The
scenery isn't quite so unusual and unknown to the Americar.

audience. Tax considerations have been slightly tightened. Bank-

ers are on the fence with regard to mammoth block-busters

We may be embarking on another era of change. But I am
doubtful that Hollywood will recapture past glories. I suppost

we will see a volume increase in Hollywood's output of thea

trical motion pictures, and I trust that quantity and qualit)

will go hand in hand; but certain hard facts of life must b(

faced.

In the first place, Hollywood has not cut down its outpu
of film as drastically as the pessimists suggest. When you con

sider the amount of filmed television shows which are pre

sented each week, you find that Hollywood is making mon
films than ever. And whereas in the theatrical film field Holly

wood has many potent rivals today, the West Coast's domi
nance in the field of telefilm is gigantic. A few outstanding

television shows like "The Defenders" are filmed in New York
there are ten Coast productions for every New York entry 01

the over-all network logs.

The catch is that it does not take as many production day

or facilities as theatrical movies—and therein lies the rub. Wha
has happened in Hollywood has been that the mass productioi

technique is no longer used for theatrical films. Television film

are mass produced; and television films have achieved such

high state of efficiency and commercial success that they d<

not require the amount of time or labor which a theatrica

film entails. Yet the end product of television filming is oftei

comparable in quality to the output of the theatrical film maker

Except in the case of the epic film, where so much care mus

be taken because of the vastness of the project, we have nov

learned from television that you don't have to take a montl

or two months or more to shoot a feature film. The idea tha

21/2 minutes of screen time completed per working day is

good average should no longer apply. Don't regard this a

merely a technological revolution. The technology of movi

making hasn't changed that much. It is more of an artisti

revolution with sideline technological consequences.

The big question is how to interest the experts who hav

achieved telefilm success and persuade these men and women t

make theatre films as well. How do you lure a man into th|

big gamble of theatrical low-budget movie making when he

doing fine with television? What is the inducement? It cei

tainly isn't security. Once a television series is sold, it is pai

for at a stipulated rate. But a theatrical movie isn't sold t

one or two sponsors or one network, or even 250 statior

(until it becomes a television movie later on). A theatric;

movie has to be sold to thousands of theatres, particularly if

is a low budget entry which won't be playing long runs in

few privileged downtown houses. So the theatre film is

gamble. A television pilot is a gamble too; but the pilot sel

a series, while the theatre film only sells itself.

Perhaps I overstate the case. Certainly there will always t

a wide open opportunity in Hollywood or New York or Ron:

for the theatre film maker with a good idea and enoug

ingenuity to do it on a slim budget. But the Screen Acto

Guild isn't providing positive help by promising not to a;

for any more raises. They are merely preserving the status qu

And the status quo is obviously not all that is needed !

stimulate more domestic production.

Phrases like "positive statesmanship" fall easily from the hp

Positive statesmanship is required in Hollywood today, h

as far as I can see we have not yet had it. Promising not to c

any more damage to existing wage scales doesn't undo pa

damage. It only promises to avoid further inflation. If tl

SAG really wants to make progress, how about less worry abo

minimum salaries and more efforts to reduce those millit

dollar maximums?
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OF PEOPLE AND EVENTS

(Continued from Page 4)

The spotlight now switches on the

film-makers, whose turn it is to show

some statesmanship, not to mention

plain good business sense, in supplying

the market with their product. The

burden now will be on them to evince

a measure of cost-consciousness and

wisdom, attributes too often lacking in

the profligacy that has been traditional

in the production of motion pictures.

The open-pocketbook policy that con-

dones overpayment on story properties

as high as furious bidding will take it;

the helter-skelter type of pre-produc-

tion operation that often leaves most of

the details unresolved until actual

shooting begins and precious footage is

whirring away at thousands of dollars

a minute; then, the final folly of penny-

pinching in the vital phase of market-

ing and promoting the pictures to a

public that must be convinced— the

spendthrift practices of movie produc-

tion are long overdue for overhauling,

for replacement by a more practical,

carefully controlled set of rules. It

seems high time to re-appraise the

movie budget.

Allied Co-existence

In his message to the 33rd annual

i convention of Allied States Association,

board chairman Ben Marcus dons the

velvet glove to proclaim that the "new,

young and vigorous" leadership of Na-

Prescription for Cooperation

tional Allied aims to co-exist with pro-

duction and distribution in an atmos-

phere of "mutual understanding and

cooperation".

Expressing the view that hope for a

future of such peaceful co-existence

"lies in the development of a more

youthful and visionary leadership in

all phases of our industry", Mr. Marcus
then diagnoses the industry ills and

prescribes his remedies.

"Production has concentrated on too

many blockbusters where production

costs have run into astronomical figures

*** at the expense of the rest of their

releasing schedules. The rank and file

of theatres cannot exist for fifty-two

weeks a year on three, four or five so-

called blockbusters *** Theatres must

have a steady flow of good, solid box-

office attractions the year around.

"The industry should also embark

upon a program of research and de-

velopment of new mediums of motion

picture presentation to further excite

the public.

"Research and development of new

methods of selling and merchandising

motion pictures should also be under-

taken. Many of the methods now used

are of the 'one sheet' vintage.

"Much facelifting and complete mod-

ernization is needed in the nation's

theatres if they are to compete with

other businesses and activities for the

public's leisure time *** To a great

extent, reluctance to modernize is due

to a feeling of uncertainty about the

future of the theatre business *** Thea-

tres must be encouraged to modernize,

and this encouragement can only come

through intelligent leadership in pro-

viding a steady flow of good product,

sensible sales policies, a new and more

effective approach in advertising and

merchandising methods, and, finally, a

harmonious and cooperative effort by

all divisions of the *** business."

Press Association

Producers, distributors, exhibitors,

actors, directors, writers, cameramen,

publicists and projectionists, among

other groups in the motion picture in-

dustry, long have been organized in

associations, unions, guilds, etc. Now,
publishers of the trade press, "moti-

vated by the conviction that they could

collectively devise constructive pro-

grams for better serving the motion

picture industry at large", have joined

together in The Film Industry Pub-

lishers Association.

A broad range of activities by which

the trade press hopes to make its im-

pact felt upon every phase of the in-

dustry will be considered at regular

meetings to be held by the publishers.

Meanwhile, it was decided to withdraw

from any official participation in the

activities of COMPO. Voicing their

"complete sympathy and accord with

principles and programs" of the all-

industry organization, the publishers

felt that no affiliations should be en-

tered into which might restrict the edi-

torial independence of the trade press.

Charter members of FIPA are

Charles Alicoate (Film Daily), Jay

Emanuel (Motion Picture Exhibitor),

Ray Gallo (Greater Amusements), Mar-

tin Quigley, Jr. (Motion Picture Her-

ald, Motion Picture Daily), Ben Shlyen

(Boxoffice), Morton Sunshine, (Inde-

pendent Film Journal), Mo Wax (Film

Bulletin). Shlyen was named chair-

man, Quigley, co-chairman, Sunshine,

executive director.

Spreading P.A.'s

The exhibitor, who runs a medium-

sized theatre in one of the Central

states, was referring, with a measure of

envy, to the stories about young star

Sue Lyon being surrounded by a mob
of fans at one of her personal appear-

ances for "Lolita" in the New York

area. "You know," he said, "at least

two years have gone by since a film per-

sonality of any note came to our city

to plug a picture. It seems if it's out-

'Lolita' Lyons in N. Y.

side of New York, or Chicago, the film

companies rarely, if ever, bother to

send talent out to plug their pictures.

But the theatre markets all around

the country, outside of the few top-

population cities, never see a star. They

have to rely on the publicity waxes

rolling out from the original, big-city

stunt much as ripples in a stream cre-

ated by the impact of a stone hitting

the water. By the time word of the

promotion being waged in New York

reaches the smaller towns, however, it

has diminished to a great extent.

Original impact is what counts. And

that, claim more and more exhibitor

all across the country, is what is miss-

ing on a local level.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 7

)

tion dividend from S.
J.

Briskin Pictures of 242 shares of Colum-
bia Pictures. He now owns 904 . . . Harry Brandt acquired
5,500 shares of Trans Lux Corp. to give him 97,696. His wife
picked up 10,000 shares; she now holds 23,765. Corporations
headed by Brandt acquired 300 shares, raising the total thus
held to 6,068, while foundations he heads disposed of 3,000,
leaving 41,727 . . . Ypung Frank Freeman sold 500 shares of
Paramount, leaving 1,250 . . . William B. Sackheim disposed
of his 283 shares of Screen Gems Class A common.

Vogel Sees M-G-M Upswing in
#63

"We are confident that by the end of the current fiscal

year a significant improvement in earnings will be evident
and that 1964 will show further improvement over 1963."
Thus did Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer president Joseph R. Vogel
report to forwarned shareholders that earnings for the fiscal

year ended Aug. 31, were $2,589,000 ($1.01 per share), after

a 15-year record high of $12,677,000 ($5.02) the year before.
Likewise, gross revenues were off, to $136,999,000 from $140,-

540,000.

Although Metro failed to cover its $1.90 dividend payments
in fiscal '62, the board declared the regular 500 payment for
the first period of 1963, payable Jan. 15 to holders of record
Dec. 21.

Vogel said that the '62 earnings from production-distribution

were more disappointing than had been anticipated (off from
$15,865,000 to $4,081,000), but that all anticipated losses on
films released in fiscal '61, as well as all losses anticipated on
releases after the fiscal term's end, had been written off. "Many
of our pictures scheduled for general release in 1963 have
been completed," he added. "These and others now in produc-
tion will be completed at cost levels which present excellent

opportunities for profits."

Vogel also pointed to "Mutiny on the Bounty" and "How
the West Was Won," along with "The Wonderful World of
the Brothers Grimm" and "Jumbo", as additional factors of
significance in the overall Metro outlook.

'Guns' Sparked Columbia's Turnabout
Revenue from the highly successful "Guns of Navarone" and

maintenance of control over overhead and operational costs

were the keys to Columbia's smart turnabout in the past fiscal

year, and will continue to have a profound effect on the firm's

financial fortunes in the near future. This was revealed in the

message to stockholders by president A. Schneider contained

in the annual report.

Gross revenues from all sources hit a record $134,579,670,

compared to $130,349,529 a year earlier. (As previously an-

nounced, total income and profit from sale of studio proper-

ties amounted to $2,654,887, for the year ended June 30, 1962,

compared to $211,756 a year ago.)

The report noted that "Guns of Navarone" recorded the

second highest total gross in company history (topped only by
"The Bridge on the River Kwai")—a "noteworthy achievement

in a year in which several other important features failed to

attain the business anticipated." And this year, Columbia is

banking on "Lawrence of Arabia," "Barabbas" and, on a more
modest scale, "The Interns," to carry the fiscal load. As for

economy: "During the past year we continued to effect every

possible economy. Despite union raises and other increased

costs from various sources, many of which were beyond our

control, we have held the line and are determined to continue

doing so."
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'Cid' Helps AA Show 1 st Quarter Profit

Allied Artists' net profit for the first quarter ended Sept.

29, 1962, was $163,000, compared to a net loss of $730,000 for

the corresponding period in 1961, it was announced by presi-

dent Steve Broidy. Gross income totaled $7,986,000 against

$2,365,000.

MCA 9-Month Net Bolstered by Decca

Bolstered by its "pooling of interests" with Decca Records,

MCA, Inc., reported consolidated unaudited net earnings for

the nine months ended Sept. 30, of $9,197,000 ($1.87 per

share). Additionally, announced chairman Jules C. Stein, there

was a non-recurring item of $2,097,000 (46^), lifting the total

per-share to $2.33. Decca's earnings for the same span (in-

cluding those of subsidiary Universal Pictures) were up sub-

stantially to $4.3 million from $1.8 million.

Cinerama Holders To Elect Directors

Stockholders of Cinerama, Inc., will elect six of the firm's

seven directors at a special meeting at N.Y.'s Loew's Cinerama

Theatre, Dec. 12. The seventh position will remain open, noted

the proxy statement, because "management believes it to be

in the best interests of the company to await further develop-

ments in its operation with the objective of adding to the

board of directors a member who may contribute beneficially

to these developments."

MP/ Loses $4,478 in 1st Half

Although Motion Picture Investors lost $4,478 for the six

months ended Sept. 30, chairman Howard E. Jameyson and

president Walter Reade, Jr., told stockholders that the board

"has continued its efforts to bring additional motion pictuK

films to the theatre screens of the United States."

Along these lines, MPI has finalized an agreement to take

over distribution of "The Deadly Companions," original!)

handled by Pathe-America Dist. Co. The picture, in which

MPI has a "substantial investment," will enjoy a "completer)

new advertising and selling approach with the hope that MP]

will recoup a substantial portion of the loss on its investmen

in connection with the production of the film." Additionally

the company will provide completion capital, not in excess o

$30,000, for the making of "The Checkered Flag."

Filmgroup Gets Partner, $500,000
The Filmgroup has acquired an executive vice president an(

partner, who brings with him an investment of $500,000 in th<

firm, it was announced by president Roger Corman.

The investor: Harvey Jackson. The ultimate goal of the grow

ing film firm: development of high-budget product. Jacobsoi

will sink a half million dollars into Filmgroup, $135,000 casl

to be expended immediately on operational improvements an<

story development. The remaining $365,000 will go into pro

duction budgets of pictures to be made in the next eight months

EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER

WANTED
for first-run operation

Top Salary and Many Benefits

Contact Mr. N. Schermerhorn, Walter Reade, Inc.

Oakhurst, N. J.—or call KEIIogg 1-1600



"How the West Was Won" Greatest Cinerama Show Ever

Some of the most exciting, breathtaking movie scenes

ever filmed in any process. Surely, the best Cinerama
so far. Will rank with all-time boxoffice champions.

"How the West Was Won" unquestionably is the finest

motion picture ever produced in the Cinerama process. It

holds the potential of ranking with the greatest moneymakers

in cinema history. Congratulations to Nicolas Reisini, of

Cinerama, and Joseph R. Vogel, of M-G-M, for bringing it

to the screen.

Currently being roadshown overseas, while "The Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm" is playing the Cinerama

circuit in the U.S., "West" inevitably will be compared to its

counterpart (both were co-produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and Cinerama). In this reviewer's opinion, the saga of the

pioneer days will far outgross "Grimm" for several significant

reasons: (1) the universality of the story, which will appeal

to audiences of both sexes and all ages; (2) its cinematic

impact, which exudes excitement and action throughout; (3)

one of the most imposing, star-studded casts ever assembled

for one film. A powerful promotion push will launch "West"

on these shores in 1963, and by the time it finally makes its

way into general release, it should be one of the all-time

long-runs on celluloid.

Bernard Smith's mammoth Technicolor production is, of

course, custom-tailored for the three-panel process, and as

such its thundering adventure rolls out over the audience, who
often are awe struck by the power of it all. Of necessity,

the storyline s chief purpose is to serve as a slim connecting

string between the four segments into which the picture is

divided. The action overshadows everything else.

Technically speaking—and this consideration must arise in

any discussion of a Cinerama presentation
—"West" is a far

cry from any of its predecessors. Even the wobble and occa-

sional disjointed effect which troubled "Grimm" are prac-

tically eliminated. There is hardly any distraction, and only in

rare instances are the connecting seams noticeable. With this

epic of the West, the Cinerama system has taken long strides

toward becoming the most eye-filling and, at the same time,

technically faultless cinematic process.

The three directors who guided the two hours, 35 minutes

(not including intermission) production—Henry Hathaway,

John Ford and George Marshall—all deserve kudos for some
truly outstanding sequences, and to their combined credit, the

pace never slackens. The picture opens with the very zest and

unflagging spirit that characterized the way the West was won,
and for this we must thank Hathaway, who contributed at

least two of the most breathtaking sequences: a wild ride by a

pioneer family on a raft down the rapids, and, later, a train

robbery and wreck that sends cars crashing toward a startled

audience. Marshall, who directed the railroad portion of the

film, provided the buffalo stampede started by the Indians

to halt the modernization of the wild country. For sheer

vividness, this will stand comparison with the best; the

thundering hooves of the ponderous animals, as they roll across

the countryside, literally make the audience feel for their safety.

If any weakness can be pinpointed, it is in the Civil War
segment, directed by Ford. But while it lacks some of the

rousing excitement and audience impact of the rest of the

Debbie Reynolds and Karl Maiden try to control the careening raft

picture—it is more devoted to characterization and personal

involvement with the participants—this, too, is an admirable

piece of moviemaking.

With almost two dozen stars featured, it is to the directorial

genius that credit must go for uniformly top-ranking perform-

ances—there is no hint of any one being crowded out or

allowed to drift without sense of purpose. On the other hand,

there is stamped on this reviewer's memory some excellent

portrayals: James Stewart, a fur trapper who is smitten by

the charms of Carroll Baker, who, as a young member of

the Prescott family of pioneers, turns in the best performance

of her career; Debbie Reynolds, as Miss Baker's sister, who
paints a strong and moving portrait of typically sturdy Ameri-

can stock. Karl Maiden is marvelous as the head of the Prescott

family, who eventually loses his life riding the rapids. John
Wayne appears briefly in a typical role, that of General

Sherman in the Civil War. Other standout performances are

etched by Lee J. Cobb, Henry Fonda, Gregory Peck, Richard

Widmark, Eli Wallach and Walter Brennan.

While the narrative, ably handled by Spencer Tracy, who
never is seen on screen, serves chiefly as a connecting thread,

James Webb's screenplay tells the pioneer story in inspiring,

and, at the same time, realistic, terms. Plot is woven around

the Prescotts, one of the adventurous families pushing west-

ward. Daughter Baker falls for Stewart; her romantic intentions

are sidetracked when Maiden and her mother, Agnes Moore-

head, die in the rapids, but eventually she gets her man and

settles down on a farm. Miss Reynolds, however, joins a wagon
train and heads for St. Louis, where she is wooed and won
by Peck, a professional gambler. They, too, domesticate, but

distinctively, amid champagne bubbles in San Francisco.

George Peppard, as Miss Baker and Stewart's son, continues

the family and the story line as a soldier in the Civil War por-

tion of the film, then as a frontier officer in the U.S. Cavalry

and, eventually, as a marshall in the wild West. Climax is

hinged to the building of the railroad, which symbolizes the

great pioneer push. The closing scene, of today's West, is .i

classic cinematic example of what it accomplished.

M-G-M-Cinerama production. 155 minutes. Produced by Bernard Smith. Directed
by Henry Hathaway, John Ford and George Marshall.
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"Trial and Error"

'BuUkc^ 'Rati*? O O Plus

Good British entry mixes wit and pathos. Superbly

played by Sellers and Attenborough. Will please art,

class audiences.

An off-beat study of two failures—an incompetent, day-

dreaming lawyer getting his first case after 40 years of waiting

and a quiet, peace-loving seed merchant driven to murdering

his wife—this British-made M-G-M release emerges a curious

comedy-drama. Delicately shifting from witty, delightful humor

to disturbing flashes of pathos, it proves a good vehicle for

two talented character actors, Peter Sellers and Richard Atten-

borough. The film will fare well in art houses and serve as a

good dualler in other class situations. The delineations are

top-drawer, with Sellers portraying the out-of-touch-with-

reality lawyer and Attenborough, the uneducated, resigned-to-

his-fate killer. Because the film, cleverly directed by James Hill,

spans time—the present, in Attenborough's cell; the past, de-

picting early phases of both men's lives; the future, Sellers

turning the cell into a courtroom and rehearsing his defense

—

the stars are given rich opportunities to run through several

different roles. Imaginative photography bridging past-present

and present-future, plus a delightful background score add

splendidly to the mood. Pierre Rouve's screenplay, from John
Mortimer's play, "The Dock Brief," finds Attenborough freely

admitting killing Beryl Reid, his wife who can never stop

laughing. Miss Reid's refusal to run off with noisy lodger

David Lodge, a secret dream of Attenborough's, forces the meek
husband to do her in. Sellers refuses to accept Attenborough's

admission, appoints the latter as judge and rehearses the case

as he plans to present it. The rehearsals end with the prosecution

shaken, the jury in tears, and the judge, swayed by Sellers'

eloquence, releasing Attenborough. The real trial sees Sellers

a tongue-tied fool and Attenborough found guilty. Sellers is

further crushed when Attenborough is given a reprieve on the

grounds that bumbling Sellers prevented him from having a

fair trial. Attenborough congratulates Sellers on saving his life

via the latter's "brilliant defense." A happy Sellers decides to

stay close to Attenborough, ready to defend him again when
he commits his next criminal act.

M-G-M. 99 minutes. Peter Sellers, Richard Attenborough. Produced by Dimitri de
Grunwald. Directed by James Hill.

"Swordsman of Siena"

Actionful adventure yarn has swordplay aplenty, color,

Stewart Granger. OK dualler for action market.

There's plenty of swordplay and derring-do in this Eastman-
color-CinemaScope costume adventure being released by M-G-M.
A good dualler for the action market, it will reward the

kiddies and avid swashbuckler fans. The production values

are above-average for this type of fare and director Etienne

Perier has kept the plight of an unhappy Italian city "pro-

tected" by the Spanish moving at a rapid, colorful pace. The
cast is headed by Stewart Granger, as a dashing gentleman

adventurer and mocking mercenary. Support is provided by

Sylva Koscina, as the daughter of Siena's most influential family

about to marry Spanish Governor Riccardo Garrone, Christine

Kaufmann, Miss Koscina's young sister who detests the idea of

the impending marriage, and Fausto Tozzi as the heavy, Gar-

rone's sadistic cousin. Michael and Fay Kanin's screenplay has

Granger being hired to guard Miss Koscina, escaping assasina-

tion by a patriotic underground organization, and unable to

keep the youthful Miss Kaufmann from falling in love with him.

When Miss Kaufmann learns that Garrone plans to marry her

off to Tozzi, she runs screaming through the streets ignoring

the shoot-on-sight curfew and is killed by a crossbow. Grange
joins the underground and is shocked to learn that Mis

Koscina is the leader. He enters the annual horse race, kill'

Tozzi and rides to victory. The crowd revolts, the Spaniards are

driven from the city and Granger agrees to give up his carefree

ways for Miss Koscina.

M-G-M. 92 minutes. Stewart Granger, Sylva Koscina, Christine Kaufmann. Producec
by Jacques Bar. Directed by Etienne Perier.

"Two Tickets to Paris"

Low-budget musical potpourri for teen-age element.

Young romance rides the high seas to the best of the Twis

and on board the S.S. France in this low-budget Harry Romn
production for Columbia. Geared strictly to the teen-age se

who, if they haven't tired of this kind of fare, might be willing

to hand over their money for 75 minutes of such marshmallov

entertainment. The economical running time allows exhibitor

to fit it neatly into the supporting dualler slot. Joey Dee anc

Jeri Lynne Fraser are the romantic leads, an engaged coupli

enroute to Paris where Dee has a nightclub singing engagement

Kay Medford, as a New York hatcheck girl, goes along a

chaperone and turns in the best performance enroute. Also oi

board: singer Gary Crosby, Lisa James as a Gallic dancer wit!

a temper, Richard Dickens as a youthful French lover, anc

Nina Paige as a dumb blonde. Director Greg Garrison place

the emphasis on lots of singing and dancing, a wise move con

sidering Hal Hackady's almost non-existent script. Miss Fraser

outraged by Miss James' attentions showered upon Dee, starts ;

flirtation with Crosby. A chain of misunderstandings follow oi

all sides, broken only when Crosby tries to seduce Miss Frase

under the guise of painting her portrait. All ends well, evei

for Miss Paige and Miss Medford.

Columbia. 75 minutes. Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay Medford, Jeri Lynne Frasei

Produced by Harry Romm. Directed by Greg Garrison.

"Kill or Cure"

&u4ute44 tRaUa? Q Plus

Weak Terry-Thomas mystery-comedy. Supporting dual

ler. Lacking in suspense, laughs.

This below-par British comedy-mystery finds private invest:

gator Terry-Thomas involved in and suspected of a couple o

murders in a health resort hotel. Lacking suspense and contair

ing only a modicum of laughs, "Kill or Cure", which M-G-?

is releasing, figures to please only the most devoted fans of th

gap-toothed comedian. How unfortunate to see this taler

continually wasted in weak properties. Under George Pollock

unimaginative direction, the David Pursall-Jack Seddon screer

play has our master sleuth bumbling through a series c

routines concerning health foods, exposure to the great ou

doors and steam room slapstick. Eric Sykes teams up wit

Terry-Thomas as one of the resort directors with aspirations c

becoming an expert criminologist, Lionel Jeffries is the polk

inspector, and a collection of ferns are on hands as suspect

While Terry-Thomas is investigating the poisoning of a ric

widow, the body of hotel director Dennis Price is discovered i

the frozen swimming pool. Clutched in his hand is a butto

engraved with the letter "R." Five people come under suspec

including Terry-Thomas. The killer turns out to be Moil

Redmond, the widow's secretary, who unsuccessfully tries t

electrocute Terry-Thomas in a shock therapy chair.

M-G-M. 88 minutes. Terry-Thomas, Eric Sykes, Dennis Price, Moira Redmon
Produced by George H. Brown. Directed by George Pollock.
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MERCHANDISING ft EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

SELIG

25 NT Managers Conduct

Promotion Sessions in Field

National Theatres has just "signed" 25 clever,

hard-hitting showmen as field representatives of

the advertising-publicity department, to hold

monthly, promotional workshops on selected

films in each of the territories of the circuit's

220 theatres. The name of the unusual program

is the "Terrific Twelve" (to designate a list of

,12 top attractions slated for the heavy sales

backing), and the field reps are none other than

NT's top house managers, selected by their divi-

sion and district bosses, on their past record of

outstanding promotional activities.

In making the announcement, general manager

of theatre operations Robert W. Selig said: "Our

stepped-up selling efforts will aim at attracting

the maximum gross from a selected list of twelve

boxoffice pictures which will play our circuit

during the coming months. We have no inten-

tion of abandoning promotional and exploitation

efforts on other pictures not included in the

Terrific Twelve.' Our project will be all-points

selling on those attractions we think the greatest

number of people will want to see—and getting

those people to the boxoffice.

Advertising-publicity chief Paul Lyday will

'supervise the plan, combining his efforts with

hose of the studio and distribution ad depart-

'nents. Working with division heads, district

nanagers and the film buying and booking de-

partments, Lyday will conduct extensive selling

sessions in each territory, aimed at mapping cam-

paigns that will create long lines at the boxoffice.

Each manager in the circuit will figure promi-

lently in the drive, by assignment.

First film picked for the project, which NT
lopes will put into motion a continuing momen-
um, month by month, is Walt Disney's "In

search of the Castaways."

What makes the project unique is the fact that

25 theatre managers are donning showman hats

'something they have done with great success

or their own houses) and going out into the

ield to help build a solid network of promo-
ional wires attuned to high-powered salesman-

hip that will pay off for the entire circuit.

AIP Peppers TOA Conclave with

Papers, Party Pushing Product

TOA delegates coming home from the re-

cently-concluded Miami convention could not

help but think a little about American Inter-

national and some of its upcoming product.

Discarding the relaxed sell usually prevalent at

exhibitor gatherings, the enterprising film firm

bombarded theatremen from opening day with

a series of hard-hitting promotional pieces de-

signed to implant in their minds the AIP

message.

The product sell was kicked off with full dis-

tribution of a special edition of the Miami

Daily News on the first day. Under a blaring,

eight-column banner headline, "American Inter-

national Greets TOA Convention Delegates,"

the edition featured a welcome to conventioneers

by company toppers James H. Nicholson and

Samuel Z. Arkoff, together with a full conven-

tion schedule and calendar. Of course, there was

a hefty story about AIP's "Big 17 for '63."

Each day following, the delegates received a

special newspaper with pictures and stories

about forthcoming AIP films and stars. The first

of the special tabloids was an eight-pager high-

lighting "The Seafighters," "Warriors Five,"

"White Slave Ship," "Reptilicus," "The Young
Racers," "Samson and the Seven Miracles of the

World" and other films in illustrations and copy.

The second tabloid, a four-page edition, covered

the stars and personalities set to appear in up-

coming AIP pictures, while the third, also a

four-pager, was devoted entirely to news and

photos of "The Raven."

Climaxing the intensive four-day product push

was a luncheon brightened by a string of "hos-

tesses" who staged a twist demonstration and

party. To lend a business flavor, there was a

screening of an AIP product reel, plus a full-

color brochure on "The Raven."

Col. Switches to Greenthal
Look for the posibility of a different

style of advertising from Columbia Pic-

tures come next February 1. At that time,

the film company switches to the Monroe
Greenthal Co. ad agency, it was an-

nounced by Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., Colum-

bia vice president in charge of advertising

and publicity. The company will terminate

its working agreement, by mutual consent,

with Donahue & Coe on the same date.

'Barabbas' Bonus To Make

Exhibitors Aim for Capacity

Calling all exhibitors playing "Barabbas"

between now and next April 30 ! Come closer to

capacity attendance during your run of the pic-

ture than any other theatre, and you'll win a

check covering a full week's salary for every

one of your employees. Stage the smartest pro-

motional campaign, and you'll take home a

thousand dollars. The incentive bonus plan is

being offered by producer Dino De Laurentiis, it

was announced by Rube Jackter, vice president

and general sales manager of Columbia Pictures,

the film's distributor.

The nationwide contest offers salary prizes

INCENTIVE. Columbia v.p. and general sales chief Rube

Jackter emphasizes point of bonus plan for "Barabbas"

at press confab, as national promotion head Robert

S. Ferguson listens. Capacity attendance is key.

for every employee in the house, from pro-

jectionists down to ushers and doormen, with

competition divided into two separate cate-

gories: houses with over 1,000 seat capaiin.

and those with under 1,000 seat capacity. In ad-

dition, Jackter noted that theatres will be re-

quired to fill out special forms, along with a

step-by-step outline of their entire merchandising

effort. In cases of identical top percentage of at-

tendance, the campaign would be the decider.

The manager and theatre publicist waging the

winning showmanship drive will split the one-

thousand-dollar prize.

Embassy's 'Journey' to School

Embassy Pictures promotioneers are going

back to school—that is, to reach all major col-

leges and schools in the greater New York area

with a specially-designed educational and cul-

tural pitch for "Long Day's Journey into Night."

Augmenting the film firm's home-office activity,

teams of educational specialists are meeting with

faculty members and student-group leaders to

disseminate material on the film, based on

Fugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-winning play.
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"Constantine and the Crass"

Scuittete fccUia? O O Plus

Dubbed historical-religious spectacle in familiar mold
will have to be sold to exhibitors and to public. In color.

Joe Levine will have to back this dubbed historic-religious

spectacle with plenty of ballyhoomanship. The ingredients are,

by now, very familiar: corruption in the Roman Senate; Christ-

ians fed to lions in the arena; bloody battles fought with gusto

on horse and on foot; and the non-Christian protagonist (here,

Emperor Constantine) eventually siding with the persecuted.

Granted, the pulsating battle scenes, filmed in Yugoslavia, have

been directed with verve by Lionello de Felice, and the Eastman

Color mounting is pleasing to the eye, but only the young and

the non-discriminating adventure fans among adults will accept

the hollow performances and the unimaginative script. Levine's

task will be to steam up exhibitors to go out and sell this

oft-done item. If it is heavily exploited, grosses could go above

average in the mass market. Cornel Wilde creates the title role,

a fearless general sent to Rome after putting down a Franc

uprising and eventually proclaimed Emperor of the West.

The late Belinda Lee is the sensuous Roman who becomes his

wife, while Christine Kaufmann dons the garb of a pretty

Christian girl who wins the love of Centurian Fausto Tozzi.

Massimo Serato portrays Miss Lee's evil brother who hates

Wilde and the Christians with equal fervor. The script sees

Wilde's Roman ideas shaken when he learns that his mother

is a Christian. Proclaimed Emperor, he creates an Edict of

Tolerance for the Christians. Serato pretends to welcome the

news, but secretly conspires to murder Wilde. When this fails,

he denounces Wilde in the Senate, declares himself Emperor

and renews the persecution of the Christians. In prison, tor-

tured and raped, Miss Kaufmann dies in the arms of a brutally

beaten Tozzi. Wilde, preparing to battle Serato, has a vision

of a shining cross inscribed, "By This Sign Shalt Thou Con-

quer." He leads his troops to victory, a victory that means

freedom of worship for the Christians.

Embassy. 120 minutes. Cornel Wilde, Christine Kaufmann, Belinda Lee. Produced
by Ferdinando Felicioni. Directed by Lionello de Felice.

"The Long Absence"

Sce4c*e<u IQatutf O O Plus

Poignant French drama should score well in art market.

An attempt to open the locked doors to the mind of an

amnesia victim is the poignant theme of this French import.

Golden Palm winner at Cannes. Honestly approached and

developed, sans the happy ending, and splendidly acted by

Alida Valli and Georges Wilson, "The Long Absence" will

prove rewarding entertainment for discriminating patrons.

Most of the action occurs in the cafe of Miss Valli, middle-aged,

quietly friendly and retaining much of what once was unques-

tionable beauty. One day she notices Wilson, a passing vagrant,

and becomes convinced he is her husband, who is thought to

have died 15 years earlier in a German concentration camp.

Wilson is not a tramp in the classical sense of the term. He is

decent, sober and gentle. Rag picking, his principal activity,

seems to give him peace of mind. Miss Valli tries to make him
recognize her, and under the tender, poetic guidance of Henri

Colpi, viewers soon become caught up in the tragedy of frustra-

tion. Miss Valli follows him through the streets, accompanies

him on his pligrimage to the waste heaps outside the town, and

invites him to her cafe for a drink where two of her lost

hushand's relatives observe Wilson. They leave convinced he is

not Miss Valli's one-time husband. And then comes the climactic

dinner where Miss Valli and Wilson listen to operatic music and

shyly dance together. Wilson struggles to rememher, but th|

darkness never parts. The evening ends with the frightene

Wilson running into the night, only to be struck by a |>;issin

bus. When Miss Valli is reassured Wilson is not seriously huri

she looks forward to the day he will return, to give her anothe

opportunity to prove to him that he is her husband. Fine sup'

port comes from Miss Valli's neighbors and the trucker she live

with and then gives up when Wilson enters her life.

Commercial Films. 85 minutes. Alida Valli, Georges Wilson. Directed by Hen
Colpi.

"Candide"

Classic Voltaire satire is colorful French import.

Voltaire's caustic satire is given a 20th Century dressing i

this French farce being released by Union Films. While nc 1

totally successful, the updating still contains enough wit an I

spoof to make it acceptable fare for the art houses. Jean-Pierr

Cassel is the orphaned and naive Candide who travels fror

country to country convinced that everything happens for th

best in this best of all possible worlds (be it rape, war, c

murder). Pierre Brasseur is his mentor, the philosophic;

Pangloss, and Dahlia Lavi is the beautiful innocent Cassf

loves. Director-scripter Norbert Carbonnaux gives the trio

wide range of adventures. Cassel becomes involved with th

French army during World War II, German concentratio

camps, the International Red Cross, Latin American dictator

a colonial war in Borneo, the "good life" in Moscow, an-

guided missiles. In New York he accidentally involves a 1

innocent Negro in a near lynching, then briefly marries th

daughter of a puritanical clubwoman and her gangster hu:

band. Brasseur pops up in several different roles—as a disease

prisoner in a Nazi concentration camp and as a Russia

commissar. Miss Lavi's fate: she's reported raped and di

embowelled by the Prussians; turns up alive and the joint mi

tress of a black marketeer and a Gestapo officer; is carried o

to King Fourak's harem. Some of Carbonnaux's vignettes ai

truly funny, others emerge rather strained slapstick, and a fe

border on being in poor taste (the Hungarian massacre an

the Negro near lynching do not seem appropriate subjects f(

ridicule). But discriminating viewers will decide for themselvi

the merits of these modern-day Candidean adventures. The em

ing finds Cassel returning to his ntaive land, re-united wii

Brasseur and the no-lohger beautiful Miss Lavi, and starting c

his memoirs about this best of all possible worlds.

Union Films. 90 minutes. Jean-Pierre Cassel, Pierre Brasseur, Dahlia Lavi. Direct

by Norbert Carbonnaux.

BULLETIN
reviews have one aim:

to give honest judgment

of entertainment merit

— and boxoffice value
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"7 Capital Sins"

GcuuteM 'Rctii*? O O ©
ieven-segment French product explores man's sins in

lmusing, satiric style. Big art entry. OK dubbed for

•lass markets.

Seven wry, satiric and imaginative looks at the eternal sins

f man, with each vignette stylishly unfolded by a leading

irector of France's "new wave," this Embassy release shapes

!p as an entertainment delight. It will prove a strong art house

ttraction and a good dubbed entry for class houses. Solid per-

ormances, effective photography and settings (location and

tudio), plus a continually pleasing Gallic score turn the 113-

linutes running time into a most humorous venture into sin.

Anger," written by Eugene Ionesco and directed by Sylvain

)homme with the emphasis on farce, shows how a fly in a

usband's soup can start a chain reaction of anger which ulti-

lately leads to the end of the world. Edouard Molinaro's

Envy" finds Dany Saval, a discontented chambermaid at a

ashionable inn, envying a pampered movie star. She finally

educes rich industrialist Jean Murat, rises in the world and

eturns to the inn as a guest. Now she finds herself envying the

are-free pleasures of the new chambermaid. "Gluttony," di-

iected by Philippe De Broca ("Love Games"), sees Rabelaisian-

ype farmer Gorges Wilson learning of the death of his aged

ather, from "indigestion." He and his family set off for the

uneral. The twenty-mile trip takes two days because of the

inumerable "refreshment stops" and they arrive too late for

he funeral, but not too late for the banquet that follows it.

n "Lust," via Jacques Demy, young artists Laurent Terzieff and

ean-Louis Trintignant discuss lust in regard to the drawings

f Hieronymous Bosch. However, when one of them tries to

ick up a pretty girl, nothing comes of it. Jean-Luc Goddard
"Breathless") reveals "Laziness" when young starlet Nicole

lirel tries to seduce big star Eddie Constantine, only to find

le latter too lazy to accept her offer. Roger Vadim's "Pride"

as Marina Vlady ready to leave husband Jean-Pierre Aumont
or her lover. Her pride is hurt when she learns that Aumont
; planning to run off with his mistress, so she decides to stay

ind defend her home against "the other woman." In Claude

^habrol's "Greed," a group of engineering students pool their

loney and draw lots for expensive call-girl Daniele Baraud.

,'imid Jacques Charrier wins her, and when he finally confesses

ow he was able to afford her, she's so delighted she gives him
ack his money.

mbassy. 113 minutes. Dany Saval, Georges Wilson, Jean-Louis Trintignant, Eddie
Constantine, Nicole Mirel, Marina Vlady, Jean-Pierre Aumont, Jacques Charrier.
'irected by Sylvain Dhomme, Edouard Molinaro, Philippe De Broca, Jacques Demy,
'ean-Luc Goddard, Roger Vadim, Claude Chabrol.

"Sundays and Cybele"

Sututete IZatitf GOO
>uh-titled French import is strong art house attraction.

With "Sundays and Cybele" his first feature-length effort,

outhful French director-co-scripter Serge Bourguignon estab-

ishes himself as a filmmaker of the first order. A haunting,

snder tale concerning itself with a young ex-pilot tormented

<y amnesia and his involvement with an unusual little girl

bandoned by her father to an orphanage, this sub-titled import
merges an unusual, poetic entertainment. A must for dis-

riminating viewers, this Davis-Royal release looms a strong

ttraction for art houses, destined for critical acclaim. Bour-
;uignon has accomplished so many marvelous feats that it's

iard to rank any one aspect over another. Visually it is a deli-

ate and masterful compilation of misty afternoons beside a

ake, the drabness of a French provincial town, and the sudden

warm qualities inanimate objects take on when seen through

the eyes of the disturbed young man and the utterly charming
child. The utilization of Tibetan music, a Handel Concerto and
a Christmas Mass by Charpentier moodily point up the myriad

of complex psychological themes. The performances are out-

standing. Hardy Kruger, believeably sensitive as the young man
who takes on the role of the girl's father, starts living for

their Sunday afternoon walks, finds himself remembering the

plane crash during the war when he killed a little girl, and

slowly becoming more than paternally involved with the little

orphan. Patricia Gozzi is brilliant as the child, jealous of

Kruger's mistress, scheming to hold onto Kruger until she's old

enough to steal him away. Nicole Courcel as Kruger's former

nurse and present mistress, Daniel Ivernel as a sympathetic

sculptor and Michel De Re as a cynical doctor also contribute

intelligently etched portrayals. The Kruger-Gozzi relationship

soon has the entire town muttering vicious condemnations.

Mile Courcel eventually accepts the situation as a peace-pro-

viding escape for the tormented Kruger. The thunderbolt climax

finds Kruger stealing a Christmas tree and holding an open air

party for Mile Gozzi. The police, sent looking for the child

by the orphanage, arrive just as Kruger is about to kill the

sleeping Mile Gozzi (his punishment for the death of the earlier

child). Kruger is killed.

Davis-Royal. 110 minutes. Hardy Kruger, Nicole Courcel, Patricia Gozzi. Produced
by Romain Pines. Directed by Serge Bourguignon.

"The Quare Fellow"

SuUh€44 'Rating G ©
Grim, engrossing drama for serious-minded adult au-

diences. Based on Brendan Behan's play.

Brendan Behan's brooding play about life inside a Dublin

prison reaches the screen a somber and compelling film laced

with the bitingly humorous dialogue for which its Irish creator

has become noted. Filmed in Ireland and being released here

by Astor, "The Quare Fellow" will appeal primarily to dis-

criminating adult patrons who respond to raw slice-of-life

dramas. It seems too grim for general consumption in the U.S.

Scripted and strongly directed by Arthur Dreifuss, and effec-

tively aided by the location lensing, the film concentrates on two

warders: young, green Patrick McGoohan, who believes mur-

derers must in turn be murdered by society, and Walter Macken,

whose lifetime in prison has taught him that capital punishment

is perhaps worse than the crime. During a traumatic two-week

period, while time runs out on the quare fellow (an unseen pris-

oner waiting to be hanged for murdering his brother), the two

men clash verbally. Then McGoohan meets Sylvia Syms, the

quare fellow's sensuous wife who has come to Dublin to try

and save her husband. As the torturous hours tick by, she finds

relief in drink, finally brings McGoohan to her bed. Now he

understands the quare fellow's crime—the latter caught his

brother in bed with Miss Syms—and McGoohan joins Miss

Syms in trying to get a reprieve. But there is no reprieve and

the hooded victim is led to the gallows. The one slight ray of

hope lies in McGoohan's new and humanitarian approach to

crime and punishment. The performances are first-rate, with the

support comprising a good cross-section of prison officials, the

hangman (a chilling and frightening individual) and prisoners,

young and old. Especially powerful scenes include Miss Syms

being called a whore inside a pub, the drunken hangman, who
comes to Dublin posing as a salesman, identified in a bar and

attacked by angry patrons, and the gripping execution. And
"The Quare Fellow" offers one thing more—a dramatic indict-

ment against capital punishment, certain to stir up heated con-

troversy among those who see it.

Astor. 85 minutes. Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Syms, Walter Macken. Produced by
Anthony Havelock-Allen. Directed by Arthur Dreifuss.
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WHIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine, Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison drama spiced with salty humor.
1 10 min.

November

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 123 min.
I 1/12/62.

December

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming
BLACK ZOO Michael Gough, Jeanne Cooper, Rod
Loren, Virginia Grey. Producer Herman Cohen. Direc-
tor Robert Gordon. Unique horror story.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

GREAT GUNFIGHTERS. THE Color, Cinemascope. David
Janssen. Producer Ben Schwalb. Private detective
breaks up outlaw gang that has terrified the Southwest
LONG CORRIDOR, THE Producer-director Samuel Ful-
ler. A suspense thriller.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

SOLDIER IN THE RAIN Jackie Gleason, Steve Mc-
Queen. Producer Martin Jurow. Hilarious Army comedy.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
tor survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/1 1/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September

WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargo! Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Director
Silvio Amadio. Mutiny of prisoners shipped from Eng-
land in the 18th century to America as slaves. 92 min.
I 1/12/62.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. Story of an
American G.I. who organized the underground resist-

ance in Italy. 84 min. 11/12/62.

November

REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl OHosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city. 81 min.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
IFormerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahnl
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

February

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Edgar Allan Poe tale.

March

SCHIZO Leticia Roman, John Saxon. Producer-director
Mario Bava. Suspense horror.

April

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

May
SEAFIGHTERS Frankie Avalon, Tab Hunter, Scott
Brady, Jim Backus. Producer-director Anthony Carras.
Submarine war story.

June

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Ray Milland,
Debra Paget. Producer-director Roger Corman.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

July

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Producer Lou Rusoff. Teenage comedy.

August
MASQUE OF THE R-D DEATH Color, Panavision. Vin-
cent Price. Producer Roger Corman. Based on Edgar
Allan Poe story.

Coming

ANZIO EXPRESS War story.

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COMEDY OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,

Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff. Horror.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision. Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

GREAT DELUGE, THE Panavision. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Vincent Price.

Producers Julian Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. H. G. Wells
classic.

"X"_MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Science fiction.

Producer Roger Corman.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September

IL GRIDO (The Outcry) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli, Robert Alexander. Producer S.P.A. Cine-
matografica. Director Michael Angelo Antonioni. 115
min. 11/12/62.

October
OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, Dav
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tl
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

QUAKE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Siir|

Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Arth
Dreifuss.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masin
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini. Melodram
92 min. I 1/12/62.

December
CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brigit

Bardot, Simone Signoret.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Direct
Orson Welles.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Bor
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO, PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppino.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Gene'
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nc
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cha'

pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wile
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Ja
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Produc
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American famil:

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 m
5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scul

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3/1

December
IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Mauri

Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Produ<

Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on )

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." I

min.

Coming
LEGEND OF LOBO. THE Producer Walt Disney. Li

action adventure. 67 min. 11/12/62.

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Ols

Keenan Wynn. Comedy. 104 min.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Produ

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama
the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

August
INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, S

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harart

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama
medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stoog

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Z.

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Da

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical com
on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.

DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT! Ca
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Ouayle. F

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. 1

adventure. 101 min. 8/20/62.

RING-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker, Dukes

Dixieland, Gary (U.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannon. Produ'

Milton Subotsky. Director Dick Lester. Teenage ci

edy. 78 min. 9/17/62.
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October September

DECEMBER SUMMARY

The month of December, culminating

in the hectic holiday period when each

film company tosses its big attraction

into the market, has 16 releases. We

can look for 3 from Astor. M-G-M,

United Artists, and Embassy show 2

each. Seven firms—20th-Fox, Colum-

bia, Warner Bros., Allied Artists, Ameri-

can-International, Buena Vista and Par-

amount— list 1 release. Neither Univer-

sal nor Continental has anything for the

month.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Ouinn,

Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer

David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning

drama. 87 min. 9/17/42.

TWO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay

Mtdford. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Gar-

rison. Romantic comedy. 78 min.

November

PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-

win Mathews. Maria Landi. Producer Anthony Nelson

Keys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling adventure.

87 min. 8/6/62.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.

Drama of World War II in the sky. 105 min. 10/29/62.

WE'LL BURY YOUI Narrated by William Woodson.
Producers Jack Leewood. Jack W. Thomas. Documen-
tary highlighting rise of Communism. 72 min. 10/15/62.

December

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Ouinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,

Douglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
Vittorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis. Direc-

tor Richard Fleischer. Based on novel by Par Lager-

kvist. 134 min. 9/3/62.

January

OLD DARK HOUSE, THE Color. Tom Poston, Robert
Morley, Joyce Grenfell.

February

DIAMOND HEAD Panavision, Eastman Color. Charlton
Heston, Yvette Mimieux, George Chakiris, France
Nuyen, James Darren. Producer Jerry Bressler. Director

Guy Green.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
bidney.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Technicolor Color. Super-
panavision. Peter O'Toole, Alec Guinness, Anthony
Quinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Hawkins, Claude Rains. Pro-

ducer Sam Spiegel. Director David Lean.

RELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
Montalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
director Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/62.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie

Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

August
WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
rector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Ancmilh's
Broadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September
IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Jirector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
>4 min.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
-ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Buck,
director Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
i famous legend. 83 min. 10/15/62.

October
:.ND OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
luand, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
.ahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

HANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Patios, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
•nond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
tian twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

November
•ON ELI NESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER, THE
Michael Redgrave, Tom Courtenay, Avis Bunnage. Pro-
Jucer-director Tony Richardson. Explores the attitudes
3f a defiant young man sent to a reformatory for
obbery. 103 min. 10/1/62.

July
iKY ABOVE—THE MUD BELOW, THE Color. Producers
ythur Cohn, Rene La Fuite. Director Pierre-Dominique
jaisseau. Adventure drama into the last, uncharted
egions of primitive Dutch New Guinea. 90 min. 7/9/62.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! IFormerly What a Carve
Up!l Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British

spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

November

DEVIL'S WANTON, THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/1 1/62.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo,
Pietro Germi. Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro
Bolognini. A drama of the tragic influences of the city

upon a young, naive farmer. 103 min. 11/12/62.

NIGHT IS MY FUTURE Mai Zetterling, Birger Malmsten.
Director Ingmar Bergman. Bergman reflects on the
theme of man's search for human contact and love in

a "hostile universe." 87 min.

December

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Ferdinando Felicioni.

Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of early Chris-
tians struggling against Roman persecution. 114 min.

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca, Stefania Sandrelli. Producer Franco Cris-

taldi. Director Pietro Germi. Satirical jabs at the
mores of our times. 104 min. 10/29/62.

January

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd, Pierre Brasseur, Gino Cervi, Gabriele Ferzetti,

Christian Marquand, Michelle Morgan, Jean Servais.
Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard Oury.
French object lesson based on classic crimes. 159 min.
10/29/62.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor. 104 min.

February

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitier Prize-

winning stage drama. 174 min. 10/29/62.

MADAME Technirama, 70mm. -Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossein. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

March

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wajda, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

mnnsnasBssm
Current Releases

ANTIGONE (Ellis Films) Irene Papas, Manos Katra-
kis. Producer Sperie Perakos. Director George Tza-
vellas. 88 min. 10/29/62.

ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES Nanus Films) Daniele Ajoret
Nadine Alari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY. THE ILopertl Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin. 68 min.

BLOODY BROOD, THE ISutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

COMING OUT PARTY. A. James Robertson Justice,

Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
Leslie Parkyn. Director Kenn Annakin, 90 min. 9/17/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE IFanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

CONNECTION, THE Warren Finnerty, Garry Good-
row, Jerome Raphel Production, Producer Lewis Allen.
Director Shirley Clarke. Off-beat film about dope
addicts. 93 min. 10/29/62.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor. Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.
76 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED. THE lExcelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

DEVIL'S HAND, THE Linda Christian, Robert Alda. 71

min

.

DOCTOR IN LOVE (Governor Films) Michael Craig,

Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice. Producer

Betty E. Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Another in British

comedy series. 87 mins. 4/16/62.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala

Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.

Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE IKingsley International) Jean

Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director

Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods. 86 min.

FLAME IN THE STREETS (Atlantic) John Mills, Sylvia

Syms Brenda DeBanzie. Producer-drector Roy Baker.

93 min. 10/29/62.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony.

J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES. THE ( Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-

Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

IMPORTANT MAN. THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-

lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/62.

KIND OF LOVING, A (Governor Films) Alan Bates,

June Ritchie, Thora Hird. Producer Joseph Janni.

Director John Schlesinger. 11/12/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli. Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent

Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

MATTER OF WHO. A (Herts-Lion International) Alex

Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Producer Emanuele Cassulo,

Director Michelangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

ONLY TWO CAN PLAY IKingsley International I Peter

Sellers, Mai Zetterling, Virginia Maskell. Producer-

Director Leslie Gilliat. 106 min. 2/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

PASSION OF SLOW FIRE, THE (Trans-Lux) Jean

DeSailley, Monique Melinand. Producer Francois

Chavene. Director Edouard Molinaro. 91 min. 11/12/62.

PHAEDRA (Lopert) Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins,

Raf Vallone. Producer-director Jules Dassin. 115 min.

10/29/62.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS ICosmic). Meg Myles. Gray-

son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SECRET FILE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd. Lynn Stat-

ten. 82 min.

SECRETS OF THE NAZI CRIMINALS (Trans-Lux). Pro-

ducer Tore Sjoberg. Documentary recounting Nazi

crimes. 84 min. 10/15/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke. Francine
York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Ping Russell. Bill Hale. Eve Brent. 81 min.
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THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films ) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa 108 min.

1/8/42.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunnar Biornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars Pass-

gard. Director Inqmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/42.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.
105 min. 7/23/62.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy, Tsuruko Ko-
bayashi. 70 min.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-

rector Edmond T. Greville. 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

YOJIMBO (Seneca-International) Toshiro M. Fune, Kyu
Sazanka, Nakadai. Director Akiro Kurosana. 101 min.
9/17/62.

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

August

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version ot Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane
Cilento Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/62.

October

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Per-
tier. Adventure drama. 92 min.

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
Mastr^ianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. Story of the meteoric career of a young
screen star who becomes a sex symbol for the world.
94 min. 10/1/62.

November

ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN Don Murray, Christine
Kaufmann. Producer Walter Wood. Director Robert
Siodmak. Suspenseful drama of the escape of 28 East
Germans to West Berlin under the wall via a tunnel.
93 min. 10/29/62.

KILL OR CURE Terry-Thomas, Eric Sykes. Producer
Georqe Brown. Director George Pollack. Zany detective
tale. 88 min.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Pat Boone, Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Direc-
tor Daniel Petrie. Drama centering around small
European circus. 85 min.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play. 112 min. 10/29/62.

December

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.
125 min.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

Coming

ARTURO'S ISLAND Reginald Keerman, Vanni De Maig-
ret, Ornella Vanoni, Producer Carlo Ponti, Director
D. Damiani. Based on noted Italian novel.

BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heston,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-
ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-
lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

COME FLY WITH ME Dolores Hart, Hugh O'Brian,
Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director
Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of airline stewardess.

COURTSHIP OF EDDIE'S FATHER, THE Glen Ford,

Shirley Jones. Producer Joe Pasternak, Director Vin-

cente Minnelli. Romantic comedy revolving about a

young widower and his small son.

DIME WITH A HALO Barbara Luna, Paul Langton,

Rafael Lopez. Producer Laslo Vadnay and Hans Wil-

helm, Director Boris Sagal. Story of fine Tijuana youths

who win a fortune at the Calients race track and
then discover they can't cash the ticket.

DRUMS OF AFRICA Frankie Avalon. Mariette Hartley.
Lloyd Bochner. Producers Al Zimbalist, Philip Krasne.
Director James B. Clark. Suspenseful drama of slave-

runners in Africa at the turn-of-the-century.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paiqe. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic com-
edy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

GOLD FOR THE CAESARS Jeffrey Hunter, Mylene
Demongeot. Producer Joseph Fryd. Director Andre de
Toth. Adventure-spectacle concerning a Roman slave
who leads the search for a lost gold mine.

HAUNTING, THE Julie Harris, Claire Bloom. Richard
Johnson, Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise.
Thrilling supernational drama, based on Shirley Jack-
son's best seller.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope, Color. Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Ertz.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MOON WALK Shirley Jones. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director George Sidney. Romantic comedy based on
a story in the Ladies Home Journal.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh Griffith. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall. 179 min.
1 1/12/62.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

RIF1FI IN TOKYO Karl Boehm, Barbara Lass, Charles
Vanel. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jacques Deray.
Thrilling drama of a foreign gang plotting a bank vault
robbery in Tokyo.

TAMAHINE Nancy Kwan, Dennis Price, John Fraser.
Producer John Bryan. Director Philip Leacock. Ro-
mantic comedy of a Tahitian girl and her impact on a
English public school.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Signoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and infidelity in wartime.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer.

VICE AND VIRTUE Annie Girardot, Robert Hassin. Pro-
ducer Alain Poire. Director Roger Vadim. Sinister his-

tory of a group of Nazis and their women whose
thirst for power leads to their downfall.
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August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.
159 min. 6/25/62.

October

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.
9/3/62.

November

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog. 106 min.

December

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien, Zachary
Scott, Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO, A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason.
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood o -

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-

rod. Director Richard Quine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.

Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Mat-
hau, Nita Talbot. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel

Mann. A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure
her horse-playing husband. 93 min. 10/1/62.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Robert
Morley. 92 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Montell

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the famous
Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope, Deluxe

Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Haydn
Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons

Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first nove

about a madcap flight across Africa in a balloon

101 min. 8/20/62.

HEMINGWAY'S ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG MAh
CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Paul Newman, Richarc

Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Arthur Kennedy, Dan Dailey

Ricardo Montalban, Eli Wallach, Diane Baker, Jessie;

Tandy, Corinne Calvet, Fred Clark, James Dunn, Juant

Hernandez. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Martin Ritt

Based on Hemingway's Nick Adams stories. 145 min

6/25/62

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel

,

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Producei

Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marce
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instruc

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 min

5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barr>

Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, Georgi

St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans with

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermo

pylae. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken Hy
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a littli

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Dernier,

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ra

,

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ke'

Annakin. 180 min.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Ho
den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Prt

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based o

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 mir

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacque

Sernas. Edmund Purdom. Director Sergio Griec<

Adventure drama. 72 min. 11/12/62.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Coloi

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Produce

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who a%sass
t

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richar

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowel
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wange
Director Joseph Mankiewicz. Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephen

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of tl

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

YOUNG GUNS OF TEXAS James Mitchum, Alana Lad

Jody McCrea. Producer-director Maury Dexter. We'

ern. 78 min. I 1/12/62.

UNITED ARTISTS

August

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Malde

Thelma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Produc

Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 mi

6/25/62.
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WEST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
Richard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
Chakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmization

of Broadway musical. I5S min. 10/2/61.

September

SWORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance, Eleonora
Rossi Drago, Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
Director Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 9/17/42.

VALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October

HERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
Manx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. Story
of a 1718 family freed from bondage, struggling to

establish existence on an island off the coast of Caro-
lina. 94 min. 9/17/62.

PRESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, 8obby Darin, Peter
Falk. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
field. Engrossing drama dealing with racial prejudice
in U.S. 91 min. 9/17/62.

November
MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Director Frankenheimer. Exciting, throat-clutching sus-
pense melodrama. 126 min. 10/29/62.

December
TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
Producer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Walter Mirisch Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Brodaway hit. 119 min. 10/29/62.

Coming

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Edward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

CARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer'.
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

FIVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT I Formerly The Third Dimen-
•,onl Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
Ycland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS, MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-teller.

GRAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM, THE Glenn Ford,
Hope Lange, Charles Boyer.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

LAND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
[Director Leslie Stevens.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent. Hazel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

PHAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
'City. 112 min. I/B/62.

STOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
Pascal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min
7/23/62.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
^olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

WAR HUNT John Saxon. Producer Terry Sanders.
Director Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama 81
mm. 4/16/62

WAY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Heeht.

June
LONELY ARE THE BRAVE Panavision. Kirk Douglas
Gena Rowlands, Michael Kane, Walter Matthau. Pro-
ducer Edward Lewis. Director David Miller. Tale of a

VM/^'*
S,ruggle a<3 ainst modern times. 107 min.

NIGHT CREATURES Color. Peter Cushing, Patrick Allen
Yvonne Romain, Oliver Reed. Producer John Temple-
» ii

D
!

rector Peter Graham Scott. Thriller of a
lightened village living in mortal fear of an unex-
plained menace. 81 min. 5/14/62.

July

INFORMATION RECEIVED Sabina Sesselman, William
Sylvester, Hermione Baddeley, Edward Underdown. Di-
rector Robert Lynn. Thrilling crime drama of an under-
world's double double-cross. 77 min.

THAT TOUCH OF MINK Color, Panavision. Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Gig Young. Producers Stanley Shapiro, Mar-
tin Melcher. Director Delbert Mann. Uproarious adult
sophisticated comedy. 99 min. 5/14/62.

August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the iungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a

"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. War Melodrama.
I 14 min. 8/6/62.

November

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
Romantic comedy. 102 min. 9/3/62.

STAGE COACH TO DANCERS' ROCK Warren Stevens,
Martin Landau, Jody Lawrance, Don Wilbanks, Del
Morre. Bob Anderson, Judy Dan. Producer-Director
Earl Bellamy. Violence-spattered western. 72 min.
10/15/62.

Coming

BIRDS, THE Color. Rod Taylor. Jessica Tandy.

BRASS BOTTLE, THE Color. Tony Randall, Burl Ives.

Producer Robert Arthur.

CHARADE Color, Panavision. Cary Grant, Audrey Hep-
burn, Walter Matthau, James Coburn, George Ken-
nedy, Ned Glass, Dominique Minot, Thomas Ghelimsky.
Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color, Panavision. Tony Cur-
tis, Phil Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen
Steele, Stubby Kaye, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris,
Kevin McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Pro-
ducer Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FHEUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner, Eric Portman, David McCallum, Fernand
Ledoux, Eileen Herlie, David Kossoff, Rosalie Crutch-
ley. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director John
Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES. A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan, Leora Dana,
Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing, Richard
Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh, Leif Erickson.
Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

IRON COLLAR, THE Audie Murphy, Kathleen Crowley,
Charles Drake, Harold J. Stone, L. Q. Jones, Skip
Homier, Henry Wills, Charles Horvath. Producer Gor-
don Kay. Director R. G. Springsteen.

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE Clifford Evans, Jennifer Daniel,
Edward De Souza, Noel Willman.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Panavision. Cornel
Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, Ian Gregory,
Michael Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard
Luber. Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER, THE George C. Scott,
Dana Wynter, Clive Brook, Jacques Roux, Herbert
Marshall, Bernard Archard, Gladys Cooper, Tony Hus-
ton, John Merivale. Producer Edward Lewis. Director
John Huston.

MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT Color. Rock Hudson.

PARANOIC Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila Burrell.
Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Liliane Brousse.
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie Francis.

TAMMY AND THE DOCTOR Color. Sandra Dee, Peter
Fonda, MacDonald Carey, Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lind-
say. Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce, Adam West, Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE WAY MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor, faig Young, Thelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix, Leslie Parrish Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, Willard Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL, THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner, Arlene Francis, Elliott Reid, Reginald Owen,
Edward Andrews, Zasu Pitts, Kim Karath, Brian Nash,
Hedley Mattingly, Lucy Landau. Producers Ross Hunter,
Martin Melcher. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando. Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

July

MUSIC MAN, THE Technicolor, Technirama. Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione Gin-
gold. Producer-Director Morton Da Costa. From Mere-
dith Wilson's Broadway musical hit. 151 min. 4/16/62.

August

GUNS OF DARKNESS Leslie Caron, David Niven, David
Opatoshu. Producer Thomas Clyde. Director Anthony
Asquith. Drama of romance and adventure in Latin
America. 103 min. 8/20/62.

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/62.

November

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons, Hermione Gingold. Pro-

ducer Henry G. Saperstein. Director, Abe Levitow.
Animated comedy feature of Parisian cats. 86 min.
10/29/62.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller. 132 min. 10/29/62.

December

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit based on Gypsy
Rose Lee's career. 149 min. 10/1/62.

Coming

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A drama of love, happiness, and heartbreak
in a modern marriage.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston. Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-
ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum, Jack Hawk-
ins, Elsa Martinelli. Director Phil Karlson. Adventure
drama

.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

THE CASTILIAN Panacolor. Cesar Romero, Frankie
Avalon, Tere Velasquez. Producer Sidney Pink. Direc-
tor Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the Span-
iards against the Moors.

THE INCRED:BLE MR. LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts,
Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.
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What They'te hiking About

In the Movie Business

MORE FROM E.C.A. With Robert Mitchum,

Bobby Darin and director John Frankenheimer

already under its belt, the recently-organized

Entertainment Corp. of America is really on the

move. President Max E. Youngstein is conferring

all over the talent field, and the biggest production

deal so far for the fledgling outfit probably will

be announced before the year's end. The other

key ECA executives, Jerome Pickman and
Charles Simonelli, meanwhile, carrying on
negotiations in the financial and distribution

areas. Within three months, this outfit will be

rolling on all wheels.
o

FEEVEE IN THEATRES. Trans-Canada
Telemeter, operators of the pay-TV experiment in

the Toronto suburb, Etobicoke, are hoping to

attract more sports events to feevee by bringing

them into theatres, as well as to home subscribers.

Canadian Football League officials met recently

with Eugene Fitzgibbons, Trans-Canada
president, to witness a hockey game projected via

the Eidophor system in a theatre, and indicated

that they were highly impressed. Telemeter
has been carrying all 35 of this season's Toronto
Maple Leafs away-from-home hockey games in

a theatre and to pay-TV subscribers in Etobicoke.

Since the Canadian football games are blacked
out on free TV in the home-game areas,

Fitzgibbons is seeking to persuade the league's

officials to try closed-circuit theatre showings for

next season's games. Thus far, sports events have
proved far and away the strongest attractions

offered to pay-TV subscribers up there and
Telemeter hones that more sports offerings will

spark the lacking feevee operation. In the U. S.,

meanwhile, the New York Giants football team is

negotiating to line up TV-equipped to present
its championship game with the Green
Bay Packers.

0

FOX TO EXPAND 'SHOWCASING'. Sales

executives at 20th-Fox are busy setting up plans
for expansion of a multiple first-run policy

patterned on United Artists' "Premiere

Showcase". Following up its recently announced
move to showcase "The Lion" simultaneously in

several first-runs in Baltimore and Philadelphia,

20th intends to adopt the same policy on most

of its future releases on a nationwide scale. First

Fox film to get the national showcase treatment

will be "Sodom and Gomorrah", slated for release

in mid-January. Details for 20th's version of the

Premiere Showcase plan are being worked out by
Bob Conn, assistant sales chief, and Abe Dickstein,

eastern division manager, under the guidance of

Seymour Poe.
o

PAY-TV 'EDUCATION'. The following reached

this department's desk the other day, signed by
one Robert G. Foster, who identifies himself as

being "not a member of the movie industry, just

the personal friend of a theatre circuit operator,

in whose office I occasionally have the pleasure

of reading Film BULLETIN." Mr. Foster offers

some views on the pay-TV issue which are worth
repeating here: "You people in the movie
business are expending a lot of energy fighting

what you call 'feevee', but I really doubt that you
are getting your message across to those who are

most vitallv interested in keeping television free

—

the public. In my conversations with friends and
business acauamtances, I learn .that there is a

suorismg lack of interest in what is happening

until I ask the direct question: 'Do you want to

pay for television shows?' Invariably. I find that

thev perk up and start to ask what thev will

have to nay for. When I say that it is likely

—

should the pav svstem ever become widespread

—

that ALL television will go over to a pav basis,

thev almost start to shout their opposition. It

seems to me that you movie people should get this

fact across to the public, and the stress should be

on the fact that pav-television is a 'grab', as you

have termed it, of the free airwaves. And you

should, further, concentrate your attack against

this 'grab' in the halls of Congress. The politicians

will sit up and take notice if you can get the folks

in the grassroots of America to vocalize their

opposition to being charged for television

entertainment. I am convinced, as vou are, that

nothing better will come to the public via pay-TV
than comes from free television. The only

difference will be that the shows and sports events

will carry a price-tag on them. It is conceivable

that the average family will find itself paying

bills of $20 to $30 per week for the same stuff

that now comes into the home without charge.

Th ;s is the message vou should get across to the

public. That kind of education could stop the

pay-TV promoters in their tracks."
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FINANCIAL REPORT

Paramount Blames Poor Showing

In 3rd Quarter on B.O. Flops
"Extremely unfavorable public reception of several expensive

pictures (and) some disappointment in other pictures which

. . . have not as yet attained domestic results commensurate with

their costs" were the reasons Paramount offered for a dismal

third quarter profit statement. And although the firm has been

engaged in a continuing attempt to tighten its production belt,

and has effected certain reductions in the cost structure, "unless

there is some unusually favorable acceptance of the immediate

picture product by the public, the managemnt looks forward to

profitable but comparativly unsatisfactory earnings from these

pictures during the coming months."

For the third period of 1962 Paramount reported estimated

consolidated losses of $1,107,000 ( — 66c per share), a severe

setback from the profit of $890,000 (53c), plus investment

profit of $558,000 (33c) for the similar 1961 span. Earnings

for the nine months ended Sept. 29, 1962, including the third-

quarter loss, totaled $594,000 (36c), a far, far cry from the

$5,310,000 ($3.15), plus an investment profit of $980,000

(58c) earned in the comparable '61 period.

The flops Paramount blamed for its poor showing were

"Escape from Zahrain" and "Hell Is for Heroes."

In addition to planning moves aimed at further reducing the

cost of film-making "another area of study has involved the

distribution costs and efficiency of selling throughout the

world." The management sought to reassure shareholders as

to the present dividend rate. "It is not expected that any change

in the dividend policy will be made in the foreseeable future."

UA Sets 9-Month Net, Gross Records

Record nine-months net and gross income were reported by

United Artists Corp. Net for the first three periods of 1962

was $3,103,000 ($1.78 per share), compared to $3,014,000

($1.73) in the similar 1961 span, according to chairman Robert

S. Benjamin. Gross worldwide income in the first nine months

amounted to $91,502,000, against $8',310,000 in '61.

Film Shares Continue To Ride

Crest of Broad Market Upsweep
The post-Cuban crisis buying splurge continued to push ur

movie shares in general, despite the fact that the financial new
in the film industry at large was not particularly bright. Ai

Film BULLETIN'S check-out date (Dec. 6) 16 of our 20 listed

issues on the NYSE and American Exchange showed increases,

several of them quite substantial. The four declines were rela-

tively minor.

Leading the upswing was MCA with a whopping 6-poim

rise, followed by Columbia (3%), and M-G-M and Screer

Gems, both up 2l/
2 - Ln the theatre division, American Broad

casting-Paramount showed a iYg advance. The only two film

companies that declined were Disney, down II/4 and Paramoun

(on the heels of a poor 3rd quarter report), off fractionally.

The volume in most movie issues was above normal for thi

recorded two weeks period. Cinerama led with 227,200 share:

traded and showed a rise of iy8 , while National General wa:

most active of the theatre outfits, trading 113,200, also up 1%

Nat'! General Earnings Jump

National General Corp.'s earnings for the fourth perioc

ended Sept. 24 rose to an estimated $900,000 (31c per share)

from $101,000 (3c) the year before, according to presiden

Eugene V. Klein. Full-year earnings were a little more that

$2.8 million, almost $1 per share, compared to $837,431 (30c)

in 1961 (a $7.7 million provision for loss on its NTA invest

ment resulted in a consolidated net loss of $6.8 million tha

year).

Revenues in fiscal '62 were down from $43.8 million t(

about $43 million, said Klein. But cost-control and highe:

merchandising profit helped boost operating figures.

Previously, it was revealed that Klein's plan for "construe

tion in areas where mass growth and population have createc

a need and opportunity for new theatres" is running almost twe

years ahead of schedule. Seven new theatres have been placec

under construction since the announcement for subsidiar

(Continued on Page 14,

S A P Preilicts Favorable 903 far Maries
Oa "Greater Baxaffiee Branrina Pauter 9

Prospects for the motion picture industry in 1963 appear

favorable, according to the latest Standard & Poor's analysis

of the amusements industry, on the basis of an "anticipated

increase in and prospective greater boxoffice drawing power
of motion pictures scheduled for release during 1963." Profits

of the film companies, however, "will continue to be deter-

mined by the success of individual products at the boxoffice,

as well as by control over production costs."

As for this year, the report declares: "Despite an indicated

decline in motion picture releases during 1962, domestic box-

office receipts probably will gain moderately on increased

attendance (up approximately 2%, year to year, through

October, 1962) and higher admission prices (ahead about

6%, year to year, for August, 1962). Earnings for 1962 of

U.S. motion picture companies in foreign markets (which

account for about 54% of the industry's gross receipts) are

expected to equal those of 1961, despite the increase in com-

petition from television in many parts of the world."

The Standard & Poor's analysis of individual movie com-

panies is summarized as follows:

COLUMBIA PICTURES—"Depending upon the public's

response to several potential boxoffice hits, earnings for the

fiscal year to end June 30, 1963, could exceed the $1.33 a

common share of 1961-62, excluding $0.27 from property

sales." WALT DISNEY—"Earnings for the fiscal year ended

September 30, 1962, are indicated at a peak $2.90 a share,

up from the record $2.75 of 1960-61. Based on the prospec-

tive absence of the large carry-over into 1961-62 of unre-

corded film income, earnings for 1962-63 will do well to

match those of 1961-62." MCA, INC.—"Profits of the merged

company (MCA-Decca-Universal) in 1962 are indicated at

about $2.50 a common share, up from the pro forma $2.11

of 1961. Further progress in 1963 will depend on the con-

(Continued on Page 14)
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M*€§rumount 9
s H*>d Ink

Most of the film companies in the

latter years have become engaged in a

variety of diversified activities, the

number of such non-movie operations

usually reflecting the degree of ner-

vousness with which each management

regards the future of its fundamental

business, movies. There is nothing

wrong, of course, with spreading a

company's base of operations to increase

income or to hedge against a possible

decline in the basic business; the danger

is in allowing the established enter-

prise to languish while traipsing in

search of greener pastures.

Those who peruse the financial re-

ports of film companies are aware that

their profits and losses vary in close

ratio to the boxoffice performance of

releases in the reported period. In this

volatile and uncertain business it is not

uncommon for earnings to fluctuate

sharply. A run of disappointing pic-

tures can have a devastating impact,

and it seems that the income from all

auxiliary operations is hardly sufficient

to change red ink to black. This impels

a conclusion that bears repeating: a

motion picture company will prosper

or fail by the kind of movies it pro-

duces and distributes, and by the enthu-

siasm with which it exploits and mer-

chandises them. All else is incidental.

This brings us to the present situa-

tion of Paramount Pictures Corpora-

tion.

For the first time in the dozen years

of its operation as a film company
without theatre holdings (divorcement

took place in 1950), Paramount shows
a loss on a financial statement. For the

third quarter of the current year, a

figure of $1,107,000 appears in red ink,

a loss of 66 cents per share. Opposite

the profit of $890,000 for the third

quarter of the prior year, this repre-

sents an adverse shift of approximately

$2 million in the company's fortunes

for the same 3-months a year apart.

Paramount is one of the most diver-

sified of all movie companies. It is

involved in a wide range of enterprises

-—television production, a television sta-

tion, records, a music company, elec-

tronics, talent, and, most importantly,

pay-TV. At the last annual meeting in

June, president Barney Balaban in-

formed the shareholders that practically

all of the company's diversified opera-

tions were showing a profit.

To what avail, one must ask, in view

of the fact that the company's ledger

for the third quarter is splattered with

red ink? The loss of over a million dol-

lars is attributed in large measure to

"extremely unfavorable public reception

of several expensive pictures, namely,

Escape from Zahrain and Hell Is for

Heroes."

We won't quarrel with the question-

able accuracy of the statement that

Hell is for Heroes was an "expensive"

film, but there can be no question that

both of the pictures mentioned turned

out to be boxoffice duds. The point to

be made here, however, is not merely

that Paramount has had more than its

share of flops in recent years; rather,

that Paramount Pictures Corporation

appears to be going downhill as a pro-

duction-distribution organization ever

since president Balaban embarked the

company on the pay-TV adventure as a

major phase of operations.

Let's look at the financial record.

Paramount's earnings in 1959 totalled

$7,519,000. Early in I960, the com-
pany's Telemeter subsidiary inaugurated

the pay-TV experiment in Etobicoke,
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Canada; that year the earnings were just

about $7 million. The 1961 net income

was $5,668,000. This year came the

plunge. For the first nine months this

year, ended September 29, earnings were

only $594,000—compared to over $5

million for the same period last year!

It must be suspected that there is

more than an incidental relationship be-

tween the fact that Paramount has had

very few boxoffice successes in the past

couple years and its preoccupation with

Telemeter. Since diversifications, and

especially pay-TV, started to loom so

importantly in Mr. Balaban's calcula-

tions, the film product has suffered.

A glance through the past several

Paramount financial statements reveals

the president devoting an increasing

amount of his reports to shareholders to

activities other than movies. Since Para-

mount set out in pursuit of the pay-TV

will-o'-the-wisp, one almost gathers the

impression that this company is giving

up on the business of movies for ex-

hibition in theatres. While sensible

economy in a constricted market might

be essential, Paramount's theme in re-

gard to its movie operations has been

the kind of cut-to-the-bone economy

that can destroy a company in an indus-

try that requires flair and enthusiasm

like show business does. Paramount has

debilitated its production, distribution

and promotion capacities to a degree be-

yond good business judgment. A sharp

pencil in a bookkeeper's hand might

pare some non-essential expenses, but

there is the danger that it might pierce

the very heart of the enterprise.

On the brighter side, there are some

signs, in recent announcements of en-

larged production plans, that president

Balaban now realizes he has been taking

Paramount down the wrong road. We
hope, for the welfare of this whole

industry in which our faith abounds, as

well as for the future of Paramount,

that Mr. Balaban will return with real

enthusiasm to the business in which his

company has prospered so handsomely

in years gone by—motion pictures for

theatres.

MO WAX.
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He's

a square

from

Nebraska...

TRENDS! TRENDS! TRENDS!

ADAM WEILER

Your commentator recently bumped
into Maurice Bergman, part-time wit

and for many years utility outfielder for

Universal pictures. Mr. Bergman, who
turns a phrase with the agility of a

dervish doing a back-flip, is now view-

ing the film industry scene from a

northern California patio and, as he

says, this is the most orderly release

since Eddie Hyman's logos into the

realm of distribution.

It was only natural that I wanted to

get from Mr. Bergman, quondom exec-

utive, certain opinions about the present

state of the industry. For an opening

gambit, I asked him how he felt about

the new trends in the business. This

set him off and, though interruptions

were attempted, it was not until the

fifth martini had been consumed that

he called it a day and signed off. Here-

with we record his monologue.

"You have asked me about the new
trends in the business. The most signi-

ficant new trend is that there are many
more persons talking about new trends.

It used to be that the word 'trend' was

only invoked when there was a trend

to bigger expense accounts. Those were

the days when swindle sheets lived up

to the name.

"Today, trends are difficult to discern

because there is a new one every day,

such as the one announced recently by

Michael Callen, a young actor remem-
bered for some brilliant bit parts. It

was Mr. Callen's thought that the trend

is for young actors to hire their own
press agents because, as he pointed out,

this was the only way they could get

any publicity.

"But let's not quarrel with young
Callen. He reads so much about so

many trends enunciated by other states-

men of the business that he just couldn't

resist expounding his own.

"Then there is the trend to develop

young executives, young producers,

young directors, young stockholders

and young actors. The only trouble

with this trend is that it has acquired

a stasis since it was first enunciated by

Sam Katz when Publix Theatres were

flourishing.

"In fact, most of the trends both

existent and non-existent at this time

have been trending their way for so

many years that even those who an-

nounced their arrival many years ago

and who have forgotten their past

trend-pronouncements are again sensing

these same trends. So what is really

happening is quite simple. The compul-

sion on the part of trend-sensers to

mount the podium and declare there is

a new trend creates trends in reverse.

"Let's consider the case of Joe Paster-

nak. The other day he thought that

the trend is definitely to more love

and more laughter, that those are the

ingredients in pictures that really will

save the industry. I concur. I must

deny, however, that this will be a trend,

because Mr. Pasternak is forgetting that

love and laughter are traditional.

"A number of advertising executives

are deploring the trend of exhibitors

to spend less money for promotion.

This also can be called a non-trend. This

is a bad habit and a pernicious one.

"One putative trend that always

amuses me is the one toward unity,

which is generally perceived and articu-

lated when distributors, producers and

exhibitors cloister. This trend has a

fleeting moment on the stage, then is

heard no more until the next conclave.

"There is much talk about the trend

to get runaway production to run back

to Hollywood. Tony Curtis, who had

a meteoric rise to stardom and now

has propelled himself to producer

status, sees no reason why all of his

next six pictures cannot be made in

Hollywood. This is a trend which will

be applauded by union leader Dick

Walsh. However, this is hardly a new

trend in view of the fact that Holly-

wood production has been going on

since 1912.

"So when you look at this trend busi-

ness you start asking yourself a few

questions. For example, why not a

trend to start making more pictures and

at the same time save all this energy

being used to discuss trends. And why

not, when you hear the next gent spout-

ing off about a new trend, ask him an

innocent question: 'Does it sell tickets'?"

Mr. Joseph E. Levine, who has added

another laurel to his career by being

named "producer of the year" by Allied

States, may attribute a great deal of his

success to his propensity for the sprint.

(Continued on Next Page)



IN FOCUS

Mr. Levine certainly must have some

inhibitions, but luckily they don't im-

pede his acceleration. Where others

may fear to tread, he runs—not walks

—in.

It seems to me that besides being the

"producer of the year" that Mr. Levine

is certainly the impulse of the year. His

spectrum ranges from Hercules' muscles

to Kim Novak's beauty to Boccaccio's

tales. His genre is indefinable, but con-

sidering his scope there is no telling

what he will do next. And that

may be his formula for success. His

instincts seem to guide him, not so

much in a straight line, but elliptically,

and therefore he finds plenty of roam-

ing room.

It's too bad that Allied's award con-

tained words of limitation such as the

"producer of the year". Actually, Mr.

Levine is the entity of the year. It

would not be surprising if the Airlines

Association named him the ubiquitous

man of the year.

There are rumors that his Embassy

pictures may go public. This is to be

regretted, if it does happen. Mr. Le-

vine, much to his credit, would never

be in one place long enough to address

a stockholders' meeting.

0 0

Both Mr. Levine and Mr. David

Susskind have much affection for the

medium of motion pictures. Mr. Suss-

kind is unhappy because the industry

makes, according to his view, mediocre

pictures, and he frequently delivers lec-

tures on this subject. His idiom and
vocabulary reflect his Harvard back-

ground and on his television program
"Open End" he explores, with guest

panelists, everything from politics to

comedians.

It will be interesting to follow Mr.

Susskind's career because, like Mr. Le-

vine, nothing frightens him and he has

a degree of chuspah which even Khrush-

chev found irritating when Susskind

interviewed him. Whether Mr. Suss-

kind's ideals can be transmuted into cur-

rency remains to be seen. And whether

Mr. Levine will use his currency to

augment his ideals must also be a mat-

ter that the future will decide.

Despite the polarity of the two gen-

tlemen, Levine and Susskind, it seems
1 to me that there is plenty of room for

both of them. There must be others

like them who "may be born to blush

unseen", unless the business scouts

around to find them. Joe Levine was

an exhibitor. Susskind was a TV pro-

ducer. Why not look around in both

fields for the budding young talent.

Let's keep in mind that Adolph Zukor

started as an exhibitor (in an old shoe

store) and that Lew Wasserman, the

keen MCA boss, launched his career as

an usher in Cleveland.

0 0

We must write again about Mr. Irv-

ing Levin whose San Francisco Film

Festival was recently recorded in this

space. Shortly after Mr. Levin threw

rocks at the Screen Producers' Guild,

who announced that they, too, wanted

a festival, he woke up one morning to

read in his local paper that the honor-

able Mayor of San Francisco. Mr.

George Christopher, was so repelled by

what he saw in the S. F. Festival that

he announced he would oppose any

further subsidy from the city which up

to now has granted $20,000 to keep Mr.

Levin's affair. It seems that Mr. Chris-

topher, who disliked a Canadian docu-

mentary, also felt that the festival did

nothing for San Francisco and cer-

tainly, in his opinion, brought no tour-

ists, except the few from foreign coun-

tries whose expenses were defrayed by

the festival committee.

Whether or not Mr. Levin again gets

the twenty grand is a matter of conjec-

ture. But this incident might serve some

purpose for those who believe our in-

dustry should receive some subsidy from

the government. Can you imagine Con-

gressmen as film critics!

One of the traditions in the industry

which really should be re-examined is

the World Premiere. With due respect

for this type of eye-wash, and even

admitting that those who made the pic-

ture are entitled to this ego builder, it

-is questionable what the premiere is

worth in terms of free publicity. True,

crowds form on the street to see the

celebrities, especially in New York and

Hollywood. But very little space is

collected in the newspapers, mainly be-

cause it's difficult to create innovations

which might make news.

The real movie fans never get to

these functions, just as the real base-

ball fans never get to the world series.

It might be interesting to have a pre-

miere attended by the nation's number

one movie fans and to select these dis-

tinguished guests by a contest con-

ducted by newspapers in key cities. A
pair of such fans could be selected in

each exchange center. As for details, I

leave this to any good exploitation man
who must be just as weary as your cor-

respondent of seeing the same faces at

each world premiere.



Of People and Events

Fruitful Convention
Allied States Association enjoyed one

of the most successful conventions in

its 33 year history last week in Cleve-

land. And it was one of the most con-

structive. From the opening remarks of

executive director Milton H. London,

urging theatremen to capitalize "the

opportunities for profit that exist",

down to the climatic banquet which ac-

claimed Joseph E. Levine as "producer

of the year", the Allied confab was a

precise, well-prepared, productive affair.

The highlights: exhibitors were urged

by Irving Dollinger to beat the product

shortage by joining hands to buy up the

"best of European output"; he also told

them the future of the industry is in

exhibition's hands; Ben Marcus, chair-

man of the new executive committee

called for establishment of buying and

booking organizations under Allied aus-

pices in every territory to offset selling

policies of the film companies; veteran

Northwest Allied leader Benjamin Ber-

ger suggested that a fractional portion

of all film rentals be put aside for

radio and TV promotion in each terri-

tory under COMPO sponsorship; ap-

pointment of a committee was approved

to study the advantages of an Eady

plan to stimulate increased production;

a research expert recommended continu-

ing studies of public attitudes concern-

ing movies and theatres; M-G-M was

scored for its alleged refusal to adjust

terms on "King of Kings" where grosses

on the film were disappointing.

Changes at 20th

The changing

scene at 20th Cen-

tury-Fox will be

marked soon by

the departure

from the com-

pany of its execu-

tive promotion

chief, vice presi-

dent Charles Ein-

feld, and the en-

trance of a new

director of world publicity, Harold

Rand.

Einfeld informed president Darryl F.

Zanuck of his intention to withdraw

from full-time service to the firm by

1963. His contract, however, provides

for advisory counsel for a six year period.

Einfeld has long been regarded as one

of the most accomplished advertising

executives in the industry. There is a

strong feeling in some quarters that he

may reenter independent production, in

which he was engaged from 1946 to '48.

Rand's appointment (he assumes the

post on Dec. 17) was announced by

20th executive vice president Seymour

Poe, who presumably will oversee all

phases of the company's promotion

activities.

Also revealed was the retirement of

Otto E. Koegel as chief counsel of Fox.

He returns to private practice. The new

general counsel is Jerome Edwards.

Clutter of Credits
Producer-director Howard Hawks re-

cently assailed the "creeping evil" of

clogging up screen credits and particu-

larly advertisements with billing for

"people who don't draw a nickel." Mr.

Hawks says that the ads are all clut-

tered up.

He doesn't blame this on the major

stars—who obviously deserve their bill-

ing—but rather on lesser performers,

and particularly their agents. He points

out that when an agent can't get the

money his performer wants, the per-

center assuages the actor by demanding

more prominent billing.

These billing demands are just as in-

flationary as if the performers demanded

more cash — and, incidentally, per-

formers aren't the only billing prob-

lems. With the rise of the independent

production setup, everybody now gets

into the billing act.

The point is that billings take run-

ning time on the screen and precious

space in the ads. Every minute of run-

ning time and every inch of ad space

has to be paid for. It costs somebody

money. The nuisance of sitting through

seemingly endless lists of technical

credits in the theatre is bad enough, but

showmen regard as much worse the

deleterious effects on newspaper adver-

tisements cluttered with all sorts of un-

important information, lines of type that

frequently diminish the impact of ads.

(Continued on Page 9

)
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For instance, a 3-column display ad-

vertisement for an important movie

in a recent issue of The New York
Times listed, in addition to the big

name stars, the following: the individ-

ual producer, the director, the screen-

play writer, the production designer, the

music composer (it was not a musical),

the stage play writer, the stage pro-

ducer, the process in which it was

filmed, four separate corporations in-

volved in the presentation, the name of

the distributing company, and a phrase

plugging the sound track record album.

This may sound like an extreme case,

but, except for the multiplicity of cor-

porations, there was nothing extreme

about the credits. On the very same

page in the very same issue of The

Times appeared another ad in which

space was provided for credits to the

director, double credit to the original

stage playwright, credit for screenplay

writer, the music composer (again, it

was not a musical), the two individual

producer, and the releasing organiza-

tion. How many of these listings helped

sell the picture?

The number of inches of advertising

space consumed by this material or by

the undue size of type used for this

minor performers' billing is the cause

of added expense to distributors and

exhibitors. But even more important

is the fact that ads often are messed up

by such listings. Any advertising man
could attest to the fact that white space

would be far more effective. Why ad-

vertise, he might logically ask, what

doesn't sell?

Distributor's Reply to

Foreign Films Plan

To The Editor

Dear Sir:

A word about your editorial, "Can

Foreign Films Help Ease the Product

Famine?" (issue of Nov. 26). Mr.

Gold's plan is most commendable, but

I believe that the urging should have

been done to the exhibitors rather than

to the distributors. We who have been

struggling along for years with foreign

made films have invested very heavily

in some very fine pictures, many, many
of which could have been played most

successfully in the past in commercial

theatres. The fact that foreign made
films did not make their mark upon the

public was not due to the distributor,

but was the fault of the exhibitor. Ex-

hibitors in the past were most reluctant

to give up any playing time for a for-

eign made picture regardless of its

quality or content. And, at this very

moment when there is a "famine", I

can still go through the country and

show you where hundreds of theatres

are playing second-rate reissues rather

than go along and try to establish a

foreign made film of high quality and

content.

Getting back to Mr. Gold's sugges-

tion, it seems to me that Mr. Gold's

plan has the earmarks of asking the

Independent Distributors of foreign

made films to make themselves avail-

able by more or less guaranteeing the

exhibitor a play-date with no risk. A
check among exhibitors would show

that Mr. Gold's suggestion is not a new

one, nor is it one that has not been

attempted by many distributors of for-

eign made films. I, for one, can call

attention to a most outstanding foreign

made film which was almost unani-

mously accepted as a good commercial

picture, and yet many of the important

circuits who could have helped move

this picture gave us no consideration at

all. The picture I refer to is "Purple

Noon," which was offered, as Mr. Gold

suggested, with proper exploitation and

packaged with another picture where

necessary.

There are many thousands of words

which can be written about the exhibi-

tors failure to support members of the

Independent Film Importers and Dis-

tributors of America, but I just wanted

to get the salient points over.

In closing, may I refer to the one line

in your article which is indicative of

the entire outlook of the exhibitor in

general. In leading off your second

paragraph, you say, "Until the famine

is relieved"; that is the crux of the

whole matter. The Independent Film

Importer is to be used "until the famine

is relieved", if he is used at all.

IRVING SOCHIN,
Stiles Director

Times Film ( orporation
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Feevee Smoke Screen

Within a few days recently, two widely disparate items in

print suggested that the old feevee smoke screen is getting

smudgier than ever.

The Sunday supplement, This Week, ran an editorial article

labeled "A Report on Pay TV." I describe this piece as an edi-

torial because it certainly was an expression of opinion, rather

than fact. Frankly, to keen observers of the whole record of

pay television, this article smacks more of idiocy than anything

else. For example, "highlights from a typical schedule" of

feevee for a single week were given by the author. This "typi-

cal" schedule just happened to include the Patterson-Liston

bout in among the movies. Then the magazine proceeded to

tell us the six signs of success of pay TV. What were these signs?

1. The first omen was that the Hartford feevee sponsors,

Zenith and RKO General, are optimistic. This is a sign of

success? Under such circumstances, 20th Century-Fox should

be the most successful company in the industry because they are

optimistic about "Cleopatra."

2. This Week thinks that feevee must be a success because

"practical business firms like Zenith Radio Corporation and
RKO General don't throw millions down drains." This is also

a really factual reason.

3. Feevee must be a success, says This Week, because the

movie companies are selling pictures to it. No mention of the

fact that there are legal threats of anti-trust action if the movie
companies don't sell the films.

4. This Week thinks feevee must be a success because more
plans for other feevee systems have been announced. By the

same reasoning, magazines must be successful today because

more magazines start up all the time.

5. This Week thinks feevee must be a success because "major

network bosses are no longer as belligerent as they once were."

No evidence is cited, and indeed, the only quote from a network

president in the This Week article happens to be very forth-

rightly opposed to the whole idea, but the magazine still talks

about network non-belligerence.

6. The final sign of success, according to This Week, is "a

strong rumor making the show biz rounds that the networks

themselves are secretly experimenting with new pay TV sys-

tems." Now I ask you.

0

It just so happens that within a few short days of the publi-

cation of the Sunday supplement article, the company which

pioneered feevee in this hemisphere, Paramount Pictures Cor-

poration, reported an estimated consolidated loss of $1,107,000

for the third quarter of the current fiscal year. Paramount, which

operates the Telemeter experiment in Etobicoke, Canada, had

a clear explanation of what caused its losses. Surprisingly, this

explanation didn't even mention Telemeter. Instead, Paramount

explained that its losses were "largely the result of extremely

unfavorable public reception of a couple expensive (sic) pic-

tures, namely 'Escape from Zahrain' and 'Hell is for Heroes'."

But let us look back a little. In the October 17, 1961, issue

of the Wall Street Journal, President Barney Balaban of Para

mount said that "even when we add the amortization of the

plant ... the current weekly 'loss' is below $7,500" in the

Telemeter experiment. This statement was made in answer to

the charge of a resigned director of Famous Players Canadian,

a Paramount subsidiary, that Telemeter was incurring a weekl

loss of $11,000 in Canada.

Accepting Mr. Balaban's 1961 statement, and assuming that

the loss with amortization runs to $7,000 a week, we achieve a

figure of some $365,000 a year of losses from Telemeter alone.

It is conceivable that this figure might have been included in

the deficit report by Paramount for the third quarter.

Giving This Week magazine the benefit of the doubt, wel

must admit that at the time their article was written, the Para-I

mount third quarter statement was not available. Nevertheless,!

Mr. Balaban's 1961 statement most certainly was available.

0

There is probably no point in expecting the media which!

compete with network television for advertising to lean oveil

backwards to be impartial about the prospects of pay television.!

One can hope, however, that opinions might possibly be labeled!

as opinions, rather than as questionable statements or question-

able "facts".

This points up once again the importance of having available

sufficient factual ammunition to demolish the myth statements!

of feevee adherents. In the case of the Hartford feevee exoeri-

ment, which operates under a license from the FCC. it might be

helpful to accumulate evidence of what is specifically promised

and what is specifically delivered to the audience, and it might

also be helpful to maintain a file of publicity announcements]

releases, interviews and so forth as a guide to what the holders!

of the experimental license are using to lure the public.

Presumably the FCC is not interested solely in the numbers!'

game and the size of the audience which may or may not b(

attracted for feevee, although this is, of course, an important

consideration. We would imagine that the FCC, when th<

time for final decision comes, will also be interested—as it is!

with renewals of regular station licenses—in determining how

well the licensee has lived up to the licensee's own promises tcj

the community and to the FCC.

We would further assume that the licensee of a pay TVl|

channel would have at least the same obligation as the licensee

of a free channel to serve the public convenience and the publit

interest with news broadcasts, public service programs and thil

like, and that such broadcasts would occupy as large a prooorll

tion of the feevee schedule as they do of the feevee schedule I

One final note about the article in This Week magazine i

After statine that 80 per cent of those interviewed among sub

scribers in Hartford have said they will gladly continue wid

feevee, the supplement's article cited what it described as ";
j

few typical reactions." It quoted six people, subscribers wh(

were identified by name and occupation. Of these six, two wer i

completely satisfied and happy. One was quoted as saying tha

her family wasn't "angry at anything." One was a theate

operator, and you know what he said. One was a sales manage .

who said that he was "disappointed." And the last was th<

television editor of the local newspaper who really stayed oi I

the fence. His last comment was "if it makes it here, it wil

be against some stiff competition."

Maybe somebody ought to ask for a recount.
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"Taras Bulba"

ScuutetA TZcxtitf O O O Plus

Rousing, eye-filling spectacle will draw mass audience.

Curtis, Brynner head cast of thousands. Color, Panavision.

Action and pageantry spill across the screen in this rousing

Panavision-Eastmancolor spectacle based on Nikolai Gogol's

classic about the Cossack struggle to free their beloved Steppes

from the Poles in the 16th Century. Co-starring Tony Curtis and

Yul Brynner, and directed with sweeping strokes on location in

Argentina by J.
Lee Thompson ("Guns of Navarone"), this

Harold Hecht production looms a strong boxoffice attraction

guaranteed to attract and thrill action-spectacle fans of all ages.

United Artists is backing "Taras Bulba" with a big showman-

ship campaign that should push it into the big grosser category,

especially since it goes into release at Christmas time. There are

artistic shortcomings in the story and dialogue department, but

it is the kind of large-scale, eye-filling stuff that television

cannot match. All the ingredients are present. An explosive open-

ing where the Cossacks ride to the aid of the Polish army, drive

the Turks over a sheer cliff and out of the Ukrain forever, then

find themselves betrayed by the Poles at a victory toast and, in

turn, driven into the hills. Wild dancing-drinking-eating festivi-

ties in the Cossack camp, the latter now at peace with the Poles

since they are needed as warrior allies; a Cossack test of heroism

on horseback over a treacherous gorge; and a climactic Pole-

Cossack encounter in front of the walled Polish city of Dubno,

a sequence ringing with the clashing of steel and the thunder

of cannons. There is probably more stunning footage devoted

to galloping horsemen slashing and slaying than in any similar

film in recent memory. Then there's the potent marquee induce-

ment of Brynner and Curtis. Brynner pulls out all stops as the

fiery Cossack chieftain, Taras Bulba, frantically preparing for

the day when he will lead his brave followers to permanent

freedom. He takes back talk from no man, friend or foe, and

he drinks, dances, struts and fights with equal gusto. Curtis is the

pride of Brynner's life, the favorite son sent, with brother Perry

Lopez, to the University of Kiev to learn Polish ways. There he

falls victim to student jeering (because he's a Cossack) and

whippings from the University heads. Christine Kaufmann
portrays the lovely daughter of a Polish noble who falls pas-

sionately in love with Curtis, even though she knows there's no

happy future in sight. Colorful support comes from Sam
Wanamaker, Brad Dexter and Vladimir Sokoloff, Brynner's

most trusted lieutenants, Guy Rolfe, the treacherous Polish

Prince whose hand is slashed off by Brynner, and Ilka Windish,

Brynner's war-weary wife. The Waldo Salt-Karl Tunberg script

finds Miss Kaufmann's father spiriting her off to Dubno after

learning that she and Curtis are in love. Her brother and his

gang attack Curtis and Lopez. Curtis kills the brother, then he

and Lopez flee home to the Steppes, where Brynner hosts a wild

celebration. Brynner receives word that the King of Poland wants

an army of ten thousand Cossacks to be assembled at Dubno by

Easter, ready to march to the Baltic wars. Brynner, not to be

tricked again by Rolfe, entraps the Poles. The survivors flee into

the walled city. The Cossacks besiege Dubno, hoping to starve

the army and the inhabitants into surrender. The Black Plague

also hits. Frantic at the thought of Miss Kaufmann inside the

city, Curtis slips in and is captured. The Poles drag Miss Kauf-

mann through the streets and prepare to burn her at the stake.

To save her, Curtis promises Rolfe to lead the Polish army to

raid the Cossack cattle for food. Brynner, shocked at seeing

Curtis dressed as a Pole, kills him. Then he leads the Cossacks

to victory. As Miss Kaufmann weeps beside the dead Curtis,

Brynner orders him to be buried where he is—on Cossack soil.

United Artists. 122 minutes. Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Christine Kaufmann. Pro-
duced by Harold Hecht. Directed by J. Lee Thompson.

"Days of Wine and Roses"

*Su4iKed4 IZcttiH? O O O
Strong, but depressing, drama about alcoholism and its

effects on young couple. Poses selling problem. Superbly

acted by Jack Lemmon, Lee Remick.

Not since "The Lost Weekend" has there been such a power-

ful and disturbing film about alcoholism. From a boxoffice

standpoint, however, two factors must be considered: one, the

depressing nature of the story, and two, the original play was

seen by millions on TV's "Playhouse 90". It is essential that

Warner Bros, and exhibitors back this offering with a strong

promotional campaign if it is to realize its audience appeal

potential. Highlights of "Days of Wine and Roses" are the
;

electrifying performances by Jack Lemmon and Lee Remick.

and the taut direction by Blake Edwards.
J.

P. Miller's screen-

play is a poignant, tragic exploration of a man and a woman,

their love for each other, and their submission to the evil ol

alcohol. Many viewers will be bothered by this downfall of twc

basically decent people, but they will also find themselve:

engrossed, involved and, more important, moved. Lemmon':

masterful performance makes him a forerunner for the covetec

Oscar. He reaches new dramatic heights as the clever, successfu

public relations man who considers it fun to get high nigh

after night, and eventually finds himself a bum and a roaring

alcoholic strapped down in a hospital violent ward. The changi

is frightfully realistic, complete with screaming, sobbing, bod'

beating and several unsuccessful attempts to climb on tht

wagon. It is not easy to forget Lemmon destroying his father

in-law's greenhouse while searching for a bottle he had cachec

there; breaking into a closed liquor store, only to collaps

drunkenly in front of the owner, and then have the latte

sadistically pour the coveted liquid over Lemmon's helples

face; or standing before a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous

hesitating, then proclaiming, "I am an alcoholic." This may b

the outstanding male performance of the season. Miss Remic

is not far behind with her superb delineation of a fun-lovinj

non-drinker who meets and marries Lemmon, is introduced ti

her first drink by her husband, becomes a mother and then

victim of the bottle. On her road to destruction, Miss Remic

provides us with a series of dramatic transformations. Confuse

when Lemmon complains that it's hard for him to arrive horn

feeling jolly only to find her disapprovingly sober; sloven!

as she takes to the bottle and sits in a stupor in front of a T'

cartoon show; terrified in her refusal to admit she's an alcoholii

depraved as she starts disappearing for days with strange mei

And yet, through it all, Miss Remick is able to convey a to

mented young woman struggling with a demon she cann<

throw off. It is her finest portrayal to date. Good support com'

from Charles Bickford, Miss Remick's dour father; Jack Klu

man, a member of AA who works patiently with Lemmon, ar

Debbie Megowan, the couple's child who watches her parent

deterioration. Phil Lathrop provides moody black-and-whi

San Francisco lensing and Henry Mancini's score is hauntin

The ending finds an on-the-wagon Lemmon locating a ve

drunk Miss Remick at a motel. She refuses to go home wi

him and insists he drink with her. Lemmon finally succum

and ends up in a hospital again. Off drinking for good, Lemmt

moves into a clean apartment with his daughter. Miss Remi

returns to Bickford's house where she continues with whisk

and men. She finally begs Lemmon to take her back, but

refuses because she will not admit that she's an alcoholic ai

needs help. Lemmon hopes that someday she will get help ji

as he did.

Warn=r Bros. 117 minutes. Jack Lemmon, Lee Remick. Produced by Martin M
ulis. Directed by Blake Edwards.
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"Jumbo" — It's Big Entertainment, Big Boxoffice

GutiKCM Rati*? © © O 0
Lavish, fun—and song-filled musical show that will de-

light wide range of moviegoers. Color, Panavision. Doris

Day heads big cast. Treat for holiday season and beyond.

Producers Joe Pasternak and Martin Melcher, with Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer at the reins, are posing as Santa Claus this

year, or so exhibitors and moviegoers will think once they cast

their eyes on this sparkling Christmas package of cheer. Inside

the colorful wrapping, is Billy Rose's "Jumbo", a happy-go-

lucky, turn-of-the-century circus musical, based on the musical

play produced by Rose at the New York Hippodrome. Pro-

duced in Panavision and Metrocolor, it stars Doris Day, Stephen

Boyd, Jimmy Durante and Martha Raye, and is further enriched

by marvelous circus acts performed by the four stars and a col-

lection of international big top names, plus the outstanding

music and lyrics of Richard Rogers and Lorenz Hart.

The weather outside may be cold but the temperature inside the

cashier's cage will be sizzling. Superb family entertainment,

"Jumbo" is going to roll up sock grosses in all situations.

Perhaps, some sophisticates may probably find this telling of the

struggles of a bankrupt circus owned by Durante and his

daughter, Miss Day, a bit too naive, but the masses are going

to eat it up.

Bright and breezy, this tremendous hunk of big top entertain-

ment is loaded with showmanship galore. Miss Day, happily

returning to musical comedy, and Boyd, of "Ben-Hur" fame,

will certainly attract the youthful element, while Durante and
Miss Raye, back on the screen after quite a long absence, can be

counted on to bring in the older moviegoers. And for the kid-

dies this will prove to be a feast. There are colorful parades,

feats of daring, comic hijinks and Jumbo, unquestionably the

most gigantic and brightest elephant ever to lumber across

the screen. Jumbo emerges a star in his own right by winking
back at Durante, throwing trouble makers off the lot and scar-

ing the very pants off creditors after being egged on by Durante.

Director Charles Walters has handled the personal involve-

ments leisurely, but he turns on the cinematic steam heat else-

where. Equestrian and aerial acts provide only part of the

thrills. There's also a thunderstorm which practically destroys

the circus while in performance and a clever love scene be-

tween Miss Day and Boyd played high above the center ring.

Comedy certainly has its day with Durante doubling as a clown
in an extremely funny bit, and the four stars participate in a

»lap-stick clown act that is certain to have the youngsters roll-

ing in the aisles. Then there's the score, made up of such

standards as "My Romance," "The Most Beautiful Girl in the

World", "Little Girl Blue" and "This Can't Be Love", plus

>uch foot-tappers as "Over and Over Again" and "Circus On
Parade". Each number is attractively and imaginatively dressed

Jp and played off against such varied backgrounds as a carousel,

rapezes, the raising of the tent and the deserted big top.

The characters and situations, as scripted by Sidney Sheldon
ind based on the Ben Hecht-Charles MacArthur book, are

Doris Day is about to roll the dice to save

her circus, as Stephen Boyd stands at her side.

definitely on the old-fashioned side, but this will matter only

to a few viewers. Miss Day portrays a very "hip" showwoman
who uses every trick up her pretty little sleeve to keep her

beloved circus one jump ahead of the creditors. Boyd is the

handsome and robust stranger who shows up one day asking

for work, knows so much about circus life that Durante hires

him, despite Miss Day's objection to his arrogant attitude, then

finds himself falling in love with his pretty boss. What no one
knows is that Boyd is actually the son of a rival circus owner
who is secretly signing all the circus debts over to his father.

Durante is cast as the circus-in-his-blood owner who loves

Jumbo like a son, but who cannot stop gambling away all of

the hard-earned profits. Miss Raye is his counterpart, Durante's

fortune telling fiancee of 14 years, so in love with Durante that

she even agrees to let him shoot her out of a cannon (another

comic high point). Dean Jagger shows up as Boyd's father,

obsessed with owning Jumbo, the greatest attraction of the day.

Technical credits to music conductor George Stoll, camera-

man William H. Daniels, circus act coordinator Al Dobritch

and those special effects wizards, A. Arnold Gillespie,
J.

Mc-
Millan Johnson and Robert R. Hoag.

When Boyd realizes he is in love with Miss Day, he decides

to go to Jagger and talk him out of his circus stealing scheme.

But Jagger shows up with papers giving him full control. He
agrees to let Durante and the others stay on, but they refuse.

Miss Day, Durante and Miss Raye take to the road as traveling

entertainers. Boyd, having walked out on Jagger, finally

catches up with them and produces Jumbo. He promises the

struggling trio that with a lot of work, they will one day own
the greatest show on earth.

M-G-M. 125 minutes. Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy Durante, Martha Raye.
Produced by Joe Pasternak and Martin Melcher. Directed by Charles Walters.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

(Continued from Page 4)

National Theatres of a $20 million expansion and business-

building program in Aug., 1961.

With the concentration heavy on locating drive-ins in grow-

ing populous areas and hardtop houses in new shopping centers,

the firm recently broke ground in San Jose, Cal., for a deluxe,

1,150-car drive-in theatre, according to the president of the 220-

house circuit. Blueprinted at a cost of $800,000, it will have a

110 x 55-foot screen and feature the latest in sound and projec-

tion equipment.

In addition, the board of directors have approved acquisition

of five more theatres and drive-ins in California, New Mexico,

Utah and Colorado, all subject to Federal Courts approval. Also

included in the program is extensive modernization for many

of the circuit's theatres.

S-W Gross Up, Net Down in '62

Although gross income of Stanley Warner Corp. hit a new

high in the fiscal year ended Aug. 25, 1962, the earnings were

"disappointing," it was announced by president S. H. Fabian.

Heavy advertising and promotional expenses involved in intro-

ducing new style girdles and other products contributed to the

decline in profits, as did theatre admissions, which were "lower,

reflecting a shortage of boxoffice attractions released by motion

picture producers."

S. 6l P. Predicts Favorable '63

(Continued from Page 4

)

tinuing success of theatrical film products."

M-G-M—"Based on the company's strong film release sched-

ule, earnings for the fiscal year to end August 31, 1963, are

expected to recover from the sharply reduced $1.01 a share of

1961-62." PARAMOUNT PICTURES—"Profits in 1962 are

expected to fall far short of the $4.23 a share of 1961, which

included a non-recurring gain of $0.88. Earnings recovery in

1963 will depend on stronger boxoffice drawing-power of thea-

trical film releases." 20TH-FOX—"A deficit of about $10 a

share is indicated for 1962, as compared with a profit of $1.18

in 1961, which included a special credit of $10.21 a share. A
return to profitable operations is projected by management for

1963 . . . The shares are a speculation on a significant recovery

in film operations, which will depend importantly on the box-

office success of two high budget releases."

UNITED ARTISTS—"Earnings for 1962 are expected to be

at least moderately higher than the improved $2.34 a share of

1961, and further progress is possible for 1963, based on the

company's good record for distributing films well adapted to

the public's taste and on growing television operations."

WARNER BROS.—"Anticipated lower television program pro-

duction receipts are expected to have held earnings for the

fiscal year ended August 31, 1962, below the improved $1.49

a share of fiscal 1960-61 (adjusted for a 4-for-l split and ex-

cluding special income of $0.93) and probably will further

penalize net results in fiscal 1962-63."

The only theatre company listed in the survey is American

Broadcasting-Paramount, of which S & P has this to say:

"Earnings for 1962 are indicated in the area of $2.50 a share,

up from the reduced $2.26 of 1961 . . . Further earnings

progress is in prospect for 1963."
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Merchandise sales, theatre admissions and other incomi

totaled $136,150,500, compared to the $134,720,700 for th<

previous fiscal year. Net income, however, was $2,853,500

($1.40 per share) a sharp drop from the $4,301,900, ($2.12)

earned during '61. Noted Fabian, "Although the profit for th<

quarter which ended November 24, 1962, is expected to rx

lower than the profit for the corresponding quarter one yeai

ago, we are confident that our earnings for the entire 196'

fiscal year will be materially larger than the earnings for 1962.

The topper outlined steps being taken by the firm to improv

the position of the S-W circuit, including major renovations t(

several important houses; "negotiations for other new theatre

to be constructed in shopping centers in or adjoining largi

centers of population;" expansion through acquisition of 3'

theatres in Texas. Added Fabian: "For some time there ha

been a cutback in motion picture production which has ham

pered theatre operations. But there are indications that at leas

partial relief from the scarcity of pictures is underway. We ar

greatly encouraged by the organization of new producing com

panies which gives promise of a greater supply of product fo

our screens."

Universal Declares Extra Dividend
The board of Universal Pictures, enjoying one of the mos

prosperous fiscal years in its 50-year history, declared a quarterl

dividend of 25c per share and an extra dividend of 21c pe

share on the common stock of the company, payable Dec. 2"

1962, to holders of record at the close of business Dec. 14.

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 11/21/62 12/6/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS .... 31/2 3% + %
ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) 9 IOI/2 + 11/2

CINERAMA .131/4 14 7
/8 + 1%

COLUMBIA ...20% 241/2 + 3%
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) • 76y2 763/4 + 1/4

DECCA 43i/
2 44% + 11/8

DISNEY • 301/2 291/4 -11/4

MCA .431/2 49i/
2 + 6

MCA (Pfd.) .33% 34 + %
M-G-M ....32% 35% + 2i/

2

PARAMOUNT 38 373/4 - 1/4

SCREEN GEMS ....15% 181/s + 21/2

20TH-FOX ....19% 201/4 + %
UNITED ARTISTS ....26% 27% + 1

WARNER BROS ...133/4 14 + Ya

Theatre Companies

* * *

AB-PT ....313/4 353/8 + 3%
LOEWS ....21% 22% + 11/4

NATIONAL GENERAL . . . . 63/8 8 + 1%
STANLEY WARNER ....21% 211/2 - %
TRANS-LUX ....13% 13 - %
(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American

Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

11/21/62 12/6/62
Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 8I/2 93/4 83/4 93/4

MAGNA PICTURES • 1% 1% 1% iy4
SEVEN ARTS 91/4 101/4 8% 9%
UA THEATRES • 53/4

5i/4 6%
UNIVERSAL 571/2 61% 57 61%
WALTER READE-STERLING 21/4 2 7

/8 21/4 2%
WOMETCO .241/4 26i/

2 19 21

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers, Inc.)



MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f

Ind. Showman Draws Youth Trade

With 30 Weeks of Student Matinees
A real showman's ability to sell is limited only

by his imagination, energy and resourcefulness.

And the really smart showmen has another

quality: flexibility. This is the story of an exhibi-

tor who knew how to develop a good idea to

make it pay off.

Maurice B. Robbins, of Robbins Amusements,

Inc., Huntington, Indiana, is the theatreman who

demonstrated promotional perseverance in ac-

tion. The enterprising exhibitor recently outlined

for the Allied of Indiana showmanship work-

shop a clever business-builder aimed at the

younger element of patronage, but his large suc-

cess with the program was merely the final step

in a determined step-by-step attack on the box-

office blues.

Turning the "if at first you don't succeed

. .
." adage to his advantage, Robbins told how

he first employed his idea in 1960 via a kiddie

matinee plan. Nothing startlingly new in itself,

the scheme was to develop special shows for

youngsters with a measure of continuity—selling

12 tickets (one show a week) for $1.25. Having

found this to be somewhat less than what he

had expected, the theatreman tried a more

stepped-up version the following year—two 10-

week sessions. But still there was something

missing. While the kiddie shows were attracting

the tots, the larger portion of the teenage set

was drifting away from moviegoing. In Rob-

bins' mind, the answer was clear: the matinee

idea was basic; but why not embrace the school-

agers in the plan, and call it student matinees?

As he proudly put it: "This year the PTA
Council requested three 10-week sessions. Gen-
tlemen, 30 weeks of student shows, and what

concession business!"

Like most successful showmanship programs,

this one was laid on a simple foundation

—

attracting a particular cinema-going group with

special features and a purchase plan that's easy

on the pocketbook. Careful planning and diligent

execution made it work. To kick it off, Robbins
obtained the cooperation of the PTA Council,

then submitted a list of pictures to the presi-

dent, so that the member organizations would be

able to select the ones they preferred their chil-

dren to see. The theatre followed up by prepar-

ing letters ot be sent to the parents of each

student, stressing a "special student matinee each

Saturday afternoon at 2 and 4. Each program
will consist of a feature film recommended by
the Children's Film Library, Parents Magazine
and an A-l rating with the Legion of Decency."
Robbins wisely included the fact that all show-
ings would be supervised by "trained theatre

personnel."

The cut-rate price of tickets also received

plenty of play in the letter. Instead of paying

35c for each child admission and 75c for each

high school student admission, the students (or

children) could attend all 10 programs for

just one $1.25 ticket. And, as the censorship-

conscious showman intelligently pointed out,

"All films for these student shows have been

chosen by the PTA Council." They included

such wholesome items as "Mr. Scoutmaster,"

"Tess of the Storm Country," "Misty" and

"Abbott & Costello Meet Captain Kidd."

Robbins had tickets printed, and each school

arranged for the sale at its particular locale,

under the aegis of the school PTA president.

The school then furnished the movie house with

a list of names and numbers of tickets sold.

The PTA kept 25c from each sale, the theatre

$1. But Robbins reaped more than just a profit

from the shows. He filled his house with young-

sters who looked at not only the films but at

trailers, as well. Plenty of the same students

have been back for more than just the matinees,

and Robbins aims to see that they keep coming

back with regularity for some time to come.

APPOINTMENTS

Solomon To Embassy

Burt Solomon, who recently left Astor Pic-

tures, has rejoined the publicity department of

Embassy Pictures. He had previously been with

United Artists.

Schulman Handles Ultra Adv'g

William Schulman's Mayfair Graphics, crea-

tive art and copy organization, will prepare all

advertising material for Ultra Pictures Corp.,

it was announced by Budd Rogers, head of the

newly-formed film company. Schulman also will

double as advertising director of Ultra. Blank-

Rand Associates, Inc., will handle publicity and

public relations for the firm.

Marion Billings to Continental

William R. O'Hare, director of Advertising-

Publicity for Continental Distributing, an-

nounced the appointment of Marion Billings as

special press rep. She had been associated with

Blowitz, Thomas and Canton, p.r. firm in New
York for the past five years. Prior to that spot,

Miss Billings had been a publicist at M-G-M.

'JUMBO' JIMMY. Jimmy Durante plays a tune
for Russell Downing, Radio City Music Hall

president (left), and Dan Terrell, MGM's east-

ern ad-publicity director. Jimmy was in N.Y.

to ride "Jumbo" float Thanksgiving Day.

FLINN TOURS. John C. Flinn (second from
left), Columbia Studio director of advertising

and publicity, pauses in Cleveland on his

nationwide promotion tour in behalf of "Dia-

mond Head". He is seen with J. Essick, J.

Lissaure, and Jules Livingston.

ELECTIONEERING. The "Queen of Diamonds"
beauty above is distributing buttons labeled

"Vote for The Manchurian Candidate" in

downtown Kansas City, where the Capri Thea-
tre is showing the UA release.
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THIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine. Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston,
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY. THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison drama spiced with salty humor.
1 10 min.

November

BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 123 min.
I 1/12/62.

December

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming

BLACK ZOO Michael Gough, Jeanne Cooper, Rod
Loren, Virginia Grey. Producer Herman Cohen. Direc-
tor Robert Gordon. Unique horror story.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE. THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

GREAT GUNFIGHTERS. THE Color, Cinemascope. David
Janssen. Producer Ben Schwalb. Private detective
breaks up outlaw gang that has terrified the Southwest.

LONG CORRIDOR, THE Producer-director Samuel Ful-
ler. A suspense thriller.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

SOLDIER IN THE RAIN Jackie Gleason, Steve Mc-
Queen. Producer Martin Jurow. Hilarious Army comedy.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

July

PANIC IN YEAR ZERO! CinemaScope. Ray Milland,
Jean Hagen, Frankie Avalon. Director Milland. Pro-
ducers Lou Rusoff, Arnold Houghland. Family's fight
for survival after an atomic attack. 93 min. 2/9/62.

POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/11/62.

August

MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September

WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargol Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Director
Silvio Amadio. Mutiny of prisoners shipped from Eng-
land in the 18th century to America as slaves. 100 min.
I 1/12/62.

October

WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer
Fulvio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. Story of an
American G.I. who organized the underground resist-
ance in Italy. 82 min. 11/12/62.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city. 81 min.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
(Formerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahn)
Color, CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Man
of extraordinary strength who helped fight off the
Mongol invaders.

January

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Edgar Allan Poe tale.

February

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

March
BIKINI (Formerly Seafighters) Frankie Avalon, Tab
Hunter, Scott Brady, Jim Backus. Producer-director
Anthony Carras. Submarine war story.

May
NIGHTMARE (Formerly Schizol Leticia Roman, John
Saxon. Producer-director Mario Bava. Suspense horror.

YOUNG RACERS. THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

June

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,
Boris Karloff, Debra Paget. Producer-director Roger
Corman.

July

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Producer Lou Rusoff. Teenage comedy.

August
MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Ray
Milland. Producer Roger Corman. Based on Edgar
Allan Poe story.

Coming

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COMEDY OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,
Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff. Horror.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision. Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

UNDER 21 Color, Panavision. Teen musical comedy.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Producers Julian
Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES. THE Vincent Price.
Producer Roger Corman. Science fiction.

July

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour.
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

September

IL GRIDO (The Outcry) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida V Hi, Robert Alexander. Producer S.P.A. Cine-
matografica. Director Michaelangelo Antonioni. 115
min. 11/12/62.

November

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina,
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini. Melodrama.
92 min. I 1/12/62.

December
BLACK FOX Marlene Dietrich. Producer-director Lou
Clyde Stoumen. Narration of true story of Adolp
Hitler. 89 min.

CELEBRATED LOVES ILes Amours Celebres) Brigitt

Bardot, Simone Signoret.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, Davi
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Ti

Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

OUARE FELLOW, THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sim
Water Macken. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allai
Director Arthur Dreifuss. 85 min. 11/26/62.

January
TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Directi
Orson Welles.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Bor

nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming
TOTO, PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppino.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Genei
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director No
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a char
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wild
93 min. 4/30/62.

July
BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jai'

Wyman. Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Produc
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family!

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 mi

5/14/62.

October
ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scull

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3/4

November
LEGEND OF LOBO, THE Producer Walt Disney. Lit

action adventure. 67 min. 11/12/62.

December
IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Mauri
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Produc
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on t

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." I

min.

February

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy OIsC
Keenan Wynn. Comedy. 104 min.

July

BELLE SOMMERS David Janssen, Polly Bergen. Produ.

William Sackheim. Director Elliot Silverstein. Drama
the big city. 62 min. 7/9/62.

August
INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, S

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harare

Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama
medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT. THE The Three Stoog

Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Z.

comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. Da

Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino

Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical comi

on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.

DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT) Co
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Hf

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. 1

adventure. 101 min. 8/20/62.

R'NG-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker, Dukes/

Dixieland, Gary (U.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannon. Produ '

Mmon iuboisKy. Director Dick Lester, teenage C#
edy. 78 min. 9/17/62.
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October September

DECEMBER SUMMARY

December's release schedule stands

at 17. Astor is out in front with 5.

M-G-M, following closely, has 3. United

Artists and Embassy promise 2 each.

And six companies-20th-Fox, Columbia,

Allied Artists, Buena Vista, American-

International and Paramount-list 1.

Universal, Warner Bros, and Continental

have nothing ready for the month.

=OUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Ouinn,

[ckie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer

svid Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning

ama. 87 min. 9/17/62.

VO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay

edford. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Gar-

son. Romantic comedy. 75 mm. 11/26/62.

November

I
RATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-

in Mathews, Maria Landi. Producer Anthony Nelson

>ys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling adventure.

F min. 8/6/62.

AR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen,
oducer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.

rama of World War II in the sky. 105 min. 10/29/62.

'E'LL BURY YOUI Narrated by William Woodson,
oducers Jack Leewood, Jack W. Thomas. Documen-
ry highlighting rise of Communism. 72 min. 10/15/62.

December

ARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Ouinn, Silvana Man-
ano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,

ougias Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
ttorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laureniis. Direc-

ir Richard Fleischer. Based on novel by Par Lager-

mt. 134 min. 9/3/62.

January

LD DARK HOUSE, THE Color. Tom Poston, Robert

lorley, Joyce Grenfell.

February

IAMOND HEAD Panavision, Eastman Color. Charlton

leston, Yvette Mimieux, George Chakiris, France

uyen, James Darren. Producer Jerry Bressler. Director

'uy Green.

Coming

YE BYE BIRDIE Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
earson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
idney.

ASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
trong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
irector Don Chaffey.

AWRENCE OF ARABIA Technicolor Color. Super-
anavision. Peter O'Toole, Alec Guinness, Anthony
luinn, Jose Ferrer, Jack Hawkins, Claude Rains. Pro-

ucer Sam Spiegel. Director David Lean.

ELUCTANT SAINT, THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
fontalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
irector Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/62.

/EEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie

hilips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
loyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

August
VALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
eighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-

ector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
roadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September
MPERSONATOR. THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths,
irector Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
4 min.

)PERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
ionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Buck.
'ir°ctor R->bert Day. Storv of attempt to perpetuate
famous legend. 83 min. 10/15/62.

October

ND OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
luand, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
ahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

SANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol,
•roducers Stevan Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
nond T. Grenville. A suspense studded chiller about a
nan twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

November
ONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER, THE
Michael Redgrave, Tom Courtenay, Avis Bunnage. Pro-
lucer-director Tony Richardson. Explores the attitudes
if a defiant young man sent to a reformatory for
obbery. 103 min. 10/1/62.

July
GRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
nar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
mgrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
'ty. 83 min.

DEVIL'S WANTON. THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/11/62.

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni, Dan-
iela Rocca, Stefania Sandrelli. Producer Franco Cris-

taldi. Director Pietro Germi. Satirical jabs at the
mores of our times. 104 min. 10/29/62.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardinale, Jean-Paul Belmondo,
Pietro Germi. Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro
Bolognini. A drama of the tragic influences of the city

upon a young, naive farmer. 103 min. 11/12/62.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up!) Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British

spoof on the traditional haunted house strewn with
corpses. 87 min. 7/9/62.

October

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Tndd Pierre Brasseur, G>no Cervi, Gabriele Ferzetti,

Christian Marquand, Michelle Morgan, Jean Servais.
Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard Oury.
French object lesson based on classic crimes. 159 min.
10/29/62.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-

winning stage drama. 174 min. 10/29/62.

November

NIGHT IS MY FUTURE Mai Zetterling, Birger Malmsten.
Director Ingmar Bergman. Bergman reflects on the
theme of man's search for human contact and love in

a "hostile universe." 87 min.

December

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufman, Belinda Lee. Producer Ferdinado
Felicioni. Director Lionello De Felice. Spectacle of

early Christians struggling aaainst Roman persecution.
120 min. I 1/26/62.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor. 113 min. 11/26/62.

January

MADAME Technirama, 70mm. -Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossein. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

February

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wajda, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini and Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

Current Releases
ANTIGONE (Ellis Films) Irene Papas, Manos Katra-
kis. Producer Sperie Perakos. Director George Tza-
vellas. 88 min. 10/29/62.

ARMS AND THE MAN (Casino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer, Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films) Danlele Ajoret
Nadine Atari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE (Lopert) Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin. 68 min.

BLOODY BROOD, THE ISutton) Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

CANDIDE (Union Films) Jean-Pierre Cassel, Pierre
Brausseur, Dahlia Lavi. Director Norbert Carbonnaux.
90 min. 1 1/26/62.

COMING OUT PARTY. A. James Robertson Justice,

Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
Leslie Parkyn. Director Kenn Annakin, 90 min. 9/17/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

CONNECTION, THE Warren Finnerty, Garry Good-
row, Jerome Raphel. Producer Lewis Allen. Director
Shirley Clarke. Off-beat film about dope addicts. 93
min. 10/29/62.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor, Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.

76 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub-
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

DEVIL'S HAND, THE Linda Christian, Robert Alda. 71

min.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA ITimes Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala
Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.

Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean
Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director

Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash, Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods. 86 min.

FLAME IN THE STREETS (Atlantic) John Mills, Sylvia

Syms Brenda DeBanzie. Producer-drector Roy Baker.

93 min. 10/29/62.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE ISutton Pictures) Tony Anthony,

J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES, THE I Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-

Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

IMPORTANT MAN, THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-
lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/62.

KIND OF LOVING, A (Governor Films) Alan Bates,

June Ritchie, Thora Hird. Producer Joseph Janni.

Director John Schlesinger. 11/12/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-
tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent
Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES ITimes Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LONG ABSENCE, THE (Commercial Films) Alida Va Hi

,

Georges Wilson. Director Henri Colp. Poignant French

drama. 85 min. I 1/26/62

MATTER OF WHO, A (Herts-Lion International) Alex

Nicol, Sonja Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL ISutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.
88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Producer Emanuele Cassulo,

Director Michelangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY ISutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

PASSION OF SLOW FIRE, THE (Trans-Lux) Jean
DeSailley, Monique Melinand. Producer Francois

Chavene. Director Edouard Molinaro. 91 min. 11/12/62.

PHAEDRA (Lopert) Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins,

R=tt Vallone. Producer-director Jules Dassin. 115 min.

10/29/62.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles Gray-
son Hall', Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SECRET FILE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd, Lynn Stat-

ten. 82 min.

SECRETS OF THE NAZI CRIMINALS (Trans-Lux). Pro-

ducer Tore Sjoberg. Documentary recounting Nazi

crimes. 84 min. 10/15/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke, Francine
York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Bing Russell. Bill Hale, Eve Brent. 81 min.

SUNDAYS AND CYBELE I Davis-Royal I Hardy Kruger.
Nicole Courcel, Patricia Gozzi. Producer Romain Pines.

Director Serge Bourguignon. 110 min. 11/26/62.
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THEN THERE WERE THREE lAl.xand.r Filmi) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Tothino Milone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 101 min.
I/8/A2.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunner Ijornstrano, Max ron Sydow, Lari Pa»i-
gard. Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/I9/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves, John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.
105 min. 7/23/62.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy, Tsuruko Ko-
bayashi. 70 min.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuei. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,
Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville. 92 min.

WOZZECK (Brandon) Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/62.

YOJIMBO (Seneca-International) Toshiro M. Fune, Kyu
Sazanka, Nakadai. Director Akiro Kurosana. 101 min.
9/17/62.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

August

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart. Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.'
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/62.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM, THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehm, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/62..

September

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane
Cilento Producer Anatole d e Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/62.

October

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR, A Brigitte Bardot, Marcello
MastDianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renal. Director
Louis Malle. Story of the meteoric career of a young
screen star who becomes a sex symbol for the world
94 min. 10/1/62.

November
ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN Don Murray Christine
Kaufmann. Producer Walter Wood. Director Robert
Siodmak. Suspenseful drama of the escape of 28 East
Germans to West Berlin under the wall via a tunnel
93 min. 10/29/62.

KILL OR CURE Terry-Thomas, Eric Sykes, Dennis Price,
Moira Redmond. Producer George Brown. Director
George Pollack. Zany detective tale. 88 min. 11/26/62.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play. 112 min. 10/29/62.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer. 99 min. 11/26/62.

December

ARTURO'S ISLAND Reginald Keymeersman, Vanni De
Maigret, Ornella Vanomi. Producer Carlo Ponti, Direc-
tor D. Damiani. Based on noted Italian novel. 90 min.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters. Based on the Broadway musical.
125 min.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE, THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger, Sylva Koscina, Christine Kaufmann. Producer
Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Pertier. Adventure dra-
ma. 92 min. I 1/26/62.

February

MAIN ATTRACTION. THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Pat Boone, Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Direc-
tor Daniel Petrie. Drama centering around small
European circus. 85 min.

March
SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor, Hedy Vessel,
Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

Coming
BEN-HUR Panavision, Technicolor. Charlton Heiton,
Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Haya Harareet. Pro-

ducer Sam Zimbalist. Director William Wyler. Bib-

lical spectacle. 213 min. 11/23/59.

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

COME FLY WITH ME Dolores Hart, Hugh O'Brian,
Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director
Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of airline stewardess.

COURTSHIP OF EDDIE'S FATHER, THE Glen Ford,
Shirley Jones. Producer Joe Pasternak, Director Vin-

cente Minnelli. Romantic comedy revolving about a
young widower and his small son.

DIME WITH A HALO Barbara Luna, Paul Langton,
Rafael Lopez. Producer Laslo Vadnay and Hans Wil-

helm, Director Boris Sagal. Story of fine Tijuana youths
who win a fortune at the Calients race track and
then discover they can't cash the ticket.

DRUMS OF AFRICA Frankie Avalon, Mariette Hartley,
Lloyd Bochner. Producers Al Zimbalist, Philip Krasne.
Director James B. Clark. Suspenseful drama of slave-

runners in Africa at the turn-of-the-century.

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
RandeH Russ T^mblvn, J*nis Paiae. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic com-
edy.

GOLDEN ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

GOLD FOR THE CAESARS Jeffrey Hunter, Mylene
Demongeot. Producer Joseph Fryd. Director Andre de
Toth. Adventure-spectacle concerning a Roman slave
who leads the search for a lost gold mine.

HAUNTING, THE Julie Harris, Claire Bloom, Richard
Johnson, Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise.
Thrilling supernational drama, based on Shirley Jack-
son's best seller.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,
Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda. Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-
tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford. George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.
155 min. I 1/26/62.

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope, Color. Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Ertz.

KING OF KINGS Technicolor, 70mm Super Techni-
rama. Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna, Robert
Ryan. Producer Samuel Bronston. Director Nicholas
Ray. Life of Christ 161 min. 10/16/61.

MOON WALK Shirley Jones. Producer Joe Pasternak.
Director George Sidney. Romantic comedy based on
a story in the Ladies Home Journal.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTTti. Pro-
ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone.
Spectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall. 179 min.
1 1/12/62.

RIFIFI IN TOKYO Karl Boehm, Barbara Lass, Charles
Vanel. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jacques Deray.
Thrilling drama of a foreign gang plotting a bank vault

robbery in Tokyo.

TAMAHENE Nancy Kwan, Dennis Price, John Fraser.

Producer John Bryan. Director Philip Leacock. Ro-
mantic comedy of a Tahitian girl and her impact on a

English public school.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Signoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and infidelity in wartime.

VICE AND VIRTUE Annie Girardot, Robert Hassin. Pro-
ducer Alain Poire. Director Roger Vadim. Sinister his-

tory of a group of Nazis and their women whose
thirst for power leads to their downfall.

mamsmsm
August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,
Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.

159 min. 6/25/62.

October
PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton
Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-
Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.
9/3/62.

November
GIRLS! GIRLSI GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Norman Taurog. 106 min.

December
IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien, Zachary
Scott, Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

Coming

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO. A Technicolor. Laurence Her
vey. Franc* Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Johr
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts tr
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason
Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood o'

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil
liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel,
rod. Director Richard Ouine. Romantic-comedy filmed
on location in Paris.

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Mat
hau, Nita Talbot. Producer Jack Rose. Director Danit
Mann. A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cun
her horse-playing husband. 93 min. 10/1/62.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Rober
Morley. 92 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Montell
Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the famou.
Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope, Deluxi

Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Haydn
Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons
Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first nove
about a madcap flight across Africa in a balloon
101 min. 8/20/62.

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Peter Sel

lers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Producei
Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marce
Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instruc
tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 min
5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barrv
Coe, David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, Georgi
St George. Director Mate. When 300 Spartans with

held the entire army of Persia at the battle of Thermo
pylae. I 14 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason. Katherine Kath

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken Hy
man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a littli

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY. THE John Wayne, Richard Todd

'

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich
Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert, Ra\

Danton, Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan:

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald
Andrew Marton. Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ke

I

Ajinakin. 180 min.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Ho
den, Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pre

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based o

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 mir

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacque
Sernas. Edmund Purdom. Director Sergio Griecq
Adventure drama. 72 min. 11/12/62.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer. Producei,

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assass

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd-AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor, Richar

Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowel
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanget
Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo

Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephen

Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of thi

tradition and importance of being a Guard.

YOUNG GUNS OF TEXAS James Mitchum, Alana Ladi

Jody McCrea. Producer-director Maury Dexter. Wes
ern. 78 min. I 1/12/62.

UNITED ARTISTS

August

BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ Burt Lancaster, Karl Malde

Thelma Ritter, Neville Brand, Betty Field. Produc

Harold Hecht. Director John Frankenheimer. 143 mi

6/25/62.
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EST SIDE STORY Wide screen, Color. Natalie Wood,
chard Beymer, Russ Tamblyn, Rita Moreno, George
lakiris. Producer-Director Robert Wise. Filmiiation

Broadway musical. 155 min. 10/2/61.

September

IVORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance, Eleonora
>ssi Drago, Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
rector Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 9/17/62.

VLIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October

ERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
anx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. Story
a 1718 family freed from bondage, struggling to

tablish existence on an island off the coast of Caro-
la. VI mm. V/ 1 7/62

.

IESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter
ilk. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
ed. Engrossing drama dealing with racial prejudice
U.S. 91 min. 9/17/62.

November

ANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
Ke Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Iva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
rector Frankenheimer. Exciting, throat-clutching sus-
;nse melodrama. 126 min. 10/29/62.

December

XRAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
am Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff.
oducer Harold Hecht. Director J. Lee Thompson.

VO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
ine. Producer Walter Mirisch Director Robert Wise,
ised on the Brodaway hit. 119 min. 10/29/62.

Coming

SAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Iward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

ARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

HILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
ephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer!
irector John Cassavetes.

EAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford
ainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
>r Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

IVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
on) Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young,
sland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Lifvak.

LAOIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Rift.

LORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
rimer. From Howard Fa»t'f bett-ieller

RAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM, THE Glenn Ford,
ope Lange, Charles Boyer.

"EAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Iberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
lario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

AWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film var-
on of James Michener's epic novel.

XVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
ramer. Director Paul Stanley.

ID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
harles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
art. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

AND WE LOVE, THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx,
eville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
irector Leslie Stevens.

IARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
'atling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
jzzell. 79 min. 8/21/61.

HAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
irector Jules Dassin.

OMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mll-
red Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
arfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
Jty. 112 min. I/B/62.

fOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille,
ascal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min.
'23/62.

HREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
olin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
;y J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

/AR HUNT John Saxon. Producer Terry Sanders,
irector Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama. 81
in. 4/16/62

'AY WEST, THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglas Burt
ancaster. Producer Harold Hecht.

August
PIRAL ROAD, THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
owlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
ulligan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel

I Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
rland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronald Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. War Melodrama.
I 14 min. 8/6/62.

November

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Mirh^line Pr-s e, John Lund, Ce^^r Romero, Stefanie
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
korndnnc cuinyOy. Iu2 mm. V/3/62.

STAGE COACH TO DANCERS' ROCK Warren Stevens,
Martin Landau, Jody Lawrance, Don Wilbanks, Del
Morre Rob Anderson, Judy Dan. Producer-Director
Earl Bellamy. Violence-spattered western. 72 min.
10/15/62.

Coming

BIRDS, THE Color. Rod Taylor. Jessica Tandy.

BRASS BOTTLE, THE Color. Tony Randall, Burl Ives.

Producer Robert Arthur.

CHARADE Color, Panavision. Cary Grant, Audrey Hep-
burn, Walter Matthau, James Coburn, George Ken-
nedy, Ned Glass, Dominique Minot, Thomas Ghelimsky.
Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color, Panavision. Tony Cur-
tis, Phil S'lv^rs, Suzanne Pleshette, Larrv Storch, Karen
Steele, Stubby Kaye, Warren Stevens, Howard Morris,
Kevin McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Pro-
ducer Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,
Susan Kohner, Eric Portman, David McCallum, Fernand
Ledoux, tileen Herlie, David Kossoff, Rosalie Crutch-
ley. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director John
Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan, Leora Dana,
Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing, Richard
Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh, Leif Erickson.
Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE Clifford Evans, Jennifer Daniel,
Edward De Souza, Noel Willman.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Panavision. Cornel
Wilde, Jean Wallace, Brian Aherne, Ian Gregory,
Michael Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard
Luber. Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER. THE George C. Scott,
Dana Wynter, Ciive Brook, Jacques Roux, Herbert
Marshall, Bernard Archard, Gladys Cooper, Tony Hus-
ton, John Merivale. Producer Edward Lewis. Director
John Huston.

MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT Color. Rock Hudson.

MYSTERY SUBMARINE Edward Judd, Laurence Payne,
James Robertson Justice. 90 min.

PARANOIC Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila Burrell,
Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Liliane Brousse.
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie Francis.

SHOWDOWN (Formerly The Iron Collar) Audie Mur-
phy, Kathleen Crowley, Charles Drake, Harold J. Stone,
L. Q. Jones, Skip Homier, Henry Wills, Charles Hor-
vath. Producer Gordon Kay. Director R. G. Spring-
steen.

TAMMY AND THF DOCTOR Color. S-ndra Dee. Peter
Fonda, MacDonald Carey, Beulah Bondi, Margaret Lind-
say, Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce, Adam West, Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE WAY MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gjynor, t?ig Young, ihelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix Leslie Parrish Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, Willard Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL, THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner, Arlene Francis, Elliott Reid, Reginald Owen,
Edward Andrews, Zasu Pitts, Kim Karath, Brian Nash,
Hedley Mattingly, Lucy Landau. Producers Ross Hunter,
Martin Melcher. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, Phillip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton, Ruth
White. Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN. THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Eiji Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO, THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Joan-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters.
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/62.

November

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons, Hermione Gingold. Pro-
ducer Henry G. Saperstein. Director, Abe Levitow.
Animated comedy feature of Parisian cats. 86 min.
10/29/62.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,
Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.
Shock thriller. 132 min. 10/29/62.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-
alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit based on Gypsy
Rose Lee's career. 149 min. 10/1/62.

February

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee
Romick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake
Edwards. A drama of love, happiness, and heartbreak
in a modern marriage.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Siqnoret. Pro-
ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-
ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

Comins

AMERICA AMERICA. Stathis Giallelis. Producer-direc-
tor, Elia Kazan. Kazan's powerful drama of a Greek
immigrant youth.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer
Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of
Oklahoma oil-boom.

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,
Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director
Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert
Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director
Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PALM SPRINGS WEEK-END Troy Donahue. Producer,
Michael Hoey. Director, Norman Taurog. Drama of

teen-agers' riotous week-end.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director
George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-
ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum, Jack Hawk-
ins, Elsa Martinelli. Director Phil Karlson. Adventure
drama

.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,
Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.
Modern drama of a mountain family.

THE CASTILIAN Panacolor. Cesar Romero, Frankie
Avalon, Tere Velasquez. Producer Sidney Pink. Direc-
tor Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the Span-
iards against the Moors.

THE INCREDIBLE MR. LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts,
Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin, William Tytla. Combination live action-anima-
tion comedy with music.

WALL OF NOISE Suzanne Pleshette, Ty Hardin, Dor-
othy Provine. Producer, Joseph Tandan. Director, Rich-

ard Wilson. Racetrack drama.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.
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WANT ACTION ON PRODUCTION?

Switch the Funds from

ACE to ECA
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WHAT IS A STAR
—and what is ane worth ?

JPraider j-or 1963

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA

Film of Distinction

0

FREUD

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE

JOSEPH AND HIS BRETHREN



NO SIN ON SPEC1

THE DUEL FOR A NATION! UNVEILING OF THE MAIDENS! The most beautiful innocents f m
Lot against the infamous Prince of Evil! far-off corners of the known world! "Gifts" for the nobles of the Royal court o1<x

...The men of Sodom were wicked and sinners

before the Lord exceedingly...
77

GENESIS, XIII, 13

LOT'S WIFE turns into a pillar of salt THE VENGEANCE OF THE LORD! Once. ..only once. ..in all th.age

for violating the commandment of God! mankind have the hosts of heaven descended on the cities of earth in chario of



CLE TO EMU IT!

>A AN PLEASURES. ..THEN THE HOUR OF RECKONING! Sins QUARRY OF SLAVES ... Where
: kiwn were here invented .. .so shocking the centuries have never forgotten them! the beautiful were owned body and soul!

STATION OF LOT! He forgets ATTACK OF THE HELAMITES! ULTIMATE TORTURE ... in the evil

*s;mn promises he made to his God! . . . Savage conquerors . . . despoil the land! embrace of the man in the iron-spiked coat!



for 1963

Grant' that the light off Jwosdloinm shine yp©n the statesmen off the world

that they may goodie MaoklMd ypon the road off Peace* Grant ys tranqyility

So which ffireedom can fffloyrish and So whSch nuen wSflD bo 8 id, ratheo than

destroy.

Give os the reas©n to onderstand what 5§ rSght and the coyrage to heed

the dictates off oyr conscience* Grant that the people off the earth may
come to know that Dove 8§ God's blessing opon those who Dove, hate His

cyrse ypomi those who hate.

Breathe Sunt© ©yr hearts the spirit ©ff Q©od Willi, that we may always

amid fforever do onto others as we woyttd have them d© ynto ys*

Preserve, in Thy infinite wisdom, the b©ynties with which Th©y hast

einid©wed ©yr w©nderffyl land, and, ab©ve all eDse, perpetyate the greatest ©ff

these b©ynties, ©yr Freed©m 0

Grant ynt© the people off the motion pictyre indystry an even deeper

sense off responsibility in their roles as creators and exhibitors ©ff this

w©ndr©ys medio mm ©ff entertainment and enlightenment* Reveal t© the

makers ©ff m©tion pictyres the ways by which they may pyrsye their art

with go©d taste and integrity* T© th©se wh©se theatres provide enchant=

irnent ypon silver screens, show the way t© condyct their bysiness with

dignity, yet always in the happy spirit ©ff showmanship*

Grant that the moti©n pictyre ffloyrish this new year, while earning

applayse ffor the happiness and sorcease it brings to the peoplejoff the

entire world*

Asnen

To All Our Friends and Readers

an
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MAKE EXHIBITION'S PRODUCTION MONEY TALK

Switch from ACE to ECA
We repeat here the following com-

ments, which appeared on this page,

a few months back—with a suggestion

which we urgently commend to the

consideration of the investors in A.C.E.

Films, Inc.

* * *

From the issue of Auguest 20, 1962:

"A wave of hope swept through the

ranks of exhibition when the American

Congress of Exhibitors was formed

more than three and a half years ago.

Even the initials by which the organiza-

tion was known spelled optimism. ACE
had plans. ACE had enthusiasm. And

before long ACE even had money.

"What has happened?

"Two years ago ACE said it was well

on its way to raising the fourth million

dollars for its production kitty. A year

ago A.C.E. Films, Inc., was incorpo-

rated in Delaware with starting capital

of three million dollars. And now, as

we approach the fourth year since the

start of ACE, it is fair to ask: Where
are the pictures?

"What was a symbol of hope in De-

cember 1958 is now a symptom of tim-

idity and an apparent lack of vigorous

leadership for this essential task. Exhi-

bition cannot criticize any other branch

of the movie business now. The exhibi-

tors who were going to help solve the

production shortage have instead sup-

plied a shortage of their own—a short-

age of effort, or at the very least a

lethargy that borders on sleeping sick-

ness.

"The members and leaders of ACE
should make up their minds fast that

they are going to make pictures, and

utilize those millions of dollars raised

for the purpose, or they should get out

of the way. In the past two years the

ACE nest egg could have financed a

half dozen pictures, possibly helped de-

velop some new faces—and the returns,

even on a break-even basis, would have

financed another half-dozen films as

well. But you don't produce motion

pictures by holding money in the bank.

You produce movies by working at it.

"Maybe it's too early to close the book

on ACE. But it is getting late for thou-

sands of theatres that are struggling

against a product shortage steadily

growing more acute.

"The established film companies are

thinking these days almost exclusively

in terms of blockbuster attractions. This

attitude is conditioned in part by the

eye-popping grosses rolled up by the

big attraction, and in part by the atti-

tude of the bankers who sit on their

boards.

' "Despite this leaning toward the

fewer-and-bigger policy, there is a

wealth of evidence that there is a great

big audience out there ready to go to

the movies more often if a greater var-

iety of films are offered to it. And there

is ample evidence to prove that plenty

of money can be made with modest

budget pictures that can be—and are

—

given strong exploitation campaigns.

This is the type of product one would

BULLETIN
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expect an organization of knowledge-

able theatremen to aim for if they went

into production.

"Why hasn't ACE done the job?

"The need for more product is a cor-

roding malignancy on the exhibition

body. We all know the medicine that

will cure this, but where is it to be ob-

tained? ACE has the ingredients and

the know-how. Why doesn't it fill the

prescription?

"The product situation is desperate.

It calls for bold action.

We suggest that ACE has a course of

bold action open to it.

Our recommendation is that the

money now laying dormant in the

A.C.E. Films, Inc. bank account be ac-

tivated by making it available to Max
Youngstein's Entertainment Corp. of

America. In a span of mere weeks, this

new, aggressive organization has set the

wheels of production whirring. Young-

stein and his associates, Jerome Pick-

man and Charles Simonelli, give even-

indication that they are know ledgeable

in the methods of setting up a produc-

tion company and making it move. ECA
apparently has something ACE lacks:

the respect of established talent willing

to join with it in production enter-

prises. And in today's market that is a

prerequisite.

A fair prediction is that ECA will

move forward without funds from ACE,

but imagine for a moment what the im-

pact would be on the film production

situation if the Youngstein companj

immediately had at its disposal an ad-

ditional two or three million dollars,

plus the moral support and, more con-

cretely, the booking dates of thousands

of exhibitors.

It could revitalize exhibition's hopes

for the future.
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Of People and Events

UA: the Company of

Product and Promise

No major film company in recent

years has matched the consistency

—

either in planning or performing—of

United Artists in the field of produc-

tion. The astute management of that

firm regularly projects its program on
a three year basis, allowing, of course,

a degree of flexibility to schedule addi-

tional projects. For UA itself, this kind

of production designing provides the

opportunity to lay the groundwork for

essential, long-range promotion plan-

ning. For exhibition, it offers ever-

refreshing confidence that this company,

for one, will be a continuing source of

product supply—and much of it of top-

drawer quality. UA is truly the com-

pany of plans, product and promise.

KRIM

President Arthur B. Krim announced

another three-year schedule for United

Artists, a minimum total of 70 major

features, of which no less than 30 are

completed or in final stages of shoot-

ing. "Our firmly-committed program",

Krim declared, "can be cited as evidence

that United Artists and the many tal-

ented independent producers associated

with UA are meeting exhibitor require-

ments for a long-range program of top

quality motion picture entertainment."

The list is an impressive one. Among
the top pictures on the future schedule

are: George Stevens' production of

"The Greatest Story Ever Told", being

filmed in Cinerama; Stanley Kramer's

"It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World",
also in Cinerama, and boasting an

enormous cast of comic talents; Billy

Wilder's "Irma La Douce" (Shirley

MacLaine, Jack Lemmon); Kramer's

"A Child Is Waiting" (Burt Lancaster,

Judy Garland); "Five Miles To Mid-
night" (Sophia Loren, Anthony Per-

kins); "The Grand Duke and Mr.
Pimm" (Glenn Ford, Hope Lange,

Charles Boyer); "The Lonely Stage"

(Judy Garland).

President Krim said the 9-month fi-

nancial statement recently issued indi-

cates that UA 1962 will be the highest

grossing year in the company's history.

Exhibition Survives

By Good Management
Good news for the entire industry

comes with the financial reports re-

cently released by Loew's Theatres and
National General Corporation (for-

merly National Theatres).

Board Chairman Lawrence A. Tisch

of Loew's told the annual stockholders'

meeting of his corporation that their

theatres were operating 95% in the

black and that the few marginal houses

would be disposed of.

President Eugene V. Klein of Na-
tional General reported a net income of

$2,913,000 for the year ended Septem-

ber 25th, compared to a loss of $6,800,-

000 last year. He attributed some of the

improvement to vending machine oper-

ations both within and adjoining thea-

tres and to better cost controls.

Of course, it is easier for a big cir-

cuit to keep afloat in a slow market

than for a small independent operator

—and both Loew's and National are

now increasingly diversified operations.

Loew's has hotels and National has a

burgeoning retail operation. Never-

theless, it appears that on opposite sides

of the continent the same healthy glow

is returning to the theatre business, if

you approach it realistically.

To be realistic, one must recognize

that this is a time of decision. Loew's

and National recognized that before

now; they began pruning their hold-

ings, getting rid of losing and marginal

situations, moving into promising new
areas. We live in changing times and

the movie business must change with

them. The industry can't live on hope

or on sentiment. A theatre which con-

sistently fails to pay its way doesn't de-

serve to be kept; but every theatre de-

serves to be given a fair chance. The
two circuits under discussion prove the

point.

National turned losses into profits by

getting extra mileage out of their thea-

tre locations with vending operations,

stores tied to theatre traffic and related

activities. Loew's disposed of the prob-

lem spots (only 5% left) and will get

rid of the balance as soon as possible.

Both circuits went out and did some-

thing. They decided where the effort

would do the most good, and then they

made the effort.

What this all adds up to is the essen-

tial health and vigor of the theatre

business. The theatre operator is de-

pendent on the distributor for product,

but not for management techniques,

additional sources of income, or basic

decisions.

A healthy business is one marked by

alert management, adaptability and the

resources to withstand temporary re-

verses. Loew's and National are not

only healthy themselves; they contrib-

ute to the general well-being of the

industry. The smaller exhibitor would

be well advised to follow their example.

'Eddie's Father' 2nd

'Preview' Choice
The remarkable boxoffice success

achieved by "What Ever Happened To
Baby Jane", first film introduced under

the "Hollywood Preview Engagement"

plan has started something new—and

mighty useful—in exhibitor-distributor

relations. The idea, instituted by

Warner Bros, and the Theatre Owners

of America, involves agreement by the

distributor to release a worthy feature

during an off-business period, in ex-

change for which exhibitors pledge

widespread bookings and full-scale pro-

motion backing.

MOCHRIE AND FELLMAN

Now a second "Hollywood Preview

Engagement" has been set, this one

with M-G-M. Originally slated for

Easter release, "The Courtship of

Eddie's Father" will go into national

release, instead, on March 14. A ten-

point merchandising program was out-

lined last week by M-G-M vice presi-

dent and sales chief Robert Mochrie

and Nat D. Fellman, chairman of

TOA's product committee.

The "Preview" plan, Mochrie told

the press is "on its way to making

history", if exhibition gives it the full

support of which it is capable.
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The witching hours 'twixt Christmas and New Year's Day
are spent in many ways. Harried parents try to find movies

and shows for the vacationing youngsters. Harried retailers

mobilize their reserves at the exchange and adjustment counters.

Harried theatre managers wonder how long people will be

willing to stand in line. I guess maybe only the schoolteachers

are relaxed.

But before the New Year dawns I, too, would like to relax

with a few daydreams about the shape of the future. May
1963 fulfill such dreams as:

H A new concept of booking to provide a combination road-

show and saturation booking. If reserved seat engagements are

good, and the "premiere showcase" idea of saturation first-run

bookings is good, why not marry these two techniques? Some
really top-drawer attraction could be shown on a hard-ticket

engagement simultaneously in say 50 theatres in the New York
area, for a limited run that would provide more or at least

as many seats as six months or a year at one downtown show-

case. Then it could go into further subsequent hard-ticket

bookings and, finally, the subsequent runs. The film company
would get its money in the till faster, and all the theatres show-
ing it would get a better run for their money.

H Exciting new ideas in theatre architecture and design. If it

can happen to museum architecture—as witness the emergence

of the Guggenheim Museum as an architectural showpiece

—

or to airports like Idlewild and Dulles International, it can

happen to theatres as well.

|| No more double bills, at least not in better class theatres,

please. If a feature isn't good enough to play by itself, don't

bother making it. You'll attract just as many or more customers

with good short subjects. And that brings me to my next dream.

H Good short subjects. I don't know—maybe there are enough

such already being produced. All I know is that I don't get to

see them. It's rather rare that I see short subjects other than a

newsreel or a cartoon—and when a short happens to come my
way it is usually an arty or propaganda import. I don't subscribe

to the idea that television has permanently killed the market for

good American shorts.

0

||
Budget control in production. If the law of diminishing

returns has not yet set in for multi-million dollar productions,

it is not far away. If there can be a ceiling on the national debt

(even though they keep raising it), there should certainly be a

ceiling on the costs of any individual production.

|| Flat-head hair styles for women. Maybe this isn't an indus-

try concern, but it sure concerns me when I go to the movies.

If the ladies' puffy hair-do's rise any higher, I'll need a periscope

when I sit behind them.

|| More newspapers. In New York City and Cleveland as these

lines are being written there aren't any newspapers, and it's hard

enough to find out what's playing sometimes even when the

papers are being published.

|| Less theatre movies on prime time television. Putting old

movies on the local late show is one thing and putting not so

old movies on in choice network time is something else again.

It doesn't make the particular network look especially creative;

it doesn't do exhibitors—who are still the distributors' prime
customers—any good at all. How the devil can we condemn
feevee for showing relatively new movies, when the same kind

of programming is offered by a network? The place for theatri-

cal movies is the theatre and later on a local late show; but

please, not as a network feature at theatregoing time.

H More parking facilities at my neighborhood theatres. And
at most of yours, too.

|f
More product, please. I yearn for this as a plain ordinary

customer. I want more of a selection, so that I can somehow
find at least one picture a month that interests both my wife

and the kids.

|f
A long overdue tax break. It certainly is about time that tax

reform, of which so much has been written lately, gave justice to

the creative people, among whom this once I include the actors.

They are certainly entitled to at least as much depreciation

allowance as an oil well operator. If the tax writers wanted to

make real sense, they would provide for equitable compensation

of stars and writing, directing and producing talents without

pocket corporations, partial ownership deals and all the rest

of the inflationary devices that now have to be employed.

0

|| Shorter pictures. Editing seems to have become a lost art in

movie-making. Why should a picture be even longer than the

average Broadway play? The usual 1,000-page novel could be

told better in 400 pages, and the same holds true of even the

best 3-hour movie.

If
An occasional word from my local theatre manager. I

don't mean a personal phone call or note; but a direct mail

advertisement occasionally would be a welcome reminder.

|| 3-D. I don't say that I loved wearing the special glasses,

and some of the stories were not so much, but the three-dimen-

sional effect was exciting. Maybe it could be used in stories of

space exploration to good effect. At any rate, I'd like another

chance to enjoy it.

H Re-issues. There are many I am interested in. I may be a

minority of one, but I think I have some company. The re-issues

I have noticed lately have all been double-billed, and I have

yet to find a double bill where I was willing to pay for both

films. There might be some good possibilities in re-issuing both

a single feature and an accompanying set of short subjects.

Early Bing Crosby short subjects, for example, might be of

interest—or some of the newsreel compilations of the past, such

as the life of FDR or pertinent excerpts from old March of

Time films or early cartoons.

H Community events at the theatre. It would be nice if every

now and then some local civic group had a special hard-ticket

night at the theatre, using the regular screen attraction plus

some extra added drawing card with meaning for the com-

munity. For instance, we have a strong public school parents'

association in our neighborhood. They could easily sell out the

local theatre for a benefit performance—with the full standard

ticket price going to the theatre and the extra contributions to

the P.T.A.—and have as extra added attractions book-stalls in

the lobby, a model of the proposed new high school with a dia-

gram of its location and so forth. It would bring many people

into the theatre who haven't been there in years.

H My final wish for the New Year is an old motion picture

formula: a good beginning and a happy ending.
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"Lawrence of Arabia" Memorable Adventure Spectacle

Big Oscar contender tells sweeping tale of unusual char-

acter. Brilliantly directed and played by top-drawer

cast. Visually overpowering. Sure to rank with big

grossers of recent years.

Producer Sam Spiegel and director David Lean have created

a motion picture masterpiece. Truly unique and memorable,

"Lawrence of Arabia" matches and oftimes exceeds, the excel-

lence of the same team's "Bridge of the River Kwai". It unques-

tionably will rank high on the list of all-time film greats. For more

than just a thrilling spectacle, which indeed it is, this magnificent

Columbia release emerges a complex portrayal of a fascinating, if

enigmatic, individual involved in situations teeming with vio-

lence and suspense and unfolded against some of the most

breathtaking landscapes ever captured on celluloid. Part puzzle,

part adventure at its most romantic level, part tragedy, the film

excels on all levels, and its appeal will reach out to embrace

viewers of all ages, both sexes, and patrons residing in every

corner of our country and throughout the world. It is certain to

gather Oscars and roll up grosses of blockbuster measure.

Before recording the film's many virtues, be it noted that

some viewers will find it too lengthy. Sharper editing could

have made the story less diffuse and more effective dramatically.

Perhaps this will be accomplished before the picture goes into

general release.

Several factors will stimulate audience interest for "Lawrence

of Arabia". The film is certain to win wide critical support.

It has had an aggressive pre-release promotion campaign to

create want-to-see on a broad scale. And it contains that potent

boxoffice element—controversy. The screenplay by Robert Bolt

(creator of "A Man for All Seasons") provides a provocative

conception of the legendary Englishman. The T. E. Lawrence

he has fashioned is the legend itself, Lawrence the non-con-

formist, scholar, showman, poet, a supreme egotist harboring a

destiny complex, a brilliant desert fighter, a man struggling to

submerge the horrible blood-lust hidden deep inside him. Some
will find Lawrence a man to be cheered, others will consider

him an arrogant poseur, an embarrassment to the country he

served and the uniform he discarded for the garbs of the desert

people. But the controversy about the man is what has made
Lawrence's story so intriguing down through the years, and it

will now manifest itself in discussion among those who see the

film. The size and scope and vast impact of "Lawrence" war-

||
rants the hard-ticket release and it should have a healthy run
in all roadshow engagements.

Between director Lean and cameraman F. A. Young the

physical aspects are without equal. Audience will see and feel

what Lawrence saw and felt: men on camels thundering across

rust-colored deserts; blinding sand storms; hypnotic sunrises

and sunsets; chilling Arab-Turk battle scenes; train wrecking;

blood-baths; inter-tribal conflicts; the habits and mores of Arab
life. These images, so magnificently recorded in Super Pana-

vision 70 and Technicolor, are vivid and not soon to be for-

gotten. Equally impressive are the stunning recreations of Cairo,

Damascus and Jerusalem, circa, World War I, the dazzling

multi-hued garmets of the people of the desert and the rousing
music created by Maurice Jarre.

Praise unlimited to the entire cast. There is not one perform-
ance that is less than excellent, though some of the personalities

appear but briefly. In the difficult title role, Irish-born, Shakes-

One of the striking desert scenes that abound in 'Lawrence1

pearean actor Peter O'Toole carves for himself a permanent

notch in acting annais. Handsome, dashing, adroitly projecting

the many paradoxes of Lawrence's personality, O'Toole, hitherto

unknown here, is sure to become a major cinema personality.

It is to O'Toole's credit that he makes Lawrence in spite of his

complexities and unorthodox attributes, an heroic and sympa-

thetic individual.

Alec Guinness is simply superb as the sly and cunning Prince

Feisal, leader of the Arab revolt; he is an Arab. Anthony Quinn

is strong as the proud but brave leader of the Howeitat's who
eventually swings his tribe behind O'Toole. Jack Hawkins is

masterful as tough General Allenby, commander-in-chief of

British forces in the Middle East during World War I. Jose

Ferrer is sadistically chilling as the homosexual Turkish Bey

whose torturing of Lawrence reputedly plunged the desert hero

into his personal hell. Anthony Quayle is fine as the British

officer who adheres to the code of military duty and obedience

and who comes to respect O'Toole in the end. Claude Rains is

suave as the devious political advisor to Hawkins. Arthur Ken-

nedy is cynically opportunistic as the American newsman who
shapes the Lawrence legend. And finally, but by no means least,

Middle Eastern actor Omar Sharif makes an outstanding Ameri-

can debut as Siehk Ali Kharish, O'Toole's teacher in the ways

of the Beduin, O'Toole's pupil in the ways of Europe.

The film opens with O'Toole's death while racing a motor-

cycle at breakneck speed on an English road in 1935. Time re-

turns to 1916 with O'Toole a bored member of the British Gen-

eral Staff in Cairo. He finally receives permission to go into the

desert to seek out Guinness and try and win the Arabs to the

side of the Allies. The legend begins: O'Toole and the Arabs

make an "impossible" trek across the desert and capture, from

behind, the Turk stronghold at Aqaba; AToole becomes a hero

to the Arabs and dreams of uniting them into an Arab League;

O'Toole, after sending the Turks into retreat, is tortured and

broken by Ferrer (he realizes he is not a superior being);

O'Toole is talked out of quitting by Hawkins and leads the

Arabs and the Allies to a smashing victory at Damascus;

O'Toole, unable to unite the Arabs and plagued by his now
insatiable urge to kill, leaves his beloved desert forever.

Columbia. 222 minutes. Peter OToole. Alec Guinness, Anthony Cluinn, Jack
Hawkins, Jose Ferrer, Anthony Quayle, Claude Rains, Arthur Kennedy, Omar Sharif.

Produced by Sam Spiegel. Directed by David Lean.
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LAWRENCE
OF ARABIA

o

The Man
The Legend

The Production

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA! Lawrence-a pseudonym
taken by his nobleman father to cloak the com-

mon-law marriage into which the son was born; Arabia-
the strange land of a scattered people, without central

government, national capital or mapped boundaries.

"El Aurens" he was called by the Arabs. Ross and,

finally, Shaw were names chosen for anonymity.

Elusive as the name by which he is known to the

world, exotic as the name the Arabs gave him, so

wrapped in legend as to be almost anonymous,
Thomas Edward Lawrence remains standing in the

swirling sands of the cruel desert where whatever
secret destiny the gods of that harsh place held in

store for him was met and turned to myth. And there

he will continue to stand for as long as man retains his

fascination for the romantic, the adventurous, the

poetic and the mysterious.

Any approach, particularly any biographical ap-

proach, to such a man must remain faithful to both the

man and the myth. For where does one leave off and
the other begin? Lawrence, himself, couldn't have
said. Indeed, he never tried. To attempt to separate

the two is to gain nothing and lose much. From ancient

times, the hero has been the one to whom myth clings,

easily and naturally, fitting like an old and familiar

garment. To destroy the myth is to destroy the hero.

To Sam Spiegel and David Lean, who co-produced
the motion picture about this unusual man—the latter

also directed the long-awaited film—must go the credit

for having sought, as well as having achieved, the

subtle balance between biography and the simply ad-

venturous and romantic, which enhances both man
and myth, and detracts from neither. In the face of

the amount of material on Lawrence, much of it con-

tradictory, some of it produced by both his idolizers

and his detractors, such fidelity must have seemed a

staggering undertaking, particularly in the early stages
of planning. In fact, the challenge to do "Lawrence"
had, for one reason or another, never been previously

taken up, although the film rights to "Seven Pillars of

Wisdom", his autobiography, had long been held.

Another measure of the daring which characterized
the approach to the film was the entrusting of the
entire script to a newcomer to film writing, Robert Bolt,

whose reputation as a dramatist rested mainly on a

single stage success, "A Man For All Seasons". But
a writer of Bolt's sensitivity to man's internal life was
needed if Lawrence, the man, was not to be swal-

lowed up by the story's bloody physical action.

Perhaps the most eloquent testimony of confidence
in the ability of the Spiegel-Lean team to create an
historically uncorrupted and dramatically gripping
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"Lawrence" came from the stars who appear in the

film. Sir Alec Guinness asked for the part of Feisal,

Jose Ferrar agreed to play the Bey without having

read the script, and Anthony Quinn rearranged his

heavy schedule to accept the role of Auda abu Tayi,

"the greatest fighting man in northern Arabia".

The list of players, in fact, includes some of the

most accomplished, dedicated actors in the business:

Jack Hawkins as General Allenby; Claude Rains, as

Dryden; Anthony Quayle as Brighton, and Arthur Ken-

nedy as the American reporter Bentley. And an excit-

ing newcomer to the Western screen is Omar Sharif,

a major star to Middle East audiences, who has a

Cannes Film Festival award to his credit.

The boldness of attempting to film the life of as
puzzling and flamboyant a personage as Lawrence is

equalled by the unwavering perfectionism of the pro-

ducers and the director. Three years in the making, the
production made unusual demands on those involved

equal, or, at least, nearly so, to those Lawrence, a man
noted for driving himself to the limit, made upon him-

self. Aside from the cost-including an item of $300,-

000 to water the camels-the performers and crew
lived for months in tent and trailer defying blistering

heat and the hostile desert. No location would do but
the one in which Lawrence had operated; the desert
must be the desert as he saw it, not some substitute

made with an eye to easing the problems.

As production designer John Box put it: "In order

to understand Lawrence, the audience must see what
Lawrence saw." To this end all difficulties and hard-

ships had to be subordinate. Entrusted with seeing to

it that what was so painfully and diligently pursued
got onto the film was veteran British cinematographer,
Fred. A. Young, who brought over forty-five years
experience to the task.

The careful search for just the right talent extended
to France for composer Maurice Jarre, whose score
has achieved the rather rare distinction of having been
noted by the critics.

"Lawrence of Arabia" has been called by Hollis

Alpert of Saturday Review, "the summing up of the
aims and aspirations of the 'big film' to which so much
of the film industry has been devoted of late." The
cheers of other critics in London and New York echo
this opinion: "One of the best pictures of all time"—
Paul Beckley, New York Herald Tribune; "Vast, awe-
inspiring, eye-filling spectacle"-Bosley Crowther, New
York Times; "Beyond all praise"-Cecil Wilson, London
Daily Mail.

In sum, it seems to have been inevitable-and most
likely will prove to be a stroke of boxoffice genius—
that the men who fashioned the unforgettable "The
Bridge on the River Kwai" chose as their second ven-
ture the story of the most glamorous, the most myster-
ious, the most adventuresome character in all the
annals of modern history, Lawrence of Arabia.

SAM SPIEGEL DAVID LEAN

ALEC GUINNESS ANTHONY QUINN JACK HAWKINS
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This is the dedication

"To S. A.", in SEVEN

PILLARS OF WISDOM,

by T. E. Lawrence.

I loved you, so I drew these ti des of men into my hands
and wrote my will across the sky in stars

To earn you Freedom, the seven pillared worthy house,

that your eyes might be shining for me
When we came.

Death seemed my servant on the road, till we were near
and saw you waiting:

When you smiled, and in sorrowful envy he outran me
and took you apart:

Into his quietness.

The seven pillars of wisdom

are first noted in the Book

of Proverbs (ix. 1)—

'Wisdom hath builded a

house: she hath hewn out

her seven pillars'.

Love, the way-weary, groped to your body, our brief wage
ours for the moment

Before earth's soft hand explored your shape, and the blind

worms grew fat upon
Your substance.

Men prayed me that I set our work, the inviolate house,

as a memory of you.

But for fit monument I shattered it, unfinished : and now
The little things creep out to patch themselves hovels

in the marred shadow
Of your gift.
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By CHARLES F. DAVIS

The old game of Hollywood as-

trology—the worship and pro-

pitiation of the stars and prognostica-

tions hased on their place in the movie

heavens—is being played with renewed

vigor, both within the film industry and

in the nation's press. The main con-

tention seems to be that the relevant

astronomical figures, instead of obedi-

ently remaining in the outer cosmos,

are firmly hooked to a distressingly

earth-bound dollar sign. And, also, that

the stars are determining the course of

earthly events to an extent unknown

since Galileo.

And who can forget the witch hunts

and heresy trials and the general furor

that surrounded and followed Galileo,

as man slowly and painfully tried to

turn astrology into astronomy; tried,

that is, to look at the stars free of the

magic with which he had invested them

so he could come to see the even greater

magic which they contained.

What magic brings an audience to

its feet at the opera or the theatre or

sends the movie-goer rushing to tell

his friends, "You must see this film."?

What, in other words, creates the best

possible publicity, a satisfied customer?

Something, we venture, more subtle and

more enduring than the invested magic

of a public image. That will get people

into the theatre, no doubt about it; but

it won't guarantee their frame of mind

as they leave. It may be, and often is,

enough to return a profit—on that pic-

ture. But will it guarantee a profit on

the next, even though the same names

appear on the marquee?

THE 'MANUFACTURED' STAR

It is generally conceded that the day

of the "manufactured" star is a thing

of the past. Some deplore this situation.

Others gloat over it. Both, it would
seem, are partly right and largely wrong.

That public approval is a peculiar thing,

not always based on artistic merit, is a

fact of life, but gold paint stardom

alone will not continue to satisfy in-

creasingly demanding audiences. And
real stardom is a thing without which

no entertainment medium could last for

long.

Nothing, as yet well defined, has

taken the place of the "stable" of stars

which used to be the main asset of the

large studios of bygone years. Stars still

exist—it is the constellations that have

disappeared and the stars are seeking

to shine individually or in groupings of

their own creation and choosing.

The complexity of the situation is

*******

...and what
is one
worth?

reflected in the valiant attempt to ex-

plore it undertaken by The Journal of

the Screen Producers Guild in its Decem-

ber issue. The nine articles by pro-

ducers, directors, financial analysts,

critics, and stars themselves, show no

consensus of opinion that can be called

the least definitive of what a star really

is. Boiled down to an either-or choice,

the question seems to come out, "Is a

star one whose name is associated in the

public mind with stardom, or is a star

a person of genius or great talent who
is a performer, producer, director or

writer?"

Sometimes both.

A good answer, but, like every truism,

it covers only that part of the total

situation which is the least of a prob-

lem. The dedicated performer who is a

star is, generally speaking, the one who
tends the least towards the kind of

prima donnaism that shoots the cost of

a picture to as much as double the

original estimate. Generally, though not

always.

And this, perhaps, is the implicit

tragedy for the stars themselves in the

current situation. The independence and

tune-calling which is, at best, an attempt

at greater artistic honesty and, at worst,

sheer adolescent narcissism, contains

within it some rather thin benefits, ex-

cept, perhaps, for the superhumanly

honest and dedicated performer. De-

prived of the necessity of meeting stand-

ards other than his own, or what he

considers his own to be, the performer

exposes himself to the dangers of decay

rather more than in a more disciplined

situation. The more his reputation is

the product of his publicity agent, or

the more he tries to make the part con-

form to his public image, the thinner

the ice on which he skates.

The first, though not the only one,

to suffer is the performer who needs

the cajoling, the brow beating and the

discipline of a good director to rise to

the heights of which he is capable.

When be begins to think he did it all

by himself and wants to get paid ac-

cordingly, he is in trouble. And if pro-

ducers believe him they've no one to

blame but themselves. This performer's

tragedy is that he could have gone on

for years entertaining the public and

getting well paid for it. He became a

star because he could take direction and,

now that he is a star, he thinks he

doesn't need it. It is interesting to note

that both psychoanalysts and economists

refer to this phenomenon as inflation.

ACTORS ARE ACTORS

Some people are so constructed that

they can act, write, direct, produce, com-

pose the score, sweep up after the day's

shooting and carry the profits to the

bank. But they are few. Most fine per-

formers are just that, fine performers.

A rare enough thing in itself.

Not only does the good director pre-

vent a performer from over-extending

himself beyond his area of competence,

he is often able to elicit a better per-

formance than the star can get out of

himself. If this does anything, surely it

enhances the public image of the star

and also gives him the satisfaction of

having turned in a better performance.

In short, makes him more of a star.

Admittedly, many names are box-

office magnets, but the idea that people

go to the movies to see Elizabeth

Taylor, Rock Hudson, Gregory Peck, or

any other person is a myth—patent

baloney. They don't even go because of

what the stars can do with a part. They

go because of what their favorite stat

does to them during the two hours they

are sitting in the theatre, to see the

image they attach to the 11.11110.

The star's appeal to his tan is not

entirely his own, but a combination of

many things of which he is the focal

(Continued on Page 20)
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WHAT IS A STAR?

Search tor Solutian in Rising Salary Uvntands
(Continued from Page 19)

point. The fan sees in his favorite star

a combination of the star's personality

and talent, script, role, direction, pho-

tographic skill, movie magazine bally-

hoo, gossip, press agentry and, most
important, what of himself he projects

onto the star, the Walter Mitty in

himself.

In trying to exercise some control

over more and more of the ingredients

that make him a star, the star will even-

tually come up against the Mitty in the

movie-goer, over which he has no con-

trol, nor ever will have. This Mitty can
be an enthusiastic fan, but its prime
loyalty is to itself. It is the most fickle

of supports, ready to turn on its hero in

an instant when displeased. It turned on
Ingrid Bergman for daring to be a

woman in her own right. It beatified

James Dean once he was safely dead
and couldn't, by his actions, challenge

its assumptions about him, and it had
no small part to play in the tragic death
of Marilyn Monroe. And in a fit of
vicious charity it forgave Debbie and
Eddy for failing to live up to the im-
possible marital standards it had as-

signed them, provided they never pre-

tended to anything so "noble" again,

but lived forever as broken dolls.

THE PUBLIC IMAGE

But the public image is a fact of life

(and of livelihood) for the star. With-
out it he is not a star; with it alone he
is a satellite, shining with reflected light.

So the dilemma remains and the star

is left with the question of into which
basket he shall put his eggs. Will he
rely entirely on his talents and personal

integrity, not always the most finan-

cially useful ingredients, or will he
throw himself entirely upon the fickle

mercies of the movie-goers, who, rather

than the film devotees, pay the bulk of

the piper's fee? And the higher the

piper's fee, the greater reliance is placed

on this source of revenue. Or will he

try to seek a balance between these two
extremes?

Is it not possible that this search for

a balance is one of the things of which
the current "star question" is a symp-

tom? Caught between the commercial

demands of pleasing sufficiently large

numbers of people to support the high

cost of film making and the desire for

identity, recognition and artistic in-

tegrity, the star finds himself desper-

ately trying to shore up both walls.

The question of where the balance

lies is one that is occupying the most
thoughtful minds in the film industry.

This preoccupation is spurred by the

fact that the stars, or many of them,

are pricing themselves and the films in

which they appear, out of the market.

As one movie-goer remarked, "It was a

big, expensive flop. And I'm not refer-

ring to the eight million dollars it cost

to make; I mean the two bucks I paid

to get in." With boxoffice prices going

up and up, this fellow's remark might
well be heeded. Most movie-goers (un-

less films start concentrating entirely on
the teenagers) can remember when first

run admission prices were around one
dollar, a figure which—in spite of a

general increase in the price of things

—still sticks in their minds. Stars who
are so afraid of the short memories of

the public that they think second bill-

ing is the kiss of death might well ask

themselves if this shortness of memory
works at the boxoffice, too.

IS THERE A SOLUTION?

A number of suggestions have been

put forward by way of solution to the

problem of mounting costs. A ceiling

price for the services of top stars, with

a share of the profits, has been sug-

gested. But what star will take a quar-

ter of a million when he can get a

million down the street? Very few

—

the first time. But if the million just

wasn't forthcoming, there'd be no
down-the-street to go to. A simple

choice of "take it or get your name off

the marquee" could be a persuasive ar-

gument. Which is the greater sacrifice,

particularly after taxes? Obviously, this

kind of remedy requires some unity of

thought and action on the part of the

promotion executives who "buy" talent.

Another solution has been tried by

producer Irwin Allen with some suc-

cess. This is a careful blending of well-

known, first-rate performers who "no
longer, or not yet, share the rarified

atmosphere and the budget-busting sal-

aries of the stars". Allen does this out

of financial necesssity. It might be

equally effective done as a deliberate

choice, particularly since foreign films

are teaching discriminating audiences

—

a growing segment—to look for the

name of the director when shopping

for a film to see and pay less attention

to the big name performers.

In fact, foreign films are showing us

a number of things. Who ever heard

of Rita Tushingham before "A Taste

of Honey"? Who stayed away on that

account? A lot of people, no doubt,

but there were sufficient numbers to

give this off-beat British film a respec-

table play-off and profit in the U.S. For-

eign cars forced the compacts onto De-

troit. Is there no such influence at work
in the world of films? Some of the best

film makers in the world never use

color, let alone run the screen three

times round the theatre with sound to

match. And their films make money.

Not piles of it, but a reasonable return

on the investment of time, talent and
capital.

SIZE OF MOVIES NO ANSWER

The film industry is big and Holly-

wood is its undisputed leader in the

production of big movies. But that does

not mean that every movie to come out

of Hollywood has to be big. Because

the industry is so big, there is room
for everything, the spectacular, the

brash, the star-studded, the small and
unpretentious, the big and little screen,

the glamorous and the plain, the three-

hour epic and the 70-minute gem. At a

time when Americans, particularly, are

beginning to fuss and grow restive at

what they feel are pressures toward in-

creasing conformity, they might wel-

come a wider chioce as to the size and

type of picture offered them. "Ben
Hur" was a success; so was "Red Bal-

loon", "Marty" and "The Hustler".

And so was "Paths of Glory". It didn't

make money, but it made Kubrick. And
it didn't hurt Kirk Douglas!

Astronomical salaries have become a

prestige factor. But what's that a meas-

ure of? Not just the drawing power

of the star. Script and role enter in.

So do other things. Are the bargaining

points by which the stars keep upping

the ante really valid or are they based

on a complex or real and false assump-

tions which both star and producer be-

lieve? These assumptions are coming

in for some close scrutiny. If they get

properly sorted out it will be to the

benefit of all, the public, the industry

and the stars themselves. For the stars,

too, are victims of the confusion, even

though some of them are, for the mo-

ment, profiting by it.
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LET'S STUDY THE ABC'S BEFORE GETTING INVOLVED WITH ALPHA OMEGA'S

The books are closing on 1962. The

motion picture business enters the new

year abounding in enthusiasm based

mostly on its congenital good nature.

And this is surely the way it should be.

Crises come and go, but it is my opinion

that the Joe Levine school of optimism

cannot be quelled.

No matter how it is viewed, the in-

dustry is not a mess of dynamics in a

vacuum; and out of all the talk emanat-

ing from all branches of the business

there will be much accomplishment.

The main trouble is to be contem-

plated, not so much from past experi-

ence, but from newly created spectres.

If any thought were given to the past,

all the problems that are now being

anticipated have already happened. It's

just a case of living with them and at-

tacking them.

At the Allied States convention at-

tention was focused on the value of

research; on the necessity of good thea-

tre maintenance and on the efficacy of

good promotion. This was equivalent

to saying in simple language that the

exhibitor should feel the pulse of the

public, keep a nice tidy emporium and

indulge in a little shouting ... at least

equal to that done by the supermarkets.

Why exhibition (and this applies not

only to Allied but to all exhibition)

should suddenly discover that operating

theatres demands some respect for the

rudiments is one of the strangest

anachronisms.

0

I am presently living in a small com-
munity with two large theatres. When
I want to know what's playing, I have

to call the theatres or drive up to the

marquees. Twice a week I receive in

the mail or by hand at least four broad-

sides from the supermarkets — to say

nothing of announcements from the

hardware store and the butcher. What,
I have been asking myself, has hap-

pened to the heralds that movie theatres

use to distribute?

And when I patronize the theatres,

I find no printed announcements of

future attractions. Granted that a trailer

takes care of the next show, wouldn't

it be a good idea to let the patron know
that this business is going to last be-

yond the following week?

This deficiency cannot be corrected

with research or by any other pseudo-

social investigation. Why don't exhib-

itors try the ABC's before delving into

the alpha omegas. It is my opinion that

Jim l^oci
ADAM WEILER

all this conversation is compensating

for the lack of volition to go and do

a job.

Research should not be required to

tell an exhibitor that once a customer

pays his buck he is entitled to view the

picture without getting eye squint. And
here it could be said that distributors

should cease the bad practice of send-

ing prints to theatres that have been

worn out.

Another point that requires no re-

search program is the one of man-
power. How can young persons be in-

duced to work in the motion picture

business, either exhibition or distribu-

tion, in view of the comparatively low
salaries. When Mr. Seymour Poe an-

nounced his executive training program
for young men I presume, and hope,

he had this in mind. If not, he is

going to have a tough time developing

the program.

But none of this will mean anything

unless we have good attractions. Only

one other business has had an equiva-

lent disregard for the customer. That

is baseball. But as long as baseball has

its Willie Mays and its Stan Musial, the

customers seem willing to put up with

the bad treatment at the ballpark. But

the movie customer, even though he

likes the picture, may get fed up with

eye strain, cramped leg space, falling

into his seat because of poor lighting,

or because the theatre reeks of popcorn

oil.

What we need, then, is a little regard

for simple solutions to simple problems

without the complication of trying to

make like sociologists and social psy-

chologists. As for all the other jazz

about orderly release, let's remember
the wise words of Max Youngstein:

"How about a little orderly exhibition."

0 0

Among the recent crises, let's not

overlook the big blow that was dealt to

Hollywood's table-jumping set. I am
referring to the closing of Romanoff's

restaurant. Mr. Romanoff blames its

demise on the new cult in Hollywood
which leans to sport clothes; and he

also said that the government's inten-

tion to probe expense accounts had con-

vinced him that no one could afford to

eat in his deluxe joint with his own
money.

The passing of this elegant oatery

should not be brushed off with a shrug

and a "so what". Symbols in the movie

business are most important, and to the

ordinary Joe and Jane places like Rom-
anoff's were the personification of what

is thought to be the exciting profligacy

and promiscuity of the Hollywood elite.

Wouldn't it be terrible if movie stars,

due to tax regulations, had to give up

the life of Savarin and either eat in

drive-ins or cafeterias

!

Glamour has many facets. The main

attraction of places like Romanoff's was

its snob appeal. For years it proved to

the folks in the provinces that our

movie stars were not just like the boy

and girl next door. This is important.

Unless the public has an image of life

in Hollywood that convinces them the

movie colony is whacky, dissolute, and

irresponsible, we are in for real trouble.

Really now, don't all these good folks

envy the stars for doing what they

think they do, even if they don't do

them? Perhaps the movie studios should

subsidize Romanoff to keep his beanery

in operation as a symbol of glamorous

Hollywood.

0 0

At one time community singing in

some of the larger theatres was quite

a thing. In fact, I recall the day when

the virtuoso at "the giant Wurlitzer"

got bold-face billing. But when the de-

pression came along, exhibitors became

sour on this healthy vocal antic and

either let the organs remain as orna-

ments or broke them up to salvage

whatever could be salvaged. This was

a big mistake. The American public,

which indulges in all kinds of exhibi-

tionism, now gets an ersatz jolly effect

by following the popular Mitch Miller

on television. With the advent of elec-

tronic and small organs, some enterpris-

ing gent could inaugurate community

singing and, I'm sure, he would add to

the theatre's receipts.

Recently, prior to its funeral cere-

monies, the Fox theatre in San Fran-

cisco did a midnight show consisting of

organ, audience singing and silent pic

tures. The house w as packed

!
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"40 Pounds of Trouble"

Set4i«ete Rati*? OOO
Fast-moving comedy with Curtis in tailor-made role.

Has elements for wide popular appeal. Color.

Cast Tony Curtis as the glib manager of a plush Lake Tahoe,

Nevada, gambling establishment, afraid to step into California

where his ex-wife is waiting to collect the alimony he refuses

to pay, have him suddenly become responsible for a bewitching

six-year old fern left as collateral on a gambling debt, pair him

up with talented, fast-rising Suzanne Pleshette, surround him

with such guys-and-dolls masters as Phil Silvers, Larry Storch and

Stubby Kaye, mount everything in lush, lush Eastman Color,

then wrap it up with a chase through Disneyland, and you

end up with "40 Pounds of Trouble"—a load of entertainment.

Directed with imagination and swiftness by TV's Norman
Jewison, and peppered with the bright, snappy dialogue of

comedy writer Marion Hargrove, this Universal-International

release shapes up as a solid moneymaker with wide mass appeal.

Exhibitors can count on this gleeful show selling itself via that

important asset—word-of-mouth. Curtis, dressed fit to kill and
popping off one breezy line after another, is perfectly cast as

the young gambler with a roving eye, while Miss Pleshette

brings fire and zing to her role of the singer checked into the

club by owner Silvers, her real uncle. Moppet Claire Wilcox,
the 40 pounds of trouble, is a charming youngster, certain to

find herself in many more films. Gem-like portrayals come from
Silvers, the explosive, cigar-chewing owner; Storch, Curtis'

trusty right-hand man; Kaye, one of the detectives after Curtis

for the alimony; Mary Murphy, the ex-wife, and Kevin Mc-
Carthy, her lawyer. Curtis grows extremely fond of Miss Wilcox
and begins treating her like a doting father. When he learns

that her father has been killed in a car crash, he agrees to take
her to Disneyland—her burning desire—even though it might
turn out to be his alimony battle Waterloo. A disguised Curtis,

Miss Pleshette and Miss Wilcox end up being chased through
Disneyland by the law. Curtis is caught, but he gets the court's

permission to adopt Miss Wilcox after he marries Miss Pleshette.

Universal-International. 106 minutes. Tony Curtis, Phil Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette
Produced by Stan Margulies. Directed by Norman Jewison.

"Freud"

^u4uu>44 TRati*? OOO
Rating is for class and art houses only. A boxoffice
problem in general market, where this artistic film will
need plenty of unusual promotion effort.

"Freud" is director John Huston's chef-d'oeuvre. But exhibi-

tors inevitably will ask immediately: What does it mean in

boxoffice terms? Discriminating audiences in metropolitan areas
and art film devotees are bound to find this daring, off-beat

telling of Freud's initial conception of psychoanalysis a com-
pelling experience and grosses should run well above average
in select class situations. In the mass market, however, it poses
a commercial problem, and its prospects are far less bright, a

fact of which Universal's showmen obviously are aware, if one
may judge by the specialized, carefully executed promotion cam-
paign they are conducting. Whether or not they will be able
to attract a broad audience remains to be seen. It will take a
lot of selling. Nevertheless, "Freud" is a brilliant achievement
on several scores: the powerful performances of Montgomery
Clift as the young Freud and Susannah York, the semi-paralytic

obsessed with sexual traumas and tormented by the death of
her father; the imaginative, probing direction of Huston, a mas-
terful exercise in mood, suspense and realism vs. fantasy; the
literate screenplay of Charles Kaufman and producer Wolfgang
Reinhardt; the outstanding photography of Douglas Slocombe,

highlighting the baroque backgrounds of Vienna and Munich
and creating some hair-raising dream sequences. The plot

covers five important years in Freud's life (1885-1890), begin-

ning with the 29-year old Cliff's marriage to Susan Kohner, his

decision to abandon his career in neurology to concentrate on

his theories regarding man's unconscious and his struggle to

gain acceptance for his revolutionary concepts — repressed

sexuality, the Oedipus Complex and the possibility that a trauma

can exist before awakening of the sexual impulse. As presented

by Huston, "Freud" emerges a complex puzzle involving the

intelligent viewer, but, perhaps, confusing many, about what is

happening on the screen. Scene by scene the conflicts of and

between Clift and Miss York are unraveled: Clift's belief in the

use of hypnosis, his discovery of free asssociation, his slowly

revealed hatred of his father; Miss York's hatred of her mother,

fanatic love for her dead father, her identification with prosti-

tutes and the final confession that she was seduced by her father

when she was little. Clifts' brilliant young Freud, deeply con-

vinced of his "heretic" theories, yet shocked by what he un-

covers in others as well as himself, will not soon be forgotten.

Nor will the magnificent delination by Miss York, tottering

between invalidism and the ability to walk, innocence and deca-

dence, serenity and dangerous explosions. Larry Parks, return-

ing to the screen after a long absence, is impressive as Dr.

Breuer, Clift's moralistic friend and associate. Miss Kohner
is touching as the wife who feels Clift's research is destroying

their marriage, while Eric Portman has several strong moments
as Dr. Meynert, a strictly orthodox scientist who leads the at-

tack against Freud. After many frustrations and the belief that

his theories are wrong, Clift hits upon the truth — reversal.

Miss York's father did not seduce her; she desired him. And
Clift's hatred for his father is but a cover-up for his love for

his mother. Convinced that Miss York will be cured in time,

Clift presents his findings at a lecture. Liberated from old bonds

of hatred, Clift looks forward with confidence to his work.

Universal-International. 139 minutes. Montgomery Clift. Susannah York. Larry
Parks, Susan Kohner. Produced by Wolfgang Reinhardt. Directed by John Huston.

"Joseph and His Brethern"

Su4tH€44 IQaUttp O Plus

Low-grade spectacle has color, but little action.

A sub-standard Biblical import, this Colorama release emerges

sluggish entertainment of dubious boxoffice strength. Exhibitors

are advised to use it as a lower half dualler, for the lack of

action will disappoint audiences attracted to sound-and-fury

spectacles. The Old Testament ingredients are there—Joseph

sold into bondage in Egypt, the 7 years of plenty followed by

the 7 years of famine, the Pharaoh bestowing power over all

Egypt on Joseph—and the cast includes such competent per-

formers as Geoffrey Home (Joseph), Robert Morley (Potiphar,

Captain of the Guard) and Finlay Currie (Jacob), but director

Irving Rapper, despite attempts to inject elements of spectacle,

fails to pump any life or credibility into what is happening on

the CineScope-Eastmancolor screen. The plot finds Morley buy-

ing Home and eventually raising him to the position of his

confidante. When Home refuses the advances of Morley's wife,

Belinda Lee, she accuses him of having attacked her, and Mor-
ley throws him in prison. He's saved from execution after ex-

plaining a disturbing dream to the Pharaoh and is named
Viceroy, in charge of preventing the 7 years of famine. Egypt
is saved from famine and Home marries Vera Silenti, a minis-

ter's daughter. He also defeats attacking Syrians by opening a

dam and drowning them. The ending finds Currie and his sons
coming to Egypt to buy grain. Home, unable to restrain his

emotions, reveals his identity and pardons his brothers.

Colorama. 103 minutes. Geoffrey Home, Robert Morley, Belinda Lee. Produced
by Ermanno Donati and Luigi Carpentierei. Directed by Irving Rapper.
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MERCHANDISING & EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT f
/

HOW TO MEET MEDIA CRISIS

N. Y. Showmen Beat News Strike

With Variety of Promotion Ideas
New York showmen, in the film com-

panies and in exhibition, are meeting the

exigencies created by the newspaper strike

head-on with a variety of promotion ideas,

some new, some tried-and-true.

United Artists, which has relied heavily

on newspaper space to break its "Premiere

Showcase" attractions throughout the

metropolitan area, revamped its entire cam-

paign on "Taras Bulba" at an emergency

session under the chairmanship of vice

president Fred Gold-

berg. Funds earmarked

for ads in the struck

dailies were allotted to

a broad promotion at-

tack on various other

fronts, from heavy con-

j^ljjlj^^^'' centration on telex ision

Ik ^^rL to distribution of
^^^^ " heralds in local super-

GOLDBERG markets situated in

areas near the 15 houses slated to open

"Taras Bulba" on Xmas Day.

20th Century-Fox, embarking on its first

Premiere Showcase release, "Sodom and

Gomorrah", in New York, called repre-

sentatives of the 17 theatres participating

in the engagement to meet with the dis-

tributor's promotion staff. A many-faceted

local campaign was outlined to the ex-

hibitors, augmenting 20th's giant national

drive on behalf of the spectacle.

Columbia's boxofficers held a meeting

with executives and managers of Loew's

Theatres in the metropolitan area to dis-

cuss methods for overcoming the lack of

regular press facilities to launch the cir-

cuit's run of the Dino De Laurentiis pro-

duction, "Barabbas", opening January 9.

Universal, faced with a tough-to-sell

attraction in "Freud", turned to a wide
range of seldom-used promotion media to

push the John Huston film.

UA, Goldberg explained, had been

fortunate in beating the strike with half-

page ads on "Taras Bulba" in the comic
section of two New York dailies, the

Journal-American and Mirror, the week-
end before they were struck. Subway pos-

ters, already in use by UA for several

months, were made more effective by snip-

ing them with a list of the theatres in-

volved in the Showcase engagements. A
considerable increase in the budgets al-

lotted to television and radio was agreed

upon to augment the campaign, and it

was decided to take space in several key

magazines widely circulated in New York.

Exhibitors, for their part, agreed to in-

crease their use of window cards. The film

company also acquired the animated NBC
Times Square sign to herald "Taras" dur-

ing the Xmas-New Year holiday period.

Representing UA at the meeting, in

addition to Goldberg, were Gabe Sumner,

national promotion director; Mort Hock,

Meyer M. Hutner and Al Fisher.

The program adopted by Fox to kick

off its "Sodom" campaign for the January

23 opening includes extensive use of a

huge float displaying massive pictorial dis-

plays of the Titanus production. Harold

Rand, director of world publicity for 20th-

Fox, told the assembled showmen, "Both

the float and the theatres involved will dis-

tribute hundreds of thousands of heralds

designed to attract as many potential cus-

tomers as possible." Distribution, he said,

will begin two weeks before the Showcase

engagement starts, so that each area will

be thoroughly saturated prior to opening.

Abe Goodman, 20th ad director, detailed

his department's broad national advertising

campaign, which, he declared, is designed

to be local in its effects. While hopeful

that the strike will be ended before

"Sodom and Gomorrah" opens, allowing

for the huge ad campaign to appear in

the dailies, Goodman pointed out that TV
and radio will be used extensively. Cross-

plug trailers will be made available to all

the Showcase theatres approximately a

month in advance of opening date.

Columbia's campaign on "Barabbas",

outlined by Robert S. Ferguson, national

director of promotion, and exploitation

manager Richard Kahn, includes trailer,

a special 41/2 minute featurette titled "A
Look Behind the Scenes", which will be

employed on TV, for schools and for

merchandising tie-ins in neighborhood

shop windows, as well as in all the Loew's

theatres. Also outlined was a unique letter-

Nat Weiss Joins Kubrick as

V.P. of New Production Unit

Concomitant with the organization of

more and more independent production

units has been the steady flow of promo-
tion people from the major film companies
to take up key posts with inde outfits.

Latest to make the move is Nat Weiss, who
exits 20th Century-Fox shorty after the

first of the year to become vice president in

charge of advertising and publicity for

Polaris Productions, Inc., recently estab-

lished by Stanley Kubrick.

WEISS

Weiss will serve as promotion liaison

between Polaris and the distributors of its

product. The new company's first project,

"Dr. Strangelove: Or How I Learned To
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb", will

be distributed by Columbia. It is slated to

start shooting in London late next month.

Kubrick, whose directorial credits include

"Spartacus" and "Lolita", will produce

and direct, with Peter Sellers and George

C. Scott already set for leading roles.

For the past three years, Weiss has been

publicity manager of 20th-Fox, his most

recent assignments having been on "The

Longest Day" and "Cleopatra".

writing idea to reach religious organiza-

tions, schools and civic leaders.

Philip Gerard, eastern ad director of

Universal Pictures, revealed that the far-

reaching off-beat promotion effort being

extended on behalf of "Freud" includes

the use of a number of mobile units—30

postered trucks, two trailers carrying 24-

sheets—as well as intensive utilization of

radio and television. A unique facet of the

"Freud" campaign is repeated replays of

the favorable reviews accorded the film

by the New York newspaper critics. While

the dailies are not being published the re-

views are being aired, and the LTnivers.tl

showmen consider this phase of their cam-

paign highly valuable to attracting the

class audience to whom "Freud" has the

strongest appeal.
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FINANCIAL REPORT $600,000 for Federal taxes, while it had a tax-loss in the previ-

ous year's period.

Columbia Shareholders Hear

Upbeat Reports on Co's Future

The annual stockholders meeting of Columbia Pictures, held

December 19, was a lively affair, attended by an unusually large

number of shareholders. They heard president A. Schneider say

that the outlook for Columbia, in particular, and movie busi-

ness, in general, is bright, despite the ever-present problem of

increasing production costs. They heard treasurer S. H. Mala-

med say that the company's profit prospects are "far better"

than they've been for the past five or six years, largely on the

basis of the early boxoffice performance of the new blockbuster

release, "Lawrence of Arabia". They heard Sam Spiegel, co-

producer of "Lawrence" express the view that the film might

turn out to be the greatest grosser of all time. They heard exec-

utive vice president Leo Jaffe report that efforts are being made
to lick the cost problem by developing a "farm system" for new
talent. They heard vice president and promotion chief Jonas

Rosenfield, Jr. state that the effects of the New York news-

paper strike are being overcome by shrewd use of other media,

especially TV and radio, to exploit "Lawrence", and that the

picture might actually have benefitted by the unusual type of

promotion. Answering a shareholder's question about the pos-

sibility of a cash dividend, rather than the 2l/
2 percent stock

dividend that was declared, Schneider said it is being considered

in the light of the company's "very enthusiastic" attitude.

For the first quarter, ended Sept. 30, of the current fiscal year,

Columbia's earnings, before taxes, were $1,705,000, compared
to $1,688,000 for the same period last year. Net profits in the

first quarter were $577,000 (340 per share), compared to

$1,242,000 (760) in the prior year. However, the president

pointed out, this year the company was required to provide

Year-End Trading Light; Changes Moderate

With year-end trading at its usual low ebb, motion picture

industry stocks closed on Dec. 20 showing moderate losses or

gains for the two weeks period covered in the Film BULLETIN
chart. Eleven of the film and theatre companies covered on the

NYSE and the American Exchange were on the down side,

seven showed gains, most fractional, and two were unchanged.

M-G-M, down 3Vg, and Paramount, off 2, headed the de-

cliners, while only Columbia preferred showed a rise of over

one point. Cinerama, following an announcement of a $700,000

operating loss for the first nine months this year, sold off iy8
and was the most heavily traded industry issue in the fortnight

span reported.

20th-Fox Loss Estimated at $30 Million

With its current roadshow blockbuster, "The Longest Day",

playing no role in the year's figures, 20th Century-Fox now
anticipates that the company's loss for 1962 will reach approxi-

mately $30,000,000, about $5 million higher than was estimated

last summer. This figure is based on the loss from operations

of $16,816,241 for the 39 weeks ended September 29, plus

estimated last quarer operating losses coupled with year-end

write-offs after credit for income tax loss carrybacks. The com-

parative loss for the first 39 weeks of last year was $11,544,007.

The $5 million higher loss for '62 than was anticipated earlier

is explained by the management as being due to "disappointing

grosses of pictures in general release, coupled with a consequent

increase in reserves against the expected grosses of such pictures."

Twentieth Century's financial picture is expected to brighten

sharply in 1963 with the wider distribution of "The Longest

Day", the general release of such attractions as "The Lion",

"Gigot", "Sodom and Gomorrah", and the initial engagements

of the long-awaited "Cleopatra" in early summer.

Higher Admission Prices* Roadshows Seen
Continuing Mi. ©. Upswing hg Commerce Dep 9

t

While some struggling, product-starved exhibitors might

find it hard to swallow the rose-tinted facts, figures and

predictions contained in the annual year-end report by the

U. S. Department of Commerce, it does afford some com-

fort even to pessimists in the ranks.

The four-year upswing in boxoffice receipts is expected

to continue in 1963, the report declares. Receipts for the

coming year are forecast to exceed the $1.45 billion ex-

pected for 1962, an estimate topping the $1.37 billion real-

ized in '61, which was the highest figure since pre-TV 1949.

The increase is attributed to higher admission prices for

roadshow attractions, as the trend continues toward pro-

duction of big films which enjoy longer runs. The exhibi-

tion of foreign films in the United States is on the increase,

with 1963 receipts estimated at between $215 and $220 mil-

lion for the exhibition of these films.

Production of feature films by U.S. producers for the

first 11 months of 1962 dropped to 125 from the 165 to

170 for the same period in 1961, indicative of the trend to

the more expensive, higher quality film. This trend is felt

by theatre owners as contributing to a shortage of films,

particularly in smaller communities where programs must

be changed more often. The increase in the consumption

of foreign films (about 100 distributors list 1,222 foreign

films available) is seen as reflecting this shortage as well as

increased acceptance of foreign films by American audiences.

An increase in the construction of new exhibition facili-

ties is an indication of the optimism of the industry. The
Bureau of Census reports that 16,354 motion picture thea-

tres were in operation in 1958, including 4,063 drive-ins.

In the pasts 24 months 278 new theatres have been built or

are under construction at an estimated cost of $157 million.

Of these, only 95 are drive-ins, indicating a reversal of the

trend of the past 10 years. This splurge of construction of

conventional theatres has been concentrated mainly in new
suburban shopping centers.

The optimistic outlook for the coming year, the Com-
merce Department states, is based on higher attendance,

higher admission prices and the anticipated strong box-

office appeal of several special-run, advanced-price features

currently in production or due for release.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

$700,000 Loss for Cinerama, Sans 'Grimm'

The announcement of a $700,000 operating loss in the first

l\ nine months of 1962 apparently caught Cinerama stockholders

by surprise, and resulted in a flurry of selling that caused a

temporary halt in trading in the issue that day to allow sell

I
orders to catch up with purchases. When several large blocks

were thrown on the market, trading was held up for 27 minutes.

Despite the revelation of the loss by president Nicolas Reisini

at the special shareholders meeting, the Cinerama price actually

declined a little, 3/8ths to 13%, and maintained approximately

the same price throughout the following week. Traders seemed

to be soothed by the disclosure that the nine-months figure did

not include receipts from either of the two Cinerama features

currently playing, "The Wonderful World of the Brothers

Grimm" in the U.S., and "How the West Was Won" in Europe.

Vice president and treasurer Frederick E. Koehner informed the

stockholders that about $2 million already has accrued to Cine-

rama from the exhibition of "Grimm".

Answering an inquiry about dividends, Reisini expressed the

view that they will be forthcoming, but "when, I don't know."

WB Net Shows Rise on Lower Gross

Warner Bros, reported net income of $7,565,763 for the

fiscal year ending August 31, 1962, up from the $7,209,822 of

the previous year. The income per share in 1962 was $1.56 as

compared to $1.49 in 1961.

Gross revenues from theatrical and television film rentals,

sales, etc. were down to $79,864,350 from the previous year's

$83,371,306, but this was offset by increases in income from

other sources, notably royalties and rents, and decreases in ex-

penses. Profits on the sale of shares of Associated British Pic-

ture Corporation Limited, a non-consolidated foreign subsidiary

and dividends on those shares prior to sale added to $4,510,817

the 1961 income to bring the figure for that year to $11,720,639.

In his message to the stockholders president Jack L. Warner

stated that the policy of the company of "trying to meet the

public's requirements for the best in entertainment in every

medium both in our own country and abroad" is being main-

tained. "The production and distribution of theatrical motion

pictures remain the center of our activities," he declared, "and

during the current year we are offering a varied program of

films designed to suit all ages and tastes."

U Foreign Business Up 40%
An increase of some 40 per cent in volume of Universal

business in Europe during the nine months from January to

September, 1962, is indicative of the firm's dynamic global

growth, president Milton R. Rackmil told the last of a series

of Continental sales meetings, in Paris. Delving more into the

specifics, vice president and foreign general manager Americo

Aboaf said that country-by-country increases in total volume

of business during the nine-month period ranged up to as

high as 55 per cent in some countries.

Both Rackmil and Aboaf attributed the upswing to the Euro-

pean boxoffice success of recent U pictures, and to the widening

sphere of the company's sales activity. The topper foresaw

equally outstanding results in the fiscal quarter of 1962, when
"That Touch of Mink" and "Cape Fear" will begin to make

themselves felt on the books. He also predicted a banner '63,

based on the quality of upcoming product.

Screen Gems 1st Q. Net Sets Mark
Screen Gems, Inc. net earnings soared to a first-quarter rec-

ord, and all signs point to the highest annual profit in the

firm's history in 1963. This roseate growth portrait was painted

recently by top company officials at the annual stockholders

meeting.

Net for the first session of fiscal '63, ended Sept. 29, totaled

$467,717 (18c per share), compared to $341,735 (13c) a year

earlier, according to president A. Schneider. Leo Jaffe, chairman

of the company's finance committee and first vice president,

said he looks for earnings for the balance of the term to "con-

tinue the same pattern" of uninterrupted growth—which would

point to a new high-water mark in profit for '63 (SG earnings

in fiscal '62 were $3,466,294, or $1.37.

Cinerama Revenues Seen on Rise

"A company that seems to be be making progress in an in-

dustry weighted with firms that have long since 'arrived.'
"

That is the way Financial World describes Cinerama in an

upbeat discussion of the firm in its November 28 issue.

The article points out that Cinerama's revenue for the first

six months of the year totaled in the vicinity of $2.5 million,

down slightly from the almost $3 million for the first half of

'61. "But this is based on income from the old travelogue films.

From this point, company revenues can be expected to rise as

receipts from its major films start coming in. As a consequence

a change in the profit picture seems in prospect."

FILM & THEATRE STOCKS

Close Close
Film Companies 12/6/62 12/20/62 Change

ALLIED ARTISTS 3% 3tf
- %

ALLIED ARTISTS (Pfd.) . .10%
CINERAMA 14% 13% 1%
COLUMBIA 241/2 24 7

/8 + %
COLUMBIA (Pfd.) 763/4 78 +iy4
DECCA 44% 45 + %
DISNEY 291/4 28y2 - 3/4

MCA 49i/
2 49 1/2

MCA (Pfd.) 34 34% + %
M-G-M 35% 321/4 3%
PARAMOUNT 373/4 353/4 -2
SCREEN GEMS 18% 18% + %
20TH-FOX 201/4 20% + %
UNITED ARTISTS 27% 27%
WARNER BROS

14

13

3

4 - 1/4

Theatre Companies

AB-PT 35% 36 + %
LOEWS 22% 21% - 3

/4

NATIONAL GENERAL 8 7% - %
STANLEY WARNER 21% 20% - %
TRANS-LUX 13 11% -1%

(Allied Artists, Cinerama, Screen Gems, Trans-Lux, American
Exchange; all others on New York Stock Exchange.)

* * *

12/6/62 12/20/62

Over-the-counter Bid Asked Bid Asked

GENERAL DRIVE-IN 83/4 93/4 8 8%
MAGNA PICTURES 1% 1% iy4 1%
SEVEN ARTS 8% 9% 8V4 9%
UA THEATRES 5% 6% 5% 63

g

UNIVERSAL 57 61% 57 60'

WALTER READE STERLING 2V4 2% 2 2%
WOMETCO 19 21 18 34 20 3

8

(Quotations courtesy National Assn. Securities Dealers. Inc.)
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WHIS IS YOUR PRODUCT
All The Vital Details on Current & Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

July

BRIDGE, THE Fritz Wepper, Volker Bohnet. Producer Dr.
Herman Schwerin. Director Bernhard Wicki. German
school boys pressed into defending a bridge in waning
days of WWII. 104 min.

EL CID Color. Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren, Raf
Valine. Genevieve Page. Producer Samuel Bronston.
Director Anthony Mann. Story of the warrior-hero who
saved Spain from the Moors. 179 min. 12/11/61.

FRIGHTENED CITY, THE Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Sean Connery. Producers John Lemont, Leighton Vance.
Director Lemont. Extortion racketeers invade big busi-
ness. 97 min.

October

CONVICTS 4 Ben Gazzara, Ray Walston, Sugar Whit-
man, Sammy Davis, Jr., Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Broderick Crawford, Dodie Stevens, Jack Kruschen.
Producers Millard Kaufman, A. Ronald Lubin. Director
Kaufman. Prison drama spiced with salty humor.
1 10 min.

November
BILLY BUDD Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan. Melvyn Doug-
las, Terence Stamp. Producer-Director Ustinov. Pic-
turization of Herman Melville's sea classic. 123 min.
I 1/12/62.

December
DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS, THE CinemaScope. Color.
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey. Producer Philip Yordan.
Director Steve Sekely. Science-fiction thriller. 119 min.

Coming
BLACK ZOO Michael Gough, Jeanne Cooper, Rod
Loren, Virginia Grey. Producer Herman Cohen. Direc-
tor Robert Gordon. Horror story.

CAPTAIN MUST DIE, THE Producer Monroe Sachson.
Director Allen Reisner. Suspense thriller.

55 DAYS AT PEKING Technirama, Technicolor. Charl-
ton Heston, David Niven, Ava Gardner, Flora Robson,
Harry Andrews, John Ireland. Producer Samuel Bron-
ston. Director Nicholas Ray. Story of the Boxer uprising.

GREAT GUNFIGHTERS, THE Color, Cinemascope. David
Janssen. Producer Ben Schwalb. Private detective
breaks up outlaw gang that has terrified the Southwest.

LONG CORRIDOR, THE Producer-director Samuel Ful-
ler. A suspense thriller.

MAHARAJAH Color. George Marshall, Polan Banks.
Romantic drama.

RECKLESS PRIDE OF THE MARINES Producer Lester
Sansom. Andrew Geer's book about a horse which
served as an ammunition carrier in Korea.

SOLDIER IN THE RAIN Jackie Gleason, Steve Mc-
Queen. Producer Martin Jurow. Army comedy.

STREETS OF MONTMARTRE Lana Turner, Louis Jour-
dan. Producer-director Douglas Sirk. Based on two
books, "Man of Montmartre" and "The Valadon
Drama."

UNARMED IN PARADISE Maria Schell. Producer Stuart
Millar.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

July
POE'S TALES OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent
Price, Peter Lorre. Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget. Pro-
ducer-Director Roger Corman. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe trilogy. 90 min. 6/1 1/62.

August
MARCO POLO CinemaScope, Color. Rory Calhoun,
Yoko Tani. Producers Ermano Donati, Luigi Carpentieri.
Director Hugo Fregonese. Recounting of the famous
Venetian adventures. 100 min. 9/17/62.

September
WHITE SLAVE SHIP (Formerly Wild Cargol Cinema-
Scope, Color. Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom. Director
Silvio Amadio. Mutiny of prisoners shipped from Eng-
land in the 18th century to America as slaves. 92 min.
1 1/12/62.

October
WARRIORS 5 Jack Palance, Jo Anna Ralli. Producer

vio Lusciano. Director Mario Silvestra. Story of an
American G.I. who organized the underground resist-
ance in Italy. 82 min. 11/12/62.

November
REPTILICUS Color. Carl Ottosen, Ann Smyrner. Pro-
ducer-Director Sidney Pink. Giant sea monster's de-
struction of an entire city. 81 min.

December

SAMSON AND THE 7 MIRACLES OF THE WORLD
IFormerly Goliath and the Warriors of Genghis Kahn)
Color. CinemaScope. Gordon Scott, Yoko Tani. Samson
helps fight off the Mongol invaders.

January

BATTLE BEYOND THE SUN IFilmgroup) Color, Vista-
:cope. Ed Perry, Aria Powell. Science fiction.

RAVEN, THE Color. Panavision. Vincent Price, Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Edgar Allan Poe tale.

February

THE PIT Dirk Bogarde, Mary Ure. Science Fiction.

March

DEMENTIA IFilmgroup) William Campbell, Luana An-
ders, Mary Mitchell. Suspense drama.

NIGHT TIDE IFilmgroupl Dennis Hopper, Linda Law-
son.

OPERATION BIKINI IFormerly Seafighters) Frankie
Avalon, Tab Hunter, Scott Brady, Jim Backus, Gary
Crosby. Producer-director Anthony Carras. Submarine
war story.

A pril

TERROR, THE IFilmgroup) Color, Vistascope. Boris Kar-
loff. Horror.

May
NIGHTMARE IFormerly Schizo) Leticia Roman, John
Saxon. Producer-director Mario Bava. Suspense horror.

YOUNG RACERS, THE Color. Mark Damon, Bill Camp-
bell. Luana Anders. Producer-Director Roger Corman.

June

HAUNTED VILLAGE Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,

Boris Karloff, Debra Paget. Producer-director Roger
Corman.

July

BEACH PARTY Color, Panavision. Frankie Avalon.
Producer Lou Rusoff. Teenage comedy.

August
MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH Color, Panavision. Ray
Milland. Producer Roger Corman. Based on Edgar
Allan Poe story.

Coming

BIKINI BEACH Color, Panavision. Teenage comedy.

COMEDY OF TERROR Color, Panavision. Vincent Price,
Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff. Horror.

DUNWICH HORROR Color. Panavision. Science Fiction.

GENGHIS KHAN 70mm roadshow.

UNDER 21 Color, Panavision. Teen musical comedy.

WAR OF THE PLANETS Color. Science Fiction.

WHEN THE SLEEPER AWAKES Color. Producers Julian
Wintle, Leslie Parkyn. H. G. Wells classic.

"X"—MAN WITH THE X-RAY EYES, THE Vincent Price.

Producer Roger Corman. Science fiction.

August

SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER Charles Aznavour,
Marie Dubois. Producer Pierre Braunberger. Director
Francois Truffaut. 85 min. 7/23/62.

October

IL GRIDO (The Outcry) Steve Cochran, Betsy Blair,

Alida Valli, Robert Alexander. Producer S.P.A. Cine-
matografica. Director Michaelangelo Antonioni. 115

min. 11/12/62.

December

BLACK FOX Marlene Dietrich. Producer-director Louis
Clyde Stoumen. Narration of true story of Adolph
Hitler. 89 min.

OUT OF THE TIGER'S MOUTH Loretta Hwong, David
Fang. Producer Wesley Ruggles, Jr. Director Tim
Whelan, Jr. 81 min.

QUARE FELLOW. THE Patrick McGoohan, Sylvia Sims.
Water Macken. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan.
Director Arthur Dreifuss. 85 min. 11/26/62.

January

SWINDLE, THE Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina,
Richard Basehart. Director Federico Fellini. Melodrama'.
92 min. 1 1/12/62.

TRIAL, THE Anthony Perkins, Jeanne Moreau. Director
Orson Welles.

WORLD BEGINS AT 6 P.M. Jimmy Durante, Ernest Borg-
nine. Director Vittorio DeSica.

Coming

TOTO, PEPPINO and LA DOLCE VITA Toto, Peppino.

June

BIG RED Technicolor. Walter Pidgeon, Emile Geneit
Gilles Payant. Producer Winston Hibler. Director Nor-
man Tokar. Story of a lonely man, a boy and a cham-
pion Irish setter photographed in the Canadian Wilds.
93 min. 4/30/62.

July

BON VOYAGE Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jane
Wyman, Deborah Walley, Michael Callan. Producer
Walt Disney. Director James Neilson. American family's

misadventures during a European holiday. 130 min.
5/14/62.

October

ALMOST ANGELS Color. Peter Week, Sean Scully,

Vincent Winter, Director Steven Previn. 93 min. 9/3/62.

November

LEGEND OF LOBO, THE Producer Walt Disney. Live-

action adventure. 67 min. 11/12/62.

December

IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS Technicolor. Maurice
Chevalier, Hayley Mills, George Sanders. Producer
Walt Disney. Director Robert Stevenson. Based on the

Jules Verne story, "Captain Grant's Children." 100

min.

February

SON OF FLUBBER Fred MacMurray, Nancy Olson,
Keenan Wynn. Comedy. 104 min.

August
INTERNS, THE Cliff Robertson, Michael Callan, Suzy

Parker, Nick Adams, James McArthur, Haya Harareet.
Producer Robert Cohn. Director David Swift. Drama of

medical profession. 120 min. 6/11/62.

THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT, THE The Three Stooges.
Producer Norman Mauer. Director Edward Bernds. Zany
comedy antics in space. 87 min. 8/6/62.

September
BEST OF ENEMIES. THE Technicolor, Technirama. David
Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding. Producer Dino de
Laurentiis. Director Guy Hamilton. Satirical comedy
on war. 104 min. 8/6/62.

DAMN THE DEFIANT (formerly H.M.S. DEFIANT] Color.

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Quayle. Pro-

ducer John Brabourne. Director Lewis Gilbert. Sea

adventure. 101 min. 8/20/62.

RING-A-DING RHYTHM Chubby Checker, Dukes of

Dixieland. Gary (U.S.) Bonds, Dell Shannon. Producer
Milton Subotsky. Director Dick Lester. Teenage com-
edy. 78 min. 9/17/62.
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October September

JANUARY SUMMARY

An advance look at January's release

schedule shows a slim figure of 12 for

the start of the new year. Astor tops

the list with 3. M-G-M and American-

International each promise 2. Five firms

—20th-Fox, Columbia, Warner Bros.,

Embassy and Paramount— list 1. There

are no new releases from United Artists,

Universal, Allied Artists, Buena Vista or

Continental.

REQUIEM FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT Anthony Quinn,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris. Producer
David Susskind. Director Ralph Nelson. Award winning
drama. 87 min. 9/17/62.

TWO TICKETS TO PARIS Joey Dee, Gary Crosby, Kay
Medford. Producer Harry Romm. Director Greg Gar-
rison. Romantic comedy. 75 min. 11/26/42.

November

PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER Color. Glenn Corbett, Ker-
win Mathews, Maria Landi. Producer Anthony Nelson
Keys. Director John Gilling. Swashbuckling adventure.
87 min. 8/6/62.

WAR LOVER, THE Robert Wagner, Steve McQueen.
Producer Arthur Hornblow. Director Philip Leacock.
Drama of World War II in the sky. 105 min. 10/29/62.

WE'LL BURY YOUI Narrated by William Woodson.
Producers Jack Leewood, Jack W. Thomas. Documen-
tary highlighting rise of Communism. 72 min. 10/15/62.

December

BARABBAS Technicolor. Anthony Quinn, Silvana Man-
gano, Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine, Katy Jurado,
Douglas Fowley, Arthur Kennedy, Harry Andrews,
Vittorio Gassman. Producer Dino de Laurentiis. Direc-
tor Richard Fleischer. Based on novel by Par Lager-
kvist. 134 min. 9/3/62.

January

OLD DARK HOUSE, THE Color. Tom Poston, Robert
Morley, Joyce Grenfell. Producer-director William
Castle.

February

DIAMOND HEAD Panavision, Eastman Color. Charlton
Heston, Yvette Mimieux, George Chakiris, France
Nuyen, James Darren. Producer Jerry Bressler. Director
Guy Green. Based on Peter Gilman's novel.

Coming

BYE BYE BIRDIE Janef Leigh, Dick Van Dyke, Jesse
Pearson. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director George
Sidney.

JASON AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE Color. Todd Arm-
strong, Nancy Kovak. Producer Charles H. Schneer.
Director Don Chaffey.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA Technicolor, Superpanavision.
Peter O'Toole, Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jose
Ferrer, Jack Hawkins, Claude Rains. Producer Sam
Spiegel. Director David Lean.

RELUCTANT SAINT. THE Maximilian Schell, Ricardo
Montalban, Lea Padovan, Akim Tamiroff. Producer-
director Edward Dmytryk. 105 min. 9/17/62.

WEEKEND WITH LULU, A Bob Monkhouse, Leslie
Philips, Shirley Eaton, Irene Handl. Producer Ted
Lloyd. Director John Paddy Garstairs. 91 min. 6/11/62.

August
WALTZ OF THE TOREADORS Peter Sellers, Margaret
Leighton, Dany Robin. Producer Peter de Sarigny. Di-
rector John Guillerimin. Based on Jean Anouilh's
Broadway and London stage success. 105 min. 8/20/62.

September
IMPERSONATOR, THE John Crawford, Jane Griffiths.
Director Alfred Shaughnessy. Producer Anthony Perry.
Murderer puts town on edge as he prowls for women.
64 min.

OPERATION SNATCH Terry-Thomas, George Sanders,
Lionel Jeffries, Jackie Lane. Producer Jules Buck.
Director Robert Day. Story of attempt to perpetuate
a famous legend. 83 min. 10/15/62.

October

END OF DESIRE Color. Maria Schell, Christian Mar-
quand, Ivan Desny, Pascale Petit. Producer Agnes De-
Lahaie. Director Alexander Astruc. 91 min.

HANDS OF ORLAC, THE Mel Ferrer, Dany Carrol.
Producers Stevan Pailos, Donald Taylor. Director Ed-
mond T. Grenville. A suspense chiller about a man
twisted by a strange obsession. 86 min. 8/20/62.

November
LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER. THE
Michael Redgrave, Tom Courtenay, Avis Bunnage. Pro-
ducer-director Tony Richardson. Explores the attitudes
of a defiant young man sent to a reformatory for
robbery. 103 min. 10/1/62.

July
STRANGERS IN THE CITY Robert Gentile, Kenny Del-
mar. Producer-Director Rick Carrier. Drama of an im-
migrant family struggling to survive in an unfriendly
city. 83 min.

DEVIL'S WANTON, THE Doris Svedlund, Birgir Malm-
sten. Producer Lorens Marmstedt. Director Ingmar
Bergman. Bergman comments on life, death, immortal-
ity and the devil. 77 min. 6/1 1/62.

DIVORCE—ITALIAN STYLE Marcello Mastroianni. Dan-
iela Rocca, Stefania Sandrelli. Producer Franco Cris-
taldi. Director Pietro Germi. Satirical jabs at the
mores of our times. 104 min. 10/29/62.

LA VIACCIA Claudia Cardlnale, Jean-Paul Belmondo,
Pietro Germi. Producer Alfredo Bini. Director Mauro
Bolognini. A drama of the tragic influences of the city
upon a young farmer. 103 min. 11/12/62.

NO PLACE LIKE HOMICIDE! (Formerly What a Carve
Up!l Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton. Producers Robert
S. Baker, Monty Berman. Director Pat Jackson. British

spoof on the traditional haunted house. 87 min. 7/9/62.

October

CRIME DOES NOT PAY Danielle Darrieux, Richard
Todd, Pierre Brasseur, Gino Cervi, Gabriele Ferzetti,

Christian Marquand, Michelle Morgan, Jean Servais.
Producer Gilbert Bokanowski. Director Gerard Oury.
French object lesson based on classic crimes. 159 min.
10/29/62.

LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT Katharine Hep-
burn, Jason Robards, Jr., Sir Ralph Richardson, Dean
Stockwell Producer Ely A. Landau. Director Sidney
Lumet. Film version of Eugene O'Neill's Pulitzer Prize-

winning stage drama. 174 min. 10/29/62.

November

NIGHT IS MY FUTURE Mai Zetterling, Birger Malmsten.
Director Ingmar Bergman. Bergman reflects on the
theme of man's search for human contact and love in

a "hostile universe." 87 min.

December

CONSTANTINE AND THE CROSS Color. Cornel Wilde,
Christine Kaufman, Belinda Lee. Producer Ferdinado
Feliciori. Director Lionello De Felice. Story of early
Christians struggling against Roman persecution. 120
min. 11/26/62.

SEVEN CAPITAL SINS Jean-Pierre Aumont, Dany Saval.
Directors Claude Chabrol, Edouard Molinaro, Jean-Luc
Godard, Roger Vadim, Jaques Demy, Philippe De
Broca, Sylvain Dhomme. A new treatment of the classic
sins with a Gallic flavor. 113 min. 11/26/62.

January

MADAME Technirama, 70mm.-Technicolor. Sophia
Loren, Robert Hossein. Producer Carlo Ponti. Director
Christian Jaque. Romantic drama set in the French
Revolution. 104 min.

February

LOVE AT TWENTY Eleonora Rossi-Drago, Barbara Frey,
Christian Doermer. Director Francois Truffaut, Andrez
Wajda, Shintaro Ishihara, Renzo Rossellini, Marcel
Ophuls. Drama of young love around the world.

Current Releases
ANTIGONE ( Ellis Films) Irene Papas, Manos Katra-
kis. Producer Sperie Perakos. Director George Tza-
vellas. 88 min. 10/29/62.

ARMS AND THE MAN ICasino Films) Lilo Pulver,
O. W. Fischer. Ellen Schwiers, Jan Hendriks. Producers
H R. Socal, P. Goldbaum. Director Franz Peter Wirth.
96 min.

BERNADETTE OF LOURDES (Janus Films] Daniele A|oret
Nadine Atari, Robert Arnoux, Blanchette Brunoy. Pro-
ducer George de la Grandiere. Director Robert Darene.
90 min.

BIG MONEY, THE ILopertl Lan Carmichael, Belinda
Lee, Kathleen Harrison, Robert Helpman, Jill Ireland.

BLOOD LUST Wilton Graff, Lylyan Chauvin. 68 min.

BLOODY BROOD. THE (Sutton! Peter Falk, Barbara
Lord, Jack Betts.

CANDIDE (Union Films) Jean-Pierre Cassel, Pierre
Brausseur, Dahlia Lavi. Director Norbert Carbonnaux.
90 min. I 1/26/62.

COMING OUT PARTY. A. James Robertson Justice,
Leslie Phillips, Stanley Baxter. Producer Julian Wintle
Leslie Parkyn. Director Kenn Annakin, 90 min. 9/17/62.

CONCRETE JUNGLE, THE (Fanfare Films) Stanley
Baker, Margit Saad, Sam Wanamaker, Gregoire Asian.
Producer Jack Greenwood. Director Joseph Losey. 86
min. 7/9/62.

CONNECTION. THE Warren Finnerty, Garry Good-
row, Jerome Raphel. Producer Lewis Allen. Director
Shirley Clarke. Off-beat film about dope addicts. 93
min. 10/29/62.

DANGEROUS CHARTER Technicolor. Panavision. Chris
Warfield, Sally Fraser, Richard Foote, Peter Forster.
76 min.

DAY THE SKY EXPLODED, THE (Excelsior) Paul Hub
schmid, Madeleine Fischer, Fiorella Mari. Ivo Garrani,
Dario Michaelis. Director Paolo Heusch. Science fiction.

80 min.

DEVIL'S HAND, THE Linda Christian, Robert Alda. 71

min.

ECLIPSE (Times Films) Alain Delon, Monica Vitti.

EVA (Times Films) Jeanne Moreau, Stanley Baker.

FEAR NO MORE (Sutton) Jacques Bergerac, Mala

Powers. 78 min.

FIRST SPACESHIP ON VENUS Technicolor, Totalvision.

Yoko Tani, Oldrick Lukes. 81 min.

FIVE DAY LOVER, THE (Kingsley International) Jean

Seberg, Micheline Presle, Jean-Pierre Cassel, Al-

bert Mouton. Producer Georges Dancigers. Director

Philippe de Broca. 86 min.

FIVE MINUTES TO LIVE (Sutton) Johnny Cash. Gay
Forester, Pamela Mason, Donald Woods. 86 min.

FLAME IN THE STREETS I
Atlantic) John Mills, Sylvia

Syms Brenda DeBanzie. Producer-director Roy Baker.

93 min. 10/29/62.

FLIGHT OF THE LOST BALLOON IWoolner Brothers)

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson. 91 min.

FORCE OF IMPULSE (Sutton Pictures) Tony Anthony

J. Carrol Nash, Robert Alda, Jeff Donnell, Lionel

Hampton. 82 min.

GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN EYES. THE I
Kingsley-lnter-

national) Marie LaForet, Paul Guers, Francoise Pre-

vost. Producer Gilbert De Goldschmidt. Director Jean-

Gabriel Albicocco. 90 min. 8/20/62.

IMPORTANT MAN. THE (Lopert) Toshiro Mifune, Co-

lumba Dominguez. Producer-Director Ismael Rodriguez.

99 min. 7/23/62.

KIND OF LOVING, A (Governor Films) Alan Bates,

June Ritchie, Thora Hird. Producer Joseph Janni.

Director John Schlesinger. 11/12/62.

LA NOTTE BRAVA (Miller Producing Co.) Elsa Mar-

tinelli, Antonella Lualdi, Jean Claude Brialy, Laurent

Terzieff. Producer Sante Chimirri. Director Mauro
Bolognini. 96 min.

LES PARISIENNES (Times Films) Dany Saval, Dany
Robin, Francoise Arnoul, Catherine Deneuve.

LONG ABSENCE, THE (Commercial Films) Alida Valli.

Georges Wilson. Director Henri Colp. French drama.

85 min. I 1/26/62

MATTER OF WHO, A (Herts-Lion International) Alex

Nicol Sonia Ziemann. Producers Walter Shenson,

Milton Holmes. Director Don Chaffey. 90 min. 8/20/62.

NIGHT OF EVIL (Sutton) Lisa Gaye, Bill Campbell.

88 min.

NIGHT, THE (Lopert) Jeanne Moreau, Marcello

Mastroianni, Monica Vitti. Producer Emanuele Cassulo,

Director Michelangelo Antonioni. 120 min. 3/5/62.

PARADISE ALLEY (Sutton) Hugo Haas, Corinne Griffith,

Billy Gilbert, Carol Morris, Marie Windsor.

PASSION OF SLOW FIRE, THE ITrans-Lux) Jean

DeSailley, Monique Melinand. Producer Francois

Chavene. Director Edouard Molinaro. 91 min. 11/12/62.

PHAEDRA (Lopert) Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins,

Raf Vallone. Producer-director Jules Dassin. 115 min.

10/29/62.

SATAN IN HIGH HEELS (Cosmic). Meg Myles Gray-

son Hall, Mike Keene. Producer Leonard M. Burton.

Director Jerald Intrator. 97 min. 5/14/62.

SECRET FILE HOLLYWOOD Jonathon Kidd, Lynn Stat-

ten. 82 min.

SECRETS OF THE NAZI CRIMINALS ITrans-Lux). Pro
;

ducer Tore Sjoberg. Documentary recounting Nazi

crimes. 84 min. 10/15/62.

SLIME PEOPLE, THE I Hutton-Robertson Prods ) Robert
Hutton, Les Tremayne, Susan Hart. Producer Joseph
F. Robertson. Director Robert Hutton.

7TH COMMANDMENT, THE Robert Clarke Francine

York. 85 min.

STAKEOUT Pinq Russell, Bill Hale. Eve Brent. 81 min.

SUNDAYS AND CYBELE (Davis-Royal) Hardy Kruger,
Nicole Courcel. Patricia Gozii. Producer Romain Pines.

Director Serge Bourguignon. 110 min. 11/26/62.
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THEN THERE WERE THREE (Alexander Films) Frank
Latimore, Alex Nicol, Barry Cahill, Sid Clute. Producer-
Director Alex Nicol. 82 min.

THRONE OF BLOOD (Brandon Films) Toshino Mifone,
Isuzu Yamada. Director Akira Kurosawa. 1 0 8 min.
1/8/42.

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (Janus) Harriet Ander-
son, Gunner Bjornstrano, Max von Sydow, Lars fass-
gard. Director Ingmar Bergman. 91 min. 3/19/62.

TROJAN HORSE, THE Colorama. Steve Reeves. John
Drew Barrymore, Edy Vessel. Director Giorgio Ferroni.

105 min. 7/23/42.

VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE Myron Healy, Tsuruko Ko-
bayashi. 70 min.

VIRIDIANA Silvia Pinal, Francisco Rabal, Fernando
Rey. Director Luis Bunuel. 90 min.

WILD FOR KICKS (Times Films) David Farrar, Noelle
Adams, Gillian Hills, Christopher Lee, Adam Faith,

Shirley Ann Field. Producer George Willoughby. Di-
rector Edmond T. Greville. 92 min.

WOZZECK IBrandon) Kurt Meisel, Helqa Zulch, Rich-
ard Haussler. Producer Kurt Halme. Director George
Klaren. 81 min. 3/19/42.

YOJIMBO (Seneca-International I Toshiro M. Fune, Kyu
Sazanka, Nakadai. Director Akiro Kurosana. 101 min.
9/17/42.

METRO-GO LDWYN - MA YE

R

August

SAVAGE GUNS, THE Richard Basehart. Alex Nicol,
Don Taylor. Producers J. G. Maesso, Jimmy Sangster.
Director Michael Carreras. An Action western.

TWO WEEKS IN ANOTHER TOWN Kirk Douglas,
Edward G. Robinson, Cyd Charisse. George Hamilton,
Dahlia Lavi, Claire Trevor. Producer John Houseman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Screen version of Irwin
Shaw's best-seller. 107 min. 8/20/42.

WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE BROTHERS GRIMM. THE
Cinerama. Laurence Harvey, Walter Slezak, Karl
Boehni, Claire Bloom, Yvette Mimieux, Russ Tamblyn.
Producer George Pal. Director Henry Levin. Story of
brothers who wrote the famous fairy tales. 135 min.
8/6/42..

September

FOLLOW THE BOYS Paula Prentiss, Connie Francis, Ron
Randell, Russ Tamblyn, Janis Paiae. Producer Lawrence
P. Bachmann. Director Richard Thorpe. Romantic com-
edy.

HOOK, THE Kirk Douglas, Nick Adams, Robert Walker.
Producer William Perlberg. Director George Seaton.
Drama set against background of the Korean War.

MAIN ATTRACTION, THE CinemaScope, Metrocolor.
Pat Boone, Nancy Kwan. Producer John Patrick. Direc-

tor Daniel Petrie. Drama centering around small

European circus. 85 min.

March

COURTSHIP OF EDDIE'S FATHER. THE Glen Ford,
Shirley Jones. Producer Joe Pasternak. Director Vin-

cente Minnelli. Romantic comedy revolving about a

young widower and his small son.

SEVEN SEAS TO CALAIS Rod Taylor. Hedy Vessel,

Irene Worth. Producer Paolo Moffa. Director Rudy
Mate. Based on the life of Sir Francis Drake. 102 min.

January

I THANK A FOOL Susan Hayward, Peter Finch, Diane
Cilento Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director Rob-
ert Stevens. Screen version of the dramatic best-seller
novel by Audrey Erskine Lindop. 100 min. 9/17/42.

October

VERY PRIVATE AFFAIR. A Brigitte Bardot Marcello
Mastnianni. Producer Christine Gouze-Renaf. Director
Louis Malle. Story of the meteoric career of a young
screen star who becomes a sex symbol for the world.
94 min. 10/1/42.

November

ESCAPE FROM EAST BERLIN Don Murray, Christine
Kaufmann. Producer Walter Wood. Director Robert
Siodmak. Suspenseful drama of the escape of 28 East
Germans to West Berlin under the wall via a tunnel.
93 min. 10/29/42.

KILL OR CURE Terry-Thomas, Eric Sykes, Dennis Price,
Moira Redmond. Producer George Brown. Director
George Pollack. Zany detective tale. 88 min. 11/24/42.

PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT Tony Franciosa, Jane Fonda,
Jim Hutton. Producer Lawrence Weingarten. Director
George Roy Hill. Screen version of Tennessee Williams'
Broadway play. 112 min. 10/29/42.

TRIAL AND ERROR Peter Sellers, Richard Attenbor-
ough. Producer Dimitri de Grunwald. Director James
Hill. Comedy about a henpecked murderer and his
ineffectual lawyer. 99 min. 11/24/62.

December

ARTURO'S ISLAND Reginald Keemany, Vanni De
Maigret, Ornella Vanomi. Producer Carlo Ponti, Direc-
tor D. Damiani. Based on noted Italian novel. 90 min.

BILLY ROSE'S JUMBO Doris Day, Stephen Boyd, Jimmy
Durante, Martha Raye. Producer Joe Pasternak. Direc-
tor Charles Walters, Martin Melcher. Based on the
Broadway musical Tolialgo. 125 min. 10/12/42.

SWORDSMAN OF SIENA Eastman Color. Stewart
Granger, Sylva Koscina, Christine Kaufmann. Producer
Jacques Bar. Director Etienne Pertier. Adventure dra-
ma. 92 min. I 1/24/42.

January

CAIRO George Sanders, Richard Johnson. Producer
Ronald Kinnoch. Director Wolf Rilla. Drama of attempt
to rob the Cairo Museum.

PASSWORD IS COURAGE. THE Dirk Bogarde. Pro-
ducer-Director Andrew L. Stone. One man's war against
the Nazis during World War II.

February

April

WHO'S GOT THE ACTION Panavision. Technicolor.
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie Albert, Walter Mat-
hau, Nita Talbot. Producer Jack Rose. Director Daniel
Mann. A society matron becomes a "bookie" to cure
her horse-playing husband. 93 min. 10/1/42.

COME FLY WITH ME Dolores Hart, Hugh O'Brian,
Karl Boehm. Producer Anatole de Grunwald. Director
Henry Levin. Romantic comedy of airline stewardess.

D'ME WITH A HALO Barbara Luna. Paul Langton,
Rafael Lopez. Producer Laslo Vadnay, Hans Wil-
helm. Director Boris Sagal. Story of five Tiiuana youths
who win a fortune at the Calients race trick and
then discover they can't cash the ticket.

February

GIRL NAMED TAMIKO. A Technicolor. Laurence Har-
vey, France Nuyen. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John
Sturges. A Eurasian "man without a country" courts an
American girl in a bid to become a U.S. citizen.

Coming

IN THE COOL OF THE DAY CinemaScope, Color. Jane
Fonda, Peter Finch. Producer John Houseman. Director
Robert Stevens. Romantic drama based on best-selling
novel by Susan Ertz.

Coming

CAPTAIN SINDBAD Guy Williams, Pedro Armendariz,
Heidi Bruehl. Producer King Brothers. Director Byron
Haskin. Adventure Fantasy.

DRUMS OF AFRICA Frankie Avalon, Mariette Hartley,

Lloyd Bochncr. Producers Al Zimbalist, Philip Krasne.
Director James B. Clark. Suspenseful drama of slave-

runners in Africa at the turn-of-the-century.

GOLDE1J ARROW, THE Technicolor. Tab Hunter, Ros-
sana Podesta. Producer Silvio Clementelli. Director
Antonio Margheriti. Adventure fantasy.

GOLD FOR THE CAESARS Jeffrey Hunter, Mylene
Demongeot. Producer Joseph Fryd. Director Andre de
Toth. Adventure-spectacle concerning a Roman slave

who leads the search for a lost gold mine.

HAUNTING, THE Julie Harris, Claire Bloom, Richard
Johnson, Russ Tamblyn. Producer-director Robert Wise.
Thrilling supernational drama, based on Shirley Jack-

son's best seller.

HOW THE WEST WAS WON Cinerama. James Stewart,

Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne, Gregory Peck, Henry
Fonda, Carroll Baker. Producer Bernard Smith. Direc-

tors Henry Hathaway, John Ford, George Marshall.
Panoramic drama of America's expansion Westward.
155 min. I 1/24/42.

IT HAPPENED AT THE WORLD'S FAIR Panavision,

Color. Elvis Presley. Producer Ted Richmond.

MOON WALK Shirley Jones. Producer Joe Pasternak.

Director George Sidney. Romantic comedy based on

a story in the Ladies Home Journal.

MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY Color. Ultra Panavision.

Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, Hugh GriffTfh. Pro-

ducer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Lewis Milestone,

fpectacular sea-adventure drama based on triology by
Charles Nordoff and James Norman Hall. 179 min.

I 1/12/62.

RIFIFI IN TOKYO Karl Boehm, Barbara Lass, Charles

Vanel. Producer Jacques Bar. Director Jacques Deray.

Thrilling drama of a foreign gang plotting a bank vault

robbery in Tokyo.

TAMAHINE Nancy Kwan, Dennis Price, John Fraser.

Producer John Bryan. Director Philip Leacock. Ro-

mantic comedy of a Tahitian girl and her impact on a

English public school.

TODAY WE LIVE Simone Siqnoret, Stuart Whitman.
Producer Jacques Bar. Director Reng Clement. Drama
of temptation and infidelity in wartime.

VICE AND VIRTUE Annie Girardot, Robert Hassin. Pro-

ducer Alain Poire. Director Roger Vadim. Sinister his-

tory of a group of Nazis and their women whose
thirst for power leads to their downfall.

August

HATARI ! Technicolor. John Wayne, Hardy Kruger,

Elsa Martinelli, Gerard Blaine, Red Buttons. Producer-
Director Howard Hawks. Story of the daredevil adven-
turers who capture wild animals for zoos and circuses.

159 min. 6/25/62.

October

PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME, THE Panavision. Charlton

Heston, Elsa Martinelli, Harry Guardino. Producer-

Director Melville Shavelson. Comedy-drama. 100 min.

9/3/62.

November

GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! Panavision, Technicolor. Elvis

Presley. Stella Stevens. Producer Hal Wallis. Director

Norman Taurog. 106 min.

December

IT'S ONLY MONEY Jerry Lewis, Joan O'Brien, Zachary
Scott Jack Weston. Producer Paul Jones. Director

Frank Tashlin. Comedy. 84 min. 9/17/62.

ALL THE WAY HOME Robert Preston, Jean Simmons,
Pat Hingle. Producer David Susskind. Director Alex

Segol. Film version of play and novel.

COME BLOW YOUR HORN Technicolor. Frank Sinatra.

Barbara Ruth, Lee J. Cobb. Producer Howard Koch. Di-

rector Bud Yorkin. A confirmed bachelor introduces his

young brother to the playboy's world.

DONOVAN'S REEF Technicolor. John Wayne, Lee Mar-
vin. Producer-director John Ford. Adventure drama in

the South Pacific.

HUD Paul Newman, Patricia Neal, Melvyn Douglas.

Producers Irving Ravetch, Martin Ritt. Director Ritt.

Drama set in modern Texas.

MY SIX LOVES Technicolor. Debbie Reynolds, Cliff

Robertson, David Jannsen. Producer Garet Gaither.

Director Grover Champion. Broadway star adopts six

abandoned children.

PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION Color. Jackie Gleason,

Glynis Johns. Comedy-drama based on childhood of

silent screen star Corinne Griffith.

PARIS WHEN IT SIZZLES Panavision, Technicolor. Wil-

liam Holden, Audrey Hepburn. Producer George Axel-

rod. Director Richard Ouine. Romantic-comedy filmed

on location in Paris.

WONDERFUL TO BE YOUNG Cliff Richard, Robert

Morley. 92 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX*

August

FIRE BRAND CinemaScope. Kent Taylor, Lisa Montell.

Producer-Director Maury Dexter. Story of the famout

Latin fighter, Joaquin Murieta.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON CinemaScope. Deluxe

Color. Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Richard Haydn,

Barbara Luna, Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons.

Producer-Director Irwin Allen. Jules Verne's first novel

about a madcap flight across Africa in a balloon.

101 min. 8/20/62.

September

I LIKE MONEY CinemaScope. De Luxe Color. Peter Sel-

lers Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern. Producer

Pierre Rouve. Director Peter Sellers. Based on Marcel

Pagnol's famous story of "Topaze," the mild instruc-

tor who became an unscrupulous businessman. 81 mm.
5/28/62.

300 SPARTANS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Richard Egan, Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker, Barry

Coe David Farrar. Producers Rudolph Mate, George

St. George. Director Mate. Story of the battle of

Thermopylae. 114 min. 8/20/62.

October

GIGOT DeLuxe Color. Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath.

Gabrielle Dorziat, Diane Gardner. Producer Ken Hy-

man. Director Gene Kelly. Story of a mute and a little

girl he befriends. 104 min. 6/25/62.

LONGEST DAY, THE John Wayne, Richard Todd,

Peter Lawford, Robert Wagner, Tommy Sands, Fabian,

Paul Anka, Curt Jurgens, Red Buttons, Irina Demich,

Robert Mitchum, Jeffrey Hunter, Eddie Albert Ray

Danton Henry Fonda, Edmond O'Brien, Robert Ryan.

Producer Darryl Zanuck. Directors Gerd Oswald,

Andrew Marton, Elmo Williams, Bernard Wicki, Ken

A/inakin. 180 min.

November

LION, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. William Hol-

den Trevor Howard, Capucine, Pamela Franklin. Pro-

ducer Samuel Engel. Director Jack Cardiff. Based on

best-seller about a girl's love for a wild lion. 93 mm.

9/3/63.

LOVES OF SALAMMBO Deluxe. Jeanne Valerie, Jacques

Sernas. Edmund Purdom. Director Sergio Grieco.

Adventure drama. 72 min. 11/12/62.

December

NINE HOURS TO RAMA CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

Horst Buchholz, Valerie Gearon, Jose Ferrer Producer-

Director Mark Robson. Story of the man who assassi-

nated Mahatma Gandhi.

January

SODOM AND GOMORRAH Stewart Granger, Pier An-

geli, Stanley Baker, Rossana Podesta. Producer Gof-

fredo Lombardo. Director Robert Aldnch. Biblical tale.

154 min.
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Coming

CLEOPATRA Todd AO Color. Elizabeth Taylor. Richard
Burton, Rex Harrison, Caesar Danova, Roddy McDowell,
Hume Cronyn, John Hoyt. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Joseph Mankiewicz Story of famous queen.

LEOPARD, THE Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale.

QUEEN'S GUARDS, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Daniel Massey, Raymond Massey, Robert Stephens.
Producer-Director Michael Powell. A tale of the
tradition and importance of being a Guard.

YOUNG GUNS OF TEXAS James Mitchum, Alana Ladd,
Jody McCrea. Producer-director Maury Dexter. West-
ern. 78 min. 1 1/12/62.

UNITED ARTISTS

September

SWORD OF THE CONQUEROR Jack Palance. Eleonora
Rossi Drago, Guy Madison. Producer Gilberto Carbone.
Director Carlo Campogallian. 95 min. 9/17/62.

VALIANT, THE John Mills, Ettore Manni.

October

HERO'S ISLAND James Mason, Neville Brand, Kate
Manx, Rip Torn. Producer-Director Leslie Stevens. Story
of a 1718 family freed from bondage, struggling to
established existence on an island. 94 min. 9/17/62.

PRESSURE POINT Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin, Peter
Falk. Producer Stanley Kramer. Director Hubert Corn-
field. Drama dealing with racial prejudice in U.S. 91
min. 9/17/62.

November

MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE. THE Frank Sinatra, Laur-
ence Harvey. Janet Leigh, Angela Lansbury, Henry
Silva. Producers George Axelrod, John Frankenheimer.
Director Frankenheimer. Suspense melodrama 126 min
10/29/62.

December

TARAS BULBA Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner, Brad Dexter,
Sam Wanamaker, Vladimir Sokoloff, Akim Tamiroff,
Christine Kaufmann. Producer Harold Hecht. Director
J. Lee Thompson. Action spectacle. 122 min. 12/10/62.

TWO FOR THE SEESAW Robert Mitchum, Shirley Mac-
laine. Producer Welter Mirisch Director Robert Wise.
Based on the Brodaway hit. 119 min. 10/29/62.

Coming

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Edward Franz, Merry Anders. 77 min.

CARETAKERS, THE Robert Stack, Joan Crawford.

CHILD IS WAITING, A Burt Lancaster, Judy Garland,
Stephen Hill, Gena Rowland. Producer Stanley Kramer'.
Director John Cassavetes.

DEAD TO THE WORLD Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce Ford
Rainey, Casey Peyson. Producer F. William Hart. Direc-
tor Nicholas Webster. 87 min.

FIVE MILES TO MIDNIGHT (Formerly The Third Dimen-
sion) Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Gig Young
Ireland Turner. Producer-Director Anatole Litvak.

GLADIATORS, THE Yul Brynner. Director Martin Ritt.

GLORIOUS BROTHERS. MY Producer-director Stanley
Kramer. From Howard Fast's best-seller.

GRAND DUKE AND MR. PIMM, THE Glenn Ford,
Hope Lange, Charles Boyer.

GREAT WAR, THE Vittorio Gassman, Silvana Mangano,
Alberto Sordi. Producer Dino De Laurentis. Director
Mario Monicelli. 118 min. 9/18/61.

HAWAII Producer-director Fred Zinneman. Film ver-
sion of James Michener's epic novel.

INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER Producer Stanley
Kramer. Director Paul Stanley.

KID GALAHAD Elvis Presley, Gig Young, Lola Albright,
Charles Bronson, Joan Blackman. Producer David Weis-
bart. Director Philip Karlson. 95 min. 8/6/62.

LAND WE LOVE. THE Color. James Mason, Kate Manx
Neville Brand, Rip Torn, Brendan Dillon. Producer-
Director Leslie Stevens.

MARY HAD A LITTLE Agnes Laurent, Hazel Court, Jack
Watling. Producer George Fowler. Director Edward
Buzz. II. 79 min. 8/21/61.

PHAEDRA Melina Mercouri, Anthony Perkins. Producer-
Director Jules Dassin.

SOMETHING WILD Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker. Mil-
dred Dunnock. Producer George Justin. Director Jack
Garfein. Drama of violence and romance in New York
City. 112 min. 1/8/62.

STOWAWAY IN THE SKY Technicolor. Andre Gille
Pascal Lamorisse. Director Albert Lamorisse. 82 min!
7/23/62.

THREE ON A SPREE Jack Watling, Carole Lesley,
Colin Gordon. Producer George Fowler. Director Sid-
ney J. Furie. 83 min. 10/2/61.

WAR HUNT John Saxon. Producer Terry Sanders
Director Denis Sanders. Korean War melodrama 81
mm. 4/16/62

WAY WEST. THE James Stewart, Kirk Douglat Burt
Lancaster. Producer Harold Heeht.

mnnsnm
August

SPIRAL ROAD. THE Color. Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena
Rowlands. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert
Mull igan. Based on Jan de Hartog's best-seller novel
of Dutch doctors at work in the jungles of the Neth-
erland colonies. 140 min. 6/11/62.

September

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, THE Color. Herbert Lorn,
Heather Sears, Edward de Souza, Ian Wilson, Michael
Gough, Thorley Walters, Patrick Troughton. Producer
Anthony Hinds. Director Terence Fisher. Tale of a
"monster" who terrorizes a theatre. 84 min. 6/25/62.

October

NO MAN IS AN ISLAND Color. Jeffrey Hunter, Mar-
shall Thompson, Barbara Perez, Paul Edwards. Fred
Harris, Ronild Remy, Rolf Bayer. Producers-Directors
Richard Goldstone, John Monk, Jr. War Melodrama.
I 14 min. 8/6/62.

November

IF A MAN ANSWERS Color. Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin,
Micheline Presle, John Lund, Cesar Romero, Stefanie
Powers. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Henry Levin.
Romantic comedy. 102 mm. 9/3/62.

STAGE COACH TO DANCERS' ROCK Warren Stevens
Martin Landau, Jody Lawrance, Don Wilbanks, Del
Morre, Bob Anderson, Judy Dan. Producer-Director
Earl Bellamy Western. 72 min. 10/15/62.

Coming

BIRDS, THE Color. Rod Taylor. Jessica Tandy.

BRASS BOTTLE, THE Color. Tony Randall, Burl Ives.

Producer Robert Arthur.

CHARADE Color, Panavision. Cary Grant, Audrey Hep-
burn, Walter Matthau, James Coburn, George Ken-
nedy, Ned Glass, Dominique Minot, Thomas Ghelimsky.
Producer-Director Stanley Donen.

40 POUNDS OF TROUBLE Color, Panavision. Tony Cur-
tis, Phil Silvers, Suzanne Pleshette, Larry Storch, Karen
Steele, Stubby Kaye. Warren Stevens, Howard Morris,
Kevin McCarthy, Mary Murphy, Claire Wilcox. Pro-
ducer Stan Marginles. Director Norman Jewison.

FREUD Montgomery Clift, Susannah York, Larry Parks,

Susan Kohner, Eric Portman, David McCallum, Fernand
Ledoux, Eileen Herlie, David Kossoff, Rosalie Crutch-
ley. Producer Wolfgang Reinhardt. Director John
Huston.

GATHERING OF EAGLES, A Color. Rock Hudson,
Mary Peach, Rod Taylor, Barry Sullivan, Leora Dana,
Henry Silva, Kevin McCarthy, Robert Lansing, Richard
Anderson, Jim Bannon, Nelson Leigh, Leif Erickson.
Producer Sy Bartlett. Director Delbert Mann.

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE Clifford Evans, Jennifer Daniel,
Edward De Souza, Noel Willman.

LANCELOT AND GUINEVERE Color. Panavision. Cornel
Wilde, J3an Wallace, Brian Aherne, Ian Gregory,
Michael Meacham. Producers Cornel Wilde, Bernard
Luber. Director Cornel Wilde.

LIST OF ADRIAN MESSENGER. THE George C. Scott,
Dana Wynter, Clive Brook, Jacques Roux, Herbert
Marshall, Bernard Archard, Gladys Cooper, Tony Hus-
ton, John Merivale. Producer Edward Lewis. Director
John Huston.

MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT Color. Rock Hudson.

MYSTERY SUBMARINE Edward Judd, Laurence Payne,
James Robertson Justice. 90 min.

PARANOIC Janette Scott, Oliver Reed, Sheila Burrell,
Maurice Denham, Alexander Davion, Liliane Brousse.
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Freddie Francis.

SHOWDOWN (Formerly The Iron Collar! Audie Mur-
phy, Kathleen Crowley, Charles Drake, Harold J. Stone,
L. Q. Jones, Skip Homier, Henry Wills, Charles Hor-
vath. Producer Gordon Kay. Director R. G. Spring-
steen.

TAMMY AND THF nOCTOR C"lor. Sandra Dee Peter
Fonda, MacDonald Carey, Beulah Bondl, Margaret Lind-
say, Reginald Owen, Alice Pearce, Adam West, Stan-
ley Clements, Forrest Lewis. Producer Ross Hunter. Di-
rector Harry Keller.

THREE WAY MATCH Color. Kirk Douglas, Mitzi
Gaynor, (=>ig Young, Ihelma Ritter, Julie Newmar, Wil-
liam Bendix Leslie Parrish Richard Sargent, Don
Megowan, Willard Sage, William Windom. Producer
Robert Arthur. Director Michael Gordon.

THRILL OF IT ALL, THE Color. Doris Day, James Gar-
ner, Arlene Francis, Elliott Reid, Reginald Owen,
Edward Andrews, Zasu Pitts, Kim Karath, Brian Nash,
Hedley Mattingly, Lucy Landau. Producers Ross Hunter,
Martin Melcher. Director Norman Jewison.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD Gregory Peck, Mary Bad-
ham, PhiNip Alford, John Megna, Frank Overton. Ruth
White, Alice Ghostley, Rosemary Murphy, Brock Peters,
Estelle Evans, Richard Hale. Producer Alan Pakula. Di-
rector Robert Mulligan.

UGLY AMERICAN, THE Color. Marlon Brando, Sandra
Church, Ei 1 1 Okada, Pat Hingle, Arthur Hill, Jocelyn
Brando, Judson Pratt, George Shibata, Reiko Sato,
Yee Tak Yip. Producer-Director George Englund.

WARNER BROTHERS

September

STORY OF THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO. THE
Technicolor. Louis Jourdan, Yyvonne Furneaux. Pro-
ducers Jean-Jacques Vital, Rene Modiano. Director
Claude Autant-Lara. Epic drama from the celebrated
novel of heroic action and vengeance. 132 min. 6/11/62.

October

CHAPMAN REPORT, THE Technicolor. Shelley Winters,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns. Producer Richard Zanuck. Director George Cu-
kor. Based on Irving Wallace's best-seller of a sex
survey in an American suburb. 125 min. 9/3/62.

November

GAY PURR-EE Technicolor. Voices of Judy Garland,
Robert Goulet, Red Buttons, Hermione Gingold. Pro-

ducer Henry G. Saperstein. Director, Abe Levitow.
Animated comedy feature of Parisian cats. 86 min.

10/29/62.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE? Bette Davis,

Joan Crawford. Producer-Director Robert Aldrich.

Shock thriller. 132 min. 10/29/62.

January

GYPSY Technicolor, Technirama. Rosalind Russell, Nat-

alie Wood, Karl Maiden. Producer-Director, Mervyn
LeRoy. From Broadway musical hit based on Gypsy
Rose Lee's career. 149 min. 10/1/62.

February

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES Jack Lemmon, Lee

Remick. Producer Martin Manulis. Director Blake

Edwards. A drama of the effects of alcoholism in a

modern marriage. 117 min. 12/10/62.

TERM OF TRIAL Laurence Olivier, Simone Siqnoret. Pro-

ducer James Woolf. Director Peter Glenville. A cou-

ple's term of trial in face of charges against the husband.

113 min

.

A pril

CRITIC'S CHOICE Technicolor, Panavision. Bob Hope,

Lucille Ball. Producer Frank P. Rosenberg. Director

Don Weis. From Ira Levin's Broadway comedy hit.

Coming

AMERICA AMERICA. Slathis Giallelis. Producer-direc-

tor, Elia Kazan. Kazan's powerful drama of a Greek

immigrant youth.

BLACK GOLD Philip Carey, Diane McBain. Producer

Jim Barrett. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama of

Oklahoma oil-boom.

NOT ON YOUR LIFE! Technicolor, Panavision. Robert

Preston, Tony Randall, Giorgia Moll. Producer-Director

Morton Da Costa. Comedy set in Greece.

PALM SPRINGS WEEK-END Troy Donahue. Producer.

Michael Hoey. Director, Norman Taurog. Drama of

teen-agers' riotous week-end.

PANIC BUTTON Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,

Jayne Mansfield. Producer Ron Gorton. Director

George Sherman. Comedy set in Rome.

PT 109 Technicolor, Panavision. Cliff Robertson. Pro-

ducer Bryan Foy. Director Leslie H. Martinson. Drama
of Lt. John F. Kennedy's naval adventures in World
War II.

RAMPAGE. Technicolor. Robert Mitchum, Jack Hawk-
ins, Elsa Martinelli. Director Phil Karlson. Adventure

drama.

SPENCER'S MOUNTAIN Technicolor. Henry Fonda,

Maureen O'Hara. Producer-director Delmer Daves.

Modern drama of a mountain family.

THE CASTILIAN Panacolor. Cesar Romero, Frankie

Avalon, Tere Velasquez. Producer Sidney Pink. Direc-

tor Javier Seto. Epic story of the battles of the Span-

iards against the Moors.

THE INCREDIBLE MR. LIMPET Technicolor. Don Knotts.

Carole Cook. Producer John Rose. Directors Arthur
Lubin Combination live action-animation comedy with

music.

WALL OF NOISE Suzanne Pleshette, Ty Hardin. Dor-

othy Provine. Producer, Joseph Landon. Director, Rich-

ard Wilson. Racetrack drama.

WORLD BY NIGHT NO. 2 Producer Francesco Mazzei.
Director Gianni Proia. 118 min. 8/6/62.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

CLARK

TRANSFER
Member National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D. C: DUpont 7-7200
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BANKERS & BROKERS
The Industry's "Money Men"

read

BULLETIN

GUARANTEE

Film Bulletin Reaches the Policy-Makers,

The Buyers, The Bookers of over 12,000 of

The Most Important Theatres in U.S. &) Canada!
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